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RITAIN enters on the New Year with hope,
confidence, and unbroken determination. Our
dark hour has passed. <The dangers from lack

of resolution in our supreme councils, the fear of
disunion among our Allies, the doubts and faint-
heartedness have gone like a bad dream. Werealise
from the action of our opponents that Germany is
already shaken to her very foundations. Anyforecast
of the probable course of the war duritig the year now
beginning must of necessity be given with some diffi-
dence, Unexpected happenings may quickly change
everything. Yet, so far as we can judge at the present
moment, certain things may be anticipated.
The strain in Germany, already seemingly almost

reaching breaking-point, will grow greater and greater
and will reach its maximum,so far as the feod question
is concerned, in May or June. It would be unwise,
however, to count on the heavysuffering of the German
civilian population making them yield. It may, and
we hope that it will. ‘But the Germans have shown
great resolution in the past, and maydo so again,

Possibilities of German Strategy
The Germans have various courses open to them.

It is not impossible they may attempt a winter invasion
of Russia. -In the days before the war. German
strategists frequently and openly debated the question
as to whether winter or summer was the better time
for a Russian campaign. The old notion that Napoleon’s
disastrous experience proved once and forall that
Russia. cannot be invaded in winter-time is not now
regarded seriously. The invasion of Russia to-day
would be a verydifferent thing from what it was then.
Troops can be protected from cold as was then im-
possible, and communications have been made much
more simple by the development of the motor-car and
the steam rail. Rivers are at this season frozen over,
and are easily crossed. The great marshes can be
passed in safety. A serious attempt upon Russia,
either around Riga, and so on to Petrograd, orelse to
Odessa and to the great wheat stores of the south, is
by:no means an impossibility.

Should such an.attempt take place, the power of
the Russian resistanee depends almost entirely upon
the amount of munitions at the disposal of our ally
to-day. On that point I have no reliable information.
But it may be taken for granted that any such effort
would be the immediate signal for a great offensive
on the part of the Allies along the other fronts. And
it is by no means cerfain that Germanyhas to-day.a
sufficient Army available to attempt the advance into
Russia with any hope of success. :

The Situation at Salonika
Another possible German plan is to advance upon

Salonika. Such.an advance might possibly drive the
allied force back within the Salonika lines, and open
up direct communication between Athens and Berlin.
3ut supposing that the very worst’ happened here
and that the Germans by a swift, fierce blow actually
seized Salonika itseli—an event, let me add, that I do
not think inthe least likely’ to happen—it would not
vitally affect the war. “This. war 1s~being decided in
the west.- © = ae e

Will Germany attack on the western front, unde-
terred by her. ghastly memories of Verdun ? I can
well understand theplan of a renewed offensive around
or to the north of Ypres having great fascination for
the German General’ Staff. Signs are not lacking that
they are contemplating it. A few days ago, according
to German reports, a very determined forward move-
ment was made-in this quarter. But the most elemen-
tary student of strategy knows that this northern

  

point is the vital link in ourlines, therefore obviously .
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_front, and will fling the enemy back a certain number
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it is the one where we must have made the most careful
andelaborate provisions for defence.

Britain's Coming Offensive
What of ourselves? There is no secret whatever

about what we mean to do. During the past few
months we have been preparing larger armies, greater
stores of shells, and artillery of heavier calibre than
ever. We do not expect to win the war by a fluke,
or by a surprise attack in anyfield. Our plan is to
hammer persistently at the enemyfront and to blast
a way through the German lines. Last autumn we
nearly succeeded in doing it, and I am unashamedof
my cheerfulness over the prospects then. How near we
came to overwhelming victory is realised by few. We
missedit by a hair’s breadth, through a long heavy spell
of wet, but we succeeded in smashing thespirit of a. large
part of the enemy, in destroying the German national
confidence, and in proving our own powerto win. -
Our coming offensive will be renewed with< still

greater prospects of success; not only because of our
greater strength, and still better guns, but because the
Somme Battle of 1916 taught* us many lessens, par-
ticularly in the handling of artillery and in co-ordinating
the work of the different arms of the Service in an
advance. It is to be hoped that our offensive this
year will be simultaneous on all sides, and that a big
Russian effort will come at the same time as our own.
And mayI express a hope to my Belgian friends that
the Belgian Armywill act vigorously at the same time ?
No one has written more sympathetically about King
Albert and: his men than myself. *. This perhaps gives
me the excuse for saying that if the Belgians hope to
hold undiminished the high esteem in which the world
at large regards them for their splendid conduct atthe
beginning of the war, they must now once more take
their part in active hostilities, and strike when. the rest
of the Allies strike. ;
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Victory Worth the Price ©
We may reasonably anticipate that our next

offensive will smash the German line on_the’, western

of miles. Are we to look forward to a second similar
offensive, say twelve miles back, entailing the same
amount of sacrifice, and a third, say thirty miles
behind, then a fourth, and so on? Such a prospect
would seem hopeless. Happily this is not what would
be likely to happen. _When an enemy stakes the
greater part of his strength on the defence of one front
line, the breaking down of- that front line must cost
him heavily. In many cases swift action will compel
his retreat, once the front line is pierced, from position
after position. Retreat following on a crushing
disaster will force in turn his retirement from other
positions to the north and’ south, which would be in
danger of being outflanked. Once the Allies really
get hold on the western front, we may hope for some-
thing like that to happen.
The spring campaign will be costly—costly, perhaps,

beyond anything we have yet known. The demand...
on our armies will be greater than. ever; but all are .
confident that that demand. will be more than-met.
What of ‘the civilian population?
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minds that 1917 is to be a year ofsacrifice. Conditions
may well grow harder, food prices may rise consider-

still more-severely on all classes. But I know the
British people well enough to be confident that the
sacrifices demanded will be met willingly, because we,
one andall, realise that the only way to victory is by
endurance and sacrifice. And victory will be worth
even the great price we are paying.
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ADMIRAL AND BUGLER-BOY.—Rear—AdmiralE. C. T. Troubridge, C.B., reviewing a contingent of Serbian sailors at Monastir, was
‘amusedby onelittle lad who complained that ‘‘they’’ did not teach him to fight but only to biow the bugle. (British Officia! Photograph-)
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to German reports, a very determined forward move-
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greater strength, and still better guns, but because the
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ticularly in the handling of artillery and in co-ordinating
the work of the different arms of the Service in an
advance. It is to be hoped that our offensive this
year will be simultaneous on all sides, and that a big
Russian effort will come at the same time as our own.
And mayI express a hope to my Belgian friends that
the Belgian Armywill act vigorously at the same time ?
No one has written more sympathetically about King
Albert and: his men than myself. *. This perhaps gives
me the excuse for saying that if the Belgians hope to
hold undiminished the high esteem in which the world
at large regards them for their splendid conduct atthe
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their part in active hostilities, and strike when. the rest
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We may reasonably anticipate that our next

offensive will smash the German line on_the’, western

of miles. Are we to look forward to a second similar
offensive, say twelve miles back, entailing the same
amount of sacrifice, and a third, say thirty miles
behind, then a fourth, and so on? Such a prospect
would seem hopeless. Happily this is not what would
be likely to happen. _When an enemy stakes the
greater part of his strength on the defence of one front
line, the breaking down of- that front line must cost
him heavily. In many cases swift action will compel
his retreat, once the front line is pierced, from position
after position. Retreat following on a crushing
disaster will force in turn his retirement from other
positions to the north and’ south, which would be in
danger of being outflanked. Once the Allies really
get hold on the western front, we may hope for some-
thing like that to happen.
The spring campaign will be costly—costly, perhaps,

beyond anything we have yet known. The demand...
on our armies will be greater than. ever; but all are .
confident that that demand. will be more than-met.
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minds that 1917 is to be a year ofsacrifice. Conditions
may well grow harder, food prices may rise consider-

still more-severely on all classes. But I know the
British people well enough to be confident that the
sacrifices demanded will be met willingly, because we,
one andall, realise that the only way to victory is by
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ADMIRAL AND BUGLER-BOY.—Rear—AdmiralE. C. T. Troubridge, C.B., reviewing a contingent of Serbian sailors at Monastir, was
‘amusedby onelittle lad who complained that ‘‘they’’ did not teach him to fight but only to biow the bugle. (British Officia! Photograph-)
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THE GREAT ISSUES OF THE WAR

THE WAR’S EFFECT

Page 482

OUR IMPORTANT NEW SERIES
 

ON WOMAN’S WORK
BY MILLICENT GARRETT FAWCETT

 

RS. FAWCETT’S name is known wherever the subject of women’s work 1s under considera-

tion, and it is peculiarly gratifying to the Editor of THE WaR_ ILLUSTRATED to be

able to place before his readers the following eloquent and illuminating essay by her on a subject of

vital and increasing importance.
is to be hoped the case it enters against the learned professions will not fall o

The article carries ample evidence of ife writer's authority, and i
deaf ears. The widow

of one of the most able and populay of our Postmasters-General, the Right Hon. Henry Fawcett, the

sister of Dr. Garrett Anderson, and mother of the Miss Fawcett who was above the Senior Wrangler,

Mrs. Fawcett has been long known as an educationist. She is President of the National Union of

Women’s Suffrage Societies, the author of several valuable biographies and works on political economy,

and an Honorary LL.D. of St. Andrews University. ,

 

 UITE early in-the war—that is on August 27th,
O t914—the executive committee of the National

Union of Women’s Suffrage Societies by.a unani-
mous vote memorialised. the Government, urging the
substitution.of women for menin all suitable employments,
particularly specifying armament work, in order to set
a larger number of menfree for military service. Needless
to say, this advice was disregarded at_the time. It has
since become the settied policy of the Government, andis
known by the somewhat curious name of “ dilution of
labour.” 4
The Trade Unions have been induced, partly by Govern-

ment pressure and’ partly by their own keen desire to
promote by. every means in their power the triumphant
issue of the present struggle, to relax, for the period of
the war, their rules which excluded women from nearly
all the skilied trades.

Similar rules exclude women from many classes of pro-
fessional employment, but probably
because the numbers affected are small
as compared with the numbers, actual
and potential, in industry, no similar
movement backed by Government in-
fluence has thrown down the barriers
which exclude womenfrom the Law, the
Civil Service and other professions.
These barriers may be brought down
in-time, but in the opinion of manyit
would have had a good moral influence
if the professions had been the first
instead of being the last to abandon
their. rules which exclude women.

If women had been introduced, for
instance, into the Government offices
at the beginning of the war, not as
mere typists and clerks, but also in the
higher branches of theservice, for train-
ing, many menof military age who are
now detained as “ indispensable” in. Whitehall would
have been set free, probably to their great joy, for more
active service in their country’s cause.
sorrowfully confessed that little or no capacity for looking
forward and planning for the supply of future national
needs was exhibited’ by the governing classes;. Women
doctors who organised complete hospital units, officered
entirely by women, were snubbed, discouraged, and refused
recognition-by the British Red Cross. 5 . :

All that is changed now; but the survival of the Trade
Union spirit of exclusion in the professions, long after it
had been recognised as“pernicious in industry, is an example
of how easy it is to see what “ the other fellows” ought
to do and how difficult it-is to apply the same lesson
nearer home.

Women’s Capacity and Versatility

.WNirs.

Early in 1916-a Government Committee was formed
for the express purpose of substituting women’s labour
for men’s wherever it was possible. .This .committee
reported in March that it had found “ women in all classes
eager to shoulder their share of the national burden,’’ and
that they were showing undoubted capacity for doing so.
Since that time the extension of women’s employment in
industrial pursuits, formerly closed to them, has gone on

  
Fawcett

But it must be,

rapidly, The number of women thus employed, exclusive

of servants. and outworkers, has increased in the last tivo

years by 866,000 ;_ the outworkers are reckoned at 2,000;000,

and the total number. of women employed industrially

at over 6,000,000... Women have shown themselves com-

petent to perform skilled. work after a short period of

training, and theirwage-earning power has correspondingly

increased.’ .In munition work it is now by no means an

unheard-of thing for a womanto be earning £2, £3, and even
more per week. 5 : ; ee

Anti-Feminist PrejudicesShattered,

The Government, far from seeking to depress theindus-

trial status of women, now does everything in its power

to develop it. “Fascinating books are issued by the-Ministry

of Munitions and the War Office, with charming ilustra-

tions, showing the capacity and versatility of women in
industry. The pictures show women ploughing and
harrowing, tending animals, grooming and cleaning horses,

harvesting, unloading trucks, loading coal
-and coke, stoking furnaces, cleaning
locomotives, and, of course, working in
the great armament-firms and in many
other employments. The picture papers
follow suit, and the public are familiarised
with women managing thesteam-plough,
women in charge of the King’s stables,
and so forth. ;

All these new openings amount to a
revolution in women’s labour. The im-
possibility of getting women into the
skilled and well-paid trades had long
been the despair of those who were
dealing with the problem of sweating.
Nine-tenths of the sweated labour. before
the war was the labour of women.
Every now and then the tragedy of

the sweated women would be revealed
to the. public... A wretched woman

would be brought before a-magistrate for attemptedsuicide,
and thenit would come out that her utmost possible earnings
in making; say, Army breeches, had been 1s. a day, that
the rent of her single room was 2s. 6d. a week, leaving
only 6d. a day for food, clothing, fuel and every other
necessity of existence. f Sng Re
The new openings for women’s work haye, one.may,

hope, changed all this for ever. _ Industrial reconstructions

must, no doubt, take place after the war. Agreat many;
women whose husbands are now in the Army or Navy,
will, if their men Come back at the end of the war, return
to ordinary domestic work in theirown homes. On the
other hand, many women will, unfortunately, not get
their husbands back; they will be widows or wives of
permanently disabled men. These women will have to
remain in industry as the main breadwinners of their.
families. No decent man could possibly urge thereturn
to a system which excluded them from the possibility of
earning good wages. Bos }
Women have shown their industrial capacity-during the

war in a way which has shattered many anti-feminist
prejudices and preconceptions. cee

Before the war, except in London, there was practically
no means of women obtaining technical instruction in the

B {Continued on page 484
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Right: An Airedale on duty in achurch destroyed by the Germans.
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The Government, far from seeking to depress theindus-

trial status of women, now does everything in its power

to develop it. “Fascinating books are issued by the-Ministry

of Munitions and the War Office, with charming ilustra-

tions, showing the capacity and versatility of women in
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war in a way which has shattered many anti-feminist
prejudices and preconceptions. cee

Before the war, except in London, there was practically
no means of women obtaining technical instruction in the

B {Continued on page 484
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WAK’S EFFECT ON WCMAN’S WORK “Sigess)"
skilled trades, and in London it was extremely inadequate.
Women were not éven admitted to classes maintained
partly by Treasury grants and partly by the ratepayers.
Now these things are changed; employers are beginning
already to start engineering and.‘otherfactories run“wholly
on women’s labour, and there are many opportunities for
training. The Government has opened an instructional
workshop for the training of two hundred womenin the
production of aero-engine parts and for initiation into
the mysteries of tool-setting. While in training they will
receive a maintenance grant, and they wilk be under the
charge of a woman engineer.

This is one of many“indications that, as the phrase goes,
“the women have come to stay.” It is certainly a- gross
example of national waste when large numbers of persons
capable of doing skilled work should be condemned forlife
to employments far below their natural capacity.
The question will, no doubt, be asked: “‘ What has

been the effect of all this on women themselves?” I
should answer this question by saying: ‘“‘ Almost wholly
good.” It has certainly helped them immensely to bear
the nervous strain of the war to know that they are able
to help in carrying forward work of first-class national
importance.
The knowledge that their industry is helping their men

who have offered themselves to their cauntry has caused
the women to put a passion and zeal into their work-which
are beyond all praise. One has read, of course, generally
in papers verylittle in touch with working women’slives,
of examples of big wages foolishly spent on jewellery
and grand pianos—and, worse still, on drink. But when
one comes in contact with those who have made careful
study of the facts these charges generally evaporate into

past,

Page 484

very thin air indeed; not, of course, that the good wages
earned have not in some instances been spent on finery
and other luxuries. Let the man or woman who has never
done the same cast the first stone!
No one would be prepared to say that none of the money

had been wasted on drink, but after a most careful inquiry
made in twenty-eight towns and districts, and taking
evidence fromthirty-two witnesses, the committee appointed
by the Government to inquire into the alleged_excessive
drinking among women reported that excessive drinking
had taken place, but it was mainly among those who drank
before.

Gain in Dignity and Self-Reliance?
The committee received no evidence that women

and girls who did not drink before have taken in any
considerable numbers to drinking to excess in poustauceee
of the new conditions caused by the’ war.

There is-:much evidence on all sides of wise expenditure;
children are better clothed and fed, homes have been made
more healthy and comfortable, a considerabie aouy of
saving has beeninitiated.
The over-fatigue caused by overtime has been, to a

large éxtent, prevented by better food and more of it. ©
I cannot help feeling that the character of the women

who have shared in_ this truly national work has been
uplifted and strengthened. They have known the sweets
of economic independence and the joy of service to a cause
they love. They have gained in dignity andself-reliance,
and the country has found in their labour an asset which
will not be neglected in the future as it has been in the

Next Article : }

THE ER:TISH EMPIRE AFTER THE WAR
By Sidney Low

 

   
Members of the Women’s Volunteer Reserveat life-saving drill. They have now entered upon their duties as firewomenat the Holborn

Union Workhouse for aged women in Shepherdess Walk, City Road, London, E.C.
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Droppingthe Fire Curtain in the Theatre of War
 

 
 

Advancing British troops passing a battery sited above the road. Close examination of this photograph reveals great cheerfulness
in the faces of the men and mutual interest and confidence between the two arms of the Service. (British official photograph.)

 

 
 

French troops watching a curtain fire in front of Vaux Fort. The blinding, blanketing white smoke in the valley adds to the
suggestion of horror conveyed by the cumulus clouds of black smokeindicating the bursting of shells from more distant heavy guns. 
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With the British Armoured-Car Section:
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Sea to the Rugged Caucasus       
 

     
 

Motor-cycle despatch-rider attached to the Section on the Caucasian roads. Right: A car in difficulties, with the Russian transport
drivers standing aside while things are set right. Great difficulties were encountered owing to the road banking slipping.
  

 

    "THE British Armoured-Car Section in Russia,
commanded by Commander Locker-

Lampson, had one of the most adventurous
expeditions of any unit employed in the war.
Held up during the winter of 1915-16 in the ice
of the White Sea, it at length broke throughto
port and proceeded across Russia to the
Caucasian theatre-of operations. When it left
the -main road through Turkish Armenia it
reached the roughest- mountain country, un-'
pathed -except by bullock “tracks; where the
gradients were sometimes so steep that the cars
had to be hauled up by hand and lowered again;
by ropes. In the Mush region the Section had!
a narrow escape from an ambush;. the com-.
mander was trapped and only escaped by,
charging across a river under a hail of bullets, ¢
The Section was often in action... One very
successful feat was the capture of the village of
Norshen with a number of prisoners and the
destruction, of a large magazine in the Turkish!
base in the neighbourhood of that position!)
The Tsar received Commander Locker-Lamp-;
son in October, 1916, and rewarded several
members of the Section with decorations. One

= = squadron is now operating in Persia to the south
A curious photograph of Russian soldiers riding came's captured from the ot Lake Urmia.

Turks, and now employed in the Russian transport service.
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British transport in the White Sea and (right) the two transports that conveyed the British Armoured-CarSection for Russia breaking
their way through the White Sea. These two boats were the first to get through the ice when it began to break up aiter the winter.

 

      

     

     

  

        

     
   

 

     
    

     

  

 

 

     
The Turkish barracks .at Mush, in Armenia, a town about eighty miles S.S.E.

of Erzerum. Mush has a reputation, even in Armenia,for filthiness.

   

      
 

 

 

fA squadron of the Armoured-CarSection on the road, at last actually bound for the front. Inset above: Car belonging to the Section

crossing a stream in the Russian Caucasus
‘atives of the Caucasus watching the British Armoured-CarSection pass,their fluffy caps looking at first like shocks of hair seton end

by such a demonstration of black magic. Right: British officer superintending the transport of war materials to Russia.         
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With the Camera in Recaptured Monastir —S_ | Rescued Once More from Turk and Bulgar
Photographs
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At 9a.m. on the morning of Sunday, N i |7 r s November 19th, 1916, the first French infant
marched into Monastir. Inset: Allied Generals directing the final Rictonions advanta:

 

  Alexander, Crown Prince of Serbia, greeting his father’s subjects on
his re-entry into Monastir, the symbol of the mastery of Macedonia.
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Another view of the French troops marching into Monastir. Aithough they werethe first to enter inti re! * A o the town, they freel _
fledged that it was chiefly due to the untiring advance of the Serbians among the mountains that they won the Queen city ofPaaneciutas
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s of Monastir after its reoccupation by the Allies, accompanied
and shatteredbythe artillery of all the belligerents.

 
 Rear-Admiral! Troubridge (the centre figure) walking through thestreet

by one of the Serbian princes. Inset: Tho Turks’ Club, battered
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Serbia Resurgent Re-Enters Into Her Own
French Official Photographs
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Serbian infantry in the open amongthe hills driving the enemy
before them during the victorious attack upon Monastir.

 

 

  

    
‘The return of the natives, their gladness marred by angry resentment at the destruction to which their homes have been Subjected at

Bulgarian hands. Inset: A shattered church whose dome,elaborately painted in the Byzantine style, resisted the shockofits fall.
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BATTLE PICTURES OF THE GREAT WAR
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BATTLE OF THE GREAT HIGH ROAD
And How the Despatch-Rider Came Home

By Max Pemberton
E is quite young, a boy in fact. He had been at a

public school two years ago, got his colours for
football, and was the proud owner of a Triumph.

Howlittle he thought when the birthday brought it that
he would be riding a similar machine pell-mell upon the
roads of France before he had celebrated his twenty-first
birthday. 3
Yet here he is upon a sunny morning of October, wheeling

his machine down a broad avenue of poplars and looking
back, perhaps a little wistfully, to the pleasant chateau
embowered yonder in what was once a fair and goodly
garden, An old, old man, sweeping up the dirty brown
leaves, gives him a ‘“‘ Bon jour! ’”’ and wishes him God-speed.
The scene is very French and for the moment very restful.
There are sentries at the gate and they alone speak of war.
Our youngfriend, of course, is a despatch-rider—oneof that

splendid body of mere youths who have done such wonderful
things upon the great French high roads. Heis one of those
who may be called upon to fight his lonely battle against
the Huns at any hour of any day, who must wageit single-
handed, who cannot hope for any kind of help. God be
good to him, he is cheerful enough! His face this morning
is as polished as the good machine herides. He wears stout
khaki overalls; he has a revolver handy; the precious
despatches are like love-letters on his heart. Yesterday
he had a few spare hours and took it into his head to give
the “old girl’’ a clean. Usually she is as filthy as the
roads he dares, but to-day sheis smiling like a bride.

Hey-~ho for the Great Adventure!
Now, the despatch-rider has a journey of twenty-three

kilometres to make, and his destination is the town.
The word should ring pleasantly, as it ever does to rural
ears in places remote. But do not make too much of the
town. ‘There are ruins there and great gaps which once
were churches; hotels which leak wickedly, and shops
which can sell you nothing but dust. For all that it is
the town, and our youth will eat and drink there and
make a brief hour of merriment. That is to say, he will
do all this if he arrives. It is the “ if ’’ whichis the tragedy.

He, God bless him! néver thinks at all about it. He has
ridden there so often, faced perils so many, known such
tight places that it has all become a mere picnic. This
morning he likes it better than ever. The sunis shining,
the great marshland looks almost picturesque. It suggests
great distances, shining rivers, the homesteads which were.
And it is at the moment a land of peace. Yonder, far away
over the low hills, the Hun is at breakfast. Mighty is the
sausage, and it shall prevail. He will fite no shot until
he has gorged. So our man leaps upon his Triumph with
all the spirit of the boy he is, Hey-ho for the great adven-
ture! No knight of the old time ever rode a highway more
blithely, °

On the Alert
To be sure, there is company enough whenthefirst of

the villages has been passed. The road goes straight as an
atrow across the tremendous plain, flanked by poplars
and bordered by ditches. Traffic of all kinds frequents
it at the busy hour, but not at this hour of breakfast. Now
you shall see waggons at the roadside with their drivers
eating. A platoon tramps leisurely with the steps of men
who have fed. <A fat officer rides a lean horse, but does not
put him to the trot. All hail the boy as a friend. He

. gives them a merry “ Cheer oh!” and a vigorous wave of
the arm. The light and strength of the morning are in
his eyes, the road is fair, the rhythm of his exhaust like
the rattle of a machine-gun. The townis three kilometres
nearer by this time. “‘ What a jolly business!’’ you say.
“ What a good time these fellows have!’’ But pause a
moment, for the curtain is about to rise upon another
picture. 3

The road sweeps tothe left, and the gleaming face of a
usually dull river is revealed. The despatch-rider hears a
low booming sound, and he pricks his ears. Yonder,
a mile away upon little hill, there stands a hamlet once
as fair as any in Flanders. Theshells of the housesstill
remain, and the old church has the ghost of a tower remain-
ing. But the despatch-rider knowsit for the place of peril
that it is. That booming echo across the great marsh
brings a message which is unmistakable. ‘‘ Hallo,” says
the boy, “ they’re shelling X .’ It is just as though
one at home had said, “‘ We’re going to have thunder.”
He bendsa little lower over his saddle nowand begins to

look out. There will be shell-holes hereabouts ; and shelli-
holes are ugly customers for a mau upona bicycle. Even
the smallest will be some four feet in circumference and
as many deep. The largest are caverns into whicha furni-
ture van could fall. The boy dodges them witha skill which
is amazing.

 

Travelling Like a Race-horsz

He is travelling at forty miles an hour, and the
Triumph quivers like a race-horse beneath him. Nowit
will be a tremendous swerve to the right; again such a
left incline that luck alone keeps him from the profundity
of ditches. But he is a master, and nothing matters.
The skid, which would send the dilettante at home into
hospital for a month, finds the boy using his legs like a
boxer in the ring. He is down; he is up. An amazed
peasant ploughing in yonder field despite the shells cries
““Sacré nom!” and follows him with eyes bewitched.
He is going over yonder to X , and hell maylie
beyondit.

There are sentries at the entrance to the village, but they
do not worry the boy. Were anyother to come up! they
would prate of danger, saying, ‘“ You cannot go on}; the
Boches are bombarding us.’’ But it is no good saying that
to the boy, who passes them with a yell whichis familiar
and a wave which is stimulating. Nowhe is up the hill
and can look ahead for many miles uponthe white high road
he must follow.

 

Tokens of the Huns’ Goodwill
It is no pleasant prospect. The Hun has had infor-

mation that a convoy would pass that particular spot at
ten o'clock this morning, and he is nowshelling it for
all he is worth.; You see the tokens of his goodwill every-
where: in the air above, the white flakes of the shrapnel ;
from the ground below,the yellow, the brown, and the black
smoke of the high explosive. Viewed thus there does not
seem a yard of space where youcould shelter a dog. Does
the boy stop because of it?) Not on your life. Down
goes his head, wide open-goes his throttle. The “old girl”
accelerates like a wonder at Brooklands. A thunder of
sounds is in the boy’s ears, but he does not heed it. Great
blasts of air strike him menacingly, but do not check his
speed. Sometimes he will say, “‘ That was a close shave ! ”
but he prefers not to think about it. Heis in the verypit,
and Godalone can bring himout.
Noris it any good to think of shelter. One of his pals

did so not long ago—gotoff his machine and went into that
little hut over yonder until the storm should pass. The
next instant a shell struck the shanty and blewit sky-high.
Our boy will take no risks of that kind. He drives on,
every yard is a landmark in the race for safety; every
second has meaning in time’s great lottery. The shelis
are raining about him, and any one mayleave him a thing
of torn flesh and broken bone there upon the accursed
highway. He is fighting the.Hun alone; yet upon his
courage to-morrow’s great victory may depend.

Well, he gets through, turns a-welcome corner andfinds
himself in a place of peace. Here is the convoy which the
Boches thought they were shelling. The boy delights

(Continue? on page 494.
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who may be called upon to fight his lonely battle against
the Huns at any hour of any day, who must wageit single-
handed, who cannot hope for any kind of help. God be
good to him, he is cheerful enough! His face this morning
is as polished as the good machine herides. He wears stout
khaki overalls; he has a revolver handy; the precious
despatches are like love-letters on his heart. Yesterday
he had a few spare hours and took it into his head to give
the “old girl’’ a clean. Usually she is as filthy as the
roads he dares, but to-day sheis smiling like a bride.

Hey-~ho for the Great Adventure!
Now, the despatch-rider has a journey of twenty-three

kilometres to make, and his destination is the town.
The word should ring pleasantly, as it ever does to rural
ears in places remote. But do not make too much of the
town. ‘There are ruins there and great gaps which once
were churches; hotels which leak wickedly, and shops
which can sell you nothing but dust. For all that it is
the town, and our youth will eat and drink there and
make a brief hour of merriment. That is to say, he will
do all this if he arrives. It is the “ if ’’ whichis the tragedy.

He, God bless him! néver thinks at all about it. He has
ridden there so often, faced perils so many, known such
tight places that it has all become a mere picnic. This
morning he likes it better than ever. The sunis shining,
the great marshland looks almost picturesque. It suggests
great distances, shining rivers, the homesteads which were.
And it is at the moment a land of peace. Yonder, far away
over the low hills, the Hun is at breakfast. Mighty is the
sausage, and it shall prevail. He will fite no shot until
he has gorged. So our man leaps upon his Triumph with
all the spirit of the boy he is, Hey-ho for the great adven-
ture! No knight of the old time ever rode a highway more
blithely, °

On the Alert
To be sure, there is company enough whenthefirst of

the villages has been passed. The road goes straight as an
atrow across the tremendous plain, flanked by poplars
and bordered by ditches. Traffic of all kinds frequents
it at the busy hour, but not at this hour of breakfast. Now
you shall see waggons at the roadside with their drivers
eating. A platoon tramps leisurely with the steps of men
who have fed. <A fat officer rides a lean horse, but does not
put him to the trot. All hail the boy as a friend. He

. gives them a merry “ Cheer oh!” and a vigorous wave of
the arm. The light and strength of the morning are in
his eyes, the road is fair, the rhythm of his exhaust like
the rattle of a machine-gun. The townis three kilometres
nearer by this time. “‘ What a jolly business!’’ you say.
“ What a good time these fellows have!’’ But pause a
moment, for the curtain is about to rise upon another
picture. 3

The road sweeps tothe left, and the gleaming face of a
usually dull river is revealed. The despatch-rider hears a
low booming sound, and he pricks his ears. Yonder,
a mile away upon little hill, there stands a hamlet once
as fair as any in Flanders. Theshells of the housesstill
remain, and the old church has the ghost of a tower remain-
ing. But the despatch-rider knowsit for the place of peril
that it is. That booming echo across the great marsh
brings a message which is unmistakable. ‘‘ Hallo,” says
the boy, “ they’re shelling X .’ It is just as though
one at home had said, “‘ We’re going to have thunder.”
He bendsa little lower over his saddle nowand begins to

look out. There will be shell-holes hereabouts ; and shelli-
holes are ugly customers for a mau upona bicycle. Even
the smallest will be some four feet in circumference and
as many deep. The largest are caverns into whicha furni-
ture van could fall. The boy dodges them witha skill which
is amazing.

 

Travelling Like a Race-horsz

He is travelling at forty miles an hour, and the
Triumph quivers like a race-horse beneath him. Nowit
will be a tremendous swerve to the right; again such a
left incline that luck alone keeps him from the profundity
of ditches. But he is a master, and nothing matters.
The skid, which would send the dilettante at home into
hospital for a month, finds the boy using his legs like a
boxer in the ring. He is down; he is up. An amazed
peasant ploughing in yonder field despite the shells cries
““Sacré nom!” and follows him with eyes bewitched.
He is going over yonder to X , and hell maylie
beyondit.

There are sentries at the entrance to the village, but they
do not worry the boy. Were anyother to come up! they
would prate of danger, saying, ‘“ You cannot go on}; the
Boches are bombarding us.’’ But it is no good saying that
to the boy, who passes them with a yell whichis familiar
and a wave which is stimulating. Nowhe is up the hill
and can look ahead for many miles uponthe white high road
he must follow.

 

Tokens of the Huns’ Goodwill
It is no pleasant prospect. The Hun has had infor-

mation that a convoy would pass that particular spot at
ten o'clock this morning, and he is nowshelling it for
all he is worth.; You see the tokens of his goodwill every-
where: in the air above, the white flakes of the shrapnel ;
from the ground below,the yellow, the brown, and the black
smoke of the high explosive. Viewed thus there does not
seem a yard of space where youcould shelter a dog. Does
the boy stop because of it?) Not on your life. Down
goes his head, wide open-goes his throttle. The “old girl”
accelerates like a wonder at Brooklands. A thunder of
sounds is in the boy’s ears, but he does not heed it. Great
blasts of air strike him menacingly, but do not check his
speed. Sometimes he will say, “‘ That was a close shave ! ”
but he prefers not to think about it. Heis in the verypit,
and Godalone can bring himout.
Noris it any good to think of shelter. One of his pals

did so not long ago—gotoff his machine and went into that
little hut over yonder until the storm should pass. The
next instant a shell struck the shanty and blewit sky-high.
Our boy will take no risks of that kind. He drives on,
every yard is a landmark in the race for safety; every
second has meaning in time’s great lottery. The shelis
are raining about him, and any one mayleave him a thing
of torn flesh and broken bone there upon the accursed
highway. He is fighting the.Hun alone; yet upon his
courage to-morrow’s great victory may depend.

Well, he gets through, turns a-welcome corner andfinds
himself in a place of peace. Here is the convoy which the
Boches thought they were shelling. The boy delights

(Continue? on page 494.
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BATTLE OF THE GREAT HIGH ROAD (tinuchfrom
to race by it with just a word to its officers and another
“ Cheer oh!” for its men. The townis not faroff by this
time, and the odour of baked meats seemsto be inthe air.
The boy will lunch like a “‘ good ’un,” and then hope to
sleep the sleep of the just. 5
Hard on him if he must return to-night!

proves to be theedict.
He must go back, says authority, must quit the town;

must forget thatthere are still white sheets and soft pillows
in France. He takes his gruel without complaint; yet
night shall be one of terrors unnamable. His battle is
but half won; he must round off the victory. A lamp
he has, it is true, but there will be manya mile upon which
he dare not showits aureole, and there is no sun to shine
upon him now. The great marshland—in its desolation
so similar to the great fens of our own England—that
land will be steaming with mists when he crosses it: its
rivers will have become dark and silent pools; its ruins
will stand up like black sepulchres above some horrid
place of the dead. Well is it that the boy has no imagina-
tion. His ‘ Cheer oh!” now maybe a little modulated,
but it is heard. His lamp burns brightly when he leaves
the town, but five miles beyond it that lamp is out. Here
is the danger-zone ; he must trust to his luck now. God
send that a shell-hole does not kill him!

Scene for a Great Word Painter
It is a weitd scene, the Lord knows, and one to which

none but a great word painter could do justice. There are
clouds in the sky, but a dim moon wrestles with them and
the land below becomes a cold grey vista of solitude and
desolation. Far away a little star of light may mark a
house or village, or even another rider on the road ; but
for the most part there is no light save that which the parish
Jantern vouchsafes. The boyis merely conscious of the
fact, he is not afraid. The rim of a shell-hole has just
brought him down heavily, and he scrambles from the mud
and turns his lamp upon the beloved machine and risks
the Hun and his venom. Has any damage been done ?

Yet such

He does not stop to ask if he himself be hurt; the machine -
alone matters. He starts the engine with a kick, and
listens anxiously for the answer. He wheels the bike a
little way and discovers that the steering is all right. There
is joy in that house because of the sinner who is saved.
‘The boy mounts and gradually recovers his confidence.
The cold wind cuts his face like a rope ; the mud is all over
him. He hears the boom of shells for the first time since
he quitted the town, andhis pulse leaps at that.
He must get there! There is but one place in all the

‘world for him to-night... He must do his duty. Theprecious papers which his bodyis warming must be laidon the general’s table before midnight.

.

Let all the furies
of hell rain upon this desolation, the boy must face them.

Page 494

He sets his teeth and bends his head lower to the wheel,
There are flecks of fire upon the far horizon, now and ever
and anon some mighty flashof light in the fields about him,
Oneshell bursts over his very head and for a minute heis
blinded, and he swerves wildly upon the slippery road,
Another narrow shave—but what matter ?

The Bridge is Down!
The boy turns on his headlight, for he knows that he is

coming to the bridge across the river. It should be there—
just at the bend. Hesearches for it anxiously, the light
glowing in the blackness. “‘ By God in heaven, it is not
there!’’ he cries. The bridge is down, and but for the
inspiration of the lamp he himself would have plunged
headlong into the black water, and to-morrow there would
have been another body drifting amid the reeds of the Yser.
Hepulls up to be sure of it, and wipes the mud from his
face. What is to be done? There is a temporary bridge,
he remembers, two miles to the right, there by the farm-
house, which is a shattered landmark set upon a lonely
hill, To reach it you must plough through mud andslime
indescribable. The boy crosses the dike. upon a frail
plank and has to drag the Triumph from its waters. The
bog beneathhimis like a quagmire ; his boots squelchin it
and are nearly torn from his feet. It has become black
dark, and there is a cold rain falling. He sees nothing
now, his luminous compassalone will guide him.
For hours he is out there alone in the wilderness, not a

sound to be heard but that of the booming shells; notanotherliving soul in all the world for what he can see of it.Courage is needed now, the courage whichis his birthright.
He goes on doggedly, saying, “I must, I must! ” GoodGod, will he neverfind the bridge! They are waiting for
him at Headquarters ; it is torture to be held up thus on
the very threshold.

 

  

    
   

He finds it at last, scrambles overits muddy planks and
=

=
  

        

  

  

   

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

 

Another official, if unconventional, impression ofmenof our splendid New Army who have taken uptemporary quarters in a shell-broken railway truck.

pushes on into the lane that shall take himback to the high road. The veryfact that hehas crossed the river makes all other perilsseem but thirty cents. With a wild war-whoophe swings again into the familiar high road andboldly switches on his lamp, so gréat is theemergency. He can see the shell-holes now,and no trained acrobat dodges them moreskil-fully. The last mile beyondthe village is a joybeyond imagination. The boy does fifty milesan hour along it, despite the press of waggonsand camions. Yonder between the trees arethe welcome lights. The general is therewaiting for him, ‘“ Hooray!” says the boyas he swings into the avenue. An hour later  
on the western front during the great push.

Trained warriors on the Ancre. A British official photograph taken somewhere
he will be fast asleep—shall we say dreamingof England, and another ?
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on the western front during the great push.

Trained warriors on the Ancre. A British official photograph taken somewhere
he will be fast asleep—shall we say dreamingof England, and another ?
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ded theti nn, of the South Wales Borderers, was awar

Viovocistoreee. for the very gallant conduct which Mego: mee
illustrated here. An officer in the hero’s regiment AGS ay
first sight of him’ was when he was running across the cP s
under heavy fire. Bullets were as thick as bees around ar

How Private Fynn Won
The War Illustrated, 6th January, 1917.

the Coveted Cross
9LOOT |

 
 

 
r d hive. He crossed and recrossed with materials to

ene wounds of the men he went to assist. He sone no
bear to see the wounded leit unattended.’ Later, Sune = tenn
carried in one wounded man and then, going back wi a brav
companion, brought in another comradeto safety.
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French Valour and Genius Reconquer Vaux Fori

 

 

 

  
 

Sleeping quarters of the garrison in Verdun. Even
here the French temper finds expression in some

decorative touches. :
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Two Frenchsoldiers carrying a despatch across No Man’ fers ina “ ” i in i i their ad f D t the French rushedthis
an’s Land to V j f fi A French soldiers in a

“

bunked”’ sieeping-cabin in Vaux Fort. Following up their advance from Douaumon e Frenc

whose supports hadall become casuatties, working machine-guns nae ote ee ‘ ae hd pee DONSagres arenotine . important position so rapidly that the Germans had no time to destroy the elaborate deZences and subterranean quarters which they

F aie Satee Suen ante OMeBeevar Fett: had constructed during their six months’ occupation. Frenchmen thus reaped,for once, the benefit of German “ betterment.”
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TOLD BY THE RANK AND FILE
 

THEFIGHT FOR HAZYTRENCH
BY A PRIVATE OF THE LINE

"BNHERE has not been fiercer bit of’
fighting during the whole of the
campaign than, that which attended

our advance beyond Lesbeeufs towards
Le Transloy.. We weredetailed to take
a. trench held by a Bavarian regiment,
and marked on the ordnance map as
Hazy Trench. ‘fae
' But before we could get to this par-
ticular trench we had first to capture
another one, called Dewdrop Trench, and
between our own position and Dewdrop
there wasstill one more trench, this time:
known as Rainy Trench. You see, we.
give these places all sorts of names, and

as the Staff can’t find any names which
fit the places better, they adopt them,
and in course of time they become the
official designations, as our subaltern
would say.

' .Qur guns opened up a bombardment
on Rainy, and for a full week they strafed
it well and truly. They had the range
to an inch, and sent shells of all sizes
and descriptions over into it. It was a
veritable’ wasps’ nest of machine-guns,
and these used to give us hell where we
Jay, waiting for the guns to lift so that
we could carry on. Every now and then
‘one of our airmen would fly over and
inspect the damage done, and after he had
made his report the artillery would give
them a fresh dose, until at last Rainy
ceased to exist as a trench at all. It
simply became heaps of earth thrown
up on all sides, with-here and there a
machine-gun barrel, a man’s arm, orleg,
or a rifle muzzle sticking out.

Rain and Shell-Storm
And. while our guns gave Rainy hell

with shells, the skies soaked the defenders
—and ourselves as well, quite impartially
—with tain. It came down in sheets
and turned the whole of the ground into
a mud pond. Our*trenches were waist
deep by the time we got the word to go
“over the top,’ and we were all soaked
through.
‘When we got the order we started off

with a dash, as usual, but found that the
pace was too hot. I dropped into a small
shell-hole, up to the waist in mud, and

i

was sinking in up to the neck when two°
of our chaps held out their. rifle-butts
to me, and hauled me out on to com-
paratively safe ground again. My rifle
was clogged with the mud, and I was
half afraid to fire it, for fear it should
burst in my hands. Anyhow, I chanced
a round,~and the bullet cleared the
bore all right, much to my relief,

In spite of all the machine-gun fire—
andit was pretty hot, too, I can tell you—
and in spite of all the shells which the
German, supporting guns sent over into
us as we advanced, we managed to reach
Dewdrop Trench, and there we ran
across the first real bit of fighting. Each
of us, with the, bayonet and bomb,
selected a man, and we fought hand-to-
hand, quite in the style of the old days
when they used swords and spears instead
of long-range artillery and trench-mortars.
__I- found’ myself opposite a big’ red-
haired chap, who seemed” possessed of
about: three thousand devils. He had a
saw-bayonet, and from the way he was
grinding his teeth and glaring at me
out of: his pig’s eyes I thought my time
was come. Heappeared to be deter-
mined to do in as many chapsas possible,

 

and the way he used that bayonet showed
he was an expert.
But he didn’t know that I had done

quite a lot of exhibition bayonet fighting
against some of the best men. in the
Regular Army before I came out here, or
he might have picked some other chap for
his hate. As it was, as soon as he saw me
he lunged, and it was only by a smart
patry that I turned the steel away from
my head.
Somehow or other, I quite forgot all

about the fight going on all around me,
and devoted.the whole of my attention
to my opponent. We couldn’t do the
usual prance round, looking for openings,
the ground was far too slippery for that,
so we simply stood toe to toe and thrust,
pointed and parried for all we were
worth.

A Bayonet Thrust

. Whenever I saw what I thought was a
chance I thrust, but his eye was keen
and his wrist swift, for he turned my
blade as easily as I did his. And all the
time he was hissing ‘‘ Schweinhund!”’
“Schweinhund !”. And when I tured a
more than usually -vicious lunge he
would splutter ‘“‘ Gott strafe ! ”
And then his foot slipped, and he fell

slightly towards me. I believe that if
I had the option I’d havelet him get
up again, but as I was just lunging at
that moment, his breast fell right on my
bayonet point, and with the double im-
petus of my thrust and his fall, the steel
went snick in, under his _breast-bone,
tight: to the locking-ring
-It rather scated me when the blood

spurted as I drew the blade out, and he
went down in a scrunching heap. You
see, I’d clean forgotten that either I had
to kill him or he’d kill me; the fight
had been nothing mote than a bayonet
contest to me.

I have told other chaps about the
frightened feeling I got when he went
down, and they all say it’s the same with
them. I suppose it’s the result of the
training; of the way you are taught
to feel when you've got honest fighters
against you. it is an awful thing to see
your man down, to know that you've
hurt him—but war is war, and there’s
little time-for squeamishness or delicate
feeling.

Seeing Red and Feeling Cold
Well, we went on, after we had cleared

Dewdrop, towardsthe real “‘ intention ”»—
Hazy Trench. The Germans gave us a
warm reception, and no mistake. They
had scores of machine-guns waiting for
us, and they turned themall on at once.

I got a puncture through the right thigh,
and for one sickening minute thought I
was done for. But J found that I could
walk, so I plugged the hole. with my
field-dressing. To do this I had to get
under cover, for the German guns were
raking the ground as well as spraying
their bullets above it. Any poor woynded
devil who dropped was in a fair way to
get a skinful of German lead as he lay
helpless on the ground, and I believe
_they want to kill the wounded if
“possible. } ;

Anyway,as I gotthat field-dressing into
placé, I became filled with a red, cold
tage. I determined ‘that I’d give those
Germans hell when I got amongst them

/
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in the trench, even if it was only to get
my own back for the pain I got from
the wound in myleg.
At last, in the teeth of the most awful

concentratedfire of rifles, bombs, grenades,
trench-mortars, the enemy’s shell, and
our own barrage, we got to the gun-
pits just in front of the trench, and with
a final yell and a roar we went over their
parapet and among them.
They were as full of fight as we were,

and thought that their efforts to stop
us had shaken our courage. But they
hadn’t reckoned on North- country
doggedness, and we soon showed them
that we were as ready for the scrap as they
were. -It was hand-to-hand fighting here,
again, but this time I soon finished off
my man, and went to look for others.
There was no stand and manceuvre for

an opening here as I had found with my
late red-headed opponent; the steel
simply licked in shining, and came outall
red and dull. Also the feeling about your
man having suddenly gone down in front
of you was forgotten, and we raged along
that trench like madmen.

Myarm soon gottired, but my leg gave
me an extra twitch now and then, and
some German paid for that with hislife.
At last the Bavarians had enough, and
before we could stop them, clambered over
their-parados, and were off towards their
own guns and comrades as fast as they
could pelt. We were climbing after
them when our company commander
stopped us. ;

This move was very wise, too, for ten

seconds later the German gunners started
a. barrage fire that would have sliced
us up if we hadn’t- had German dug+
outs to shelter in. Then it suddenly
lifted, and the Bavarians came back;
reinforced, to try to recapture their
lost trench, —~

Five Counter-Attacks

We gave them a pretty warm reception,
and beat them off again. But they
came back five timesin all, and it wasn’t
till we met them on the fifth occasion
with the bayonet in a counter-charge that
they really and truly realised that we
meant to keep what we had taken.

After the fifth attack we found time
to look round, and we discovered that the
Germans had just got their mails. There
were heaps of letters, which were taken
in charge by our officer, and I expect
we shall be able to get quite. a lot of in-
formation from their contents. But the
parcels, well, we looked after them, and
as we had been fighting for nearly a whole
day, we made a meal out of their
contents,

These were good, too. There was
bread—black bread and white bread—
in them, and long German sausages, and,
what was- better still, little bottles of
rum, five inches long, and full of good
stuff. That’s the right word—good stuff.
Of course, strictly speaking, it should have
been turned over with the letters—but,
spoils of war, there you are!

The Germans tried to bombard us out
of Hazy with their field-guns, and gave
us a-pretty severe dusting. A shrapnel
shell struck the front of my tin helmet,
dented it badly, and nearly scalped me.
Then it glanced off, and broke my right
arm, so that I looked a regular old
picture—with bandages round my head
and leg, and my armin a sling. But I
can still manage to light a fag, andso,
Tm not worrying at all. Thank God,
I’vé lived one day in mylife, anyway
—the day we took and held Hazy
Trench |

  

SiSCeeet
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TOLD BY THE RANK AND FILE
 

THEFIGHT FOR HAZYTRENCH
BY A PRIVATE OF THE LINE

"BNHERE has not been fiercer bit of’
fighting during the whole of the
campaign than, that which attended

our advance beyond Lesbeeufs towards
Le Transloy.. We weredetailed to take
a. trench held by a Bavarian regiment,
and marked on the ordnance map as
Hazy Trench. ‘fae
' But before we could get to this par-
ticular trench we had first to capture
another one, called Dewdrop Trench, and
between our own position and Dewdrop
there wasstill one more trench, this time:
known as Rainy Trench. You see, we.
give these places all sorts of names, and

as the Staff can’t find any names which
fit the places better, they adopt them,
and in course of time they become the
official designations, as our subaltern
would say.

' .Qur guns opened up a bombardment
on Rainy, and for a full week they strafed
it well and truly. They had the range
to an inch, and sent shells of all sizes
and descriptions over into it. It was a
veritable’ wasps’ nest of machine-guns,
and these used to give us hell where we
Jay, waiting for the guns to lift so that
we could carry on. Every now and then
‘one of our airmen would fly over and
inspect the damage done, and after he had
made his report the artillery would give
them a fresh dose, until at last Rainy
ceased to exist as a trench at all. It
simply became heaps of earth thrown
up on all sides, with-here and there a
machine-gun barrel, a man’s arm, orleg,
or a rifle muzzle sticking out.

Rain and Shell-Storm
And. while our guns gave Rainy hell

with shells, the skies soaked the defenders
—and ourselves as well, quite impartially
—with tain. It came down in sheets
and turned the whole of the ground into
a mud pond. Our*trenches were waist
deep by the time we got the word to go
“over the top,’ and we were all soaked
through.
‘When we got the order we started off

with a dash, as usual, but found that the
pace was too hot. I dropped into a small
shell-hole, up to the waist in mud, and

i

was sinking in up to the neck when two°
of our chaps held out their. rifle-butts
to me, and hauled me out on to com-
paratively safe ground again. My rifle
was clogged with the mud, and I was
half afraid to fire it, for fear it should
burst in my hands. Anyhow, I chanced
a round,~and the bullet cleared the
bore all right, much to my relief,

In spite of all the machine-gun fire—
andit was pretty hot, too, I can tell you—
and in spite of all the shells which the
German, supporting guns sent over into
us as we advanced, we managed to reach
Dewdrop Trench, and there we ran
across the first real bit of fighting. Each
of us, with the, bayonet and bomb,
selected a man, and we fought hand-to-
hand, quite in the style of the old days
when they used swords and spears instead
of long-range artillery and trench-mortars.
__I- found’ myself opposite a big’ red-
haired chap, who seemed” possessed of
about: three thousand devils. He had a
saw-bayonet, and from the way he was
grinding his teeth and glaring at me
out of: his pig’s eyes I thought my time
was come. Heappeared to be deter-
mined to do in as many chapsas possible,

 

and the way he used that bayonet showed
he was an expert.
But he didn’t know that I had done

quite a lot of exhibition bayonet fighting
against some of the best men. in the
Regular Army before I came out here, or
he might have picked some other chap for
his hate. As it was, as soon as he saw me
he lunged, and it was only by a smart
patry that I turned the steel away from
my head.
Somehow or other, I quite forgot all

about the fight going on all around me,
and devoted.the whole of my attention
to my opponent. We couldn’t do the
usual prance round, looking for openings,
the ground was far too slippery for that,
so we simply stood toe to toe and thrust,
pointed and parried for all we were
worth.

A Bayonet Thrust

. Whenever I saw what I thought was a
chance I thrust, but his eye was keen
and his wrist swift, for he turned my
blade as easily as I did his. And all the
time he was hissing ‘‘ Schweinhund!”’
“Schweinhund !”. And when I tured a
more than usually -vicious lunge he
would splutter ‘“‘ Gott strafe ! ”
And then his foot slipped, and he fell

slightly towards me. I believe that if
I had the option I’d havelet him get
up again, but as I was just lunging at
that moment, his breast fell right on my
bayonet point, and with the double im-
petus of my thrust and his fall, the steel
went snick in, under his _breast-bone,
tight: to the locking-ring
-It rather scated me when the blood

spurted as I drew the blade out, and he
went down in a scrunching heap. You
see, I’d clean forgotten that either I had
to kill him or he’d kill me; the fight
had been nothing mote than a bayonet
contest to me.

I have told other chaps about the
frightened feeling I got when he went
down, and they all say it’s the same with
them. I suppose it’s the result of the
training; of the way you are taught
to feel when you've got honest fighters
against you. it is an awful thing to see
your man down, to know that you've
hurt him—but war is war, and there’s
little time-for squeamishness or delicate
feeling.

Seeing Red and Feeling Cold
Well, we went on, after we had cleared

Dewdrop, towardsthe real “‘ intention ”»—
Hazy Trench. The Germans gave us a
warm reception, and no mistake. They
had scores of machine-guns waiting for
us, and they turned themall on at once.

I got a puncture through the right thigh,
and for one sickening minute thought I
was done for. But J found that I could
walk, so I plugged the hole. with my
field-dressing. To do this I had to get
under cover, for the German guns were
raking the ground as well as spraying
their bullets above it. Any poor woynded
devil who dropped was in a fair way to
get a skinful of German lead as he lay
helpless on the ground, and I believe
_they want to kill the wounded if
“possible. } ;

Anyway,as I gotthat field-dressing into
placé, I became filled with a red, cold
tage. I determined ‘that I’d give those
Germans hell when I got amongst them

/
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in the trench, even if it was only to get
my own back for the pain I got from
the wound in myleg.
At last, in the teeth of the most awful

concentratedfire of rifles, bombs, grenades,
trench-mortars, the enemy’s shell, and
our own barrage, we got to the gun-
pits just in front of the trench, and with
a final yell and a roar we went over their
parapet and among them.
They were as full of fight as we were,

and thought that their efforts to stop
us had shaken our courage. But they
hadn’t reckoned on North- country
doggedness, and we soon showed them
that we were as ready for the scrap as they
were. -It was hand-to-hand fighting here,
again, but this time I soon finished off
my man, and went to look for others.
There was no stand and manceuvre for

an opening here as I had found with my
late red-headed opponent; the steel
simply licked in shining, and came outall
red and dull. Also the feeling about your
man having suddenly gone down in front
of you was forgotten, and we raged along
that trench like madmen.

Myarm soon gottired, but my leg gave
me an extra twitch now and then, and
some German paid for that with hislife.
At last the Bavarians had enough, and
before we could stop them, clambered over
their-parados, and were off towards their
own guns and comrades as fast as they
could pelt. We were climbing after
them when our company commander
stopped us. ;

This move was very wise, too, for ten

seconds later the German gunners started
a. barrage fire that would have sliced
us up if we hadn’t- had German dug+
outs to shelter in. Then it suddenly
lifted, and the Bavarians came back;
reinforced, to try to recapture their
lost trench, —~

Five Counter-Attacks

We gave them a pretty warm reception,
and beat them off again. But they
came back five timesin all, and it wasn’t
till we met them on the fifth occasion
with the bayonet in a counter-charge that
they really and truly realised that we
meant to keep what we had taken.

After the fifth attack we found time
to look round, and we discovered that the
Germans had just got their mails. There
were heaps of letters, which were taken
in charge by our officer, and I expect
we shall be able to get quite. a lot of in-
formation from their contents. But the
parcels, well, we looked after them, and
as we had been fighting for nearly a whole
day, we made a meal out of their
contents,

These were good, too. There was
bread—black bread and white bread—
in them, and long German sausages, and,
what was- better still, little bottles of
rum, five inches long, and full of good
stuff. That’s the right word—good stuff.
Of course, strictly speaking, it should have
been turned over with the letters—but,
spoils of war, there you are!

The Germans tried to bombard us out
of Hazy with their field-guns, and gave
us a-pretty severe dusting. A shrapnel
shell struck the front of my tin helmet,
dented it badly, and nearly scalped me.
Then it glanced off, and broke my right
arm, so that I looked a regular old
picture—with bandages round my head
and leg, and my armin a sling. But I
can still manage to light a fag, andso,
Tm not worrying at all. Thank God,
I’vé lived one day in mylife, anyway
—the day we took and held Hazy
Trench |
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French Guns Defy the Foe from Forest and Plain
French Official Photographs

 

 

  
French artillery co-operating with the reconst.tuted Serbian Armyin the recovery of Serbia from the invaders. Following close uponthe heels of the advance these guns gave efiective help in the capture of the peaks that barred the way to Monastir and to Prilep.
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Naval gun upon the westernfront, sited in-a sunk emplacement and screened so cunningly with leaves and brushwoodthatonlyits
long muzzle and the smoke emitted at each frequent discharge could betray its position to the vigilant eyes of scouting airmen.
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Where Hunnish Evasion Proved of No Avail
 

  
 

A French colonel interrogating German prisoners just brought in, his
gimlet glance seeming to penetrate into thé very brain of the captives and
declare the futility of falsehood or prevarication. Incircle: General Fayolle
(wearing helmet), the general chiefly responsible for the French victories
on the Somme,on a visit of inspection to the front with General d’Ebency. 
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Von Bethmann-Hollweg: War-Worn and Weary
pice S03 The WarIllustrated, 6th January, 1917.

re German No Longer
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    Belgian askaris operating in East Africa. These men are Congo tribesmen

of fine physique, and, led by European officers, are fine fighting material.
   

  

The German Chancellor, Von Bethmann—Hollweg (in uniform), and Baron Burian,
Austrian Minister for Foreign Affairs (centre), at a party given in Vienna by tho
German Ambassador, Von Tschirschky (right). On the left Frau von Tschir—
schky is talking to the late Count Stuergkh and Herr von Jagow (seated, right).

 

  
     

 

  
   

Men of the 25th Royal Fusiliers, City of London
Frontiersmen, enjoying a rest on the march in the

East Africa that once was German.
 

 

     
 

   

  

  i An interesting photograph of Von Bethmann-Holiweg, showing how h‘s harassing responsibilities have worn him. Right: The meeting L SEE : — cee - = : as Paar
U of the Reichstag in December, 1916, at which the German Chancellor announced Germany’s readiness to enter into negotiations for peace. - British troops dragging field-guns up to the advance on Taveta and Moshi. Inset above : British transport en So g

Aiter speck'ng the Chancellor almost collapsed from exhaustion. age Harbour to land troops aiter the bombardment in November, 1914. Tanga was occup‘ed finally in the summer :
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Lt.-Col. N. 0. BURGE, | Major S. L. THORNE, Major C. C. DICKENS,

R.M.L.L, 0.C. Batt. R.N.D. Canadian Infantry. London Regt.

 

 

Capt. A. C. WINGOOD,
Canadian Infartry.
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Cant. R. P. COTTON,
Canadian Infantry. Manchester Regt.

Capt. F. S. KELLY, D.S.0., Capt. W. PENN-GASKELL,
R.N.Y.R. :

Lt. N. A. BROWNING-
PATERSON, R.F.A. & R.F.C.
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Lieut. S. A. WALKER,
R.A.M.C., att. Cheshire Regt:

ieut.-ColonelNorman Ormsby Burge, R.M.L.1., commanding a battalion of the Royal
ta Ne val Division, was educated at Rossall School, and then entered the R.M.L.I. Ap-

pointed Statt officer in 1913, he joined the British Expeditionary Force at the outbreakof war, and proceeded to Antwerp. going later to the Dardanelles aS second in command
ot the CyclistCorps. He was mentioned in despatches and promoted-brevet-lieut.-colonel.

Major Cedric Charles Dickens, son of Mr. Henry Fielding Dickens, K. and grandson of
the novel st, was educated at Eton and Trinity Hall, Cambridge. In 1909 he joined
the 13th Ck gton) Battalion of the London Regiment (T.¥.), and became captain in1913. He was woundedat Laventie in February, 1916, but returnedto the front and was
promotedmajor. _ He was presentat the fighting at Gommecourt, and he was leading his
company into action at Leuze Wood when he wasshot throughthe heart.

Captain Frederick Septimus Kelly, D.S.0., R.N.V.R., of Bisham Grange, Marlow, waseducate d at Eton and Balliol College, Oxford. A great oarsman, he rowed for Oxford
against Cambridge in 1903, helped Leander to win the Grand Challenge Cup at Henley onthree occasions, won the Wingfield Sculls and the amateur championship of the Thames,

  
  
  

   

 

 

and established a record by winning the Diamond Sculls three times. Captain Kelly was
a brilliant pianist, and gaye several recitals at London. concert-halls. He volunteered for

V.R., and served in Gallipoli. He was one of the three officers who
  
  

service with the EF
remained at the o rvation-post n the front trenches during the evacuation,and was one
of the last men toleave the Peninsula. For his services he was awarded the D.S.0O-

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

   

 

      

Lieut. G. S. C. BAKER,
Duke of Cornwall’s L.I.

 

 

 

    
    

Sec.-Lt. F. A. THEW,
b London Regt.

Sec.-Lt. F. G. SMITH, Lieut. E. W. BRODRICK,
Durham L.I. Yorkshire Regt.

  

 

 

Lieut. D. W. MOORE,
Machine Gun Corps.
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Lieut. J. R. CHESTERS,

East Surrey Rezt.
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Sec.-Lt. D. F. STONE,

Royal Irish Regt.
Sec.-Lt. H. F. MILES, Sub-Lt. A. R. HART,

—

Sec.-Lt. J. MACDONALD.K.0.8.B. R.N.V.R. D.C.M., The Cameroniaas, ”
Portraits by Swaine, Lafayette, Hughes & Mullins, Elliott & Fry, Russell & Sons.

  

 

Sec.-Lt. G. R. MONEY,
Middlesex Regt.
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NE.» need not- be very old to OF TAKING THE SHILLING soldier is, by reason of his service, a 
remember the time when a 

man who. enlisted was regarded as something more
deplorable than a lost soul; as a disgrace to his
family, to be referred to with wrath by his father,
with tears by his mother, and with half-fearful

admiration by his little brothers. The vague idea
* seems to have been that only the riff-raff. enlisted,
Z~and, therefore, to own a near relation who had taken

the. Queen’s shilling was prima-facie evidence that one
belonged oneself to the riff-rafi—a class which, ,what-
ever else it might be, certainly was not ‘‘ respectable.”

OOKING back, one discovers with surprise that
this popular idea lasted almost, if not quite, up

tothe outbreak of the South African War.  Kipling’s
“Tommy Atkins,” an early protest against it,-must
have been written not long before that date. And
when that war broke out and Kruger announced his
determination to stagger humanity, respectable young

%-men,fired with a patriotic ardour that was only just
beginning to be described as Imperialistic, who could
not get the Queen’s commission to go out to South
“Aftica, joined the Imperial Yeomanry and swaggered
it in the then new khaki like young bloods of farmers’
‘sons at a local point-to-point meeting.

 

HAT was there in armylife that could brand
the man who voluntarily embraced it as a bad

character with whom it was social disgrace to be
“connected. by kinship oraffinity? For it must not be
forgotten that even then the people thrilled to the
fine’ exploits’ of our small Regular Army. -There
were heroes. after Wellington as there were before
Agamemnon. The Crimea was then not fifty years
ago; the Mutiny was not forgotten; and there were

; names like Kandahar that were trumpet-calls to British
souls.” Yet, in spite of all this, the general idea per-
sisted that the soldier’s life was not one for a respect-
“ablé man: Kipling’s famous “ Barrack-Room Ballad”
was the first indignant remonstrance against a whole
“nation’s ifijustice to its standing Army.

ROBABLY it was censure misdirected rather than
undeserved. Life in barracks at home was

demoralising to characters that were not naturally
_ strong. .Not enough occupation of an intelligent kind
was. provided for the men intheir leisure time. .In
garrison-towns there were no amusements for them

- except the doubtful entertainmentto be found in. public-
~houses,. dancing - saloons, and the still undeveloped
~music-halls.. The men drank a good deal too much.
Therigid routine of the life and the punctual payment

‘in food and clothing for the military service tended
. to destroy. individual sense of responsibility, and too
often*a- man: left the Service utterly unequipped for

~ any- useful. work in, civil life, and very likely with bad
habits formed that deserved some condemnation,
People generally, contemplating the soldier’s life an
England in time of peace, thought that its moral
effect was not good—which was far from being
untrue—and they illogically drew the conclusion
‘that a man who adopted it of his own free will must   
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‘ be morally.not good also.

 

   

e havealtered, and although the small Regular
has. been replaced—after its glorious -self-
ion<en the altar of duty—by the new myriad

  

TL
¥f host which includes every true man whois not either

too old,or required more urgently elsewhere, there
are Still some unctuous and self-righteous and objec-
_tionable people with us who hold the old view that a

“seems that althoughall the conditions of military.

man.of immoral disposition and of
evil life. In dealing with such people it is not enough
to tell them they are. fools. One must do more, must
prove that they are liars. The trouble is howtodoit.
Argumentum. ad hominem is very ineffective. Point
out to Stiggins that although his son did his best to
“ wangle it,’” authority was too muchfor him andheis
nowin khaki, and ask whetherhis son’s soul is there-
fore sorely soiled.-Stiggins will repudiate his own
conclusion with unctuousness more illogical than ever,
but repeat the libel against the sons of all other men.

ND statistics are little use. You may produce
figures proving the percentage of drunkenness and

crime and immorality in the Army to be lower than
that of any civil commiunity of equal size; and he will
remain unmoved.’ Point to the diminution in the
length of the calendar at the criminal courts. and
suggest that it is due to the reformation worked
upon the character of the community by the redis-
coveryof the value of discipline as taught in the Army,
and he will even be surprised. Surely, he will rejoin,
surely you must admit that it is due to himself and
his brethren, to their moral crusades, their social and
sociological efforts, and their political activity. What
can you do to Stiggins, since it is contrary to law and
order to kick him ? :

HE answer, almost certainly, is “ nothing.”
Stiggins is a fact, like the Kaiser, and more

likely to last. But for one’s own comfort one can
always take what support is afforded by the argumen-
tum ad hominem hased upon the individuals one has
the honour to know, and accept the statistics as
proving what was already an article of one’s belief.
And for further comfort one can acquire knowledge
by experience ;. can watch these newsoldiers of ours,
talk to them, mix with them, make friends with them
andascertain for oneself what the “ next man’ is like,
of whose antecedents and previous story one knows
absolutely nothing at all. ;

HAT men they are! I have met many of them
in many an unconventional place and mannerin

town during these last two years; at coffee-stalls at
three o’clock in the morning ; at railway-stations when
they have set their tired feet for the first time in
London; in’ little restaurants at early breakfasts or
late suppers ; and more thanonce has asoldier, hungry
but belated, accepted ‘what food» could be produced
from a larder as large'as avery small meat-safe, and
had a cold supper and a warm welcome in this micro-
scopic flat before proceeding to the shelter of the King’s
riding-school.

HE interest. is intense and never palls; for the
individuals. are never. two alike. Yet the type

isone. These men. are soldiers, and that’s the point.
Such men! Strong, steady, rather curiously quiet,
reticent, sane, just, very rarely showing a flicker of the
humourof which one hears somuch—fine, Andone gets
the impression -that the quality had been brought out
by. the soldiering:: Principle took them into. the Army
and, once there, discipline. developed the sense “of
personal responsibility. which prompted them to enlist
and brought home to them conviction that individually
as well as in the mass.theystood before the world ex-
emplars of the British character, pledged to maintainits
honour. Thus does time bring in its revenges.. So
little a time ago we reddened with shame if forced to
say that. ourboy had enlisted. To-day we should
redden with shame if we were obliged to confess that
_he had not. G- M:
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ieut.-ColonelNorman Ormsby Burge, R.M.L.1., commanding a battalion of the Royal
ta Ne val Division, was educated at Rossall School, and then entered the R.M.L.I. Ap-

pointed Statt officer in 1913, he joined the British Expeditionary Force at the outbreakof war, and proceeded to Antwerp. going later to the Dardanelles aS second in command
ot the CyclistCorps. He was mentioned in despatches and promoted-brevet-lieut.-colonel.

Major Cedric Charles Dickens, son of Mr. Henry Fielding Dickens, K. and grandson of
the novel st, was educated at Eton and Trinity Hall, Cambridge. In 1909 he joined
the 13th Ck gton) Battalion of the London Regiment (T.¥.), and became captain in1913. He was woundedat Laventie in February, 1916, but returnedto the front and was
promotedmajor. _ He was presentat the fighting at Gommecourt, and he was leading his
company into action at Leuze Wood when he wasshot throughthe heart.

Captain Frederick Septimus Kelly, D.S.0., R.N.V.R., of Bisham Grange, Marlow, waseducate d at Eton and Balliol College, Oxford. A great oarsman, he rowed for Oxford
against Cambridge in 1903, helped Leander to win the Grand Challenge Cup at Henley onthree occasions, won the Wingfield Sculls and the amateur championship of the Thames,

  
  
  

   

 

 

and established a record by winning the Diamond Sculls three times. Captain Kelly was
a brilliant pianist, and gaye several recitals at London. concert-halls. He volunteered for

V.R., and served in Gallipoli. He was one of the three officers who
  
  

service with the EF
remained at the o rvation-post n the front trenches during the evacuation,and was one
of the last men toleave the Peninsula. For his services he was awarded the D.S.0O-
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man who. enlisted was regarded as something more
deplorable than a lost soul; as a disgrace to his
family, to be referred to with wrath by his father,
with tears by his mother, and with half-fearful

admiration by his little brothers. The vague idea
* seems to have been that only the riff-raff. enlisted,
Z~and, therefore, to own a near relation who had taken

the. Queen’s shilling was prima-facie evidence that one
belonged oneself to the riff-rafi—a class which, ,what-
ever else it might be, certainly was not ‘‘ respectable.”

OOKING back, one discovers with surprise that
this popular idea lasted almost, if not quite, up

tothe outbreak of the South African War.  Kipling’s
“Tommy Atkins,” an early protest against it,-must
have been written not long before that date. And
when that war broke out and Kruger announced his
determination to stagger humanity, respectable young

%-men,fired with a patriotic ardour that was only just
beginning to be described as Imperialistic, who could
not get the Queen’s commission to go out to South
“Aftica, joined the Imperial Yeomanry and swaggered
it in the then new khaki like young bloods of farmers’
‘sons at a local point-to-point meeting.

 

HAT was there in armylife that could brand
the man who voluntarily embraced it as a bad

character with whom it was social disgrace to be
“connected. by kinship oraffinity? For it must not be
forgotten that even then the people thrilled to the
fine’ exploits’ of our small Regular Army. -There
were heroes. after Wellington as there were before
Agamemnon. The Crimea was then not fifty years
ago; the Mutiny was not forgotten; and there were

; names like Kandahar that were trumpet-calls to British
souls.” Yet, in spite of all this, the general idea per-
sisted that the soldier’s life was not one for a respect-
“ablé man: Kipling’s famous “ Barrack-Room Ballad”
was the first indignant remonstrance against a whole
“nation’s ifijustice to its standing Army.

ROBABLY it was censure misdirected rather than
undeserved. Life in barracks at home was

demoralising to characters that were not naturally
_ strong. .Not enough occupation of an intelligent kind
was. provided for the men intheir leisure time. .In
garrison-towns there were no amusements for them

- except the doubtful entertainmentto be found in. public-
~houses,. dancing - saloons, and the still undeveloped
~music-halls.. The men drank a good deal too much.
Therigid routine of the life and the punctual payment

‘in food and clothing for the military service tended
. to destroy. individual sense of responsibility, and too
often*a- man: left the Service utterly unequipped for

~ any- useful. work in, civil life, and very likely with bad
habits formed that deserved some condemnation,
People generally, contemplating the soldier’s life an
England in time of peace, thought that its moral
effect was not good—which was far from being
untrue—and they illogically drew the conclusion
‘that a man who adopted it of his own free will must   
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too old,or required more urgently elsewhere, there
are Still some unctuous and self-righteous and objec-
_tionable people with us who hold the old view that a

“seems that althoughall the conditions of military.

man.of immoral disposition and of
evil life. In dealing with such people it is not enough
to tell them they are. fools. One must do more, must
prove that they are liars. The trouble is howtodoit.
Argumentum. ad hominem is very ineffective. Point
out to Stiggins that although his son did his best to
“ wangle it,’” authority was too muchfor him andheis
nowin khaki, and ask whetherhis son’s soul is there-
fore sorely soiled.-Stiggins will repudiate his own
conclusion with unctuousness more illogical than ever,
but repeat the libel against the sons of all other men.

ND statistics are little use. You may produce
figures proving the percentage of drunkenness and

crime and immorality in the Army to be lower than
that of any civil commiunity of equal size; and he will
remain unmoved.’ Point to the diminution in the
length of the calendar at the criminal courts. and
suggest that it is due to the reformation worked
upon the character of the community by the redis-
coveryof the value of discipline as taught in the Army,
and he will even be surprised. Surely, he will rejoin,
surely you must admit that it is due to himself and
his brethren, to their moral crusades, their social and
sociological efforts, and their political activity. What
can you do to Stiggins, since it is contrary to law and
order to kick him ? :

HE answer, almost certainly, is “ nothing.”
Stiggins is a fact, like the Kaiser, and more

likely to last. But for one’s own comfort one can
always take what support is afforded by the argumen-
tum ad hominem hased upon the individuals one has
the honour to know, and accept the statistics as
proving what was already an article of one’s belief.
And for further comfort one can acquire knowledge
by experience ;. can watch these newsoldiers of ours,
talk to them, mix with them, make friends with them
andascertain for oneself what the “ next man’ is like,
of whose antecedents and previous story one knows
absolutely nothing at all. ;

HAT men they are! I have met many of them
in many an unconventional place and mannerin

town during these last two years; at coffee-stalls at
three o’clock in the morning ; at railway-stations when
they have set their tired feet for the first time in
London; in’ little restaurants at early breakfasts or
late suppers ; and more thanonce has asoldier, hungry
but belated, accepted ‘what food» could be produced
from a larder as large'as avery small meat-safe, and
had a cold supper and a warm welcome in this micro-
scopic flat before proceeding to the shelter of the King’s
riding-school.

HE interest. is intense and never palls; for the
individuals. are never. two alike. Yet the type

isone. These men. are soldiers, and that’s the point.
Such men! Strong, steady, rather curiously quiet,
reticent, sane, just, very rarely showing a flicker of the
humourof which one hears somuch—fine, Andone gets
the impression -that the quality had been brought out
by. the soldiering:: Principle took them into. the Army
and, once there, discipline. developed the sense “of
personal responsibility. which prompted them to enlist
and brought home to them conviction that individually
as well as in the mass.theystood before the world ex-
emplars of the British character, pledged to maintainits
honour. Thus does time bring in its revenges.. So
little a time ago we reddened with shame if forced to
say that. ourboy had enlisted. To-day we should
redden with shame if we were obliged to confess that
_he had not. G- M:
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LOREAT ETONA! Four and a half centuries

ago Henry VI. assigned arms to Eton, deciding
on “a flower of France ”—the fleur-de-lis—and “a
lion passant,’’. and the idea conveyed, splendidly
appropriate to the present time, is put into verse by an
Eton poet (the Rev. E. D, Stone)in his “ Dorica ”:

“What bears Etona on hershield ?”
What her true son should be—

A. valiant lion in the field,
At heart a fleur-de-lis.

Eton in the Field
ao has reason to be proud of the prowess of her

sons in the Great War. How many have fought
their last fight, how many are with the Colours still
upholding the honourof their school and their country,
I do not know. Butit is interesting to learn that at
the recent celebration of Founder’s:Day in France,
the number of old Etonians assembled was seventy-
three. General Sir Herbert Plumer, G.C.M.G., K.C.B.,
presided. and made a noteworthy speech.

It maybe (he said) going a little too: far to say that the
history of ‘Eton is the history of England; but it is in-
disputably true to say that at every period of the historyof
our country, notably at everytime of stress andtrial, Eton
and Eton’s sons have taken a leading share in national
service. In this war we have played, and will continue to
play to the last, a part of which future generations of
Etonians will be justly proud; not indeed because of any
few men who happened to occupy leading positions at the
time, but because of the large numbers who-have given up
much, the many who have given upall, without any ex-
pectation or even desire for personal advancement, but
actuated solely by what they knew was their duty to their
country. We are sure that the spirit which inspired such
devotion was largely due to Eton education, Eton training,
Eton influence. We are often told that they taught us
nothing at Eton. It maybe so, but I think they taught
it very well. So well that the influence of Eton has remained
with us all our lives.

Everyone present on this memorable occasion must ;
have echoed cordially Sir Herbert’s closing words: “‘ We
and every old Etonian will- have no more powerful
‘incentive to give our best, do our best, and be our
best than the two words of the motto of ourold school.”

Eton Generals on the Somme
(GENERAL HAIG, who recently completed his first

year as successor to Lord French,- is an old
Cliftonian, .but General Sir Henry Rawlinson, the
commander of the Fourth Army on the Somme,.and
the leader of the immortal Seventh Division at Ypres
in 1914, was educated at Eton, as were two of the
leaders in his command: -Lieut.-General Sir William
P. Pulteney, commanding the Third Army Corps, ,
and Lieut.-General Sir T. D’Oyly Snow, of the Seventh
Army Corps. Lieut.-General H. S. Horne; command-
ing the Fifteenth Army Corps, and Lieut.-General
W. N. Congreve, V.C., of the Thirteenth Army Corps,
are old Harrovians.

General Nivelle’s Promotion
HE French Ministry, like the British and Russian

Ministries, has been reconstructed, one result of
which is that while General Joffre retains his post as
General-in-Chief of the French Armies and also becomes
technical adviser to the Cabinet, ‘General Robert
Nivelle, the hero of Verdun, has been appointed
Commander-in-Chief of the Frenchforces on the western
front. General Nivelle, whose promotion was signalised
by another great French victory at Verdun, was, when.
the Great War -began,; a simple artillery colonel, In ,

Irish Guards

Loyal North Lancs . .

one of the early. battles he distinguished himself by
putting six enemy field-guns out of action. On the
Ourcq he saved a desperate situation, and in October,
1914, was appointed general. He wasthe hero of the
French recovery before Verdun, and in Septemberlast
was appointed Grand Officer of the Legion of Honour.
On October 24th he retook Vaux and Douaumont.

Son of an English Mother
[HE “Echo. de Paris” well says that the Powers

allied or friendly to France will rejoice with her
over General Nivelle’s promotion, “‘ but dowbtless none
more than Great Britain, to whomthis trusty servant,
of France is no stranger, through his mother, who was
English, and a member of a family which has given
to the United Kingdom a noted historian, and to her
Army and Fleet numerousofficers.’’ General Nivelle’s
mother was originally a Miss Sparrow, of Deal. A
sister of Miss Sparrow was the motherof Mrs. Adolphus,
of Holmesdale House, Holmwood, Dorking, whois thus
the general’s first cousin. Q
the late Captain Sparrow, was with the Duke of Welling-
ton in the Peninsular War, and also at Waterloo.

A Distinguished Family
HE Nivelle family, according to a writer in the

© Observer,” has

.

supplied many important
names to the Army and Navy, as well as to literature.
Mrs. Elizabeth Carter, of Carter House, Deal, the
translator of Epictetus (whose portrait, in the dress of
Minerva, is in the British Museum), is a great-aunt,
Sale, the translator of the Koran, and Dr. Montague,
whose “ Life and Letters ’’ was so much esteemed by
the last generation, are relations, and the grandmother
of General Nivelle (wife of Captain Sparrow) was Miss
Pennington, of the Earl of Muncaster’s family... The
late incumbent of St. Clement Dane’s, in the Strand, the
Rey. James Sparrow Pennington, was another of
Captain Sparrow’s family.

‘ ; "Records of the Regiments”
VIDENTLY our readers are taking a great deal

of interest in the séries of “articles appearing
in ‘THE’ WAR ItLusrraTEeD ‘under ‘the above title.
Since the outbreak of the war'a numberof periodicals,
daily and weekly, have published chronicles of -the
various “British regiments, but I think I am right
in ‘saying that in every case these have confined
themselves to the story of the regimental deeds in the
past. Tur War ILLustRatEp, on the other hand,
has‘taken’a much less hackneyed line in this matter,
and the articles therein deal mainly with the deeds of
the regiments during the present war.

S Lamcontinually being asked when and whether
the deeds of a certain. regiment have been

described, I give below the dates on which the
various -articles in this series have been published:

Coldstream Guards .. Oct:
9th Lancers ”
K.O. Scottish Bord. . >
Royal Welsh Fus.. .. .,
Gordon Highlandérs --

Noy.
Lancashire Fusiliers ..

2,1915 Yorkshire Light Inf. .Mar. 25,
0Ee Cameron Highlanders ‘Apr.

Royal Irish Fis Nope DLA:
Cameronians —, + vo ks9e5 0

s .. June 3

Royal Warwicks
Scots-Greys .. 22.
Northumberland ¥y
Dorsets

S|

IN OLTOINS Tb Wcata'e Sept. 2
Dublin Fusiliers> .. 5. \, °¢
Seots Guards ...0.. Oct. 2
Manchesters +... 2... Bec. 2
19th Hussars 9

S paplOs Ness
Mar. 18 ©,,

”

Other articles will appear in the near future on the
_Grenadier Guards, Royal Irish Fusiliers; London Rifle
. Brigade, South Wales Borderers, Highland Light
Infantry. c J. A.H.
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Australians Chasing Turks from Egypt: British Flying Column Captures Magdhaba 
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A WO months ago I warned myreaders against the Whatare these signs? First, the troops reveal war . ; y ; ag Z

- wave of pessimism then sweeping over Brituin. weariness. By this I mean something very different i Ee Pvt NS ‘ ? : ¥

fA To-day the danger comes ~from* excessive from the natural wish of every soldier to finish up the : OER Ae ae \ SAG H ug 3

«2 optimism. To hear many people talk, it-might be business and get home again. Some of the bravest. am 6 PO? SZ.a op f d é Ci

«s jimagined that all was over but the shouting. This British troops that I know have as ‘their favourite tame ss os —_—_2>. _.

mood can only result in disappointment. Things are
going well with us, and promise to go muchbetter.
But it is as certain as anythjng can be that we are face
to face with a period of more desperate and~costly
fighting than any the war-has yet known. Germany
must make a tremendouseffort to strike a vital blow
before her resources are further weakened.

Where Will Germany Strike?

The regular German plan is to start an offensive

immediately before the other side is ready to begin.

This was done at Ypres in 1915, and again at Verdun

in 1916. Where will the blow be struck in 1917? I
recently suggested that Ypres might once more be the

chosen spot. German military writers are. now be-

sinning to suggest the same district, which gives
reason to think that the Ypres attack will be merely
a feint. German troops are massing on the Swiss

frontier, and it is thought in Paris that they, may

attempt to violate the neutrality of Switzerland and
so make a way south of Belfort into France. On the
face of it this sounds incredible, but desperate men

sometimes do mad deeds. .
The coming course of action of the Allies in the west

can be told from the revised French decrees which
made General Joffre a Marshal of France, and gave the
supreme control of the French western armies to
Gentral Nivelle. Marshal Joffre will remain -for all
time one of the great figures of the war: He saved
Enrope on the Marne; his drastic action purged and
revitalised the leadership of the French armies; his
steady, serene, calm temper has never been disturbed
even in the darkest hours. Why, then, has another
been put in his old place on the westernfront ?

Joftre, who remains Commander-in-Chief, was a
master of defence rather than attack. “He believed,
and rightly believed, that it was the supreme duty of
the French leader to save his men as much as he could,
for in the end eyery man would be wanted. .Up toa
‘point this was quite right. But the French Govern-
ment has evidently become convinced that the hour
has come for a forward policy. In General Nivelle it

  

  

 

  has

has obtained a leader who both saves the lives of his
men and takes the territory of the enemy, as was
recently shown at Verdun.

Coming French Forward Movement

General Nivelle is, above all, a great artillerist. He
believes that before an advance is begun the enemy

i744 frcat should be virtuallydestroyed by gun fire, and has cause for its own glory. As one whose homeis in
7 that no machine-gun position should be left, no de- London, I -rejoice in the splendid work of the London /
ji fensive trenches overlooked, no wire entanglements battalions. Finer work has rarcly if ever been ‘known. / 7?

‘44 standing. He not only believes this, but secs thatitis As a ‘Canadian, Lacclaim the triumphs of the Canadian ///
‘7; done. He has brought the preliminaryartillery work divisions. Ask Dublin to tell you of the glory of the 144
141 of war to a greater degree of perfection than any other Trish divisions, Glasgowof her sons, .Kent and Sussex 144
47; man, Hence his elevation to his present high office. and Hampshire of their splendid men, Yorkshire and 144
14 Under him there will be a real French forward move-. Lancashire of factory hands turned heroes. These 444
14) ment very soon. And the sage, prudent counsels of men did the scemingly impossible. : 444:
44) Marshal Joffre will be everat theservice of the Govern- Sir Douglas Haig has made clear what the Somme {77
sm ment. -lrance will do greater things than ever in 1917. really accomplished. It relieved the ‘pressure on .
—~ The position along the British western front at

present, while showing none of the great activity ‘of
the autumn, is far from one of suspended animation.
Considerable artillery fire is being maintained by both
sides, and there are frequent daylight and night raids,
some on quite a considerable scale. The outstanding
feature of the fighting is the manifest superiority of our

a song with the chorus, “ I wamt to go home.” Only

_they don’t want to go home with the job half. done.
 But the German troops—or some of them—are really

tired of the war, ready to surrender on the slightest
excuse, and growing gloomyover the outlook.

The Somme Despatch

Next, there are signs that the German Army is at
last beginning to be affected by the food shortage. Up
to quite recently this was not so. When the Canadians
entered Courcelette they found abundant stores of
admirable food. To-day German deserters tell tales
of worse than semi-starvation. One always reccives
the tales of deserters with suspicion, but the looks of
the men bear out their words. Besides this, the
prisoners now being captured show a most extra-
ordinary mixture of ages, and for the first time—so
far as my knowledge goes—we are beginning to capture
occasionally in the front trenches private soldiers over
fifty-five years old.
The promotion of Sir Douglas Haig to the rank of

Field-Marshal, the highest honour the Army can give,
has been received with general approval. In-him
Britain thas found a great commander in the field,
_who can plan with care and execute with resolution.
He was given a task such as has. fallen to no Briton
before—the supreme direction in the field of an army
numbered iby the million. “Che vast advances in Staff
work areevident to all, and are still going on.
Tle keenly-anticipated report by the Commander-

in-Chief has been tead with mixed feelings. There is
undoubted disappointment that it has been found
impossible to mention the heroism of many particular
battalions and divisions. But the fight was on ‘so big
a scale that to have done so would have meant writing
a volume, beside giving much useful information to
the enemy. In fighting as Wellington or Wolseley
knew it the Army was a comparatively small organ-
isation in which ‘the particular gallantry shown during
a day or two of battle could be quickly picked out.
But how can this be done when you count your
divisions by the score and your battle by months ?

What the Great Push Accomplished

Tt has been my grim fortune to know something at’ ///
first hand of the Battle of the Somme. I should pity
sincerely any man who had to select. the most gallant
battalions for special mention. “Every part of the
United Kingdom, almost every part of the Empire,

Verdun. It stopped the ‘transfer of further troops
from the western front. It helped to wear down the
strength of the enemy forces opposed to us in France.
Full half of the German Army, supported by the
strongest. fortifications, suffered defeat on the Somme
last year. And although the enemy’s power has not
yet been broken, the Somme Battle has placed beyond
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THE VICTORS OF THE SOMME.— General Sir H. S. Rawlinson, K.C.B., commanding the Fourth Army on the Somme, waschiefly

responsible, under Sir Donglas Haig, for the great victory. The New Year Honoursinclude the promotion of Sir Douglas Haig to

, ; uy Field-Marshal; Lieut.-General Rawlinson to General ; and Major-General Sir Hubert Goughto Lieut.-General. (Official photograph.)
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mood can only result in disappointment. Things are
going well with us, and promise to go muchbetter.
But it is as certain as anythjng can be that we are face
to face with a period of more desperate and~costly
fighting than any the war-has yet known. Germany
must make a tremendouseffort to strike a vital blow
before her resources are further weakened.

Where Will Germany Strike?

The regular German plan is to start an offensive

immediately before the other side is ready to begin.

This was done at Ypres in 1915, and again at Verdun

in 1916. Where will the blow be struck in 1917? I
recently suggested that Ypres might once more be the

chosen spot. German military writers are. now be-

sinning to suggest the same district, which gives
reason to think that the Ypres attack will be merely
a feint. German troops are massing on the Swiss

frontier, and it is thought in Paris that they, may

attempt to violate the neutrality of Switzerland and
so make a way south of Belfort into France. On the
face of it this sounds incredible, but desperate men

sometimes do mad deeds. .
The coming course of action of the Allies in the west

can be told from the revised French decrees which
made General Joffre a Marshal of France, and gave the
supreme control of the French western armies to
Gentral Nivelle. Marshal Joffre will remain -for all
time one of the great figures of the war: He saved
Enrope on the Marne; his drastic action purged and
revitalised the leadership of the French armies; his
steady, serene, calm temper has never been disturbed
even in the darkest hours. Why, then, has another
been put in his old place on the westernfront ?

Joftre, who remains Commander-in-Chief, was a
master of defence rather than attack. “He believed,
and rightly believed, that it was the supreme duty of
the French leader to save his men as much as he could,
for in the end eyery man would be wanted. .Up toa
‘point this was quite right. But the French Govern-
ment has evidently become convinced that the hour
has come for a forward policy. In General Nivelle it
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has obtained a leader who both saves the lives of his
men and takes the territory of the enemy, as was
recently shown at Verdun.

Coming French Forward Movement

General Nivelle is, above all, a great artillerist. He
believes that before an advance is begun the enemy

i744 frcat should be virtuallydestroyed by gun fire, and has cause for its own glory. As one whose homeis in
7 that no machine-gun position should be left, no de- London, I -rejoice in the splendid work of the London /
ji fensive trenches overlooked, no wire entanglements battalions. Finer work has rarcly if ever been ‘known. / 7?

‘44 standing. He not only believes this, but secs thatitis As a ‘Canadian, Lacclaim the triumphs of the Canadian ///
‘7; done. He has brought the preliminaryartillery work divisions. Ask Dublin to tell you of the glory of the 144
141 of war to a greater degree of perfection than any other Trish divisions, Glasgowof her sons, .Kent and Sussex 144
47; man, Hence his elevation to his present high office. and Hampshire of their splendid men, Yorkshire and 144
14 Under him there will be a real French forward move-. Lancashire of factory hands turned heroes. These 444
14) ment very soon. And the sage, prudent counsels of men did the scemingly impossible. : 444:
44) Marshal Joffre will be everat theservice of the Govern- Sir Douglas Haig has made clear what the Somme {77
sm ment. -lrance will do greater things than ever in 1917. really accomplished. It relieved the ‘pressure on .
—~ The position along the British western front at

present, while showing none of the great activity ‘of
the autumn, is far from one of suspended animation.
Considerable artillery fire is being maintained by both
sides, and there are frequent daylight and night raids,
some on quite a considerable scale. The outstanding
feature of the fighting is the manifest superiority of our

a song with the chorus, “ I wamt to go home.” Only

_they don’t want to go home with the job half. done.
 But the German troops—or some of them—are really

tired of the war, ready to surrender on the slightest
excuse, and growing gloomyover the outlook.

The Somme Despatch

Next, there are signs that the German Army is at
last beginning to be affected by the food shortage. Up
to quite recently this was not so. When the Canadians
entered Courcelette they found abundant stores of
admirable food. To-day German deserters tell tales
of worse than semi-starvation. One always reccives
the tales of deserters with suspicion, but the looks of
the men bear out their words. Besides this, the
prisoners now being captured show a most extra-
ordinary mixture of ages, and for the first time—so
far as my knowledge goes—we are beginning to capture
occasionally in the front trenches private soldiers over
fifty-five years old.
The promotion of Sir Douglas Haig to the rank of

Field-Marshal, the highest honour the Army can give,
has been received with general approval. In-him
Britain thas found a great commander in the field,
_who can plan with care and execute with resolution.
He was given a task such as has. fallen to no Briton
before—the supreme direction in the field of an army
numbered iby the million. “Che vast advances in Staff
work areevident to all, and are still going on.
Tle keenly-anticipated report by the Commander-

in-Chief has been tead with mixed feelings. There is
undoubted disappointment that it has been found
impossible to mention the heroism of many particular
battalions and divisions. But the fight was on ‘so big
a scale that to have done so would have meant writing
a volume, beside giving much useful information to
the enemy. In fighting as Wellington or Wolseley
knew it the Army was a comparatively small organ-
isation in which ‘the particular gallantry shown during
a day or two of battle could be quickly picked out.
But how can this be done when you count your
divisions by the score and your battle by months ?

What the Great Push Accomplished

Tt has been my grim fortune to know something at’ ///
first hand of the Battle of the Somme. I should pity
sincerely any man who had to select. the most gallant
battalions for special mention. “Every part of the
United Kingdom, almost every part of the Empire,

Verdun. It stopped the ‘transfer of further troops
from the western front. It helped to wear down the
strength of the enemy forces opposed to us in France.
Full half of the German Army, supported by the
strongest. fortifications, suffered defeat on the Somme
last year. And although the enemy’s power has not
yet been broken, the Somme Battle has placed beyond
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responsible, under Sir Donglas Haig, for the great victory. The New Year Honoursinclude the promotion of Sir Douglas Haig to

, ; uy Field-Marshal; Lieut.-General Rawlinson to General ; and Major-General Sir Hubert Goughto Lieut.-General. (Official photograph.)
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THE GREAT ISSUES OF THE WAR

THE BRITISH EMPIRE AFTER THE WAR |
BY SIDNEY J. LOW,M.A.
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SS 1 this statesmanlike article Mr. Sidney Low contemplates the. changes in the constitution of

the Empire whith ave required to preclude the. possibility of our having to meet another great

crisis in the state of inco-ordination in-which August, 1914, surprised us. .Henceforward we must

have Imperial administration of our international policy, everything connected therewith being

concerted in co-operation with ouy overseas, fellow-subjects. My. Low discusses the difficulties

: attending formal Imperial\ Federation, and then, suggesting that an Imperial Legislature may watt,

demands the immediate establishment of an Imperial Executive, an Imperial Council of State with

gveat administrative commissions to assist tt. The thoughtful, considered article is an important

contribution to the debates that will be begunat the forthcoming meeting of statesmen of the Homeland

and the Overseas Dominions to. be held next month.

       
  
  
   

   

    
E are all agreed that the constitution

of the Empire must undergo search-
ing and important changes as the

result of the war. It is clear that it must
cease to be whatit is at present—a mere loose
confederacy of semi-independent States and
dependent communities. ‘‘ Never again,”
as Sir Robert Borden and Mr. Hughes, and
other Colonial statesmen have told us, must
we meet a great crisis in the same position
as we were found in August,.1914: When
the supreme ordeal came upon us the Empire,
to our own infinite gratification and the
discomfiture of our foes, faced it magni-
ficently. Instead of falling to pieces, as the
Germans hoped, the whole realm pulled itself
together, and presented a spectacle of superb
and unparalleled unity to the world and the
enemy. It was a splendid triumphof loyalty-
and racial sentiment. Weare fighting throughthis war not
as a nation but as an Empire; but even nownot. with
the entire weight and impact which might have been
brought to bear if the resources of the entire four hundred
and twenty millions of people who own allegiance to the
I-mperor-King had been co-ordinated and gathered up for
mutual support in time of peace.
The situation must be changed; and there is here also

general agreement upon at least one main line of reform.
“If you want our help, call us to your councils,” said Sir
Wilfred Laurier bluntly a few years ago. The proposition
is indisputable. There is no question that, since the
Overseas States have taken their share in the task of
Imperial defence, they must have a definite voice in the
control of the policy by which defence and military action
are determined. The Colonial citizen is liable to pay, in
blood andtreasure, for the acts of the Ministers in Downia;
Street and the legislators in Westminster, and he will de-
mand and will obtain some part in the proceedings which
may have such momentous consequences for himself.
After the peace our international policy, and everything
connected with it, including the supreme direction of
strategy and military preparation, must be concerted in
close co-operation with the statesmen who represent our
fellow-subjects beyond the seas.. The national adminis-

, tration must become, so far as these matters are concerned,
in a true sense Imperial,

Ideal of Imperial Federation
Howis this result to be attained? The ideal before

many mindsis that of formal Imperial Federation. Empire
union is to be sought by the same means as that by which
the integration was brought about of Canada, Australia,
and South Africa. Those federations were created by the
voluntary combination of a number of separate States or
provinces. A single Central Parliament and Government
was created as ‘the sovereign legislative and executive
power in cach of these groups. The same process might
be adopted for the Empire as a whole, or at any rate for
the self-governing units. The Parliaments of the United
IXingdom, and of Canada, Australia, New Zealand, South
Africa, and Newfoundland would voluntarily resign their

’ sovereign orsemi-sovereign authority into the hands of a
great Imperial Congress elected by the citizens of all of

   
   
      
      
     
  

     
  

   
    

  

     
     
   

    
     
  
  
  

  
  

  

 

     
     

     

      
  

 

     

      
  

 

     

    
   

     

     

  
  

      

  

     
     

      
    

 

    
    

      

    
          

   
       
  
  

   

  
  
   

  

   

Mr. Sidney Low

them. The Empire Executive would be a
Ministry representing the dominant party in
this Congress, responsible to it, and liable to
be dismissed from office when it ceased to
retain its confidence. Thus we should be
proceeding along the natural and traditional
line of historical development. We should
have that Parliamentary and _responsible
-Government towhichall communitiesof Anglo-
Saxon and Anglo-Celtic people have become
habituated. The administration would be
accountable to -the elective representatives
of the self-governing peoples; ‘and the
ultimate sovereign authority would be the
whole body of electors in all the States, who
would be able to appoint the Ministers of
their choice, and dismiss them from office

[etiott £ Pry when they were dissatisfied with them.
This clear-cut and definite scheme: would

be in many ways excellent. It may well be regarded as

the goal towards which we are to turn our steps, with

good hope that in the fullness of time it may be reached.

But the way is long and encumbered by many obstacles.

Problems for Statesmanship and Goodwill

To mention only one point, there is that question of the

disparity among the white populations, which at present

would give the Home Country so preponderant a share of

political power. To mention another, there is the problem

of the dependencies. It would be difficult to refuse to the

three hundred and seventy million inhabitants of the

Empire of India some voice in an assembly in which we
should find seats for the representatives of three hundred
thousand ,Newfoundlanders. Yet it would be obviously
impossible to give India a representation proportionate to
its numbers, for if we did so all the other States would
be swamped and powerless; while to allot to our Hindu
and Mohammedan subjects a mere nominal representation
might only create another Indian grievance, without
mitigating the objection many white Colonists will feel to
giving any share of political control over their destinies ta
Asiatics.

These difficulties, with goodwill and statesmanlike man-
agement, will no doubt be eventually overcome; but it
will take time. A whole series of Imperial conventions
and inter-State discussions and deliberations will be re-
quired. It needed manyyears for the Canadian provinces
and the Australian States to arrange the numerous points
of friction which arose in the comparatively easy work of
Colonial Fedération. Imperial Federation might be a still
longer task. We could not hope to establish a union on
such a basis quickly. ‘The constitution would need to be
hammered out slowly and carefully, and after a protracted
process of deliberation and argument, carried out, not merely
at the centre of Government, but in each of the overseas
capitals. Only after long travail and labour will the com-
plete Imperial Federal Legislature be brought to birth.
“But it is not legislation that we shall need in the years

that lie immediately before us so much as prompt and
effective action. The Imperial Legislature can wait, but
the Imperial Executive must be set to work without much
delay. The Colonial demand, as voiced by the statesmen
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Row of smiling faces in a gun-trench on the Balkan front.
Inset: Bad tanding of an aeroplane on the top of atrench.
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” Despite unceasing aitention, roads at the front inevitably get into a state which makesall transport work exceedingly laborious. On the

Sommefront men off duty take a kind of ‘* ’bus—man’s holiday” and gather by the roadside to give a cheery word to their comrades
5 of the A.S.C. as the transport columnspass along.
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SS 1 this statesmanlike article Mr. Sidney Low contemplates the. changes in the constitution of

the Empire whith ave required to preclude the. possibility of our having to meet another great

crisis in the state of inco-ordination in-which August, 1914, surprised us. .Henceforward we must

have Imperial administration of our international policy, everything connected therewith being

concerted in co-operation with ouy overseas, fellow-subjects. My. Low discusses the difficulties

: attending formal Imperial\ Federation, and then, suggesting that an Imperial Legislature may watt,

demands the immediate establishment of an Imperial Executive, an Imperial Council of State with

gveat administrative commissions to assist tt. The thoughtful, considered article is an important

contribution to the debates that will be begunat the forthcoming meeting of statesmen of the Homeland

and the Overseas Dominions to. be held next month.

       
  
  
   

   

    
E are all agreed that the constitution
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is indisputable. There is no question that, since the
Overseas States have taken their share in the task of
Imperial defence, they must have a definite voice in the
control of the policy by which defence and military action
are determined. The Colonial citizen is liable to pay, in
blood andtreasure, for the acts of the Ministers in Downia;
Street and the legislators in Westminster, and he will de-
mand and will obtain some part in the proceedings which
may have such momentous consequences for himself.
After the peace our international policy, and everything
connected with it, including the supreme direction of
strategy and military preparation, must be concerted in
close co-operation with the statesmen who represent our
fellow-subjects beyond the seas.. The national adminis-

, tration must become, so far as these matters are concerned,
in a true sense Imperial,
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many mindsis that of formal Imperial Federation. Empire
union is to be sought by the same means as that by which
the integration was brought about of Canada, Australia,
and South Africa. Those federations were created by the
voluntary combination of a number of separate States or
provinces. A single Central Parliament and Government
was created as ‘the sovereign legislative and executive
power in cach of these groups. The same process might
be adopted for the Empire as a whole, or at any rate for
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IXingdom, and of Canada, Australia, New Zealand, South
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them. The Empire Executive would be a
Ministry representing the dominant party in
this Congress, responsible to it, and liable to
be dismissed from office when it ceased to
retain its confidence. Thus we should be
proceeding along the natural and traditional
line of historical development. We should
have that Parliamentary and _responsible
-Government towhichall communitiesof Anglo-
Saxon and Anglo-Celtic people have become
habituated. The administration would be
accountable to -the elective representatives
of the self-governing peoples; ‘and the
ultimate sovereign authority would be the
whole body of electors in all the States, who
would be able to appoint the Ministers of
their choice, and dismiss them from office
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its numbers, for if we did so all the other States would
be swamped and powerless; while to allot to our Hindu
and Mohammedan subjects a mere nominal representation
might only create another Indian grievance, without
mitigating the objection many white Colonists will feel to
giving any share of political control over their destinies ta
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These difficulties, with goodwill and statesmanlike man-
agement, will no doubt be eventually overcome; but it
will take time. A whole series of Imperial conventions
and inter-State discussions and deliberations will be re-
quired. It needed manyyears for the Canadian provinces
and the Australian States to arrange the numerous points
of friction which arose in the comparatively easy work of
Colonial Fedération. Imperial Federation might be a still
longer task. We could not hope to establish a union on
such a basis quickly. ‘The constitution would need to be
hammered out slowly and carefully, and after a protracted
process of deliberation and argument, carried out, not merely
at the centre of Government, but in each of the overseas
capitals. Only after long travail and labour will the com-
plete Imperial Federal Legislature be brought to birth.
“But it is not legislation that we shall need in the years

that lie immediately before us so much as prompt and
effective action. The Imperial Legislature can wait, but
the Imperial Executive must be set to work without much
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referred to and others, is not for participation in our law-
making, or for our assistance in their own, but for joint

control of the great joint interests. What they
want is to be called to our ‘“‘ councils,”’ those councils which
deal with the matters that affect them as well as ourselves.
Defence and foreign .policy will be universally admitted
to be the chief of these interests, and the war has given a
wider extension to these terms. We have Iearnt, now
what we did-not knowbefore, that war is not merely an
affair of armies and navies, of War Offices and Admiralties.
lt means something much larger, more comprehensive,
more formidable. It goes far deeper into the. lives of
peoples than anybody would have imaginedin that relatively
peaceful era from which we have emerged. We-knownow,
as we did not knowthen, that wars are made not merely
by armies but by nations, that all the energies of the States
engaged are bound up with the conflict, that victory is
determined not alone by the skill of-the generals and the
valour of the troops, but by the purposive concentration
upon the one great object of the entire resources, industrial,
financial, mechanical, and economic, of the community.
Ourfactories, our farms, our mercantile marine, our banks,
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WITH THE CANADIAN ARTILLERY.—A heavy howitzer in
action on the Somme, where, notably at Courcelette, the
men of the Western Dominion won imperishable laure!s.

our laboratories, our civilian populations as a whole, are
in the fight. The appropriate utilisation of the national
credit and the conservation of the national capital are
no less essential elements than the skilful direction of the
armies in the field and the wise control of the higher
strategy.

These are the -modern.war conditions, and they will
persist long after the actual carnage has ceased. We must
be prepared for that way after the war of which we have
had so many significant warnings. This war may be, for
the time at least, economic rather than military ; the
implacable rivalries which have been aroused by the
contest will find their outlet in a struggle less bloodthirsty,
but hardly less brutal, and very little less formidable, than
that which at present desolates humanity. The economic
struggle, carried on side by side with incessant preparation
for a renewal of the clash of force, must be the deepest
preoccupation of Iturope and Asia, and.very likely of
America also, during the next generation. For the British
[empire the objects of prime importance can be summed up
in the words co-ordination and consolidation, not-in the
political sphere alone but, aboveall, in those of industry °
and economics. We- must take stock of all our resources,
material and moral; we must husband them and increase
them to their highest measure of efficiency ; arid we must
make ready to develop their utmost energy for defence
against external assault,- whether that assault should take
the economic or the military form,
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The necessity will be insistent and urgent the moment
he peace treaty is signed. Joittt executive action will be-
the first requirement. While. the Imperial Parliament is
being considered, the Imperial Cabinet must be brought
into being. Long steps towardsits creation have been taken
in the. past two years. A committee of twenty-three may
not be the ideal machinery for carrying on a great war;
but the large Ministry, with its.apparatus of- adminis-
trative commissions, is an instrument which can be
adapted to the immediate purposes of. Empire govern-
ment. It has the possibility of -becoming just. that
kind of Empire Executive Council for which the Colonial
leaders are asking. Already the Dominion Premiers have
been invited to attend meetings of the Cabinet, and -it
would be but a short further step to make certain Colonial
representatives permanent members of the body. Shed

A Supreme Council of State

Timagine that in the future the Cabinet, which is techni-
cally, it must be remembered, no more than a committee of|
the King’s Privy Council, will become a sort of supreme
Council of State with a permanent membership of twenty, or
perhaps twenty-five, or even thirty councillors ; and it will
include not only the heads of the British ministerial depart-
ments, but also half a dozen or more leading Colonial states-
men, with or without.“ portfolio.”’ Embedded within this
Council of State, and subject in general to its advice, will
be a small Executive Committee of the Ministers’ at the
head of the great Imperial departments—the Premier, the
Chiefs of the Admiralty and War Office, the Foreign Secre-
tary, the Colonial Secretary, the Secretary for India, and
probably also a Minister of Imperial Resources and Muni-
tions—which committee will conduct the working day-to-
day administration of the Empire in its international and
corporate capacity. :

This inner council will be the true Empire Cabinet; and
it will be assisted by a number of great administrative
commissions, appointed by and responsible to it, such as
the Committee of Imperial Defence, and the committees
which are at present arranging for the management of our
food resources, our man-power, our production of munitions,
our foreign trade, and our merchant,shipping. The Council
of State, with its Executive Cabinet, will, it is to be
presumed, meet the Imperial Conference representing the*
Dominions, andI think also the Dependencies, once a year,
and will in that session explain and vindicate its policy,
and recommend for joint legislation in the several States,
measures for which new laws will be required. It will also
propound an Imperial Budget, and request the representa-
tives of the various States to obtain fromtheir legislatures
sufficient grants to defray their proportionate share of the
joint expense. It will further take such steps as may be
required for the co-ordination ‘and management: of mineral
and other resources, and for the preparation in concert of
munitions of war ; and it will rely upon the several Govern-
ments to. see that each in its own area carries out the
consequential measures required to promote the joint
policy.
Under such a scheme the Empire, for executive purposes,

and in particular for purposes of military and economic
defence and conservation, will be under one governing organ,
in whichall the States,and not merely the United Kingdom,
will have their part.

What the Near Future Will Demand
This will not, I admit, be a ‘‘responsible” Government

in the technical sense in. which we understand the
term: that is to say, a Government liable to be dis-
placed at any moment by a party vote in a single sitting ;
but Virtually it will be responsible to all the constituent.
peoples. And I am inclined to. think that, until the world
settles back into a more stable condition, there will be a
general willingness to relinquish some of our cherished
political tenets in favour of the superior strength and
energy which can be concentrated in an executive council
of this kind. or strength, energy, promptitude in action,.
and the: co-ordination of our, resources—these, I repeat,are
what the near future will demand of us; and to obtain these
we must be prepared to sacrifice a good deal, including our

 

regard for a constitutional formula which, however valuable
in periods of tranquillity, might*break down underthe stress
of the iron. epoch of struggle and competition that seems
to lie before us. 3
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The Spirit of Peace in the Field of War
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the snowy ground his temple floor, and those about him, in the midst of strife, kneel in their accustomed communion of prayer.
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referred to and others, is not for participation in our law-
making, or for our assistance in their own, but for joint

control of the great joint interests. What they
want is to be called to our ‘“‘ councils,”’ those councils which
deal with the matters that affect them as well as ourselves.
Defence and foreign .policy will be universally admitted
to be the chief of these interests, and the war has given a
wider extension to these terms. We have Iearnt, now
what we did-not knowbefore, that war is not merely an
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lt means something much larger, more comprehensive,
more formidable. It goes far deeper into the. lives of
peoples than anybody would have imaginedin that relatively
peaceful era from which we have emerged. We-knownow,
as we did not knowthen, that wars are made not merely
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engaged are bound up with the conflict, that victory is
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credit and the conservation of the national capital are
no less essential elements than the skilful direction of the
armies in the field and the wise control of the higher
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These are the -modern.war conditions, and they will
persist long after the actual carnage has ceased. We must
be prepared for that way after the war of which we have
had so many significant warnings. This war may be, for
the time at least, economic rather than military ; the
implacable rivalries which have been aroused by the
contest will find their outlet in a struggle less bloodthirsty,
but hardly less brutal, and very little less formidable, than
that which at present desolates humanity. The economic
struggle, carried on side by side with incessant preparation
for a renewal of the clash of force, must be the deepest
preoccupation of Iturope and Asia, and.very likely of
America also, during the next generation. For the British
[empire the objects of prime importance can be summed up
in the words co-ordination and consolidation, not-in the
political sphere alone but, aboveall, in those of industry °
and economics. We- must take stock of all our resources,
material and moral; we must husband them and increase
them to their highest measure of efficiency ; arid we must
make ready to develop their utmost energy for defence
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the economic or the military form,
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adapted to the immediate purposes of. Empire govern-
ment. It has the possibility of -becoming just. that
kind of Empire Executive Council for which the Colonial
leaders are asking. Already the Dominion Premiers have
been invited to attend meetings of the Cabinet, and -it
would be but a short further step to make certain Colonial
representatives permanent members of the body. Shed
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Timagine that in the future the Cabinet, which is techni-
cally, it must be remembered, no more than a committee of|
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in whichall the States,and not merely the United Kingdom,
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What the Near Future Will Demand
This will not, I admit, be a ‘‘responsible” Government

in the technical sense in. which we understand the
term: that is to say, a Government liable to be dis-
placed at any moment by a party vote in a single sitting ;
but Virtually it will be responsible to all the constituent.
peoples. And I am inclined to. think that, until the world
settles back into a more stable condition, there will be a
general willingness to relinquish some of our cherished
political tenets in favour of the superior strength and
energy which can be concentrated in an executive council
of this kind. or strength, energy, promptitude in action,.
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The winning spirit is clearly revealed in every one of these laughing faces caught by the camera on their way along a wintry road to

the front trenches. Right: Weather—proof tempers and water-proof waders in a muddy part of the Sommebattlefield.
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Verdun the Immortal:

HEN, in March, 1916, Lord Northcliffe cabled his
memorable despatch from Verdun he prefacedit

. by a query.
What was the secret motive underlying the German

attempt to break the French line before the famousfortress?
Was it financial, in view of their coming war loan—or
dynastic ? Or was it intended to influence doubting
neutrals ? The answers to these riddles were not solved
by the seas of blood which have been shed. Five hundred
thousand Germancasualties did not enlighten our darkness.
We know only that, for somebody’s profit or glory, the
Crown Prince launched his assault against Verdun on the
morning of February 2ist, and that ‘it came to an end in
‘July in an ignominy unparalleled.

For some months we forgot all about Verdun. The
Battle of the Somme was begun, and the eyes of the whole
world turned thereto. The French had waged a titanic
conflict, and had emerged as victors. For ‘all time this
should betheir St. Crispin’s Day. Wewere killing Germans
on a filthy ridge, and had no leisure but to lift our hats.
‘When October came we heard an echo from afar, and anon
it became a pean of congratulation. Douaumonthadfallen.
The result of three months of fighting most bloody had
been lost to the Prussians in a night. Theirs was the
‘pinion which impelled the steel—for had they not told
their people in February that Douaumont was the alpha
and the omega, the beginning and the end ?

Why the World Laughed

Verdun must go if Douaumont went, the road to Paris
be opened, the fruitful peace result. You heard nothing
of this kind from them when that battered mud-heap was
retaken by the French. The world did well to laugh,
however, for the world that does not love the Boche has
still a sense of humour.
From October 24th until the morning of December

15th there was a kind of stalemate before Verdun.
Every day the artillery crashed above those desolate
hills—the nights were alight with the star-shells or the
crimson flashes of the high explosives—but the gallant_
French infantry did not go forth. Some of them lay in
the caverns of the old Douaumont Fort, and terrible
was their experience. For Douaumont, as many know,
is upon a great plain, to reach which you must climb and
climb from the town of Verdun itself. What that climbing
meant to the relief-partics, Mr. Ashmead-Bartlett has told
us most brilliantly.

Ordeal of the Douaumont Relief

Imagine a vast ploughed field, the vastest that ever
was thought of ; let it be pitted with innumerable shell-
holes, so deep that a furniture van could be hidden in
some of them; fill your holes with water sufficient to
drown a manif he should fall therein ; let your mud be so
glutinous that it will draw the boots from your feet ; bring
darkness upon the scene and a terrible barrage from the
enemy, and here shall be a picture of what the Douaumont

» relief had to suffer nightly. Every step in that fearful
morass was a hazard. Shells fell incessantly, ploughing
the scarred earth, making fountains of the rain-pools,
often destroying a whole platoon as they fell. The sky
shone silver with stars—which no concourse of atoms had
created. Men buried their faces in the very ‘mud, and
wondered in God’s name how they could traverse that
fearful mile of the wilderness which stood between them
and their salvation,
Yet traverse it they did—sometimes twice nightly. The

waste showed their dead by day, but hid the terror when
the sun had set. Like heroes the French held on to that
fortress which Wilhelm had declared to be the very king
of citadels, E

Symbol of the Victory te Come

By Max Pemberton

What the Germans were doingall this time we do not
know. They werefiring their guns to be sure, and perhaps
telling each other that Parisand London must sue for
peace because a place in Rumania with an unpronounceable
name had been taken. Also, it may be assumed that they
were expressing some‘ dissatisfaction with the state of
affairs. Fritz did not like many things. He did notlike
the French aeroplanes which buzzed over his head daily
while his own were hidden away at the rear, afraid ap-
parently to try conclusions with the enen He disliked
the enormous shells from.the French howitzers and the
smaller tokens _ of goodwill which escaped the famous
‘seventy-fives.’

 

Dawn of the Crown Prince’s Fateful Day

Back to the land” would willingly have been his
watchword—but there was Wilhelm junior, whip in hand,
and the ashes of his glory before his eyes. Preciouslittle
of his terrestrial booty was left to him, but to that he
clung passionately. What would theysay in Berlin after
ten months of it if he must return to admit that all was
lost but honour ? Their answer assuredly wouldbe simila
to that of Sir John Falstaff upon a famousoccasion. Donn
honour, they might say, and with reason. Wilhelm fi/s
just held on and took his chances. He must have gnashed
his teeth when he read of Falkenhayn and Mackensen in
Rumania, but that is no affair of ours. ‘‘ The daywill
come,” he may have said. It came, to be precise, on the
morning of December15th, at ten o'clock.
We should have taken our stand that morning, if we

could, upon one of the hills on the western bank of the
Meuse. Itis a dirty day, and we need all that we possess
in the way of fuzzy-bears and comforters. Verdunitself
lies down there in a hollow between the hills. We can
make out its twin spires and the faces of the white houses
which border the river; but the sun does not shine upon
it, and the wraiths of mist drift up from the water and go
curling away in wisps of transparent cloud which the
heights will garner presently.

ce

Scene of Mystery and Awe

Elsewhere the scene is familiar enough. Great green
hills abound, and in the distance the woods of pine and
limes. There is a series of these puny mountainsall th
way to the crest of Douaumont, which looks like a dull,
black mound upon the horizon. The river winds in and
out with the picturesque waywardness of the Thames. If
welook along ita little to the right we shall see at a distance
of some four miles that herring-backed ridge they call
La Cote du Poivre (Pepper Hill). “There is not a tree upon
it. Its slopes are no longer green. The road at its foot
was smashed to atoms long ago; but the splendid French
have been busy road-making these latter days, and have
built forty miles of them since October.

This particular road leads up to the famous Haudromont
Quarries—that is if you take the right fork of it at Bras,
but otherwise you follow the eastern bank of the river
almost to Vacheraygille, and then onward to another
village named oon. These places and the herring-
backed ridge were the scene of the fighting on December
15th and subsequent days. Bothvillagesfell to our gallant
allies. ‘The cote went also, and with it some thousandsof
Germans too surprised to tel! just what they thought
about it.
Such is the arena which we overlook from our hill near

Verdun. At this hour, a little before ten of the morning
of the 15th, the mist often obstructs our view, but
always adds a sense of

 

mystery and awe to the scene
From it the great guns around and about us belch shect:
of flame which are weird as the lighting tricks of pantomime,

(Continued on peye 51s
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Verdun the Immortal:

HEN, in March, 1916, Lord Northcliffe cabled his
memorable despatch from Verdun he prefacedit

. by a query.
What was the secret motive underlying the German

attempt to break the French line before the famousfortress?
Was it financial, in view of their coming war loan—or
dynastic ? Or was it intended to influence doubting
neutrals ? The answers to these riddles were not solved
by the seas of blood which have been shed. Five hundred
thousand Germancasualties did not enlighten our darkness.
We know only that, for somebody’s profit or glory, the
Crown Prince launched his assault against Verdun on the
morning of February 2ist, and that ‘it came to an end in
‘July in an ignominy unparalleled.

For some months we forgot all about Verdun. The
Battle of the Somme was begun, and the eyes of the whole
world turned thereto. The French had waged a titanic
conflict, and had emerged as victors. For ‘all time this
should betheir St. Crispin’s Day. Wewere killing Germans
on a filthy ridge, and had no leisure but to lift our hats.
‘When October came we heard an echo from afar, and anon
it became a pean of congratulation. Douaumonthadfallen.
The result of three months of fighting most bloody had
been lost to the Prussians in a night. Theirs was the
‘pinion which impelled the steel—for had they not told
their people in February that Douaumont was the alpha
and the omega, the beginning and the end ?

Why the World Laughed

Verdun must go if Douaumont went, the road to Paris
be opened, the fruitful peace result. You heard nothing
of this kind from them when that battered mud-heap was
retaken by the French. The world did well to laugh,
however, for the world that does not love the Boche has
still a sense of humour.
From October 24th until the morning of December

15th there was a kind of stalemate before Verdun.
Every day the artillery crashed above those desolate
hills—the nights were alight with the star-shells or the
crimson flashes of the high explosives—but the gallant_
French infantry did not go forth. Some of them lay in
the caverns of the old Douaumont Fort, and terrible
was their experience. For Douaumont, as many know,
is upon a great plain, to reach which you must climb and
climb from the town of Verdun itself. What that climbing
meant to the relief-partics, Mr. Ashmead-Bartlett has told
us most brilliantly.

Ordeal of the Douaumont Relief

Imagine a vast ploughed field, the vastest that ever
was thought of ; let it be pitted with innumerable shell-
holes, so deep that a furniture van could be hidden in
some of them; fill your holes with water sufficient to
drown a manif he should fall therein ; let your mud be so
glutinous that it will draw the boots from your feet ; bring
darkness upon the scene and a terrible barrage from the
enemy, and here shall be a picture of what the Douaumont

» relief had to suffer nightly. Every step in that fearful
morass was a hazard. Shells fell incessantly, ploughing
the scarred earth, making fountains of the rain-pools,
often destroying a whole platoon as they fell. The sky
shone silver with stars—which no concourse of atoms had
created. Men buried their faces in the very ‘mud, and
wondered in God’s name how they could traverse that
fearful mile of the wilderness which stood between them
and their salvation,
Yet traverse it they did—sometimes twice nightly. The

waste showed their dead by day, but hid the terror when
the sun had set. Like heroes the French held on to that
fortress which Wilhelm had declared to be the very king
of citadels, E

Symbol of the Victory te Come

By Max Pemberton

What the Germans were doingall this time we do not
know. They werefiring their guns to be sure, and perhaps
telling each other that Parisand London must sue for
peace because a place in Rumania with an unpronounceable
name had been taken. Also, it may be assumed that they
were expressing some‘ dissatisfaction with the state of
affairs. Fritz did not like many things. He did notlike
the French aeroplanes which buzzed over his head daily
while his own were hidden away at the rear, afraid ap-
parently to try conclusions with the enen He disliked
the enormous shells from.the French howitzers and the
smaller tokens _ of goodwill which escaped the famous
‘seventy-fives.’

 

Dawn of the Crown Prince’s Fateful Day

Back to the land” would willingly have been his
watchword—but there was Wilhelm junior, whip in hand,
and the ashes of his glory before his eyes. Preciouslittle
of his terrestrial booty was left to him, but to that he
clung passionately. What would theysay in Berlin after
ten months of it if he must return to admit that all was
lost but honour ? Their answer assuredly wouldbe simila
to that of Sir John Falstaff upon a famousoccasion. Donn
honour, they might say, and with reason. Wilhelm fi/s
just held on and took his chances. He must have gnashed
his teeth when he read of Falkenhayn and Mackensen in
Rumania, but that is no affair of ours. ‘‘ The daywill
come,” he may have said. It came, to be precise, on the
morning of December15th, at ten o'clock.
We should have taken our stand that morning, if we

could, upon one of the hills on the western bank of the
Meuse. Itis a dirty day, and we need all that we possess
in the way of fuzzy-bears and comforters. Verdunitself
lies down there in a hollow between the hills. We can
make out its twin spires and the faces of the white houses
which border the river; but the sun does not shine upon
it, and the wraiths of mist drift up from the water and go
curling away in wisps of transparent cloud which the
heights will garner presently.

ce

Scene of Mystery and Awe

Elsewhere the scene is familiar enough. Great green
hills abound, and in the distance the woods of pine and
limes. There is a series of these puny mountainsall th
way to the crest of Douaumont, which looks like a dull,
black mound upon the horizon. The river winds in and
out with the picturesque waywardness of the Thames. If
welook along ita little to the right we shall see at a distance
of some four miles that herring-backed ridge they call
La Cote du Poivre (Pepper Hill). “There is not a tree upon
it. Its slopes are no longer green. The road at its foot
was smashed to atoms long ago; but the splendid French
have been busy road-making these latter days, and have
built forty miles of them since October.

This particular road leads up to the famous Haudromont
Quarries—that is if you take the right fork of it at Bras,
but otherwise you follow the eastern bank of the river
almost to Vacheraygille, and then onward to another
village named oon. These places and the herring-
backed ridge were the scene of the fighting on December
15th and subsequent days. Bothvillagesfell to our gallant
allies. ‘The cote went also, and with it some thousandsof
Germans too surprised to tel! just what they thought
about it.
Such is the arena which we overlook from our hill near

Verdun. At this hour, a little before ten of the morning
of the 15th, the mist often obstructs our view, but
always adds a sense of

 

mystery and awe to the scene
From it the great guns around and about us belch shect:
of flame which are weird as the lighting tricks of pantomime,
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THE BATTLE OF :-PEPPER HILL
(Continued from paye 515).

 

; We feel the ground quiver beneath our feet, but there is
no other overt act of battle—unless it be in the passing to
and fro of the aviators, everywhere busy and alert. Where
the sky is clear the planes stand out as silvered wings
against a field of blue. The buzz of themis like the
droning of monster bees in the air. We see them winging

; beyond the Germanlines, but neither Taube nor Aviatik

{a comes over to us. The mastery of the air is unquestioned

ae indeed, and blind are most of the shots which the Boche

i artillery must now fire at us.
i¢ This is at ten o’clock. Look at Cote du Poivre! The

whole length of its steep hill is upon our side white with
the little clouds of bursting shrapnel. It tells us that the
German gunners believe we are about to climb that slope,
andare taking their measures accordingly. The new-comer

; i would declare it to be a terrible barrage, and would say

: surely the French will not attempt anything yet. Little

De. = would he know the Poilu! The hour has struck, the word

4 has gone forth, the watches are no longer the cynosure of

7 officers’ eyes. From the very bowels of the earth the

blue terror has sprung forth. Up and over the parapets

/ of the trenches go those insurpassable fellows.

j

On to Victory —

A good glass shows them like wonderful ants that a
clumsy foot has surprised. They run, they crawl, they

dodge to the left, to the right ;—they disappear in vast
shell-holes; they emerge again, they are up, they are
down, but always as a bodygoing straight for the enemy
as a bulldog for the throat of its quarry. Never was
there a finer spirit. ‘‘ Marchons!”’ they sing, and “ Aux
armes, citoyens!’”’ They knew weeks ago that they had
the Boche beaten—and he is up yonder, that beaten man,
retreating leisurely along the crest of the ridge. How
little he knows the truth! Watchthat other force cutting
in from Haudromont behind him. Blue coats also, and
bayonets that would have flashed in the sunshine had
there been any. Now the frightened Hun perceives that
he is taken fore and aft. A panic seizes upoa him. Up
go his hands, six thousand pairs of them. He has never
made so poor a showsince this dread business of Verdun
began.
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It was a gallant deed, and well has the world applauded

it. Let us hear the ‘‘ Times’’ correspondent. “‘ Those

French allies of ours!” he exclaims. ‘‘ Words fail mie.

They dashed over the crest of the Cote du Poivre and on

to Louvemont. They. carried Hill 378 overlooking the

Bois des Fosses. They went through Vauche Wood and

Hassoule Wood to the north of Douaumont, and they

overran the minor forts of Bezonvaux and Hardaumont,

farther to the right, to the north of Vaux,like International

Rugby football forwards making mincemeat of a village

team.”
—Which is Now Certain

Hetells us later that the village of Vacherauville furnished
the grimmest fighting of this amazing day, and that some
of the old time ferocity was. to be witnessed therein, Men
crept from ruin to ruin, their grenades poised, their tread

catlike.’ Machine-guns rattled in unexpected places, and
whole platoons went down before them. Here were heard
the screams of the hunted Huns and the frenzied cry of
“Kamerad!’’ The French mood mocked it all. They
were men who ran a winning race from the very word
“ Go,” and nothing stopped them until the sun went down.
When night fell they stood within a mile of the very
positions they held at the beginning of last February.
The house that Wilhelm had built, and cemented with the
blood of the five hundred thousand, lay in ashes. The
glory of Verdun had been made immortal.

Jn truth a wonderful victory. There were nearly twelve
thousand prisoners takén before the end of the third day,
and more than’ eighty cannon of various calibres. The
French now hold all the dominating heights to the north
of the town. They have reduced the German artillery
practically to impotence ;_their observation-posts command
the great plain of the Woevre. To Generals Nivelle,
Pétain, and Mangin the thanks of the nation have been
justly offered. With reason did the first-named applaud
his Staff when he took his farewell of them.

“ Gentlemen,”’ he said, ‘‘I leave you after a splendid
day. The experience is conclusive; our method has
proved itself. Once again the Second Army has displayed |
more clearly than before its moral and material ascendancy
over the enemy. Victory is certain; of that I can assure
you. Germany will learn this to her cost.”
We can add nothing to such a tribute,
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BRITISH TROOPS TAKE OVER MORE LINE.—An important change on the western front was effected at Christmas when the

British troops took over an extension of- line and relieved the French troops who throughout the great offensive had held both banks

ofthe Somme. This photograph shows French soldiers watching the arrival of the British troops whorelieved them,
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Jack Over Kondoa rangi
 

 

  

  
   

  

  
  
  

 

  

  

  

  

  
    

    

  

  

  

  
    

 

     

   

  
   

    

  
  

    

 

  
 

 

In April, 1916, General Van Deventer began his attack on the
important Central Railway running across German East Africa,
On April 17th he reached Kondoa Irangi, about a-hundred miles
from the line. At this point, which is the centre of several main
roads, the enemyoffered a stubborn resistance, but General Van
   

    

  Devent/> overcameit, and took Kondea Irangi on the 19th, greatly
disconcerting the Germansby the rapidity of his blow. Above we
see Lieut.-Colonel Murray advancing to take the surrender of
Irangi, a native bearer carrying the Union Jack which was to be
hoisted over the position as soon as it was occupied.
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ie Young Seacraft in the Pouchof the Kangaroo - BlackSlaves of the Hun as Blockade-Runners
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  The French submarine-carrier Kangaroo, torpedoed and sunk

in the Bay of Funchal, showingthe ‘‘ pouch” in her forward part.
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View of the interior of a submarine. The living space forwardis ; f

cramped owing to the quantity of machinery- (Official photograph.)

   
 

Blockade-running sounds an adventurous thing, thanks to the romances written roundit, but it is a stern business for the blockade—
runnerto be up against the British Navy, es is shown bythe effective touches on this intercepted vesse!
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a access to a sort of dock in which the submarine was carried as a young kangaroois carried in its mother’s pouch. Right: Inside a 3

y 9 s, S Bee 2 3 . How the German blockade-runners seek black assistance in their hopeless enterprise is made evident by the groups on this vessel,

be

we A cubmarine in pcsition on board the French submarine-carrier Kangaroo. The fore part of this vessel wes detachable, giving ¥

y submarine, looking through the periscope. (Official photograph. .

¢ a 8 P P ( P a 2 ‘ ‘ _ which hasbeen brought to with its decks awash. The dejected darkies do not seem to have relished their taste of adventure.
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‘Camera Glimpses
French Official and Exclusive
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Along the Somme Front
 

 

 

    
effect of a shattering shot from the Allies’ artillery.
A German “ shelter ” on the Somme, near Maurepas, showing the Another enemy gun-shelter near Bouchavesnes, hastily made of

(Exclusive.)
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timber balks and rails during their retirement. (&xclusive.)

 
Assortment of samples from among the 12,000 Germans taken by the French

in their vigorous offensive before Verdun. (French official photograph.)

 

    
    

 

Testing Hunnish tools. A Poilu tries a flame-
thrower secured onthe Somme. (Frenchofficial.)

Brief rest and a peaceful pipe during the Somme advance. The shell-—cases
and ammunition baskets show that it has been a lively cerner
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Gun emplacementof enemy batteryof ‘‘ 77’s’’ near Bouchavesnes.
Abandoned helmets indicate the rapid retirement. (Exclusive.)

Heavy German gun before Verdun. Entrance to enemy sap on
the right. Craters show force of French attack. (Exclusive:)
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rom. Verdun and Combles
Exclusive Photographs
 

 

    
ment camp some miles behind the French lines.

Aiter the taking of Vaux Fort. German prisoners at an intern- French soldiers regard with lively interest some of their enemies
taken during the recent offensive in a wood before Verdun.
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Enemy patrol secured on the Verdun front. One Poilu serves for guard while
they await examination. Note the new helmet adopted by the Germans.
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foreground maintains the accustomed aloofness of
Boches. from before Verdun safely encaged. The wounded officer in the Combles Railway ‘Station as it was recaptured,

Prussian rank. showing debris of an enemy munition train.
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This small engine, a target on which many hits were scored, was

leit behind by the Germans whentheyfled from Combles.
The gutted ruin seen above wasall that remained of Combles

Station when the Allies retook it in the “‘ great push.”’
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THE WONDERFUL WORK OF OUR NAVAL AIRMiN -
Page F24

Why the Hun Ships Scuttle When

They Sight a

_

British Seaplane

HE public hears little of the Grand
Flect andits silent and unceasing
vigil in the North Sea, and of the

brave sailors, most of whose daily deeds
of heroism have to be hidden under a
mantle of. mystery; but it hears less
about our naval airmen than of anyother
fighting unit.
Round their doings the veil of secrecy

is drawn very close. It was lifted for a
moment alittle while ago, when a Zeppelin
was brought downoff the East Coast, and

when.a recent communiqué from [rance
disclosed that a number of them were
doing brilliant work in co-operation with
the French airmen on the western front.
But these are about the only glimpses

we have had, save for the rare raids on
Zeebrugge ; and one or two people have
been disposed to belittle the services of
the R.N.A.S. in consequence

Their Special Front

These people .do not know of the
wonderful work that is being done by
these men every day, and of the terrible
risks they run. If they did they would
take off their hats to these heroic men.
That. affair with the Zeppelin and those
raids on German naval bases were but
incidents in the course of the vital duties
performed by the flying men of thesea.
They have a very difficult and rather

disheartening task to do. Their aero-
dromes are “‘ somewhere ’’ on the East
Coast, and their battle-area is anywhere
in the mists and storms over the wide
North Sea. Unlike their comrades in
France, for them there are no lines of
trenches and communications to watch,
no familiar-looking towns and villages to
fly over, no scarred and cratered landscape
constantly changing under the hammer
of the guns.

Their tront 1s simply the North Sea,

grey, immutable—always the same merci-
less element, swept at this time of the
year by sudden and overwhelming storms
of rain, hail, and snow, and winds in
which the most perfect aircraft cannot
live,
Over this the naval airmen have to fly

at all times, in all seasons, and in almost
all weathers. They are part of Britain’s
*“snre shield,” the part of it which rises to
the heavens. They are the first line of
defence of this long and vulnerable coast.
They patrol the air, keeping a ceaseless
watch for enemyaircraft and enemyships,
including the submarines. Though they
may be out of sight of land, and alone
aboye the waste of waters, they are not
out of touch; there is a little instrument
by the side ot the observer which he can
operate and send inyisible messages to
wireless stations many miles away.

Their Great Game

The monotony and strain of this kind
of flying are great ; it has very little of the
excitement of the flying on the western
front, with battles in the air, bomb-

dropping expeditions, and daring ob-
seryation work, but dangers of a very
different kind, which put a tremendous
tax on the nerves of the pilot.
He may go very many miles out to sea,

and climb to a height of 8,000 to 10,000
fcet, when on a clear day he can command
an immense range of the waters on which
no German craft dare float for long. And

 

 

“ Theiy aevodvomes ave ‘ somewhere’ on
the East Coast, and theiy battle-area 1s
anywhere in the mists and storms over the
wide North Sea. . . . They ave part of
Britain’s ‘sure shield,’ the part of it which
vises to the heavens. The sea is no friend
of the flying machine. It is the most
tveacherous of landing-places.” :
 

then he may come down,and flying low,
spot an enemysubmarine, and attack it
with bombs before it has a chance to
submerge.
The story of one such feat was

recently disclosed when a pilot success-
fully attacked a U boat off Zeebrugge.

It is a great game these daring pilots
play—hovering over the surface of the
water to catch the steel fishes as gulls
swoop downona shoal of herring.
The enemy have long been well aware

of the new danger that may be awaiting
them directly they come up for freshair.
The periscope tclls when a warship is
near, but it does not mirror the spy in the
sky.
A bold Hun flotilla that has made a

risky dash out to sea for a few hours, in

the hope of kidnapping a merchantman,
orof falling unawares upon alonely patrol-
boat, scuttles back to its base when it
catches sight of a British seaplane ; for

that seaplane, in addition to having some
explosive ‘ eggs’’ to drop, and possibly
also a gun, may be telling some of
Admiral Beatty’s or Commedore Tyr-
whitt’s dare-devil flotillas all about it.

Their ‘‘Landing’’ Dangers

The occasions on which our sea airmen
get ‘“‘sport” of this kind, however, are.
not frequent enough to provide much
compensation for the constant perils of

flying over the sea. The naval airman
is in a very different predicament from the
land flyer when his engine breaks down,
or something else goes wrong and he must
come down.
The man in the overland machine, if

he is far away from his aerodrome, is
usually flying at a great height, and he
has plenty of time to plane slowly down,
and have a good look round before select-
ing a safe landing-place.

But what is the naval airman who
comes down many miles out at sea to
do? It is true he has some ingeniously-
constructed “‘floats’’ attached” to_ his
machine in the place ot the wheels of the
land aeroplane, and they will keep the
seaplane above water for hours, except
in a mountainous sea, and he also has a
lifebelt. But with no ship in sight, his
chance of being saved is worse than that
of a shipwrecked crew in an open boat.

That is why some of our brave naval
pilots have flown out to sea and have
never been heard of again.
The sea is no friend of aircraft; it is

the most treacherous of all landing-places.
“When you are coming down on the

water,’’? said one pilot the other day,
‘you are never quite sure when you are
going to touch the surface. The water is
very deceptive, and more than once I
have shut off my engine, thinking that I
was just a few feet from the waves, when,

as a matter of fact, I was still something
like a hundred feet up, with the result

 

  

  

that I could not restart my engine, tht
machine lost its stability and side-slipped,
and I was thrown out.

“Luckily, I fell clear each time, and,
was only partially stunned by the impact
with the water, and managed to swim
back to the machine. You might almost as
well fall fifty feet on to asphalt as a like
distance on to the sea, The result is
almost the same, with the exception that
on land, if you are unconscious, in time
some kindly stretcher-bearer will take
you to the hospital—whils out among
the waves you simply disappear, and are
never heard of again.

Their Night Experiences
“7 would sooner Jand ina field with

cattle running about and risk the chance
of a collision than come down on a.very-
rough sea when the waves are like the
Cotswold Hills. From above they will
look like ripples on a pond, but closer
examination gives you a fright. It’s
like going down a water-chute, and it’s
heavy odds on your machine turning half
a somersault and going headlong to the
bottom.”
More than once our brave navalpilots

have been rescued bya fishing-smack or a
patrol-boat just in time, after they have
been drifting for hours with waves of ice-
cold water dashing over them. Some-
times it is because of-a violent storm of
rain and sleet, which has made a descent
imperative.

Flying over the sea at night in a sea-
plane is the most dangerous of all flying
work. That is why Zeppelin crews were,
until recently, under the grievously
mistaken belief that once over the sea
they were safe. : a
A lighted landing-place to -guide an

airman flying over the land in the dark.is
practicable, but on the sea if is impossible.
‘You cannot rope off sections of the watér
and light them with flares. It would be
quite easy on the Serpentine, but the
North Sea is ‘much too big.
The airman who goes out to sea in the

darkness of the night‘is very near death,
but if the call was made, our dauntless
pilots would not hesitate.

Their Bagged Zeppelin

They did not hesitate in the feeble light
of the dawn one dark, misty morning off
the Norfolk coast, .when a Zeppelin,

rumbling on its way back to Germany,
was caught a few miles from the shore and
reduced to a blazing fabric that fell, a
charred wreck, into the waves.
The men who did it were typical of the

young men who patrol the East Coast—
public-school boys, with a sprinkling of
Colonials.

It is not generally known that one of the
pilots who was decorated for destroying
this Zeppelin, Lieutenant Cadbury, D.'S.M5
flew a land machine, and emulated the
feat of that wonderful young, British
airman on the western front, Captain Ball,
D.S.O., by going after his- victim clad im
his pyjamas. HeRGS,

NEED OF NEWEST AEROPLANES
I.desire to point out that the mainten-

ance of mastery in the air, which is
essential, entails a constant and liberal
supply of the most up-to-date machines,
without which even the most skilful pilots
cannot succeed.—F1ELD-MaRsHAL Hala.
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THE WONDERFUL WORK OF OUR NAVAL AIRMiN -
Page F24

Why the Hun Ships Scuttle When

They Sight a

_

British Seaplane

HE public hears little of the Grand
Flect andits silent and unceasing
vigil in the North Sea, and of the

brave sailors, most of whose daily deeds
of heroism have to be hidden under a
mantle of. mystery; but it hears less
about our naval airmen than of anyother
fighting unit.
Round their doings the veil of secrecy

is drawn very close. It was lifted for a
moment alittle while ago, when a Zeppelin
was brought downoff the East Coast, and

when.a recent communiqué from [rance
disclosed that a number of them were
doing brilliant work in co-operation with
the French airmen on the western front.
But these are about the only glimpses

we have had, save for the rare raids on
Zeebrugge ; and one or two people have
been disposed to belittle the services of
the R.N.A.S. in consequence

Their Special Front

These people .do not know of the
wonderful work that is being done by
these men every day, and of the terrible
risks they run. If they did they would
take off their hats to these heroic men.
That. affair with the Zeppelin and those
raids on German naval bases were but
incidents in the course of the vital duties
performed by the flying men of thesea.
They have a very difficult and rather

disheartening task to do. Their aero-
dromes are “‘ somewhere ’’ on the East
Coast, and their battle-area is anywhere
in the mists and storms over the wide
North Sea. Unlike their comrades in
France, for them there are no lines of
trenches and communications to watch,
no familiar-looking towns and villages to
fly over, no scarred and cratered landscape
constantly changing under the hammer
of the guns.

Their tront 1s simply the North Sea,

grey, immutable—always the same merci-
less element, swept at this time of the
year by sudden and overwhelming storms
of rain, hail, and snow, and winds in
which the most perfect aircraft cannot
live,
Over this the naval airmen have to fly

at all times, in all seasons, and in almost
all weathers. They are part of Britain’s
*“snre shield,” the part of it which rises to
the heavens. They are the first line of
defence of this long and vulnerable coast.
They patrol the air, keeping a ceaseless
watch for enemyaircraft and enemyships,
including the submarines. Though they
may be out of sight of land, and alone
aboye the waste of waters, they are not
out of touch; there is a little instrument
by the side ot the observer which he can
operate and send inyisible messages to
wireless stations many miles away.

Their Great Game

The monotony and strain of this kind
of flying are great ; it has very little of the
excitement of the flying on the western
front, with battles in the air, bomb-

dropping expeditions, and daring ob-
seryation work, but dangers of a very
different kind, which put a tremendous
tax on the nerves of the pilot.
He may go very many miles out to sea,

and climb to a height of 8,000 to 10,000
fcet, when on a clear day he can command
an immense range of the waters on which
no German craft dare float for long. And

 

 

“ Theiy aevodvomes ave ‘ somewhere’ on
the East Coast, and theiy battle-area 1s
anywhere in the mists and storms over the
wide North Sea. . . . They ave part of
Britain’s ‘sure shield,’ the part of it which
vises to the heavens. The sea is no friend
of the flying machine. It is the most
tveacherous of landing-places.” :
 

then he may come down,and flying low,
spot an enemysubmarine, and attack it
with bombs before it has a chance to
submerge.
The story of one such feat was

recently disclosed when a pilot success-
fully attacked a U boat off Zeebrugge.

It is a great game these daring pilots
play—hovering over the surface of the
water to catch the steel fishes as gulls
swoop downona shoal of herring.
The enemy have long been well aware

of the new danger that may be awaiting
them directly they come up for freshair.
The periscope tclls when a warship is
near, but it does not mirror the spy in the
sky.
A bold Hun flotilla that has made a

risky dash out to sea for a few hours, in

the hope of kidnapping a merchantman,
orof falling unawares upon alonely patrol-
boat, scuttles back to its base when it
catches sight of a British seaplane ; for

that seaplane, in addition to having some
explosive ‘ eggs’’ to drop, and possibly
also a gun, may be telling some of
Admiral Beatty’s or Commedore Tyr-
whitt’s dare-devil flotillas all about it.

Their ‘‘Landing’’ Dangers

The occasions on which our sea airmen
get ‘“‘sport” of this kind, however, are.
not frequent enough to provide much
compensation for the constant perils of

flying over the sea. The naval airman
is in a very different predicament from the
land flyer when his engine breaks down,
or something else goes wrong and he must
come down.
The man in the overland machine, if

he is far away from his aerodrome, is
usually flying at a great height, and he
has plenty of time to plane slowly down,
and have a good look round before select-
ing a safe landing-place.

But what is the naval airman who
comes down many miles out at sea to
do? It is true he has some ingeniously-
constructed “‘floats’’ attached” to_ his
machine in the place ot the wheels of the
land aeroplane, and they will keep the
seaplane above water for hours, except
in a mountainous sea, and he also has a
lifebelt. But with no ship in sight, his
chance of being saved is worse than that
of a shipwrecked crew in an open boat.

That is why some of our brave naval
pilots have flown out to sea and have
never been heard of again.
The sea is no friend of aircraft; it is

the most treacherous of all landing-places.
“When you are coming down on the

water,’’? said one pilot the other day,
‘you are never quite sure when you are
going to touch the surface. The water is
very deceptive, and more than once I
have shut off my engine, thinking that I
was just a few feet from the waves, when,

as a matter of fact, I was still something
like a hundred feet up, with the result

 

  

  

that I could not restart my engine, tht
machine lost its stability and side-slipped,
and I was thrown out.

“Luckily, I fell clear each time, and,
was only partially stunned by the impact
with the water, and managed to swim
back to the machine. You might almost as
well fall fifty feet on to asphalt as a like
distance on to the sea, The result is
almost the same, with the exception that
on land, if you are unconscious, in time
some kindly stretcher-bearer will take
you to the hospital—whils out among
the waves you simply disappear, and are
never heard of again.

Their Night Experiences
“7 would sooner Jand ina field with

cattle running about and risk the chance
of a collision than come down on a.very-
rough sea when the waves are like the
Cotswold Hills. From above they will
look like ripples on a pond, but closer
examination gives you a fright. It’s
like going down a water-chute, and it’s
heavy odds on your machine turning half
a somersault and going headlong to the
bottom.”
More than once our brave navalpilots

have been rescued bya fishing-smack or a
patrol-boat just in time, after they have
been drifting for hours with waves of ice-
cold water dashing over them. Some-
times it is because of-a violent storm of
rain and sleet, which has made a descent
imperative.

Flying over the sea at night in a sea-
plane is the most dangerous of all flying
work. That is why Zeppelin crews were,
until recently, under the grievously
mistaken belief that once over the sea
they were safe. : a
A lighted landing-place to -guide an

airman flying over the land in the dark.is
practicable, but on the sea if is impossible.
‘You cannot rope off sections of the watér
and light them with flares. It would be
quite easy on the Serpentine, but the
North Sea is ‘much too big.
The airman who goes out to sea in the

darkness of the night‘is very near death,
but if the call was made, our dauntless
pilots would not hesitate.

Their Bagged Zeppelin

They did not hesitate in the feeble light
of the dawn one dark, misty morning off
the Norfolk coast, .when a Zeppelin,

rumbling on its way back to Germany,
was caught a few miles from the shore and
reduced to a blazing fabric that fell, a
charred wreck, into the waves.
The men who did it were typical of the

young men who patrol the East Coast—
public-school boys, with a sprinkling of
Colonials.

It is not generally known that one of the
pilots who was decorated for destroying
this Zeppelin, Lieutenant Cadbury, D.'S.M5
flew a land machine, and emulated the
feat of that wonderful young, British
airman on the western front, Captain Ball,
D.S.O., by going after his- victim clad im
his pyjamas. HeRGS,

NEED OF NEWEST AEROPLANES
I.desire to point out that the mainten-

ance of mastery in the air, which is
essential, entails a constant and liberal
supply of the most up-to-date machines,
without which even the most skilful pilots
cannot succeed.—F1ELD-MaRsHAL Hala.
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Capt. G.. F. IRVINE, Capt. F. D. JESSOP,
East Surrey Regt.
 

 

 

 

Lt.-Col. C. E. GOFF, M.C. Capt. D. G. PEARCE, ’ [

(King’s) Liverpool Rest. The Buffs (E. Kent Rest.). R. Warwickshire Regt.
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Capt. G. GOODES, M.C.,
Royal Fusiliers.

Capt. L. ©. A. CURTIES,
Machine Gun Brigade.

Capt. J. C. LAUDER, Capt. G. BIGNELL,
Argyll and Sutherland Hghdrs. Bedfordshire Regt. -

 

 

 

  
Capt. H. P. MEAKIN,
Coldstream Guards.  

(Ot George Goodes, Royal Fusiliers, was one of the heads of the Polytechnic
School of Education, and formerly was Professor of Elocution at the Academy of

Dramatic Art. He entered the Inns of Ccurt O.T.C. in January, 1915. In June, 1916,
he was awarded the Military Cross.

Captain John ©. Lauder was the only son of Mr. Harry Lauder. Educated at Jesus
College, Cambridge, he joined the Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders on the outbreak
of war and won his captaincy by good service on the field. He retuned to the front
after recovering from his third wound, and was killed in action shortly afterwards,

Second-Lieutenant Leonard James Moon, Devon Regiment, was educated at West-
‘er and at Pembroke College, Cambridge. At Cambridge he was a double Blue,

playing Association football.and cricket for the University. Subsequently he played foot-
bali for the Old Westminsters and Corinthians and cricket for Middlesex. For seven
years he had been joint headmaster and joint owner of Wellesley House Schcol, Broad-
stairs. Shortly after the outbreak of war he enlisted in the Inns of Court O.T.C., and
obtained a commission in the Devon Regiment. After a short period of service in France
he was sent to another front and there received wounds of which he died.

Second-Lieutenant C. Walter Martin, Royal Marines, killed in action, aged nineteen
years, had shown great promise of a prilliant theatrical career. After training at the
‘Academyof Dramatic Art he played under the managementof H. B. Irving at the Savoy,
of Frederick Harrison at the Haymarket, and of Vedrenne and Eadie at the Royalty.
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Capt. M. L. W. MATTHEWS,
Royal West Kent Regt.

 

 

  
Lieut. D. G. HAGARTY,

Canadian Infantry.

 

 

 

Sec.-Lt. L. J. MOON,
Devon Regt.

 

Lieut. A. D. PROSSER, Sec.-Lt. L. F. ABERDEEN, Lieut. W. G. BLACKWELL,.
Canadian Intantry. London Regt. Royal Fusiliers.

Sec.-Lt. R. H. SHAW,
Northumberland Fus.
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Sec.-Lt. S. B. COGHILL, Sec.-Lt. H. M. A. OLPHERT,Sec.-Lt. C. W. MARTIN,
Royal Marines. Royal Inniskilling Fus. R. Munster Fus., att. Leinster.

Portraits by Lafayette, Elliott &: Fry, Swaine, Brooke Hughes, Chancellor,

Sec.-Lt. L. WILLIAMS,
Northumberland Fus.
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Reviewing the Scene of Victory at Combles
French Official Photograph

eee 
Nothing could more adequately convey an idea of the ruin that

invasion brings in its train than this photograph of what was
once the pretty town of Combles, taken from a breach made by
shells in the wall of the church. Combles, situated on the Somme
Canal, with a station on the ‘‘ Twister’ railway that runs from
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Albert to Peronne, was a prosperous town untilit became an im-
portant position in the war. It was taken from the Germans by
the Allies in co-operation, September 26th, 1916, after terrific
fighting, and reduced to powdered dust. And this is the present
state of almost every town and village in Picardy.
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Reviewing the Scene of Victory at Combles
French Official Photograph
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Nothing could more adequately convey an idea of the ruin that

invasion brings in its train than this photograph of what was
once the pretty town of Combles, taken from a breach made by
shells in the wall of the church. Combles, situated on the Somme
Canal, with a station on the ‘‘ Twister’ railway that runs from
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Albert to Peronne, was a prosperous town untilit became an im-
portant position in the war. It was taken from the Germans by
the Allies in co-operation, September 26th, 1916, after terrific
fighting, and reduced to powdered dust. And this is the present
state of almost every town and village in Picardy.
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OUR OBSERVATION POST 2
THE WILL TO “CARRY ON”
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_" 'B, QUR DIARY OF THE
i Chronology of Events, December ist to 31st, 1916 4
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i, Dec. 1.—Allied Troops Land at Athens.—

S
y

  These forces are attacked by Greck
troops andreturn theirfire, and withdraw;
many casualties.
Wae Office ues statement recorc

the defeat and dispersal of enemy force
in German st Africa, which, driven
out of Tabora by the Belgians in Se}

attempted to join the German
in the south-central region of the

ritory. The force has been divided
into two parties, one of which surrendered.

        
 
  
    

 

   

 

Dec. 2.—Rumanian troops tum in_ their
t and oppose the enemy's advance.
driven back on the road from

to Alexandria. Rumanians
re Comana and Gostinari, and
take 26 guns.

 

  
  
 3.—Announced that the Government Is

reconstructed.
of the Arges ends in Rumanian
First Rumanian Army driven

1 Titu; Rumanian army south-
west of Bukarest driven back.

  

  

    
    

   
   

“rad. announces that Ru-
under uninterrupted enemy
are retiring in the Pitesci-

a area.
two ‘miles

2 village

towards the east, fighting re
; enemy advancing towé  

Dec. 6.—Mr. Lloyd George to form a Govern-
ment.

Fall of Bukarest.
Russians lose      

  
  

Dec. 7—Mr. Lloyd George Prime Minister.—
Ks epts the King’s offer of the post

1e Minister and F
ivy, and kisses

yintment.
Germans announce that Rumanian

rearguard at Orsova forced into engag
t on River Alt, and obliged to
ulate with 8,000 men.

Lord of the
nds upon his

  

  

  

  
   

irmed
tic on

Dec. $.—Admiralty announces Germat
raider sighted in the North Atla
December4.

Russi

  

f
ians attack three miles south of
k, in the south-east corner of

  
  

 

ralicia:
Allied blockade of Greece.

Dic. 9—West and south of Vale Putna,
uth Bukovina, Russians attack the

, and capture 500 prisoners.
ish raid enemytrenches at Neuville

St. ast and Souchez.
French make successful cotip de main

against a Germansalient in region of the
Butte du Mesnil.

  
  

 

 an

 

Dec. x9:—British bombard: heavily various
points behind the enemy’s lines.

Russia reports that in Wallachia tize
nian troops, under unceasing hostile

ressure, continue to retire eastward.
Rumanians, by a counter-attack, re-

store their positiom along the high road
Ploesti-Mizil, where they had been driven
back. ;

  

   

Dec, 11.—Names of the new “‘ War Cabinet ”
announced.

Allied air raid on Zeebrugge.
Russians reported to have advancedin

the Carpathians, in the region of Kirlibaba
and in the Valley of the Trotus River.

Rumanian retreat continued; enemy
captures Urziceni and Mizil.

Dec. 12.—French troops carry five small
Bulgarian posts south of the Liumnitza
River (S.W. of Gevgeli).
Germany’s Peace Move.—At aspecially

summoned meeting of the Reichstag,
peace overtures, ‘to be made through
neutral Governments by the four enemy
Powers, were announced.

Dec. 13.—Changes in French Higher Com-
mand.—General Nivelle .commands in
the field.on the western front. .General
Joffre becomes ‘‘ technical military ad-
viser” to the new French» War Com-
mittee. Vice-Admiral Gauchet to com-
mand Allied Fleet in the Mediterranean
in place of Admiral du Fournet.

Advance on- Kut.—British —troops
advance from the south on. the Hai
River. Crossing to the west bank of the
river, they clear the Turkish °trenches,
and hold a position two miles and a halt
from Kut. .
Rumania south of Bukarest-Cerna

Voda line in Mackensen’s hands.

Dic. 14.—Near the Jablonica Pass Russian |
artillery bombards Kovosmezo. ;

Trench report that enemy’s artillery
bombards the whole of the Serbian front
and the town of Monastir.

 

Dec. 15.—Great French Victory at Verdun.—
Attacking the enemy on the east bank
of the Meuse, to. the north of Douaumont,
our ally breaks his front ovér a depth ot
two miles, taking Vacherauville _and
Louvemont, and the works of Hardau-
mont and Bézonvaux. Prisoners amount
to 7,500. :

Allies’ ultimatum to Greece results ia
compliance.

British outposts pushed* to within
three-quarters of a mile of-the Tigris,
south of Kut. ;

General Smuts’ ttoops in’ Hast’ Africa
repulse strong German attacks in~ the
neighbourhood of Kibata, and occupy au
important ridge north-east of same.

Dec. 16.—Frenchvictory at Verdun extended-
The village. of Bézonvaux carried, and
prisoners total nearly I0,coo0. p

General. Maude .extends his hold over
the Hai, and consolidates the line
Magasis-Kala Haji Fahan.

Dec. 17.—Successful British trench raids
near Ransart, and south-west of

Wytschaete.

Dec. 18.—German counter-attack at Verdun
gains a footing in the farm of Chambrettes,
but driven out. The_French report. that
they have taken 11,387 prisoners since
December 15, 115 guns, 107 machine-

guns.

Dec. 19.—French, report livelyartillery fight-

ing on both sides of-the right bank of
the Meuse. :

Reported that German advance in
Rumania has been checked before Braila,
at the village of Botogu, thirty miles
awayfrom the town.

Great speech by Mr. Lloyd George in
Parliament on German peace offer and
new Goyernment’s war policy.

Dec. 20.—Russians report that an enemy
attack south-west of Brody, near Boni-

__ kowica, breaks down.

Dec.-21.—El Arish Reeaptured.—Our troops
occupy the Egyptian town of E1 Arish,
which had been for two years in the
hands of the Turks.
Advance on Kut. Our aeroplanes drop

a ton of explosives on Turkish advanced’
base and shipping near Bargela, and
our guns heavily bombard hostile trenches
on the south bank of the Tigris near

Kut-el-Amara and on the north bankat ee

Sanna-i-Yat.
Two torpedo-boat destroyers sunk in

collision in North Sea; 55 lives lost.

Dec. 22.—British air raid on Turkish base
near .Bargela, Magdhaba, Beersheba,
Auja andrailwaybridge at Tel-el-Sharia.
Rumanians abandon Isaccea and

Tultcha in the Dobruja. ~
New Peace Move.—Text of President

Wilson’s Note on peace to all the belli-
gerents published. : :
NewAllied Note delivered to Greece.

Dec. 23.—Great Victory in Egypt.—Mounted
troops carry strong enemy position at
Magdhaba. Total captures amount to
3,350 prisoners and-much war material.

Austrian navalraid in Strait of Otranto;
enemy’s force driven off by allied units.

Drc. 24.—Officially announced that on the
Struma front our troops carry out a
successful raid on Kavakli, and the Royal
Navy effectively bombards enemy en-
trenchments in. neighbourhood —of
Neochari.

Dec. 25.—British artillery active north of the
Somme.
On the Doiran front our troops success-

fully raid enemy’s main-line trenches
between Lake Doiran and Doldzeli,

Dec. 26.—Announced that Rumanians have
evacuated Filipesti.

_ Great artillery activity on both sides
in the sectors Belloy-en-Santerre and
Fouquescourt.

British naval raid on Galata (Gallipoli).
British aviators bomb Dillingen, and

French aviators bomb Neunkirchen and
Hagondangoy,

Dec, 27.—Imperial War Conference.—An-
nounced that an invitation has been sent
to the Dominion Prime Ministers to attend
““a Special War Conference of the

Empire.”
General Joffre nominated Marshal of

France.
British Front Extended.—Announced

that more of the allied line in France
has been taken over by the British army.
The operation was completed on the night
of Christmas.
Germans claim success in Rumania in

a battle lasting five da and announce
they have taken Rimnic-Sarat.

 

British navalairmen destroy Chikaldir
Bridge on Bagdad Railway.

French. battleship Gaulois torpedoed
in Mediterranean ; fourlives lost.

Dec. 28.—Germans claim further stuccesses
at Rimnic-Sarat, and 10,000 prisoners.

Dec. 29.—New German offensive on Mol-
davian border. .
Enemy attack north-west of Verdun

repulsed.

Dec. 30:—Allies reply to German peace
proposals with a direct negative; the
proposals are characterised. as sham,
lacking all substance and precision, less
an offer of peace than a war manocuvre.

Italian guns very active against the
whole front of the enemy, especially east
of Gorizia and on the Carso. Enemy
shells Gorizia without doing’ damage of
importance: ,

North-west of Zborow (in Galicia),
Russian scouts attack an enemy outpost
in the region of Presowce, annihilated
part of the post, and take the remainder
prisoners. . :

 

Dec. 31.—British effectively bombard the
enemy’s defences south-east of Le
Transloy. An enemy ammunition dump
is blown up as the result of our fire.
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[|OOKING back over the two years and almost
six months that the war has lasted now, and

especially when doing so from a point where one
seems to detect the first glimmer of hope of peace
on the horizon, not a few of us incline to the opinion
that the death of Lord Kitchener was the sorest
disaster that has yet befallen the nation and the
Empire. War colours so deeply our view of every-
thing that happens, that even in the first shock of
the event we regarded his death in much the same
way as the menof a regiment must regard the death
of their commanding officer who falls, in the thick
of a fight—his place will be taken by the setond-in-
command, and the regiment will make-as good as
if the calamity had not occurred.. Always the work
will go on, and for the soldier who falls by the way
knowing that he has done his own duty and that
the cause for which he fought is in the good hands
of the men he himself has trained, ther@ is no need
for pity. Muffled drums to the soldiers’ cemetery,
of course, for that is the custom of the Army, but
a quick step back to the barrack-square and then

27
“carry on” as usual.

HERE is an important truth enshrined in the
old constitutional doctrine that the king never

dies. And there is truth in the confident assertion
of the orthodox Christian that no man dies untimely
who dies honourably. To both propositions we may
give an assent that is something more than academic
and yet find our natural human weakness too strong
for our philosophy, yet know ourselves beset by
anxiety and misgiving as to the fate of the nation
when committed to the hands of the new king whose
quality remains to be proved by experiment and
experience, gained, we reflect, at our risk and expense.

ERSONALITY is-a quality which cannot be
defined in terms. In combination with genius

it produces a dynamic that cannot be measured,
and it is well for the world that the combination is
found so seldem. - The world agrees that in Lord
Kitchener the rare combination existed, and it attri-
butes the miracle he worked to his resulting energy.
For it was a miracle that he worked when out of
nothing he created our New Army. And when he
died the world found some comfort for its loss in
the thought that his personal task was finished with
the performance of the miracle, and that the work
he had begun so well would go on to the end with
the momentum that he had imparted to-it. Some
second-in-command would be forthcoming to step
into the place left vacant at the head of the men,
and the regiment would appear at the endof a vic-
torious campaign with its honour bright and splendid,
everlasting memorial to the first great captain who
had raised it,

ND nowthere are some of us who are not so con-
fident as we were. This is not because we have

any doubts about the quality of the regiment—of
the New Army, that is to say, which Lord Kitchener
created. And it is not because we are so un-
reasonable as to think we have. any right to expect
that. a second man should be forthcoming in whom
personality is combined with genius. Great reputa-
tions have been madein these last thirty months ; but
whenthe future has placed all the men and events
in right perspective, Lord Kitchener will appear the
outstanding figure of the Great War, and the natural
human weakness that is in us makes us a little fearful
now that the man may not exist who is strong enough
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HAT,precisely,
at this momentan%

words which Lord Kitchener’s New
to make good shall not be allowed
thunder. When a Coalit
no charge of political bias can be
man who declares that politicians are su
He is not thereby charging them with
“sold the truth to serve the hour,” or

“ palter’d with Eternal God for power.’
finding fault with them beca they
rather than statesmen, or because th
so rare combination of personality
simplystates it as a fact that in the co
of the nation there is not one
individual charge he would commit
the war, confident that it would be

   

   

   

 

  

  

  

  

   

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 for his great loss, that, with the
of a few extreme anti-militarist
not one manin the entire natic
committed the conduct of the war

of Lord Witchener.

 

 

ig is, however, a most severe stricture
men who have succeeded to Lord

place of authority in the Empire at war
should be, as thereis, the least uneasiness tha
they may not “ carry on” the wartothe<
that, for whatever reason, they may
to compromise- when no compromis« S01
and when, therefore, compromise would be

They have spoken some very brave words.

is the explanation of the uneasiness which most
certainly exists in this country to-day, that
after all the words maybe qualified, their plain n
obscured, their full forcefulness attenuated, pe
God forbid it—the words actually |
uneasiness should be impossible. Whose
that it exists ?

 

   

      

  

 

E have the most profoundrespect for
tary language, for diplomatic us:

other high and mighty matters mac
by antiquity. Wealso have asuificic
of plain English to knowwhat is meant by
reparation, and guarantee against repetition—t
three R’s of world-politics. Confrontedas \
Germany in haste to make peace indece
haste to make war was indecent, andthe

as we are, of invitations from neutral S

precisely what-we “‘are going to do about it,”
that some such plain statement as this
paraphrased into terminology diplomatically co

and proclaimed from the top of every house in the

world: “‘ While one single Germansoldi L

arms ‘where no armed Germansoldier stood

August 4th, 1914, we utterly refuse to 1

terms of peace. We canfight on, and wewill.

overtures of the German Emperor and the Germat

Chancellor are an affront to our intelligence which

no consideration requires us to answer. Let Germany’s

armies go back from whence they came. Theywill not :

Then let them continue to fight. The endis near.

We can and we will compel them to make restitution;

we can and we will exact reparation; and we can
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and we will take guarantee against repetition.- And
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OUR OBSERVATION POST 2
THE WILL TO “CARRY ON”

The War Tlustrated, 13th January, 1917

_" 'B, QUR DIARY OF THE
i Chronology of Events, December ist to 31st, 1916 4
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i, Dec. 1.—Allied Troops Land at Athens.—

S
y

  These forces are attacked by Greck
troops andreturn theirfire, and withdraw;
many casualties.
Wae Office ues statement recorc

the defeat and dispersal of enemy force
in German st Africa, which, driven
out of Tabora by the Belgians in Se}

attempted to join the German
in the south-central region of the

ritory. The force has been divided
into two parties, one of which surrendered.

        
 
  
    

 

   

 

Dec. 2.—Rumanian troops tum in_ their
t and oppose the enemy's advance.
driven back on the road from

to Alexandria. Rumanians
re Comana and Gostinari, and
take 26 guns.

 

  
  
 3.—Announced that the Government Is

reconstructed.
of the Arges ends in Rumanian
First Rumanian Army driven

1 Titu; Rumanian army south-
west of Bukarest driven back.

  

  

    
    

   
   

“rad. announces that Ru-
under uninterrupted enemy
are retiring in the Pitesci-

a area.
two ‘miles

2 village

towards the east, fighting re
; enemy advancing towé  

Dec. 6.—Mr. Lloyd George to form a Govern-
ment.

Fall of Bukarest.
Russians lose      

  
  

Dec. 7—Mr. Lloyd George Prime Minister.—
Ks epts the King’s offer of the post

1e Minister and F
ivy, and kisses

yintment.
Germans announce that Rumanian

rearguard at Orsova forced into engag
t on River Alt, and obliged to
ulate with 8,000 men.

Lord of the
nds upon his

  

  

  

  
   

irmed
tic on

Dec. $.—Admiralty announces Germat
raider sighted in the North Atla
December4.

Russi

  

f
ians attack three miles south of
k, in the south-east corner of

  
  

 

ralicia:
Allied blockade of Greece.

Dic. 9—West and south of Vale Putna,
uth Bukovina, Russians attack the

, and capture 500 prisoners.
ish raid enemytrenches at Neuville

St. ast and Souchez.
French make successful cotip de main

against a Germansalient in region of the
Butte du Mesnil.

  
  

 

 an

 

Dec. x9:—British bombard: heavily various
points behind the enemy’s lines.

Russia reports that in Wallachia tize
nian troops, under unceasing hostile

ressure, continue to retire eastward.
Rumanians, by a counter-attack, re-

store their positiom along the high road
Ploesti-Mizil, where they had been driven
back. ;

  

   

Dec, 11.—Names of the new “‘ War Cabinet ”
announced.

Allied air raid on Zeebrugge.
Russians reported to have advancedin

the Carpathians, in the region of Kirlibaba
and in the Valley of the Trotus River.

Rumanian retreat continued; enemy
captures Urziceni and Mizil.

Dec. 12.—French troops carry five small
Bulgarian posts south of the Liumnitza
River (S.W. of Gevgeli).
Germany’s Peace Move.—At aspecially

summoned meeting of the Reichstag,
peace overtures, ‘to be made through
neutral Governments by the four enemy
Powers, were announced.

Dec. 13.—Changes in French Higher Com-
mand.—General Nivelle .commands in
the field.on the western front. .General
Joffre becomes ‘‘ technical military ad-
viser” to the new French» War Com-
mittee. Vice-Admiral Gauchet to com-
mand Allied Fleet in the Mediterranean
in place of Admiral du Fournet.

Advance on- Kut.—British —troops
advance from the south on. the Hai
River. Crossing to the west bank of the
river, they clear the Turkish °trenches,
and hold a position two miles and a halt
from Kut. .
Rumania south of Bukarest-Cerna

Voda line in Mackensen’s hands.

Dic. 14.—Near the Jablonica Pass Russian |
artillery bombards Kovosmezo. ;

Trench report that enemy’s artillery
bombards the whole of the Serbian front
and the town of Monastir.

 

Dec. 15.—Great French Victory at Verdun.—
Attacking the enemy on the east bank
of the Meuse, to. the north of Douaumont,
our ally breaks his front ovér a depth ot
two miles, taking Vacherauville _and
Louvemont, and the works of Hardau-
mont and Bézonvaux. Prisoners amount
to 7,500. :

Allies’ ultimatum to Greece results ia
compliance.

British outposts pushed* to within
three-quarters of a mile of-the Tigris,
south of Kut. ;

General Smuts’ ttoops in’ Hast’ Africa
repulse strong German attacks in~ the
neighbourhood of Kibata, and occupy au
important ridge north-east of same.

Dec. 16.—Frenchvictory at Verdun extended-
The village. of Bézonvaux carried, and
prisoners total nearly I0,coo0. p

General. Maude .extends his hold over
the Hai, and consolidates the line
Magasis-Kala Haji Fahan.

Dec. 17.—Successful British trench raids
near Ransart, and south-west of

Wytschaete.

Dec. 18.—German counter-attack at Verdun
gains a footing in the farm of Chambrettes,
but driven out. The_French report. that
they have taken 11,387 prisoners since
December 15, 115 guns, 107 machine-

guns.

Dec. 19.—French, report livelyartillery fight-

ing on both sides of-the right bank of
the Meuse. :

Reported that German advance in
Rumania has been checked before Braila,
at the village of Botogu, thirty miles
awayfrom the town.

Great speech by Mr. Lloyd George in
Parliament on German peace offer and
new Goyernment’s war policy.

Dec. 20.—Russians report that an enemy
attack south-west of Brody, near Boni-

__ kowica, breaks down.

Dec.-21.—El Arish Reeaptured.—Our troops
occupy the Egyptian town of E1 Arish,
which had been for two years in the
hands of the Turks.
Advance on Kut. Our aeroplanes drop

a ton of explosives on Turkish advanced’
base and shipping near Bargela, and
our guns heavily bombard hostile trenches
on the south bank of the Tigris near

Kut-el-Amara and on the north bankat ee

Sanna-i-Yat.
Two torpedo-boat destroyers sunk in

collision in North Sea; 55 lives lost.

Dec. 22.—British air raid on Turkish base
near .Bargela, Magdhaba, Beersheba,
Auja andrailwaybridge at Tel-el-Sharia.
Rumanians abandon Isaccea and

Tultcha in the Dobruja. ~
New Peace Move.—Text of President

Wilson’s Note on peace to all the belli-
gerents published. : :
NewAllied Note delivered to Greece.

Dec. 23.—Great Victory in Egypt.—Mounted
troops carry strong enemy position at
Magdhaba. Total captures amount to
3,350 prisoners and-much war material.

Austrian navalraid in Strait of Otranto;
enemy’s force driven off by allied units.

Drc. 24.—Officially announced that on the
Struma front our troops carry out a
successful raid on Kavakli, and the Royal
Navy effectively bombards enemy en-
trenchments in. neighbourhood —of
Neochari.

Dec. 25.—British artillery active north of the
Somme.
On the Doiran front our troops success-

fully raid enemy’s main-line trenches
between Lake Doiran and Doldzeli,

Dec. 26.—Announced that Rumanians have
evacuated Filipesti.

_ Great artillery activity on both sides
in the sectors Belloy-en-Santerre and
Fouquescourt.

British naval raid on Galata (Gallipoli).
British aviators bomb Dillingen, and

French aviators bomb Neunkirchen and
Hagondangoy,

Dec, 27.—Imperial War Conference.—An-
nounced that an invitation has been sent
to the Dominion Prime Ministers to attend
““a Special War Conference of the

Empire.”
General Joffre nominated Marshal of

France.
British Front Extended.—Announced

that more of the allied line in France
has been taken over by the British army.
The operation was completed on the night
of Christmas.
Germans claim success in Rumania in

a battle lasting five da and announce
they have taken Rimnic-Sarat.

 

British navalairmen destroy Chikaldir
Bridge on Bagdad Railway.

French. battleship Gaulois torpedoed
in Mediterranean ; fourlives lost.

Dec. 28.—Germans claim further stuccesses
at Rimnic-Sarat, and 10,000 prisoners.

Dec. 29.—New German offensive on Mol-
davian border. .
Enemy attack north-west of Verdun

repulsed.

Dec. 30:—Allies reply to German peace
proposals with a direct negative; the
proposals are characterised. as sham,
lacking all substance and precision, less
an offer of peace than a war manocuvre.

Italian guns very active against the
whole front of the enemy, especially east
of Gorizia and on the Carso. Enemy
shells Gorizia without doing’ damage of
importance: ,

North-west of Zborow (in Galicia),
Russian scouts attack an enemy outpost
in the region of Presowce, annihilated
part of the post, and take the remainder
prisoners. . :

 

Dec. 31.—British effectively bombard the
enemy’s defences south-east of Le
Transloy. An enemy ammunition dump
is blown up as the result of our fire.
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[|OOKING back over the two years and almost
six months that the war has lasted now, and

especially when doing so from a point where one
seems to detect the first glimmer of hope of peace
on the horizon, not a few of us incline to the opinion
that the death of Lord Kitchener was the sorest
disaster that has yet befallen the nation and the
Empire. War colours so deeply our view of every-
thing that happens, that even in the first shock of
the event we regarded his death in much the same
way as the menof a regiment must regard the death
of their commanding officer who falls, in the thick
of a fight—his place will be taken by the setond-in-
command, and the regiment will make-as good as
if the calamity had not occurred.. Always the work
will go on, and for the soldier who falls by the way
knowing that he has done his own duty and that
the cause for which he fought is in the good hands
of the men he himself has trained, ther@ is no need
for pity. Muffled drums to the soldiers’ cemetery,
of course, for that is the custom of the Army, but
a quick step back to the barrack-square and then

27
“carry on” as usual.

HERE is an important truth enshrined in the
old constitutional doctrine that the king never

dies. And there is truth in the confident assertion
of the orthodox Christian that no man dies untimely
who dies honourably. To both propositions we may
give an assent that is something more than academic
and yet find our natural human weakness too strong
for our philosophy, yet know ourselves beset by
anxiety and misgiving as to the fate of the nation
when committed to the hands of the new king whose
quality remains to be proved by experiment and
experience, gained, we reflect, at our risk and expense.

ERSONALITY is-a quality which cannot be
defined in terms. In combination with genius

it produces a dynamic that cannot be measured,
and it is well for the world that the combination is
found so seldem. - The world agrees that in Lord
Kitchener the rare combination existed, and it attri-
butes the miracle he worked to his resulting energy.
For it was a miracle that he worked when out of
nothing he created our New Army. And when he
died the world found some comfort for its loss in
the thought that his personal task was finished with
the performance of the miracle, and that the work
he had begun so well would go on to the end with
the momentum that he had imparted to-it. Some
second-in-command would be forthcoming to step
into the place left vacant at the head of the men,
and the regiment would appear at the endof a vic-
torious campaign with its honour bright and splendid,
everlasting memorial to the first great captain who
had raised it,

ND nowthere are some of us who are not so con-
fident as we were. This is not because we have

any doubts about the quality of the regiment—of
the New Army, that is to say, which Lord Kitchener
created. And it is not because we are so un-
reasonable as to think we have. any right to expect
that. a second man should be forthcoming in whom
personality is combined with genius. Great reputa-
tions have been madein these last thirty months ; but
whenthe future has placed all the men and events
in right perspective, Lord Kitchener will appear the
outstanding figure of the Great War, and the natural
human weakness that is in us makes us a little fearful
now that the man may not exist who is strong enough

 

“petent hands. And hereflects, with r

to carry on the
far goal at whicl

laid it down.

  

HAT,precisely,
at this momentan%

words which Lord Kitchener’s New
to make good shall not be allowed
thunder. When a Coalit
no charge of political bias can be
man who declares that politicians are su
He is not thereby charging them with
“sold the truth to serve the hour,” or

“ palter’d with Eternal God for power.’
finding fault with them beca they
rather than statesmen, or because th
so rare combination of personality
simplystates it as a fact that in the co
of the nation there is not one
individual charge he would commit
the war, confident that it would be

   

   

   

 

  

  

  

  

   

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 for his great loss, that, with the
of a few extreme anti-militarist
not one manin the entire natic
committed the conduct of the war

of Lord Witchener.

 

 

ig is, however, a most severe stricture
men who have succeeded to Lord

place of authority in the Empire at war
should be, as thereis, the least uneasiness tha
they may not “ carry on” the wartothe<
that, for whatever reason, they may
to compromise- when no compromis« S01
and when, therefore, compromise would be

They have spoken some very brave words.

is the explanation of the uneasiness which most
certainly exists in this country to-day, that
after all the words maybe qualified, their plain n
obscured, their full forcefulness attenuated, pe
God forbid it—the words actually |
uneasiness should be impossible. Whose
that it exists ?

 

   

      

  

 

E have the most profoundrespect for
tary language, for diplomatic us:

other high and mighty matters mac
by antiquity. Wealso have asuificic
of plain English to knowwhat is meant by
reparation, and guarantee against repetition—t
three R’s of world-politics. Confrontedas \
Germany in haste to make peace indece
haste to make war was indecent, andthe

as we are, of invitations from neutral S

precisely what-we “‘are going to do about it,”
that some such plain statement as this
paraphrased into terminology diplomatically co

and proclaimed from the top of every house in the

world: “‘ While one single Germansoldi L

arms ‘where no armed Germansoldier stood

August 4th, 1914, we utterly refuse to 1

terms of peace. We canfight on, and wewill.

overtures of the German Emperor and the Germat

Chancellor are an affront to our intelligence which

no consideration requires us to answer. Let Germany’s

armies go back from whence they came. Theywill not :

Then let them continue to fight. The endis near.

We can and we will compel them to make restitution;

we can and we will exact reparation; and we can
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and we will take guarantee against repetition.- And

now, please clear the ring-”’ Com
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OMEtime ago I was asked bya friend, who has been
a very loyal reader. of Tir War ILLUSTRATED

from ths beginning, whether I was quite sure that the
literary contributions which I publish were not “a
‘little above the heads of the readers.” -They were
not, of course, above the head of my friend, and I
think that he quite honestly enjoyed them, ashe
is distinctly serious-minded; but this is a point ‘of
view I have often noticed others take. up-—-the assump-
tion that their taste is naturally. superior to that of the
generality. I said to my friend that there was only
one means wherebyhis question could be satisfactorily
answered: that was to tell him how many hundreds
of thousands<of people willingly paid twopence every
week for THe War ILLUSTRATED. This is the essential
test of whether a publicationis“ above the headsof the
people ” or not.
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Standard of ‘* The Average Reader’’

HAVEalways held, and now more: strongly than
ever, that “the average reader’ is* capable of

appreciating better faré than is too often put before
him by many of those who edit the periodicals he
patronises: In various ways the success of Tur War
[ILLUSTRATED is unmistakable proof that I amright,
as ithas achieved and held an enormous circulation
althotigh no attenipt whatever has been made, from
thé first number onward, to “ popularise’’ it either”
by sensational features, prizes, or any of the devices _
whereby the reader*of ‘the:cheap_ press ~is~ supposed
to be mosteasily allured. I have felt from the outset
that those of us associated with the production’ of
TurWar ILLUSTRATED were engaged on a useful and
dignified undertaking,-im giving. pictorial récord:of all :
the events of the war, dealing in literary articles with
its many. aspects, and especially in helping- to form °
an intelligent public opinion for the days of peace and
reconstruction that are coming soon or. later.
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‘s The Great Issues of the War”’

HESEaims have been consistently hefore me in my
editorial work, and I have not hesitated to publish

from “week to week in. THE War. ILLUSTRATED
articles “which “most “editors”of widely-circulated
periodicals appealing to the general public would have™
considered suitable only for the “ heavier ’’ reviews.
Very*large priceshave been ‘paid fromtime to‘time to
authors of especial note, to give my readers the
benefit *of their opinions on subjects that touch either
the life of the individual or the State, andon whichall
well-informed peopleshould ‘be able to think. clearly.
The remarkable series of articles which I am now
publishing underthe title of “‘ The Great Issues of the
War ”’ furnishes another example of this policy, and [
am glad to have evidence from many quarters that -
these are being received with very great favour by my ~
readers.* :

   

S
s

Weighty Views on Problems of Importance

N arccent note I gave list of the contributions to this
series which have been arranged, and are. now

appearing week by wecek.. Later, I shall publish a
table of the whole series, noting the various issues

, in which the articles have appeared, so that any reader
who by chance has overlooked or omitted one will be
able to complete the series. Every one of these articles

» is well worth reading and thinking over. They are.
all the work,of eminent writers. and publicists who
speak with authority and acceptance on, their specific
subjects, and no person seriously minded as to the
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new. Britain that is in the making can afford to neglect
the views of those who are thus seeking to enlarge
the national vision and advance oursocial ideals. I
take this opportunity of mentioning that the article
by’ Sir Leo Chiozza Money, published in THe War
ILLUSTRATED of December 30th, 1916, as well as the
contribution which Mr. George Barnes, Minister of
Pensions, has sent me, were both written before their
authors had taken office in the new Government.

Marshal Joffre

ELL over a-century has passed since Napoleon
uttered his’ well-known saying that every French

soldier carried a Marshal’s baton in his knapsack—-
‘a saying which puts in neat form the statement
that the career is open to talent. After the Battle of
the Marne, the French Government, on September21st,
‘ror4, announced that the supreme military title was
to be resumed, after having fallen into desuetude since
the death of Marshal Canrobert in 1895. At the time,
as I recall, it was suggested that the great French
general who had been in commandof the allied armies,
and had Successfully flung back the German hordes
from their apparently triumphant rush on Paris,
seemed inevitably marked out to be the first Marshal
of France to be created in accordance with the new
regulation...+ 3 46.)—*

Aer Marshal -Joffre is the first Marshal to
*&-bécreated bythe Third Republic, the rank to

which he*has nowattained is a time-honouredone in
France, and heisthe 325tlholder of a title which was
instituted in the secondhalf of the twelfth century.
Having beén abolished by the Revolution,the Marshalate
was reinstitutéd by Napoleon, ‘and that it had only
fallen into disuse may begathered from the fact that
this dignitywas-offered to General/Ghanzy after the
war of 1870, but that soldier declined the honour in
words -which may: hagpily-be recalled in“ connection
with:-Marshal , Joffre. , Chanzy -declared that the
distinction.“ must. be kept for, a--victorious general,
who wilt have had the honour of commanding in a war
of reparation.” » , 5 ¢

opt ge ak .. Insignia of the Marshalate

[He principal insignia borne by: a Marshal of France
» is the blue velvet-covered baton, which is twenty

- inches:in length, and:has.on one.end of it the name of
the Marshal to whom it is granted, and.at the other
asuitable inscription in Latin... The uniform is.that of
a general, with thé addition*of oak and laurel leaves
embroidéred «ix triple rowS onthe sleeves and ‘hat.
The pay of a Marshalis arranged ‘by the newregulations
at a little:over twelve hundred pounds per annum.

E eess ced) =) Prench,War.Leaders

RENCHmilitary reorganisation, completed by the
.creation..of..General Joffre: a» .Marshal, leaves

General Nivelle in chief command of the Northern and
Eastern Armies—that is to say, of the western front,
where he will remain in control of the services of liaison
with the commanders of the allied armies, and General
Sarrail in chief command of the army of the Orient.
The supreme authority. is the War Committee, con- ~
sisting, under the presidency of M. Poincaré, of-M.
Briand (Premier),.General Lyautey (Minister of War),
Admiral Lacaze (Minister of Marine), M. Thomas
(Minister. of Armaments), and M. Ribot (Finance
Minister),- General Lyautey being responsible for
notifying the. Ministers and generals concerned of the
decisions arrived at by the Committee.

; j A. BH.
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International Relations After the War byDr. Dillon

“Non-Stop”? on the Western Front Line 
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that peace is very near. The campaign. led by
President Wilson will; say they, be an early

success, and the boys will soon be back from the
trenches, Talk like this fails to convince me. I do
not believe that peace is near. Let me tell you why.

The Task Before the Allies

The Allies have resolved to accomplish certain
things. We are going to have security against the
possibility of any group of men, drunken with race
pride and assured of the overwhelming nature of
their preparations, again bringing, this. monstrous
horror on the world. Next we are going to have
reparation. The ruimed villages of Belgium are to
be rebuilt. The sheer wreck and ‘waste of war have
to be paid for—and by Germany. Last, we want
punishment. A crime against humanity has been
committed.
The men guilty of the deliberate policy of outrage

in Belgium, the murderers of hundreds of thousands
of unarmed Armenians, the criminais who ordered
the sinking of the Lusitania, the devisers of poison
gas as a weapon of war, the individuals. such as the
doctor who tortured prisoners in a German hospital
in Belgium by performing exquisitely painful opera-
tions without anesthetics, have to be hrought to
trial before an impartial tribunal.

Is Germany willing to pay the price now? I do
not believe that she is. Are we willing to condone
the greatest crime humanity has ever known? Ten
thousand times, no! What some neutrals do not
understand is that we regard this war in its inception
and in muchof its conduct by the enemy as a criminal
attempt to seize world-supreme power by the sacrifice
of all scruples, by the abandonment of all decencies,
and by a deliberate policy of outrage, terrorism, and
inhumanity. ;

New Methods on the Western Front

; The war on the western front continues to be mainly
one of artillery and trench raids. These trenchraids
are of two kinds—day and night. Thesystem of night

4. raids now employed throughout the Franco-British
i lines was elaborated by a distingtfished ‘Canadian

officer, formerly a ‘newspaper. proprietor in British
Columbia. Provided the enemy are not expecting
you, it goes through with the precision of clockwork,

44 and you return home with a nice little bag of enemy
prisoners, and with the enemy first-line dug-outs and
gun-pits blown up. It may not sound muchin a war
of millions to take eight enemy prisoners and kill a
couple of score of their men. But it has a wonderfully
stimulating and cheering effect on the battalion
engaged.
The second planof daylight raids is a comparatively

new thing. Here surprise does not, as a rule, count
for so much. Youisolate one partof the enemy front
by various kinds of barrages. You place such a
screen across it that the machine-guns in the rear
cannot see where to fire. At agiven signal your men,
who have been waiting forthe moment, rush up.
If a company is fortunate it may reach the German
trenches without a single casualty. Then comes a
brief hour of fighting and destruction. Such a raid

» may well cost the Germans from two to three hundred
V men, and ruin a few hundred yards of their position,
¢ withtrivial cost to us. d
¥f .. Our troops do not attempt to hold the lines taken
@ ‘in such a raid. That is not their aim. Whenthe
VW German communiqué says, “The enemy raided our
y
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front at but were driven out with heavy loss
by. a vigorous German counter-attack,” they are
simply trying to make the best of a bad case. Ina

 

THK PROGRESS OF THE WAR

WHAT SOME NEUTRALSDO NOT SEE

raid, it is not a question of being driven out, because
you never intended to remain, ‘
The important German operations in the Dobruja

have been dwarfedin the public mind by our absorption
in happenings nearer home. Up to the moment of
writing the campaign there has gone disastrously
for the’ Allies. The Russian and Rumanian armies
have been driven from paint after point. They have
had to abandon the important town of Braila, after
destroying anything there likely to be of use to the
enemy, and the Germans have reached and are holding
a considerable stretch of the south bank of the River
Sereth. Galatz and the Russian-province of Bess-
arabia are now threatened by the enemy. One hopeful
sign is that the Russians in a big counter-offensive
have driven the enemy some miles back from the
Northern Sereth.

This temporary success does not alter-the fact that
the enemy’ operations have been, as a whole, very
successful in this field. Probably a still bigger advance
is planned and has been prepared for. Simultaneously,
there comes news of muchactivity on the Riga front.
It is obvious that now, when weather conditions and
mud make activity difficult on the western front, is a
particularly favourable time for Germany to attempt.
to strike in the east.

Renewed Activity in East Africa

The renewal of the campaign in East Africa leads
to confident expectations here that before long the
operations in that field will be finally ended. Last
autumn,at the close of a brilliant campaign, the German
main forces had been driven to the delta of the Rufigi
River, where they have managed, although probably
with great difficulty, to maintain their position during
the rainy season. They must have had a very bad
time there. They tried in vain to break through our
cordon, and the attempt of other German troops from
the west to join them was frustrated. Now General
Smuts has launched his fresh attack. The enemy are
retreating up the Rnfigi valley, pursued by our men.
Ourforces are pressing them from the north, west, and
east, and their onlyline of retreat by the southhas, it is
believed, been cut off. At the same time the minor
force from the west that tried to join up is being
harried and pursued. The nature of the country may
delay the final blow, but the endis certain, so far as
anything is certain in war. Colonel von Lettow-
Vorbeck’s force will have to surrenderor be destroyed,
and with it the last remnants of Germanrule in Africa
will have vanished,

Teutonic Frightfulness at Sea

The submarine war continues to demand and deserve
serious attention. Each day brings ‘its list of vessels
lost, and on most days even more neutral thanallied
ships are sunk. In many cases the sinking of the
ships is accompanied by much brutality and needless
outrage. In one conspicuous case, that of the
Westminster, the ship was struck by two torpedoes,
without warning, when one hundred and eighty miles
from land, and the crew were shelled by the German
submarine when taking to their boats. It is difficult
torefer to such incidents without indignation; but
this is no time for mere denunciation of enemy brutality.
Our Admiralty is pushing forward all possible defensive
preparations for our own merchant ships. The case of
the neutral vessels is much more difficult. They
cannot well attack German submarines on sight, even
if they arearmed. Yet they have to submit to be sunk,
and the sinking of them strikes at us, because every ship
—allied or neutral—destroyed makes our work of
provisioning more difficult, ,

F. A. McKENZIE
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ce * RETURN OF THE AIR-SCOUT.—Airascendancyof the Allies on the Western Front was sometime ago markedly secured. Herea

. a French aviator is seen on his return from a reconnoitring trip over the German lines. How the country above which he is pass-ng

cs has been ploughed into desolation by shells is vividly shownin the above striking photograph.
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that peace is very near. The campaign. led by
President Wilson will; say they, be an early

success, and the boys will soon be back from the
trenches, Talk like this fails to convince me. I do
not believe that peace is near. Let me tell you why.

The Task Before the Allies

The Allies have resolved to accomplish certain
things. We are going to have security against the
possibility of any group of men, drunken with race
pride and assured of the overwhelming nature of
their preparations, again bringing, this. monstrous
horror on the world. Next we are going to have
reparation. The ruimed villages of Belgium are to
be rebuilt. The sheer wreck and ‘waste of war have
to be paid for—and by Germany. Last, we want
punishment. A crime against humanity has been
committed.
The men guilty of the deliberate policy of outrage

in Belgium, the murderers of hundreds of thousands
of unarmed Armenians, the criminais who ordered
the sinking of the Lusitania, the devisers of poison
gas as a weapon of war, the individuals. such as the
doctor who tortured prisoners in a German hospital
in Belgium by performing exquisitely painful opera-
tions without anesthetics, have to be hrought to
trial before an impartial tribunal.

Is Germany willing to pay the price now? I do
not believe that she is. Are we willing to condone
the greatest crime humanity has ever known? Ten
thousand times, no! What some neutrals do not
understand is that we regard this war in its inception
and in muchof its conduct by the enemy as a criminal
attempt to seize world-supreme power by the sacrifice
of all scruples, by the abandonment of all decencies,
and by a deliberate policy of outrage, terrorism, and
inhumanity. ;

New Methods on the Western Front

; The war on the western front continues to be mainly
one of artillery and trench raids. These trenchraids
are of two kinds—day and night. Thesystem of night

4. raids now employed throughout the Franco-British
i lines was elaborated by a distingtfished ‘Canadian

officer, formerly a ‘newspaper. proprietor in British
Columbia. Provided the enemy are not expecting
you, it goes through with the precision of clockwork,

44 and you return home with a nice little bag of enemy
prisoners, and with the enemy first-line dug-outs and
gun-pits blown up. It may not sound muchin a war
of millions to take eight enemy prisoners and kill a
couple of score of their men. But it has a wonderfully
stimulating and cheering effect on the battalion
engaged.
The second planof daylight raids is a comparatively

new thing. Here surprise does not, as a rule, count
for so much. Youisolate one partof the enemy front
by various kinds of barrages. You place such a
screen across it that the machine-guns in the rear
cannot see where to fire. At agiven signal your men,
who have been waiting forthe moment, rush up.
If a company is fortunate it may reach the German
trenches without a single casualty. Then comes a
brief hour of fighting and destruction. Such a raid

» may well cost the Germans from two to three hundred
V men, and ruin a few hundred yards of their position,
¢ withtrivial cost to us. d
¥f .. Our troops do not attempt to hold the lines taken
@ ‘in such a raid. That is not their aim. Whenthe
VW German communiqué says, “The enemy raided our
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by. a vigorous German counter-attack,” they are
simply trying to make the best of a bad case. Ina
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raid, it is not a question of being driven out, because
you never intended to remain, ‘
The important German operations in the Dobruja

have been dwarfedin the public mind by our absorption
in happenings nearer home. Up to the moment of
writing the campaign there has gone disastrously
for the’ Allies. The Russian and Rumanian armies
have been driven from paint after point. They have
had to abandon the important town of Braila, after
destroying anything there likely to be of use to the
enemy, and the Germans have reached and are holding
a considerable stretch of the south bank of the River
Sereth. Galatz and the Russian-province of Bess-
arabia are now threatened by the enemy. One hopeful
sign is that the Russians in a big counter-offensive
have driven the enemy some miles back from the
Northern Sereth.

This temporary success does not alter-the fact that
the enemy’ operations have been, as a whole, very
successful in this field. Probably a still bigger advance
is planned and has been prepared for. Simultaneously,
there comes news of muchactivity on the Riga front.
It is obvious that now, when weather conditions and
mud make activity difficult on the western front, is a
particularly favourable time for Germany to attempt.
to strike in the east.

Renewed Activity in East Africa

The renewal of the campaign in East Africa leads
to confident expectations here that before long the
operations in that field will be finally ended. Last
autumn,at the close of a brilliant campaign, the German
main forces had been driven to the delta of the Rufigi
River, where they have managed, although probably
with great difficulty, to maintain their position during
the rainy season. They must have had a very bad
time there. They tried in vain to break through our
cordon, and the attempt of other German troops from
the west to join them was frustrated. Now General
Smuts has launched his fresh attack. The enemy are
retreating up the Rnfigi valley, pursued by our men.
Ourforces are pressing them from the north, west, and
east, and their onlyline of retreat by the southhas, it is
believed, been cut off. At the same time the minor
force from the west that tried to join up is being
harried and pursued. The nature of the country may
delay the final blow, but the endis certain, so far as
anything is certain in war. Colonel von Lettow-
Vorbeck’s force will have to surrenderor be destroyed,
and with it the last remnants of Germanrule in Africa
will have vanished,

Teutonic Frightfulness at Sea

The submarine war continues to demand and deserve
serious attention. Each day brings ‘its list of vessels
lost, and on most days even more neutral thanallied
ships are sunk. In many cases the sinking of the
ships is accompanied by much brutality and needless
outrage. In one conspicuous case, that of the
Westminster, the ship was struck by two torpedoes,
without warning, when one hundred and eighty miles
from land, and the crew were shelled by the German
submarine when taking to their boats. It is difficult
torefer to such incidents without indignation; but
this is no time for mere denunciation of enemy brutality.
Our Admiralty is pushing forward all possible defensive
preparations for our own merchant ships. The case of
the neutral vessels is much more difficult. They
cannot well attack German submarines on sight, even
if they arearmed. Yet they have to submit to be sunk,
and the sinking of them strikes at us, because every ship
—allied or neutral—destroyed makes our work of
provisioning more difficult, ,

F. A. McKENZIE
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HE name of Dr. Emile Joseph Dillon, the famous correspondent of the “ Daily Telegraph,”
who has written this article-specially foy THE War ILLUSTRATED, ?s of world-wide celebrity- as

that of one of themost able and best-informed of journalist-publicists. Of Ivish and English parentage,
Dy. Dillon was educated at the College de France, and later at universities in Germany, Russia,
and Belgium ; and.as mastery of many languages, with close knowledge of the different peoples

among whom he has lived, is peculiarly well fitted to deal with his present theme.
 

N spite of the many books and articles which have been
written on the complex and many-sided subject of
International Relations after the War and of the

suggestive and helpful things said by the way, it would
not be easy.to hit upon a more puzzling question. It is
as though one should ask a man to draw up an account
of how he would orderhis daily life if he were taken blind-
fold to a nameless, far-off island and set down there by
himself. For the factors not being given together with the
problem, one’s first step should be to settle what they
are likely to be ; in the present case, therefore, to determine
to what extent the allied States will have the newordering
of Europe in their own hands, not only independently of
the will of their present enemies but also without constraint
from inside. And this can be ascertained only when we
knowthe upshot of the war and the terms on which peace
is concluded.

Viewing this aspect of the matter in the abstract, the
first hypothesis that confronts us is that
the. allied nations may have it fully in
their powerto relay the bases of political,
economic, and social Europe, penetrate
the society thus remodelled with popular
forces, and put the readjustment of the
relations between nation and nation into
the hands of upright and competent men
of their own choice. But there are other
possibilities that must not be overlooked
which would make the new arrangement
of things a compromise~ between two
opposite tendencies, modified by those
deep-lying collective forces which some-
times go under the name of the spirit of
the age. And both the programme and
the method applicable to the former case
would differ largely from those adapted to
the latter. The consciousness of the. im-
portance of these unknown elements Dr. E. J.
impresses one with a lively sense of the
impossibility of laying down hard and fast formulas for the
organic treatment of.a series of the knottiest problems ever
tackled by modern man.
But even were those outward circumstances fully known,

and were, say, the will of the Entente Powers unfettered
by that of their adversaries, there would still remain
another set of factors, the bearings of which on the new
situation would be far-reaching. I allude to the nature
and closeness of the bonds by which the various parts of
the British Empire will be knit together at the end—and as
a result—of the present struggle. :

A Necessity of the Future

It is hardly to be supposed that the revolutionary changes
of the past two and a half years will leave those ties as
loose as they were before August 1914, or that a more
compact organisation of all the parts of this Empire will
be effected without’ a considerable voluntary curtailment
of the liberty of action which each of its parts enjoyed
down to that historic month. And in this event the task
would no longer be the remodelling of the relations of
European nations to each other, but rather the resetting
of the relations between those nations:and the unified
British Empire. And this modification of the terms adds
considerably to-the complexities: of the problem.

But in spite of the lack of essential data, there are certain
general propositions which can “be affirmed even now.

We can, for example, be reasonably sure that heneeforward
no State standing byitself can hope to live and thrive as
heretofore.- Collectivity in international affairs is become a
necessity. The only particular on which doubt canstill
subsist being the precise form it will assume in the new
community. And to my thinking, there are but two
conceivable types—the German and the Franco-British,
or European. In other words, Europe’ will be Prussianised
or else Germany will be Europeanised. I can discern
no third solution. ‘

European versus Prussian Ideals

I£ peace be concluded along the lines laid down by the
Entente Press and Governments, the work of politico-social
reconstruction must of necessity be planned in the Teuton
spirit, and the armed Europe of yesterday transformed
into the arming Europe of to-morrow. This state, of
anxious preparation for a fresh military conflict will involve
continual watchfulness and irksome intervention on the

part of each State, with the inevitable
consequence that industry and commerce,
if not actually nationalised, will become
more narrowly national than ever before.
For the object which the Governments
of the Great Powers must then pursue
is to render their respective nations so
self-contained and self-sufficing as to be
able effectually to withstand a sudden
onslaught which would jeopardise. their
communications with the rest of the
world. This necessity and the danger
from which it emanates will press with
greatest force on island Powers.
And as the relations between each

people and its Government would in this
case involve constant and painful fric-
tion, so the intercourse between State

(aut é By and State would be characterised by
Dillon wariness, distrust, jealousy, and insin-

cerity. The work of.Ambassadors would
be supplemented by that of other less colourless agents, not
only in the countries of prospective enemies but also in those
of the allied peoples, were it only because the remissness of
any ane of these would be apt to damage the interests of
all its partners. Toan intermational commumity plied with
such corrosive sentiments and dragged apart by such
mutually antagonistic strivings, no League of Peace or
other organisation will bring -surcease of worrying ‘care.
Andsooner or later the dreaded warspectre will materialise
as a result of the very efforts put forward to exorcise it. ’
That is one aspect of the complex subject of guarantees

on which Mr. Lloyd George laid due stress in his masterly
discourse on the peace for which the Allies are striving.
And the state of things just sketched is:one of the
two alternatives: The Prussianisation of Europe or the
Europeanisation of Germany.
The work of realising the latter possibility must start

from the self-evident axioms that the framework of the
State system of Europe has not only gone to pieces, but
that the main cause of its breakdown was the concentration,
by one people of all its energies, individual and collective
upon exclusively national aims. This straining of every
nerve and muscle had. for its object the development of
Germany’s resources and the acquisition of all the advan-
tages, especially in the economic sphere, for which. her

[Continued on page 632
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~ Good Cheer and Cheeriness in Cold Conditions
British Official Photographs

 

  

 

Strenuousbicycling along the crowded, slippery, war—ploughed roads
of France. Inset: Artillerymen wearing their winter surcoats.

 

 

   
‘These thirteen merry gentlemen whom nothing could dismay had their Christmas dinner in ashell-hole on the western front. Indif-
ferent to discomfort as to superstition, three of them sat on a roll of wire—not barbed—and with a good appetite all enjoyed the feast. 
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economic, and social Europe, penetrate
the society thus remodelled with popular
forces, and put the readjustment of the
relations between nation and nation into
the hands of upright and competent men
of their own choice. But there are other
possibilities that must not be overlooked
which would make the new arrangement
of things a compromise~ between two
opposite tendencies, modified by those
deep-lying collective forces which some-
times go under the name of the spirit of
the age. And both the programme and
the method applicable to the former case
would differ largely from those adapted to
the latter. The consciousness of the. im-
portance of these unknown elements Dr. E. J.
impresses one with a lively sense of the
impossibility of laying down hard and fast formulas for the
organic treatment of.a series of the knottiest problems ever
tackled by modern man.
But even were those outward circumstances fully known,

and were, say, the will of the Entente Powers unfettered
by that of their adversaries, there would still remain
another set of factors, the bearings of which on the new
situation would be far-reaching. I allude to the nature
and closeness of the bonds by which the various parts of
the British Empire will be knit together at the end—and as
a result—of the present struggle. :

A Necessity of the Future

It is hardly to be supposed that the revolutionary changes
of the past two and a half years will leave those ties as
loose as they were before August 1914, or that a more
compact organisation of all the parts of this Empire will
be effected without’ a considerable voluntary curtailment
of the liberty of action which each of its parts enjoyed
down to that historic month. And in this event the task
would no longer be the remodelling of the relations of
European nations to each other, but rather the resetting
of the relations between those nations:and the unified
British Empire. And this modification of the terms adds
considerably to-the complexities: of the problem.

But in spite of the lack of essential data, there are certain
general propositions which can “be affirmed even now.

We can, for example, be reasonably sure that heneeforward
no State standing byitself can hope to live and thrive as
heretofore.- Collectivity in international affairs is become a
necessity. The only particular on which doubt canstill
subsist being the precise form it will assume in the new
community. And to my thinking, there are but two
conceivable types—the German and the Franco-British,
or European. In other words, Europe’ will be Prussianised
or else Germany will be Europeanised. I can discern
no third solution. ‘

European versus Prussian Ideals

I£ peace be concluded along the lines laid down by the
Entente Press and Governments, the work of politico-social
reconstruction must of necessity be planned in the Teuton
spirit, and the armed Europe of yesterday transformed
into the arming Europe of to-morrow. This state, of
anxious preparation for a fresh military conflict will involve
continual watchfulness and irksome intervention on the

part of each State, with the inevitable
consequence that industry and commerce,
if not actually nationalised, will become
more narrowly national than ever before.
For the object which the Governments
of the Great Powers must then pursue
is to render their respective nations so
self-contained and self-sufficing as to be
able effectually to withstand a sudden
onslaught which would jeopardise. their
communications with the rest of the
world. This necessity and the danger
from which it emanates will press with
greatest force on island Powers.
And as the relations between each

people and its Government would in this
case involve constant and painful fric-
tion, so the intercourse between State

(aut é By and State would be characterised by
Dillon wariness, distrust, jealousy, and insin-

cerity. The work of.Ambassadors would
be supplemented by that of other less colourless agents, not
only in the countries of prospective enemies but also in those
of the allied peoples, were it only because the remissness of
any ane of these would be apt to damage the interests of
all its partners. Toan intermational commumity plied with
such corrosive sentiments and dragged apart by such
mutually antagonistic strivings, no League of Peace or
other organisation will bring -surcease of worrying ‘care.
Andsooner or later the dreaded warspectre will materialise
as a result of the very efforts put forward to exorcise it. ’
That is one aspect of the complex subject of guarantees

on which Mr. Lloyd George laid due stress in his masterly
discourse on the peace for which the Allies are striving.
And the state of things just sketched is:one of the
two alternatives: The Prussianisation of Europe or the
Europeanisation of Germany.
The work of realising the latter possibility must start

from the self-evident axioms that the framework of the
State system of Europe has not only gone to pieces, but
that the main cause of its breakdown was the concentration,
by one people of all its energies, individual and collective
upon exclusively national aims. This straining of every
nerve and muscle had. for its object the development of
Germany’s resources and the acquisition of all the advan-
tages, especially in the economic sphere, for which. her

[Continued on page 632
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~ Good Cheer and Cheeriness in Cold Conditions
British Official Photographs

 

  

 

Strenuousbicycling along the crowded, slippery, war—ploughed roads
of France. Inset: Artillerymen wearing their winter surcoats.

 

 

   
‘These thirteen merry gentlemen whom nothing could dismay had their Christmas dinner in ashell-hole on the western front. Indif-
ferent to discomfort as to superstition, three of them sat on a roll of wire—not barbed—and with a good appetite all enjoyed the feast. 
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INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS AFTER WAR
(Continued from page_530.)

inborn qualities and manifold attainments encouraged
her to hope. ;
The hampering. of international commerce, the fierce

struggle for the conquest of world-markets, of the sources
of rawmaterials, coal, iron, and of the Overseas Colonies in
which these and other commodities are to be found, intensi-
fied the rivalry among nations, diverted their energies
from the realisation of the fundamental principles of politico-
social stability and the promotion of the general weal to
costly preparations for mutual destruction. Now those
solvents cf the groundwork of the society which is rapidly
passing away will, it is rightly assumed, operate as hind-
rances to the construction of a new type.
The Central Empires being resolved to continue the

struggle in its economic form after its military aspect has
disappeared, what it most concerns us to knowis the effect
which this hostile attitude will have on the future inter-
course of European peoples, and on the Allies’ endeavour
so to readjust ideas and forces to the changed requirements
as to reconstruct society on a new,rational,.and solid basis.

And it is evident at a glance that the only appropriate
description applicable to the modified attitude of nations,
or rather groups of nations, towards each other is that

of a “‘ three-cornered”’ contest. The antagonists in this

case would probably consist of the Allies, their present

enemies, and the neutrals, and their weapons would be

forged of customs duties, masked or open boycotting,
commercial treaties, and the exclusive usufruct of such

necessaries and sources of wealth as coal-fields, iron and

copperore, oil-wells, “ key industries,” and world-markets.

National Interest is Supreme

In this economic war the odds in favour of the Entente

peoples would be overwhelming. The resources of the

British Empire, France, and Russia being well-nigh inex-

haustible, need only to be systematically exploited, brought

into keeping with the reasonable exigencies of labour,

and then co-ordinated with a view to the attainment of

the common end. Only that and nothing more. Andyet

the fulfilment of this condition is beset with obstacles

that seem insurmountable and freighted with insoluble

problems. Among the former are the masterstrokes

of defence and attack which an ever wakeful and energetic

enemy will deal, and the backing he will receive from

ourselves and our Allies, whose one interest in the struggle”

will be to bend its vicissitudes to the furtherance of their

own immediate interests, regardless of our ultimate aim.

Tn the list of problems one should include those which

turn upon the organisation and congruous distribution

af resources, the harmonising of the divergent aims and

interests of the allied peoples, the co-ordination of action,

and the sustained maintenance of endeavour.

Now those are the same problems and obstacles which
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the Allies have been unceasingly attacking during the

twenty-nine months of the present campaign. And it is

their failure to master them that has thrust downtheir

superiority of resources to a secondary place among the

elements of success, and wholly upset their calculations

and forecasts. Yet the motives that stimulate them to

organise, co-ordinate, and effectively employ their assets

are immeasurably stronger in the course of the present

military duel than they ever can be during a three-cornered

economic struggle. For in the war, which is a transient

state, national interests are theoretically and also more

or less effectively subordinated to the military require-

ments of the coalition. But the economic sphere is governed

by the law of national interest, which is supreme, And

if one nation can buy much cheaper of neutrals or ex-
enemies and sell its produce more Incratively in_ their

markets than elsewhere, it is hardly conceivable that it

would be content, for the sake of remote and uncertain

advantages, to forge those positive benefits and deprive

its people of the means of progressing in the direction

of collective prosperity and individual happiness. It
would surely succumb to the temptation.

Community of Unarmed Nations

My own solution of the general problem differs widely

from any that has as yet been proposed,. because based

on a wholly divergent conception of what can and what

should be attempted. In the limits of this article the

scheme I have in view could not be set forth in adequate

detail to ensure for-it a favourable reception. I may,

however, be permitted to indicate the broad lines on which

it proceeds. ‘The root: postulate is the contention that the

firm ordering of international relations and the stability

of peace cannot be secured by economic warfare, were it

only because the issue of this latter could hardly be other

than a draw. The next premise is that when one is face

to face with such obstacles as vested interests, jealous

ambitions, and conflicting aims—and the hindrances to

the reconstruction of Europe are of this nature—the only

efficacious way to dislodge them is to devise a set of motives

attractive and powerful enough to fuse. and absorb them.

Now, the only conceivable alternative to a discordant

Europe, over which a war-cloudis ever threatening to burst,

is a community of unarmed nations whose intercourse

among themselves and with overseas peoples shall be

. regulated by principles of organic relationship, liberty,

justice, and loyal concession of their rights to each other.

Such a type of State is feasible in a period of revolution

like the present, provided that the architect is a bold

designer capable of discharging his function in a revolu-

tionary spirit and is animated with the courage of despair.

Next Article : :

-WAR-TIME PROGRESS IN THE HEALING SCIENCES

By Dr. C. W. Saleeby

 
2 3

a
MAINTAINING THE MASTERY OF THE AIR ON DISTANT SHORES.-+—In our far-flung battle-line theairmen have made them—

selves at homein places where the aeroplane had probably never been seen until wafted thither by war.

 
Here is a corner of a base

on the shore of Eastern waters where monitors of the Senior Service guard the seaplanes belongingto the youngestof all the Services.
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the shelter of a rock, where she was given first-aid and placed on
a stretcher. The Prince Regent of Serbia visited her in the
Military Hospital Camp, and, with much ceremonial, pinned on
her breast the gold and silver Cross of Kara—George, a raré badge
only conferred for most conspicuous courage on the field of battle.
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   ’ Flora Sands,the Scottish womansergeant in the Serbian Army,
was wounded by a grenade during a chargein the recent fighting
‘at Monastir. She had nearly reached a Bulgarian trench when
she dropped, her right side severely injured by the explosion.
A young officer of her battalion dragged her over the snow to
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fied the rivalry among nations, diverted their energies
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social stability and the promotion of the general weal to
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The Central Empires being resolved to continue the
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disappeared, what it most concerns us to knowis the effect
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Music, Muscle, Merrimenton the Western Front | Fritz Firmg Fog-Bombs on the Somme

 

 
  

 

 

 

Scottish pipes havep layed effective tunes in the war, and these Ready for any emergency our men lend willing hands to hauling

men lookfinely fit to carry on. avery heavy load along a mud-sticky road.

   

 

 

 
 

 

fHunnish artillerymen, wearing the new German helmet, getting one of their guns into position onthe Somme front. Thore it was

probably left when the rapidity of the allied attack gave the enemy little leisure to removeit

 

 
     
 
 

} his merry crowd of officers and menare evidently tickled by the exploit of the special humorist among them, who has apparently Buratiig: tag-bomb. red oo the Somme front, by therGenmans... These bombs-en exploding: Spread & Shlok; lowSeltting aged

j put his own interpretation on “ guarantees.” Their message to the Hun will be duly delivered—and with significant precision.
- smoke which covers a considerable area, and so serves to mask troops that are advancing to an attack.
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French Hero Reviews British Officers To Be On Trek in Arid Asia and Luxuriant Africa

 

    

   

 
Camel train passing through deserted trenches in Mesopotamia during the advance of the expedition that tried to relieve General

: Ay cae = ee SONS : Casey Townshend’s heroic garrison at Kut. What was once the Garden of Edon lay, a landscape of utter ‘esolation, under a p.t less sun

.@ Owing to the valuable work achieved by the “ 75” it has come

: to be called the “‘ Pride of France.” Here part of a battery of
these guns is seen galloping into position on the Somme front.
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‘Ox convoy crossing reconstructed bridge in East Africa, the scene of General Smuts’s vigorous campaign against the Germans.

‘i SOS Zé ES = Sot * 3 The luxuriance of the country is in strong contrast to the wastes of Mesopotamia, but the two campaigns are equally arduous. q

Ai ber Im a camp of instruction for British officers in France. Men representin i i ti “eh it 1 4 ,
; a a g various regiments are here seen marching past Genera 5 Y

na Be Gsuraud, the gallant French leader who lost his right arm and received other serious wounds in Gattivoli in June, 1915. Inset: ‘ hag gE
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re & Captured Hun readily gives information to an officer of the French Intelligence Department, ee gf , 4 q
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| WINTER QUARTERS ON THE SOMME
By Basil Clarke
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E ASSAR then led his army into winter quarters.”
This sentence, or something like it, occurred so
frequently in one’s school Latin that.as a youth [

often paused in plodding throughit (more laboriously than
through Somme mud). to wonder what winter quarters
could be like. For if anywhere in those writings of Casar’s
an explanation of the termis given I must have skipped it—
as I did much other, no doubt, excellent prose written by
that worthy Roman. :
The thought occurred to me again the other day on the

Sommefront, when I wakened one morning to find the water
in my bath ewer coated with half an inchof ice, and looked
out of the windowsto see the trees and the ground white
with ‘frost. How much more comfortable war would ‘be
if modern generals, British and Hun, could lead off their
respective armies into “ winter quarters ’’—whatever
they are—as the generals of Cxsar’s day seem so regularly
to. have done! Nice snug winter quarters—for so [
always pictured them—how our poor.lads-now plugging
away so resolutely on the Somme wouldrelish a monthor
two’s slack time in snug billets !

Clothes and the Man

But modern war does not admit of that, and cruel as
winter fighting is they must nevertheless “carry on.”
Still there is no reason why the hardiest fighter should
not make himself as comfortable as possible in whatever
circumstances he is placed, and this our fellows are pretty
good at doing. They can moveinto no special winterbillets,
of course, nor can they get muchspecially winter provision,
apart from a few extra clothes. But by ingenuity and
nimbleness of wit they contrive somehow to dull the
sharper edge of winter’s tooth. Suffer they must, and badly,
but without that ingenuity they would fare even more badly
still. ‘
The first winter measure, of course, is to get the right

clothes ; for without these no ingenuity would resist the
freezing bite of Somme air. In the matter of clothes,
Tommydoes not “‘ grouse’? much, for the Army is pretty
generous. In the old days of the war -the first thing was
‘to get hold ofa goat-skin coat with the fur on, and cloaked
in one of these grey skins Thomas considered himself
something of a “nut.” But with the risk of contact with
Somme mud—of which an ordinary topcoat, if thoroughly
immersedin it, will pick up thirty or more pounds’ weight—
any long-haired garment became impracticable, and, in
place of goat-skin coats, sleeved waistcoats of yellow
leather are being issued. ‘These are worn underthe tunic.
Leather is really the only thing that will resist effectually
the cold, wet winds and fogs of the Somme. Another
garment that one Sees worn a good deal at the front at these
times is a leather jerkin without sleeves to fit over the
tunic.

Waders and Paim Cloths

Working-parties, who want their arms free, are often
equipped with this garment. It is both warm and rain-
proof. Rubber trench boots and waders (a muchlonger
kind of footwear) are also in great demand forall districts
in which the mud does not actually pull things off your
legs. But they seem harder to get this yearfor some reason.
Tommy says there are not enough, while the storekeepers
say Tommy does not look after themas he should, and that
careless use has made them scarce. Whichis the right
end of the story I cannot judge, but it would seem possible
to establish some means of issuing rubbers and waders
to such troops as are going into trenches—just as lamps
are issued to miners entering a pit—to be returned to the
issuing store-and cleaned up and dried in time forreissue.
You would need double sets, of course, but the method

would be an economical one in the long run.
Mittens, gloves, comforters, and wool caps—these may

-be rated among the luxuries of equipment, but it is to be
noticed this winter that most Tommies have managed

“a trench

was watching some lads unloadingshells onefrosty Decem-
ber morning—a morning on which any metal thing such
as a shell-case took to itself a temperature that made it
like a hot thing to touch—andthese lads had made for
themselves queer palm cloths out of layers of sacking,
cut to fit the palm of the hand andthefingers, and looped
with string round the wrist and roundeach finger. Thus
the backs of the hands andfingers were exposed, but the
palms and insides of the fingers which came in contact
with the shells were»protected.

 

 

Cold Drink and “Iron Rations”’

In the trenches themselves the difficulty of keeping
warmis well-nigh insuperable. Forfires are not allowed.
It was found that whenever a waft of smoke rose from

fire the Germans promptly sent over mortars
or shells or hand-grenades—feeling pretty sure, of course,
that wherever there wasafire there also would bealittle
knot of Tommies gathered round it. And generally,
unfortunately, they were right. So, after several little
disasters due to trench fires, they were forbidden. If
hot rations could always be carried up to the trenches
things, though bad, would not be so very bad. But hot
rations are not always practicable. For no rations could
possibly be kept hot over some of the difficult and slow
journeys, that have to be made between front trenches
and support trenches. When it takes your food-party
six or seven hours to. get to the rear to fetch rations,
you could not expect themin really cold weather to arrive
back with anything even lukewarm. Cold drink and
“iron rations ’’ (tinned food) are common fare in the
trenches, and precious. cold comfort they must be. Rum
is served out.in many divisions, and very welcomeitis.
But-not in-all, for here and there is a general who forbids
the rumration.

  

  

Trench Fires without Smoke

Fér your three or four days’ spell in the trenches, then,
you<can generally count on a chilling time. You may
suffer perishing cold that seems to defy all the leather
andall the wool that you canpile on to your poor anatomy,
One excellent little idea is gaining ground among the men,
and it is one which I think the authorities might look
upon with a fatherly eye. It is the “ Primus stove club”
custom, which is spreading, especially among the richer
regiments. It is simply that three or four of you, pals
of a company, club together to buy a Primus stove. It
has an oil reservoir, a little hand-pump, and a burner.
You heat up the burner with some oil to pump up
the pressure, prod the burner holes with a pin to clear
them of burnt oil, and away goes the stove-burner into a
circle of blue flame,.which roars with a pleasing little
drone of its own that is quite companionable—and not
ioud enoughto be overheard byFritz in the enemy’s trench,
There is no smokeat all—just a little ring of roaring, blue
flame... Very “‘ devilish”’ it looks, down in the blackness
of a trench on a dark night.
As these stoves and the fuel for them are not an Army

‘« issue,’”’ the trouble is to get youroil fuel up to the trenches.
You miay carry up a small supply, begged, borrowed,
bought, or stolen, from someone downat your restbillets ;
but there is nothing like regularity of supply, and private
supplies tugged up to the trenches with infinite labour
soon give out. Paraffin is the right fuel, but it is not easy
to get, and youfind daring young campaigners using petrol
begged, borrowed, bought, or stolen from a friendly motor-
driver ‘‘ away behind.”” The- Primusina trenchis invalu-
able, not because you can warm yourself on a cold day
by its modest heat, but because you can prepare on it
warmdrink, and can warmup“ iron rations ”’ so that they
in their turn warmyou.
One little ‘Primus club that I came across warmed up

all their tinned food before they opened it. The method
is to put the food’ tins into water boiling on the Primus,
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| WINTER QUARTERS ON THE SOMME
By Basil Clarke
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E ASSAR then led his army into winter quarters.”
This sentence, or something like it, occurred so
frequently in one’s school Latin that.as a youth [

often paused in plodding throughit (more laboriously than
through Somme mud). to wonder what winter quarters
could be like. For if anywhere in those writings of Casar’s
an explanation of the termis given I must have skipped it—
as I did much other, no doubt, excellent prose written by
that worthy Roman. :
The thought occurred to me again the other day on the

Sommefront, when I wakened one morning to find the water
in my bath ewer coated with half an inchof ice, and looked
out of the windowsto see the trees and the ground white
with ‘frost. How much more comfortable war would ‘be
if modern generals, British and Hun, could lead off their
respective armies into “ winter quarters ’’—whatever
they are—as the generals of Cxsar’s day seem so regularly
to. have done! Nice snug winter quarters—for so [
always pictured them—how our poor.lads-now plugging
away so resolutely on the Somme wouldrelish a monthor
two’s slack time in snug billets !

Clothes and the Man

But modern war does not admit of that, and cruel as
winter fighting is they must nevertheless “carry on.”
Still there is no reason why the hardiest fighter should
not make himself as comfortable as possible in whatever
circumstances he is placed, and this our fellows are pretty
good at doing. They can moveinto no special winterbillets,
of course, nor can they get muchspecially winter provision,
apart from a few extra clothes. But by ingenuity and
nimbleness of wit they contrive somehow to dull the
sharper edge of winter’s tooth. Suffer they must, and badly,
but without that ingenuity they would fare even more badly
still. ‘
The first winter measure, of course, is to get the right

clothes ; for without these no ingenuity would resist the
freezing bite of Somme air. In the matter of clothes,
Tommydoes not “‘ grouse’? much, for the Army is pretty
generous. In the old days of the war -the first thing was
‘to get hold ofa goat-skin coat with the fur on, and cloaked
in one of these grey skins Thomas considered himself
something of a “nut.” But with the risk of contact with
Somme mud—of which an ordinary topcoat, if thoroughly
immersedin it, will pick up thirty or more pounds’ weight—
any long-haired garment became impracticable, and, in
place of goat-skin coats, sleeved waistcoats of yellow
leather are being issued. ‘These are worn underthe tunic.
Leather is really the only thing that will resist effectually
the cold, wet winds and fogs of the Somme. Another
garment that one Sees worn a good deal at the front at these
times is a leather jerkin without sleeves to fit over the
tunic.

Waders and Paim Cloths

Working-parties, who want their arms free, are often
equipped with this garment. It is both warm and rain-
proof. Rubber trench boots and waders (a muchlonger
kind of footwear) are also in great demand forall districts
in which the mud does not actually pull things off your
legs. But they seem harder to get this yearfor some reason.
Tommy says there are not enough, while the storekeepers
say Tommy does not look after themas he should, and that
careless use has made them scarce. Whichis the right
end of the story I cannot judge, but it would seem possible
to establish some means of issuing rubbers and waders
to such troops as are going into trenches—just as lamps
are issued to miners entering a pit—to be returned to the
issuing store-and cleaned up and dried in time forreissue.
You would need double sets, of course, but the method

would be an economical one in the long run.
Mittens, gloves, comforters, and wool caps—these may

-be rated among the luxuries of equipment, but it is to be
noticed this winter that most Tommies have managed

“a trench

was watching some lads unloadingshells onefrosty Decem-
ber morning—a morning on which any metal thing such
as a shell-case took to itself a temperature that made it
like a hot thing to touch—andthese lads had made for
themselves queer palm cloths out of layers of sacking,
cut to fit the palm of the hand andthefingers, and looped
with string round the wrist and roundeach finger. Thus
the backs of the hands andfingers were exposed, but the
palms and insides of the fingers which came in contact
with the shells were»protected.

 

 

Cold Drink and “Iron Rations”’

In the trenches themselves the difficulty of keeping
warmis well-nigh insuperable. Forfires are not allowed.
It was found that whenever a waft of smoke rose from

fire the Germans promptly sent over mortars
or shells or hand-grenades—feeling pretty sure, of course,
that wherever there wasafire there also would bealittle
knot of Tommies gathered round it. And generally,
unfortunately, they were right. So, after several little
disasters due to trench fires, they were forbidden. If
hot rations could always be carried up to the trenches
things, though bad, would not be so very bad. But hot
rations are not always practicable. For no rations could
possibly be kept hot over some of the difficult and slow
journeys, that have to be made between front trenches
and support trenches. When it takes your food-party
six or seven hours to. get to the rear to fetch rations,
you could not expect themin really cold weather to arrive
back with anything even lukewarm. Cold drink and
“iron rations ’’ (tinned food) are common fare in the
trenches, and precious. cold comfort they must be. Rum
is served out.in many divisions, and very welcomeitis.
But-not in-all, for here and there is a general who forbids
the rumration.

  

  

Trench Fires without Smoke

Fér your three or four days’ spell in the trenches, then,
you<can generally count on a chilling time. You may
suffer perishing cold that seems to defy all the leather
andall the wool that you canpile on to your poor anatomy,
One excellent little idea is gaining ground among the men,
and it is one which I think the authorities might look
upon with a fatherly eye. It is the “ Primus stove club”
custom, which is spreading, especially among the richer
regiments. It is simply that three or four of you, pals
of a company, club together to buy a Primus stove. It
has an oil reservoir, a little hand-pump, and a burner.
You heat up the burner with some oil to pump up
the pressure, prod the burner holes with a pin to clear
them of burnt oil, and away goes the stove-burner into a
circle of blue flame,.which roars with a pleasing little
drone of its own that is quite companionable—and not
ioud enoughto be overheard byFritz in the enemy’s trench,
There is no smokeat all—just a little ring of roaring, blue
flame... Very “‘ devilish”’ it looks, down in the blackness
of a trench on a dark night.
As these stoves and the fuel for them are not an Army

‘« issue,’”’ the trouble is to get youroil fuel up to the trenches.
You miay carry up a small supply, begged, borrowed,
bought, or stolen, from someone downat your restbillets ;
but there is nothing like regularity of supply, and private
supplies tugged up to the trenches with infinite labour
soon give out. Paraffin is the right fuel, but it is not easy
to get, and youfind daring young campaigners using petrol
begged, borrowed, bought, or stolen from a friendly motor-
driver ‘‘ away behind.”” The- Primusina trenchis invalu-
able, not because you can warm yourself on a cold day
by its modest heat, but because you can prepare on it
warmdrink, and can warmup“ iron rations ”’ so that they
in their turn warmyou.
One little ‘Primus club that I came across warmed up

all their tinned food before they opened it. The method
is to put the food’ tins into water boiling on the Primus,
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WINTER QUARTERS ON THE SOMME (Os)”

Bully beef, Maconochie stew, salmon and the rest were all
served hot in this “club.’”’ One genius of the party heated
even a tin of jam, vowing that no other food was really
so hot and so warming as hot jam. They dipped their
spoons into the tin and ate it so hot that the tears ran down
their eyes. Still you can stand heat in quantities out on
the Somme.

In billets and dtig-outs, the “ winter quarters ” problems
of the soldier are less difficult, if still difficult enough.
The chimneyof the cellar under a ruin in which you live
may rebel utterly at even the ghost of a fire. Smoke .
mayrefuse utterly to find its way up that chimney, and you
may be confronted with this’ alternative—either to
freeze or to choke. Which would you choose ?. You would
probably do as Tommydoes and choose alittle of each
by turns. Butif human ingenuity can make that chimney
‘draw,’’ enough human ingenuity will generally be found
among the occupants of the average cellar billet. You
will see chimney-pipes made out of petrol-cans, cut up and
shaped andfitted. One cellar I visited had had an entirely
newventilating and chimney-shaft cut out of the solid brick
and stone. Another had an old iron stove with a new
flue-pipe made of emptytins, with thelids off and the bottom
cut out. This pipe was rather loose jointed and would have
allen down with a push, but it took away most ofthe
smoke.

Brown Paper Blankets

Sometimes your billet has nofireplace, and then you have
a fire ina brazier or an old bucket punctured at intervals—
always provided you can beg, borrow, or steal a bucket or
brazier. This open fire is not so bad if yourbillet is an
old barn whichlets out the smoke—and lets in the wind—
at a thousand draught holes, but if the billet is a dug-out
or a cellar you may go through heroic sufferings from
smoke in return for warmth. Stout brownpaper, sacking,
and old blankets are in great request, just now for
patching up. leaky_ billet windows. Brown paper, it has
also been found bycold soldiers, makes a very good and
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warm. lining to a waistcoat, or put between blankets has
almost the warmth of an extra blanket. Newspapers
are used for this purpose also. “ There is a good deal of
crackling and rustling among abilletful of sleepers, using
these extra blankets of paper,” said my informant,
‘especially if they are fidgety sleepers; but you don’t
mind a bit of extra rowin the night if only you are warm,”

Making Friends with the Cook

Winter diet is not much different from summer diet
at the front. Tea and “ bully,” “ Maconochie’”’ and the
rest are the same as usual, but there is a bigger preference
for taking them hot. It is noticed that our men will cat
more fat in winter; and-fat is, of course, the best thing
for keeping out the cold, as any Russiansoldier will tell you.
Whenthe bacon is grilled or fried on a winter's morning
(this is not possible, of course, in front trenches), there
are a greater numberof men,it is to be noticed, who creep
along to the cook with a slice of bread and ask him to fry
it in the fat of the bacon. Youhaveto be very good friends
with the cook or the cook’s mate to get this privilege.
Failing that, you must be content to have your bread

merely dippedin the liquid fat of the bacon.
The fuel difficulty is not always easy to overcome. If

your quarters are in the neighbourhood of a coal ‘‘ dump,”
supplies of coai may come up regularly enough, but other-
wise it means foraging for fuel. You go out and beg: it,
or you “ win ”’ it—whichis theArmy euphemismforstealing
it. I knowoneofficer who used to havea little office near
headquarters. He was allowed two sacks of coal a week,
after October. It was a small office, and he was a man
who would not havea fire unless it was bitterly cold.
The -coalman came along in the second week, and the

occupier said: “It’s all right. You need not leave any
coal this week. I have not used up my last supply.”’ “‘ That
can’t be helped, sir,” said the man. “* My orders are to leave
two sacks of coal here every week, and two sacks you'll
have to have, sir.” It was a small office, I said. Before
winter had thoroughly arrived you could not pick your
wayabout it for coal-sacks.

 

 

 

   
 NAVAL GUNS IN ACTION ASHORE.—Long-range naval guns were used with effect on the Somme. Owing to their length of barrel
they can only be fired on the axis of the truck, and to lay the gun the truck is moved backwards and forwards alongrails laid in a curve.
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Missing New Zealander Brings ina Handful of Huns

 
 

Wonderful stories lie hidden behind the formal announcements
of successful raiding visits to Hun trenches, as a French corre-
spondent shows in recording the incident here illustrated.
Recently on the western front a party of New Zealanders made a
highly successful raid and withdrew with sixty prisoners and
three machine-guns. One of the sergeants had got caught under

a massof falling debris. When he emerged he was alone, and
having remained hidden for two hours he ventured forth. As he
did so a German patrol appeared! Whipping out his revolver
he shot the N.C.O. dead, and turned his weapon on the others,
who at once surrendered. He returned te the British limes with
four prisonersto find that he had already been posted as missing.
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Patriotic Guardians of the Glory of Old Greece
British Official Photographs
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: Enemy butchers taking stock of their sausages under the eye of Supplies for the Austrian troops inciude poultry and game. One
| anofficia.. Obviously none of these threeiel!t the pinch of hunger. of the huge crates of poultry that fol'ow the army on the march.
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P Enemy roofed trenches in process of construction at Zellendorff, and (right) finished Teuton trenches at the same piace, witha q
band drawn irom the troops ovcupying the trenches playing on a primitive bandstand in the background. Ze!endorff is in Lower

Austria, and these trenches are built in case of invasion.

     

Evzones leaving for the fighting—-line. The Evzones are the Greek Highland regiments,

i whose uniform is the picturesque national dress of the country!— white kilt, wide-

; sleeved white shirt, embroidered vest, red-pointed shoes, and blue-tasselled red cap. j;  
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Eulgarian prisoness road—mending in Serbia. Onthe Continent employment of prisoners is general, and as the booty captured at
Wicnastir inciuded plenty of good tools, the Serbians utilised their captives on work of permanent vaiue, which wed facilitated

transport of troops and supplies in the immediate emergency. (French official photograph.;

     
| 1 istodoulous, who defended Seres from the advancing Bulgarians, leaving Salonika at the head of his men for the front. ~

Poembecesisi: ane fighting men from the home of M- Venizelos, whose Provisional Government the Allies have new recognised.
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RECORDS OF THE REGIMENTS—XXVI.
 

THE LONDON: RIFLE BRIGADE
ADVANCE ON

[STORY tells
H us that the

Londoners
have ever been good
fighting men,. They

at Lewes in
1264; and, in hisac-
count of the Great
Civil War, Gardiner
relates how at New-
bury the London ap-

“ ntices and trades-
men, “closing up their ranks as “the
ripping cannon-shot tore them asunder,”
stood like-a wall while Rupert’s horse-
men dashed against their pikes in vain.
These Londoners were volunteers, not

Regular soldiers, and so, too, are the men

of the London Rifle Brigade. They did
not take up soldiering as a profession,
buf when they realised their country’s
need they stepped forward from the
bank, the warehouse, and the office and

took their place, after a period of training,

alongside the seasoned veterans of Mons
and the Marne. They ‘soon proved them-
selves worthy of such company, and
althoughTerritorials, not Regulars, they
are entitled to a place among the regi-
ments of the line whose deeds have been
recorded in these columns.

A German Flag Captured
The Rifle Brigade was one of the very

first of the Territorial units to send a
battalion to the front in the Great War.
This was commanded by Earl Cairns,
and, with a few others, was the forerunner
of that immense Citizen Army whichis
fighting the battle of B n to-day.
When the Londoners arrived in France,

in the autumnof r9r4, they were attached
to one of the brigades of the 4th Division,
one company being allotted to each of
the four Regular battalions of the 11th
Brigade. In January, 1915, or there-
abouts, this arrangement came to an
end, for the Rifles were now hardened
soldiers, and from their 2nd Battalion

at-home were being regularly fed with
drafts of trained men. They were given
a line of trenches to hold, and as one of
them said, “‘ We are no end proud of
getting a proper job to do on our own,
exactly the same as the Regulars.”
To this period belongs the following

incident. In the early morning of Feb-
ruary 26th there was a thick mist when

  

 

   

   

  

 

THE SOMME
the Rifles stood to-arms, and Corporal
T. H. Jenkin, perhaps the best shot in
the battalion, was sent out with a patrol
to look at the German sniping pits, with

a view to getting a few hints from the
enemy. They found no onein thepits,
and took away some rifles and ammu-
nition. While the others went back-with
a-wounded man, Jenkin crept forward,
and from some barbed-wire in front of
the Germantrenches took down a German
flag. Then, crawling back under constant
fire, he reached our lines in safety. The
captured flag may now be seen at the
Brigade’s headquarters in Bunhill Row. ,

Their First V.C.

The Rifles continued at their duties,
and then came April and the Second
Battle of Ypres. Towards the end of
the month the 11th Brigade—three Regular
battalions and the Londoners—werehold-
ing 5,000 yards of the front near St.
Julien. On one day, the 29th, they lost
one hundred and seventy men from
Germanshell fire, but, undaunted in spite
of all, they were able on the next day
to drive back with their machine-guns a
German rush.
The Rifles were kept in the trenches,

for at that time reserves were few and
the danger to Ypres great. Each day
took its toll of them, and they became
fewer and fewer until, on the morning

of May 13th, only two hundred and
seventy-eight were fit for duty. On that
dav, however, they covered themselves
with glory owing to the gallantry with
which they resisted the German attacks,

and -one of them, Douglas W. Bolcher,
won the Victoria Cross.

How it was Won

It seems that on the morning of the
13th Belcher, a sergeant, was in charge
of an advanced breastwork. On this the
Germans directed a continuous fire, and

it was repeatedly blown in, but almost
as quickly built up again. After a time
only Belcher and six men, two being
Hussars and four -Rifles, were left, but

they decided to hold on. Led by Belcher
they blazed out rapidly with their rifles
whenever they saw the enemycollecting
to attack them, and the Germans, thinking
they were much stronger than was
actually the case, did not try a rush,

although they were only about two
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__ As They Sweep Through the Deep of the Channe'!
hundred yards away. At length assist-
ance came, and it was seen that Belcher
and his. men had saved the whole of
the division from being outflanked and
possibly destroyed.

Deservedly Belcher’s fine deed was
made known far and wide, for at that
time only one Territorial had won the
V.C. Another gallant deed performed on
the same day, by an officer of the same
regiment and in similar circumstances,
has, however, escaped. almost unnoticed.
Not far from Belcher was Licutenant
C. W. Trevelyan, and he, too, found

himself in a difficult position owing to the
destruction of a trench. However, he
collected and encouraged the few un-
wounded men,,and, as the official account
said, ‘‘ He reorganised the defence of his ©
position, and, although unsupported, suc-
ceeded in maintaining the safety of our
line at a very critical time.” A third hero
of that same day and battalion was
Sergeant R. .V. Todd, who went over

eight hundred yards of ground under
heavy fire in order to take help to the
men of a machine-gun, who were in great

difficulties in a front trench.

Londoners Over the Top

During the following months, the
autumn and. winter of 1915-16, the Ritics
took their share of duty in the trenches
and suffered a steady stream of casualties.
However, they were as steadily reinforced,
and when the expected push came, on July
st, they were one of the battalions selected
for the attack. Without a moment's
doubt or pause every man went “ over the
top’’ on that fateful morning.” They
reached the first, the second, and then the

third German line near Gommecourt, but
soon found themselves unsupported and
under very heavy fire. Slowly they fell,
back, and when the order came for them to

vacate the first line of German trenches,
only a remnant succeeded in returning
across the bullet-swept ground.
The London Rifle Brigade was formed

in 1859, and as it was the first regiment
of Voluriteers raised in the City of London
it was given the motto of Primus in urbe.
Its ranks were soon filled, and-in 1893
it moved to its present headquarters, a
fine building in Bunhill Row. Theregi-
ment sent cighty officers and men_ to
serve with the C.1.V. in South Africa,

while over ninety others joined other
units with which they fought there.
With a fine record. for sport and shooting,
with many athletes and marksmen. in its
ranks, it is not surprising that a battalion
of this regiment was sent out to Trance
soon after the beginning of the Great War.

A. W. Holland

 

  

 

 

 

 

Men of the mine-sweepers have often to effect the'r own repairs. This trio
seem to be thoroughly enjoying the task of cable-mending.

 

 

 

 

Gallant company of a Channel mine-sweeper, all of them—from captain to

boy—grimly determined to “‘ carry on”at their perilous task.
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OFFICERS OF THE LONDON RIFLE BRIGADE.—Backrow(from left): Sec.-Lieut. W. G. Perrin, Sec.-Lieut. D. McOwan, Sec.-Lieut.     tr A. L. Benns, Lieut. R. D. S. Charles, Sec.-Lieut. A J. Collins, Sec.-Lieut. E. E. Higham, Sec.-Lieut. C. H. Marriott, Lieut. C. R. Taylor, —

# Sec.-Lieut. B. F. Sawbridge, _Sec.-Lieut. C. E. Ovington, Sec.-Lieut. E. R. Williamson, Sec.-Lieut. A. C. Feast, Sec.-Lieut. H. C, Beard,

t Sec.-Lieut. A. E. Sedgwick, Lieut. B. Bromiley, Sec.-Lieut. C. H. Sell, Lieut. F. Williamson. Middle row: Sec.-Lieut. H. Smith, Sec.-Lieut. Beg oa . : - . =se Sas : ae <

L.H. Pullen, Sec.-Lieut. B, L. E. Pocock, Lieut. A. Read, Capt. C. W. Long, Capt. J. R. Somers-Smith; Major M. Soames, Major N. C. King,
Capt. and Adj. J. F. C. Bennett, Capt. W. Paxman, Lieut. C. E. Clode-Baker, Sec.-Lieut. H. M. Camden, Lieut. P. Titley, Qr.-Mr. Hon. Lieut.
W. Kelly, Sec,-Lieut, F. M. Wheatley. Front row: Sec:-Lieut. E. S. Bauloft, Sec.-Lieut. M. E. C. Gardiner, Sec.-Lieut, L, W, Collins,

Sec.-Lieut. I’, E, Hewitt, Sec.-Lieut. C..B. Doust, Sec,-Lieut, J. H. Stransom, Sec.-Lieut. J. H. Howe,
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ine-s weeping fieet that keeps the Channelclear. Inset: Result of a mine-sweeper’s = find.” The mine- being brsugh:

Deo to{he suriace is exploded by a well=aimed rifie-shot, which is directed at one of its *‘ horns.”
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fire, he reached our lines in safety. The
captured flag may now be seen at the
Brigade’s headquarters in Bunhill Row. ,

Their First V.C.

The Rifles continued at their duties,
and then came April and the Second
Battle of Ypres. Towards the end of
the month the 11th Brigade—three Regular
battalions and the Londoners—werehold-
ing 5,000 yards of the front near St.
Julien. On one day, the 29th, they lost
one hundred and seventy men from
Germanshell fire, but, undaunted in spite
of all, they were able on the next day
to drive back with their machine-guns a
German rush.
The Rifles were kept in the trenches,

for at that time reserves were few and
the danger to Ypres great. Each day
took its toll of them, and they became
fewer and fewer until, on the morning

of May 13th, only two hundred and
seventy-eight were fit for duty. On that
dav, however, they covered themselves
with glory owing to the gallantry with
which they resisted the German attacks,

and -one of them, Douglas W. Bolcher,
won the Victoria Cross.

How it was Won

It seems that on the morning of the
13th Belcher, a sergeant, was in charge
of an advanced breastwork. On this the
Germans directed a continuous fire, and

it was repeatedly blown in, but almost
as quickly built up again. After a time
only Belcher and six men, two being
Hussars and four -Rifles, were left, but

they decided to hold on. Led by Belcher
they blazed out rapidly with their rifles
whenever they saw the enemycollecting
to attack them, and the Germans, thinking
they were much stronger than was
actually the case, did not try a rush,

although they were only about two
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hundred yards away. At length assist-
ance came, and it was seen that Belcher
and his. men had saved the whole of
the division from being outflanked and
possibly destroyed.

Deservedly Belcher’s fine deed was
made known far and wide, for at that
time only one Territorial had won the
V.C. Another gallant deed performed on
the same day, by an officer of the same
regiment and in similar circumstances,
has, however, escaped. almost unnoticed.
Not far from Belcher was Licutenant
C. W. Trevelyan, and he, too, found

himself in a difficult position owing to the
destruction of a trench. However, he
collected and encouraged the few un-
wounded men,,and, as the official account
said, ‘‘ He reorganised the defence of his ©
position, and, although unsupported, suc-
ceeded in maintaining the safety of our
line at a very critical time.” A third hero
of that same day and battalion was
Sergeant R. .V. Todd, who went over

eight hundred yards of ground under
heavy fire in order to take help to the
men of a machine-gun, who were in great

difficulties in a front trench.

Londoners Over the Top

During the following months, the
autumn and. winter of 1915-16, the Ritics
took their share of duty in the trenches
and suffered a steady stream of casualties.
However, they were as steadily reinforced,
and when the expected push came, on July
st, they were one of the battalions selected
for the attack. Without a moment's
doubt or pause every man went “ over the
top’’ on that fateful morning.” They
reached the first, the second, and then the

third German line near Gommecourt, but
soon found themselves unsupported and
under very heavy fire. Slowly they fell,
back, and when the order came for them to

vacate the first line of German trenches,
only a remnant succeeded in returning
across the bullet-swept ground.
The London Rifle Brigade was formed

in 1859, and as it was the first regiment
of Voluriteers raised in the City of London
it was given the motto of Primus in urbe.
Its ranks were soon filled, and-in 1893
it moved to its present headquarters, a
fine building in Bunhill Row. Theregi-
ment sent cighty officers and men_ to
serve with the C.1.V. in South Africa,

while over ninety others joined other
units with which they fought there.
With a fine record. for sport and shooting,
with many athletes and marksmen. in its
ranks, it is not surprising that a battalion
of this regiment was sent out to Trance
soon after the beginning of the Great War.

A. W. Holland

 

  

 

 

 

 

Men of the mine-sweepers have often to effect the'r own repairs. This trio
seem to be thoroughly enjoying the task of cable-mending.

 

 

 

 

Gallant company of a Channel mine-sweeper, all of them—from captain to

boy—grimly determined to “‘ carry on”at their perilous task.
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OFFICERS OF THE LONDON RIFLE BRIGADE.—Backrow(from left): Sec.-Lieut. W. G. Perrin, Sec.-Lieut. D. McOwan, Sec.-Lieut.     tr A. L. Benns, Lieut. R. D. S. Charles, Sec.-Lieut. A J. Collins, Sec.-Lieut. E. E. Higham, Sec.-Lieut. C. H. Marriott, Lieut. C. R. Taylor, —

# Sec.-Lieut. B. F. Sawbridge, _Sec.-Lieut. C. E. Ovington, Sec.-Lieut. E. R. Williamson, Sec.-Lieut. A. C. Feast, Sec.-Lieut. H. C, Beard,

t Sec.-Lieut. A. E. Sedgwick, Lieut. B. Bromiley, Sec.-Lieut. C. H. Sell, Lieut. F. Williamson. Middle row: Sec.-Lieut. H. Smith, Sec.-Lieut. Beg oa . : - . =se Sas : ae <

L.H. Pullen, Sec.-Lieut. B, L. E. Pocock, Lieut. A. Read, Capt. C. W. Long, Capt. J. R. Somers-Smith; Major M. Soames, Major N. C. King,
Capt. and Adj. J. F. C. Bennett, Capt. W. Paxman, Lieut. C. E. Clode-Baker, Sec.-Lieut. H. M. Camden, Lieut. P. Titley, Qr.-Mr. Hon. Lieut.
W. Kelly, Sec,-Lieut, F. M. Wheatley. Front row: Sec:-Lieut. E. S. Bauloft, Sec.-Lieut. M. E. C. Gardiner, Sec.-Lieut, L, W, Collins,

Sec.-Lieut. I’, E, Hewitt, Sec.-Lieut. C..B. Doust, Sec,-Lieut, J. H. Stransom, Sec.-Lieut. J. H. Howe,
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ine-s weeping fieet that keeps the Channelclear. Inset: Result of a mine-sweeper’s = find.” The mine- being brsugh:

Deo to{he suriace is exploded by a well=aimed rifie-shot, which is directed at one of its *‘ horns.”
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With Gun and Rifle on Russia’s Front of Snow| | Busy Balkan Highways and Byway Solitude
British Official Photographs
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Magnificent work has been doneby the Russian cavalry throughout the ebb andfiow of the great tide of battle along the eastern front.

Here a number of these well-mounted and capable riders and fighters are seen on the forward march.
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French troops marching through a principal street of Monastir after they had

helped to drive the Germans and Bulgarians from the townin November, 1916.
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To mitigate the severity of their exposed observation-post these Close-wrappedin anything that will shield them from the cold, the

Russian soldiers have formed a shelter outlook of poles and straw. Russians are ever alert against surprise in their snowy trenches.

 
 

     
 

Main street of Monastir. The broken shutters mark one of the great shops in the Macedonian capital which the Bulgarians had broken

into and looted.. Right: An Italian pack transport entering the recovered town.    

Exciting moment in a woodland trench, the enemy within rific
range. A stretcher is being taken downfor a manjust hit.
  

 

  
  

 
 

    
i Russian soldiers, after placing their guns in line, are masking them with banks of snow, otherwise they would, against the white : ‘

‘ background, be visible at a great distance to enemy observers. Above: Field telephon‘st at work in the Carpathians. | Market-p!ace in Monastir, deserted save for a few soldiers, and (right) an empty street, the shops close-shuttered against enomy

eC

shrapnel flying overhead. In the course of 1916 soldiers of nine of the warring Powers trod the paving-stones of Monastir. x
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; 2 TOLD BY THE RANK AND FILE ; aae the batt were

5 eel: ocgitoe
: 1 WITH THE R.N.D. AT BEAUCOURT Beia®so%:
= BY ABLE-SEAMAN W. COLLINS, HOOD BATTALION, R.N.D. no barrage to advance be

artillery, it is true, werestill bu

the German-held village ofgot
to ruins, and this helped us a |

made us dodge for cover pretty smartly,
I can tell you.

T was Sunday night when we
the order to stand by to attack—
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turning the trenches into trickling, and,
later rushing, streams of yellow, muddy
water.
And through the rain the droning

whine of our shells, as our gunners kept

up their accustomed barrage, came to
our ears, and we drew comfort from the
knowledge that they were battering down
that formidable barrier of barbed-wire
the Germans had erected to stem our
advance. And, as a wet dawn came on
the Monday, we stood and watched, in
the grey light, our shells mowing the
wire down like grass. It was five feet
high and forty thick, and the strands
of wire were as thick as a finger, but
the shells simply ate it up.

Our colonel stood watching us and
the firing, and we could see he was as
impatient as any of us to be at work.

Waiting for the Word

“Ym expecting big things from you
to-day, lads,” he said, just before we

started, “‘ and if you'll only follow where
I lead there'll be big songs sung about
you later on. The blighters here are
those who turned your comrades—and
some of you—out of Antwerp, and there’s
a lot of big scores to be wiped off to-day
by the Royal Naval Division.”

Just then the guns stopped for a second,
while the gunners altered the range on
their sights, and then went creeping on.
The colonel got out his whistle, and blew
it for attention once more.
“Stand by, lads!” he yelled. |“ Stand

by!”
Then, a second later:
“Over with you,’ he cried; “and

1shake ’em up
Welet out a cheer that had more than

a ring in it, and clambered over the
slippery parapets. The colonel got a
bullet straight away, but he wasn’t
stopping for things of that kind. Fully
twenty yards ahead, floundering about
and slipping in the mud, he led on, and
at his heels we came to thefirst objective,
a line of defensive trenches.

Nest of Machine~-Guns

Here the real business of the day com-
menced, for we found the Germans ready
and eager for a fight, and we let them
have one. There isn’t a unit of the
Regular Army who has paid more attention
to bomb and bayonet fighting than the
R.N.D., and we put our knowledge to
such good use that inside twenty minutes
we had that trenchclear, and the prisoners
on the way to the rear. And just as
we entered the trench a German machine-
gun bullet came and strafed our colonel
for the second time.
Now the trench we had taken lay at

the foot of sloping ground, which ter-
minated in a ridge, with a steep drop
down on the other side. And, half-way
up the hill was a German redoubt, with
a nest of machine-guns and a determined
crowd of men to hold it. It was right
behind the German front line, and had
been in action oyer the heads of those
holding this line. Of course, it was able
to give us “red pepper”’ right away, and

who were straight in front of the redoubt
were held up completely, and couldn’t
advance all the day. The colonel, how-
ever, gathered as manyas possible towards
the right flank, and, leaving sufficient

men to keep the redoubt busy, worked

up the slope till we got to the village.
We wefe, of course, under a terrible fire

all the way, and men were falling like
corn in harvest-time.

‘Steady, the Naval Brigade!”’

In front of the German trenches the
colonel blew the “‘ Rally ” on his whistle,
and weall gathered together under him—
a few men from one battalion, about half

of-our own crowd, and two or three dozen

who belonged to those still held up on
the hill. It was getting close on darkness,
and we had to find shelter, for we knew

that soon the barrages would be starting
again, and we should be in danger from
the shells of both friend and foe. So
we just pushed into that trench, beat up
the slight opposition offered to us, and
rested for the night.
And during the darkness small detach-

ments pushed up and reached us, and
they brought three heaven-sent machine-
guns with them. But, even with these

 

    
CAMPAIGNING COMRADES.

" Mules have a proverbial character for
stupidity, but this one showsthatit is
quite wise enough to know a friend.

~ (British official photograph.)

   

 

t a Sunday when the pitiless cold - But soon we were out again, andstill But as we advanced the enemy ly
' rain came down in sheets, drenching men’ advancing. My company was towards turned his machine-guns on us a d

where they stood on ‘the fire-step and the right; and so went on, while those tO mowus down, but we werein es d
formation with the colonel, b<

two places, in command. Wi I
Navy cheer we swept on over that two
thousand yards, and came with a crash

amongst the first German defenders. We

  

  

  

were, Of course, greatly outnumbered,

but ourshells kept the bulk of the enemy
from getting at us en masse. Tho e
came across, however, thought th i

an easy thing on, and engaged us, 1
to hand, quite in the style of the old
days.

“Steady, the Naval Brigade!” 4 d
the colonel, and, this being a catcl 1

among the R.N.D., we let out a laughing

cheer, and set to work with the steel.
German wave after wave came up in
counter-attacks, but we were concrete-

firm, and met each rush with the point.

Soon we could have built breastworks
of the German dead, and, indeed, many

enemy bodies were used as head cover
in the firing which took place between
the bayonet encounters.

   

 

Tanks” Settle the Redoubt

The worst trouble we had was with
those Huns who ‘did the “ Kamerad!’
stunt. They were a nuisance, having to be
guarded, and the guards were n we
could ill spare. During lulls, however, we

set them towards ourlines, and sent them
off without escort, well knowing that

  

the cavalry would take them ito their
proper place.

Meanwhile, up on the hillside

“tanks” had come forward to v
the redoubt, though we didn’t knowit.
They hadn’t been in action long before
some German pushed up the lid of
machine-gun emplacement and_ hid
place, and waved a white shirt in t

of surrender. The cheer that went up
when they gave in came to us as we
fought, and two minutes later a pai
flags started to wave onthe hill-cr

“ Redoubt captured,’ they si
Tanks’ coming to your as

   

    
     cee

Capture of the Village

 

But that gave us new heart. We
weren’t waiting for any “ tanks,” and,
with a wilder yell than ever, we met a

   fresh German counter-attack w t
bayonet. Then, as the enemy gave back
under our defence, we yelled once more
and pressed on, over the fallen Germans.

We went out for all we were worth—ai
the fight was over. The remaining Ge
mans, to the tune of nearly a thousand
threw down their arms as the “ tanks
came into view over the crest of the hill,
and when the strange monsters reached
the ruins of the village Beaucourt was
ours.
The only thing we had to grumble

about in the whole affair was that some
cheeky blighter bagged a couple oi
hundred of our prisoners, and shoved
them in the wrong barbed-wire intern-
ment camp, thus robbing us of our ful
honour. But we had avenged Antwerp,
and given the Huns a taste of what th
sailors in khaki can do when theyre
get warmed up. a
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turning the trenches into trickling, and,
later rushing, streams of yellow, muddy
water.
And through the rain the droning

whine of our shells, as our gunners kept

up their accustomed barrage, came to
our ears, and we drew comfort from the
knowledge that they were battering down
that formidable barrier of barbed-wire
the Germans had erected to stem our
advance. And, as a wet dawn came on
the Monday, we stood and watched, in
the grey light, our shells mowing the
wire down like grass. It was five feet
high and forty thick, and the strands
of wire were as thick as a finger, but
the shells simply ate it up.

Our colonel stood watching us and
the firing, and we could see he was as
impatient as any of us to be at work.

Waiting for the Word

“Ym expecting big things from you
to-day, lads,” he said, just before we

started, “‘ and if you'll only follow where
I lead there'll be big songs sung about
you later on. The blighters here are
those who turned your comrades—and
some of you—out of Antwerp, and there’s
a lot of big scores to be wiped off to-day
by the Royal Naval Division.”

Just then the guns stopped for a second,
while the gunners altered the range on
their sights, and then went creeping on.
The colonel got out his whistle, and blew
it for attention once more.
“Stand by, lads!” he yelled. |“ Stand

by!”
Then, a second later:
“Over with you,’ he cried; “and

1shake ’em up
Welet out a cheer that had more than

a ring in it, and clambered over the
slippery parapets. The colonel got a
bullet straight away, but he wasn’t
stopping for things of that kind. Fully
twenty yards ahead, floundering about
and slipping in the mud, he led on, and
at his heels we came to thefirst objective,
a line of defensive trenches.

Nest of Machine~-Guns

Here the real business of the day com-
menced, for we found the Germans ready
and eager for a fight, and we let them
have one. There isn’t a unit of the
Regular Army who has paid more attention
to bomb and bayonet fighting than the
R.N.D., and we put our knowledge to
such good use that inside twenty minutes
we had that trenchclear, and the prisoners
on the way to the rear. And just as
we entered the trench a German machine-
gun bullet came and strafed our colonel
for the second time.
Now the trench we had taken lay at

the foot of sloping ground, which ter-
minated in a ridge, with a steep drop
down on the other side. And, half-way
up the hill was a German redoubt, with
a nest of machine-guns and a determined
crowd of men to hold it. It was right
behind the German front line, and had
been in action oyer the heads of those
holding this line. Of course, it was able
to give us “red pepper”’ right away, and

who were straight in front of the redoubt
were held up completely, and couldn’t
advance all the day. The colonel, how-
ever, gathered as manyas possible towards
the right flank, and, leaving sufficient

men to keep the redoubt busy, worked

up the slope till we got to the village.
We wefe, of course, under a terrible fire

all the way, and men were falling like
corn in harvest-time.

‘Steady, the Naval Brigade!”’

In front of the German trenches the
colonel blew the “‘ Rally ” on his whistle,
and weall gathered together under him—
a few men from one battalion, about half

of-our own crowd, and two or three dozen

who belonged to those still held up on
the hill. It was getting close on darkness,
and we had to find shelter, for we knew

that soon the barrages would be starting
again, and we should be in danger from
the shells of both friend and foe. So
we just pushed into that trench, beat up
the slight opposition offered to us, and
rested for the night.
And during the darkness small detach-

ments pushed up and reached us, and
they brought three heaven-sent machine-
guns with them. But, even with these

 

    
CAMPAIGNING COMRADES.

" Mules have a proverbial character for
stupidity, but this one showsthatit is
quite wise enough to know a friend.

~ (British official photograph.)

   

 

t a Sunday when the pitiless cold - But soon we were out again, andstill But as we advanced the enemy ly
' rain came down in sheets, drenching men’ advancing. My company was towards turned his machine-guns on us a d

where they stood on ‘the fire-step and the right; and so went on, while those tO mowus down, but we werein es d
formation with the colonel, b<

two places, in command. Wi I
Navy cheer we swept on over that two
thousand yards, and came with a crash

amongst the first German defenders. We

  

  

  

were, Of course, greatly outnumbered,

but ourshells kept the bulk of the enemy
from getting at us en masse. Tho e
came across, however, thought th i

an easy thing on, and engaged us, 1
to hand, quite in the style of the old
days.

“Steady, the Naval Brigade!” 4 d
the colonel, and, this being a catcl 1

among the R.N.D., we let out a laughing

cheer, and set to work with the steel.
German wave after wave came up in
counter-attacks, but we were concrete-

firm, and met each rush with the point.

Soon we could have built breastworks
of the German dead, and, indeed, many

enemy bodies were used as head cover
in the firing which took place between
the bayonet encounters.

   

 

Tanks” Settle the Redoubt

The worst trouble we had was with
those Huns who ‘did the “ Kamerad!’
stunt. They were a nuisance, having to be
guarded, and the guards were n we
could ill spare. During lulls, however, we

set them towards ourlines, and sent them
off without escort, well knowing that

  

the cavalry would take them ito their
proper place.

Meanwhile, up on the hillside

“tanks” had come forward to v
the redoubt, though we didn’t knowit.
They hadn’t been in action long before
some German pushed up the lid of
machine-gun emplacement and_ hid
place, and waved a white shirt in t

of surrender. The cheer that went up
when they gave in came to us as we
fought, and two minutes later a pai
flags started to wave onthe hill-cr

“ Redoubt captured,’ they si
Tanks’ coming to your as

   

    
     cee

Capture of the Village

 

But that gave us new heart. We
weren’t waiting for any “ tanks,” and,
with a wilder yell than ever, we met a

   fresh German counter-attack w t
bayonet. Then, as the enemy gave back
under our defence, we yelled once more
and pressed on, over the fallen Germans.

We went out for all we were worth—ai
the fight was over. The remaining Ge
mans, to the tune of nearly a thousand
threw down their arms as the “ tanks
came into view over the crest of the hill,
and when the strange monsters reached
the ruins of the village Beaucourt was
ours.
The only thing we had to grumble

about in the whole affair was that some
cheeky blighter bagged a couple oi
hundred of our prisoners, and shoved
them in the wrong barbed-wire intern-
ment camp, thus robbing us of our ful
honour. But we had avenged Antwerp,
and given the Huns a taste of what th
sailors in khaki can do when theyre
get warmed up. a
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HEREwas the right ring in the reply given by
the ten Allied Governments to the suggestion of

tke Central Powers that the time had come for all
the belligerents to entertain peace proposals, If
words mean anything the reply should be quite final ;
yet already it is evident that the way for more Notes
is regarded as still being open, and that some kindof
“ argle-bargle ’’ may be initiated which, without being
so styled, will in fact amount to peace negotiations.
The acute anxiety with which the Central Powers
await this development of eventsis easily intelligible.
Their High Commands know how the war is moving,

-and their internal situation is miserable. But there
are too many people in this country, also, who want
the reply to be regarded as keeping open the door to
peace, and at the risk of being accused of grouridless
apprehension, and at the risk of being tedious, one
voice shall be raised here to protest against natural
war weariness being allowed to induce the Allies to
make the least concession from their full demand.
In God’s name let the war go on, without anytalk
at all; go on until the enemy throwsup his hands in
full and complete surrender. He must do that in the
end. That must be the only end.

N Austrian journal of repute condemns the Allies’
reply as arrogant, and as a mere repetition of

false allegations far too often made. ‘‘ More par-
ticularly,’’ it declares, “‘ we must combat their pre-
tentious claim for expiation, reparation, and guarantees,
as the Germanic Powers have nothing to expiate,
indemnify, or guarantee. History has already definitely
fixed the responsibility for this war upon Britain and
Russia, who, encouraged by the French policy of
vevanche, desired the war four years ago.” One need
not bother to discuss the latter lie. It is the earlier
sentence that justifies, that requires the continuance
of the war until these same Germanic Powers throw
up the sponge. One would almost be justified in
saying: “‘It doesn’t matter now who began the
fight; you have fought so foully that you shall be
rendered incapable of ever fighting again.”

OTHING to expiate! Pillage and rape in Tongres,
Hervé, Michéroux, and Soumagne; atrocities

unprintable in Liége; Louvain and Dinant, Semps
and Rotselaer, Wespelaer and Tamines. Senlis, too, and
the orchard lands about the Marne. And that was only
the beginning. Nothing to expiate in Belgium during
these long months of occupation! And the blood-
brothers of the Germans—the Austrians and the
Bulgarians and the Turks—have they nothing to
expiate ? The printable stories of what these devils
did in Serbia and Armenia make yousick; they are
a thousandth part of the unprintable true stories.

CRIMElike the sinking of the Lusitania or the
torpedoing of a hospital ship, or again a crime

like the murder of Miss Cavell or Captain Fryatt, has
its great use in that it-immediatelysatisfies the world’s
conscience that punishment is necessary. ~The crimes
committed at all the little towns and villages named,
and at hundreds more in France and Belgium and
Armenia and the Balkans, are every whit as black and
bloody and require equal punishment at our hands.
Every decent-minded man ought to resist overtures
for peace until the authority that allowed, and even
ordered, them confesses on its knees that expiation and

_ reparation are required and doesall it can to trace the
actual perpetrators andstring them up on trees... The
confession ought to be a preliminary to peace negotia-
tions ; the identification and execution of the murderers
ought to be part of the terms of the peace treaty. And

‘hold out-as long as is wanted,

OUR, OBSERVATION POSt

WHY WE MUST STICK TO OUR GUNS
a British Prime Minister has pledged hi
this shall be, andhis fellow-Ministers have e
pledge. Is it to be waived?

LLthis is merely human justice
ourselves as hypocrites if

protestations about principles we droy
for retribution because we were
strain upon our strength and out

the pursuit and punishment of the wrong-d

matteras \
ago the “

HEREis the common-s
be retnembered.

Mail’’ published a tran:
M. Gustave Hervé by the wife of a Fre
man, and published by him in “ La Victoi
were sentences in it that are great in their perfect
simplicity. The woman.begged him to read her
letter though he did not know her. “ It’s about your
articles on this peace,’’ she “ But, of course, sir,
we mustn’t make peace. You say that if the working
men that are at the front or the women that areleft
behind were to be asked they’d be quite pleased at it.
That shows that you’re writing for people that haven't
got. any children.” She went on to say that things
were pretty bad at home, and that she quite understood
that peace would mean that she would have more
money again. But then the refrain was repeated:
“We've got children, and though we're only working
people we don’t want them to have to fight in ten or
fifteen years; and that’s what would be sure to

happen.

ff HEN wesawin the papers that they were talking
about peace my next-door neighbour, who

has three children, said to me: ‘ Those dirty Huns,
they are trying to have us.’ And after that we didn't
so much as mention “it again ;-.we thought it was so
stupid. And then there come people who have got
education who seen to: be taki it: seriously. Sir,
they haven't got any cl eI se they don’t love
them, because they woulc r their chi d to
fight than them. Sir, you needn't
who've got children, and the women wh
and who are working to take thefz plac \

e or even two,
so that the little children won't
of thing later on.”

ERMANmentality i
ing blend of craftir

The Chancellor cannot really believe that we do not sée
through the peace proposals, but he be en. our
objection to having no sugar and paying two and two-
pence a pound for butter. The French woman is
right. He is trying to have us. Andthe surprising
thing is that there are people who’ve got education
who take him seriously. Whycan’t we all follow the
Frenchwoman’s example and decline to mention it
again because it is so stupid ? She is perfectly right.
We can hold out as long as is wanted, andthenthe litth
children won’t see this sort of thing again.

ERHAPS some people may say that to write like
this shows needless apprehension, and that the

pacifists are really negligible. Yet persistent reports
from capitals cannot be disregarded, and there
evident expectation that.the Alltes will once more go
over the groundfor the responsibility of the war, and on
this occasion, -perhaps, emphasise the only possible
terms of peace. Whyshould they do anythingof the
sort ? What they said the other day was well said
There is no need to say it again. Let us keep oui
breath to blow our furnaces. C.-M.
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triurmph on the Verdun front on October 24th, went irresist.bly gallant Poilus planting the triumphant Tricolour on a rewon
forward to a more glorious success. Here the artist gives height, above a prostrate German, who typifies Teutonic defeat.
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HEREwas the right ring in the reply given by
the ten Allied Governments to the suggestion of

tke Central Powers that the time had come for all
the belligerents to entertain peace proposals, If
words mean anything the reply should be quite final ;
yet already it is evident that the way for more Notes
is regarded as still being open, and that some kindof
“ argle-bargle ’’ may be initiated which, without being
so styled, will in fact amount to peace negotiations.
The acute anxiety with which the Central Powers
await this development of eventsis easily intelligible.
Their High Commands know how the war is moving,

-and their internal situation is miserable. But there
are too many people in this country, also, who want
the reply to be regarded as keeping open the door to
peace, and at the risk of being accused of grouridless
apprehension, and at the risk of being tedious, one
voice shall be raised here to protest against natural
war weariness being allowed to induce the Allies to
make the least concession from their full demand.
In God’s name let the war go on, without anytalk
at all; go on until the enemy throwsup his hands in
full and complete surrender. He must do that in the
end. That must be the only end.

N Austrian journal of repute condemns the Allies’
reply as arrogant, and as a mere repetition of

false allegations far too often made. ‘‘ More par-
ticularly,’’ it declares, “‘ we must combat their pre-
tentious claim for expiation, reparation, and guarantees,
as the Germanic Powers have nothing to expiate,
indemnify, or guarantee. History has already definitely
fixed the responsibility for this war upon Britain and
Russia, who, encouraged by the French policy of
vevanche, desired the war four years ago.” One need
not bother to discuss the latter lie. It is the earlier
sentence that justifies, that requires the continuance
of the war until these same Germanic Powers throw
up the sponge. One would almost be justified in
saying: “‘It doesn’t matter now who began the
fight; you have fought so foully that you shall be
rendered incapable of ever fighting again.”

OTHING to expiate! Pillage and rape in Tongres,
Hervé, Michéroux, and Soumagne; atrocities

unprintable in Liége; Louvain and Dinant, Semps
and Rotselaer, Wespelaer and Tamines. Senlis, too, and
the orchard lands about the Marne. And that was only
the beginning. Nothing to expiate in Belgium during
these long months of occupation! And the blood-
brothers of the Germans—the Austrians and the
Bulgarians and the Turks—have they nothing to
expiate ? The printable stories of what these devils
did in Serbia and Armenia make yousick; they are
a thousandth part of the unprintable true stories.

CRIMElike the sinking of the Lusitania or the
torpedoing of a hospital ship, or again a crime

like the murder of Miss Cavell or Captain Fryatt, has
its great use in that it-immediatelysatisfies the world’s
conscience that punishment is necessary. ~The crimes
committed at all the little towns and villages named,
and at hundreds more in France and Belgium and
Armenia and the Balkans, are every whit as black and
bloody and require equal punishment at our hands.
Every decent-minded man ought to resist overtures
for peace until the authority that allowed, and even
ordered, them confesses on its knees that expiation and

_ reparation are required and doesall it can to trace the
actual perpetrators andstring them up on trees... The
confession ought to be a preliminary to peace negotia-
tions ; the identification and execution of the murderers
ought to be part of the terms of the peace treaty. And

‘hold out-as long as is wanted,

OUR, OBSERVATION POSt

WHY WE MUST STICK TO OUR GUNS
a British Prime Minister has pledged hi
this shall be, andhis fellow-Ministers have e
pledge. Is it to be waived?

LLthis is merely human justice
ourselves as hypocrites if

protestations about principles we droy
for retribution because we were
strain upon our strength and out

the pursuit and punishment of the wrong-d
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ago the “
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simplicity. The woman.begged him to read her
letter though he did not know her. “ It’s about your
articles on this peace,’’ she “ But, of course, sir,
we mustn’t make peace. You say that if the working
men that are at the front or the women that areleft
behind were to be asked they’d be quite pleased at it.
That shows that you’re writing for people that haven't
got. any children.” She went on to say that things
were pretty bad at home, and that she quite understood
that peace would mean that she would have more
money again. But then the refrain was repeated:
“We've got children, and though we're only working
people we don’t want them to have to fight in ten or
fifteen years; and that’s what would be sure to

happen.

ff HEN wesawin the papers that they were talking
about peace my next-door neighbour, who

has three children, said to me: ‘ Those dirty Huns,
they are trying to have us.’ And after that we didn't
so much as mention “it again ;-.we thought it was so
stupid. And then there come people who have got
education who seen to: be taki it: seriously. Sir,
they haven't got any cl eI se they don’t love
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fight than them. Sir, you needn't
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The Chancellor cannot really believe that we do not sée
through the peace proposals, but he be en. our
objection to having no sugar and paying two and two-
pence a pound for butter. The French woman is
right. He is trying to have us. Andthe surprising
thing is that there are people who’ve got education
who take him seriously. Whycan’t we all follow the
Frenchwoman’s example and decline to mention it
again because it is so stupid ? She is perfectly right.
We can hold out as long as is wanted, andthenthe litth
children won’t see this sort of thing again.

ERHAPS some people may say that to write like
this shows needless apprehension, and that the

pacifists are really negligible. Yet persistent reports
from capitals cannot be disregarded, and there
evident expectation that.the Alltes will once more go
over the groundfor the responsibility of the war, and on
this occasion, -perhaps, emphasise the only possible
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ITH, as we were lately told, close upon. two
million men along. and behind the western

front in France and Flanders, it might seem redundant+

to draw any further attention to Britain’s share im the
war. .The part which she has been able to play in

munitioning and financing the Allies, while making and
equipping armies of a size undreamed of in the “past,
has been matter for frequent comment, but. the other

day I noticed a curious similarity in the appreciation

of Britain’s part which came in messages at the same

time from one of our Frenchallies in*Paris and from

onc of ourcritical ‘cousins in New York. The French-

manhailed Britain as ““ The Fatherland of persistence,

calm and inflexible determination, whom reverses and
d-feats only temper and harden.”

Britain’s Share in Europe’s Salvation

ROM America the tribute paid at the same time
: was... Strangely similar -im

-

character—‘It is
Britain’s glory that she grows truly great with blows.

. The spectacle of that growth under blows is

majestic.” But it was on Britain’s share as it has been
contributed in’ her unbroken mastery of the sca that
the American writer, waxed most eloquent, telling his

countrymen that it was well they should remember
that-it. was the entry of Britain, into the war that
made the well-laid plans. of Germany ‘gang agley.
This distant observer. thus summedupthe parts played
by‘the first three great Allies: ‘‘ France saved Ivurope
at the Marne ;. Russia_saved Europe, by dividing the

German armies and giving Irance breathing. space.
and Britain time to arm; but Britain, too, saved

urope,-for without her-on -the sea the. war would:

long have been over. She divides the honour ;. but
the-sea»share-was not the least; and it grows.greater
all the time.”3 + Sas

Adventures of St. Stephen's Crown

connection with the recent coronation of the
4 Emperor. Charles at ,Budapest with the crown of
St. Stephen, I mayfittingly recall a visit which I paid
about five years: ago:to the ,Crown Chapel built’ near
Orsova, on’ the..spot where ~ Kossuth buried the
Hungarian regalia when he went into exile. _Inciden-
tally, it may be said that there are two stories of the
recovery of the buried crown—onesays that Kossuth,
fearing that the lonely spotinthe far south-east of
Hungary might be floodedand the régalia lost, decided
to= have sthe precious -articles” rescued -and brought

to him in -England; ,but that, -his. emissary being

discovered,-Francis Joseph secured the symbols of his
Hungarian. sovereignty. ‘The other story is to the e‘fect

that ‘theself:exiled. revolutionaries, giving up hope of
any postponed revival.of the revolution, notified the
Iemperor:of the hidden-treasure. The secondof. these
versions vas told -to-me on the spot by the seven-
Janguage-speaking son of the Orsova hotel proprietor.

‘Flood and Mud ~- Roe SR J

HAT Kossuth’s fears as to floods were all well-
founded myvisit afforded me plenty of evidence,

for the Cerna—then. a narrow’’streaim “serpentining
through a broad bed had, only two or three weeks
‘before, swept in*a torrent downits valley, bringing
‘down railway’ bridges’ and“ buildings and carrying
muddysilt far to, both sides of its usual course. ‘The
‘erey, caking mudstill lay’everywhere; it had flooded
‘thé chapel, and bands of mud roundthe trunks of the
poplar ‘avenue by which the “chapel: is approached
showed that’ the whole district must*have been’ some
“three or four fect under water: “Since then the Crown
“Chapel has had the flood” of war round it, and’ may

unsi¢htliness

have suffered more serious damage than the mere
[ left -bythe Cerna torrent. -The late
W. J. Stillman, who was Kossuth’s agent, in his ‘‘ Auto-
biography of a Journalist,” has an interesting chapter
onthis subject:

: The Press and the War

oO first-rate interest in the history of the war will be
the chronicle of the part played in it by the Press

of the various countries engaged, and particularly by
the newspapers of London. The vital agitation about
shells may be cited as a case in point. The Press and
the Press Bureau should prove another topic full of
stimulating possibilities. It is a surprising fact that
the newpaper habit in its development has not been
accompanied by any increase in knowledge on the part
ofthe general public of the inner working of oneof the
most important of our public institutions. This fact
lends special interest to the series of articles on “ The
Street of Ink,’ which Mr. H. Simonis, a Fleet Strect
man of twenty-five years’ experience of newspapers, is
contributing to the “‘ Newspaper World,” and the
imminent appearance ofwhich in book form is being
anticipated by a wide circle of readers with a lively
sense of satisfaction. ° : : ‘

Prophecies—Biblical and Other

HE recent death of the celebrated Paris soothsayer,
Mme. dé Thebes, and the statement that, after

being résponsible for many striking forecasts, she had
confidently prophesied that the spring of this year
would see.the end of the war, will: haye awakened
the interest of many people’in the mysteries of sooth-
saying. If her latest: prophecy comes true, it will
probably convince manypeople of the strange powers
which the lady is:said to have possessed. It may.be
pointed out, however, that if the end had been
prophesied from the beginning there would have been
more convincement in it, on its being proved: true;
for, after all, there were many people who before the
close of: the -year were looking confidently for the
coming of peace with the spring. ;

NOTHER prophecy, based on Biblical chronology,
marks out this year as being one of the most _

momentous of the years of crisis which were calculated
to begin in i915. With it—say the students of the
subject—terminate two great chronological periods,
the one of 2,520 years concerning the people of Israel,
and the other 1,335 years concerning the Turks. A
correspondent of the “ Daily Mail,” referring to this,
draws attention to a significant passage in’ a work
published thirty years ago by Dr. Grattan Guinness,

 

in which, apropos of 1917, the writer said: “ The year *
in which these two periods—the one of over twenty-
five’centuriés, and the other of over thirteen centuries
—run- out. together is astronomically a notable one.
... There can be no doubt that those who live to
sée’ this year 1917 will have reached one of the most
important; perhaps the most momentous, of these
terminal years of crisis.”’

; : Do Not Forget

HE WAR ILLUSTRATEDis eagerly looked for by ° /
soldiers at the front and sailors with the Fleet. It *

is welcomed in hospitals and rest camps as the true
pictorial reflector of events and personalities in the

world-wide war... The simple act of handing a copy of

‘Te WaR ILLustTRATED into any post-office in Great

Britain will result in its being forwarded by the

authorities for the use of our soldiers and sailors. Here

4$ alittle kindness whichit is possible for anyone to do

occasionally, and for manyto do regularly, to the brave

féllows whoarefighting our battles by land andsea.

 Waihte
 

‘

in Australia and New Zealand;
Inland, 24d. per copy, post free.

Street, London, B.C. 1
“and The Imperial News Co., Toronto and Montrealin Canada.

Abroad, 3d. per copy, post free. N
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The Story of a Night Attach by Max Pemberton
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@ = THE PROGRESS

i = F $ y rag ya” x

A GERMANY ‘ss NEXT

j\ FWAHE German hopes of an early peace have. been

FE shattered, and both sides are redoubling their

eflorts for the “great spring blow.

©

But the

, peace campaign is not yet over. President Wilson

=u will almost certainly make another attempt to induce

‘®, Germany to state -her terms.’ The German leaders

calculated on doing two things by thei peace offer :

(a), iding the Allies ; and (6), rekindling an en-

thusiasm for war among their own people. Their hope

g of dividing the Allies has been wholly disappointed ;

+74 we are-closer knit to-day than ever before.

It yet remains to be seen if the second German aim

will be attained. For some weeks there has. been

owing strain within the union of Central Powers,

tween Prussian and Bavarian, and Prussian and

strian. Bu ‘ia has shown signs of weariness,

ives daily growing proof of exhaustion.

   

 

           

        

  

  

        
  
  

  

    
       

  

  

 

  
  

 

  

  

   

  

  

 

  

 

   
   

    

     

  

    

 

 
  

      

      

   

      

   

 

The Enemy Ecoaomising His Strength

   
  

   

 

the western front:the raiding season still con-

_ and demonstrates afresh the keenz and good

men. The Germans are
western lines very lightly.
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424 The enemy, apparently tryimg to clear out some old

      stocks of shells, is intaining heavy artillery fire at

 

   
   

 

     

 

  

 

  

 

  

   

 

444 points without much purpose.
04% As to Greece, common-senst demands that the Allies

47; should tak teps as will make Ning Constantine
    even should the fortune of war

7 against us -in the south-east, Tf we

ek Army to: stab us in the back, we

e but ourselves to blame.
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44. permit: the €
; shall have no           

  

Prospects of an Eastern Oifensive .

I have been reading in neutral journals descriptions,

-itten with sceming authority, of the. great allied

advance that is to begin next June or July from

Salonika- north-wes ds into Serbia and Austria-

ungary. Salonika is to be the high road into the

.cart of Germany! ~Unfortunately there is one over-

whelming: difficulty in “the r, and it is geographical.

The Balkans offer the most difficult country in Europe

for transport, and the most easy for defence, unless

you are caught, as the Rumanians were caught, short

of ammunition,
To take great armies. through the Mediterranean

at the present time, with the conditions. of submarine

r what they are, would be risky in the Inghest

General Sarrail’s army will, doubtless, play
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tf t in the spring campaign, but it. has an exceed-

44 lifeult bit of work before it,.and we must not

14 too much,
444 ‘
177 Russky’s Vigorous Offensive
174 _ On the Russian front there has been a very satis-

174. factory Russian offensive around the Riga ‘district,

14; but to- the south things are still far from cheerful.

442 In the north General Russky vigorously attacked the

474° enemy, drove him back, and took a numberof prisoners.

44 It is by no means-clear as yet whether Russky_really
    *, intends to push on, or merely made a surprise advance

iw. on a b cale. Probably his move is nothing but an

V attempt to divert enemy activity. One ‘significant
°@ sign-was that among the prisoners captured were

\f Ottoman troops. For some time I have azticipated

@ in this page the transference of Turkish troops to the

\f main European fronts. The fact that Germany is
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drawing on the man-power of the Turk shows how
she is feeling the strain.

Around the Dobruja there is little good to report.
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OF THE WAR ;

IREAT OBJECTIVE

folie the. capture of Braila, the cnemy has

smashed through the supposedly formidable Sereth ~

lines and captured Focsani. Severe fighting continues

 

in this region. The enemy, by skilful movements

has succeededin getting around some of the stronge

defensive points. The Russians and Rumanians-

counter-attack time after time, and now and then

score a considerable temporary Success. But the

weight of battle goes against them, The bad weather

is the chief check to Mackensen’s advance. .

  

 

Probiem Before the German Commanders

The comparative quiet on the western front does not

conceal the fact that the enemyis preparing, with all :

possible speed andskill, a double offensive and defen-

move. The problem before the.German com-

manders this spring has two sides. They have to be

prepared to Te a Simultaneous advance by the

A'lies on all different fronts, an advance on a scale

hitherto unknown in war. We can concentrate large

forces at Special points, forces which they must be

prepared to meet. They are counter-moving against

fhis attack by two means—first by further elaborating

their system of trenches, and next byutilising to the

full their excellent inner- lines

.

of communication,

which enable them to move troops quickly from one

point to another.
» But it is not enough for them-to, remain on tae

defensive. “They will be obliged to attempt to force a

decision. on one field or another. They must try to

deliver a knock-out blow against one or other ot the

Allies.
Their choice is a varied one, although not so varied

as might at-first_appear. The blow must be delivered

agains" France, Great Britain, or Russia. Last year

France was chosen, and the attack on Verdun. begun.

‘Phe blow was warded off. In the previous summer

 

 

 

 
 

   

   

   

 

Russia was selected. But although. the..Germar

armics made wonderful -progress and swept over

Poland, they never got their blow home to the heart

of Russia. Will the main attack be made on Britain.

this year ? ‘

There are two ways in which the Germans might try

+o deliver their_main blow against us. The first would

be by a mighty attack near the point where the Franco-

Belgian. frontier begins, with a view to the occupation

of the coast to Dieppe. If this succeeded, it would

entirely change our position in France. The second

move might. be a_ direct attack upon the —United

Kingdom. ¢

 

  

 

Where Germany’s Next Blow May Fall

Both of these moves are possibilities, although not~

probabilities. Some people have the idea that because

a move has not been tried for some time, therefore the

possibility of it has gone. Lord French has warned us

that. all danger of invasion has not passed. The

growing strength of enemy submarines. is a. factor of

some momentin calculating the possibility of this.

- To try to invade Britain would be a desperate

move, dictated by fierce necessity. The chances

would be against it. -But, as I have tried to emphasise

time after time, a hard-driven foe must take desperate *

measures. To do-nothing but defend, to await us, to

allow us to hold the initiative, would be for Germany

to confess defeat.
Victory has to be paid for. The full price of victory

has yet to be paid by us. Hence the necessity of

concentrated: and united efforts. _What our men have

done is the best proof of what they’ can do, but the

task before us this spring will demand ‘our strength

to the full. :

  

F. A. McKENZIE
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ihelUbeade THE ENEMY IN EAST AFRICA.—Generai Lyaii’s column, marching trom Kiru on New Year’s Day +o cut the

i i leringwa road in East Africa, encountered a German ‘orce érying to extricate a howitzer from a position whence it had been

replying to the British fire. A company of Nigerians promptly charged the gun and captured it in gallant style.
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A GERMANY ‘ss NEXT

j\ FWAHE German hopes of an early peace have. been

FE shattered, and both sides are redoubling their

eflorts for the “great spring blow.

©

But the

, peace campaign is not yet over. President Wilson

=u will almost certainly make another attempt to induce

‘®, Germany to state -her terms.’ The German leaders

calculated on doing two things by thei peace offer :

(a), iding the Allies ; and (6), rekindling an en-

thusiasm for war among their own people. Their hope

g of dividing the Allies has been wholly disappointed ;

+74 we are-closer knit to-day than ever before.

It yet remains to be seen if the second German aim

will be attained. For some weeks there has. been

owing strain within the union of Central Powers,

tween Prussian and Bavarian, and Prussian and

strian. Bu ‘ia has shown signs of weariness,

ives daily growing proof of exhaustion.
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AUSTRIA’S FUTURE AND THE PRUSSIAN YOKE.
rt 35 Will the New Emperor Claim Independence? - ,

By Dr. JAMES MURPHY
 7

NEof the favourite topics of speculation with those who discuss the future of the war—and who does nol ?—
ts the possibility of Austria-Hungary being tempted to break away from the galling German yoke and

to offer the Allies acceptable tevms of peace. Austria has been treated by Germany as a mere tool, and almost
with as much disdain as if she were an enemy, so that there can be no real union of heavis between these two
Germanic peoples. It 7s notorious that Austria has so far suffered more acutely than Germany in hey internal
affairs ; she has also had to withstand the shock of greater and more frequentmilitary loss; und might be supposed
to be heartily sick of her part in the way. But have we good cause at thepresent time for thinking that Austria  
alog

 

URINGthe past few weeks it has been persistently
D rumoured that Austria is weary of war and is anxious

for a separate peace. Whatever.maybe said of the
grounds on which this theory is founded, we must recognise
the fact that drastic changes are taking place in the political
afiairs of the Dual Monarchy. It is impossible to foresce
what the ultimate tendency of these changes may be. Do
they point to a desire on the part of the Hapsburg Monarchy
to iree itself from the Prussian dictatorship ? If so, would
the final goal of that movement be the formation of a
separate peace with the Entente ?

Might 1 not be that the changes which the new Emperor
is introducing point to a re-establishment of Austrian
independence, for the purpose of. satisfying the political
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The War1
AUSTRIA-HUNGARY—Ethnographical map showing the dis—
tribution ef the many peoples whose diverse interests it is the

new Emperor’s difficult task to reconcile.

   
trated  

elements that are opposed to Prussian domination and
thereby, strengthening “the Austro-German Coalition? In
other words, might it not be that byclosing up her ranks,
and. taking a more independent stand side by side with
Prussia, Austria hopes that she will be able t6 offer a
bolder front to herfoes ?

Let us examine the grounds on which an answer to these
questions might be based. First of all, we must take:into
account the different interests which struggle for a leading
place m* directing the- general policy of Austria-Hungary.
These” are mainly three. First comes the traditional
Hapsburg party, made! up of the archducal and ducal
families," the ‘great ‘landed proprietors who’ trace “their
pedigrees’ back to medieval times, high’ ecclesiastical
dignitaries and the military caste. These form a kind of
august camarilla, whose’ allegiance is whole-heartedly for-
sworn to the House of Hapsburg. Hanging on to ‘them, as

- retainers and “blind supporters, is. the great uneducated:
peasantry of Austria’ proper, Tyrol, Slavonia and Croatia.

All these are fundamentally as anti-Prussian as they
are pro-Austrian, Next.in importance comes the Pan-
German-Magyar Coalition. In this fold is gathered a

 
   
 
   

  
      

s visibly weakening in her allegiance to Germany ? Dr. James, Murphy, who has proved. himself} one of the
1 informed commentators onthe way, especially as vegards the Italian and Austrian interests, has been invited

2 my readers his views on this subject, and I think they will be found provocative of thought.—Epiror.

section of the modern intellectualised’ classes in Austr’a
itseli—doctors, lawyers, industrial and commercial magnates,
professors, and middle-class business people. They look
upon Prussian education and organisation as one of the
most progressive phenomena in the modern world. The
Magyars are the Junkers of Hungary, and though their
racial sympathies are neither pro-Austrian nor pro-Prussian,’
they are in allegiance with the pan-Germanists, chiefly
because the modern policy of Trialism adopted bythe late
Archduke is detrimenta! to Magyarinterests.

Aims of the Late Archduke

In the third place comes the Socialist party, generally
at its strongest in the large towns and cities, and on the
whole very much weaker in Austria than in any modern
European State. Outside these three parties, exercising
little direct influence in general politics, the scattered
nationalities of “‘ the ramshackle Empire ’”’ live, move, and
have their being. These are the Czechs, the Poles, the
Southern Slavs, and the popular party in Hungary.

It goes without saying that Prussian friendship for
Austria has never been disinterested. Bismarck openly
confessed that the alliance which he had formed with the
Dual Monarchy was ultimately meant to pave the way
for complete German domination in Central Europe. In
striving to carry out that policy modern Prussia sought to
use as instruments one or other of the Austrian political
parties. In this manceuvre she suffered a severe check
from the policy of the late Archduke, who was looked up to
as the hope of the traditional Austrian party and the
champion of national autonomy for the Galicians and
Southern Slavs. c ;

During the few years which preceded his tragic end he
acted as vice-regent for his aged uncle. He had already
matured his plans for the establishment of an autonomous
Southern Slav kingdom and an autonomous Galicia; but he
did not wish his policy to become a fact until Francis Joseph
had passed away. They would bury the synagoguewith
honour. Naturally, the policy was. bitterly opposed by the
Magyars, who realised .that the loss of Croatia, and con-
sequently of independentaccess to the sea, would be a heavy
blow to some of their most important interests. But this
was one of the reasons why the Archduke and his’ party
strenuously held on to their policy, for two vassal States,
Galicia and Southern Slavia, would more than outweigh
Magyar influence in the policy of the Hapsburg Empire.

Suspension of the Constitution

With the death of Franz Ferdinand and the outbreak
_ of war the whole state of affairs was changed. The
Emperor ‘retired to his palace at Schonbrunn and_ held
himself aloof from the world.. Shut up in his castle as
in a medieval monastery, while his subjects were giving
their lives for the defence of his name and House, the
outside world heard next to nothing of Francis Joseph ;
so little, indeed, that people often asked one another
whether he were alive or dead. It was much the same with
his Empire. Nobody knew anything of Austrian policy,
for an Austrian policy did not exist. ;
On March 16th, ror4, the Austrian Parliament was

prorogued, and it has not assembled since. The Paxliament
buildings have been turned into military hospitels, and

{Continued on page 556
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Lords of Misrule and Some of Their Poor Puppets
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

: General Hilmi Pasha, chief of the Turks in the Dobruja. Right: General

von Falkenhayn, commander of Austro-—German troops, in a captured
Rumanian town.   
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Karl I., the new Emperorof Austria-Hungary, :
There are indications that the young Austrian Emperorwill b

with the Kaiser(in Austrian uniform), inspecting German trotys on the western front.

e less amanable to dictation than was the aged uncle com he has succeece +.
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for complete German domination in Central Europe. In
striving to carry out that policy modern Prussia sought to
use as instruments one or other of the Austrian political
parties. In this manceuvre she suffered a severe check
from the policy of the late Archduke, who was looked up to
as the hope of the traditional Austrian party and the
champion of national autonomy for the Galicians and
Southern Slavs. c ;

During the few years which preceded his tragic end he
acted as vice-regent for his aged uncle. He had already
matured his plans for the establishment of an autonomous
Southern Slav kingdom and an autonomous Galicia; but he
did not wish his policy to become a fact until Francis Joseph
had passed away. They would bury the synagoguewith
honour. Naturally, the policy was. bitterly opposed by the
Magyars, who realised .that the loss of Croatia, and con-
sequently of independentaccess to the sea, would be a heavy
blow to some of their most important interests. But this
was one of the reasons why the Archduke and his’ party
strenuously held on to their policy, for two vassal States,
Galicia and Southern Slavia, would more than outweigh
Magyar influence in the policy of the Hapsburg Empire.

Suspension of the Constitution

With the death of Franz Ferdinand and the outbreak
_ of war the whole state of affairs was changed. The
Emperor ‘retired to his palace at Schonbrunn and_ held
himself aloof from the world.. Shut up in his castle as
in a medieval monastery, while his subjects were giving
their lives for the defence of his name and House, the
outside world heard next to nothing of Francis Joseph ;
so little, indeed, that people often asked one another
whether he were alive or dead. It was much the same with
his Empire. Nobody knew anything of Austrian policy,
for an Austrian policy did not exist. ;
On March 16th, ror4, the Austrian Parliament was

prorogued, and it has not assembled since. The Paxliament
buildings have been turned into military hospitels, and

{Continued on page 556
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Lords of Misrule and Some of Their Poor Puppets
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

: General Hilmi Pasha, chief of the Turks in the Dobruja. Right: General

von Falkenhayn, commander of Austro-—German troops, in a captured
Rumanian town.   
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Karl I., the new Emperorof Austria-Hungary, :
There are indications that the young Austrian Emperorwill b

with the Kaiser(in Austrian uniform), inspecting German trotys on the western front.

e less amanable to dictation than was the aged uncle com he has succeece +.
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AUSTRIA’S FUTURE & THE PRUSSIAN YOKE
Cont nuci from page 354)

there “is no likelihood that they ‘will be soon  re-con-
verted. Upwards of forty members are abgereist (gone
away}, which is the -euphemistic: way of. saying. that
some have been hanged—Cxesare Battisti, for instance
others imprisoned, while a few fortunate ones have fled the

country.
Upto the eve of the old Emperor’s death Count Stuergkh’

ruled the Empire as Premier, but he ruled without a Parlia-
ment. It is widely said that Stuergkh was anatural son of
the Emperor. Faithful to Francis Joseph, and ever by his
side, he turned a deaf ear to all entreaties for the re-establish-
ment of the Constitution: He carried out his rule on the old
principle of absolutism, so“dear to the Hapsburgs, arresting,
imprisoning, executing all and sundry public men who were
supposed to have shown signs of disloyalty: One day in
October, 1916, while dining in a Vienna café, he was slain
by Freder Adler, whose father, Victor Adler,. is leader
of the Austrian Socialists.

 

  

 

 

Plot and Counterplot :

During Stuergkh’s rule; Count Tisza, the Mungarian
Premier, dictated the foreign policy of the Monarchy.
Tisza is simply a Prussian tool, ready for any intrigue or
mane which might help the Prussian caus Last

   

   

 

  

 

      

October he cleverly: succeeded, temporarily at fi
securing the allegiance of the Hungarian popular party.
During the Rumanian invasion of Transylvania the Hun-
garians loudly called to Austria for help against the invader,
but Austria was too hard pressed. elsewhere. For. the
moment a wave of pe arose in Hungary against
Tisza. He was accused of having betrayed Hungary to
Austro-German interests. ut Tisza cleverly turned the
opposition to his own account, Count Andrassy, the popular
leader, appealed to Vienna for help, but.was refused: Then
he appealed to. Berlin, with the result that Hindenburg’s
army drove the Rumanians from Transylvania. The move
was designed to impress the, Hungarian. populace with the
idea that the Germans. were their friends and deliverers.
But the move outreached itself; for thé extension of
Hindenburg’s authority- te the control of the Austrian
armies on the eastern front was too glaring a sign of
Austrian subjection to Germany. :
On the morrow after Stuergkh’s death Francis Joseph

cast about for a new Premier. At first he sent for Prince
Hohenlohe, who had been the counsellor and friend of the
late Franz Ferdinand. He is .a pronounced Clerical,
hostile to the Pan-Germanists within the Empire, stoutly
opposed to the Hungarian Junkers, of whom Tisza is the
leader, and bitterly anti-ltalian. Under hostile pressure
from Tisza, Hohenlohe failed to form. a ‘Cabinet. Von
IXoerber was then sent for, and succeeded.

 

 

   

  

The New Emperor Shows His Hand s

On November 21st Francis Joseph died, and -Archduke
Charles. succeeded to the Hapsburg throne.- Little was
known of the new FEmperor’s ‘political leanings. Some
said that he was pro-German, othcrs that he was a disciple
of Franz Ferdinand. He soon. showed. his. hand by dis-
missing Von Koerber and forming a Cabinet under Clam-
Martinitz, a Bohemian magnate who is not a strong factor
in political life. The new Cabinet might be looked upon
as formed on the basis of an alliance, between the Vrialists
and the traditional Austrian Conservatives. The dismissal of
two leading pro-Germans.in the Foreign Office, Baron von
Macchio and Count Forgach, seems {0 show that Emperor
Charles intends to make an end of pro-Gcrman influence.

Following this move comes the project of. establishing
an independent Southern Slav kingdom. ‘This would
take in: Slavonia, Croatia; Bosnia and Herzegovina, pro-
bably Dalmatia, and part of Albania’ and: Serbia.~ If the
move be suceessful “it will considerably. imfluence~ the
general state of Central Iuropean politics, Ket us’ inquire
what that influence may be-and howdar it mayaffect the
conduct of the war.
The Magyars are opposed to it, for reasons already

stated. It is tremendously popular with» the Clerical
party, which has carried on for the past thirty years a
strenuous Austrian-propaganda among the Roman. Catholic
Croats and Slovenes. or the Pan-Germanists of Austria
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proper it is not a serious blow, for though it wounds
- Prussian pride to find Emperor Charles opposed to their
domineering methods, still in the present grave crisis there
are many whofeel that a more independent Austria will be a
stronger factor. than formerly in bearing the brunt of the
strife on behalf of the Teutonic Powers. As to its bearing
outside the Empire, the Austrians hope that it will have
the effect of offering a bolder resistance to the Italians.
The Croats and Slovenes fight against Italy with a fury

that has something in it of religious fanaticism.. They are
for the most part an extremely ignorant peasantry, who
have been made the blind tools of Austrian intrigue
against Italy. For nearly a.generation the idea has been
religiously instilled into their minds that the Italians are
the agents of Satan. They are represented as the prison
warders of the Pope, and the Holy Father is supposed to
languish in a dismal dungeon, through the narrow bars
of which he receives his. daily rations from red-shirted
Garibaldians, France is painted as a land of rampant
atheists, who are striving to put out the stars of heaven.

 

: Does Austria Desire a Separate Peace?

The movement is also calculated to affect outside
thought. The idea of an independent Southern’ Slav
kingdom has been widely propagandised in the Entente
countries. Ostensibly the movement was supposed to
champion Serbian interests; but torsay the least of it, it
was rather.inconsistent to. make such a pother about the
national rights of Croatians and Slovenes, who are among
the bitterest enemies .of the Entente. Anyhow, it weuld
appear ‘that Austria is now taking advantage of a propa-
ganda‘ that’ was supposed to be against her, and she
probably jhopes that by so doing she may be able to sow
discord in. the councils of the Entente. But here, of course,
she will find herself seriously mistaken.

» Returning to the original question, let us ask how far
these events may be taken as a’ sign of disunion between
Germany and her Austrian aliy ? Are there good grounds
for supposing that Austria is anxious to break away and
form a separate peace? The information to hand is not
sufficient to warrant any such definite conclusion.

It is true that, on the occasion of his visit for the purpose
of attending the funeral of Francis Joseph, Kaiser Wilhelm
was snubbed in. Vienna. The populace ‘hissed -him as~ he
arrivedeat the station, and evidently Emperor Charles found
some polite way of making himrealise that the Hapsburgs
and not the Hohenzollerns are still rulers in the Austrian
capital, Ihe Prussian Kaiser went off in high dudgeon,
depriving the funeral services of his majestic presence.
The three South German ings of Bavaria, Saxony, and

  

 

Wiirtemberg remained, showing that they did not consider,
themselves bound to support the protest of their War Lord.

Portent of the Emperor’s Innovations

But these incidents are only storms in tea-cups—perhaps
we had better say beer-mugs—and it would be a mistake
to interpret them as signs of a-deeper disunion in matters
political or military; The same may be said of the
chagrin caused in Austria by the refusal of Hungary to
send more grain te Austria, though she allowed the
Germans to have it fairly abundantly.; And the action of
the Germans in collaring all the spoils in Rumania, leaving
their Austrian partners in the lurch, is another incident
of the same type. The Austrian soldiers are hungry, so
is the proletariat; but the wealthy families and the
officers have sufficient. In an embattled coumtry, where
medieval autocracy and military tyranny rule, there is
not much ‘chance of a popular rising either in the Armyor
at home. ? : :
We must, therefore, take Emperor Charles’s innovations

simply as part of a policy of domestic ‘reform. ‘Kaiser
Wilhelm 's* scowl is not law, as it used to be, for his shadow
has grownless, while that of Hindenburg has growngreater.
Emperor Charles can snub his Hohenzollern rival without
dreading grave political consequences.” He is surrounded by
shrewd advisers; who. probably fecl that a general “policy of
strengthening Austria’s voice in the Teutonic Coalition
will be the means of helping her to wage a more vigorous
war. Cerfainly it will place her in a better position to
take her part as a factor in the ultimate peace negotiations
than she would be were she “fo remain the vassal of
Prussia, ts
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Nor Lurking Submarine
 

 

    
With all the possible tonnage that can be obtained to fulfil the

demands made upon our shipping by our own requirements and
the fulfilling of our obligations to our Allies, the sailing ships and
five-masted schooners that seemed threatened with extinction in
“competition with steamers maytruly be said to have come into

their own again. In this picture Mr. G. H.Davis showsdifferent

types of these ‘‘ wind-jammers "’ in a high wind, laden with neces—

saries brought from afar. The brave crews, having passed thus

far the peril of the U boats with their unscrupulous pirate

gangs, are rapidly approaching the wished-for home waters.
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AUSTRIA’S FUTURE & THE PRUSSIAN YOKE
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Through Dreary Solitudes of Desert Sand
 

 

Along one of the most ancient roads in the world—the camel route
irom Egypt te Syria—“ the Desert Column.”’ are here seen in

appropriate undress, marching through sun-scorched sand.
 

 

 

  2s    
Australian mounted troops saw mush active service in E i is C ed t f a 1 Egypt. New arrivals in Western Egypt. The “‘padre” thorough!
This trooper is bringing in a couple of blindiolded Bedouin spies. ~ enjoys his pipe perched on the edge ofa goods truck. ae

  

   
   

 
 

Camels are very necessafy auxiliaries of the army ic e y in Egypt, for not only are they needed for general transport work t
Tommyhas to depend as his water-carriers in the sandy desert where rapeKniey easily Colne to be inbre qeechiel eaaoiaccre

— aegnealge
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Gallant Gurkhas Making Good in Mesopotamia
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West and East the Gurkhas have fought gallantly on behalf of the Emperor-Xing. Here a sturdy draft of these first-class fighting men

are seen on the march along the sunny sands of Mesopotamia to reinforce the troops engaged against the Turks on the Tigris.

 

 
 

Field—kitchen of a well-known Gurkha regiment near to the front line in Mesopotamia. Here their accustomed diet is prepared for these

brave Indian soldiers by their cook comrades in full accordance with their particular requirements.

 

  
 

 

On the Tigris river—boats, such as these alongside the bank, are used for transporting small bodies of troops up to our Mesopotamicn

front, thus supplementing the land line of communications. This appears a busy though but a temporary ‘‘ port of call.”
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Dawn of the New Day in Macedonia Devoted Women Honoured by Grateful Men |
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French infantryleaving thetrenches to have a bayonet bout with ‘Bulgarians. (French
official photograph.) Left: British sentries examining a Macedonian peasant’s permit.

  

 

   
 

 i {ZLallie Charles. [Lallie Charles.

{ The Hon. Mrs. Percy Wyndham, V.A.D., Miss A. I. Baird, R.R.C. First Class, The Lady Rosemary Leveson-Gower, V.A.D.,
mentioned in Sir Douglas Haig’s despatch Q.A.1.M.N.S-R., in charge of a clear— mentioned in Sir Douglas Haig’s despatch for :

{ : for devotion to duty. ing stationin France. She was men— devotion to duty.
tioned in Lord French’s despatches.
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Bulgarian prisoners from Monastir on their way downto Salonika. Inthe first
three weeks of November, 1916, the Serbians alone captured about 2,000;     
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Red Cross and Green Cross nurses at a railway
Station in Paris. (French official photograph.)
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Sour Nurse Catherine Carruthers, of the Territorial Nursing her diplomacy saved many lives and the destruction of SS

rench and iti ; x Z ervice, who has been awarded the Military Medal for bravery in the town.. The photograph is of the painting of her by - Qa.
F ceaeneto Sa a Bulgarian trench which was being shelled. Right: This Serbian during the the field. Right: Madame Macherez, the heroine of Soissons, Boncart, exhibited at the French Exhibition of Paintings of the

own homeand was welcomed with flowers by his chitdren, (French official photographs.) : who,on the arrival of the Germans, parleyed with them, and by Warin Paris. (French official photograph.)
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own homeand was welcomed with flowers by his chitdren, (French official photographs.) : who,on the arrival of the Germans, parleyed with them, and by Warin Paris. (French official photograph.)
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Much ingenuity has had to be exercised in meeting the new menaces incident to modern warfare.’ These screens are believed to have
served effectually for masking railways from observers either on the land_or in the air. (French. official photograph.)

 

 

  
jerkin-clad Tommies seem thoroughly to enjoy.
  

Halt for dinner is a welcome break in the strenuous day, one which these
(British official photograph.)

 

 
 

  
Portuguese troops are now with the other Allies on the western front. A numberof their officers, just arrived in Paris, are here discussing
the situation with a couple of French comrades, Above: Twoof the new arrivals being chown something of the capital by their friends.
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The. War Illustrated, 27th January, 1917.

WAR-TIME PROGRESS IN THE HEALING SCIENCES
By Dr. C. W. SALEEBY.

  
 

ee his despatch on the Somme Battle Sir Douglas Haig said that during the period dealt with

there was an almost complete absence of wastage due to disease of w preventable nature. Dr. C. W.

Saleeby, with characteristic felicity of style, heve tells something of the medical tviumphs achieved

during the war by antitoxin treatment of typhoid and tetanus and the discovery of new antiseptics

and new methods of irrigating wounds, these triumphs being attended by permanent advance in the

study of the heart, rheumatism, and dysentery. One great issue of the wav-in his opinion will be the

establishment of a State Medical Servicéto-do for the people in peace what the Army Medical Service
5 ts doing foy the troops in war.
 

APPYis the writer who is asked to discuss such a
topic aS mine in these tragic days. For the war has
meant the provision of unexampled opportunities

for learning, for trying, and frying again, and for checking
our results by the colossal numbers concerned ; while the
finest skill and best energy of the most splendid medical
service in the world—the one part of our Army which the
Germans imitated when they were reconstructing theirs—
have been bent to the task of making the most of such an
experience. Hence, in little more than two years, medicine
and surgery have settled questions which had been dubious
for twenty, and have made discoveries and advances which
another generation, in ordinary circumstances, might have

been content to witness. When victory and peaceare ours,

and the total losses of life and property are measured, the
gains in everlasting and beneficent knowledge must be put
upon the other side of the scale.
The conquest of the typhoid fevers and of tetanus, or

lockjaw, are pre-eminent in the medical history of the war
hitherto. Here are gains which will be held

we had, and have, no means of preventive inoculation.
Very few were typhoid, and those almost wholly among the
uninoculated. Very many were due to one or other type,
called A and B, of a microbe verysimilar to the typhoid
microbe, but not the same. The disease they cause wecall
paratyphoid. The typhoid inoculation was useless against
this. Since January, 1916,.nothing has been used in the
Armybut a newpreparation made of typhoid toxin, as the
older one solely was, but also of the toxins, or poisons, of

the paratyphoid microbe, types A and B. The newstuff
is called “ T.A.B.’’, and while the record against typhoid
is better than ever, paratyphoid has been preventedalso,
well-nigh to the exclusion of all deaths from this disease.

  

_Antitoxin Treatment of Tetanus

Would that wehad had“ T.A.B.” for Gallipoli! But it did

not exist in 1915. Oursoldiers who were inoculated before
1916 must be more than content to be done again now,

notwithstanding that I, or anyone else, may have told the
that the protection was probably good “ for

  

 

by knowledge for mankind throughout the
ages. :

Im the Boer War we had 57,000 cases of
typhoid fever, and 8,000 deaths. In one
cemetery, outside Bloemfontein, are the bodies
of twelve hundred British soldiers, all killed
by this one: disease. But the Boer War saw
also the first successful results—miserably
poor, we should now call them—of a means
of preventing typhoid fever, which we owe
partly to Professor Calmette, of Lille, but :

mainly to Colonel Sir Almroth Wright. In eth 

 

three years or the duration of the war.’’ That
was only against typhoid, but its hateful
relative can now be prevented also. As for
the typhoid cases that do occur, theyare
scarcely recognisable. The disease is a dif-
ferent thing in the inoculated, so mild- and
destitute of features: that doctors and nurses
feel their time is wasted in looking afterit.
That is the greatest medical triumphof the

war, and I have nospace to discuss more than
one-other of the highest value. Not that the
studyof the heart, and of rheumatism, and of 

 the Siege of Ladysmith, Wright showéd that
the body could be taught, by a small dose of
typhoid poison, howtoresist large doses made :
by living typhoid microbes that might afterwards invade

it. Since that date this stupidly named “ vaccination "—the

calf has nothing to do with it—against typhoid had proved

itself sufficiently to be made compulsory in the Armies of

two great democracies—France and_ the United States. -

When the war broke out I immediately urged the value

of this treatment upon our troops, with whose individual

choice the decision regarding it lay, and in lecturing to

them ever since upon this subject I have been furnished,

month by month, with arguments ever more and more

overwhelming as the records of this colossal experiment

have grown.
In January, 1916, Thadofficial figures, for the troops and

the public, which showed a death-rate from typhoid thirty-

one times higher among the—fortunately few—unprotected

men than among the—fortunately manmy—protected. In

June, 1916, the ratio was fifty to one.

Greatest Medical Triumph of the War

Whenthe records were made out to cover the whole of

the first two years of the war, the ratio was seventy to one

against the unprotected man. To have halved the death-

rate would have beén a triumph, and the saving of

hundreds of thousandsoflives, but it has been reduced to

one-seventieth. Nothing in the history of preventive

medicine has beaten this record of two years.

In Gallipoli‘there was so muchenteric or typhoid-like

disease as to be a leading factor in our military failure

there. Many of the cases were dysentery, against which

Dr. C. W. Saleeby

dysentery, for instance, has not been greatly
and permanently advanced since August,
r914—for, indeed, that is so ; but the record

of the conquest of lockjaw stands aboveall else but that of

typhoid for its blessing and its completeness.

The microbe of lockjaw, or tetanus, lives a few inches

belowthe surface of manuredsoilsin particular. Ithas not

troubled our Allies fighting high in the Alps, the Caucasus,

or the Carpathians. ~ It did not trouble us half a generation

ago on the virgin veldt. But the area of the Marnehas

long been known to French. physiciags for the number of

lockjaw cases that came from this highly cultivated and

intensively treated part of the soil of France.- Hereit was

that our men were set to help save Paris and the world in

the autumn of r914.. Too many of them came home, not

very badly wounded, and developed lockjawin our hospitals

here, of which manydied ; andthis is one of the few modes

of death that are cruel and agonising.
Now.there has been a remedyfor lockjaw, known andused

somewhat for many years. We haveonly two ofits class.

One is the diphtheria antitoxin, the beneficent antidote

to the toxin or poison of diphtheria or “ croup.’"’ For

rather more than twenty years this blessed remedy has

been saving children’s lives by many thousands every year

all the world over. The horse’s blood supplies it. Noris

there any other use of this noble animal that can compare

with its production of the blessed antidote that daily and

nightly is saving the lives of stricken children. We take

some Of the toxin, made bythe diphtheria microbe, inject it

into the horse, which is veryresistant and suffers no hurt

because it quickly andeffortlessly producesin its blood the
(Continucd cn page 566
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Portuguese troops are now with the other Allies on the western front. A numberof their officers, just arrived in Paris, are here discussing
the situation with a couple of French comrades, Above: Twoof the new arrivals being chown something of the capital by their friends.
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disease as to be a leading factor in our military failure

there. Many of the cases were dysentery, against which
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dysentery, for instance, has not been greatly
and permanently advanced since August,
r914—for, indeed, that is so ; but the record

of the conquest of lockjaw stands aboveall else but that of

typhoid for its blessing and its completeness.

The microbe of lockjaw, or tetanus, lives a few inches

belowthe surface of manuredsoilsin particular. Ithas not

troubled our Allies fighting high in the Alps, the Caucasus,

or the Carpathians. ~ It did not trouble us half a generation

ago on the virgin veldt. But the area of the Marnehas

long been known to French. physiciags for the number of

lockjaw cases that came from this highly cultivated and

intensively treated part of the soil of France.- Hereit was

that our men were set to help save Paris and the world in

the autumn of r914.. Too many of them came home, not

very badly wounded, and developed lockjawin our hospitals

here, of which manydied ; andthis is one of the few modes

of death that are cruel and agonising.
Now.there has been a remedyfor lockjaw, known andused

somewhat for many years. We haveonly two ofits class.

One is the diphtheria antitoxin, the beneficent antidote

to the toxin or poison of diphtheria or “ croup.’"’ For

rather more than twenty years this blessed remedy has

been saving children’s lives by many thousands every year

all the world over. The horse’s blood supplies it. Noris

there any other use of this noble animal that can compare

with its production of the blessed antidote that daily and

nightly is saving the lives of stricken children. We take
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 A German prisoner captured at the end of 1916 Dejection written in every li i i % i ;
: a . j : y line of his figure, he is good explanation of Germany’s desire for :peace, With the Prussian Guard beaten by hastily-trained British Territorials, the Kaiser’s hopes rest nowin steadily failing hands,

 

Health, buoyant spirits, good temper, and gay gallantry—all that make up ‘moral ”’—is stamped upon this English Tommy’sface, witn its
it laughing eyes and row of splendid teeth. The endurance, determination, and invincible courage of our troops are unprecedented in history.
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f WAR-TIME PROGRESS IN THE HEALING SCIENCES antiseptics are priceless additions to surgery, and to medi« :

E (Continued From page 563) cine, too. One of them, for instance, called

“

Chloramine- Page 567 The War Illustrated, 27th Janucry, 1917
antidote, or antitoxin, A few drops of such blood will save TT,” is a boon to the military surgeon, and will be a boon to

even a choking child, in hosts of cases, and the horse may himno less when he becomesa civil surgeon again ; but the

live andthrive for a decade,orfifteen years, as in one recent physician is no less grateful for it. He takes people who,

instance, meanwhile saving the lives of some thousands though not ill themselves, have the germs of “ spotted

. of children. ; fever’ in their noses, fit to kill other people with, and

The only other disease where an antitoxin can thus be exposes these “‘ carriers ” to the vapour of Chloramine-T

prepared is lockjaw. But the real value of the lockjaw in suitable apartments, so that the germs are killed, and

antitoxin was in doubt, and now we see why. It had been thecarriers are carriers no longer. We shall be very happy

used, as we used it, with scant success, after the Battle of when we have something similar for typhoid “ carriers,”

the Marne, when the symptomshad already appeared. and that maynotbe long. ;

Immediate Administration the Secret A famous experimenter, M. Alexis Carrel, a Frenchman

Our experience with diphtheria should have taught us. who has donehis scientific work in America, and wholately

There we find that, roundly, the antidote reduces the won the Nobel Prize, has now been at work.a long timein

death-rate amongst the desperate cases, where the windpipe his hospital at Compiégne. He and others are teaching

has had to be openedfor the child to breathe, from seventy us that, very often, to apply powerful antiseptics to a very
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if to twenty per cent; but it reduces the death-rate .to dirty wound may do as much harmas good ;_ but if we con- L

* nothing at all when given on the first day of the infection. tinuouslyirrigate the wound, perhaps for many hours at a |

: Very well. To-day the Army surgeon gives the lockjaw time, with just the right kind of solution, not irritant or

antitoxin to every wounded man, as a matter of routine, caustic, but well devised after years of experiment, we may
practically as soon as the manis seen, and the results are washall the poison away and enable the wound to be sewn Pe a

the same as in the case of diphtheria. The records of the up and healat once, with nothing more to drain away fromit. } poe a : eee Ys. ee
disease have been practically wiped out.’ Now we know, Evolution of the Medical Profession j Scotsmenat the entranceto their hut hailing the smiling morn of New Year’s Day. (British official photograph.) Right: A merry

. . andfor ever henceforth, even whenthis war and its authors NACeel cource mine tire history Giathoenonldelare i Australian tries the effect of a smasher hat on his camel, and is hugely amused by the complacent dignity of his odd mannequin.
2s . “4 oe * - = Sites ada ~ 3 zasd) ‘ , |

are but.remote historic examples of w ickedness and its limbs and lives been saved after wounds suchas surgery has i =

Nemesis, we shallsavelife accordingly. It is good to know Conquered in this war. One can well understand the i ie
ee that enough lockjaw antitoxin is now bene prepared van generalfeeling in our great hospitals now, that any surgeon, i

nesean Pagetee 40 ee aaey vt however distinguished, who has not seen practice in this i

wounded men, but of their equine Iellows, woundec in OUL \4+ is now obsolete and of no account. It is not time but i
service, many of whom would otherwise die of this cruel (vents that make history x i

teas: + Back Dacereen pa ere Lastly, what of the evolution of the profession under the

the iosoe reeolneen Zaaes ne still in a antincnce of +h war ts Chere Nas. been an veneer. iI 2 s Ca ances ¢ : ; see ; ;
ssid hes MEO eAl GRASTIGA FGA DLEeRTSO ne demandfor qualified women, and numbers of girls, never 4
Stage too Carly 10 aes : ? p before imagined, have begun medical studies. For the- ;
surgecns have had unexampled demands made upon them, ¢,<+ time in my own University of Edinburgh the women ;
and have solved many new pbk oe a many og students are attending all the University Glades EAT a
ones. Wehaye been learning from the French in this country : a = Beare : }

ever since we hada history, and we are learning from them Oriehence persons iiust welcome this sign ofthe, UES ;
* a Set Sa en 5 ; We shall need more women than ever now for the task :
still, Every French soldier went into the war equipped nichT call “ saving the future ’-—thecare of our priceless {
with a little tincture of iodine in a glass vessel, which he are :: 5 j : ~ motherhood and infancy.
could break to spread this safe and cleanly antiseptic over If disease can be prevented in the Army, can it not be i
hisown or his comrade’s wound at the SoeEe prevented in the nation ?. Andif it can, what is our duty,

re eee TASChaet Seaees32 and the value and when? ‘These questions answer themselves. “A
OF URIS SROTIO Eeeaa eee State Medical Service is as sure to come as to-morrow. It
Discovery of New Antiseptics ; 3 : will be genuinely preventive, and will sweep away the ;

Iodine is not powerful enoughto kill the lockjaw microbe deplorable transition stage of panel doctoring. In a i
in every case, but for that, fortunately, another counter is Conservative paper I steadily supported Mr. Lloyd George ; ;
available, Many other microbes, otherwise dangerous, the and his Insurance Bill against the trend of medical opinion, ;

iodine disposes of thus as soon as they gain entry through knowing that a State service was the ultimate goal; but I }
rear 1 xy . 7 - : : . 5

the breach in the skin ; and thatis a great boon, Z did not know that it was so-near at hand. Forthwith a |
As for other antiseptics, the war has taught us to think Ministry of Health, and then weshall be ready to begin. :

muchJess than we used of some long familiar, and to seek Next Article :
for others, with more power against the invaders and less WOMANHOOD AFTER THE WAR

: against the body of the soldier himself. Some of these new By GicelyoFlancion A_gvoup of Anzacs front the camera with the candid smile of cheery confidence.
} (British official photograph.) Right: The crew ofa British destroyer found this hog
I 2 = Se eae = ee = on a Greek island and adopted it as their ship’s pet. its favourite food is oranges.
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. 3 ; [British oficial photograph,

QUININE PARADE IN THE BALKANS.—Prevention of disease is the chief aim of the Army Medical Service—injection against
typhoid and against tetanus directly a wound is inflicted. As a preventive against malarial troubles quinine is served out to the

troops at Salonika and, as shown here, to the native labourers with them.

      
-Ruin of a bath found in a wrecked German position by our gay fellows as they advanced. Right}: A humorous Guardsman enjoys a joke
with another wounded Tommy. Not even wounds all over their anatomy seem able to depress the splendid spirits with which our

troops entered the New Year. (British official photographs.)
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. . andfor ever henceforth, even whenthis war and its authors NACeel cource mine tire history Giathoenonldelare i Australian tries the effect of a smasher hat on his camel, and is hugely amused by the complacent dignity of his odd mannequin.
2s . “4 oe * - = Sites ada ~ 3 zasd) ‘ , |

are but.remote historic examples of w ickedness and its limbs and lives been saved after wounds suchas surgery has i =

Nemesis, we shallsavelife accordingly. It is good to know Conquered in this war. One can well understand the i ie
ee that enough lockjaw antitoxin is now bene prepared van generalfeeling in our great hospitals now, that any surgeon, i

nesean Pagetee 40 ee aaey vt however distinguished, who has not seen practice in this i

wounded men, but of their equine Iellows, woundec in OUL \4+ is now obsolete and of no account. It is not time but i
service, many of whom would otherwise die of this cruel (vents that make history x i

teas: + Back Dacereen pa ere Lastly, what of the evolution of the profession under the

the iosoe reeolneen Zaaes ne still in a antincnce of +h war ts Chere Nas. been an veneer. iI 2 s Ca ances ¢ : ; see ; ;
ssid hes MEO eAl GRASTIGA FGA DLEeRTSO ne demandfor qualified women, and numbers of girls, never 4
Stage too Carly 10 aes : ? p before imagined, have begun medical studies. For the- ;
surgecns have had unexampled demands made upon them, ¢,<+ time in my own University of Edinburgh the women ;
and have solved many new pbk oe a many og students are attending all the University Glades EAT a
ones. Wehaye been learning from the French in this country : a = Beare : }

ever since we hada history, and we are learning from them Oriehence persons iiust welcome this sign ofthe, UES ;
* a Set Sa en 5 ; We shall need more women than ever now for the task :
still, Every French soldier went into the war equipped nichT call “ saving the future ’-—thecare of our priceless {
with a little tincture of iodine in a glass vessel, which he are :: 5 j : ~ motherhood and infancy.
could break to spread this safe and cleanly antiseptic over If disease can be prevented in the Army, can it not be i
hisown or his comrade’s wound at the SoeEe prevented in the nation ?. Andif it can, what is our duty,

re eee TASChaet Seaees32 and the value and when? ‘These questions answer themselves. “A
OF URIS SROTIO Eeeaa eee State Medical Service is as sure to come as to-morrow. It
Discovery of New Antiseptics ; 3 : will be genuinely preventive, and will sweep away the ;

Iodine is not powerful enoughto kill the lockjaw microbe deplorable transition stage of panel doctoring. In a i
in every case, but for that, fortunately, another counter is Conservative paper I steadily supported Mr. Lloyd George ; ;
available, Many other microbes, otherwise dangerous, the and his Insurance Bill against the trend of medical opinion, ;

iodine disposes of thus as soon as they gain entry through knowing that a State service was the ultimate goal; but I }
rear 1 xy . 7 - : : . 5

the breach in the skin ; and thatis a great boon, Z did not know that it was so-near at hand. Forthwith a |
As for other antiseptics, the war has taught us to think Ministry of Health, and then weshall be ready to begin. :

muchJess than we used of some long familiar, and to seek Next Article :
for others, with more power against the invaders and less WOMANHOOD AFTER THE WAR

: against the body of the soldier himself. Some of these new By GicelyoFlancion A_gvoup of Anzacs front the camera with the candid smile of cheery confidence.
} (British official photograph.) Right: The crew ofa British destroyer found this hog
I 2 = Se eae = ee = on a Greek island and adopted it as their ship’s pet. its favourite food is oranges.
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QUININE PARADE IN THE BALKANS.—Prevention of disease is the chief aim of the Army Medical Service—injection against
typhoid and against tetanus directly a wound is inflicted. As a preventive against malarial troubles quinine is served out to the

troops at Salonika and, as shown here, to the native labourers with them.

      
-Ruin of a bath found in a wrecked German position by our gay fellows as they advanced. Right}: A humorous Guardsman enjoys a joke
with another wounded Tommy. Not even wounds all over their anatomy seem able to depress the splendid spirits with which our

troops entered the New Year. (British official photographs.)
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"Mid the Mountains and Marshes of Africa
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Artillery coming into action in East Africa. The area of the campaignfagainst the Germans in their last remaining colony is vast, and

every type of country has been encountered—hereare arid plains where movement was comparatively easy over the parched herbage.

 

  
View of another typical part of the country where General Smuts’ troops have been fighting—bare mountain peaks frowning over foot-

hills clothed with ferny verdure. Inset: The German commandant of Bukoba, taken prisoner when the British captured the port.
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In someof the low-lying regions the trenches were flooded so deepthat the menat the loopholes wef up to their armpits in water. While,

owing to the warmerclimate, the consequent suffering was less than in flooded Flanders, equal endurance was required in the men:      ‘ : : set to work at their craft on such tasks as this behind the lines.
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All that was left of a wrecked home on the Lieut. Smyth, V.C., who won his cross at Richebourg L’Avoue, returnin; «< tne Head of

western front—an overturned bed. his gallant company of Sikhs after a spell in the trenchesa
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Carpenters were at times selected from amongtheir comrades, and Where weapons of war had destroyed the implements of agriculturs

this guide awaited those to whom he wasto actas pilot.  
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IN THE DARKESTHOURS
Alarums. and Excursions During a Night Watch

By Max Pemberton

T is the very witching time of night. The man whois
“standing to” adds without hesitation that hell
itself breathes out contagion on the world.

Silence how dead and darkness how profound! In that
silence what dreams may come! ‘Theywill be of Blighty,
to be sure—of faces unforgotten and homes in which there
is no darkness.. Let it be also the New Year watch, and
the dreamer will pluck the holly from the wall. The
wassail-bowl is steaming, and he hears the music of the
dance;

I_ct us consider what kind. of a night it is for the sub.
and the sergeants who have the job in hand.

There was a little fall of rain about sunset, and after
that a raw wind blowing and a sky which beganto clear.
It fell exceedingly dark about nine, and later on the relief
cime up from the rest billets. There was no silence then.
An army, as Captain Bairnsfather has said: wittily, moves
upon its stomach, These fellows, who are just in, marched
tarough a wood and what was left of a village ; turned a
dangerous corner of a lane and crossed a boggy common,
were they fell flat as:any clown a policeman has trodden
upon, The crawl covered a good quarter of a mile. There
were shells bursting away upon the road they had not
tiken—crimsonflashes as of forked lightning. in ‘the air;
a far-away booming of cannon, and the nearer crack of
tie shrapnel. But not: much mischief was done, -and the
rehef got through and entered the labyrinth—we will not
say cheerfully.

What the Mist May Hide

So here they are—a few .of them, very few, in the
dangerous first-line trench; a larger number some two
hundred yards. away; and the bulk in Number 3 at the
rear, They haye vigilant days and nights .before them,
but their mood is optimistic. Fritz is “ no bon,”. anyway.
They are men of the New Army, but they knowtheir

duty, and will do it with courage. They have returned
upon no balmynight of spring, and thereis no nightingale
to serenade ther. The trenches show pools of water
here and there, despite the pumps. ‘The dug-outs are full
of damp, and the cold strikes to the very marrow. A
sentry, looking out over No Man’s Land, sees the dank
must rising like a pestilence from the sodden plain to cloak
the peril beyond and to school the mind to fears. .What

2? Anything may be

 

  

 

is hidden by that chilling curtain ?
there—the Boche creeping like an Indian, a grenade in
das hand; raiders advancmg with -bomb and _bayonct ;
cr merely the unburied dead who no longer stare blindly
at the stars. The sentry listens with ears which would
prick at the snapping of a twig. He sees ghosts in the
mist. If he be a very young soldier, no one knows what
he may not do. Rifles go off by accident at these times,
and the “ Stand to ” will bring a full round cath from the
Cug-out. Nevertheless, it is all in the game, and better to

up on his shelf and the other mantells hin
he is the onlygirl in the world.
Now, in this particular front-line trench there a1

few of us—onlyeight to the half a mile on this oc
All are veryavigilant, for though it is the hour of 3
it should’ be: the ‘hour of moonlight later on, and tl

work to be done. The sub.—that cheery littl
about five foot one; with the moustache which you «
identify whenthelight is good, and the air of a d’ Ax
——one of the best we have, is about to cross our +
see what is doing where the Hunis at heme.
Indian stalking a camp of white men could enjoy
more than our lieutenant will on this occasion.
fog lift but a.suspicion, and he andhis will be ¢
top and away. That is a curious sensation, verily. 1
is. the. trench wherein is security; ‘before is the great
unknown—the horrid field of the dead, the beg whe
water. lies in a hundred pools, and at every step you
touch the waste of war.

 

 

  

  

  

     

Something May Be Doing at Dawn
 

The lieutenant is used to it, and crawls with
skill which should play bears of genius in a 1
later on. He puts his hand upon the face of ad
man, and thinks nothing of it. His knees squele
the mud, his face is Splashed by it. He hurts hi
upon a broken buckle or a helmet embedded, even1
the jagged fragment of a shell. But all this is in the ni
work. Foot by foot he crawls, but the fog, the d
silence, is all about him. Where is he? The k
compass shows him his direction. He discovers
he has crawled beyond the bank of mist to a lonely ri
of the higher ground; he hears the low buzzing of voices.
There are Germans talking in the very bowels of ti I

below him. Our gallant featherweight listens,
falls flat as a codfish. Above himastar-shell
like a flameof silver in thesky. Initsaureole the
is revealed in all its ghastly desolation. The watcl
to lift a finger ; he hardly dares-to breathe. But
learned_ what he wants to know—that the
line is well held to-night, and that so
doing at dawn.

So he turns back. It is always pleasant to have your
eyes. upon home, but the pleasure is enhanced when you
knowjust where that homeis. To-night the dar

the foe together make the latchkey a problem. Our
party-crawls as it went, but anon takes courage <
up—a fatal move. The mists have
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drifted ax he

abouts, and a secondstar-shell bursts high above them.

 

‘* Weary Willies *’ and ‘Rum Jars ”

is the blowing of a whistle in #1
machine-gun rattles lke a boy’s  
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“stand to” for a bogey than to be spitted through in poss z pane oe ee —— ws oe ed
dot coariesy calls yourbed. singing about his ears, and runs like a good ‘un. i Ss

i x 3 Sy ) < only the barbed-wire of his own trench to surmount now.

i ag : Exploring in No Man's Land But who shall blame himif the gap is not whereit s! i
3 Be it said that this is a rolling down-like country,-and be? Give him five minutes and he would find hi ¥

4 ‘e that the townlies yonderfive miles behind your It ‘is still -iato the warren with the skill of a trained scout. B

é 2 a town with strects and shops, and a church wherein the here in the dark, with the bullets rattling, whoshall w C

| 2 <a white-headed old priest yet calls upon Godto bless France if the seat ofhis trousers suffers?“ Five pairs ina mx ~

i : s SSthe very pink of towns, our fellows think it, and wish hesays ruefully, whenat last herolls downinto the trench

3 a] to heaven they were within its ancient walls to-night. —which means to say that incidentally he sat upon the

a ‘ ; Before thém there are other*towns, but they are a very wire.

2 3 long wayoff, and all sorts of horrible things are being done Here it maybe said that bad things have happered 1

1 = P by the Huns therein. You say ‘‘ X——— is over there,” absence. That very good fellow, the captain of the

‘32 4 and you point to the sky-line you cannot see, and think pany, was knocked ontin the sap with the sergeant-m

38 of the be-cloaked Hun cracking’ his whip in those. gloomy and his subaltern -all through one of those cursed Weary

f¢ streets, and hear the.cries of woe. The night watch Willies’ which a trench-mortar flings. You would not    permits all this kind of thing, when a manrolls himself think that such ugly little devils—just like littl rpedoes
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IN THE DARKESTHOURS
Alarums. and Excursions During a Night Watch

By Max Pemberton

T is the very witching time of night. The man whois
“standing to” adds without hesitation that hell
itself breathes out contagion on the world.

Silence how dead and darkness how profound! In that
silence what dreams may come! ‘Theywill be of Blighty,
to be sure—of faces unforgotten and homes in which there
is no darkness.. Let it be also the New Year watch, and
the dreamer will pluck the holly from the wall. The
wassail-bowl is steaming, and he hears the music of the
dance;

I_ct us consider what kind. of a night it is for the sub.
and the sergeants who have the job in hand.

There was a little fall of rain about sunset, and after
that a raw wind blowing and a sky which beganto clear.
It fell exceedingly dark about nine, and later on the relief
cime up from the rest billets. There was no silence then.
An army, as Captain Bairnsfather has said: wittily, moves
upon its stomach, These fellows, who are just in, marched
tarough a wood and what was left of a village ; turned a
dangerous corner of a lane and crossed a boggy common,
were they fell flat as:any clown a policeman has trodden
upon, The crawl covered a good quarter of a mile. There
were shells bursting away upon the road they had not
tiken—crimsonflashes as of forked lightning. in ‘the air;
a far-away booming of cannon, and the nearer crack of
tie shrapnel. But not: much mischief was done, -and the
rehef got through and entered the labyrinth—we will not
say cheerfully.

What the Mist May Hide

So here they are—a few .of them, very few, in the
dangerous first-line trench; a larger number some two
hundred yards. away; and the bulk in Number 3 at the
rear, They haye vigilant days and nights .before them,
but their mood is optimistic. Fritz is “ no bon,”. anyway.
They are men of the New Army, but they knowtheir

duty, and will do it with courage. They have returned
upon no balmynight of spring, and thereis no nightingale
to serenade ther. The trenches show pools of water
here and there, despite the pumps. ‘The dug-outs are full
of damp, and the cold strikes to the very marrow. A
sentry, looking out over No Man’s Land, sees the dank
must rising like a pestilence from the sodden plain to cloak
the peril beyond and to school the mind to fears. .What
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is hidden by that chilling curtain ?
there—the Boche creeping like an Indian, a grenade in
das hand; raiders advancmg with -bomb and _bayonct ;
cr merely the unburied dead who no longer stare blindly
at the stars. The sentry listens with ears which would
prick at the snapping of a twig. He sees ghosts in the
mist. If he be a very young soldier, no one knows what
he may not do. Rifles go off by accident at these times,
and the “ Stand to ” will bring a full round cath from the
Cug-out. Nevertheless, it is all in the game, and better to

up on his shelf and the other mantells hin
he is the onlygirl in the world.
Now, in this particular front-line trench there a1

few of us—onlyeight to the half a mile on this oc
All are veryavigilant, for though it is the hour of 3
it should’ be: the ‘hour of moonlight later on, and tl

work to be done. The sub.—that cheery littl
about five foot one; with the moustache which you «
identify whenthelight is good, and the air of a d’ Ax
——one of the best we have, is about to cross our +
see what is doing where the Hunis at heme.
Indian stalking a camp of white men could enjoy
more than our lieutenant will on this occasion.
fog lift but a.suspicion, and he andhis will be ¢
top and away. That is a curious sensation, verily. 1
is. the. trench wherein is security; ‘before is the great
unknown—the horrid field of the dead, the beg whe
water. lies in a hundred pools, and at every step you
touch the waste of war.

 

 

  

  

  

     

Something May Be Doing at Dawn
 

The lieutenant is used to it, and crawls with
skill which should play bears of genius in a 1
later on. He puts his hand upon the face of ad
man, and thinks nothing of it. His knees squele
the mud, his face is Splashed by it. He hurts hi
upon a broken buckle or a helmet embedded, even1
the jagged fragment of a shell. But all this is in the ni
work. Foot by foot he crawls, but the fog, the d
silence, is all about him. Where is he? The k
compass shows him his direction. He discovers
he has crawled beyond the bank of mist to a lonely ri
of the higher ground; he hears the low buzzing of voices.
There are Germans talking in the very bowels of ti I

below him. Our gallant featherweight listens,
falls flat as a codfish. Above himastar-shell
like a flameof silver in thesky. Initsaureole the
is revealed in all its ghastly desolation. The watcl
to lift a finger ; he hardly dares-to breathe. But
learned_ what he wants to know—that the
line is well held to-night, and that so
doing at dawn.

So he turns back. It is always pleasant to have your
eyes. upon home, but the pleasure is enhanced when you
knowjust where that homeis. To-night the dar

the foe together make the latchkey a problem. Our
party-crawls as it went, but anon takes courage <
up—a fatal move. The mists have
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“stand to” for a bogey than to be spitted through in poss z pane oe ee —— ws oe ed
dot coariesy calls yourbed. singing about his ears, and runs like a good ‘un. i Ss

i x 3 Sy ) < only the barbed-wire of his own trench to surmount now.

i ag : Exploring in No Man's Land But who shall blame himif the gap is not whereit s! i
3 Be it said that this is a rolling down-like country,-and be? Give him five minutes and he would find hi ¥

4 ‘e that the townlies yonderfive miles behind your It ‘is still -iato the warren with the skill of a trained scout. B

é 2 a town with strects and shops, and a church wherein the here in the dark, with the bullets rattling, whoshall w C

| 2 <a white-headed old priest yet calls upon Godto bless France if the seat ofhis trousers suffers?“ Five pairs ina mx ~

i : s SSthe very pink of towns, our fellows think it, and wish hesays ruefully, whenat last herolls downinto the trench

3 a] to heaven they were within its ancient walls to-night. —which means to say that incidentally he sat upon the

a ‘ ; Before thém there are other*towns, but they are a very wire.

2 3 long wayoff, and all sorts of horrible things are being done Here it maybe said that bad things have happered 1

1 = P by the Huns therein. You say ‘‘ X——— is over there,” absence. That very good fellow, the captain of the

‘32 4 and you point to the sky-line you cannot see, and think pany, was knocked ontin the sap with the sergeant-m

38 of the be-cloaked Hun cracking’ his whip in those. gloomy and his subaltern -all through one of those cursed Weary

f¢ streets, and hear the.cries of woe. The night watch Willies’ which a trench-mortar flings. You would not    permits all this kind of thing, when a manrolls himself think that such ugly little devils—just like littl rpedoes
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with feathers to direct their flight—could work such a
mischief. Yet here are three good. men carried away on
stretchers because of one of them. They were talking in the
sap about to-morrow’s doings when the thing came over and
burst at their feet. One poor fellow got it in the stomach
andfell dead without a cry ; the sergeant-major was struck
in the leg; the good-captain in the chest. This will be a
bad night for him. They must carry himas they can down
the communication-trench, round corners innumerable, and
always with the chance of a great shell coming “in as
they go, At the first of the dressing-stations. they will do
what is possible ; but he has to be-hurried on from one
surgeon to another, until in the middle of the night-he is on
a stretcher and the men are trotting across the boggy
common. ‘ For God’s sake don’t run!” he cries. They
tell him that that is the most dangerous road in France
to-night, and their pace is unchecked. :

Meanwhile, our featherweight has patched himself up
and taken a new survey of the situation. It is more
comfortable here in the trench, to be sure, but net without
its excitements. The fog has lifted now and the stars are
shining. There is a soft glimmer of light over No Man’s
Land, and it is something to know that the dead alone
people it. For all that the Hunhimself is not inactive,
A whistle blows and our gay-lieutenant dives again
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self and say “‘ That’s all right! ’’—just an incident of
the night watch, and, after all, the dawn must come and
the sun and the welcome hours when you mayreally sleep.

So does hope rise expectant in the human breast, and so
does the night belie us. Weare at the still hour before the
dawn whenthe mist is again like a white sea rolling over a
rocky shore ; when not’a soundis to be heard, not a funeral

“note; when war and the voice of war might have been a
thought to have passed into the records of the dead ; when
thought drones in a man’s brain and he perceives nothing
clearly. All this is for a brief hour, and then the crash of
awakening. Neither “ Weary Willies” nor “rum jars.”
are the matter this time. It is just daylight, and the first
of the great shells comes hurtling over from the distant
German batteries. It bursts with a crash of tropical
thunder. High into the air go mud and wire and the
parapet of your sheltered trench. Another shell falls, and ~
another. The men in the dug-out hear the terrible thud-
ding above them, and wonder if it is to be'the end. The
watchers nail their flags to the pillars of destiny and
cry “Kismet.” An “intensive bombardment ’’—then the
Hunis coming.over. There will be no breakfast until he is
dead or we are taken. : ‘

Huns Bolt for their Warrens

So to the “stand to.” The light reveals everything
clearly. The sun is coming up; the mist has rolled away.
Again you see No Man’s Land andthe lowhills beyondit
and the wan trees, and the broken spires of the distant
villages. It is a lifeless plain, but war is about to conjure
the enemies of life from the caverns beneath it. The
bombardment has ceased for an instant, and yonder the
first of the steel helmets is to be seen. It is the helmet of a
Hun, and hundreds will be after it before a man can count
twenty. Nowis our featherweight at his best, and-noware
his men truly splendid. The regiment is up; the machine-
guns are busy. They sweep that plain with a hail of lead
in'which noliving thing can move. Away back, our own
artillery, warned by the telephone and by those great
silver bees in the sky above, rains its barrage upon that
fearful waste.. No hope for the Hun here. If he were not
such a devil you would pity him, for he goes downlike corn
before the sickle—man after man, watch them staggering,
their arms outstretched, reeling, falling. In less than a
minute the few. who live have turned tail and are bolting
wildly for their warrens. The attack has failed; the sua
is shining. We can get to breakfast now!

 

     
Water-filled shell-holes along the front prove horrible
traps for man and beast. These Poilus have dragged
out a mule too exhausted to move after vain efforts to

extricate itself. (British official photograph.)

beneath the ground. A “rum jar’”’ is coming
this time, A weird fellow is the “‘ rum-jar,”’
a great can of high explosives which turns over
and over in the-air like a badly-kicked foot-
ball, falls with a terrible thud, and will destroy
everything in the particular traverse it strikes.
You can dodge it, though, and for that the
whistle is blown—so many lasts for you to get
to the right, so many to the left, but into shelter
by all méans—for this fellow will destroy every
living thing in the particular traverse it enters.
Not three days ago it blew a gallant Highlander
sixty yards ont of his own trench into the second
lines behind him, and although he was un-
scratched, not a bone of his body remained whole.
The “rum jar,” happily, is a vava avis. The  
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 night will give you whiz-bangs, and these you
cannot dodge. The words describe them exactly Menof the Entente tothe rescue. A couple of mules badly bogged ina shell-hola —
—whiz and then bang !{— it is all over before P°"d, having been pulled safely to the bank,are being helped to find their feet on

you tar hold your breath. You pinch your-
terra firma by two French soldiers and a British comrade. (British official

photograph.)
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Britons with bombs and bayonets making a vigorous assault on German trenches on the Somme front. The trio of Scottish bombers
have reached the parapet, and are launching their missiles to prepare the way for their comrades following with the cold steel.

Artillerymen on the water-logged ways of Flanders have to be ever ready to befriend their horses, which are liable to get stuck in the
tenacious mud where roadways become like rivers. Streggling but fixes the animal firmer; here the men had to dig the patient
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with feathers to direct their flight—could work such a
mischief. Yet here are three good. men carried away on
stretchers because of one of them. They were talking in the
sap about to-morrow’s doings when the thing came over and
burst at their feet. One poor fellow got it in the stomach
andfell dead without a cry ; the sergeant-major was struck
in the leg; the good-captain in the chest. This will be a
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Hunis coming.over. There will be no breakfast until he is
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and the wan trees, and the broken spires of the distant
villages. It is a lifeless plain, but war is about to conjure
the enemies of life from the caverns beneath it. The
bombardment has ceased for an instant, and yonder the
first of the steel helmets is to be seen. It is the helmet of a
Hun, and hundreds will be after it before a man can count
twenty. Nowis our featherweight at his best, and-noware
his men truly splendid. The regiment is up; the machine-
guns are busy. They sweep that plain with a hail of lead
in'which noliving thing can move. Away back, our own
artillery, warned by the telephone and by those great
silver bees in the sky above, rains its barrage upon that
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i Glimpse of the Pirzus, the port of Athens whencetheallied fleet dominates the capital of King Constantine. Several of the men-of-war

are in readiness to enforce those demands,overthe full acceptance of which King Constantine has so frequently hesitated.
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i men to cometo hostile grips with. Some of Mangin’s men
who drove the Germansout of Douaumont.

 

  

   

 
Arrival of shipload of horses at Salonika, faintly seen at the foot

of the hills leading tothe front where the animals are required.  
 

   
 Boundfor the East on aFrenchtransport. Many of the men are inspecting with evident interest the gun placed in readiness to be

used against ergmy submarines. Above: Massive crane lifting the carriage of a heavy gun at French artillery repair works.

 

French 370 (74°8) gun onits monstrous moving carriage. Inset above > A Red Cross dog upon the battlefield carrying in his mouth the

cap of a wounded Zouave as proof to the stretcher—bearers that he has found someone in need of help, to whomhe will guide them forthwith.   
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Britain’s Roll of Honoured Dead oy
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a Capt. F. C. SELOUS, D.S.0., Capt. F. G. A. ARKWRIGHT,
Frontiersmen’s Battalion.

  

Capt. E. L. BERKINSHAW,R. F. GOSSETT,
Canadian Mounted Rifles.

Capt. C
Hussars and R.F.C. East Yorkshire Regt.

 

 

  

      

  

Lieut, D. W. LL. JONES,
     
 
Capt. G. G. BLACKBURN,

West Yorkshire Regt.

 

 

 

Lieut. J. M. J. KENNY
A.S.C., att. B.F.C,

Capt. J. D. WHYTE, Capt. H. G. NOBBS,Capt. H. S. WRIGHT,
London Regt.Manchester Regt. London Regt.Royal Sussex Regt.

 

Coe Frederick Courtenay Selous, the famous big-game_hunter-and explorer, had

of 1893. Sixty-five years of age, he went to East Africa early in 1915 with the Legion of
Frontiersmen, and shortly afterwards was transferred to the Frontiersmen’s Battalion as
lieutenant. He was awarded the D
General Smuts, ‘for conspicuous galls
leaves two sons, one of whomis in the R.F,C., and the other at Sandhurst.

fifty-two years of age when he joined the Canadian Army Medical Corps, and a year later
was given a commission. His son is a private ina Canadian regiment.

only son of Fleet-Paymaster Waiter Pym, R.N., District Paymaster H.M. Coast Guard.

In Canada when war broke out, he enlisted in the Royal Canadian Dragoons, and won

tae D.C.M. at Festubert by rescuing a wounded comrade in a zone swept by incessant
fire. He was gazetted to the Queen’s in October, 1916.

Tomlinson, of Moss Lane, Orrell Park, Liverpool. ‘Thirty years of age ana an old Territorial,

he volunteered for active service and went to France with his regiment as sergeant in Se :

mission in July, 1915. €
France, and died of wounds in Rouen General Hospital.

 

beenidentified with Africa since 1871. He took part in the Matabeleland Campaign

 

  
O. in September last, on the: recommen¢gtion of
ntry, resource, and endurance.” Captaij Selous

ec.-Licut. Arthur A. France was for many years an architect in Bradford. He was

See.-Lieut. John Scarlett Pym, D.C.M., Queen’s (Royal West Surrey Regiment), was   Sec.-Lieut. Robert Henry Tomlinson, King’s (Liverpool Regiment), was son of Mr. John    

 

Wounded at Givenchy he was invalided home, and obtained his com- — —

‘After some months’ service as musketry officer he returned to Sec.-Lt. H. D. CROMPTON,

, R.F.A. and R.F.C,

bruary, 1915.  
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Lient. J. R. PONTON,
Canadian Infantry. Canadian Army Medical Corps.

Sec.-Lt. C. L. DAVIES,
Middlesex, att. Berkshire Regt. Royal West Surrey Regt.

Lieut. A. V. L. CORRY,
Grenadier Guards.

Sec.-Lt. A. A. FRANCE, Sec.-Lt, J. S. PYM, D.C.M.,

  

 

       
 

          

  

  
 
Sec.-Lt. R. H. TOMLINSON, Sec.-Lt. W. A. BURROWS, Sec.-Lt. G. W. DAMPIER, Sec.-Lt. V. F, NEWTON, Sec.-Lt. B. T, CHIPPINDALL,

King’s (Liverpool Regt.). London Regt. R.F.C, Royal Welsh Fusiliers. Somerset Light Infantry,
  

 

  

Portraits by Swaine, Elliott & Fry, Lafayette, Chancellor, and Bassano.
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REFERENCE to war_in terms of sport and gamesexcites the Germans to frenzy ofsuch exceedingviolence that a man whoshrinks from the idea. of com-mitting an error in taste pauses to think whether there1s-indeed any impropriety in the use of such a simileThe ‘conclusion at which he will rightly arrive is thatmuch depends upon the personal eminence of the“Speaker, the importance “of the occasion “and theSpirit in which; the particularfiguré has been chosen :
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HUS. it was unbecoming in a man holding Cabinct
rank to defend a niilitary operation which “costa: large number cf ‘lives of self-sacrificine men ofhisown people as a ef egitimate. gamble the honesuggesting -a- certait cynical indifference to the aeof human--life. and a certain recklessness most “an-

desirable im a statesman entrusted with ereat Im perial-Fesponsibilities—an

“

indifference ‘anda. reckle ties
no doubt, entirely foreign- to the .mind_ of thespeaker= He. wa; y infeicitous in the phrase—Ot which he. he repented—which he appliedto the German ore it had emerged fromits. base -ta «try conclusions with the British
Fleet .infelicitous because he knew enough of the
matter’ to Have -to allow, if pressed that straterymight be’ a more likely explanation ‘of the Ce
Fieet’s quiescence than cowardice, and also because
 ebatase an opponent's bravery before it has-beenstested is one of the things that“ one doesn’t do.”

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 
    

em ‘the speaker is not <
: Cabinet. Minister, a the. occasion is. not a
fall recs if I 5 é ©... OCCISION 1S. NOE a
a -dress debate in the British House of Commons
Many‘of us enjoyed the delicious letter on the subject
ot educational: reform addressed to the editar of theMosting Hest » by.“ T. Browniii. and H. East iii,’
wweehs OF two ago. * First, about the war’’—thes
excelleat “British oak sap! began—‘‘it is teac

> HS a lot, -and“one of our ideas is that everybody h
f 4 + up and help to win it. The Germansare
oe they are a brainy lot, and they do work
ogether in the scrum, don’t they ? And, though we
ee form down im the front of our own pack, why
shouldn't even we kids put our weight onin 4 irod Prem ar tid a - : ee £3row ¢ “sven. a little-bit of extra weight tells, especially
in the last quarter of an-hour,”’ ; :

WE perceive at ence in. that passage- the “Sappro-
-priateness’’ which is one: of. the distinewisdisting tis

motes af good: style, amd ave are filled*with admiration:of the clarity of the thought and the perfect simplicit 7
of the language. No -c oudy, seSquipedalian seebpace
there, but good, honest words of “one syllable as
pressing muclr good; honést~ commioi:sense. We are
glad to: have “I. Brown and H.»-East iii,” -a Dan
our side,;-and glad that-they corroborate the-daetiaewe ourselves have preached here—thatit is often tiieJast ten minutes ‘that decide who wins the ganic, a

} HIE case: is different

      

   

  
      

 

   

         

  

   

     

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

 

_ $8 Bo -just impediment to the use of siniilesdrawit from the playing-fields to illustrate argunient
Sees varaaecy to \ { ‘ ‘ ustYate arg ents
co mected with the war, and the Germans’ more tha:YW peevish irritability with us ivhén-we use thein_is onlyanother proof of their fatal Jack of humour. ) 5German nught sanction the comparison of the war to@ that most s enuous athletic sport, the tug-of-war. Itif is a competition in which the team are. picked for-@> their weight-and muscular strength, and is probably

 Ne E with the indicated obvious exceptions, thereis  
wa n
u
e

'
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  vv one of the most exhaustine test$ of endurance. ever
submitted. to in the name. of amusement <The nen.
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must apply their force with a
as that required of the eight
the’ back of the man in f
attention and having the
leader’ |   s controlling will.

TATthe-record time. i
in any, tug-ofiwar be

two. battleshins, or ‘represent
Army, depenéent cannot say, |
is reported to have replied:
years,” when asked how long he t
would last; so a prudent man mi
seconds or thirty minutes’ to a simil
about a tug-of-war. Sheer
strength and readinc
the other across the ]
be ‘resisted at the outset a’
long to the onlooker and- inf
testants, when,. althous
fro, neither ins one
time drags the
be complete exhaus

OF no tug-of-war, however, has th
recorded. One team always

roughly. And that is- the little
ich we wish to drop to-day. After
nan onslaught, which so nearly

 

pate
Three

  
 

 

    

  

 

   word

   
going together, and for two y
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a Capt. F. C. SELOUS, D.S.0., Capt. F. G. A. ARKWRIGHT,
Frontiersmen’s Battalion.

  

Capt. E. L. BERKINSHAW,R. F. GOSSETT,
Canadian Mounted Rifles.

Capt. C
Hussars and R.F.C. East Yorkshire Regt.

 

 

  

      

  

Lieut, D. W. LL. JONES,
     
 
Capt. G. G. BLACKBURN,

West Yorkshire Regt.

 

 

 

Lieut. J. M. J. KENNY
A.S.C., att. B.F.C,

Capt. J. D. WHYTE, Capt. H. G. NOBBS,Capt. H. S. WRIGHT,
London Regt.Manchester Regt. London Regt.Royal Sussex Regt.

 

Coe Frederick Courtenay Selous, the famous big-game_hunter-and explorer, had

of 1893. Sixty-five years of age, he went to East Africa early in 1915 with the Legion of
Frontiersmen, and shortly afterwards was transferred to the Frontiersmen’s Battalion as
lieutenant. He was awarded the D
General Smuts, ‘for conspicuous galls
leaves two sons, one of whomis in the R.F,C., and the other at Sandhurst.

fifty-two years of age when he joined the Canadian Army Medical Corps, and a year later
was given a commission. His son is a private ina Canadian regiment.

only son of Fleet-Paymaster Waiter Pym, R.N., District Paymaster H.M. Coast Guard.

In Canada when war broke out, he enlisted in the Royal Canadian Dragoons, and won

tae D.C.M. at Festubert by rescuing a wounded comrade in a zone swept by incessant
fire. He was gazetted to the Queen’s in October, 1916.

Tomlinson, of Moss Lane, Orrell Park, Liverpool. ‘Thirty years of age ana an old Territorial,

he volunteered for active service and went to France with his regiment as sergeant in Se :

mission in July, 1915. €
France, and died of wounds in Rouen General Hospital.

 

beenidentified with Africa since 1871. He took part in the Matabeleland Campaign

 

  
O. in September last, on the: recommen¢gtion of
ntry, resource, and endurance.” Captaij Selous

ec.-Licut. Arthur A. France was for many years an architect in Bradford. He was

See.-Lieut. John Scarlett Pym, D.C.M., Queen’s (Royal West Surrey Regiment), was   Sec.-Lieut. Robert Henry Tomlinson, King’s (Liverpool Regiment), was son of Mr. John    

 

Wounded at Givenchy he was invalided home, and obtained his com- — —

‘After some months’ service as musketry officer he returned to Sec.-Lt. H. D. CROMPTON,

, R.F.A. and R.F.C,

bruary, 1915.  
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Lient. J. R. PONTON,
Canadian Infantry. Canadian Army Medical Corps.

Sec.-Lt. C. L. DAVIES,
Middlesex, att. Berkshire Regt. Royal West Surrey Regt.

Lieut. A. V. L. CORRY,
Grenadier Guards.

Sec.-Lt. A. A. FRANCE, Sec.-Lt, J. S. PYM, D.C.M.,

  

 

       
 

          

  

  
 
Sec.-Lt. R. H. TOMLINSON, Sec.-Lt. W. A. BURROWS, Sec.-Lt. G. W. DAMPIER, Sec.-Lt. V. F, NEWTON, Sec.-Lt. B. T, CHIPPINDALL,

King’s (Liverpool Regt.). London Regt. R.F.C, Royal Welsh Fusiliers. Somerset Light Infantry,
  

 

  

Portraits by Swaine, Elliott & Fry, Lafayette, Chancellor, and Bassano.
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REFERENCE to war_in terms of sport and gamesexcites the Germans to frenzy ofsuch exceedingviolence that a man whoshrinks from the idea. of com-mitting an error in taste pauses to think whether there1s-indeed any impropriety in the use of such a simileThe ‘conclusion at which he will rightly arrive is thatmuch depends upon the personal eminence of the“Speaker, the importance “of the occasion “and theSpirit in which; the particularfiguré has been chosen :
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HUS. it was unbecoming in a man holding Cabinct
rank to defend a niilitary operation which “costa: large number cf ‘lives of self-sacrificine men ofhisown people as a ef egitimate. gamble the honesuggesting -a- certait cynical indifference to the aeof human--life. and a certain recklessness most “an-

desirable im a statesman entrusted with ereat Im perial-Fesponsibilities—an

“

indifference ‘anda. reckle ties
no doubt, entirely foreign- to the .mind_ of thespeaker= He. wa; y infeicitous in the phrase—Ot which he. he repented—which he appliedto the German ore it had emerged fromits. base -ta «try conclusions with the British
Fleet .infelicitous because he knew enough of the
matter’ to Have -to allow, if pressed that straterymight be’ a more likely explanation ‘of the Ce
Fieet’s quiescence than cowardice, and also because
 ebatase an opponent's bravery before it has-beenstested is one of the things that“ one doesn’t do.”

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 
    

em ‘the speaker is not <
: Cabinet. Minister, a the. occasion is. not a
fall recs if I 5 é ©... OCCISION 1S. NOE a
a -dress debate in the British House of Commons
Many‘of us enjoyed the delicious letter on the subject
ot educational: reform addressed to the editar of theMosting Hest » by.“ T. Browniii. and H. East iii,’
wweehs OF two ago. * First, about the war’’—thes
excelleat “British oak sap! began—‘‘it is teac

> HS a lot, -and“one of our ideas is that everybody h
f 4 + up and help to win it. The Germansare
oe they are a brainy lot, and they do work
ogether in the scrum, don’t they ? And, though we
ee form down im the front of our own pack, why
shouldn't even we kids put our weight onin 4 irod Prem ar tid a - : ee £3row ¢ “sven. a little-bit of extra weight tells, especially
in the last quarter of an-hour,”’ ; :

WE perceive at ence in. that passage- the “Sappro-
-priateness’’ which is one: of. the distinewisdisting tis

motes af good: style, amd ave are filled*with admiration:of the clarity of the thought and the perfect simplicit 7
of the language. No -c oudy, seSquipedalian seebpace
there, but good, honest words of “one syllable as
pressing muclr good; honést~ commioi:sense. We are
glad to: have “I. Brown and H.»-East iii,” -a Dan
our side,;-and glad that-they corroborate the-daetiaewe ourselves have preached here—thatit is often tiieJast ten minutes ‘that decide who wins the ganic, a

} HIE case: is different

      

   

  
      

 

   

         

  

   

     

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

 

_ $8 Bo -just impediment to the use of siniilesdrawit from the playing-fields to illustrate argunient
Sees varaaecy to \ { ‘ ‘ ustYate arg ents
co mected with the war, and the Germans’ more tha:YW peevish irritability with us ivhén-we use thein_is onlyanother proof of their fatal Jack of humour. ) 5German nught sanction the comparison of the war to@ that most s enuous athletic sport, the tug-of-war. Itif is a competition in which the team are. picked for-@> their weight-and muscular strength, and is probably

 Ne E with the indicated obvious exceptions, thereis  
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  vv one of the most exhaustine test$ of endurance. ever
submitted. to in the name. of amusement <The nen.
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AS cious cee 4 a. pe Pp as~are still to be got for fifteen-and-sixpence, and-ayhat:
ever the amount may be it’s our money that’s Wanted.
New money, too ; spot cash, if you please, in I isl
gold:*or Bank: notes or Treasury snotes “or Shi
ell of which are still worth their face vale in
market and have not followed the German maz
in its fast and easy descent to the bottomless pit
from which it will take it a mighty long time to
retrace its way. Wherefore, friends, citizens of a
greater Empiré-“than Rome, lend me yout ears and
Iend your country your money, : c Mt.
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Eleutherios, which means Liberty—was, well fitted. by
nature from the outset to be a leader among his fellows.
“ He has all the pointed eloquence of a Lloyd George -
(whomhe resembles also in other respects), the enticing,
almost ethereal, charm of an R. J. Campbell, and
the passionate force of a Welsh revivalist.” With

NEWseries of articles which I am arranging. for
Tue War IL_ustratep will, I feel sure, prove

very attractive. They. are to consist. of character
studies of the soldiers of our Allies. Here and there
I have seen many desultory notes about outstanding
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characteristics of the Belgian or the French, the
Rumanian or the Serb, but I have not seen anywhere
a systematic attempt to present a complete series of
character studies such as I hope to do itour pages.
Mr, Basil Clarke, who ranks as oneof the most popular
of our contributors, has done very-brilliant studies of
the Belgian, French, and Rumanian soldiers; .Dr.
Murphyhas written a fascinating article on the Italian,
whom he knows so intimately both in peace and war.
Other _pens—those: of Mr.- Charles H: Woods,’ Mr.
Charles Hands, and Mr..4°.. McKenzie—will describe
the Serbian, Russian, Japanese, and Portuguese soldier
types, the writers in each case. having had ample
opportunity for studying their subjects at first hand.
The series will -begin in :an early issue.

“ Hate’’ from the Pulpit

OSSIBLY there is essentially-more of humour to
be found, in some German seriousness than in

those things wliich the “Teuton jabels~ humorous.
Certainly thereis much in a-volume recently prepared

mastery over an audience that can rouse it to some-
thing of his own quick decision, he can disarm critics
with a smile, we are told, and seal his victory byhis
gift of persuasion. “And then, too, he~has luck—tuck
so persistent that even at the.eleventh hour it was to
be hoped that he could save Greece fromutterdisaster.

British Cheeriness to be Cherished

HAT the English take their pleasures sadly is a
reproach dating, I believe, from the old historian

Froissart, so that it is-at least a time-honoured one.
Now, however, we are being reproached with taking
our trials with levity, and though superficially there
may. seem some grounds forthis view, it is ‘perhars
but the natural complement, as it were, of the earlier
supposed .defect. It is but another way of saying
that the Briton is not one who wears his heart upon
his sleeve for daws-to peck at. There are really two
kinds of levity. That against which some writers have
been fulminating—notably Dr. Shadwell in the current—

re
- by a neutral.-critic to illustrate the ‘spirit .of New

Germanism.awhich suggests such a. conclusion. <Ac-
cording to this book, it appears that New Germanisin
is but Old. Prussianism writ arge. Professor J.-P.
Bang, of Copenhagen, ‘in “Hurrah and Hallelujah,”

“ Nineteenth Century’'—is, it may be believed, repre-
sentative of but a small section of the community,
those who put their personal enjoyment and adornment
before everything—a class, it must be said, which isS
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of which a translation has just been issued by Messis.
Flodder & Stoughton, closely examines much which
has been written and preached in Germany during
the war—and especially that which has been preached,
fer fie shows the extraordinary lengths to which
Teutonic-divines have gone in emphasisirig the Kaiser's
arrogant assumption of alliance with the Divine.

FYCORDING to many of these German preachers,
the Kaiser represents something of a new infalli-

‘bility at the head of the only truly Christian nation?
One of them even finds theological grounds for justifying
th: alliance of Germany with Turkey, which perhaps
serves to throw fresh light on the Teutonic conception
of Christianity. Preachers who can compare Germany
to Christ on the Cross between the two thieves; Russia
and France—who can solemnly range Zeppelins with
Cherubim and Seraphim—who can take “ hate ” as
the text of sermons to supposedly. Christian congrega-
tions—these are some of the tnanifestations of the
spirit of New Germanism. It is further expressed in
jingle which may almost literally be rendered;

German freedom, the German ‘ Gott,”
The German faith without a spot,
The German‘heart and Germansteel,
Are heroes four of strong appeal.

German * thoroughness.” does not. seem to be found
in arithmetic, or else one of the five—freedom, God,
faith, heart, or steel—was not considered worth counting
towards the ‘total, a

“Liberty ’’ Venizelos :

FePeouc the timely little book on ‘“ Venizelos
and the War,” by Mr. Crawfurd. Price, which

has just been published, I have been especially struck
by the author's. vivid personal account of the great
Greek patriot., He tells us that the famous leader—

catered for and pandered to oxall hands.i :

HE other form of levity, if the term must be used—
and it has come- to be somewhat narrowed in

its significance—is- that deep-seated characteristic of
the race which has found expression in such phrases
as ‘ Keep sniiling,’”’-which is but a°popular putting of
Browning’s words ““Face the future with a cheer.”
This is the thoroughly wholesome levity—the masking
of feeling, not its, negation—which makes Tommy
chalk messages to-the? Hun on the shell$ which he is
about -to fires the Jevity which makes him, though
ankle-deep in mud, shout “‘ Are ‘we downhearted?
No!.””. This particular .manifestation ‘of the’ British
spirit is to be found jin. the. nation at-home as well as
in tlie trenches, and it is one that should ‘not. be decried
or confused with that shoiyn by the. reprehensible
*“idle women,” “ foolish flappers,” “revellers and joy-
riders,”-who deserve’ the fullest condemnation of their
critics,

Luxuries—or Lives

» RISING out of that matter, as they say in Parlia-
ment, some of the ringing words irom the Prime

Minister’s recent great speech at the Guildhall are
worth recalling and emphasising. They were aimed
at those same thoughtless people whose levity takes
the form of spending time and moneyinself-indulgence,
as though they were still ignorant of the gravity of a
time. which demands seriousness in every act and
deliberation in all.spending. ‘‘ Let no moneybe spent
in Juxury and indulgence,” said Mr. Lloyd George.
“The first charge upon all your surplus money over
your needs for yourself and your. children should be
to help those gallant young men, who tendered their.
lives to the cause of humanity... The more we get,
the surer the victory; the more.we get, the shorter
the war... . J want to bring.this home to every

: J. ACH.
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who was, it. would seem prophetically, christened man and woman.”
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THE PROGRESS OF THE WAR

GROWING MENACE OFTHE SUBMARINE
HE two chief points of interest at this moment

are the growing shortage of supplies in Germany
and the intensified submarine and raiding

 

is being and has been done. *But the menace continues,
and as the months go on it may become the primary
fact of the war,    Lae Fece
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campaign against our shipping. The main facts of the
food shortage in Germany are now well known,

Germany continues to breathe “ frightfulness.”
Threats of the dreadful things to be done this spring
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44; . on sea and on land continue to be circulated through i g
741. Deepening Gleoom in Germany neutral sources. I have yet to learn that the Germans , :

Over large areas of the country the meat, bread, and” have in the past refrained from any frightful deeds in : x Edited by i A> HA MMERTON
potato supplies have failed. - Meat is limited to half their power to commit. We are told that large new ¥ xe + : :

4; a pound a head a week ; people are allowed a nominal armies will launch a monster campaign in the spring, ) ad 4
jj six pounds of potatoes a week, but turnips are sub- throwingall restraint aside. That” policy has heen & :
4 stituted for most of the potatoes; the bread supply tried before. It failed in Belgium and in Northern 2 i

7; in large cities like Berlin, bad at the best, has now France. Why should it succeed now ? Where are =44 RT . : zi 5 ; at
#7 completely failed. Butter has been long since ex- the large new armies to comefrom? 2
#4: hausted,andits place is taken by a vegetable prepara- .
#7; tion which everyone who has tasted it describes as Attempt to Confuse the Allies 5
#4; the most nauseating mixture imaginable. -The well- aoe : See sa ae 5
;/ to-do canstill buy various side lines-of food, but the ,, What is very evident is that Germany at the-present 4majority of the people are hungry. time As carefully attempting to confuse the Allies
44 The shortage of food has even’ reached the fighting about her ae plan = campaign. The accounts of

; Army, which up to a few months ago was well fed Seof SeeSooo from Z S
; whoever else suffered. Still more serious than the oe teres tet Se of ua carefully sent out j :

shortage of food is the growing lack of certain neces- by the German Intelligence Department or its agents.
; saries, such as wool, cotton, and leather. The farmers he Germans we are told are massing men onthe Swiss4 = : a ? = * s " tor ar mo - ole Se :7 cannot worktheir lands profitably because of the lack frontier > and ae planning ee attack onSwitzerland pat :74; of nitrates. I sce it hinted in some quarters that the Coens oe transferring. troops wholesale from 77 2

#4; Germanyis also short of shell-making material, From the east to the west; the Germans are threatening { &
; what I myself have scen, I-should very much doubt Holland. Do theyseriously hope, by spreading such ~/ Sead44 if this is true. : rumours, to cause such a diversion of allied forces as- 4 case ee
; _ The Shortage of food will reach its maximumearly Wil enable eo ae at a depleted point in our; } |; in June. Then summercrops will begin to come in. ime withsuccess? If so, they rate the intelligence j : ita
; Can the German people stand the strain until then? Of our military leaders very low. The most probable / 7 ee /; The probabilities are that they can and will. Should onseeotat sd ener (2) = ‘fo eeianie nai de 2 mai : yards ssa, ainir i

th will —= aSeeee oe eae, Che eetee supplies from Southern Pcie: or (d) alon the aera;7; will be a great influence in forcing them to yield, but *UJ tok Fe Bate Geers mtd ee saya Fe ‘
:4; hunger alone is hardly likely as yet to end the war. C0ast of France, in the hope of turning’ our position "7; :

; Fromr our point of view, it is undesirable that Germany 4 France, cutting off ourroad for supplies and threaten- _ 7/7 - 4
; should yield from hunger alone, with her Army

~

178 ee aeeeeoo— be = of dangers ee jyi undefeated. Such an end would leave the military ar ore eH = sermany, for it would open a way > Z? caste more powerful than ever. or the most deadly kind of counter-offensive. °
4; 3; . :

; SubmarineActivity—and Threats : ; Rumania and Egypt i % }444 > 3 2 * at 2 . . Rs = = =

‘
, , Hunger weakens the fighting power of Germany, and The Rumanian situation still continues uncertain. ie * i

it depresses the nation. -E.veryone is agreed that th The Rumanian-Russian forces have rallied, and have. J jj one aspect of Germany to-day is pronounced, deepening succeeded m winning some striking victories.» The - i ?
17; gloom. But, in the words of Sir John Jellicoe, the Austro-German armies. are admittedly operating in ee 1; submarine menace against our own country was Rove a very difficult section of country, and it:is c!>imed. we | ,
{47 moreserious than now. The enemy has for some months that our Allies have succeeded in holding themup, xy ie.{ cones2 — energies on building large numbers 224 a Roe oS,eeeaes they ;74; Of underwater ships, some of them mere ““tin cans,” C@@not break. Unfortunately, thelatest. facts’ do not Th 1i used to drop mines around our shores, some lone- CDfitm this cheerful. view. Mackensen has made 2 Se. |

distance ships of considerable size and power. es another determined attack on the Sereth and, according - = ce i? ‘

Every day our newspaperstell of the damage these t0.German claims, he has captured the very important | i
|

ie are accomplishing; they do not tell, because Deeseee Pudendi.- His troops have‘ not, at the » ca
i ey are not allowed to tell, what steps we are taking ar ol writing, Crossed the river. ee iy =
i against the submarines, The Germans believe that _ The series of victories by the British troops under

14, they are slowly getting a throttle-hold ‘on us. They General Murray in-Egypt has put an endfor the time 2 k77; are doing their best to wipe out the merchant shi ping to dangerous enemy. activity. there. In Mesopotamia, 4
4 of os world, and to starve us by cutting off our ae landof dreadful memories, our men, after a long ee

.
17; supplies. period of preparation, have cleared the south bank Se
ty} a of a German raider in the South of the Tigris, from Kut-el-Amara down, of the enem a 4
14 —— sere undoubtedly annoying and causing us . eaceunine farther have cleared tuc country in = ee ,
444 some s ; ienific: ‘ -eas C : H
124 ee esthe same Significance as the sub- c find . ‘ Bane. north-east of Kut. FRETS < ; §sass = ty: . The surprising’ fact is not. that an ith the NM = esire among those best. acquainted 46 a ’
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“OVER YOU GO!’’_A humanlyinteresting picture of a Canadian battalion leaving its trench.

 
The honour of being first ‘‘over the

_ top” was shared with an officer by a young private, who signified his contempt for the enemy by a gesture familiar to every schoolboy. a
‘© Jong nose and a short shrift ’’ appears to be his opinion of the proper treatment for a German. (Canadianofficial photograph.)
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THE PROGRESS OF THE WAR

GROWING MENACE OFTHE SUBMARINE
HE two chief points of interest at this moment

are the growing shortage of supplies in Germany
and the intensified submarine and raiding

 

is being and has been done. *But the menace continues,
and as the months go on it may become the primary
fact of the war,    Lae Fece
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campaign against our shipping. The main facts of the
food shortage in Germany are now well known,

Germany continues to breathe “ frightfulness.”
Threats of the dreadful things to be done this spring
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ISS CICEL Y HAMILTON,the recognised authority on feminist topics, suggests that the effect
of the war upon the next generation will be bad because, with the flower of young manhood gone =

and the strength of young womanhood overtaxed, the childven born within the next few years may be a
nervous type. She anticipates a temporary revival of femininity, as distinguished from feminism,
adjusted later by economic pressure and_habits of. labour and self-dependence formed during the
struggle. Elimination of superfiraties of life will tend to result in less worry and beiter health.
 

HAVE been asked to set down in black and white a
I forecast of the physical effects upon British women

of the conditions brought about by the war. Such
a forecast, in the nature of.things, can be only tentative
—in many respects but a guess. It is true that one can
put one’s finger on certain definite results of war con-
ditions; can say with assurance that there are at this
ken large numbers of our woman population who are
cs clad and better fed than they were when male
labour was plentiful and separation allowancesforsoldiers’
wives were as yet beyond) the horizon.

That, for the time being, is a definite gain to health..
But as the struggle drags on, so food will be dearer and
scarcer—while peace, when it comes, may bring harder
times instead of the proverbial plenty. With equal
certainty one may set it down that an appreciable number
of women (especially young girls) are overtaxing their
strength at unaccustomed forms of labour in theirsturdy
efforts to fill the places left vacant by their brothers in
the trenches. The nation in its need has called on*them
io do their utmost, and, so long as the need
of the nation is extreme, the effect upontheir
health of unduly long hours is a minor con-
sideration.
Minor it may be, but none the less it is

serious. The pick and flower of our man-
hood went first to the war, and has given its
blood more freely either than those rejected
on physical grounds or those who “ waited
to be fetched: Much of what is soundest
and finest in man has died before its time,
and left no son behind it;. if the next
generation is to have its chance, its mothers
should be healthy and well balanced.

I have heard that the French “ war baby.”
of 1871 developed only too frequently into a
markedly nervous type. If that was the case,
the evil is bound to be repeated in our time
on a scale incomparably greater. From the
point of view of the generation yet to come,
it would be well, when overwork there must
be, that older women,.-were strained and
“scrapped ” inv health. But war, like the

otaur of old, devours by preference
youth, and through youthit strikes at the unborn.
The above are some of the more direct and instant

 
   

results of war upon .the physical conditions of -women.°
It seems probable, however, that some of the most important
and permanent changes will be produced indirectly,; that
the daily life and habits of womenasa class will be affected,
and strongly affected, as a result of a change in their
mental attitude and estimate of their own position.

Probable Revival of Femininity

In this connection we have to ask ourselves : What sort
of a tradition will womenas class bring out of this greatest
of all Wars? Fortradition means moral habit and outlook
on life; and if our outlook on life, our attitude towards
curselves and the social system has not been in any way
modified by the experience we have. been through, no
permanent change will be possible. Without it, woman
m the mass—perhaps grumblingly, perhaps willingly—will
relapse into her former ways.

Onthe whole, that does not seemlikely in this generation.
She may wish to relapse, but the fates will be strongly
against her. No doubt war-weariness will bring its

 

Miss Cicely

reaction, and I expect to see in the very near future a
pronounced revival of femininity—a very different article
from feminism. Such a temporary revival of fluffiness,
of appealing dependence, of the Dora Copperfield, child-
wife, kittenish type, would be a natural result and product
of the strain through which we are passing.

Counteraction of Economic Pressure

The world since August, 1914, has indulged_in an orgy
of masculinism. This statement is not intended as a
reproach to the male sex, which, as-these two years and
more have shown, holds no monopoly of the stubbornly
combative instincts. Man and woman, we have put our
backs into the war; and, man and woman, we are sodden
with blood and brutali i
lost the power to horrify.. When the swing of the pendulum
comes, as come it must, both man and woman,for a time
at least, will turn and take pleasure in brutality’s opposite

an exaggerated, childish femininity.
Probably the phenomenon will be of short duration ;

probably, also, it will be confined to a limited
class, the class of the well-to-do, of those who
can afford to be useless. In every other

 

                                   

 

counteracted by economic pressure, by the
need to work—and work hard—forself or
children. _ And economic pressufe, in its turn,
will be seconded by habits of labour and self-
dependence acquired in the years of struggle.
One thing at least is certain. The tradition

that the average woman will bring out of the
“war will not be the tradition of a life lived
only as the helpmeet and dependent of her
husband. That estimate.of her place in the
world was old-fashioned before 1914, when
husbands were more plentiful than they. will

instincts of the human male and the laziness
and inefficiency of large sections of the
human female. EA eee

Laziness and the autocratic instinct, no
doubt, we shall always have with us; but not
while the present generation ‘endures will

they be able to stifle the inexorable fact that women.
have been called on to aid the nation in its need—not
by gentle persuasion and the homekeeping arts, but by
downright, straightforward employment of brain, muscle
and intelligence: called on, not as wives and mothers,
but as personal hands and brains. What we prize in the
war-time womanis hard sinew as well.as hard sense; the
capacity to think steadily and sweat for long hours without
dropping is of more value to a nation in its agony than
much sweetness of coaxing manner or much talent for
dainty dress.

In the hour of our trial we have taken stock of our

[Elliott & Fry

Hamilton

resources and stopped the customary wastage of women’s ©
good brains and goodbodies. Necessity, ‘a law untoitself,
has swept aside those lesser laws which forbade the employ-
ment of women in certain trades, which condemned as
unwomanly certain forms of physical activity. We have
found out that strengthis strength, whether clad introusers

section of society the tendency will ‘be .

be for years to come;it survived only by ~
favour of the sentimental and autocratic.

4

or. petticoats, and that aeare shells whether turned
out by women or by men. One forgets the preprees
when the enemy batters at the gates,

(Continued on page 580 ~
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Crampedconditions of life in submarines makeit very difficult for the manto find the recreation which is essential to their wel!-bein 3.
The crew of one of our submarines are ardent fishermen, and spend muchof their leisure time on the surface indulging in this sport.
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The Scottish nurses on service in the Balkans have earned a glorious reputation for devotion to duty and for their astonishing physica!
endurance. After their terrible ordeal with the Serbian Army they accompanied the Rumanian Army during its retreat.

are shownhere pitching their tents in workmanlike fashion.
Someof them
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Nodoubt, when the enemyceases to batter, the propricties
will come back in part. Certain callings and forms of
physical activity are obviously more suited to the average
man than they are to the average woman, and in normal
conditions. would tend to be monopolised by man. But
what has been has been; woman in war-time has been

praised and prized for qualities once held to be unfeminine,
andthe old spirit of taboo has passed while the war and
its works are remembered.
In estimating the influences that have been brought to

bear on the average woman, it must not be forgotten that
she has seen manyof her duties, once held to be of paramount
mportance, decried and derided as useless, and fallen in
public esteem. Domestic service, paid or otherwise, the
employment of household labour in the person ofone’s
servants or oneself—has been recognised in war-time as
largely a luxury trade; and just as it is an offence against
the nation to keep unnecessaryservants, so it is an offence
against the nation to multiply the little home wants and
the little heme preoccupations that were once an admired
and essential part of the life of a housekeeping woman.

Benefit of Gpen-Air Work

e housekeeping class will always form a large pro-
ion of the nation’s womanhood, andit will mean much
uch a class that it has learned to distinguish between

he essentials and non-essentials of a decent home, that
has learned to curtail and simplify its formerly multi-
rkarious duties. Even in very modest households an

Page 580

less pretentious living will mean less expenditure of energy,
more time, less worry, better health.

Physically, the nation should benefit by the fact that
the number of women working at open-air callings has
increased. during the war. ‘The field-working, horse-
minding, van-driving girl. will tend to belong to a hardy
race with an open-air outlook on ‘life. The woman who
puts her back into a day’s good gardening or farmwork
could not, if she would, have the same views and manners
as the girl whose place is the home, or whose work is
sedentary. Her ideals are different, even her ideals of
beauty ; she admires the grace that is strong and _free-
stepping, not the grace that is dependent or childish.

Restoration of the Balance

Naturally, this type—the product of the upper and
middle-class British woman’s predilection. for sport and
exercise—existed long before war with Germany was
thought of; all that war with Germany hds done is to
increase its numbers and spread its characteristics through
classes other than those with opportunity for sport. This
is ail to the good, for two reasons. First, because the
out-of-door woman will be more robust than her sedentary
sister, and therefore suffer less than her sister from the
prolonged anxiety and nervous strain of the war; secondly,
because her training and_habits will probably render her
immune from the approaching attackof fluffiness and_ultra-
femininity. She will act as femininity’s counterpoise and
bring back the balance to the normal. é

Next article :

ENGLISH LITERATURE AFTER THE WAR

= : By Clement K. Shorter

 

   
HEIRS TO THE GLORY OF FRANCE.—Infants in the cots at the creche established by the Compagnie Generale Electrique at Ivry,
near Paris, for the babies of women engaged in their munition works. The infants are brought by their mothers in the morning, and

taken entire charge of until the evening, when they are called for and carried to their homes.
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ere the Hippo Took Sides With the Hun
The War Illustrated, 3rd Fcbruary, 1917.

 

  
On New Year’s Day British troops, under Generals Dyke, Lyall,

and Sheppard, had a stubborn engagement with German East
African troops at a place called Beho-Beho, north of the Rufiji
River, where Captain Selous was killed. The enemy, thoroughly
defeated, made no further stand on this side of the river, and

General Sheppard (ook the road bordering the Tagalaka Leke.

On the night of January 5th General Sheppard began to get his

men across the Rufiji in small boats, one of which was suddenty

attacked by hippopotami.

A

fierce fight ensued, the men using their

bayonets, and the crossing wasfinally accomplished without loss.  
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WOMANHOOD AFTER THE WAR (ni ®

Nodoubt, when the enemyceases to batter, the propricties
will come back in part. Certain callings and forms of
physical activity are obviously more suited to the average
man than they are to the average woman, and in normal
conditions. would tend to be monopolised by man. But
what has been has been; woman in war-time has been

praised and prized for qualities once held to be unfeminine,
andthe old spirit of taboo has passed while the war and
its works are remembered.
In estimating the influences that have been brought to

bear on the average woman, it must not be forgotten that
she has seen manyof her duties, once held to be of paramount
mportance, decried and derided as useless, and fallen in
public esteem. Domestic service, paid or otherwise, the
employment of household labour in the person ofone’s
servants or oneself—has been recognised in war-time as
largely a luxury trade; and just as it is an offence against
the nation to keep unnecessaryservants, so it is an offence
against the nation to multiply the little home wants and
the little heme preoccupations that were once an admired
and essential part of the life of a housekeeping woman.

Benefit of Gpen-Air Work

e housekeeping class will always form a large pro-
ion of the nation’s womanhood, andit will mean much
uch a class that it has learned to distinguish between

he essentials and non-essentials of a decent home, that
has learned to curtail and simplify its formerly multi-
rkarious duties. Even in very modest households an
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less pretentious living will mean less expenditure of energy,
more time, less worry, better health.

Physically, the nation should benefit by the fact that
the number of women working at open-air callings has
increased. during the war. ‘The field-working, horse-
minding, van-driving girl. will tend to belong to a hardy
race with an open-air outlook on ‘life. The woman who
puts her back into a day’s good gardening or farmwork
could not, if she would, have the same views and manners
as the girl whose place is the home, or whose work is
sedentary. Her ideals are different, even her ideals of
beauty ; she admires the grace that is strong and _free-
stepping, not the grace that is dependent or childish.

Restoration of the Balance

Naturally, this type—the product of the upper and
middle-class British woman’s predilection. for sport and
exercise—existed long before war with Germany was
thought of; all that war with Germany hds done is to
increase its numbers and spread its characteristics through
classes other than those with opportunity for sport. This
is ail to the good, for two reasons. First, because the
out-of-door woman will be more robust than her sedentary
sister, and therefore suffer less than her sister from the
prolonged anxiety and nervous strain of the war; secondly,
because her training and_habits will probably render her
immune from the approaching attackof fluffiness and_ultra-
femininity. She will act as femininity’s counterpoise and
bring back the balance to the normal. é

Next article :

ENGLISH LITERATURE AFTER THE WAR

= : By Clement K. Shorter

 

   
HEIRS TO THE GLORY OF FRANCE.—Infants in the cots at the creche established by the Compagnie Generale Electrique at Ivry,
near Paris, for the babies of women engaged in their munition works. The infants are brought by their mothers in the morning, and

taken entire charge of until the evening, when they are called for and carried to their homes.
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ere the Hippo Took Sides With the Hun
The War Illustrated, 3rd Fcbruary, 1917.

 

  
On New Year’s Day British troops, under Generals Dyke, Lyall,

and Sheppard, had a stubborn engagement with German East
African troops at a place called Beho-Beho, north of the Rufiji
River, where Captain Selous was killed. The enemy, thoroughly
defeated, made no further stand on this side of the river, and

General Sheppard (ook the road bordering the Tagalaka Leke.

On the night of January 5th General Sheppard began to get his

men across the Rufiji in small boats, one of which was suddenty

attacked by hippopotami.
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Lord ofthe Iron Cross, Ladies of the Red Cross _ Turks in the Dobruja & Teutons on the Danube
 

 

 

  

 

 

 

s 1 _ ‘Turkish troops which played an important part in the German-—Bulgarian drive into the Dobruja, under Mackensen, were largely officered

iby Germans. Here General Toutscheff and Hilnei Pasha—both standing by the improvised table—are seen with membersof their Staff.
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WarLord, with members of his Staff, overlooking part of the Somme battlefield on which his Kultur received a damaging biow. Part of ;
his profile is to be seen as he apparently studied the map that was being modified by the smashing attack of the Allies. . §

“ , {

Germanobservation—post near the Danube. At the trench endis a telephone, the operator of which reports what is seen by the officer at

the field—glass trained through a break in the parapet. The attitude of the group does not suggest that the Rumanian iine was very close.
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With General Smuts’ Ever-Victorious Forces Conquering the Kaiser’s Last African Colony
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Captain Selous, D.S.O., the mighty hunter wholately fell in action
in East Africa, with his companyof Royal Fusiliers.

    
 
General Smuts’ story of the operations in East Africa during 1916 is fine tribute to the spirit, determination, and prodigious efforts of all
ranks under his command. The character of the country, dense bush and rugged terrain, made every yard of the advance mostdifficult,

while the tropical conditions further induced a state of mental depression which only great will-power was able to overcome.

 

 
 

       
 Ready for the enemy on the great lakes. On board an armoured boat near the rocky shore of Lake Victoria Nyanza. Above: Another

Colonel Driscoll, Royal Fusiiers, viewing the country previous to action. For weeks ata stretch operations were conducted through lake boat, the riddled funnel and ventilators of which show that she has been througha stiff bit of fighting.
jungle or high grass, in which vision was limited to a few yards and in which danges always lurked, although it was seldom visible.
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King Alfonso’s Generals Eye-Witnesses of War
British Official Photographs
 

  

 

 

Two of the party of Spanish officers—General Aranaz and Brigadier-General Martinez Anido—ona visit to the western front, watching a
bombardmentwith evident interest from the shelter afforded by a well—built British trench.
 

 
 

Spanish generals at the French front visit the headquarters of Sir
E.H.H. Allenby, commanderof the Third Army(centre figure).   
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    On the eve of an important move. All orders have to bethoroughly mastered and passed on from those responsible for them to those -
who have to carry them out. Here a Brigadier—general is giving final instructions to a colonel under his command. Above: Farmstead

near a French village which has comein for some share of the enemyshelling. British officers inspecting the defences.
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WITH BRITISH ARMOURED CARSIN THE CAUCASUS
Thrilling Story of

E have had somestirring and ex-
W citing times since wefirst landed

in Russia; and we have had our
funny periods as well. When we first
arrived in the country, after making a
passage across the dreary wastes of the
northland, through fog and ice and snow,
we made our way to Petrograd, where
the Russians gave us an excellent wel-
come.
We hadn’t got used to the new name

of the city at first, and sometimes folks
would overhear us when wesaid the words
‘“St. Petersburg ’’ and glare fiercely at
us. As soon as they recognised we
were British, however, they would smile

forgivingly, and offer us their queer
brown. cigarettes; and when at last we
started out on our several voyages, some
to the west, where they were to work on
the frontiers against the Austro-German
armies, and our column to the south,

en route for Asia Minor and the Caucasus,

tie whole population turned out to give
us a send-off, and fairly pelted us with
flowers asa token of their goodwill.

OFF for the Far Wilds

Wehada fairly decent journey south,
as. we used the main roads, and, wher-
ever possible, the Trans-Siberian Railway.
Wedid thelast part of our trip southward
on this line, and eventually reached the
place which was to form our operating
base. At. least, they called it our base,

but we have only seen it once. since we
arrived here, and that was when we first

struck it.
When we got our sailing orders we

found that the place wé were bound for ©
(I-can’t give you names, or the Censor
will strike: them out) was between «three
and. four hundred miles from civilisation,
and that the roads we had to use were
mere bullock tracks. .You will, of course,
understand that we had to carry all our
own equipment—bedding, ammunition,
provisions, and petrol—in the cars, as

well as the crews and the guns. Each
car, fully loaded and armoured, weighed

just over twenty tons when ready for
the road, and you can well imagine that
we fairly swallowed motor spirit with this
displacement.
- Things went fairly well until we struck
the mountain slope, and then our troubles
really began. Insomeplaces the gradients
were So stiff that the cars, fully loaded,

couldn’t climb them. So we had to do
a bit of field-gun drill under difficulties.

Struggling Over Mountain Slopes

We got out our drag-ropes, started up
~the engines at full speed on the lowgear,
and hauled away. But the wheels just

" slipped round and round uselessly on’ the
bad ground, and we hadto give that up.
Our next stratagem was to rig up a tackle
with five pulley blocks and a hundred
fathoms of rope. We hooked one endof
this to a small boat’s anchor we carried
on each machine, and the other end to
the front of the car’s bonnet.
Then the engine was started again, and

while she dug out we played tug-o’-war,
and finally managed to get the car up
to the mudhook—a matter of aboutfifty
yards. As this experiment provided a
means of progression, we decidedto stick
to it, though it was very slow, very
tedious,- and very laborious. But we

didn’t care for that ; we were going ahead,
as per instructions.

The War illustrated, 3rd February, 191
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Battle Adventure. Told by a Petty-Officer
 

 

Readers of THe War ILLustTRATED will
vecall the graphic pictorial record of the
adventures of the British Armoured - Car
Section through the White Sea to the
Caucasus given in these pages a few weeks
ago. To this we ave now able to add the
following thrilling and entertaining story,
which ws-extracted from a breezy letter
written to his parents by a Petty-Officer

who served with the Section.

 

 

Well, we managed to reach the topall
right, after a full week of this sort of
thing, and then came thetrouble of getting
the ‘cars down the other side in.” We
put on the drag-shoes and screwed the
brakes right hard home, but when we
started to ease the cars down the wheels
locked, and the tyres showed signs of
wearing out. We couldn’t afford that,
so. we had to rig the anchor and tackle
again, though this time it was only easing
away the rope, and not hauling. Every
time we got the tackle out to its full
extent we locked the wheels, shifted the
mudhook, and carried on again.

Well, we reachedthe valley in time, and
immediately secured all gear aboard and
set off for the enemy. There wasn’t a
road at all, and we jumped from rock to
rock like blessed grasshoppers. And the
rocks got their own back on us. Now
and then a car would catch the base
plates of her tanks against the rocks, and
they would be ripped out. Of course, all

 

  

her oil would run right out, and we'd
have a dry-dock job on hand, thus hang-
ing up the column for at least a couple
of hours. At first we used solder and sheet
copper, but our supplies of these soon ran

out, and it looked as though we should
have to abandon one or vo of the
damagedcars.

  

 

  

   

    

 

   
  

 

One chap, however, ight
ingenious patching de He
shaving-stick, and work he soap
a thick, solid paste; ther hamm
the torn plates till the ras edges
level, and caulked the tear with his
shaving soap. It made an “oil-tight      

  

joint, and couldn’
for, to make things
strapped it into ¢
And that was the kir
to do for several days.

Shaving Soap and Bullets

And then,~one day, twelve

 

im

   

   

succession got their tanks ¢ and
not-one of them, thanks to this device,

was delayed more than two hours at the
outside. But this sudden call upon our

 

repairing-shop €quipment ran us clean
out of shaving soap.

Of course, as soon as this was discovered
our crankiest car had to run into a pecu-
liarly jagged bit of the world’s crust, and
rip her base plates all along their full

length. It was the worst tear we had
ever experienced, and we had to invent
some means of stopping the leaks.
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OFFICERS OF THE ARMOCRED-CARTSECTION.—From left to right : Lieut. Hanna
(New Zealand), Lieut.-Commander Sommes, Commander Locker-Lampson, and a Russian
interpreter, photographed after their return from three months’ operations against the

Turks and Kurds in the wilds of the Caucasus.
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j Temporarily released from military duty, which Had occupied him since war began, when he left his profession at the stefn
: call to arms, this French sculptor delightedly exercises his art on a memorial to Joan of Arc.

be suggest a striking contrast. between the culture that creates and the Kultur that destroys, and the downward look of some of the
ight recognition of that contrast as they.glanced upon
the stone, and thought of Rheims Cathedral.
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the ‘* Maid’ emerging.from
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Barrage Control During a Somme Advance

   
As the infantry battalions advance in an attack, ‘‘liaison,’’ or

linking, officers push after them, with signallers carrying reels of
telephone-wire, and report the progress of the attack to the battery
commanders, enabling them to keep lifting the barrage fire
continuously. M. Frederic de Haenen here depicts. such a scene on

 

    

the western*front. An officer runs forward with the telephone—box;
whenhestops to report, the men attach the wire, which they have
been paying out as they advance, to the instrument, and a message
goes off. Another man carries a spare telephone instrument and
reserve supplies of wire in case connection should be severed.
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ARMOURED CARS IN THE
CAUCASUS.ae

The driver of the damagedcar took half

a dozen leaden bullets and melted them

on a Primus oil-stove. And while the

bullets were running down he took a

pattern of the hole, and made a place in

the mud for the moulding. The lead was

xun into this, placed in position in the

jagged rent, and then hammered till the

holes were all filled up. Wereplaced the
soap and .plaster mendings gradually by
this means,

Our next adventure was the crossing

of a river, and this took us two whole

days, the men working in their birthday
ull the time. We didn’t mind being
, except for one thing, and that was

flies. -They seemed to, think our sun-

baked skin’a special delicacy provided for

them, and where the skin began to peel

they clustered in hundreds. H-we hadn't

been compelled to brush these pests off

we could have got through that infernal
river in half the time we eventuallytook,

Capture of the Village of Norshen
Wewere just entering the Mushregion,

and getting into touch with the left flank
of the Turkish forces.- There was a small

9,

  

 

  

Turks well out of this position, and one

lucky shell dropped into their magazine,

There was an explosion that shook the

very earth, and caused great clouds of dust,

and when these cleared away the Turks

and Kurds were scooting off as fast as

their legs would carry them. We gave

them a few hundred rounds from the

machine-guns to help them along a bit,

and then ceased fire and camped for the

night on the captured ground.

The Commander Ambushed
A couple of days later the.commander

was out, with a seaman-chauffeur, on a

scouting expedition. He had one of the

light, unarmoured touring cars, when he

fell into an ambuscade the Turks and
Kurds had prepared with the object. of
preventing our getting through. The light

car was Skirting the foot of a hill along the

best road we had seen for weeks, whenit

suddenly came under a murderous rifle
fire. This was kept up for several miles,

andall the time the bullets were piercing
holes in our.car and its body. Thedriver
got one bullet through the fleshy part of
his thigh, but it made no apparent differ-
ence to himas hestill kept on.
There was nothing at all to be done

except keep straight on at full speed, and

 

 

 

 

 
 

Armoured cars reassembled after a raid. The adaptive ingenuity of the Senior Service

has seldom been tested so severely as it was in keeping these cars in running order.

village named Norshen directly ahead of
us, and the enemy held this position in
force. As we wished to get them on the
run there-was nothing for it but to advance
the column and attack.
They received us with volleys of rifle

fire- and a few Maxim guns,- but the
armoured cars turned the bullets off asif
they were paper pellets: The couple of
light, unarmoured touring cars belonging
to the columnwesentto the rear out of the
way, and, each unit working indepen-
dently in the attack, crunched down on
the lines held by the enemy.

Turkish Magazine Blown Up

My car waddled up the narrow main
street, under fire from all the-houses on
each side, the Turks especially seeming
to prefer the upper-storey windows. Our
machine-guns were rattling off at a
great rate, and if it hadn’t been so
serious a time, we might have laughed at
the haste with which the enemy vacated
those houses after they had a decent
sptaying with our bullets.

Soon we'd cleared the village, and came
in sight of the Turkish base, well hidden
behinda ridge a little wayout of the place.
The ridge which had served them as a
screen we used as a base of operations,
and brought the field-guns mounted on
the cars into action. We shelled the

  

as there are no speed limits on war
service, he just did that. And then, to.
make things worse, at the end of the road
came a wide river. All that could be done
was to charge this river, and trust to luck
to get through. And so, with the enemy's
firing kicking up spurts of waterall round,
the driver took the car through without
hurt. He neverlost his head for a second
and has since been mentioned in despatches
for his plucky work. ;
We advanced towards where the Turks

had established a fresh camp, and they
retreated before us. We determined to

press our advantage, as all the time we
were driving them towards the Russian
forces, and expected to get into touch
with the latter every day.
And then one morning we eaptured

a Kurd,-avho told us that we were going
to be wiped out, and from the way he
said it we gathered that the desperate
Turks and Kurds we had been chasing
were about to attack us. Simultaneously
with this news we discovered that we had
almost completely run out of petrol, and
only had enough to send one of the un-
armoured cars back with. We were in
camp right opposite the Turkish lines,
with their attack brewing; and couldn’t
have advanced or retreated if we had
wanted to do so. ~
Things couldn’t have been much worse,
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so we decided to try an immense bluff.
We went round the whole of the petrol
tanks in the squadron, and collected what
spirit there was. This: we gave to our
best car, which we then sent out, with a
double whack of gun and Maxim ammu-
nition, quite opeply. We-wanted to
make the Turks believe that it was
searching for them, and we also hoped
that they would get the idea the Russians
had joined up with us, and were in force.
To supplementthis weall took rifles and

advanced in skirmishing order, well under
cover, firing at long range. For two days
we kept this bluff up, never allowing the
enemy to discover that we were short of
matefial and fuel, and at long last, just
as the ruse was wearing thin and the
Turks were massing for their real attack—
they would have completely wiped us up
—the light car came back, packed to its
full capacity with motor spirit. in cans.
Tf it had been rumforall hands, and peace
time to drink it in, the cheer that greeted
that car couldn’t have been louder.

Successful Bluff by the Squadron

We filled up all round, whacked the
spare stuff among us, and sailed into the
masses of Turks and Kurds. They never
got time to realise the huge bluff we had
pulled off so successfully ; they simply
stood their ground for about half an hour.
Then, finding out once more that our
armour was too thick for their bullets
to ‘penetrate, and that our fire was as

deadly as ever, they broke and ran.
We occasionally ~ran short of ‘fresh

water, and as most of the rivers were
polluted—you never knew when a dead
body was likely to come floating down-
stream—we often had to make tea with
water drawn from the cars’ radiators.
When we ran short of fresh meat we'd
have an occasional midnight foray into
the enemy’s country, and “‘ borrow "a, few

head of cattle, which we shot in the camp,
and thus obtainedstringy and exceedingly
tough steaks.
Now and then we exploded dynamite

cartridges in a river, and ‘the dead fish
floated to the top in shoals, making a

welcome change in the menu. We had
only two things to grumble about—the
flies in the heat of the day and the bitter
coldness of the nights.
We lost one petty-officer at a place

called Viladikavkas—don’t try to pro-
nounce it—through ptomaine poisoning,
caused through a defective tin of corned
beef, and the natives of the town have
ever since kept his grave covered with
the mostbeautiful fresh flowers, as a mark

of the high esteem in which they hold the
*Jand sailors,” as they call us.

imperial Rewards for Service

We are back again now for a short
rest, and the Tsar has been giving decora-
tions away. .Two of our officers have got
the Vladimir Order for meritorious service
and bravery in battle, and two petty-
officers have got the Medal of St. George
for the same thing. «I suppose we shall
all get some kind of decoration for this
job, and there will be no doubt but that
we have earnedit.
We're waiting for winter clothing, when

we shall transform ourselves into Arctic
explorers, for we understand that a winter
in the Caucasus is not anything “to be
fought back with a blue jersey and a
monkey coat. Anyway, we've had a
splendid time, and enjoyed fairly good
health—we’ve been too busy to be ill—
and are looking forward to paying off a
few scores with Johnny Turk before we
see dear old England—aad the real ships
—once more.
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Alexander, Crown Prince of Serbia, with General Bukovitch, his
Chief of Staff, riding through the mountain forests in the course of
the victorious advance on Monastir. The Crown Prince, who also
was Regent during the exile of his aged and infirm father after the
cuccesstul Austro-German-Bulgarian invasion of Serbia in 1915,

 

is the supreme commanderof the Serbian Army. He was warmly
congratulated by King George on his recapture of Monastir on the
fourth anniversary of its delivery from the Turks. The Tsar also
sent him a message expressing his keen satisfaction and joy at the
achievement, which had great moral effect throughout the Balkans.
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ARMOURED CARS IN THE
CAUCASUS.ae

The driver of the damagedcar took half

a dozen leaden bullets and melted them

on a Primus oil-stove. And while the

bullets were running down he took a

pattern of the hole, and made a place in

the mud for the moulding. The lead was

xun into this, placed in position in the

jagged rent, and then hammered till the

holes were all filled up. Wereplaced the
soap and .plaster mendings gradually by
this means,

Our next adventure was the crossing

of a river, and this took us two whole

days, the men working in their birthday
ull the time. We didn’t mind being
, except for one thing, and that was

flies. -They seemed to, think our sun-

baked skin’a special delicacy provided for

them, and where the skin began to peel

they clustered in hundreds. H-we hadn't

been compelled to brush these pests off

we could have got through that infernal
river in half the time we eventuallytook,
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and getting into touch with the left flank
of the Turkish forces.- There was a small
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Turks well out of this position, and one

lucky shell dropped into their magazine,

There was an explosion that shook the

very earth, and caused great clouds of dust,

and when these cleared away the Turks

and Kurds were scooting off as fast as

their legs would carry them. We gave

them a few hundred rounds from the

machine-guns to help them along a bit,

and then ceased fire and camped for the

night on the captured ground.
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A couple of days later the.commander

was out, with a seaman-chauffeur, on a

scouting expedition. He had one of the

light, unarmoured touring cars, when he

fell into an ambuscade the Turks and
Kurds had prepared with the object. of
preventing our getting through. The light

car was Skirting the foot of a hill along the

best road we had seen for weeks, whenit

suddenly came under a murderous rifle
fire. This was kept up for several miles,

andall the time the bullets were piercing
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village named Norshen directly ahead of
us, and the enemy held this position in
force. As we wished to get them on the
run there-was nothing for it but to advance
the column and attack.
They received us with volleys of rifle

fire- and a few Maxim guns,- but the
armoured cars turned the bullets off asif
they were paper pellets: The couple of
light, unarmoured touring cars belonging
to the columnwesentto the rear out of the
way, and, each unit working indepen-
dently in the attack, crunched down on
the lines held by the enemy.

Turkish Magazine Blown Up

My car waddled up the narrow main
street, under fire from all the-houses on
each side, the Turks especially seeming
to prefer the upper-storey windows. Our
machine-guns were rattling off at a
great rate, and if it hadn’t been so
serious a time, we might have laughed at
the haste with which the enemy vacated
those houses after they had a decent
sptaying with our bullets.

Soon we'd cleared the village, and came
in sight of the Turkish base, well hidden
behinda ridge a little wayout of the place.
The ridge which had served them as a
screen we used as a base of operations,
and brought the field-guns mounted on
the cars into action. We shelled the

  

as there are no speed limits on war
service, he just did that. And then, to.
make things worse, at the end of the road
came a wide river. All that could be done
was to charge this river, and trust to luck
to get through. And so, with the enemy's
firing kicking up spurts of waterall round,
the driver took the car through without
hurt. He neverlost his head for a second
and has since been mentioned in despatches
for his plucky work. ;
We advanced towards where the Turks

had established a fresh camp, and they
retreated before us. We determined to

press our advantage, as all the time we
were driving them towards the Russian
forces, and expected to get into touch
with the latter every day.
And then one morning we eaptured

a Kurd,-avho told us that we were going
to be wiped out, and from the way he
said it we gathered that the desperate
Turks and Kurds we had been chasing
were about to attack us. Simultaneously
with this news we discovered that we had
almost completely run out of petrol, and
only had enough to send one of the un-
armoured cars back with. We were in
camp right opposite the Turkish lines,
with their attack brewing; and couldn’t
have advanced or retreated if we had
wanted to do so. ~
Things couldn’t have been much worse,
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so we decided to try an immense bluff.
We went round the whole of the petrol
tanks in the squadron, and collected what
spirit there was. This: we gave to our
best car, which we then sent out, with a
double whack of gun and Maxim ammu-
nition, quite opeply. We-wanted to
make the Turks believe that it was
searching for them, and we also hoped
that they would get the idea the Russians
had joined up with us, and were in force.
To supplementthis weall took rifles and

advanced in skirmishing order, well under
cover, firing at long range. For two days
we kept this bluff up, never allowing the
enemy to discover that we were short of
matefial and fuel, and at long last, just
as the ruse was wearing thin and the
Turks were massing for their real attack—
they would have completely wiped us up
—the light car came back, packed to its
full capacity with motor spirit. in cans.
Tf it had been rumforall hands, and peace
time to drink it in, the cheer that greeted
that car couldn’t have been louder.

Successful Bluff by the Squadron

We filled up all round, whacked the
spare stuff among us, and sailed into the
masses of Turks and Kurds. They never
got time to realise the huge bluff we had
pulled off so successfully ; they simply
stood their ground for about half an hour.
Then, finding out once more that our
armour was too thick for their bullets
to ‘penetrate, and that our fire was as

deadly as ever, they broke and ran.
We occasionally ~ran short of ‘fresh

water, and as most of the rivers were
polluted—you never knew when a dead
body was likely to come floating down-
stream—we often had to make tea with
water drawn from the cars’ radiators.
When we ran short of fresh meat we'd
have an occasional midnight foray into
the enemy’s country, and “‘ borrow "a, few

head of cattle, which we shot in the camp,
and thus obtainedstringy and exceedingly
tough steaks.
Now and then we exploded dynamite

cartridges in a river, and ‘the dead fish
floated to the top in shoals, making a

welcome change in the menu. We had
only two things to grumble about—the
flies in the heat of the day and the bitter
coldness of the nights.
We lost one petty-officer at a place

called Viladikavkas—don’t try to pro-
nounce it—through ptomaine poisoning,
caused through a defective tin of corned
beef, and the natives of the town have
ever since kept his grave covered with
the mostbeautiful fresh flowers, as a mark

of the high esteem in which they hold the
*Jand sailors,” as they call us.

imperial Rewards for Service

We are back again now for a short
rest, and the Tsar has been giving decora-
tions away. .Two of our officers have got
the Vladimir Order for meritorious service
and bravery in battle, and two petty-
officers have got the Medal of St. George
for the same thing. «I suppose we shall
all get some kind of decoration for this
job, and there will be no doubt but that
we have earnedit.
We're waiting for winter clothing, when

we shall transform ourselves into Arctic
explorers, for we understand that a winter
in the Caucasus is not anything “to be
fought back with a blue jersey and a
monkey coat. Anyway, we've had a
splendid time, and enjoyed fairly good
health—we’ve been too busy to be ill—
and are looking forward to paying off a
few scores with Johnny Turk before we
see dear old England—aad the real ships
—once more.
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Alexander, Crown Prince of Serbia, with General Bukovitch, his
Chief of Staff, riding through the mountain forests in the course of
the victorious advance on Monastir. The Crown Prince, who also
was Regent during the exile of his aged and infirm father after the
cuccesstul Austro-German-Bulgarian invasion of Serbia in 1915,

 

is the supreme commanderof the Serbian Army. He was warmly
congratulated by King George on his recapture of Monastir on the
fourth anniversary of its delivery from the Turks. The Tsar also
sent him a message expressing his keen satisfaction and joy at the
achievement, which had great moral effect throughout the Balkans.
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With General Murray East and West of Suez
Exclusive Photographs
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Australian mounted patrol at the Kasr-el-Nil Barracks, Cairo. The

“men from the Southern Continent have done goodservice in Egypt.
British soldiers at Memphis. They have climbed onto one of the
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Crossing the Suez Canal. The men are swimming over beside their
horses, which, it will be noticed, mostly keep a line as ifon parade.

Nearly across. British officer swimminghis horse over the canal.
The way in which man and horse swim together is well shown.
 

 

 

 

  
Mounted for Memphis. Off for a

desert ride through the palms.

  

 

 

   

 

 
 

Old and newin striking contrast. Camel caravan, loaded with water and provisions,follows the railway route i to the desert. Above:

 

British officer distributing much-appreciated cigarettes to Arab women. Tothé right is a memberof the Intelliaence Department.
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Italian Aerie in the Snow-Capped Alps
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Wonderful ingenuity is shown by the Italians campaigning in the
Alps... By this rope—ladder—hundreds of feet long—the soldiers
climb the precipitous rock to the high-perched temporary home
from which they keep an outlook towards the enemy while they

prepare for their next. move forward against him.

Remarkable, too, is the feat_of engineering shown at the terminus
of the tong tadder, where this outlook hut is fixed in a cleft in the
very face of the mountain. Though their quarters must be
somewhat cramped. the Italian soldiers evidently maintain a

smiling front at their lofty and lonely post..
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Pte. John Cunningham,V.C., East York Regt. (portrait left) in a communi-
cation-trench beyond a captured line went forward alone, and meeting ten of
the enemykilled them with bombs and cleared the trench upto the nextline.

f

  AS  
 

Pte. David Ross Lauder, V.C., Royal Scots Fusiliers, was one of the bombing-party retaking a sap. Having thrown a bomb whichfailed
to clear the parapet and rolled back amongthe party, Private Lauder promptly puthis footon it, thereby localising the explosion. His foot

was blownoff, but his prompt act of self-sacrifice saved all his companions. Above (right) ; Portrait of Pte. Lauder, V.C.
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RECORDS OF THE REGIMENTS—XXVII ;
 

SOUTH WALES BORDERERS
In France, Tsing-Tau and Gallipoli

EN or more
years ago there
was a discus-

sion in a popular

4% magazine as to which
7 regiment in the

BEL YY iritish Armyhadthe

   
  

      
: of this kind are in-

vidious, perhaps, for according to their
opportunities all the regiments ‘have done
most gallantly, and to “single out one or
two for special mention seems to cast a slur
on the others. With the heroisms of the
Great War before us, this remark is truer
than ever; but meanwhile it maybe said
that.on the occasion in question the
verdict seemed to lie between the Black
Watch- and the South Wales Borderers,
the old 24th of .the Line, the men of
Isandula and Rorke’s Drift.
When. the Great War broke out the

ist Battalion of the Borderers went at
once to France. ‘They were in the 3rd
Brigade, which formed-part of Sir Douglas
Haig’s. army corps, and were in the
retreat from Mons and the Battle of the
Marne. Compared with some of the
battalions, they suffered little during
those anxious days, but they were not
idle, for one of their majors, W. L.
Lawrence, won the D.S.O. for gallantry

and ability in repelling the enemy on
September 26th; and one of their

privates, Rk. Black, the D.C.M. for bravery

in October and November.
The Borderefs fought at Ypres in

November, 1914, after which they had a
few days’ rest.. In December, however,
their services were again required in the
fighting-line in the following circum-
stances. The Indian Corps was having a
very bad time at Givenchy, and, early in
the afternoon of December 20th, Lord
French, realising the seriousness of the

situation, ordered Sir Douglas Haig,

whose corps was then in reserve, to send

aid to the Indians. For this purpose Sir
Douglas told off his rst Division, and on
the same day the Borderers and the rest
of the 3rd_Brigade left their billets and
swung forward to Bethune. About eight
o’clock in, the morning of the 21st they
tramped into that little town, and there
theygot their fighting orders.

Fights for Life at Givenchy

General Haking was then commanding
the 1st Division, and his orders were that
the 3rd Brigade should attack from
Festubert, moving to the north-cast.
They-were to. regain the trenches lost by
the Sirhind brigade, and then to capture
some German trenches 300 yards away
to the east.. After a rest of about four
hours, the attack began at one o’clock, and
by five o’clock the men were half a mile
from Festubert. It was then dark, for it
was the shortest day of the year, and
this favoured the attack, for a little later
word was sent to Headquarters that the
Borderers and the 2nd Welsh were in the
trenches. They held them, in spite of
heavy attacks, and by the 27th the whole
line was again in the handsof the British.
The Bordérers remained at Givenchy,

and on January 25th they were again
fighting for their lives. The Germans
made a desperate attack, but just as they
were wavering up .came the Borderers
and some other troops, and put the

most distinguished .

record. Comparisons

finishing touch to their discomfiture. On
this date two Welshmen won especial
distinction : Sergeant Wilcox for keeping
his machine-gun at work without a man

to help him, and Corporal Williams for
taking command of a Baselerless platoon
and thrusting back the enemy.

The 2nd “Battalion of the Borderers
has had a unique experience during the
war. -Alone ofour British regiments they
have fought bytheside of the Japanese,

for in September, 1914, they were sent to
Tsing-tau to prove to the Germans how
real was thealliance of Great Britain and
Japan. Once there they took part in the
attack, about 600 yards of the front
being assigned to them, At first their
work was mainly digging, which was
made much more difficult by the heavy
and continuousrain. Gradually, however,
they worked nearer and nearer to the
German fortress, at one time suffering

some loss in making their way across a
river-bed, and then on November 7th
came the German surrender,* and the

whole army marched quietly into Tsing-
tau. The D.S.O.. was awarded _to one
Officer, Captain _D. G.-Johnson, while
Lieut.-Colonel H. G. Casson and several
others were mentioned in despatches,

 

From Tsing-tau to Gallipoli

This little campaign was a valuable
experience for the Borderers, but it was
the veriest child’s play compared with
what followed. When the attack on
Gallipoli was planned, a number of
seasoned battalions were collected from
British stations in all parts of the world,
and formed into the 29th Division under

General Hunter-Weston. In one of his
brigades, the 87th, was the 2nd South
Wales Borderers, fresh from Tsing-tau.
The story of the landing has beentold

time and again. Here it need only. be
said that the Borderers got ashore from
trawlers, and established themselves on
the cliffs above Morto Bay. Compara-
tively their losses (aboutfifty) were slight,
and they were soon able to join hands
with their comrades on the left. Through-
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out May they were fighting
they were in the $
took plac June, and on June rrth
their success ee a night attack on some
trenches’ was noted. “In August they and
the other battalions of the 29th Division
“vere. secretly conveyed from Cape Helles
to Suyla, where, on the 2tst, the y shared in
the forlorn attack on Hill 7o.

Before the end of 1916 the old | Regular
Army had almost disappeared,
fighting had en taken up bybat

of Territorials and of Kitchens rs
soon to be followed by the Derbyi

Among these were battalions
ay of miners from South -W
about their deeds the authorities a:
very good reasonscertzunly, most r
However, weshall not be far wag if we
conclude that there were battalions of
Borderers among the Welsh rake took
part in the terrible fight for Mametz
Wood on July roth and rrth last, and the
“London Gazette’’ from time to time
gave evidence that they had been in the
thick of thebattle.

Victoria Crosses for the Borderers

On September 26th,
twelve Victoria Crosses were rarded,

and two of these fell to the South Wales
Borderers, both for rescuing the wounded.
Captain Angus Buchanan went out for
150 yards in the open and brought in a
wounded officer and a wounded man
Private J. H. Fynn brought in several
wounded men, being all the time under
continuous fire.

The South Wales Borderers
in 1689, and fought under William III.

incessantly ¢'
Lvage ‘hattles which 
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and Marlborough, who was at one time
colonel of the regiment. In the eighteenth

 

century it saw service in Germany and
America, and in the nineteenth won im-
mortal fame in the Peninsular War and in
India. The regiment lost 500 officers and
men at Chilianwallah, where it fought
against desperate odds with wonderful
gallantry, and both its battalions upheld
its great reputation in the Zulu War. At
Isandula, in Jeerars 1879, s
of the Borde?rers were killed to the cSist man,

while another company beat back the
Zulus at Rorke’s Drift. In that campaign
ten Victoria Crosses were awarded. to
officers and men of the regiment, and
Queen Victoria gave a silver wreath to be
carried on the colours.
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OFFICERS a THE SOUTH WALES BORDERERS.—Back row

Jenkins,
Deane, Sec.-Siac E. C. Meacock;, Lieut. W. B.—

Sec.-Lieut. T.

Sec.-Lieut. H. Ede, Sec.-Lieut. D

La Touche, Sec#Lieut. C. C. P. Bayley,
Sec.-Lieut. G. ee Sec.-Lieut.

Z Lieut. J. N. A: James, Lieut. F.
(se ated) : Capt. E. W. Wakefield, Capt. we
Wood, Lieut. and Qr.-Mr..A. Case, Lieut. €
(on ground) ::.See;-Lieut. R. °W.
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Pte. John Cunningham,V.C., East York Regt. (portrait left) in a communi-
cation-trench beyond a captured line went forward alone, and meeting ten of
the enemykilled them with bombs and cleared the trench upto the nextline.

f

  AS  
 

Pte. David Ross Lauder, V.C., Royal Scots Fusiliers, was one of the bombing-party retaking a sap. Having thrown a bomb whichfailed
to clear the parapet and rolled back amongthe party, Private Lauder promptly puthis footon it, thereby localising the explosion. His foot

was blownoff, but his prompt act of self-sacrifice saved all his companions. Above (right) ; Portrait of Pte. Lauder, V.C.
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RECORDS OF THE REGIMENTS—XXVII ;
 

SOUTH WALES BORDERERS
In France, Tsing-Tau and Gallipoli

EN or more
years ago there
was a discus-

sion in a popular

4% magazine as to which
7 regiment in the

BEL YY iritish Armyhadthe

   
  

      
: of this kind are in-

vidious, perhaps, for according to their
opportunities all the regiments ‘have done
most gallantly, and to “single out one or
two for special mention seems to cast a slur
on the others. With the heroisms of the
Great War before us, this remark is truer
than ever; but meanwhile it maybe said
that.on the occasion in question the
verdict seemed to lie between the Black
Watch- and the South Wales Borderers,
the old 24th of .the Line, the men of
Isandula and Rorke’s Drift.
When. the Great War broke out the

ist Battalion of the Borderers went at
once to France. ‘They were in the 3rd
Brigade, which formed-part of Sir Douglas
Haig’s. army corps, and were in the
retreat from Mons and the Battle of the
Marne. Compared with some of the
battalions, they suffered little during
those anxious days, but they were not
idle, for one of their majors, W. L.
Lawrence, won the D.S.O. for gallantry

and ability in repelling the enemy on
September 26th; and one of their

privates, Rk. Black, the D.C.M. for bravery

in October and November.
The Borderefs fought at Ypres in

November, 1914, after which they had a
few days’ rest.. In December, however,
their services were again required in the
fighting-line in the following circum-
stances. The Indian Corps was having a
very bad time at Givenchy, and, early in
the afternoon of December 20th, Lord
French, realising the seriousness of the

situation, ordered Sir Douglas Haig,

whose corps was then in reserve, to send

aid to the Indians. For this purpose Sir
Douglas told off his rst Division, and on
the same day the Borderers and the rest
of the 3rd_Brigade left their billets and
swung forward to Bethune. About eight
o’clock in, the morning of the 21st they
tramped into that little town, and there
theygot their fighting orders.

Fights for Life at Givenchy

General Haking was then commanding
the 1st Division, and his orders were that
the 3rd Brigade should attack from
Festubert, moving to the north-cast.
They-were to. regain the trenches lost by
the Sirhind brigade, and then to capture
some German trenches 300 yards away
to the east.. After a rest of about four
hours, the attack began at one o’clock, and
by five o’clock the men were half a mile
from Festubert. It was then dark, for it
was the shortest day of the year, and
this favoured the attack, for a little later
word was sent to Headquarters that the
Borderers and the 2nd Welsh were in the
trenches. They held them, in spite of
heavy attacks, and by the 27th the whole
line was again in the handsof the British.
The Bordérers remained at Givenchy,

and on January 25th they were again
fighting for their lives. The Germans
made a desperate attack, but just as they
were wavering up .came the Borderers
and some other troops, and put the

most distinguished .

record. Comparisons

finishing touch to their discomfiture. On
this date two Welshmen won especial
distinction : Sergeant Wilcox for keeping
his machine-gun at work without a man

to help him, and Corporal Williams for
taking command of a Baselerless platoon
and thrusting back the enemy.

The 2nd “Battalion of the Borderers
has had a unique experience during the
war. -Alone ofour British regiments they
have fought bytheside of the Japanese,

for in September, 1914, they were sent to
Tsing-tau to prove to the Germans how
real was thealliance of Great Britain and
Japan. Once there they took part in the
attack, about 600 yards of the front
being assigned to them, At first their
work was mainly digging, which was
made much more difficult by the heavy
and continuousrain. Gradually, however,
they worked nearer and nearer to the
German fortress, at one time suffering

some loss in making their way across a
river-bed, and then on November 7th
came the German surrender,* and the

whole army marched quietly into Tsing-
tau. The D.S.O.. was awarded _to one
Officer, Captain _D. G.-Johnson, while
Lieut.-Colonel H. G. Casson and several
others were mentioned in despatches,

 

From Tsing-tau to Gallipoli

This little campaign was a valuable
experience for the Borderers, but it was
the veriest child’s play compared with
what followed. When the attack on
Gallipoli was planned, a number of
seasoned battalions were collected from
British stations in all parts of the world,
and formed into the 29th Division under

General Hunter-Weston. In one of his
brigades, the 87th, was the 2nd South
Wales Borderers, fresh from Tsing-tau.
The story of the landing has beentold

time and again. Here it need only. be
said that the Borderers got ashore from
trawlers, and established themselves on
the cliffs above Morto Bay. Compara-
tively their losses (aboutfifty) were slight,
and they were soon able to join hands
with their comrades on the left. Through-
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out May they were fighting
they were in the $
took plac June, and on June rrth
their success ee a night attack on some
trenches’ was noted. “In August they and
the other battalions of the 29th Division
“vere. secretly conveyed from Cape Helles
to Suyla, where, on the 2tst, the y shared in
the forlorn attack on Hill 7o.

Before the end of 1916 the old | Regular
Army had almost disappeared,
fighting had en taken up bybat

of Territorials and of Kitchens rs
soon to be followed by the Derbyi

Among these were battalions
ay of miners from South -W
about their deeds the authorities a:
very good reasonscertzunly, most r
However, weshall not be far wag if we
conclude that there were battalions of
Borderers among the Welsh rake took
part in the terrible fight for Mametz
Wood on July roth and rrth last, and the
“London Gazette’’ from time to time
gave evidence that they had been in the
thick of thebattle.

Victoria Crosses for the Borderers

On September 26th,
twelve Victoria Crosses were rarded,

and two of these fell to the South Wales
Borderers, both for rescuing the wounded.
Captain Angus Buchanan went out for
150 yards in the open and brought in a
wounded officer and a wounded man
Private J. H. Fynn brought in several
wounded men, being all the time under
continuous fire.

The South Wales Borderers
in 1689, and fought under William III.

incessantly ¢'
Lvage ‘hattles which 
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Ig16, for in stance,

 

was raised

   

 

and Marlborough, who was at one time
colonel of the regiment. In the eighteenth

 

century it saw service in Germany and
America, and in the nineteenth won im-
mortal fame in the Peninsular War and in
India. The regiment lost 500 officers and
men at Chilianwallah, where it fought
against desperate odds with wonderful
gallantry, and both its battalions upheld
its great reputation in the Zulu War. At
Isandula, in Jeerars 1879, s
of the Borde?rers were killed to the cSist man,

while another company beat back the
Zulus at Rorke’s Drift. In that campaign
ten Victoria Crosses were awarded. to
officers and men of the regiment, and
Queen Victoria gave a silver wreath to be
carried on the colours.
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In and. Around Monastir After the Teuton Exodus 3 i fa: e MgtaasSeee | Minor Mishaps to Mules and Motor-Cars
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British Official Photographs
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Professional attendance by a mobile veterinary section. It is best not to rel t i ia i 4 ns y on the grateful patience of a mul‘e; hence the securinof the sound feg while the injured one is dressed. Right: A French lorry charged a bridge-rail and “ turned turtle? in the seen,
 

     
   Russians bivouacking ct Monastir. A felicitous impression of the character as weli

as of the outward appearance oj these splendid allies, hardy men of simple wants,
and, though formidable fighters, singulariy good-temrered.
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The British Consulate, Monastir, occupied by the Germansuntil their compulsory evacuation As scon as they were out of the door
zn official nailed up a Union Jack which he had concealed for nearly a year. Right: Serbian sailors marching through the town. -        RS ee

Royal Engineers bridge—building in the Balkans. Right: A pile-driver at work in ariver near Monastir. None of the rivers in ths
$ Monastir region is wide, but owing to the mountainous nature of the country most of thém arerapid.
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Mishapto an Indian mule-cart, the mutes accepting the situation with placidity. Right: A couple of Indian soldiers start
Job of removing the spilt load, while a British trooper looks on and allows his horseto enjoy a little of the fragrant Srovender, =

   
    _ Tobaccois an important crop throughout Macedonia. Someof the finest flavoured Turkish tobaccos are producedin the region round
Kavalla. Near Monastir our troops were able to gather quantities of the fragrant leaf. Right: British soldier using a Macedonian oven.
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Plucky Sea Adventure and Its Disappointing End
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> Dumont of Douaumont: Hero of a Glorious Deec 

 

 

     

   

 

Pair of mine-sweepers which, moving at the same speed and a regular distance apart,
literally sweep the seas. A cable stretched between serves to locate the mines.

 

 
Ready and waiting for the high-flying Huns. A well-equipped anti-aircraft observation station in

p ; lines where the French soldiers confidently await their aerial enemies.

 

 

 
 
Twenty plucky Germans sailed from Vigoin the tiny Sailing vessel Virgen del Socorro.
This bold attempt ended intheir capture bya British cruiser twelve miles from

their desired destination, Zeebrugge. Right: Three of their leaders.
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Lowering the lifeboats from an Ellerman liner—the City of Birmingham—which wastorpedoed without warning in the Mediterranean and
Sank in forty minutes. The murderous U boat*wasdescribed as ‘nosing ” about until the vessel finally disappeared, when it madeoff.
 Watering horses : A camera picture from the Macedonian front. (French official photograph.) Above: Paul Dumont, who hasreceived the
Cross of the Legion of Honour; the deed for which he was honoured is thus described: ‘* Taking on his owninitiative the command of
a“= ©-!--Ilal soldiers, he at their head was the first to penetrate into Douaumontfortress, capturing four officers and twenty-four men.’”’
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Canon M. LINTON SMITH,
D.S.O. Vicar of St. Nicholas’,
Blundellsands. He has been at
the front for over two years.

tioned in despatches for gallantry COOP,
and devotion. Curate of St. Bar-
nabas’, North Heigham, Norwich of St.

The Rev. F.S.L. GREEN, men- The Rev.

for gallantry and devotion. Vicar

JAMES OGDEN
mentioned in despatches

The Rev. C. S. DUNN who has
been wounded. Heo left his

curacy at St. Michael’s, Head-

Catherine’s, Liverpool. ingley, to go the front,

  

—
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The Rev. H. REID, M.C. Minister

of Hamilton U.F. Church, Port Glas-

gow. He brought in woundedofficers

under heavyshell fire.

Cuthbert’s R.C. Congregation, K

General for gallantry un

The Rev. Father M‘'HARDY, M.C., Priest in Chargeof St.

peatedly recommended for decoration by the Divisional

The Rev. L. G. HUGHES, men-
tioned in despatches for gallantry
and devotion. Pastor of Wood
Street Baptist Chapel, Shefficld.

irkcudbright. Re-

der fire.

 
 

     
 

 

    
The Rev. RONALD IRWIN, The Rev. A.} C. COUSINS,
D.S.O., M.C. and Bar. He had M.C., curate at Bristol. Fre-

: been previously mentioned viously recommendedfor decor-
three times in despatches. ation. He served in S.A. War.

Class.
Served

 

The Rev. E. R. DAY, C.M.G.
Chaplain to the Forces, First

The Rev. D. RAILTON, Chap-
lain to the Forces. Mentioned
in despatches for gallant ser—

vice and devotion.
Mentioned in despatches.
inthe South African War,
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OUR OBSERVATION POST

A WAR ASSET OF THE BRITISH RACE

EVERYTHING connected with the war. has been
so horribly violent and so violently horrible that

the despatch which Mr. Balfour, as Secretary for
Foreign Affairs, sent to the British Ambassador in
Washington, with the joint reply of the Allies to

President Wilson’s Peace Note, causes a feeling of
positive pleasure by the polished courtesy with which
it- delivers its.effective thrust to the false heart of
German peace propagandism. Surveying the general
welter of the world from the detached security of this
Observation Post, we seemto see a quiet, self-possessed
figure, embodying old and fine tradition, stepping
calmly down into the midst of a brutal, bawling, and
blaspheming mob and, dropping for a momentits air
of rather bored indolence, singling out the biggest bully
and passing its rapier through the-braggart’s bulk.

ITERARY fantastics all this?- Even if it is,
there is no great need to apologise. Fable and

“allegory and other devices have conveyed plenty of
truth before now. The Germans have been brutal in
this war; they have bawled—are bawling, indeed ;
they have been, and still are, blasphemous. And
British statesmen have been calm—too calm, some of

 

~us think—and, if not bored, have certainly given some
of us an idea thatthey are indolent. And now one of
them. has come forward with these ‘“ observations,”
which he desires should be brought to the notice of the
United States Government, and like.a. rapier they
pierce through the thick jerkin of German arrogance
and take the life out of German lying sophistries. Our
fantastics are not so far-fetched afterall,

ee plain truth is that the people in Germany who
mould its opinions and control its destinics don’t

want peace.  What they want’ is a pause—a very
But the neutral Powers want peace

so much that they have leaped at the proffered horse
andnever thought to look in its mouth. Their one idea
was to get the egregious beast well within their Capitol,

. Our own pacifists were just as simple. They believed
the specious story which the Germans spread ‘abroad,
and wereall for accepting the Kaiser’s overtures. And
now,:like-another Laocoén, Mr: Balfour ernerges from

. the Foreign: Office—not hurrying; we must admit: the
parallel breaks down there—and as:muchas asks them

Peace 2. ERIS; peace 2 Is
that all- you have learned about Ulysses 2? Persons
who have faith in International laws and treaties as
guarantees for peace have ill learned the lessons so
clearly taught by recent history. And in a very few
words Mr, Balfour exposes once more the shockingly
callous perfidy of Germany which preceded her ex-
hibition of shockingly callous savagery in war.

-HEdespatch-is one ofthe historic documents of
.the avar.. .It supplements the joit reply. of. the

Allies to President Wilson’s Note. That stated, with
sufficient explicitness. at this stage, the terms upon the

‘basis of which the Allies would be prepared to enter
into negotiations for peace. This states the three
conditions which are essential-to durable peace—the
only kind we want. The first is that the existing
_causes.of International unrest should be as far as
possible removed or weakened. Territorial rearrange-
»ment on the basis of nationality is the method by
which’ that is to. be done. .The second is that the
aggréssive aims and the unscrupulous methods of the
Central Powers shouldfall into disrepute among their
own peoples. Failure of the aims and methods is the
only ‘thing which‘is likely to bring them into disrepute,
and this second condition therefore involves the

rotoeanne

continuance of the war until the Allies have secured
definite victory. Thethirdis that behind International
law and behindall the treaty arrangements for pre-
venting or limiting hostilities, some form of Inter-
national sanction should be devised which would give
pause to the hardiest aggressor. That contemplates
at nearer range than before the establishment of some
kind of International court of arbitration, with power
to enforce its decisions—the League of Nations which
Lord Greyof Fallodon viewed wistfully from afar many
years ago.

pe despatchis one of the historic documents of the
war for another reason—that it is the first reply

our Foreign Office has deigned to make to the German
Press campaign in the United States. We will not
discuss the wisdomof-the policy of silence maintained
hitherto ; there does not appear to be any use just now
in discussing anything that is finished and done with.
There will be plenty of time for coroners’ inquests by
and by. The situation nowis that to all the active
German propagandism the Allies have ‘replied with
three documents —their joint reply to President
Wilson’s Note, this despatch to the British Ambassador
in Washington, and Field-Marshal Sir Douglas Haig’s
despatch on the Battle of the Somme. Together the
three present our case complete—the basis of negotia-
tions ‘for peace; the conditions essential to durable
peace ;. and the progres being made in ourefforts to
dictate peace,

T is also likely that future historians will find this
despatch. intensely interesting, as exemplifying

the racial difference between .the British and. the
German temper. The polished urbanity. of the
language and the keen analysis and:.clear expression
cannot be. regarded only as proof of Mr. Balfour’s
dialectical skill. They are. expression of the temper
of the race to which he belongs, and carryinternal
evidence of a native self-control which is an asset of
enormous value to a people at7war. Kipling wrote a
poem.once. in. which: he expressed pity for an enemy
of England when England was polite. The politeness
of this despatch is a.grave warning to Germany... We
shall have some measure of the extent to which the
menace is recognised when the German Press begins to
rave about it...We take for granted that their mob
will bawl and blaspheme anew. .. We shall be profoundly
surprised if their united intelligence can produce a
single counterbalancing argument. Enough logic. to
fill a pint pot would be more useful to the German
people than all the “holy wrath” their astonishing
Kaiser can pour uponour heads,

 

 

A’ evening. paper has drawnattention to the form
of subscription with which this despatch ends.

“T am, with great truth and respect, Sir, your’ Ex-
cellency’s obedient, humble servant, Arthur James
Balfour.” There is something fine and gracious about
these old-world forms. If cynics object that ‘‘ humble ”’
is insincere, we would sugg=st that it might’ be taken
to mean innocence of the haughty arrogance which we
find'so detestable in the German. Of course, however,
it is a survival from other days, and need not be sub-
jected to so close a scrutiny. But “ truth and respect ”
were used of express intention, and also with perfect
honesty. To her faithful regard for truth and for
respect Great Britain owes much of her greatness and
of the horour in which she is held. The German
Empire has no regard for either; she is disbelieved,
and when her might is shattered she will be despised
as well. c.m.
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it- delivers its.effective thrust to the false heart of
German peace propagandism. Surveying the general
welter of the world from the detached security of this
Observation Post, we seemto see a quiet, self-possessed
figure, embodying old and fine tradition, stepping
calmly down into the midst of a brutal, bawling, and
blaspheming mob and, dropping for a momentits air
of rather bored indolence, singling out the biggest bully
and passing its rapier through the-braggart’s bulk.

ITERARY fantastics all this?- Even if it is,
there is no great need to apologise. Fable and

“allegory and other devices have conveyed plenty of
truth before now. The Germans have been brutal in
this war; they have bawled—are bawling, indeed ;
they have been, and still are, blasphemous. And
British statesmen have been calm—too calm, some of

 

~us think—and, if not bored, have certainly given some
of us an idea thatthey are indolent. And now one of
them. has come forward with these ‘“ observations,”
which he desires should be brought to the notice of the
United States Government, and like.a. rapier they
pierce through the thick jerkin of German arrogance
and take the life out of German lying sophistries. Our
fantastics are not so far-fetched afterall,

ee plain truth is that the people in Germany who
mould its opinions and control its destinics don’t

want peace.  What they want’ is a pause—a very
But the neutral Powers want peace

so much that they have leaped at the proffered horse
andnever thought to look in its mouth. Their one idea
was to get the egregious beast well within their Capitol,

. Our own pacifists were just as simple. They believed
the specious story which the Germans spread ‘abroad,
and wereall for accepting the Kaiser’s overtures. And
now,:like-another Laocoén, Mr: Balfour ernerges from

. the Foreign: Office—not hurrying; we must admit: the
parallel breaks down there—and as:muchas asks them

Peace 2. ERIS; peace 2 Is
that all- you have learned about Ulysses 2? Persons
who have faith in International laws and treaties as
guarantees for peace have ill learned the lessons so
clearly taught by recent history. And in a very few
words Mr, Balfour exposes once more the shockingly
callous perfidy of Germany which preceded her ex-
hibition of shockingly callous savagery in war.

-HEdespatch-is one ofthe historic documents of
.the avar.. .It supplements the joit reply. of. the

Allies to President Wilson’s Note. That stated, with
sufficient explicitness. at this stage, the terms upon the

‘basis of which the Allies would be prepared to enter
into negotiations for peace. This states the three
conditions which are essential-to durable peace—the
only kind we want. The first is that the existing
_causes.of International unrest should be as far as
possible removed or weakened. Territorial rearrange-
»ment on the basis of nationality is the method by
which’ that is to. be done. .The second is that the
aggréssive aims and the unscrupulous methods of the
Central Powers shouldfall into disrepute among their
own peoples. Failure of the aims and methods is the
only ‘thing which‘is likely to bring them into disrepute,
and this second condition therefore involves the

rotoeanne

continuance of the war until the Allies have secured
definite victory. Thethirdis that behind International
law and behindall the treaty arrangements for pre-
venting or limiting hostilities, some form of Inter-
national sanction should be devised which would give
pause to the hardiest aggressor. That contemplates
at nearer range than before the establishment of some
kind of International court of arbitration, with power
to enforce its decisions—the League of Nations which
Lord Greyof Fallodon viewed wistfully from afar many
years ago.

pe despatchis one of the historic documents of the
war for another reason—that it is the first reply

our Foreign Office has deigned to make to the German
Press campaign in the United States. We will not
discuss the wisdomof-the policy of silence maintained
hitherto ; there does not appear to be any use just now
in discussing anything that is finished and done with.
There will be plenty of time for coroners’ inquests by
and by. The situation nowis that to all the active
German propagandism the Allies have ‘replied with
three documents —their joint reply to President
Wilson’s Note, this despatch to the British Ambassador
in Washington, and Field-Marshal Sir Douglas Haig’s
despatch on the Battle of the Somme. Together the
three present our case complete—the basis of negotia-
tions ‘for peace; the conditions essential to durable
peace ;. and the progres being made in ourefforts to
dictate peace,

T is also likely that future historians will find this
despatch. intensely interesting, as exemplifying

the racial difference between .the British and. the
German temper. The polished urbanity. of the
language and the keen analysis and:.clear expression
cannot be. regarded only as proof of Mr. Balfour’s
dialectical skill. They are. expression of the temper
of the race to which he belongs, and carryinternal
evidence of a native self-control which is an asset of
enormous value to a people at7war. Kipling wrote a
poem.once. in. which: he expressed pity for an enemy
of England when England was polite. The politeness
of this despatch is a.grave warning to Germany... We
shall have some measure of the extent to which the
menace is recognised when the German Press begins to
rave about it...We take for granted that their mob
will bawl and blaspheme anew. .. We shall be profoundly
surprised if their united intelligence can produce a
single counterbalancing argument. Enough logic. to
fill a pint pot would be more useful to the German
people than all the “holy wrath” their astonishing
Kaiser can pour uponour heads,

 

 

A’ evening. paper has drawnattention to the form
of subscription with which this despatch ends.

“T am, with great truth and respect, Sir, your’ Ex-
cellency’s obedient, humble servant, Arthur James
Balfour.” There is something fine and gracious about
these old-world forms. If cynics object that ‘‘ humble ”’
is insincere, we would sugg=st that it might’ be taken
to mean innocence of the haughty arrogance which we
find'so detestable in the German. Of course, however,
it is a survival from other days, and need not be sub-
jected to so close a scrutiny. But “ truth and respect ”
were used of express intention, and also with perfect
honesty. To her faithful regard for truth and for
respect Great Britain owes much of her greatness and
of the horour in which she is held. The German
Empire has no regard for either; she is disbelieved,
and when her might is shattered she will be despised
as well. c.m.
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Roe Mr. Kellaway, Parliamentary Secretary

to the Minister of Munitions, has said. that there

is a sense in which our armies in the field have been

saved by the efforts of our women, and the point is

one that is well worth stressing when, as we are told,

~ a steady stream of women recruits is needed in the

munition factories to reinforce the half million already

there, During the partial lull made necessary by the

weather conditions of the wintry months, it is the

massing of material against the approaching period of

renewed, extended, and sustained offensive that will

count on both sides. The women working long hours

- in ourfactories are, as Mr. Kellawayputit, as really

protecting the sanctity of their homes and the national

honour as are the men who, with incomparable bravery,

storm the German positions. The appeal is one that

should only need to be made to inspire’ many more

women with the resolve to join those who are already

devoting theirtime and energy to the ‘one great end

of victory. ei

Women Workers in Germany
ISS MADELEINE DOTY, an American lady

wholately visited Germany, has some interesting

things to say of the women workers there. Incidentally

She says that five times as many women as men

are laid aside byillness each week, and. also—which

has perhaps something to do with it—that for the

same work a womanreceives about two-thirds of that

which is paid toa man. The payof the woman is.so

arranged that with the Government allowance for the

absent soldier-husband it shall amount to about the

same as his pre-war wages. When the American

visitor suggested that the womenfell ill because they

fhought about their men at the front, she received
the characteristically “Teutonic answer: “ No, that
can’t be; we Speed up the machines, and there’ is no

time for thought.”

Immortality of the Heroic

; CURIOUSLYpersistent belief among mankind
seemsstrikingly to be revived at the present time

in connection with Lord Kitehener—the belief; that is,’

that a great leader does not die, but goes away, as it

were, to return again ins the hour ofhis: country’s

need,

»

Soldiers have been heard to express * their

utter disbelief in the death of K. of IG, to state confi-

dently that he is only “ lying by.’” “This is a strange

revivalof-an idea that we find in the legendary story

of King Arthur, who was ever expected to return

fromthat isle‘of-Avalon to which he was borne wounded
from battle; in the belief-as-to Charlemagne and
Barbarossa, both of whom, in. French and German

folklore; but bided their. time before coming back to

the help of their peoples; and in our ownhistory as
late as that of the time of Queen Elizabeth.

“Drake’s Drum” ‘

HATSir Francis Drake only awaited his country’s
2 call to return and drum her enemy’s ships up

the Channel is a strong Devonshire belief which in

modern times has foundtelling expression by two of

our distinguished living poets. .Sir Henry Newbolt

has given lyric form to the legend in “‘ Drake’s Drum,”

and Mr. ‘Alfred Noyes, in-his vigorous ballad * The
Admiral’s Ghost,” has’ shown how -believers in the
legend provedit true by pointing to the reincarnation
of Drake in Nelson. ‘There is, further, among many
Trish people to-day a belief that Parnell is ‘‘ lying by.”

* The ‘persistence of this belief in the permanence of the

superstition applies it in a physical sense, it may be
interpreted as a tribute to the sway which such a
leader exercises over our minds—and in that sense it

may. be said our soldiers’ belief is true, that K. of Ix.

is yet a living influence with his countrymen. :

Americans in the War

R. HARRYE. BRITTAINinabright and impres-

sive little book, ‘To Verdun from the Somme,’’

which has lately been published hy Mr. John Lane,

gives a sketchy but thoroughly interesting series of

notes of things seen and impressions received during

a visit to the western front in the time of the “ great

push” of last year. The effect which he leaves on the

reader is very much that which he sums up in the

words, “ there are more pessimists in any one London

club than in the whole of the British Army.” But

his volume has something of a special as well as a general *

interest in that he accompanied-adistinguished Ameri-*

can visitor, the Hon. James M. Beck, whose pro-Ally”

convictions were greatly strengthened by all that

he saw.. Mr. Beck, in-an introductory chapter, tells

us that.no fewer than 16,000 American citizens have-

enlisted in Canadian regiments, that 10,000 are serving ©

in the’ French Army, while there are more than 100

Americans among the Frenchaviators ; and he proudly

points to these as an offset to those of his countrymen

“who have ‘compromised the noblest ideals of their

country.” - These figures will assuredly come as a

surprise: to manyreaders, andit is suggested that they-

probably come far Short of the total of the Americans

taking active part in the struggle. :

: ‘Manning Down” the Germans

LOQUENTfigures are those revealed by the grand

total of the’ official lists that have been issued

from time to time by the enemy .during the war.

From that total; made up to the end of 1916, we may

get some. idea of the way in which the Allies are

ptogressing towards victory by that “ manning-down”

ptocess familiar to chess players. Those figures— .

German official statements of German. losses, which

do not’ include. their air and naval casualties, or

casualties to Colonial troops—areasfollows:

Killed and died of wounds 909,665

Died of sickness : 571459
Prisoners ~< 229,741

Missing 284,115

Severely wounded 530,991

Wounded a 296,504
Slightly wounded = ks 1,486,020

Wounded remaining with units 215,605

4,010,160

Daily Diminishing Effectives

[f we analyse those figures we find that during the

twenty-nine months of the Great War which. they

cover they showthat on every day. since the war began

Germanyalone—forthe casualties of her fellow-criminals

are not included in these lists—lost on an average over

one thousand ‘men killed, had nearly three thousand

wounded, and had to post upwards of five hundred

as having’ been taken prisoners *or as “ missing.’’. In

other words, her effectives were daily diminished

during the twenty-nine months byover four thousand

five hundred men. Manyof those included in the

“ wounded ” category would, of course, return to

active service, but even so the figures are such as may

- well have had a share in making the War Lord turn

wistfully towards peace.
J.ALH,
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 08 LonokeGat ne
THE PROGRESS OF THE WAR

HINDENBURG'S PLANS FOR SPRING

HEseyere weather sweeping over Northern Europe
: is likely to affect. the progress of the war. in

various ways. On the western front the black
frost facilitates movement. The seas of mud on the
Sommeand elsewhere, that have presented the greatest
winter problem for our commanders, are now so hard
that they can bear heavy traffic.

Weather Factors on Land and Sea

Mud takes on both the British and German sides, so
bad a few. months. ago that horses were drowned in
them, are now casily and safely passable. Stretches
of No Man's Land, across which advancing infantry
could hitherto only pull their way through the mud at
a snail’s pace, can, as I write, be traversed as easily
as an ordinary roughfield.

All these things favour attempts at advance, by one
side or other ; possibly an advance onabig scale if-all
preparations are ready; possibly merely an attempt
to straighten out lines. But snow brings a difficulty
in its train. A-fresh fall of snowis apt to wipeoutall
marks of direction. A battalion going ‘‘ over the top”
is apt to lose its way in the snow unless the utmost
care‘is taken in theformation of the men as they
move ahead. Earlier in the war I knewone instance
where a company, going “over the top’’ early
one morning after a fall of snow, got. diverted
too much to the left. Unable.to locate the enemy
trenches, it moved right along in front of them,
losing every officer and many of the men, and having
in the end to retire without “accomplishing anything.
On sea the very severe weather has two effects.

It gives-greater opportunity for raids. Commerce
destroyers have more chance of breaking through |
during heavy storms, because observation by watching
ships is much more difficult. Coast raiders may evade
our*patrols and ‘fire a few hasty shells against ~some
point ©“of. the shore of ‘-perfidious Albion.” — The
bombardment-’—a big name for a trifling affair—of

the Suffolk coast was anincident of this kind,

- The T. B.D. Affair
While severe winter weather aids enemy raiders by

increasing their opportunities for attack, it may hamper
them “by freezing up some of the harbours *in which
thieir> mosquito ficets find refuge. It was obviously
fears of :being~ frozen up in Zeebrugse’ Harbour that
drove the German -T.B:D. ficet to attempt, a fortnight
ago, “another raid on onr lines~ of communication.
This time we were not caught napping.~ The Germans
were. met*by British light forces not far from the
Dutch coast, and after a short engagement one of the
enemy boats was sunk, and “the rest’ scattered after
beingheavyily punished.
the Schouwen*Bink,-in which one of our torpedo--boat
destroyers was struck by a torpedo and three officers
and fourteén - men “killed. Unofficial reports stated
that the Germans lost seven ships,

.

but .this.is -not
confirmed, and is not claimed by our own Admiralty.

Fresh steps are being taken to meet the srowing
German naval ‘activity’ in the North . Sea. Ne

There was another fight near =

mine-fields are being laid off Ringkébin and farther
measures are being taken ‘against submarines.
There is as yetlittle good totell in the submarine war,
The German underwater vessels continue to take
their -daily toll’ “of merchant ships.
German score at sea recently has been the sinking -of
the Laurentic, the former White Star liner, used as an
auxiliary cruiser, off the Irish coast.
The very rough weather in South-Eastern Europe

continues to hold up the German armies on the Sereth.
The enemy success on the Fundeni bridge-head was
not followed up, and every further attempt to wrnes

ShohooeoncofB62:

 

 

The - greatest —

. history. of the world.”
- commander will ~ have

artilleryand macliine-guns.’

has been repulsed with heavy loss. Many of the
enemy troops are apparently ill-equipped for meeting
the bitter cold. Some of the German divisions are
being withdrawn, and are being replaced by Austrians
and Turks, The Russian and ‘Rumanian commanders
have nowan opportunity to strengthen their positions
and to prepare to meet moreserious attacks,

All available information continues to strengthen
the view that the Germans are, preparing for.a ‘great
blow on the western “front as ‘soon“-as the weather
permits. Their.munition factories ate working ~ as
never before, andall kinds of men-and women are
being pressed into service. The German newspapers
are full of tales-of fresh weapons of war-that have been™
‘invented, of fresh divisions:to=be brought into action,
and of brilliant triumphs.ahead. ¢

Possibilities ofa Big German Blow

It is desirable neither to overestimate nor to_under-
estimate the possibilities of a big German blow in the
west.» One: obvious remark is that thesnation which
failed, with its. best.troops, to break through in ‘the
two Battles.of Ypres, and in the attack on Verdun,-is
not_ likely to succeed with the scratch. battalions
available now But it must be _borne in mind that
Germany, like ourselves, has been learning the art of
modern .war by her experiences. The “failures at
Ypres and at Verdun, and the causes~of those failures,
have been carefully analysed by the German Great
General Staff, and. obviously Hindenburg will not
launch his attack unless he is convinced that he Pas
at least some ‘possibility of success.
On the other, hand, we are fully prepared for the

enemy. Our lines of interior communication have
- been greatly iniproved, and the western Commanders: |
m-Chief are working in closer co--operation than ever. _;
before. The Germans cannot attack”inheavy force
at any one point without weakening the remainder of
their front,- and thus Eins ‘us opportunity for
successful counter-attack.
lieving that the balance’ weighs on ourside* and that
we can face the prospects of the Spring-land campaign
withgreater confidence than ever. 27

General Smuts is now onhis way ie England from
East Africa, havingleft the remnants of the German
forces there hemmedin and”powerless. " He’ describes
the campaign there as “ perhaps the hardést in the

It is safe to say thatthis great
a reception when he reaches-

our shores that kings miight envy. He has earned it,

British Advance in Mesopotamia

In Mesopotamia out advance continues despitefierce
enemy resistance,

made in improving meansof transport, the real crux of
the situation, adds enormously to our prosperys of
victory.

oresenting a bravefront, and the Turkish infantryman
1samong“the bestin the world.
goingon. 3
“Phe Russian armies are showtae increasing activity

on different parts of ‘the castern front. The” fighting
~around* Riga sways. first one way and then another;
brt-on the whole the advantage is with the Russians, °
There -has been fighting in the Bukovina, near hens
it touches Transylvania and Rumania. ‘Tunis’_may

“possibly mean an attempt to force the Austrians to
divert troops fromthe Dobruja. The internal situation ©
in Russia, both from the political and’ economic point |
of view, continues to arouse uneasiness, but the
Russian nation seems more determined than ever to.
wagethe war in close:union with its Allies to the end.

FE. A McKENZIE

We are-justified in- be-

The long and careful preparation_

“Ourmen are supportedby an ample force of
The-Turkish troops are ©

Butwe are steadily
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BEDOUIN SHEPHERDS WATCH A BATTLE.—TheBritish victory at Rafa, in Sinai, resembled the battles of long ago more nearty
It was watched by many Bedouins, some of

whom actually tended their herds between our firing-line and the enemy trenches, either ignorant of peril or submitting their fate to Allah.
than anything seen in this war, many phases of the action being visible from one spot.
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HINDENBURG'S PLANS FOR SPRING

HEseyere weather sweeping over Northern Europe
: is likely to affect. the progress of the war. in

various ways. On the western front the black
frost facilitates movement. The seas of mud on the
Sommeand elsewhere, that have presented the greatest
winter problem for our commanders, are now so hard
that they can bear heavy traffic.

Weather Factors on Land and Sea

Mud takes on both the British and German sides, so
bad a few. months. ago that horses were drowned in
them, are now casily and safely passable. Stretches
of No Man's Land, across which advancing infantry
could hitherto only pull their way through the mud at
a snail’s pace, can, as I write, be traversed as easily
as an ordinary roughfield.

All these things favour attempts at advance, by one
side or other ; possibly an advance onabig scale if-all
preparations are ready; possibly merely an attempt
to straighten out lines. But snow brings a difficulty
in its train. A-fresh fall of snowis apt to wipeoutall
marks of direction. A battalion going ‘‘ over the top”
is apt to lose its way in the snow unless the utmost
care‘is taken in theformation of the men as they
move ahead. Earlier in the war I knewone instance
where a company, going “over the top’’ early
one morning after a fall of snow, got. diverted
too much to the left. Unable.to locate the enemy
trenches, it moved right along in front of them,
losing every officer and many of the men, and having
in the end to retire without “accomplishing anything.
On sea the very severe weather has two effects.

It gives-greater opportunity for raids. Commerce
destroyers have more chance of breaking through |
during heavy storms, because observation by watching
ships is much more difficult. Coast raiders may evade
our*patrols and ‘fire a few hasty shells against ~some
point ©“of. the shore of ‘-perfidious Albion.” — The
bombardment-’—a big name for a trifling affair—of

the Suffolk coast was anincident of this kind,

- The T. B.D. Affair
While severe winter weather aids enemy raiders by

increasing their opportunities for attack, it may hamper
them “by freezing up some of the harbours *in which
thieir> mosquito ficets find refuge. It was obviously
fears of :being~ frozen up in Zeebrugse’ Harbour that
drove the German -T.B:D. ficet to attempt, a fortnight
ago, “another raid on onr lines~ of communication.
This time we were not caught napping.~ The Germans
were. met*by British light forces not far from the
Dutch coast, and after a short engagement one of the
enemy boats was sunk, and “the rest’ scattered after
beingheavyily punished.
the Schouwen*Bink,-in which one of our torpedo--boat
destroyers was struck by a torpedo and three officers
and fourteén - men “killed. Unofficial reports stated
that the Germans lost seven ships,

.

but .this.is -not
confirmed, and is not claimed by our own Admiralty.

Fresh steps are being taken to meet the srowing
German naval ‘activity’ in the North . Sea. Ne

There was another fight near =

mine-fields are being laid off Ringkébin and farther
measures are being taken ‘against submarines.
There is as yetlittle good totell in the submarine war,
The German underwater vessels continue to take
their -daily toll’ “of merchant ships.
German score at sea recently has been the sinking -of
the Laurentic, the former White Star liner, used as an
auxiliary cruiser, off the Irish coast.
The very rough weather in South-Eastern Europe

continues to hold up the German armies on the Sereth.
The enemy success on the Fundeni bridge-head was
not followed up, and every further attempt to wrnes
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has been repulsed with heavy loss. Many of the
enemy troops are apparently ill-equipped for meeting
the bitter cold. Some of the German divisions are
being withdrawn, and are being replaced by Austrians
and Turks, The Russian and ‘Rumanian commanders
have nowan opportunity to strengthen their positions
and to prepare to meet moreserious attacks,

All available information continues to strengthen
the view that the Germans are, preparing for.a ‘great
blow on the western “front as ‘soon“-as the weather
permits. Their.munition factories ate working ~ as
never before, andall kinds of men-and women are
being pressed into service. The German newspapers
are full of tales-of fresh weapons of war-that have been™
‘invented, of fresh divisions:to=be brought into action,
and of brilliant triumphs.ahead. ¢

Possibilities ofa Big German Blow

It is desirable neither to overestimate nor to_under-
estimate the possibilities of a big German blow in the
west.» One: obvious remark is that thesnation which
failed, with its. best.troops, to break through in ‘the
two Battles.of Ypres, and in the attack on Verdun,-is
not_ likely to succeed with the scratch. battalions
available now But it must be _borne in mind that
Germany, like ourselves, has been learning the art of
modern .war by her experiences. The “failures at
Ypres and at Verdun, and the causes~of those failures,
have been carefully analysed by the German Great
General Staff, and. obviously Hindenburg will not
launch his attack unless he is convinced that he Pas
at least some ‘possibility of success.
On the other, hand, we are fully prepared for the

enemy. Our lines of interior communication have
- been greatly iniproved, and the western Commanders: |
m-Chief are working in closer co--operation than ever. _;
before. The Germans cannot attack”inheavy force
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their front,- and thus Eins ‘us opportunity for
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lieving that the balance’ weighs on ourside* and that
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It is safe to say thatthis great
a reception when he reaches-

our shores that kings miight envy. He has earned it,

British Advance in Mesopotamia

In Mesopotamia out advance continues despitefierce
enemy resistance,

made in improving meansof transport, the real crux of
the situation, adds enormously to our prosperys of
victory.

oresenting a bravefront, and the Turkish infantryman
1samong“the bestin the world.
goingon. 3
“Phe Russian armies are showtae increasing activity
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FE. A McKENZIE

We are-justified in- be-

The long and careful preparation_

“Ourmen are supportedby an ample force of
The-Turkish troops are ©
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BEDOUIN SHEPHERDS WATCH A BATTLE.—TheBritish victory at Rafa, in Sinai, resembled the battles of long ago more nearty
It was watched by many Bedouins, some of

whom actually tended their herds between our firing-line and the enemy trenches, either ignorant of peril or submitting their fate to Allah.
than anything seen in this war, many phases of the action being visible from one spot.
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DOVER PATROL|
A Pen Picture of the Channel Watch-Dogs at Work

By HAROLDASHTON
« E prepared to spend a night at sea.’

This was the cheerful eee to my official
invitation of inspection. of the mosquito-craft

patrol im: the fretful area. of the ‘Channel between the
English coast and the danger-zone around Zeebrugge and
Ostend.

It was a bitter morning of sleet, and the snow-clouds
were rolling up at the shove of a whooping north-easter
when I arrived at the harbour prepared (as I imagined) for
my adventure. The old familiar sights and sounds—even
the smells—of the picturesque coast town had vanished.
This was England—the edge of England—in war-time ;
resolute, stern, in the icicle-grip of winter; and everything
changed. The great hotel, beloved by honeymooners in
the days when wooers never dreamt of war, was patrolled
by. a bluejacket with a weather-proof face, hard as teak,
and a bayonet, of blue steel at the slope. The admiral’s
staff hurried to and fro along the gusty corridors; the
fleeting. vision of a-maid bearing a tray with eggs and
coffee upon it struck a sudden note of incongruity, almost
comical. What was she doing there ? >

In the panelled drawiing-room the rear-admiral_ stood
with his legs wide apart before a blazing fire. Opposite
him, pinned to the wall, was a large chart of the Channel,
pricked and marked with strange signs and symbols. He
Ied me up to it, and with a “nicotine-stained forefinger
prodded here and-there among the welter of fathom-
figures, revealing a multitude of strange and secret things.

“ Here, ”* said”he, “is the line of your police-trip to-day
and to-night. The Vixen’s your ship (I must not write
her real name, but Vixen will suffice), and the Vixen’s
going to loop-the-loop up and downthe first line of Channel
trenches (here again is‘a shght inexactitude, for obvious
reasons). Au revvoir—and good hunting !’

Boarding the Vixen
In’ the’ harbour Vixen and her grey-frocked sisters,

Vivid,* VentureSome, Verulam (christened, rather- rudely,
by her crowd as “' the Baconbarge ’’), Vole, and Vermicelli,
crouched straining and fretting ‘at their buoys. This was
our ‘little family-party of dare-devil destroyyers—‘ T.B.D.’s”’
in official phraseology; “D.C.D.’s ” (“ don't-care-a-damns.’’)
in the lingo of the lads who live in them. Through the
top-hamper of.their wireless the Arctic breeze was making
sharp, zolian music—an icicle concerto—as I clambered
aboard the Vixen, to become instantly sworn brother to a
crowd of the strangest human beings imaginable. Most of
them were swathed and swaddled like Polar adventurers,
which made them looklike outrageous Falstaffs to a man.
They had, seemingly, about half a dozen suits of clothes
on; they were fur-capped and fur-mittened ; through the
narrow visor-slit of their helms their eyes danced a merry
welcome.

Dressing for an Icicle-Jaunt

The skipper was a small man, not so heavily encumbered
with -clothes as-the rest of them. He wore the dressed
skin of a wild cat for a chest-protector, and over it a double-
breasted. ‘“‘lammy”’ coat. His small ‘feet were tucked
ito snow-boots ; he despised the thigh-high leathers worn
by most of his crew.

““T’ve got to be nippy,”
flash of inquiryat his feet ;
fandango with the Vixen for a partner and half a hundred-
weight of trench-pumps on each tootsie! Savvy? And
as for you—my word !—come downbelow into my boudoir,
and J’ll rig you up proper and snug. This isn’t an after-
moon tea-party at the dear duchess’s, my lad; it’s a

- said he, noticing my amused

blooming icicle-jaunt, and you’ve got to remove that -
pneumonia-blouse for something serviceable. Otherwise,
before the moon gets up I shall be readin’ the Burial Service
over — clammy remains ! ”

So downbelow in the boudoir I was swathed and mummi-
fied like the rest of the mummies of the Vixen’s padded

“and you can’t dance the giddy ~

complement, the skipper ravishing his wonderful wardrobe
for me and caulking my seams with deft fingers. “The
tiring ceremony having been completed, we left the captain’s.
snuggery and crawled to the bridge, hanging on to the
life-lmes. by our back teeth as we strugeled forward..
A T.B.D, cleared for action, and sticking her nose into it
in half a. gale, is a desperately dangerous promenade !
Already the Channel was bruising us and battering’ us.
The sea was a cold, vicious green,”and every lifting wave
seemed to bear the consistency of spun glass as we rose. to
it or chargéd it, when it broke with a brittle crash, like
champagne glasses smashing. :
On the bridge stood three men like half-resurrected

Pharaohs. The. glass of the wind-screen was sweating
and trickling like“the inside of a railway-carriage window-
pane; fromtime to time the skipper wiped clear patches
with a finger of his fur glove and made “uncomiplimentary
remarks about the weather. Behind him crouched the
steersman, rolled up until he resembled a bale of cloth
stuck endways. _His blue nose-tip dripped icicles. =

Hepeeprin Business in the Snow

“ Damn this snow!” said the skipper. “ We're getting
off the course. Half a point west! ”’

‘. M-m-m,”’ replied the mummy through his comforter
as the wheel swung.

Our daylight job was fairly easy, though it was a hob-
goblin business as we drove through the blinding snow. We
had to mark down everything we saw. If it was a ship, we
waggled an abrupt question to ker with our stuttering
semaphore, “‘ Who are you? What are you doing here ?
Whoa, Emma, and tell us all about yourself! And who
is your lady friend on your weather bow ?: “R.S:V-P.!”
And so it was that in the baffling haze we bumped up

against all manner of craft. Our dear, good brother the king
of the trawlers, for instance, whose lynx-eyed work up and
down the French and Flemish coast in all weathers and
at all hours is as thorough as any East End policeman’s;
was justly annoyed when we ran oe of the smother
very nearly smack into him.

A Gane of ee Peril

Mummy’s quick lurch at the wheel saved a smash,
and as we whisked by we got ’a sideways pictureof an
upended, perilous ship, her. decks astream, her gear
creaking and screaming, and his royal nibs, crowned
with a beaver, hanging on
_one hairy fist and shaking the other at us.
were furious ;
wind whirled the opprobrious werds out of his mouth,
tearing them to tatters long before they reached us.
He vanished into -the-haze, cursing us by semaphore.
The mechanical,but absurdly human, arms of our own
signal apologised as handsomely as the time and circum-
stances permitted ; and we saw and heard no more of him,
The day passed with “no further adventure. -Nevera

poacher—not even a neutral—came our.way ; we missed
hitting’a drifting mine by six inches ;. and presently night
closed in around us, moonless: and utterly black, save: for’
an occasional glimpse of glimmering aa:dust from
remote starland. Mees

It was now that the real game of ghee? peril began.
Everything was battened down.against the shrapnel-
smother of the crashing seas. Not the smallest twinkle of
a light showed anywhere. ‘Our two torpedo-tubes were
trained’ outboard, muffled figures crouchéd at.the guns,
and up on the bridge you-could see nothing buta disc of
light abbut the size of a saucer, which shone out of the

His eyes

pinnacle and illuminated the blue nose-tip of the mummy, —
who wasstill at the wheel and seemed to befrozen there.
On such a night anything might happen. Whatis there,

in. all mortal “speculation, to” stop brother .Fritzy ‘from
running5 the gauntlet of the Channel trenches, plugging in. a

_ tContinwed on page. we, o

to next-to-nothing with

and so, possibly, was his language, but the
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German. Destroyer V69 ‘Slightly Damaged’
1917.

 

 

 

 

 
 

V69 at Ymuiden, one funnel gone, one knocked sideways, torpedo-
tubes dislodged, sides torn, everything abaft converted into scrap

iron, and 100 of her complement of 160 lost.
 

  

   
 

Germanreports of the naval engagement on January 23rd, of course,belittled the punishmentinflicted on the raiding German destroyors,

only admitting that one was ‘‘slightly damaged.’’?. These photographs of the V69 at Ymuiden; into which port she contrived to craw!,

prove the falsity of the German account.
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It was a bitter morning of sleet, and the snow-clouds
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when I arrived at the harbour prepared (as I imagined) for
my adventure. The old familiar sights and sounds—even
the smells—of the picturesque coast town had vanished.
This was England—the edge of England—in war-time ;
resolute, stern, in the icicle-grip of winter; and everything
changed. The great hotel, beloved by honeymooners in
the days when wooers never dreamt of war, was patrolled
by. a bluejacket with a weather-proof face, hard as teak,
and a bayonet, of blue steel at the slope. The admiral’s
staff hurried to and fro along the gusty corridors; the
fleeting. vision of a-maid bearing a tray with eggs and
coffee upon it struck a sudden note of incongruity, almost
comical. What was she doing there ? >

In the panelled drawiing-room the rear-admiral_ stood
with his legs wide apart before a blazing fire. Opposite
him, pinned to the wall, was a large chart of the Channel,
pricked and marked with strange signs and symbols. He
Ied me up to it, and with a “nicotine-stained forefinger
prodded here and-there among the welter of fathom-
figures, revealing a multitude of strange and secret things.

“ Here, ”* said”he, “is the line of your police-trip to-day
and to-night. The Vixen’s your ship (I must not write
her real name, but Vixen will suffice), and the Vixen’s
going to loop-the-loop up and downthe first line of Channel
trenches (here again is‘a shght inexactitude, for obvious
reasons). Au revvoir—and good hunting !’

Boarding the Vixen
In’ the’ harbour Vixen and her grey-frocked sisters,

Vivid,* VentureSome, Verulam (christened, rather- rudely,
by her crowd as “' the Baconbarge ’’), Vole, and Vermicelli,
crouched straining and fretting ‘at their buoys. This was
our ‘little family-party of dare-devil destroyyers—‘ T.B.D.’s”’
in official phraseology; “D.C.D.’s ” (“ don't-care-a-damns.’’)
in the lingo of the lads who live in them. Through the
top-hamper of.their wireless the Arctic breeze was making
sharp, zolian music—an icicle concerto—as I clambered
aboard the Vixen, to become instantly sworn brother to a
crowd of the strangest human beings imaginable. Most of
them were swathed and swaddled like Polar adventurers,
which made them looklike outrageous Falstaffs to a man.
They had, seemingly, about half a dozen suits of clothes
on; they were fur-capped and fur-mittened ; through the
narrow visor-slit of their helms their eyes danced a merry
welcome.

Dressing for an Icicle-Jaunt

The skipper was a small man, not so heavily encumbered
with -clothes as-the rest of them. He wore the dressed
skin of a wild cat for a chest-protector, and over it a double-
breasted. ‘“‘lammy”’ coat. His small ‘feet were tucked
ito snow-boots ; he despised the thigh-high leathers worn
by most of his crew.

““T’ve got to be nippy,”
flash of inquiryat his feet ;
fandango with the Vixen for a partner and half a hundred-
weight of trench-pumps on each tootsie! Savvy? And
as for you—my word !—come downbelow into my boudoir,
and J’ll rig you up proper and snug. This isn’t an after-
moon tea-party at the dear duchess’s, my lad; it’s a

- said he, noticing my amused

blooming icicle-jaunt, and you’ve got to remove that -
pneumonia-blouse for something serviceable. Otherwise,
before the moon gets up I shall be readin’ the Burial Service
over — clammy remains ! ”

So downbelow in the boudoir I was swathed and mummi-
fied like the rest of the mummies of the Vixen’s padded
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complement, the skipper ravishing his wonderful wardrobe
for me and caulking my seams with deft fingers. “The
tiring ceremony having been completed, we left the captain’s.
snuggery and crawled to the bridge, hanging on to the
life-lmes. by our back teeth as we strugeled forward..
A T.B.D, cleared for action, and sticking her nose into it
in half a. gale, is a desperately dangerous promenade !
Already the Channel was bruising us and battering’ us.
The sea was a cold, vicious green,”and every lifting wave
seemed to bear the consistency of spun glass as we rose. to
it or chargéd it, when it broke with a brittle crash, like
champagne glasses smashing. :
On the bridge stood three men like half-resurrected

Pharaohs. The. glass of the wind-screen was sweating
and trickling like“the inside of a railway-carriage window-
pane; fromtime to time the skipper wiped clear patches
with a finger of his fur glove and made “uncomiplimentary
remarks about the weather. Behind him crouched the
steersman, rolled up until he resembled a bale of cloth
stuck endways. _His blue nose-tip dripped icicles. =

Hepeeprin Business in the Snow

“ Damn this snow!” said the skipper. “ We're getting
off the course. Half a point west! ”’

‘. M-m-m,”’ replied the mummy through his comforter
as the wheel swung.

Our daylight job was fairly easy, though it was a hob-
goblin business as we drove through the blinding snow. We
had to mark down everything we saw. If it was a ship, we
waggled an abrupt question to ker with our stuttering
semaphore, “‘ Who are you? What are you doing here ?
Whoa, Emma, and tell us all about yourself! And who
is your lady friend on your weather bow ?: “R.S:V-P.!”
And so it was that in the baffling haze we bumped up

against all manner of craft. Our dear, good brother the king
of the trawlers, for instance, whose lynx-eyed work up and
down the French and Flemish coast in all weathers and
at all hours is as thorough as any East End policeman’s;
was justly annoyed when we ran oe of the smother
very nearly smack into him.
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Mummy’s quick lurch at the wheel saved a smash,
and as we whisked by we got ’a sideways pictureof an
upended, perilous ship, her. decks astream, her gear
creaking and screaming, and his royal nibs, crowned
with a beaver, hanging on
_one hairy fist and shaking the other at us.
were furious ;
wind whirled the opprobrious werds out of his mouth,
tearing them to tatters long before they reached us.
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The mechanical,but absurdly human, arms of our own
signal apologised as handsomely as the time and circum-
stances permitted ; and we saw and heard no more of him,
The day passed with “no further adventure. -Nevera

poacher—not even a neutral—came our.way ; we missed
hitting’a drifting mine by six inches ;. and presently night
closed in around us, moonless: and utterly black, save: for’
an occasional glimpse of glimmering aa:dust from
remote starland. Mees

It was now that the real game of ghee? peril began.
Everything was battened down.against the shrapnel-
smother of the crashing seas. Not the smallest twinkle of
a light showed anywhere. ‘Our two torpedo-tubes were
trained’ outboard, muffled figures crouchéd at.the guns,
and up on the bridge you-could see nothing buta disc of
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pinnacle and illuminated the blue nose-tip of the mummy, —
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Page 605 ~

OUT WITH THE DOVER. PATROL (Continued from
pase 602)

couple of salvos at the flash of the patrol challenge-signal <
—and then slipping out again, scot-free ? What is there
to stop him’? Nothing—nothing butthe little owl-eyed
Vixen and Venturesome and Vole, and the rest of dare-
devil damscels of the Dover Patrol “ looping-the-logp ’’ in
the clammy darkness and keeping the barbed-wire of the
“trenches ”’ taut. : ;
“You cosy critics,’ said the. skipper to°me, as we

crouched on the bitter bridge, staring with weeping eyes
at nothing,. “ are apt to overlook two things. First, that
Ostend and the Hun base are nearer to Dover than
Brighton—alittle. matter of geography that may be
forgotten—andsecondly, my beloved brethren, that Pritzy,
out on the maraud, has a little the pull of us. He knows
that’ when he makes a run every ship he may meet is an
enemy, and he can/!let fly with a clear conscience—if he’s
ever had such a thing. Per contra, we have to challenge
every craft we meet, and wait for the reply before pitching
in. And, as you know—or ought to know—a fewseconds
in a midnightscrap is everything! When you get home—
if ever you do—put that in your pipe and smoke it!”

Along the Edge of Perdition

To me,this was a wonderful night of needle-prick thrills,
thoughthe skipper yawned through it all, counting the
tardy minutes to sunrise. We were rushing at. full speed
along the edge of perdition trimmed with the most
diabolical things of cataclysm and sudden combustion.
Down in the engine-room the C.E., in response to the
captain's Short, hoarse barks into the speaking-tube, kept
on “ whacking her up” until the turbines purred like a
forest full of contented tigers. In the enfolding blackness
we could see nothing but a little white smudge on the sea
directly ahead of us. That was the wash of our leading
ship ; of herself we could pick out nothing except, perhaps,
a darker blot in the gloom.
On and on we rushed, as though in a fearful hurry for

the performance of some tremendous business directly
ahead. But nothing ever happened, until, out of the

Fhe War Illustrated, 10th February, 1

which is not a wire, and to tell us what was happening
there and thereabouts. There would be a sudden crackling
sound directly overhead—very much like an’ angry cat
spitting at an enemy. E

“ Wireless,”’ says the skipper, and a few seconds -laté
ghcstly hand comes through a trap-door in the roof of
wireless cabin, bearing the transcribed message. It
spelled out under the canvas ‘screen which cloaks
little electric light on the bridge. As a rule it is nothing
very vital—sometimes little more than gossip from a
trawler or a.drifter, or a growl, perhaps, from the skipperof
the **Baconbarge’’ whois in the grip of _indigestion,. or
the wail of a-seasick sub. cursing his luck in the tricksy

Vole. ‘

Gossip by Wireless

Ourfirst message on this night of nights was a -curt bit
of information from our erstwhile dignified, if disturbed,
brother the king of the trawlers. Another was a warning of
an aeroplane in distress; the-Vole, being nearest to her
immediate Jat.-long., swept off. to pick her up should the
need arise. But it never did. We heard in the morning
that the aeroplane had righted herself at the last—the
almost impossible—moment, and had flown home to
roost.
And so-and-so until the first flicker of dawn splashing

the eastern skytold us that our long, long vigil was over ;
and when daylight broadened, cold as moonshine, there
was an empty sea heaving aroundus, a westerly wind was
blowing .up a cold drizzle of rain, and England, for all we
could see, might have been a thousand miles away.
The skipper staggered down below,-: flung: off his coat,

and wiped his’ bloodshot eyes. “‘ Nothing doing!
said- he,” ““2What a life!’? In half a minute’he was
snoring.

FRANCE HONOURS DOVER PATROL
On January 28th, in the presence of a darge numberof

British naval officers and men, a French admiral presented
five seamenof the Dover Patrol with the Médaille Militair
awarded them by the French Government for conspicuous
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gripping silence, the invisible ships around us, and the
ships far away, and the admiral on shore in his snug-
panelled drawing-room, began to talk to us over the wire

gallantry in naval operations. ‘The French admiral spok
in glowing terms of the British Navy’s. work, and afte:
pinning on the medals, kissed cach recipient. on both cheeks
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RETURN OF THE PATROL.—Torpedo-boat destroyers tearing into port during a gale. Patrol work aboard the T.B.D.’s when racing,
-- without a light showing, through blinding snow and the shrapne! smother of crashing seas is desperately perilous, but it has gone or

: unceasingly and with unfailing success ever since the war broke out.D
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OUT WITH THE DOVER. PATROL (Continued from
pase 602)

couple of salvos at the flash of the patrol challenge-signal <
—and then slipping out again, scot-free ? What is there
to stop him’? Nothing—nothing butthe little owl-eyed
Vixen and Venturesome and Vole, and the rest of dare-
devil damscels of the Dover Patrol “ looping-the-logp ’’ in
the clammy darkness and keeping the barbed-wire of the
“trenches ”’ taut. : ;
“You cosy critics,’ said the. skipper to°me, as we

crouched on the bitter bridge, staring with weeping eyes
at nothing,. “ are apt to overlook two things. First, that
Ostend and the Hun base are nearer to Dover than
Brighton—alittle. matter of geography that may be
forgotten—andsecondly, my beloved brethren, that Pritzy,
out on the maraud, has a little the pull of us. He knows
that’ when he makes a run every ship he may meet is an
enemy, and he can/!let fly with a clear conscience—if he’s
ever had such a thing. Per contra, we have to challenge
every craft we meet, and wait for the reply before pitching
in. And, as you know—or ought to know—a fewseconds
in a midnightscrap is everything! When you get home—
if ever you do—put that in your pipe and smoke it!”

Along the Edge of Perdition

To me,this was a wonderful night of needle-prick thrills,
thoughthe skipper yawned through it all, counting the
tardy minutes to sunrise. We were rushing at. full speed
along the edge of perdition trimmed with the most
diabolical things of cataclysm and sudden combustion.
Down in the engine-room the C.E., in response to the
captain's Short, hoarse barks into the speaking-tube, kept
on “ whacking her up” until the turbines purred like a
forest full of contented tigers. In the enfolding blackness
we could see nothing but a little white smudge on the sea
directly ahead of us. That was the wash of our leading
ship ; of herself we could pick out nothing except, perhaps,
a darker blot in the gloom.
On and on we rushed, as though in a fearful hurry for

the performance of some tremendous business directly
ahead. But nothing ever happened, until, out of the

Fhe War Illustrated, 10th February, 1

which is not a wire, and to tell us what was happening
there and thereabouts. There would be a sudden crackling
sound directly overhead—very much like an’ angry cat
spitting at an enemy. E

“ Wireless,”’ says the skipper, and a few seconds -laté
ghcstly hand comes through a trap-door in the roof of
wireless cabin, bearing the transcribed message. It
spelled out under the canvas ‘screen which cloaks
little electric light on the bridge. As a rule it is nothing
very vital—sometimes little more than gossip from a
trawler or a.drifter, or a growl, perhaps, from the skipperof
the **Baconbarge’’ whois in the grip of _indigestion,. or
the wail of a-seasick sub. cursing his luck in the tricksy

Vole. ‘

Gossip by Wireless

Ourfirst message on this night of nights was a -curt bit
of information from our erstwhile dignified, if disturbed,
brother the king of the trawlers. Another was a warning of
an aeroplane in distress; the-Vole, being nearest to her
immediate Jat.-long., swept off. to pick her up should the
need arise. But it never did. We heard in the morning
that the aeroplane had righted herself at the last—the
almost impossible—moment, and had flown home to
roost.
And so-and-so until the first flicker of dawn splashing

the eastern skytold us that our long, long vigil was over ;
and when daylight broadened, cold as moonshine, there
was an empty sea heaving aroundus, a westerly wind was
blowing .up a cold drizzle of rain, and England, for all we
could see, might have been a thousand miles away.
The skipper staggered down below,-: flung: off his coat,

and wiped his’ bloodshot eyes. “‘ Nothing doing!
said- he,” ““2What a life!’? In half a minute’he was
snoring.

FRANCE HONOURS DOVER PATROL
On January 28th, in the presence of a darge numberof

British naval officers and men, a French admiral presented
five seamenof the Dover Patrol with the Médaille Militair
awarded them by the French Government for conspicuous
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gripping silence, the invisible ships around us, and the
ships far away, and the admiral on shore in his snug-
panelled drawing-room, began to talk to us over the wire

gallantry in naval operations. ‘The French admiral spok
in glowing terms of the British Navy’s. work, and afte:
pinning on the medals, kissed cach recipient. on both cheeks
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RETURN OF THE PATROL.—Torpedo-boat destroyers tearing into port during a gale. Patrol work aboard the T.B.D.’s when racing,
-- without a light showing, through blinding snow and the shrapne! smother of crashing seas is desperately perilous, but it has gone or

: unceasingly and with unfailing success ever since the war broke out.D
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Work, Play, and Rest Amid Snowoonihe West
 

Eyes of the Navy SearchEast AfricanCoastline |
 

*

 
These warmly-clad Tommies of a working-party are not carrying Brobdingnagian cigarettes, but stove-pipes for use in huts shelters,

and workshops behind the lines, where fires are much needed in such wintry weather.

 

They are just passing oneof their big guns.

Seaplane flying low over the rippled waters close to the coast of German East Africa. Our airmen have done good service on several { “
occasions in East Africa since they discovered the Konigsberg in hiding up the Rufiji River.
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Anti-aircraft gunners off duty enjoying the wintry spell. They are having a lively

form for their sterner work.
game of snowballing to keep their hands

The man on theleft appears tojbe firmly
and eyes in

determined not to miss with his next shot.

 
 

s@aplane ashore on the East African coast. ‘The darkies lend willing hands to the haulage of the wonderful creature ‘of
the white man’s devising, to which by now they must be getting well accustomed.
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 » British seaplane being hauled up from the water on the shore of East Africa by a crowd of ready natives, who seem eager
to help our forces in the work of ejecting the Germans from their last colony.

Cal
In these well-built hospital huts the wounded are kept snug

while being nursed back to health despite the inclemency of the weather and the consequent snowy surroundinas.

 
 
Peaceful hospital scene behind the western front after a heavyfall of snow.
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Dredging for Diamonds in Germany’s Lost Mines | —_—‘ TransportTrials and Difficulties in the Desert
  

SSE

Some difficulties of desert transport. No fewer than four-and-
twenty sturdy horses were requiredto pull this load across the sand.

 
 

  

 

 

E
D
N    Keeping his hand in for peace work on the land, British soldier

helping an Egyptian farmerat a primitive form of chaff cutting.
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, Camel Corps on the march, showing how our men crossed the desert with stores and equipment to their recent signal victory in Sinai
ove: Ingenious adaptation of a motor-cycle. Without its wheels it was so fixed as to work a trolly on a desert railway.

   
 

Right: Landing aeroplanes on Mafia Island. Mafia was-assigned to the German sphere otOneof the dredgers used in diamond-mining.

influence by the Treaty of 1890 between Great Britain, Germany, and France, which created the separate colony of German East Africa. 
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GREAT ISSUES OF THE WAR

| LITERATURE AFTER THE WAR :
; By Clement K. Shorter

this deft and stimulating article on the development of English literature after the way Mr.ye
Shorter anticipates a period of great activity marked in poetry and fiction by glorification of

the episode. The histovian will have vast wealth of material to exploit, the effect ofthe drama being
enhanced for him by the magnitude of the tragedy. My .Shorter foresees 2mmense develi pment of

“ the reading habit, and since the vesiduumof the elect who read with judgment imcreases in direct vatio
tothe spread of the passion for reading, he thinks the demand for good work will be greater than before.
This, and an imcrease of French influence wpon English literature as a result of the close personal

Lhe War Illustrated, 10th February, 1917.
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+ contact between the-two peoples, ave the points on which Mr. Shorter feels most confidence.

; : MONG the timely scraps of wisdom that we haveall byhis praise of German culture, weze one not able to prove
‘ gathered from the verse of James Russell Lowell ‘that Ihe foresaw the harm of a certain slackness in our

is the one :
Don't mever prophesy—onless ye know.

I really do not knowwhat literature will come to us after
the war, or whether there will be any ““ literature ” in the
best sense of the wotd. The appallmg triumph of

; mechanism may set all the intellect of all the coumtries
, to work an devising further triumphs of materialism, and

the books of the future mayall be text-books of science
and mechanics. In such a contingency there would no

} doubt stall be a. great manufacture of foolish fiction and
bad verse for the solace.of idle hours, but that is not

laissez-faire methods. Certain it is that the German race
unpressed thim with its growing efficicncy 1 was to
turn Germany imto a danger to ourselves and to Europe,
because it seemed that we lacked for the moment some
of the necessary qualities to hold our growing Empire in
a firm grip.
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Glorification of the Episode

It may be urged, however, that the Germany that
Carlyle -loved was the Germany of Goethe and Sciuller, a
Germany which had ideals that were not entirely material.
Goethe, indeed, believed passionately that a widening
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, literature. The history of our literature includes periods imowledge of the literature of various lands oa the part of
i of stagnation followed by bursts of great energy and of mankind would make-entirely for peace. His dream, in

stimulating power. “You had that stimulating period when which Tennyson and others followed him, was of a brother-
i Wordsworth wrote of the dawn of the hood ef men, the federation of the world.

i ; French Revolution— : What, then, is likely to be the out-

] ’ Bliss was it in that dawn to be alive, comeoi Lae p ee et
[But to be young was very heaven— literature is concerned? We have. seen

. = so much of the power of big battalions
| : the period that produced Byron, Sheliey, and the strength which lies in new

5 ; and Coleridge. It is good to: recall what mechanical ances, in the effective
} took place exactly a century ago.. In forces whicl be brought to bear by

. i, 7817 and 1818 Europe was recovering wonderful inventions abovethe earth and
} from a-war of much longer duration beneath the sea, that one trembles to
) than the present war bids fair to be, think that in our lives at least we may
} and the period which followed that war . see only an epoch of intense ma lism '
, . saw one of the greatest intellectual re- in which scientific text-boo ‘

vivals that literature had ever known. be thought worthy of consi
Byron published “ Childe Harold” be- the men who lead, when ht

; tween a8r2 and 41818. Shelley wrote cease to be created with us
; “Laon and .Cythna” am 1817, the ceased durmg: these last {

, “ Cenci*” an a8to,- and “ Prometheus fo be created in Germany m an
k ; Unbound” in 1820. _Keats’ fine poems Mr. Clement Shorter degree. If the Napoleonic Wz

were issued in «837,: and his “ En- Editor of “ Phe Sphere romance to our doors, might it not be
5 dymion ”’ im 1878. Our fiction was no less remarkable, for because the verysoldiers of the rival nations looked romantic

“Emma,” by Jane Austen, was issued in 1816, the same year and were clothed romantically ? And hero-worshipwasrife.
} as Sir Walter Scott's “ Antiquary.” ““ Rob Roy ” appeared “No Englishmanfailed in his love and, indeed, adorationof
} in 1818, and “ Ivanhoe” in 1820. Noless striking was the _ Wellington and Nelsonin thefirst quarter of the nmeteenth

i i - artistry of the essay, for during this period Hazlitt was century. A passion for hero-worship possessed the nation,
But; writing the best of his work, and between 1820 and 1822

the “ Essays of Elia” appeared; in the same period we
had some of the wonderful Jiterary efforts of Walter Savage
Landor and Thomas De Quincey. There was another great
literary revival in the middle of last century, whea Carlyle
was writing those essays which shook the English-speaking
world, and as we know an armyof literary men were proud
to call him amaster. ;

German Influence in the Nineteenth Century

That was the period in which Tennyson and Browning
were rivals in the affection of men who loved poetry;
when Dickens and Thackeray were equal rivals m their
achievement in fiction, when Ruskin and Emerson were
expressing the aspirations in art and in ethics of the
two great English-speaking nations. All these ‘men came
under the wand of Carlyle, and there is no doubt that
German influences loomed very large in our midst;
Robert Browning’s grandmother, .indeed, was, it is not
generally remembered, a German. Carlyle sawall things
by the light of his study of the great German authors. It

and literature may flourish upon such a passion.
there is in ‘my mind mot the slightest danger that literature
will fail to flourish after the Great War, althowgh there are
no signs that it will flourish in the direction-of hero-worship,
whatever may be the accomplishments, the bravery, and
the success of our generals at the front. It may rather
take the form of the glonmfication of episodes. We have
heard much of deeds of wonderful bravery and self-sacrifice
in our journals. We Shall hear of thousands of these when
the war is over and our soldiers retura to their homes.
Think of the fund of good poetry and prose—and some not
good—that will be the result. Our fiction for years to
come will be full of episodes. Time will add its giamour
to these brave deeds. We maybe-sure, also, that poets
will sing as well as they have ewer sung before of the
achievements. of the Empire. The historian, again, will
find endless possibilities. The very magnitude of the
tragedy of ruimed villages, of towns andcities well-nigh
annihilated, will but enhance the effect of the drama.
Moreover, there are signs that the war will have created
an added zest for. reading. In many a home the family
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best sense of the wotd. The appallmg triumph of

; mechanism may set all the intellect of all the coumtries
, to work an devising further triumphs of materialism, and

the books of the future mayall be text-books of science
and mechanics. In such a contingency there would no

} doubt stall be a. great manufacture of foolish fiction and
bad verse for the solace.of idle hours, but that is not

laissez-faire methods. Certain it is that the German race
unpressed thim with its growing efficicncy 1 was to
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i Wordsworth wrote of the dawn of the hood ef men, the federation of the world.

i ; French Revolution— : What, then, is likely to be the out-
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5 ; and Coleridge. It is good to: recall what mechanical ances, in the effective
} took place exactly a century ago.. In forces whicl be brought to bear by

. i, 7817 and 1818 Europe was recovering wonderful inventions abovethe earth and
} from a-war of much longer duration beneath the sea, that one trembles to
) than the present war bids fair to be, think that in our lives at least we may
} and the period which followed that war . see only an epoch of intense ma lism '
, . saw one of the greatest intellectual re- in which scientific text-boo ‘

vivals that literature had ever known. be thought worthy of consi
Byron published “ Childe Harold” be- the men who lead, when ht

; tween a8r2 and 41818. Shelley wrote cease to be created with us
; “Laon and .Cythna” am 1817, the ceased durmg: these last {

, “ Cenci*” an a8to,- and “ Prometheus fo be created in Germany m an
k ; Unbound” in 1820. _Keats’ fine poems Mr. Clement Shorter degree. If the Napoleonic Wz

were issued in «837,: and his “ En- Editor of “ Phe Sphere romance to our doors, might it not be
5 dymion ”’ im 1878. Our fiction was no less remarkable, for because the verysoldiers of the rival nations looked romantic

“Emma,” by Jane Austen, was issued in 1816, the same year and were clothed romantically ? And hero-worshipwasrife.
} as Sir Walter Scott's “ Antiquary.” ““ Rob Roy ” appeared “No Englishmanfailed in his love and, indeed, adorationof
} in 1818, and “ Ivanhoe” in 1820. Noless striking was the _ Wellington and Nelsonin thefirst quarter of the nmeteenth

i i - artistry of the essay, for during this period Hazlitt was century. A passion for hero-worship possessed the nation,
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2. 613

Scenes on the Eastern Fringes of the War——From Rumania to the Valley of the Tigris
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 Russian woundedontheir way to hospital in the Erzingan region, borne on stretchers between two mountain ponies. .Erzingan is a village in the

vilayet of Erzerum, situated nearly two hundred miles south-west of the capital town of Erzerum, in mountainous country devoid of good roads. 
Rus3ian military transport with the troops operating against Erzerum. Before the Army of the Caucasus, under the Grand Duke Nicholas,

captured Erzerim, it had to overcome indescribable difficulties, transporting guns and every item of supply through snow many feet in depth-
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Turkish prisoners capturedin Mesopotamia were blindfolded and had their wrists bound behind them before being escorted through the British
lines. ‘The blindfolding was done by turning their caps hind-side foremost and pulling tha flap down.  

 
These Rumanianrefugees, who hadleft their homesbefore the German drive through their country, were caught up byt

The guards shown here were Gurkhas.

he invading forces and

driven like cattle to the roadside to enable the German military transports to pass: The wretchedness of their plight waspitiful.
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' LITERATURE AFTER THE WAR (mars

which has been waiting and watching for news has given
many more hours to books than in those days of peace,
now two or three years distant, when concerts, lectures,
amusements of all kind, afforded distraction. The art of
reading, moreover, has come, we are told, to thousands of
wounded soldiers. Certain classes of cheap literature have
sold in millions where previously they only sold in thousands.
It is an axiom that every age must write its own books,
and the demand of the new world of readers in the future
will be even greater than that caused by the old readers
in the past. It has been said that no part of our time is
often so much wasted as that spent in reading, because not
everyone reads with judgment; but it is certain that the
more widely a passion for reading is spread, the more sure
we maybe of a small_residuum of the elect. It will not,
It am persuaded, be a small residuum in the next decade.

 

Increase of French Influence Likely

Then thereis another point. After every great war
2 comes a great peace, and with the great peace comes a

belief in the millenium. We shall all persuade ourselves
that there are to be no more wars—that this time the
brotherhood of man is upon us. Think what an inspiration
that offers in poetic literature. Tennyson dreamt of the
time:

When the wat-drum throbs no longer, and the battle-flags
are furl’d

In the Parliament of man, the Federation of the world.
Then the common sense of most shall hold a fretful realm

in awe,
Andthe kindly earth shall slumber, lapt in universal law.

Certainly Tennyson showed wonderful prescience when in
this same poem, written in 1842, he wrote:

“For I dipt into the Future, far as human eye could see,

Sawthe Vision of the world, and all the wonder that would be.

Heard the—heavens fill with shouting, and there rain’d a
ghastly dew %

From the nations’ airy navies grappling in the central blue.

But only a poet can-have accurate vision of the future,
and: not being.a.poet-I am brought back.to the obvious

Page 614

fact that none of us knows whatis in store for us in literature
or in any other direction. It may mean that theliterature
of the near future will all be inspired by social aspirations,
as it was when Carlyle and Kingsley, and so manyother
prose writers, were bent on their attack upon what was
called the Manchester School. Whether the literature will
be socialistic or individualistic no one’can say. Certainly
it ought to have very pronounced French influences, for it
seems to me that perhaps two millions of our young men
will have lived in France, many for a year, many for two
or three years, and that among these are a number of
well-educated men. France has always had an enormous
influence on the literature of other lands. Perhaps ‘it will
have more influence upon ourliterature than it. ever had
before. Assuredly Matthew Arnold was in a very playful
vein when he forecast a new age of greatness, imagining
us in the manner of his well-known lines :

Scattering the past about,
Comes the new age.
Bards make new poems,
Thinkers new schools,

Statesmen new systems,
Critics newrules.
All things begin again ;
Life is their prize ; ;
Earth with their deeds they fill,
Fill with their cries... . ; f
Look, ah, what genius,

Art, science, wit !

Soldiers like Caesar,
Statesmen like Pitt!
Sculptors like-Phidias,
Raphaels in shoals,
Poets like Shakespeare—
Beautiful souls !

If there is to be a wonderful renaissance of literature and
of art such as the poet imagines, then, indeed, happyis it
for the boys and girls of the present day. Howdifferent
their future lives should be from those of their fathers and .
grandfathers! '

Next article:

RELIGION AFTER THE WAR
By G. W. E. Russell
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DUG-OUTS DE LUXE.—Thirty feet underground and extending nearly a mile in length, these amazing shelters were found beneath the; : Germanposition known as Y Ravine, Boaumont-Hamel, when captured by our troops. “The corridors were beautifully built, with anti-ga3 curtains at the foot of the stairs, and elaborate mess-roomsfor the officers. When captured the shelters werefull of dead and debris.
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i es’s thrust down tothe Rufiji in the opening days of in twenty-two hours, and reached the river at dawn of January 3rd.

Tandeeewona brilliant episode in the East African campaign. He And this was achieved although the journey was through most

received a telegram from General Smuts saying, ‘‘ The enemy has. difficult country, and aroad had to be actually cut through virgin

retired from Beho-Beho. You have no timeto lose.”? Atoncea forest for the guns. This sudden swoopaltered the whole situation,

fiying column was formed and set off. If covered thirty-one miles forcing the enemyto retire south into waterless country.
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Wit and Patience Produce a Wonderful Play
British Official Photographs
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the patients in Salonika Hospital. Reid, a cisoerete
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Russia’s Ruler and His First-Class Fighting Men
 

 

 

Nicholas, Tsar of All the Russias, with the Grand Duke Nicholas and membersof the Imperial Staff, inspecting someof the crack regiments
of his heroic Army. ‘T-he Tsaris in the foreground, acknowledging the “ general salute,’’ the tall Grand Duke Nicholas little to his left.

 

 

  
Dressed in the Cossackfashion, the Tsar is hore among a group of .Don Cossacks—those soldiers whofor intrepidity and dashin fighting

aad for their unequalled mastery of horsemanship have long been world-famous. The Cossacks have won fresh laurels in the Great War.

 

   
 

  oe 7 ; ing i he sledge laden with stores
i sledge transport at an awkward point. The swollen stream having invaded the roadway, t it

tee Praralicwed: lows the bank into the water. The men are well clad for facing such-unpleasant episodes en route.
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TOLD BY THE RANK AND FILE
 

THE TAKING OF “Y”" RAVINE
By a Private of the Seaforth Highlanders *

- OU’RE td.g0 over to-morrow
morning at six o’clock precisely,
and that ravine— Y’, Ravine

theycall it on the map—has to be cleared
out. So, if there’s anyof you got wills to
make, or last letters to send home, you'd

better get busy, for ifs going to be a tough
job.”

This was our lieutenant—a young chap
about twenty-two. “And, as events turned
out, he was right. It was a tough job,
and no mistake ; and at one time it looked
as. though the more famous Scottish
regiments were going to haye to record
a set-back for themselves.
from about three in the morning,

our guns were busy trying to ~batter
down the barbed-wire fortifications the
Germans had erected all round the ap-
proaches to their positions in the ravine.
Wecalled it ‘‘ Y”’ Ravine because it was
shaped just like that letter, with the lower

tail towards us, and the two arms branch-
mg away more or less straightly to the
nght andleft.

 

 
   

Race Across No Man’s Land

At six the word came, and the young
lieutenant jumped to the parapet.
“Come on, the kilties!” he yelled,

** Givé themthe steel! ”’

We let out a yell, and, of course, ‘we
followed him ‘over the top,” and again,
of course, we met with the usual warm

reception the Boches award to attacking
roops. Hundreds of machine-gunsstarted
attering away, and the air was fairly

ck with flying bullets. They came
knee-high, head-high, and someonly ankle-
high, in a terrible storm, and were aimed
point-blank at us.

We_ Scotties had been chosen for
this difficult piece .of work, we were
afterwards told, because of the difficulty
of the job and because of our fighting
record and traditions. Also, every man

 

 

 

 

ot us has a deep and abiding score against’
the Huns,Zand loses no chance of paying
at off.

We raced across that bullet-swept
bit of No Man’s Land, with good lads
dropping at every -yard, but at the
entrance to the ravine, as was only to be
expected, we got held up. The enemy
had turned the place into a warren of
fighting men. and, fighting “machines ;

they used every snare and device they
could think of to beat us back. —Liquid-
fire” shells, .tear-shells, gas-shells—there

vt a favourable wind for a full gas
k, or they'd have tried that—and we
compelled to dig ourselves in.

Volunteers for the Flank

  

 

“ Who's for the right?” asked the
lieutenant. Andif he had taken all the
volunteers nobody would have been
left to attack from the front. He care-
iully selected a couple of companies, and
we worked round under fire, past the
enormous masses Of extraordinarily thick
 

* These original narratives by soldiers and
sailors are only published after censorship
by the Press Bureau, and when names of
regiments, ships, places, or even the name
of the narrator, are not given, readers will
undeftstand-there are good and sufficient
seasons for such omissions.—Epiror.

 

barbed-wire, towards the arm of the
“Y.”’ ~On our way we came to a quarry
which was held in force by the enemy,
and which badefair to stop our flanking
movement, But we hadn't come all
that distance tobe denied, ‘and the
licutenant_rose to. the occasion.
“Forward, bombers,” he cried, ‘ and

give them a pill. The rest of you follow

them up, and get among thent.”

And, so saying, he led the way, slinging
bombs as rapidly and accurately as any
man, and then used the rifle of one of
our killed chaps with. good effect. We
were among them in quick time, and no

mistake, and we soon had that quarry
cleared. Then we pressed. on towards
the southern arm of the “ Y,” hoping to
ease the pressure on the front abit.

‘“Kilties Went Berserker”’

 

We reached it at last and, in spite of
the great defence -put.up by the enemy,
got among. them -with the bomb and
bayonet. Hand-to-hand fighting was
the order of the day here, and the kilties
went berserker, I believe; and I know

that personally I couldn’t give you a
single detail of that first bit of fighting,
but after we'd been at it about twenty
minutes J suddenly realised that myrifle
and bayonet weighed about half a ton,
and that the muscles of my arm and back
were shrieking for a rest.

But there was no rest—wwehad to keep
on fighting or go under. It was’ us or

the Germans, and seeing that we had
come so far there was no sense in going
back. So we carried on, stabbing,

yelling, and slipping all over the place
on.the bloodstained mud, until at last
the Germanline gave way, and we had a
brief respite in the captured trenches.
The yell that we let out when they

retired must haye puzzled the defenders
in front more than a bit, and even that
was a whisper to the cheer we gave when
about three hundred more of the Seaforths,
who had worked round to the north in
the same way as we had worked round
the south, came into view and joined
forces with us.

Scotland for Ever!"

They had paid dearly too; these last
gallant lads, for they had encountered a

full regiment of Brandenburgers, and had
to cut their way through. And they
hadn’t brought a single officer with them.
Their commanding officer was a grizzled
old sergeant who had been through the
South African War, and the platoons

in most cases were in charge of privates,
who ran the showas naturally as if they
had done it all their lives,

Of course, our little lieutenant, though
he was wounded in two places, .took

supreme command, and massed us for a

fresh attack. With the wild old yell of
“Scotland for ever!” we advanced,
and broke through, fighting all the time.
“Keep on cheering, lads,” shouted

the officer. ‘‘ It will tell those in front
that we're through!” So every breath
we got we yelled, and at last the German
line found that they were being attacked
both from the front and the rear.

It was about.ten o’clock when my
platoon, with the lieutenant, attacked
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a smalt trench, and carried-it, but, sad
to tell, there were onlythe officer, myself,
and anotherprivate left out of the platoon
whenit surrendered to us. The lieutenant
demanded to be taken to ‘the officer
in command, and a prisoner led him
and myself down into a deep. dug-out
where there were a German captain and
three of his men, all unhuft.
“Excuse me,” said. our lieutenant,

“but I shall have to take you prisoner,
you know,”
The German smiled grimly, and then

turned to look through something that
lookedlike a big, square, woodenventilating
pipe leading from the dug-out to,the air
on top. He looked through the- spout
thing, and then beckoned my _officer.
The lieutenant looked through, and
discovered that the spout was a periscope,
and commanded a full view of the whole
of the German trench, The picture he
saw was a group of Huns, with their
arms neatly stacked, and a single High-
lander guarding them witha fixed bayonet.
Not another of our lads was insight.
“I think it’s the other way about,”

remarked the German officer. ‘ You
can’t take me prisoner with only two men,
especially while I have these.’ He
spoke perfect English, and waved his
hand towards the three German soldiers
standing awaiting orders. Then he yelled
something out in German, and’ though
I don’t know. the lingo, I soon knew what

,he meant when the three «stationed
themselves, with bayonets at the “ ready ””.
at the entrance to the dug-out. The
lieutenant and I were trapped.

Tables Turned Again

“Well, I suppose you're right,’ assented
myOfficer, and signed to me to lay down
my rifle. I did so, and he went across
to the periscope again. For about three
minutes he looked; then he smiled and
gave a shout. He turned to the German
officer and beckoned.

- “The tables are turned still - again,
Herr,” he smiled. 5
And they. were. Through that peri-

scope the German saw about a hundred
of our khaki-kilted lads leap into his
trench; saw the Seaforth guarding the
prisoners point to the mouth of the
dug-outs, and he nearly cried. He gave
another order in German, and the three

soldiers threw their rifles to the ground.
I picked up my own, and stood waiting
for orders._
“We'd better march these chaps up

top,” said the lieutenant to me, “-before
there’s any more turning of the tables. «1
should hate to’ lose them now we've taken
so much trouble about the matter.”
And half-way up-we met a searching-

party of our own lads coming down,
and when I told them the tale they nearly
roared with laughter. We got our pris-
oners out and, weary and worn, started
marching them towards our-lines... Just
as we stepped off there came a big burst
of cheering; and then more and more
yells, unmistakably from Scots, The
ravine was taken!

Conquest of the Ravine

And at that minute the German big
guns, away out of sight, started firing.
The first shell dropped clean in the centre
of our batch of prisoners, and wiped
about fifty of them out. And a flying
German bayonet, hurled by the force of

the shell explosion, came through the air
and struck the upper part |of my
right arm, wounding me after all the
fun and excitement of the-scrap was
over. Hard lines, eh?
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Sachtains stee! of shells. These snapped rails and this deep pool are the result of a direct hit by a high-explosive shell.
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TOLD BY THE RANK AND FILE
 

THE TAKING OF “Y”" RAVINE
By a Private of the Seaforth Highlanders *

- OU’RE td.g0 over to-morrow
morning at six o’clock precisely,
and that ravine— Y’, Ravine

theycall it on the map—has to be cleared
out. So, if there’s anyof you got wills to
make, or last letters to send home, you'd

better get busy, for ifs going to be a tough
job.”

This was our lieutenant—a young chap
about twenty-two. “And, as events turned
out, he was right. It was a tough job,
and no mistake ; and at one time it looked
as. though the more famous Scottish
regiments were going to haye to record
a set-back for themselves.
from about three in the morning,

our guns were busy trying to ~batter
down the barbed-wire fortifications the
Germans had erected all round the ap-
proaches to their positions in the ravine.
Wecalled it ‘‘ Y”’ Ravine because it was
shaped just like that letter, with the lower

tail towards us, and the two arms branch-
mg away more or less straightly to the
nght andleft.

 

 
   

Race Across No Man’s Land

At six the word came, and the young
lieutenant jumped to the parapet.
“Come on, the kilties!” he yelled,

** Givé themthe steel! ”’

We let out a yell, and, of course, ‘we
followed him ‘over the top,” and again,
of course, we met with the usual warm

reception the Boches award to attacking
roops. Hundreds of machine-gunsstarted
attering away, and the air was fairly

ck with flying bullets. They came
knee-high, head-high, and someonly ankle-
high, in a terrible storm, and were aimed
point-blank at us.

We_ Scotties had been chosen for
this difficult piece .of work, we were
afterwards told, because of the difficulty
of the job and because of our fighting
record and traditions. Also, every man

 

 

 

 

ot us has a deep and abiding score against’
the Huns,Zand loses no chance of paying
at off.

We raced across that bullet-swept
bit of No Man’s Land, with good lads
dropping at every -yard, but at the
entrance to the ravine, as was only to be
expected, we got held up. The enemy
had turned the place into a warren of
fighting men. and, fighting “machines ;

they used every snare and device they
could think of to beat us back. —Liquid-
fire” shells, .tear-shells, gas-shells—there

vt a favourable wind for a full gas
k, or they'd have tried that—and we
compelled to dig ourselves in.

Volunteers for the Flank

  

 

“ Who's for the right?” asked the
lieutenant. Andif he had taken all the
volunteers nobody would have been
left to attack from the front. He care-
iully selected a couple of companies, and
we worked round under fire, past the
enormous masses Of extraordinarily thick
 

* These original narratives by soldiers and
sailors are only published after censorship
by the Press Bureau, and when names of
regiments, ships, places, or even the name
of the narrator, are not given, readers will
undeftstand-there are good and sufficient
seasons for such omissions.—Epiror.

 

barbed-wire, towards the arm of the
“Y.”’ ~On our way we came to a quarry
which was held in force by the enemy,
and which badefair to stop our flanking
movement, But we hadn't come all
that distance tobe denied, ‘and the
licutenant_rose to. the occasion.
“Forward, bombers,” he cried, ‘ and

give them a pill. The rest of you follow

them up, and get among thent.”

And, so saying, he led the way, slinging
bombs as rapidly and accurately as any
man, and then used the rifle of one of
our killed chaps with. good effect. We
were among them in quick time, and no

mistake, and we soon had that quarry
cleared. Then we pressed. on towards
the southern arm of the “ Y,” hoping to
ease the pressure on the front abit.

‘“Kilties Went Berserker”’

 

We reached it at last and, in spite of
the great defence -put.up by the enemy,
got among. them -with the bomb and
bayonet. Hand-to-hand fighting was
the order of the day here, and the kilties
went berserker, I believe; and I know

that personally I couldn’t give you a
single detail of that first bit of fighting,
but after we'd been at it about twenty
minutes J suddenly realised that myrifle
and bayonet weighed about half a ton,
and that the muscles of my arm and back
were shrieking for a rest.

But there was no rest—wwehad to keep
on fighting or go under. It was’ us or

the Germans, and seeing that we had
come so far there was no sense in going
back. So we carried on, stabbing,

yelling, and slipping all over the place
on.the bloodstained mud, until at last
the Germanline gave way, and we had a
brief respite in the captured trenches.
The yell that we let out when they

retired must haye puzzled the defenders
in front more than a bit, and even that
was a whisper to the cheer we gave when
about three hundred more of the Seaforths,
who had worked round to the north in
the same way as we had worked round
the south, came into view and joined
forces with us.

Scotland for Ever!"

They had paid dearly too; these last
gallant lads, for they had encountered a

full regiment of Brandenburgers, and had
to cut their way through. And they
hadn’t brought a single officer with them.
Their commanding officer was a grizzled
old sergeant who had been through the
South African War, and the platoons

in most cases were in charge of privates,
who ran the showas naturally as if they
had done it all their lives,

Of course, our little lieutenant, though
he was wounded in two places, .took

supreme command, and massed us for a

fresh attack. With the wild old yell of
“Scotland for ever!” we advanced,
and broke through, fighting all the time.
“Keep on cheering, lads,” shouted

the officer. ‘‘ It will tell those in front
that we're through!” So every breath
we got we yelled, and at last the German
line found that they were being attacked
both from the front and the rear.

It was about.ten o’clock when my
platoon, with the lieutenant, attacked
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a smalt trench, and carried-it, but, sad
to tell, there were onlythe officer, myself,
and anotherprivate left out of the platoon
whenit surrendered to us. The lieutenant
demanded to be taken to ‘the officer
in command, and a prisoner led him
and myself down into a deep. dug-out
where there were a German captain and
three of his men, all unhuft.
“Excuse me,” said. our lieutenant,

“but I shall have to take you prisoner,
you know,”
The German smiled grimly, and then

turned to look through something that
lookedlike a big, square, woodenventilating
pipe leading from the dug-out to,the air
on top. He looked through the- spout
thing, and then beckoned my _officer.
The lieutenant looked through, and
discovered that the spout was a periscope,
and commanded a full view of the whole
of the German trench, The picture he
saw was a group of Huns, with their
arms neatly stacked, and a single High-
lander guarding them witha fixed bayonet.
Not another of our lads was insight.
“I think it’s the other way about,”

remarked the German officer. ‘ You
can’t take me prisoner with only two men,
especially while I have these.’ He
spoke perfect English, and waved his
hand towards the three German soldiers
standing awaiting orders. Then he yelled
something out in German, and’ though
I don’t know. the lingo, I soon knew what

,he meant when the three «stationed
themselves, with bayonets at the “ ready ””.
at the entrance to the dug-out. The
lieutenant and I were trapped.

Tables Turned Again

“Well, I suppose you're right,’ assented
myOfficer, and signed to me to lay down
my rifle. I did so, and he went across
to the periscope again. For about three
minutes he looked; then he smiled and
gave a shout. He turned to the German
officer and beckoned.

- “The tables are turned still - again,
Herr,” he smiled. 5
And they. were. Through that peri-

scope the German saw about a hundred
of our khaki-kilted lads leap into his
trench; saw the Seaforth guarding the
prisoners point to the mouth of the
dug-outs, and he nearly cried. He gave
another order in German, and the three

soldiers threw their rifles to the ground.
I picked up my own, and stood waiting
for orders._
“We'd better march these chaps up

top,” said the lieutenant to me, “-before
there’s any more turning of the tables. «1
should hate to’ lose them now we've taken
so much trouble about the matter.”
And half-way up-we met a searching-

party of our own lads coming down,
and when I told them the tale they nearly
roared with laughter. We got our pris-
oners out and, weary and worn, started
marching them towards our-lines... Just
as we stepped off there came a big burst
of cheering; and then more and more
yells, unmistakably from Scots, The
ravine was taken!

Conquest of the Ravine

And at that minute the German big
guns, away out of sight, started firing.
The first shell dropped clean in the centre
of our batch of prisoners, and wiped
about fifty of them out. And a flying
German bayonet, hurled by the force of

the shell explosion, came through the air
and struck the upper part |of my
right arm, wounding me after all the
fun and excitement of the-scrap was
over. Hard lines, eh?
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Soldier-butchers at work in the open air cutting up meat to be Food for the men in the front line. Poilu, with thrs . eaded | f
cooked for the menin the front trenches. Continuous labour and bread over one shoulder andrefilled water-bottles over theatker
thought are devoted to the task of feeding the forces in the field. engaged in carrying some necessary supplies to his comrades. * 4

= At the far end of this avenue of the motor-vehicles by which its crew and shells are conveyed is a 400 cm. gun—the “‘ Queen of the French

Artillery.” It is firing at German trenches twenty miles away. Motors on the left carry the gun, those on the right the men and shells.
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Varied is the work that mayfall to the lot of (he soldier, as these Poilus found when, thou i: 7 ot. L gh helmeted and uniformed, they becamefor the
‘; nonce peaceful aere epeeouatSaad a fiock of sheep Pomiaynehe near the front for commissariat purposes. " Butafter belig-totd :
5 uch a tas ey are, as soon asit is co e i i TS . . :

i y ? it is completed, ready for the sterner work with rifie and bayonet. : Heavy French gunbeing taken to the front by motor-tractor. The dust sent up suggests that it was moving at a lively rate, which must

%
have shaken up the smoking Poilu on the breech as the massive wheels took the dip in the ground, into which they have just bumped.
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Licut.-Col. A. P.. HAMILTON, Gapt. T. G. FITZPATRICK,
attd. London Regt. RoyalIrish Fusiliers.

Capt. I. H. WATTS,
Middlesex Regt.
 

SS         
Capt. C. HE. BLAND,
Hampshire Regt.
 

  
Capt. H. H. SHEARMAN,

Lincolnshire Regt.

 

  

 

 
Lieut. A. E. SEDGWICK,

London Regt.
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Capt. H. R. H. O'BRIEN, Capt. A. HUTTON, Capt. L. D. HEAD,
R.F.A. Highland Light Infantry. K.0.Y.L.1.
 

ieutenant-Colonel Arthur Percival Hamilton, the Queen’s Regiment, was the eldest
son of the late Major P: F. P. Hamilton and Mrs. Hamilton, Brendon, Winchester.

Heentered the Royal West Surrey Regiment in 1904 and was promotedlieutenant in 1910.
After serving as adjutant in the Territorial Force he was gazetted captain in the Queen’s
in 1914. He wonthe Military Cross for conspicuous gallantry in September, 1915, In
June, 1916, he was appointed to the commandof a battalion of the London Regiment.

Second-Lieutenant Arnold Clement Panting, Royal Munster Fusiliers, was the third
son of Mr. and Mrs. J. Harwood Panting, of Norbury. Educated at Alleyn’s College, Dul-

sh, he joined theeditorial staff of the Amalgamated Press, and was editing a well-known
periodical when war broke out. He joined the O.T.C. and obtained a commission in the
Queen’s, andlater, being draited to Egy s attached to the Royal Munster Fusiliers.
Afterwards he transferred to the R.F.C. s killed while acting as observer, his machine
falling from a height of 1,000feet. Before the war Lieutenant Panting took keen interest
in the Boys’ Brigade, and won the challenge shield of his companyfor gymnasticsfor three:
years in succession.

Second-Lieutenant Claude Louis Bentley, Highland Light Infantry, was the second son
of Mrs. Bentley, of George Street, Edinburgh. He enlisted in the Army Service Corps
Remounts, and in December, 1915, received a commission in the Highland Light Infantry.
After training he returned to France and saw muchsevere fighting on the Somme as
sniping, bombing,-andintelligence officer. He came home for short leave and then;
returning to his regiment, was killed while on active service by a bombing accident.

 

  

   

      

Maj. E. T. BURGES,
South African Infantry.

 

 

  
Lieut. and Adj. H. MAL-
COLMSON, Royal Irish Regt.

  

   

        

  

  

 

 

Lieut. A. M. BROAD,
Royal Fus., attd. M. G. Corps.

Lieut. H. W. VALLANCE, Lieut. H. W. MACDONNELL, Lieut. R. W. JENNINGS,
Canadian Infantry. Canadian Infantry. Worcestershire Regt.
  

  
Sec.-Lt. A. A. PATTERSON,

Border Regt.

 

Lieut. F. REA,
Northumberland Fusiliers. ]
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Sec.-Lt. C. L, BENTLEY, Sec.-Lt. A. C. PANTING, Sec.-Lt. A. A. 8S:HAMILTON,

Highland Light Infantry. Royal Munster Fusiliers. Royal Berkshire Regt.

Portraits by Lafayette, Elliott & Fry, and Swaine.

Sec.-Lt, G. A. ©. GREENOP,
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Graduating instruments for the observation of aeroplanes. Inset: Andrea Angel, M.A., B-Sc., the heroic
chemist whosacrificed his life while fighting the fire in the London munition factory disasteron Jan. 19.  

  

 
  

  

  

       

   

  

 

  
   

 

 
      Munition workers in a French factory welding gun parts by heat process. The process generates intense light and heat from which sparks

are thrown Off, with the result that the workers have to wear special goggles to protect their sight from injury.  
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British troops on the Struma front

defeat a Turkish patrol. Enemypositions
at Neohari are bombardedin co-operation
with the Navy.
r5.—Rumanian Suecess.—Our ally suc-

ully repulses enemy attack. on the
heights south-east of -Monestirka-
Kachineel,

Activity in Macedonia.—Italians re-
pulse Bulgarian attack néar Lake Prespa;
the French destroy a munition depot at
Putures, while other engagements take
place..in the neighbourhood of Lake
Ochrida, particwlarly at Veliterna.

Sir Douglas Haig and General, Nivelle
attend conference with the War Cabinet
in London.
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*. 16.—Closer Grip on Kut.—War Office
announces that the south bank of the
Tigris east of Kut-el-Amara has been

* cleared of the -Turk, save for one small

’ eceupySal

JAN.

stretch in the bend of the river.
Announced that General Smuts is to

re present South Africa at the special] War
onference of the Empire.

ing'in Rumania confined to the
of Southern Moldavia, where the

my is checked.
Italian. Advance in Albania. Cavalry

and Arza, thus making a
1 advance towards their line of

posts extending from Valona. 55

17.—British Success on the Ancre.—Our
troops oecupy a line ‘of enemy posts
north of Beaumont-sur-Ancre, the whole
of our’ objectives being gained on a
frontage of 600 yards.

Splendid Canadian  Raid.—- Canadian
troops carry out a very-successful day-
light raid north-east of Cité Cailonne,
entering the enemy’s trenches on a front
ot 7oo. yards and penetrating to a depth
of. 300 yards.

Gree accepts the demands of the
Allies in their entirety.
‘Rumanians Recapture a Height.—

the Valleys of the Casin- and
: anians surrounda height

occupied by the enemy and take a great
number of prisoners,
18.—Despateh of General Smuts,covering

operations in East Africa from end ot
March to the end of October, 1916,
published.

3rifish make further progress during
the:night north of Beaucourt-sur-Ancre;
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31st, 1917
Jay. 190.— Great Munitions Explosion.—E

plosion occurs at a munitions factory in
ne neighbourhood of London, 60 killed,

riously injured, and 328 slightly
rehired.

JAN. 20.—Mackensen’s Renewed Activity.—
Enemy announces he has captired the
village of Nanesti, forming part ‘of the
advanced bridge-head position on the
south of the Sereth. Later the Germans
claim to have taken ‘the whole ef the
bridge-head.

British Air Raid on Bagdad.
Lieut.-General Hoskins ‘succeeds Lieut.-

General Smuts in East African command.

JAN. 21.-—Inthefighing for the Sereth bridge-
head and near Pralea, in South Moldavi:,
the Germans claim to have taken over
900 prisoners.

British carry out successful daylight
raid south-east of Loos.
War Office announces the capture of

the last trenches in the Tigris bend,
north-east of Kut-el-Amara.

.JAN. 22.—Officially announced that the en-
circling movement against the Germans
on the Lower Rufiji River is makiny
progress. In the Makenge region they
are .being harassed by conyergin
columns.

Naval Actions in North Sea.—Ourligt
forces meet a division of enemytorpedi-
boat destroyers off the Dutch Coast, ard
in a short engagement one of the enemy
torpedo-boat destroyers is sunk, the rest

_ scattered after suffering * considerable
punishment.” In a short, and sharp
engagement between enemy torpedo-boat
destroyers and: British destroyers in the
vicinity of the Schouwen Bank, one ot
our torpedo-boat destroyers struck by a
torpedo ; 46 casualties.

JAN. 23—Germans report that Bulgarian
troops have crossed the. southern branch
of the Danube opposite Tultcha.

JAN. 24.—Russians ‘ attack Bulgarians who
had occupied part of the Danube delta,
take 337 prisoners, and annihilate the
rest of the battalion,

Dimitrieff’s army forced to. give up
part ofits gains near Riga, is driven back
a mile.and a half, and loses a third of the
ground previously won.

JAN. 25.—Obstinate fighting continues west
and south-west of Riga,

British carry out -a_ very successful
daylight raid near Hulluch.
The Greek Government presents formal

apologies to the Ministers of the Allicct
Powers for the regrettable occurrences cf
December 1, 1916.

Allied Naval Conference.—Admiral! x
announces that the results of an impertant
Naval Conference held in London between
representatives of Great Britain, lranée,
and Italy were entirely satisfactory.
Small German vessel bombards Suffolix

coast ; no casualties.
British gain 1,100 yards of first-line

and a considerable length of second-line
trenches south-west of Kut.
H.M. auxiliary cruiser Laurentie sunk

oft Irish Coast by German submarine or
mine; 121 officers and men saved.

JAN. 26—War Office reports continued
falling back of enemy on the Lower
Rufiji; roo miles east of Lake Nyasa
a German force has surrendered.

JAN. 27.—Brilliant operation near Le’ Transloy
carried out by British ; 350 prisoners,
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JAN. 28.-—Ruésians pike through enemy's
line on front of 3,000 yards near th
meeting-place of the Bukovina, Tran.
sylvania, and Rumania.

Jan. 29.—British raid north-east of Vermeties,

Jan. 30-—Duke of Connaught appointed:
Colonel-in-Chief ofthe Volunteer Force,
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ESotooeKenoi , CheSaememIE :
OUR OBSERVATION POST >

THE BREED OF THE BRITON
a A MAN who only writes about the war each but inappropriate to the quiet informal method of the

: feel humble when he meets the men who are conversation, but they help now to make the point

Roeie in the war, He may try to console himself clear. The Battle of the Sommewasall very well;
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am
ax with all mannerof reflections—that he is doing service was very good indeed, but as‘yet the German on

ito King and Empire in some other way, if only by had not been beaten in the field. It would be, ho £44
helping”to pay the bill, and that writing is an honour- Its heart was broken, “ They’re ever so muchrea ra
able way of earning the money. to do it, and a useful to put up their hands now, aren't they?” And 444
way, too, if he writes notlting but sound and wholesome his pal noddedsilently, he seemedto be looking through ; Py
stuff, able to advance a ood cause or to interest, or the objects actually before him and seeing 957
even only amuse, a good man. Philosophy may give ghastly, muddy, blood-stained figure wit!
him ‘any number of “comfortable arguments whereby hands raised high above its head and. panic-s
SS restore his self-esteem; face to face with a man eyes staring from the blanched face. 44%
who is “doing’’ things, he will feel self-conscious, GAIN I said s Pett ee weae. o 145

Gade a sAIN said something about theconst j
RDes png, Mileriat I feel at the physical en {
AAEREADY some discrimination is necessary. who.until the war had lived

: Thought need never be apologetic ; it is.medita- lives. How had these one-time
tion that appears rather ineffectual when confronted creatures become able to resist the da
with action, and, unfortunately for the essayist, thought the trenches, the draughts in ruinous bille
and meditation are-frequently proved by his work fearful fatigue of long marches with full equipme
to be very different things... Historically as well as say nothing of the horror of the sights they mus

; theologically’ the word is the source of the work, the seen? “ The breed wasin them,” the elder ma
idea the parent of the action, and the great thinker out. “The Army training and the disci;
meets the great doer on equal terms, perhaps at an them on the right road and the breed did
advantage. The meditative man stands in another ‘‘They’re fine,” he wound up, with en :
pair of shoes. He is no more than a commentator on “ Aren’t they ?” and he turned’to his pal. Andashis
the words and.works of his greater brothers, interpreting pal nodded again, with am only half-spoken word,
them. in« homely speech. to his simple tellow-men in the his eyes, glowing this. time, saw—what? It was

»- world, and his great reward is that his job is a very impossible not to wonder and not towant to
‘pleasant one to himself as well as useful to his kind. - but quite as impossible to ask. Certainly it wa

ee 3 : great and glorious picture in the story of one
LLof which is introductory to two soldiers from of ‘‘ shopkeepers.”

the Overseas Dominions whomI met in the train

   

  
    

  
   

  

 

  

   

   

   
  

 

F : 7 : bre cores
7 a day or two ago, convalescent from wounds received £ sage = roo es ay that these tw ;

42 on the Somme, andoff to see some of their people’s seemed to ban = or victory, and onits
473 people in a village between London and Southend. capacity to rise equal to any emergency—intl“. i Bi > eo Ela ay Lt a ae a ae {

477 -0Ns a child I was fold that it is bad manners to make With their English kinsman, the sweep, whosaid it ae
. re dae Bante They had definite

remarks on the fact that a person in whose company Wasn tour habit to be beaten. They had dteous
1 > us

 

you are hasn’t got a nose—if, of course, it is the fact eS aes ee the eee - nig
that he hasn’t got one—and as a manI have learned cause to strengthen a stent eau a -hand’
that it is contrary to etiquette to mention wounds to ledge of crimes to be expiated, the go
asoldier who has lost.a limb. To offer condolence.is.a Stopped their easy flow of words SOF 55

‘thing which isn’t done. These men, however, were all SPaces of pee. _ The desp ace xGay quae
“iidne piece, and not only notdisfigured but exceedingly Claimed by ae.aaaeres os Bye
good to look at—vital, virile fellows, with wholesome out. of yeonsandBOE GERTat WO aay
minds-guaranteed by every line and movementof their frightfulness means 40 Jackyou willRECS TES ae

“wholesome bodies,” Evident pleasure at their- good callous that he can bear to speakofit.
.. recovery won their friendliness, and the brief acquaint- «4 Eas 1 nen ho ; Bees ey ae
ante milsged the normal course, from ieee ; Par business, gncyetteha es is:oo = -: will be glad when we come to the endof it
through question and answer about the depressing

. : : 7 and have jieace again; but they are under no dehisionSe Anich the Bg : Ti: en bs through which the line runs, to France and to ge ter Ene meses by. which peace will Secrea

che war. 3
We shall get it, they opined, when we have beater

HERE was not a trace of cocksureness in the tone the German Armyinthefield, which theyarec
of either of them, but for quiet confidence we shall do at some date that cannot be fixed at the i$

in the issue of things they were quite notable. They present. That having been done, the finish will come
“seemed to have attained it. by. reasoning processes, with a rush, and, provided the statesmen don’t
and to have done so independently ; for whenever thefool, the subsequent period of peace may reaso
one made a statement he appealed to his comrade for _be-expected to be a long one. At any rate {

corroboration,.and got it with a quict nod’of assent or out-the rest of their fime, which they design
a monosyllable the’effect of which was heightened by the in their native colony whither they wil

: far--awaylook in the eyes as of a man whois recalling first possible: moment. “The life suits us
“soniething the sisht ‘of which had determined his they explain courteously, anxious not to w«
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@. opinion. That reminiscent expression on the face of feelings of anyone “at home"—" more’ and ‘gi

ope the younger of the two, coupled with his reticence, more room, and more to go out for.’ The talk tends ¢§
®.' was “indeed impressive, Suggesting awfulness of ex- to comparison of life in the Old World and the New ®
Vv periences gone through and compelling respectful both of which these men have seen ; but it com: Ss to V
¥ belicl in the few things that he did say. a .sudden stop. “ What's this,- Benflect? Well,
YW ne good-bye, good-bye.” And the two splendid fellows Vv
oy‘Rexam ple, the elder man, justiifying his considered are out. on the ~platform -of the country station, Vv

ye Opinion that victory would rest with the Allies, picturesque figures there in. their hospital umiform, -
“Wy enounced the necessary antecedent to ba. defeat of smiling. farewell to me as I continue my. journey in Vv
Vo the “German Army -in-—the field. Formal terms are solitary meditation. Co hh: u
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attack near Braila.
head

 

12 miles from

Renewed. Offensive

the

10th February, 1917,

»,,CUR DIARY OF THE
Chronclos¢ of Events, January ist to

JAN.

Attackin:
Braila

enemyis thrown back by the Al
n in East

Ourforces in vicinity of Kissaki, s
Uluguru Hills, sterm

entrenched lines of the
Mgeta Valley.

published.
Mackensen’s army reported before the

Sereth lines at f
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my clear the
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AN. 2—Text of New Allied Note

ally breaks through
General yon Kévess’s

 

some distance
captured.

 

  

stream.

  

 
tracks. leading south
delta.

British airmen again bomb t
at. Kuleli Burgas.

N. 5.—Capture of Braila-announced by the
bridge

Germans.

Allied Conference in Rome.—Mr. Lloy
George and Lord Milnerarrive in Rome to

part with the French i
rnments in an exchange  

army
sul, capturing 600

hree guns.
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vest
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enemyin thevalle
ver Rufiji River

reached Kibambwe.
Germans capture Focsani.
New Allied Note to Creece,

hours’

;. o.—Sinai Cleared of the Turk.-
capture a strong enemy
Rafa north-

timelimit.
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A Turkish relief force
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engaped

Our
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four miles from the Rafa
eatirely destroyed.
prisoners total 1,600 ;
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ipture an “island in
east of Glaudan.

British seize and consolidate sc
enemy trench east of
t king I40 prisoners

Advance near Kut
captures enemy’s trenches on a
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the right bank.
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rounded in our hands amount to 600.
Russians attacking in the | i i

the

3eaumont-Hamel,

An Indian

H.M.S. Cornwallis sunk b ¥ enemy sub-
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ont

the

 

und raeacof ‘the
Our

 
position cover

 

JAN,

to,—Russians report continued advance
in the Riga district. They take enemy’s
position between the Tirul Marsh and the
River Aa, and advance 1} miles towards
the south.
11.—British carry through another

“local operation’ north-east of Beau-
mont-Hamel, taking three-quarters of a
mile of trench and a numberof prisoners.
Our cavalry occupy Hai town, on the

Shatt-el-Hai.
H.M. seaplarne- carrier Ben-My-Chree

sunk by gun fire in- Kastelorizo Harbour
(Asia Minor), x officer and 4 men wounded.

Allies’ Reply to President Wilson’s
Peace Note published.
Greek reply to allied utimatum

eomplies with demands on the main
points,
12.—New War Loanissued.
Rome announces that. during night of

1916, the warship
Regina1 Mat‘zherita struck two mines and
sank; 675 lives lost.

Rumanian success reported in the
Valley of the Casin, enemy driven back
cyer a mile. :
13.—-British post north-west of Serre

lost and regained.
On the Lower Sereth Mackensen’s

Turkisi- troops. storm the village of
Mihalea. In the Casin Valley, in the
Moldavian Highlands, the Rumanians
uttack and occupy enemy trenches.
14.—British bombard enemy’s trenches

north-west. of Lens with good results.
British troops on the Struma front

defeat a Turkish patrol. Enemypositions
at Neohari are bombardedin co-operation
with the Navy.
r5.—Rumanian Suecess.—Our ally suc-

ully repulses enemy attack. on the
heights south-east of -Monestirka-
Kachineel,

Activity in Macedonia.—Italians re-
pulse Bulgarian attack néar Lake Prespa;
the French destroy a munition depot at
Putures, while other engagements take
place..in the neighbourhood of Lake
Ochrida, particwlarly at Veliterna.

Sir Douglas Haig and General, Nivelle
attend conference with the War Cabinet
in London.
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*. 16.—Closer Grip on Kut.—War Office
announces that the south bank of the
Tigris east of Kut-el-Amara has been

* cleared of the -Turk, save for one small

’ eceupySal

JAN.

stretch in the bend of the river.
Announced that General Smuts is to

re present South Africa at the special] War
onference of the Empire.

ing'in Rumania confined to the
of Southern Moldavia, where the

my is checked.
Italian. Advance in Albania. Cavalry

and Arza, thus making a
1 advance towards their line of

posts extending from Valona. 55

17.—British Success on the Ancre.—Our
troops oecupy a line ‘of enemy posts
north of Beaumont-sur-Ancre, the whole
of our’ objectives being gained on a
frontage of 600 yards.

Splendid Canadian  Raid.—- Canadian
troops carry out a very-successful day-
light raid north-east of Cité Cailonne,
entering the enemy’s trenches on a front
ot 7oo. yards and penetrating to a depth
of. 300 yards.

Gree accepts the demands of the
Allies in their entirety.
‘Rumanians Recapture a Height.—

the Valleys of the Casin- and
: anians surrounda height

occupied by the enemy and take a great
number of prisoners,
18.—Despateh of General Smuts,covering

operations in East Africa from end ot
March to the end of October, 1916,
published.

3rifish make further progress during
the:night north of Beaucourt-sur-Ancre;
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31st, 1917
Jay. 190.— Great Munitions Explosion.—E

plosion occurs at a munitions factory in
ne neighbourhood of London, 60 killed,

riously injured, and 328 slightly
rehired.

JAN. 20.—Mackensen’s Renewed Activity.—
Enemy announces he has captired the
village of Nanesti, forming part ‘of the
advanced bridge-head position on the
south of the Sereth. Later the Germans
claim to have taken ‘the whole ef the
bridge-head.

British Air Raid on Bagdad.
Lieut.-General Hoskins ‘succeeds Lieut.-

General Smuts in East African command.

JAN. 21.-—Inthefighing for the Sereth bridge-
head and near Pralea, in South Moldavi:,
the Germans claim to have taken over
900 prisoners.

British carry out successful daylight
raid south-east of Loos.
War Office announces the capture of

the last trenches in the Tigris bend,
north-east of Kut-el-Amara.

.JAN. 22.—Officially announced that the en-
circling movement against the Germans
on the Lower Rufiji River is makiny
progress. In the Makenge region they
are .being harassed by conyergin
columns.

Naval Actions in North Sea.—Ourligt
forces meet a division of enemytorpedi-
boat destroyers off the Dutch Coast, ard
in a short engagement one of the enemy
torpedo-boat destroyers is sunk, the rest

_ scattered after suffering * considerable
punishment.” In a short, and sharp
engagement between enemy torpedo-boat
destroyers and: British destroyers in the
vicinity of the Schouwen Bank, one ot
our torpedo-boat destroyers struck by a
torpedo ; 46 casualties.

JAN. 23—Germans report that Bulgarian
troops have crossed the. southern branch
of the Danube opposite Tultcha.

JAN. 24.—Russians ‘ attack Bulgarians who
had occupied part of the Danube delta,
take 337 prisoners, and annihilate the
rest of the battalion,

Dimitrieff’s army forced to. give up
part ofits gains near Riga, is driven back
a mile.and a half, and loses a third of the
ground previously won.

JAN. 25.—Obstinate fighting continues west
and south-west of Riga,

British carry out -a_ very successful
daylight raid near Hulluch.
The Greek Government presents formal

apologies to the Ministers of the Allicct
Powers for the regrettable occurrences cf
December 1, 1916.

Allied Naval Conference.—Admiral! x
announces that the results of an impertant
Naval Conference held in London between
representatives of Great Britain, lranée,
and Italy were entirely satisfactory.
Small German vessel bombards Suffolix

coast ; no casualties.
British gain 1,100 yards of first-line

and a considerable length of second-line
trenches south-west of Kut.
H.M. auxiliary cruiser Laurentie sunk

oft Irish Coast by German submarine or
mine; 121 officers and men saved.

JAN. 26—War Office reports continued
falling back of enemy on the Lower
Rufiji; roo miles east of Lake Nyasa
a German force has surrendered.

JAN. 27.—Brilliant operation near Le’ Transloy
carried out by British ; 350 prisoners,
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JAN. 28.-—Ruésians pike through enemy's
line on front of 3,000 yards near th
meeting-place of the Bukovina, Tran.
sylvania, and Rumania.

Jan. 29.—British raid north-east of Vermeties,

Jan. 30-—Duke of Connaught appointed:
Colonel-in-Chief ofthe Volunteer Force,
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a A MAN who only writes about the war each but inappropriate to the quiet informal method of the

: feel humble when he meets the men who are conversation, but they help now to make the point

Roeie in the war, He may try to console himself clear. The Battle of the Sommewasall very well;
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ax with all mannerof reflections—that he is doing service was very good indeed, but as‘yet the German on

ito King and Empire in some other way, if only by had not been beaten in the field. It would be, ho £44
helping”to pay the bill, and that writing is an honour- Its heart was broken, “ They’re ever so muchrea ra
able way of earning the money. to do it, and a useful to put up their hands now, aren't they?” And 444
way, too, if he writes notlting but sound and wholesome his pal noddedsilently, he seemedto be looking through ; Py
stuff, able to advance a ood cause or to interest, or the objects actually before him and seeing 957
even only amuse, a good man. Philosophy may give ghastly, muddy, blood-stained figure wit!
him ‘any number of “comfortable arguments whereby hands raised high above its head and. panic-s
SS restore his self-esteem; face to face with a man eyes staring from the blanched face. 44%
who is “doing’’ things, he will feel self-conscious, GAIN I said s Pett ee weae. o 145

Gade a sAIN said something about theconst j
RDes png, Mileriat I feel at the physical en {
AAEREADY some discrimination is necessary. who.until the war had lived

: Thought need never be apologetic ; it is.medita- lives. How had these one-time
tion that appears rather ineffectual when confronted creatures become able to resist the da
with action, and, unfortunately for the essayist, thought the trenches, the draughts in ruinous bille
and meditation are-frequently proved by his work fearful fatigue of long marches with full equipme
to be very different things... Historically as well as say nothing of the horror of the sights they mus

; theologically’ the word is the source of the work, the seen? “ The breed wasin them,” the elder ma
idea the parent of the action, and the great thinker out. “The Army training and the disci;
meets the great doer on equal terms, perhaps at an them on the right road and the breed did
advantage. The meditative man stands in another ‘‘They’re fine,” he wound up, with en :
pair of shoes. He is no more than a commentator on “ Aren’t they ?” and he turned’to his pal. Andashis
the words and.works of his greater brothers, interpreting pal nodded again, with am only half-spoken word,
them. in« homely speech. to his simple tellow-men in the his eyes, glowing this. time, saw—what? It was

»- world, and his great reward is that his job is a very impossible not to wonder and not towant to
‘pleasant one to himself as well as useful to his kind. - but quite as impossible to ask. Certainly it wa

ee 3 : great and glorious picture in the story of one
LLof which is introductory to two soldiers from of ‘‘ shopkeepers.”
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you are hasn’t got a nose—if, of course, it is the fact eS aes ee the eee - nig
that he hasn’t got one—and as a manI have learned cause to strengthen a stent eau a -hand’
that it is contrary to etiquette to mention wounds to ledge of crimes to be expiated, the go
asoldier who has lost.a limb. To offer condolence.is.a Stopped their easy flow of words SOF 55

‘thing which isn’t done. These men, however, were all SPaces of pee. _ The desp ace xGay quae
“iidne piece, and not only notdisfigured but exceedingly Claimed by ae.aaaeres os Bye
good to look at—vital, virile fellows, with wholesome out. of yeonsandBOE GERTat WO aay
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“wholesome bodies,” Evident pleasure at their- good callous that he can bear to speakofit.
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We shall get it, they opined, when we have beater

HERE was not a trace of cocksureness in the tone the German Armyinthefield, which theyarec
of either of them, but for quiet confidence we shall do at some date that cannot be fixed at the i$

in the issue of things they were quite notable. They present. That having been done, the finish will come
“seemed to have attained it. by. reasoning processes, with a rush, and, provided the statesmen don’t
and to have done so independently ; for whenever thefool, the subsequent period of peace may reaso
one made a statement he appealed to his comrade for _be-expected to be a long one. At any rate {

corroboration,.and got it with a quict nod’of assent or out-the rest of their fime, which they design
a monosyllable the’effect of which was heightened by the in their native colony whither they wil

: far--awaylook in the eyes as of a man whois recalling first possible: moment. “The life suits us
“soniething the sisht ‘of which had determined his they explain courteously, anxious not to w«
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@. opinion. That reminiscent expression on the face of feelings of anyone “at home"—" more’ and ‘gi

ope the younger of the two, coupled with his reticence, more room, and more to go out for.’ The talk tends ¢§
®.' was “indeed impressive, Suggesting awfulness of ex- to comparison of life in the Old World and the New ®
Vv periences gone through and compelling respectful both of which these men have seen ; but it com: Ss to V
¥ belicl in the few things that he did say. a .sudden stop. “ What's this,- Benflect? Well,
YW ne good-bye, good-bye.” And the two splendid fellows Vv
oy‘Rexam ple, the elder man, justiifying his considered are out. on the ~platform -of the country station, Vv

ye Opinion that victory would rest with the Allies, picturesque figures there in. their hospital umiform, -
“Wy enounced the necessary antecedent to ba. defeat of smiling. farewell to me as I continue my. journey in Vv
Vo the “German Army -in-—the field. Formal terms are solitary meditation. Co hh: u
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THE. period of the war covered by Volume V. of Tur
War ILLUSTRATED, -which is completed with this

week’s issue, has eclipsed, in its manifold interests and the

dramatic course of events, all those preceding, excepting
Only the quickly changing features of the war’s first phase,

when the Hunnish hordes were pouring

.. across Belgium, carrying all before them,

Epilogue to with fire and rapine. In Volume IV., for
Volume 5 the first: time, unmistakable evidence

of the overwhelming forces gathering

for the Victory of the Allies was discernible, and in the

teeming pages of Volume V. we can see the hand of doom

writing with increasing vigour andclearness the verdict

of failure and defeat against the barbarian nations that
let loose the terrors of war in 1914, in the pope of a cheap

and easy victory.

How changed the scene from our first volume, when

the Huns were swarming through the golden corn

fields of Belgium and pouring into the rich industrial lands
of Northern France! i Here we have scen them withering
under the dreadful.pounding of the new British artillery
in those. glorious Battles ‘of..the Somme;:staggering from
obvious inferiority, losing 38,000. prisoners in ‘five months,
and many square miles ofgroundso strongly entrenched that
they had boasted it to be absolutely impregnable. Although
it is true that the ‘“‘ Great Push” of 1916 did not succeed
entirely in breaking through the Germanlines, it is incon-
testable that the main objects of the Sommeoffensive, as
outlined by Field-Marshal Haig in his famous despatch, were
fully attained, and thatthis, the greatest feat of arms in the
history of the world until that tne, must rank as asplendid
British success. ‘

HE most stirring incidents-of the ‘‘ Great Push.” of
1916 have fallen to be recorded. in the pages of our

weekly parts from Nos. 105 to 130, thus making Volume V.
noteworthy as that which contains the picture-“story of the
Somme Battles. The fall of Combles, on September 26th,
was the crowning achievementof this great advance, as that
military centre “had been considered of such importance
by the German High Command that when it was*taken
during the 1914 invasion the Kaiser had a medal specially
struck in honourofthe event, and the last degree of German
ingenuity. had been exercised in the effort to retain its
possession. Weather difficulties now held up the offensive
until the victorious Battle of the Ancre on November 13th,
when Beaumont-Hamel and other important enemy positions
were recaptured. These intensely interesting events and
innumerable-minor episodes of the surprising Somme Battles,
have been admirably illustrated in the official photographs
and other pictorial records contained within the pages of
this volume. The French offensive, "which continued

harmoniously with the British, and resulted in the Allies
entering Combles together, as well. as ,the brilliant  re-
capture of -Douaumont and other positions in front of
Verdun, whichset the seal to Germanfailure in that quarter,
have also been copiously illustrated from official sources.

HE volume is further, noteworthy as containing a
full pictorial record of the brilliant achievements

of the Italians in their great offensive on*the Isonzo ‘and
the Carso. The fall of Gorizia was their first definite feat
of arms of enduring importance, andtheillustrations which
I have been able to give of the Italian campaign must have
helped my readers to form some opinion of the tremendous
difficulties against which these valiantallies have to battle.
Brussiloff’s drive in Volhynia and ‘the Bukovina, with the
capture of Stanislau; the tra, edy of Rumania, ‘from the
declaration of warof August 27 h to the retreat’ beyond. the
Sereth ; the reoccupation of Monastir,and British activities
in East ‘Africa, the Sinai Peninsula, and Mesopotamia aré
among the multitude of stirring matterseee mirrored
inthe-pages of Volume V- .

HiArrily: in the period covered, we have been able to
register one of the most pleasing features of 1916 in the

doomof the Zeppelin as an instrument of “ frightfulness.”
‘This has added to the picturesque contents of THz War
ILLustRATED certain items which, in the years to come, will

evoke even greater interest than they do to-day. Finally,

home events, Government changes, and many other matters

that go to the making of a mirror of these times, will all

be found ‘faithfully recorded or graphically depicted

in this volume, which I believe will be deemed by

my readers in no feature less finteresting, and if anything

more attractive,

belongs.

[® we could but guess what the next volume of Tur War
ILLUSTRATED will contain, we might be able to answer

that oft-put question ‘‘ When is the war going to end?”

That, however, is something which those of us who do not

dabble in spiritualism, crystal-gazing, and their associated

mysteries, are wise in not attempting. Thus much may
be ‘said, however: Volume VI. of THe Wag ILLustratTED
will contain the pictorial records of many an event that
will leave for ever its‘impress.on the history of the world.
It is more than probable that the decisive happenings of
the war will fall within the next six months, and so come
into the scope of our new volume.

VERY large proportion of my readers, I know, are
thoroughly alive to the fact that THe War IL1vs-

TRATED, unlike any other low-priced weekly periodical on
sale in this country to-day, is no ephemeral production, but
is really a weekly magazine that is growing steadily into a
valuable and fascinating library, the interest of which will
increase as the years go by.- Think of the world-stirring
incidents Ihave so briefly outlined above as being recorded
by pen and camera in the volume of THE War ILLUSTRATED
which concludes with the present number. Then multiply
by five and you will realise how exhaustless is the interest
of the five volumes now completed. I should be sorry to
suppose that it will take five more of these-volumes to cover
the pictorial record of the Great War, but I have every, reason
to hope that when the war is over—andI think that may be
this year but certainly next—we shall transform this popu-
lar publication of ours into a picture-record of the new days
of peaceand devote our energies as effectively to illustrating
and recording the rebuilding of the world as they are now
being devoted to chronicling the progress of the war.

WOULDtake this occasion again to impress upon those
of my readers who have not made their arrangements

for binding up VolumeV., to lose no time in doing’so, as not
a_month-passes but, our- publishers are confronted with new
difficulties in securing supplies’ of the necessary material
for the binding cases. ~ Although the manufacturing cost
of these has vastly increased since the price was fixed for
VolumeI., the publishershave not increased that price to the
subscribers;;- but ‘that low price cannot’ be gutaranteéed ‘in-
definitely, and subscribers can materially assist the pub-
lishers in this matter byordering their. binding cases for
Volume V. immediately. from their newsagent. or book-
seller, and so making it possible to economisein production,
by estimating more nearly the exact requirements of the_
public. - A very fine colour-plate of Admiral Beatty, to-
gether with anartistic title-page and full list of contents,is
presented free with the publishers’ registered binding cases,
the ptice of
which. ~-is
ts. 6d. net at
any . . book- .
seller's or
1s. 10d. direct
from.the pub-
lishing ‘office,
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The Final Note: President Wilson at the Parting of the Ways
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THE PROGRESS OF THE WAK

WHAT AMERICA CAN DO!
HEwarhas undergone a dramatic transformation.
The German Government formally announced
on January 31st, in a memorandum to the

United States and to other neutral Powers, that a
relentless blockade would’ be: imposed on Britain
and her Allies, and that any ship approaching. our
shores—with certain insignificant exceptions—would
be sunk without warning. Germany would fight with
“all her weapons,” and would abandonthe limitations
she had imposed on herself in submarine war.

Is Germany Mad?

The GermanNote cau

 

  

ed an immense sensation in
ally a defiance of the United

Tt meant that all President Wilson’s efforts
to- maintain the rights “of neutrals~on the higlr seas,
and. to secure the observance of the laws of humanity
for innocent nen-combatants, had failed. The Presi-
dent took. some hours to consider the matter. Then
he handed his passports to Count Bernstorff, the
German Ambassador to Washington, he recalled the
American Ambassador to Berlin, he cut off all diplo-
matic relations with Germany, and announced to
Co that any means necessary would be used
‘for the protection of our seamen and people in the
prosecution of their peaceful, legitimate errands on
the high seas.” At the moment: of writing war had
not yet been declared between the United States and
Germany, and Washington officials were still hoping

sainst hope to avoid it. But the chances in favour
of war are-~heavy.. Other countries, to-day neutral,
may soon follow America’s example.

Is.Germany mad ?- Is she plunging out in a mere
bhnd and insane venture to wound and slay, heedless

whom: she hurts or offends ? These are questions
cing asked by many people. I would venture to
suggest that it is neversafe, particularly with so shrewd
and determined an opponent as Germany, to reckon
on’ the folly of our foe. Germany has been driven to
this course by hunger and desperation. Herstatesmen
were_well aware that their new policy would almost

  

   
 

   

  

    

‘certainly. cause~America to declare war on them.
ey believe, however, that the advantages for them

 

will outweigh the disadvantages.

How to Meet the Menace

In=the first case, they believe that they can starve
Britain. “They are convinced that they can make
their submarine and mine blockade really effective,
and that if all outside supplies of food are cut off from
this. country for ten weeks we mist yield.- Here they
are suffering under a great delusion. They will not
be able to cut off all sea traffic, and the supplies of
foodstuffs in Britain are more considerable than they
imagine. But it is important for British people to
understand that the food situation here demands and
must receive the most careful consideration from every
man. The public, seeing the retail shops and markets
stocked with supplies, and being able to purchase as
much as they require of anything—save sugar—refuse
to believe that shortage is possible. :
_ The most urgent war measure for Britain to-day
is that a system of compulsory rations should be
instituted Within the shortest. possible time; that it
should apply to all classes alike: -that all private
stores of food should be declared, and that we should
now, before the situation has become acute, take our
measures quietly and thoroughly. ae
The Germans believe that America cannot give

any effective aid to the Allies until it is too late. If
Britain is beaten it does not matter what America
does; so, at least, they think. On this pomt they
are likely to have a very painful surprise.

Next, they are staking heavily on beating us in the
spring land campaign. On the western front they

 

 

continue to be obsessed by the idea of forcing a way
through Ypres, or the neighbourhood of Ypres, to
the coast. If they are defeated—as they will be—
they believe that the influence of America will be
thrown in favour of granting them better terms than
the European Allies alone would be willing to give.

Concerning the western spring campaign, the allied
leaders are convinced that our preparations ensure
us certain victory, in so far as anything is certain
in war. Our preparations are such, our resources in
men and munitions so vast, our organisation se ‘per-
fected, that the situation is regarded without the least
misgiving. Our leaders believe that we can win the
war this year without the aid of America:
theless, they warmly welcome the coming of America,
assured that it will hasten already certain victory.

U.S.A. Navy and Army

What can America do? To begin with, her adher-
ence should remove the last clement of danger from
the allied financial outlook. It may be taken for
granted that. she will throw her entire inventive and
productive skill into the business of helping us to end
the war in the shortest possible time.
The United -States lacks a large Regular Army.

There is a small Federal force, anda State Militia,
somewhat resembling our old Volunteers. But there
is the nucleus of a possible Army, and a large number
of men throughout the land able to shoot and ride,
and accustomed to fighting. The United States could
easily land an effective army corps of a hundred
thousand men in Europe by—June, if it decided to do
so. This can be judged-from the fact that Canada,
with a population Iess than one-twelfth that of her
neighbour, and under very similar military conditions,
raised, equipped, and despatched, within two months
of the otitbreak of-the war, 33,000 troops.

The. most immediate aid in the progress of the war
may -well come from the United States Navy. This
numbers thirty-six modern battleships, of which six are
armed with 14 in. guns, seventeenarmoured. cruisers,
seventy modern destroyers, and about fifty submarines,
mostly coastsubmarines. The ships are well officered
and well found. There is certainly a lack of naval
seamen, but experience in the Spanish War encourages
the belief that these can be .quickly raised.

It is very probable that the United States, should
it come in with us, may make a number of mistakes
in its first preparations, as we made in ours. But. it
has such resources that it can overcome the effect
even of serious mistakes, just as we have done. ‘It

~ is unthinkable that whatever Germanycan accomplish
in the weeks ahead she can now permanently succeed.’

In war it isrash to prophesy. -If I were bold enough
to make a forecast now it would be that after some
three or fonr months of heavy anxiety and possibly
heavy suffering, this country will see the clear road
to victory. As things are nowit is hardly conceivable
that there will be another winter campaign. -In saying
this I express not so much my own view as that of
‘those whose high office and first-hand control of affairs
give them an intimate knowledge of actual develop-
ments. whch no outsider can have. ; ;

Carrying On Despite the Weather

The war generally continues to be governed by the
severe cold weather. There is 58 degrees of frost
on the Riga front, but, despite it, the battle sways
to and fro. On the Sereth the Germans continue
to be held up. On the British western front our raids
FO on with the utmost success. We continue to take
darge numbers of prisoners and to destroy lines of
German trenches, with very little loss to ourselves.
The moral superiority of our men over the: enemy
this year grows daily more apparent. &. a. MeKENZIE
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A PICTURE-RECORD of Events by Land, Sea and Air.
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SOWING AN ITALIAN MINE-FIELD.—Italian naval men are especially expert in all matters relating to torpedoes, submarines, and
marine mining. In this remarkable view of the stern of one of their mine-layers maybe seen the hugesize of the =unees They are ranged

“ in two rows and are dropped astern while the vessel is under way,at intervals duly marked on the vessel’s chart.
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United States and to other neutral Powers, that a
relentless blockade would’ be: imposed on Britain
and her Allies, and that any ship approaching. our
shores—with certain insignificant exceptions—would
be sunk without warning. Germany would fight with
“all her weapons,” and would abandonthe limitations
she had imposed on herself in submarine war.

Is Germany Mad?
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and. to secure the observance of the laws of humanity
for innocent nen-combatants, had failed. The Presi-
dent took. some hours to consider the matter. Then
he handed his passports to Count Bernstorff, the
German Ambassador to Washington, he recalled the
American Ambassador to Berlin, he cut off all diplo-
matic relations with Germany, and announced to
Co that any means necessary would be used
‘for the protection of our seamen and people in the
prosecution of their peaceful, legitimate errands on
the high seas.” At the moment: of writing war had
not yet been declared between the United States and
Germany, and Washington officials were still hoping

sainst hope to avoid it. But the chances in favour
of war are-~heavy.. Other countries, to-day neutral,
may soon follow America’s example.
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whom: she hurts or offends ? These are questions
cing asked by many people. I would venture to
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will outweigh the disadvantages.

How to Meet the Menace

In=the first case, they believe that they can starve
Britain. “They are convinced that they can make
their submarine and mine blockade really effective,
and that if all outside supplies of food are cut off from
this. country for ten weeks we mist yield.- Here they
are suffering under a great delusion. They will not
be able to cut off all sea traffic, and the supplies of
foodstuffs in Britain are more considerable than they
imagine. But it is important for British people to
understand that the food situation here demands and
must receive the most careful consideration from every
man. The public, seeing the retail shops and markets
stocked with supplies, and being able to purchase as
much as they require of anything—save sugar—refuse
to believe that shortage is possible. :
_ The most urgent war measure for Britain to-day
is that a system of compulsory rations should be
instituted Within the shortest. possible time; that it
should apply to all classes alike: -that all private
stores of food should be declared, and that we should
now, before the situation has become acute, take our
measures quietly and thoroughly. ae
The Germans believe that America cannot give

any effective aid to the Allies until it is too late. If
Britain is beaten it does not matter what America
does; so, at least, they think. On this pomt they
are likely to have a very painful surprise.

Next, they are staking heavily on beating us in the
spring land campaign. On the western front they

 

 

continue to be obsessed by the idea of forcing a way
through Ypres, or the neighbourhood of Ypres, to
the coast. If they are defeated—as they will be—
they believe that the influence of America will be
thrown in favour of granting them better terms than
the European Allies alone would be willing to give.

Concerning the western spring campaign, the allied
leaders are convinced that our preparations ensure
us certain victory, in so far as anything is certain
in war. Our preparations are such, our resources in
men and munitions so vast, our organisation se ‘per-
fected, that the situation is regarded without the least
misgiving. Our leaders believe that we can win the
war this year without the aid of America:
theless, they warmly welcome the coming of America,
assured that it will hasten already certain victory.

U.S.A. Navy and Army

What can America do? To begin with, her adher-
ence should remove the last clement of danger from
the allied financial outlook. It may be taken for
granted that. she will throw her entire inventive and
productive skill into the business of helping us to end
the war in the shortest possible time.
The United -States lacks a large Regular Army.

There is a small Federal force, anda State Militia,
somewhat resembling our old Volunteers. But there
is the nucleus of a possible Army, and a large number
of men throughout the land able to shoot and ride,
and accustomed to fighting. The United States could
easily land an effective army corps of a hundred
thousand men in Europe by—June, if it decided to do
so. This can be judged-from the fact that Canada,
with a population Iess than one-twelfth that of her
neighbour, and under very similar military conditions,
raised, equipped, and despatched, within two months
of the otitbreak of-the war, 33,000 troops.

The. most immediate aid in the progress of the war
may -well come from the United States Navy. This
numbers thirty-six modern battleships, of which six are
armed with 14 in. guns, seventeenarmoured. cruisers,
seventy modern destroyers, and about fifty submarines,
mostly coastsubmarines. The ships are well officered
and well found. There is certainly a lack of naval
seamen, but experience in the Spanish War encourages
the belief that these can be .quickly raised.

It is very probable that the United States, should
it come in with us, may make a number of mistakes
in its first preparations, as we made in ours. But. it
has such resources that it can overcome the effect
even of serious mistakes, just as we have done. ‘It

~ is unthinkable that whatever Germanycan accomplish
in the weeks ahead she can now permanently succeed.’

In war it isrash to prophesy. -If I were bold enough
to make a forecast now it would be that after some
three or fonr months of heavy anxiety and possibly
heavy suffering, this country will see the clear road
to victory. As things are nowit is hardly conceivable
that there will be another winter campaign. -In saying
this I express not so much my own view as that of
‘those whose high office and first-hand control of affairs
give them an intimate knowledge of actual develop-
ments. whch no outsider can have. ; ;

Carrying On Despite the Weather

The war generally continues to be governed by the
severe cold weather. There is 58 degrees of frost
on the Riga front, but, despite it, the battle sways
to and fro. On the Sereth the Germans continue
to be held up. On the British western front our raids
FO on with the utmost success. We continue to take
darge numbers of prisoners and to destroy lines of
German trenches, with very little loss to ourselves.
The moral superiority of our men over the: enemy
this year grows daily more apparent. &. a. MeKENZIE
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SOWING AN ITALIAN MINE-FIELD.—Italian naval men are especially expert in all matters relating to torpedoes, submarines, and
marine mining. In this remarkable view of the stern of one of their mine-layers maybe seen the hugesize of the =unees They are ranged

“ in two rows and are dropped astern while the vessel is under way,at intervals duly marked on the vessel’s chart.
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SEA POWER AND
The War Lltustrated, 17th February, 1917

THE SUBMARINE
The Final Struggle That Has Begun

By H. W. WILSON
Author of ‘Ironclads in Action’? and Naval Critic of the ‘* Daily Mail”

HE next few weeks will witness events of stupendous
importance both on land and sea. We are going
to see something like that culminating scene of the

“Prometheus,” a convulsion in which earth andair and sea

will be stirred and shaken to their heights and depths.
The central episode will be the struggle between submarine
and surface sea power, on which now dependthe fate of

freedom and: the destiny of the world.
The situation at sea is the most baffling that could be

conceived. On-the surface the Allies are supreme. But
their supremacy is eluded by the enemy. The weaker
Power has found in the submarine the means of passing
under the zone of water whichis strongly held by-the allied
surface fleets and their auxiliary craft, and attacking the

trade routes andports in their rear.
The command of the seas has thus been robbed of much

of its potency.

If the Germans were to Prevail

Suppose that the Germanswere to prevail in this kindof

warfare, that—as they profess they can—they were really
able to send 200 or 300 large submarines to sea, to station
them on the great ocean routes, near and remote from, these
islands, and to keep them supplied by submarine-carriers
of the Deutschland type, or by neutral vessels conveying
oil, food, and munitions which could be transhipped at
remote and unfrequented neutral harbours. _ Suppose, then,
that these vessels cruised on- the Atlantic, Pacific, and

Indian Ocean routes, remorselessly sinking at sight every-

thing that they encountered. Though some ships would
elude attack, it would be as though a garrotte were slowly

tightened round the neck of the Allies. So far as food was
concerned they might hold out for many months. But the
raw materials essential for munitions are mainly imported,
and would be cut off. The stoppage of the supply of iron
ore, nickel, copper, cotton (to make explosives), nitrates,
oil, petrol, would speedily put the surface fleets out of

‘action and doom the land andair forces of the Allies to

catastrophic defeat.

-It is certain, then, that victory and defeat depend on the

issue of the struggle with the submarine. Commandof the
surface will not necessarily avert defeat.

The Submarine and the Battleship

Nothing like submarine warfare existed in the past.

In the old days, it is true, the weaker navy generally

attacked the commerceof the stronger, though in a merciful
‘and. loyal manner. The vessels employed in this work,
chowever, were usually incapable of resisting regular war-
ships. From these they had to run. The submarine has

this peculiarity. It is much more than anassailant of

commerce. In favourable conditions it is capable of
destroying with torpedo or mine the largest and most
-powerful battleship. -Though it has not effected much,
so far, in fleet encounters it hampers the operations of
battleships and compels the admirals—if we may judge
by what happened in the Battle of Jutland—to observe
extreme caution.

The submarine is in the position of the Invisible Man in
that grimmest of Mr. Wells’ fantasies. The power of
disappearing gives it terrible potentialities for evil in

unscrupulous hands. A wheel is turned at a valve, and in

a minute or even less—for some German submarines claim
to stibmerge from surface trim in fifteen seconds—the thing
has gone. Underthe surface it can cover 150 to 200 miles

at seven to ten knots withits electric motors, and re-emerge
far out of sight of the surface vessel whichis hunting forit.
The difficulties of the search are great enough in narrow
waters. In an ocean, such as the North Atlantic, which

€OVvers 10,500,000 square miles, they become stupendous.

Weakness of Undersea Craft

On the surface the submarine has considerable power
of mischief. The new large German submarines are
probably capable of keeping the sea for a couple of months,
whereas the older boats were not good for more than a
week at sca. Some of them are known to mount a semt-

automatic 4 in. gun, whichwill fire twenty 35 lb. shells ina
minute; others are believed to mount a much larger

weapon of the same kind, a 6 in. gun, firing a roo lb. shell

with great rapidity to a long range. They thus have a
respectable gun armament, and, unlike the early German

submarines, are quite capable of destroying in anartillery
fight a small or badly armed surface ship. They do not,
however, like fighting, for an obvious reason. Asingle hit
may compel them to voyage on the surface, and thus
deprive them of invisibility. They have usually kept
clear of armed merchant ships. Of seventy-eight armed

ships recently attacked, only six have been sunk, whereas

of one hundred unarmed ships all but seven were sent te

the bottom,

The surface speed of the newest and best of the German
submarines may reach twenty-five knots, which is required
in the néw American submarines, andis therefore obviously

attainable. They are as fast as our older destroyers, and
very much faster than merchant ships andliners.

In any estimate of the position it is necessary to avoid
alike “dope’”’ and panic. The situation is very serious
because the size and number of the German submarines
have greatly increased, and because losses of shipping have

a cumulative effect. There is no excess of tonnage in
ordinary peace times. A very large tonnage has been
requisitioned for purely military work. It has deen
publicly stated that Great Britain began the war awith
3,600 steamers of and over1,000 tons, totalling 16,000,000

tons. Half of these were taken for naval and military
duties, so that, even if the Germans had notlifted a fingcr

or sunk a ship, the British tonnage was enormously reduced.

At the same time, almost all the German steamer tonnage

(5,000,000 tons) was locked up, for only some small fraction

of it has beenseized andutilised by the Allies.

New British Measures of Defence

Onthe top of this have come the German depredations

and submarinings. According to French official figures,
the total loss of the Allies at the enemy’s hand was 1,529
ships of 3,000,000 tons down to January ist, I91I7, In
addition to ordinary maritime casualties; and of that
tonnage two-thirds was British. We are told by the same
authority that the British loss was made good by new
building—a statement which seems over-sanguine, but

[Continued on page 5
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SEA POWER AND
The War Lltustrated, 17th February, 1917

THE SUBMARINE
The Final Struggle That Has Begun

By H. W. WILSON
Author of ‘Ironclads in Action’? and Naval Critic of the ‘* Daily Mail”

HE next few weeks will witness events of stupendous
importance both on land and sea. We are going
to see something like that culminating scene of the

“Prometheus,” a convulsion in which earth andair and sea

will be stirred and shaken to their heights and depths.
The central episode will be the struggle between submarine
and surface sea power, on which now dependthe fate of

freedom and: the destiny of the world.
The situation at sea is the most baffling that could be

conceived. On-the surface the Allies are supreme. But
their supremacy is eluded by the enemy. The weaker
Power has found in the submarine the means of passing
under the zone of water whichis strongly held by-the allied
surface fleets and their auxiliary craft, and attacking the

trade routes andports in their rear.
The command of the seas has thus been robbed of much

of its potency.

If the Germans were to Prevail

Suppose that the Germanswere to prevail in this kindof

warfare, that—as they profess they can—they were really
able to send 200 or 300 large submarines to sea, to station
them on the great ocean routes, near and remote from, these
islands, and to keep them supplied by submarine-carriers
of the Deutschland type, or by neutral vessels conveying
oil, food, and munitions which could be transhipped at
remote and unfrequented neutral harbours. _ Suppose, then,
that these vessels cruised on- the Atlantic, Pacific, and

Indian Ocean routes, remorselessly sinking at sight every-

thing that they encountered. Though some ships would
elude attack, it would be as though a garrotte were slowly

tightened round the neck of the Allies. So far as food was
concerned they might hold out for many months. But the
raw materials essential for munitions are mainly imported,
and would be cut off. The stoppage of the supply of iron
ore, nickel, copper, cotton (to make explosives), nitrates,
oil, petrol, would speedily put the surface fleets out of

‘action and doom the land andair forces of the Allies to

catastrophic defeat.

-It is certain, then, that victory and defeat depend on the

issue of the struggle with the submarine. Commandof the
surface will not necessarily avert defeat.

The Submarine and the Battleship

Nothing like submarine warfare existed in the past.

In the old days, it is true, the weaker navy generally

attacked the commerceof the stronger, though in a merciful
‘and. loyal manner. The vessels employed in this work,
chowever, were usually incapable of resisting regular war-
ships. From these they had to run. The submarine has

this peculiarity. It is much more than anassailant of

commerce. In favourable conditions it is capable of
destroying with torpedo or mine the largest and most
-powerful battleship. -Though it has not effected much,
so far, in fleet encounters it hampers the operations of
battleships and compels the admirals—if we may judge
by what happened in the Battle of Jutland—to observe
extreme caution.

The submarine is in the position of the Invisible Man in
that grimmest of Mr. Wells’ fantasies. The power of
disappearing gives it terrible potentialities for evil in

unscrupulous hands. A wheel is turned at a valve, and in

a minute or even less—for some German submarines claim
to stibmerge from surface trim in fifteen seconds—the thing
has gone. Underthe surface it can cover 150 to 200 miles

at seven to ten knots withits electric motors, and re-emerge
far out of sight of the surface vessel whichis hunting forit.
The difficulties of the search are great enough in narrow
waters. In an ocean, such as the North Atlantic, which

€OVvers 10,500,000 square miles, they become stupendous.

Weakness of Undersea Craft

On the surface the submarine has considerable power
of mischief. The new large German submarines are
probably capable of keeping the sea for a couple of months,
whereas the older boats were not good for more than a
week at sca. Some of them are known to mount a semt-

automatic 4 in. gun, whichwill fire twenty 35 lb. shells ina
minute; others are believed to mount a much larger

weapon of the same kind, a 6 in. gun, firing a roo lb. shell

with great rapidity to a long range. They thus have a
respectable gun armament, and, unlike the early German

submarines, are quite capable of destroying in anartillery
fight a small or badly armed surface ship. They do not,
however, like fighting, for an obvious reason. Asingle hit
may compel them to voyage on the surface, and thus
deprive them of invisibility. They have usually kept
clear of armed merchant ships. Of seventy-eight armed

ships recently attacked, only six have been sunk, whereas

of one hundred unarmed ships all but seven were sent te

the bottom,

The surface speed of the newest and best of the German
submarines may reach twenty-five knots, which is required
in the néw American submarines, andis therefore obviously

attainable. They are as fast as our older destroyers, and
very much faster than merchant ships andliners.

In any estimate of the position it is necessary to avoid
alike “dope’”’ and panic. The situation is very serious
because the size and number of the German submarines
have greatly increased, and because losses of shipping have

a cumulative effect. There is no excess of tonnage in
ordinary peace times. A very large tonnage has been
requisitioned for purely military work. It has deen
publicly stated that Great Britain began the war awith
3,600 steamers of and over1,000 tons, totalling 16,000,000

tons. Half of these were taken for naval and military
duties, so that, even if the Germans had notlifted a fingcr

or sunk a ship, the British tonnage was enormously reduced.

At the same time, almost all the German steamer tonnage

(5,000,000 tons) was locked up, for only some small fraction

of it has beenseized andutilised by the Allies.

New British Measures of Defence

Onthe top of this have come the German depredations

and submarinings. According to French official figures,
the total loss of the Allies at the enemy’s hand was 1,529
ships of 3,000,000 tons down to January ist, I91I7, In
addition to ordinary maritime casualties; and of that
tonnage two-thirds was British. We are told by the same
authority that the British loss was made good by new
building—a statement which seems over-sanguine, but

[Continued on page 5
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SEA POWER AND THE SUBMARINE (ifom

may be given for what it is worth.
neutrals also have suffered, precisely as they did in the
Napoleonic Wars, when the rate of insurance on them was
often heavier than wpon belligerents. They have not
ventured to arm their ships or take measures to protect
themselves. The French offi-
cial return puts the loss of
Norway down to January 1st
at 350,000. tons; that of
Holland at 107,000 tons; and
of Sweden at @&0,coo tons;
while’ Denmark, Greece, and
Spain have also suffered. The
Germans tell us plainly that,
as the Allies cannot dispense
with neutral shipping, every
ton of it destroyed brings a
‘German victory nearer.
A peril of human creation

can be overcome by human
skill.. The British Navy. is
hard at work devising means
‘of dealing with the  sub-
marines. It has an arduous
task before it, but that task
will be carried through with
success. Weeks or months may
pass before the effect of the
‘ew measures is felt, just as
months passed before the
success of Lord  [rench’s
organisation against Zeppelins
was demonstrated. The Ad-
miralty is not talking any more
than he did. Personally, I
regret that ancient jealousies
have prevented the Govern-
ment fromplacing Jord Fisher
in control of this special cam-
paign, for the conduct of
which, from his audacity of
conception and vigour of
execution he is well qualified.
Perhaps no man better knows the tricks of Tirpitz.
A great mistake was madeat the beginning of the warin

not sealing the Germancoast on the North Sea with mines.
Whether the Foreign Office was responsible for this is not
certain, but under Viscount Greyit thoughtfirst of neutrals,
though the Germans were scattering mines everywhere
and giving no notice to neutral shipping of their disloyal
proceedings.
The new British Admiralty has not waited long before that “‘ nece
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Not onlythe Allies but

taking robust action, and
area’ has~ been notified,
Heligoland and the centre of the North Sea. Where it
is perilous for neutral shipping to go it will obviously be
perilous for German submarines to venture, and the fury
with which the measure has been received by the enemy
is the best possible proof of its value.

 

    
Modern pirates need to be quick to elude the vigilance of
the guardiansof civilisation—in the North Sea especially.

 

the creation of. a “ danger
covering the approaches to

As to other measures now
taken, or about to- be taken,
I-may not speak; but we
may reasonably hope that
nothing is being neglected.
Thevital thing is to sink- the
enemy submarines ; that is far
more important than to build
ships to replace the ships
which they sink.

President Wilson’s manly
decision will have a far-rea
ing. effect on the campaign.
Assuming for the moment
that the- United States does
not enter the war, the sus-

pensionof. diplomatic:relations
will. close the United States
ports to the murder craft, and
will. prevent neutral vessels
from conveying food and
munitions from thgse ports
to the submarines. The ex-
ample set by President Wilson
will have a considerable effect
on the South American States
which ‘are generally in sym-
pathy with the Allies. There
is a vast South American
coastline which the Germans
might surreptitiously use for
attacks on ‘allied commerce
in the Central and Southern
Atlantic.: If the neutrals
follow the President’s appeal
to combine against the Ger-
man submarines, this- coast
will be sealed.

 

It is, after all, a question forall civilisation. Unless this
submarine campaign, with its atrocious crimes, is put down
by international crusade, and unless the men responsible
for it are condignly punished, then never again can there
be security for civilisation at sea
to prevent small States of pirat
or a Turkey—from sinking everything at sight in some
future war, and justifying such action by the infamous plea

ity knows nolaw.”

There will be nothing
1 inclination—a Bulgaria

 

 
 

  
 

  
 

DISCOMFORTS OF A PIRATE'S LIFE: These photographs, taken by an officer on a U-boat,-show the crew effecting general

repairs on deckafter a spell of bad weather, and (right) the U-boat travelling on the surface in a high sea.
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SEA POWER AND THE SUBMARINE (ifom

may be given for what it is worth.
neutrals also have suffered, precisely as they did in the
Napoleonic Wars, when the rate of insurance on them was
often heavier than wpon belligerents. They have not
ventured to arm their ships or take measures to protect
themselves. The French offi-
cial return puts the loss of
Norway down to January 1st
at 350,000. tons; that of
Holland at 107,000 tons; and
of Sweden at @&0,coo tons;
while’ Denmark, Greece, and
Spain have also suffered. The
Germans tell us plainly that,
as the Allies cannot dispense
with neutral shipping, every
ton of it destroyed brings a
‘German victory nearer.
A peril of human creation

can be overcome by human
skill.. The British Navy. is
hard at work devising means
‘of dealing with the  sub-
marines. It has an arduous
task before it, but that task
will be carried through with
success. Weeks or months may
pass before the effect of the
‘ew measures is felt, just as
months passed before the
success of Lord  [rench’s
organisation against Zeppelins
was demonstrated. The Ad-
miralty is not talking any more
than he did. Personally, I
regret that ancient jealousies
have prevented the Govern-
ment fromplacing Jord Fisher
in control of this special cam-
paign, for the conduct of
which, from his audacity of
conception and vigour of
execution he is well qualified.
Perhaps no man better knows the tricks of Tirpitz.
A great mistake was madeat the beginning of the warin

not sealing the Germancoast on the North Sea with mines.
Whether the Foreign Office was responsible for this is not
certain, but under Viscount Greyit thoughtfirst of neutrals,
though the Germans were scattering mines everywhere
and giving no notice to neutral shipping of their disloyal
proceedings.
The new British Admiralty has not waited long before that “‘ nece
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Not onlythe Allies but

taking robust action, and
area’ has~ been notified,
Heligoland and the centre of the North Sea. Where it
is perilous for neutral shipping to go it will obviously be
perilous for German submarines to venture, and the fury
with which the measure has been received by the enemy
is the best possible proof of its value.

 

    
Modern pirates need to be quick to elude the vigilance of
the guardiansof civilisation—in the North Sea especially.

 

the creation of. a “ danger
covering the approaches to

As to other measures now
taken, or about to- be taken,
I-may not speak; but we
may reasonably hope that
nothing is being neglected.
Thevital thing is to sink- the
enemy submarines ; that is far
more important than to build
ships to replace the ships
which they sink.

President Wilson’s manly
decision will have a far-rea
ing. effect on the campaign.
Assuming for the moment
that the- United States does
not enter the war, the sus-

pensionof. diplomatic:relations
will. close the United States
ports to the murder craft, and
will. prevent neutral vessels
from conveying food and
munitions from thgse ports
to the submarines. The ex-
ample set by President Wilson
will have a considerable effect
on the South American States
which ‘are generally in sym-
pathy with the Allies. There
is a vast South American
coastline which the Germans
might surreptitiously use for
attacks on ‘allied commerce
in the Central and Southern
Atlantic.: If the neutrals
follow the President’s appeal
to combine against the Ger-
man submarines, this- coast
will be sealed.

 

It is, after all, a question forall civilisation. Unless this
submarine campaign, with its atrocious crimes, is put down
by international crusade, and unless the men responsible
for it are condignly punished, then never again can there
be security for civilisation at sea
to prevent small States of pirat
or a Turkey—from sinking everything at sight in some
future war, and justifying such action by the infamous plea

ity knows nolaw.”

There will be nothing
1 inclination—a Bulgaria

 

 
 

  
 

  
 

DISCOMFORTS OF A PIRATE'S LIFE: These photographs, taken by an officer on a U-boat,-show the crew effecting general

repairs on deckafter a spell of bad weather, and (right) the U-boat travelling on the surface in a high sea.
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Heroism and Tragedy of Torpedoed Transport:

 

 

 

 

 
  

     
 I 4 - # At the time that the Ivernia was torpedoed by the enemy sub- of the men were long in the water before they could be rescued.

; t was on New Year’s Day,in bad weather, that the transport decks im orderly fashion after theif vessel was struck and, even in marine the sea was running high, so that the men on the life-rafts The loss of life was heavy—though by no means so heavy asit

vernia—a former Cunard liner employed on war servico—was the hourof peril, fronted the camera with cheers andsmnites when andin the boats had a terrible time while awaiting the arrival of might have been—for no fewer than one hundred and fifty-three

struck im the Mediterranean by a torpedo from an enemy someone aboard hurriedly decided to secure a photograph. The the rescuing vessels summoned by wireless from the sinking soldiers and seamen, who had borne themselves so bravely, had

submarine. Thesoldiers aboard proved themselves worthy of the life~rafts (ono of thern is seen in the upper picture), are so Ship. Some of the boats were unfortunately swamped and many to be posted as missing.

nation that produced the heroes of the Birkenhead. They lined the contrived as to be readily launched in case of emergency.  
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Light guns being taken ashore from an Italian warship by means of a raft towed alongside a picket—boat during landing operations ata

: Mediterranean island. In the Adriatic, also, the Italian Navy is as busily employed as the French and British Fleets.
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Bringing an observation balloon to land near Venice. The boats with the tow-ropes were photographed from the descending naval
balloon, and thestillness of the water enabled a striking impression to be obtained of the bow-waves formed by a moving vessol.
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Guns that were salved from H.M.S. Pegasusare seen here after having suffered a land change. Mounted on carriages, they were thus

madefit for up-country work at Zanzibar, and duly played their part in defeating of the Germansin East Africa, the last Hun colony.
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U.S.A. coast cutter salving the derelict Brazilian ship Nepthris. At atime when demands upon tonnageare so heavyas they have new

become, every effort is made to salve such vessels rather than destroy them as dangerous to other shipping.
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GREAT ISSUES OF THE WAR . : | President Wilson Says No to U-Boat Menace  
 

    

   

 

 

   

RELIG ION AF i ER i H BE; WAR s fs GSEeMANY'S arrogant intimation to the Governments of 3rd, and recalling Mr. Gerard, the United States Ambas sador

: : all the neutral Powers$ that after February 1st she to Germany, from Berlin. We publish on this page photographs

ae intended to sink all vessels venturing into the territorial waters of the men upon whom the eyesof the worldare fixe

By the Right Hon. G. WwW. E. Russell of the Powers with whom she was at war, regardlessof their momentous crisis in the history of the United Ste

flag, and presuming to dictate when and to what ports neutral prove to have a determining effect on the prog

eg ships should‘sail, resulted in the United States Government President Wilson has his country solid behind}
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HE topic is suggested by the Editor, but I am very marriage with a. wife’s sister ; the-increase of divorce ; the
J oS

incompetent to handle it. The gift of prophecy is
‘not mine, and it seems to me highly precarious to

speculate on what will happen “after the war.’ But,
whatever happens in other departments of life, I imagine
that religion after the war will be very much the same as it
was before the war: Religion, in its essence, is the realised
relation of the soul with God, and this relation neither war
nor peace, ‘‘ nor things present nor things to come,” can
destroy or even disturb. :

I speak of a ‘‘ realised ” relation ; for reality is the vital
point. Is myrelation to God real, or merely theoretical ?
Do I really believe what I profess to believe? Does my
life correspond with mycreed ? :

Let us apply these questions nationally. Is England
really a religious country ? Is it really a Christian country?
A nation is not madereligious by possessing an Established
Church, or by crowning its sovereign at Westminster Abbey,
or by opening its Parliament with daily prayer, or by giving
its-bishops seats in the House of Lords. All these things
may be useful and right and becoming, but they do not
make a nation religious. The religiousness.of a nation
depends upon the individual religiousness of the men and
women who compose it, and the most Christian country is
the country in which the largest number of men and women
acknowledge the Lord Jesus Christ as their King, and
endeavour to shape their lives by His rule and example.

Tried by this test, how do we stand ?

Moral Life of the Nation

England contains, I fancy, very few atheists. Agnostics
and mere theists are more abundant; but much more
abundant than all these are vague Christians. By “ vague
Christians ’’ I mean people who profess Christianity, and
would be extremely angry if their profession were ques-
tioned ; but who have never taken the trouble to grapple
with the faith which they profess—to ask themselves: “* Do
I veally believe the revelation of God in Christ ? ’’—still less
to shape their lives by that revelation.
From the current belief of these vague Christians the

whole idea of sin and its punishment has been banished.
Nay, the verydistinction between right and wrong has been
obliterated, and in their philosophyof life evil is expected
to produce the same results as good. This, whateverit is,
is certainly not the religion of the Cross ; and for Christians
the religion of the Cross is the one revelation of God.

Tried again by the practical test, how do we stand ?
Whatis the morallife of the nation ? In the great national
sin of drunkenness the last twenty or thirty years have
shown an improvement; but betting and gambling, and
the crimes to which they lead, have increased frightfully—
insomuch that judges and magistrates have laid it down
from the bench that betting and gambling are now pro-

. ducing as much evil in the breaking-up of homes and
the ruin of lives as was formerly produced by drink,

Relaxation of Tone

Then there is the open and’ insolent neglect of religious
observance, and especially the ostentatious disregard of
Sunday. For Christians, from the very beginning, the
first day of the week has been sacred to the Breaking of
the Bread. Divine worship, in the form which the Lord
ordained, is the special business of Sunday, and if worshipis
to be rightly performed it requires rest from all unnecessary
work. But, “‘ through the licentiousness of the late times
crept in amongst us,” the weekly day of rest has been
perverted into a day of extra amusement and resulting
abour. Again, there is the general relaxation-of moral tone
in those classes of society which are. supposed to set a good
example. We have not forgotten the imquest on the
unhappy youth who was drowned in a nocturnal orgy on the
Thames just before the war broke out. : :
Above all, there is the ever-increasing invasion of the

Jaws which _ guard sexual morality—the legalisation of

agitation to make divorce even easier than it is now, and
the defiance of the Divine purpose of marriage by. the
artificial limitation of the family. Other and even darker
touches might be added, but I have said enough to explain
what I mean by national sins; and they give point to the
question: Do wereally believe ?

I know that there is a widely-spread expectation that,
after the war, all these things will be verydifferent. We were
told exactly the same, especially by clergymen, durimg-the
South African War. We were told that we were being
“‘ purified by fire’”—and the ten years which succeeded
tured out to be the most dissolute since the Regency.

 

Pose and Affectation

The best that we cam hope for—and, if we are Christians,
pray for—is that the frightful trial through which we are
now passing may lead English, people to “‘ realise’ their
relation with God, and re-order their lives, individual -and
social, by the rules which He has ordained. The Christian
creed cannot be affected by amy issues of the war ; but the
numberof people who, accepting it, try to live byit, may be
increased, and so help to make England really Christian-
Though the essence of Christianity knows no change, the

forms im which -it is presented for human acceptance vary
with time and place, Some people expect a great change
in the outward aspect of English religion-after the war.
Here I may remark -that a curious passion for depreciating
the Church of England has seized upon a section of Church-
people. Priggish ‘people, male and female, dons, editors,
thoughtful leader-writers, and latitudinarian M.P.’s moan
over ‘‘ the failure of the Church,” and ecclesiastical digni-
taries swell the dismal chorus. To my thinking, this is all
pose and affectation. If these mourners merely mean that
the Church has not completelyfulfilled her mission,“that is
only equivalent to saying that there must always be an
element of failure in human endeavour, and that the final
victoryof the Church will not be seen till the end of all things.
But if they mean that, compared with otherreligious bodies,
the Church of England hasfailed, I reply, with Dean Church,
that “in spite of inconsistencies and menacing troubles,
she is still the most glorious Church in Christendom.”

East and West Broadly One

In war and peace, therefore, I stick- to the Chureh of
England; but I grant that war, if it has done nothingelse,
has driven us to test our beliefs. The storm in which we
find ourselves beats down to the foundations. And, if the
foundations of our house be built not upon the rock, but
upon the sand, great will be the fall thereof. So our belief in
the English Churchis being tested. Is it the Church of the
Apostles, reaching back through them to the Lord Himself ?
If not, how far back does-it go? In the Crecds we are
taught to assert our belief in the ““ Holy Catholic Church ”—_
“one Catholic and Apostolic Church ’’—and these words start
into life when we find ourselves allied with the Roman
Catholics of France and Italy and Belgium, and with the
Eastern Orthodox of Russia and Serbia and Rumania. What
fellowship have we with them? Are we some newsect, with
some newset of beliefs invented and patented in Tudor.days?
Or do we profess to be a living part of the visible Church,
the Body of Christ, coming down—inidea, at least—out of
Heaven from God, and stretching through all the Christian
centuries, with the same ministry, the same Sacraments,
the same books of Holy Scripture, the same faith embodied
in the same Creeds? That is the question which comes
up when we find ourselves linked with Catholics of the West
and Orthodox of the East. Does the Church of England
stand for some wholly different religion? Or, granting
local variations of custom, are we broadly one with East
and West in the ministry of the Word and Sacraments ?
The answer is ‘‘ Yes”; and perhaps, after the war, English-
men will realise this truth more clearly and express it miore
_courageously.
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Ready to Vindicate Her

 

Right to Sail the Seas
 

    
 

The U.S. Dreadnought New York, taken from the Manhattan
Bridge as she was proceeding down the East River, New ‘York.
‘TheNew Yorkcarries ten 14 in,guns, four forward and six astern,

and twenty-one ‘5-pounders, together with] four, (24 intjtorpedo-~

tubes. Her normal displacement is27,000 tons, and ‘her comple= |

*

ment 1,015. The ‘meniin the foreground.are gathered in the fore

‘fire-control top, where ‘the spotters and range sobservers.are

‘stationed inaction, ‘Lattice mastsare characteristic of American

‘hattleships. Theyare so'made that several shots can strike them

withoutcarrying:awayall thetop hamper.
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THE SOLDIER IN BATTLE
I.—On the Verge of the Unknown

(7HATLdoes the soldier. feel like when going into battle for the first time—
going “over the top; as the-~ phrase born of trench warfare has it?

Some of oux nearest and dearest, maybe, have been through the experience, but
we hesitate to question them. Self-vevelations. of the kind: must come voluntartly.
They can: only come. from minds apt to self-analysis and able to give expression
to their feelings. The Editor of Tae War ILLusrrateD has been fortunate
enough to meet with such a one, and in this and succeeding issues ouy readers
witli be able to shave with the Editor the perusal of what is a veritable human
document, of permanent value and of popular as well as psychological interest,
concerning the emotions in the field of w member of the New Aymy who went

Sommewards, and, happily, has livedtotell the tale.

feeli like whem. lie: went “over the
toy. whem he lelledi that horrid

Germam2”” :
Allof you have said}. or thought, that.

You have been amazedi at the nonclalance
with which John, that quiet, gentlemanly
boy of yours, has waitten saying, “ E
killed} a German for you last night,
mother.” (One of my friends proudly
wrote like that to his wife.) The psyclie-
logy of man in war is probably the most
interesting subject at the moment. In
these articles I am going to try and ex-
plaim to you what I felt like, and’ how
my friends: seemed to feel, when we
went “over the top”; when we ap-

proached the’ Somme—the greatest field
of adventure the world has knowm; whem

in the middle of heavy bombardment;

when we waited before going over. And
from this consideration of psychology
it ought not. to be difficult to see how
and why we can and do—man to
man—beat. the Germans easily, and
why, therefore, we are certain to win

this war.
Let me preface what I have to tell

by a line or two: about myself, because it
is im one’s: owm heart that one must: lvols
for the emotions, and one can. speals only.

eenerally of others. JF have served m
trenches: fourteem months; and om the

Somme since the middle of July. [
have only twice been scratched—wounds
like pim-pricks. I “am
twenty-five years old, I am a journalist
by profession. I am sensitive, imagina-
tive—a little fanciful maybe—and more
“Dookish ” than. athletic; more than
usually keem on coming back alive;
more than. -usually alive to the risks
run. Most certainly not the orthodox
soldier type; but I hope not the: less a
good’ soldier.

‘| WONDER what John really did

Contrasts in Courage

No two men feel quite alike in the
middle of stress; nor is it possible to
tell with certainty from a man’s behaviour
in little peace-day~ incidents that need
decision and courage, what his conduct
will be like when the issue is bloody
and the result. life—or death. Often he
is constant, he is at bedrock what you
deemed him to be; but occasionally

he is false to: your hopes, he destroys
your common-sense theories.

J remember a man who was a dashing,
bustling centre-forward in our company
team in England; a pugnacious chap,
awkward, who ‘ looked! for trowble:’” and

was not afraid of it whem it came; who
would gladly fight, and did, two or three
times a week. That mam im the trenches
vas an absolute failure, very fearful,
terrified when a trench-mortar or two
_came over; despised by little chaps who
in England were mindful to keep out of
his way. Out of trenches he quickly

married and

We were oldsoldiers

    
recovered his sang-froid and. played as
dashing a game of footballas ever. Back
to: trenches; and his courage collapsed
agaim. It is as: if the courage that rules
ome: im issues off life and deatiit is not of
our lifetime’s making and drilling or
infieritance, but century old or five
centuries old; that one isi. witat one’s

forbeaus were; that it is) “stoclk’” ox
breeding that: tell. Else how couldi ove
account for a timid), unassuming boy
suddenly acting witin the heart ef a. liom,

or etty-bred clenkks: and warelrowsenvem
combating successfully and cleenfully
hardships. and horrors. that would have
filled medieval mercenaries amdi pro-
fessional. soldiers with despair.

 

Going Into ‘Real’ Battle

Emotions were many in our minds
and: hearts whem news came of our going
Sommewards. The news came a week
after the offensive began, and suddenly,

like a blow in the face, staggering one,
and them rousing one’s blood. The
traim jourmeyy and the preparation left
little- time: for contemplation, but when
the march: Began; the steady phit-phut,
phit-plint: owex good roads with quick,
glancing shadows: and glorious country-
side, ome: could ponder a good deal.

Already we had done cight months in
-trencles where things happen, where
mines: go up with steady certainty and
mimnemwerfem enliven dull afternoons.

and yet we felt
like recruits again. We felt that we
kmewnothing ofit all, this fierce hand-to-
hand fighting, this real warfare where
anything might happen. at any time.
We were awed: a little like new boys at
school. But there was, too, a little jovial
hilarity,. a sort of sayimg with Omar:

 

“Ah, my Beloved, fill’ the cup that clears
‘To-day of past regrets: and’ future: fea
To-morrow? Why, to-merrow I may, be
Myself with yesterday’s: seven thousand

 

    

None Was Afraid

And nowand then I had afurious heart-
beating and eagerness and hope for battle,
and nowand then—forit was a fair land
andthe sun was good and life was sweet—
an emptiness and coldness, But again
there were times when I had mo sensa-
tions at all, and I thought butlittle and
that with equanimity of what the future
held: veiled, and I marched nearer, as
mem go every day*down the coal-mines
knowing there is risk but having escaped
so often that the danger seems remote.
There was also the tHought that here at
last was some work to our hand that
would shorten the war, and no temporary
agony was too great and nothing too
terrible to achieve that end. No wish

“was im our hearts to postpone the day.
We knew. its- inevitability... None of us

The War Illustrated, 17th February,. 1927.

 

was afraid—we had laughed at
too oftem. Yet none of us was
happy.

As we marched nearer we
less of ourselves and became

and intensely interested in the
tions for war that we saw. He
war as: we had read of it in the peace

days; canvas towns on the roadside, <

big gun—a veritable ‘‘ Long Tom”
a valley coughing up a shell and

back on its ha
breath ; a road with transpor

marching men, men who v
back from. the Somme with
helmets cocked on their heads and
im slings and merry faces
im great spirits, the
all on the run,” th
‘you'll have to get om mules to cat

4 ” A town-major came up andi cri

gay and

 

  

 

  

 

   

 

  men!  

em
excitedly, ‘‘ Fritz is throwing in h
all along the line. And we loc
each other and flashed cur te

laugied. We were: wimnn
were still “ top-dog:’” of
exnitant we were!
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Ceming of the Cavalry

One day we wa
throug whieh
That late afterncem th
upom thousamds of th me <
valk-marcly throug Britis cay
Indian cavalry, looking i
and keen as mustard; the
staring stolidly at you; the Indians
g i The: last word! m fi Ss
efficiency with their sabres, their rifles,
their lances, their machine-guns
they stirred our hearts! It w f i
to be a: soldier, to be going to the Somme
with these men.

 

  

   

   

  

(Next Article : Waiting to Go “ Over the Tep.”’)

 

  
 

 

German sketch of an Austro-Hungarian
infantrymanwith gas-mask, breast=shield,

and “ close-conflict weapons,’”
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Across the Snowelad Fields of Western France: | Where Winter Whitensall the Ways to War
. Er-tish Official Photographs

British Official Photographs d : .
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Vien.moving up-to the trenches. A popular phrase about. any philo-

sophical. person runs: ‘He doesn’t care if it snows.’’ That Tommy.

is that kind of person he has lately had ample opportunity of showing.

 
 
 

Mien marching through snow which partly hides the war’s wreckage.
The fourth from the front appears to be cheering his chums with
song ; the last to be aware of the presence of the camera.  
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Camp of ‘‘ Nissen ” huts somewhere on the western front. These huts, built well off the ground, are more rapidly erected than wooden
ones. To the right is a cross marking a soldier’s burial-place. Above: Artillerymen have a cold task handling shells in the snow.

 Where snow’lies-thick overthiewar=scarred’ ground the- memare: fortunate who'canHapperuponso -well=definedatrack as this railway

 

 5

 

through thedesolate scene whichlies between their joband their rest'place. Above: A heavy Britishhowitzer im position.
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Gunners and Kilties
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mewhere on the Somme
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While an attack is taking place the advanced field—guns nevercease firing, and an endless chain of waggons brings up ammunition to the

r dumpsClose to the gun=pits. Here a waggon is being unloaded anda second has just galloped up behind it, while in the left middle

distance a third, just emptied, is held up on its return journey by a bursting shell.
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i; cay: “s Ravine is formed by the junction of two deepclefts in the high ground near Beaumont-Hamel. It was stormed by a Scots division, . At titer beginning, of the: July: offensive, the British battle-line’ betweem the allied’ armies: immediately to the rear was: effected
i and its capture is spoken of as ‘‘ The Scotsmen’s Show.”’ The fighting was hand to hand up sheerslopes, barred with wire and dotted extendedininety, miles: from: justi nortt» of. Ypres. ta the villageof’ with the utmostorder and) success:’’ When the French soldiers
i ? with machine—gunsat every point. Nothing, however, availed to check the impetuous Scotsmen. 4 Frisey om the Somme. Ais aresult. of conferences’ between the marched:away from their positions they exchanged enthusiastic

fi allied commanders various re=arrangements were made, and on cheers with their British comrades who relieved them, and so
| . Christmas: night, 1976, ‘an’ exchange of powers and! duties: assumed responsibility for thesafe custody of more miles of Francs.
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After a: deluge: 3 Trying the depth of water .at the entrance toa Pumping waterfrom a front-linetrench—an operation which seems
fiooded dug-out ina front-line trench. (British official photograph.) to;causeramusement among:themen.. (British official photograph:)

 

    
The Swiss are prepared for any eventuality, and where the German
and Swiss troopsare only a few paces from each other, have erected
barricades across all roads leading from Switzerland to Germany- d

 

 
 

* Bobby ” transformed ints “Tommy.” A number of London policemen—six-footers
all—having joined a Scottish battalion, bid farewell to a comrade on point duty.

Left: The Future admires the Present.  

   
  
  

 

    eS 2 y San was : RaSS SS SSS RES S

i hl LE MO s Oa Sas 6 EMIS i: Someof theheads of their offending !' Clever French soldiers have:put these well-carved’ woodemteads alonga wire entanglement through
uy ’

    

 F which any enemyattack must be made. Witty French suggestion that the Germans cannot progress without destroying their misleaders,.
The Swiss Armyis fully mobilised and, according to a prominent Swiss Minister, prepared to defend the neutrality of its country, as th's —

i businesslike mountain gun and crew indicate. Inset : Splendid Swiss troopsfully equipped marching througha streetin one of their towns.
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RECORDS OF THE REGIMENTS—XXVIII.
 

THE GRENADIER GUARDS
At Ypres, Loos and Neuve Chapelle

N» officer at-
A tached to our

= General Head-
quarters. in France,

, who was -present at
the time, has deseribed
the excitement in the
British lines when, on
September 27th, 1915,
the rumour spread
that “ the Guards were
going in.” It wasa day
or two after the big
British attack on Loos.
On Saturday, the 25th,
things had gone fairly

well for us, but on the Sunday a certain
amount of ground near the village of
Loosfitself had been lost, and to regain
this the Guards were brought up
Some time before this, the different

battalions of Guards had been taken out
of the various brigades and formedinto a
division under the Earl of Cavan. A long
rest, a good training, and ample reinforce-
ments had been n to them during the
summer months, and when theoffensive
began a great deal was.expected of this
new division. It consisted of thirteen
battalions, and four of them were Grena-

diers, one each in the rst and 2nd Brigades
and two in the 3rd Brigade.
The Grenadiers in the 1st and 2nd

Brigades had comparatively an easy task,
the former meeting with little resistance
in its advance and the latter only going
up from reserve at alate stage of the fight.

Loos and Hill 70

With the rst and 4tb Grenadiers in
the 3rd Brigade it was different. Their
business was to take Loos andalso Hill 70,

beyondthe village. With the Grenadiers
leading, the brigade set out, and as soon

as they reached the top of the hill they
were formed. in- what is called artillery
formation—colummns- of half platoons—
said to be the least costly way of advancing
under heavyfire. Those below could see
their figures clearly against the sky as they
moved forward as teadily as if on parade,

and a little while later they had entered
Loos with a rush.
With the 4th Grenadiers leading, the

battalions left Loos for their next objective
—Hill 7o. At once they were met by a

 

 

  

  

 

 

storm of gas-shells, and a halt was called

while the protecting helmets were put on.
Then they advanced up the hill, and as
soon as tite Germans sawtheir figures on

the top they poured into them an accurate
and destructive fire. Under this the
Guards fell back.for about a hundred
yards, and, sheltered to some extent by
the hill, threw up some. trenches, which
they held until relieved two days later.

In this engagement the 4th’ Battalion
of this famous regiment was in action for
the first time, butthe 2nd hadbeenat the
front ever since the outbreakofhostilities,
in August, I9gI4, and the rst almost as

long. The 2nd wasin the 4th, or Guards,

  

Brigade, which fought so well at Lan-
drécies and Villers-Cotterets during the
retreat from Mons, and the 1st was in Sir

Henry Rawlinson’s 7th Division which
marchedacross Belgium from Ostend and
joined up with the rest of Sir John
I'rench’s armynear Ypres.

Guns and Victoria Crosses

It is hard to say which of these two
battalions, the rst and the 2nd, had the
worse time during the autumn of rIorq.
Perhaps the rst. At the Battle of the
Aisne the rst Grenadiers crossed the
river by a pontoon bridge and then
charged up a slope whereon were the
terrible German guns. Without wavering,
however, they went on, and infive minutes

after fixing bayonets for the final rush
six German guns were theirs. At Ypres
they fought on grimly day after day, and
as their “general, Lord Ca van, said, were

in good form on November 17th and 18th,
the last days of the battle, when, although
few and weary, they beat back a German
attack
Neuve Chapelle was the next great day

in the history of the Grenadiers. Some
of the fiercest of-the fighting took place
aroundPietre Mill, where the ist Battalion

dashed repeatedly with bomb and bayonet
against the German lines. There it was
that two Grenadiers, Fuller and Barber,
won the Victoria Cross for rushing alone
at the enemy and forcing many of them
to surrender, and there it was, alas! that

many gallant officers and men fell.
Among the officers killed on that wild
March day were Lieut.-Colonel L. R.
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Fisher-Rowe, Lord Brabourne, and the

Hon. G. H. Douglas-Pennant.
In Maythe British attacked again, this

time at Festubert. The rst Grenadiers
advanced from Rue du Bois, and their
bomb-throwers showed remarkable skill
and courage in clearing the Germans from
their trenches. Quite a number of them
were noted and rewarded for work of this
kind. The 2nd Battalion did not take
part in this engagement, but in June it
was stationed at Cuinchy, where Sergeant
W. Albone andoneor two others rescued
some comrades from an exploded mine.

After Loos the Guards had anotherspell
of quiet, and soon theywere in training for
the anticipated “ push.’ ‘They were not
‘used whenit began on Julyrst, r916, and
for two months and more nothing was
heard of them. In his recent despatch
dealing’ with the Battle of the Somme,
Sir Douglas Haig divided the operations
into three distinct phases, the third
beginning on September 15th. That was
the day for which the Guards had been
waiting, and they and the‘ tanks”’ entered
the fray at the same time.

Irresistibly the Guards swept on to their
goal. We knowthat they saw the enemy
climb out of his trenches and ‘run, while
farther away he was busily engaged in
moving his guns into safety. Som¢
Germans, however, stood and feught, and

there were desperate encounters with the
bayonet, no thought of surrender on
either side. We know, too, the names
of the fallen, and they are many... One
of them aroused an especial sorrow, for it
was on September 15th that Raymond
Asquith, of the Grenadiers, was killed.

230 Years of Glory

To write the history of the First, or
Grenadier, Guards would require a volume’

anda large one, too. They were originally
the Guards of the exiled King Charles II.,
and on his return to England they took
the place at the head of the infantry,
which they have since held without a
break. They ought under William of
Orange, and were engaged in the four
great victories of Marlborough, who was
at one time their colonel. They did
gallantly at Fontenoy; two of their
battalions were with Moore in the retreat
from Corunna, while another suffered
terrible losses in the Battle of Barossa,
Two battalions of Grenadiers lost over
I,000 men at Quatre Bras and Waterloo,

and they were equally steadfast at the
Alma and Inkerman. Service in Egypt
and South Africa brings down their
record to the outbreak of the Great. War.

A.W. Holland
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OFFICERS ANDN.C.0’s. OF THE GRENADIER GUARDS.—Back row(left to right): A.-Cpl, A. Swain, L.-Cpl. T. Reynolds, A.-Cpl. G. H, Baker,
; L.-Cpl. E. Hinks, L.-Cpl. E. Cross, A.-Cpl. F. Campion, L.-Cpl. W. George, L.-Cpl. O. Bridges, L,-Cpl. J. Pearce, L.-Cpl. H. Pope, A.-Cpl. J. Clews, L.-Cpl.
| J. H. Benton, A.-Cpl. F. Austen. Fourth row: A.-Cpl. P. Coffee, ies-Cpl. E. Lay, A.-Cpl. A. Perks, 1..-Cpl. H. Wright,’ L.-Cpl. L. Adams, L.-Cpl. W. Palmcr,
4, L.-Cpl. S. Barter, L.-Cpl. J. O’Brien, L.-Cpl. C. Brown, L.--Cpl, ¥V. Ankrett, L.-Cpl. &. Downs, L.-Cpl. E. R. Davies, L.-Cpl. J. Siggs, A.-Cpl. W. Lever,
} A.-Cpl. C. Eva L.-Cpl. If. Mitchell, A.-Cpl. A. Percival, Third row: Sgt. i Benstead, A.-Sgt. h. G. Taylor; A-Sot. H. Wheatley, A.-L.-Sgt. R. Bland,

Sgt. J. Bennett, 5 . McCann, A.-Sgt. I. Rhodes, A. W. Stevenson, Sgt. A. Hillman, A.-Sget. J. Gilbert, L,-Sgt. R. Willett, A.-Sgt. I. Hughs,

    

 

  
   

  

  
  

   

     
 

Sgt. G. Linney *. Lancaster, L.-Sgt. B. Nice, A.-Sgt. J. Aitken. Second row : 0. R. Sat. A. Shelley. C.S.LM. R. “Broughton, ¢QMS. W. ‘Austin, 2
C.S.M. F. Kitley, .F. St. Aubyn, ett: -arker Jery ipt. B. T. Hutton rorsCapt. J. S. Reeve, Capt. S. D. Shafto, Lieut. J. F. Hubbard, C.S.M. C. a
Marson, Q.M.5. D. Horwood, C.Q.MS.O. Holt, A.-Sgt. R. W. Pitt. Front row: A.-Sgt. J. Mulvey, "A. -Cpl. A. Horgan, A.-Cpl. J. E. Wrigley, A.-Cpl. C, i

Hugg>tt, A.-Sgt. E. Shaw, A. -Sat. Cc. Shakespeare, 4,-Sgt. H. Carpenter, Sgt. W. O’Connor, A.-Sgt. J. W00d, A.-“Obl. J. Hubbard, a

{ : An amazing) achievement in the East African.campaign was the transport of two armed motor-boats, Mimi and Tou Tou, overland'from
W ; Cape Town to Lake Tanganyika. Axemen cut roads through miles of bush, and seventeen bridges over eighty feet long were built.
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Who Have Won Heroic Fame
 

 

   
Lieut. ALAN CAMPBELL,
Royal Naval Division, who for
gallantry when leading a
“tank”? into action was

awarded the M.C.

 
Major W. H. DAVIS,
K.0.Y.L.1., who has been
awarded the M.C., was a
grammar school master when

war broke out.

 

  

  

 
Capt. the Rev. G. F. WAL-
TERS, C.F., who enlisted as
a private in the R.A.M.C. ;
awarded the M.C. for ser-

vices to Somme wounded.

 

Petty-Officer R. LAIDLAW,
Royal Naval Division, who
killed twenty-six Germans
from one dug-ont, has been

given the M.M.

 

    

 

 

Mr. JOSEPH BARRATT, who
has been awarded the D.C.M.
for conspicuous bravery in
action on board 4H.M.S.

Hilary.

 

   
Sec.-Lieut. GWYNNE M.
JONES, East Kent Regt.,
awarded the M.C. for dis-
playing great ‘courage and

initiative.

 

Sergt. D. R. JONES, Army
Service Corps, who has re-
ceived the Serbian Gold
Medal for distinguished con-

duct in Macedonia.

  

 

Sec.-Lieut. G. H. MURAS,
South Staffordshire Regt., who
has received the M.C. for
conspicuous gallantry in

action,

 

 

 

  

 

 os

Major REGINALD NASMITH,
Highland Light Infantry,
youngest of three brothers
to win honours in this war,

has received the M.C.

 

   
Pte. W. JAMES, M.M., East
Surrey Regt., who won his
earlier decoration as recently
as October, has since gained

the D.C.M.

 

Pte, F.  D. HASLAM,
K.O.Y.L.1., has, for display-
ing great courage, received the
D.C.M. and the Montenegrin

Silver Medal for Bravery.

 

 

 

  
Lieut. T. F. CUNNINGHAM,
Black Watch, who enlisted
in the Gordon Highlanders
and gained a commission,
has been awarded the M.C.

Sig. H. SALISBURY, London
Regt., who had already
received the Russian Order
of St. George, has been

awarded the M.M.

Sergt. THOMAS HAWKINS,
South Staffordshire Rest.,
who was promoted for
gallantry, has been awarded
both the D.C.M. and the M.M.

Capt. ARTHUR P. NAS-
MITH, Border Regt., has
gained the D.S.0. by showing
great courage and initiative

in an attack,

 
Sergt. EDWARD PRIESTLY,
D.C.M., Durham Light Ir-
fantry, awarded a bar to his
medal for single-handedly

dispersing nine Germans.

 

 

  

  

 

ees
 

Capt. D. N. PENNANT,
R.A.M.C., attd. Hdqrs. R.F.A.,
awarded the D.S.0. for heroic
attendance on wounded under

intense fire.

 

Capt. JAMES §. EYNON,
Welsh Regt., who rallied
his company against stubborn
enemy resistance, has re-

ceived the M.C,

 

  

 

 

 

 

Lee.-Corpl. A. E. WYMAN,
London Regt., who was givea
the D.C.M. for conspicuous
gallantry after a mine ex-

plosion,

 

 

    
Major T. F. O’DONNELL,
Royal Irish Fusiliers, was
awarded the M.C., and re-
ceived promotion for con-

spicuous bravery.

  
c.-S.-M. TOM BOWLEY,
Royal Berks Regt., who has
been awarded the D.C.M. and
the M.M., and been recom-
mendedfor a bar to the former.

 

Bombr. OLIVER WASSELL,
Royal Field Artillery, a well-
known footballer, who had
already won the M.M., has

been given the M.S.M.

   

Capt. H. J. SELBY, Royal
Scots Regt., for courageously
andskilfully leading a raid
against enemy trenches has

received the M.C.

  

 

 

   
Gunner PERCY RAWORTH,
Machine Gun Corps, who
has been awarded the Mili-
tary Medal for service with

the ‘* tanks,’’

    
Lieut. R. R. RATHBONE,
Liverpool Rgt.,when wounded.
led a successful trench raid
and, later, rescued wounded
under fire. Received the M.C.
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CUR OBSERVATION POST

OF THE NEW GERMAN BLACKMAIL

HE historically natable. event. of the week in
which it occurred was undoubtedly the delivery

of the fresh German Note to the President of the
United States, announcing tlic Imperial Government’s
decision to wage ruthless war uponall shipping, neutral
oYotherwise. Speculation about the reply that will be
given by the neutrals is not within our province here,
but we are not thereby debarred from welcoming the
delivery of the German Note as one of the most
hopeful indications about the progress of the war that
has appeared for at least three months.

OOKING at the matter as dispassionately as a
human being can, there is surely something

‘father magnificent, in a diabolical way, in this defiance
of the ayhole world. The only thing that detracts
from its full effectiveness, in our mind, is the attempt
at argument to which the Imperial Government
condescends. For the Imperial. Governnient can’t
argue ; -its logical sense is: as deficient as its sense of
humour. It would be, much better advised to: issue
its various notifications to the world at large with a
curt introduction::‘‘ Thus saith the lord,’ and leave
it to Hindenburg and Von Scheer to make good: If
there is one thing more ridiculous than another in a
Jove it is.a habit of making empty thunder. What
the Imperial Government fails to perceive is that the
Allies are not really scared by noise.

HE‘true significance of the. new. German Note is
its implicit acknowledgment.that the Imperial

Government knows we have got it “set.” What the
actual effect of our blockade is upon ordinary life in
Germany it is very. difficult.to ascertain. I heard .of

- a neutral who was in- Berlin. a. week.or two ago, and

 

who said that he saw no great. diffefence between the
condition of things there. and- those obtaining: in
London. On the..other hand, one: knows the. effect
the war has had upoa the: daily. life.of middle-class
péople in Britain, in causing a kindof “ hardupness ”
which is uncomfortable. But it seems: likely that
both countries could go on for an almost indefinite
time without being faced by starvation as countries.
Nevertheless, it is the fact that the British Navy
has got a_strangle-hald on the German Empire,
and. the..German Empire knows it. At last it has
acknowledged it, and that is surely a most satisfactory
thing. e :

“S far as ‘one cangathér from casual conversation
with other people, in trains and trams and ciub-

rooms, the German idea is that this: new threat of
indiscriminate sinking of all-shipping will compel the
neutral.Powers to ask the British Government to relax
the blockade. If that is so, the idea is based upon
a misapprehension of the neutral Powers’ commercial
interest. That lies in the earliest possible conclusion
of the war. Relaxation of the blockade would prolong
the war. If the laying of the new mine-fields, of
which intimation has just been given to the neutral

Powers, will-shorten,the war by: a week, it is in their
interest, for no State is so blind as not to sce that:they
are.betters served by. the imprisonment within its

~ is public demonstration of. impotence.

bases-of a raidmg fleet that has announcedits intention
of sinking their shipping than by the prolongation of
a state of affairs which, apart from any such announce-
ment, fills the seas with drifting mincs and makes the
tepctition:of “ regrettable incidents ’ more likely than
not, The threat, we say, is empty thunder, and that

Recesar has been the subject of sensational
fiction ever since the novel was invented.

To us, personally, it has always seemed the most futile
subject for a “ plot.” A conventional villain ap-
proaches a hero and announces that he will do some-
thing very terrible or unpleasant unlessheis f r
given material consideration for refra er
to write his novel. the author has to pretend that it is
in accordance with some law of human nature that
the hero should comply. Blackmailers are not properly
to be dealt with in that way, outside cheapfic ion.

 

  

 

The right answer to make is: “‘Go ahead! I won'tx 5 roe
give youhalf-a-crown not to do these fearsome things,
but I will give you a ‘pukka’ hiding if you do!” If

 

the villain knows you cangive himthe hiding he will
retire discomfited. Of course, there would be no
novel; but that, too, might be a very good thing.

  

HAT, to-day, is the undignified position occupi
by the German Imperial Government. We

certainly, of this paper, shall not be accused of sneaking
admiration for the German. Our abhorrence of his
methods of warfare has been madeplain from the      t.
But we have real admiration for achievement and
for the “big figure.’”” Satan, as portrayed by Milton,
has a-magnificence that it would be foolish not to
recognise. So, too, Germany deserves recognition as
a Great Power who attempted a-great thing gr
Her object was the dominion of the world. Herf{
has been practically with all the rest of the world.
That is big, and the present age ought to re ise it,
as history.certainly will. Where we take comfort to
ourselves, and on behalf of civilisation render thanks
where they are due, is that civilisation is proving itself
greater. Germany -has failed, and these Notes are
the first acknowledgment of her defeat, wrung from
her by the. British hands that are fastened cn her
throat. All we have to do is to tighten the grip now.

WHat about the threats? Will any very t
things be done ? We think it extremelylikely.

But it. would be pure waste of time to speculate about
their nature in newspaperarticles. Evenif there were
surprises in store, new devilments conceived by ~-the
most fiendishly ingenious brain that even Germany
ever produced, we are not likely to prove unequal to
coping with them. We have coped with some startling
‘surprises already in*these three years, There -are
some hard kicks left in the enemy yet, but we. are
persuaded that there are not very many.~ His greatest
foolishness -is in -protesting how terribly hard he is
going to kick. Much better get on with it.

I

 

  

 

  

    

 

  

 

ASKED a man the other dayif the war had made
any real “difference ’* to htm—afoolish question

onthe face of it, but interesting because he was a
typical middle-class man, representative of British
people. He saw that I wanted to know, and gave
the matter thought. At last he said, ‘‘No; I’ve
given up sugar in tea, and we use margarine instead
of butter.” That wasreally all that he could thinkof.
And I believe that is true in degree of many people in
this ‘country, They have given their life, lets of
them; they have given their sons, which was hardér;
they will give anything that is asked of them... But
in respect of ordinarydailylife they have not suffered
greatly yet aS a result of the war. How far is that a
true statement? What have you given up, besides
sugar, perhaps, and butter? If not very much,is it
yet time to be scared by new bogies of frightfulness
threatened by a foe whose’ very screams are proof
that he is sutfering more ? Cc. ni.
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Officers and Men
 

 

 

 

  

  

 

a

Page.24

Who Have Won Heroic Fame
 

 

   
Lieut. ALAN CAMPBELL,
Royal Naval Division, who for
gallantry when leading a
“tank”? into action was

awarded the M.C.

 
Major W. H. DAVIS,
K.0.Y.L.1., who has been
awarded the M.C., was a
grammar school master when

war broke out.

 

  

  

 
Capt. the Rev. G. F. WAL-
TERS, C.F., who enlisted as
a private in the R.A.M.C. ;
awarded the M.C. for ser-

vices to Somme wounded.

 

Petty-Officer R. LAIDLAW,
Royal Naval Division, who
killed twenty-six Germans
from one dug-ont, has been

given the M.M.

 

    

 

 

Mr. JOSEPH BARRATT, who
has been awarded the D.C.M.
for conspicuous bravery in
action on board 4H.M.S.

Hilary.

 

   
Sec.-Lieut. GWYNNE M.
JONES, East Kent Regt.,
awarded the M.C. for dis-
playing great ‘courage and

initiative.

 

Sergt. D. R. JONES, Army
Service Corps, who has re-
ceived the Serbian Gold
Medal for distinguished con-

duct in Macedonia.

  

 

Sec.-Lieut. G. H. MURAS,
South Staffordshire Regt., who
has received the M.C. for
conspicuous gallantry in

action,

 

 

 

  

 

 os

Major REGINALD NASMITH,
Highland Light Infantry,
youngest of three brothers
to win honours in this war,

has received the M.C.

 

   
Pte. W. JAMES, M.M., East
Surrey Regt., who won his
earlier decoration as recently
as October, has since gained

the D.C.M.

 

Pte, F.  D. HASLAM,
K.O.Y.L.1., has, for display-
ing great courage, received the
D.C.M. and the Montenegrin

Silver Medal for Bravery.

 

 

 

  
Lieut. T. F. CUNNINGHAM,
Black Watch, who enlisted
in the Gordon Highlanders
and gained a commission,
has been awarded the M.C.

Sig. H. SALISBURY, London
Regt., who had already
received the Russian Order
of St. George, has been

awarded the M.M.

Sergt. THOMAS HAWKINS,
South Staffordshire Rest.,
who was promoted for
gallantry, has been awarded
both the D.C.M. and the M.M.

Capt. ARTHUR P. NAS-
MITH, Border Regt., has
gained the D.S.0. by showing
great courage and initiative

in an attack,

 
Sergt. EDWARD PRIESTLY,
D.C.M., Durham Light Ir-
fantry, awarded a bar to his
medal for single-handedly

dispersing nine Germans.

 

 

  

  

 

ees
 

Capt. D. N. PENNANT,
R.A.M.C., attd. Hdqrs. R.F.A.,
awarded the D.S.0. for heroic
attendance on wounded under

intense fire.

 

Capt. JAMES §. EYNON,
Welsh Regt., who rallied
his company against stubborn
enemy resistance, has re-

ceived the M.C,

 

  

 

 

 

 

Lee.-Corpl. A. E. WYMAN,
London Regt., who was givea
the D.C.M. for conspicuous
gallantry after a mine ex-

plosion,

 

 

    
Major T. F. O’DONNELL,
Royal Irish Fusiliers, was
awarded the M.C., and re-
ceived promotion for con-

spicuous bravery.

  
c.-S.-M. TOM BOWLEY,
Royal Berks Regt., who has
been awarded the D.C.M. and
the M.M., and been recom-
mendedfor a bar to the former.

 

Bombr. OLIVER WASSELL,
Royal Field Artillery, a well-
known footballer, who had
already won the M.M., has

been given the M.S.M.

   

Capt. H. J. SELBY, Royal
Scots Regt., for courageously
andskilfully leading a raid
against enemy trenches has

received the M.C.

  

 

 

   
Gunner PERCY RAWORTH,
Machine Gun Corps, who
has been awarded the Mili-
tary Medal for service with

the ‘* tanks,’’

    
Lieut. R. R. RATHBONE,
Liverpool Rgt.,when wounded.
led a successful trench raid
and, later, rescued wounded
under fire. Received the M.C.
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CUR OBSERVATION POST

OF THE NEW GERMAN BLACKMAIL

HE historically natable. event. of the week in
which it occurred was undoubtedly the delivery

of the fresh German Note to the President of the
United States, announcing tlic Imperial Government’s
decision to wage ruthless war uponall shipping, neutral
oYotherwise. Speculation about the reply that will be
given by the neutrals is not within our province here,
but we are not thereby debarred from welcoming the
delivery of the German Note as one of the most
hopeful indications about the progress of the war that
has appeared for at least three months.

OOKING at the matter as dispassionately as a
human being can, there is surely something

‘father magnificent, in a diabolical way, in this defiance
of the ayhole world. The only thing that detracts
from its full effectiveness, in our mind, is the attempt
at argument to which the Imperial Government
condescends. For the Imperial. Governnient can’t
argue ; -its logical sense is: as deficient as its sense of
humour. It would be, much better advised to: issue
its various notifications to the world at large with a
curt introduction::‘‘ Thus saith the lord,’ and leave
it to Hindenburg and Von Scheer to make good: If
there is one thing more ridiculous than another in a
Jove it is.a habit of making empty thunder. What
the Imperial Government fails to perceive is that the
Allies are not really scared by noise.

HE‘true significance of the. new. German Note is
its implicit acknowledgment.that the Imperial

Government knows we have got it “set.” What the
actual effect of our blockade is upon ordinary life in
Germany it is very. difficult.to ascertain. I heard .of

- a neutral who was in- Berlin. a. week.or two ago, and

 

who said that he saw no great. diffefence between the
condition of things there. and- those obtaining: in
London. On the..other hand, one: knows the. effect
the war has had upoa the: daily. life.of middle-class
péople in Britain, in causing a kindof “ hardupness ”
which is uncomfortable. But it seems: likely that
both countries could go on for an almost indefinite
time without being faced by starvation as countries.
Nevertheless, it is the fact that the British Navy
has got a_strangle-hald on the German Empire,
and. the..German Empire knows it. At last it has
acknowledged it, and that is surely a most satisfactory
thing. e :

“S far as ‘one cangathér from casual conversation
with other people, in trains and trams and ciub-

rooms, the German idea is that this: new threat of
indiscriminate sinking of all-shipping will compel the
neutral.Powers to ask the British Government to relax
the blockade. If that is so, the idea is based upon
a misapprehension of the neutral Powers’ commercial
interest. That lies in the earliest possible conclusion
of the war. Relaxation of the blockade would prolong
the war. If the laying of the new mine-fields, of
which intimation has just been given to the neutral

Powers, will-shorten,the war by: a week, it is in their
interest, for no State is so blind as not to sce that:they
are.betters served by. the imprisonment within its

~ is public demonstration of. impotence.

bases-of a raidmg fleet that has announcedits intention
of sinking their shipping than by the prolongation of
a state of affairs which, apart from any such announce-
ment, fills the seas with drifting mincs and makes the
tepctition:of “ regrettable incidents ’ more likely than
not, The threat, we say, is empty thunder, and that

Recesar has been the subject of sensational
fiction ever since the novel was invented.

To us, personally, it has always seemed the most futile
subject for a “ plot.” A conventional villain ap-
proaches a hero and announces that he will do some-
thing very terrible or unpleasant unlessheis f r
given material consideration for refra er
to write his novel. the author has to pretend that it is
in accordance with some law of human nature that
the hero should comply. Blackmailers are not properly
to be dealt with in that way, outside cheapfic ion.

 

  

 

The right answer to make is: “‘Go ahead! I won'tx 5 roe
give youhalf-a-crown not to do these fearsome things,
but I will give you a ‘pukka’ hiding if you do!” If

 

the villain knows you cangive himthe hiding he will
retire discomfited. Of course, there would be no
novel; but that, too, might be a very good thing.

  

HAT, to-day, is the undignified position occupi
by the German Imperial Government. We

certainly, of this paper, shall not be accused of sneaking
admiration for the German. Our abhorrence of his
methods of warfare has been madeplain from the      t.
But we have real admiration for achievement and
for the “big figure.’”” Satan, as portrayed by Milton,
has a-magnificence that it would be foolish not to
recognise. So, too, Germany deserves recognition as
a Great Power who attempted a-great thing gr
Her object was the dominion of the world. Herf{
has been practically with all the rest of the world.
That is big, and the present age ought to re ise it,
as history.certainly will. Where we take comfort to
ourselves, and on behalf of civilisation render thanks
where they are due, is that civilisation is proving itself
greater. Germany -has failed, and these Notes are
the first acknowledgment of her defeat, wrung from
her by the. British hands that are fastened cn her
throat. All we have to do is to tighten the grip now.

WHat about the threats? Will any very t
things be done ? We think it extremelylikely.

But it. would be pure waste of time to speculate about
their nature in newspaperarticles. Evenif there were
surprises in store, new devilments conceived by ~-the
most fiendishly ingenious brain that even Germany
ever produced, we are not likely to prove unequal to
coping with them. We have coped with some startling
‘surprises already in*these three years, There -are
some hard kicks left in the enemy yet, but we. are
persuaded that there are not very many.~ His greatest
foolishness -is in -protesting how terribly hard he is
going to kick. Much better get on with it.

I

 

  

 

  

    

 

  

 

ASKED a man the other dayif the war had made
any real “difference ’* to htm—afoolish question

onthe face of it, but interesting because he was a
typical middle-class man, representative of British
people. He saw that I wanted to know, and gave
the matter thought. At last he said, ‘‘No; I’ve
given up sugar in tea, and we use margarine instead
of butter.” That wasreally all that he could thinkof.
And I believe that is true in degree of many people in
this ‘country, They have given their life, lets of
them; they have given their sons, which was hardér;
they will give anything that is asked of them... But
in respect of ordinarydailylife they have not suffered
greatly yet aS a result of the war. How far is that a
true statement? What have you given up, besides
sugar, perhaps, and butter? If not very much,is it
yet time to be scared by new bogies of frightfulness
threatened by a foe whose’ very screams are proof
that he is sutfering more ? Cc. ni.
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ITH this issue THE War ILLUSTRATED begins a
new volume, andasit is clear that the approval

of my readers, so steadily continued throughout the
five volumes already published, signifies that I am to
continuewith ‘“‘ the mixture as before,” I have made
no effort in the direction of innovation. Rather is it
with a touch of editorial pride that I look back upon
the hundred and thirty numbers of Tue War ILLus-
TRATED and note how little the weekly issues have
varied in character and appearance since No. 1.. Yet
the first number was launched in “ record ’’ time, with
scant opportunity for reflection. Most periodicals
undergo considerable change or some modification after
their initial numbers, but-in the case of THr War
ILLUSTRATED everything about it seems to have been
acceptable to a vast army of readers straight away,
and such changes as have been made have concerned
only minor details of make-up. At the same time, it
would be wrong to say that the weekly parts have not
improved in character. It has been continually my effort
to.secure the best printing, so that our splendid photo-
graphs should-be. seen to greatest advantage, and
to make each individual issue as finishéd‘and attractive
as possible, in order that, when bound up, the volumes-
should present an orderly and agreeable appearance
to the eye. : ees: :

Great Issues of the. War
HERE has been, moreover, a continuous effort to”

secure for my readers the very best, products of
our most eminent writers—one of the most difficult of *
editorial tasks... A celebrated editor once remarked
that the whole art of editing consisted in obtaining
contributions from people who-did not want to write
them, and refusing them from those who were anxious
to supply.
ments for such a series as. “‘.The Great Issues. of- the
War,”’ enables one to endorse this dictum, yet no
editorial work is more handsomely repaid than that -
which wins the approval of one’s readers, and helps
them to a broader vision of life and the amplifying of
their knowledge. In THE War ILLusTRATED it is the
aim of all the writers to promote thought in their —
readers, to be at once interesting and informative,
and—above all—to avoid being “‘ preachy.”

Untold Stories from Rumania’s Tragedy

i an early issue I hope to begin the publication of
the series to .which I referred some. time- ago,

setting forth studies of the soldiers of our Allies. Mr.
Hamilton Fyfe, who has returned within the last fei"
weeks from his long stay. in* Russia and Jumania,
where he witnessed -every stage of the. Rumanian
tragedy and saw muchof the fighting with the Russian
armies, will contribute to the series the article on the
Russiansoldier ; and Mr. 11. Charles Woods, ‘the well-_
known authority on the Balkans, has- written the
study. of the Serbian soldier. I am glad to say that
Mr. Hamilton Fyfe will also contribute a still more
important series to THE WarILLUSTRATED,whichwill
.put-my readers in possession of information that: has
not even yet been adequately given in the general Press.
Thearticles to which I refer -will probably, be entitled
“Untold Stories from Rumania’sTragedy,” -and will
contain personal descriptions of this © brilliant cor-
respondent’s exciting experiences with the Rumanian
Army reeling before the hammer-strokes of Falkenhayn
and Mackensen.. Another new series describes in five
brief chapters the emotions of a soldier during the
Battle of the Somme. Nothing quite like them has

To carry throughsatisfactorily the arrange-

yet been published. They are the work of a brilliant.
journalist who enlisted as.a ranker and fought through,
the Battle of the Somme. These articles, underthetitle
of “‘ The Soldier in Battle,” will prove of exceptional
interest. The first appears in the current number,

Records of the Regiments at the Front

S I mentioned a few weeks ago, no week ever passes
without bringing me one or two letters from

correspondents anxious to see their favourite regiment
included in the series ‘‘ Records of the Regiments,”
which my contributor, Mr. A. W. Holland, is still
writing for THe War -ItLustratep. I am hopeful
that in due time all the regiments that have dis-
tinguished themselves will find their place in these
bricf but interesting chronicles. Variety, however, is
not only the spice of life but must be the motive of all
popular and successful journalism, and I fear I cannot,
with the limited space at my disposal, include a weekly
article in the regimentseries, as some of my correspond-
ents would like. There are so many excellent ideas
that seem to be likely to interest even a wider public
than the regimental records, that I must find means
of introducing these to my readers, and content myself
by.inserting - the ‘‘ Records of the Regiments”’
ever an opportunity occurs. :

“is a Red Cross nurse, who‘has snatched ‘a few
moments to write mea letter approving entirely of what
I wrote the other: week with reference to the serious
tastes“of my readers. “It will be recalled thatI ‘said,
in referring. to the series of articles entitled ‘‘ Great =
Issues of the War,’ that I-had so high an opinion of
the. intelligence: of ‘the average reader of the day, * |
that I did not hesitate to put before him: (or -her)
contributions by famous writers who, as a rule, ‘are to
be found exercising their pens only in the “heavier ”’
reviews. My nurse: correspondent, at the close of a
busy day, has taken.a few moments to tell me that she
has regularly read with the deepest interest the literary
matter.of Tne War ILLusrratep, and I have had
from many sources the same testimony to the attract-
iveness and value of our letterpress. Few picture-

. periodicals, whose appeal is so largely pictorial, have
so speedily secured a reputation for the excellence of
their literary matter. Indeed, I doubt if there is
another contemporary in like case, and certainly not
one published at 2d. .

registered binding cases. This is the only wayin
which to make sure that to-morrow—orthe dayafter,
soto speak—one of the-parts so.carefully kept till now,
will not be missing.
for giving attention to this matter immedidtély.
Supplies of these. binding cases are not unlimited, and
their present“ low price cannot‘ébe guaranteed -in-
definitely... Write to-day, therefore, to your bookseller
or newsagent for the publishers’ registered ‘binding

cases for Volume V. A handsome colour-plate of
Admiral Beatty, together with an artistic. title-page
and full list of contents, will be presented’ free. to. those ©

The price of the binding cases is ~who. apply at once.
Is. 6d. net at any bookseller’s, or 1s. rod. direct from
the publishing office. J. A.H.

 

 

_. Australia and NewZealand; by The Central News Agency, Ltd., in South Africa ; and The Imperial News Co., Toronto and Montreal in Canada,
Inland, 23d. percopy, post free, Abroad, 3d. per copy, post free, : ao

when-

- Red Cross Nurse’s Tribute

MONG. my recent correspondents I find that one -

The Only Way

OR. their own benefit readers will pardon me for
returning to the topic of binding, and urging

them to take advantage by the forelock by- having the
loose parts of Volume V. bound at once in the publishers’

There is another powerful reason ° //
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*RemomReeae    
THE PROGRESS OF THE WAR

APPROACH OF THE VITAL HOUR
VENTS are moving rapidly on the western front.
Both sides display many signs of activity in
order to mask from the enemytheir real purpose.

We are continuing our very successful trench raids,
and the Germans have been feebly attempting to
imitate us. The Germanartillery is unusually active,
more particularly north and south of the Ypres
salient. From Holland there come rumours of a
considerable concentration of German forces in
Western. Belgium. The much-advertised German
menace against Switzerland has been almost forgotten ;
it was, as most of us recognised at the time, a mere
bluff to confuse us.

 

Germany’s Intolerable Situation

When will the real spring campaign open? In
1915 the British offensive began on March roth at
Neuve Chapelle, and a still bigger allied move was
planned for the end of April, but was prevented by
the fierce German attack on Ypres on April 22nd.
In 1916 .the Germans opened the ball with their
surprise attack on Verdun on February roth. While
it is, of course, impossible to speak with anycertainty,
it seems probable that the. weather conditions will
prevent the big offensive taking place before the
second. week in March this year. The thaw which
has followed the heavyfrost makes the front muddier
than ever. Neither side can move guns or men
forward in a morass such as the Flanders and Picardy
front nowis. :

Dry, searching winds may soon change conditions
for the better. It is in the interest of both sides to

rike as early as possible. Germany wishes to
relieve her almost intolerable situation. The Allies

 

wish to give Germanythefinal proof of their superiority. .
Meanwhile, the trench raids are giving a new aspect

to the western front. This new series of raids began
on: December 20th by a daylight advance north of
Seissons, when some fifty-eight Germans were captured,
about two hundred killed, and several hundred yards
of trenches and dug-outs. destroyed, with, trivial losses
to ourselves. In the month of January our raiders
captured no fewer. than 1,228 Germans, including
twenty-seven officers. This month we have been
doing better still. On the Somme we have straightened
out -our lines. The raids have developed into per-
manent advances, in which we not merely enter the
enemy lines but hold them.

Result of Trench Raids

In the first week in February the Germans retired
from Grandcourt, and we occupied it. North of it
we have now taken the Baillescourt Farm. These
positions are admittedly not of great strategic import:
ance, but the same cannot be said of our capture of
the highest point of the Sailly-Saillisel Hill, a position
which the Germans have since vainly attempted to
take back from us by a_ series of counter-attacks.
Since the New Year we have advanced in the Ancre
region an average depth of nearly three-quarters of a
nule over a front of three miles.

With the thaw we cannot expect these raids to
continue on the same scale, but even when the ground
is muddy some raids are still possible. Thus the
first big daylight raid actually took place on a very
muddy front at a very muddy time. I-knowthis
because a day or two afterwards I was nearly held
fast in the mud of that section of No Man’s Land
at the point where our men had jumped up on the
Germans. The raids are possible now, as they were
not possible a year ago, because our methodsof artillery
fire, our barrages, and our co-ordination of the

Elsewhere on the European field there is little
unusual to report. _We continue to receive accounts
of heavy fighting around Riga and at other parts. of
the Russian front, but really these do not amount to
very much. The Russian is a brave soldier, and
Russian generalship has frequently in this war been
marked by real daring and initiative. But I have
yet to discover any evidence that the Russian Army
is now in a position to bring its full strength to bear.
The. unhappy internal differences have not been
without their effect on all sides of thé national life.
On the Sereth the German advance in Rumania

has for the time come to an end. Some authorities
maintain that the German occupation of Rumania
has been a loss not to the Allies, but to Germany.
They argue that the Central Powers have been com-
pelled to divert considerable armies there, with very
small ‘gain to themselves, and that they have lost
heavily. No knownfacts confirm the view of heavy
German losses in their main Rumanian advance.

Continuance of Submarine Menace

The. submarine war continues... America has not
yet,*at the time of writing, been drawn into the actual
conflict, and efforts are being made to maintain peace.
But Mr. Gerard has left Berlin.» Since February 1st
the Germans are knownto haveinflicted a considerable
loss on our merchant shipping. Several neutral Powérs
haveceased sending ships to our waters on account of
the danger. The enemy has not, however, succeeded
in preventing all vessels from reaching Britain.
We know that our Admiralty is making the greatest

possible efforts to overcome the submarine peril.
This is the moment when the most severe precautions
should be taken. A moment’s thought will show °
“the obviousness of the statement that the destruction
and diversion of shipping must affect our food supply.
Anticipating the greatest success in our naval war’
against the submarines, some food trouble must come,
even if every submarine were sunk to-morrow.

Drastic Rationing Calied For

The only way for the country to reduce the food
peril to a minimum is to institute, with the least
possible delay, a drastic and strictly-enforced system
of rationing. We have considerable stores of food
available. It is for us to sce that they last the longest
possible time. Voluntary rationing is merely playing
with a big issue.

_ There are many methods by which submarine
attacks may be met or warded off. It may be advisable
to construct some merchant ships with partial outer
hulls... Something can be done by the use of nets.
Theskilful seamanship of our merchant captains—
who never gave such evidence of their great qualities

--as they are doing to-day—counts.for much when they-
have opportunity to employ it. A system of con-
voying merchant ships: will, doubtless, be largely
adopted. But, in addition to all these things, ave“
must reduce our food consumption toa minimum
if we are to avoid real difficulties in: April or. May.
The Germans are already anticipating the effect

of the submarine campaign-on the military situation
in Europe. They are trying to cut. off the supplies
of munitions for our western armies.

-

Their planis
to attack our men in force when-our shells are
reduced to a minimum.- So, at least, their spokesmen
say. This delightfully simple programme needs only.
one comment. The German submarines have been
trying to cut off our munition supplies. since the
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THE PROGRESS OF THE WAR

APPROACH OF THE VITAL HOUR
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oeopinion, wili vemain-afterwards and b

desive to co-operate for the commongood.

ONSCIOUSorganisation for war has brought a sense of unity-to the nation which, in Mr. Baynes’

nga better spirit than of yore to all classes, with greater

National resources will be used more largely for national

betterment. Prepavation should bé made now for the application of the principle of State credit and.

collective enterprise to meet questions connected with a ‘ 2

Restoration of pre-war workshop conditions, to which the Governmentis pledged, will also

ities which may, however, be smoothed awaybythe larger view givenby the present national

Readjustment of working hours, some application of co-pavtnery, and greater veadines:

ji will probably tend to permanent industrial peace.   

  

     

  

 

  

  

   

procity between employers and employed

 HE war has brought us up
with a jerk against many
preconceived ideas. Among

them may be included the idea of
an industrial world to be scrambled
in by Capital and Labour, with the
community. looking on as a more
or less mildly interested spectator.
That world has gone, for the nonce,
at any rate. It is an agreed. pro-
position among us that, while we
are fighting the Germans, we cannot
afford to fight one another. True,
there were scrimmages at_ the
beginning, and there have been
threatenings since, but the recent
attitude of public opinion in regard

: randt +o anything of the kind only

aeetaNba’ emphasises what I havesaid.
2 For the reason that stoppage of

work would be regarded as an act of disloyalty to our

fighting men, either employers or employed found responsible

for such stoppage would be given a very short shrift. The

fact is that the communityis consciously organised for war.

That fact must be very disquieting to the really con-

scientious objector, although I am inclined to think that

most of those who pose as such are concerned chiefly in

saving their skins. Whenvisiting a prison recently, in which

some conscientious objectors were ‘‘ doing time ” after

court-martial, I was amused to find them comfortably

employed in manipulating rough fibre, which was the raw

material for Admiralty ships’ fenders. Whether they knew

it or not I cannot say, but there they were producing for

the Admiralty, and therefore as much involved in the

  

war from a moral point of view as if they had been in.

the trenches.

Greater Sense of National Unity

The same may be said of the workers in the fields,
factories, or werkshops.. Everyone who is employed just
row in any kind of useful work is contributing to the
direct supply, or to the manufacture of those goods by:
which we pay for the diréct supply, of our troops in the
field.or our ships on the sea. And I believe that Labour
is just as anxious as any other section of the community
1o keep things going at top speed, so that the civil com-
munity may do its bit in winning the war. Workmen are
prepared to make sacrifices for the State and for the war,
although they have objected sometimes to make sacrifices
during the war for private profiteers.
What is going to happen after the war? The answer

to that question is to be found, I believe, in a consideration

of what is happening now. The chief thing is that the
pressure of events has brought a greater sense of unity
among us. It is true that the interests of Capital and
Labourare still divergent, but all classes are findingthat
there are common interests transcending their sectional.
or economic interests. For two years peer and peasant
have fought and died together in a common cause; they
have got to know one another at close quarters, and I
believe that they will bring a fellow-feeling to-bear upon
the after-war problems,

housing and land problems which will present

Out of the fiery furnace of suffering there will come a

better spirit than of yore, and a greater desire to co-operate

for the common good. To think otherwise would be to

betray a poor opinion of human nature. For my part, I

believe that after the war the national resources. will be

used for national betterment more than im times gone by,

and that the chief objective in that national betterment

will be an improvement of the conditions under which the

mass of the people live, move, and have their being.

State Credit and Collective. Enterprise

Housing conditions, for instance, have been and still

are, in many parts of the country, a discredit to all who

quietly acquiesce in them. In the mining districts of

Scotland and the agricultural districts generally they are

cramped and insanitary to a degree that precludes all idea

of decent family life or regard for the amenities. They

are Such as to Cause a hideous sacrifice of life -by fever

and tuberculosis. But, bad as they have been, the coming

of peace will make them worse, unless steps are taken

beforehand to meet the difficulties that will arise, Building

is at a standstill, and must remain so, as far as private

enterprise is concerned. There is lack of labour to look

forward to during the war, and high cost of material

after it. These things together are heading straight for
a house famine. :

Preparation should be made, therefore, for the applica-
tion of the principle of State credit and collective enterprise.
I am not going info the question of how these principles

should be applied. It may be through municipal authorities,

but by some means or other the resources of the State
must be brought into .play for decent housing, just as
State credit and national organisation have been increas;
ingly applied to wage the war.
The war has, in fact, shown us that private enterprise

in many aspects of our national life has broken down
under the pressure of national need. National need will
be-interpreted after the war in terms of healthy housing.
The same applies to the use of land. National need

and labour requirements alike demand that more food
must be produced within the confines of our own shores.
Howit is to be done is again a matter of secondary im-
portance. If there is a will to do it, the means will be
found,- The first condition of life on the land must be an
adequate wage for the labourer, secured through Boards,
which would also encourage organisation, and co-operative
buying and selling, with a view to the elimination of waste
and the marketing of produce, at the cheapest possible
price. :

Industrial Aspects of the Problem

If, in addition, it may be found that further material

help is necessary, I should not, for my part, boggle at
State aid, providing it could be given consistently with the
consumers having the benefit of the virgin soil of outside
areas. And I believe that a thorough revising of our
rating system, on the principle of exemption of improve-
ments and the assessment of site value, will have to be
an integral part of any real land reform. —
Coming now to the purely industrial aspect of the after-

war problem, I believe that the main trouble will be in
regard to the restoration of workshop conditions. These

[Continued orn page 23
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Searchlight six feet in diameter. America, the land of the
** biggest *’ things, possesses the largest searchlight in the world.

A few of the big mortars belonging to the U.S. Army. Germany's
disdain of American military might is foolish, if sincere
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in event of war the United States could place in the field about 60,000 regular troops and $0,000 partly-trained National Guard. A
great volunteer army could be raised from the unorganised militia of 17,000,000 men of 18 to 45, who arelegally liable for service.
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in event of war the United States could place in the field about 60,000 regular troops and $0,000 partly-trained National Guard. A
great volunteer army could be raised from the unorganised militia of 17,000,000 men of 18 to 45, who arelegally liable for service.
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LABOUR AFTER THE WAR  ‘ontinuedfrom An arrangement might be made on the basis of a later Sw th H F O d | | d S
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~ assurances being given by the Government, and embodied bce Faeerae iRaeSeeaa oe eeee
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rsSeaseeSeeeeae earnings never rose much above the level of day-work

suspended, trades have been divided and sub-divided, so eee =ie Eeeeeoe speed >. which

that semi-skilled and unskilled labour has taken the place ~ jus s S oe 3 #

of the skilled mechanics. The net result of all this will, CommonInterests and Common Service
of course, be that the position of the skilled mechanic will An arrangement might be made by which there could be

be a veryprecarious oneif left to the free play of economic fixityof price, once established, unless improved machinery

law. But it is not only the interests of the mechanics increased output without any effort. on the part of the

 Yj

 

which are here at stake. The Craft Unions in this matter worker. All this implies full recognition of organisations i

stand for the interests of the community and those of on both sides, and the taking of the workers mto some ee

coming generations. Specialisation in industry had already sort of partnership with the employersin arranging labour f

proceeded to a-dangerous degree. Specialisation, if con- conditions. The old idea of employer and-employed as K

tinued as at present practised, wowld reduce workmen.and benefactor and beneficiary must be abandoned, and a new Ta

women to mere automata, and finally lead to race de- idea brought in. iv

generacy. It would apply to industry the same soul- The newidea must give workmen a place with employers

destroying process that has produced in Germany a nation in a joint service of the community. For this purpose I

of docile servants, with a few supermen in authority. would have workshop committees of workmen acting in a
consultative capacity with employers’ representatives, and
I believe that such would engender feeling of responsibility

a the part of both sides, and prevent a lot of friction. Placing one of the wounded crew of the German destroyer V69 aboard a train at Ymuiden, and (right) Dutch Marines removin

We cam never go back to the old squabbling over dead. Her complement was 160, of whom 100 becamecasualties in the engagement with the British patrol off the Schouwen Sank.

questions of demarcation of work which absorbed the time
and money of Trade Unionists in times gone by. Industry
cannot be left again entirely controlled by those whose
only idea is private profit, to the subordination of every
other consideration. If there is to be industrial peace,
there must be regard to humanrights and. community of
interests. If the war brings us these things in its train, it -
will not have beenall loss.

Working Hours and Piece-work Prices

Hence the importance of restoration from a national
point of view. The Government must be held to promises
made. Everything, it seems to me, must be based on
that. It cannot be claimed for the pre-war workshop
conditions that they were ideal, but neither was anything
ideal in industrial arrangements generally. They were
but the. outcome of a ‘“‘ pull baker, pull devil” struggle, in
which those fared best who had the longest purse, and in
which the interests of the community were pushed into
the background,

The.-war will, I hope, bring a larger view. Experience
during the war has revealed many things to both si
It has shown that good faith in regard to piece prices pays
both employer and employed, in larger ontput on the one
hand and higher wages on the'other. Workmen are not
fools, and they would bequite willing, I think, to abandon
finally certain things which had been customary, aad
maintained by the strength of the Union, provided thére
was a reasonable quid pro quo. Andfortunately there are
things which could be conceded to them with benefit all
round.

There is, for instance, a readjustment of working hours.
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Aboard a Frenchpatrol on the watch for enemy submarinesin the
Mediterranean wherepiracy still flourishes, Huncorsairs replac-

ing the earlier Algerines. (British official photograph.)
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. VARIED WORK OF THE ENGINEERS.—Building bridges in Thessaly. (British official photograph.) Above: Taking a steamship H.M.S. Fifi, late German gunboat Kingani, captured December 26th, 1915, employed in guarding British interests on Lake

, stern-frame from the manufacturers to the port of shipment. The long keel portion projected over the secondline of rails, which Tanganyika. Above: Robert Ferguson (second mate), Thomas Welch (greaser), and John Smith (fireman), awarded £5,000 by the

necessitated the journey being made on Sunday, whenboth lines could be occupied. ‘ . Admiralty Court for salving the American tug Vigilant, which had been abandonedin the Atlantic,
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Poilu waiting to warn his pals. Fog-horns and other meansof making
a penetrating noise that shall be heard alcng the trenches are utilised

for the purpose of giving warning that “ gas is coming over.”’    

    . S Sacred soil retaken by the brave sons of France. View of recaptured ground in the Somme
y a SNe : battle-area which, if not inspiring at first sight, is holy ground, consecrated by the best biood of

the heroic Frenchmen whobled and died to wrest it from the invader.

 

   

  

  
Having received warnin

' fumes and await the threatened attack with confidence. Above: One of the well—trained canine messengers employed by the French
Army passing, thanks to its mask, through a cloud of gas. (French official photograph.)

g that gas is being discharged against them, the Frénch soldiers mask themselves securely against the deadly

      see  MEE SST SOS Aas Pesci

French dug-outs on an exposed part of the western front, showing the fatest ingenuity in securing safety. Inset: Bust of a Poilu, by the > cr
famous French sculptor * Chauvel,”’ exhibited in a Paris salon along with thousands of war pictures by men at the front.
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CAPTURED GERMANS MARCHING TOWARDS THE FRENCH LINES.

ERMANY,jealous for the reputation for physical quality enjoyed by her
young manhood, has no reason to be proud of those of her sons who are

being made prisoner on the western front, with ever-growing willingness on their
part. While she might urge that all types of Teuton humanity, the lowest <
well as the highest and best, are included in her vast Army, the fact emerges from
camera records of groups of prisoners that very few figures proper to romanceare
to be found among them.

In the fourteen faces reproducedonthis page, picked at randomfrom groups, one
detects truculence, cunning, meanness, and animal hostility ; several are marked

by features associated with criminality ; some approximate to the idiot type.
Whenone reflects that it is men of this low type who are in occupation of countries
denuded of their male population, and that they are permitted, and even en-
couraged, to treat the womenandchildren as they please, onefeels a passion of
determination blazing up that they shall be driven back to their own place and
rendered powerless ever to do these things again.
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The Only Argument the Hun Can Understand

 

 

  
 

With the grand reserve of munitions which our willing workers at homeare turning out the menat the front are enabled to makefull
use of the heavy guns when occasion occurs. Here several heavy howitzers are seen in action, and the straining, tugging men are

dragging loads of heavyshells along rails specially laid for the purpose that the guns maynot haveto wait for their decisive arguments.

 

  
** Camion Bazar Militaire,” one of the shops on wheels which the French War Office sends about the western front for the convenience

i; of the soldiers. At this travelling ‘‘ store * the French soldier is able to purchase extra food and other things that are not included in

ie his customaryrations or allowances. These things, it may be said, are sold to him at practically cost price,
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BATTLE PICTURES OF THE GREAT WAR
 

The War Illustrated, 24th February, 1917.

THE FLIGHT FROM THE CITY
An Impression of Invasion from the Civilian’s Standpoint

By MAX PEMBERTON
 

Nthe absence of a noteworthy military engagement on anyof the fay-spread battle-fronts of the Allies, the
Editor- has suggested to Mr. Pemberton that he might employ those so-long-populay imaginative gifts of

his—which have givento the reading public such engagingtales as “'-The Impregnable City,” ‘‘ The Ivon Pirate,”
“ The Giant's Gate,” and many another romance of action—in penning certain ‘‘ battle pictures ” which, though
slvictly not narratives of actuality, would yet give as true a vecord of events in general as any way correspondent
has sent fromthe front. For it often happens that by the selective process of the imagination a description that
zs tdealised gets nearer to the truth and better interprets the soul of things than the most carefully    itten account
of an eye-witness. Alveady Mr. Pemberton has contributed to his series of brilliant ‘‘ Battle Pictures’’ several
on the lines indicated—e.g., ‘‘ The Battle of the Great High Road”’ and “‘ In the Darkest Hours.” This u

appears another in which we have a very veal picture of the terror that comes upona city when its people sudden)
realise the enemy is about to enter it. This contribution contains something that is true of Antwerp, of Bel-

  

grade, of Warsaw, and of Bukarest, although tt is not put forth as the description of any one city in particular.
 

and joyous confidence prevailed. People spoke of
the mighty ring of forts and of their impregnability.

They pointed to the splendid guns, and asked what enemy
could prevail against them. The Germans were faroff,
and it was incredible that they could defeat the magni-
ficent armies which opposed them.
So the city went upon its merry way. There was a

little excitement everywhere, but no habits were changed.
Idlers sat in the sunshine at the doors of the cafés. There
were motor-cars with pretty women driving in the parks.
The shops did their accustomed business. People went
with quickened steps, and the truculent chaffed the timid.
Bynight the theatres flung their doors wide open, It was
before the visit of the Zeppelins, and this particular city
had not yet turned its eyes to the sky. In the revues you
even heard the comedians rolling the Boches upon their
tongues. Cabmen of the old school whipped their horses
and cried with their fellows of an ancient day: “‘ Gee ho,
Wilhelm! ”’

While Danger Seems Distant

Now, this was in the early days, when war was a new
thing. There were some who rather liked its bustle and
such panoply as“war can afford nowadays. Others in their
hearts were a little anxious for the children, who asked
them every day suchchildish questions. A few—a very
few—sent their little ones away, not because they were
afraid, but as a measure of exaggerated prudence. The
bolder declared that such a course was rank cowardice,
and would not even think of the day when this city might
be beleaguered. Even the first aeroplane merely shocked
them. A bomb fell over yonder upon the little brasserie
where the workmen from the railway got their beer. It
killed a waiter and wounded an old woman who waspassing
by. The city was sorry for the injured, but it laughed at
the enemy. Was this all it could do—one killed and one
injured ? Was this the punishment which the Kaiser had
promised?

A T first nobody believed that the city could ever fall,

 

Coming of the Zepps

There came other aeroplanes, however, and one day a
Zepp.. It was just after breakfast, and all the city was
on its way to business. A good many people were killed
this time, and there was something like a panic on the
crowded boulevard, You saw a mob flying helter-skelter
for safety. Strangers rushed into private houses, and did
not apologise for their presence. Some of the women
fainted, and the fire-brigade came dashing down thestreet.
Nobody in the place had ever heard the crash of a falling
building before, and everybody thought it very terrible.
The bomb from the Zepp, they said in the byways, had
smashed the hotel from garret to cellar, and 1t was now
but a heap of smouldering ruins. There was cause for
thought here, and not alittle perplexity.
The city’s. spirits fell with the lights that night. No

more were the doors of the theatres flung wide open; you
passed beneath blue lights to the joys within.. And there,

perhaps, you thought less about the play than the promise
of to-morrow. ‘These Zeppelins certainly were the devil!
More would come, of course, and we were very short of
aeroplanesto fight them, Still, they were but an adventure.
No need for any but the cowards to run away. Thecity
was as safe as any place in Europe that day, and the Army
would soon learn howto deal with the gasbags.

“If the Germans Get Here’:

The spirit was excellent, but unhappily the argument
was unsound. The Zepps came again next day, and for
many days afterwards. Great gaps were made in streets
now, and the injured filled the hospitals. A few of the
citizens sent their children away because of them, but the
majority stood their ground. After all, this was not the
danger they had feared. The “if’’ which set the father
looking at his children across.the breakfast table—it was
not the “‘ if ’’ which was born of the skies. The main thing
was that the city should remain impregnable, and nobody
up to this time had ever debated the possibility that it
should not. When the news of “ the victory’ came the
citizens could hardly believe it to be true.. What—
Generals Y and Z .defeated! The invincible army
pressed back twentymiles ! Ten thousand takenprisoners!
No, certainly it was not true! Mencried a denial to each
other in the streets.
Crowds pressed about the steps of the great War Office,

curious groups gathered in the purlieus of the Embassies,
and watched the windows as though for tidings. If the
Ambassadors and Foreign Ministers left, that would be
serious. Fathers stood out in the street all day looking
for the finger which should guide them. “Good God!”
they had begun to say. ‘‘ If the Germansreally get here!”
And their thoughts went swiftly to their houses, and showed
them the children wakened fromtheir sleep.

: Voice of the Guns

All that day and the next the tremorof this perplexity
was in the air. People in the theatres did not listen to
.the comedians unless they spoke of victory. The foyers
were fuller than the stalls, and a good deal of wine was
drunk in the bars. What really had happened? Of
course, this might only be a temporary set-back. Generals
Y and Z were too clever to be taken by surprise. It was
not credible that the Huncould really reach them. When
an excited fellow Game in to say that a booming of cannon
had been heard at a village near by which he named, they
thought him to be no better than a lunatic. Forall that,
many did not go to bed at all that night. Adventurers
made up parties and walked a little way out into the
country. ‘‘ Did’ you hear anything ?” they would ask
each other. ‘‘ Well, to be truthful,” the answer would
run, ‘I did think I heard it.” So the sun rose upon the
momentous morning. There were no Zepps to-day—
goodness knows there was news enough without them.
-.» Men. heard the booming of the cannon while they were
shaving, but few of them made mention of it to their

[Continued on page 38
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has sent fromthe front. For it often happens that by the selective process of the imagination a description that
zs tdealised gets nearer to the truth and better interprets the soul of things than the most carefully    itten account
of an eye-witness. Alveady Mr. Pemberton has contributed to his series of brilliant ‘‘ Battle Pictures’’ several
on the lines indicated—e.g., ‘‘ The Battle of the Great High Road”’ and “‘ In the Darkest Hours.” This u

appears another in which we have a very veal picture of the terror that comes upona city when its people sudden)
realise the enemy is about to enter it. This contribution contains something that is true of Antwerp, of Bel-

  

grade, of Warsaw, and of Bukarest, although tt is not put forth as the description of any one city in particular.
 

and joyous confidence prevailed. People spoke of
the mighty ring of forts and of their impregnability.

They pointed to the splendid guns, and asked what enemy
could prevail against them. The Germans were faroff,
and it was incredible that they could defeat the magni-
ficent armies which opposed them.
So the city went upon its merry way. There was a

little excitement everywhere, but no habits were changed.
Idlers sat in the sunshine at the doors of the cafés. There
were motor-cars with pretty women driving in the parks.
The shops did their accustomed business. People went
with quickened steps, and the truculent chaffed the timid.
Bynight the theatres flung their doors wide open, It was
before the visit of the Zeppelins, and this particular city
had not yet turned its eyes to the sky. In the revues you
even heard the comedians rolling the Boches upon their
tongues. Cabmen of the old school whipped their horses
and cried with their fellows of an ancient day: “‘ Gee ho,
Wilhelm! ”’

While Danger Seems Distant

Now, this was in the early days, when war was a new
thing. There were some who rather liked its bustle and
such panoply as“war can afford nowadays. Others in their
hearts were a little anxious for the children, who asked
them every day suchchildish questions. A few—a very
few—sent their little ones away, not because they were
afraid, but as a measure of exaggerated prudence. The
bolder declared that such a course was rank cowardice,
and would not even think of the day when this city might
be beleaguered. Even the first aeroplane merely shocked
them. A bomb fell over yonder upon the little brasserie
where the workmen from the railway got their beer. It
killed a waiter and wounded an old woman who waspassing
by. The city was sorry for the injured, but it laughed at
the enemy. Was this all it could do—one killed and one
injured ? Was this the punishment which the Kaiser had
promised?

A T first nobody believed that the city could ever fall,

 

Coming of the Zepps

There came other aeroplanes, however, and one day a
Zepp.. It was just after breakfast, and all the city was
on its way to business. A good many people were killed
this time, and there was something like a panic on the
crowded boulevard, You saw a mob flying helter-skelter
for safety. Strangers rushed into private houses, and did
not apologise for their presence. Some of the women
fainted, and the fire-brigade came dashing down thestreet.
Nobody in the place had ever heard the crash of a falling
building before, and everybody thought it very terrible.
The bomb from the Zepp, they said in the byways, had
smashed the hotel from garret to cellar, and 1t was now
but a heap of smouldering ruins. There was cause for
thought here, and not alittle perplexity.
The city’s. spirits fell with the lights that night. No

more were the doors of the theatres flung wide open; you
passed beneath blue lights to the joys within.. And there,

perhaps, you thought less about the play than the promise
of to-morrow. ‘These Zeppelins certainly were the devil!
More would come, of course, and we were very short of
aeroplanesto fight them, Still, they were but an adventure.
No need for any but the cowards to run away. Thecity
was as safe as any place in Europe that day, and the Army
would soon learn howto deal with the gasbags.

“If the Germans Get Here’:

The spirit was excellent, but unhappily the argument
was unsound. The Zepps came again next day, and for
many days afterwards. Great gaps were made in streets
now, and the injured filled the hospitals. A few of the
citizens sent their children away because of them, but the
majority stood their ground. After all, this was not the
danger they had feared. The “if’’ which set the father
looking at his children across.the breakfast table—it was
not the “‘ if ’’ which was born of the skies. The main thing
was that the city should remain impregnable, and nobody
up to this time had ever debated the possibility that it
should not. When the news of “ the victory’ came the
citizens could hardly believe it to be true.. What—
Generals Y and Z .defeated! The invincible army
pressed back twentymiles ! Ten thousand takenprisoners!
No, certainly it was not true! Mencried a denial to each
other in the streets.
Crowds pressed about the steps of the great War Office,

curious groups gathered in the purlieus of the Embassies,
and watched the windows as though for tidings. If the
Ambassadors and Foreign Ministers left, that would be
serious. Fathers stood out in the street all day looking
for the finger which should guide them. “Good God!”
they had begun to say. ‘‘ If the Germansreally get here!”
And their thoughts went swiftly to their houses, and showed
them the children wakened fromtheir sleep.

: Voice of the Guns

All that day and the next the tremorof this perplexity
was in the air. People in the theatres did not listen to
.the comedians unless they spoke of victory. The foyers
were fuller than the stalls, and a good deal of wine was
drunk in the bars. What really had happened? Of
course, this might only be a temporary set-back. Generals
Y and Z were too clever to be taken by surprise. It was
not credible that the Huncould really reach them. When
an excited fellow Game in to say that a booming of cannon
had been heard at a village near by which he named, they
thought him to be no better than a lunatic. Forall that,
many did not go to bed at all that night. Adventurers
made up parties and walked a little way out into the
country. ‘‘ Did’ you hear anything ?” they would ask
each other. ‘‘ Well, to be truthful,” the answer would
run, ‘I did think I heard it.” So the sun rose upon the
momentous morning. There were no Zepps to-day—
goodness knows there was news enough without them.
-.» Men. heard the booming of the cannon while they were
shaving, but few of them made mention of it to their

[Continued on page 38
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 Men have adapted to purposes of war Nature’s method of pro- in white smocks crept towards the British lines. They might

tective colouring, and wear unfiorms of khaki or horizon blue;
As a result of continuous pressure on both banks of the River permitted to break the news unofficially, warmly congratulated

when snow coversthe area of fighting they imitate the ermine and
the ptarmigan and don whité vesture. At Wytschaete, when
snow was thick on the ground, two parties of Germans dressed

have got close unperceived had nota rocket warned our men, who
saw them coming. At once the British guns opened fire, and
before a hail of shell and machine-gun fire the sheeted figures,
more substantial than wraiths, melted away and died.

or Ancre the Germans wereforced to evacuatethe village of Grand-
court and the adjoining defensive works on February 7th. The
dug-outs were cleared and destroyed, and a numberof prisoners
taken. When nearly a week had passed one German journal,

the German troops on. getting away so quietly that the British
did. not notice their, departure! It described the evacuation as
** deliberate,’’ and as a “‘ brilliant chess move’’ on the part of the
Germans. The night's move wascertainly a check to their king.
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THE FLIGHT FROM THE CITY mine’

wives, who, perchance, were still sleeping. Downstairs,
the children had come in from the garden to speak of it,
and, although they were afraid, their confidence was

unshaken. Father had said it would be all right, so what

did it matter ? Nevertheless, there were the sounds, and

soon all the city stood to hear them. ‘Boom, boom,

boom!” went the guns—yveryfaroff, it is true, but unmis-

takable. People naturally could not think of their work

amidst emotions like these. They went anywhere for

news. The clubs were crowded ; the tongues of the gossips

never still. Such excitement had never been known in

these splendid streets. Even the churchbells were ringing,

and many good women going to the altars to pray. _

Those who made the Embassies the barometers of war

soon discovered that there were motor-cars at manyof

their doors, and that luggage was coming out.

.

The mews

flew like wildfire round the city. This Minister had lett

with his family; that one was just putting his valuables
into a camion, Their children had gone already to the
station; evidently it was to be a kind of sauve'qui peut,

and when the news came at last that the Government

itself was leaving, a dead silence fell upon all as though

the last word had been spoken.

  

 

‘Stragglers From a Retreating Army

What a debacle was this! Sheep without a shepherd
were a well-conditioned flock compared to this multitude.
In truth, they were as landsmen who find themselves
upon a ship which the captain has deserted. Vainly they
wandered about the streets, asking what it all meant.
Men spoke to perfect strangers and hardly knew what
they said. Shopkeepers put up their shutters; the cafés
alone did a roaring business. Soon the omens of reality
were thronging the streets itself. Fugitives from the
beaten army came in by twos and threes—then by tens
and twenties—ultimately by their thousands,
The armies themselves, they declared, were intact and

would-not retreat upon the city; but the game was up,
and the Germans would be here to-morrow. Many of
the poor fellows were half dead with exposure and fatigue,
caked with mud, wanting all equipment. Others nursed
wounds bound nowin filthy rags; some were carried
upon the. shoulders of their comrades. But the tale of
all was the same—man for man they could have smashed
the Hun, but they had no artillery. Ah, those dreadful
guns—the thunder of them, the blinding crash, the jagged
metal which tore a man to pieces. The Army must have
guns, and then it would defeat the Boche all right. But
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for the moment he was invincible, and he would be here

to-morrow, when the savage hordes would rape and pill ge

at their will.
Flight!

There is a darkest hour before the dawn—a lull before
the tempest, a momentof dreadsilence before the avalanche
will fall, In the face of the truth this hush fell upon the
amazed community—but it was a hush of a brief instant.
Upon it there swept the freshets of panic unconcealed,
The security of a man’s house—what was it worth now?
He who had talked in his club of impregnability but three

days ago nowfled from that club and gathered his own

about him, The children watched him with wide cyes

and played no more. The women wept, but let none see

their tears, Methodically, but with trembling hantds, they

gathered together what goods they could. My lady's

jewels, of course, and all the money that was to hand ;

the particular treasures they loved, and, at the bidding

of the good housewife, what food they could carry upon

the journey. The head himself, meanwhile, was running

frantically hither and thither for any vehicle which could

help them on the road, In vain to think of the railway,

for there already the mob was fighting with the ferocity

of the savage for any place, however comfortless. It was

almost the same-in the stable and the garage—any price
foracar; evenforaplaceinacar. Room for the children,

for God’s sake!
Tumultuously the poorer majority flocked out upon the

great northern road and went as with the hum of*a mighty
swarm of insects—each for himself and the “devil take

the hindmost.” The weak fell; the strong pressed on.
Children hid their faces from the truth in the enfolding
arms of the mothers who carried them. Drivers cracked
their whips and forced their way through the press that
cursed. The horns of the motor-cars tooted with a horrid
cacophony which was as dreadful as the Germans.
That night the city slept in silence and in darkness.

Every window that could be was shuttered; the doors
of those which stood fast were barred and bolted. Fora
few brave hearts had remained, and watching them were
the sleek Huns who had betrayed them. ‘‘ Pro-Germans ”’
they were called, but history will give them a baser name.
And a-tiptoe the fellows stood next day when the German
cavalryrodein. “ Hoch!” theycried, and again ‘‘ Hoch!”
and the delighted savages on horseback waved their swords
in reply and told them that this was victory.
Vain boasting, for this city that fell shall rise again,

and its story shall be written in letters of gold for all the
generations that come after. :
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HOME ONCE MORE.—Frenchfamilies from invaded districts, repatriated from Germany, arriving at Evian, Haute Savoie. Not even

the joy of seeing homeagain will erase from the memory of these the horrors they have known, (French official photograph.)
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Heroes of France
The WarIllustrated, 24th February, 1917.

 

on their Beloved Boulevards

  
 

During aperiod of leave from their strenuous work on the western front the soldiers of the gallant French Armydelight in visiting
their capital. Paris, according to the Kaiser’s “ time-table,” should have been in the hands of his Huns nearly two and a half years

ago, but the only German soldiers who have reached it have done so as prisoners.
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Young France delights to carry the rifles of the Poilus returning om leave. The spirit of our gallant allies, however varied may have
been its manifestations before, was crystallised at once into unity by the action of their arrogant neighbours, and the French boys of

to-day may well grow up to be proud of those who are so justifiably the objects ef their hero-worship at the present time.
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Serb Leader & Laughing Londoners in the East —
British Official Photographs

 

  

  
 

General Vassitch, commanding a Serbian army corps, inspecis
a company of British troops on the Salonika front.
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The General, seen seated with membersof his Staff, follows with General Vassitch, speaking in English, thanks our men for their
eager interest the Britons’ game of football, : fine work in feeding the Serbians.

  
 

 

East or West—with merry heart. The happy faces of these London troops at the end of a hard day’s march in M doni i
excellent augury of the coming victorious efforts of the Salonika Expeditionary Force, which only awaits the Advent ciiimenwenthen 46

co-operate. in the great offensive of the near future.
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Faithful Quadruped & Handy Cycle Still Useful
s
 

 

 

 
 

In spite of the extraordinary development of motor transport in war, the horse still plays a useful part, as this procession of carts
conveying shells to the French front vividly proves. The vehicles are specially built, having light, strong iron wheels.

 

 

 

 
More horse transport to hasten the day of victory. The insatiable appetite of the guns must be promptly fed, and the French Army

provides four-footed transport to supplement the mechanical, as shownby this picturesque convoy of munitions along a dreary road.
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The cycle has proved of immense value at the front, and a contingent of French cyclist-soldiers are here seen on their way to the

battle-line, proudly weleemed by their heavity-equipped foot comrades, who solemnly present armsas they pass.
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  “ The Trumpeter.” A picture painted while on active servic?

French artist, Marechal. (French official photograph.)
 

 

    

    

French and British railway transport officers on a station

platform in France. The notice printed on the board deserves

reproduction: ‘‘ A wise old owl lived in an oak, The more he
Saw the less he spoke; The less he spoke the more he heard.

Soldiers should imitate that old bird.’? So should civilians.

(British official photograph.)
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New Troops in Training
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Battalion leaving a country town in England for a route march.
Inset : Bayonet practice to acquire skill with the weapon which

the ensmy chiefly dreads.
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¥ Jean Lefortls ,» French artist, mounted on a sculptured stesd and

5 (right), French private posing in the park of a ruined chateau.
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Theart instinct is indestructible. The French Arm i i i ici i i
q : Hl ny contains artists of every kind—musicians who wake music from the little organin a broken church, and sculptors who in Macedonia fashion beautiful vessels and clever statuettes in studios among ruined burdinges

  

 

  
 

  

Battalion returning to its quarters in England after a route marc
familiar, a thousand healthy lads swinging along the peaceful roads aa

h. There are few places where this spectacle has not become
thering power of endurancefor the awful fatigues of active service.
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THE SOLDIER IN BATTLE.
il.—Waiting to Go “ Over the Top”

we tramped, utterly ignorant of
how far we had to go or whither

we were bound. We felt like dogs led
about on strings, knowing nothing of our
master’s whims or fancies. We might be
in battle that day, or not-for several

days. z
It was very weird. The road as yet was

good, but one could not see farther than
a hundred yards ahead. Ambulances and
artillery. limbers came up suddenly out of
the mist, sometimes missing us byinches.
“Reckless devils!’ we muttered, and
yet—maybe it would be better to be
injured now; perhaps the “ bullet with

one’s name and address on it” was just
ahead in the, mist.
Our eyes began to smart, and tears ran

downour cheeks. Men passed wearing gas-
helmets... Tear gas! We took out our
goggles and put them on, making it more
difficult to see. We marchedstolidly on,
speaking little and singing not at all.

A LONGthe road in the morning mist

Nightmare Visions in the Mist

J watched a lieutenant marching by
my side. He carried his stick, lifting it
just a few inches from the ground at every
step, just as he used to do in England.
It seemed odd, that. He ought to be

different in mist—on the Somme—among
tear-shells. He marched on, watching the
ground, just the same as in England.
Odd ! :

Uphill, and the mist thicker, Crash!
went a gun on ourleft, startling us a good
deal. Vety close to the road it was. I
stared at the roadside, Only the mist.
Ah! A figure sprawled awkwardly on
the bank with a haversack dyed red. Very

 

 

_ stiff the figure. And then it was gone in
the fog. Next, a horse, its head bloody
and smashed was there—and gone. The
mist made things come and go in aflash,
like figures on a screen; a wounded man
on a stretcher, his arms and hands hanging
limp over the sides; two or three men
carrying petrol tins full of water going
our way, ee more slowly; another dead
man sprawling stiff on the roadside.
Everything was hazy and uncertain. I
felt sick and fearful.

Physical Distress Eliminates Fear

_ Guns crashed on both sides of the road
now, and now and then an enemy shell
moaned overhead*and burst a hundred
yards or so away. The road became very
uneven, lumpy, holey, and the work of
dragging our lLewis-gun limber was
arduous and exhausting. I was in the
shafts, flung here and there by the holes,
jolted, punched in the back. _We were
getting very tired. Should we never halt ?
Still the men ahead jogged on and on,
nowslackening a bit, now going faster.
Our equipment was getting heavy and
pulling at our shoulders. Oh, a bad kick
in the back that time from the handle.
Why didn’t they halt ? Where were we,
going, anyway? Why didn’t they tell.
us? Were they afraid of the shells ?
Cutse the shells! Anything for a halt—
ten minutes, five minutes. Only to get this

horrid equipment off for a minute or two.
What if shells were dropping near? Any
tisk was nothing compared with a halt.
Why didn’t they halt ?
Weleft the road and plunged across a

shell-pitted field. Holes everywhere, big
holes, little holes. The battalion drew up,
formed into companies, and sat down m

the holes. We fell into a hole and sat
down, leaning our tired, aching backs on

the sides. That was good! We gulped at
cur water-bottles.

Shells were coming thicker, whizzing,

whistling incredulously over our heads
and bursting somewhere in the mist near.
Nobody minded them.
The relief of halting to me overshadowed

everything else. What matter that which
was ten minutes. ahead ?- The moment
alone. was of account. It is always so:
Always the present physical distress over-
shadows the dangers beyond. Just as the
cutting of yourfinger as a child filled the
world for you with sorrow, so intense
physical weariness as a man blots out all
else from your mental pictur It is well
it is so in war.
As we sat there the mist lifted, and with

the lifting of the mist came the word that
in the afternoon, if the attack about to be

made by another brigade were successful,
we should attack a village. We received
the news, some of us with nonchalance,

more with gladness.

Philosophically Facing “the Job”

I talked with the sergeant-major. He
said: ‘‘ The sooner we go over and do
our particular bit, get the job done, the
better. Then we shall clear out ,of it.”
That was. precisely. how I felt about
it. The job had to be done; it was a
bad job, but waiting would make it not
better but worse. For very many of
us going, Over meant death, for more

1

  

 
 

       

 

  

2
still a wound—with pain andsufi

asa res

 

    tures to see

and loved ones again, and to lie in a bed ?
And for some of us it meant nothing but
a little more experience, a little more
agony and sweat of blood. Tor most of
us it would-be a decision, either dear

“ Blighty ’ or death, and we were glad to

make it, :
I have .waited to go “over the top”

three or four times since then, and never
has the -feeling been quite the same.
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Next time there seemed more chance of
being sd and likelihood—even
suppose one were wounded—of getting to
England; and the next time it didn’t

secm to me to be our turn to go, and while
no good soldicr quarrels with tempting
fate when it is his turn, hefinds is
faction in it I
some other battalion’s turn.
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Next Article; “Over the Tep, and the Best of

Lack.”
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Heavily—laden veterans pointingout to a new chum the kind of barbed-wire entanglements
that they had been up against before the ground which they were occupying had been won.

(British official photograph.)
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THE SOLDIER IN BATTLE.
il.—Waiting to Go “ Over the Top”

we tramped, utterly ignorant of
how far we had to go or whither

we were bound. We felt like dogs led
about on strings, knowing nothing of our
master’s whims or fancies. We might be
in battle that day, or not-for several

days. z
It was very weird. The road as yet was

good, but one could not see farther than
a hundred yards ahead. Ambulances and
artillery. limbers came up suddenly out of
the mist, sometimes missing us byinches.
“Reckless devils!’ we muttered, and
yet—maybe it would be better to be
injured now; perhaps the “ bullet with

one’s name and address on it” was just
ahead in the, mist.
Our eyes began to smart, and tears ran

downour cheeks. Men passed wearing gas-
helmets... Tear gas! We took out our
goggles and put them on, making it more
difficult to see. We marchedstolidly on,
speaking little and singing not at all.

A LONGthe road in the morning mist

Nightmare Visions in the Mist

J watched a lieutenant marching by
my side. He carried his stick, lifting it
just a few inches from the ground at every
step, just as he used to do in England.
It seemed odd, that. He ought to be

different in mist—on the Somme—among
tear-shells. He marched on, watching the
ground, just the same as in England.
Odd ! :

Uphill, and the mist thicker, Crash!
went a gun on ourleft, startling us a good
deal. Vety close to the road it was. I
stared at the roadside, Only the mist.
Ah! A figure sprawled awkwardly on
the bank with a haversack dyed red. Very

 

 

_ stiff the figure. And then it was gone in
the fog. Next, a horse, its head bloody
and smashed was there—and gone. The
mist made things come and go in aflash,
like figures on a screen; a wounded man
on a stretcher, his arms and hands hanging
limp over the sides; two or three men
carrying petrol tins full of water going
our way, ee more slowly; another dead
man sprawling stiff on the roadside.
Everything was hazy and uncertain. I
felt sick and fearful.

Physical Distress Eliminates Fear

_ Guns crashed on both sides of the road
now, and now and then an enemy shell
moaned overhead*and burst a hundred
yards or so away. The road became very
uneven, lumpy, holey, and the work of
dragging our lLewis-gun limber was
arduous and exhausting. I was in the
shafts, flung here and there by the holes,
jolted, punched in the back. _We were
getting very tired. Should we never halt ?
Still the men ahead jogged on and on,
nowslackening a bit, now going faster.
Our equipment was getting heavy and
pulling at our shoulders. Oh, a bad kick
in the back that time from the handle.
Why didn’t they halt ? Where were we,
going, anyway? Why didn’t they tell.
us? Were they afraid of the shells ?
Cutse the shells! Anything for a halt—
ten minutes, five minutes. Only to get this

horrid equipment off for a minute or two.
What if shells were dropping near? Any
tisk was nothing compared with a halt.
Why didn’t they halt ?
Weleft the road and plunged across a

shell-pitted field. Holes everywhere, big
holes, little holes. The battalion drew up,
formed into companies, and sat down m

the holes. We fell into a hole and sat
down, leaning our tired, aching backs on

the sides. That was good! We gulped at
cur water-bottles.

Shells were coming thicker, whizzing,

whistling incredulously over our heads
and bursting somewhere in the mist near.
Nobody minded them.
The relief of halting to me overshadowed

everything else. What matter that which
was ten minutes. ahead ?- The moment
alone. was of account. It is always so:
Always the present physical distress over-
shadows the dangers beyond. Just as the
cutting of yourfinger as a child filled the
world for you with sorrow, so intense
physical weariness as a man blots out all
else from your mental pictur It is well
it is so in war.
As we sat there the mist lifted, and with

the lifting of the mist came the word that
in the afternoon, if the attack about to be

made by another brigade were successful,
we should attack a village. We received
the news, some of us with nonchalance,

more with gladness.

Philosophically Facing “the Job”

I talked with the sergeant-major. He
said: ‘‘ The sooner we go over and do
our particular bit, get the job done, the
better. Then we shall clear out ,of it.”
That was. precisely. how I felt about
it. The job had to be done; it was a
bad job, but waiting would make it not
better but worse. For very many of
us going, Over meant death, for more
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    tures to see

and loved ones again, and to lie in a bed ?
And for some of us it meant nothing but
a little more experience, a little more
agony and sweat of blood. Tor most of
us it would-be a decision, either dear

“ Blighty ’ or death, and we were glad to

make it, :
I have .waited to go “over the top”

three or four times since then, and never
has the -feeling been quite the same.
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Next time there seemed more chance of
being sd and likelihood—even
suppose one were wounded—of getting to
England; and the next time it didn’t

secm to me to be our turn to go, and while
no good soldicr quarrels with tempting
fate when it is his turn, hefinds is
faction in it I
some other battalion’s turn.
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Next Article; “Over the Tep, and the Best of

Lack.”

 

Na aw   ‘ SS pS
 

Heavily—laden veterans pointingout to a new chum the kind of barbed-wire entanglements
that they had been up against before the ground which they were occupying had been won.

(British official photograph.)
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Flying men are establishing a kind of chivalry of the air. This General Holfimer, commanding the German Air Service, engaged
wreath was dropped behind the German lines by a memberof the in interrogating a pilot behind the enemy lines. The airman has
Royal Flying Corps with the inscription: ‘‘To the memory of just returned from a reconnaissance flight, and his information is

4 Lieutenant Imme!mann, our brave and chivalrous opponent.”? cagerly awaited by his chief.
A peep at the babies’ nursery in the St. Sulpice Seminary, Paris,
where children of French refugees are cared for by the State. 4
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France’s fighting aircraft. Remarkable photograph of a twin-motor Caudron biplane, showing the double propellers and business-like
gun. The warplanes bear the samerelation to the scouting aircraft as the battleship to the light destroyer, and it is by the utilisation of

> these types in concert that the Allies on the west established their ascendencyin theair.
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WHO'S WHO IN THE GREAT
 

Abbas Hilmi, ex-Khedive of Egypt.—Born
1874, son of Tewfik Pasha, and great-great-
grandson of Mehemet Ali, founder of the
dynasty. Succeeded father 1892, educated
Vienna and Lausanne. Visited England when
a boy, and in 1889. “Deposed December2oth,
1914, when Egypt. became a British Protec-
torate under aSultan, as he “ had adhered to
the King's enemies.”

Abdullah, Grand Sherif of Mecca.—In June,
1916, supported by the Arabtribes of West
andCentral Arabia, proclaimed Arab indepen-
dence of Turkey and of Ottoman rule.

 

 

 

 

ABBAS HILMI, ‘ é
ex-Khedive of Egypt. siege to Meditr

Captured Mecca, Jeddah, and Tail, and laid
. On “August “rst, 1916;

captured Yambo, on Red Sea coast. Laterin

 

 
 

 
monthissued remarkable proclamation to the
Moslem world explaining the motives prompt-
ing his revolt, and scathingly referred to
Enver Pasha’s betrayal of Islam. Earlyin 1917
Great Brit France, and Italy recognised
the Grand Sherif as King of the Hedjaz.

Abruzzi, Duke of the.—Born 1873, cousinof
King of Italy, CommandedanItalian squad-
ron during the Tripoli War. Was officially
appointed Commander of the Italian Navy,
July, r913. Took active commandof Italian
High Sea ¥ leet on Italy’s intervention in war,

   

 

 

 
DUKEOF ABRUZZI.
Sooaae Addison, Rt. Hon. Christopher, P.C., M.P.

June, 1915, resigned February, 1917, owing to
ill-health.

—Minister of Munitions since formation of
National Government, December, 1916. Born
1869; after distinguished medical career
entered House of Commonsin 1910 as Liberal
M.P. for Hoxton, and soon wongreat reputa-
tion as debater, particularly on the Insurance
Act. Appoited Parliamentary Secretary
Boardof cation in r9r4.. Became Parlia-
mentary Secretary to new Ministry of Muni-
tions 1915.

Addison, Rev. W. R. F., V.C.—One of
several clergymen to win the coveted Cross
in the war. Educatedat Salisbury Theological
College, ordained in 1913, and licensed to a

 

  
  

Rt. Hon.C. ADDISON) curacy at St. Edmund’s, Salisbury. Was for
Minister of Munitions. a time on a-lumber camp in Canada. Joined

medal with clasp and Khedive’s Star. Served
1884-85 with Mounted Infantry Camel Regi-
ment attached to Wolseley’s Nile Expedition.
In 1896 took part in operations in Mashona-
land, rendering conspicuous services, men-
tioned in despatches for work in relieving
Salisbury, and advancedto brevet lieutenant-
colonel. Commanded Mounted Infantry in
South Africa 1900-1; inspector-general M.T.
South Africa 1900-2, rank brigadier-general.
Appointed to commandCanadian Forces 1915.
Helped to “‘ save thesituation,’’ Second Battle
of Ypres, April, r915, by his admirable
dispositions andforesight. Received Legi
Honour, October, 1915; K.C.B., Januar

Alexander, Crown Prince of Serbia.—Born
1888, second son of King Peter of Serbia,
during illness of whom he acted as regent.
Played a gallant part in the Balkan Wars,
leading the attack on Uskub. Theidol of his
people, Prince Alexander showed remarkable
military skill during the opening battles of
the 1914 campaign, especially at the Serbian
victory at Shabatz and in the capture of
Sémlin. During the retreat of the Serbian
Armyin the autumnof 1915 he again showed
good courage and indomitable will. While
his Army was refitting at Corfu he was
welcomed onabrief visit to London, April,
1916. Later he led his troops up through
Macedonia to the retaking of Monastir.

Alexeieff, General—lTamous Russianleader,
appointed Chief of General Staff, September,
tgt5. A veteran of the Russo-Turkish War,
he reached the rank of major-general in the~
Manchurian campaign, and served with dis-
tinction as quartermaster-general of the Third
Army. After that war was Chief of Staff of
13th Corps at Kieff, and later professor and
lecturer on strategy, tactics, and administra-
tion in the military college. On outbreakof |
war became Chief of Staff of the Armies of
General Ivanoff. Succeeded to commandof
Northern Armies, March, r915, when Russky
fell ill. Directed the retreat from Warsaw.

Ali Dinar.—Sultan of Darfur, a State in
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OCUR OBSERVATION POST

FOR CASUISTSONS

AS the list of Germany’s cnormities goes on increas-
; ing daily it becomes impossible ‘to refrain from

considering the treatment which morality requires
civilisation to apply to a people so abnormal in thcir
offending. Face to face with a situation unprecedented
in-the history of the world, and unimagined by any
one except the triminals who have brought it about,
we are driven to ask whether it is one in which our
entire religious and political system breaks down or
whetherit1requires that we put an end to an impossible
state “of affairs by the drastic method of climinating
its cause altogether from the complex problem of
international intercourse. leven civilised Powers
are now agreed that Germany must and shall be
defeated in war. When that has been done, shall
Germany be mended or ended ?

Exhave great dislike, and not a little contempt,
: for people who waste time and energyin talking

about..the wonderful things they are going to do in
some. indefinitely remote future. The future, how-
ever, is only a continuation of the present and, conse-
quently, a grave. responsibility rests upon usat this
moment, requiring us to be quite sure that in our
immediate handling of difficult matters we are not
loosening our grip on principles which we believe to

. be morally sound and vitally important. It is a crime
>in law.to compound a felony. In morals it is sin to
connive; at wickedness. All civilised people and
peoples; consent to those two propositions. Yet
civilised people are not agreed as to how peoples who

‘are (civilised and Christian too are not only justified
but required by their Christianity to deal with another
people who make crime and sin essential. parts of their
political practice.
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discomfort, which German authority deems adequate
for the enemycivilians in their power. Is there any
reason at all why we should not notify Germanyto-
morrow that a precisely identical dietary will be
supplied forthwith toall ‘German civilians interned in
the British Isles, and a precisely identical standard of
comfort as represented by such things as number and
quality of blankets, of mattr s, and stoves? Would j/
it, or would it not, improve the lot of the British
interned at Ruhleben, and wouldit be inconsistent with
our moral duty as a Christian Power ?
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N offence against the comity of nations of peculiar //
enormity was the detention in Berlin of Mr. Gerard,

Ambassador to Germany from the United States, a //
Power with whom Germany was not yet technically at
war. By her detention of an ambassador, Germany //
committed an offence which is almost without precedent //
in the history of the world. Among the most savage /
peoples the person of an ambassador has always been /
regarded as sacred. Bytheexercise of remarkableseti-
control the United States refrained fromforcible protest
gainst the outrage. But that action, commendable as ///

it may he, does “not affect the point of the question

 

 

 

here ; that is, whether in order to vindicate the- law
respecting the sacredness of the person of ambassadors, //4
treai@uent should not be meted out tq the violater of ,
it which will bring him to his knees at ance, quite
regardless of whether it can be justified by..text-books
of international law, which, in all probability, do. not
provide for so unforeseen a contingency. -It might not
have been according to Cocker, but it would almost
certainly have been effective if the President of
United States had cabled to Berlin saying that unless
the Ambassador were forthwith provided with a special
train for himself andhis entourage andgiven asafe con-
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Gen. d’AMADE,
French Army.
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WHO'S WHO IN THE GREAT
 

Abbas Hilmi, ex-Khedive of Egypt.—Born
1874, son of Tewfik Pasha, and great-great-
grandson of Mehemet Ali, founder of the
dynasty. Succeeded father 1892, educated
Vienna and Lausanne. Visited England when
a boy, and in 1889. “Deposed December2oth,
1914, when Egypt. became a British Protec-
torate under aSultan, as he “ had adhered to
the King's enemies.”

Abdullah, Grand Sherif of Mecca.—In June,
1916, supported by the Arabtribes of West
andCentral Arabia, proclaimed Arab indepen-
dence of Turkey and of Ottoman rule.

 

 

 

 

ABBAS HILMI, ‘ é
ex-Khedive of Egypt. siege to Meditr

Captured Mecca, Jeddah, and Tail, and laid
. On “August “rst, 1916;

captured Yambo, on Red Sea coast. Laterin

 

 
 

 
monthissued remarkable proclamation to the
Moslem world explaining the motives prompt-
ing his revolt, and scathingly referred to
Enver Pasha’s betrayal of Islam. Earlyin 1917
Great Brit France, and Italy recognised
the Grand Sherif as King of the Hedjaz.

Abruzzi, Duke of the.—Born 1873, cousinof
King of Italy, CommandedanItalian squad-
ron during the Tripoli War. Was officially
appointed Commander of the Italian Navy,
July, r913. Took active commandof Italian
High Sea ¥ leet on Italy’s intervention in war,

   

 

 

 
DUKEOF ABRUZZI.
Sooaae Addison, Rt. Hon. Christopher, P.C., M.P.

June, 1915, resigned February, 1917, owing to
ill-health.

—Minister of Munitions since formation of
National Government, December, 1916. Born
1869; after distinguished medical career
entered House of Commonsin 1910 as Liberal
M.P. for Hoxton, and soon wongreat reputa-
tion as debater, particularly on the Insurance
Act. Appoited Parliamentary Secretary
Boardof cation in r9r4.. Became Parlia-
mentary Secretary to new Ministry of Muni-
tions 1915.

Addison, Rev. W. R. F., V.C.—One of
several clergymen to win the coveted Cross
in the war. Educatedat Salisbury Theological
College, ordained in 1913, and licensed to a

 

  
  

Rt. Hon.C. ADDISON) curacy at St. Edmund’s, Salisbury. Was for
Minister of Munitions. a time on a-lumber camp in Canada. Joined

medal with clasp and Khedive’s Star. Served
1884-85 with Mounted Infantry Camel Regi-
ment attached to Wolseley’s Nile Expedition.
In 1896 took part in operations in Mashona-
land, rendering conspicuous services, men-
tioned in despatches for work in relieving
Salisbury, and advancedto brevet lieutenant-
colonel. Commanded Mounted Infantry in
South Africa 1900-1; inspector-general M.T.
South Africa 1900-2, rank brigadier-general.
Appointed to commandCanadian Forces 1915.
Helped to “‘ save thesituation,’’ Second Battle
of Ypres, April, r915, by his admirable
dispositions andforesight. Received Legi
Honour, October, 1915; K.C.B., Januar

Alexander, Crown Prince of Serbia.—Born
1888, second son of King Peter of Serbia,
during illness of whom he acted as regent.
Played a gallant part in the Balkan Wars,
leading the attack on Uskub. Theidol of his
people, Prince Alexander showed remarkable
military skill during the opening battles of
the 1914 campaign, especially at the Serbian
victory at Shabatz and in the capture of
Sémlin. During the retreat of the Serbian
Armyin the autumnof 1915 he again showed
good courage and indomitable will. While
his Army was refitting at Corfu he was
welcomed onabrief visit to London, April,
1916. Later he led his troops up through
Macedonia to the retaking of Monastir.

Alexeieff, General—lTamous Russianleader,
appointed Chief of General Staff, September,
tgt5. A veteran of the Russo-Turkish War,
he reached the rank of major-general in the~
Manchurian campaign, and served with dis-
tinction as quartermaster-general of the Third
Army. After that war was Chief of Staff of
13th Corps at Kieff, and later professor and
lecturer on strategy, tactics, and administra-
tion in the military college. On outbreakof |
war became Chief of Staff of the Armies of
General Ivanoff. Succeeded to commandof
Northern Armies, March, r915, when Russky
fell ill. Directed the retreat from Warsaw.

Ali Dinar.—Sultan of Darfur, a State in
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Lt.-Gén. ALDERSON,

 
PRINCE ALEXANDER,
Crown Prince of Serbia.

 

 

 

 

Gen. ALEXEIEFF,
Russian Chief of Staff.
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OCUR OBSERVATION POST

FOR CASUISTSONS

AS the list of Germany’s cnormities goes on increas-
; ing daily it becomes impossible ‘to refrain from

considering the treatment which morality requires
civilisation to apply to a people so abnormal in thcir
offending. Face to face with a situation unprecedented
in-the history of the world, and unimagined by any
one except the triminals who have brought it about,
we are driven to ask whether it is one in which our
entire religious and political system breaks down or
whetherit1requires that we put an end to an impossible
state “of affairs by the drastic method of climinating
its cause altogether from the complex problem of
international intercourse. leven civilised Powers
are now agreed that Germany must and shall be
defeated in war. When that has been done, shall
Germany be mended or ended ?

Exhave great dislike, and not a little contempt,
: for people who waste time and energyin talking

about..the wonderful things they are going to do in
some. indefinitely remote future. The future, how-
ever, is only a continuation of the present and, conse-
quently, a grave. responsibility rests upon usat this
moment, requiring us to be quite sure that in our
immediate handling of difficult matters we are not
loosening our grip on principles which we believe to

. be morally sound and vitally important. It is a crime
>in law.to compound a felony. In morals it is sin to
connive; at wickedness. All civilised people and
peoples; consent to those two propositions. Yet
civilised people are not agreed as to how peoples who

‘are (civilised and Christian too are not only justified
but required by their Christianity to deal with another
people who make crime and sin essential. parts of their
political practice.
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discomfort, which German authority deems adequate
for the enemycivilians in their power. Is there any
reason at all why we should not notify Germanyto-
morrow that a precisely identical dietary will be
supplied forthwith toall ‘German civilians interned in
the British Isles, and a precisely identical standard of
comfort as represented by such things as number and
quality of blankets, of mattr s, and stoves? Would j/
it, or would it not, improve the lot of the British
interned at Ruhleben, and wouldit be inconsistent with
our moral duty as a Christian Power ?
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N offence against the comity of nations of peculiar //
enormity was the detention in Berlin of Mr. Gerard,

Ambassador to Germany from the United States, a //
Power with whom Germany was not yet technically at
war. By her detention of an ambassador, Germany //
committed an offence which is almost without precedent //
in the history of the world. Among the most savage /
peoples the person of an ambassador has always been /
regarded as sacred. Bytheexercise of remarkableseti-
control the United States refrained fromforcible protest
gainst the outrage. But that action, commendable as ///

it may he, does “not affect the point of the question

 

 

 

here ; that is, whether in order to vindicate the- law
respecting the sacredness of the person of ambassadors, //4
treai@uent should not be meted out tq the violater of ,
it which will bring him to his knees at ance, quite
regardless of whether it can be justified by..text-books
of international law, which, in all probability, do. not
provide for so unforeseen a contingency. -It might not
have been according to Cocker, but it would almost
certainly have been effective if the President of
United States had cabled to Berlin saying that unless
the Ambassador were forthwith provided with a special
train for himself andhis entourage andgiven asafe con-
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Gen. d’AMADE,
French Army.
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HORTLY before the breaking off of diplomatic
relations between the United States and Germany,

Mr. John Masefield, in a letter to the Press, uttered

some timely words on the subject of the work which
American citizens had done cordially and devotedly
in the cause of the Allies, and the facts with which

he backed up his plea for an Anglo-American Entente

are such as should be pondered by those too ready
to criticise the long-continued and studied neutrality
of official America. In a recent note on Mr.- Harry
Brittain’s book on Verdun I had occasion to point
out the great numbers of Americans who have joined
the fighting forces of the Allies, but it is another aspect
of the work on which citizens of the. United States
are engaged, both in this country and in France, that
Mr. Masefield sets forth with eloquent simplicity.

Help for the Wounded :

He points out that, quite apart fromthe flying men
* and the thousands of Americans with the-allied

armies, there are many institutions, run by American
energy and devotion and American money,for healing
and-helping both French and British wounded; that:
Harvard has a fully-equipped unit serving under the’
orders of the R-A.M.C. with the British Army, and
that there ate numerous hospitals in and about Paris, :
andin other parts of France, while one British hospital
in-France has a most noteworthy American surgical
staff, Besides these instances of American sympathy
in an active form there are many other organisations
in which: the ‘strong pro-Ally sympathies of all that
is best in the United States are abundantly shown;

Among other charitable works begun and maintained in
Trance: by Americans since the beginning of the war are
some. private’ workshops where poor women may earn a
living by sewing; some church schools and orphanages
for destitute children ; a hig depot for the issue of clothing
to refugees ; an association for rebuilding in the devastated

districts ; a society for supplying delicacies to the severely
wounded ;. a society. for providing French soldiers with
““ marraines,’’ and an excellent studioor workshop, imagined,
planned, and conducted by an American lady, for the-
invention, manufacture and supply. of’ surgical apparatus
for the extension and flexion of wounded limbs. EB

Tales of the Navy Trade

HAT narratives of. the doings of our men at the
- front ‘as recorded in their own words are well

appreciated I haveevidence in the popularity ‘of such
narratives as have already appeared in THE War
Ittustratep. That'similar narratives where actuality
is served up as it were with a fictional flavouring ‘are ©
also popular the railway bookstalls offer voluminous
evidence. A recent» happy addition -to‘such‘stories
is ““Turret and Torpedo :. Tales of the Navy Trade,”
by John S. Margerison (Pearson), in which the author,
while telling of the adventures of a certain Lieutenant
Carew and other seamen, gives graphic and interesting
glimpses of our silent-Navy. SPE ;

Nobbling the Neutral Press
RESS- propagandaof the belligerent nations in ;
‘neutral countries is a subject:on which ~ there’

has lately been.a good deal of discussion’ :It-is a°
matter on which, bythe way, some light is thrownin
Mr, Crawfurd Price’s volumeon “* Venizelos..and-the -
War.” to which I have before referred in this page.

Before the war came—as, indeed, part of her under-

hand preparation for it—Germany made strenuous
efforts to nobble the Press in various countries, follow-

ing plans of which I fancy Bismarck was-the designer.
Mr. Price is, of course, concerned with the Press

penetration of Greece by the Kaiser’s emissaries, but ©
that which he has to tell may be taken as typical of

the methods employed in converting the overwhelm-
ingly pro-Ententist sympathy of a people into rabid
pro-Prussianism.

‘Baron Pothouse of the Pigcastie”’

before war broke out, Mr: Price tells”HORTLY
us, a certain Baron von Schenk zu Schweins-

burg—* whose ‘name, being freely translated, might
read Baron Pothouse of the Pigcastle ’—arrived in
Athens on business,
forth as a journalist and, with apparently: unlimited
means behind him, began an insidious campaign for
buying the Greek Press—paying for the insertion of
pro-Germanarticles at whatever rate was demanded,
and; proceeding to other forms of bribery, until of the
fourteen journals ten ultimately advocated the policy
of the great: German propagandist. And this action
in Greece may be takenas typical, for‘‘ the headquarters
of the organisation would seem to have been located
in Switzerland, with an’ active branch in Rumania, :
and from Berne, Geneva, and Bukarest there flowed
a_.constant stream: of manufactured falsehoods which
were prominently featured in the columns of the
subsidised Press.”

‘*Who’s Who in the Great War”’

NEW. feature begins in our current number—
“ Who’s Who in the Great War.’ This is an

idea I have had-under consideration for some months,
having often felt the desirability of including in Tur
War ILLusrRatED brief biographies of all the more
notable names associated with the war. The form
finally decided upon for this section seems to me the
most manageable and likely to be of the greatest value
to myreaders. Week by week these biographies will
be continued in strictly alphabetical order, so that when
the volumes are boundit will be an easy matter to look
up particulars of any individual who has figured in the
history of these times.
the page on. which. the “ Who’s Who” is continued,
and on thecontinued page the numberof the preceding
instalment, reference will be made “ as easy as ABC.”
The compilation of this new section of. THE War
ILLUSTRATED involves a very considerable amount
of labour and research, and is tantamount: to presenting
my readers. with a valuable biographical reference
book. 3 :

By Way of Gentle Reminder

HOSE readers who have not yet secured them may
like to be. remindedthat the publisheis’ registered

binding cases for Vol. V. of Tue War ILLtustRATED—
which was completed with the -issue“of No. -130—are
nowready and should be secured at once. With the
binding. case are given a fine portrait of Admiral
Beatty, to form a frontispiece to the volume, title-
page and afull list of contents. ..With this case the
loose parts can readily be converted into a handsome
volume of permanent value, ‘The price of the binding
case is 1s. 6d. through any newsagent or bookseller;
or 1s. rod. if sent by post-direct from the. publishing
office. a é

ag J.ALH.
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THE
HESEare so completely the days of the soldier

that one has almost come to think that human
capacity for courage and endurance is measured only
in the trenches. Anything new and big: arrests and
holds attention, andsoit is natural that a phenomenon
colossal and entirely without precedent like a British
Armyof five million men should practically monopolise
the thoughts of the British people, even to the extent
of seeming injustice to the British Navy. Not enough
tribute is paid in public prints and general conversation.
to that supreme, most wonderful, product of the gentus
of our race.. The universal sense of security under
its watch and-ward is, no doubt, tacit recognition of
its heroic quality; but gratitude should be something
else than tacit.

O odious comparison is being suggested. To a
middle-aged civilian, whose experience of the

sea is limited to afewtrips on the husbands’ boats to
Yarmouth and Margate, and on a fruit-boat from
the Pool at London Bridge to Boulogne and back,.
there is no difference in the amazed admiration he
feels for the physical endurance of the men on patrol
-work round the four kingdoms and for that of the men
in the trenches in France. Heis as unable to realise
the mental strain on the. sailors watching for the
glimpse of a German submarine’s periscope as that
on the soldiers listening for the sound of a German
pick under the trench in which they are standing.
He is as unable to imagine the crash of a 15 in.
shell bursting on the armoured side of a battleship
as that of -a 16 in, shell bursting on a battery
position. He is glad he does not knowwhat these
things mean; he hopes he never. will. To him the
soldiers and the sailors are equal in heroism which
there are no words to describe.

HEdifferent conditions of war on-sea and land,
however, make silence about the former an

imperative necessity, and, therefore, he knows almost
nothing at all about the work of the Navy in these
tremendous thirty months: just completed; whereas
newspapers, illustrated and not illustrated, have given
him many pictures limned in word or line about the
daily doings of the Army. For one sailor whom he
has seen there have been perhaps thousandsof soldiers,
and of the very few of each with whomhe has talked
the sailor has told him nothing, whereas the soldier
has talked a little, if only about the trivial things
that yet are so absorbing in their interest. And the
silence of the sailor, partly disciplinary, partly tempera-
mental—for the sailor frankly dislikes newspaper men
——has the natural effect of heightening desire to know.
What has it. been like, the life of the Navy, during
these two and ahalf years of war ?:

Persea the poet is reaching maturity now who,
being able to learn-some of the episodes from

the men whofigured in them, will write an epic that
shall be worthy ‘of the theme and rank with the great
epics in the world’s literature. What heroic episodes
theyare, above treatment by anylesser literary form
than the epic! Imagination stops short, shocked,
before the suggestion" of an entire battalion of troops
obliterated, sent into eternity in one swift moment
by the explosion of a single shell. ‘Yet the equivalent
of that happened when the Queen Mary went down
with her complement of a thousand men. And then
there was the added exultation of the speed; the
huge 27,000-ton vessel racing at her full
mum twenty-seven knots as stokers and engineers
piled the last ounce of pressure on to her. What did
the menin the fire-control tops see and feel and think,
one wonders ? What the admiral and the otherofficers

“OUR OBSERVATION POST

EPIC OF THE NAVY.
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and men who had a view of the fighting? What
the surgeons and their staff‘in the sick-bay? And
then, for all the thousand of them, that terrific half
second when the end came and they plunged in the’
racing battleship down. to the silence of death. As
long as there are men alive in the world the story
of that episode will thrill them, .

Roe only has been privileged to hear some
of the stories of the war at sea from the men

who are waging it, with full permission to tell them
to the world in his own unrivalled way. His “ Tales
of the Trade’ stand alone at prescnt as authentic
documents from a real ditty-box. It was right that
they should be given to him, for no one could have
given them to the world in better shape, his own
obvious enjoyment of the humour of the sailorman
preserving its full quality for us. Probably, too, he
was the only man who could have’ got that quantity
for us, for, as was remarked before, sailors don’t like
writing men, or, at any rate, don’t care about their
wayof earning a living. If there are any journalists.
with the Grand Fleet at the present time it’s a pretty
safe bet that they will have to use their eyes to
get their copy.’ Not much wil! come to them by way
of their ears if the sailors can help it. :

OR the present, “then, we must probably content —
ourselves with the very rare despatches following

an episode of sufficient magnitude for the Admiralty
to use the word ‘‘ engagement” in connection with
it, -and with such aridly-expressed information as is
contained in the official announcements issued by the
Admiralty, and the not much less unemotional state-
ments of the First Lord of the Admiralty to the House
of Commons.
something of the significance of the figures given a
day or two ago by this last authority: The eight
million troops carried across the water, the million
sick and. wounded men moved from one point to
another, the thousands of horses, the tons upon tons
of munitions, the stores and the timber and the rails
and the-thousands of ships held up and examined.
Of almost every day when all this work was being
donethe men themselves probably would have reported
“nothing doing,’ because no actual engagement with
enemy ships took place, whereas in reality every day
was one of perilous adventure. The summary, as Sir
Edward Carson said, means the blockade of Germany;
it means the possibility of warring with Germanyat all ;
it means the possibility of our own existence. In >
literal truth we owe our daily life to the Navy.

HY trouble to make so banal a statement ?
Because it is time to protest against the mur-

muring .about the German submarine campaign.
Relatively that is ‘insignificant, though actually it is
grave. But in common decency we ought to take
the Navy’s silence about the work it has done. as ~
measure of the work it is doing, and we mayfeel
confident that it will deal with Germany’s underwater
vessels as it has dealt already with her surface-going
ships. For thirty months our Navy has been taking
men and munitions to everyfront. For thirty months
our Army has béen fighting on every front. What can
one say of civilians at home who “ grouse’’ because,
as a result of new developments in submarine warfare

which the Nayyis not yet able completely to counter,
_they cannot have lump sugarin their tea ? Certainly,
nothing that any editor will print. In common
decency let them say only words of gratitude to and
about the Navy, and—like the Navy—carry on.

c.M.
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HESEare so completely the days of the soldier

that one has almost come to think that human
capacity for courage and endurance is measured only
in the trenches. Anything new and big: arrests and
holds attention, andsoit is natural that a phenomenon
colossal and entirely without precedent like a British
Armyof five million men should practically monopolise
the thoughts of the British people, even to the extent
of seeming injustice to the British Navy. Not enough
tribute is paid in public prints and general conversation.
to that supreme, most wonderful, product of the gentus
of our race.. The universal sense of security under
its watch and-ward is, no doubt, tacit recognition of
its heroic quality; but gratitude should be something
else than tacit.

O odious comparison is being suggested. To a
middle-aged civilian, whose experience of the

sea is limited to afewtrips on the husbands’ boats to
Yarmouth and Margate, and on a fruit-boat from
the Pool at London Bridge to Boulogne and back,.
there is no difference in the amazed admiration he
feels for the physical endurance of the men on patrol
-work round the four kingdoms and for that of the men
in the trenches in France. Heis as unable to realise
the mental strain on the. sailors watching for the
glimpse of a German submarine’s periscope as that
on the soldiers listening for the sound of a German
pick under the trench in which they are standing.
He is as unable to imagine the crash of a 15 in.
shell bursting on the armoured side of a battleship
as that of -a 16 in, shell bursting on a battery
position. He is glad he does not knowwhat these
things mean; he hopes he never. will. To him the
soldiers and the sailors are equal in heroism which
there are no words to describe.

HEdifferent conditions of war on-sea and land,
however, make silence about the former an

imperative necessity, and, therefore, he knows almost
nothing at all about the work of the Navy in these
tremendous thirty months: just completed; whereas
newspapers, illustrated and not illustrated, have given
him many pictures limned in word or line about the
daily doings of the Army. For one sailor whom he
has seen there have been perhaps thousandsof soldiers,
and of the very few of each with whomhe has talked
the sailor has told him nothing, whereas the soldier
has talked a little, if only about the trivial things
that yet are so absorbing in their interest. And the
silence of the sailor, partly disciplinary, partly tempera-
mental—for the sailor frankly dislikes newspaper men
——has the natural effect of heightening desire to know.
What has it. been like, the life of the Navy, during
these two and ahalf years of war ?:

Persea the poet is reaching maturity now who,
being able to learn-some of the episodes from

the men whofigured in them, will write an epic that
shall be worthy ‘of the theme and rank with the great
epics in the world’s literature. What heroic episodes
theyare, above treatment by anylesser literary form
than the epic! Imagination stops short, shocked,
before the suggestion" of an entire battalion of troops
obliterated, sent into eternity in one swift moment
by the explosion of a single shell. ‘Yet the equivalent
of that happened when the Queen Mary went down
with her complement of a thousand men. And then
there was the added exultation of the speed; the
huge 27,000-ton vessel racing at her full
mum twenty-seven knots as stokers and engineers
piled the last ounce of pressure on to her. What did
the menin the fire-control tops see and feel and think,
one wonders ? What the admiral and the otherofficers
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and men who had a view of the fighting? What
the surgeons and their staff‘in the sick-bay? And
then, for all the thousand of them, that terrific half
second when the end came and they plunged in the’
racing battleship down. to the silence of death. As
long as there are men alive in the world the story
of that episode will thrill them, .

Roe only has been privileged to hear some
of the stories of the war at sea from the men

who are waging it, with full permission to tell them
to the world in his own unrivalled way. His “ Tales
of the Trade’ stand alone at prescnt as authentic
documents from a real ditty-box. It was right that
they should be given to him, for no one could have
given them to the world in better shape, his own
obvious enjoyment of the humour of the sailorman
preserving its full quality for us. Probably, too, he
was the only man who could have’ got that quantity
for us, for, as was remarked before, sailors don’t like
writing men, or, at any rate, don’t care about their
wayof earning a living. If there are any journalists.
with the Grand Fleet at the present time it’s a pretty
safe bet that they will have to use their eyes to
get their copy.’ Not much wil! come to them by way
of their ears if the sailors can help it. :

OR the present, “then, we must probably content —
ourselves with the very rare despatches following

an episode of sufficient magnitude for the Admiralty
to use the word ‘‘ engagement” in connection with
it, -and with such aridly-expressed information as is
contained in the official announcements issued by the
Admiralty, and the not much less unemotional state-
ments of the First Lord of the Admiralty to the House
of Commons.
something of the significance of the figures given a
day or two ago by this last authority: The eight
million troops carried across the water, the million
sick and. wounded men moved from one point to
another, the thousands of horses, the tons upon tons
of munitions, the stores and the timber and the rails
and the-thousands of ships held up and examined.
Of almost every day when all this work was being
donethe men themselves probably would have reported
“nothing doing,’ because no actual engagement with
enemy ships took place, whereas in reality every day
was one of perilous adventure. The summary, as Sir
Edward Carson said, means the blockade of Germany;
it means the possibility of warring with Germanyat all ;
it means the possibility of our own existence. In >
literal truth we owe our daily life to the Navy.

HY trouble to make so banal a statement ?
Because it is time to protest against the mur-

muring .about the German submarine campaign.
Relatively that is ‘insignificant, though actually it is
grave. But in common decency we ought to take
the Navy’s silence about the work it has done. as ~
measure of the work it is doing, and we mayfeel
confident that it will deal with Germany’s underwater
vessels as it has dealt already with her surface-going
ships. For thirty months our Navy has been taking
men and munitions to everyfront. For thirty months
our Army has béen fighting on every front. What can
one say of civilians at home who “ grouse’’ because,
as a result of new developments in submarine warfare

which the Nayyis not yet able completely to counter,
_they cannot have lump sugarin their tea ? Certainly,
nothing that any editor will print. In common
decency let them say only words of gratitude to and
about the Navy, and—like the Navy—carry on.
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POLITICAL ISSUES AFTER THE WAR
By HAROLD Cox
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ahead it is worth while even now to try to form

some conception of how political forces will shape

themselves when peace is restored. Forif certain dangers

are already visible we can begin at once to take measures

to obviate them as far as possible. The immediate trouble

when peace is declared will be the difficulty of finding

employment for all the men and women. now employed

upon war work. The problem is almost appalling in its

magnitude.

Some five million men are in the fighting Services, an

untold number of men and womenare engaged in making

munitions of one sort or another. Practically all of these

will have to be discharged from their present occupations

within a verybriet period after peace is declared. To

find work for them will be a problem of the greatest diffi-

culty, andit is certain that the solution of this problem,

and of all the difficulties that arise out of it, will dominate

every otherpolitical consideration. The

old party lines, which no longer count

for very much, may be swept away

absolutely, and if anything in the nature

of a two-party system is again created

it will probably be on the lines of

Labour versus Capital.

he gravity of such a division of

political forces can hardly be exaggerated.

‘The old division between Liberal and

Conservative, which has already alnrost

passed away, was, to a very large extent,

mental. One man was mentally inclined

to go fast, another to go slow, andthis

mental inclination was often, though

not always, independent of his material

interests. Many great landowners were

advanced Radicals; wery many ill-paid

working men were thoroughgoing Tories.

Consequently, in party conflicts there

was a grouping on each side of persons of all classes, and

that grouping by itself tended to bring classes together.

It was a good thing that workmen and employers,

landlord and tenant, should meet together even if only

at rare intervals on political committees, working, for a

moment at any rate, for a common end. If, however,

the party division is to be drawn entirely on class lmes

this former chance of co-operation will disappear, and

class jealousies, which have always been a factor in our

social life, will become immensely magnified by political

rivalries. ‘This alone would be a very grave evil.

Dangers of Militant Socialism

When, however, we look a little further and sce the kind

of programme that a militant Labour Party may put

forward we are able to appreciate even more fully how

serious are the dangers ahead. Already some Socialist

writers are publicly advocating that in order to raise more

money for the war all so-called ‘‘ unearned ” incomes—

that is to.say, incomes derived from investment—should

be confiscated, leaving just a bare margin to the owner

to live upon. ‘The injustice of such a proposalis obvious

enough to a workman who has saved money to invest, say,

A LTHOUGHthe ending of the war may yet be far

Mr. Hareld Cox,

£ Editorof the * Edinburgh Review.”

in house property, either directly or through a building

society. He has earned every penny he has saved, yet

because he has saved the money instead of spending it

on his personal pleasure the result of his savings 1s described

as “ unearned.”* His money has been used to build a

house for somebody else instead of providing temporary

enjoyment for himself.

The ‘“somebodyelse” is quite fairly asked to pay for

the privilege of occupying the house that has been built.

Tt is therefore impossible to justify the proposal to take

away from the man whose savings have built the house

the rent received from the man who occupies the house.

Yet there can be little doubt that such a proposal will

appeal very widely to thoughtless people, largely because

the great majority of the owners of capital belong to

the wealthier classes. ;
Origin and Use of Capital

The contrast between the tich man’s luxury and the

poor man’s discomfort of necessity creates

a feeling of impatience with the existing

social order, andit is to this feeling that

Socialists appeal. But while it is im the

highest degree desirable to secure a better

distribution of wealth, it is sheer mad-

ness to seek for that better distribution

by methods which would destroy the

wealth itself.
Without capital we should all be reduced

to the condition of naked savages. Prac-

tically every comfort of our present lives

is derived from capital, and capital itself

is derived from saving. To a poor. man

the word “saving”. means stinting

himself of much-needed little luxuries,

or even of the sheer necessaries of life ;

the rich man can save by merely ab-

staining from the search for new methods

of luxurious expenditure... But saving

there, must be: Capital is only created by investing for

the benefit. of future production money which might be

spent on present enjoyment.

lf a wealthy man spends a sovereign on a bottle of

champagne, the world is no richer ; if he saves that sovereign

and invests it in helping to build a new railway, Or a new

factory, or a new steamship, the svorld is richer. Therefore

+t is to the interest of the world to encourage people to

save by allowing them to draw profit from their saving.

The idea that the whole product of any industry belongs

to the men who provide the manual labour is an absurdity

which will not bear examination. The man who supplies

the machinery and buildings. has as muchright to payment

for his contribution as the man who supplies the Jabour.

_ Equallyis payment due to the man who supplies the brain

power which directs the industry.

lt is necessary to dwell upon these fundamental con-

siderations, for they lie at the root of the whole industrial

problem, The main object we ought all to have in view—

rich and poor, employers and employed alike—is, first,

to increase the sum total of wealth ; secondly, to secure

a bettet distribution. We shall certainly not obtain the

:
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former end by ‘stimulating a war between Capital and

Labour.
Waris essentially destructive, and a war between Capital

and Labour destroys the means of remunerating both

capitalists and labourers. As regards the problemof dis-

tribution, that in the long run can only be solved by

goodwill on _both sides. Many employers have been

too eager to exact the uttermost out of their em-

ployees in return for the minimum wage that they

could get accepted. Equally, wage-earners with the idea

of defending their collective interests have deliberately

reduced their output of work, so that the employer has

received less in return for the wage paid.

On both sides this attitude has to be reversed. The

employer must begin by realising that one of his main

objects ought to be the well-being of the people he employs,

and that his management of the industry will have been

a failure if it has not improvedthe lot of the manual worker

employed. Equally the wage-earner has to realise that

it is to his interest to promote the success of the business

out of which his wages come. If the business fails there are

no wages for him; if the business is flourishing there isa

greater margin out of which he can claim increased payment.

The power which the ever-increasing development of

machinery gives to us is so great that it would be possible

with better organisation of industry, and a better spirit

on bothsides, to secure even for unskilled workers double

or treble the wages they used to earn before the war.

Nor is there any reason whya skilled artisan should not

enjoy the same standard of comfort as a professional or

business man. If beth employer and employed can adopt

these points of view, then the question of working out

new methods of payment—such as profit-sharing or any

other financial device for improving the position of the

workmen and the prosperity of the business—will be

settled with comparative ease. Details are seldom difficult

whenbothsides desire to reach a settlement.

Organised Solution of Labour Problems

It is satisfactory to note that already steps are being

taken to bring employers and employed together upon

these general lines. A very powerful organisation has

recently been started, mainly on the initiative of Mr.

Dudley Docker, one of the best knownof the great employers

in the Midlands, with the object of dealing on rational and

friendly terms with labour problems, and with the further

object of developing British trade in all parts of the world.

The employers who form part of this organisation are

already in touch with Trade Unionleaders, and are working

out together schemes for dealing with the problem of

finding employment for the men who will be: thrown out

of their present occupations when the war ends. It is to

be hopedthat, following the formationof this very important

central organisation, similar organisations will be formed

in every town, so that everywhere employer and employed
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may be brought into contact to work out solutions for

their own mutual advantage. :

There is this hopeful feature of the present situation

that in every direction there is a growing consciousness

of the tremendous importance of future labour problems

and of the necessity for organised effort to deal with them.

The most urgent matter of all is to’ keep labour disputes

apart from political disputes. Politicians live by fighting

with one another. It is by their wrangles that they

attract public notice and win reputations.

- The industry of the nation is far too vital a matter to

be handed over to the care of these professional prize-

fighters, fighting for the prizes of office. The problem

must be solved by employers and employed themselves

and if they wish to escape from. the mischievous inter-

ference of politicians they must not only form organisations

for dealing with labour problems, but they must also form

organisations for dealing with the House of Commons,

Proportional Representation by Paid Members

At presént candidates. for Parliament are selected by

one or other of the two party organisations, cach of which

is controlled from the party headquarters it=Westminster.

hout the support of these party organisations no man

has a chance of election. The result is that in the majority

of cases the constituency has no real power ; the politicians

instead of being the servants of the country are, within

the limits of their power, its masters. We shall not get

rid of this evil until patriotic men of all classes in each

constituency get together and form independent organisa-

tions for the ‘selection of candidates.

It is also most desirable that we should effect a complete

reconstruction of our electoral system by introducing some

form of proportional representation. At present the

elector has only—in most constituencies—a choice between

two candidates. He may mistrust them both, but unless

he wishes to be disfranchised altogether he must vote for

one of the two. Under the system of proportional repre-

sentation a large city would form a single constituency

with several members, and every elector would have the

right to set down upon his voting-paper the order of

preference in which he placed the candidates. This system

gives each elector an effective voice.
Further, it is essential that members of Parliament,

instead of being paid out of public moneys which they vote

to themselves, should be paid by the constituencies, as

they were during many centuries of English history. The

constituency will then have a fuller hold over its repre-

sentatives, and will be able to dispense with their services

if they continue deliberately to misrepresent the people

who sent them to Parliament. But the first requisite for

the accomplishment of this or any other far-reaching

political reformis the creation of an active spirit of friendli-

ness and mutual respect between employers and employed,

between middle class and working class, so as to remove

from our path the threatening danger of social warfare.
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Sea Power—as it is Understood by Germany
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 Firec on without warning, the Diomed was @ i ipitap oak Rees Ww sunk west ef the Scilly Isles. Boats were hurriedly launched. but one capsized, and

The U-boat murderers shooktheir fists at’ the men they had wrecked—and left them to their fate.

    Men of the Liverpool steamer Artist, toasenilants with aieWhaotnd tent, by a German submarine in a wintry gale.
rutality to die of exnosure—which seven of them did Suleoe Creer weee fet Bp thetn Maltaxedfore the boat was picked uw.
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On the Trail of the Pirate: The Tell-Tale Patch
 

 

   
Nets, mines, gun fire, and ramming are means of fighting submarines. When a large patch of oil appears on the water where a sub-

marine has beenlocated there is strong presumption that it has been destroyed. Patrol boats racing to one ofthesetell-tale patches.
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Patrol boats are provided with powerful bombs, which by an ingenious firing mechanism explode at a considerable depth under water

and have a destructive effect over a radius of twenty-seven yards. Having spotted a submerged submarine, the patrol boats keep

just ahead of it and drop these bombsat intervals of twenty-seven yards until the siqnificant patch of oil appears. L
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Gallantry Rewarded onall the Far-Flung Fronts
British and French Official Photographs
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Flora Sands, famous sergeant-major in the Serbian Army, decorated in hos-
pital with the Gold Cross of Kara George. Right : The brave woman convalescent,
   

      
 

French sailor decorated for their gallantry and self-restraint dunt he A
f

+ i ihensdisturbances of December, Left: Presentation of medals on the nGeaeeth front.

  
 

  
 

 General Nivelle, paying a visit to the Italian front, took advantage of the o i i r
e vell a i nt, 1 4 pportunity to decorate several Italianspecially distinguished themselves. Right: Similarly Belgian Marines, who Hadrahann partomlakmadlantey Wrtnecdethree oeDixmude, were decorated by the French military authorities,
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Mobile Wireless and the Wayit is Worked in War

  
 

Timberfor the Belgian front line. Light railways enable one man
to convey a balk of timber which it would need the strength of
manyto raise from the ground. (Beigian official photograph.)
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French telegraph section fitting one of their mobile wireless stations. Telegraphy is a,factor of great importance in modern war,
and thewiretessis fitted to motors for rapid transference to any partof the lines. Above : Transmitting a message from a wireless car.
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Effective French Guns that Shatter the Huns
 
 

    
    French artillerymen hauling one of their famously effective **75’s *? into position on the western front. These guns, and the

thoroughly efficient men behind them, have played an important part inthe halting, holding up, and driving back of the Huns.
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RETURN OF THE LONELY BARQUE
A Voyage from Rumour to Reality

By MAX PEMBERTON

HEY knew nothing of the war on board until it had
been waged three good months. The lonely barque
was in the South Seas then. She put into Sydney

with a miscellaneous cargo, and traded round to Monte-
video, while the Kaiser was trying to see Paris over_Von
Kluck’s shoulder.. The Horn was at its worst, and the
roaring forties knocked her about badly. When she got
into port at last they spoke of a scrap in the South Pacific,
and of other sea fights so far away that it really did not
matter. Old Jimmy, the skipper, who first paddled in
Poole Harbour some fifty years ago, did not take much
account of it. Nobody in the place seemed at all dis-
turbed, and why should he have been? Like the farmer,
he may have hoped that they would have fine weather for
it. And in any case the.Germans were worthyof his term
of endearment.

In the Wide Wastes of the South Atlantic

So the “‘ wind-jammer” loaded up and started for the
Caribbean. She carried a Scottish mate, a pigtailed China-
man for a-cook, and a couple of grinning niggers in the
starboard watch. The rest were miscellaneous—a Swede
who thought that Germany would win the war, a Cockney
who had begunlife as a bricklayer, and a boy whose father’s
address was Portland. The ship was well kept and not
ill found, They struck good weather when north of Rio,
and had nothing to complain of in the Gulf. There was
little talk of war when they put into Galveston, and not
over much news. The Germans were not doing much.
They had sowed a lot of mines in British seas. But what
did that matter out here ? And trade was very good. The
_wind-jammer loaded up, and was sent on a long voyage
round the Horn again. Had she been sent to the Pole
the bruit of war could not-have been farther removed from
her. :

Consider this lonely oarque heaving androlling in the
wide seas of the Souin Atlantic, rarely sighting a ship,
speaking none until she touched the roaring forties again.
The very stars were not those that looked down upon the
bloody battlefields of Europe. Once she sighted a warship,
sc far away upon a distant horizon that there were bets
among the men as to whether she were a warship at all.
There was a famous day when someone thought that he
heard a gun shot, and the echo of a second was to the ears
what Friday’s footprint upon the sand had been to the
eyes of Robinson Crusoe. For all that, it did not very
much matter. This little company’s world was its own.
King, Lords, and Commons—skipper, mate, and the prize-
fighting nigger from Galveston—all basked in the sunshine
or rolled together in the spindrift.

Idle Speculations About War

The white sails were a focus in the splendid orbit which
the changing bowl of the dangerous seas made wonderful or
terrible as the mood dictated. What had war to do with
the eternal ocean ? She would fondle or mock it at her
will, Her wastes were too wide that its voice should be
heard ; her graves needed no digging when puny humanity
outraged her. ‘ ¥
So the crew of the wind-jammertalked very little about

war. Sometimes they wondered if the German Fleet were
already sunk, and would come to the conclusion that it must
be so. At others, they speculated upon the fact that peace
might already be declared... For had they not been told
at NewOrleans that the Russians were marching on Berlin,
to say nothing of half a million of them sent into France ?
These good fellows, however, knew nothing of anytragedies,
Their hearts did not bleed-for Louvain, They may or
may not have known that there was a cathedral at Rheims.
Possibly they still imagined the warfare of shining armour
and rampant chargers. But, in any case, it is safe to say
that they did not care a dump, but just droned their lives

away, or fought strenuously for them when the forties were
reached.
One day, and that was on the voyage south, the wind-

jammer got a shock. It was a real shock this time. It
was about nine o’clock at night when it happened, upon a
fresh sea and beneath a sky which no moon was good
enough to adorn. Somebody heard a gun shot and came
and told old Jimmy about it. He wasa little fuddled with
Canadian whisky at the time, and not amenable to shocks,
so he told the mate to go to an enervating climate, and
rolled himself up in his blanket again. The mate was
disappointed, but the hands turned up to be his audience,
andall together at the taffrail they listened to the sounds.

Victims of the Raider

Boom, boom, boom! And on a far horizon the strangest
flashes of light, which put all the saintly fires to shame.
Strange doings over yonder! Ay, strange truly. And
then the silence which followed upon them, and the eyes
straining into the azure andall the expectancy of morning.
When day camethe crewof the wind-jammer knew. There
were four ship’s boats upon the sea, and they were full of
wretched people. A raider, they said, had attacked them
a little after sundown. She was disguised as a tramp, but
had teeth behind her canvas. They bit deeply and had
shaken the life out of the four-thousand tonner which left
Montevideo so gaily but ten days ago. And here were
the crew and passengers of the same, half-dressed and
salted ; some gone over the border, but the rest singing
when the barque rolled up. “ This was something,” the
wind-jammers said. The voice of Europe had shouted in
their ears; the hand of Europe had touched them and
bidden them. look. :

Well, they put about and took the stricken to the River
Plate. They were to have no more shocks of this kind
until they set out from Montevideo, some four monthsago,
and trimmed their sails for home. This was a great
moment for old Jimmy, and the mate “ frae Aberdeen,”
and the Cockney boy; a moment of little meaning to the
niggers, the Chinaman, and the Swede. The last-named
desired to-see Europe again that he might shout ‘‘ Hochs!”’
in Stockholm for a German victory.. The Chinaman
thought of a dark hole in Whitechapel; the niggers did
not care.a jot where it was. But all were a little appre-
hensive from the beginning, for strange tales had been
told by this time—ships down galore, crews sent adrift,
little black devils popping up when youleast expected
them and putting their claws into your vitals. It wasall
talked of by the crew, though old Jimmysaidlittle. “ There
wasn’t no submarine as was goin’ to touch him. Had he
not been thirty-five years man and boyafloat! And what
had harmed himall that time? Stow such talk!” he
said, and drank more Canadian whisky. He changed his
tone three days later when he sawthe liner go down. He
was not mighty eloquent thereafter.

The Doom of the Liner

This was a great affair, and no man moved from the
taffrail throughout. They sighted the liner as a blob of
smoke upon the horizon, at two bells in the night watch,
and she overhauled them swiftly as liners were apt to do.
Perhaps she was a couple of miles away when the keen-
eyed Chinaman saw the “ whale,” and exclaimed uponit.
Such a curious whale it was, with a hump like a chimney-
stack amidships, a snake’s head hooded above that, and a
long greyish body, which none but a Chinaman’s keen eyes
might have detected. The skipper even condescended to
look at it through his .glass, and say “it were peculiar.”
Ten minutes later it had come up altogether, and was right
athwart the liner’s course. Not only this, but from its
side a little whale had emerged, and was nownosing away

(Continued on paze 8
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To the rescue! While al! the wintry ground on the Somme sand. Here a man hasslipped intosuch spot, and some of his m

Canadians startled a respectable old lady who kept a milliner’s
shop behind the lines by buying up her entire stock of ladies’

lingerie which they had put on over their uniforms making thenr
almost invisible against the snow,and got into the enemytrenches,

¢ a While winter still whitened all the French front, acompany of That night the Canadians crept over No Man’s Land, thefrilled : ; ne
front offers bad going, it is at its worst where heavy rains have
silted mud into shell-holes. These become treacherous,

comrades hold him up by meansOf a rifie across their shoulders,
while others dig into the mud that they may push downplanks
to ease him out. Itisaterribly trying experience for the victim,

night-dresses. It was one of the m, grotesque jokes that tenacious traps for the unfortunate men who slip into them,

< belong to the humoursof this war, maine with blood and death. eeeRet Denton GoalieeeLad EnetartareRenowenreretae : and find themselves held as with the clinging grip of a quick- who is often exhausted when at length brought to terra firma.
whoatfirst could not realise what the fantastic figures were. seat
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RETURN OF THE LONELY BAROQUE (oi

with a wake of foam straight to the doomed ship, whose
last moments of sovereignty had come. The subsequent
explosion “ blowed me down the hatch,” as the Cockney
boy declared. The wind-jammer rocked and rolled as
though she herself had been taken aback. The crew held
on to the bulwarks and swore in many tongues. The liner
herself was half-hidden in a great loom of smoke and steam,
which had come up suddenly from her engine-rooms.
When it floated away she was gone. There were ship’s
boats dotting the sea, and the black figures of the dying
and the dead. ‘‘ Stand by to go about!” roared old
Jimmy. He was agreat man in that moment.

Submarines Off the Scillies

From that day until they struck the Scillies the wind-
jammer’s crew talked of nothing elsé but submarines.
They were served with the sloppy coffee in the morning,
munched, with their biscuits at lunch, were a lullabyat night
and a waking chanty at dawn. Old Jimmy was never
much of a navigator, and trusted a good deal to luck when
striving for Falmouth and the Channel. “ Sometimes,”’
as he would declare, “ you mought be off Ushant, and
sometimes you mought not.” And the simplest way was
to signal one of the whalebacks and ask where you were.
Jimmycarried it out to the letter, and discovered that

he was off the Scillies when he thought himself a hundred
miles to the south of them, He headed for the Channel
immediately, and began the adventurous voyage. Now
or ne ver would be the hourof the crisis. You may imagine,
his consternation when, on the very morning afterwards,
one of the little grey devils came up beside him and refused
to go away. “Hell!” said old Jimmy, imitating the
duchess. The crew began to gather their belongings
together and to prepare for eternity, or a grog shop at
Penzance. There never were such hours of uncertainty.
There was the rolling sea, destitute of ships; there the
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little grey devil dogging them ruthlessly. “ Let ’em fire
the blarmed thing and have done withit!” said old Jimmy,
His boats were cleared, compass, water, and biscuit in both
of them. He hoped to save his instruments andhis shore-
going kit; the Chinaman would have been happy to get
ashore with his pigtail unclipped, And all of them were
just hunched there as men who laugh while the executioner
is waiting.

Old Jimmy Bumps the “Shark”

Well, it was an odd thing, but this particular dolphin did
nothing to speak of. All that afternoon she followed the
wind-jammer, but did no more than follow her; and
eradually it dawned upon the ancient skipper that where
he was concerned there was nothing domg. “It is a
roosh,’’ he said, proud of the word ; “ she’s waiting for an
incoming liner.’ And old Jimmy never spoke a truer word.
Yet the mystery of the thing! For when they sighted the
Lizard she was gone altogether, and now a patrol boat
came up and gave the ancient one his instructions. “ Do
this and that,” they said, and the crew was Singing again.
It was not then their last night on land or sea. In this
belief they would have turned in had not excitement kept
them on deck. Well for their subsequent glory that it
did. All shared in that supreme moment when, with a
terrific bump, the wind-jammer seemed ‘to rise for a moment
high out of the water and then to plunge forward as quickly
into the very hollow of the black sea. Who would blame
the motley company if it dashed wildly for kit 1f not for
kin at a moment so tragic? “ Down!” they cried; and
hither and thither they ran madly as children scared by a
hobgoblin. :
But old Jimmyonly smiled. ‘‘ I guess we bumped that

shark,” said he. And he added, ‘‘ Gawd knows I wouldn’t
go for to send ‘em to their graves lke that.”

“ Wouldn’t you, by gum!” said the mate, And, looking
at him, he spat upon the deck.
The lonely barque was at anchor in Falmouth Harbour

next day. 2 2
 

 

   
THE MODERN ARGUS.—Picturesque camera impression of ‘an observation balloon moored over the Mediterranean. Old Argus
with his hundred eyes had no such range of vision as that possessed by modern observers poised in their kite-balloons at a height ofa

thousand feet. (French official photograph.)
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Tricolour Triumphant in a Somme Attack
 

 

 

Quiet night on the shell-pitted ground before Douaumont. With bursting shells—even on a “* quiet night ’’—and the ever-present
possibility of attack, it must have been a nerve-trving time for the solitary sentry while his comrades of ttre advance post slent-

 

   
 

Carrying the colours into action has mostly fallen into desuetude in the conditions of modern warfare. French troops who have
not broken with the old custom, proudly boretheir ‘‘ orifiamme’’ through up-to-date barbed-wire entanglements on the Somme.
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British soldiers, coming homeonleave, have one supremely

exhilarating moment when the homeward - bound packet
crosses the packet outward-bound with the troopsto take their
place in the battle-line. Ringing cheers echo over the water as
the two ships pass, links in the endless chain that is drawing

victory nearer. The inability of the enemy to interrupt for a
single day the passage of the hosts of men crossing the
Channelfor leave in Britain andjfor service in France, is one of
the most convincing proofs of Great Britain’s real rule over
the waves, and one of Germany’s mostbitter failures.      
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THE SOLDIER IN BATTLE
IV.—‘ Over the Top’’—and a Bombardment

E moved under orders from an
officer toa small circular emplace-
ment abutting on the end of an

old trench. This emplacement was the
leftmost spot we held, guarded the whole
left flank of the British position, and
proved to be the succouring spot for both
our own soldiers and those of the enemy
for manyhours. It represented “home ”’
to many a wounded man who had been
lying out ahead, and whomweassisted to
cover. It was here that the fatigue and
stress of the few previous hours proved
well-nigh unbearable. Our shoulders ached
intolerably from the pulling of our equip-
ment. The mess-tin fastened on the back
of the haversack (worn in place of the
pack when dressed in fighting order),
encountered the trench every time one
turned round, and made even leaning
against the trench-side. difficult and un-
comfortable.

I was thirsty, and drank greedily at
my water-bottle. Only half a pint left—
flavoured by petrol from the tins in which
it had been carried... When should I get
some more? But I drank. Who knew
how soon we should need our strength,

or howsoonaclear, rushing stream would

be useless to us ?
A little of the horror of it came over me

then. £ tried to eat a biscuit, but the

piece stuck in my throat. A German was
just outside the trench—dead. He was
kneeling in the firing position, black, like

an ugly waxwork; so still, so shiny.

He had a hole in his head—black, too.
He stank. Earlier that morning I had
unconcernedly begun to dig myself in
alongside him, but now:

The Brotherhood of Suffering

After a while we recovered, or perhaps

I should say we relapsed into our unfeeling
condition again. Men crawled in, some
with bare chests covered with blood, some

with smashed jaws: dripping blood, some

with hands a mass of pulp, bloody red.
But the raw flesh, the anguished cry, the

stifled moan did not unnerve us. We
were not indifferent. I remember how
gentle we were. Some strength, some
calmness greater than we had ever before
known, seemed given to us. Now and
them wounded men in front would call

to us, and we would run out, expecting

to be shot at, to help themin.
I remember muttering to the German

snipers (wherever they were) : ‘‘ Shoot, you
blighters! Shoot if you like!” in a
flaunting sort of way. ..A Scottish corporal
was shot just afterwards while on the same
job. The bullet cracked as it hit him.
Somebody immediately went and brought
both men in. We didn’t fear the danger
much. You see, if you got shot not too

badly you would get away; if you were
killed, well, you ran that risk constantly,
anyway. If it-were not a* bullet that hit
you then, perhaps, it would be a shell a
little later. No one expected to come out
unscathed.. It was yet morning.

I crawled out and took a full water-
bottle off a Highlander, killed that morn-
ing. That was a great find. Soom after-
wards a German shouted from a shell-hole.
We could see he was woundedin the arm,
and he came along on our waving to him,
like a Iame dog, using his feet and one
hand all on the ground. He came at a
great rate. He was terrified, his eyes
wide open. He grasped our hands or
our ‘sleeves or tunic buttons with his
untouched hand.

 

He tore off an Iron Cross ribbon that he
wore through a buttonhole of his jacket,
about four from the top, and stamped on
it, cursing the Kaiser and the Army. He
pulled out coins, photographs, mark notes,

and offered them broadcast. One of our
men assured him in German that he was
in good hands, and: three or four water-

bottles were pulled quickly out to give

him a drink. We were short of water,
very short, and yet our men were offering
him a drink with as great, if not greater,

alacrity than they would have used towards
a Briton. I remarked then howstrange
it was, and I have thought much about
it since. It-was simply impossible for
us. to see this man suffering without
helping him, German or no. The war

had hit him hard. Two brothers and a
brother-in-law, he told us, had been

killed at Loos. There seemed, it is simple
truth, a little brotherhood between his
sufferings and ours.

  

A Soldier’s Gethsemane

  In the afternoon the sun grew intensely
hot, and I slept for half an hour. In the
evening we were shelled very heavily.
It was about eight o'clock. We watched
the first onefall, away on ourleft but level

with us, and them they crept nearer, each

one twenty-five yards closer than the
last. They were shelling with devilish
system andrelentless accuracy. Assuredly
one would drop on us. Weheard it coming
andflattened ourselves against the trench-
side, face pressed close, turned towards

the direction from: which the shell came.
Over our heads it flew, bursting with a
tearing, rending crash ten yards beyond.
Soil and smoke covered us. ‘‘ Anybody
hit ?’’ weall ‘cried as soon as we could
speak. “No!” Faster and faster they
came. Surely we could not escape.

I was very afraid. I prayed, saying
Christ’s words in the Garden: ‘‘ Father,

if it be possible, let this cup pass from Me.

 

. Nevertheless, not My -will- but.Thine be

done.” And I gathered strength and a
little calmness from the thought that in

greater Hands than man’s lay the decision

Lhe WarIllustrated, 10th March, 1917.

of life and death. Now, though I was
devout enough then, I am not a religious

man. I am like countless thousands,
uncertain whether I believe. I |
not fromstrength but from pure weakness.
I talked with other men afterwards, and
they told me the same thing. We
all so impotent, crouching there

the whistle of the shells, the deafeniz
crash, feeling the rain of dirt, and coughi
over the fumes. Theyfell so close, ev
one within a few yards, smotheri

with loose earth. Once or twice

shock was so great that I did not know
for a mimute or two whether I was hit or

not, so dazed was I. One manhadhis
arm broken, the only casualtyin ourlittle

emplacement. Later we were relieved,
and [ cursed bitterly a man who wanted

us to hurry along a shell-swept road. I
was so exhausted that I was pa 1
about shells.

  

  

    
  

  

 

 

  

   

 

  

Temperament and Physique

I recall another bombardment, mogths
before the one of which I have just written.
It was worse—heavi They sent over
all sorts of shells, and mimenwerfen (‘in
column of route’’ a
so close behind each othertl
and rifle-grenades, too. I was do
a fire-step when it began, and du g 2

first fifteen minutes [ was a trembling,
useless soldier. But I recovered,
my rifle, d alot, became
with the enemy, and began to be re-

conciled to the bayonet fight that weall
anticipated.
What you are like in battle depends on

the amount of spirit or “‘ guts” y :
and that is largely governed by
physical condition. So that during th
day on the Somme, of which I write, I
varied from recklessness bor f
immensity of the risks to fe
drew near and the possibility of relief
became greater, and again to indiffer-
ence when my fatigue became almost
insupportable and my eyes v« ver
heavy. But the impression that
uppermost on my mind is one of dreamy
indifference—as if we had been onlookers
rather’ than: actors in that play ‘of
death. And that feeling was widespread
among us.
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Final Article : After “ Over the Top.”
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hand all on the ground. He came at a
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very short, and yet our men were offering
him a drink with as great, if not greater,
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it was, and I have thought much about
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brother-in-law, he told us, had been

killed at Loos. There seemed, it is simple
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Men of the Allied Navies in Their Lighter Mood
Exclusive and French Official Photographs
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My lady’s toilet. Getting Floss, the ship’s
Canine pet, ready for her run ashore.
 

      
** John Bunny,” a famous Grand Fieet comedian, who needs small aid front his make-up box to enable him to personate the world-
famous big man of the ‘‘ movies.’? Right: The engineer of a T.B.D. bobs up for a breath of fresh air during his arduous watch.

 

     
"The mascot of a French battieship at the Pireus, Every .ship’s company there (has its mascot, chosen according to its own
particular fancy, and the friend of man is a general favourite. Right: A French regimental mascot on guard beside its master
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olossal Craters Made by Modern Mines
 

 

 

A mine-crater on the western front. Some idea of its vast dimensions may be gathered fromthe relative size of the soldiers standing
on its lip. A recent official communique announced that one such crater measured about 130 yards in length by 40 yards in breadth.
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The officer who took the photograph reproduced above snapshotted At the crater’s edge. A view suggesting motntainous country
by a brother officer for giving sense of proportion. rather than a spot in a oncefertile plain of France.
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A smaller crater adjoining the principal one formed by the mine explosion shownin the three upper photographs. The subterranean

mine provided the most convincing proof furnished in the warof the appallinaly destructive effect of modern high explosive.
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TOLD BY THE RANK AND FILE

; THE WORK OF

 

the life of a soldier in a pioneer
¥ battalion ; only one wayin which

; he has a better time than the man in
t the infantry battalions, whose home Is

in the fighting-line. That is, the pioneer
comes and goes to and from_the front

3 line, the infantryman stays there all
the time. 3

Tt is in the winter and the rainy seasons,
when the mud comes, that the pioneer
battalion comes into its proper promi-
nence, and highly-placed -Staff officers
have been good enough’to say that our
work has proved exceedingly valuable
during the later stages of the fighting.
Weare engineers, without the name;

Pees is only one decent thing in

 
.road-makers, and trench repairers. We
have to be able to live in water as well
as on land, and no matter if a trench is
flooded right to its parapet, we don’t
despair of making it fairly comfortable,
perhaps, before the troops come forward
to man it early the next morning

Wehave to be able to live in an atmos-
phere of gas. fumes, and to work all the
time the grey-green clouds are hanging
around us. We carry picks and spades
as part of our ordinary equipment, but
we're just as handywithourrifles as any
soldicr who has a “cushy ”’ job in a line
regiment.
Take one job we had, for instance,

where a series of trenches were daily
subjected to the “‘hate”’. of the German
gunners. All day long we lay up in a
barn which had once been anartillery
observation-post, and which in conse-
quence had received more than its fair
share of shells from both sides, according
to whoeverheldit.

Night Work Under Fire

Starting off just after eleven o’clock
at night we made our way along °a com-

. munication-trench. This was the start of
E : our troubles. Along that communication-

trench there were relief-parties going up
to the various trenches, there were some
parties—dog-tired and worn-out with
tighting all day and night for the-past
twenty-four hours—coming down, there

é were stretcher-bearers with poor devils
P whe were hurt, and burial-parties with

th stiller, quieter burdens. Men taking

; rations to the front line; others coming
a down to draw theirs, and all in the

darkness, in twelye inches of mud.

 
ae HE And, of course, collisions were inevitable.

if We'd be marching along, in two ranks,

when our head would come into contact
with some solt body. Then there’d be
a few swear words, a demand to know

whether the soft body owned that trench,

and a voice saying suavely; ‘‘ What 7s’
your name, my man ?’’—and we'd know

: it was a‘‘ brass hat’ on the prowl.
f ; Pioneers got out of everybody’s way,
ak of course, and many a time we’d have
zy to climb to the -parapet of that trench,

> and crawl. along on our stomachs, while
the enemy’s bullets whizzed_ over~ us.
At the end of this trench, on the way we
went to the front, was a canal, and this
whad to be crossed by a couple of narrow
planks. The Huns had destroyed the

‘ bridge as they retired, and they had the
range of our improvised bridge to an inch.

       

  

and we are navvices, sanitary inspectors,,

 

THE PIONEERS
By a Private in a Pioneer Battalion

It was in the open, too, and they had
posted a machine-gun so as to command
the place. This machine-gun was cun-
ningly hidden, too, and we didn’t find it
for a long time.
It was on the top of an old ruined °

chateau, right behind our lines, and there

were enough stores and ammunition up
with it to last atleast. three months.
We supposed its crew must havegone
foraging at night for grub, for there
wasn't any of that at all.

Trench Repairs Under Difficulties

Anyway, every night, just about the
time when we got to this bridge, the
captain of that gun would have a touch
of liver, and give us about three hundred
roundsat intervals, in the hope of catching
a party on the planks. But we were wise,
and went over at full speed, head down,
and one at atime, waiting on the other
side till the party was complete. Then
there’d be more twisting and turning in
the mazes of the communication-trenches,

and at last we reached the place where
we had to work. 2 ;
On this job we had to bank up the

sides of the trench, fill up sand-bags to
replace those the Germanguns had blown
to bits, and make the parapet as solid
andfirmas it could be.

All the time the Germans would be
firing, and occasionally they would
send up a star-shell, illuminating the
place as brightly as day. Then we'd
iall flat, and endeavour to make a
noise like a shadow on the ground,

often with our faces and noses buried
in the mud, and the watertrickling into
our ears. We didn’t dare to move, for
if we had we'd have drawn the fire of
half a score of machine-guns, and been
well strafed by our own chaps for
disturbing them at that hour of the
morning. — z
About two -we’d: return, but as most

of the reliefs and stretcher-parties had
vanished by this time, we used to get
back in good time. This, of course, was
repeated évery night, whether it rained,

snowed, was black as the inside of your
tin helmet, or bright moonlight.

You folks at home who admire the
moon, and go to bed secure in the know-
ledge that Mr. Bloomin’ Zeppelin won’t
come while there’s a moon, should hear
the greeting she gets from us when she
shoves her great round face from behind
a cloud or over a distant woodorhill-top,

and lights up a party of about fifty sand-
bag fillers. >
Of course, the Boche immediately

opens. fire, and it’s all U-P with our
work that night.

Grisly Work in High Wood
We reach our barn about dawn and

lie down. I nearly said ‘‘ get’ to,sleep,”
but almost as soon as we get rolled in
our blankets the gunners start their work,

kicking up the- dickens of a row about
three hundred yards away in our rear,
Of course, the Huns retaliate, and pre-

sently one of their airmen willcome over
to see if he can locate anything. He'll
drop a few bombs, just out of good-
fellowship, and when our airmen chase

him away he makes us a present of all
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the explosives. he’s carrying. Of course, .
you will realise that we get an enormous
amount of rest, under these conditions,

and that the requests to be transferred
to a “cushy” job in a fighting regiment
are fairly numerous. ;

In the recent fight forHigh Wood we
had to cut a road through the trees the
night before the big thing happened.
Now, our own guns were shelling th2°
wood, the German guns were making a
barragejust the otherside of their position,
and rifles and bombs were popping about
all over the show. The Germans hadn’t
been able to bury their dead, and these
had been blown to pieces with the shells,
and were all mingled in. withthe under-
growth we had to chop away. :

it was awiul, and the smell enough to
poison anyone but a pioneer, and every
time an-axe crashed against a bush stump
a storm of bullets would- come through
at us. The work was sheer brutality, and,
hardenedas we are, it made every man
Jack physically sick and ill afterwards,
though while we were at it we had to
stick it, trying to drown the offensive

stench with strong pipe-tobacco.
One night we pushed right up to ths

front line to dig some newtrenches for
the infantry, and when we arrived there
we found the infantry too exhausted
with continual fighting all day long to
talk coherent sense. The German guns
were making a barrage behind us, too,
so that they couldn’t get relieis up,
and as an attack was expected every
minute they couldn’t quite leave the
trench to look after ‘itself while they
had a sleep. Z :
When we arrived, however, although

we were only just a little less weary
than themselves, having bean out all

the previous night, and having worked

our way through the barrage irom two
in the afternoon till dark, our office:
sent them all into their dug-outs to get |
a little sleep, saying that we would hold
the line for them.

A Fight as a Pieasant Change

All that night we worked swith our
spades, repairing the parapet where it
was broken away, laying down the dwck-
_walk—the planks in the centre of the
trench along which we avalk when tke
water rises—andfilling up sand-bags. I
don’t think I ever worked so hard in
all my life, and we got finished just as
the light broke through the sky -in the
cast.
And with the daylight came the Ger-

mans, attacking en masse. We discarded
our spades and shovels, manned the
infantry’s Lewis guns, and got our rifles .
to bear. We gave the advancing Germans
as hot a fire as they’d ever had, but
they came on.

And at last they got into that trench—
but they never got out. We used
bayonets and the bombs belonging to
our pals in the dug-outs, and when we
dropped our rifles we caught up spades,
and used the. ‘edges of them. I never’
enjoyed a scrap -more than that, and
when the Germans—what was left of
them, and it was mighty few—turned
and ran, we sent up a cheer that brought
the lads out. ‘And, would you believeit,
they had slept throughall that awfultime.
They’d got so used to the sound of rifle
and gun fire that these usual sounds
hadn’t disturbed them, but our. cheering
had. SS ere :

Well, war is a rotten life, anyway, but
if I had my chance over again I’d go
into a fighting regiment, and not a pioneer
battalion. : 3
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Member of French Eastern Aviation Corps
with apparatus taking aerial photographs.
 

Wreck of German aeroplane shot
downin France by Guynemer.
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first enemy aeroplane which he has brought down, seen above.

  
               

General Fayolle (with hands behind him) in command at Verdun visiting French
Right : Guynemer viewing remains of thirty-

 

   

    

   

 

  

     

 

    

    

  
     

    

    
    

  

  

    

   

      

      
    

      

     
        

  

  
     
      

 

Hydroplane returning to its base as seen from an aeroplane hovering above. The broadening splash as the machine more fully takes
the water is very clearly shown on the rippled surface. Aérial photography gives us new andstrikina views of land and water.
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the life of a soldier in a pioneer
¥ battalion ; only one wayin which

; he has a better time than the man in
t the infantry battalions, whose home Is

in the fighting-line. That is, the pioneer
comes and goes to and from_the front

3 line, the infantryman stays there all
the time. 3

Tt is in the winter and the rainy seasons,
when the mud comes, that the pioneer
battalion comes into its proper promi-
nence, and highly-placed -Staff officers
have been good enough’to say that our
work has proved exceedingly valuable
during the later stages of the fighting.
Weare engineers, without the name;

Pees is only one decent thing in

 
.road-makers, and trench repairers. We
have to be able to live in water as well
as on land, and no matter if a trench is
flooded right to its parapet, we don’t
despair of making it fairly comfortable,
perhaps, before the troops come forward
to man it early the next morning

Wehave to be able to live in an atmos-
phere of gas. fumes, and to work all the
time the grey-green clouds are hanging
around us. We carry picks and spades
as part of our ordinary equipment, but
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soldicr who has a “cushy ”’ job in a line
regiment.
Take one job we had, for instance,

where a series of trenches were daily
subjected to the “‘hate”’. of the German
gunners. All day long we lay up in a
barn which had once been anartillery
observation-post, and which in conse-
quence had received more than its fair
share of shells from both sides, according
to whoeverheldit.

Night Work Under Fire

Starting off just after eleven o’clock
at night we made our way along °a com-

. munication-trench. This was the start of
E : our troubles. Along that communication-

trench there were relief-parties going up
to the various trenches, there were some
parties—dog-tired and worn-out with
tighting all day and night for the-past
twenty-four hours—coming down, there

é were stretcher-bearers with poor devils
P whe were hurt, and burial-parties with

th stiller, quieter burdens. Men taking

; rations to the front line; others coming
a down to draw theirs, and all in the

darkness, in twelye inches of mud.

 
ae HE And, of course, collisions were inevitable.

if We'd be marching along, in two ranks,

when our head would come into contact
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went to the front, was a canal, and this
whad to be crossed by a couple of narrow
planks. The Huns had destroyed the

‘ bridge as they retired, and they had the
range of our improvised bridge to an inch.
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THE PIONEERS
By a Private in a Pioneer Battalion

It was in the open, too, and they had
posted a machine-gun so as to command
the place. This machine-gun was cun-
ningly hidden, too, and we didn’t find it
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It was on the top of an old ruined °
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Trench Repairs Under Difficulties

Anyway, every night, just about the
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place as brightly as day. Then we'd
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often with our faces and noses buried
in the mud, and the watertrickling into
our ears. We didn’t dare to move, for
if we had we'd have drawn the fire of
half a score of machine-guns, and been
well strafed by our own chaps for
disturbing them at that hour of the
morning. — z
About two -we’d: return, but as most

of the reliefs and stretcher-parties had
vanished by this time, we used to get
back in good time. This, of course, was
repeated évery night, whether it rained,

snowed, was black as the inside of your
tin helmet, or bright moonlight.

You folks at home who admire the
moon, and go to bed secure in the know-
ledge that Mr. Bloomin’ Zeppelin won’t
come while there’s a moon, should hear
the greeting she gets from us when she
shoves her great round face from behind
a cloud or over a distant woodorhill-top,

and lights up a party of about fifty sand-
bag fillers. >
Of course, the Boche immediately

opens. fire, and it’s all U-P with our
work that night.

Grisly Work in High Wood
We reach our barn about dawn and

lie down. I nearly said ‘‘ get’ to,sleep,”
but almost as soon as we get rolled in
our blankets the gunners start their work,

kicking up the- dickens of a row about
three hundred yards away in our rear,
Of course, the Huns retaliate, and pre-

sently one of their airmen willcome over
to see if he can locate anything. He'll
drop a few bombs, just out of good-
fellowship, and when our airmen chase

him away he makes us a present of all
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the explosives. he’s carrying. Of course, .
you will realise that we get an enormous
amount of rest, under these conditions,

and that the requests to be transferred
to a “cushy” job in a fighting regiment
are fairly numerous. ;

In the recent fight forHigh Wood we
had to cut a road through the trees the
night before the big thing happened.
Now, our own guns were shelling th2°
wood, the German guns were making a
barragejust the otherside of their position,
and rifles and bombs were popping about
all over the show. The Germans hadn’t
been able to bury their dead, and these
had been blown to pieces with the shells,
and were all mingled in. withthe under-
growth we had to chop away. :

it was awiul, and the smell enough to
poison anyone but a pioneer, and every
time an-axe crashed against a bush stump
a storm of bullets would- come through
at us. The work was sheer brutality, and,
hardenedas we are, it made every man
Jack physically sick and ill afterwards,
though while we were at it we had to
stick it, trying to drown the offensive

stench with strong pipe-tobacco.
One night we pushed right up to ths

front line to dig some newtrenches for
the infantry, and when we arrived there
we found the infantry too exhausted
with continual fighting all day long to
talk coherent sense. The German guns
were making a barrage behind us, too,
so that they couldn’t get relieis up,
and as an attack was expected every
minute they couldn’t quite leave the
trench to look after ‘itself while they
had a sleep. Z :
When we arrived, however, although

we were only just a little less weary
than themselves, having bean out all

the previous night, and having worked

our way through the barrage irom two
in the afternoon till dark, our office:
sent them all into their dug-outs to get |
a little sleep, saying that we would hold
the line for them.

A Fight as a Pieasant Change

All that night we worked swith our
spades, repairing the parapet where it
was broken away, laying down the dwck-
_walk—the planks in the centre of the
trench along which we avalk when tke
water rises—andfilling up sand-bags. I
don’t think I ever worked so hard in
all my life, and we got finished just as
the light broke through the sky -in the
cast.
And with the daylight came the Ger-

mans, attacking en masse. We discarded
our spades and shovels, manned the
infantry’s Lewis guns, and got our rifles .
to bear. We gave the advancing Germans
as hot a fire as they’d ever had, but
they came on.

And at last they got into that trench—
but they never got out. We used
bayonets and the bombs belonging to
our pals in the dug-outs, and when we
dropped our rifles we caught up spades,
and used the. ‘edges of them. I never’
enjoyed a scrap -more than that, and
when the Germans—what was left of
them, and it was mighty few—turned
and ran, we sent up a cheer that brought
the lads out. ‘And, would you believeit,
they had slept throughall that awfultime.
They’d got so used to the sound of rifle
and gun fire that these usual sounds
hadn’t disturbed them, but our. cheering
had. SS ere :

Well, war is a rotten life, anyway, but
if I had my chance over again I’d go
into a fighting regiment, and not a pioneer
battalion. : 3
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Hydroplane returning to its base as seen from an aeroplane hovering above. The broadening splash as the machine more fully takes
the water is very clearly shown on the rippled surface. Aérial photography gives us new andstrikina views of land and water.
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’ WHO’S WHO IN THE GREAT WAR |
Cleveland's Cabinet. Succeeded Mr. Garrison i
in Secretaryship for War.

Balfour, Rt. Hon. A. J., O.M., P.C., M.P.—
Born 1848. Nephew of Lord Salisbury, to
whom when Prime Minister he asted as
private secretary. Entered Parliament at age
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Generals Visit Heroes of Verdun
  

    

    

 

    
 

Gen. AVARESCU,
Com. Rumanian Armies,

Lt.-Gen. AYLMER,
Kut Relief Force.

Avarescu, General. — Commander-ii-Chief
(under King Ferdinand) of the Rumanian
Armies. Born 18358, took part in campaign
of 1877 as a trooper in cavalry regiment.
Received a commission sub-lieutenant in
1881, and attained the rank of General. of
Division in 1912. Commanded the troops in
the suppression of the peasant insurreetion in
winter of 1907-8. Became Minister of War
1908. Chief of the General Staff during the
invasion of Bulgaria in summerof 1913. At
the outbreak of war he commandedthe First
ArmyCorps.

Aylmer, Lt.-Gen. Sir Fenton John, K.C.B.,
V.C.—Born 1862 ; joined the Royal Enginee
1880. Took part in the Second Burma Wa
and in the Hazara and Hunza Expeditions.
Served in Chitral Relief Force. Received the
V.C. for gallantry at the storming of Nilt
Fort (Hunza Exped). Took part in Kut Relief
Campaign, 1916. K.C.B., January, 1916.

Babington, Squadron-Commander J. F.,
R.N.—Distinguished naval airman, one of
heroes of raid on Zeppelin bases at Friedrich-
shafen, November, 1914, for which he received
Cross Legion of Honour. Originally a sub-
lieutenant, Royal Navy.

Babtie, Surg.-Gen. Sir William, K.C.M.G.,
V.C.—Director Medical Services, War Office,
since 1916. Born 1859; served during
international occupation of Crete as senior
medical officer 1897-98 (C.M.G.); in South
Africa on Staff of Natal Army, present at all
actions for Relief of Ladysmith (mentioned in
despatches, promoted lieutenant-colonel, and
awarded V.C.).° Rendered splendid services in
wat—principal Director Medical Services,
Mediterranean, 1915-16 (mentioned in -de-
spatches and K.C.M.G.).

Bacon, Vice-Admiral Sir R. H. S., K.C.B.,
D.S.0.—In command Dover Patrol since Z915.
Born 1863. Entered H.M.S. Britannia 2877 ;
Chief of Intelligence Department, Benin
Expedition, 1897, when he won the D.S.O.
Famous as officer who -conducted the first
submarine trials in the British Navy, and as
the first captain of the Dreadnought. Director
of Naval Ordnance and Torpedoes 1907-9.
Commanded Heavy Howitzer Brigade, R.M.A.,
with E xpeditionary Force in France. Re-
sponsible for what Lord French described =
“the valuable co-operation of the Fleet” i
allied advance, autumn of 1915. In addition
to his distinguished abilities as soldier and
sailor, has shownliterary capacity in ‘‘ Benin,
the City of Blood.” :

Baden-Powell, Lt.-Gen. Sir R. S. S., K.C.B.
—Chairman of Council and Chief Scout, ‘the
Boy Scouts’ Association. Distinguished
soldier who left the Army in 1910 to“devote
himself to. organisation of Boy Scout Move-
ment ‘which he had developed in 1902. Had
brilliant military career, serving in India,
Afghanistan, Zwiuland, Ashanti, and South
Africa. Became world-famous by his heroic
defence of Mafeking, October 15th, 1899, to
May 18th, 1900; afterwards organised the
South African Constabulary. Was Inspector-
General of Cavalry 1903-7. ‘Underhis inspiring
and able leadership the Boy Scouts lived up
to their motto, ‘‘ Be Prepared,” from the very
outbreak of war, and rendered valuable
national service. Sir Robert visited many
parts of the Empire in furtherance of the
Scout aims. _

Bailloud, General—French leader -who
arrived in Gallipoliiin command of the gallant

    

   

 

 

  

  

Bombed Friedrichshafen,

 

Sq.-Com. BABINGTON, Vice-Adm. BACON,
Com. Dover Patrol..

2nd French Division, May r4th, 1915. Ren-
dered excellent services under Gen. Gouraud,
the French Commander-in-Chief, most notable
of which wasthe brilliant recapture of Haricot
Fort, June 21st, r9r5, which he held against
repeated and formidable Turkish attacks.

Baird, Major J. L., C.M.G., D.S.0., M.P.—
Parliamentaty Secretary of Air Board since
1916, and representative of Air Services on
Board of Admiralty. Born 1874. Formerly
in diplomatic service, Acting-Agent and
Consul-Genteral in Abyssinia 1902, Political
Officer -with Abyssinian Army in Somaliland
1903-4. Intelligence Officer, European War,
I9QI4=15 (mentionediin despatches and D:S.0.)

 

 

 
 

Sir R. §. §. BADEN- Gen. BAILLOUD,
POWELL, Chief Scout. French Force, Dardanelles.
 

 

 

 

   
 

Major BAIRD, NEWTON D. BAKER,
Parl. Sec. Air Board. U.S. War Minister.

Bairnsfather, Captain Bruce.—Popular war
artist, whose inimitably humorous pictures
of the British soldier, ‘“ Fragments From
France,” made his name a household word.
His “ Bullets and Billets,” in which he wrote
andillustrated his experiences in the fighting
zone, scored great success. Captainin“Royal
Warwitk Regt.; later attached to Staff.
Shared perils “of the men he depicted, and_
was wounded.

Baker, Newton D.—Secretary for War in
U.S.A, Government since March, 1916. Had
distinguished careeras solicitor and politician,
former mayorof city of Cleveland, andprivate
secretary to Postmaster-General in: President

‘Ceue.

of twenty-six, ‘and occupied many leading
positions in State. Chief Secretary for Ireland
1887-91 ; leader of Unionist Party in House
of Commons 1892 ; succeeded LordSalisburyin”
Premiership in tg02. Joined Coalition Govern-
ment as First Lord of Admiralty, May, 1915.
BecameForeign Secretary in National Goveri-
ment, December, 1916, Distinguished scholar
with reputation as metaphysician, and one of
most brilliant debaters in Parliament. His
Supplementary Note to President Wilson on
Germany’s Peace Overtures one of the great
documents of the war,

Balfourier, General.—tTreneh hero of Verdun
who. timely arrived on the scene with. the
Bretons of the Twentieth Army Corps on the
most critical day, February 26th, 1916, when
the Germans tried to break through by over=
whelming weight and unfaltering driving
power, Balfourier, by the vehemence of his
surprise attack, trapped the Brandenburgers
at Fort Douaumont, and arrested the formid-
able Germanoffensive, becoming the popular
hero of France.

Ball, Gaptain Albert, D.S.0., M.C.—Regarded
as Britain’s greatest airman at the front.
Member of the Notts and Derby Regiment
(Sherwood Foresters) and R.U.C.; won
Military Cross, awarded D.S.O., and a bar to
the D.S.O., and a Russian Cross, The son
of former mayor of Nottingham he had, at
the age of, nineteen, brought down twenty-nine
German aeroplanes, and engaged in over a
hundred air fights. He had several narrow
escapes, but was never injured. His most
remarkable fight was-one in which he killed
his opponent with a revolver. Captain Ball
had exhausted all his Lewis-gun ammunition,
but just as his antagonist was about to riddle
him, he drove alongside and put a bullet
through his head. “The Freedom of the City
of Nottinghamwas bestowed on him, February
roth, 1917, in recognition-of his brilliant work
as a flying officer in the war. The value of-his
methods was recognised by~ the military
authorities by his appointment as an in-
structor.

Ballard, Commander ©. F.—Lost with his
Formidable, torpedoed in Channel,

. January 1st, 1915. Entered Navy as.cadct
1892; becoming midshipman three years later,
lieutenant 1900, commander 1913. As sub-
lientenant in the Aurora sawactive service in
China- 1900; mentioned in despatches for
services at Tientsin.

Ballin, Herr Albert.—Germany’s’ Napoleon
of mercantile marine. Born 1857. Head of
the Hamburg-Amerika Line, whose staif he
joined in 1880, working his way up to managing
director. His ‘business capacity and organising
talents made himthe leading figure in German

- shipping. Strong advocate of North Sea naval
base for Germany, and full of plans for her
_maritime struggle ‘after the war.

Bark, M. P. L.—Russia’s Finance Minister
since February, 1914. Carried into effect the
_Tsar’s rescript on subject ~of abolishing the
“sale of alcohol. Visited. France and: Great
Britain, February, 1915, for purpose of con-
ferences in financing the war. In September,
T9115, again in conference with the French
and British Ministers on fmancial problems.
 
 

 

   

 

    
 

Rt. Hn. A. J. BALFOUR, Gen. BALFOURIER,
Foreign Secretary. Hero of Verdun.

Capt. ALBERT BALL,
Famous Airman.

M. P. L. BARK, ~-
Russian Finance Minister.

 
 

At first glance this looks like a glimpse of some Oriental village.
substantially-built dug-outs on the western front. (British official photograph.)

 

 

 

   
 

; Party of British Generals and otherofficers, all of them wearing the regulation helmet, ona visit to Verdun. At the head of the
mission was Major-General Scott.Continued on page 118 Above: French village girl decarating one of her country’s big quns *‘ for luck.”Continaed from page 70 Portraits by Ruseetl, Elliott & Fry, Crivb, Barnett.
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Avarescu, General. — Commander-ii-Chief
(under King Ferdinand) of the Rumanian
Armies. Born 18358, took part in campaign
of 1877 as a trooper in cavalry regiment.
Received a commission sub-lieutenant in
1881, and attained the rank of General. of
Division in 1912. Commanded the troops in
the suppression of the peasant insurreetion in
winter of 1907-8. Became Minister of War
1908. Chief of the General Staff during the
invasion of Bulgaria in summerof 1913. At
the outbreak of war he commandedthe First
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Babington, Squadron-Commander J. F.,
R.N.—Distinguished naval airman, one of
heroes of raid on Zeppelin bases at Friedrich-
shafen, November, 1914, for which he received
Cross Legion of Honour. Originally a sub-
lieutenant, Royal Navy.

Babtie, Surg.-Gen. Sir William, K.C.M.G.,
V.C.—Director Medical Services, War Office,
since 1916. Born 1859; served during
international occupation of Crete as senior
medical officer 1897-98 (C.M.G.); in South
Africa on Staff of Natal Army, present at all
actions for Relief of Ladysmith (mentioned in
despatches, promoted lieutenant-colonel, and
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wat—principal Director Medical Services,
Mediterranean, 1915-16 (mentioned in -de-
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D.S.0.—In command Dover Patrol since Z915.
Born 1863. Entered H.M.S. Britannia 2877 ;
Chief of Intelligence Department, Benin
Expedition, 1897, when he won the D.S.O.
Famous as officer who -conducted the first
submarine trials in the British Navy, and as
the first captain of the Dreadnought. Director
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Commanded Heavy Howitzer Brigade, R.M.A.,
with E xpeditionary Force in France. Re-
sponsible for what Lord French described =
“the valuable co-operation of the Fleet” i
allied advance, autumn of 1915. In addition
to his distinguished abilities as soldier and
sailor, has shownliterary capacity in ‘‘ Benin,
the City of Blood.” :

Baden-Powell, Lt.-Gen. Sir R. S. S., K.C.B.
—Chairman of Council and Chief Scout, ‘the
Boy Scouts’ Association. Distinguished
soldier who left the Army in 1910 to“devote
himself to. organisation of Boy Scout Move-
ment ‘which he had developed in 1902. Had
brilliant military career, serving in India,
Afghanistan, Zwiuland, Ashanti, and South
Africa. Became world-famous by his heroic
defence of Mafeking, October 15th, 1899, to
May 18th, 1900; afterwards organised the
South African Constabulary. Was Inspector-
General of Cavalry 1903-7. ‘Underhis inspiring
and able leadership the Boy Scouts lived up
to their motto, ‘‘ Be Prepared,” from the very
outbreak of war, and rendered valuable
national service. Sir Robert visited many
parts of the Empire in furtherance of the
Scout aims. _

Bailloud, General—French leader -who
arrived in Gallipoliiin command of the gallant

    

   

 

 

  

  

Bombed Friedrichshafen,

 

Sq.-Com. BABINGTON, Vice-Adm. BACON,
Com. Dover Patrol..

2nd French Division, May r4th, 1915. Ren-
dered excellent services under Gen. Gouraud,
the French Commander-in-Chief, most notable
of which wasthe brilliant recapture of Haricot
Fort, June 21st, r9r5, which he held against
repeated and formidable Turkish attacks.

Baird, Major J. L., C.M.G., D.S.0., M.P.—
Parliamentaty Secretary of Air Board since
1916, and representative of Air Services on
Board of Admiralty. Born 1874. Formerly
in diplomatic service, Acting-Agent and
Consul-Genteral in Abyssinia 1902, Political
Officer -with Abyssinian Army in Somaliland
1903-4. Intelligence Officer, European War,
I9QI4=15 (mentionediin despatches and D:S.0.)

 

 

 
 

Sir R. §. §. BADEN- Gen. BAILLOUD,
POWELL, Chief Scout. French Force, Dardanelles.
 

 

 

 

   
 

Major BAIRD, NEWTON D. BAKER,
Parl. Sec. Air Board. U.S. War Minister.

Bairnsfather, Captain Bruce.—Popular war
artist, whose inimitably humorous pictures
of the British soldier, ‘“ Fragments From
France,” made his name a household word.
His “ Bullets and Billets,” in which he wrote
andillustrated his experiences in the fighting
zone, scored great success. Captainin“Royal
Warwitk Regt.; later attached to Staff.
Shared perils “of the men he depicted, and_
was wounded.

Baker, Newton D.—Secretary for War in
U.S.A, Government since March, 1916. Had
distinguished careeras solicitor and politician,
former mayorof city of Cleveland, andprivate
secretary to Postmaster-General in: President

‘Ceue.

of twenty-six, ‘and occupied many leading
positions in State. Chief Secretary for Ireland
1887-91 ; leader of Unionist Party in House
of Commons 1892 ; succeeded LordSalisburyin”
Premiership in tg02. Joined Coalition Govern-
ment as First Lord of Admiralty, May, 1915.
BecameForeign Secretary in National Goveri-
ment, December, 1916, Distinguished scholar
with reputation as metaphysician, and one of
most brilliant debaters in Parliament. His
Supplementary Note to President Wilson on
Germany’s Peace Overtures one of the great
documents of the war,

Balfourier, General.—tTreneh hero of Verdun
who. timely arrived on the scene with. the
Bretons of the Twentieth Army Corps on the
most critical day, February 26th, 1916, when
the Germans tried to break through by over=
whelming weight and unfaltering driving
power, Balfourier, by the vehemence of his
surprise attack, trapped the Brandenburgers
at Fort Douaumont, and arrested the formid-
able Germanoffensive, becoming the popular
hero of France.

Ball, Gaptain Albert, D.S.0., M.C.—Regarded
as Britain’s greatest airman at the front.
Member of the Notts and Derby Regiment
(Sherwood Foresters) and R.U.C.; won
Military Cross, awarded D.S.O., and a bar to
the D.S.O., and a Russian Cross, The son
of former mayor of Nottingham he had, at
the age of, nineteen, brought down twenty-nine
German aeroplanes, and engaged in over a
hundred air fights. He had several narrow
escapes, but was never injured. His most
remarkable fight was-one in which he killed
his opponent with a revolver. Captain Ball
had exhausted all his Lewis-gun ammunition,
but just as his antagonist was about to riddle
him, he drove alongside and put a bullet
through his head. “The Freedom of the City
of Nottinghamwas bestowed on him, February
roth, 1917, in recognition-of his brilliant work
as a flying officer in the war. The value of-his
methods was recognised by~ the military
authorities by his appointment as an in-
structor.

Ballard, Commander ©. F.—Lost with his
Formidable, torpedoed in Channel,

. January 1st, 1915. Entered Navy as.cadct
1892; becoming midshipman three years later,
lieutenant 1900, commander 1913. As sub-
lientenant in the Aurora sawactive service in
China- 1900; mentioned in despatches for
services at Tientsin.

Ballin, Herr Albert.—Germany’s’ Napoleon
of mercantile marine. Born 1857. Head of
the Hamburg-Amerika Line, whose staif he
joined in 1880, working his way up to managing
director. His ‘business capacity and organising
talents made himthe leading figure in German

- shipping. Strong advocate of North Sea naval
base for Germany, and full of plans for her
_maritime struggle ‘after the war.

Bark, M. P. L.—Russia’s Finance Minister
since February, 1914. Carried into effect the
_Tsar’s rescript on subject ~of abolishing the
“sale of alcohol. Visited. France and: Great
Britain, February, 1915, for purpose of con-
ferences in financing the war. In September,
T9115, again in conference with the French
and British Ministers on fmancial problems.
 
 

 

   

 

    
 

Rt. Hn. A. J. BALFOUR, Gen. BALFOURIER,
Foreign Secretary. Hero of Verdun.

Capt. ALBERT BALL,
Famous Airman.

M. P. L. BARK, ~-
Russian Finance Minister.

 
 

At first glance this looks like a glimpse of some Oriental village.
substantially-built dug-outs on the western front. (British official photograph.)

 

 

 

   
 

; Party of British Generals and otherofficers, all of them wearing the regulation helmet, ona visit to Verdun. At the head of the
mission was Major-General Scott.Continued on page 118 Above: French village girl decarating one of her country’s big quns *‘ for luck.”Continaed from page 70 Portraits by Ruseetl, Elliott & Fry, Crivb, Barnett.

      



   

rey. The War Iustrated, 10th March, 1917.

‘THE EMPIRE’S ROLL OF HONOUR
; CArraln HUME §. CAMERON, who was a member of the staff of Broad

*, \ Street School, joired the Norfolk Regiment as a second-licutenant directly
7 war broke out. In Marchof last year, having reached the rank of captain,

he was wounded byanacrial torpedo and invalided home. He had only keen January 25th, 1915.
three days at the front again when he waskilled, leading his men into action See.-Lieutenant W. McD. Noble, Royal Engineers Brigade Signalling Officer,
on September 6th. : who «ied of wounds aitersseeing considerable service, was the son ef Mr. W.

- Lieutenant Bernard Gordon Anderson, M.C., of the T.incolnshire Regiment, ‘Noble, Assistant Engineer-in-Chief at the G.P.O.

4 who died at Chatham of woundsreceived in action, was posthumously granted Sec.-Liewtenant Alfred Victor Ratcliffe, of the West Yorkshire Regiment,

‘ the Military Cross for conspicuous bravery. When his company commander. whe fell in action at Fricourt on July Ist, 1916, was the third son of Mrs.

"4 fell he took the companyforward under heavy machine-gunfire, and later ted Brotherton Ratcliffe, of Harrogate. The young officer, who had been educated

. a party of bombers against an enemy rnachine-gun. at Dulwich and Cambridge, was a student of the Inner ‘Temple when he joiz

Lieutenant W. H. V. Nelson, of the Sherwood Foresters, who was the cnly the Army. ;

son of Mr, and Mrs. Percy Nelson, of HanoverStreet, London, W., bad been Sec-Lieutenant George Douglas Pechell, who was gazetted to the Indian

for four months bombing officer when he received the wounds from which Reserve of Officers in November, 1914, andlater attached to the Royal Flyin

he died. He had not completed his twenty-first year. Corps, was killed while flying. He was the younger son of Lieuf€.-Colonel Sir

Lieutenant H. G. de Lisle Bush, M.C., Gloucestershire Regiment, was the A. Alexander Brooke Pechell, of the Royal Hospital, Chelsea,

Page 96

eldest son of Mr. and Mrs. &. de Lisle Bush, of Eastington Park, Glos. He was
educated at Eton and was a keen sportsman. Having joined the Army on the
outbreak of war, he received the Military Cross for gallantry at Givenchy on

 

 

 

   
 

 

    

  

  

        
Capt. A. C. PURNELL,

Middlesex Regt.

 

Capt. H. P. WILLIAMS,
Royal Welsh Fusiliers.

Capt. H. §. CAMERON,
Norfolk Regt.

Capt. J. W. HEDLEY,Lieut. G. S. Le MESURIER, y L,
Lancashire Fusiliers.Canadian Infantry.

  

 

 

      

 

 

Capt. C. B. CUTTS, Lieut. A. D. HODGSON,
Sherwood Foreste:s. Sherwood Foresters.

Lieut. G. A. R. ROSS, Sec.-Lt. W. H. V. NELSON,
Canadian Infantry.

Lieut. G. HAIRE,
Sherwood Foresters. Connaught Rangers.
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5 Sec.-Lt. J. C. MACHUT-

CHEON, Sherwood Foresters.

 

Lieut. H. G. de L. BUSH, M.C., Sec.-Lt. G. D. PECHELL,
Gloucestershire Rest.

Lieut. B. G. ANDERSON,
Indian Army, att. R.F.C.

Sece.-Lt. W. McD. N
M.C., Lincolnshire Regt. 2 NeneR.E, (Signals).
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Sec.-Lt. Vs BATCLIFER,
West Scacahiee Regi.

ts Sec.-Lt. R. G. MILLER,
South African Infantry,

See,-Lt. F. GRISSELL, Sec.-Lt. J, G. BIRNEY, Sec.-L
Coldstream Guards. Highland Light ‘Infantry. : ee eieee
Portraits by Lafayette, Elliott & Fry, Bassano, Swaine, Spenight, and Hills & Saunders.
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Germans; and that. was all that mattered.
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The War Illustrated, 10th March,

 

 

RECORDS OF THE

 

REGIMENTS—XXIX

THE SHERWOOD FORESTERS
NLIKEItalian ones, German
names are harsh rather than
musical, but, in spite of this,

it will be long before Britons forget
one of them—Hohenzollern. The
family name of the Kaiser and his
Drood was given by the Germans to
a networce of fortifications which
they erected near Loos, and around

in the autumn of tor5, there raged some of

 

which,
the most ferocious fights of the Great War. _

This redoubt, a very big one,
yards in-front of the German trenchees, and was “built
on a slight eminence. It was circular in shape, was
defended by stout parapets, filled with machine-guns
which could sweep the whole area in front and on both
sides of it, and, finally, was“connected with the trenches ~
behind by two special ones, known to our. men as
Rigs Willie:’ “and,--'Little- Willie’ -Within the
redoubt was a mazc of trenches and shelters of various
kinds—everything, in fact,+that the ingenuity of
engineers could invent.

At the Battle of Loos : :

During the Battle of Loos, in September, 1915, the
Hohenzoilern was assaulted, and, after heavy fighting,
was captured by some Highland “battalions. Then
began a tremendous strugele, the Germans. determined
to recover it, the British equally resolute to keep

extended about 500

it; and what was léft of ‘the redoubt changed
hands* more than once. The net result, however,
was that our men were being: pushed slowly back,
and on October -13th another vattompt was made to
clear out the Germans.
Forthis tough piece of workit was decided to employ

a division of ‘Territorials, the 46th, from the Midlands.
In this division there was a brigade of four battalions
of Sherwood Foresters, of men from: Nottinghamshire
and: Derbyshire t first. they were leit in reserve,
but during the terrible night-fighting the 7th and 8th
Battalions (the former Leing the well-known Robin
Hood Rifles) wentup to support their comrades (the
men: of Stafford, Lincoln, ae: whohad
eatried the redoubt with a rush, |ee

Captain Vickers, V.C. %

During the darkness of the night the bombers of the
Sherweods - were hurling their missiles and fighting
their way_ along the trenches, and- about four in the
morning the 8th Battalion cleared a party of Germans

eastern corner of the redoubt. . Back, however,
they came, and later in the day there was some more
savage fighting, during which Captain C. G. Vickers,
one of the Robin Hoods, performed the deeds which won
for him the Victoria Cross. The Germans were coming
on, and onty twoof his mea remained unhurt. With
their assistance, however, he kept up a shower of bombs,
holding the position for some hours, and it waslargely
owing to-him that the redoubt was not retaken. As
an “instance of his determination: to hold on, it is
related how he ordered a second barrier to be built
behind him. He knew that this would cut off his own
retreat, but he knew also that it would hold up the

Vickers
wasee but, happily, he recovered.
Th ‘ Little Willie’ Captain J. C. Warren, with four
nien, performed an equally gallantact, holding a trench
for fourteen hours. 3 :
“Phese Territorials had also done good- work at

Hooge in the sutnmer of 1915, but we must pass from
them. to ‘say. something about the Regular battalions
of the regiment, The 2nd Battalion of the Sherwood
Foresters joined up with the rest of the British Army
just before ae Battle of the Aisne, and had its: first

 

  

  

spell of severe fighting during the attempt to reach
Lille in October, 1914. When that movement stopped
it helped to defend Ypres, and although not quite in
the thick of the struggle, was yet constantly and
heavily engaged.

At Neuve Chapelle

The 1st Battaiion, being at Bombay when the war
began, was later in the field. It reached France in
November, 1914, and after some weeks in the trenches
—a bitter change from the warm Indian sum—took
a leading part in the Battle of Neuve Chapelle. In
that engagement the Fourth Corps, then led by Sir
Henry Rawlinson, was deputed to make the main
assault=-or, rather, one of two main assaults—on the
village, and in one of rts brigades were the 1st Foresters.

After. the first. attack had been launched in the
early dawn of* March 1oth, 1915, the Foresters and the
rest of their brigade were ordered forward. One side
of the village was entrusted to them, andsteadily
they made their way forward, one line following
another. At length they were in the village, and in
one of its orchards they joined up, in accordance with
the general plan of attack, with anotherbrigade on their
right. It was{now about mid-day, and Neuve Chapelle
was won, but Genera! French lacked the means with
which to carry the attack further, and the utmost
our men could do wasto cling stubbornly to their gains.
One of the heroes of this assault was Lieut. J.
Dobbie, of the Sherwoods, who, seeing the confusion
caused by our bombs, at once collected a few men and
drove back the Germans before they had time to
aeer their presence of mind. Not far away Sergeants

. H. Dadyand A. Grimshawwerein charge of platoons
which were surrounded by Germans, but instead of
surrendering, they kept their men together, and at
length got them away.

V.C. Won at Rouges Bancs

These and other incidents give us a glimpse of the
battle, and enable those of us who live at homeat-ease
to visualise its ebb and flow.. Bombs wereused freely,
Private J:.S. Draycott and others throwing them at
crowds of Germans. The regimental headaquarters
was at one time surrounded by the enemy, and Privates
J. Hayes and A. Jackson were given ‘the D.C.M. for
gallantry in defending it. And ammunition ran
short, for Private E. Whittaker carried up a supply
over 4co yards of open ground.

Further notices enable us to knowa little of what the
battalions were doing during the summer of 19r5.° In
May the 1st was at Rouges Bancs, where Corporal
James Upton won the V.C, for gallantry ‘in rescuing
the wounded; and the 2nd was at Le Toquet, where
Private J. Savage lost his life while engaged in saving
some men who had been-oyercome by gas in-a mine.
On August 9th this same ~battalion was in the thick
of the fighting at Hooge, where all day they held some
trenches under heavyshell fire.
The full name of the Sherwood Foresters is the

Nottinghamshire and Derbyshire Regiment. .Its 1st
Battalion (the old 45th) was raised in 1741, and its 2nd
(the old 95th) in 1823. -Its greatest battle honours
were won in the Peninsular and Crimean Wars. The
Foresters were conspicuous at Talavera, Busaco, and
elsewhere, being known as the ‘“ Old Stubberns ”
they did nobly at Alma and Inkerman ; in India and
Abyssinia ; and in the fight at Dargai, in 18q7, the 2nd
Battalion shared the honours of the:day with the Gordon
Highlanders. Finally 1®-maybe said that our most
distinguished airman, Captain Albert Ball, D.S.O.,
began his military career in thisregiment,-

 

A. W. H.

Photographie group of offers of the Sherwood Foresters appears on page 89
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rey. The War Iustrated, 10th March, 1917.

‘THE EMPIRE’S ROLL OF HONOUR
; CArraln HUME §. CAMERON, who was a member of the staff of Broad

*, \ Street School, joired the Norfolk Regiment as a second-licutenant directly
7 war broke out. In Marchof last year, having reached the rank of captain,

he was wounded byanacrial torpedo and invalided home. He had only keen January 25th, 1915.
three days at the front again when he waskilled, leading his men into action See.-Lieutenant W. McD. Noble, Royal Engineers Brigade Signalling Officer,
on September 6th. : who «ied of wounds aitersseeing considerable service, was the son ef Mr. W.

- Lieutenant Bernard Gordon Anderson, M.C., of the T.incolnshire Regiment, ‘Noble, Assistant Engineer-in-Chief at the G.P.O.

4 who died at Chatham of woundsreceived in action, was posthumously granted Sec.-Liewtenant Alfred Victor Ratcliffe, of the West Yorkshire Regiment,

‘ the Military Cross for conspicuous bravery. When his company commander. whe fell in action at Fricourt on July Ist, 1916, was the third son of Mrs.

"4 fell he took the companyforward under heavy machine-gunfire, and later ted Brotherton Ratcliffe, of Harrogate. The young officer, who had been educated

. a party of bombers against an enemy rnachine-gun. at Dulwich and Cambridge, was a student of the Inner ‘Temple when he joiz

Lieutenant W. H. V. Nelson, of the Sherwood Foresters, who was the cnly the Army. ;

son of Mr, and Mrs. Percy Nelson, of HanoverStreet, London, W., bad been Sec-Lieutenant George Douglas Pechell, who was gazetted to the Indian

for four months bombing officer when he received the wounds from which Reserve of Officers in November, 1914, andlater attached to the Royal Flyin

he died. He had not completed his twenty-first year. Corps, was killed while flying. He was the younger son of Lieuf€.-Colonel Sir

Lieutenant H. G. de Lisle Bush, M.C., Gloucestershire Regiment, was the A. Alexander Brooke Pechell, of the Royal Hospital, Chelsea,

Page 96

eldest son of Mr. and Mrs. &. de Lisle Bush, of Eastington Park, Glos. He was
educated at Eton and was a keen sportsman. Having joined the Army on the
outbreak of war, he received the Military Cross for gallantry at Givenchy on

 

 

 

   
 

 

    

  

  

        
Capt. A. C. PURNELL,

Middlesex Regt.

 

Capt. H. P. WILLIAMS,
Royal Welsh Fusiliers.

Capt. H. §. CAMERON,
Norfolk Regt.

Capt. J. W. HEDLEY,Lieut. G. S. Le MESURIER, y L,
Lancashire Fusiliers.Canadian Infantry.

  

 

 

      

 

 

Capt. C. B. CUTTS, Lieut. A. D. HODGSON,
Sherwood Foreste:s. Sherwood Foresters.

Lieut. G. A. R. ROSS, Sec.-Lt. W. H. V. NELSON,
Canadian Infantry.

Lieut. G. HAIRE,
Sherwood Foresters. Connaught Rangers.
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5 Sec.-Lt. J. C. MACHUT-

CHEON, Sherwood Foresters.

 

Lieut. H. G. de L. BUSH, M.C., Sec.-Lt. G. D. PECHELL,
Gloucestershire Rest.

Lieut. B. G. ANDERSON,
Indian Army, att. R.F.C.

Sece.-Lt. W. McD. N
M.C., Lincolnshire Regt. 2 NeneR.E, (Signals).
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Sec.-Lt. Vs BATCLIFER,
West Scacahiee Regi.

ts Sec.-Lt. R. G. MILLER,
South African Infantry,

See,-Lt. F. GRISSELL, Sec.-Lt. J, G. BIRNEY, Sec.-L
Coldstream Guards. Highland Light ‘Infantry. : ee eieee
Portraits by Lafayette, Elliott & Fry, Bassano, Swaine, Spenight, and Hills & Saunders.
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The War Illustrated, 10th March,

 

 

RECORDS OF THE

 

REGIMENTS—XXIX

THE SHERWOOD FORESTERS
NLIKEItalian ones, German
names are harsh rather than
musical, but, in spite of this,

it will be long before Britons forget
one of them—Hohenzollern. The
family name of the Kaiser and his
Drood was given by the Germans to
a networce of fortifications which
they erected near Loos, and around

in the autumn of tor5, there raged some of

 

which,
the most ferocious fights of the Great War. _

This redoubt, a very big one,
yards in-front of the German trenchees, and was “built
on a slight eminence. It was circular in shape, was
defended by stout parapets, filled with machine-guns
which could sweep the whole area in front and on both
sides of it, and, finally, was“connected with the trenches ~
behind by two special ones, known to our. men as
Rigs Willie:’ “and,--'Little- Willie’ -Within the
redoubt was a mazc of trenches and shelters of various
kinds—everything, in fact,+that the ingenuity of
engineers could invent.

At the Battle of Loos : :

During the Battle of Loos, in September, 1915, the
Hohenzoilern was assaulted, and, after heavy fighting,
was captured by some Highland “battalions. Then
began a tremendous strugele, the Germans. determined
to recover it, the British equally resolute to keep

extended about 500

it; and what was léft of ‘the redoubt changed
hands* more than once. The net result, however,
was that our men were being: pushed slowly back,
and on October -13th another vattompt was made to
clear out the Germans.
Forthis tough piece of workit was decided to employ

a division of ‘Territorials, the 46th, from the Midlands.
In this division there was a brigade of four battalions
of Sherwood Foresters, of men from: Nottinghamshire
and: Derbyshire t first. they were leit in reserve,
but during the terrible night-fighting the 7th and 8th
Battalions (the former Leing the well-known Robin
Hood Rifles) wentup to support their comrades (the
men: of Stafford, Lincoln, ae: whohad
eatried the redoubt with a rush, |ee

Captain Vickers, V.C. %

During the darkness of the night the bombers of the
Sherweods - were hurling their missiles and fighting
their way_ along the trenches, and- about four in the
morning the 8th Battalion cleared a party of Germans

eastern corner of the redoubt. . Back, however,
they came, and later in the day there was some more
savage fighting, during which Captain C. G. Vickers,
one of the Robin Hoods, performed the deeds which won
for him the Victoria Cross. The Germans were coming
on, and onty twoof his mea remained unhurt. With
their assistance, however, he kept up a shower of bombs,
holding the position for some hours, and it waslargely
owing to-him that the redoubt was not retaken. As
an “instance of his determination: to hold on, it is
related how he ordered a second barrier to be built
behind him. He knew that this would cut off his own
retreat, but he knew also that it would hold up the

Vickers
wasee but, happily, he recovered.
Th ‘ Little Willie’ Captain J. C. Warren, with four
nien, performed an equally gallantact, holding a trench
for fourteen hours. 3 :
“Phese Territorials had also done good- work at

Hooge in the sutnmer of 1915, but we must pass from
them. to ‘say. something about the Regular battalions
of the regiment, The 2nd Battalion of the Sherwood
Foresters joined up with the rest of the British Army
just before ae Battle of the Aisne, and had its: first

 

  

  

spell of severe fighting during the attempt to reach
Lille in October, 1914. When that movement stopped
it helped to defend Ypres, and although not quite in
the thick of the struggle, was yet constantly and
heavily engaged.

At Neuve Chapelle

The 1st Battaiion, being at Bombay when the war
began, was later in the field. It reached France in
November, 1914, and after some weeks in the trenches
—a bitter change from the warm Indian sum—took
a leading part in the Battle of Neuve Chapelle. In
that engagement the Fourth Corps, then led by Sir
Henry Rawlinson, was deputed to make the main
assault=-or, rather, one of two main assaults—on the
village, and in one of rts brigades were the 1st Foresters.

After. the first. attack had been launched in the
early dawn of* March 1oth, 1915, the Foresters and the
rest of their brigade were ordered forward. One side
of the village was entrusted to them, andsteadily
they made their way forward, one line following
another. At length they were in the village, and in
one of its orchards they joined up, in accordance with
the general plan of attack, with anotherbrigade on their
right. It was{now about mid-day, and Neuve Chapelle
was won, but Genera! French lacked the means with
which to carry the attack further, and the utmost
our men could do wasto cling stubbornly to their gains.
One of the heroes of this assault was Lieut. J.
Dobbie, of the Sherwoods, who, seeing the confusion
caused by our bombs, at once collected a few men and
drove back the Germans before they had time to
aeer their presence of mind. Not far away Sergeants

. H. Dadyand A. Grimshawwerein charge of platoons
which were surrounded by Germans, but instead of
surrendering, they kept their men together, and at
length got them away.

V.C. Won at Rouges Bancs

These and other incidents give us a glimpse of the
battle, and enable those of us who live at homeat-ease
to visualise its ebb and flow.. Bombs wereused freely,
Private J:.S. Draycott and others throwing them at
crowds of Germans. The regimental headaquarters
was at one time surrounded by the enemy, and Privates
J. Hayes and A. Jackson were given ‘the D.C.M. for
gallantry in defending it. And ammunition ran
short, for Private E. Whittaker carried up a supply
over 4co yards of open ground.

Further notices enable us to knowa little of what the
battalions were doing during the summer of 19r5.° In
May the 1st was at Rouges Bancs, where Corporal
James Upton won the V.C, for gallantry ‘in rescuing
the wounded; and the 2nd was at Le Toquet, where
Private J. Savage lost his life while engaged in saving
some men who had been-oyercome by gas in-a mine.
On August 9th this same ~battalion was in the thick
of the fighting at Hooge, where all day they held some
trenches under heavyshell fire.
The full name of the Sherwood Foresters is the

Nottinghamshire and Derbyshire Regiment. .Its 1st
Battalion (the old 45th) was raised in 1741, and its 2nd
(the old 95th) in 1823. -Its greatest battle honours
were won in the Peninsular and Crimean Wars. The
Foresters were conspicuous at Talavera, Busaco, and
elsewhere, being known as the ‘“ Old Stubberns ”
they did nobly at Alma and Inkerman ; in India and
Abyssinia ; and in the fight at Dargai, in 18q7, the 2nd
Battalion shared the honours of the:day with the Gordon
Highlanders. Finally 1®-maybe said that our most
distinguished airman, Captain Albert Ball, D.S.O.,
began his military career in thisregiment,-

 

A. W. H.

Photographie group of offers of the Sherwood Foresters appears on page 89
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‘SEE it is said that the collections of war relics
which Lord Esher, Lord Harcourt, and- Sir. Guy

Laking are reported to have. been making from the
beginning of the war are to be united for forming a
special war gallery in. the London Museum. This,
however, will be especially a London collection, and
the capital suggestion has been put forward that other
towns should institute similar museums: in’. which,
besides general relics of the war, could. be brought
together all manner of things connected with the part
played by the particular locality in the Great War.
ach county might well possess such a museum, and
care should be taken to preserve in them copies of such
fugacities as recruiting posters, souvenir flags, etc..
which will have historical importance in years to come

Question of Food Values

“THE alarm in this country at the present period.
“on account of the high prices.of corn and the

danger of a scarcity, has turned the attention of the
- public toa yery important subject, the investigation of
the science of nutrition—a subject so curious in itself
hd sohighlyinteresting to mankind that ic seems
iculy astonishing it should have been so long neglected.
But in the manner in which it-i; now taken up by
both the House of Commons and the Board~ of
Agriculture, there is great reason ta-hope that it will
reccive a thoroughscientific investigation.”

HOSE words are not quoted from anyrecent news-
paper leader or article on the problems of our

food supply, though they may ‘read uncommonly.
like it. They were actually _wtitten in 1797, for I find
therm forming partof the introduction ‘to one of the
“ Essays, Political; IXconomical, and Philosophical,”
which were written by Benjamin Count of Rumford,
and published in that year, just one. hundred and
twenty years ago. It would seem that a matter
“taken up both by the.House of Commons and. the
Board of Agriculture’ may yet be a long wayoff
settlement, for those authorities are still discussing in
1917 food problems they had-“ taken*up”” in 1797
Count Rumiord was a great advocate ofthe food value
of maize, or Indian corn; but excellent as that grain;
is in the many forms in which it can be eaten—as
maize meal, hominy, ‘samp,’ or as a fresh vegetable’
on the “cob” in the American fashion—it has made
comparatively slow progress against our innate culinary
conservatism. War-time food economy should, how-
ever, set people testing that from which prejudice, or
mere habit, may have hitherto debarred them.

A

Montenegro the Complacent

OMEWHATdisquieting is the position of Monte-
negro as -disclosed in a recent letter to the

- Press from Miss M. Edith Durham.-,We have long
sentimentalised over the romanticlittle kingdom which
was overrun by the Austrians when the great: push
through Serbia took place. Miss Durham, who knows
Montenegro and the Montenegrins as few English
people do, suggests that. the invaders were allowed a
“walk over,’’ were indeed received with enthusiasm
by the people who had been well penetrated with
Austrian influence, and to whom was held out the
promise of headshipover a new South Slav State
under’ the .“‘ protection’? of Austria. Apart from
ising Nicholas and the small suite that accompanied
him, we are told that practically all the: Montenegrins
remained inthe country to receive the invader ! Now

the Central Powers are scheming to make King Nicholas
son, Prince’ Mirko, -ruler of their South Slav State of
which Montenegro is to be “‘ top dog,” as Miss Durham
puts it, for its. complacency. If this is correct, our
pity for the people niight require some revision; but
4Xing Nicholas‘is a true patriot. I have been reading
a-great deal about himin alittle-known book on which
{ purpose writing in an early issue.

Records of Colonial Regiments”

MONG myrecent correspondents a regular sub-
scriber writes to me from St. John’s, Newfound-

land, topoint out that our‘“‘ Records of the Regiments ”
have so far been exclusively devoted to British units.
He suggests that Colonial fighting forces ought to
receive their due meed of attention. I entirely agree
with this, and have made the necessary arrangements
for including in this very interesting scries of con-
tributions chronicles of the Newfoundland, Canadian,
Australian,. South. African, and other Colonial
regiments. .With the increasing information that is
now available as to the achievements of the different
units, the value of these records cannot fail to be
greatly enhanced. ;

Huns as Humorists

German
past few

number of
during the

ECENTEN slooking ~over~a
comic papers, published

months—and- particularly at those -dealing with
President Wilson, a howling Red Indian, .“‘ Great
Serpent” from the Teuton view—I have been struclr
afresh by the truth of ‘the often-repeated statement
that the Hun is devoid of humour as that term is
rightly understood.. Humour, it has been well said,
is. that which touches alike the source of laughter and
the springs of tears; the very word in its original
derives from moisture, and strictly it is not rightly
employed .when applied to the merely Satiric; the
sardonic, and the savage. True humour comes from
true. understanding, andim this the Hun has shown
himself to. be markedlydeficient ; he is crudely senti-
mental or he is savage, but seems incapable of the
more delicate blending of such qualities.

WHEN it comes to pictorial humour, the Hunis
almost wholly savage. The pages of his comic

Press betray much of the spirit which reimported
methods ‘of barbarism into warfare, which indis-
criminately dropped bombs from Zeppelins, and. sanlk
neutral ships at sight, seemingly as a sort of submarine
sport. Crudeness of conception and rudeness of idea
are the most obvious qualities which strike anyone
looking ‘through the work of Germany’s pictorial
Sumorists. The technical craft is often amazingly
zood ,” it is rarely inspired bythe slightest touch of
that sympathy whichis of the essence of true humour.

Safe Bind, Safe Find

m UCH, says popular wisdom, is ever the proverb.of
the thrifty mind, and therefore no apology is

needed for once again reminding myreaders that the
only way of making sure of finding the parts of our
paper to which they may wish to-refer is by binding
them into a volume; andthat the best wayof binding
them. is in’ the publishers’ registered binding cases.
The case for Volume V. (which consists of parts 105-130)
should be secured at once byall wishing for at., It
can be got from any bookseller or newsagentfor 1s. 6d.,
or direct from the publishing office by post foris. rod.,
and with it are given a portrait of Admiral Beatty
anda full list of contents.
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Untold Chapters of Rumania’s Tragic Stor;

In Command on the Somme: British Howitzer in Action 
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people happily excited by so great an event as being
photographed, and a laugh of sheer human kindness
comes to the lips as one looks at the quaint little
fellow in the topleft-hand corner of the page, wriggling
self-consciously and uncertain whether to laugh or
cry when singled out for such high distinction as being

  photographed by himself. And the stolid, solid, sell
possessed little maiden in the bottom right-hand
corner provokes a smile of- equal kindness and warm
human sympathy. No daughter of Eve ever yet
resented being the object of a man’s particular atten-
tion. She has got her tongue out? Of course she
has, but she isn’t putting it out at the photographer;
she's making sure of the last lingering sweetness of
the sugar-plum_ that was the consideration for her
consent to give the sittmg.

N' )R again in the groups is there anysingle, figure
that arrests our especial attention and com-

passion. Ragged and poor and dirty, these companies
of Serbian or Macedonian children could be matched
without difficulty by a photographer taking his camera
into many a Londonstreet;. that, no doubt, is London’s
shame, but there it is. And neither raggedness, nor
poverty, nor yet dirt, has any-essential element in
it repugnant to the child. The signs of hunger, again,
are not painfully evident'in the faces of these refugee
children. No the power of these pictures to impress
comes from what they suggest, not from what they
present, and .I protest in all earnestness that the
passion of pity stirred by these few photographs of
children suffering to-day will rise te heaven im-con-
demnation of the man whose limitless ambition~ 1s
responsible for the fact that they are refugees,

  y}

 

pe think of what these. children must have ex-
perienced before they reached. the security and the

comparative comfort of. these British. tents in< the
streets of Salonika! ‘There were the. first rumours of
war, of which they comprehended. nothing at -all ;
their fathers left home to join. the Army, and they

 

  
 

learned nothing about gricf from that, it was. only”
matter for voluble chatter and exchange -of comment
and speculation; and then little news came to them
in their remote villages ; they had not so much warning
of what was in store for them as the children had who
lived in’ France and Be

tidings came quickly from “the ~ battie-fronts:
And so the horror fell apon them with’ all the more
savage shock of surprise. They -were phinged’ imto
it abruptly, one appalling miorring, when the Bul-
garians were suddenly among -them,- burning the
houses, killing the old men and the elder lads, doing
the devil knows what to the women and the elder
girls, hurting and killing even little ones and driving
them mad with fear. All little children are highly
strung-and imaginative, and the shouting and the
shooting*and the roaring of the flameswere all terror

 

and
um, where roads are good.

aA warmand generous welcome to about twenty of them.
Two, in particular, interested me—-an old gentleman
whom they all called “ Papa’ and a boy of about
eight named Marcel. These two were inseparable
companions in their exile, and both were the sole
survivors of their families.

MARCES had a face of perfect beauty, so faras
features were concerned, but it was ghostly in

its absolute colourlessness, and‘there was an expression
of terror in restraint that was dreadful to see. 1
asked him what he thought of our town. “‘ It is very
pretty,’ he answered civilly; -and, after a pause,
added: “ It is very quiet.’’ And I thought the terror
was more marked. Afterwards “ Papa”, explained.
‘ He is always listening for the guns,’”’ he said. “ They
were very terrible, the guns.” The simplicity of the
statement gave emphasis to it, and I could picture
that little chap lying awake at night in our quiet
country town, listening for the sound which had
awakened him one awful night when his world tumbled
about his ears and he became a refugee. I am glad
to say Marcel is dead. ‘‘ Papa’. told me also that
Martel had seen his mother shot; she got in front
of her husband, who had been put: against a wall,

and so, of course, she was killed.

 

NE does not want to dwell in imagination upon
ghastly details—not yet; that is.~So there «is

no occasion to look into the pictured faces of these
refugee children at Salonika and speculate about. the
awful things that they, too, may have known. It is
good to know that in their tents under the British
flag they maybe learning to forget the worst of their.
suffering ;, good. to:know that they are being cared =
for and. played with and_petted. and given . sweets «
by the British soldiers, who. have the tenderest hearts,
as they have the strongest arms,-of all men in. the
world. But: when the day’ of reckoning comes— let
the ghastly detatls be-remembered then. - et

Pp spite of all that. is happening upon the Ancre
and on the Tigris, the war, I understand, is at

a pause just now.. The belligerents “are. waiting for
_ the spring offensive to begin. ~And, indeed;: it does
seem as if a-lull-had “fallen on the..twmult, the Jul
that comes sometimes <in the. middle of- a thunder-
storm. The world is. very quiet at such moments,
and thoughts come -into.tle mind: with a. clearness
so remarkable that one almost fancies. theyhave
been articulate words. Looking at “these pictures
one thought comes to me, and the words were articu-
lated once—at Capernaum, long>ago.. “ Woe “unto
the wold because of offences! for it miust. needs be
that offences come; but woe to that man by whom
the offence cometh! Take heed that ye despise
not one of these little ones; for I say. unto you, That
in heaven their angels do always behold the face of
my Father which is in heaven.” “Does the Kaiser’
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    ey and agony to them. ever hear those words, one wonders ? CoM:
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, aga an 1

Ae ie nekooeemos? edeStOSOSay ,
7 ° < \ GREECE FORMALLY SALUTES THE ALLIES’ FLAGS.—On January 29th a solemn ceremony of apology for the outrages of last 4a ‘ Decemberwas performed in the Zappeion Square, Athens, when Greek troops formally saluted the flags of Great Britain, France,Se 2 Russia and Italy. The colours were held aloft by four officers, and the Greek troops then marched past themat the salute.
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people happily excited by so great an event as being
photographed, and a laugh of sheer human kindness
comes to the lips as one looks at the quaint little
fellow in the topleft-hand corner of the page, wriggling
self-consciously and uncertain whether to laugh or
cry when singled out for such high distinction as being

  photographed by himself. And the stolid, solid, sell
possessed little maiden in the bottom right-hand
corner provokes a smile of- equal kindness and warm
human sympathy. No daughter of Eve ever yet
resented being the object of a man’s particular atten-
tion. She has got her tongue out? Of course she
has, but she isn’t putting it out at the photographer;
she's making sure of the last lingering sweetness of
the sugar-plum_ that was the consideration for her
consent to give the sittmg.

N' )R again in the groups is there anysingle, figure
that arrests our especial attention and com-

passion. Ragged and poor and dirty, these companies
of Serbian or Macedonian children could be matched
without difficulty by a photographer taking his camera
into many a Londonstreet;. that, no doubt, is London’s
shame, but there it is. And neither raggedness, nor
poverty, nor yet dirt, has any-essential element in
it repugnant to the child. The signs of hunger, again,
are not painfully evident'in the faces of these refugee
children. No the power of these pictures to impress
comes from what they suggest, not from what they
present, and .I protest in all earnestness that the
passion of pity stirred by these few photographs of
children suffering to-day will rise te heaven im-con-
demnation of the man whose limitless ambition~ 1s
responsible for the fact that they are refugees,
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pe think of what these. children must have ex-
perienced before they reached. the security and the

comparative comfort of. these British. tents in< the
streets of Salonika! ‘There were the. first rumours of
war, of which they comprehended. nothing at -all ;
their fathers left home to join. the Army, and they

 

  
 

learned nothing about gricf from that, it was. only”
matter for voluble chatter and exchange -of comment
and speculation; and then little news came to them
in their remote villages ; they had not so much warning
of what was in store for them as the children had who
lived in’ France and Be

tidings came quickly from “the ~ battie-fronts:
And so the horror fell apon them with’ all the more
savage shock of surprise. They -were phinged’ imto
it abruptly, one appalling miorring, when the Bul-
garians were suddenly among -them,- burning the
houses, killing the old men and the elder lads, doing
the devil knows what to the women and the elder
girls, hurting and killing even little ones and driving
them mad with fear. All little children are highly
strung-and imaginative, and the shouting and the
shooting*and the roaring of the flameswere all terror

 

and
um, where roads are good.

aA warmand generous welcome to about twenty of them.
Two, in particular, interested me—-an old gentleman
whom they all called “ Papa’ and a boy of about
eight named Marcel. These two were inseparable
companions in their exile, and both were the sole
survivors of their families.

MARCES had a face of perfect beauty, so faras
features were concerned, but it was ghostly in

its absolute colourlessness, and‘there was an expression
of terror in restraint that was dreadful to see. 1
asked him what he thought of our town. “‘ It is very
pretty,’ he answered civilly; -and, after a pause,
added: “ It is very quiet.’’ And I thought the terror
was more marked. Afterwards “ Papa”, explained.
‘ He is always listening for the guns,’”’ he said. “ They
were very terrible, the guns.” The simplicity of the
statement gave emphasis to it, and I could picture
that little chap lying awake at night in our quiet
country town, listening for the sound which had
awakened him one awful night when his world tumbled
about his ears and he became a refugee. I am glad
to say Marcel is dead. ‘‘ Papa’. told me also that
Martel had seen his mother shot; she got in front
of her husband, who had been put: against a wall,

and so, of course, she was killed.

 

NE does not want to dwell in imagination upon
ghastly details—not yet; that is.~So there «is

no occasion to look into the pictured faces of these
refugee children at Salonika and speculate about. the
awful things that they, too, may have known. It is
good to know that in their tents under the British
flag they maybe learning to forget the worst of their.
suffering ;, good. to:know that they are being cared =
for and. played with and_petted. and given . sweets «
by the British soldiers, who. have the tenderest hearts,
as they have the strongest arms,-of all men in. the
world. But: when the day’ of reckoning comes— let
the ghastly detatls be-remembered then. - et

Pp spite of all that. is happening upon the Ancre
and on the Tigris, the war, I understand, is at

a pause just now.. The belligerents “are. waiting for
_ the spring offensive to begin. ~And, indeed;: it does
seem as if a-lull-had “fallen on the..twmult, the Jul
that comes sometimes <in the. middle of- a thunder-
storm. The world is. very quiet at such moments,
and thoughts come -into.tle mind: with a. clearness
so remarkable that one almost fancies. theyhave
been articulate words. Looking at “these pictures
one thought comes to me, and the words were articu-
lated once—at Capernaum, long>ago.. “ Woe “unto
the wold because of offences! for it miust. needs be
that offences come; but woe to that man by whom
the offence cometh! Take heed that ye despise
not one of these little ones; for I say. unto you, That
in heaven their angels do always behold the face of
my Father which is in heaven.” “Does the Kaiser’
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The War Illustrated, 17th March, i917.

UNTOLD CHAPTERS of

Rumanias Tragic Story
By HAMILTON FYFE

Special Correspondent with the Rumanian Army

WHY A GENERAL IS “DOING TIME”

VENso able a native statesman as M. Take Jonescu, staunch friend of the Allies,
believed that when Rumania threw herself into the war the duration of the great |~*

ew of us doubted that hey e¢
an @ shovtey war. Byso ‘much as these hopes were too high ts disappointment deeper .

» Rumania has been all but crushed by the Central Powers, and yet her patriotic
King has Seas said, in his hour of sorrow, that he would have takén the step
he did even had he knownall. Indeed, Eyremains to be proved whether the sufferings
oe war has brought upon that country have been in vaiin; and that hey effort has not

ia, at least, has not ceased to exist,

being speedily ve-formed, and we
Yn recovering the

 struggle would be lessened by six months. I

 

  

tded in curtailing the length of the war.
the King is stiion national soil, his Arn  

 

     may Tope that, in Eas with Russia, it will yet succeed

upied territory.
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SAWin. a newspaper some weeks after I returned to
| tngland a-telegram from Rumania which said:

‘General Socee (pronounced ‘“‘ So-check’’) has been
sentenced to five years’ penal servitude and to degradation
for his behaviour at the River Arjesh.” Now I do not
believe there are more than a dozen people in this country
who know what happened at the River Arjesh, or how
General: Socec behaved there. Very few people in
Rumania know. The last act but one of the Rumanian
tragedy was performed almost in darkness. Even those
who took part in the performance had but a vague idea of
what was happening. Next to nothing of it came to the
knowledgeof the worldat large.
You mayfairly ask, “ Why did you, a correspondent on

the spot, not-enlighten the world at large ?’’ I will tell
you why. First, it was difficult to collect exact informa-
tion. That difficulty, however, I did manage to overcome
—at all events, I collected enough information to enable me
to write what we call in newspaper offices a pretty good
“story.” Then I camé;yp-against the second diffiiculty—
the censorship.

The Fateful Battle of the Arjesh

There was only one censor for foreign telegrams in
Rumania. This was M. Duka, Mimister for. Education.
He was a kindly, courteous, most agreeablelittle man, but
he could not, of course, be always at the disposal of war
correspondents. We had to hunt him, and often he Was
difficult game to track. And when we did find him, he was
often obliged to ask us to blue- pencil out a good deal of
what we had written. So my‘‘ pretty good story’ * became
less good as it passed throughhis hands.

Still, it was worth telegraphing home, even at fivepence
a word, and I sent it, as I had sent so many other messages,
by wireless. For some reason, not one of these wireless
messages was delivered in England. I know they were
despatched. But they did not reach the newspaperoffice to
which they were addressed in London. I thought, when [
with difficulty obtained leave to usetheofficial ‘‘ wireless ”
that I had gained a great advantage ; now I knowthat the
manythousandsof francs I spent in this way, not to mention
the labour of collecting news and writing the despatches,
were all wasted!
The Battle of the Arjesh, fought in the last days of

November and the first.of December, ended the.o uised
resistance ef the Rumanian Army. Up to tl vat: time this
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‘ “Daily Mail,”
llowed the fortunes of the Russian and Rumanian

f 1hfr tl picturves-of the events that

happened in Rumania; our knowledge of w nich is still somewhat obscure. In
written expressly for THE War ILLUSTRATED, he will tell

much that explains*why. Rumania has notreealised our high hopes ; and |«
7 us strcere “admiration for

st difficulties—EDITOR.
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Mr. Hamilton Fyfe

Armyhad been kept together in spite of bad losses. It had
put up a good fight in many places. No one could expect
it to do more than it did—tew supposed it could do as
much.

I expected from what I had read about the Rumanian
Armyto find it ready in every way, provided with every-
thing which’this war has shown to be necessary to an army.
But apart from the lack of heavy artillery, the troops were
short of many things essential to suceess, which did not
reach theny m time, These things included aeroplanes,
field telephones, barbed-wire cutters, trench periscopes,
trench-mortars, and hand-grenades.

   wm

Rumanian Courage and Endurance

The soldiers had not even sufficient spades’ for trench- -
digging; other entrenching tools were absent altogether.
The trenches made were mostly of poor defensive quality.
I was in some which were so narrow and shallow as to be
of no use at all—the men could neither stand nor kneel in
them. Others were the kind of trenches that are apt to
collapse altogether if a shell falls in any part of them.
Imagine an armythus ill-equipped set to fight the Germans,
whohad everything necessary, and you can begin to under-
stand whyit ‘couldnotstand against themfor an indefinite
time.

That it stood so long was a proof of the Rumanian
soldier’s endurance and. courage. Pyoperly trained and
properly armed, he would be fully the equal of the Russian
soldier ; more useful, indeed, than many Russians, since he
is quick in intelligence and adaptable. There was a great
deal of talk, even among Rumanians, about regiments afid
divisions, and even armies, ‘‘ running away.’’ Cases there
were of retreats which could not be called orderly. But
these were almost all, when they came to be inquiredinto,
found to have been ordered and: led _by officers—even
officers of high rank.
Some ofthese had influence enough toescape the punish-

mentthat hasfallen upom General Socec. Truly, the genera}
who was to blame for the confusion that helped to lose
the Battle of the Arjesh deserved more than any other
guilty commander to suffer for his fault; for the conse-
quences of it were not only a very grievous loss of life and
the bagging by the enemy of a vast number of prisoners;;
not only the loss of Bukarest and the oil regicn, but the
temporary break-up of the Rumanian Army. &
-For a fortnight after the Germans swept dowa !
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After the Rumanian Disaster in the Dobruja
 

   
 

TwoSisters from the Scottish Women’s Field Hospital on the quay at Braila among Rumaniansoldiers and refugees. The work of
this organisation throughout the Balkans, performed in conditions of greatest hardship and danger, has been beyond all praise.
 

 

Rumanian soldiers, some wearing summer headgear, others the woolly
winter caps. In circle: Twoofficers of the British Armoured Car Division.

 

  
 

Rumanian troops at a point on the Danube during the retreat from Bukarest and the Dobruja. The recent condemnation of
General Socec to five years’ penal servitude suggests that the debacle which befell the Rumanians wasattributed to bad generalship.
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UNTOLD CHAPTERS of

Rumanias Tragic Story
By HAMILTON FYFE

Special Correspondent with the Rumanian Army
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WHY A GENERAL IS “DOING TIME” ‘9.

mountains into the plain (November 15th) the Rumanians
retreated before them. But they kept their formations
unbroken. It was difficult'to do this, because their flanks
were being turned every few days. The German manceuvre
was fascinating to those who watched it and understood
something of strategy. It worked like a clock. As the
invading force moved eastward in the plain, the defenders
of the passes to the north were forced to retire. _So were
the Rumaniantroops stationed at various pomts along the
Danube. Thus you had units of the Rumanian Army
retiring in an easterly, in a south-easterly, and in a north-
easterly direction at the same time.
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The rough sketch which I give here will convey some idea
of the country through which the Rumanians retreated.
They might have made a stand upon the River Oltuif they
had preparedpositions beforehand. But this had not been
done. On the Arjesh they halted and gave battle. They
were told that Russian troops were on the point of coming
to their aid. On Saturday, December 2nd, I was informed
at Headquarters that a Russian cavalry division was due
to detrain that evening, and that infantry with artillery
were on the way. Ifthe Rumanians could have held the
line of the Arjesh for only a few days, the Russians might
have arrived, the enemy might have been stopped at that
point. ;

The battle had begua well for them. Their left wing had
attacked and driven back four divisions of the enemy,
including one* German.
hailed the news of this Success with hope and rejoicing.
They had been hearing the guns for two-days. Their nerve
was shaken. For several hours they recovered their spirits,
and were almost persuaded that the danger had passed.
They did not know that while the Rumanian teft was

In Bukarest the. population,
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advancing, the centre had begun to fall back, while the
right as well was wavering under vigorous pressure from a
German force advancing south-eastwards.
Communication between left and centre was so poorly

maintained that they became almost separate forces.. Who
was responsible for this and for the ordering of the centre
to retreat was not clearly known at the time. General
Socec is nowrevealed as the culprit. The confusion caused
on the road which leads across the Arjesh towards Bukarest
was frightful. There was consternation among those in
authority when they learnt what had happened.
They did not learn from the army im the field, or even

from Headquarters. A medical officer drove mto the
capital just after nightfall, and went straight to the house
of a Minister. :

“ Do you knowthat the order has been given to retreat >”
he asked.

Flight from Bukarest

The Minister denied this. He said, “It is quite im-
possible ! ” = i
- * But I have come from the spot. I saw the retirement
beginning.”
The Minister rang up the Prime Minister. The Prime

Minister rang up Headquarters. He was told that nothing
was known there about a retreat. Later the information
reached them. _ It was then too late to countermand the
order. Ministers saw that it was’ necessary for them to
leave the capital Headquarters also decided-to shift at
once.

The Arjesh was only between thirty and forty miles
from Bukarest. Already a number of enemy cavalry patrols
had been seen on roads quite close to the city. One was
caught ina suburb. I was with our military attaché i his
car on December znd when he was warned that we might
be surprised by Uhlans. It had already happened to me
to be caught by these unpleasing enemies in the second
month of war, and I did not care to take a chance of a
second capture.

Unavailing Bravery

So we went northward, and at Ploeshti fell in with the
Headquarters Staff on its way to safer lodgings. There
we heard the fate of Bukarest was now decided. The end
had come to the gallant resistance of the Rumanian
Army. Its bravery against heavy odds had been of -nc
avail. .

Altogether the losses of those first days of ,\December were
not less tham t1o0,o00 killed, wounded, and prisoners.
Ié was for the time bemg the end of the Rumamian
Army aS am organ-
ed. force.. “And

General Socec only
gets five years!
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Russia was the only one of the Allies that could afford actual
military help to Rumania whenshe intervened in the war. She
gave it generously within the limits of her resources, on which
so great a strain was imposed already. This dramatic picture
showsa Russian transport arriving at Braila, Rumania’s port

on the Black Sea, warmly welcomed by a dense crowd of
cheering people on the quay. War-stained Rumanian soldiers,
Sisters from the Scottish Women’s Field Hospital, and many
womenand children, pitiful refugees from the districts occupied
by the enemy, all are waving greetings to the troops.  
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Fine Discipline on Torpedoed French Battleship 
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 On the night of December 11th, in a heavy fog, the U.S. transport Sumner, carrying passengers from the Panama Canal zone to
New York, went aground on Barnegat Shoals, New Jersey, where, all endeavours to get her off having failed, she began to break up.

   
  fate in the Mediterranean, being torpedoed by a submarine. Gradually turning over she disappeared im half an hour.
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Germanboasts notwithstanding, and despite the gravity of the U boat menace, the total volume of shipping passing in and out of
British and French portsis very little affected. This photograph affords a suggestive glimpse of the busy wharves at Toulon

crowded with Mediterranean shipping, which comes and goes in defiance of Submarines. (French official photograph.)

   
    

 

GIy Although the Gaulois carried 631 officers and men, only four lives were lost, thanks to the admirable discipline and the rapid - ?
pe arrival of the patrol boats. As the vessel sank the men who had narrowly escaped raised a loud cry of ‘‘ Vive la France!” ,
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| Our Silent Navy’s Vast Unceasing Work: Keeping Watch and Ward on All the Seas
7 + . . * B wy 4 A Tat

A EDWARD CARSON,First Lord of the Admiralty, in his_vecent speech in the House of Commons on the Navy

Estimates, veferved to the “‘ unvestricted’” submarine warfare of Germany. Before doing so, however, he briefly surveyed
ef HE GRAND FLEET,though never advertised, is never done working,” said Siv Edward Carson, in his speech on the

A Navy Estimates. ‘I do not think,” the First Lord of the Admiralty continued, “ people veally realise the calls that 
  

 

   

 

 

 
    
 

 

 

      
 

: ; A pea So ee Cone at aES THD ast wOeR— asing, Sh L uw ul work—of our 7 : See heepart which the Navyhad played inthewar, saying that‘ the vast work—the unceasing, aSaeeee i have been made wpon the Navy as the war has expanded’”’—and he proceeded to give remarkable statistics that indicated y
Fleet” could not be passed over without claiming tribute of admiration. The value of that work cannot betoo Julty emphasised. ; something of the great scope of the Navy's work in connection with transport and with the stvangle-hold blockade of Germany.
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Boom Ravine: Ruin of an Erstwhile Lovely Lane
 

    
Boom Ravine was one of three gullies which barred the slopes _

towards Miraumont. As late as fast summerit was like a
Devonshire lane, with steep, shelving banks and trees growing
on either side with overhanging roots. In preparaticn for
our advance British artillery had turned it into a raving of

death. The trees were smashed, and lay across and along the
gully, the banks were opened out by shell-craters and German
dug-outs were upheaved. A British battalion forced its way
through the ghastly gully, capturing the Germans who sur~
vived, and so pushed forward up the slopnesto Miraumont.
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but hopeful article by Dy. Robert Forman Horton should be read in association with

covous article on the same subject by the Right Hon. G. W. E. Russell, which appeared in

SERATED of February 17th. Dy. Horton needs no introduction to ouy veaders, and
no commendation as an authority on the most tmportant subject on which he has kindly written for

them here.» As minister of one of the most crowded churches in London, and as a former chairman
of the Congregational Union, he is known throughout the world as one of the greatest Free Churchmen
of this age, an eloquent preacher, and a good man, Less generally knownare his great attainments as @
scholay and theolegian. ‘A Double First, a Fellowship of NewCollege, and a Lecturership in History
ave included in his Oxford record, and not a few of his many books vank high in exegetical literature.
Dr. Horton has kept his eyes fixed on the Reunion of Christendom as a practical possibility, and it 1s

interesting to learn that in the legitimate and necessary divergence o f forms he sees no insuperable

obstacle to the veconciliation of tendencies and the possibility of provision for all spiritual needs in
the regulay ministrations of one church. The world’s tervible experiences during the way may prove

46 have helped in the vealisation of this most desirable zdeal.
 

 F I were asked what will religion be
I after the war, my reply would be

simply: What we make it. For
it is a great delusion to suppose that
some unconscious mechanical power
will produce a newreligious life. The
enly changes come from changes in
us, changes in our view or our pur-
pose; and evidently such changes are
taking place, and it is possible to
some extent to appraise them and
to promote them. According to our

ewn convictions we shall make the balance turn to the one
side or the other. Ina book issued by the Rational Press
Association, Mr..Arnold Bennett and other very, eminent
writers have foretold that the war will be the end of the
Chyistiaa religion; and, doubtless, as they believe they
will act. We shall watch with interest and curiosity the
newreligion which they will produce for us and establish
in this country ; we can form some notion of what it will
be from a ‘study of their works. No doubt there isa
certain section of the country that will look forward to
this new religion, when Christianity has. passed away,
with eager anticipation, acclaiming Mr. Arnold Bennett
and his friends as the pontiffs, or founders, of a better
faith. But it may be well for me to confine my vaticina-
tions to that side of our national life which does not con-
template or desire the end of Christianity, but hopes, and
has determined to work for, a new development of the old
religion, or-at least a fresh application of its principles to
national life and church organisation.
There are two things which have entered deeply into

the minds of those who will mould the future. First,
before the-warreligion was in a poor way ; it had sunk toa
materialism and conventionality which were the prelude
of a great disaster; the outcome of the war, therefore,
shall be a ‘more spiritual and a more real religions life.
The best men among us do not-think that Christianity has
been tried and found wanting, but that it has been found
difficult and not tried, and they propose to try it. Second,
they see that our “‘ unhappydivisions ’’ were the cause of
our disasters, and that the supreme object of Christian
men in the future must be to attain that concord and
amity which are the greatest attraction to the irreligious
and the clearest evidence to the unbeliever. Almost
everything that is said about the religious life to result
from the war starts from andleads to these two conclusions,

The “True Meaning of Faith

Now let me quote from a little book entitled ‘“ The
Experiences of a Temporary C.F.”’: “ Gathered in the lounge
were a number of medical officers and two chaplains.
Something had been said about church-going, and there
had been a discussion ; presently one of the officers said:
“I have given up going to church. The parsons I used to
hear seemed able to say nothing but ‘ Believe or be damned.”
I suppose they meant that one must believe the dogmasof
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the Church or else go’ to perdition—well, ‘that never
appealed to me.’
“One of the chaplains present took up that statement.

Quietly; but convincingly he showed the true meaning ol
faith as being not mere assent to dogma, but personal
trust in Christ. He .told of ministers who preached a
message that modern men needed to hear, and preached
it in a way that modern men could understand. He
spoke of a church in which the life determined the form,
a life that was free, that had liberty to express itself, a
life. that did not violate the intellectual while giving
supremacy to the spiritual, He spoke of the Bibie, and
showed how. it was God’s revelation of Himself in
the history of a people and then in the life of a Man, t]
Perfect Man. He showed, too, how the way had been
prepared for the coming of a Saviour, and howthat
Saviour had comein thefullness of time, and how, also, to
believe in that Saviour was to trust Him and know Him
as“a personal Saviour, Master, and Friend. That little
company listened with rapt attention, and when tl
chaplain had finished, the officer who had provided tl
text said: “I never heard it put like that before. Wha
church do you refer to? Whydon’t we know more aboui
it? That is the kind of church that appeals to a man
tike=meé:|>%

  

 

Self-Sacrifice a Hey to the Mystery

There we see very plainly what must be providedif the
men who have fought for the country are to be won for
the Church. The same writer, in summing up his impres-
sions, put in the forefront this judgment about the men;
he is profoundly impressed by the power of the Gosp
Christ and the acceptability of ‘the message to individual
soldiers. He goes on: “It is not asserted that men in
masses are accepting the Gospel—as far as the writer’s
experience goes there has been, no great revival move-
ment, But men as individuals, by the score and by :
hundred, have accepted the salvation of Christ. Scarcely
a service is held without some definite results being
recorded; the message of the Gospel is heard with eager-
ness, with a wistfulness that indicates a yearning after
the truth. There can be no question of the acceptability
of the Word -of the Cross and the Resurrection. There 1s
evidently a deep mystery in the Cross of Christ which can
only be intimately understood by those who themselves have
made a supremesacrifice for the sake of others. Oursoldiers
have had special opportunities of entering into this ex-
perience. They have faced that which has enabled them
to apprehend something of what the Divine Sacrifice on
Calvary may mean. The result is that when they hear
the stmple words of the familiar Gospel, deep calls unto
deep with a great longing. The earthly warfare answers
to the. heavenly. By a mystic leap of faith andself-
surrender they~enter into peace, and find that they are
at one with the risen Saviour.” ;
He goes on to say that he has found a spirit of im-

patience with forms and ceremonial: ‘‘ The simpler modes
[Continued or pag? 110
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Brave British Work with Bombs and Bayonets
SOWWr"ei” 
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   Bombing a way into a German trench overa Snowy parapet. Trench raids have formed a frequent feature of winter warfare onthe western front. By means of them the British troops have kept the enemy ever nervously alert and ina “*jumpy ” condition.

‘ ~~ \\ .  

   
Episode of one of the British ‘‘ nibbling’ advances. Pro
officer picked a small party of bombers and bayonet me

gress was being held up by two hidden German machine-guns, when ann, penetrated the German line and destroyed the guns and their crews.
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Victors and Vanquished Leave the Battle-Line
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The light railways which form a network for conveying rations and supplies up to the front also provide comparatively easytransport for wounded back to the aid-posts. Walking woundedare helped along the duck-boards that flank the light railways.
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Germanstaken prisoner, or who surrender voluntarily, are taken to the dug-out used as an office by the company commander,Here they are interrogated, their papers docketed, and they are then led along the communication-trenches to the “ cages.”
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of expressing penitence and faith, the simpler forms of

worship—these appeal.to the majority. of fighting -men.

There is a response to teaching that emphasises the Spirit ;

and the conception of a Church such as that outlined in

the New Testament, a Church that is a real brotherhood,

secures a ready approval. If such a Church can be shown

in being, men will not remain outside its membership
when peate brings them homeagain.”’

 
  

Recognition of Legitimate Divergences

The opinion of a single chaplain must not be taken to

cover the whole ground. Other chaplains have got the

impression that thereligion of the future must make much

more of the eucharistic service; they think that men are

tired of listening to preaching, and impatient at the inter-

ference of dogma with their ownreligious life, but that the

august and imposing sacraments of the ancient Church

will draw them again into the faith and practice of

Christianity. Now, what seeths to be perfectly clear is

this—that religion after the war-must in some way manage

to include these views which at first sight appear to be

contradictory. They need not be contradictory, and the

experience of the war may be the very method by which

the reconciliation is to be accomplished ; for the one thing

that men want is the mystical reality of religion, and that

mystical reality is sometimes found under sacramental

forms, and sometimes entirely without them through the
direct appeal of faith to the Spirit of God. Suppose, as a
result of these experiences, the Church saw the necessity
of providing for these opposite tendencies. and of bringing
them together in her regular ministrations, a new cra
would open for religion in England. A vicar near to me,
during the mission of repentance and hope, made the
singular discovery that all the simpler people in his parish
valued the service of the messenger -because it consisted
only of a fewcollects, hymns, and a direct appeal irom the
pulpit. On the other hand, he knewthat a certain propor-
tion of his parishioners would always preferthe full regular
liturgy for the evening service. Trying in vain toreconcile
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the two demands, he thought that the only method would

be to have two evening services, one of the first kind and

the other of the second. He was there on the track of a

most fruitful discovery. But it would not be necessary

to duplicate the services in that one church, because

close at hand is a church where the serviceis of the simpler

kind; All that is needed is to recognise the legitimacy

and the necessity of the two forms, and to include them

both in the practice of worship.- That is the common-

sense of the present situation in our own country, where

great divergences of method and form have developed,

not out of obstinacy and wilfulness, but out.of the varieties

of temperament and intellectual development among our

people. In a free country, where every one may Say

without fear the thing he thinks, and mayseek the approach

to Divine things in the way that most appeals to him,

differences have grown up that justify themselves as an

enrichment of our religious life.

Many Facets but One Diamond

Tf, then, we are not mistaken, the all-important result

that must be achieved is the unity which includes variety,

recognising in differences facets of truth which appeal to”

various types of people. When that principle is recog-

nised, and the Church of England means the Church

which includes all the forms of genuine religious life in the

country, our contentions and animosities will have passed

away. We shall be able to-use the words of a familiar
hymn, which at present sound almost satirical:

We are not divided, all one body we.

Some people already begin to think that the war, with
all its untold sufferings and losses and sorrows, will turn
out for the betterment of the world and the purification
of religion. : :

God moves in a mysterious way His wonders to perform;
He plants His footsteps in the sea, and rides upon the storm.

Andout of the storm of war may come, to the surprise and
gratitude of all, the accomplishment of one of God’s great
plans. We may even date a newcraof religion from these
disastrous years.

 

   
 
THE IRONY OF FATE.—Notall the submarines lost to the enemy were destroyed. Some were captured by the Allies, and, like
this Austrian submarine UC12, which now forms partof the Italian Fleet, were repaired, and by an ony of fatepit TAteDoMMmieston

to contribute to the undoing of their former ewners,.
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Leaves from the Private Log of a British Sailor
Exclusive Photographs

  
First-aid drill. Placing the wounded in a Japanese : Ra
bamboostretcher, an arrangement by which critical <
cases can be lowered into hospital boats with the :

minimum of disturbance and discomfort,

 

 
   
 
Dramatic snapshot of an enemy ship attempting to escape after being set on fire. Right: Preparing for a night attack abgard a

torpedo-boat destroyer, The activity and vigilance of the ubiquitous T.B.D.’s in patrol work have been incessant, |
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How Interned Britons Fare at Ruhleben
UHLEBEN is a name that has come to have a veryspecial

significance. ~It was there, a few miles from Berlin, that
at the outbreak of war the Germans formed anextensive intern-
ment campfor British civil prisoners. There somefour thousand
people were interned, and the ‘conditions during thefirst twelve
months were described as being absolutely herrible. When,
some eighteen months ago, conditions improved somewhat,
they did so largely owing to the systematic sending to the
unfortunate prisoners of food supplies from home. Some of
the prisoners who werereleased and reached this country at the
beginning of February, 1917, described the one-time brutal
officials as having become more thanalittle chastened in their

behaviour. ‘‘In the early days of the war it was their habit
to chivy the prisoners from pillar to post, and to make life
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unendurable for them. It was rather more than a policy of
pin-pricks, it was a daily strafing in the most overbearing and
arrogant spirit,’ but it was added that bythe close of last year
“all that had disappeared like the mists of the morning.” The
prisoners, despite the treatment to which they were subjected,
managed to keep up their spirits and to devise ever-newinterests
and outlets for their crampedenergies, They indulged in games,
they started a camp magazine, organised theatricals, got up
classes for the studying of various subjects, debating societies,
lectures, and other means not only of whiling away the inevitable
tediumof life in an internment camp, but also keeping themselves
as much as possible from mental and physical suffering conse-
quent upon the harsh treatment meted out by the unscrupulous
ministers of barbarism masquerading as Ixultur.

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Sleeping quarters in one of the stables which formed a large
part of the barracks in which the prisoners were housed.

Another corner of the converted stables. A manger may besesn
beyond the head of the sleeping figure on the left in each view.:

 

 

  
 

  
atong with pickles, condensed milk, and other comestibles.

Glimpse of a Ruhleben interior, Left is a grocery store, where food for the mind in the form of books seemsto have been purv6yed
Beyond the counter a prisoner is seen completing his toilet. 
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On February 15th the British troops advancing under General threw downtheir rifles and rushed forward so that our troops
Sir Stanley Maude to the recapture of Kut-el-Amara cleared the actually walked through then as they cameat the double through ~
ground in the Dahra loop of the enemy, and the Turks, driven the fire of their own -guns.~ Theyshowed their retief at being
back on the Tigris, surrendered en masse, some two thousand captured by signs and cheerful gestures, and some of them
prisoners being taken. As our infantry advanced, the Turks broke into a kind of tripping step not far removed from a dance,
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THE SOLDIER IN BATTLE
V.—After “ Over the Top”’

officer, sometimes with no one in
charge at all—we made our way

down from the wood whenthe relief was
complete. One man made the journey
on a motor-bicycle that he found lying
beside a dead despatch-rider. The roads
were being swept by enemyshrapnel, and
at short intervals we came across dead
men—catriers of water or rations, or men
on their way from the wood back to
reserve. We paid no heed to them;
the sight had no effect whatever on us,

and we hobbled our painful way along.
The shelling did not make us hurry. I

was carrying five hundred rounds of
ammunition, and the burden made me
querulous andalittle unbalanced. “ Are
you afraid of the shells? ’’ I shouted
scornfully to the man who. was carrying
the machine-gun and making off at a
tremendous pace. Very sensibly he did
not slacken his pace; but, for myself, I
would not have hurried from the whole
Germany Army and all the shells in
Europe. I had gone through too much.

The Opiate of Fatigue
Very doggedly my companion and I

plodded on, resting now and then to
recover .our strength. Men overtook

and passed us, but we hurried not. After

a mile or so we came on the r ve;

kilted lads tl were: They were en-
sconced in narrow trench-like holes,

afid those that were awake were occupied
in the soldi most pleasurable task—
making tea. So, we were home again.
Like unto heaven was this piece of rough
ground where wehad livedinlittle holes.
It was unsafe, shells whizzed over and

explodednear or amongusfairly regularly,
but we could lie down—and sleep—and
make tea. Oh! But it was heaven
enough! :

Farther along we found a water-cart,
filled our bottles, and drank deep; and
then soon afterwards we stumbled on to
the ground allotted to our battalion.
Most of our men werealreadyasleep, and

we went from hole to hole, striking
matches to see if they were occupied.
At length we found an empty one.
found also a biscuit-tin and some wood,
and using the tin as a brazier I made some
tea. And we sat down in our hole and
sipped it, boiling hot. We didn’t talk.

There was nothing to say. Then we
stretched our ground-sheets under us and
slept.

A Band of Brothers Reunited

The sun was shining down hot when I
awoke, It was about ten o’clock. I
clambered out.- Our cookers had come
up with rations# I walked over. A
score or two of men were about them,

drinking tea, eating beef and potatoes,

reading letters, writing field-service post-
cards, saying the blessed words “I am
quite well.”” The post had come upfor
us lads and for the dear. lads who would
welcome a post no more. Here werepiles
of letters for them.

“ Hallo, Jack!”’ said a kindly, friendly

voice. I turned round. ‘“‘ Awfully glad
to see you,’’ continued the quartermaster-
sergeant, holding out his hand. He had
been no particular friend of mine till
now. “‘ Have “some tea,” “he said.

““Here’s some roast beef, and there are
potatoes over there. Oh, and there’s
several letters for you, Jack. MRoyle’s
got ’em.”

fe little groups—sometimes under an

 

   

   

  

 

Everyone I sawheld out his hand and
gripped mine. We were like a bandof
brothers long sundered. We just said
to one another quietly, “ Glad to see
you're safe, old man!”

“ Heard of Cedric?” a friend asked.
I shook my head. ‘ Died in my arms,”
he said, his eyes growing wet as he spoke.
i turned my head and walked away, and
a sob burst from mylips. We had been
as brothers, Cedric and JI, our wives

almost as ters. I wept like a child.
*Other men came and shook hands, but I

could not speak. I went and lay down
on the hot ground. I can see it now—
the glaring sun beating down on the
serious facés, scrubby, dirty ; the cookers
dirty black; the little knots of men
sitting about, some already cleaning
their rifles, some washing and shaving
in water gathered from shell-holes, some
like myself, just lying and thinking. So
this was the end of our glorious battalion.
Well, we had done magnificently. And
now—‘‘ There was no one like ’em, horse

or foot!”

Back to Rest Billets

But to someof us, with our tears, came

added strength of purpose. Afriend said
to me, ‘‘ I want to go back to that wood;
I want to finish the job.” “TI can’t
honestly say so,” I said, “ it is the grave-
yard of too many pals.” But at least
it is pure fact that had we been called
upon to go back and fight that morning,
we should have fought not as. men but as
devils. For we had the calm _resolve
of madmen. The bottom seemed, for us,
to have dropped out of things.
As we marched back that day to rest

billets we sang, not with our old gaiety,
but yet with clear, strong voices, the
song we had loved best in England.

  

** One is one andall alone,

And ever more shall be so.”

It was our ‘“‘ Vale!” to our loved dead.
. . . .

I thought a good deal about fate in the
succeeding fortnight. The best and the
worst men had been killed together.
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Men I knew for “ rotters” were alive
and well; men I knewfor pure and noble
lay dead and_ rotting. Life seemed
ruled by chance and nothing byorder of
merit or worth; as if men’s destinies

ran loose and wild. Or, if there were a
ruling destiny, then ‘twas wholly unjust.

Individual and National Destiny

And every man who thinks in the
battle-line is asking, ‘‘Is it decreed

whether I shall live or die?” And
some find mental peace and rest in a
belief in fate embodying ‘“ What will be,
will be, and I’m done with them”; and

some believe in chance or luck and have
no rest; and the remainder—the great

remainder—think and think and think,
nowbelieving—usually in. intense danger
—that they find the solution in Christ,
anon despairing of any solution at all and
walking in darkness, and crying out in
agony, ““ Why, why, why?” Andlisten-
ing for but hearing no-reply.

But be our individual destiny what it
may, of our national destiny there is
and can be no doubt. Germany will
be defeated because although the German
may have a little of the savage’s blind
faith in his leaders, his country, and his

cause, and be willing to be ruled byiron

discipline, his civilisation is not so old as
ours, his ‘‘ stock’ has not beenso tried,
and in consequence his character and
fortitude are not of that iron nature,

and have not that bedrock foundation
and that stubborn quality of the British.
Your good Briton has—for I have
seen it displayed on the battlefield—
almost illimitable stores of spirit, of
ability to “stick things out.” There is,
too, in the composition of some of our men
an unquenchable love of fun that glows
the brighter the more desolate becomes
the outlook. I have seen a friend of
mine dance round a traverse with his
tin hat cocked rakishly on oneside andhis
identification disc tucked for a monocle
in his eye, singing “Things are slow
when we are out of town,” a second or
so after a minenwerfer shell had fallen
perilously near.
There is always laughter running

alongside death in British trenches. And
this war will be won by the men who. can
laugh. .

The End

 

 
 

 
 

IN CASE OF EMERGENCY.—tnspection of a Canadian battalion. The men being
asked questions about the emergencyration supplied to every soldier in the firing-line.
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Hindenburg explaining a position on the map to the Kaiser, and (left)

interrogating the Crown Prince, who fooks more fatuous than usuaf.  
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The Kaiser and Von Hindenburg gravely saluting each other. Behind the Emperor stands the Empress, and, still further in the

deferential background, the Emperor’s brother, Prince Henry of Prussia, with his spouse. How the papers contrive to get hold

of these things is suggested by the row of Kaiser-following camera men busy on the wall at the back.
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Exclusiv2 and French Official Photographs

 

   
 

French naval 6°4 in. gun being placed in the position whichit
was to occupyfor firing somewhere along the Sommefront.
 

 

 

  
Ready for firing on the Somme. A French naval 6°4 in. gun

mounted on a heavy travelling carriage on rails.

 
Travelling 7*6in. gun onthe Frenchfront. its specially designed

carriage was built for ready movement along the railway.
 

 

 

Japan:se colonel (left) ready for an aerial journey over the
enemy dines, with the French flying man whoacted as his pilot.
  
 

i.

  
Comfortable quarters. The captain of a French artillery park

found a motoran effective substitute for a tent.

Part of the equipment of a French 9°6 in. gun on rails, Showing
the method used in carrying the heavy shells to the breech.

 

     ee oe ae ;

Wheels within wheels. A “‘ caterpillar’ land tug employed by the
French for hauling anything anywhere over any kind of ground.
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Innocent Sufferers from Invaded Serbia
Britis Official Photozrathe
 

 

    

 

 

Refugee children injSalonika were delignted when the Official photographer took
them for his subject, though the little chap on the left was rather’shy.
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Many of the 40,000 refugees are acco
the harrowing experiences they have gone through, seem happy now.

mmodated in British tents» and, des  
 

 
 

     
 

  The children have ound manyfriends among the warr ors who have gathered to recover their homes forthem. A Russian RedCross doctor found sweets for them in his magictrain, and the stolid little maiden on the right licked sugar from her lips as she
dispassionately considered the photographer.
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Maj.-Gen. BARNARDIS- Rt. Hon.G.N. BARNES, GAEKWAROFBARODA,  Lt.-Gen. BAKKETT, Lt.-Com. BAKTTELOT, Corpl. BASSETT.
TON, Tsingtau operations. Pensions Minister. Supplied Troops & Money. Mesopotamia. Heligoland Bight. First New Zealand V.C.

Barnardiston, Maj.-Gen. N. W., M.V.0.—
Commanded British troops which landed in
North China to co-operate with the Japanese
forces against Tsingtau, 1914. Began service
in West Suffolk Militia, 1876. Obtained com-
mission in 2nd Battalion Middlesex Regiment
two years later. Adjutant of his battalion
1882 to 1886, major and second in command
1896. “Since then held many Staff appoint-
ments, and for services in South Africa, r90r-2,
received Queen’s Medal with four clasps.
For his services in North China, 1914-15,
promoted major-genez and_ received d
Class of the Orderof the Rising Sun from the
Emperor of Japan. Visited Tokyo early in
December, 1914; his visit being made the
occasion ofa great national demonstration.

Barnes, Rt. Hon. George N., P.C., M.P.—
Appointed Minister of Pensi ns, December,
1916. Well known ‘and trusted Labour
leader, who was general secretary of the
Amalgamated Society of Engineers for ten
year: Represented» BI rs Division of
Glasgowsince 1906. Created a Privy Coun-
cillor, January 1st, 19

Baroche, Lt.-Co].—Noted French soldier
who won great reputation as heroic defender
of Longwy-withonly one battlion. Had the
Legion of Honour conferred upon him bythe
French President.

Baroda, The Gaekwar of.—His High
Sir Sayaji RaoIII., Chief of the large Mz
State, feudatoryof the British Indian >
Early in warofferedall his troops and resources
to the King-Emperor, and subscribed liberally
to leading war fumds. Fatniliar figure in
England owing t9 his’ princely splendour,
great hospitality, and modern outlookonlife.
Introduced comy y education among his
subjects.

Barrett; Lt.-G Sir Arthur Bs, K.C. B.,
K.C.V.0.—Prominent in early é
Mesopotamian Campaign. aera;in Per
Gulf in commandof British troc
November, 1914. Entered Ba November
22nd, 1914. Born 1857-;-entered Army187
in march to Kandahar and Battle of Kanda
(medal with two clasps); saw service in
various North-West Frontier expeditions,
India ;-Adjutant-General in India 1999-12.

Barttelot, Lt.-Com. Nigel K. W.—Naval
officer of exceptional merit, who died a hero’s
death in H.M.S. Liberty in the Battle of
Heligoland Bight, August 28th, 1914.

Bassett, Corporal C. R. &e V.C.New
Zealand Divisional § Company. Th
first New Zealander to win_the V.
war, for most conspicuous brave
Chunuk Bair ridge, Gaillipoli,
1915. The New and Inf
the rid¢
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Bassett, among others, In broad daylight,
and under a heavy and continuous fire, he
succeeded in laying a line to the advanced
position.

Batocki, Herr von—Governor of Province
of East Prussia Germany’s Tood. Dic
tator since May, To16. At the beginning of
1917 sent circular to the Federal Governments
explaining that the system of maximumprices
had not yielded satisfactory results, -and
that it would be changed. Proposed that
towns should conclude contracts with pro-
ducers of potatoes, butter, meat, and milk, in
consequenceoi the difficulty-in handling these
articles from one central point. His failure
due to lack of.executive authority to carry
out his ordinances.

Battenberg, Lieutenant Prince George of,
R.N.—Born 1892, heir of Prince Louis of
Battenberg. Married Countess Nada Torby,
November, r9t6. Appointed Knight .Com-
mander of the Royal Victorian Order,
November xS8th, ro16.

Battenberg, Admiral H.S.H. Princes Louis A.
of, G.C.B.——Born 1854; married Princess
Alice of Hesse’s daughter, 1884; naturalised
British subject. Brilliant career in British
Navysince 1868, rising to post of First Sea
Lord, which office he resigned soon after
outbreak of war. When captain in 1892-94,
served as Naval Adviser to Inspector-General
of Fortifications; in 1899-1901, Assistant-
Director of Naval Intellige lirst indepen-
dent command that of Cruiser Squadron, to
which appointed 1904. In subsequent years
eld Command-in-Chief of .Atlantic Fleet.

First Sea Lord 1912, succeeding Admiral Sir
F. Bridgeman. Jt was due to Prince Louis’

itiative that the Fleet was
ed before the enemy
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Baattenberg, Prince Maurice of.—Born Bot
almoral Castle;    

gti, gazetted from Royal J
College to second-lieutenancy. Joined King’s
Royal Rifles, and accompanied his regiment
to front r91r4. Performed a numberof gallant
deeds at Battle of Marne and elsewhere.
Died October 27th, 1914, of wounds received
at the Battle of Ypres.

Bavaria, Prince Leopold of.—Brother of
the King of Bavaria. Born aor Bavarian
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and Austrian regiments.
d Archduchess Gi a, eldest

iter of Emper ph. Was
in supreme command of the army to which
was entrusted the final a ut on Warsaw.
Appointed a Prussian Field-Marshal,
1gtd.

  

   

farshal, and Hon. Colonel of several~

Bavaria, Rupert Crown Prince of.—One of
leading German Army commanders on the
western front since beginning of war. His
army engaged “in desperate ‘fight with the
French, August 25th, ror4. In January,
1915, had commandof the- Lille front, and
Jaunched a grand attack on French and
British -trenehes to the south of. the canal
from La Bassée.to Aire, but suffered san-
guinary defeat. In command at Neuve
Chapelle, March, 1915, of the Westphalian
Army Corps, Miinster Army Corps, and
Bavarian troops, which made unsuccessful
counter-attack against the village.

Bayly, Vice-Admiral Sir Lewis, K.0.B.—In
command of the First Battle Squadronsince
i914. Born 1857; entered Navy 1870,
Obtained £80 prize at Greenwich College.
Hasservedin Ashanti, Egypt, and the Congo.
As Commodoreof the Home Fleet destroyers
did much to promote the efficiency of the
flotillas. In command of the Naval College
1908-11. -Appointed to First Battle Sauadron
June 22nd, 1914, and on outbreak of war
hoisted his flag in the battleship Marlborough.

Beatty, Vice-Admiral Sir David, G.C.B.,
K.C.V.0., D.S.0. — Commander-in-Chief the
the Grand Fleet sine November, 1916, when
he succeeded Sir Joha Jellicoe. Born in
Treland 1871; entered Navy 1884, sub-
eutenant 1899, lieutenant 1892. Engaged in

ot-Sudan Campaign 1896, when won
inction in getting gunboats over cataracts

and b ombing Dervish positions (mentioned in
despatches and D.S.0.). Gained newlaurels
in Sudan Campaign 1897-98, displaying con-
spicuous dash at Battles of Atbara_ and
Omdurman. At close of campaign promoted
to rank of eommander, and awarded the
Fourth Class of the Medjidie- Headed tw.
hundred British seamen at Tientsin, 1990, in
attempt to capture twoof enemy’s guns, beinz
twice wounded. Vorthis gallantry promoted
captain at age of twenty-nine, then youngest
in Navy. In 1994-5 servedfirst in the Diana,
then in the Suffolls in Mediterranean, receiving
M.V.O. 1995. Appointed Naval Adviser to
Army Council 1996. On New Year’s -Day,
1910, specially promoted to the rank of ‘Rear-
Admiral, which made him the ast
Flag officer in the Navy. In 1912-13
acted as Naval Secretary at the Admiralty.
On March tst, 1913, given commandof the
First Battle Cruiser Squadron of the Home
Fleet ; August 6th, 1914, given acting rank
of Vice-Admiral. “The most popularfighting
admiral of the war, displaying skill, daring,
and cool judgment in Battles of Heligoland
Bight, Dogger Bank, and Jutland Bank.
Married only daughter of late Mr. Marshall
Tield, of Chicago. Authorised to wearInsignia
Fourth Class Order of St. George, conferred
upon him by the Emperor of Rus:
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M. Sabattier, the French artist, has caught with rare sympathy the happiness of mother and son reunited after the peril of battle
has been passéd. Proud mother of a brave son! “And “ happy he with sucha mother! Frust in allthings high comes easy to him.**      
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Maj.-Gen. BARNARDIS- Rt. Hon.G.N. BARNES, GAEKWAROFBARODA,  Lt.-Gen. BAKKETT, Lt.-Com. BAKTTELOT, Corpl. BASSETT.
TON, Tsingtau operations. Pensions Minister. Supplied Troops & Money. Mesopotamia. Heligoland Bight. First New Zealand V.C.

Barnardiston, Maj.-Gen. N. W., M.V.0.—
Commanded British troops which landed in
North China to co-operate with the Japanese
forces against Tsingtau, 1914. Began service
in West Suffolk Militia, 1876. Obtained com-
mission in 2nd Battalion Middlesex Regiment
two years later. Adjutant of his battalion
1882 to 1886, major and second in command
1896. “Since then held many Staff appoint-
ments, and for services in South Africa, r90r-2,
received Queen’s Medal with four clasps.
For his services in North China, 1914-15,
promoted major-genez and_ received d
Class of the Orderof the Rising Sun from the
Emperor of Japan. Visited Tokyo early in
December, 1914; his visit being made the
occasion ofa great national demonstration.

Barnes, Rt. Hon. George N., P.C., M.P.—
Appointed Minister of Pensi ns, December,
1916. Well known ‘and trusted Labour
leader, who was general secretary of the
Amalgamated Society of Engineers for ten
year: Represented» BI rs Division of
Glasgowsince 1906. Created a Privy Coun-
cillor, January 1st, 19

Baroche, Lt.-Co].—Noted French soldier
who won great reputation as heroic defender
of Longwy-withonly one battlion. Had the
Legion of Honour conferred upon him bythe
French President.

Baroda, The Gaekwar of.—His High
Sir Sayaji RaoIII., Chief of the large Mz
State, feudatoryof the British Indian >
Early in warofferedall his troops and resources
to the King-Emperor, and subscribed liberally
to leading war fumds. Fatniliar figure in
England owing t9 his’ princely splendour,
great hospitality, and modern outlookonlife.
Introduced comy y education among his
subjects.

Barrett; Lt.-G Sir Arthur Bs, K.C. B.,
K.C.V.0.—Prominent in early é
Mesopotamian Campaign. aera;in Per
Gulf in commandof British troc
November, 1914. Entered Ba November
22nd, 1914. Born 1857-;-entered Army187
in march to Kandahar and Battle of Kanda
(medal with two clasps); saw service in
various North-West Frontier expeditions,
India ;-Adjutant-General in India 1999-12.

Barttelot, Lt.-Com. Nigel K. W.—Naval
officer of exceptional merit, who died a hero’s
death in H.M.S. Liberty in the Battle of
Heligoland Bight, August 28th, 1914.

Bassett, Corporal C. R. &e V.C.New
Zealand Divisional § Company. Th
first New Zealander to win_the V.
war, for most conspicuous brave
Chunuk Bair ridge, Gaillipoli,
1915. The New and Inf
the rid¢
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Bassett, among others, In broad daylight,
and under a heavy and continuous fire, he
succeeded in laying a line to the advanced
position.

Batocki, Herr von—Governor of Province
of East Prussia Germany’s Tood. Dic
tator since May, To16. At the beginning of
1917 sent circular to the Federal Governments
explaining that the system of maximumprices
had not yielded satisfactory results, -and
that it would be changed. Proposed that
towns should conclude contracts with pro-
ducers of potatoes, butter, meat, and milk, in
consequenceoi the difficulty-in handling these
articles from one central point. His failure
due to lack of.executive authority to carry
out his ordinances.

Battenberg, Lieutenant Prince George of,
R.N.—Born 1892, heir of Prince Louis of
Battenberg. Married Countess Nada Torby,
November, r9t6. Appointed Knight .Com-
mander of the Royal Victorian Order,
November xS8th, ro16.

Battenberg, Admiral H.S.H. Princes Louis A.
of, G.C.B.——Born 1854; married Princess
Alice of Hesse’s daughter, 1884; naturalised
British subject. Brilliant career in British
Navysince 1868, rising to post of First Sea
Lord, which office he resigned soon after
outbreak of war. When captain in 1892-94,
served as Naval Adviser to Inspector-General
of Fortifications; in 1899-1901, Assistant-
Director of Naval Intellige lirst indepen-
dent command that of Cruiser Squadron, to
which appointed 1904. In subsequent years
eld Command-in-Chief of .Atlantic Fleet.

First Sea Lord 1912, succeeding Admiral Sir
F. Bridgeman. Jt was due to Prince Louis’

itiative that the Fleet was
ed before the enemy
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Baattenberg, Prince Maurice of.—Born Bot
almoral Castle;    

gti, gazetted from Royal J
College to second-lieutenancy. Joined King’s
Royal Rifles, and accompanied his regiment
to front r91r4. Performed a numberof gallant
deeds at Battle of Marne and elsewhere.
Died October 27th, 1914, of wounds received
at the Battle of Ypres.

Bavaria, Prince Leopold of.—Brother of
the King of Bavaria. Born aor Bavarian
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and Austrian regiments.
d Archduchess Gi a, eldest

iter of Emper ph. Was
in supreme command of the army to which
was entrusted the final a ut on Warsaw.
Appointed a Prussian Field-Marshal,
1gtd.

  

   

farshal, and Hon. Colonel of several~

Bavaria, Rupert Crown Prince of.—One of
leading German Army commanders on the
western front since beginning of war. His
army engaged “in desperate ‘fight with the
French, August 25th, ror4. In January,
1915, had commandof the- Lille front, and
Jaunched a grand attack on French and
British -trenehes to the south of. the canal
from La Bassée.to Aire, but suffered san-
guinary defeat. In command at Neuve
Chapelle, March, 1915, of the Westphalian
Army Corps, Miinster Army Corps, and
Bavarian troops, which made unsuccessful
counter-attack against the village.

Bayly, Vice-Admiral Sir Lewis, K.0.B.—In
command of the First Battle Squadronsince
i914. Born 1857; entered Navy 1870,
Obtained £80 prize at Greenwich College.
Hasservedin Ashanti, Egypt, and the Congo.
As Commodoreof the Home Fleet destroyers
did much to promote the efficiency of the
flotillas. In command of the Naval College
1908-11. -Appointed to First Battle Sauadron
June 22nd, 1914, and on outbreak of war
hoisted his flag in the battleship Marlborough.

Beatty, Vice-Admiral Sir David, G.C.B.,
K.C.V.0., D.S.0. — Commander-in-Chief the
the Grand Fleet sine November, 1916, when
he succeeded Sir Joha Jellicoe. Born in
Treland 1871; entered Navy 1884, sub-
eutenant 1899, lieutenant 1892. Engaged in

ot-Sudan Campaign 1896, when won
inction in getting gunboats over cataracts

and b ombing Dervish positions (mentioned in
despatches and D.S.0.). Gained newlaurels
in Sudan Campaign 1897-98, displaying con-
spicuous dash at Battles of Atbara_ and
Omdurman. At close of campaign promoted
to rank of eommander, and awarded the
Fourth Class of the Medjidie- Headed tw.
hundred British seamen at Tientsin, 1990, in
attempt to capture twoof enemy’s guns, beinz
twice wounded. Vorthis gallantry promoted
captain at age of twenty-nine, then youngest
in Navy. In 1994-5 servedfirst in the Diana,
then in the Suffolls in Mediterranean, receiving
M.V.O. 1995. Appointed Naval Adviser to
Army Council 1996. On New Year’s -Day,
1910, specially promoted to the rank of ‘Rear-
Admiral, which made him the ast
Flag officer in the Navy. In 1912-13
acted as Naval Secretary at the Admiralty.
On March tst, 1913, given commandof the
First Battle Cruiser Squadron of the Home
Fleet ; August 6th, 1914, given acting rank
of Vice-Admiral. “The most popularfighting
admiral of the war, displaying skill, daring,
and cool judgment in Battles of Heligoland
Bight, Dogger Bank, and Jutland Bank.
Married only daughter of late Mr. Marshall
Tield, of Chicago. Authorised to wearInsignia
Fourth Class Order of St. George, conferred
upon him by the Emperor of Rus:
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M. Sabattier, the French artist, has caught with rare sympathy the happiness of mother and son reunited after the peril of battle
has been passéd. Proud mother of a brave son! “And “ happy he with sucha mother! Frust in allthings high comes easy to him.**      
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Vrs. 9.—British

Tes. 11.—British occur

  

aS———>*

this date Germany announces she will
prevent, “ by all weapons,” seatraffic in
wide zones round Great Britain, France,
ltaly, andin Eastern Mediterranean.
The United States to be allowed access
to Falmouth with one steamer per week,
and a Dutch paddle-steamerto be allowed
to ply between Flushing and Southwold.
Germans break through Russian line

I5 miles south of Halicz, but are driven
back again.

Further British success at Kut-el-
Amara; last line of trenches but one,
east of Tigris-Hai junction, taken.

°B. 2.—Food Controller issues important
statement asking for voluntaryrestriction
of food consumption to avoid compulsory
rationing.

British naval air raid on Bruges
Harbour.

- 3.— United States Rupture with Garmany.
—cCount Ber rff given his passports,
and Mr. Gerard recalled from Berlin.

Britishli t of Beaucourt advanced
500 yards on front of three-quarters of a
mile,

. 4.—President Wilson’s Note to neutrals,
inviting them to take action similar to
his.

British occupy 500 yards of trench
north-east of Gueudecourt.

Senussi Main Force Defeated.—British
my main bodyjust southof
west ofSiwa), and defeat

gement, enemyfleeing.

 

he   

  

   

 

   

  

   

Girba (15 mi
it after all-daye

 

  

Fes. §.—British troops enter Siwa, finding it
evacuated by the enemy. In the mean-
time, a portion of a British force occupies
the Munasib Pass (24 miles west of Girb<
captures an er y convoy, and suce
fully ambushes the leading party of the
enemyfleeing from Girba.

    

   
   

Tres. 6.—British Advance on the Somme.—
British line advanced near Grandcourt
(east of Beaucourt); about 1,000 yards
of hostile trench occupied.

National Service plans outlined by Mr.
Neville Chamberlain at great London
meeting.

g. 7.—British capture Grandcourt and de-
fensive works adjoiz i

 

  
  

 

    

Anchor liner alifornia torpedoed;
43 passengers and crew missing.

Tex. 8.—British capture Sailly Hill.

 

   

  
  

 

One of H.)
of an oldert

Allied na

torpedo-boat destroyers
e mined in Channel.

aid on Bruges.
offensive at Kut, and

secure portion of cnemy’s newfront line
west of the River Hai.

. 10—Rapid Progress at Kut.—British
troops, after a heavy bombardment,
attack enemy trenches west of the
Liquorice factory, and carry latter and
trenches on afront of so yards. Asr t
of operations on_Veb. 9-10, a new
occupied on afrontage of over 6,000yards;
Turks suffer lieavy casualties.
Announced that an Austrian attack

near Gorizia has been repulsed.
3ritish capture strong system of

trenches at southern foot of the Serre
Hill; 215 prisoners taken.

y 600 yards of hostile
trench north of the Ancre in neighbour-
hood of the Beaucourt-Puisieux Road.

Italians report that on the range of
hills east of Gorizia they have re-estab-
lished their lines, inflicting serious loss
upon the en
Enemy dr i

trenches in the D a bendof the Tigris,
west of Kut. British advance” 2,000
yards.

B. 12.—Announced that -small British
force has completed punitive expedition
into Ovamboland, in north of S.W. Africa,
against turbulent native chief on Portu-
guese border. -

Submarine shells French coast near
Biarritz

  

  

   

 

   

 

 

 

  

     

  

    

   

{1,000,312,950 ‘‘ new money”rais

 

13.—Announced that White Star liner
Afrie has been sunk by submarine:

Suecessful raid east of Souchez. British
troops penetrate several hundred yards
into the enemy’s' positions, and do ‘great
damageto his defences ; many Germans
killed, and 47 prisoners taken.

President Wilson refuses to listen to
the German proposal to discuss the
situation until and unless Germany
cancels herillegal practices.
14.—Great Raid at Arras.—British troops

penetrate 250 yards into enemy’s defences,
and reach his third line of trenches.
Many Germans killed in dug-outs, and
40 prisoners taken. A strong enemy
point south-east of Grandcourt is
captured.
Germans report that, as result of a

counter-stroke on borders of Bukovina,
near Jakobeay, they have won back part
of lost ground.

Great French raid north-west of
Compictgne, reaching enemysecondline.
15.—Announced that all coal-mines in

 

 
 

 
 

 

United Kingdom taken over by Govern-
ment for period of the war.

Mr. Hughes announces formation of
National Government in Australia.
Germans penetrate into salient in

Freneh lines between Maisons de Cham-
pagne and Butte du Mesnil, on a front of
a mile and ahalf, but sustain heavylosses.

Victory. on the Tigris-——The offensive
against the Turks on the right bank of
the Tigris in the Dahra bend results in
clearing the loop of the enemy and the
capture of 1,995 prisoners.
16.—A further advance of 1,209 yards

is made south of the Shumranloop of the
Tigri

L

   

s for the great War Loan closed.
ised.

17.—Advance on the Anere.—Enemy

 

positions covering Miraumont on the
north and Petit Miraumont on the south
of the river captured on a front of a mile
and a half ; 773 prisoners taken. On the
north of the Ancre an important position
on upper slopes of the spur north of
Baillescourt Farmis carried on a front of

yards. :
fin raid on Boulogne ; no damage

or casualties.
General Maude’s troops assault the

Sanna-i-Yat position on the left (north)
bank of Tigris, and occupy enemy’s two
front lines. Turkish counter-attack forces
British right back on the original line.
3ritish left withdrawn under cover of

artillery barrage.

  

   

eB. 18.—Futile German counter-attack on 
British new positions on the spur above
Baillescourt arm.

Russians report a success in Moldavia.
Contact established between Italians

and Trench in-Southern Albania.

   

 

Tes. 19.—Successful British raid south of
Souchez.

Germans rush small British advanced
post near Le Transloy. i

Tres. 20.—Great Raid at Ypres.—British raid
enemy’s lines south-east of Ypres on a
front of 500 yards, and reach his support
line. Many Germans killed, and great
damage to defences; 114 prisoners.

Successful French raids on enemy
trenches to the north of Flirey and to the
west of Wattwiller (north-west of Mul-
house).

Announced that British troops
$ Turks established at Bir-el-
1a,_and capture the whole garrison.

Nakhl garrison, about 109 st yng,
fled towards Akaba (Sinai Peninsula). ~
New British Blockade Order published.

 

  

   

    

B. 22.—German raids attempted east of
Vermelles and south of Neuve Chapelle
repulsed,

Seven Dutch ships torpedoed by
German submarines outside lalmouth;
three sunk.

   

Chronology of Events, February 1st to 28th, 1917. .
Ves, 1.—Intensified U Boat Warfare—TFrom British launch attack on Sanna-i-Yat

position, and secure twolines of trenches
at the south end.

. 23.—French Ministry of Marine an-
nounces mail steamer Athos, carrying
troops to Trance, torpedoed in the
Mediterranean ; 1,450 persons saved.
German trench and post seized north

of Gueudecourt and south of Petit
Miraumont.
_ Important Speech by Mr. Lloyd George
in House of Commons on restriction of
imports, andincrease of home-grownfood.

Fresh Gains at Kut.—British cross the
Tigris in the neighbourhood of the
Shumran bend, and secure a position on
the north bank. The enemy, whooffered
a stubborn resistance, lose 544 prisoners.
Stmultaneously with the crossing of the
river, third and fourth Turkish lines of
trenches at Sanna-i-Yat are captured.
24.—Progress on the Ancre. British

troops advance south and south-east of
Miraumont and enter Petit Miraumont.

Capture of Kut -el- Amara. 11573)
prisoners taken in two days’ fighting.

. 25.—German Withdrawal on the Ancre.
—Germans yield ground and fall back
a distance of three miles on an_ eleven-
mile front. Serre, Miraumont, Pys, and
Varlencourt occupied.
Cunard liner Laconia torpedoed.
Destroyer Raid on Kent Coast.—At

II.I5 p.m. enemytorpedo-boat destroyers
fire a numberof shells at Broadstairs and
Margate ; woman and twochildrenkilled,
material damageslight. A short engage-
ment takes place in the Channel between
a British destroyer and a force of several
enemydestroyers. :

British naval seaplanes bombard iron-
works at Brebach, near Saarbrucken.

Fes. 26.—British advance on the Ancte.

 

Sir Douglas Waig reports continued
progress ; our troops occuvy Le Barque,
two miles south of Bapaume, and reach
the outskirts of Irles and Puisieux-au-
Mont. £

Vranco-British Conference at Calais, at
which French and British Prime Ministers
attended. é

Gunboats’ dash up the Tigris. H.M.
river gunboats Tarantula, Mantis, and
Moth come into contact with and pass
the Turkish Army while it is in retreat
to westward of Shumran, and inflict
heavy loss on it. These gunboats
capture or destroy four Turkish steamers
and a number of barges, full of ammu-
nition. 4 :
27.—Further British advance towards

Bapaume, Ligny, and ‘western and
northern outskirts of Puisieux-au-Mont
taken.

 

 

 

. 28.—Capture of Gommecourt.
On the ridge of Sailly-Saillisel British

attack and capture a trench, taking 83
prisoners, andin a raid {near Cléry take
22 prisoners. A
‘Announced that British are fighting

retreating Turks on north bank of Tigris
30 miles up river from Kut. In their
flight Turks abandon quantities of stores.
The British gunboat Firefly, abandoned
in retreat from Ctesiphon, has been
recaptured. :

Sir Douglas Haig reports that during
the month of February the British
captured-2,133 Germanprisoners, including
36 officers, and rr villages have been
captured or surrendered.
Rumanian troops attack enemy's

positions north of the River Zaval, and
dislodge the enemy occupying a_height,
capturing a machine-gun and some
prisoners,

Russians lose ground near the Bukovina
border, on the Kimpolung-Jako beny
roads, but win back {part of the ground
during the night.
To the north of Dixmude Belgians

repulse by grenades a Germanpatrol.
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CoeKeeomomsohTe

UCKEDaway in Sir Ian Hamil-
ton’s third and last despatch
about the campaign in Galli-

, poli there is a most amazing story.
It is quite short: only a few lines in

st length. It is the story of how the 7th
%a Gloucesters, a battalion composed
~ of men taken from workshops and

offices, fought one burning August
day from noon till sunset without anyofficers to lead
them. The circumstances mayfitly be recalled. Under
a blistering sum the last great attack on the Turkish
positions in Gallipoli was arranged and begun.  Sim-
ultaneously with the new landing at Suvla Bay an
assault. was made from Anzac, and on August 7th. a
certain amount of success was experienced there, as the
New Zealanders made good the hill called Rhododen-
dron Ridge. Another push forward was, however,
necessary, and a further assault was planned.
The 7th Gloucesters, who had just arrived onthe

scene, was one of the battalions told off to share in this
supporting movement. At 4.15 in the morning they
set out, and following a battalion of New Zealanders
the Gloucesters raced up the steep hillside. Nothing
could check them, and with one final rush they were on
the sammit of Chunuk Bair. The height was won.

Qn the Summit of Chunuk Bair

But the battle was by no means over. While mark-
ing out the line to be held, Lieut.-Colonel W. G. Malone
was mortally wounded, and his men begantofall fast.
Undera terrible fire the Gloucesters worked feverishly
at digging the trenches, but they had to leave off
continually to beat back. Turkish attacks, and they
never got a’ chance to make them more than six inches
deep. It was at this time that they performed the
deed of which Sir Jan Hamilton spoke, and his own
words may well complete the tale. :
Throughout the morning the struggle continued, and,

“in the course of these fights every single officer,
company sergeant-major, or company quartermastcr-
sergeant was either killed or wounded, and the bat-
talion by mid-day consisted of small groups of men
commanded by junior non-commissioned officers or
privates.” Yet, in spite of these stunning losses, they
held on until darkness came.

Deeds of this kind are almost a tradition with this
regiment, for the rst Battalion had done something
similar quite carly-in the war. On October 24th, as
part of the 1st Division, this battalion of Regulars was
helping to defend Ypres. ‘The brigadier-general said
they did splendid workin their trenches, and then went
on to describe the heroism of two platoons—perhaps
one hundred men altogether. These gallant icllows,
like their comrades in Gallipoli, lost all their officers
and many non-commissioned officers; the Germans
got to within sixty yards of them; some of themhad
their bayonets shot off their rifles ; Sixty. out of the

 

“hundred were shot down, and yet not a manretired.
“A grand performance!’ said_the general, ~
A reference to the “ London Gazette ” of November

roth. and December r7th, 1914, enables us to identify

the four men who were mainly responsible for this

deed. ‘hey were Sergeants T. H. Eddy, T. J. Knight,

T. Wilson, and Private A. E. Crossman. With them

should be mentioned Lance-Corporal G. Royal, who,

during the same long battle, organised’a first-aid post

near Zillebeke and attended the wounded throughout

the day. under heavy shell fire. ‘

“These Gloucester ane were in the thick of the fighting
fromfirst to last. The rst Battalion was in the retreat
from Mons, the Battle of the Aisne, and, as wehave just
seca, the Battle of Ypres. In Decemberit was at Festu-
bert, vlatoons as usual standing firmafterall the officers

had gone ; and in January it was at Givenchy, again
holding on grimly and successfully to an important
position, The 2nd Battalion, also Regulars, reached the
front from Tientsin about this time, aad were hotly en-
gaged in the Second Battle of Ypres,where also the4th,
Territorials from Bristol, were heardof to their credit.
The Gloucesters were again fighting hard around

Loos in September and October. On the first day of
the battle the roth Battalion, men of the New Army,
did good work in assaulting some German trenches in
front of Hulluch, and even the presence of some wire
entanglements, which had not been destroyed by our
artillery, failed to daunt them. On October 8th, when
the Germans were making their desperate counter-
attack, the 1st Gloucesters were near the chalk-pit on
the Hulluch Road, andthere it was that Sergeant J. C.
Millard, with onlyfifteen menthe remnantof his platoon,
held on to a trench until reinforcements arrived. _

The 6th. Battalion, like the 4th Territorials from
Bristol, were in the thick of alittle affray at Gomme-
court in’*the following November. From it assaulting
columns were formed to raid the Germanlines. ‘The
men of one of these cut their way through twolines of
wire entanglements and entered the enemy’s trenches,
but were soonforced to retire under a heavy shower of
bombs. Another party was more successful. Quite
unobserved, they reached their objective, cleared out
the Germans with bombs, and, having done a goad
deal of harm, got safely away. ;
The Gloucesters took part in the raids which preceded

the Battles of the Somme. Early in June, Sir Douglas
Haig reported one, saying that the Gloucesters, backed
by a party of Engineers, had entered the German
trenches and done a great amount of damage therein.
This raid took place not far from Neuve Chapelle and
clearlyfulfilled its objects, for one of them was to make
the enemy uncertain as to where the coming blow
would fall. For all he knewit might be delivered, as
in March, 1ar5, at Neuve Chapelle. We were not told
which battalion of the Gloucesters was responsible for
this enterprise, but, from what we know, all of them,
whether Regulars, Territorials, or New Army, were
equal to it. The regiment shared in the actual Battles
of the Somme, as well as in the preliminary raids, but
about its deeds there we knowlittle. We know, how-
ever, the namesof the fallen, one colonel, G. C. Roberts,
being among them, and we are certain that. the high
traditions of the Gloucesters were worthily maintained.

Double-badged ‘‘Slashers”’

The Gloucestershire Regiment was originally the
28th and 61st Regiments of Foot, the former dating
back to 1694, the time of William of Orange and the
French. Wars. They fought under Marlborough, and
helped to capture, in 1759, first Louisburg, on Cape
Breton Island, and then Quebec. Engaged in the
American War of Independence, they won on one
occasion their name of the ‘‘ Slashers,” because,
ammunition being exhausted, they used their short
swords with right good will. They helped to defend
Minorca in 1782, and their steady courage and good
discipline at the Battle of Alexandria in 1801 earned
for them a unique distinction—alone of the British
regiments the Gloucesters wear a badge both on the
front and the back of their caps.

In the Peninsular War the Gloucesters won gloryat
Talavera, Salamanca, and Toulouse ; near QuatreBras,
in June, 1815, they beat back a wild charge of French
horsemen, and while the 2nd Battalion fought in the
battles of the Crimean War the 1st went through the
war against the Sikhs and the Indian Mutiny. Both
battalions were in Soutly Africa in the Boer War.

A.W. H
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Vrs. 9.—British

Tes. 11.—British occur

  

aS———>*

this date Germany announces she will
prevent, “ by all weapons,” seatraffic in
wide zones round Great Britain, France,
ltaly, andin Eastern Mediterranean.
The United States to be allowed access
to Falmouth with one steamer per week,
and a Dutch paddle-steamerto be allowed
to ply between Flushing and Southwold.
Germans break through Russian line

I5 miles south of Halicz, but are driven
back again.

Further British success at Kut-el-
Amara; last line of trenches but one,
east of Tigris-Hai junction, taken.

°B. 2.—Food Controller issues important
statement asking for voluntaryrestriction
of food consumption to avoid compulsory
rationing.

British naval air raid on Bruges
Harbour.

- 3.— United States Rupture with Garmany.
—cCount Ber rff given his passports,
and Mr. Gerard recalled from Berlin.

Britishli t of Beaucourt advanced
500 yards on front of three-quarters of a
mile,

. 4.—President Wilson’s Note to neutrals,
inviting them to take action similar to
his.

British occupy 500 yards of trench
north-east of Gueudecourt.

Senussi Main Force Defeated.—British
my main bodyjust southof
west ofSiwa), and defeat

gement, enemyfleeing.
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Girba (15 mi
it after all-daye

 

  

Fes. §.—British troops enter Siwa, finding it
evacuated by the enemy. In the mean-
time, a portion of a British force occupies
the Munasib Pass (24 miles west of Girb<
captures an er y convoy, and suce
fully ambushes the leading party of the
enemyfleeing from Girba.

    

   
   

Tres. 6.—British Advance on the Somme.—
British line advanced near Grandcourt
(east of Beaucourt); about 1,000 yards
of hostile trench occupied.

National Service plans outlined by Mr.
Neville Chamberlain at great London
meeting.

g. 7.—British capture Grandcourt and de-
fensive works adjoiz i

 

  
  

 

    

Anchor liner alifornia torpedoed;
43 passengers and crew missing.

Tex. 8.—British capture Sailly Hill.

 

   

  
  

 

One of H.)
of an oldert

Allied na

torpedo-boat destroyers
e mined in Channel.

aid on Bruges.
offensive at Kut, and

secure portion of cnemy’s newfront line
west of the River Hai.

. 10—Rapid Progress at Kut.—British
troops, after a heavy bombardment,
attack enemy trenches west of the
Liquorice factory, and carry latter and
trenches on afront of so yards. Asr t
of operations on_Veb. 9-10, a new
occupied on afrontage of over 6,000yards;
Turks suffer lieavy casualties.
Announced that an Austrian attack

near Gorizia has been repulsed.
3ritish capture strong system of

trenches at southern foot of the Serre
Hill; 215 prisoners taken.

y 600 yards of hostile
trench north of the Ancre in neighbour-
hood of the Beaucourt-Puisieux Road.

Italians report that on the range of
hills east of Gorizia they have re-estab-
lished their lines, inflicting serious loss
upon the en
Enemy dr i

trenches in the D a bendof the Tigris,
west of Kut. British advance” 2,000
yards.

B. 12.—Announced that -small British
force has completed punitive expedition
into Ovamboland, in north of S.W. Africa,
against turbulent native chief on Portu-
guese border. -

Submarine shells French coast near
Biarritz

  

  

   

 

   

 

 

 

  

     

  

    

   

{1,000,312,950 ‘‘ new money”rais

 

13.—Announced that White Star liner
Afrie has been sunk by submarine:

Suecessful raid east of Souchez. British
troops penetrate several hundred yards
into the enemy’s' positions, and do ‘great
damageto his defences ; many Germans
killed, and 47 prisoners taken.

President Wilson refuses to listen to
the German proposal to discuss the
situation until and unless Germany
cancels herillegal practices.
14.—Great Raid at Arras.—British troops

penetrate 250 yards into enemy’s defences,
and reach his third line of trenches.
Many Germans killed in dug-outs, and
40 prisoners taken. A strong enemy
point south-east of Grandcourt is
captured.
Germans report that, as result of a

counter-stroke on borders of Bukovina,
near Jakobeay, they have won back part
of lost ground.

Great French raid north-west of
Compictgne, reaching enemysecondline.
15.—Announced that all coal-mines in

 

 
 

 
 

 

United Kingdom taken over by Govern-
ment for period of the war.

Mr. Hughes announces formation of
National Government in Australia.
Germans penetrate into salient in

Freneh lines between Maisons de Cham-
pagne and Butte du Mesnil, on a front of
a mile and ahalf, but sustain heavylosses.

Victory. on the Tigris-——The offensive
against the Turks on the right bank of
the Tigris in the Dahra bend results in
clearing the loop of the enemy and the
capture of 1,995 prisoners.
16.—A further advance of 1,209 yards

is made south of the Shumranloop of the
Tigri

L

   

s for the great War Loan closed.
ised.

17.—Advance on the Anere.—Enemy

 

positions covering Miraumont on the
north and Petit Miraumont on the south
of the river captured on a front of a mile
and a half ; 773 prisoners taken. On the
north of the Ancre an important position
on upper slopes of the spur north of
Baillescourt Farmis carried on a front of

yards. :
fin raid on Boulogne ; no damage

or casualties.
General Maude’s troops assault the

Sanna-i-Yat position on the left (north)
bank of Tigris, and occupy enemy’s two
front lines. Turkish counter-attack forces
British right back on the original line.
3ritish left withdrawn under cover of

artillery barrage.

  

   

eB. 18.—Futile German counter-attack on 
British new positions on the spur above
Baillescourt arm.

Russians report a success in Moldavia.
Contact established between Italians

and Trench in-Southern Albania.

   

 

Tes. 19.—Successful British raid south of
Souchez.

Germans rush small British advanced
post near Le Transloy. i

Tres. 20.—Great Raid at Ypres.—British raid
enemy’s lines south-east of Ypres on a
front of 500 yards, and reach his support
line. Many Germans killed, and great
damage to defences; 114 prisoners.

Successful French raids on enemy
trenches to the north of Flirey and to the
west of Wattwiller (north-west of Mul-
house).

Announced that British troops
$ Turks established at Bir-el-
1a,_and capture the whole garrison.

Nakhl garrison, about 109 st yng,
fled towards Akaba (Sinai Peninsula). ~
New British Blockade Order published.

 

  

   

    

B. 22.—German raids attempted east of
Vermelles and south of Neuve Chapelle
repulsed,

Seven Dutch ships torpedoed by
German submarines outside lalmouth;
three sunk.

   

Chronology of Events, February 1st to 28th, 1917. .
Ves, 1.—Intensified U Boat Warfare—TFrom British launch attack on Sanna-i-Yat

position, and secure twolines of trenches
at the south end.

. 23.—French Ministry of Marine an-
nounces mail steamer Athos, carrying
troops to Trance, torpedoed in the
Mediterranean ; 1,450 persons saved.
German trench and post seized north

of Gueudecourt and south of Petit
Miraumont.
_ Important Speech by Mr. Lloyd George
in House of Commons on restriction of
imports, andincrease of home-grownfood.

Fresh Gains at Kut.—British cross the
Tigris in the neighbourhood of the
Shumran bend, and secure a position on
the north bank. The enemy, whooffered
a stubborn resistance, lose 544 prisoners.
Stmultaneously with the crossing of the
river, third and fourth Turkish lines of
trenches at Sanna-i-Yat are captured.
24.—Progress on the Ancre. British

troops advance south and south-east of
Miraumont and enter Petit Miraumont.

Capture of Kut -el- Amara. 11573)
prisoners taken in two days’ fighting.

. 25.—German Withdrawal on the Ancre.
—Germans yield ground and fall back
a distance of three miles on an_ eleven-
mile front. Serre, Miraumont, Pys, and
Varlencourt occupied.
Cunard liner Laconia torpedoed.
Destroyer Raid on Kent Coast.—At

II.I5 p.m. enemytorpedo-boat destroyers
fire a numberof shells at Broadstairs and
Margate ; woman and twochildrenkilled,
material damageslight. A short engage-
ment takes place in the Channel between
a British destroyer and a force of several
enemydestroyers. :

British naval seaplanes bombard iron-
works at Brebach, near Saarbrucken.

Fes. 26.—British advance on the Ancte.

 

Sir Douglas Waig reports continued
progress ; our troops occuvy Le Barque,
two miles south of Bapaume, and reach
the outskirts of Irles and Puisieux-au-
Mont. £

Vranco-British Conference at Calais, at
which French and British Prime Ministers
attended. é

Gunboats’ dash up the Tigris. H.M.
river gunboats Tarantula, Mantis, and
Moth come into contact with and pass
the Turkish Army while it is in retreat
to westward of Shumran, and inflict
heavy loss on it. These gunboats
capture or destroy four Turkish steamers
and a number of barges, full of ammu-
nition. 4 :
27.—Further British advance towards

Bapaume, Ligny, and ‘western and
northern outskirts of Puisieux-au-Mont
taken.

 

 

 

. 28.—Capture of Gommecourt.
On the ridge of Sailly-Saillisel British

attack and capture a trench, taking 83
prisoners, andin a raid {near Cléry take
22 prisoners. A
‘Announced that British are fighting

retreating Turks on north bank of Tigris
30 miles up river from Kut. In their
flight Turks abandon quantities of stores.
The British gunboat Firefly, abandoned
in retreat from Ctesiphon, has been
recaptured. :

Sir Douglas Haig reports that during
the month of February the British
captured-2,133 Germanprisoners, including
36 officers, and rr villages have been
captured or surrendered.
Rumanian troops attack enemy's

positions north of the River Zaval, and
dislodge the enemy occupying a_height,
capturing a machine-gun and some
prisoners,

Russians lose ground near the Bukovina
border, on the Kimpolung-Jako beny
roads, but win back {part of the ground
during the night.
To the north of Dixmude Belgians

repulse by grenades a Germanpatrol.
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CoeKeeomomsohTe

UCKEDaway in Sir Ian Hamil-
ton’s third and last despatch
about the campaign in Galli-

, poli there is a most amazing story.
It is quite short: only a few lines in

st length. It is the story of how the 7th
%a Gloucesters, a battalion composed
~ of men taken from workshops and

offices, fought one burning August
day from noon till sunset without anyofficers to lead
them. The circumstances mayfitly be recalled. Under
a blistering sum the last great attack on the Turkish
positions in Gallipoli was arranged and begun.  Sim-
ultaneously with the new landing at Suvla Bay an
assault. was made from Anzac, and on August 7th. a
certain amount of success was experienced there, as the
New Zealanders made good the hill called Rhododen-
dron Ridge. Another push forward was, however,
necessary, and a further assault was planned.
The 7th Gloucesters, who had just arrived onthe

scene, was one of the battalions told off to share in this
supporting movement. At 4.15 in the morning they
set out, and following a battalion of New Zealanders
the Gloucesters raced up the steep hillside. Nothing
could check them, and with one final rush they were on
the sammit of Chunuk Bair. The height was won.

Qn the Summit of Chunuk Bair

But the battle was by no means over. While mark-
ing out the line to be held, Lieut.-Colonel W. G. Malone
was mortally wounded, and his men begantofall fast.
Undera terrible fire the Gloucesters worked feverishly
at digging the trenches, but they had to leave off
continually to beat back. Turkish attacks, and they
never got a’ chance to make them more than six inches
deep. It was at this time that they performed the
deed of which Sir Jan Hamilton spoke, and his own
words may well complete the tale. :
Throughout the morning the struggle continued, and,

“in the course of these fights every single officer,
company sergeant-major, or company quartermastcr-
sergeant was either killed or wounded, and the bat-
talion by mid-day consisted of small groups of men
commanded by junior non-commissioned officers or
privates.” Yet, in spite of these stunning losses, they
held on until darkness came.

Deeds of this kind are almost a tradition with this
regiment, for the rst Battalion had done something
similar quite carly-in the war. On October 24th, as
part of the 1st Division, this battalion of Regulars was
helping to defend Ypres. ‘The brigadier-general said
they did splendid workin their trenches, and then went
on to describe the heroism of two platoons—perhaps
one hundred men altogether. These gallant icllows,
like their comrades in Gallipoli, lost all their officers
and many non-commissioned officers; the Germans
got to within sixty yards of them; some of themhad
their bayonets shot off their rifles ; Sixty. out of the

 

“hundred were shot down, and yet not a manretired.
“A grand performance!’ said_the general, ~
A reference to the “ London Gazette ” of November

roth. and December r7th, 1914, enables us to identify

the four men who were mainly responsible for this

deed. ‘hey were Sergeants T. H. Eddy, T. J. Knight,

T. Wilson, and Private A. E. Crossman. With them

should be mentioned Lance-Corporal G. Royal, who,

during the same long battle, organised’a first-aid post

near Zillebeke and attended the wounded throughout

the day. under heavy shell fire. ‘

“These Gloucester ane were in the thick of the fighting
fromfirst to last. The rst Battalion was in the retreat
from Mons, the Battle of the Aisne, and, as wehave just
seca, the Battle of Ypres. In Decemberit was at Festu-
bert, vlatoons as usual standing firmafterall the officers

had gone ; and in January it was at Givenchy, again
holding on grimly and successfully to an important
position, The 2nd Battalion, also Regulars, reached the
front from Tientsin about this time, aad were hotly en-
gaged in the Second Battle of Ypres,where also the4th,
Territorials from Bristol, were heardof to their credit.
The Gloucesters were again fighting hard around

Loos in September and October. On the first day of
the battle the roth Battalion, men of the New Army,
did good work in assaulting some German trenches in
front of Hulluch, and even the presence of some wire
entanglements, which had not been destroyed by our
artillery, failed to daunt them. On October 8th, when
the Germans were making their desperate counter-
attack, the 1st Gloucesters were near the chalk-pit on
the Hulluch Road, andthere it was that Sergeant J. C.
Millard, with onlyfifteen menthe remnantof his platoon,
held on to a trench until reinforcements arrived. _

The 6th. Battalion, like the 4th Territorials from
Bristol, were in the thick of alittle affray at Gomme-
court in’*the following November. From it assaulting
columns were formed to raid the Germanlines. ‘The
men of one of these cut their way through twolines of
wire entanglements and entered the enemy’s trenches,
but were soonforced to retire under a heavy shower of
bombs. Another party was more successful. Quite
unobserved, they reached their objective, cleared out
the Germans with bombs, and, having done a goad
deal of harm, got safely away. ;
The Gloucesters took part in the raids which preceded

the Battles of the Somme. Early in June, Sir Douglas
Haig reported one, saying that the Gloucesters, backed
by a party of Engineers, had entered the German
trenches and done a great amount of damage therein.
This raid took place not far from Neuve Chapelle and
clearlyfulfilled its objects, for one of them was to make
the enemy uncertain as to where the coming blow
would fall. For all he knewit might be delivered, as
in March, 1ar5, at Neuve Chapelle. We were not told
which battalion of the Gloucesters was responsible for
this enterprise, but, from what we know, all of them,
whether Regulars, Territorials, or New Army, were
equal to it. The regiment shared in the actual Battles
of the Somme, as well as in the preliminary raids, but
about its deeds there we knowlittle. We know, how-
ever, the namesof the fallen, one colonel, G. C. Roberts,
being among them, and we are certain that. the high
traditions of the Gloucesters were worthily maintained.

Double-badged ‘‘Slashers”’

The Gloucestershire Regiment was originally the
28th and 61st Regiments of Foot, the former dating
back to 1694, the time of William of Orange and the
French. Wars. They fought under Marlborough, and
helped to capture, in 1759, first Louisburg, on Cape
Breton Island, and then Quebec. Engaged in the
American War of Independence, they won on one
occasion their name of the ‘‘ Slashers,” because,
ammunition being exhausted, they used their short
swords with right good will. They helped to defend
Minorca in 1782, and their steady courage and good
discipline at the Battle of Alexandria in 1801 earned
for them a unique distinction—alone of the British
regiments the Gloucesters wear a badge both on the
front and the back of their caps.

In the Peninsular War the Gloucesters won gloryat
Talavera, Salamanca, and Toulouse ; near QuatreBras,
in June, 1815, they beat back a wild charge of French
horsemen, and while the 2nd Battalion fought in the
battles of the Crimean War the 1st went through the
war against the Sikhs and the Indian Mutiny. Both
battalions were in Soutly Africa in the Boer War.

A.W. H
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of the most interesting of the many. books I

the war began The Auto-
biograhpy ofa Journalist,’* by the late W. J. Stillman,
an American. who for some’ years the Times ‘2
correspondentin ome. It was.published in 190%, and

few of my readers will be familiar. with.the author’s
name unless they associate it with that most charming
of animal stories, “ Billy and Hans,” the tale of two
pet squirrels, written during his life in Rome. Stillman
was an extraordinary man, devoted to art and idealism

andall peaceful things, yet a perverse fate mixed him
up for most of his life with the violent things of war
and international -politics. As a young man he knew
Ixossuth, the Hungarian patriot, and undertooksecret

missions for him, with quite nugatory results so far as

Hungarian nationalism was concerned. In London he
became a great friend of Rossetti, and was intimate
with the Swinburne group, while in his native America
he formed manyfriendships with famous men— Emerson,
Lowell, and Agassiz among the number.

have read since is

was

In the Balkans Before the War

ITH_his strange personality Stillman did not seem
the ideal type to act as United States consul in

Crete, but thither he went in the early ’sixties, and
rendered splendid .service to the Cretans during the
insurrection of 1866. His reminiscences of these ‘are
curiously interesting to-day. He is quite prepared to
agree with the Cretans in estimating themselves as a—
superior race to the Greeks, as he has-very little that
is complimentary to the latter, though his. profound
admiration for¢ ic art and culture prejudiced himin
favour of Hellenism. The Greek Government’ of those
days acted very much as the Greek Government of
to-day, and seems never to have known its mind for
more than a few hours at a stretth. Stillman ‘repre-
sented the “ Times” as war correspondent in 1876,
when Bosnia and. Herzegovina, encouraged by Austria,
were. beginning to throw .off the Turkish -yoke ‘and
Montenegro was helping heartily: His picture of the
Montenegrins* in’ the campaign of..1877- intensely
interesting, and fills one with admiration for their
honesty and courage. Ihe battles he describes were
toy affairs compared with the battles of the presentwar,
but the Montenegrin women used to maintain a regular
commissariat service up to the trenches, carrying the
food for their men-folk, and walking, fully exposed to
the’ Turkish bullets, with “no hastening: of their steps
lest they might be thought afraid’ _Montenesrins in
those days neyer claimed to kill a.Turk unless. they
had bayoneted him, the enemics who fell to the bullet
being-left out of the count !

is

The Docility of the Terrible Turk

VERY interesting glimpse Ot thie Turk is giver
in the following passage from Stillman’s chapter

on the attack on the stronghold of Moratsha:

‘The Turkish garrison, so far as my own experience went,
were neverdisposed -to begin a fight, and if not molestéd
they never annoyed us by.firing-on us. The poor fellows
only wanted to beleft alone. They. were, when prisoners,
the most amiable people possible, and at one time I saw

many in Cetinje, prisoners taken in the fights about
Podgoritza, enjoying the freedom of the place and making
themselves useful*to the women, bringing wood and water,
and-as inoffensive as children. Many of them, probably
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young men without domestic ties, refused to return when

the treaty of. pétée was signed, but, with a docility which

was as remarkable as their obedience under the ;

treatment of their own Government, only asked for

bread and toleration. I have seen in, Cetinje,

men were all on ‘the frontier fighting

enough to~take possession of the. place if

atrocious

their

the

prisoners

had

when

Turkish

they been

disposed to rise and make a fight with sticks ‘and stones:

This was one of the most touching phases of that curious

war, a warfare such as the world will hardlysce again.

‘ Greece and Lost Opportunities

ERE another passage from Stillman that -is

worth reading just now. It touches the over-

tures made to Greece when Russia was about to take
uparms against Turkeyin an effort to settle the wretched
Balkan question, whieh, alas! was not settled by the
Jtusso-Lurkish War:

is

‘
When the Russian Government had decided to declare

war, it proposed to Greece that if a Greek army were sent

across the frontiers for eyen a fruitless attack on Turkey,

when. that of Russia enterett on the other side, Greece
should participate in the benefits of the settlement. Greece
did nothing, and the offer was renewed at a later period,
whenthe warwas evidently tending to the complete triumph
of Russia, but still theyg- was no action at Athens, and Greece
was consequently ignored by Russia when the treaty was
negotisited.

T confess that, while I-have been deeply interested
inthe reading of these sixteen-year-old volumes by
Stillman, and have found his predictions: of foreign
affairs wonderfully sound, judged by recent events,
it is difficult to work up. enthusiasm for the Balkan
peoples to whose welfare he so willingly devoted him-
self. The.wretched internecine strife of the Balkans—
Where so recently as 1876 some of the tribes were not
greatly better than Red Indians, and kept tally of
their enemies killed by bringing in strings of noses—
has-been an unquestionable factor in making possible
the. calamitous. clash of, arms that resounds through
Lurope to-day.

je introducing the Army Estimates the
Mr. Forster, Financial. Secretary to

Office, gave some extraordinarily interesting
and particulars as to the things made for Army
Among: other details he explained that .the

Thinking in Millions

other day,
‘the War
statistics
‘purposes.
fat. from

camp refuse is collected for glycerine for explosives;
andthat the present annual raté of output of glycerine
from this source’ wowld provide for 12,500,000 | 18-
poundershells.

have to, pay in-America. In: the. matter of horseshoes,
Mr. Forster ‘said that where the pre-war output was.
50,000 pairs, 1,500,000 pairs a month are now turned
out in this country.
“We have made hefor ‘ourselves and our-Allies,’”

said further, “* 25,000,000 gas-helmets, 250,000,000 sand--
bags, 105,000,000 yards of khaki cloth, and 115,000,000.
yyards of flannel.

‘Talking’ the last two together,’’ said Mr. Forster,
“we -have. manufactured 131,890 miles of cloth
flannel, enough to go nearly 43
These are stupendous figures even in thesé days, when
the million has become the amount of. arithmetical
calculation.” Res,
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Grip of Fear
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PP an article contributed to THe War ILLUSTRATED
a few weeks ago, on \the effect which the war

might be expected to have upon English literature,
Mr. Clement Shorter suggested that the glorification
of episodes would very likely lead to the production
of a large quantity of good poetry and prose. Our
fiction for years to come,hesaid, will be full of episodes.
Time will add its glamour to these brave deeds, and
poets will sing as well as they have ever sung before
of the achievements of the Empire. The historian,
too, will find endless possibilities, the very magnitude
of the tragedy of ruined villages, and of towns and
cities well-nigh annihilated, only enhancing the effect
of the drama.

OME of this ringing poetry and prose, that shall
deal finely with the deeds of wonderful braveryand self-sacrifice that are the splendid episodes of thevast world-drama now being enacted, I hope that. Imay live to read. There is no inherent reason whythey should not be forthcoming soon after the eventswhich are to be their subject. There is, indeed,reason whythey should be. Foremotion loses some.

thing of its rapture if it delays too long after thefirstthrill to find expression. It may gain perfection ofform, perhaps, but it will lose in power to communicatethe thrill. And of poetry that deals with singleepisodes the powerto thrill is a more precious qualitythan absolute perfection of technique.

  

NDso I hope that no very long time will have topass before some poet nowalive will write anew Ballad of the Fleet that shall commemorate theShark at least as worthily as Tennyson commemoratedthe Revenge, and make the bravery of CommanderLoftus Jones, V.C., as familiar to everyone of Britishstock as is the bravery of Sir Richard Grenville.

-

Theaccount of his fight, told by his widow and publishedon the day that the announcement was made of theKing’s posthumous grant to him of the Victoria Cross,is a moving story that ought to be preserved in living,vitalising poetry for our children’s children and their
children after them,

MAS people must have observed the close parallelbetween the stories of the Shark and

_

theRevenge when the first account of the Jutland Battlewas published. It is even moreremarkable in thelight of the more detailed account prepared by theCommander’s widow the other day. “The “littleRevenge ran on sheer into the heart of the foe,”’ tillthe mountain-like San Philip took the breath from hersails and she stay’d. “The captain of the Sharktookhis division into action against the German battle-cruiser squadron and there, badly hit, the Sharkstayed with her engines. and steering-gear out ofaction, and the pipe which connected up steam blownaway.’ Of the Revenge we read that “ Four galleonsdrew away From the Spanish fleet that day, And twoupon the larboard and two upon the starboard lay,And the battle-thunder broke from them all.” Of theShark we read that “ all this time “she was under veryheavy fire. Three cruisers were firing on her at onetime.” And as the great

-

San Philip “ bethoughtherself and went, Having that within hr womb thathad left her ill content,’ so here there is the torpedoinstructor in the Shark who “ got a German cruiser,”

‘i NDhe said“ Fight on, fight on !’ ” Able-seamanHope, D.S.M., was at the midship gun of theShark from the beginning till the end of the action,and distinguished himself byhis coolness and efficiency.There were more than a hundred rounds of ammunition

 

 

OUR OBSERVATION POST

THE SHARK AND THE REVENGE

_tope, hoping to stop the bleeding and saye His life.

fired from this gun. The captain was so pleased withHope that he at one time patted him on the backand said, ‘Go on, Hope, you are doing splendidly !Fight on, fight on!”

“ QHIPafter ship, the whole night long, their high-
built galleons came, Ship after ship, the wholenight long, with her battle-thunder and flame.” TenGerman destroyers and light cruisers came up out ofthe mist at close range, about 600 yards, andall firedon the Shark. Sir Richard was wounded again in theside and the head; the captain of the Shark had been

wounded in the leg, and he, too, was wounded again,his left leg being shot away above the knee. “Twomen rushed to him, with a piece of wood and some

.
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HEN comes a touchthat is sublimein its simplicity.
“ As the captain was sitting on the deck he said,‘What's wrong with the ensign ?’ Hope answered,‘It’s shot. down, sir.’ The captain gave the order,‘ Hoist another!’ The midshipman cleared the way,and Hope hoisted another. (There were always spareflags kept for any emergency.) The captain then said‘Uhat’s good!’ and appeared content.” ‘The Sharkwas sinking quickly now, and a German destroyer wascoming quite close, so the captain gave the order“ Save yourselves!” And then the German destroyercame near, fired a torpedo into her; there was anexplosion, and she sank with her flag flying.
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INETY minutes the fight had lasted. “God of
Battles, was ever a battle like this in the worldbefore ?’* But it was not quite the end, for Com-mander Loftus Jones, V.C., more happy than Sir

Richard Grenville, in that his ship had-sunk with herflag flying, helped on to a raft by some of his devoted
men, said “ Let’s have a song, lads!” And thefirst
lieutenant started ‘* Nearer, my God, .to Thee’; andthey all sang till they were exhausted, Then someships came into sight, and the captain asked Filleulif they were British or German, “‘ Filleul told him theywere British, and he said  ‘ That's good!’

—

Thesewere his last words. The ships passed on, and shortlyafterwards Smith saw him succumb to exhaustion.”

 
S
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“ "THAT’S good!” <“ With a joyful spirit I Sir
Richard Grenville die!” What can we say,except broken words of thanks for the dear andfaithfuldead? And what can we do ? Only ‘‘ go on,” andtry to do splendidly whatever we have to do, *
For a dead man leaves you a work to do;
Your heart’s so full that youfight like two !
Andthe dead man’s aimis the best of all—
The battle is won by the men thatfall,

UR homage, then, to Commander Loftus William
Jones, V.C.,: R.N., and the other officers andmen of H-M.S, Shark who lest their lives in -the Battleof Jutland; and our thanks to the six survivors towhom the King has awarded the Distinguished Setvice

Medal: Stoker P.O, Charles Filleul, AvB. Charles C,°Hope, A.B. Charles H. -Smith,~A.B. Joseph O. G.
Howell, Stoker, rst Class, Thomas W. Swan, and P.O.William C,.R. Griffin, These men and their shipmateswho have been taken from’ us “ have left to their
service a tradition, to their country an_ inspiration,and to their families the legacy of their undying fame.”And as the story of their fignt is a splendid episodein the annals of the British Navy, let us hope that it
may become the inspiration and the subject of a‘splendid Ballad of the Fleet to enrich theliterature of
the British Empire.

    
c. M.
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A PICTURE-RECORD of Events by Land, Sea and Air.
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WATCHING THE END.—-A German subma
the English coast,torpe
the crew no warning.

doed a merchantman, 0

Happily a lifeboat had time ae:

her, and in this and one of their own boats the crew
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PP an article contributed to THe War ILLUSTRATED
a few weeks ago, on \the effect which the war

might be expected to have upon English literature,
Mr. Clement Shorter suggested that the glorification
of episodes would very likely lead to the production
of a large quantity of good poetry and prose. Our
fiction for years to come,hesaid, will be full of episodes.
Time will add its glamour to these brave deeds, and
poets will sing as well as they have ever sung before
of the achievements of the Empire. The historian,
too, will find endless possibilities, the very magnitude
of the tragedy of ruined villages, and of towns and
cities well-nigh annihilated, only enhancing the effect
of the drama.

OME of this ringing poetry and prose, that shall
deal finely with the deeds of wonderful braveryand self-sacrifice that are the splendid episodes of thevast world-drama now being enacted, I hope that. Imay live to read. There is no inherent reason whythey should not be forthcoming soon after the eventswhich are to be their subject. There is, indeed,reason whythey should be. Foremotion loses some.

thing of its rapture if it delays too long after thefirstthrill to find expression. It may gain perfection ofform, perhaps, but it will lose in power to communicatethe thrill. And of poetry that deals with singleepisodes the powerto thrill is a more precious qualitythan absolute perfection of technique.

  

NDso I hope that no very long time will have topass before some poet nowalive will write anew Ballad of the Fleet that shall commemorate theShark at least as worthily as Tennyson commemoratedthe Revenge, and make the bravery of CommanderLoftus Jones, V.C., as familiar to everyone of Britishstock as is the bravery of Sir Richard Grenville.

-

Theaccount of his fight, told by his widow and publishedon the day that the announcement was made of theKing’s posthumous grant to him of the Victoria Cross,is a moving story that ought to be preserved in living,vitalising poetry for our children’s children and their
children after them,

MAS people must have observed the close parallelbetween the stories of the Shark and

_

theRevenge when the first account of the Jutland Battlewas published. It is even moreremarkable in thelight of the more detailed account prepared by theCommander’s widow the other day. “The “littleRevenge ran on sheer into the heart of the foe,”’ tillthe mountain-like San Philip took the breath from hersails and she stay’d. “The captain of the Sharktookhis division into action against the German battle-cruiser squadron and there, badly hit, the Sharkstayed with her engines. and steering-gear out ofaction, and the pipe which connected up steam blownaway.’ Of the Revenge we read that “ Four galleonsdrew away From the Spanish fleet that day, And twoupon the larboard and two upon the starboard lay,And the battle-thunder broke from them all.” Of theShark we read that “ all this time “she was under veryheavy fire. Three cruisers were firing on her at onetime.” And as the great

-

San Philip “ bethoughtherself and went, Having that within hr womb thathad left her ill content,’ so here there is the torpedoinstructor in the Shark who “ got a German cruiser,”

‘i NDhe said“ Fight on, fight on !’ ” Able-seamanHope, D.S.M., was at the midship gun of theShark from the beginning till the end of the action,and distinguished himself byhis coolness and efficiency.There were more than a hundred rounds of ammunition
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THE SHARK AND THE REVENGE

_tope, hoping to stop the bleeding and saye His life.

fired from this gun. The captain was so pleased withHope that he at one time patted him on the backand said, ‘Go on, Hope, you are doing splendidly !Fight on, fight on!”

“ QHIPafter ship, the whole night long, their high-
built galleons came, Ship after ship, the wholenight long, with her battle-thunder and flame.” TenGerman destroyers and light cruisers came up out ofthe mist at close range, about 600 yards, andall firedon the Shark. Sir Richard was wounded again in theside and the head; the captain of the Shark had been

wounded in the leg, and he, too, was wounded again,his left leg being shot away above the knee. “Twomen rushed to him, with a piece of wood and some
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HEN comes a touchthat is sublimein its simplicity.
“ As the captain was sitting on the deck he said,‘What's wrong with the ensign ?’ Hope answered,‘It’s shot. down, sir.’ The captain gave the order,‘ Hoist another!’ The midshipman cleared the way,and Hope hoisted another. (There were always spareflags kept for any emergency.) The captain then said‘Uhat’s good!’ and appeared content.” ‘The Sharkwas sinking quickly now, and a German destroyer wascoming quite close, so the captain gave the order“ Save yourselves!” And then the German destroyercame near, fired a torpedo into her; there was anexplosion, and she sank with her flag flying.
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INETY minutes the fight had lasted. “God of
Battles, was ever a battle like this in the worldbefore ?’* But it was not quite the end, for Com-mander Loftus Jones, V.C., more happy than Sir

Richard Grenville, in that his ship had-sunk with herflag flying, helped on to a raft by some of his devoted
men, said “ Let’s have a song, lads!” And thefirst
lieutenant started ‘* Nearer, my God, .to Thee’; andthey all sang till they were exhausted, Then someships came into sight, and the captain asked Filleulif they were British or German, “‘ Filleul told him theywere British, and he said  ‘ That's good!’

—

Thesewere his last words. The ships passed on, and shortlyafterwards Smith saw him succumb to exhaustion.”
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“ "THAT’S good!” <“ With a joyful spirit I Sir
Richard Grenville die!” What can we say,except broken words of thanks for the dear andfaithfuldead? And what can we do ? Only ‘‘ go on,” andtry to do splendidly whatever we have to do, *
For a dead man leaves you a work to do;
Your heart’s so full that youfight like two !
Andthe dead man’s aimis the best of all—
The battle is won by the men thatfall,

UR homage, then, to Commander Loftus William
Jones, V.C.,: R.N., and the other officers andmen of H-M.S, Shark who lest their lives in -the Battleof Jutland; and our thanks to the six survivors towhom the King has awarded the Distinguished Setvice

Medal: Stoker P.O, Charles Filleul, AvB. Charles C,°Hope, A.B. Charles H. -Smith,~A.B. Joseph O. G.
Howell, Stoker, rst Class, Thomas W. Swan, and P.O.William C,.R. Griffin, These men and their shipmateswho have been taken from’ us “ have left to their
service a tradition, to their country an_ inspiration,and to their families the legacy of their undying fame.”And as the story of their fignt is a splendid episodein the annals of the British Navy, let us hope that it
may become the inspiration and the subject of a‘splendid Ballad of the Fleet to enrich theliterature of
the British Empire.
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RUMANIA'S TRAGIC STORY—II

IN THE GRIP OF FEAR:
 

Page 122

PAGES FROM MY DIARY
By HAMILTON FYFE

Special Correspondent with the Rumanian Army

O understand what follows you must please recall the
principal dates in the Rumanianacampaign.
Rumania declared war at the end of August.

She threw her troops across the Carpathians, invaded
Transylvania, and for a month advanced into that country.
3y the end of September the Germans were ready. They
had, in the summer, been preparing an Austro-German
army which was to attack General Brussiloff’s forces on the
south-western Russian front. This army, commanded by
VonfFalkenhayn, was now directed against Rumania.
The first week of October saw. the, first. blows of this

Austro-German army delivered.. They were scientifically
aimed; they had terrible “weight behind them. The
Rumanians reeled, then broke. By the middle of October
the enemy had followed them into the mountains.” In
several places he was fighting on Rumaniansoil. Advance
was difhcult in narrow valleys, but he stubbornly pressed
onward. When it became known that one of the passes
into Rumania had been forced, there was a flight of
people from the towns. These extracts from my diary
give a picture of the capital in this hour :

Wild Fever of Unrest
Monday, October 9th.—The news of the evacuation of

Brashof, which came privately a few days ago, is announced
in to-day’s official despatch from Headquarters, and has
caused very severe depression. The papers are not allowed
to print anything beyond the curt announcement in the
communiqué. Wild rumours are about.

Tuesday, October 1oth.—Overwhelming German pre-
ponderance of machine-guns ; superiority of German aero-
planes, which have two machine-guns with two hundred
and fifty cartridges each, against Rumanian airmen armed
with one gun and forty-five cartridges, or in some cases
armed only with a rifle. Impossible to sift the false from
the true. Few of them seemto understand what an exact
statement means. What is clear is that the Rumanians
are outclassed, except in bayonet fight-

   

 

one extreme to the other. They now say: “It is all right.
We are holding them ata number of points.” They do
not see that the danger lies in the fact that the enemy is
attacking at a number of points. More and. more people
are leaving. I went to the station this morning at 6.30 to
see a friend off.

Saturday, October 14th—News bad again. The enemy
has broken through one of the passes. The anxiety to
get away among the baser sort of people now becomes
greater. Nothing is talked about but the chances of keeping
out Falkenhayn’s army until the Russians can send here
forces large enough to take the offensive.
At noonthe hospitals were told to evacuate their patients.

At two they were told not to. At noon the Legations were
asked to have all their archives and the personal baggage
of their members ready bythe early evening. “There was
hasty packing up, burning of papers, filling of cases with
books and documents, withdrawing of money from banks.
About six, word was sent round that the cases and trunks
would not be sent away to Jassy until to-morrow. Asfor
the departure of the Ministers and their staffs, that is
indefinitely postponed.

 

“To Go or Not to Go?’

The consequences of this ‘are in all directions tiresome,
and in some ludicrous. I went into one consulate and
found the consul in a state of despair because he had
burned all his books and most of his official insignia. “‘ [
am doing all sorts of things which are quite illegal,’’ he
wailed. Another consul had packed upall his belongings
so carefully that he had to borrowa suit of pyjamas for
the night. We go to bed in a state of uncertainty.
As I write, between eleven and midnight, I hear the

noise of heavy vans in the street. That is the noise of the
evacuation of Bukarest.

Sunday, October 15th.—Another hot day, brilliantly
sunny, exquisite, pale-blue autumn sky. What an irony

that under a sky so tenderly serene and
 ing and in their gunnery, which appears

to be accurate in aim.

Wednesday, October 11th.—Bratiano
trying nowto reconstruct the Cabinet and
make it national—that is to say, repre-

sentativeof all shades of political opinion.
He feels that his position has weakened.
People are blaming him nowfor “‘ coming
in” when. he did. Marghiloman, who
was the leader of the pro-German party,
but who has in his newspaper and in this
private talk madeclear since
his sincere re for Ruma
declines to share Bratiano’s 1

Thursday, October 12th.—The Foreign’
Ministers are advising people who are
not detained here by any special reason
to leave the city.. The consulates of
Great Britain and Russia are ,full of
travellers getting their passports put in
order for the journey to Russia or to
England. The newspapers publish appeals
to the population to keep calm. ‘Several
of them blamethe official despatches for
causing alarm by not telling all the truth.
Bratiano’s attempt to reconstruct the |
Ministry has failed. It is now being
realised that Rumania. can only be saved
from_the fate of Belgium and Serbia by
the aid of Russia. : :

Friday, October 13th.—‘To-day the
official despatch was able to record some
success in-checking the enemy’s advance,
and the tone of feeling is now very

   

  

   

   

   

  

amid glorious. mountain ‘scenery men
should be lalling and maiming one
another! What a commert upon two
thousandyears of pretended Christianity!
After the fever and unrest of yesterday
there .has descended upon. the city a
tranquil Sabbath calm, -No: one speaks
of gomg away. The scare of yesterday
seems like a nightmare that has passed
and left the sufferer langhing atthe terrors
of his dream.

Yet, if onc judges by the official de-
spatch, the situation is very little better
than it was. Indeed, if st is carefully
studied it seems to be, on the whole,
rather worse. The enemy is still attack-
ing at all points, and although he has
suffered reverses at some*of them, he
clearly intends to go on. General
Avarescu says he can keep him out for
twenty days. But the Government does
not seem to have fully regained its con-
fidence. This morning it was decided
that there -should ‘be a_ move from
Bukarest. This afternoonthe matter is
again in doubt.
Monday, October -16th.—Heated de-

bates are going on im all official quarters,
foreign as well as Rumanian, with
regard to the question of the hour—“ To
go or not to go?” Many membersof the.
Legation stafis strongly oppose the former.
The argument. against going is that it
would depress the Rumanian troops and  

hopeful. These people go always from
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RUMANIA'S TRAGIC STORY—II

IN THE GRIP OF FEAR:
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PAGES FROM MY DIARY
By HAMILTON FYFE

Special Correspondent with the Rumanian Army

O understand what follows you must please recall the
principal dates in the Rumanianacampaign.
Rumania declared war at the end of August.

She threw her troops across the Carpathians, invaded
Transylvania, and for a month advanced into that country.
3y the end of September the Germans were ready. They
had, in the summer, been preparing an Austro-German
army which was to attack General Brussiloff’s forces on the
south-western Russian front. This army, commanded by
VonfFalkenhayn, was now directed against Rumania.
The first week of October saw. the, first. blows of this

Austro-German army delivered.. They were scientifically
aimed; they had terrible “weight behind them. The
Rumanians reeled, then broke. By the middle of October
the enemy had followed them into the mountains.” In
several places he was fighting on Rumaniansoil. Advance
was difhcult in narrow valleys, but he stubbornly pressed
onward. When it became known that one of the passes
into Rumania had been forced, there was a flight of
people from the towns. These extracts from my diary
give a picture of the capital in this hour :

Wild Fever of Unrest
Monday, October 9th.—The news of the evacuation of

Brashof, which came privately a few days ago, is announced
in to-day’s official despatch from Headquarters, and has
caused very severe depression. The papers are not allowed
to print anything beyond the curt announcement in the
communiqué. Wild rumours are about.

Tuesday, October 1oth.—Overwhelming German pre-
ponderance of machine-guns ; superiority of German aero-
planes, which have two machine-guns with two hundred
and fifty cartridges each, against Rumanian airmen armed
with one gun and forty-five cartridges, or in some cases
armed only with a rifle. Impossible to sift the false from
the true. Few of them seemto understand what an exact
statement means. What is clear is that the Rumanians
are outclassed, except in bayonet fight-

   

 

one extreme to the other. They now say: “It is all right.
We are holding them ata number of points.” They do
not see that the danger lies in the fact that the enemy is
attacking at a number of points. More and. more people
are leaving. I went to the station this morning at 6.30 to
see a friend off.

Saturday, October 14th—News bad again. The enemy
has broken through one of the passes. The anxiety to
get away among the baser sort of people now becomes
greater. Nothing is talked about but the chances of keeping
out Falkenhayn’s army until the Russians can send here
forces large enough to take the offensive.
At noonthe hospitals were told to evacuate their patients.

At two they were told not to. At noon the Legations were
asked to have all their archives and the personal baggage
of their members ready bythe early evening. “There was
hasty packing up, burning of papers, filling of cases with
books and documents, withdrawing of money from banks.
About six, word was sent round that the cases and trunks
would not be sent away to Jassy until to-morrow. Asfor
the departure of the Ministers and their staffs, that is
indefinitely postponed.

 

“To Go or Not to Go?’

The consequences of this ‘are in all directions tiresome,
and in some ludicrous. I went into one consulate and
found the consul in a state of despair because he had
burned all his books and most of his official insignia. “‘ [
am doing all sorts of things which are quite illegal,’’ he
wailed. Another consul had packed upall his belongings
so carefully that he had to borrowa suit of pyjamas for
the night. We go to bed in a state of uncertainty.
As I write, between eleven and midnight, I hear the

noise of heavy vans in the street. That is the noise of the
evacuation of Bukarest.

Sunday, October 15th.—Another hot day, brilliantly
sunny, exquisite, pale-blue autumn sky. What an irony

that under a sky so tenderly serene and
 ing and in their gunnery, which appears

to be accurate in aim.

Wednesday, October 11th.—Bratiano
trying nowto reconstruct the Cabinet and
make it national—that is to say, repre-

sentativeof all shades of political opinion.
He feels that his position has weakened.
People are blaming him nowfor “‘ coming
in” when. he did. Marghiloman, who
was the leader of the pro-German party,
but who has in his newspaper and in this
private talk madeclear since
his sincere re for Ruma
declines to share Bratiano’s 1

Thursday, October 12th.—The Foreign’
Ministers are advising people who are
not detained here by any special reason
to leave the city.. The consulates of
Great Britain and Russia are ,full of
travellers getting their passports put in
order for the journey to Russia or to
England. The newspapers publish appeals
to the population to keep calm. ‘Several
of them blamethe official despatches for
causing alarm by not telling all the truth.
Bratiano’s attempt to reconstruct the |
Ministry has failed. It is now being
realised that Rumania. can only be saved
from_the fate of Belgium and Serbia by
the aid of Russia. : :

Friday, October 13th.—‘To-day the
official despatch was able to record some
success in-checking the enemy’s advance,
and the tone of feeling is now very

   

  

   

   

   

  

amid glorious. mountain ‘scenery men
should be lalling and maiming one
another! What a commert upon two
thousandyears of pretended Christianity!
After the fever and unrest of yesterday
there .has descended upon. the city a
tranquil Sabbath calm, -No: one speaks
of gomg away. The scare of yesterday
seems like a nightmare that has passed
and left the sufferer langhing atthe terrors
of his dream.

Yet, if onc judges by the official de-
spatch, the situation is very little better
than it was. Indeed, if st is carefully
studied it seems to be, on the whole,
rather worse. The enemy is still attack-
ing at all points, and although he has
suffered reverses at some*of them, he
clearly intends to go on. General
Avarescu says he can keep him out for
twenty days. But the Government does
not seem to have fully regained its con-
fidence. This morning it was decided
that there -should ‘be a_ move from
Bukarest. This afternoonthe matter is
again in doubt.
Monday, October -16th.—Heated de-

bates are going on im all official quarters,
foreign as well as Rumanian, with
regard to the question of the hour—“ To
go or not to go?” Many membersof the.
Legation stafis strongly oppose the former.
The argument. against going is that it
would depress the Rumanian troops and  

hopeful. These people go always from
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q
RUMANIA’S TRAGIC STORY—II Continned, from soil. This means something like 300,000 men. The attack

the Tor edoed Athos ;

' re ae : is being delivered, so far as I can gather, by sixteensdivisions, ene a ese eroes 0

: encourage the enemy.

!

This was also the view taken at which, allowing for the weakness of many among them, 2
- - ee ; i

j Headquarters a few daysago. Now the military view would give a> total, perhaps, of 250,000. The enemy's : : : ; 4 i j : f

; represents Bukarest ‘as abadplace to be in,‘ regarding  pumerical inferiority is made up by their possession of ee
'

; Heniquareeoieeeaoiareneae Bynianytineschenceeneteesens: procter mmemigny i
4

- politicians were fartheroff: ae Case Sh eeees .

; |

+ Pains have been’ taken to prevent communication ae Wonderful Recovery of the Army

]

between: the-front and the rear.’ No letters or newspapers Friday, October 20th.—The panic has so far subsided

|

are received by the troops, except alittle sheet prepared that there is nowtalk ot sending couriers from the Legations ‘

7

especially for them. An officer wounded in Transylvania to bring back the trunks and packing-cases which were sent

'

told me last night he hadreceived noletter for a month. eel o. sunday in anticipation of a general flight from the e:

}

Hereis a nation and an Army, which, in spite of reading Capital. The Rumanian Armyhas foundits feet in a most

4

about battles and sieges for two years, had not realised wonderful way. [Even Bratianois beginning to feel hopeful.   
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what war meant. The Army has learned much already. !t is too earlyas yet, it seems to me, to say that the dangerPi. When it is seasoned and

_

better provided with heavy 3S past. But every day that avoids a disaster is a day

|

}

a artillery—which will happen, we hope, very soon—it will do gained. ; Rete) at ieFi sood work. But the public learns more slowly, and amons The only traces of the fear that passed over Bukarest
> :

ed © % Ss ‘ode: a Coins = P ee Aen ARE rer,

-

1 the public one must include even men of authority and 08 Saturday are the number of empty houses .and theposition. : higher prices that are charged for all lands of com-
ities under the influence of the ‘‘ frousse.” This hasAS Hope at Army Headquarters
ys been an expensive place to live in. Before RumaniaB Tuesday, October 17th.Caln reigns amongt e inte the war the city was spoken of as the most

b
e . 2 ean the Tore Taya “a. r dye 40e8 whic

: At Army Headquar cheerfulne and eamthe world. Here are one or twoprices which1 had almost written confidence, but the feclin: is not yet have come under my notice durine the past few days:Bi quitethat
A ny bottle of soda-mint tabloid ; boots soledAG Sate Fas ~ = recy a ; 7 wa .> ince a o 2 < Areites a

=

t. Wednesday, October 18th—The Rumanian troops arc cled, 15s. ;. boot-laces, rod. a pa biscuits, 3s. 6d.: making a better stand than could have been expected from ® pound; cofice, 17s. a pound;- tea, dearerstill. As. fortheir earlier demeanc The summary punishn Ce ; they are impossibly dear—35o franes (414) for anfew officers who tf duty appears to have had a 300 Irancs ‘for a tweed suit. I hope there will

 

       the others, ‘The men have always been 20re panics £0and nowthey are growing accustomed Chance of raising prics of battle.
i. = cole Rumanian Armyis now defending the In mynext article I will describe what happened whenthians, for the most part on Rumanian. Bularest really was evacuated.
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German sub-;
isoners on board, and when a Moujeau

7 ,

; -- . d in the three German pri I’s fate, a French sergeant, Mouj 4

4 ———_____— — = ee a —
- - — 2 On board the Neeeeeeeeeewhan it was marinebe Seeeeethen Two were ae ete Aros 1

a
= 7

7 = Pay 7 ion o + en oe . t to draw > ]

e SINTER ON THE WESTERN FRONT.View of the advanced posts of the Russian Brigade in France during severe wintry weather. 3 arenshabettiere: satenot boats to save all, lined upon deck, and Manne lost his life. An engineer, Douzel, wen
Snow covered the whole front and heavy floods invaded the positien M

ifici imself.It is an episode the sig- and prevent an explosion. He succeeded by sacrificing hims
accustomedto the greater rigour of the Russian climate.

S, imposing a terrible strain upon the endurance even of men’ € went down saluting the French flag! There were
i i - 1

The Russian Brigade was well equipped in respect of boots and clothing, ; a ; nificance of which poetry alone could really revea
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Overhead Perils for Underwater Pirates: ea for Submarines

 

 
 

      

  The French coast photographed from an altitude of 1,000 feet from a scouting dirigible, which wason thepointof entering a cloud.

‘ Right: Hailing a ship from an altitude of about 230 feet- These dirigibles are fitted with wireless apparatus, and on sighting a

submarine immediately communicate the fact to the patrol boats that are maintaining watch and ward on the waters. $
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One of the small naval dirigibles, first introduced by the British Nayy, now employed by all the Alli, B
They are invaluable in spotting submarines, which are visible under water in clear weather nd7a
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This photograph was taken by the observer in the car,
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Bagdad: The Storied City of Old Romance
 

 

City of Bagdad—romantic centre of many Oriental tales—the
recent capture of which by General Maude leaves the Kaiser’s

Berlin to Bagdad Railway more than ever“in the air.’’
 

 

  
General view over Bagdad, showing the characteristic flat roofs of the houses, and in the distancefa nu ia ° AC 2 * 2 mber of slender minarets of th
mosques, Above: View of the main street of the city. On the foreground pillar will be notiog the Crescent of the avtoted Turk.
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COMPLETED  

THE BRITISH FLAG OVER BAGDAD
End to German Dreams of Eastern Empire :

N March rrth,-r917, Lieut.-General:Sir Stanley Maude,
in. command of the Mesopotamian. Expeditionary
Force, occupied Bagdad, and: so: dealt the German

Empire the heaviest blowit has suffered in the war and the
Ottoman Empire the most-damaging blow inflicted upon
it in-a quarter-of a thousand years. For Germany the
capture of the city means the end of her dream of dominion
‘in the East, towards which she was reaching slowly along
the Berlin-Bosphorus-Bagdad Railway line. For Turkey
it means almost certainly the disruption of her [Empire
in Asia, consolidated among the Moslem peoples when
Bagdad surrendered to Murad IV. on Christmas Day, 1638.
With her Empire in Europe also tottering to its fall, it
means the final elimination of Turkey from the Powers
of the world.

Politically, the event is of transcendent importance in
the East. It restores British prestige, undoubtedly shaken

extraordinary picturesqueness will the capture of Bagdad
first impress the imagination of the world. The very n¢
of the city is redolent of romance. IJtstands im that great
plain which is the focal point of immemorial associations,
whose history covers at least five thousand years and ring
with names. that still are magnificent. Bagdaditself was
founded in~762 by Al Mansur, first of the Abbasid Caliphs
who thought it desirable to-move the capital of the new
dynasty from Damascus, where the Ommiades hadheld their
Court. He built it on the site of an infinitely old village, on
the west bank of the Tigris, and for five hundred yearsit
remained the seat of the Caliphate until Hulagu, grandson
of Genghis Khan, and his Mongol hordes carried and
sacked it in 1258. At its zenith Bagdad really was the city
of which we dream when we read of Haroun al-Raschid
in ‘* The Arabian Nights ”’: in the heart of a district made
fertile by a wonderful system of irrigation canals, with

   

 
 by the earlier failure to relieve

Kut-el-Amara, It frees Persia
from the Turkish occupation’ of
some: 30,000 square miles: of her
territory. It secures the frontier
of India. It stills Mohammedan
unrest throughout the Fast. It
opens up the possibility of a
great andfar-reaching revival of
the “Arab: race. Strategically,
too, it is of great importance.
It enables us to co-operate with
the Russians advancing from
‘Persia, and still further com-
‘promise the Turks’ line of retreat
trom Bagdad; and, imanycase,
it seriously threatens: the whole
efficiency of the Turlisl: armies
ito: help the Germanic Powers.
{With every mile of the railway
that falls into our. possession we
Shall interfere more. seriously
with their means of moving
reinforcements and supplies
northwards, and.so increase the  
 

exquisite gardens, fairy palaces,
flourishing colleges whencelearn-
ing spread the whole world over,
priceless libraries and works of
art, and wealth beyondthe dream
of avarice.

After the Mongol~ invasion
Bagdadceased to be the spiritual!
home of Islam. Its glory had
departed. Hulagu had destroyed
the whole system of irrigation

and Mesopotamia was- blasted.
Once agaim Bagdad was sacked—
by Tamerlane, in 14.10, and afte
a prolonged and chequered his-
tory, Murad IV. besieged it,
accepted its capitulation, and,
after a most bloody massacre;
turned it into the seat of a
Turkish Pasha, But its geo-
graphical position kept it a chie!
point on the great highwayto the
East. As such it attracted the
covetous eyes of the German
IKKaiser. As. such it beeame of vital importance im the Great

 

become upom Germany, which
is their real: military base. Lieut.-Gen. Sir STANLEY MAUDE, : “

General Officer Commanding the Mesopotaniian Expedi-

Mante« Fox Nar; and as suchit has passed
now into the possession of the

Chiefly, however, because ofits tionary Force, who captured Bagdad, March 17th. British Empire.
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Bagdad: The Storied City of Old Romance
 

 

City of Bagdad—romantic centre of many Oriental tales—the
recent capture of which by General Maude leaves the Kaiser’s

Berlin to Bagdad Railway more than ever“in the air.’’
 

 

  
General view over Bagdad, showing the characteristic flat roofs of the houses, and in the distancefa nu ia ° AC 2 * 2 mber of slender minarets of th
mosques, Above: View of the main street of the city. On the foreground pillar will be notiog the Crescent of the avtoted Turk.
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With General Maude on the Way to
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Riverside glimpse of Kut-el-Amara, with the minaret of its mosque.
washeld by the Turks for about ten months,for it was on April 29th, 1916, that General Townshend was compelled to surrender.

OS Mlos

Kut, brilliantly recaptured by General Maude on Fe

 

bruary 24th,

 
 
Gurkhas bombing their way toa Tigris landing.
bridged the Shumranbend, about seven miles above the town.

Kut was rendered untenable to the ‘Turk shortly after General Maude’s troops had-
Two Gurkha regiments effected a crossing some distance below the

new bridge against a withering machine-gun fire, and, after a bombing duel,firmly established themselves on the left bar.k. ©
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By River, Road & Rail: Lines Leading to Victor
 

   
Watering horses and getting rid of clinging mud. The mud of the Sommedistrict caked the horses to their girths, and in the fordable

stream they were able to get someof it soaked off while drinking. Despatch-riders drastically treated their bicycles to a bath.

 

    
Laying a full-size railway through the streets of Salonika. The establishing of good Sines of communication by making new roads

and railways was an important part of the consolidation of the Salonika front. In this street scene it is interesting to notice the new

railway line, the electric tramear. the familiar British lorry, and the private motor-car in such close proximity in an Oriental town,  
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SOCIAL DEMOCRACY AND THE WAR
ByH. M. Hyndman
 

For fifty vears My. H. M. Hyndmanhas been a protagonist. in the great dvama in which. the forces
of Individualism and Secialismhave been pitted) against: each, other. Ai man. of great intellectual

power and of extraordinary activity, his; whole life Nas been: an: energetic: disturbance of waters: which
the owners of vested: interests regavdedi as sacred! and greatly woulit’ have preferred not to see disturbed:
The summary of His. career in.“ Who's: Who-”’ reveals. the indefatigable: champion: of canses-always
jighting for the realisation: of dreams: af social welfare; unselfish, clear-eved). and most’ practical when
seeming most vistonarv. In r88u he founded: the Social’ Democratic Fedivation ; since then: he Ras
been “ agitating actively’ » social remedies. or against’ something: else; but: always: agitating: and
always active: Now, tn his strong old age, he sees some-of the lone, long thougyits: of his.youth: becoming
actualities, and’ tits able article; which he has written ewpressiy, for Tur War. TuntstRarEp; sets

forth some ofthe good things which: he beiieues: have’ been brought nearer by the world-war.
 

HE action. of the German Social Democratic Party
T at the beginning of the war, and the steady support

which the majority of its members give -to the
German. Government, regardless. of its. hideous crimes
against international: law and’ cemmon. humanity, have

‘ discredited. Soeiali Democracy itself in Great
Britaim and’ in other countries. Tt is commonlybelieved
that the terms: “ Soeial Democracy’”’ and! “ Social Demo- -
cratic ’’ were made im Germany; whereas. they were first
used by the great Chartist leader Bronterre O’Brien so
lone ago as 1830, in order to discriminate Democratic
Socialism from State Socialism with which, then as now,
it was often confused. But im. ror}: nowhere was Social
Democracy ‘so strong as in Germany: nowhere has it so
completely betrayed. its international principles.

In spite of this,-the economic theories and: practical
proposals of Social Demacracy remain quite unshaken.
They are based upon history, sociology,

From. the first, also; railways. were brought under Govern-
ment .contrel. without any direet authority. from Parlia-
ment. Shipping: was: commandeered by. the hundreds’. of
thousands of tons, Yet the nation has suffered’ ereat and
needless: inconvenience and hardship. Wehave beenobliged
to forgo individualism: without obtaining the advantages
‘of collectivism. The complaint, now universally heard
among the mass of the: people, is that the Government has
not gone nearly far enough: in. its efforts to. co-ordinate
anarchy; that, in fact, half-and+half measures have failed to
safeguard the interests. of the largest andi by far the most
important class of the community

National Co-~opetatiomthe Great Necessity

The public, nevertheless, have-been accustomed for more®
than two years to State organisationin all’ the departments
of the national life. We are: drifting from uneonscious

into conscigus:“* State Socialism.” as it is 

and science, not upon Utopianism or
eyen- philanthrgpy... Fraternity is the
result, not the cause, of the faith that
4s-in- Social-Democrats.

Strange as it may seem, the most rapid
progress. at the present time is being
made im Great Britain. But for our
miserable education, the lack of initiative
and capacity among our dominant class,
and the huge mass of squalor and
degradation” among the poor of our
great cities, Britain would take the lead
in the new. period of reorganisation.
Even as it is we are moving very fast—
faster-certainly than the comprehension
of what we are doing spreads to the  

called—Socialism, that is to: say,’ based
upon a system of competitive wagedom
below, ~and irresponsible.” bureaucracy
above. Waste and mismanagement,
downright malignant stupidity and: cor-
ruption, the curse of red tape due to
overlapping of departments, and the
ruinous excess of clerkly establishments
are provoking a fierce reaction against
all this bootless and cestly regimentation.
Thus, there are two. movements among
the mass of the people at home: at the
present time. Oneis a persistent demand
that the State should use its: vast powers
to the fullest extent im onder to keep
dowfood prices and ensure better con-
ditions of existence for all. The other  people at large. The war has hastened

the pace immensely. Three years ago
we regarded ourselves as a nation of
individualists. Competition was Still believed to be the
breath of our national life. Yet;even at that \ ery time,
the Government was ‘by’ far the largest. employer of
labour in this island, and the functions of the State were
bemg “expanded—not. always wisely by anf mcans—in
many directions.

Conscious: State Secialism Already Existent

Then. came the stupendous awakening of August, ror4.
The Government realised: immediately that the ordinary.
services. of the community could not be handled durinthe
war on the old individualist, competitive lines. We all
plunged into semi-collectivism without knowing it. Govern-
ment arsenals, dockyards, clothing establishments, munition
works, etc., have grown to enormous prepertions; while the
Post Office; the telegraph, telephone, and other departments
have remained State businesses as before: Numbers: of
large private establisliments have beem put entirely under
State control. The leading banks. of the country: were
saved from: failing by State: intervention. om behalf of the
shareholders. Freedom of trade and liberty of individuals
have been severely curtailed. The reculation of market
prices and the supplies of necessarics of industry have been
partially taken over by the same collective agency.

 

Henry Mayers: Hyndman, Founder of
the Social’ Democratic Federation. is growing revolt against the incapacity

and venality displayed in management,
the tyranny with which certaim regulations are enforced,
and the wholly unnecessary increase of. the parasitical,
bureaucratic element.

All admit that we cannot go Back tothe old competitive
chaos. In order to win the warit was inevitable that we
should. abandom the old profiteering, devail+take-the-hind-
most systenn -Imorder to hold\our own in peace we: must
finally give up the industrial’ anarchy which hampered our
advance and stunted’ the physical and mental growth of
millions of our people. In short, we. must go forward,
hand-in-hand, towards that natioial co-operation. which
is the great necessity of our day. Our victorious soldiery,
who return from fighting for a country which they do not
own, willsdemand a very different. position in our social
life from that which they left to take up arms against the
Germans. This I hear alike from officers and men,
Here Social Democracy can help: Britain to solve safely

the most complicated and dangerous problems ofall time.
As said,, Social Democracy is not State Socialism: it is

directly opposed to that formof reorganisation. “Yet it is
obviously’ much easi¢r to transform State Colleetivism
into Democratic Socialism than to deal similarly with
Individualism in the form of numerous privately-owned,
or company-owned, properties. [Continued on page 136
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Young England Plays Up in the Potato-Patch
 ¥

 
 

Eton boys have turned one of their famous playing-fields into a
fegetabte ground, and nearly a hundred boys work there every

day. Profits from the produce are to be given to hospitals.

 

  
 Eton boys marching off to win a battle in the potato-field. The

work, entirely voluntary, is popular with the youngsters.

 

Rugby ‘has ‘been stirred by the exploits of Eton and Harrow,
S and in their playing-fields, too, ‘the boys are growing vegetables.

 

   
 
Harrow,as industrious as Eton in land cultivation, has gone the

x whole hog and also started a pigsty.

oh : : boye*
At a Middlesex school expert supervision is given to the boy
potato-growing, and the new lessons are thoroughly enjoyed.  
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SOCIAL DEMOCRACY AND THE> WAR (tt-{m
_ But thefirst step is the complete democratisation of our
institutions. We talk of Britain as a democracy, It is
nothing of the kind. We have beenliving undera pluto-
cratic domination, whose poweris concealed bya series of
money-manipulated caucuses, controlled by those who
manage the secret funds of the two capitalist parties.
Social Democrats demand: That there should be only
one Representative Chamber, its members not to exceed
three hundred at the outside, That all adults should be
entitled to vote. That proportional representation should
be the rule. That comparatively small bodies of voters
should, if they choose, exercise the right of initiative in
legislation. That no lawbe enacted, or kept on the Statute
Book when enacted, without a referendum to all adults.
That secret diplomacy be done away with andall treaties,
as well as the question of peace or war, be submitted to
the whole people before decision is taken. That the
right of an Elected Administrative Council, appointed
bythe people, to expropriate or commandeer all kinds of
property be fully recognised.

Butit is the social and economic difficulties which call
for most careful consideration and, aboveall, prompt action.
For instance, we have learnt in a hard school the terrible
danger of depending fof six-sevenths of our bread supply
on countries thousands of miles from our shores. The
most important Government Committee has just-suggested
that {2,000,000 or {3,000,000 should be spent on settling
people upon the soil; though meanwhile 300,000 acres of

Page 136

satisfactorily is no easy matter. Even ufder capitalism

the Germans have increased the worth of their agriculture

by £4,000,000,000.capitalised value in the last twenty years.

We have lost £1,500,000,000 in the same department in

fifty years.
Again, slums have to be swept away. Mr. Walter Long

thinks he has made a wonderful suggestion when he hints

that {20,000,000 may be spent for this purpose.
£200,000,000 would only be a beginning.
Whenwe come to matters already under the Government -

g, and nowmines,

reorganisation for the general benefit is much easier. The
sanctity of private property here has gone by the board.
Fromprivate to State contro! is a long step, but if has now
been made; from irresponsible Sfa’e control to conscious,
intelligent Nasional control is a very short one, andit rests
with the people te makeit.

control, such as railways, factories, shipping
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wheat Jand have actually gone out of cultivation during
the past two years! Social Democrats and the National
Workers Committee proposed, in October, 1914, a seri¢s
of measures which would have prevented wheat shortage
entirely. he Cabinet laughed them to scorn, though they
represented between 17,000,000 and 18,000,000 people.
Nowthat it is too late, the Government begins to recognise
that these proposals were thoroughly sound.
Nothing short of a well-thought-out plan of Land

Nationalisation and Co-operative Land Cultivation can
meet the dangers and difficulties we have to face. Our
position is quite different from that of other countries. Our
people have been uprooted from the soil. To replace them

SOLDIERS OF THE LAND ARMY.—C2 men, released by the
War Office for agricultural labour, at work on a farm near.
Quildford. Above: Volunteers marchingoff to dig the vegetable
grounds of the Princess Christian Hospital at Englefield Green.
Below : The volunteers at work, watched by someof the patients.

Nowthere already exists in Great Britain a Ueginiing
of the machinery for the peag¢eful realisation of Social
Democracy. . This lies in the great Industrial Co-operative
Societies. True, they are still mainly co-distributive
societies, and most of their members are still hindered; by
the pursuit of the “ divi,’’ from seeing the immense national
service they might do. But they have 3,000,000 share-
holders and. r1,000,oco customers; and their’ leaders
already understand that, by extending co-operative. prin-
ciples to Government employees in all departments and to
the organised trades, the vast and inevitable economic
change from profitecting individualism to the co-operative
commonwealth might be safely and soundly performed.

In 1802 Robert Owen said that.wealth might be made as
plentiful as water for all, even with the productive means
which the world then possessed. It was truc then» Think,
with the enormously increased powers at our disposal, how
true it might be now! Social Democracy looks forward
to a period when every man, woman, and child shall live
amply and happily within the commonwealth; and,
amongall the sects and parties of the time, Social Democrats
are, so far, alone in perceiving the road that connects the
present period of suffering and anarchy with the goat of
universal wholesome and happyliving for all.
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The Present Sows that the Future May Live
 

   

    
“The Seed of the Autumn, 1916,” is the title of this finely impres_ive picture by the distinguished French artist, M. Lucien Jonas.
While the old man sows the wheat that shall sustain life, the young manhood of France is bound for that other field on which are

sown such stimulating deeds of heroism and sacrifice as shall conserve that liberty which alone makes life worth sustaining.
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satisfactorily is no easy matter. Even ufder capitalism

the Germans have increased the worth of their agriculture

by £4,000,000,000.capitalised value in the last twenty years.

We have lost £1,500,000,000 in the same department in

fifty years.
Again, slums have to be swept away. Mr. Walter Long

thinks he has made a wonderful suggestion when he hints

that {20,000,000 may be spent for this purpose.
£200,000,000 would only be a beginning.
Whenwe come to matters already under the Government -

g, and nowmines,

reorganisation for the general benefit is much easier. The
sanctity of private property here has gone by the board.
Fromprivate to State contro! is a long step, but if has now
been made; from irresponsible Sfa’e control to conscious,
intelligent Nasional control is a very short one, andit rests
with the people te makeit.
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wheat Jand have actually gone out of cultivation during
the past two years! Social Democrats and the National
Workers Committee proposed, in October, 1914, a seri¢s
of measures which would have prevented wheat shortage
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Below : The volunteers at work, watched by someof the patients.
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true it might be now! Social Democracy looks forward
to a period when every man, woman, and child shall live
amply and happily within the commonwealth; and,
amongall the sects and parties of the time, Social Democrats
are, so far, alone in perceiving the road that connects the
present period of suffering and anarchy with the goat of
universal wholesome and happyliving for all.
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     Women in the timber yards have become adept in the use of the large saws

required to cut bigtrunks. Right: Examining tenses for optical instruments. 

Women are being employed usefully at Chester as road cle 2dd f aners, Left: A wo
navvy at the Coventry Municipal Gasworks wheeling a hundredweight load of eokes  

  
 

 

    
c Mr. Lynwood Palmer and Mir. W. Ward givi i i2a I d Wir. | giving hints to women engaged to drive

a the Royal Mails. Right: Firewomen in their bunks ata Giecatatiod        

 

   

 

: y Nurses supplying wounded with tea and biscuits on arrivalat Leicester. Right :

na Brick-making is another industry at which women have developed efficiency. 
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‘ ~ 5 Making the new helmets for soldiers on active service is work which women Go well. Thousands are sent to France every day. 
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 Captain of the Rochester, that crossedthe Captain Tucker(left centre), of the Orleans, first of the two marine-defying American

Atlantic in defiance of German threats. vessels to reach Bordeaux, with the mayor and otherofficials of that city.

Dressing-station in village church on the Meuse, with American American ambulance-car taking up wounded menfrom village

cars for the conveyance of woundedfrom thefront. = behind the western front for removal to a hospital.

  

 

 

    
 

 

 

 

 

Steamer that dared the submarine pirates. The Rochester. Her First of the two to arrive at Bordeaux. .The Orleans, with signs

name was writ large and the American flag painted on her sides. of its American origin which no Hun could possibly mistake.

    
   

 

  
eee Club headquarters at Passy for the American motorists who  Sterilisi i i ian ituti i

é 1 i sing surgical dressings at an American institution in
SS devote themselves to the task of succouring the wounded. Paris, maintained for the making of such by lady workers.
 

 

 
   

    
 

  
Conval z ? . — = : - Great reception of the Orleans on arrival at the French port, where vast crowds assembled to welcome and acclaim the men

valescent patients taking the air on the veranda of the | Busy centre of. benevolence. Miss Murray Wail (left) in the ; who had ‘run the blockade”? established by ‘‘ unrestricted submarine warfare.’ (French official photograph.)

American hospital for wounded soldiers at Neuilly, near Paris. director’s office of the American Committee for French wounded. 1
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M. BEAUMONT,
French Airman.

 

LORD BEAVERBKOOK,
“Canada in Flanders.”*

Beauchamps, Captain Louis Robert de.—
French airman who commanded a squadron
in Eastern France; son of a cavalryofficer.
Along with Lieut. Daucourt made 500-mile
journeyto raid Essen, September 22nd, 1916,
and dropped twelve bombs on Krupp’s works.
On -November 17th, 1916, flying alone,
covered 437 miles, and dropped seven bombs
on station at Munich. Flew on over Alps,
landing near Venice. Killed in air fight in
Douaumont region ; twenty-nine years of age.

Beaumont, Andre ( Lieut. Conneau)—French
airmanand navalofficer. Obtainedhis pilot’s
certificate 1910, and within a year had become
the most noted flying man in the world,
winning the Paris to Rome air race, May,
zoi1; the Europeancircuit, June-July, ror ;
the ‘‘ Daily Mail’ second £10,000 prize for a
flight of 1,010 miles round E
rg1r. Lieut. Conneau, better known as
““Beaumont,”’ the name under which heflew,
commanded a squadron of seaplanes manned
by- French naval airmen which protected
Venice.

Beaverbrook, Lord.—Born 1880. ~Better
known as Sit- William - Maxwell. (“ Max”)
Aitken, Bart., M.P. Son “of a Scottish
minister, formerly of New Brunswick. Repre-
sented Ashton-under-Lyne 1910-16. Created
knight to11, baronet 1916, raised to peerage,
January, 1917. Author of ‘‘ Canada in
Flanders,” records of the war, as official repre-
sentative of fhe Dominion forces in France.

Beith, Captain John Hay, M.C.—War writer
and novelist, who attained popularity by his
book ‘The First Hundred Thousand”
(pseudonym “Jan Hay”). Born 1876,
Served, with rank of captain, in roth (Service)
Battalion Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders.
Mentioned in despatches, and Military Cross.

Belcher, Lieut. Douglas Walter, V.C.—
Gained the coveted cross whenlance-sergeant
1/5th. (City. of London) Battalion, London
Regiment (London Rifle Brigade). On the
early morning of May 13th, 1915, when in
charge of a portion of an advanced breastwork
south of the Wieltje—St. Julien road duting

   

  

“averyfierce and continuous bombardment by
the enemy, which frequently blew in the
breastwork, Lieut. -Belcher, with a mere
handful -of men,~elected to remain. and
endeavour to hold the position after the
troops near him had been withdrawn. By
his ill and gallantry he maintained his
posi during the day. Received com-

-mission in Queen Victoria’s Rifles.
Belgians, King of the.—See Albert I.
Belgians, Queen of the.—Elizabeth, daughter

of Duke Carl Theodore of Bavaria. Married
Albert I., King of the Belgians, r900. Shared
privations and dangers along with her
husband, and frequently visited her soldiers
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in thebattle-line. Decorated by King George
with Royal Red Cross (First Class). Fully
qualified doctor of medicine.

Below, General von.—German general in
command of an army, first on the Riga-
Dvinskfront, later on Sommefront, and again
on Riga front. Two Army Orders to en-
couragé his troops on the eastern front were
published, September, 1915, and lebruary,
1916, full of bombast, and promising early
victory. Reported, February, 1917, that he
had been cashiered for check on Riga front. Bs £

Benckendorff, Count Alexandre de.—Russian Rt SET IES

Ambassador to Great Britain, 1903-1917. GoOUNT BERNSTORFF, LORD BERTIE, British

Born 1849; educated France and Germany; Germ. Ambass, to U.S.A. Ambassador, Paris.

entered Diplomatic Service in 1869. Minister :

at Copenhagen 1897-1903, when he became

—

entered Army 1869 ; military’ attaché Berne,
Arobassador there. Died January 11th, 1917. y89r. In 1908 attained rank of general of

Furthered Anglo-Russian rapprochement. cavalry, with which he retired r909._ Re-

Bent, Drummer S. J., V.C.—uist Battalion entered Army during the wat. His books

East Lancs Regiment. For conspicuous written -and circulated with approval of

gallantry near Le Gheer on Novemberist-2nd, - Kaiser. His “ Germany and the Next War,”

1914, when, after his officer had been struck

—

published in 1911, had very great influence in

down, he took command. He= had twice Germanmilitary circles. The book remarkable
previously distinguished himself by bringing ~ for its callous discussionof-the plans by which
ammunition and by aiding wounded. Germany would conduct the ‘‘ Next War.”

Berchtold, Count Leopold von.—Formerly Also wrote “ How Germany Makes War,”
Austrian Foreign Minister. Born 1863; and a yolume on. cavalry.

ae Diplomatic Service at ageof twenty. Bernstorff, Count John, — Ex- German

Attached successively to the Paris, London, Amibasendor taaUniveds Stat tuASHD AOS

and Petrograd Embassies, Ambassador at —“/m2assacot 0 nited: States,-and instigator
DetrGarat [906-1911 SRAaerOOTHTECOr of pro-German campaign of misrepresentation

Achrenthal as chief of Vienna Foreign Off in American Press on origin of war. Real

Aehrenthal as chief of Vienna Foreign Office.” 5) pier

of

plots to impede American munition
Resigned, January, 1915; largely responsible inspirer of Dp Ot ae per e % eRe a On

ces hee tara Sie tput for Allies, Received his passports
for ultimatum to Serbia, July, 1914. Se eera a Serene Bes2 a from President Wilson, February, 1917.

Berthelot, General—Commanded a French
army corps on the Somme front, and at
beginning of war was a valued collaborator
with Gene Jofire in Marne Battle; Headed
French Mission to Rimania, October, ror16.

Bertie, Rt. Hon. Lord, G.C.B., G.C.M.G.,
G.C.V.0.—British Ambassador to France since
1905. Workedtirelessly for the Allies during
the war.. Forthirty-nine years at the Forei
Office. Ambassador at Rome, 1903. Received
peerage, June 3rd, 1915.

Bertoiti, General Emilio. — Commanded
Italian army at Valona, 1916.

: Beseler, General von.—German conqueror of

Gen. VON BELOW, Antwerp. His later success in taking Novo

German Commander, Georgievsk was recognised by a special visit
from the Kaiser, and promotion. Appointed

Beresford, Admiral Lord, G.C.B.—Better Governor-General of Poland, September, 1915,

knownas Lord Charles Beresford. Appointed and issued hypocritical proclamation to In-
honorary colonel in newly-formed

.

Naval habitants. Later commanded in western area.

Brigades soon after outbreak of war. Popular Bethell, Admiral the Hon. Sir Alexander E.,
in Navy as a fighting admiral. Came into K.C.B., K.C.M.G. — Commander- in - Chief,
prominence as hero of gunboat Condor at Plymouth, since December, 1916. Served
bombardment of Alexandria, 1882, In and afloat during first three months of the war
out of Parliament between his appointments as Vice-Admiral Commanding the battleships
at sea. Vacated appointment as Commander-._ of ‘the Third Fleet, with his flag in the
in-Chief of Channel Fleet, 1909, Raised to Vengeance. Appointed President of Royal
peerage, January 1st, 1916. Naval College, Greenwich, October, 1914, and

Beresford, Commander J. A. H.—Gonnected Admiral Commanding Coastguard and Re-
with Royal Australian Navy for twenty-years. serves, June, 1915. Torpedo specialist.

Received his commissionas lieutenant in 1898. Bethmann Hollweg, Theobald von.—German

Gunnery officer on the instructional staff at

-

Imperial Chancellor, succeeding Prince -von

Brisbane before organisation of the Australian Bulow, 1909, and Prime Minister of Pruss
Navy. Chief Gunner and Instructor with the A close friend of the Kaiser, he pa

old Colonial Naval Defence Force. .Com- through various stages of a German adminis-

manded naval landing-party which seized the trative career, and in 1907 was created

Germanisland of New Pommern, in Bismarck Imperial Minister for the Interior. Conducted

Archipelago, September 11th, ro14. negotiations with France in Moroccocrisis,

Bernhardi, General Friedrich A. J.—An 191i. Used famous phrase “ scrap of paper”

inspirer of the war, and one of a group of —in connection with treaty guaranteeing

German writers who made the work of neutrality of Belgium—to British Ambassador

German militarism possible Born 1849; on eve.of war.
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Capt. J. H. BEITH, Lieut. BELCHER,V.C.,
“Tan Hay.” Hero of Ypres.

Continued from page 118

COUNT BENCKENDOPFF,

 

Gen, VON BESELER, Dr. BETHMANN HOLL-
German Commander. WEG, German Chancellor.

Continued on page 166

Drummer BENT,
late Russian Ambassador. Gained V.C.

Portraits by Bassano and Lafayette.
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British Bayonets
  

  

 

 
 

Capturing ruined houses in the neighbourhood of Irles.
memorable episode of one of the recent stimulating Ancre

A

advances is here graphically depicted. The Germans, after
haying been effectually cleared out of Nightingale Wood, had
resorted to ‘* scratch defences”’ farther back. One of these was

  

a group of half-ruined houses, in the upper part of which the
enemy arranged sandbagged machine-gun emplacements from
which he made himself distinctly unpleasant to our troops.
Small bodies of the British advanced in the dark of night, sur-
prised the seemingly secure Huns, and cleared the place of them.
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.

Naval habitants. Later commanded in western area.

Brigades soon after outbreak of war. Popular Bethell, Admiral the Hon. Sir Alexander E.,
in Navy as a fighting admiral. Came into K.C.B., K.C.M.G. — Commander- in - Chief,
prominence as hero of gunboat Condor at Plymouth, since December, 1916. Served
bombardment of Alexandria, 1882, In and afloat during first three months of the war
out of Parliament between his appointments as Vice-Admiral Commanding the battleships
at sea. Vacated appointment as Commander-._ of ‘the Third Fleet, with his flag in the
in-Chief of Channel Fleet, 1909, Raised to Vengeance. Appointed President of Royal
peerage, January 1st, 1916. Naval College, Greenwich, October, 1914, and

Beresford, Commander J. A. H.—Gonnected Admiral Commanding Coastguard and Re-
with Royal Australian Navy for twenty-years. serves, June, 1915. Torpedo specialist.

Received his commissionas lieutenant in 1898. Bethmann Hollweg, Theobald von.—German

Gunnery officer on the instructional staff at

-

Imperial Chancellor, succeeding Prince -von

Brisbane before organisation of the Australian Bulow, 1909, and Prime Minister of Pruss
Navy. Chief Gunner and Instructor with the A close friend of the Kaiser, he pa

old Colonial Naval Defence Force. .Com- through various stages of a German adminis-

manded naval landing-party which seized the trative career, and in 1907 was created

Germanisland of New Pommern, in Bismarck Imperial Minister for the Interior. Conducted

Archipelago, September 11th, ro14. negotiations with France in Moroccocrisis,

Bernhardi, General Friedrich A. J.—An 191i. Used famous phrase “ scrap of paper”

inspirer of the war, and one of a group of —in connection with treaty guaranteeing

German writers who made the work of neutrality of Belgium—to British Ambassador

German militarism possible Born 1849; on eve.of war.
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Capt. J. H. BEITH, Lieut. BELCHER,V.C.,
“Tan Hay.” Hero of Ypres.

Continued from page 118

COUNT BENCKENDOPFF,

 

Gen, VON BESELER, Dr. BETHMANN HOLL-
German Commander. WEG, German Chancellor.

Continued on page 166

Drummer BENT,
late Russian Ambassador. Gained V.C.

Portraits by Bassano and Lafayette.
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British Bayonets
  

  

 

 
 

Capturing ruined houses in the neighbourhood of Irles.
memorable episode of one of the recent stimulating Ancre

A

advances is here graphically depicted. The Germans, after
haying been effectually cleared out of Nightingale Wood, had
resorted to ‘* scratch defences”’ farther back. One of these was

  

a group of half-ruined houses, in the upper part of which the
enemy arranged sandbagged machine-gun emplacements from
which he made himself distinctly unpleasant to our troops.
Small bodies of the British advanced in the dark of night, sur-
prised the seemingly secure Huns, and cleared the place of them.
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i . RECORDS OCF THE REGIMENTS—XXXI

THE LEICESTERS
VERY lover of that manly Leicesters, we’re going to charge. Come on, boys!

game, Rugby football, has With this he went over the parapet, and they followed.
heard of the “ Tigers,” and Two heroes of this day were Privates W. H. Hallam

most of them have, at one time and A. A, Johns. The former, with only one com-
or another, seen them play. To panion, kept back the enemy for many hours until
those who have played against the trench had been blocked; thelatter did the same,

“ them they were very sturdy although he was not in a trench, but in the open.
opponents, and he was a plucky back who threw The 2nd Battalion, the heroes of Neuve Chapelle,
himself. in their way when they came tearing down were also engaged in the Battle of Loos, but at an
the;field. . earlier stage. On September 25th, to distract the
The: Leicesters, for such is the other name of the attention of the Germans from the main attack, the

“! Tigers,” carry this same dashing spirit into the greater Indian Corps delivered an assault nearer La Bassée.
. game of war, and more than once we have been told As usual, the Leicesters were in the van. With
‘about them charging desperately under a terrible Gurkhas on either side of them they raced forward,
‘storm of shot andshell. So it was at Neuve Chapelle, just behind a cloud of gas which our cylinders had
for.instance, where the 2nd Leicesters were the British released. c
battalion serving, according ~to custom, with three Pushing quickly on, the Leicesters and Gurkhas
Indian ones, the four together making up the Garhwal were soon past three or four lines of German trenches
Brigade. and then their difficulties began. Owing to the mist
‘The “ Tigers’? at Neuve Chapelle s our supporting battalions did not go forward to make

f : good the ground won; instead, the Germans got back
to the trenches they had just left. Far ahead, there-
fore, the British and Indian battalions were cut off
and must fight their way back right through the
enemy’s lines. ‘his they did, but not without heavy
loss, and it was only the skeleton of a battalion that
answered the roll when the Leicesters’ stood to arms
the next morning.
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‘O
VO On the south of the village the attack was made

by the Indian Corps, with the Garhwal Brigade as
one of its leading detachments, and the Leicesters
the leading battalion therein, At five minutes past
eight in the morning—it was March roth, 1915—the
Leicesters, who had been crowded together in the
trenches since the previous night, hearing the whistles
go, climbed out and dashed forward across the open. . 5 . Z

In a quarter of an hour they were in the first German Fighting for the Bekict of Bat

line, the work being completed by a bombing-party This action, more perhaps than a successful one,

which, creeping down: the communication-trench, showed the grit of the “ Tigers.” Major Lewis, the

hurled their bombs among the crowded Germans as second in command, did his part in arranging and

if they were throwing down a wicket with a cricket leading the attack, and, although wounded, declined

ball. “After this they dashed forward again until, to leave the field. When the colonel was hit he took

having worked round to the south of, Neuve Chapelle, command, and the D.S.O. was not too high a reward

they were ordered to prepare the ground for defence. for his services. Captain W. C, Wilson also won it

The trenches which they dug were of great use to. for acting inlike fashion after being severely wounded,

them on the next day when the Huns tried hard but while Quartermaster-Sergeant W. Bale rallied men

vainly to drive them back, and the:many prisoners. when only one officer was left, and Jed them again to

sent by the brigade to the rear were eloquent proof the attack. .

that, in this part of the field anyhow, the Germans The 2nd Leicesters were next heard of in Mesopotamia,

had the worst of it, It was at this time that Private whither they went as soon as they had rested. and

W. Buckingham wonthe Victoria Cross for the constant been strengthened. In January they took part in the

aid whichhe gave to the wounded, fights for the relief of Kut, again suffering heavy_loss,

~ Another’ of these “ Tiger ’’ charges took place at but showing also their wild, rushing spirit amid the

Loos later in the same year. On October-13th it was mud and damip of that region. Their losses in these

décided to assault again the Hohenzollern Redoubt actions were very heavy indecd.

and the network of trenches behind it; around these The 1st Battalion of the Leicesters should have a

‘there had been some most desperate fighting during word, for they had been at the front longer thancither

the preceding fortnight or so, and they. had been the 2nd or the Territorials. As part of the 6th Division

“recovered by the Germans. For this operation a they shared in the Battle of the Aisne, cr ng. the

- Territorial division, the North Midland, was brought river near Vailly, and in October they were at.Rue

up from reserve, and in one of the leading brigades du Bois, helping to defend Ypres. ‘After..a spell:‘of

ofthis were’ twobattalions of Leicesters, the 4th from quiet they were at Hooge in. the following August,

Leicester and the 5th from Loughborough. They had when the bombers of the battalion, under Captain

by this time been about six months at the front, H. B, Brown, wonhighpraise for their efficient work,

where their training-had quickly converted them into especially ina counter-attack made on the 9th on some

~ seasoned troops, fit to serve with the best. Sir John ‘trenches which the Germans had just Tecovered.

French, as he was then, had therefore no qualms: How the Tiger Badge was Won

about using them, = ; a e

( 30d ike so many of our regnments, -tie. Leicestershire

aoet ihe top errors i : dates from a time of William of @range and his

: The 4th Leicesters were the first to'go over the french wars. It ‘Ied_the* ult at the storming
parapets. With the 5th Lincolns they made for the. of Namur in 1695, fought désperately at Almanza in

terrible redoubt itself, reached it, and turned out jo7, and later in theeighteenth century served in

the Germans who were therein. The 5th did equally America. In 1804it was sent to.India, and there won
well, and bombers from both forced their way along the badge of the Royal Tiger, from which its popular

the communication-trenches. Passing the redoubt pickname is derived: In 1839 the Leicesters led the

they got to within fifty yards of Fosse Trench, another “assault on the Afghan fortress of Ghuznee, and after-

nest of machine-guns, but eventually they fell back wards tried to storm the Redan at Sebastopol. Again

to the Hohenzoliern, which they held until relieved. jn 1878-79 they served in Afghanistan, then in Burma,

In their first wild charge one of their captains gave and “finally, before the Great War, in South Africa,
his men a fine lead. Having filled and. lit lus pipe Where they helped to defend Ladysmith.

quite deliberately, he called out:..“ Men. of the = . A.W. H.
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i . RECORDS OCF THE REGIMENTS—XXXI

THE LEICESTERS
VERY lover of that manly Leicesters, we’re going to charge. Come on, boys!

game, Rugby football, has With this he went over the parapet, and they followed.
heard of the “ Tigers,” and Two heroes of this day were Privates W. H. Hallam

most of them have, at one time and A. A, Johns. The former, with only one com-
or another, seen them play. To panion, kept back the enemy for many hours until
those who have played against the trench had been blocked; thelatter did the same,

“ them they were very sturdy although he was not in a trench, but in the open.
opponents, and he was a plucky back who threw The 2nd Battalion, the heroes of Neuve Chapelle,
himself. in their way when they came tearing down were also engaged in the Battle of Loos, but at an
the;field. . earlier stage. On September 25th, to distract the
The: Leicesters, for such is the other name of the attention of the Germans from the main attack, the

“! Tigers,” carry this same dashing spirit into the greater Indian Corps delivered an assault nearer La Bassée.
. game of war, and more than once we have been told As usual, the Leicesters were in the van. With
‘about them charging desperately under a terrible Gurkhas on either side of them they raced forward,
‘storm of shot andshell. So it was at Neuve Chapelle, just behind a cloud of gas which our cylinders had
for.instance, where the 2nd Leicesters were the British released. c
battalion serving, according ~to custom, with three Pushing quickly on, the Leicesters and Gurkhas
Indian ones, the four together making up the Garhwal were soon past three or four lines of German trenches
Brigade. and then their difficulties began. Owing to the mist
‘The “ Tigers’? at Neuve Chapelle s our supporting battalions did not go forward to make

f : good the ground won; instead, the Germans got back
to the trenches they had just left. Far ahead, there-
fore, the British and Indian battalions were cut off
and must fight their way back right through the
enemy’s lines. ‘his they did, but not without heavy
loss, and it was only the skeleton of a battalion that
answered the roll when the Leicesters’ stood to arms
the next morning.
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‘O
VO On the south of the village the attack was made

by the Indian Corps, with the Garhwal Brigade as
one of its leading detachments, and the Leicesters
the leading battalion therein, At five minutes past
eight in the morning—it was March roth, 1915—the
Leicesters, who had been crowded together in the
trenches since the previous night, hearing the whistles
go, climbed out and dashed forward across the open. . 5 . Z

In a quarter of an hour they were in the first German Fighting for the Bekict of Bat

line, the work being completed by a bombing-party This action, more perhaps than a successful one,

which, creeping down: the communication-trench, showed the grit of the “ Tigers.” Major Lewis, the

hurled their bombs among the crowded Germans as second in command, did his part in arranging and

if they were throwing down a wicket with a cricket leading the attack, and, although wounded, declined

ball. “After this they dashed forward again until, to leave the field. When the colonel was hit he took

having worked round to the south of, Neuve Chapelle, command, and the D.S.O. was not too high a reward

they were ordered to prepare the ground for defence. for his services. Captain W. C, Wilson also won it

The trenches which they dug were of great use to. for acting inlike fashion after being severely wounded,

them on the next day when the Huns tried hard but while Quartermaster-Sergeant W. Bale rallied men

vainly to drive them back, and the:many prisoners. when only one officer was left, and Jed them again to

sent by the brigade to the rear were eloquent proof the attack. .

that, in this part of the field anyhow, the Germans The 2nd Leicesters were next heard of in Mesopotamia,

had the worst of it, It was at this time that Private whither they went as soon as they had rested. and

W. Buckingham wonthe Victoria Cross for the constant been strengthened. In January they took part in the

aid whichhe gave to the wounded, fights for the relief of Kut, again suffering heavy_loss,

~ Another’ of these “ Tiger ’’ charges took place at but showing also their wild, rushing spirit amid the

Loos later in the same year. On October-13th it was mud and damip of that region. Their losses in these

décided to assault again the Hohenzollern Redoubt actions were very heavy indecd.

and the network of trenches behind it; around these The 1st Battalion of the Leicesters should have a

‘there had been some most desperate fighting during word, for they had been at the front longer thancither

the preceding fortnight or so, and they. had been the 2nd or the Territorials. As part of the 6th Division

“recovered by the Germans. For this operation a they shared in the Battle of the Aisne, cr ng. the

- Territorial division, the North Midland, was brought river near Vailly, and in October they were at.Rue

up from reserve, and in one of the leading brigades du Bois, helping to defend Ypres. ‘After..a spell:‘of

ofthis were’ twobattalions of Leicesters, the 4th from quiet they were at Hooge in. the following August,

Leicester and the 5th from Loughborough. They had when the bombers of the battalion, under Captain

by this time been about six months at the front, H. B, Brown, wonhighpraise for their efficient work,

where their training-had quickly converted them into especially ina counter-attack made on the 9th on some

~ seasoned troops, fit to serve with the best. Sir John ‘trenches which the Germans had just Tecovered.

French, as he was then, had therefore no qualms: How the Tiger Badge was Won

about using them, = ; a e

( 30d ike so many of our regnments, -tie. Leicestershire

aoet ihe top errors i : dates from a time of William of @range and his

: The 4th Leicesters were the first to'go over the french wars. It ‘Ied_the* ult at the storming
parapets. With the 5th Lincolns they made for the. of Namur in 1695, fought désperately at Almanza in

terrible redoubt itself, reached it, and turned out jo7, and later in theeighteenth century served in

the Germans who were therein. The 5th did equally America. In 1804it was sent to.India, and there won
well, and bombers from both forced their way along the badge of the Royal Tiger, from which its popular

the communication-trenches. Passing the redoubt pickname is derived: In 1839 the Leicesters led the

they got to within fifty yards of Fosse Trench, another “assault on the Afghan fortress of Ghuznee, and after-

nest of machine-guns, but eventually they fell back wards tried to storm the Redan at Sebastopol. Again

to the Hohenzoliern, which they held until relieved. jn 1878-79 they served in Afghanistan, then in Burma,

In their first wild charge one of their captains gave and “finally, before the Great War, in South Africa,
his men a fine lead. Having filled and. lit lus pipe Where they helped to defend Ladysmith.

quite deliberately, he called out:..“ Men. of the = . A.W. H.
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HS the Post Office has’carried on as it has done——
70,000 of its men have gone to military service

—is a matter over which many must have marvelled
as they perused their matutinal post. That there
have been occasional delays in deliveries was not
to be wondered at, but even these may be lessened,
and the work. of the newer staff of sorters greatly

. simplified, if people will remember in writing -letters
to London addresses to. add to the district initials
the new sorting office number. What those numbers
are can readily|be found in a street list to be obtained

~gratis at any -post*office.~ The address of THE WAR
RSas is Fleetway House, Farringdon Street,

seeplanes versus Submarines
x

Ao: YE. of mycorrespondents has read seyeral times in
our pages that it is possible for aircraft, flying
the sea, to distinguish submarines below the

and he wonders- why so few submarines are
destroyed by seaplanesif this is so. -.There is no doubt
‘aszto. the accuracy of the statement that submersibles
can be seen. for some considerable ‘distance beneath
the water, and-are still more clearly revealed to an
observer some hundreds of feet above the water than
to an observer in a boat floating on the surface. . Un-
fortunately, the number of seaplanes necessary so to
patrol. the entire area of the waters in. which the
submarines are operating that no submarine could
avoid being ‘“ spotted,” would be so colossal that there
is_no_ hope“of coping with the menace entirely by that
method. When our, London» streets are thoroughly
patrolled by policemen the burglar is busyat his task,
and so, when the North Sea is patrolled by our light

the German‘ torpedo-boats can occasionally
~succeedin eltding ‘their vigilance: So would it be with
seaplane versus submarine. I have every faith in our
naval authorities exerting to the utmost such ingenuity
as’ our countryis capable of affording in the matter of
coping with the submarines.. ~We shave mastered the
Zeppelins, and in our native element of the sea we
shall master the pirate U. boats.

over

. Economy and Fashions

MONGthe matters that must have strce many
thoughtful people during recent months ‘is the

difference between precept and=practice in the matter
of economy. ' Don't. buy.-luxuries!” .“" Don’t buy
new clothes!” .‘ Don’t -be extravagant eee OL
evéry side men and womien havé been asked to refrain
from spending money in this, that, and the other un-
necessary direction, on the perfectly. reasonable ground
that money. so spent means labour diverted from the
only end that any. of ‘us ‘should: have. in viéw—that of
bringing the. war to a. triumphal conclusion at the

“earliest possible moment. * “The victory overself-is the
first step ‘tovictory over the Hun:: And yet, all‘these
‘appeals to our patriotism to spend not appearside by |
side with flamboyant ‘advertisements appealing tous ~

_ to spend money on the véry things that we are publicly
urged to do without. ;

HE satay has been neerliy browsht Home bya aaee
~ from a lady which recently;appearediin,one of.

4“daily |papeis. The lady. iin question seemedto write mere
in sérrow than in anger of the new ¢‘fashions ” that
‘had been decreéd.by the veiled prophets who seem to
‘have autocratic.powers in respect to dr Fads of

fashion’’—while the young manhood ‘of the Empire

“to light by publication in

and its Allies is dying daily in the struggle against the
mad Moloch of Prussian militarism! The lady in
question says that ‘the great majority of women, as
the matter stands at present, will not have the strength
of mind toresist, but will be drawn into the vortex of
the, new fashion.’”’- It would perhaps be well 1f the
luxury trades—and the difference in “ cut’ between
an old fashion and a newis nothing but luxury—could
be compelled-to carry on, if carry on they must, with
empty shop-windows, andcould be denied the publicity
of that advertisement which is a daily
ignoreall appeals for economy:

1s all wars on ‘an extensive scale
sarily been romances of the casualty lists, men

who had been believed dead returning, sometimes after
long intervals. There have been several such episodes
during the Great War, and one ofthese is brought.

THE
for January2 7th last ofthe portrait of Captain Hy: G.
‘Nobbs, *of the London Regiment.Though officially
reported to have been* ‘killed in action’on September
oth,” Captain Nobbs, who was, -indeed, seriously
wounded, had. been taken prisoner by the Germans,
was later exchanged, and has been invalided out-ot
the Service. The gallant captain has his- assured
place in the Roll of Honour, and we are pleased to
learn from himself that he lives to know it:

has become necessary that I
+

| my hundreds of thousands.of readers a few,words
on the subject of that paper whichis, as it were,” the
material link between us. Owing to various essential
restrictions, and the consequent shortage of* paper,
it-is advisable—and it may well in’ the near future
become’ absolutely necessary—that those readers
wishing for this or any other journal should ‘order
it to be regularly supplied to them by a newsagent,
or become. subscribers and have it sent to them week
by week through the post. ‘Therefore I recommend
my readers, who wuld ‘scarcely like to have>ugly
gaps in their sets of Tur: War ILLUSTRATED, not to
leave. the buying of their weekly’ numbers to any
chance -bookstall opportunity, or they may be  con-
fronted by the ,fact that it, in common with other

Captain H. G. Nobbs, London Regiment

there have neces-

A Word in Season

should address to

periodicals, can no longer be obtained in thatcasual —
The - casual method of ‘purchasing papersmanner,

in peace-time was very convenient, but it
conducive to. that economical use of paper
has become essential. —

is’ not
which

Delays are Dangerous

[x connection with. this matter [ may appropriately
~ once more remind myréaders of the necessity of

making sure of their binding cases for the proper pre-
servationof their parts of*THe War ILLus:TRATED. It
is extremely annoying to find that’a number of some
ework that we: wish to bind is missing, for it is not
always possible to replace it, and “ incomplete” is one
of the tragedies of a bookshelf. The way of wisdom
is to bindany work that is to be kept as soon as a
volume: is “completed, and ~those who have so far
delayed to bind our fifth volume- should delay. no
longer, but secute one ofthe publishers’ registered
binding cases: -They can be got, with special.‘frontis-
piece and contents: list, for rs. 6d. through any news-
agent or bookseller, or for. 1s. tod. direct ‘by post from
the publishing’ office. Rad Ox Mang AS Hk
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OUR NOBL
LTHOUGHpersonally one of the most modest of
men, I freely proclaim my unqualified pride in

being an Englishman. It is my considered opinion
that we are a mighty fine people, and I trust I shall
never be backward in coming forward to say so, tf
circumstances seem to require ‘public recital of this
article of mycreed.

| addition to my rather charmmg modesty, I have
a somewhat reflective, meditative temperanient,

and this reminds me of the fact that the serene pride
in my nationality, which I share with all myfellow-
Englishmen, does not recommend me, cr them, to the
affection of menless happy in their nationality, or less
judicious in their selection of it. Germans, for instance,
hate us. And they do not hate us because we
are in process of giving them a most tremendous
beating—-they hated us poisonously long before it ever
dawned upon them that we should do anything of the
kind—but because we are English. Psychologically,
ethnologically, and a good manyother sorts of ogically,
that is very interesting.

   

 

ERY interesting, too, is the fact that we English
do net hate the Germans. We loathe them,

indeed; but loathing is another thing than hate.
Often in these thirty months of war have foul crimes
of theirs made our gorge rise, and sent this loathing
coursing through onr system like a sudden surge of
bleod. “But-even then we have knownthat the emotion
wefelt was somethingelse than hate. casting thought
back over the surface 6f our past histery, [ cannot
perceive any enemy whom the English as a race have
hated, and the inference appears to be that a capacity
for hating.is incompatible with other qualities which,
as a Tace, we perhaps possess.

 

 

 

 Pers having vision, get nearer truth im other
mortals not so richly endewed. Mr. Croslandis

a poct, and-in his new volume of ‘‘ Collected Poems ”’
I find something perfectly apt to the point. lt is in
“A Chant of Affection,” his lofty: answer to—or,
rather, his proud comment on—the astonishing German
“ Hymnof Hate,” which sent all Germany into roaring
eestasy, and tickled England’s sense of humour vastly.
“And so you hate us!’ Mr. Crosland begins. ‘‘ You
hate England—hate, hate, hate !”- Tis quite aserious
matter, plainly worth consideration by serious men, and
so Mr. Crosland looks into it with becoming gravity :

 

 

  

Howshall we hate you back,
We who are England; we...
Who are too big for hate,
‘Teo careless and toofine,
Too tempered and too proud—
Howshall we hate you-back ?

 

He answers the question even while he asks it: We
are bhint." brave men—‘ forthright men Who

make notalk of God, But fear Himin their hearts, And
fear nor hate, nor death, Nor the JXing’s enemies.”
“ Our strength is an honest strength, And based on
what we love. And these be two thines we love -
Honour, and our fair land.” Men of that sort, with a
strength of that sort so based, cannot be bothered with
hate ; it does not come inte their scheme of things.
To the Germans, whom Mr. Crosland loathes. for their
foulness and deceit, he throws a contemptuous dis-
missal, but he gives them a grim warning, too, that a
tempest is gathering up in the heart of England that
shall be flails for them, and break them and scatterthem
like straw. “‘’ Instead of ‘ Hate, hate, hate!” You shalt

$2.99cry ‘ Doom, doom, doom!

    

 

- behind him rt isn’t John Bull's,

POST

E SELVES
CANDOUR compels me to-admit that if, as T think

he has done; Mr. Crosland has given a fair re-
presentation of the Englishman’s attitude towards
people who*have had. the bad taste to dislike him, he
has also explained in part why heis disliked. Care-
lessness can look. very. like contempt, and complete
indifference to other people’s opinion of oneself can be
very offensive. I can understand foreigners finding
us exasperating, even when they do not actually
dislike us. And I can understand even more fully the
anger and mortification, engendering still greater
hatred, that the Germans feel whentheysee us bubblir
over with unaffected mirth at their really great damna-
tory performance for our benefit, Lissauer writes a
“ Hymn of Hate’ which the entire German Empire
recognises and accepts as pérfect expression of its
deepest emotion; it is declaimed from every pulpit
and every stage in the Fatherland, recited in every
school, chanted in every home ; and we actually turn our
crack bands on to play it at public mectings when we
want to put the audience into a good humour before
asking them to put their hands in their pockets and
produce another thousand million sterling to strafe the
composetr’s country. I don’t wonder they get peevish.

  

LTHOUGH TI amthus candid, however, T am no
partyto a‘self-depreciation whichis not unknown

among us... We are, I repeat, a-mighty fine. people,
and critics who. disparage us more than a little arc
likely to be made ridiculous if events happen of smffi-
cient magnitude to induce us to show our full quality
and exert our full power.. I came across a newspaper
cutting only last night which will illustrate the truth
of my contention. In January, 1914—months,° that
is, before the war broke out—Lord Ashbourne spoke
at a Gaelic League meeting at Fermoy~ What his
main subject was [ don’t know, but in the course of his
remarks he propounded the rather odd theory that
continually speaking English deformed the mouth.
He described Englishmen as having thin, prominent
lips, long front teeth, and. the general appearance of a
measly rabbit, and the English language as being in a
state of weakness, rottenness, and decay—a pitiful
contrast to the strong and vigorous German language.
Very chastening, that—almost enough to make a man
smashhis shaving-mirror and learn Gaelic. Fortunately
for my peace of mind, the newspaper cutting ‘also
recorded part of Lord Ashbeurne’s judgment of our
character and prospects. .John Bull’s future, he an-
nounced, was behind him ; and John Bull was insular,
and nothing would bring him in touch with the cutside
world. : F

 

 

 

HERE you are! Three years is not a very tong ,
time in the history of England, but it has-been

long enough to make one of those statements by*
eritical Lord Ashbourne ridiculous in light of the event.
We are in touch with the outside world to some pur-
pose.. It may be a’ matter of opinion whether the
Englishmen in the British Army ‘look like -méasly
rabbits; it’s a matter of fact that the Germans are
running away from them. If anybody’s future is

The-effect of the
speech, when read three years after its delivery, is to
send up. one’s opinion of John Bull and send down
one’s epinion of Lord Ashbourne—the-precise reverse
of what it presumably was intended to-do. At any
rate, it does not modify our native carelessness. Our
looks never did trouble’ us much ; as for our language
and our history, we must e’ca make the best of what
we've got—say, Shakespeare—and the Somme.

> . c. MM,
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i i i i h their lance-grenades fromFRENCH LANCE-GRENADE BATTERY.—With these ingenious weapons the French soldiers launc :

a deep traverse. The range and direction of the grenade are governedby the fixing of pegs in the holes of the base and upright.
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OUR NOBL
LTHOUGHpersonally one of the most modest of
men, I freely proclaim my unqualified pride in

being an Englishman. It is my considered opinion
that we are a mighty fine people, and I trust I shall
never be backward in coming forward to say so, tf
circumstances seem to require ‘public recital of this
article of mycreed.

| addition to my rather charmmg modesty, I have
a somewhat reflective, meditative temperanient,

and this reminds me of the fact that the serene pride
in my nationality, which I share with all myfellow-
Englishmen, does not recommend me, cr them, to the
affection of menless happy in their nationality, or less
judicious in their selection of it. Germans, for instance,
hate us. And they do not hate us because we
are in process of giving them a most tremendous
beating—-they hated us poisonously long before it ever
dawned upon them that we should do anything of the
kind—but because we are English. Psychologically,
ethnologically, and a good manyother sorts of ogically,
that is very interesting.

   

 

ERY interesting, too, is the fact that we English
do net hate the Germans. We loathe them,

indeed; but loathing is another thing than hate.
Often in these thirty months of war have foul crimes
of theirs made our gorge rise, and sent this loathing
coursing through onr system like a sudden surge of
bleod. “But-even then we have knownthat the emotion
wefelt was somethingelse than hate. casting thought
back over the surface 6f our past histery, [ cannot
perceive any enemy whom the English as a race have
hated, and the inference appears to be that a capacity
for hating.is incompatible with other qualities which,
as a Tace, we perhaps possess.

 

 

 

 Pers having vision, get nearer truth im other
mortals not so richly endewed. Mr. Croslandis

a poct, and-in his new volume of ‘‘ Collected Poems ”’
I find something perfectly apt to the point. lt is in
“A Chant of Affection,” his lofty: answer to—or,
rather, his proud comment on—the astonishing German
“ Hymnof Hate,” which sent all Germany into roaring
eestasy, and tickled England’s sense of humour vastly.
“And so you hate us!’ Mr. Crosland begins. ‘‘ You
hate England—hate, hate, hate !”- Tis quite aserious
matter, plainly worth consideration by serious men, and
so Mr. Crosland looks into it with becoming gravity :

 

 

  

Howshall we hate you back,
We who are England; we...
Who are too big for hate,
‘Teo careless and toofine,
Too tempered and too proud—
Howshall we hate you-back ?

 

He answers the question even while he asks it: We
are bhint." brave men—‘ forthright men Who

make notalk of God, But fear Himin their hearts, And
fear nor hate, nor death, Nor the JXing’s enemies.”
“ Our strength is an honest strength, And based on
what we love. And these be two thines we love -
Honour, and our fair land.” Men of that sort, with a
strength of that sort so based, cannot be bothered with
hate ; it does not come inte their scheme of things.
To the Germans, whom Mr. Crosland loathes. for their
foulness and deceit, he throws a contemptuous dis-
missal, but he gives them a grim warning, too, that a
tempest is gathering up in the heart of England that
shall be flails for them, and break them and scatterthem
like straw. “‘’ Instead of ‘ Hate, hate, hate!” You shalt

$2.99cry ‘ Doom, doom, doom!

    

 

- behind him rt isn’t John Bull's,
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CANDOUR compels me to-admit that if, as T think

he has done; Mr. Crosland has given a fair re-
presentation of the Englishman’s attitude towards
people who*have had. the bad taste to dislike him, he
has also explained in part why heis disliked. Care-
lessness can look. very. like contempt, and complete
indifference to other people’s opinion of oneself can be
very offensive. I can understand foreigners finding
us exasperating, even when they do not actually
dislike us. And I can understand even more fully the
anger and mortification, engendering still greater
hatred, that the Germans feel whentheysee us bubblir
over with unaffected mirth at their really great damna-
tory performance for our benefit, Lissauer writes a
“ Hymn of Hate’ which the entire German Empire
recognises and accepts as pérfect expression of its
deepest emotion; it is declaimed from every pulpit
and every stage in the Fatherland, recited in every
school, chanted in every home ; and we actually turn our
crack bands on to play it at public mectings when we
want to put the audience into a good humour before
asking them to put their hands in their pockets and
produce another thousand million sterling to strafe the
composetr’s country. I don’t wonder they get peevish.

  

LTHOUGH TI amthus candid, however, T am no
partyto a‘self-depreciation whichis not unknown

among us... We are, I repeat, a-mighty fine. people,
and critics who. disparage us more than a little arc
likely to be made ridiculous if events happen of smffi-
cient magnitude to induce us to show our full quality
and exert our full power.. I came across a newspaper
cutting only last night which will illustrate the truth
of my contention. In January, 1914—months,° that
is, before the war broke out—Lord Ashbourne spoke
at a Gaelic League meeting at Fermoy~ What his
main subject was [ don’t know, but in the course of his
remarks he propounded the rather odd theory that
continually speaking English deformed the mouth.
He described Englishmen as having thin, prominent
lips, long front teeth, and. the general appearance of a
measly rabbit, and the English language as being in a
state of weakness, rottenness, and decay—a pitiful
contrast to the strong and vigorous German language.
Very chastening, that—almost enough to make a man
smashhis shaving-mirror and learn Gaelic. Fortunately
for my peace of mind, the newspaper cutting ‘also
recorded part of Lord Ashbeurne’s judgment of our
character and prospects. .John Bull’s future, he an-
nounced, was behind him ; and John Bull was insular,
and nothing would bring him in touch with the cutside
world. : F

 

 

 

HERE you are! Three years is not a very tong ,
time in the history of England, but it has-been

long enough to make one of those statements by*
eritical Lord Ashbourne ridiculous in light of the event.
We are in touch with the outside world to some pur-
pose.. It may be a’ matter of opinion whether the
Englishmen in the British Army ‘look like -méasly
rabbits; it’s a matter of fact that the Germans are
running away from them. If anybody’s future is

The-effect of the
speech, when read three years after its delivery, is to
send up. one’s opinion of John Bull and send down
one’s epinion of Lord Ashbourne—the-precise reverse
of what it presumably was intended to-do. At any
rate, it does not modify our native carelessness. Our
looks never did trouble’ us much ; as for our language
and our history, we must e’ca make the best of what
we've got—say, Shakespeare—and the Somme.
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FORCES BEHIND THE RUSSIAN REVOLUTION
Death-Blow to Pro-German Bureaucracy

Y the strangest of historic ironies
B Germany has liberated Russia

and Hindenburg has become the
saviour of the Slavs. At the beginning
the struggle between the Slav and Teuton

Empires was little more than a contest in
armed diplomacy. The German bureau-

ats. intended to give a severe lesson to.
their rivals on the otherside of the frontier,
By a swift and crushing victory over
Irance they designed to prove that the
understanding with the western demo-
cracies was a military as well as a political
error, and that the Russian autocracy
must; in its own interests, enter into

intimate association with the Teutonic
system: of modernised despotism.

Enemy Designs against Democracy
One of the reasons why the. governing

castes of Germany went to war was that
they aimed to prevail: against their own

lle and working classes by preventing
from_ becoming’ a .mighty and

ous centre ~ of enfranchising in-
fluences. In the ordinary course of
events. it was commonly expected that
the Russian Revolution would take place
in ror4.. The Teutons would then have
remained, with the Japanese, the sole
upholders of caste absolutism in the
world, with their own peoples dangerously
excited by the example of the Russians.
The enemy’s original scheme «for recon-
structing Europe was, however, changed

after his victory at Tannenberg and his
defeat on the Marne. ..At Tannenberg
Hindenburg. destroyed the large picked
force of Russian offcers and men, trained

to habits ef blind obedience and serving
as the bodyguard of the autocrat and the
oyverawing garrison of Petrograd. Russia
was left with a true national Army, con-

tinually drawing fresh life and freer
thought from the people. Every blow
Hindenburg and~ Mackensen’ delivered
evoked more independenceof spirit in the
renewing forces of Russia.

Crafty Change of Tactics
Thereupon, the alert and cunning
eutons completely altered their~ plans

eace settlement. The democracies
of France and Great Britain were kindly
allowed to continue “to exist. J urther-
more, advances were made to the democ-
racy of the United States, and the German

>, as represented by the Social
vt majority, was promised a

of. actual political power. The
new German aim then was to provoke
the long-foreseen Revolution in: Russia,
but to transform it from a movement
of a constitutional kind into a_ terrific
and overwhelming outburst of anarchy.
During the explosion the Austrians were
to “ liberate’. the Tattle Russians .and
acquire the wheat-belt and Odessa. The
Germans were to .“ liberate” Poland,
Lithuania, and. Courland “as far as
Smolensk, while the Germanic party in

Sweden was to be invited down’ the
northern coast of the Baltic towards
Petrograd. :
The most. violent school of Russian

revolutionaries fell into the trap prepared
for them. Extremes then met. ~The
anarchists leagued for action with the
bureaucrats. Never. has so tragically
topsy-turvy a situation occurred in any
other European State. Only in China,
in the deéadence of Manchu rule, could
anything be found remotely comparable
with. the ~condition of ‘Russian -affairs.

 

 

i=. may yet seem to Russia’s hisiprians
that all the miseries of the Great War

as shaved by theiy people were worth the
suffering, if for. nothing else than the
Revolution of March, 1917. The news of

lution was the best. that we had
from Russia for many a day. It

meant an end to the pro-German machina-
tions of the corrupt bureaucratic officials,
who had been encouraged in treasonable
ways by sympathy im the highest places—
though the Tsay himself seems to have been
the victim and in no way the instigator
of these unpatriotic Russians. It meant
the beginning of a new democratic Russia,
whose leadevs ave looking to British institu-
tions for theiy models. Let us hope the
Russian Revolution will lead to such -a
yevival of way energy that the misfortunes
which bureaucracy have heaped on the
country will be vedeemed-by the successes

of a-free people in arms. A well-informeit
writey explains on this page the tnner
meaning of the Revolution —EDITOR.
 

German nts and Russian anarchists
and. leading Russian Ministers of the

t class all worked together to
enginecr a vast internal disruptive move-
ment in the Empire. After the great
retreat of 1915. the Grand Duke Nicholas
was overthrown by, the sinister Court
favourite, Gregory. Rasputin, because he

striving to maintain. a working
amount of order and efficiency behind
the, armies. :
Some of the ploiting bureaucrats—such

as Stiirmer and Protopopoff—mayhave,
been perversely faithful to their own
false ‘principles. They were-men of as
subtle and contorted mind as Chinese
mandarins of the old school. Some of
them intendel to provoke a prerhature
Revolution at a time when the populace
seemed still weak, and then to put down
the insurrections with instant and exem-
plary ferocity. Their plan was for a
“ Red Sunday ” on alargerscale. Ata cost
of a hundred million roubles they or-
ganised-and armed a great force of police
to fight both the people and-the soldiers
who went over to the people. The Army
was robbed by Protopopoff of machine-
guns and other munifions, in order to
build up the anti-revolutionaryforce, the
disaster of Rumania being part of the
mice willingly paid by the Ru
bureaucrats for- the proposed salvation
of autocracy.

True Patriotism of the Duma
At presént it is dificult to say whether

Protopopoff and. Stiirmer were dupes or
traitors masquerading as dupes. Behind
them, as behind «2 cardboard screen,
there worked, by many ways and in many
forms, the utterly disruptive influences of
Germanism. But the fault of the Teuton
is that he overdoes everything. He over-
did his preparations for the great Russian
anarchy. The Duma, or Lower House
of the National Assembly, had long since
become alarmed at the facilities offered
to it for all revolutionary purposes. It
communicated its fears to the Council
of Empire, or Upper- House, and the
apprehension rapidly spread to the United
Nobility—-which is the oldest organ of
legislation in the Russtan Empire. Finalty,
the reigning family of the Romanofis, of
which--the .ex-Tsar Nicholas was only

managing trustee, became fearful of
disorder. Some of the Romanoff princes
thereupon abdicted and slew the Tsaritza’s
sinister private counsellor, Gregory
Rasputin, as a warning to Nicholas and
his German wife and as a preliminary
measure of national sanitation.
Had Nicholas, whose personal qualities

and patriotism were unquestioned; seen
clearly howhis authority-and Russia’s will
were nullified by his pro-German entourage,
andrefused to be a mere figurehead of an
undermined and perverted bureaucracy,
there would have been no Russian Revolu-

tion. Russia would have quietly subsided
into a, constitutional monarchy, with an
energetic and patriotic nobility and ,a
controlling National Assembly, backed by
a network of provincial and urban repre-
sentative councils of proved organising
power. ‘ i

Rapid Development of Democracy

With incomparable speed had Russia
developed the organs of democracy. Her
Runnymede,at the United States Congress,
her assertion of Parliamentary goyern-
ment, at the practical impeachment of
Stiirmer, and her deadly blow at Court-

favourite influence in the royal execution
of ~Rasputin—all occurred within a few
weeks. The effectiveness of the western
democracies as displayed in the Battle
of the Somme had completed the slow
education of all classes of Russiansociety,
and ripened them with sudden, tropical
quickness to political maturity.
The British “ tank ’’ was an unexpected

force behind the evolution of Russia.
Enjoying a sudden, legendary fame, it
became symbolic of the quick genius of
invention resident in a free people, as
contrasted’ with the 168 in. Krupp
howitzer, which was symbolic of the slow
and routine orgaaisation of an efficient
despotism.

Protopopofi’s Police Swept Away

Unhappily, Protopopoff, the former
renegade Vice-President of ithe Duma,

was inflated with the sens¢ of power, resting
upon his creation of an armed and power-
ful police force.
He starved the cities into revolt by

withholding food supplies by raiiway,
incited the anarchist element in Petrograd
and Moscowto rebel, and placed his men
on the house-tops, with machine-guns;.to

shoot down the rioters, and by letting
blood to provoke a great popular in-
surrection. But the Army failed him.
Most of the officers belonged either to the
patriotic gentry or to the equally patriotic
middle class, and the rank and file were
strongly on the side of the people... In
the end the public arrested Protopopoff's
policemen, and thelong-delayed Revolu-
tion was accomplished with comparatively
small loss of life.

Russia’ owed her liberation mainly to
two men of the noble class—to Prince
Lvoff, the organiser. of the County
Councils and associate of the Grand Duke
Nicholas, and to Michael Roedzianko, the
president of the Duma and fellow-worker
with Pavel Miliukoff, the Radical leader.

Through the influence of these men the
Russian Revolution became the most
gentlemanly affair simce the British
uprising against James Ii., or since the
overthrow of the Shogunate in> Japari.
The British Constitution was the grand
guide of the Russian princes and people,
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Along Russia’s Long Line from Riga to Armenia
British and Russian Off:cial Photographs

  
Preparing a flat-roofed billet in an Armenian village. The
Russians plastered the roof with mud to make it weatherproof.
 

   
Scouting-party on the Russian front. As the warning hand of

the front man showsthey are in touch with the enemy.

  
 

 
i i the front near Riga.

Pi a ed on the Russian front under guard on the Lutz-Kovel road. Above : Allied group on '

Seearrarceten,Pridve Bouchtet ; Captain A. C. Bromhead,of the British Army, and his orderly, Private Greengrass. 
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View of Sheikh Saad,'‘a village south of Kut-el-Amara, from the River Tigris, dow i i i.- - nshown(on the right) towing a boat by means of a rope etanhed to tno tonotinouegee

 

 

    rbot    Man’s latest mostwonderful means of locomotion,
at Orah, eleven miles below Kut, startiag on a reconnaissance.

A seaplane
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wounded mento the rear this way, placing them in esaerate,

   
Maude’s campaign. The field-ambulance conveyed sli

Right: Another ingenious method of ewowing arcemapeai
was devised in the shape of sledges drawn smoothly over the sand by horses,
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Picturesque Bagdad
 

 

 

 

 

The British Residency at Bagdad. The building stands near
the new bridge that is part of the “ Berlin-Bagdad’”’ Railway.

The Custom House at Bagdad, in front of which the quaint

kufas still ply as freely as in the days of Al Mansur.

 

     
 

A principal street in Bagdad.

 

Right: One of the Arab sailing-boats that ply on

the Tigris and Euphrates, carrying large cargoes of loose grain.
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recent Ancre advance. These weapons have proved remarkably
effective aids in trench warfare.

 

  

  
 

SSepicomiionan on the Ancre fixing fuses on Stokes’ mortars—weapons that are regarded as among the notable munition

c! ; res . 2 war, Above: Remains of a German trench near Gommecourt, at the northern end of the Ancre advance. The

concrete arch probably gave entrance to adug-outsystem. The water-filled shell-hole to the right marks an accurate British “‘ hit.’’
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Well-planned and carefully-contrived British trench used during the recent advance‘on the westernfront. It was >

seem a bit of woodland, the tree-trunks forming not only supports for the parapets but serving to shelter the men from observation.
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Ungainly as a wingless butterfly. Dismantling for repair an aero-
plane which had been forced to descend behind our lines in France.

 

 

 
      
  British Staff car in a ruined village on the western front picking up a wounded man, In the sandbag shelter is a Strombaus gas

alarm, which on a signal of ** gas comin + i. ng over emits-a long wail of alarm not unlike that of f o E :
Australians advanced on the Somme—cellars under Mouquet pareeeeee
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. Italians Watch Effects of New French Grenade
British and French Official Photographs
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THE FLIGHT FROM BUKAREST
By HAMILTON FYFE

Special Correspondent with the Rumanian Army

CARRIEDmystory last week up to the calming-down

of the first panic. which disturbed the capital, and

not only the capital, but the whole country. While

this panic lasted there was a large ‘flow of people out

of Bukarest, and at the same time a large inward flow,

also. Those who went out were well-to-do inhabitants

of the city. Those who came in were mostly peasants

from the country round about. The exchange was advan-

tageous. Peasants consumed less; they talked less; also.

Food was getting scarce. We had plenty of wheat

bread, plenty of maize flour and enough potatoes, but

very little meat, very few eggs; and everything grew

rapidly dearer, for the reason that the thoughtless among

the well-to-do paid whatever prices were asked. If they

had said firmly and sensibly : ‘ We will not be robbed ; we.
will do without this or that,” the price of this or that would

have dropped immediately. Thus they would have done

the whole community a Service. Actually they made all
suffer for their thoughtlessness and unreadiness to change

their habits. No one regretted their flight. It made food

conditions a trifle more easy.
It also lessened the number of rumours that flew about

the city. The people of Bukarest are afflicted with both
the Oriental love of gossip and the Oriental’s Jack of
exactitude. Their favourite amusement before the war
was to gather in crowded tea-shops on the Calle Victoria,
the principal street, and wag their chins. As soon as
war was declared by Rumania the Government ordered
those tea-shops to be closed. ._The Rumanians themselves
admitted that this was wise. ‘‘ We talk too much,” they
said, with engaging candour. “ This might be dangerous
in war-time.” = ?

Fall of Constantsa and Craiova

However, they still talked too much in spite of the
ban on tea-shops. To these they did not return, eyen
when they were opened again, because they knew Govern-
ment spies would be sitting there listening—while they
sipped their chocolate and munched little sugary cakes—
for indiscreet conversations. But wild, foolish talk went
on everywhere else. Most of it exaggerated misfortunes,
invented tales of blunder and bolting, magnified slight
reverses into defeats. There were also unbalanced optimists
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who did as much harm as the gloom-sowers. They would
go about telling everybody that they knew uponthe highest
authority of a famous victory which had been won. Up
went everybody’s spirits. Next day the story was seen
to be—well, inexact. Spirits dropped lower than they
were before.

This lasted for about a month.. Confidence grew more
steady. The Rumanian Army defended the passes of
the Carpathians with stubborn courage, fighting against
almost impossible odds; for what are*bayonets opposed
to big guns? ‘The loss of Constantsa, Rumania’s only
seaport, was a bitter grief, but the hope was firm that it
would quickly be retaken. s
Then suddenly came the shock of the news that the

Germans had burst through the mountain barrier and
were pouring on to the plain. The fall of Craiova was
so unexpected that at first people refused to believe this
rich and pleasant town—the Millionaires’ Town as they
called it—could have been taken. When they were con-
vinced of this disaster they fell into profound depression.
Day byday they looked for comfort in the official despatches,
but found only admissions of retreat.

Growing Depression and Nervousness

I used, when I was in the capital and not at the front,
to meet regularly a Rumanian friend. We lunched together
in a little mess that he had formed, consisting of himseli
and his wife, a Russian diplomat, a Polish autaor, a British
captain in the Intelligence Service, and myself. We lived
up to the motto of “ plain living and ’’—well, perhaps I
ought not to call it—‘ high thinking,’” but we used 1)
discuss everything from Ideal Love (in which* Madame
took great interest) to the best ways of cooking potatoes.
As we lived very largely upon potatoes, I fancy the latter
subject had more interest for us men.
Myfriend is a man of vigorous mind, of extensive expe-

rience. He admitted that his country had made mistakes,
miscalculations ; but his patriotic faith never wavered—
until Craiova fell. He said to me on the morrow of the
official admission that it had surrendered: “If anyons
had told me this yesterday I would have struck him in
the face. I could not have believed it. I cannot under-
stand it. This is a terrible disenchantment. What next?”
What next? That question everyone was asking.

 

 
IN CAPTURED BUKAREST.—Whenthefirst panic following the fall of the capital was subsiding, peasant women from the
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neighbouring districts ventured into Bukarest to offer fruit and vegetables for sale to the German soldiers. Right: Enemy
soldiers boarding a horse-drawn tram in the captured capital. The photographs are from German papers. :
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est in the hands of the enemy. German animosity was directed

with particular bitterness against this eminent Rumanian statesman. They commonly spoke of him as “‘ the war instigator.’

Could Bukarest be saved? Those were unquict days.

At lunch-time we talked quietly and rather anxiously in

our little room, where we often heard the police-whistles

and church-bells announce air raids, and, looking up, saw

the bomb-dropping aeroplanes, and, listening, heard the

explosions of their bombs, sometimes near by, sometimes

far away. Ideal Love little occupied our thoughts in

these times. _Each member of the mess would come 1n,

asking, “* Well, what news?” Each would contribute

the facts or fictions he had gathered that morning.

On the day the order for departure was given T took

a walk in the only big open space Bukarest poss s, the

Chaussée. Kissilefi, a broad highway bordered by small

syoods, leading northward out of the city. Although it

was near-the end of Novemberthere was bright and even

warm sunshine: I walked into the country past the

Military Wireless Station, past. the French anti-aircratt

guns which the French gunnerofficers had only-that week

finished ‘getting into position. Just before I turned to

go back the King and Queen flashed by in a motor, the

xing driving, the Queen looking sad and anxious. When

{ reached the busy part of the Calle Victoria I was aston-

ished to see flags hung out. Everyone was smiling and

talking excitedly. All who had not hoisted their flags

already were mounting step-ladders or running the national

colours out on poles fromfirst-floor windows. I asked a

shopkeeper what it all meant. “eth fs

‘“A great victory,” he said. “ Thirty-seven thousand

prisoners! A great many cannon ! We are saved! We

are saved !”’ eee

I knew that what he said could not be true, but I hoped

there had been some kind of.a success. The secretary to

the Belgian Legation came up. i

“What do you make of it?’’ he asked me. All

through the city the people are rejoicing.” — Ss 5

Before I could reply {saw the Minister for Education,

 

who was also Chief of the Censorship, passing in his motor-

car. Iran into the road and held my hand up. The car

stopped.- tu

“ Pxcellency,” I said, ‘‘ have you heard this news? Is

it tee 2% : is ry:

“True!” he replied bitterly. ‘‘ No, mon ami, of course

it isn’t true! It is a German trick. Pull those flags

down!” he shouted, in a voice that shook with anger

and mortification. ‘ Hi, policeman, see that all the flags

are taken in at once!” :
Bukarest Under Martial Law

IT had joined another mess for dinner. This was the

only way to get food regularly, of a wholesome if

meagre kind. The hotels had become impossible on

meatless days, four a week; at all times now they were

bad, a melancholy change from the excellence ot their

fare before the war. That evening our dinner of thin

soup, macaroni, and stewed apples was enlivened by a

dramatic outburst from one ot the Rumanianladies who

shared a table with a Frenchman, a Belgian, a Rumanian

engineer officer, and me. We knewbythis time that the

Bu sarians had crossed the Danube. The danger was acute.

That night a friend came to my rooms, woke me up,

and told me the Legations were to leave next evening.

I left with them, as I have described elsewhere ; but a few

davs later I was back in Bukarest. The city was under

martial law. Patrols of aged militiamen stumped about

the streets. No one was allowed’ to stand still in the

street. Not more than three people might walk together.

Warnings were posted up that any person caught stealing

would be shot at once. The population seemed. spiritless

and cowed. The soundof the guns couldbe heard distinctly.

A battle was going on, but nobody had any hope left that

the Germans could be stopped.

Next article : What the Soldiers Suffered
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THE FLIGHT FROM BUKAREST
By HAMILTON FYFE

Special Correspondent with the Rumanian Army
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war was declared by Rumania the Government ordered
those tea-shops to be closed. ._The Rumanians themselves
admitted that this was wise. ‘‘ We talk too much,” they
said, with engaging candour. “ This might be dangerous
in war-time.” = ?
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However, they still talked too much in spite of the
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when they were opened again, because they knew Govern-
ment spies would be sitting there listening—while they
sipped their chocolate and munched little sugary cakes—
for indiscreet conversations. But wild, foolish talk went
on everywhere else. Most of it exaggerated misfortunes,
invented tales of blunder and bolting, magnified slight
reverses into defeats. There were also unbalanced optimists
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who did as much harm as the gloom-sowers. They would
go about telling everybody that they knew uponthe highest
authority of a famous victory which had been won. Up
went everybody’s spirits. Next day the story was seen
to be—well, inexact. Spirits dropped lower than they
were before.

This lasted for about a month.. Confidence grew more
steady. The Rumanian Army defended the passes of
the Carpathians with stubborn courage, fighting against
almost impossible odds; for what are*bayonets opposed
to big guns? ‘The loss of Constantsa, Rumania’s only
seaport, was a bitter grief, but the hope was firm that it
would quickly be retaken. s
Then suddenly came the shock of the news that the

Germans had burst through the mountain barrier and
were pouring on to the plain. The fall of Craiova was
so unexpected that at first people refused to believe this
rich and pleasant town—the Millionaires’ Town as they
called it—could have been taken. When they were con-
vinced of this disaster they fell into profound depression.
Day byday they looked for comfort in the official despatches,
but found only admissions of retreat.

Growing Depression and Nervousness

I used, when I was in the capital and not at the front,
to meet regularly a Rumanian friend. We lunched together
in a little mess that he had formed, consisting of himseli
and his wife, a Russian diplomat, a Polish autaor, a British
captain in the Intelligence Service, and myself. We lived
up to the motto of “ plain living and ’’—well, perhaps I
ought not to call it—‘ high thinking,’” but we used 1)
discuss everything from Ideal Love (in which* Madame
took great interest) to the best ways of cooking potatoes.
As we lived very largely upon potatoes, I fancy the latter
subject had more interest for us men.
Myfriend is a man of vigorous mind, of extensive expe-

rience. He admitted that his country had made mistakes,
miscalculations ; but his patriotic faith never wavered—
until Craiova fell. He said to me on the morrow of the
official admission that it had surrendered: “If anyons
had told me this yesterday I would have struck him in
the face. I could not have believed it. I cannot under-
stand it. This is a terrible disenchantment. What next?”
What next? That question everyone was asking.
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est in the hands of the enemy. German animosity was directed

with particular bitterness against this eminent Rumanian statesman. They commonly spoke of him as “‘ the war instigator.’
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At lunch-time we talked quietly and rather anxiously in

our little room, where we often heard the police-whistles

and church-bells announce air raids, and, looking up, saw
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explosions of their bombs, sometimes near by, sometimes
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{ reached the busy part of the Calle Victoria I was aston-

ished to see flags hung out. Everyone was smiling and

talking excitedly. All who had not hoisted their flags

already were mounting step-ladders or running the national

colours out on poles fromfirst-floor windows. I asked a

shopkeeper what it all meant. “eth fs

‘“A great victory,” he said. “ Thirty-seven thousand

prisoners! A great many cannon ! We are saved! We
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I knew that what he said could not be true, but I hoped

there had been some kind of.a success. The secretary to

the Belgian Legation came up. i

“What do you make of it?’’ he asked me. All

through the city the people are rejoicing.” — Ss 5

Before I could reply {saw the Minister for Education,
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it isn’t true! It is a German trick. Pull those flags

down!” he shouted, in a voice that shook with anger

and mortification. ‘ Hi, policeman, see that all the flags

are taken in at once!” :
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IT had joined another mess for dinner. This was the

only way to get food regularly, of a wholesome if

meagre kind. The hotels had become impossible on

meatless days, four a week; at all times now they were

bad, a melancholy change from the excellence ot their

fare before the war. That evening our dinner of thin

soup, macaroni, and stewed apples was enlivened by a

dramatic outburst from one ot the Rumanianladies who

shared a table with a Frenchman, a Belgian, a Rumanian

engineer officer, and me. We knewbythis time that the

Bu sarians had crossed the Danube. The danger was acute.

That night a friend came to my rooms, woke me up,

and told me the Legations were to leave next evening.

I left with them, as I have described elsewhere ; but a few

davs later I was back in Bukarest. The city was under

martial law. Patrols of aged militiamen stumped about

the streets. No one was allowed’ to stand still in the

street. Not more than three people might walk together.

Warnings were posted up that any person caught stealing

would be shot at once. The population seemed. spiritless

and cowed. The soundof the guns couldbe heard distinctly.

A battle was going on, but nobody had any hope left that

the Germans could be stopped.
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INDIAN EMPIRE AFTER THE WAR
By St. Nihal Singh
  meUSS 

 

T- is with much pleasure that we publish this suggestive and stimulating article which has been

* specially written for Tur War ILLUSTRATED’ by My. St. Nihal Singh, a highly-gifted author,

journalist, and tvaveller. There ts @ happy timelimess in the subject when a representative of our

Eastern Empire is about to take part in the Imperial Conference, and when the capture of Bagdad

by an army that is largely composedof Indian

German dreams of linking Bagdad with Berlin.

Singh entered the Punjab Univer   

troops has given a shattering blow to the grandiose

Born at Rawal Pindt, in the Punjab, Mr. St. Nihal

ty, but left before taking a degree in ovder to entey journalism.

He has travelled andlectured all over the world > has written for newspapers and magazines in Britain

and America as well asin India. He 2s, furthermore, the author of a number of valuable books which

have contributed to the making of Indza and her problems better understood by people in this country.

T does not require a prophet to foretell that India will

not occupy the same position in the British Empire

after the warthat she did before hostilities commenced.

The reason is not far to seek. ‘The basis on which Indo-

‘British relations rested prior to the beginning of the

European struggle has completely altered. :

Before August, 1914, India was an unknown quantity.

She was not bound to the Mother Country byties of blood

as the daughter Dominions are. The attachment’ of

Indians to the British throne had not undergone the test

of fire. India was spoken of as a “ Dependency.” Some

persons did not trouble to conceal their fear that she might

prove to be an entangling responsibility in case Britain

became involved in a death-struggle on the

Continent of Europe. 5

The war has dispersed the mists that hid

India’s real identity from British eyes. She

who was regarded as a helpless dependent

has proved to be a tower of strength.

Her sons have been engaged in battle in

Europe, Africa,and Asia, and in every theatre

of war have won deathless glory. All the

drafts needed to replace the wastage of

war have been sent from India with clock-

work regularity.

Money has been liberally subscribed to

the war-chest and to reliet funds. Large

quantities of munitions have been manu-

factured in Governmentarsenals in India, and

in railway and other workshops turned tem-

porarily into arsenals through the generosity

of Rajas and private firms and individuals.

Wolfram, which is vital in the manufacture ee

of munitions,, has been coming regularly ae

from Barma., Consignments of jute haye

been sent forward to meet the heavy requirements of the

Army and Navyfor sandbags, ropes, and twine. India has

also sent foodstuffs of all sorts, including several million

quarters .of wheat, to feed the armies in the field and the

civil population in the United Kingdom.

 

 

New Relationship—Great Possibilities

Xo one knows the value of India’s war-time services to

the Empire and to the allied cause better than our enemy,

who, in consequence, has plotted to foment trouble in the

country. Indian revolutionaries have been employed to

disaffect Indian soldiers and civilians. Even German

missionaries residing in India have been used for this

propagafida. All such intrigue . has,. however, failed

ignominiously. The land remained quiet when troops had

been almost altogether withdrawn for forcign service

during the early months of the war. To-day she stands as

staunchly by the Empire andits Allies as she did when

the hostilities commenced.
The warm-hearted gratitude that Parliament, Press, and

public of the United Kingdom have expressed from time

to time for what India has been doing has moved her

deeply. The sufferings entailed by the terrible struggle,

which the British and Indians have shared, have made

them understand and appreciate each other. The blood

that Indians haye poured out on many battlefields has

   

Mr. St. Nihal Singh

given them a kinship with the British and British Colonials

that they otherwise never would have had. 5

The newrelationship that has sprung up betsveen India

and the British Empire is fraught with untold possibilities.

Tt promises to solve outstanding problems, .to imerease

Indian contentment and prosperity, and to make. the

country even a greater bulwark to the Empire than she

has been during the present crisis.

Anticipated Line of Reforms

The fiery ordeal through which India, in common with

the rest of the Empire, has been passing has shrivelled the

forces that before the war prevented the organisation of

the Indian military resources. British India

maintained the Indian Army at about 150,000

officers and men, exclusive of the British

garrison. She had, at the time, 50,000,000

men of military age to draw upon—Indians

who owed allegiance either to the King-

Emperor or to friendly Rajas in alliance

with his Majesty.

.

. ‘
A largt percentage of these men belonged

to races and clans famous for their fighting

their military heritage that they disdained to

take up anything but a military career.” But

there was no room for them in the British-

Indian standing Army. Nosort of territorial

force existed where these descendants _ of

doughty warriors could find scope for their

martial capacity. They could not enter a

{swate volunteer corps even through a back gate.

A cruel act, designed in the. dark days of

f “The King's Indian Tad Be ee s oe

Singita Biahione.”ee > the Mutiny of 1857, and relentlessly enforced

after half a century of tranquillity, denied

Indians, martial and otherwise, the right of carrying arms

of any kind. ;

The fortunate few who succeeded in entering the Army

were not allowed to obtain the King’s commission, and

the highest rank to which they could hope to attain was

that of glorified non-commissioned officers. The only

chance of leading men in action that they got was when

British officers had all been killed, and they had to assume

command. In such cases they distinguished themselves,

‘as is witnessed by the gallant deeds recorded in prosaic

official language in the “ Tondon Gazette,’ the ‘“ Gazette

of India,” and the archives of the War Office and the

military headquarters in India. w

Lord Curzon, during his Indian Viceroyalty, cut a low

door in the wall of -privilege to enable the sons of Rajas

and other Indian grandees to crawl through and enter the

commissioned rank. I doubt, however, if a score of men

have passed through it during the fifteen years that have

elapsed since the opening was made.
{i these crying reforms are immediately made, the

Tempire can make much larger use of India's great man-

powerinthe present struggle than has been possible hitherto. —

The difficulty of obtaining British officers familiar with

Indian conditions, and able to command Indians in their

own. dialects, which has. prevented the raising of fresh

divisions, will be at once overcome automatically. India
[Contineed on page 160
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— Brisk Business Behind the British Lines
 

  
 tn the smaller towns and villages behind thesi! front line
eetroopsare in billets, French children ply a budmae
fr uit grown locally, cheap chocolate, and cigarettes. They
an on very friendly terms with the soldiers, but friendship
‘oes not affect their commercial instinct, and the deals are

conducted with vigorous gesticulation and eager determinatio
to make the best possible bargain. Daily qroidents like the ace
pictured here are establishing a half humorous,half affectionate
link between the men andthe children of the allied nations which
will pass into the permanent traditions of the two countries.
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INDIAN EMPIRE AFTER THE WAR
By St. Nihal Singh
  meUSS 

 

T- is with much pleasure that we publish this suggestive and stimulating article which has been

* specially written for Tur War ILLUSTRATED’ by My. St. Nihal Singh, a highly-gifted author,

journalist, and tvaveller. There ts @ happy timelimess in the subject when a representative of our

Eastern Empire is about to take part in the Imperial Conference, and when the capture of Bagdad

by an army that is largely composedof Indian

German dreams of linking Bagdad with Berlin.

Singh entered the Punjab Univer   

troops has given a shattering blow to the grandiose

Born at Rawal Pindt, in the Punjab, Mr. St. Nihal

ty, but left before taking a degree in ovder to entey journalism.

He has travelled andlectured all over the world > has written for newspapers and magazines in Britain

and America as well asin India. He 2s, furthermore, the author of a number of valuable books which

have contributed to the making of Indza and her problems better understood by people in this country.
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New Relationship—Great Possibilities
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Mr. St. Nihal Singh
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.
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door in the wall of -privilege to enable the sons of Rajas

and other Indian grandees to crawl through and enter the

commissioned rank. I doubt, however, if a score of men

have passed through it during the fifteen years that have

elapsed since the opening was made.
{i these crying reforms are immediately made, the

Tempire can make much larger use of India's great man-

powerinthe present struggle than has been possible hitherto. —

The difficulty of obtaining British officers familiar with

Indian conditions, and able to command Indians in their

own. dialects, which has. prevented the raising of fresh

divisions, will be at once overcome automatically. India
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INDIAN EMPIRE AFTER THE WAR one

can thereby be enabled to play a muchlarger part on the
battlefield than she has done so far. ;
Be this as it may, I cannot, at anyrate, conceive that

the military limitations that I have described jvill exist

in the British Empire after the war. The great conflict has

shown the folly of “ unpreparedness.”” It has inspired

confidence in India’s fidelity as well as in Indian heroism,

It may, therefore, be predicted that after this struggle has

ceased Indians will be given full scope for their genius as
military leaders, and India will be helped by Britain to
raise a great national army, ready in anyfuture crisis to
defend Indian as well as Imperial interests.
A readjustment of civil affairs is also bound to take

place in India after the war. Unlike the Dominions, she

does not at present possess fiscal autonomy. Indians do

not have power over the national purse, nor do they have

any hand in the direction of government. Their influence,

even in the Legislative Councils, is of a moral rather than

a political nature. No Indian has ever been appointed by

the King-Emperor to be the head of a province. Only

a single Indian is a member of the Governor-Generaks

Cabinet—technically known as the Executive Council—and

that concession was made not long ago. Only a small

percentage of posts carrying large emoluments. are held

by Indians, and in nearly all such instances Indians have

had to bear the expense and trouble of coming to Britain,

of remaining for years at British universities, and  suc-
ceeding in open competitions held in London.
A Royal Commission was appointed some time before

hostilities commenced to look into these matters, and

to make recommendations for reforms. The report made

bythis body has not yet been published. It is understood,
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however, that the labours of this Commission will be

viewed from a new angle of vision. Patriotic Indians

expect that after the war India will be given autonomy
such as the self-governing Dominions have.
A Commission is just now going about India inquiring

into her industrial conditions and possibilities. It is to be
hoped that its recommendations will go a long wayto help

the people to organise themselves to convert the multi-
plicity of Indian raw products into manufactured goods.

Tf the Government rises to the occasion, our enemies
will not be given the opportunity after the war of flooding
Indian markets with their cheap and nasty goods, many
of them made of raw materials obtained from India. An
equitable arrangement may be made whereby the Empire
may have the first refusal of India’s swrplus.

India and the Imperial Conference

When India’s representatives sit at a round-table with
the representatives of the United Kingdomand the British
Dominions in the Imperial Conference that will be held
towards the end or shortly after the close of hostilities,
questions of inter-Empire migration in, which Indians are
vitally concerned will be discussed and settled in the
spirit of comradeship which has been engendered by- this
herculean struggle. Whatever scheme. of administering
Imperial affairs, as distinct from the domestic affairs of
Great Britain, may be formulated, India will have her
rightful place as the most populous unit of the Impire.
and as the possessor of the most ancient civilisation. She
will give generously out of-her plenty to the United Kingdom
and the Dominions, and will receive from them what she
needs. If thishappy result is achieved, the sacrifice of blood
and treasure will have been made for the permanent good of
the Empire as well as for that of India. :

 

   
 

GENERAL BARATOFF ENTERING A PERSIAN TOWN.—Driving the Germano-Turkish forces from Persia has been carried on

by the relentless pressure of our Russian allies. Here General Baratoff (marked X) at the head of his troops is entering a Persian

town. Itis hoped that the retreating Turks may be caught between the Russians and General Maude’s Baqdad army.
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Adapting Varied Means to the One Great End
 

 
 

Dogs from far Alaska, used by the French for dragging food aon nd
munitions over the snow to advancedposts in the Josgea.
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French soldiers of the Alpine Chasseursfind ski-in ~swi| -ing a‘swift and
effective method of traversing the snowy slopes of the Vosges.

 
 

  
 

 With an ingenious instrument this French engineer officer can
listen to subterranean operations of the enemyand even follow
the direction they are taking, (French official photograph.)

Bomb-proof shelter of special design in which the Austrians
keepin comparative security their supply of reserve shells for

firing from their heavy artillery,
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© TOLD BY THE RANK AND FILE

- THE SCOTTISH BORDERERS ON THE SOMME
 

By Private T. Thomas, King’s Own Scottish Borderers

British advance on the Ancre and
the capture of Bapaume and

Peronne the “scraps” -were for the
most part minor operations of a purely
local nature... Still, one gets a lot of

sport and a few occasional thrills from
fighting of this kind, although it isn’t
spectacular, and demands no great head-
lines in the papers at home.

It may be interesting to note, however,
that the majority of decorations for
bravery have been earned during this
war in local operations, so that, as might
be expected, individual cases of bravery
seem to get more recognition than when
the fighting is at fever-heat and every-
body is busy.

Take, for instance, one chap belonging
to a chummy crush who was a machine-

He and his crowd were holding
a trench which was raided by the Germans,
and these latter soon cleared all the lads
_out of it. All, that is, except the machine-
gunner. Perched up ina corner, with
drums full of cartridges handy, he main-

tained his fire against the enemy in the
trench for six hours, and as the Huns
advanced he gave them something for
their trouble, I can tell you.
Then there was a corporal of my own

regiment, who one day was badly wounded
by shell splinters at a moment when the
cnemy were pressing us hard. He man-
aged, however, to tie himself up, and he
took his platoon of bombers into the cover
of a-shell-crater, where he remained all
‘that day and part of the next without
food or water, or a relief, and harassed

the enemy to good effect, keeping them
from pressing on a weak point in the line.

Machine-Gun Hero
Then another sergeant—a big burly

Irishman—took command of my company
in one spasm. when all our officers were
cither killed or temporarily out of action,
just after we had taken a Germanposition.
The Huns were shelling that position as
hard as they could, because they wanted
{o take it back again later on, but this
‘sergeant made us all work like slaves
throughout the night, - filling sandbags
and generally consolidating the place; so
that we. could defend it. against attack
the next day.
And whenthe attack came we wereall

ready, and, thoughtired, beat it off quite
easily, whereas if we had simply lain down
and let the German gums work their
sweet will upon it the enemy would have
been all over us. The German attack
came on like the waves of the sea, and in

Boaatsn: the date of the ‘initial
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ceived the Military tacked ten
Cross for daring recon-

naissance work.

  
Germans

single-handed, killed two

and captured the rest,

spite of all our firing they completely
surrounded us.
Now most of us would have had little

to grumbleat if we had surrendered unde

these conditions, but the sergeant was
made of different stuff.

“ Christmas is coming, lads,” he yelled,
“and you're going to get four clear days’
furlough. Slash the Huns; cut your
way through. Come on!”
And we went, checring like fiends, all

except one Lewis machine-gunner, who

all on his own stayed behind to guard
our rear. We never expected to see him
again, but after we had cut through and
occupied another trench in the rear we
heard a burst of machine-gunfiring behind
us, and saw that the Germans were
apparently fighting among themselves.
Then a single khaki-clad figure, staggering
along with a Lewis gun, came into sight,
and we cheered andfired like mad when
we Sawit was our machine-gunner.

 

 Strafing’’ the Germans

I asked him later on’ what had hap-
pened. “Well,” he said, “ there were

about thirty of them came along with an
officer. ‘Surrender,’ says the officer.

“No fear,’ said J. ‘If you want me,
come and take me.” And as he was
coming | turned the “ old girl’ on him and
his crowd, dropped him with the ~first
round, and scattered the others with a
burst of rapid. Then I swept a road, and
before they had time to close up again I
scooted as if the devil was. after me.- But
I thought I was a Blighty one, proper.”
He was, at Christmas, but only for four

days’ leave.
Twoof our Jocks got a bit restless one

night with standing im the rain. Their
tempers were ragged, and they wanted to
strafe somebody. “‘Oh! Go-to blazes!”
said somebody; ‘and strafe the Germans
if you must have a fight.” They acted
on this advice, and after dark suddenly
disappeared. From what I heard after-
wards they wandered, mostly on_ their

bellies, across No Man’s Land, falling
into ditches, old disused trenches, and
shell-holes—all full of rainwater and
foul-smelling mud—about forty times on
their way. And this didn’t improve
their tempers. Finally, they managed
to arrive within a hundred yards of the
German position, where they lay down
and waited for something to turn up.
Presently there appeared three Germans
and anofficer, and our two, taking a couple
each, shot them as they stood. Of

the shooting drew quite a lot ofcourse,
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firing from the German trenches, and,
we hadn’t missed these two, we thought
it’ was an attack. So we

and’ fired into the darkness, tal
flashes of theirrifles as our targets.
The two Jocks, hugged the

than they liked till all was
then they got back, satisfied
night’s outing.

“You're a
idiots,”

  

 

  
   

   

 

of crack-b
“shooting at your

crowd
they told us,

   

own chaps when they’re doing a bit of
work for you.” ‘“‘ I'll trouble oneof you,”
added one, ‘‘ for a new bonn 1 t

 

mine closer to the German trenc}
I ike, through one of you chaps taki
away with a bullet.”
They looked onit as a huge joke, and

never thought once of the risk they had
run fromfriend and foe alike.

News for the Enemy

When weheard out in the trenches that
Lloyd George had taken on the job of
Prime Minister we had quite a dicky
little celebration. Somebody suggested
that we should lect the enemy opposite us
know about it, for they all knew it was
Lloyd George who got the munitions which
had driven them back on the Somme.
We got hold of a big piece of board

and chalked onit, in big letters:

LLOYD GEORGE IS RUNNING THIS
WAR NOW... YOULL BE. SORRY

YOU STARTED IT SOON.

Then, in the darkness, another chap
and I crawled out of the trench and half-

way across No Man’s Land, and fixed
this board with the inscription facing the
German trenches.

“They'll come and take it down
mortow night,” said my pal; “ you. se
if they don’t.”

it was five days before that beard was
shifted, and then it was a pa

which carried it away.
Then there were two of our

vates both, who were wounded shghtly
and couldn’t. use their rifles. One day
we had been’ forced back and lots of
wounded lay between us and the Germans.
Two regular stretcher-bearers had been
killed byrifle fire, and these lads decided
that, as they couldn’t fight, they'd fetc!
the wounded in. And these two
youngsters came and went. all throngh
that bitter day, in the open, without any
cover at all, and with the Germans firing

all the time at them, carrying comrades
who were unable to help themselves.
And—don’t think Pm grumbling—but

none of the people I have mentioned got

even so much as a recommendation for a
cross or a medal. And they didn’t wa
one, either; they were simply doing their
bits, as they signed on for, and if you had
asked them they would have teld you
that they enjoyed the spasm, and thatit
was ‘‘ worth it, anyway.”
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© TOLD BY THE RANK AND FILE

- THE SCOTTISH BORDERERS ON THE SOMME
 

By Private T. Thomas, King’s Own Scottish Borderers

British advance on the Ancre and
the capture of Bapaume and

Peronne the “scraps” -were for the
most part minor operations of a purely
local nature... Still, one gets a lot of

sport and a few occasional thrills from
fighting of this kind, although it isn’t
spectacular, and demands no great head-
lines in the papers at home.

It may be interesting to note, however,
that the majority of decorations for
bravery have been earned during this
war in local operations, so that, as might
be expected, individual cases of bravery
seem to get more recognition than when
the fighting is at fever-heat and every-
body is busy.

Take, for instance, one chap belonging
to a chummy crush who was a machine-

He and his crowd were holding
a trench which was raided by the Germans,
and these latter soon cleared all the lads
_out of it. All, that is, except the machine-
gunner. Perched up ina corner, with
drums full of cartridges handy, he main-

tained his fire against the enemy in the
trench for six hours, and as the Huns
advanced he gave them something for
their trouble, I can tell you.
Then there was a corporal of my own

regiment, who one day was badly wounded
by shell splinters at a moment when the
cnemy were pressing us hard. He man-
aged, however, to tie himself up, and he
took his platoon of bombers into the cover
of a-shell-crater, where he remained all
‘that day and part of the next without
food or water, or a relief, and harassed

the enemy to good effect, keeping them
from pressing on a weak point in the line.

Machine-Gun Hero
Then another sergeant—a big burly

Irishman—took command of my company
in one spasm. when all our officers were
cither killed or temporarily out of action,
just after we had taken a Germanposition.
The Huns were shelling that position as
hard as they could, because they wanted
{o take it back again later on, but this
‘sergeant made us all work like slaves
throughout the night, - filling sandbags
and generally consolidating the place; so
that we. could defend it. against attack
the next day.
And whenthe attack came we wereall

ready, and, thoughtired, beat it off quite
easily, whereas if we had simply lain down
and let the German gums work their
sweet will upon it the enemy would have
been all over us. The German attack
came on like the waves of the sea, and in

Boaatsn: the date of the ‘initial
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Germans

single-handed, killed two

and captured the rest,

spite of all our firing they completely
surrounded us.
Now most of us would have had little

to grumbleat if we had surrendered unde

these conditions, but the sergeant was
made of different stuff.

“ Christmas is coming, lads,” he yelled,
“and you're going to get four clear days’
furlough. Slash the Huns; cut your
way through. Come on!”
And we went, checring like fiends, all

except one Lewis machine-gunner, who

all on his own stayed behind to guard
our rear. We never expected to see him
again, but after we had cut through and
occupied another trench in the rear we
heard a burst of machine-gunfiring behind
us, and saw that the Germans were
apparently fighting among themselves.
Then a single khaki-clad figure, staggering
along with a Lewis gun, came into sight,
and we cheered andfired like mad when
we Sawit was our machine-gunner.

 

 Strafing’’ the Germans

I asked him later on’ what had hap-
pened. “Well,” he said, “ there were

about thirty of them came along with an
officer. ‘Surrender,’ says the officer.

“No fear,’ said J. ‘If you want me,
come and take me.” And as he was
coming | turned the “ old girl’ on him and
his crowd, dropped him with the ~first
round, and scattered the others with a
burst of rapid. Then I swept a road, and
before they had time to close up again I
scooted as if the devil was. after me.- But
I thought I was a Blighty one, proper.”
He was, at Christmas, but only for four

days’ leave.
Twoof our Jocks got a bit restless one

night with standing im the rain. Their
tempers were ragged, and they wanted to
strafe somebody. “‘Oh! Go-to blazes!”
said somebody; ‘and strafe the Germans
if you must have a fight.” They acted
on this advice, and after dark suddenly
disappeared. From what I heard after-
wards they wandered, mostly on_ their

bellies, across No Man’s Land, falling
into ditches, old disused trenches, and
shell-holes—all full of rainwater and
foul-smelling mud—about forty times on
their way. And this didn’t improve
their tempers. Finally, they managed
to arrive within a hundred yards of the
German position, where they lay down
and waited for something to turn up.
Presently there appeared three Germans
and anofficer, and our two, taking a couple
each, shot them as they stood. Of

the shooting drew quite a lot ofcourse,
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firing from the German trenches, and,
we hadn’t missed these two, we thought
it’ was an attack. So we

and’ fired into the darkness, tal
flashes of theirrifles as our targets.
The two Jocks, hugged the

than they liked till all was
then they got back, satisfied
night’s outing.

“You're a
idiots,”

  

 

  
   

   

 

of crack-b
“shooting at your

crowd
they told us,

   

own chaps when they’re doing a bit of
work for you.” ‘“‘ I'll trouble oneof you,”
added one, ‘‘ for a new bonn 1 t

 

mine closer to the German trenc}
I ike, through one of you chaps taki
away with a bullet.”
They looked onit as a huge joke, and

never thought once of the risk they had
run fromfriend and foe alike.

News for the Enemy

When weheard out in the trenches that
Lloyd George had taken on the job of
Prime Minister we had quite a dicky
little celebration. Somebody suggested
that we should lect the enemy opposite us
know about it, for they all knew it was
Lloyd George who got the munitions which
had driven them back on the Somme.
We got hold of a big piece of board

and chalked onit, in big letters:

LLOYD GEORGE IS RUNNING THIS
WAR NOW... YOULL BE. SORRY

YOU STARTED IT SOON.

Then, in the darkness, another chap
and I crawled out of the trench and half-

way across No Man’s Land, and fixed
this board with the inscription facing the
German trenches.

“They'll come and take it down
mortow night,” said my pal; “ you. se
if they don’t.”

it was five days before that beard was
shifted, and then it was a pa

which carried it away.
Then there were two of our

vates both, who were wounded shghtly
and couldn’t. use their rifles. One day
we had been’ forced back and lots of
wounded lay between us and the Germans.
Two regular stretcher-bearers had been
killed byrifle fire, and these lads decided
that, as they couldn’t fight, they'd fetc!
the wounded in. And these two
youngsters came and went. all throngh
that bitter day, in the open, without any
cover at all, and with the Germans firing

all the time at them, carrying comrades
who were unable to help themselves.
And—don’t think Pm grumbling—but

none of the people I have mentioned got

even so much as a recommendation for a
cross or a medal. And they didn’t wa
one, either; they were simply doing their
bits, as they signed on for, and if you had
asked them they would have teld you
that they enjoyed the spasm, and thatit
was ‘‘ worth it, anyway.”
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Twenty German prisoners, working under a military guard, are employed by one Middlesex farmer, and are proving willing and

competent-hands. They do all the ordinary tasks of the farm, stacking wood and (e:9%!) carrying sacks of fertilisers for the land.   h officers play curling on the western front, using blocks Merr i i ; iA E y trio of Swedish Red Cross nurses, attached to hospital
of ice in place of the ‘‘ curling stones *’ of the Scottish sport. ship. They are wearing their picturesque winter aTaeorEs

22

 ; ps a recent speech in the Reichstag, General

: : : : von Stcin, the. Prussian Minister of War, |

: 7 announcedthe intention of the German military {
authorities to employ. French. and British
prisoners of war in the firing-line by way of
reprisal for our and ourallies’ ill-treatment of i s
German prisoners. In making the charge
Von Stcin lied, and knew that he hed. He j

made it in accordance with the known German
method of trying to justify a crime by repre-
senting it to be retaliation for a crime which in
fact had not been committed. It was so that
the Germans preludedtheir first use of poison
gas at. Ypres. ~Here, however, is camera
evidence of how German captives fare at :
English hands. -These well-fed, well-clothed
men employed on a quiet English farm
smoking cigarettes as they work in the green-
houses, playing cards. contentedly in their
dinner hour, living a healthy open-air Jife—are
‘England’s answer to Wittenberg and Ruhleben.
Though conditions have improved at Ruhleben, q
overcrowding, poorlighting, and lack of proper ’
food are still resulting in an increase of insanity,
and elsewhere in Germany 40,000 English pri-
soners are: starving. Let the world judge

. Seventeen of the twenty were found by the photographer engaged in hoeing—a _ betweem us. 3

by no meansdisagreeable occupation if the handles of the hoes are long enough. i **Somme Gun” that is “‘some’’ gun, British and French soldiers enjoying the
joke. Right: French Territorial bidding farewell to smiling wife and serious child,
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Mule secured in cage-like stocks to prevent its attacking the Ha y i i€ 1 é a ¢ J ppy group in a Black Labour Campin France. The warmly-
farrier who shoes it. Notice the bellows of the open-air smithy. clad darkies are evidently enjoying a jest of one of their Teicher’

  
 

      
 

 
Greenhouses provide work of the most pleasant kind, and these prisoners, well fed and clothed, with cigarettes to smoke, and

enjoying a gameof cardsin their rest hour. are convincing refutation of Germanlias about British ill-treatment of prisoners of war.
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General BEYERS,Lieut,-Gen, BETHUNE,

Boer Rebel.Dir.-Gen. Territ. Force.

Bethune, Lt.-Gen. Sir E. C., K.C.B., c.V.0,

—Director-General of Territorial Force sinec

1912. Born 1855 ; entered g2nd Highlanders

1875, exchanged to 6th Dragoon Guards 1836.

served South Africa, raising ‘‘ Bethune’s

Horse.”
Beves, Brig.-Gen. P. $.—Distinguished in

Fast African campaign, His thrust downto

the Rufiji on January 3rd, 1917, was a
brilliant feat, and altered the whole situation.

General Smuts, in despatcly dated October

27th, 1916, said -he had “‘ sustained his high

soldierly record, and the 2nd South African

Infantry under him has borne more than its

due share of labours and hardships.”

Beyens, Baron.—Appointed Belgian Foreign
Minister, July, 1915. Attended Allied War
Conference, Paris, March, 1916; author gt
“Germany Before the War.” 3

Beyers, General.—Rcbel leader in South
Africa; defeated by Colonel Alberts at
Lichtenburg, November, 19143 drowned,
December, 1914. Came into prominence inthe
Boer War (1899-1902) as a daring guerilla

   

 

         i
Sa.-Com: BIGSWORTH, MAHARAJAofBIKANIR

Famous Airman. Imperial War Conference.

     

 

-ader. Later took a prominent part in South
African politics. Resigned post of _Com-

mandant-General of Union Defence Forces,
October, 1914.

Bieliaeff, General—Appointed War Minister
in Russia, January, 1917, but succeeded by M.
Gutchkoff when NewMinistry formed, March,
1917. reached rank of full general r914, when
fifty. -A brilliant pupil of Dragonicroft when
that soldier was Director of Staff College.
Played conspicuous part in reorganisation of
Russian Army by General~ Sukhomlinoff,
becoming Assistant Minister of War. Became
titular Chief of the General Staff, April, 1916,
a post he had temporarilyheld since beginning
of war. Became a member. of the Army
Council, and im this capacity visited England
and France 1916, and Rumanian front. :

Bigsworth, .Squadron-Commander A. W..,
D.S.0., R.N.—Born 1885; educated H.M:S.
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Com, BINGHAM,V.C..
Hero of Jutland.

  

 

  
Maj.-Gen. BINGHAM,

Ceralry Leader.

Continued from page 142)

 

Worcester Served mercantile marine as
officer, entered Roval: Naval Reserve, and
later. joined Royal Navy as lieutenant.
Joined R.V.C. Naval Wing as lieutenant 1913 ;
V.N.A.S, 1914. Served with No. xr Nayal

aplane Wing at Siege of Antwerp; Lille, ete.
First officer to Succeed in dropping bonibs on
Zeppelin, May, 1915; also first officer to
destroy a submarine with bombs, August,
1915, which feat won for him.the D-S.O.

Bikanir, The Maharaja of (Colonel H. H.
Sir Ganga Singh Bahadur). — Representa-
tive of India at Imperial War Conference,
1917. Long Known in India for splendid
public and military services. Commanded
Camel Corps from- own State in British
Expedition te China, 1900. Inaugurated
representative assembly for his State, and
when war broke out placed himself and entire
resources at services of Crown. Offered his
Camel Corps and the Sadul Light Infantry.
Former proved of great service in Egypt.

Bingham, Maj.-Gen. Hon. ©. E., C.V.0.,
C€.B.—Formerly in command of 1st- Cavalry
Division; appointed commander at reserve
centre, April, 1916. Born 1861; ~~joined
3rd Hussars 1882.- Served South Africa as
A.D.C.-to French, afterwards A.A (men-
tioned in despatches, brevet lieutenant-colonel,
medal with six clasps). Twice mentioned in
despatches, European War. Legion of Honour,
Croix de Commandeur, November, 1916.

Bingham, Commander the Hon. E. B. S.,
V.6.— Brilliant and gallant naval officer of
H.M.S. Nestor; taken prisoner at Battle of
Jutland. Awarded V.C. for heroic conduct
in this engagement. Gallantly led his destroyer

 

    
   

    

 

  

  

 
flotilla in attack, first on enemy des

  

and ‘then on battle-cruisers. Finallysigt
enemy battle (fleet, and, followed by one
remaining destroyer of his division (Nicator),  

 

 
closed to within 3,000- yards of enemy in
order to attain favourable position for firing
torpedoes.- Nestor subsequently sunk.

Birdwood, Lt.-Gen. Sir William R., K.C.S.1.,
K.C.M.G., €.B—Commanded Australian and

    

Zealand Army --Corps attached. to
Mediterranean Expeditionary Force. Born
1865 ; entered Army 1883 as lieutenant, 4th

r
oBattalion Royal ‘Scots Fusiliers. Exechanged,

188s, into rath Lancers ; transferred. 1886,to
rith Bengal Lancers. Had wide experiencein
India and in Seuth Africa, and was Military
Secretary to Lord Kitchenerin both countrics.
His services in Dardanelles repeatedly men-
tioned in despatches ; promoted licutenant-
reneral, awarded K.C.S.1., K.C.M.G., and won
enthusiastic admiration of Anzacs. Wounded
in the campaign. Sir lan Hamilton described
him as “the soul of Anzac.”

Bissing, General von.—Appointed Governor-
General of Belgiumin succession to Von de
Goltz, November, 1914. Notorious, for his
harsh and, repressive measures. Imprisoned
Cardinal Mercier, suppressed Belgian Red
Cross- Society, and responsible for Nurse
Cavell’s death.

Bissolati, Signor.—lItaliar Socialist leader
and Minister without portfolio. ‘Fought as
sergeant in 4th Alpine Reginfent, and was
wounded. Though appointed Minister, fought
again with great gallantry. Awarded Croix de
Guerre, February, 1917, in France. Conducted
wonderful propaganda in. the ‘“ Secolo,”
hich influenced Italy’s entry into the war.

-d British aud Frenchfronts, and London;
February, 1917.’

Blaikie, Captain James.—Masterof the s.s.
Caledonia, taken prisoner after his ship sunk
by German submarine in the. Mediterranean,
December qth, 1ror6. ~The gallant skipper
attempted to ram the submarine. For some
time anxiety felt lest he should share the fate
of Captain Fryatt; but his life-was saved by
action of British Goyernment.

Bloomfield, Captain William Anderson, V.C.
—Mernberof the Scouts Corps, South African
Mounted Brigade.- His’ V.C. announced De-
cember 30th, 1916. _Finding that, after being
heavily attacked in advanced position, enemy
were working round his flanks, evacuated his
wounded, and withdrew to newposition, he
himself being amongst the Iast to retire.

    

  

 

  

  

Portraits by Vandyk, Bassano, Swaine, Lafayette.
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General BIRDWOOD,
“The Soul of Anzae.’’

      
General VON BISSING,
Governor of Belgium.

Returned and brought in Corporal Bowker
under very heavyfire.

Boehm-Ermolli, General. von,—Prominent
Austrian commander of Arab origin. _Com-
manded Second Austro-Hungarian Army. De-
feated by Dimitrieff, December, ror4, in
offensive directed towards relief of Przemysl.
Tool-leading part in campaign in Galicia 1915,
and in Volhynia 1916. :

Boelcke, Captain.—l'amous German airman,
whose name was linked with that of Immel-
mannin German imagination as mest intrepid
heroes of air service, After latter’s death,
Boelcke occupied supreme place. It was in his
handling of the. Fokker that he attained
“greatest fame. By October, ror6, had shot
downhis fortieth aeroplane. Described British
airmen as ‘ brave and tenacious sportsmen.”
Killed during fight against British squadron.

Bon, Vice-Admiral de.—Appointed Chief of
Staff, French Admiralty, ‘favch, 1916. Present
Allied Naval Conference, London, Jan., 1917:

Bone, Lt. Muirhead.—-Etcher and painter.
Born, Glasgow, 1876. Appointed to be

 

 

         
Captain BLAIKIE, Captain BOBLCKE,

Hero of the Caledonia. iGerman Airman,

temporary honorary second-lieutenant while
specially employed as arfist at the front.
Made ~drawings of architectural ruins in
British battle areas, and other subjects.

Bone, Flight-Com. Reginald John, D.S.0.—
Brought down one of four German seaplanes
which raided Ramsgate and Margate (March
goth, 1916), after pursuing it thirty miles out

to sea, in an action lasting a quarter of an
hour. Took his flying certificates, 1913, at
Eastbourne. Saw much active service at
Dunkirk. D.S.0O., April, 1916.

Borden, Rt. Hon. Sir Robert L., G.C.M.G.,
K.C., M.P.—Premier of Canada since torr.
Has. had distinguished legal career, Visited

_ England to consult as. to defence and other

questions,. 1912.. Created’: G.C.M.G June
Ior4. Made many important speeches, and
did splendid workin connection with Canada’s
share in war.

 

 

 

Fl.-Com, BONE, D.S.0., Sir ROBERT BORDEN,
Famous Airman, Canadian Premier.
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In their withdrawal north of the Ancre the Germansused all
the tricks of war to check and kill our patrols who werefeeling
the way for our advancing troops. Trip-wires attached ta
explosives, bombs concealed in German helmets, and other
ingenious devices were found on every hand, but they were of

small moment compared with the snipers and machine-gunners
who were concealed in every cunning corner. There were a lot
of these in the ruins of Puisieu::, and sharp fighting and a very
grim man-hunt went on amic the broken brickwork of that
village before our men finally cleared and carried the place.
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General BEYERS,Lieut,-Gen, BETHUNE,

Boer Rebel.Dir.-Gen. Territ. Force.

Bethune, Lt.-Gen. Sir E. C., K.C.B., c.V.0,

—Director-General of Territorial Force sinec

1912. Born 1855 ; entered g2nd Highlanders

1875, exchanged to 6th Dragoon Guards 1836.

served South Africa, raising ‘‘ Bethune’s

Horse.”
Beves, Brig.-Gen. P. $.—Distinguished in

Fast African campaign, His thrust downto

the Rufiji on January 3rd, 1917, was a
brilliant feat, and altered the whole situation.

General Smuts, in despatcly dated October

27th, 1916, said -he had “‘ sustained his high

soldierly record, and the 2nd South African

Infantry under him has borne more than its

due share of labours and hardships.”

Beyens, Baron.—Appointed Belgian Foreign
Minister, July, 1915. Attended Allied War
Conference, Paris, March, 1916; author gt
“Germany Before the War.” 3

Beyers, General.—Rcbel leader in South
Africa; defeated by Colonel Alberts at
Lichtenburg, November, 19143 drowned,
December, 1914. Came into prominence inthe
Boer War (1899-1902) as a daring guerilla
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Sa.-Com: BIGSWORTH, MAHARAJAofBIKANIR

Famous Airman. Imperial War Conference.

     

 

-ader. Later took a prominent part in South
African politics. Resigned post of _Com-

mandant-General of Union Defence Forces,
October, 1914.

Bieliaeff, General—Appointed War Minister
in Russia, January, 1917, but succeeded by M.
Gutchkoff when NewMinistry formed, March,
1917. reached rank of full general r914, when
fifty. -A brilliant pupil of Dragonicroft when
that soldier was Director of Staff College.
Played conspicuous part in reorganisation of
Russian Army by General~ Sukhomlinoff,
becoming Assistant Minister of War. Became
titular Chief of the General Staff, April, 1916,
a post he had temporarilyheld since beginning
of war. Became a member. of the Army
Council, and im this capacity visited England
and France 1916, and Rumanian front. :

Bigsworth, .Squadron-Commander A. W..,
D.S.0., R.N.—Born 1885; educated H.M:S.
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Com, BINGHAM,V.C..
Hero of Jutland.

  

 

  
Maj.-Gen. BINGHAM,

Ceralry Leader.

Continued from page 142)

 

Worcester Served mercantile marine as
officer, entered Roval: Naval Reserve, and
later. joined Royal Navy as lieutenant.
Joined R.V.C. Naval Wing as lieutenant 1913 ;
V.N.A.S, 1914. Served with No. xr Nayal

aplane Wing at Siege of Antwerp; Lille, ete.
First officer to Succeed in dropping bonibs on
Zeppelin, May, 1915; also first officer to
destroy a submarine with bombs, August,
1915, which feat won for him.the D-S.O.

Bikanir, The Maharaja of (Colonel H. H.
Sir Ganga Singh Bahadur). — Representa-
tive of India at Imperial War Conference,
1917. Long Known in India for splendid
public and military services. Commanded
Camel Corps from- own State in British
Expedition te China, 1900. Inaugurated
representative assembly for his State, and
when war broke out placed himself and entire
resources at services of Crown. Offered his
Camel Corps and the Sadul Light Infantry.
Former proved of great service in Egypt.

Bingham, Maj.-Gen. Hon. ©. E., C.V.0.,
C€.B.—Formerly in command of 1st- Cavalry
Division; appointed commander at reserve
centre, April, 1916. Born 1861; ~~joined
3rd Hussars 1882.- Served South Africa as
A.D.C.-to French, afterwards A.A (men-
tioned in despatches, brevet lieutenant-colonel,
medal with six clasps). Twice mentioned in
despatches, European War. Legion of Honour,
Croix de Commandeur, November, 1916.

Bingham, Commander the Hon. E. B. S.,
V.6.— Brilliant and gallant naval officer of
H.M.S. Nestor; taken prisoner at Battle of
Jutland. Awarded V.C. for heroic conduct
in this engagement. Gallantly led his destroyer

 

    
   

    

 

  

  

 
flotilla in attack, first on enemy des

  

and ‘then on battle-cruisers. Finallysigt
enemy battle (fleet, and, followed by one
remaining destroyer of his division (Nicator),  

 

 
closed to within 3,000- yards of enemy in
order to attain favourable position for firing
torpedoes.- Nestor subsequently sunk.

Birdwood, Lt.-Gen. Sir William R., K.C.S.1.,
K.C.M.G., €.B—Commanded Australian and

    

Zealand Army --Corps attached. to
Mediterranean Expeditionary Force. Born
1865 ; entered Army 1883 as lieutenant, 4th

r
oBattalion Royal ‘Scots Fusiliers. Exechanged,

188s, into rath Lancers ; transferred. 1886,to
rith Bengal Lancers. Had wide experiencein
India and in Seuth Africa, and was Military
Secretary to Lord Kitchenerin both countrics.
His services in Dardanelles repeatedly men-
tioned in despatches ; promoted licutenant-
reneral, awarded K.C.S.1., K.C.M.G., and won
enthusiastic admiration of Anzacs. Wounded
in the campaign. Sir lan Hamilton described
him as “the soul of Anzac.”

Bissing, General von.—Appointed Governor-
General of Belgiumin succession to Von de
Goltz, November, 1914. Notorious, for his
harsh and, repressive measures. Imprisoned
Cardinal Mercier, suppressed Belgian Red
Cross- Society, and responsible for Nurse
Cavell’s death.

Bissolati, Signor.—lItaliar Socialist leader
and Minister without portfolio. ‘Fought as
sergeant in 4th Alpine Reginfent, and was
wounded. Though appointed Minister, fought
again with great gallantry. Awarded Croix de
Guerre, February, 1917, in France. Conducted
wonderful propaganda in. the ‘“ Secolo,”
hich influenced Italy’s entry into the war.

-d British aud Frenchfronts, and London;
February, 1917.’

Blaikie, Captain James.—Masterof the s.s.
Caledonia, taken prisoner after his ship sunk
by German submarine in the. Mediterranean,
December qth, 1ror6. ~The gallant skipper
attempted to ram the submarine. For some
time anxiety felt lest he should share the fate
of Captain Fryatt; but his life-was saved by
action of British Goyernment.

Bloomfield, Captain William Anderson, V.C.
—Mernberof the Scouts Corps, South African
Mounted Brigade.- His’ V.C. announced De-
cember 30th, 1916. _Finding that, after being
heavily attacked in advanced position, enemy
were working round his flanks, evacuated his
wounded, and withdrew to newposition, he
himself being amongst the Iast to retire.

    

  

 

  

  

Portraits by Vandyk, Bassano, Swaine, Lafayette.
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General BIRDWOOD,
“The Soul of Anzae.’’

      
General VON BISSING,
Governor of Belgium.

Returned and brought in Corporal Bowker
under very heavyfire.

Boehm-Ermolli, General. von,—Prominent
Austrian commander of Arab origin. _Com-
manded Second Austro-Hungarian Army. De-
feated by Dimitrieff, December, ror4, in
offensive directed towards relief of Przemysl.
Tool-leading part in campaign in Galicia 1915,
and in Volhynia 1916. :
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In their withdrawal north of the Ancre the Germansused all
the tricks of war to check and kill our patrols who werefeeling
the way for our advancing troops. Trip-wires attached ta
explosives, bombs concealed in German helmets, and other
ingenious devices were found on every hand, but they were of

small moment compared with the snipers and machine-gunners
who were concealed in every cunning corner. There were a lot
of these in the ruins of Puisieu::, and sharp fighting and a very
grim man-hunt went on amic the broken brickwork of that
village before our men finally cleared and carried the place.
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THE EMPIRE’S ROLL OF HONOUR
jeut.-Colonel William McCallum MacFarlane, D.S.0., of Invergare, Row,

Dumbartonshire, was the second son of the, late John Maclarlane,
M.Y.O., D.L. Colonel MacFarlane gained his majority in the Highland Light
Infantry in September, 1914. Later attached to the Seaforth Highlanders ;
in September, 1916,-awarded the D.S.0. for conspicuous gallantry during
operations. Colonel MacYarlane fell in action. carly in the present
year.

: i

Major Thomas Smith, D.C.M., Royal Scots Fiisiliers, was the youngest son
of the late Alexander Smith and of Mrs. Smith, of Stonehouse, near Hamilton,
Zanarkshire. He enlisted in the Gordon Highlanders in 1884, and had become
companysergeant by1892 ; served with the Gordons inIndia, 1895-98, and took
part in several actions, notably when the Gordons made their famous
charge at Dargai, and received the India Medal with three clasps. When the
South African War broke ont he voluntecred for active servi was appointed

geant-major of the C.1.V.s. ‘Ewice mentioned in despatches, he was
arded the D.C.M. for conspicuous and gallant conduct in the field. When

the present war broke out he volunteered for active service and was appointed
quartermaster and hon. Heutenant of the Gordon Highlanders (Pioneers):

oted captain and adjatant and proceeded to France in the summer of

: took part in the Battle of Loos, mentioned in despatches, and in

gust last, having keen appointed second in command of the Royal Scots
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Fusiliers with the rank of major, he went through much of -the fighting on
the Sonne.
“Captain G. R. Treadwell, of the Hast Lancashire Regiment, the son of Mr.

and Mrs. Treadwell, of Arygle Street, Tynemouth, was gazetted in. September,
1914, {avalided home from the Dardanelles a year later, and diad rejoined his
regiment in Julylast.

Licutenant Arthur McWilliam Tawson-Johnston, M.C., of the Grenadier
, 22nd, 1917, was theson of the late

 
Gaards, who died of wounds on february
John Lawson-Johnston and Mrs. Lawson-Johnston, of. 11, Upper Grosvenor
Street, London. Born in 1885, he wis educated at Eton and Cambridge
where he graduated in 1907. After joining the Royal Bucks Hussars Le
transferred to the Grenadiers and was awarded the M.C, in October last.

Sec.-Lieutenant John Cecil ¥rankland,- of the Loyal North * Lancashire
Regiment, who was killed in action on January 10th, 1017, at the age of
nineteen, was the son of Mrs, Hrankland, of Chorley, Lanes.

Sec.-Lieutenant L. S. C. Read, of the Hssex Regiment, was a memberof the
advertising staff of the THE WAR ILLUSTRATEL
joined the Artists Rifles, from which he
Essex Regiment. On the night of December 17th, 1916, he went out with a
patrol into No Man’s Land and failed to retur
news came through that he had cied ot wounds

  

  

   

 

a prisoner of war.

 

 
 

   

  

   
 
 

Lt.-Col.W. M. MACFARLANE, Major T. SMITH, D.C.M., Capt. G. R. TREADWELL. Lieut. S. G. BURCH, Lieut. D. W. 0. PALME
D.S.0., H.L.L, att. Seaforth H. Royal Scots Fusiliers. East Lancashire Regt. é Yeomanry. East Yorkshire Regt. Be
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. At the age of eighteen he
passed with a commission to the

About two months later
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Lient. H. C. MAYNARD, Lieut. H. GALLEN, Lieut. J. F. C. HACK, Lieut. R. D. PATERSON, Lieut. A. M. LAWSON--

Coldstream Guards. - Canadian Infantry. Royal Garrison Artillery. King’s (Liyerpool) Regt. JOHNSTON, Grenadier Gdc.
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“3 Lieut. A. N, COLES, Lieut. J. DINGLE, Lieut. O. W. GRANT, Lieut. W. A. DUTHIE, Lieut. J, H. HOPEWELL,

i Rifle Brigade. Northumberland Fusiliers. Canalian Infantry. Canadian Machine Gun Co. Leicestershire Regt.
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Sec.-Lt. J. C. FRANKLAND, Sec.-Lt. A. M. W. PATCH, Sec.-Lt. L. 8. €. READ, Sub-Lt. H. KILNER, Sec,-Li. L. D.TRIMBLE
Loyal North Lanes Regt. K.O. (R. Lancaster) Regt. ’ Essex Regt. R.N. Volunteer Reserve. Royal Inniskilling Fusiliers,

Portraits byEliott & Fry, Lafayette,Swaine, and Bassaro,

LONG STAGES IN T
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The Wactlustrated

HE LIBERATION OF FRANCE.—TheAllies’ line on July 1st, 1916, ran from Albert to Ribeco
hilly to Hannescamps via Bapaume marksthe Allies’ advance up to March ist,1917. The ebeaienpaves

shows the area vacated by the retreating Germans up to March 18th, 1917.
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Nexperience which T had the other day in asking
at a newsagent’s fora copy of a certain weekly

periodical, price twopence, suggests to methe necessity
of warning my readers; even more emphatically than
i have yet done, about the strange new conditions
created in the. publishing world by “the paper famine.
The periodical for which I asked, and which I have
often bought at the same shop in the City, was sold
out, and the newsagent, while not refusing to take my
order for a copy of that issue, would not promise that
he, could get me one unless I gave a permanent order
to reserve it for me. It so happens that for my own
convenience I have occasionally bought this publica-
tion-variously at my suburban railway bookstall, at
my City-terminus, or at the shop where, for the first
timein years, I was informedlast week they had none.
Of course, I was doing exactly what I have‘So often
urged upon my own readers they should not do if they
wished to help my publishers to meet the difficultics
of the paper situation and effect economies in the use
of existing supplies. I was buyiing casually from three
newsagents, whereas had I given a regular order to
one of them [ would never “have been. disappointed,
and, in all likelihood, I would have saved the waste
of two copies per week!

4
Lest We Forget! _

T has long-been the custom of the newsagent to
order up his supplies on the basis of his previous

week’s sale, and tho irregularities of buyers result in
either sending up’ the newsagent’s order or sending it
down. This floating: margin of uncertain sales repre-
sents waste—pure and simple waste, which can only

Needless. to
say, as I do. wishto peruse every week the periodical
above mentioned, I have had to take myown advice
and order a copy of it to ‘be regularly supplied, that
being the only way to avoid disappointment. There
is_no use in my readers waiting to be disappointed
before they do thé same ‘in respect to Tur. War
ILLustratep, butit is perfectly, clear to my publishers
that the moststringent measures must-be taken in
order:-to’ eliminate “all clement of waste from our
circulation, and here is a way in which readéts can
at once help’ the publishers and prevent. themselves
frombeing disappointed’ in supplies. The paper
famine is presenting problems whichwill only be solved
by the most revolutionaty’ changes in publishing
methods. ~I-shall keep my readers duly informed. of
any important change in our own arrangements; but,
meanwhile, urge every one° of “them to GIVE A
REGULAR, ORDER ‘FO-DAY.

Shakespeareat the Front.

{tswas the serious saying ofan author whose memory
is mostly associated with the. levities of literature,

that ih..his time—’tis ‘sixty years since—the young
men of his period read neither their; Bible nor their
Shakespeare sufficiently. I~ am reminded ‘of ‘that
saying—andwishthatit were notstill largely applicable
—by reading an interview with an actor who, having
seén service in Egypt and at Suvla Bay;‘Where he was

has been discharged from the
Army as unfit for further service.

HIS. actor,.Mr. Russell Thorndyke, described to his
interviewer. the way in which at Suez the mén

used to be heartened, by the repetition offiery passages
from the plays of the great poet; and how on the
Gallipoli Peninsula, again and again, a small party of
soldiers, who had exchanged the theatre for eis theatre

*, their station being this time at Finchley,

prising the volume.

of war, foundstiffening and inspiration for themselves
and. their comrades in the words of Shakespeare. 1t
is good to read of this. Drake’s drumis aSignificant
legend, but Shakespeare’s pen is an imperishable
weapon. Just upon half a century ago a German
professor declared that he-had_ discovered. -that
Shakespeare was really a German, because his soul had
been intended for Germany, but an east wind blowing
at the time carried it to England! To-day they are
finding howfalse. was that “ discovery,” for the spirit
of Shakespeare flames on every front against them.

‘Summer (Time) is Y-comen In’
ITH the anticipated early return to the “ Summer
‘Time’’—itis suggested that the changeof clocks~

be effected in the early hours of the second Sunday
in April—comes the proposal that the system shall be
aeopie? not for a season only, but for all time. Cer-
tainly but-small opposition remained after last year’s |
experiment, and the evidence that 260,000 tons of coal
were saved in gas undertakings, and that about 11,500
tons less of ‘illuminating oil were required, should be
convincing arguments in days of necessary economy.
One cannot help wondering whether the-Home Offtee
Committee decided’ upon” recommending that the
change be effected about the time when the first.cuckoo
airives with vague memories of the ancient song:

Summeris y-comenin;
Loude singcuckoo !

oLeDeaemeas:

‘The Devil’s Own’ <”

N Volume II. of Mr. Percy. Hurd’s interesting book,
“The Fighting Territorials,”’

“Own, which. are
perhaps not very widely known. This Devil’s” Own,
the nickname“given, it 1s said, by the Prince-Regent,
is, of course, to use official language, the Inns of Court
Officers ‘Training Corps.
the year 1584, ‘whenit‘served at Tilbury during the
time of the Spanish Armada, and was ‘doubtless there
when Queen Elizabeth made her historic. visit. to her
troops. Sixty years later the Devil’s Own acted as
guard for the person of Charles I. at Whitehall, and in
1745 they got- ready to defend London against the
Young Pretender, who.was then marching into England,

The Devil’s
Own is, as all know, composed principally _of men
belonging to all branches of the -legal profession ;
originally it consisted only of barristers and their
clerks, and was recruited from the four Inns of Court.

26 Parts make 1 Vol.:

EVERAL correspondents have recently written
asking which parts constituted Volume V.° of

THe War Itrustratep. Perhaps I have not
sufficiently emphasised this in previous issues, and-I
admit that now our numbers run’ well into the second
hundred it is not so easy to remember the first and
last parts of a volumeas it wasin the case of the first
two or three volumes. Let me remind readers that
our system is very simple. Twénty-six weekly parts
make’ one.volume,
War ILLUSTRATED in tthe twelve months constitute
two volumes.
published*™ are as follow:
Volume IT. (parts 27-52), Volume. III. (parts 53-78),
Volume IV. (parts 79-104), Volume V. (parts 105-130).
I think I have gotoverthis little difficulty by indicating
on the front page of wrapper not merely the consecutive
numberof the-part, and the volume to whichit belongs,
but also the numbers of the first and last parts com-

J.A.H.

Volume I. (parts 1-26),

 

in Australia and New Zealand ; by The Central }
, Limitep;-The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, EC. 4.

LLL

TE. traces its origin-back- to.

he gives one or_two_,
- facts about the origin of the Devil's

\
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OUR OBSERVATION POST

NICHOLAS ROMANOFE 3S
“ (DEOPLE who mean well always do badly,” was the

paraphrase made by a well-knownwit of the old
proverb in which good intentions are represented as
paving-stones to the pit. No-better illustration of
its truth could be cited than the man who to-day is
styled the ex-Tsar, no more dramatic object-lesson
be given of the penalty that‘is incurred and may have
to be paid for weakness or ill-doing.

ERY soon many books will be forthcoming, in
which the ex-Tsar will be presented in many

_ different lights and from manydifferent points of view.
But even in his humiliation something of the divinity
that hedged the king will enwrap the man ; something
of the mystery that. was part of the majesty of the
Great White Tsar will veil Nicholas Romanoff from the
prying eyes of the author; and perhaps less than
any other man who was or shall be the subject of
biographies innumerable, even though he were or may
be infinitely more complex, shall the world ever come
really to know and understand the character and the
actuating motives of this dethroned Emperor,

] AT any rate, have no knowledge about him to
9 impart to anyone else. But these great dramatic

events have as irresistible a fascination for my mind as
they can havefor any, and, sitting alone in my room
with the little essay for this week’s number to write,
I have been unable to think of anything else than that
other man, younger than myself,’ sitting somewhere
in the isolation peculiar to fallen greatness and thinking
—what? Surely Nicholas Romanoff, in these first
hours of his deposition, is the mostinteresting figure
in the whole world of living men,

ITTLE things catch my mind. I anticipate the
obvious gibe by adding that they do so because

of their intimate association with the big things, whose
size they emphasise by their contrast.” This, for
example. Only five minutes ago some boy walked
along the street outside shrilly whistling the Russian
national anthem, or what was the Russian: national
anthem until a few days ago. Will Nicholas Romanoff
or any other Russian ever hear that magnificent piece
of music again? There must have been times in the
Tsar’s life when it wearied him, but other~- occasions
when it must have uplifted the purest emotions which
can stir the soul. The ex-Tsar might well grow weary
waiting to hear that symbolical hymnagain.

Ts in to-night’s paper-—a telegram from Reuter’s
Petrograd correspondent : ‘‘ The Government has

ordered that the ex-Tsar and his consort shall be
regarded as deprived of their liberty, and that they
shall-be brought to Tsarskoye Selo. It has ordered that
General Alexeieff, Chief of the General Staff, shall\be
instructed’ to place at the disposal of MM. Buslikoff,
Verschinine, Gribonnine, and~ Kalinine—members of
the Duma who have been sent to Moghileff, where
the ex-Tsar is at present—a detachment to ‘guard
him.” Deprivation of his liberty, I assume, the
ex-Tsar expected ; it integrallybelongs to the deposed
monarch’s -part in a successful Revolution, ora Revolu-
tion while it is successful.

“

He- will “comport himself
in his captivity. with becoming dignity. “Any “man
would. But these

~

gentlemen, MM. Buslikoff and
Verschinine and Gribonnine and Kalinine, what thoughts
will pass through his mind when* he meets

~

these
members of the Duma. at Moghileff in their new
capacity of men who “have come to fetch him”?
Those inscrutable éyes of his will probably tell them
nothing, but the blood will surely flush hot in his
cheeks at theirfirst interview. é

HEN that detachment—his guard. So good a
bookworm cannot fail to know how great a gap

divides the subjective from the objective genitive.
All his life this man has had his guard, but they were
his ; to-day he is theirs, and there’s the rub. He has
realised that already. At the interview. with the
representatives of the new Government who had
come to demandhis abdication he was told that it was

- useless for him to send his bodyguard to Petrograd
with any idea of staying the Revolution, because the
men went over to the otherside directly they arrived
at the station. ‘‘I know,” he said. It must have
been bitter knowledge.

NCE he showed emotion. “I cannot be separated
from my boy,” he said, and abdicated the

Imperial crown of All theWeassias for himself and his
boy. The man does not live who-does not wish to
have a son, but few men have lived who desired a son
so passionately as Nicholas II. did. Why was that,
if not to hand onto his own begotten the great heritage
he himself had received from his father ? Inthis there
is an elemental emotion, wholly right because it is
natural. And, after years of deferred hope, the son
was born. If photography can be trusted, a son to
give his father beautiful happiness as well as great
pride ; for it is a beautiful face that the camera shows
us, radiant inits still unsullied innocence, and suggesting
intellectual quality and sweetness and nobility of
character. The desire of the man’s heart is granted,
and then the reason for the exceptional intensity of the
desire is destroyed ; he begets the son, and is compelled
to abdicate the heritage for him.

HERE, it seems to me, is tragedy. And thinking
* still only of the central figure of it—for I suppose

I need not protest that I am aware that every question
has two sides—I find it in my heart to be very sorry
for this father. Knowledge that one only has oneself
to blame for disaster is not only no consolation in
distress ; it is bitter aggravation of it. Inthis instance
it is not true ; other people are greatly to blamefor it
also, and other things.; the obstinately strong Romanoff

 

-tradition for one,and the obstinate strength of Russian
bureaucracy for another. Only Revolution was strong
enough to break that, and evenso, it remains to be seen,
whether it has killed it or whether it has. only. effected
a change in tyranny, substituting a corporation aggregate
for a corporationsole, but still keeping despotic power
in the Government’s possession. :

MEANWHILE the Imperial heritage is lost to the
son of Nicholas Romanoff, and looking into a

future, not very remote, the father. may be wondering.
already whether the son will curse him when-he comes
to man’s estate and realises. something. of what he has:
lost. This boy had a chance, one fancies, that no
previousTsarevitch had of growing up to be a Sovereign.
enthroned in the heart and love of his subjects.’ Had
his father seen, as Emperor, the victorious end of this
war—in which the son’ had spent weeks and months
among the soldiers—he would have bequeathed to him
an Army that would have idolised and died for him, and
never have dreamed of going over “‘ to the otherside.”
And perhaps with Germanydeféated in the war the evil
influences, that patriots have had to compass a Revolu-
tion to crush, would have been overcome by. other
means, and the necessary reforms effected by voluntary
abdication of the autocracy of the Tsar of All the
Russias, who would have: gained ‘immeasurably by
development of his beneficent “power as the Little
Father. Will the son judge the father harshly for

‘ Oe Maslosing him that heritage ?
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a hi f the mercantile marine with guns fore and aft is now reco : zl

Pieautrdeye een ciancorniak salma The pirates, having more discretion than valour, give a wide berth to vessels

that show proofof their powerto retaliate. knowina thata single hit on their frail craft will suffice to sendit, like this, to the bottom.
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of the mystery that. was part of the majesty of the
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be infinitely more complex, shall the world ever come
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] AT any rate, have no knowledge about him to
9 impart to anyone else. But these great dramatic
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they can havefor any, and, sitting alone in my room
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I have been unable to think of anything else than that
other man, younger than myself,’ sitting somewhere
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hours of his deposition, is the mostinteresting figure
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or any other Russian ever hear that magnificent piece
of music again? There must have been times in the
Tsar’s life when it wearied him, but other~- occasions
when it must have uplifted the purest emotions which
can stir the soul. The ex-Tsar might well grow weary
waiting to hear that symbolical hymnagain.

Ts in to-night’s paper-—a telegram from Reuter’s
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ordered that the ex-Tsar and his consort shall be
regarded as deprived of their liberty, and that they
shall-be brought to Tsarskoye Selo. It has ordered that
General Alexeieff, Chief of the General Staff, shall\be
instructed’ to place at the disposal of MM. Buslikoff,
Verschinine, Gribonnine, and~ Kalinine—members of
the Duma who have been sent to Moghileff, where
the ex-Tsar is at present—a detachment to ‘guard
him.” Deprivation of his liberty, I assume, the
ex-Tsar expected ; it integrallybelongs to the deposed
monarch’s -part in a successful Revolution, ora Revolu-
tion while it is successful.
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in his captivity. with becoming dignity. “Any “man
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gentlemen, MM. Buslikoff and
Verschinine and Gribonnine and Kalinine, what thoughts
will pass through his mind when* he meets
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these
members of the Duma. at Moghileff in their new
capacity of men who “have come to fetch him”?
Those inscrutable éyes of his will probably tell them
nothing, but the blood will surely flush hot in his
cheeks at theirfirst interview. é

HEN that detachment—his guard. So good a
bookworm cannot fail to know how great a gap

divides the subjective from the objective genitive.
All his life this man has had his guard, but they were
his ; to-day he is theirs, and there’s the rub. He has
realised that already. At the interview. with the
representatives of the new Government who had
come to demandhis abdication he was told that it was

- useless for him to send his bodyguard to Petrograd
with any idea of staying the Revolution, because the
men went over to the otherside directly they arrived
at the station. ‘‘I know,” he said. It must have
been bitter knowledge.

NCE he showed emotion. “I cannot be separated
from my boy,” he said, and abdicated the

Imperial crown of All theWeassias for himself and his
boy. The man does not live who-does not wish to
have a son, but few men have lived who desired a son
so passionately as Nicholas II. did. Why was that,
if not to hand onto his own begotten the great heritage
he himself had received from his father ? Inthis there
is an elemental emotion, wholly right because it is
natural. And, after years of deferred hope, the son
was born. If photography can be trusted, a son to
give his father beautiful happiness as well as great
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us, radiant inits still unsullied innocence, and suggesting
intellectual quality and sweetness and nobility of
character. The desire of the man’s heart is granted,
and then the reason for the exceptional intensity of the
desire is destroyed ; he begets the son, and is compelled
to abdicate the heritage for him.

HERE, it seems to me, is tragedy. And thinking
* still only of the central figure of it—for I suppose

I need not protest that I am aware that every question
has two sides—I find it in my heart to be very sorry
for this father. Knowledge that one only has oneself
to blame for disaster is not only no consolation in
distress ; it is bitter aggravation of it. Inthis instance
it is not true ; other people are greatly to blamefor it
also, and other things.; the obstinately strong Romanoff
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bureaucracy for another. Only Revolution was strong
enough to break that, and evenso, it remains to be seen,
whether it has killed it or whether it has. only. effected
a change in tyranny, substituting a corporation aggregate
for a corporationsole, but still keeping despotic power
in the Government’s possession. :
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son of Nicholas Romanoff, and looking into a

future, not very remote, the father. may be wondering.
already whether the son will curse him when-he comes
to man’s estate and realises. something. of what he has:
lost. This boy had a chance, one fancies, that no
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enthroned in the heart and love of his subjects.’ Had
his father seen, as Emperor, the victorious end of this
war—in which the son’ had spent weeks and months
among the soldiers—he would have bequeathed to him
an Army that would have idolised and died for him, and
never have dreamed of going over “‘ to the otherside.”
And perhaps with Germanydeféated in the war the evil
influences, that patriots have had to compass a Revolu-
tion to crush, would have been overcome by. other
means, and the necessary reforms effected by voluntary
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> RUMANIA’S TRAGIC STORY—IV
 

WHAT THE SOLDIERS SUFFERED

 

   
\ 3 Page 170

By Hamilton Fyfe
Special Correspondent with the Rumanian Army

HE sum of the sufferings of the Rumanian
none will ever know. Numbers of--killed may-be
established, “numbers of wounded; but who, save

perhaps those who have been engaged in like conditions,
can understand the depths of misery into which soldiers
fall when they are fighting a battle which is manifestly
unequal, when they are matched against a foe whose
armament is superior in every way ?
Nor was this all that told against them. They were

many times sacrificed and ‘humiliated by the blunders,
the incapacity, and the panic of their own leaders. . There
were, among Rumania’s commanders, fine soldiers, men of
nerve and resolute character. But there were at the
Ee (they have all disappeared now) a number of
generals who lost their heads. in the first moment of serious
difficulty.

it was murdering them _to send men soill-equipped
against an enemy supplied abyndantly with every engine
and device of the latest warfare. They behaved for the
mOStae bravely. They showed endurance as well as

It was not their fault that they were beaten,
fault of those above them. No one who knows

 

them will deny that they could have done far better if
—had been properly prepared and well handled... They
ver had a dog’s Seno
i liked the Rumanian soldier as soon as I made his

acquaintance, and the more I saw of: him the more I liked
him. No one who knows him can-help liking him.~ His
cood qualities are all of the attractive kind: Heis courteous

manner,. kind-hearted, ready to oblige, easily contented
the matter of food and lodgment.   

Qualities of the Rumanian Soldier

He has a bright, intelligent eye and a quick smile. In
many aspects heis like the French‘ *Poilu,”” but-far simpler,
more of a peasant still. He has the natural neeS of
the man wholives with Nature in the mountains, in the
forests, in the fields. In his bearing. towards~his officers
there is respect, but no trace of servility. In whatever
company he may be he speaks and carries himself asa
man among men.

1 have seen him in the field under conditions of advance,
conditions of retirement, conditions which madeit necessary
for him to hold fast against unequal forces.’ I have been
with him in the trenches; sung and danced with him in
villages behind the front wherehe was resting ; travelled
 

c opyrightU.S.A., 1917. H. Hamilton Fyfe

Army; with him in troop trains ; ridden and marched with him
onthe road. I am convinced that no finer material for an
army exists anywhere. And I want to tell you a few
stories to justify and explain this belief.

I might illustrate the fearlessness of the Rumaniansoldier
hy relating how he dashes forward with the bayonet
whenever a charge is permitted ; how he has taken guns
and even a fortress—the fortress of Alion on the Danube—

by assault. ~ I could fill'a page with examples of that kind

of courage. But I think I can better that. I can tell you
the tale of a soldier who, on a hot day, found a water-melon
of the variety called. pastéque, lusciously pink inside. » He
was very, very thirsty, and he wanted‘to enjoy*his melon
undisturbed. So he climbed out of the trench’*and ‘sat-
down in front of it, and there he stayed until the melon
was finished.. An officer told him afterwards“he” had no
business to risk ‘his life in such a foolhardy way. “ But,
Domnule Capitan,” He objected, “ there was’ nowhere else
to £0.’ a

Fearlessness and Fury

General Vasilesco gave me, when I visited the head-
quarters of his army, a very fine instance of the headlong

on of the Rumanian soldier when he is roused’ to
A small detachment was retiring through a.valley

1 the mountains before a larger force of“Hungarians. The
tenant in command of them was wounded and Tell.

as impossible to pick him up. His men thought the
Hungarians would send him on a stretcher*to the rear.
Instead of doing this, the Hungarians bayoneted the
helpless man as he lay on the ground in their power. As
soon as the Rumanians saw this, they forgot ‘all: about
their inferiority in number. Furyseized them.’ With one
consent they rushed: back to where their dead lieutenant
lay. Many fell before they reached the Hungarians, for
the latter had a machine-gun. But nothing “could* stop
that resolute charge. .They went at the enemy with the
bayonet, and, when they had done, there were a hundred
and fifty dead Hungarians in that valley. Only a handful
got awayto tell what a terrible vengeance had been exacted
for their revolting crime. :

If I wereto all the Rumaniansoldier emotional,” I
might be misunderstood, especially by British readers,
who are apt to consider emotion a weakness. Itis not
easy to find an expression that will convey just what I
mean. Perhaps “impulsive” is the nearest I can get to
it. Yet there is more than impulse in the Rumanian’s

[Continued on page 172

  

  

 
 

   
   

  

  

CROSSING RUMANIA’S RIVERS.—Germian troops entering Macin, at the head of the bridge across the Danube to Braila, after
overcoming the Rumanians’ stubborn defence. ‘Right : Germanrailway troops rebuilding a bridge over the Arjesh, the Runvaninie
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  Soldier ‘‘ housebreaker ’’ completing with a pick:the demolition
of ashell-shattered wall, all that was left of a substantial building.
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Army; with him in troop trains ; ridden and marched with him
onthe road. I am convinced that no finer material for an
army exists anywhere. And I want to tell you a few
stories to justify and explain this belief.
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on of the Rumanian soldier when he is roused’ to
A small detachment was retiring through a.valley
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as impossible to pick him up. His men thought the
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If I wereto all the Rumaniansoldier emotional,” I
might be misunderstood, especially by British readers,
who are apt to consider emotion a weakness. Itis not
easy to find an expression that will convey just what I
mean. Perhaps “impulsive” is the nearest I can get to
it. Yet there is more than impulse in the Rumanian’s

[Continued on page 172

  

  

 
 

   
   

  

  

CROSSING RUMANIA’S RIVERS.—Germian troops entering Macin, at the head of the bridge across the Danube to Braila, after
overcoming the Rumanians’ stubborn defence. ‘Right : Germanrailway troops rebuilding a bridge over the Arjesh, the Runvaninie

last river defence on the west of Bukarest,
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  Soldier ‘‘ housebreaker ’’ completing with a pick:the demolition
of ashell-shattered wall, all that was left of a substantial building.
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Laying anew railway over recently recaptured ground.
the most important partsof the lines of communication.

 

Every advance is marked by prompt attention,to the railway, as One of
Above: Stacks of foodand otherstores on the British front in France-   
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WHAT THE SOLDIERS SUFFERED2"
love for his country. In a hospital at Craiova the father

of a wounded soldier wept aloud in his simple peasant way

when he saw his son’s head covered by bandages, leaving

only the face to be seen. The.son sat up in bed. He

stretched out his arm and haranguedthe old man. “ Why

should you weep?” he said. ‘‘ You should be glad, as

I am,that I have suffered for the country. This is a great

honour that has befallen you and me, my father. Do not

shed tears, but he happy. We are happy to be hurt, and

to die, if it must be; and all those who belong to us must

be proud of our wounds.”

There was no desire for effect in that speech, no hint of

theatricality. The peasant soldier felt what he said, felt

it with all the force of his being. If a Britishsoldier had

behaved so, one would have set him down for a rogue.

With us those who talk of loving their country are usually of

foreign descent, or else are scoundrels who make patriotism

“ sheir Iast resort.” But autres pays, autres meurs.

Indomitable Spirit
However flowery his language may be, you cannot

doubt the sincerity of a man
who insists on being allowed
to go back to thefront after
having his left arm taken off,
upontheplea that he can work
a maching-eunwithhis right!
Whethertwopoorfellows with
their tongues cut out by Hun-
garians will be permitted to
rejom their regiments I do
not know, but they asked to
be sent back in spite of their
lisability. When J saw them
hey had recovered their
health and strength, but not
their Speech. -That is gone,
the doctors say, for ever,
though they may be able to
make intelligible noises in
course of time.

~ Another proof of the readi-
ness of the Rumaniansoldier
to obey an impulse—a kindly
impulse this time—is to be
found in his behaviour to
the enemy wounded and
prisoners. One would think
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that such horrors as the cutting out of tongues, ang
the even worse crimes against God and man committed
by the Bulgarians, would have turned sour the milk of
human kindness in Rumanian veins. But, no; as soon
as they sce a fellow-creature in pain or misery, hungry
or cold, the Rumanians do all they can to comfort

him. They put into practice the teaching. of Epictetus
that “ everything has two handles.” One handle is that
enemies-are enemies; the other handle is that they are

fellow-men. When twelve Rumanians found four wounded
Hungarians in the mountains they did not recall atrocities
committed by the comrades-of these men. They carried
them with great difficulty down to the nearest field

hospital,

Quick Impulse and Intelligence

There is an incident. which -happened in General
Castritch’s command. A convoy of Bavarian prisoners
was on.its way to the rear. One of them was shivering
from cold. He had on a cotton shirt. A Rumanian
soldier took off his thick woollen shirt. and made the
prisoner putit on. Movedbythis act of Christ-like charity,

the Bavarian pulled out
his watch and made signs
to the soldier ‘to take it:
It was a-gold watch, but
the Rumanian refused. Only
when camp was. reached,
and when the-prisoner, a
Bavarian of noble family
as it turned out, laid the
case before _the com-
mandant, did the good
fellow. accept the watch,
because his officer bade
him.

Those who respond
quickly to impulse are
usually of quick intelli-
gence also. That is true
of the Rumanian soldier as
a rule. I-could cite many
examples of their resource-
fulness. One must suffice.
A corporal in charge of. a
patrol captured three
prisoners. From ‘them’ he

: learned that there was a
considerable force of the enemy
near at hand. At once he thought
of a plan by which they might be
attacked and routed. He knewthat
close by a regiment of Russians
was encamped.

One. of the: prisoners was =a
bugler; one. of the ‘men of. the
corporal’s patrol knew the calls.
The corporal ordered him to warn
and.summon the Russians. After
the enemy had been heaten off
with heavy loss, the Russian
colonel called the corporal out of
the ranks and pinned on his tunic
the Cross of St. George, giving hina
credit before all his comrades,
Rumanian and Russian, for the
success that had been won.
That Rumania has. suffered

defeats is. not,, 1 repeat, the fault
of the Rumanian soldier. He has
done all, and more than all,-that
could have been expected of him:
He has suffered sorely for the faults
of others. There. would, under
happier conditions, be no better
soldier in the world. ‘
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Nearing Peronne. How a German truck was helped to
its destination at Clery by a British shell. Right: Peronne

Fort after bombardment.

_

 

At the entrance to Peronne: ‘“‘ Admission forbidden!" and
royed bridge. The threat did not daunt nor the(left) dest
destruction delay the advancing British.

 

  
 

 

  z i i i i . The hurriedly retiring Huns satis-
Desolate street in recaptured Peronne, showing something of Burning houses in Peronne. i : 5

the way in which the vetrenting enemy savagely destroyed that fied their fust for destruction and dirt by sooene oe on ue

on which they were compelled to release their hold, damaged housesandfouling everything they could not remove.
 

ON THE WAY TO BRAILA.—Germans interrogating a captured Rumanian officer
in circle: Heavy fighting _preceded the Germans’ crossing of the Danube, and in the

course of it this Rumanian trading vessel was sunk,
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British Advancing on the Heels of the Enemy: — The Victors Enter theRuined Town of Peronne
Pritish Official Photograohs
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The heart of the town is a mere shell, many buildings having The Grande Place is framed with the wreck of houses, some-of

utterly vanished. Charred remains of their pillaged contents which dated back to the Middle Ages. The historic Town Hall

litter the ruins in every direction. has been reduced to the pitiful ruin seen above.

 

The outskirts of Peronne after the British occupation. The
devastation wrought was due almost entirely to German malice.

 

 
 

 
Tho elation with which the victorious British entered the town was changed into hot indignation as they noted each fresh piece of

wanton destruction. On the ruined Town Hall the Germans,with the coarseness that passes for humour among them, had stuck a

notice bearing the words: ‘‘ Nicht argern, nur wundern!”? ‘Don’t be vexed ; just admire =   
British troops entering Peronne found itthe most thorough example of the deliberate brutality of German destructiveness yet
seen. Inset: The Peronne-Flamicourt station,of course, had been destroyed, the bridge being blown up over the permanent wey. 
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Taken by the British
 

 

   

 

 

Ruins of Bapaumerailway station, during the German occupa-
tion of that town, from which they were driven on March 17th.
 

 

 
German band in Bapaume, a townthey claimed to have made
impregnable, Major Moraht called it a ‘* Little Gibraltar.”*
 

 

 

Entrance to the cemetery at recaptured Bapaume. Before
leaving the Huns committed much wanton destruction.

Twin windmills near Bapaume. Before their hurried retirement
the Huns destroyed the trees as well as the houses.
 

    

 

German troops in Bapaume. The type of trench helmets worn in
‘ the ranks suggests that they were reinforcements.

 

 
Main street of Bapaume while in the occupation of the Germans,
showing the result of ashell hit during the “ great push’’ of 916. --
 

    
Arrival and unloading of munitions atthe Bapaumerailway station

 
while the Germansstill feltsecure in the town. This was before

ee : the Franco-British ‘‘ pressure ”’ that followed the ‘‘ push *’ was felt,and the Huns,hadto start on their long-line retreat.
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Advancing Australia Enters Burning Bapaume
Australian Official Photograph:
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Australians who were first in Bapaumefound that the retreating Huns had set fire to large parts of the town: This photograph,

f taken on the day that the town was recaptured, shows a couple of Australians passing the smouldering ruins of a building.

SSS    
0 ) i i ill burning. The driven-out

i assing through Bapaumeon the day they entered it. Many of the housés weresti

acteanes Leetis with sucti FAtiitary destruction as is justified by an enforced retreat, had ssh iectaee | eens aa

the possessions of the inhabitants, and justified the reputation they have won as being without the pale of civi peoples.
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German Guns and German Honour Lost at Noyon
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Noyon was evacuated by the Germans on March 17th, 1917,
after being in their hands since September 1st, 1914. The
French were so close on the heels of the retreating enemy that
they captured three batteries of artillery. The picturesque
town had suffered less at the hands of the Huns than other

places, though its tower portions had been flooded from the
canals purposely dammed for that purpose. The houses were

. looted, but the material damage was not foundto be irreparable.
The Germans crowned their own eternal dishonour by abducting
fifty young womenandgirls at the momentthat they retreated.
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THE PATROL SIGHTS THE FOE
A Scene from the German Retreat

By MAX PEMBERTON

HE enemyis in full retreat!”
They are words which have come down to us

from centuries of war. Again they are spoken in
the supreme hour of Armageddon.

“ The enemy is im full retreat
aforetime.
There is no sauve qui peut to be lodked for nowadays ;

no scattering of the broken squares, no wild cries of death
and fury, no loosing of the Hussars—atleast, not yet. This
is no war of panoply, and the flashing sabre plays: butlittle
part in it. When our enemy retreats he goes stealthily,
like a thief in the night. His guns and his baggage have
preceded him. He “ shoots the moon,” and the astonished
landlord upon the other side may not discover the fact
until dawn has come. .
Something of this kind has been going on upon the

western front latterly, and though it has lacked panoply,
it has not wanted excitement. Ask “the Patrol” what
he thinks. He will tell you that no gallop in Leicestershire
is more stimulating ; no child’s game of bogy more excit-
ing; no football scrum a finer tonic. It is the game of
games, and only the daring should embark upon it. Leta
man have something of the ‘“ Deerslayer” in. him, the
spirit of those who singed the Spanish king’s beard, and
the daring of the old “ sea-rovers,” and he will do well.at
thé job. But let him be self-conscious, prudent and
thinking of consequences, and surely he is better at home.
For this is a man’s work, and thereis little like it in the war.

Consider the circumstance.

Revelations at Dawn

~ Men turned in last night as upon any commondayof the
winter. Before them was the parapetjof*the trench, and
beyond. the parapet that dangerous No Man’s Land—that
Tom Tiddler’s ground in which death stalked in anything
but majesty. The witching hours brought the usual hap-
penings. -A few high explosives thumped uponthe roofs

1
But not as he went

‘of the dug-outs and asked the soldiers if they were there.
Star-shells burst on high and revealed the wretchedness of
the wilderness. But it was all in the business, and only in
the hour before the dawn did anything unusual happen.
Then came-revelations.
Menpricked their ears at arresting sounds. Why, in the

name of Krupp, were the Huns loosing off so manyrifles ?
Whole volleys seemed to be fired from some of the trenches
over yonder. And the big guns apparently were pegging
away blindly, shell after shell, and with no thought to the
clock. Rumour got upon herlegs at this and stalked about
our-lines, The whisper of it became loud talk, and loud

talk was lost in jubilation. The enemyhad retired during
the night.

Released from the Trenches

Officers made no ‘‘bones”’ about it, but shared the secret

witli the men. All those positions we had coveted for so

many weary months—it looked as' though they were ours

for the asking. The Hun had gone!

°

Planes droning in

the sky above brought in the glad tidings with all the

despatch excitement could afford. He was gone all right
—old Hindenburg had ‘‘ padded the hoof”’ atlast.

So now the Patrol goes out. Chosen batches of men,
platoons with aresolute officer, hasten forth to spy out the
land. It is a dangerous job—yet what man will speak of
danger ?. The Hunhas gone, but the Hun remains. Men
think less of themselves than of. the strange feeling of
exaltation which comes to them whenthey climb out of the
trench and stand upon the parapet. It would have been
death yesterday to have done this—to-dayit is victory and
freedom, ;
With joyous shouts they hurry across the stricken fields.

The-vast shell-holes, into which they used to crawl at night
as Indians upona trail, are nowbut little lakes which they

skirt fearlessly. No sound of firing greets their ears—not
a funeral note. They see far away the smoke of burning
stores, and as they go an ammunition dump blows up and

‘the roar of the explosion drums upontheir ears. But of
the Boche himself there is no evidence yet, and seekingit,
they drawnear the first of the trenches, and downthey
as one man when thevolley rings out. ;
“A rearguard,” thinks the lieutenant, and gives his

orders accordingly. Just as Wellington said to Campbell
that the Old Guard would not stand at Waterloo, so now
does our splendid Reginaldtell his men thatall is well.

Rushing a Rearguard

“We will rush them!” he says: And rush them they
do, with a wild whoop, bayonet andrevolver in
an élan whichis irresistible. The Hun does
he never meant to. It is true that his office
there, to the number of twenty, with instructior
where he stood; but dying is not in his progr
rattles ‘off a drum according to instructions, <
go his hands. ‘‘ Kamerad!” he cries, and,
Twist, he asks for more—bread and meat and
the British.

It is the first goal in the game, andthe ball is kicked off
again—but now upon a more dangerous journey. For the
dug-outs are in-the depths of the trench, and into th
outs our Patrol must go.. Are there menthere, ora
not? Who can depict the excitement of it? i
officer stands at the narrow doorway and peers into the
black hole beyond. He calls ‘to the Boche to come ont.
His pistol is poised—it is life or death for him. (
humble voices will answer him andcries for mercy be heard.
At other-times there will be a dead silence, and going down,
that brave fellowwill return no more. &

Death in the Labyrinths

* Our officer went in,” says a trooper in a recent affair
‘and immediately cried back, ‘ They have done for me,
sergeant.’ ’’ His groans were heard bythe others ; he had
a bayonet through his heart. _Who can depict the rage
of those who followed him ?_ “ The bombs—in with them
blow the place to blazes. They have killed ourofficer!
Manya devilish fight has been the Patrol’s lot in the

blacknéss of these labyrinths. Consider the task of men
who must wander alone in fearsome tunnels; thtough caves
and cellars, at any turn of which the enemy maybe :
It is a task to set the hair a-bristling, the heart be:
wildly with the excitement of it. Yet men go toit gladly,
and when the prisoners are seized and dragged out to the
light of day, rich is the reward of the adventurers. Now
they may pass on throughthe rain or the sunlight to the
wood and the village, the open fields and that Elysium
which still boasts of trees.
We speak of new money where the WarLoanis concerned,

and in like manner there is virgin ground for the soldier.
For months—nay years—he has looked upon the wilderness
which has no match inall the story of desolation ; has seen
nothing but vast shell-holes and the. dead lying about them,
and the dust of villages and the tangle of matted wire.
Nowhe comes suddenly upon E] Dorado. Here are meadows
and pastures, a village eccentric enough to poss houses
and a street, a church wherein the living maypray for the
dead. Sis

True? the tower of the church has gone, but it stcod
yesterday when, from our ownlines, the glass showed us
the time by the ancient clock. This very morning the
Germans blew it up as they passed by, and nowthere will
be none in the village but those they have left behind to
check us. Dangerous as were the dug-outs the Patrol
has just searched, the peril of this village street will be
more real. Every wall may harbour a machine-gun ard

fContnyved on page 182
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Noyon was evacuated by the Germans on March 17th, 1917,
after being in their hands since September 1st, 1914. The
French were so close on the heels of the retreating enemy that
they captured three batteries of artillery. The picturesque
town had suffered less at the hands of the Huns than other

places, though its tower portions had been flooded from the
canals purposely dammed for that purpose. The houses were

. looted, but the material damage was not foundto be irreparable.
The Germans crowned their own eternal dishonour by abducting
fifty young womenandgirls at the momentthat they retreated.
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THE PATROL SIGHTS THE FOE
A Scene from the German Retreat

By MAX PEMBERTON

HE enemyis in full retreat!”
They are words which have come down to us

from centuries of war. Again they are spoken in
the supreme hour of Armageddon.

“ The enemy is im full retreat
aforetime.
There is no sauve qui peut to be lodked for nowadays ;

no scattering of the broken squares, no wild cries of death
and fury, no loosing of the Hussars—atleast, not yet. This
is no war of panoply, and the flashing sabre plays: butlittle
part in it. When our enemy retreats he goes stealthily,
like a thief in the night. His guns and his baggage have
preceded him. He “ shoots the moon,” and the astonished
landlord upon the other side may not discover the fact
until dawn has come. .
Something of this kind has been going on upon the

western front latterly, and though it has lacked panoply,
it has not wanted excitement. Ask “the Patrol” what
he thinks. He will tell you that no gallop in Leicestershire
is more stimulating ; no child’s game of bogy more excit-
ing; no football scrum a finer tonic. It is the game of
games, and only the daring should embark upon it. Leta
man have something of the ‘“ Deerslayer” in. him, the
spirit of those who singed the Spanish king’s beard, and
the daring of the old “ sea-rovers,” and he will do well.at
thé job. But let him be self-conscious, prudent and
thinking of consequences, and surely he is better at home.
For this is a man’s work, and thereis little like it in the war.

Consider the circumstance.

Revelations at Dawn
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beyond. the parapet that dangerous No Man’s Land—that
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but majesty. The witching hours brought the usual hap-
penings. -A few high explosives thumped uponthe roofs

1
But not as he went

‘of the dug-outs and asked the soldiers if they were there.
Star-shells burst on high and revealed the wretchedness of
the wilderness. But it was all in the business, and only in
the hour before the dawn did anything unusual happen.
Then came-revelations.
Menpricked their ears at arresting sounds. Why, in the

name of Krupp, were the Huns loosing off so manyrifles ?
Whole volleys seemed to be fired from some of the trenches
over yonder. And the big guns apparently were pegging
away blindly, shell after shell, and with no thought to the
clock. Rumour got upon herlegs at this and stalked about
our-lines, The whisper of it became loud talk, and loud

talk was lost in jubilation. The enemyhad retired during
the night.

Released from the Trenches

Officers made no ‘‘bones”’ about it, but shared the secret

witli the men. All those positions we had coveted for so

many weary months—it looked as' though they were ours

for the asking. The Hun had gone!

°

Planes droning in

the sky above brought in the glad tidings with all the

despatch excitement could afford. He was gone all right
—old Hindenburg had ‘‘ padded the hoof”’ atlast.

So now the Patrol goes out. Chosen batches of men,
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land. It is a dangerous job—yet what man will speak of
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trench and stand upon the parapet. It would have been
death yesterday to have done this—to-dayit is victory and
freedom, ;
With joyous shouts they hurry across the stricken fields.

The-vast shell-holes, into which they used to crawl at night
as Indians upona trail, are nowbut little lakes which they

skirt fearlessly. No sound of firing greets their ears—not
a funeral note. They see far away the smoke of burning
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‘the roar of the explosion drums upontheir ears. But of
the Boche himself there is no evidence yet, and seekingit,
they drawnear the first of the trenches, and downthey
as one man when thevolley rings out. ;
“A rearguard,” thinks the lieutenant, and gives his

orders accordingly. Just as Wellington said to Campbell
that the Old Guard would not stand at Waterloo, so now
does our splendid Reginaldtell his men thatall is well.

Rushing a Rearguard

“We will rush them!” he says: And rush them they
do, with a wild whoop, bayonet andrevolver in
an élan whichis irresistible. The Hun does
he never meant to. It is true that his office
there, to the number of twenty, with instructior
where he stood; but dying is not in his progr
rattles ‘off a drum according to instructions, <
go his hands. ‘‘ Kamerad!” he cries, and,
Twist, he asks for more—bread and meat and
the British.

It is the first goal in the game, andthe ball is kicked off
again—but now upon a more dangerous journey. For the
dug-outs are in-the depths of the trench, and into th
outs our Patrol must go.. Are there menthere, ora
not? Who can depict the excitement of it? i
officer stands at the narrow doorway and peers into the
black hole beyond. He calls ‘to the Boche to come ont.
His pistol is poised—it is life or death for him. (
humble voices will answer him andcries for mercy be heard.
At other-times there will be a dead silence, and going down,
that brave fellowwill return no more. &

Death in the Labyrinths

* Our officer went in,” says a trooper in a recent affair
‘and immediately cried back, ‘ They have done for me,
sergeant.’ ’’ His groans were heard bythe others ; he had
a bayonet through his heart. _Who can depict the rage
of those who followed him ?_ “ The bombs—in with them
blow the place to blazes. They have killed ourofficer!
Manya devilish fight has been the Patrol’s lot in the

blacknéss of these labyrinths. Consider the task of men
who must wander alone in fearsome tunnels; thtough caves
and cellars, at any turn of which the enemy maybe :
It is a task to set the hair a-bristling, the heart be:
wildly with the excitement of it. Yet men go toit gladly,
and when the prisoners are seized and dragged out to the
light of day, rich is the reward of the adventurers. Now
they may pass on throughthe rain or the sunlight to the
wood and the village, the open fields and that Elysium
which still boasts of trees.
We speak of new money where the WarLoanis concerned,

and in like manner there is virgin ground for the soldier.
For months—nay years—he has looked upon the wilderness
which has no match inall the story of desolation ; has seen
nothing but vast shell-holes and the. dead lying about them,
and the dust of villages and the tangle of matted wire.
Nowhe comes suddenly upon E] Dorado. Here are meadows
and pastures, a village eccentric enough to poss houses
and a street, a church wherein the living maypray for the
dead. Sis

True? the tower of the church has gone, but it stcod
yesterday when, from our ownlines, the glass showed us
the time by the ancient clock. This very morning the
Germans blew it up as they passed by, and nowthere will
be none in the village but those they have left behind to
check us. Dangerous as were the dug-outs the Patrol
has just searched, the peril of this village street will be
more real. Every wall may harbour a machine-gun ard
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Wanton Destruction by the Defeated Teutons——Bapaume Burning and Battered but Free
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Ruins of the church at Bapaume, One of the oldest, most picturesquelittle towns in Northern France. This is the second time the Germans

have been discomfited at Bapaume, having been defeated there on January 2nd and 3rd, 1871, by General Faidherbe.
Smouldering ruins all down one street. The retreating enemy were determined on the destruction of the town from which they were

driven. Their rearguard lighted fires in almost every house, and their retiring batteries paused in their flight to shell it viciously.

 

 

    
  In Bapaume immediately after its compulsory evacuation by the Germans. Australian troops were the first to enter the recovered town,

and found proof that the enemy had worked for days to ensure its obliteration after they should have heenevicted from it.
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Ruinsof the church in the square. Dating back to the time of Julius Cesar, Bapaume’s history has been a varied one. It suffered siege in

the 15th, 16th, and 17th centuries, and twelve times previously it had been consigned to the flames. Once moreit will rise from the ashes.
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its party. There will be riflemen at the windows of the
ruined house, rude barriers of waggons flung across the
strect, snipers innumerable whom we approach in extended
order.

Mencrouch, rifle in hand, stealing from house to house, here
beating down a door and rushing wildly to the heights—
there going for a low wall with a cheer and leaping it to
bayonet the enemy beyond.
Death will be busy, of course, and manywill fall. We

lift our hats, but the Patrol has no time to think of aught
but his task. “ Forward!” is his cry: “‘ The enemyis in

‘full retreat!” 3
The village is won at last,and all kinds of strange dis-

coveries are reported. Here, for instance, in the depths
of a cellar is an old Frenchwoman who has kved there
since the war broke out. God knows why the Hunsleft
her in the place ; but perhaps she could cook. They may
have regarded her as a standing jest—but here she is, and
out she comes with her cheeks still rosy, while she cries
“ Vive la France!” regardless of the nationality of the in-
truders. ‘“ Vive la Frante!”’ they answer her, and go on to
other houses.

Evidently the Hun had gone out in a hurry, for here
is the officer's breakfast still ready upon the table, and yon-
der is part of the officer’s kit; and downstairs in the back
roomlies all that the men could not carry when the order
came to march. :

 

Testimony of the Guns

More encouraging is the relic of a great gun set on the
little height at the end of the village street, and blown
to pieces by young Hollweg Hindenburg before he flitted.
Of ammunition for the gun there is little, for clearly he
blazed it all away_ before setting out for Tipperary.
But the gun, and others later on, are facts to set the Patrol
shouting ; and nowhe knows that this is assuredly a retreat
indeed.
“Get in touch with the enemy,” were the orders of the

C.O. We mustleave the village, the bottles upon the table,
the tank bread which was uneaten, the sausages and the
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coffee, and the portraits of the Iaiser in forty-two hats,
and get upon our way. Beyond the village lies the wood,
and the wood is the abode of terrors. Were you fight
from tree to tree, for it is a respectable wood and knowsits
business.
Every kind of obstacle will meet you in these once

sylvan glades. Pits have been dug; and if you tread
in them you fire mines below. Helmets lie scattered ‘on
the erass—beware of them, for each shelters a bomb, andif
youlift it there is another obituary in the “ Times.”
Theycall them “ boobytraps,” and the Patrol must meet

many by the way. <A case of wine bottles—let him drink
at his peril! A valise tossed into the straw—look out,
it is fooling thee. Even bombs lie in the vicinity of the
dead, so that he who goes to discover life may fall among
the corpses, :

Sighting the Enemy

The Patrol knows all this, for his officer is wise.
His concern is wholly with. the living—the sniper who
is in both senses “up a tree,” the machine-gun in the
thicket, the groups of Huns, hidden like the Babes by
garlands. of leaves. We fight from tree to tree_here,
and enjoy the human battue: ;

Let a head be shown and a man is down. The rush
is often the only remedy—all together with a dash
which is irresistible; the charge of the forwards who
know how-to pass; the domination of the brave fellows
who fear nothing on God’s. earth and the Hun least of all.
He in turn knowsit, and at the psychological moment his
hands will goup. Die forthe Fatherland-~not much when
there is sausage over yonder!
We emerge from the wood, and away over the wide green

plain the Patrol sights the enemyat last. He is there, on
that high ridge of ground we had seen hitherto but on the
maps. You can even espy him at work upon the new
trenches. The smoke of his fires goes up; his great guns
are beginning to belch the barrage which should forbid
pursuit. +
Here the Patrol will end his day—-not as the chanticleer

who crows proudly upon the eminence, but. with the
satisfaction of the man who knows, and who will return at
his leisure to tell a familiar story.

 

  
PURSUING THEIR LAWFUL OCCASIONS.—Membersof the National Saifors’ and Firemen’s Union hava placed on record that

 
no threats of whatever nature will deter them in their determination to carry on their duties as seamen, and*that such threats will

only make them more determined to uphold the giorious records of the British Mercantile Marine. a
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British Cavalry peed the Spurring Uhlan

 
 

 

After the long monthsof static warfare British cavalry are re-
joicing at getting into thesaddle again. With the resumption of
open-field campaigning cavalry patrols are pushing on, and are
already skirmishing with small parties of Uhlans, and driving
the enemy rearguards in very close upon their main forces.

Uhtans have asinister reputation, but British cavalry are among
the finest in the world, and will welcome an opportunity of
measuring their fighting quality. There is no doubt that the
Germans have been disagreeably surprised by the speed with
which the allied forces are following on their heels.
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An Itclian seaplane being taken back to its base. Aircraft was used very freely

both by the Austrians and the Italians in their first conflicts in the Adriatic.
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TOLD BY THE RANK AND FILE
 

A BOMBING AFFRAY
.

a. E were well over the top, charging
against an enenty position, and

we hadsuffered terribly through
‘their machine-gun fire. It raked us at
all angles and all heights as we slipped
and’ floundered through the mud, and
before we quite knew it we hadlost all
our non-commissioned ofiicers and the
lieutenant of our half-company. It was
night-time, of course, and the ground was

like thick paste, hampering us as much
as possible.
The German -barbed-wire had been

pretty well sliced up by, our artillery, and
here and there were gaps big enough to

Iet a regiment-through. Our luck must
have been out, however, for we struck a

place where the wire was still intact.
Just a score of us ran on, skirting its edge,
trying to find a way through; and when
at last we found one we plunged for the
smashed-up parapet of the Germantrench.

In the Enemy Trench

Hand-grenades came sailing over and
burst: among us as we charged; rifles
banged almost in our faces.
“Tt isn’t healthy out here, lads!”

called one of our chaps—a private, like
myself. “ We'd better get inside as soon
as possible.’ At the top of the trench
J found myself right above four or five
Germans, and I have to laugh now when
TL remember the odd shrinking back from
jumping, for fear I should hurt them,
which 1 experienced just for the moment.
Then, recovering on ‘the instant, I jabbed
my bayonet down at the upturnedfaces,
and got one man clean’through, It was
horrible, but there it is, war is war, and you
can’t be squeamish. Withdrawing quickly,
I jabbed down again at a chap who was
just pressing trigger, and I felt his bullet
part my shoulder-strapas hefell.

This cleared a space for me, andI leapt
down on the second body as-it fell. One
chap stabbed at me, but the space was too
crowded for effective thrusting, and I
turned the blow with the butt of myrifle.
Then, shortening my grip, I jammed the
barrel under his ear, and he went down

like a pole-axed bullock.

A Very Close Shave

The other two stabbed at me with their
bayonets, and I looked like going out,
when suddenly three more of my platoon
appeared at the top of the trench and
fired at my opponents, getting a bull in
each case. The report of the nearest
rifle, as a matter of fact, nearly stunned
me; but I soon recovered, and, joined

now by eight others, we raced along that
trench, fighting and stabbing like demons.
“How much trench have’ we got?”

Aasked a. voice—that of the private who
had yelled before. “‘ Let’s have a look.”
He stood by, but had to bob down

again ‘swiftly, for a score of bullets
whistled past his head.

.  ‘ There’s some of our chaps away to-.the
left in the trench,’’ he reported at last ;
“but there’s Boches between us and
them, and it-looks as though we're in for

 

 

* These original narratives by sailors and
soldiers, are published only after censorship
by the Press Bureau, and when names of
regiments, ships, places, or even the name
of the narrator, are not given, readers, will
understand there are good and sufficient
reasons for such omissions,—EDpirTor.

‘this. end of the

By a Private Soldier*

a tough time. Also, by the. row, cur
chaps don’t seem to be advancing.
Perhaps they've given up the attack,
after all.”

This was cheerful news for us, for it
meant that we should be stranded in the
enemy’s lines without supports and with-
out any lines of communication.

“T've Got *Em Spotted!”

Suddenly, and without any warning
at all, a ‘German grenade came sailing

over, followed in quick succession by
three or four others.” One fell close to
my hand, and, without thinking what 1]
was domg, I grabbed it and flung it
back whence it came. It exploded
harmlessly in the air, however, and drew
quite a shower of them: Bat we weren't
waiting. to receive the missiles; we had
-retired in a hurry roundthe corner of the
next traverse.
“This won’t/do at all, lads,’ said our

ptivate-again. “If they go on they've
only got to bomb us from traverse to
traverse till we're all kied; and I’m
not looking for a funeral yet.”
He unhcoked a couple of bombs from

his belt as he spoke, and threw them over

towards’ the left traverse. Then The
jumped to the lip of the trench, and

watched them explode.

Private’s Prompt Decision

““T’ve got ’em spotted, lads!” hesaid.
“ There’s sofne of them in a bit of a trench
which joins on with this one about twenty
yards ahead there. I saw them chuck

grenades out of it.”
They had. evidently seen us, too, for

they gave us some more grenades, and
we scuttled off again, this time following
the, private, to whom we all looked as
much as if he had been the G.O.C.
We ran back to the place where we -had
been before, and waited for the Huns to

come down the traverse, thinking they
had bombed us out. They came, about
eighteen of them, and in a flash we were
among them, magazines rattling, bayonets
jabbing in and out. One chap turned
to run, but I brought him down with a
Mills’ bomb.
Among us were two company bombers,

but with only about fifty missiles. The
private took charge.

“‘- You two bombers,” he said, “I want
to come with me in an attack, together
with you, and you, and you.” He told
ten of us off by name. “ We're going to
get on the parapet of that line and shoot
and yell like fiends, so that they'll think
we're a whole company attacking, and
the bombers will throw bombs into ’em
as fast as possible. You other two will
chuck a couple of bombs over there,
where they’re busy with the grenades,
and the other one will stand and guard

communication-trench.
Now then, All ready ? Off we go!”
He scrambled up, with us all on his

heels, at the same secondas the Mills few

over. Then we-played our part, and
had the satisfaction of sceing the Boches
turn and race off from the bit ef trench
we had captured, leaving us in ‘possession.
Welost two more chaps-during this bit
of a scrimmage from flying bullets; but
leapt down and made good. the ground
we had gained.
Now, this was only another communi-

cation-trench, and we knew that the
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Huns would be pouring down it in hun-
dreds before long. So we decided. to

make a barricade of the dead Germans—
after making sure they were all killed—
and by dint of fetching dead men from
the traverse where we hadleft our other
three men, we managed to make a breast-
high barrier at each end.

Not too soon, either, for the Boches
came back at us, yelling out what they
would do, and smashing grenades a mong us

like lightning. We crouched for the time
under the lee of s ral destroyed dug-

outs, and here that I made my
‘ was nothing m 5

  

  
  

  

it was

  

  

   

and I pas 1 Over

They couldn't make head ortail of
ay to work them at first, and one

chanced his arm ard made risky expen-
ments. Then th found out that caci

grenade wz with a cord insid

handle, which you had to jerk befor
throwing if you wanted it to explode.

to our

  

 

  

  

The Imitative Boche

We lay quict iil] the advancing Hux
reached the bodies of their pals
started to clamber up. Then we
them ten rounds rapid each, w
bombers lobbed over the last
Mills imto the thick of the
back, but not far, and st i
us with grenades again. bombe
stood close to the barricade and whac
their own missiles back at them, while»
others ¢ dy with our rifles.
We eased up the bombing, and

came on again, and this time they
aged to rake us with rifle fire. I
bullet through my and five
went right out altogether. And,
at le we who survived be
attack again, there Only eight of
who could carry on the scrapping.
Suddenly the Boches tried ©

and tried to raid us from the p
but we took cover in the mouths of du
outs, and gave it them hot eve j
head showed. ‘That ired
copying, and we had a breathing sp
Only twenty more bombs wert

us, and we ¥
ready for the final rush when these
be gone. We had determinedto try

cut our way back to our ownlinesi
reinforcements came.

Booked for “ Blighty”

The Huns came on again, in greater

numbers this time, and as fast as we
or bayoneted those who clambered over
the barricade so they closed up the ga
My arms ached with stabbing, and my
rifle-muzzle was red-hot when I touched
it. I made a dive at one chap who must
have been wearing a shield or somethi

for he turned my bayonet easily, and it
snapped off with the lorce of the blow.
Round went the rifle, and I used the

butt, bringing it down on the nearest
head just as one bomber gave a yell and
toppled over. Then the other fell, and

the nearly empty box of grenades seemed
suddenly to shift and appear at my feet.
It was I who had moved, of course, but
I didn’t knowit. I grabbed the

jerked the string, and wallopedit
iollowing it wp with a second and third.
And just then we heard a real British

cheer, and the attackers turned and ran.
Over the top, justin time to prevent me

sting away the last German grenades,
came half a company of ourownlads. The
little scrap was over, and 1 was booked
for “ Blighty,” with a Hun bullet in my
thigh. and. a. Hun hand-grenade, deto--
nating-cord and all, in my bag as Souve-
nirs of that warm three hours.
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TOLD BY THE RANK AND FILE
 

A BOMBING AFFRAY
.

a. E were well over the top, charging
against an enenty position, and

we hadsuffered terribly through
‘their machine-gun fire. It raked us at
all angles and all heights as we slipped
and’ floundered through the mud, and
before we quite knew it we hadlost all
our non-commissioned ofiicers and the
lieutenant of our half-company. It was
night-time, of course, and the ground was

like thick paste, hampering us as much
as possible.
The German -barbed-wire had been

pretty well sliced up by, our artillery, and
here and there were gaps big enough to

Iet a regiment-through. Our luck must
have been out, however, for we struck a

place where the wire was still intact.
Just a score of us ran on, skirting its edge,
trying to find a way through; and when
at last we found one we plunged for the
smashed-up parapet of the Germantrench.

In the Enemy Trench

Hand-grenades came sailing over and
burst: among us as we charged; rifles
banged almost in our faces.
“Tt isn’t healthy out here, lads!”

called one of our chaps—a private, like
myself. “ We'd better get inside as soon
as possible.’ At the top of the trench
J found myself right above four or five
Germans, and I have to laugh now when
TL remember the odd shrinking back from
jumping, for fear I should hurt them,
which 1 experienced just for the moment.
Then, recovering on ‘the instant, I jabbed
my bayonet down at the upturnedfaces,
and got one man clean’through, It was
horrible, but there it is, war is war, and you
can’t be squeamish. Withdrawing quickly,
I jabbed down again at a chap who was
just pressing trigger, and I felt his bullet
part my shoulder-strapas hefell.

This cleared a space for me, andI leapt
down on the second body as-it fell. One
chap stabbed at me, but the space was too
crowded for effective thrusting, and I
turned the blow with the butt of myrifle.
Then, shortening my grip, I jammed the
barrel under his ear, and he went down

like a pole-axed bullock.

A Very Close Shave

The other two stabbed at me with their
bayonets, and I looked like going out,
when suddenly three more of my platoon
appeared at the top of the trench and
fired at my opponents, getting a bull in
each case. The report of the nearest
rifle, as a matter of fact, nearly stunned
me; but I soon recovered, and, joined

now by eight others, we raced along that
trench, fighting and stabbing like demons.
“How much trench have’ we got?”

Aasked a. voice—that of the private who
had yelled before. “‘ Let’s have a look.”
He stood by, but had to bob down

again ‘swiftly, for a score of bullets
whistled past his head.

.  ‘ There’s some of our chaps away to-.the
left in the trench,’’ he reported at last ;
“but there’s Boches between us and
them, and it-looks as though we're in for

 

 

* These original narratives by sailors and
soldiers, are published only after censorship
by the Press Bureau, and when names of
regiments, ships, places, or even the name
of the narrator, are not given, readers, will
understand there are good and sufficient
reasons for such omissions,—EDpirTor.

‘this. end of the

By a Private Soldier*

a tough time. Also, by the. row, cur
chaps don’t seem to be advancing.
Perhaps they've given up the attack,
after all.”

This was cheerful news for us, for it
meant that we should be stranded in the
enemy’s lines without supports and with-
out any lines of communication.

“T've Got *Em Spotted!”

Suddenly, and without any warning
at all, a ‘German grenade came sailing

over, followed in quick succession by
three or four others.” One fell close to
my hand, and, without thinking what 1]
was domg, I grabbed it and flung it
back whence it came. It exploded
harmlessly in the air, however, and drew
quite a shower of them: Bat we weren't
waiting. to receive the missiles; we had
-retired in a hurry roundthe corner of the
next traverse.
“This won’t/do at all, lads,’ said our

ptivate-again. “If they go on they've
only got to bomb us from traverse to
traverse till we're all kied; and I’m
not looking for a funeral yet.”
He unhcoked a couple of bombs from

his belt as he spoke, and threw them over

towards’ the left traverse. Then The
jumped to the lip of the trench, and

watched them explode.

Private’s Prompt Decision

““T’ve got ’em spotted, lads!” hesaid.
“ There’s sofne of them in a bit of a trench
which joins on with this one about twenty
yards ahead there. I saw them chuck

grenades out of it.”
They had. evidently seen us, too, for

they gave us some more grenades, and
we scuttled off again, this time following
the, private, to whom we all looked as
much as if he had been the G.O.C.
We ran back to the place where we -had
been before, and waited for the Huns to

come down the traverse, thinking they
had bombed us out. They came, about
eighteen of them, and in a flash we were
among them, magazines rattling, bayonets
jabbing in and out. One chap turned
to run, but I brought him down with a
Mills’ bomb.
Among us were two company bombers,

but with only about fifty missiles. The
private took charge.

“‘- You two bombers,” he said, “I want
to come with me in an attack, together
with you, and you, and you.” He told
ten of us off by name. “ We're going to
get on the parapet of that line and shoot
and yell like fiends, so that they'll think
we're a whole company attacking, and
the bombers will throw bombs into ’em
as fast as possible. You other two will
chuck a couple of bombs over there,
where they’re busy with the grenades,
and the other one will stand and guard

communication-trench.
Now then, All ready ? Off we go!”
He scrambled up, with us all on his

heels, at the same secondas the Mills few

over. Then we-played our part, and
had the satisfaction of sceing the Boches
turn and race off from the bit ef trench
we had captured, leaving us in ‘possession.
Welost two more chaps-during this bit
of a scrimmage from flying bullets; but
leapt down and made good. the ground
we had gained.
Now, this was only another communi-

cation-trench, and we knew that the
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Huns would be pouring down it in hun-
dreds before long. So we decided. to

make a barricade of the dead Germans—
after making sure they were all killed—
and by dint of fetching dead men from
the traverse where we hadleft our other
three men, we managed to make a breast-
high barrier at each end.

Not too soon, either, for the Boches
came back at us, yelling out what they
would do, and smashing grenades a mong us

like lightning. We crouched for the time
under the lee of s ral destroyed dug-

outs, and here that I made my
‘ was nothing m 5

  

  
  

  

it was

  

  

   

and I pas 1 Over

They couldn't make head ortail of
ay to work them at first, and one

chanced his arm ard made risky expen-
ments. Then th found out that caci

grenade wz with a cord insid

handle, which you had to jerk befor
throwing if you wanted it to explode.

to our

  

 

  

  

The Imitative Boche

We lay quict iil] the advancing Hux
reached the bodies of their pals
started to clamber up. Then we
them ten rounds rapid each, w
bombers lobbed over the last
Mills imto the thick of the
back, but not far, and st i
us with grenades again. bombe
stood close to the barricade and whac
their own missiles back at them, while»
others ¢ dy with our rifles.
We eased up the bombing, and

came on again, and this time they
aged to rake us with rifle fire. I
bullet through my and five
went right out altogether. And,
at le we who survived be
attack again, there Only eight of
who could carry on the scrapping.
Suddenly the Boches tried ©

and tried to raid us from the p
but we took cover in the mouths of du
outs, and gave it them hot eve j
head showed. ‘That ired
copying, and we had a breathing sp
Only twenty more bombs wert

us, and we ¥
ready for the final rush when these
be gone. We had determinedto try

cut our way back to our ownlinesi
reinforcements came.

Booked for “ Blighty”

The Huns came on again, in greater

numbers this time, and as fast as we
or bayoneted those who clambered over
the barricade so they closed up the ga
My arms ached with stabbing, and my
rifle-muzzle was red-hot when I touched
it. I made a dive at one chap who must
have been wearing a shield or somethi

for he turned my bayonet easily, and it
snapped off with the lorce of the blow.
Round went the rifle, and I used the

butt, bringing it down on the nearest
head just as one bomber gave a yell and
toppled over. Then the other fell, and

the nearly empty box of grenades seemed
suddenly to shift and appear at my feet.
It was I who had moved, of course, but
I didn’t knowit. I grabbed the

jerked the string, and wallopedit
iollowing it wp with a second and third.
And just then we heard a real British

cheer, and the attackers turned and ran.
Over the top, justin time to prevent me

sting away the last German grenades,
came half a company of ourownlads. The
little scrap was over, and 1 was booked
for “ Blighty,” with a Hun bullet in my
thigh. and. a. Hun hand-grenade, deto--
nating-cord and all, in my bag as Souve-
nirs of that warm three hours.
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East African Natives Assist in Ejecting the Foe.

 

 

  
 

In Germany’s last African ; or . Sry Vien of the King’s African Rifles at

King’s African Rifles on the march, 5 oe SS é SF a wayside heliographing station.

  

 

    
 

Bridge of the Usambara Railway partly destroyed by retreating Welcomerest during a hot march. ~Inoval: Men of the King’s
joying a brief halt by the way.Germans, Indian Pioneer companies soon madeit usable again, African Rifies enj 

rrama   
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By Rail and Rickshaw in Asia and Africa
 

  
Military roadway in Mesopotamia. Past jestles Present with violent contrasts in the East. Thisis very noticeable in Mescpo -amia,

tily along railways laid over the sand,where seaplanes hover over ancient kufas on the Tigris, and supercilious camels pad haugh

  
    They have made their way into many parts of the world where human

Not since the days of the Sedan chair has Eurone used it so.
Rickshaws used for Red Cross work in British East Africa.
draught power can be employed without derogation to human dignity.

—— .
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WHO’S WHO IN THE GREAT WAR
Boselli, Signor—Prime Minister of Italy

since June, 1916. Previously in office under
Crispi and Sonnino. Almost an octogenarian,
he is ‘‘ Father’ of the Chamber of Deputies.
Maderousing speeches at Milan, October, 1916,
in which he stated Italy's resolution not only
to redeem enslaved Italians, but to restore
the violated law of nations.

Botha, Rt. Hon. General Louis, P.C.—l'irst
Premier of the Transvaal, and first Premier
of United South Africa. Born September
27th, 1862. At age of twenty-one started
farming on his own account. Represented
the Vryheid Division in the First Volksraad.
In South African War, 1899-1902, one of
Britain’s most formidable adversaries; first
came into prominence at Colenso, and, later,
appointed Commandant-General. On out-
break of Great War, Botha took over the
supreme command of the Union Forces, and
spoke aS well as acted with efiect. He took
prompt steps to subdue the rebellion headed
by De Wet, Maritz, and Beyers ; then started
his campaign against German South-West
Africa, which -he successfully terminated by
occupying its capital of Windhoek, May x2th,
1915. Visited England in 1902, and. again
in IgiI as representative at Imperial Con-
ference. Received honorarydegrees at Oxford,
Cambridge, and GlasgowUniversities. Created
a General in British Army, August, 1912.

Bothmer, Generat Count.—German com-
mander who came into prominence as Ieader

    

  

 

 
 

 

  

 

   
General BOTHA,

Won GermanS.W.Africa.
Lt.-Com. BOYLE, V.C.’

Dardanelles.

 

against the great Russian offensive south of
the Dniester and on the Strypa, 1916.
Boue de Lapeyrere, Vice-Admiral.—French

naval Commander-in-Chief until October, 1915,
when he was succeedéd by Admiral Fournet.
Was formerly Minister of Marine, and did
excellent work in reorganising French Navy.

Boy-Ed, Captain——German naval attache
at Washington ; promoted captain October,
1915. Involved in German plots in United
States against the Allies. In December, 1915,
United States Government requestedhis recall,
Germany refusing until actual grievances were
defined. Among his nefarious activities were
plot to enable interned Armozixax liners to
escape and a project to invade Canada and
blow up the Welland Canal. Dismissed from
U.S.A. December, 1915, he was heard of
again in Philade!phia in March, 1917.

Boyle, Lt.-Com. E. C., V.C., R.N.—Gained
his distinction for most conspicuous bravery
in command of submarine E14, when he dived
his vessel under enemy minefields and entered
the Sea of Marmora, April, 1915. In Spite of
difficulties from strong currents, of the con
tinual neighbourhood of hostile patrols, and
of the danger of attack from the enemy, he
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Capt. BRADBURY, V.0. Yice-Admiral Sir E. E.
“IL” Battery, R.H.A. BRADFORD.
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Lt. BRANDON, D38.0.,Maij.-Gen. BRAITH- s
Destroyed Zeppelin,WAITE,Dardanelles.

 

operated in the Strait, sinking two Turkish
gunboats and one large military transport.
' Boyovitch, General Sir Peter, K.C.M.G.—
Chief of the Headquarters Staff of Serbian
Army. Born 1858. Came into prominence °

  during Serbo-Turkish campaign as Chief of
Staff of First Army. In chief commandof
First Armyin Austro-Serbian campaign, T914 ;
wounded. In enemy invasion of Serbia,
October, 1915, led large force which opposed
the Bulgarians and. defeated main object of
their plan. Created K.C.M.G. at Salonika,
March, 1917.

Bradbury, Captain E. K., V.C.—“L”
Battery, Royal Horse Artillery ; gained his
V.C. for gallantry and ability in organising
defence of his battery against heavy odds at
Nery, September rst, 1914. Died of wounds.

Bradford, Vice-Admiral Sir E. E., K.C.B.,
C.V.0.—Commanded 3rd Battle Squadron
since 1914. Born 1858 ; entered Navy1872 ;
took part in Egyptian War 1882 ; commander
1894; captain 1899. Commanded Training
Squadron 1911-14;  Rear-Admiral Home
Pleet r909-1r. A gunneryspecialist, his essay
(1890) on maritime defence of United King-
dom and its trade in a war with a naval
Power gained second place in competition
for United Service Institute’s Gold Medal.

Braithwaite, Maj.-Gen. W. P., C.B.—
Divisional commander; was Chief of Staff
in Mediterranean Expeditionary Force, March-
October, 1915. Born 1865; entered P/A.
Somerset Light Infantry 1886. Served South
Africa as D.A.A.G.; became D.A.Q.M.G.
First Army Corps and Southern Command
1902-4; General Staff officer, Southern Com-
mand 1905; Commandant Staff College,
Quetta, rgr1-14.. Awarded Legion of Honour,
Croix de Commandeur, 1915.

   

  
  

     

 

 

 

    
M. BRATIANO,

Rumanian Premier.
M. BRIAND, :

Ex-Premier, France.

Brancker, Brig.-Gen. W. S.— Director of
Air Organisation, War Office; appointed
member of Air Board, May, 1916. Served
South Africa.- (x899-1901), mentioned in
despatches, Queen’s Medal -with four clasps ;
mentioned in despatches,. January, 1916:

Brandon, Sec.-Lt. A. de Bathe, D.S.0.—
Noted airman. “Born New-Zealand, 1884.
Educated Wellington College, N.Z., and Cam-
bridge. Called to Bar 1906, and practised
in NewZealanduntil war broke out. Came to
England and joined R:-F.C., December, 1915.
Received D.S.O. for gallant conduct and devo-
tion to duty, October, 1916. Dropped bombs
on one of Zeppelins raiding Englandon night
of March 31st-April rst, 1916, his’ aeroplatre
hit -many times. Shared in destruction of
Zeppelia brought down’ October rst, 1916.
Met with serious accident near Dorking,
March, r917. .

Portraits by Lafayette, Russell, Elliott & Fry.
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Bratiano, M. Jon J.C.—Prime Minister of
Rumania. Born 1866; educated as engineer,
and entered service of Rumania State Rail-
ways. Turned to politics, and entered
Chamber as member of Liberal Party, 18095.
Minister of. Public Works 1896 ; Minister of
Foreign Affairs r901 ; Minister of the Interior
1997, and Prime Minister 1908 ; resigned 1910,
Served as eaptain in Army during invasion
of Bulgaria, 1913.

Briand, Aristide. — Three times Prime
Minister of France—rgo9-11; again until
March, 1913, for fifty-six days; and. from
October, 31915, to March, 1917. Formerly
prominent member of Socialist Party, now
claims independencefor his Socialism. Rapid
career in political life since he entered
Chamber of Deputies in 1902. Visited Rome
1916; attended Allied Conference, Calais,
February, 1917.

Bridges, Maj.-Gen. Sir W. T., K.C.B.—Com-
manded Australian Division in Gallipoli,
1915 ; died of woundsat age of fifty-four. Born
Greenock. Obtained commission in New, South
Wales Artillery 1885; served South Afriea
1899-1900. Acting Q.M.G. of Headquarters
Staff of Australian Military Forces 1902 ;
Inspector-General of Commonwealth Military
Forces 1914.

Briggs, Lt.-Gen. Sir C. J., K.C.B.—Vormerly
commanded 3rd Cavalry Division. Born
1865 ;. joined King’s Dragoon Guards 1886.
Served Egypt 1892-93; in South Atrica was

    
  

 

  

 

 

   

 

  
Maj.-Gen. BRIDGES,

Gallipoli.
Lt.-Gen. BRIGGS,
Cavalry Leader,

in command of 1st Imperial Light Horse
rgor-2, also Mobile Column rgo0r-2. Did
splendid work in retreat from Mons in com-
mand of 1st Cavalry Brigade; mentioned in
despatches 1914-15. Conducted operations on
Struma-Doiran front, Balkans, in’ autuma
of 1916. K.C.B., January, 1917.

Briggs, Squadron-CommanderE. F., D.S.0.
One of most experienced pilots of R.N.
Educated. Clifton College, which he left in
1895 to become lieutenant in Royal Navy.
Learned to fly at Eastchurch, and gained
pilot’s certificate, March, 1912. One of heroes
of raid on Zeppelin base at Uviedrichshafen,
November. 21st, 1914. Made a_ Chevalier
Legion of Honour. Interned at Engelstadt,
December, 1r914., D.S.O. 1915.

Brindejone des Moulinais.——Noted French
airman; killed in Verdun region, August,
7916. Obtained pilot’s certificate 1911 at age
of nineteen, and rapidly came into prominence
by daring flights. Took part with Garros
in the Circuit d’Anjou, 1912. In r913,. after
successful Paris to London flight, returned
by Brussels. Rendered valuable services in
war, and several times mentioned in
despatches.

   

  

 

 

 

        
BRINDEJONC DES
MOULINAIS,Airman.

iContinued on page 214

$q.-Com. BRIGGS,
Famous Airman.
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Fantastic Contrasts of
Lhe WarIllustrated, 7th April, 1917.

the Battlefield
 

 bats S a a

Writing from irles after ite capture by the British, Mr. Philip
Gibbs gave a description of the ghastly battlefield over which
monstrous shells were still howling as our men went marching
on to fresh conquests, and he painted a grim picture of the
scene of waras it is, fantastic in its contrasts and in its stage

 
properties. Bang in the middle of the battlefield was a ccfiee-
stall, and there stocd a crowd of British soldiers, wetter and
muddier than the night-birds of the London slums, and more
in need of warmth for body and soul. Notfar away, well under
shell fire, was a London omnibus, and close to that a ‘‘tank.’”
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The WarIllustrated, 7th April, 1917.

WHO’S WHO IN THE GREAT WAR
Boselli, Signor—Prime Minister of Italy

since June, 1916. Previously in office under
Crispi and Sonnino. Almost an octogenarian,
he is ‘‘ Father’ of the Chamber of Deputies.
Maderousing speeches at Milan, October, 1916,
in which he stated Italy's resolution not only
to redeem enslaved Italians, but to restore
the violated law of nations.

Botha, Rt. Hon. General Louis, P.C.—l'irst
Premier of the Transvaal, and first Premier
of United South Africa. Born September
27th, 1862. At age of twenty-one started
farming on his own account. Represented
the Vryheid Division in the First Volksraad.
In South African War, 1899-1902, one of
Britain’s most formidable adversaries; first
came into prominence at Colenso, and, later,
appointed Commandant-General. On out-
break of Great War, Botha took over the
supreme command of the Union Forces, and
spoke aS well as acted with efiect. He took
prompt steps to subdue the rebellion headed
by De Wet, Maritz, and Beyers ; then started
his campaign against German South-West
Africa, which -he successfully terminated by
occupying its capital of Windhoek, May x2th,
1915. Visited England in 1902, and. again
in IgiI as representative at Imperial Con-
ference. Received honorarydegrees at Oxford,
Cambridge, and GlasgowUniversities. Created
a General in British Army, August, 1912.

Bothmer, Generat Count.—German com-
mander who came into prominence as Ieader

    

  

 

 
 

 

  

 

   
General BOTHA,

Won GermanS.W.Africa.
Lt.-Com. BOYLE, V.C.’

Dardanelles.

 

against the great Russian offensive south of
the Dniester and on the Strypa, 1916.
Boue de Lapeyrere, Vice-Admiral.—French

naval Commander-in-Chief until October, 1915,
when he was succeedéd by Admiral Fournet.
Was formerly Minister of Marine, and did
excellent work in reorganising French Navy.

Boy-Ed, Captain——German naval attache
at Washington ; promoted captain October,
1915. Involved in German plots in United
States against the Allies. In December, 1915,
United States Government requestedhis recall,
Germany refusing until actual grievances were
defined. Among his nefarious activities were
plot to enable interned Armozixax liners to
escape and a project to invade Canada and
blow up the Welland Canal. Dismissed from
U.S.A. December, 1915, he was heard of
again in Philade!phia in March, 1917.

Boyle, Lt.-Com. E. C., V.C., R.N.—Gained
his distinction for most conspicuous bravery
in command of submarine E14, when he dived
his vessel under enemy minefields and entered
the Sea of Marmora, April, 1915. In Spite of
difficulties from strong currents, of the con
tinual neighbourhood of hostile patrols, and
of the danger of attack from the enemy, he
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Capt. BRADBURY, V.0. Yice-Admiral Sir E. E.
“IL” Battery, R.H.A. BRADFORD.

Continued from page 166)
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Lt. BRANDON, D38.0.,Maij.-Gen. BRAITH- s
Destroyed Zeppelin,WAITE,Dardanelles.

 

operated in the Strait, sinking two Turkish
gunboats and one large military transport.
' Boyovitch, General Sir Peter, K.C.M.G.—
Chief of the Headquarters Staff of Serbian
Army. Born 1858. Came into prominence °

  during Serbo-Turkish campaign as Chief of
Staff of First Army. In chief commandof
First Armyin Austro-Serbian campaign, T914 ;
wounded. In enemy invasion of Serbia,
October, 1915, led large force which opposed
the Bulgarians and. defeated main object of
their plan. Created K.C.M.G. at Salonika,
March, 1917.

Bradbury, Captain E. K., V.C.—“L”
Battery, Royal Horse Artillery ; gained his
V.C. for gallantry and ability in organising
defence of his battery against heavy odds at
Nery, September rst, 1914. Died of wounds.

Bradford, Vice-Admiral Sir E. E., K.C.B.,
C.V.0.—Commanded 3rd Battle Squadron
since 1914. Born 1858 ; entered Navy1872 ;
took part in Egyptian War 1882 ; commander
1894; captain 1899. Commanded Training
Squadron 1911-14;  Rear-Admiral Home
Pleet r909-1r. A gunneryspecialist, his essay
(1890) on maritime defence of United King-
dom and its trade in a war with a naval
Power gained second place in competition
for United Service Institute’s Gold Medal.

Braithwaite, Maj.-Gen. W. P., C.B.—
Divisional commander; was Chief of Staff
in Mediterranean Expeditionary Force, March-
October, 1915. Born 1865; entered P/A.
Somerset Light Infantry 1886. Served South
Africa as D.A.A.G.; became D.A.Q.M.G.
First Army Corps and Southern Command
1902-4; General Staff officer, Southern Com-
mand 1905; Commandant Staff College,
Quetta, rgr1-14.. Awarded Legion of Honour,
Croix de Commandeur, 1915.

   

  
  

     

 

 

 

    
M. BRATIANO,

Rumanian Premier.
M. BRIAND, :

Ex-Premier, France.

Brancker, Brig.-Gen. W. S.— Director of
Air Organisation, War Office; appointed
member of Air Board, May, 1916. Served
South Africa.- (x899-1901), mentioned in
despatches, Queen’s Medal -with four clasps ;
mentioned in despatches,. January, 1916:

Brandon, Sec.-Lt. A. de Bathe, D.S.0.—
Noted airman. “Born New-Zealand, 1884.
Educated Wellington College, N.Z., and Cam-
bridge. Called to Bar 1906, and practised
in NewZealanduntil war broke out. Came to
England and joined R:-F.C., December, 1915.
Received D.S.O. for gallant conduct and devo-
tion to duty, October, 1916. Dropped bombs
on one of Zeppelins raiding Englandon night
of March 31st-April rst, 1916, his’ aeroplatre
hit -many times. Shared in destruction of
Zeppelia brought down’ October rst, 1916.
Met with serious accident near Dorking,
March, r917. .

Portraits by Lafayette, Russell, Elliott & Fry.
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Bratiano, M. Jon J.C.—Prime Minister of
Rumania. Born 1866; educated as engineer,
and entered service of Rumania State Rail-
ways. Turned to politics, and entered
Chamber as member of Liberal Party, 18095.
Minister of. Public Works 1896 ; Minister of
Foreign Affairs r901 ; Minister of the Interior
1997, and Prime Minister 1908 ; resigned 1910,
Served as eaptain in Army during invasion
of Bulgaria, 1913.

Briand, Aristide. — Three times Prime
Minister of France—rgo9-11; again until
March, 1913, for fifty-six days; and. from
October, 31915, to March, 1917. Formerly
prominent member of Socialist Party, now
claims independencefor his Socialism. Rapid
career in political life since he entered
Chamber of Deputies in 1902. Visited Rome
1916; attended Allied Conference, Calais,
February, 1917.

Bridges, Maj.-Gen. Sir W. T., K.C.B.—Com-
manded Australian Division in Gallipoli,
1915 ; died of woundsat age of fifty-four. Born
Greenock. Obtained commission in New, South
Wales Artillery 1885; served South Afriea
1899-1900. Acting Q.M.G. of Headquarters
Staff of Australian Military Forces 1902 ;
Inspector-General of Commonwealth Military
Forces 1914.

Briggs, Lt.-Gen. Sir C. J., K.C.B.—Vormerly
commanded 3rd Cavalry Division. Born
1865 ;. joined King’s Dragoon Guards 1886.
Served Egypt 1892-93; in South Atrica was

    
  

 

  

 

 

   

 

  
Maj.-Gen. BRIDGES,

Gallipoli.
Lt.-Gen. BRIGGS,
Cavalry Leader,

in command of 1st Imperial Light Horse
rgor-2, also Mobile Column rgo0r-2. Did
splendid work in retreat from Mons in com-
mand of 1st Cavalry Brigade; mentioned in
despatches 1914-15. Conducted operations on
Struma-Doiran front, Balkans, in’ autuma
of 1916. K.C.B., January, 1917.

Briggs, Squadron-CommanderE. F., D.S.0.
One of most experienced pilots of R.N.
Educated. Clifton College, which he left in
1895 to become lieutenant in Royal Navy.
Learned to fly at Eastchurch, and gained
pilot’s certificate, March, 1912. One of heroes
of raid on Zeppelin base at Uviedrichshafen,
November. 21st, 1914. Made a_ Chevalier
Legion of Honour. Interned at Engelstadt,
December, 1r914., D.S.O. 1915.

Brindejone des Moulinais.——Noted French
airman; killed in Verdun region, August,
7916. Obtained pilot’s certificate 1911 at age
of nineteen, and rapidly came into prominence
by daring flights. Took part with Garros
in the Circuit d’Anjou, 1912. In r913,. after
successful Paris to London flight, returned
by Brussels. Rendered valuable services in
war, and several times mentioned in
despatches.
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$q.-Com. BRIGGS,
Famous Airman.
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Fantastic Contrasts of
Lhe WarIllustrated, 7th April, 1917.
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Writing from irles after ite capture by the British, Mr. Philip
Gibbs gave a description of the ghastly battlefield over which
monstrous shells were still howling as our men went marching
on to fresh conquests, and he painted a grim picture of the
scene of waras it is, fantastic in its contrasts and in its stage

 
properties. Bang in the middle of the battlefield was a ccfiee-
stall, and there stocd a crowd of British soldiers, wetter and
muddier than the night-birds of the London slums, and more
in need of warmth for body and soul. Notfar away, well under
shell fire, was a London omnibus, and close to that a ‘‘tank.’”
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The War Illustrated, Tth

Women Decorated for Devoted W
Buckingham Palace, on March 3rd, his Majesty the King held

at which.a numberof the women whohave donedevofed dutyat thew

at home were decorated with the Royal Red Cross.

a rine and wornontheleft shoulder hanging from the ribbon tied in a bow.

crimson. enamelled-cross beating the words Faith,

ofits institution, 1883, and is the first British military decor

the outbreak of the war until February rst of this year 850 of these crosses had been

in military hospitals at home or abroad.
stiture on March 3rd was the decoration of

n with the Military Medal, which had been awarded to her for

Sister Thompson, whohas beenin France since 1914, was wounded
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Services
 

This decoration is suspended by

Hope, Charity, and the date
ation for women.
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awarded among nurse
An interesting episode of the inve

 

bravery in-the field.
on Novemberrothlast.

(whose portrait is immediately to the right),
he Croix de Guerre by General Sarrail, at Salonika, last year.

n’s Hospital in France, Mrs. Harley proceeded

of aunit at the time of the evacuation of that country, and h

work there when, on March 7th, while with. an ambulance at

rsting shell and died almost immediately.

Viscount French’s sister,

was decorated with t
After service with the Scottish.Wome

she was struck by a piece of a bu

 

    

 

  

 

  
 

Sister RITCHIE THOMSON,
R.R.C. Services in France.

Sister FOX, R.R.C., Miss F. PEARSON, R.8.C.,FLORENCE SMITH,
Horton War Hosp., Epsom.R.R.C., 38rd S. Hosp., Bristol. Killed at Monastir.
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Sister WALKER, R.R.C.,
4th London General Hosp.

Miss K. SMITH, R.B.C.,
2nd S. Hosp., Bristol.

Miss C. ROBERTS, R.R.C.,Sister J. P. PAGE, R.R.C.,
Military Hosp., Nottingham.Southwark Military Hosp.

E.. K. THOMPSON,
M.M. Wounded

    

  

    
 

Sister ELLEN STONE,R.R.C.,
2nd §. Hosp., Bristol.

  

 

GARDNER,R.B.C.,
Brook War Hosp.
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Sister E. M. WOOD,R.RB.C.,RAL HOSPITAL, CAMBRIDGE.—From left
Horton County of LondonR.C., Staff Nurse K. Aldridge, R.R.C.

Macdonald, 8.R.C., Sister B. Horton, R.R.C.

Portraits by Bassano.

NURSES OF THE ist EASTERN GENEMiss M. C. PEMBERTON,
R.B.C., Royal Herbert Hosp., (standing): Staff Nurse Ealand, R.

sGgeknohomoronne

B. Carley, R.B.C., MatronMiss A.
ee   

xxxi The War Illustrated, 7th April, 1917.

 

 

are several detached tracts
of: woodland, and one of the

largest of- these is marked on the
British maps as Sanctuary Wood.

\ Through this wood, at the time
only a mass of tree-stumps, ran the
two lines of trenches—British and
German—and in the summer of
1916 the former were manned by
the men of the Canadian Corps

, underSir Julian Byng.
Friday, June 2nd, was selected by the Germans for

a sudden and desperate attack on the Canadians. It
opened ‘quite early in the morning, just at the time
when General Mercer, leader of the 3rd Canadian
Division, was inspecting the front trenches, Thenthe
high-explosive shells began their deadly work. ‘The
solid trenches melted away, mounds and_ craters

appeared as if by magic. Men, too, were blown to

pieces, and in‘a little time onlya litter of broken wood,

burst sandbags, and human fragments remained to

mark the spot. During this storm the general was

killed, and the 4th and rst Mounted Rifles, the first
battalions to meet it, almost ceased to exist.

ee Hooge and Hill 6o

 

Saving the Line at Ypres
_-Just after midday the German guns, working from
feft to right, turned theirfull violence onto the trenches
occupied by Princess Patricia’s Light Infantry. Of
the four companies, two were in the front line, one was

in the communication-trench, and a fourth in support.
The first of the two front companies was blown out of
its trenches, and the few survivors made their way
through the debris to the communication-trench ; but

the second, under Captain Niven, managed to hold

on and to pour some destructive volleys into the

Germans who, as usual, had advanced as soon as their

guns had done their work.
Having thus broken through, the Germans made for

the communication-trench, and following their bombers,

tried to get thtough to the supporting line. To meet

them, -Lieut.-Colonel H. C. Buller; commanding the

battalion, rallied his reserves, and a desperate fight

ensued, during which the colonel was killed. His men,

however, fought on more heroically, if possible, than

ever, throwing up one barricade after another, and

only: retiring. from one when another had, been. made

to receive them. This courage and resource gained

the necessary time forreserves to arrive, and theline,

one of the most critical in the whole of the Ypres
salient, was saved. :

Cut off from their comrades and surrounded by

Germans,- Niven’s company, meanwhile, were fighting

their own battle. One platoon was destroyed entirely,

but the others held on until carly the following morning,-

and then fell back to the support trenches, weary but

content and undishonoured, for they had done their

part in saving Calais.

Swift Rise to Immortal Fame Tee
This famous regiment, named after the Duke of

Connaught’s popular daughter, was then but a bantling

not two years old. The forces in existence for the

defence of Canada before the outbreak. of the Great-

War wete regiments of Militia, men engaged in civil.

pursuits, who. put in a few weeks of training each year.

Like the Territorials in Britain, they voluntecred at,

oncefor the front ; but it was realised that somelittle

time must clapse before they would be fit to take.the

. field. They needed the most modern arms and equip-.

ment, as well as training ona large scale to enable them

to meet the Germans.

_Chafing under this inevitable delay, Mr. Hamilton-

Gault, of Montreal, undertook to equip a regiment of

“Wood, in front of Ypres. For about a month the men

a Warne (iGRgSSEOBOSSES« “a

RECORDS OF THE REGIMENTS—XXMXII

THE PRINCESS PATRICIAS
old seldiers, who would not require the same amount
of training as the Militia, and could. therefore get to

the front sooner. There were many old soldiers in

Canada, and almost at once the ranks were. filled.

Princess Patricia handed colours to the new regiment,

which was placed under the command of a veteran

soldier, Lieut.-Colonel F. D. Farquhar, D.S.O. In the

autumn of 1914 it crossed the Atlantic and, after a

stay on Salisbury Plain, reached France just before

Christmas, the advance-guard of those mien who have

made the Canadian soldier, more than the Persian of

old, immortal as a fighting man.
Attached as a fifth battalion to one of the brigades

of the 27th Division, Princess Patricia’s were sent up

into some front trenches near St. Eloi for the first time

on January 8th, 1915. In those early days they found

the frost and the damp more formidable foes than the

Germans, and during January they had one hundred

and fifty men invalided home, while only thirteen were

killed.

    

 

   

 

 

   

   

Lieut.-Col. Farquhar Killed at St. Eloi

This state of affairs was not to the liking of the

veterans, and on February 28th, having just returned to

the trenches after a rest, they had ac ngenial task given

to them. At that time raids on the enemy’s lines were

not so common as they became later in the war,‘so it

should not be. forgotten that one of the earliest and

most successful of these was carried out by men of

Princess Patricia’s.
On-the previous evening Major Hamilton Gault,

serving as second in commandin the regiment he had

founded, reconnoitred the ground, and on the 28th

Lieutenant Crabb led a picked bodyin a sudden rush

in the darkness... The bombers, under Lieutenant.T. M.

Papineau, wentfirst. The German trench was reached

and destroyed, and a few prisoners were brought back.

Some days later, on March 2oth, the regiment lost its

popular commanding officer, Lieut.-Colonel

Farquhar, who was shot bya sniper. His last services

were to command the regiment when it helped to

repulse a German attack at St. Eloi on March 14th

conduct which earned for it a special word of. co

mendation from Viscount (then Sir John) French.

Early in April, the regiment received orders to leave

St, Eloi, and it was soon in some trenches in Polys

  

   

took turn and .turn about therein with. an English

regiment, until on Sunday, May gth, they had an ex-

perience not unlike the one in Sanctuary Wood, which

took place a year later and has been described already.

On that day the battalion wassix hundredand thirty-

five strong.

 

Formation of the Canadian Corps

The first German attack, made as usual in the

early morning, was beaten back, and so, too, was the

second. “The rain’ of shells, however, did not cease,

andin alittle while all the seniorofficers had gone, and

the command had- fallen upon Lieutenant Niven. The

trenches were crumbling away, but fourofficers anda

handful of men continued to defend them until the

afternoon, when relief arrived. After that they

remained to assist in beating back a third German

attack. : em :

~ At the end of that glorious day only one hundred

and fifty men answeredto their names, and_at 11.30

these were led awaytorest. :

The regiment..remained for a little time in reserve

while reinforcements arrived to bring it up to strength

after its cruel losses. In November, 1915, the Canadian

Corps was formed, and Princess Patricia’s became, as

was fitting, -one-of the units therein, Then came

Sanctuary Wood and—tfor some future narrative—the

Battles of the Somme, A.W. HR. .
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Women Decorated for Devoted W
Buckingham Palace, on March 3rd, his Majesty the King held

at which.a numberof the women whohave donedevofed dutyat thew

at home were decorated with the Royal Red Cross.
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crimson. enamelled-cross beating the words Faith,

ofits institution, 1883, and is the first British military decor

the outbreak of the war until February rst of this year 850 of these crosses had been

in military hospitals at home or abroad.
stiture on March 3rd was the decoration of

n with the Military Medal, which had been awarded to her for

Sister Thompson, whohas beenin France since 1914, was wounded
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R.R.C. Services in France.

Sister FOX, R.R.C., Miss F. PEARSON, R.8.C.,FLORENCE SMITH,
Horton War Hosp., Epsom.R.R.C., 38rd S. Hosp., Bristol. Killed at Monastir.
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Sister WALKER, R.R.C.,
4th London General Hosp.

Miss K. SMITH, R.B.C.,
2nd S. Hosp., Bristol.

Miss C. ROBERTS, R.R.C.,Sister J. P. PAGE, R.R.C.,
Military Hosp., Nottingham.Southwark Military Hosp.

E.. K. THOMPSON,
M.M. Wounded

    

  

    
 

Sister ELLEN STONE,R.R.C.,
2nd §. Hosp., Bristol.

  

 

GARDNER,R.B.C.,
Brook War Hosp.
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Sister E. M. WOOD,R.RB.C.,RAL HOSPITAL, CAMBRIDGE.—From left
Horton County of LondonR.C., Staff Nurse K. Aldridge, R.R.C.

Macdonald, 8.R.C., Sister B. Horton, R.R.C.

Portraits by Bassano.

NURSES OF THE ist EASTERN GENEMiss M. C. PEMBERTON,
R.B.C., Royal Herbert Hosp., (standing): Staff Nurse Ealand, R.

sGgeknohomoronne

B. Carley, R.B.C., MatronMiss A.
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are several detached tracts
of: woodland, and one of the

largest of- these is marked on the
British maps as Sanctuary Wood.

\ Through this wood, at the time
only a mass of tree-stumps, ran the
two lines of trenches—British and
German—and in the summer of
1916 the former were manned by
the men of the Canadian Corps

, underSir Julian Byng.
Friday, June 2nd, was selected by the Germans for

a sudden and desperate attack on the Canadians. It
opened ‘quite early in the morning, just at the time
when General Mercer, leader of the 3rd Canadian
Division, was inspecting the front trenches, Thenthe
high-explosive shells began their deadly work. ‘The
solid trenches melted away, mounds and_ craters

appeared as if by magic. Men, too, were blown to

pieces, and in‘a little time onlya litter of broken wood,

burst sandbags, and human fragments remained to

mark the spot. During this storm the general was

killed, and the 4th and rst Mounted Rifles, the first
battalions to meet it, almost ceased to exist.

ee Hooge and Hill 6o

 

Saving the Line at Ypres
_-Just after midday the German guns, working from
feft to right, turned theirfull violence onto the trenches
occupied by Princess Patricia’s Light Infantry. Of
the four companies, two were in the front line, one was

in the communication-trench, and a fourth in support.
The first of the two front companies was blown out of
its trenches, and the few survivors made their way
through the debris to the communication-trench ; but

the second, under Captain Niven, managed to hold

on and to pour some destructive volleys into the

Germans who, as usual, had advanced as soon as their

guns had done their work.
Having thus broken through, the Germans made for

the communication-trench, and following their bombers,

tried to get thtough to the supporting line. To meet

them, -Lieut.-Colonel H. C. Buller; commanding the

battalion, rallied his reserves, and a desperate fight

ensued, during which the colonel was killed. His men,

however, fought on more heroically, if possible, than

ever, throwing up one barricade after another, and

only: retiring. from one when another had, been. made

to receive them. This courage and resource gained

the necessary time forreserves to arrive, and theline,

one of the most critical in the whole of the Ypres
salient, was saved. :

Cut off from their comrades and surrounded by

Germans,- Niven’s company, meanwhile, were fighting

their own battle. One platoon was destroyed entirely,

but the others held on until carly the following morning,-

and then fell back to the support trenches, weary but

content and undishonoured, for they had done their

part in saving Calais.

Swift Rise to Immortal Fame Tee
This famous regiment, named after the Duke of

Connaught’s popular daughter, was then but a bantling

not two years old. The forces in existence for the

defence of Canada before the outbreak. of the Great-

War wete regiments of Militia, men engaged in civil.

pursuits, who. put in a few weeks of training each year.

Like the Territorials in Britain, they voluntecred at,

oncefor the front ; but it was realised that somelittle

time must clapse before they would be fit to take.the

. field. They needed the most modern arms and equip-.

ment, as well as training ona large scale to enable them

to meet the Germans.

_Chafing under this inevitable delay, Mr. Hamilton-

Gault, of Montreal, undertook to equip a regiment of

“Wood, in front of Ypres. For about a month the men

a Warne (iGRgSSEOBOSSES« “a

RECORDS OF THE REGIMENTS—XXMXII

THE PRINCESS PATRICIAS
old seldiers, who would not require the same amount
of training as the Militia, and could. therefore get to

the front sooner. There were many old soldiers in

Canada, and almost at once the ranks were. filled.

Princess Patricia handed colours to the new regiment,

which was placed under the command of a veteran

soldier, Lieut.-Colonel F. D. Farquhar, D.S.O. In the

autumn of 1914 it crossed the Atlantic and, after a

stay on Salisbury Plain, reached France just before

Christmas, the advance-guard of those mien who have

made the Canadian soldier, more than the Persian of

old, immortal as a fighting man.
Attached as a fifth battalion to one of the brigades

of the 27th Division, Princess Patricia’s were sent up

into some front trenches near St. Eloi for the first time

on January 8th, 1915. In those early days they found

the frost and the damp more formidable foes than the

Germans, and during January they had one hundred

and fifty men invalided home, while only thirteen were

killed.

    

 

   

 

 

   

   

Lieut.-Col. Farquhar Killed at St. Eloi

This state of affairs was not to the liking of the

veterans, and on February 28th, having just returned to

the trenches after a rest, they had ac ngenial task given

to them. At that time raids on the enemy’s lines were

not so common as they became later in the war,‘so it

should not be. forgotten that one of the earliest and

most successful of these was carried out by men of

Princess Patricia’s.
On-the previous evening Major Hamilton Gault,

serving as second in commandin the regiment he had

founded, reconnoitred the ground, and on the 28th

Lieutenant Crabb led a picked bodyin a sudden rush

in the darkness... The bombers, under Lieutenant.T. M.

Papineau, wentfirst. The German trench was reached

and destroyed, and a few prisoners were brought back.

Some days later, on March 2oth, the regiment lost its

popular commanding officer, Lieut.-Colonel

Farquhar, who was shot bya sniper. His last services

were to command the regiment when it helped to

repulse a German attack at St. Eloi on March 14th

conduct which earned for it a special word of. co

mendation from Viscount (then Sir John) French.

Early in April, the regiment received orders to leave

St, Eloi, and it was soon in some trenches in Polys

  

   

took turn and .turn about therein with. an English

regiment, until on Sunday, May gth, they had an ex-

perience not unlike the one in Sanctuary Wood, which

took place a year later and has been described already.

On that day the battalion wassix hundredand thirty-

five strong.

 

Formation of the Canadian Corps

The first German attack, made as usual in the

early morning, was beaten back, and so, too, was the

second. “The rain’ of shells, however, did not cease,

andin alittle while all the seniorofficers had gone, and

the command had- fallen upon Lieutenant Niven. The

trenches were crumbling away, but fourofficers anda

handful of men continued to defend them until the

afternoon, when relief arrived. After that they

remained to assist in beating back a third German

attack. : em :

~ At the end of that glorious day only one hundred

and fifty men answeredto their names, and_at 11.30

these were led awaytorest. :

The regiment..remained for a little time in reserve

while reinforcements arrived to bring it up to strength

after its cruel losses. In November, 1915, the Canadian

Corps was formed, and Princess Patricia’s became, as

was fitting, -one-of the units therein, Then came

Sanctuary Wood and—tfor some future narrative—the

Battles of the Somme, A.W. HR. .
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HE SHORTAGE OF THE PAPER SUPPLY

becomes daily more acute. It is impossible to

foretell what extremes of reduction the publishers

may yet have to face. We have seen some periodicals

reduced to a mere shadowof their former selves, and

their prices doubled, in order not merely to continue,

but to exist without loss.
Elimination of waste is a first essential to national

economy. It is waste, not .use, that eventually

produces shortage. It was_ said that Mr. Colman

made an immense fortune, not from the mustard

consumed, but from that which was wasted.

The parallel does not apply to publishing, for waste

on unbought copies is a-dead loss. - Yet eventually

the readerloses also, as ‘it is not possible, on reduced

profits, to continue giving a first-class article, i

With many periodicals the proportion of waste in

unsold ‘copies exceeds ten per cent. of the total

published quantity.” It is imperative that any-per-

centage of- waste should not only be reduced but

abolished, : : rs

An Inevitable Restriction

ORE of the inevitable results of this pressing need

will -be- the refusal of all publishers throughout

the United Kingdom to take back unsold copies:

This implies restricted orders from newsagents, and

only’ those who take the precaution to order the

permanent delivery of the periodicals they want will

be able to obtain them. : :

THe WAR ILLUSTRATED is unlike most periodicals,

in that it is not an ephemeral production of the week.

Many thousands of copies are bought to.be bound

and preserved permanently. Every copy is bought

by some reader who is intelligently “following ‘the

progress of the war. Now, every reader must help

the ‘Editor and -publishers to’ save the wastage ‘of

unsold copies: * There is only one way. Write out a

brief note to your newsagent, saying : :

Please keep for or deliver to me a copy

of ‘©The War Illustrated’”’ every week

a ‘until further notice. : ;

Sign the above with your name and address, and

hand it to your newsagent to-day. ‘

Tf we can ¢liminate entirely every atom of waste

from our production, «that -will at-Jeast help us to

‘carry - on,”

-

but

-

further< steps will be. necessary,’

according to the pressure of circumstances.” Readers

of THE WAR ILLUSTRATED, however, can rest assured

that the publishers. will co-operate. with the Editor,in

exerting every effort.to maintain the value and quality,

of a periodical whichhas met with such remarkable

acceptance from so wide a public.

That: Berlin to Bagdad”? Railway ;

; ITHthe Turco-German forces driven from Bagdad

‘and making as rapidlyas they can inthedirection

of the other terminus of the Kaiser’s visionaryrailway,
it is interesting to find that but a year ago the Germans

were still drawing comfort from contemplation of that’

line, which was to link ‘Austria-Hungary, the Balkan

States, and the Turkish: Empire as something’ like’

“outer suburbs” to the Prussian capital. ~ I see that

in February of ‘last year the Cologne ‘“Volkszeitung ”’

spoke thus grandiosely of the iron road that was to

make the Crescent an appanage of the Iron Cross:

EE Bs spite of war anddifficult obstacles, the year 1916
“<A “will, we may be sure, not come to an end without

seeing railway connection finally established between

Ty cectomoeecelts
Printed and published by the

in Australia and NewZealand;
AMALGAMATED PR

Inland, 24d, per cepy,-postfree,

_ direct’ from the publishing office.

ss, Lumrep, The Piectway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C. 4.

by ‘Ihe Central News Agency, Ltd., in South Africa ; and The Imperial News Co., Toronto and Montreal in Canada,

Abroad, 3d. per copy, post.iree, N

Berlin and Bagdad and German express trains running

into the old storied city of Haroun al-Raschid. Bagdad

is destined to remain for years to come the terminus

of the newline of world-commerce created by German

capital, For even if the plan of continuing it 300 miles

farther to the Persian Gulf is very tempting, railway

construction in the section between Bagdad and Basra

is confronted by such great difficulties, and railway

traffic would have to stand such severe competition

with steamboat traffic on the Tigris, that the revenue

to be expected would hardly cover half the costs of

construction.

.

For the time being enough will have

been secured if the Bagdad Railwayis supplemented

bya line of Germanriver steamers connecting Bagdad

with the Gulf, and to secure this the terms of the peace

concluded with Britain will no doubt afford the

best opportunity. In the Gulf itself, as well.as between

that region and Europe, the Hamburg-Amerika Line

has already for some ten years maintained a regular

steamer traffic.” Not even a hint as to the “ regular

Steamer traffic? having been interrupted since 1914 }

To-day, in Germany, Bagdad must soundas a word of

omen. :

Potatoes—and a Substitute

HAT the potato has become one of the most im-

portant articles of the people’s dietary, and not

in this country alone, has been made evident by the

shortage.

-

We hadscarcely noticed what a habit it had

become until circumstances gave the habit a serious

jolt. .I have a friend who has long persisted in de-

scribing the potato_as-a dinner-table fetish, and who

is, I fancy, inclined to smile at those who regard a

dinner without. potatoes as a hardship. But he. is

not alone in thinking that the potato has become

something of a culinary tyrant, the deposition of which

is not a matter to be deplored.

*

Aeae sturdy writer on all things from high politics

“to cottage economy, William Cobbett—soldier,

printer, agitator, and member of Parliament—waged'

constant. war against the potato.” He thought’ that

thé introducer of the insipid tuber was a man who had

thereby don@.a, disservice to his country; he .dubbed’

it “‘ Ireland’sTa#y root,” and “the root of ‘the Irish

question ”—and that well-nigh a hundred years ago.

And, -furthermore, he implored his -countrymen to

cultivate fewer potatoes and more maize, ‘ Cobbett’s*

corn”? as he.c¢alled” it, with characteristic egotism.

Well; this is a time when*Gobbett’s teaching may well

be recalled... Maize can be used in manyforms, maize.

meal, hominy, etc., and on the “cob” it is orte_of the

most delicious fresh vegetables grown. It has*sbeen’

- cultivated successfully asa vegetable within a’ dézen*

miles of London, and this year affords a good oppor-

tunity for many gardeners do start growing it aS a

regular crop for supplying the table with a pleasant’

and nourishing vegetable. a

A Word to the Wise

| view of thegeneral shortage of paper and other

materials that go to the making of books, it is

necessary that I should once more remind those readers

of ‘Tur War ILLUSTRATED, who have not yet had>

Vol. V, bound up, or have not secured the necessary.

binding case, that they should, do so without delay, or

they may find that the supply has come to an end.

These registered cases, with frontispiece, title-page, and

contents list, can be boughtforts. 6d. from any news-~

agent or bookseller, or for Is. tod. will be sent bypost,
J. AL H.

“ oe &"oep-ReSDet

Published by Gordon & Gotch
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The‘Poilu’ as I Know Him, by Basil Clarke

of the German Retreat 
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OUR OBSERVALION POST

THE RENAISSANCE OF

|SPee years ago all the world was set

a-laughing by the impudently brilliant prot

madebyits prince of poseurs agaist its unimagimative

insistence upon truth—truth to fact and truth to life,

fettering fancy, clipping the wings of imagination,

leaving no loophole for whimsical wit to escape into a

prosaic society. His“ Protest Against the Decay of

Lying ”’ hfted Oscar Wilde from the small company of

merely clever, sclf-advertising young men, and placed

him definitely among the wits. It made the literary

reputation. of the man who afterwards was to write the

most brilliant comedies since Sheridan’s and one of the

finest ballads in the English language. And if sheer

brilliance could preserve literary work alive, it would

be more generally known than De Quincey’s ‘* Murder as

a Fine Art,” from which, perhaps it derived.

LEVERNESS, however, is not a magic quality

\ that can preserve men or books from the tate of

all mortality. Indeed, it carries seeds of decay within

itself: most often it does no more than present halt

truths, and these it decks out in meretricious orna-

ment which does not stand-the wear and tear of time.

In respect of literary work, the meretricious decoration

is just the mode of the moment, the ephemeral fashion

of the elegant—the slang, if you preter it, of socie

The mere fact that-one has to use such words as

‘““momentary ” and ‘‘ ephemeral” in connection wit!

it is implicit proof of its disability to secure perman-

"cence. Except as reflecting its period, and also as an

exceptionally. brilliant piece of literary impudence,

the ‘‘ Protest Against the Decay of Lying” is seldom

read,

T is, as reflecting its period, so different from the pre-

sent one, that it was brought to my mind by a man

who looks out upon the world with very steady eyes.

Action, of course, almost superhumanlyenergetic, pre-

ccuupies men superlatively serious, and the most

fantastic juggler with words who ever stood upon

head and described the world so-seen, topsy-turvy, m

a sequence of paradoxes, could hardly hope to find an

audience.at this present period. Hf, he said, a_ new

figure, comparable intellectually with Oscar Wilde,

were to appear amongst us, with a shrewd. eye to

see our shortcomings, and a mordant wit to flay

our souls withal,.on what ground mipht he be

likely to attack us first, and find usleast able to repel

his assault ? Can you conceive of anyone goimg so far

to fetch a subject as to protest to-day that lying was

obsolete ?. The wit of a quarter of a century ago may,

perhaps, have effected in earnest what he advocated 1n

jest; may have rescued lying from the decaying arts

and brought it into commonuse as alive craft. How-

ever that may be, the essay has no point to prick this

present age. Lying is rampant among us. That was

the’ sum and ‘substance of my friend’s contention,

and I confess I was taken aback by the strong case

he made out for. it.

HY, for example, have the people at large become
so generally incredulous that they will not

believe the statement of a single fact unless it is

guaranteed by the magic word “ Official’”’? Because

they have been spoon-fed on half-truths and on un-

truths by statesmen and politicians whose judgment
was warped and conscience blunted by the black magic

of expediency. Expediency is a very old cloak worn
by the father of lies. He has cleaned it and pressedit,
and under the. new name of “ military considerations ”’

it has come out-like a new garment, but it conceals the

same old devil. As a result of the constant employ-
ment by Authority of the two forms of lying—namely,

LYING
suggestion of the false, for the enemy’s subsequent

coniusion, and suppression of the true, apparently for

our own comfortable delusion—we have become so

sceptical that we do not believe anything we are told.

JHEN asufficient time has passed for the matter

to have ceased to have anypractical importance,

we appoint a Royal Commission, or a Parliamentary

Committee, or an Impartial Tribunal, to investigate

the facts; and when we have forgotten all about the

facts, and the commission or committee or tribunal as

well, one of these three august bodies issues a highly-

controversial report, and then the trouble begins.

What the plain man, of the solid British stock, cannot

understand is why he should not be told the truth at

the outset. Not being a fool, he would rather be kept

in ignorance temporarily than share with the enemy

knowledge which might be useful to the enemy; but

otherwise he does not sce the justification for the

inexact political terminology for which the mono-

syllabic name is “‘lie.’’ Whatis its justification ?

HAT, again, is the explanation of the course that

events have taken in Greece during these last

eighteen months, except that the people have suffered

from an epidemic of mendacity, to which, one remem-

bers, they have a congenital predisposition ?

-

They

sufier to an additional extent from having dynastic

relationship with the House of Hohenzollern, whose

mendacityis of a particularly purulent, confluent type.

But the salient fact is that piecrust is durable brass in

comparison with their. promises. Modern Greelx

lying, like the old Cretan brand, seems to be of the

habitual, conversational kind, the vainest and most

wanton kind there is.

J& ND what of Russia? Tyranny seldom deigns to

hold communication “with the people, and

although, Heaven knows, the Russian people have

been imposed upon and tyrannised over by their

hereditary autocrats, they have not been lied to over-

much. But the hereditary autocrats themselves have

been offered and have swallowed lies to their_own

present complete undoing. Russian bureaucracy

scems to have been a hotbed breeding such a plague

of lies and liars, chicanery, knavery, treachery and

treason, that it had to be cleared right.away, lest the

whole State should perish. That the Tsar hiniself

was anything but sincere in his devotion to his country

I do not believe. ‘Truth, however, gains admittance

with difficulty into the private chamber of ‘autocrats,

and she did not make her way into the Tsar's. He

was deccived—by whom matters comparatively little ©

now—and he has paid for his delusion with his crown.

F Germany there is no need to speak. Unique

amongst all modern Powers by reason of her

parbarity and vandalism, she is unique in history as

the supreme liar. Her untruthfuiness is not shown

merely m entering: into obligations with the reserved

intention of repudiating them when she chooses. She

lies universally, comprehensively, always;

.

boastfully

through her soldiers, crudely through her statesmen,

meanly through her merchants, blasphemously through

her ministers of religion, treacherously through her

army of-spies; through ‘all of these mouths she. is

proved false and repellent. Well, the doom of the liar

is fixed, and even in: this world we can await the

punishment of Germany with confidence that it draws

nigh. But until her false mouth hasbeen silenced, or

taught by a sharp lesson that truth is more likely to

prove to her advantage, no one can declare that lying
is anything but rampant in the world. c. M.
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 GENERAL DUBOIS ANRearoeeras BRRasaterece HEROES FRONT DOUAUMONT.—On a tour of part of the Verdun front the Genera!’s motor-
NaasehGhesmeiaton Bh ats ouse when two men who had been wounded at Fort Douaumont, and were trudging Beck to the

po a g. ensral Dubois had his car stopped, and descended that he might obtain from them first-hand itbercietienRe
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THE RENAISSANCE OF

|SPee years ago all the world was set

a-laughing by the impudently brilliant prot

madebyits prince of poseurs agaist its unimagimative

insistence upon truth—truth to fact and truth to life,

fettering fancy, clipping the wings of imagination,

leaving no loophole for whimsical wit to escape into a

prosaic society. His“ Protest Against the Decay of

Lying ”’ hfted Oscar Wilde from the small company of

merely clever, sclf-advertising young men, and placed

him definitely among the wits. It made the literary

reputation. of the man who afterwards was to write the

most brilliant comedies since Sheridan’s and one of the

finest ballads in the English language. And if sheer

brilliance could preserve literary work alive, it would

be more generally known than De Quincey’s ‘* Murder as

a Fine Art,” from which, perhaps it derived.

LEVERNESS, however, is not a magic quality

\ that can preserve men or books from the tate of

all mortality. Indeed, it carries seeds of decay within

itself: most often it does no more than present halt

truths, and these it decks out in meretricious orna-

ment which does not stand-the wear and tear of time.

In respect of literary work, the meretricious decoration

is just the mode of the moment, the ephemeral fashion

of the elegant—the slang, if you preter it, of socie

The mere fact that-one has to use such words as

‘““momentary ” and ‘‘ ephemeral” in connection wit!

it is implicit proof of its disability to secure perman-

"cence. Except as reflecting its period, and also as an

exceptionally. brilliant piece of literary impudence,

the ‘‘ Protest Against the Decay of Lying” is seldom

read,

T is, as reflecting its period, so different from the pre-

sent one, that it was brought to my mind by a man

who looks out upon the world with very steady eyes.

Action, of course, almost superhumanlyenergetic, pre-

ccuupies men superlatively serious, and the most

fantastic juggler with words who ever stood upon

head and described the world so-seen, topsy-turvy, m

a sequence of paradoxes, could hardly hope to find an

audience.at this present period. Hf, he said, a_ new

figure, comparable intellectually with Oscar Wilde,

were to appear amongst us, with a shrewd. eye to

see our shortcomings, and a mordant wit to flay

our souls withal,.on what ground mipht he be

likely to attack us first, and find usleast able to repel

his assault ? Can you conceive of anyone goimg so far

to fetch a subject as to protest to-day that lying was

obsolete ?. The wit of a quarter of a century ago may,

perhaps, have effected in earnest what he advocated 1n

jest; may have rescued lying from the decaying arts

and brought it into commonuse as alive craft. How-

ever that may be, the essay has no point to prick this

present age. Lying is rampant among us. That was

the’ sum and ‘substance of my friend’s contention,

and I confess I was taken aback by the strong case

he made out for. it.

HY, for example, have the people at large become
so generally incredulous that they will not

believe the statement of a single fact unless it is

guaranteed by the magic word “ Official’”’? Because

they have been spoon-fed on half-truths and on un-

truths by statesmen and politicians whose judgment
was warped and conscience blunted by the black magic

of expediency. Expediency is a very old cloak worn
by the father of lies. He has cleaned it and pressedit,
and under the. new name of “ military considerations ”’

it has come out-like a new garment, but it conceals the

same old devil. As a result of the constant employ-
ment by Authority of the two forms of lying—namely,

LYING
suggestion of the false, for the enemy’s subsequent

coniusion, and suppression of the true, apparently for

our own comfortable delusion—we have become so

sceptical that we do not believe anything we are told.

JHEN asufficient time has passed for the matter

to have ceased to have anypractical importance,

we appoint a Royal Commission, or a Parliamentary

Committee, or an Impartial Tribunal, to investigate

the facts; and when we have forgotten all about the

facts, and the commission or committee or tribunal as

well, one of these three august bodies issues a highly-

controversial report, and then the trouble begins.

What the plain man, of the solid British stock, cannot

understand is why he should not be told the truth at

the outset. Not being a fool, he would rather be kept

in ignorance temporarily than share with the enemy

knowledge which might be useful to the enemy; but

otherwise he does not sce the justification for the

inexact political terminology for which the mono-

syllabic name is “‘lie.’’ Whatis its justification ?

HAT, again, is the explanation of the course that

events have taken in Greece during these last

eighteen months, except that the people have suffered

from an epidemic of mendacity, to which, one remem-

bers, they have a congenital predisposition ?

-

They

sufier to an additional extent from having dynastic

relationship with the House of Hohenzollern, whose

mendacityis of a particularly purulent, confluent type.

But the salient fact is that piecrust is durable brass in

comparison with their. promises. Modern Greelx

lying, like the old Cretan brand, seems to be of the

habitual, conversational kind, the vainest and most

wanton kind there is.

J& ND what of Russia? Tyranny seldom deigns to

hold communication “with the people, and

although, Heaven knows, the Russian people have

been imposed upon and tyrannised over by their

hereditary autocrats, they have not been lied to over-

much. But the hereditary autocrats themselves have

been offered and have swallowed lies to their_own

present complete undoing. Russian bureaucracy

scems to have been a hotbed breeding such a plague

of lies and liars, chicanery, knavery, treachery and

treason, that it had to be cleared right.away, lest the

whole State should perish. That the Tsar hiniself

was anything but sincere in his devotion to his country

I do not believe. ‘Truth, however, gains admittance

with difficulty into the private chamber of ‘autocrats,

and she did not make her way into the Tsar's. He

was deccived—by whom matters comparatively little ©

now—and he has paid for his delusion with his crown.

F Germany there is no need to speak. Unique

amongst all modern Powers by reason of her

parbarity and vandalism, she is unique in history as

the supreme liar. Her untruthfuiness is not shown

merely m entering: into obligations with the reserved

intention of repudiating them when she chooses. She

lies universally, comprehensively, always;

.

boastfully

through her soldiers, crudely through her statesmen,

meanly through her merchants, blasphemously through

her ministers of religion, treacherously through her

army of-spies; through ‘all of these mouths she. is

proved false and repellent. Well, the doom of the liar

is fixed, and even in: this world we can await the

punishment of Germany with confidence that it draws

nigh. But until her false mouth hasbeen silenced, or

taught by a sharp lesson that truth is more likely to

prove to her advantage, no one can declare that lying
is anything but rampant in the world. c. M.
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po a g. ensral Dubois had his car stopped, and descended that he might obtain from them first-hand itbercietienRe
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PEN-PORTRAITS OF OUR FIGHTING FRIENDS, —I
 

M. POILU AS I KNOW HIM
By Basil Clarke

Special Correspondent on the Western Front

   

 

N many ways, and from various points of view, the national characteristics of the fighting forces of the Allies
have been described in the pages of THE WAR ILLUSTRATED. Theve has not, however, been any attempt

to place before myreaders tit a series of special contributions character studies of the soldiers of the Allies, expressly

    
drawn foy us tn each case by a cervespondent whose knowledge of his subject is exceptional. The following ts

‘ thefirst of such a series, and I cannot but think that the veading of these brilliantly written articles will help to
= that closer mutual understanding which i is the aim of every patriotic writer to promote—EDITOR.
 

turn to find the type? Take the bearded old
man yousee in the roadwaythere, sitting with his

hammerbeside a heap ofstones. He is bent and rheumatic;
his eyes are failing, and, despite the spectacles he wears
behind his stonebreakers’ goggles, he can hardly see the
stones he is so busily breaking. His lunchis by his side—a
loaf, an apple, and half a bottle of mixed wine and water,

NF He will work there from sunrise till sundown, and then,
} with bent back and slowstep, he will hobble to some neigh-

bouring cottage to sup and sleep. A quaint, pathetic old
figure! But he is a French soldier,. none the less. His
weather-worn blue. coat was served out to him bya regi-
mental commissariat goodness knows how many years
ago. His corduroy trousers are also uniform; his cap is
the uniform peak cap of the French Army. Soon, perhaps,
you maysee this old Poilu’s corporal come along the road
to take a look at the work done, and ‘to pass censure if
the amount is too little. The corporal is, perhaps, just
as old as the stonebreaker himself. He may wear the
stripe of the “ caporal.” because his sight is a little better,
or because he can walk along the roads at a whole mile an
hour instead of only at half-a mile. Both are equally
soldiers of France, and they work for soldier’s pay—which
is the luxurious sum of three or five sous (13d. to 23d.)
a day.

: M POILU,the Frenchsoldier ? Which wayshall one

The French Army the French Nation

They may never go near the front. They may be
noW, aS you watch them, a good fifty miles away from

the nearest trench. But over the roads they make or
mend pass the troops and the stores, the horses and the

guns, that go to the winning of France’s battles. And
just as those guns are necessary so also are the stones for
the roads that take the guns, and the stonebreakers that

break the stones for the roads that take the guns. It is
like the ‘‘ House that Jack built” over again; and in
France, when the house to be built is a war to be won,
every man necessary for building that house is caught up
in that immense and all-embracing labour net, the Army
of the French Republic. He may make you a bootorpull
you out a tooth, bake you a loaf or bury you, but he

becomes a soldier. The French Army just now. is the

French nation. :

M. Poilu’s Passionate War Spirit

To take the French equivalent, therefore, of the British
soldier you must take the French fighting soldier. This
is not so all-comprehensive a term as the term French
soldier, who is everyone. Gunners, Sappers, horse and
foot—there are numerous types enough of the French
“fighting soldier, and the wider age limit that exists in
the French Army yields greater contrasts in individual
types than are to be found in cyen our own Army. -To
reduce the French fighting soldiers to a type, therefore—
to take, that is, all the types of Irenchsoldier, and.in the
mannerof those horrid little sums we used to do at school,
to take their G.C.M. or their H.C.F. and say this is the
French fighting soldier type—would be rather speculative
mathematics. I don’t think one could do it. What I
will try to do instead is to set downcertain qualities which
I think belong especially to_the Frenchsoldier.

First, then, I think the French “soldier-is the fiercest
ef all the soldiers fighting in this war, His war spirit burns

 

  

   

him. It is a passion. J shall never forget the face and
the eyes of the infantry sergeant who one night, early in
the war, came across me in a French troop train (to which
one of his men had invited me), ‘and,-as he stood with a
lantern’ peering into my face, said, “‘ Swear to me that
you are not a Boche.” “Even though I was’ not-a Boche
the look in that man’s eyes quite scared me then, and
still remains in my memoryas the most fearful examination
I have ever undergone. Had he not been satisfied, had
my papers not been in order-as well as my general appear-
ance, 1 could have hoped for no mercy, even no respite
from a man who could look like that... But I saw that
look several times again in French soldiers... Once when
walking along a country road near Ypres I stumbled upon
a masked French battery. It was a bearded ‘lieutenant,
this time, who darted out and stood in front of me, revolver
in hand. ‘‘ What is monsieur doing?”’ I can hear to this
day the icy coldness and suspicion of those words of his ;
can feel still the cold glint of his black eyes as they looked
me up and down and through and through. He thought
me a spy, and to have his battery located by the Germans
was an-appalling risk. He marched me in front- of him
to the commandant of the battery, and all the way there
I could feel those eyes at my back. The commandant,
fortunately, was more satisfied with me, and showed me
over his battery, but the lieutenant stood by, and though
he did his best to be friendly, I could never forget his first
greeting. J remember thinking that had I been a Boche
J would rather have been. taken by the British or by any
other race than by the French. My end might not have
been any the less swift, but the manner of it could never
have beenso cold and full of passionate enmity.

Deadly Purpose in Charge and Attack

The French are like this in all their war, but especially
in a charge or an attack. They are not as athletic as our
men ; they are not, perhaps, when it comes to the number
and quickness of thrusts, so deadly with the bayonet.
And yet the Germans fear the French bayonets, I think,
more than they fear ours.. There is a greater deadliness
of purpose, a more unrelenting hate and determination
to. kill and nought but kill. They are terrible fighters,
but even more terrible “ haters.’’ I sawa spy once being
taken into custody by the French, and noted the look on ~
his. guards’. faces. [{ heard the shots that —finished his
spying and his life the following morning. And a cold
chill went along my spine, and I, somehow, longed to be
back in England, fi tty

The Best Gunner in the World

This fierceness is an outcome of their intensity of nature
and resoluteness of purpose. I don’t think any Army
shows resolution more than the French Army. Our boys
are resolved enough, but it is the fashion to hide thisrather
than to showit. A singer who dares to sing to our soldiers
at the front about fighting for King and countiy, dying
“with face to the foe,’ and the like, is generally shouted
off the platform before very long. Our soldiers cannot
bear it. They will fight as bravelyas any soidier for these
things, but they don’t like it talked about In. their
songs, in fact, they prefer to pretend that they are afraid.
The most popular. type of song out at the front is the song.
that displays its singers as “‘ having the wind up”’—which

[Continued on page 196
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Trial Trips of Torpedoes from a British T.B.D.
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Torpedo hauled on board the T.B.D. after fire practice. The Cleaning up the torpedoesafter they have been fired at practice.
whaler-boat Which has recovered it is being hoisted aboard. Sailors are proverbially good at keeping things ‘‘ ship-shape.”

 

   
 

Swinging a torpedo inboard after the running tackle has raised it from the sea. The discretionary valour of the German High

“Canal 8 Fleet has given our seamen butrare opportunities of exhibiting their skill with the torpedo. The Germans,with their

methods of piracy, largely employ this weapon against merchant vessels, with a sneaking preference for neutral shipping.
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PEN-PORTRAITS OF OUR FIGHTING FRIENDS, —I
 

M. POILU AS I KNOW HIM
By Basil Clarke

Special Correspondent on the Western Front

   

 

N many ways, and from various points of view, the national characteristics of the fighting forces of the Allies
have been described in the pages of THE WAR ILLUSTRATED. Theve has not, however, been any attempt

to place before myreaders tit a series of special contributions character studies of the soldiers of the Allies, expressly

    
drawn foy us tn each case by a cervespondent whose knowledge of his subject is exceptional. The following ts

‘ thefirst of such a series, and I cannot but think that the veading of these brilliantly written articles will help to
= that closer mutual understanding which i is the aim of every patriotic writer to promote—EDITOR.
 

turn to find the type? Take the bearded old
man yousee in the roadwaythere, sitting with his

hammerbeside a heap ofstones. He is bent and rheumatic;
his eyes are failing, and, despite the spectacles he wears
behind his stonebreakers’ goggles, he can hardly see the
stones he is so busily breaking. His lunchis by his side—a
loaf, an apple, and half a bottle of mixed wine and water,

NF He will work there from sunrise till sundown, and then,
} with bent back and slowstep, he will hobble to some neigh-

bouring cottage to sup and sleep. A quaint, pathetic old
figure! But he is a French soldier,. none the less. His
weather-worn blue. coat was served out to him bya regi-
mental commissariat goodness knows how many years
ago. His corduroy trousers are also uniform; his cap is
the uniform peak cap of the French Army. Soon, perhaps,
you maysee this old Poilu’s corporal come along the road
to take a look at the work done, and ‘to pass censure if
the amount is too little. The corporal is, perhaps, just
as old as the stonebreaker himself. He may wear the
stripe of the “ caporal.” because his sight is a little better,
or because he can walk along the roads at a whole mile an
hour instead of only at half-a mile. Both are equally
soldiers of France, and they work for soldier’s pay—which
is the luxurious sum of three or five sous (13d. to 23d.)
a day.

: M POILU,the Frenchsoldier ? Which wayshall one

The French Army the French Nation

They may never go near the front. They may be
noW, aS you watch them, a good fifty miles away from

the nearest trench. But over the roads they make or
mend pass the troops and the stores, the horses and the

guns, that go to the winning of France’s battles. And
just as those guns are necessary so also are the stones for
the roads that take the guns, and the stonebreakers that

break the stones for the roads that take the guns. It is
like the ‘‘ House that Jack built” over again; and in
France, when the house to be built is a war to be won,
every man necessary for building that house is caught up
in that immense and all-embracing labour net, the Army
of the French Republic. He may make you a bootorpull
you out a tooth, bake you a loaf or bury you, but he

becomes a soldier. The French Army just now. is the

French nation. :

M. Poilu’s Passionate War Spirit

To take the French equivalent, therefore, of the British
soldier you must take the French fighting soldier. This
is not so all-comprehensive a term as the term French
soldier, who is everyone. Gunners, Sappers, horse and
foot—there are numerous types enough of the French
“fighting soldier, and the wider age limit that exists in
the French Army yields greater contrasts in individual
types than are to be found in cyen our own Army. -To
reduce the French fighting soldiers to a type, therefore—
to take, that is, all the types of Irenchsoldier, and.in the
mannerof those horrid little sums we used to do at school,
to take their G.C.M. or their H.C.F. and say this is the
French fighting soldier type—would be rather speculative
mathematics. I don’t think one could do it. What I
will try to do instead is to set downcertain qualities which
I think belong especially to_the Frenchsoldier.

First, then, I think the French “soldier-is the fiercest
ef all the soldiers fighting in this war, His war spirit burns

 

  

   

him. It is a passion. J shall never forget the face and
the eyes of the infantry sergeant who one night, early in
the war, came across me in a French troop train (to which
one of his men had invited me), ‘and,-as he stood with a
lantern’ peering into my face, said, “‘ Swear to me that
you are not a Boche.” “Even though I was’ not-a Boche
the look in that man’s eyes quite scared me then, and
still remains in my memoryas the most fearful examination
I have ever undergone. Had he not been satisfied, had
my papers not been in order-as well as my general appear-
ance, 1 could have hoped for no mercy, even no respite
from a man who could look like that... But I saw that
look several times again in French soldiers... Once when
walking along a country road near Ypres I stumbled upon
a masked French battery. It was a bearded ‘lieutenant,
this time, who darted out and stood in front of me, revolver
in hand. ‘‘ What is monsieur doing?”’ I can hear to this
day the icy coldness and suspicion of those words of his ;
can feel still the cold glint of his black eyes as they looked
me up and down and through and through. He thought
me a spy, and to have his battery located by the Germans
was an-appalling risk. He marched me in front- of him
to the commandant of the battery, and all the way there
I could feel those eyes at my back. The commandant,
fortunately, was more satisfied with me, and showed me
over his battery, but the lieutenant stood by, and though
he did his best to be friendly, I could never forget his first
greeting. J remember thinking that had I been a Boche
J would rather have been. taken by the British or by any
other race than by the French. My end might not have
been any the less swift, but the manner of it could never
have beenso cold and full of passionate enmity.

Deadly Purpose in Charge and Attack

The French are like this in all their war, but especially
in a charge or an attack. They are not as athletic as our
men ; they are not, perhaps, when it comes to the number
and quickness of thrusts, so deadly with the bayonet.
And yet the Germans fear the French bayonets, I think,
more than they fear ours.. There is a greater deadliness
of purpose, a more unrelenting hate and determination
to. kill and nought but kill. They are terrible fighters,
but even more terrible “ haters.’’ I sawa spy once being
taken into custody by the French, and noted the look on ~
his. guards’. faces. [{ heard the shots that —finished his
spying and his life the following morning. And a cold
chill went along my spine, and I, somehow, longed to be
back in England, fi tty

The Best Gunner in the World

This fierceness is an outcome of their intensity of nature
and resoluteness of purpose. I don’t think any Army
shows resolution more than the French Army. Our boys
are resolved enough, but it is the fashion to hide thisrather
than to showit. A singer who dares to sing to our soldiers
at the front about fighting for King and countiy, dying
“with face to the foe,’ and the like, is generally shouted
off the platform before very long. Our soldiers cannot
bear it. They will fight as bravelyas any soidier for these
things, but they don’t like it talked about In. their
songs, in fact, they prefer to pretend that they are afraid.
The most popular. type of song out at the front is the song.
that displays its singers as “‘ having the wind up”’—which

[Continued on page 196
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Trial Trips of Torpedoes from a British T.B.D.
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Torpedo hauled on board the T.B.D. after fire practice. The Cleaning up the torpedoesafter they have been fired at practice.
whaler-boat Which has recovered it is being hoisted aboard. Sailors are proverbially good at keeping things ‘‘ ship-shape.”

 

   
 

Swinging a torpedo inboard after the running tackle has raised it from the sea. The discretionary valour of the German High

“Canal 8 Fleet has given our seamen butrare opportunities of exhibiting their skill with the torpedo. The Germans,with their

methods of piracy, largely employ this weapon against merchant vessels, with a sneaking preference for neutral shipping.
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M. POILU AS I KNOW HIM (cntimepom
is soldier slang for being in a downright funk. The Frenchsoldier would no more think of Singing a song like thisthan he would of flying. Marching along the roads, overcampfires, and in billets and trains he will sing blithelyabout glorious France, fighting for France, death beforethe foe, and thelike. ne of these phrases has becometrite and jejune for him; he -feels and thinks that way.Yet he is at heart less combative a type than the averageBritish soldier, especially the North-country soldier. Hefights less readily, but with less consideration for his enemywhen he does begin. No false ideas of “ sport ’” moderatehis warfare.

:The French soldier has a wonderful gift for exactness,precision, and essential detail. This is partly what goesto make him the best gunner in the world. Some of oursergeants mistake precision and synchronisation and clock-work movement for efficiency. To watch a French guncrew working, say, ‘a field-gun, you would at first denyeven the possibility of their being so efficient as some ofthe spick-and-span British gun crews you had seen. TheySeem to go in a “‘ go-as-you-please”’ fashion. That fellowslogs open the gun-breech and takes a look round the horizonperhaps as he does it; this fellow rams in the shell andmakes a joke about “les sale Boches”’: this fellow’s tunicis halt off because he has not fastened it properly—thereseems no comparison at first sight between that crew and

  

 

 

 

  

  Rat-proof bed for the trenches. This photograph cof theinvention of a French soldier speaks volumesfor the. harass-ing conditions of trench life in the west.

its work and a British crew. But note the numberof shellsthat French gun ‘‘ gets away ’’ to the minute; note thenumber of direct hits, and it will amaze you; the truthbeing that the French gunner concentrates on the oncor twolittle points that make for quick fire and accurateaim and lets all else go by the board. skill for detailhas shown him what these one or two points are, and hehas paid attention to these things till no mortal mancould do them better than he. The German gunneryofficers have slaved for years to get their gun crews asquick as the French, but they are to this day not withinmany shots per minute as fast, :The French soldier is -as gentle when not fighting ashe is fierce when fighting. With his friends he is more‘like a woman. He will laugh with their joys, weep withtheir sorrows, and while he is laughing or weeping hemeans it. His forgetfulness of these moods will be quickerthan that of a British soldier, it is true, but there is noinsincerity at the time.
The French soldier’s courage is undoubted, but it. isa different kind of courage from that of the British soldier.It is not the stoic kind of courage. J have been in Frenchhospitals many times, and have always been struck bythe fact that the Frenchman makes more of pain thanour men. ‘They have not the old “ biting on the bullet ”tradition of the British soldier, and they do not hesitateto show signs of pain. But put fifty Frenchmen to takea trench, and assure them that at least thirty-five will bekilled in the taking, and I don’t think you would see any
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of them fall out. The French soldier's courage and the
Briton’s rise, I think, from different sources. The source
of the Briton’s: courage is more egotistical, He sets a
standard.for himsclf, and tries to live up to that standard.British bravery may often be traced to this rather nobleform of egotism. A man does not wish to “ et himselfdown” in his own eyes any more than in other people’scyes. He will not desert a post or shirk a danger becausehe would feel not so good to himself if he did one of thesethings. It would not be ‘ playing the game.” :

Ready to Dare All for La Patrie
The French soldier’s courage, on the other hand, owes

more, I think, to his very strong communal sense. Forhis own particular sake he would do much to avoid a cut
finger or a black eye, but for La Patrie and a cause he hasat heart he would face the biggest Boche and the longestbayonet. The Frenchsoldier always strikes me as a manwho overcomes his own personality and makes himselfdo brave things. His imagination tells him the risks heis running far more vividly than does the imagination
of the average Briton. He will do his brave deed, then,with a little flourish. He is consciously brave, whereassomeof our fellows really do not know when they are brave.They knowonly when anyone funks, QThe French soldier has the dramatic temperament; theBritish soldier has not. This is another reason of theFrenchmen’s greater demonstrativeness. Y.ou will seethem kiss one another on the cheeks after a successfulcharge. They are delighted to have won and to have“come through.” See an English—or particularly aScottish—regiment in like circumstances and they will belaughing and joking no doubt, but striving at the sametime, by all the means that they know, to keep to them-Selves their deeper emotions—the fact that they are pleasedto see one another safe and sound and to be alive. Yetthey must feel this just as much as the French soldiers do.The Frenchsoldier’s relations with his officer are ratherdifferent-from those of the British soldier. Men andofficers in’ the French Army are not nearly so like twodifferent races of men. There is a tremendous respect,but at the same time there is not the same stiffness. Therelationship does allow room for a mutual smile now andagain. The nearest approach to this that I ever saw inthe British Army was between the chaplains and the men.A Frenchsoldier once asked me if it was against the rulesin the British Armyfor anofficer under the rank of majorto smile with a commonsoldier. He said he had beenstruck by the way our young officers, except when alonewith one man, avoided anything like cheery relations with

their men. ‘“ Your older officers,’ he said, ‘‘ are not so stiff
and unnatural.” Yet the French officers, he argued, were
harder on offenders in the ranks than were the British.This greater intimacy between a French officer and hismen-—to whomhe stands more in the light of father thanof taskmaster—probably arises from the more democraticspirit of the French nation. Perhaps we shall come to
that in time.

One of the Wonders of the War
The French soldier is generous, but not so generous as

the British. He is much more thrifty. He cannot throw_trouble aside in the way a British soldier can, nor can hequite understand the determination to throw trouble asidein, say, a game of football or a ‘comic song. For a longtime our men’s football and games behind the lines wereutterly incomprehensible to the French, who quite mis- .understood them. ‘ Why-do your men make a sport ofthe war?” they have asked me, in horrified tones. AndtheSame idea struck-other people than Frenchmen. M.Take Jonescu, the great pro-Entente statesman of Rumania,once asked me the same question—all because of a footballgame behind the lines. But the French have now cometo see that fresh air and games are as much a part of theBritish race as the meat-breakfast habit.
The French soldier has an endurance and hardihoodfar greater than his physical condition and his more seden-tary mode of life would suggest. -I amstill left wonderinghow the French. ever. contrived that last great advanceof theirs over two miles of Somme mud. It will rankamong the wonders of the war,

Next article : King Albert’s Men as I Know Them
By Basil Clarke
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by the good-natured bearded veterans—veritable
the term originally arose as a special designati
French soldiers—the youthful recruit is evident

Arrival of a new recruit among war-seasoned defenders of thefair land of France. Smiling at the chaff directed against him

 

   

  

  

  

    

 

  

 

  

  

   

  

    

 

  
  

  

   
   
  
  

      
  
  

 

    

  

     

       

  

   

  

  

          

  

  

  

    

  

 

  

 

  
    

    

  
  

  

  

 

 

 

   

 

   

        

    

  

  

 

  

 

  

 

    

  

 

  

 

   

 

is Own. In the young man andin the otder comrades
wuoace has joined thence has expressed in typical figures
something at once of the buoyant confidence and the stubborn E
reserve of strength, the trials of the past and the hopes of the
future, of the suffering but heroic France of to-day.
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M. POILU AS I KNOW HIM (cntimepom
is soldier slang for being in a downright funk. The Frenchsoldier would no more think of Singing a song like thisthan he would of flying. Marching along the roads, overcampfires, and in billets and trains he will sing blithelyabout glorious France, fighting for France, death beforethe foe, and thelike. ne of these phrases has becometrite and jejune for him; he -feels and thinks that way.Yet he is at heart less combative a type than the averageBritish soldier, especially the North-country soldier. Hefights less readily, but with less consideration for his enemywhen he does begin. No false ideas of “ sport ’” moderatehis warfare.

:The French soldier has a wonderful gift for exactness,precision, and essential detail. This is partly what goesto make him the best gunner in the world. Some of oursergeants mistake precision and synchronisation and clock-work movement for efficiency. To watch a French guncrew working, say, ‘a field-gun, you would at first denyeven the possibility of their being so efficient as some ofthe spick-and-span British gun crews you had seen. TheySeem to go in a “‘ go-as-you-please”’ fashion. That fellowslogs open the gun-breech and takes a look round the horizonperhaps as he does it; this fellow rams in the shell andmakes a joke about “les sale Boches”’: this fellow’s tunicis halt off because he has not fastened it properly—thereseems no comparison at first sight between that crew and

  

 

 

 

  

  Rat-proof bed for the trenches. This photograph cof theinvention of a French soldier speaks volumesfor the. harass-ing conditions of trench life in the west.

its work and a British crew. But note the numberof shellsthat French gun ‘‘ gets away ’’ to the minute; note thenumber of direct hits, and it will amaze you; the truthbeing that the French gunner concentrates on the oncor twolittle points that make for quick fire and accurateaim and lets all else go by the board. skill for detailhas shown him what these one or two points are, and hehas paid attention to these things till no mortal mancould do them better than he. The German gunneryofficers have slaved for years to get their gun crews asquick as the French, but they are to this day not withinmany shots per minute as fast, :The French soldier is -as gentle when not fighting ashe is fierce when fighting. With his friends he is more‘like a woman. He will laugh with their joys, weep withtheir sorrows, and while he is laughing or weeping hemeans it. His forgetfulness of these moods will be quickerthan that of a British soldier, it is true, but there is noinsincerity at the time.
The French soldier’s courage is undoubted, but it. isa different kind of courage from that of the British soldier.It is not the stoic kind of courage. J have been in Frenchhospitals many times, and have always been struck bythe fact that the Frenchman makes more of pain thanour men. ‘They have not the old “ biting on the bullet ”tradition of the British soldier, and they do not hesitateto show signs of pain. But put fifty Frenchmen to takea trench, and assure them that at least thirty-five will bekilled in the taking, and I don’t think you would see any
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of them fall out. The French soldier's courage and the
Briton’s rise, I think, from different sources. The source
of the Briton’s: courage is more egotistical, He sets a
standard.for himsclf, and tries to live up to that standard.British bravery may often be traced to this rather nobleform of egotism. A man does not wish to “ et himselfdown” in his own eyes any more than in other people’scyes. He will not desert a post or shirk a danger becausehe would feel not so good to himself if he did one of thesethings. It would not be ‘ playing the game.” :

Ready to Dare All for La Patrie
The French soldier’s courage, on the other hand, owes

more, I think, to his very strong communal sense. Forhis own particular sake he would do much to avoid a cut
finger or a black eye, but for La Patrie and a cause he hasat heart he would face the biggest Boche and the longestbayonet. The Frenchsoldier always strikes me as a manwho overcomes his own personality and makes himselfdo brave things. His imagination tells him the risks heis running far more vividly than does the imagination
of the average Briton. He will do his brave deed, then,with a little flourish. He is consciously brave, whereassomeof our fellows really do not know when they are brave.They knowonly when anyone funks, QThe French soldier has the dramatic temperament; theBritish soldier has not. This is another reason of theFrenchmen’s greater demonstrativeness. Y.ou will seethem kiss one another on the cheeks after a successfulcharge. They are delighted to have won and to have“come through.” See an English—or particularly aScottish—regiment in like circumstances and they will belaughing and joking no doubt, but striving at the sametime, by all the means that they know, to keep to them-Selves their deeper emotions—the fact that they are pleasedto see one another safe and sound and to be alive. Yetthey must feel this just as much as the French soldiers do.The Frenchsoldier’s relations with his officer are ratherdifferent-from those of the British soldier. Men andofficers in’ the French Army are not nearly so like twodifferent races of men. There is a tremendous respect,but at the same time there is not the same stiffness. Therelationship does allow room for a mutual smile now andagain. The nearest approach to this that I ever saw inthe British Army was between the chaplains and the men.A Frenchsoldier once asked me if it was against the rulesin the British Armyfor anofficer under the rank of majorto smile with a commonsoldier. He said he had beenstruck by the way our young officers, except when alonewith one man, avoided anything like cheery relations with

their men. ‘“ Your older officers,’ he said, ‘‘ are not so stiff
and unnatural.” Yet the French officers, he argued, were
harder on offenders in the ranks than were the British.This greater intimacy between a French officer and hismen-—to whomhe stands more in the light of father thanof taskmaster—probably arises from the more democraticspirit of the French nation. Perhaps we shall come to
that in time.

One of the Wonders of the War
The French soldier is generous, but not so generous as

the British. He is much more thrifty. He cannot throw_trouble aside in the way a British soldier can, nor can hequite understand the determination to throw trouble asidein, say, a game of football or a ‘comic song. For a longtime our men’s football and games behind the lines wereutterly incomprehensible to the French, who quite mis- .understood them. ‘ Why-do your men make a sport ofthe war?” they have asked me, in horrified tones. AndtheSame idea struck-other people than Frenchmen. M.Take Jonescu, the great pro-Entente statesman of Rumania,once asked me the same question—all because of a footballgame behind the lines. But the French have now cometo see that fresh air and games are as much a part of theBritish race as the meat-breakfast habit.
The French soldier has an endurance and hardihoodfar greater than his physical condition and his more seden-tary mode of life would suggest. -I amstill left wonderinghow the French. ever. contrived that last great advanceof theirs over two miles of Somme mud. It will rankamong the wonders of the war,

Next article : King Albert’s Men as I Know Them
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Noyon Welcomes General Nivelle Its Deliverer
French Official Photographs
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The.‘ mark of the beast’’ where he was forced to retreat.
What the Prussian could not carry off he destroyed or fouled.  

 General Nivelle received in Noyon by the Mayor and Corporation
of the town which his victorious troops had cleared of the Huns.
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French artillery passing through Noyon. ._The French reoccupied the town on March 18th, afterit had been for twoanda half years
neld by the Germans. Less damaged than other places from which the enemyhas been forced, this street shows that it had suffered.

 
 

 

 

 General Nivelle chatting with some of the children of Noyon, who
welcomed himwith the presentation of a bouquet of fiowers.

 

 

 After two years under the abominable invader the people of
Noyon gave a heartfelt welcometo their deliverer.
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 French troops passing through the streets of Noyon in further pursuit of the retreating foe. -The civilian inhabitants came out to
acclaim with heartfelt fervour the countrymen who had freed their ancient town from the invader. (French official photograph.)

  

 

 Women and children of Roye with their liberators. This was In a reoccupied village. Despite their tong nightmare horror
one of the first of the towns redeemed by the French. the villagers could still smile welcomeontheir deliverers.
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Abandoned by the Boches at Bouchavesnes — Savage Work of the Hun in Devastated Roye
Exclusive Photographs

 

French Official Photographs
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Effect of a good hit on a German battery. This 4°8 in. gun,
captured near Bouchavesnes, had been knocked upside down.

Six inch gun taken from the Germans near Verdun. The
enemy had removed the breech, but had not takenit away.   

 

 
 

At the cross-roads and broken railway bridge at the entrance to Roye Station, one of the few buildings inthe town whose destruc-
Roye 2 little child displays the Tricolour in happy security. tion could be justified by the plea of military necessity.

  

    

 

 
 Desolate position captured from the enemy near Bouchavesnes. Tho
broken ground and battered helmets show the severity of the attack.   
 

 

  
 The magnificent Town Hall ai Roye, deliberately destroyed by

the Germans in sheer wantonness and not by bombardment.
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Munition depot abandoned by the enemy near Combles.
were those of guns of various calibres, ranging from 3 in. to 8°4 in. The shells Russian soldiers on the western front. Pumping water

from a trench. The men are wearing Chinese boots.

 

 

 
   Devastation in the centre of Roye. The Germans had the entire city mined, when the approach of the French caused themto

explode the mines at 4 a.m. on March 17th, without warning the civil population. Ourallies were in time to save some buildings
by cutting the wires of the mines. Above: Headquarters of the German commandantin Roye,

 
 

    
 

 
Abandoned by the enemy. AG in.gun, from which the breech Another artillery capture bearing traces of having been hit byhad been hurriedly removed and_flung down by the carriage, Allies’ shells. At the back is entrance to the Boches’ dug-out.
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Pursuing the Turks on the wa) Tur y to Bagdad. .
coput it, in his graphic account onMarch ath:Thehene
comatiuctartens have been at the head of the pursuit,

away new in war. Now the inf.
artillery, who dealt the successful blows which piemactie: way

Keeping the Turks on Trek Along the Tigris

  
for the cavalry and fleet, have come up, and ar n i -
enemy again.’’ Here the artist has Uealatatl “the naan
moment when the united forces had caught up with the fieein
Turks, and from the river and air, as well as on the laine
were hastening them in their disorderly flight along the Tiaris-
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THE BEGINNING OF THE END
By Hamilton Fyfe

Special Correspondent with the Rumanian Army

Cy a fine day you can see from Bukarest, faintly pencilled

against the horizon, the mountains that form.

Rumania’s frontier.

They are not high mount , nothing like the Swiss

Alps in grandeur. From a distance you might ant

slightingly of them. But when you draw near andi fi

yourself amid their confused jumble of rocky heights a:

wooded depths, of steep valleys and’ narrow passes and

precipitous: roads, you must be hand to please: if

net won bythe simple; homely beanty of the Car;

They do net awe one into:silence, but they have cham.

Tt was not their charm, however, whicl I had gone

out to see. on a sunny November morning, early. m: the

month. I was motoring up to the positions held by: the

Rumanian Army im the Jiu valley. My business was. not

with the glory of hillsides golden witi: autumn leafage:. 1

with the joy of streams tumbling a-fean: and a-tinikie’ do

their rocky béds. Death and destruction were the matt

which took: me thither. I wanted to see howstrong: were

the Rumanian positions in the Wutlkan P 9
Throughthis pass a-Bavarian division had. forced its way

a few days before. The Germam commander struck rard

and kept om striking, as is the German way. Lhe Rumanians

could not hold their positions. They were pursued down

gentle slopes towards the towof Targu Jiu. Two hundred

ofthe enemy pressed on rashly, and came to the bridge

which carries across the river the road leading into the

   AI

   

  

   

    

towm - There were no. Rumanian first-line troops there, -

only a few militiamen and a few gendarmes. The local

bigwigs, advised the Prefect of the Department to quut.

He said he would stay and see the thing through, and his

wife stayed. with. him.

The Prefect’s Wife at Targudiu

A pretty, interesting little woman was Mme. Frumoshani,

the Prefect’s wife. 1 dinedwith thenmt in their delightiul

- house, airy and epen and spacious like an American home,

and found out that: she was: denoted to flowets. We talked

of roses and! tulips: and! chrysanthemums, of which last her

rooms were: full, Tt was she who told me first the story

of the defence of the bridge at Tangw Jiu.

When the danger came uear, the militiamen and gen-

darmes took up: their positions on the towm side of the

stream, With them were ane or two Boy Scouts, who had

been given militia uniforms. The two hundred Bavarians

had a machine-gun. ‘They opened fire, expecting. to

penetrate very easily into the town. But the defenders

were well placed: The ground sloped up. from the town

side-to the bank of the river, so. they hada natural trench,

with: trees im front ofthem forming useful cover.

  

Bavarians at Targu Jiu Bridge

They kept up:a liot fire. Every time the Bavarians tried

to. work their machine-gun in the roadway the servers were

picked off. The enemy had to expose himself before he

could fire.- The defenders behind their sampart were

hidden and secure. For two hours the fight continued.

By the end of that time the Bavarians had lost heavily,

the Rumanians scarcely .at all. Thew a detachment ot

Rumanian infantry came along from another part of the

battlefield and the Bavarians: paid for their-rashness. Not

one got away.

_. The whole division was “ strafed” severely.

.

In command

at this point on: the Rumanian side was General Dragalina,

a. very competent officer who owedhis rise to merit alone.

Herapidly sketched out a plan, providing for attacks on

both flanks. He entrusted the flanking movements to two

colonels whomhe knew he could trust. The operation
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suceeededi. The enemy was driven back out, of the valicy
into: the mountains: again. Unfortunately, while: he was

driving round to reconnoitne the position, General Dragalina

came under machine-gun fire at three hundred yards r :

He was: hit: his.driver was killed, His arm had to be

off. A fortnight later, in hospital at Bukarest, his stre

failed, and the Rumanian Armylost oneof its most cap<

commanders.

As quickly as possible the Germans
a. second and more weighty attac
nrommng E was told by the officers
the nunrbers andi strength of the
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‘Ehat Nove
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units, they

  
    

  

  

  

  

   

   

  
  

  Soom they glea
ne. Om the roead—
ads [I have seen in Ru passed long s

of ox-carts.~ These were trai colunmms, labou

upward-with loads of provisions for the troops

villages. were all occupied by soldiers. Already there

groups round steaming pots of soup, hung gipsy-f

on three sticks over fires of crackling wood. | Beside ot

fires stood men patiently drying their shirts which they h

just washed. When we came to the last village before

pass we left our motor-vans. The road from here ony

was. frequently peppered by the enemy’s guns. It would

ed and’ shimmered i
E, level road,   

    

  

  

 

  

 

 

have been unwise to attract the attention of the observers

perched on the heights ahead. We went in single file on

toot.
: At the Mouth of the Pass

There are three roads through the valley.. Each was

defended as strongly as the slender technical resources of

the Rumanians permitted. The main defence was the one

for which we were bound. It lay at the point where the

three toads converge and where the pass is entered.

Wriggling through a narrow, sticky communication

‘“boyau,” we emerged at last into the fire-trench. Now

one could see at a glance what fighting in these mountains

means, We were on the browof a hill which sloped down

steeply to- the river hundreds of feet below. Away over

to the right. was a narrow entry between two lnmense

masses of rock. That was the pass. So narrow that

there is only room for the river and the road, pinched in by

walls of mountain hundreds of feet high. Ea to defend,

you think, perhaps. But think of the: etic st of high-

explosive shells bursting in that narrow space! It was

by blasting their way through that the enemy succeeded in

penetrating the defiles.
Upon a front of four hundred miles the Rumanians were

defending themselves im country like. this. Imagine the

diffculties of transport, of moving guns, of keeping in

touch even, for an Army which began its campaign So ill-

prepared, There in the pass were the enemy. It is true

that if they had tried to come out in the day-time the

  

entrance would’ quickly have been piled high with dead.

In yonstraight path’ a thousand

Might well be stopped by three.

But suppose in the raw blackness of early morning our

trench should be “searched” by heavy gunfire, and that

under cover both of the dark and of the bombardment

the enemy's infantry should come crawling up. the slope.

Much would depend then upon superiority in numbers.

On even terms the Rumanians repelled the enemy’s in-

fantry with the bayonet every time. But when the Germans

Game om in wave after wave, thanks to the skill of German

commanders in massing troops just where they were most
[Continued on page 205
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When the danger came uear, the militiamen and gen-

darmes took up: their positions on the towm side of the

stream, With them were ane or two Boy Scouts, who had

been given militia uniforms. The two hundred Bavarians

had a machine-gun. ‘They opened fire, expecting. to

penetrate very easily into the town. But the defenders

were well placed: The ground sloped up. from the town

side-to the bank of the river, so. they hada natural trench,

with: trees im front ofthem forming useful cover.

  

Bavarians at Targu Jiu Bridge

They kept up:a liot fire. Every time the Bavarians tried

to. work their machine-gun in the roadway the servers were

picked off. The enemy had to expose himself before he

could fire.- The defenders behind their sampart were

hidden and secure. For two hours the fight continued.

By the end of that time the Bavarians had lost heavily,

the Rumanians scarcely .at all. Thew a detachment ot

Rumanian infantry came along from another part of the

battlefield and the Bavarians: paid for their-rashness. Not

one got away.

_. The whole division was “ strafed” severely.

.

In command

at this point on: the Rumanian side was General Dragalina,

a. very competent officer who owedhis rise to merit alone.

Herapidly sketched out a plan, providing for attacks on

both flanks. He entrusted the flanking movements to two

colonels whomhe knew he could trust. The operation
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suceeededi. The enemy was driven back out, of the valicy
into: the mountains: again. Unfortunately, while: he was

driving round to reconnoitne the position, General Dragalina

came under machine-gun fire at three hundred yards r :

He was: hit: his.driver was killed, His arm had to be

off. A fortnight later, in hospital at Bukarest, his stre

failed, and the Rumanian Armylost oneof its most cap<

commanders.

As quickly as possible the Germans
a. second and more weighty attac
nrommng E was told by the officers
the nunrbers andi strength of the
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ads [I have seen in Ru passed long s

of ox-carts.~ These were trai colunmms, labou

upward-with loads of provisions for the troops

villages. were all occupied by soldiers. Already there

groups round steaming pots of soup, hung gipsy-f

on three sticks over fires of crackling wood. | Beside ot

fires stood men patiently drying their shirts which they h

just washed. When we came to the last village before

pass we left our motor-vans. The road from here ony

was. frequently peppered by the enemy’s guns. It would

ed and’ shimmered i
E, level road,   

    

  

  

 

  

 

 

have been unwise to attract the attention of the observers

perched on the heights ahead. We went in single file on

toot.
: At the Mouth of the Pass

There are three roads through the valley.. Each was

defended as strongly as the slender technical resources of

the Rumanians permitted. The main defence was the one

for which we were bound. It lay at the point where the

three toads converge and where the pass is entered.

Wriggling through a narrow, sticky communication

‘“boyau,” we emerged at last into the fire-trench. Now

one could see at a glance what fighting in these mountains

means, We were on the browof a hill which sloped down

steeply to- the river hundreds of feet below. Away over

to the right. was a narrow entry between two lnmense

masses of rock. That was the pass. So narrow that

there is only room for the river and the road, pinched in by

walls of mountain hundreds of feet high. Ea to defend,

you think, perhaps. But think of the: etic st of high-

explosive shells bursting in that narrow space! It was

by blasting their way through that the enemy succeeded in

penetrating the defiles.
Upon a front of four hundred miles the Rumanians were

defending themselves im country like. this. Imagine the

diffculties of transport, of moving guns, of keeping in

touch even, for an Army which began its campaign So ill-

prepared, There in the pass were the enemy. It is true

that if they had tried to come out in the day-time the

  

entrance would’ quickly have been piled high with dead.

In yonstraight path’ a thousand

Might well be stopped by three.

But suppose in the raw blackness of early morning our

trench should be “searched” by heavy gunfire, and that

under cover both of the dark and of the bombardment

the enemy's infantry should come crawling up. the slope.

Much would depend then upon superiority in numbers.

On even terms the Rumanians repelled the enemy’s in-

fantry with the bayonet every time. But when the Germans

Game om in wave after wave, thanks to the skill of German

commanders in massing troops just where they were most
[Continued on page 205
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Bridge over the mill-stream on the outskirts of Peronne after the retreating enemyhad carried out his deliberate work of destruction.
The destruction did not prevent—anddid not even long delay—the energetio pursuit of the retreating foe.

 
Though the enemy was careful, by destroying bridges andCrossing a rapidly-made bridge in the wake of the retreating Germans.

amaging highways, to impede their pursuers, the advancing British lost no time in making the bridges usable again. 
  

e
e 

three   
Removing obstructions at Peronne. The Germans systematically felled, the wayside trees so that they lay across the road. The

half-cut trees suggest the hurry in which they went. The British troops as soon as they reached the town beganclearing the way.

 

pestilent Hun had satiated his lust of  Australian patrol passing through the wreckage of the Rue de Peronne, in Bapaume.-.How the
destruction may be seen in the debris-filled roadwayand the fire-blackened ruins of the houses.
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Page 2THE BEGINNING OF THE END (comt.feom heard the frequent swishof shells andtheir explosion below

ee Winning Laurels for Valour and Roses for Loveneeded, at last the defenders were forced by sheer weight troops or transport columns passing along it. This was

 

to leave their positions. the curtain fire which always precedes and accompanies
an attack..
 

That was howthe dis  astrous retreat of the Jiu valley

 

oa - 1 : ane Furthermore, we had heard all the mornins the cannon :
‘

division began, which led to the retreat -of the whole y ; m a apy ° : é »
2 Shee boom to westward of us, So in the afternoon we drove : 4

Kumanian Army.
That sunny November morning we had no fear of any

such catastrophe: Everyone expected that reinforcements
would'be sent.. Everyone talked im high spirits of the defeat
inflicted’ upon the Bawvarians. Signs: of their hasty twelve-

up towards another pass. to see howthe troops were faring
there. Here the formation was different. No: river, no
continuous valley. A. road dug out of hillsides, carried
across saddles, over cols. Here the enemy kept up an
incessant war of raids; of sudden incursions and’ alarms.  

mile retire ut | ians ES bk after %

}

} aes a urement. with the _Rumamans hot Sieh aster Siow Am oldisit colonel whony we met told us. he hadi not had his -coulett The Seen im: places: at every turm of the zoad: Here: heats: eff fim eight “days: Hie: showed! us. his regimentalif : oe foot of a slope a heap: ofeeeea headquarters, a huge rock bythe side of the road|. Againsti Dents: gasmask tins: Over oesee o aka this: rock, on a heap of bracken under a canmas shelter,| calm of thirteen. hundred horses, killed oy thirteen hundrec he and his: major slept. The other officers and men rolled

 

1 ‘maw tro “rs Ww Hie oO ¢ qayvant rout rOods A 7 : :“crmaa troopers wiio tried to get: away througls the woods themselves: in: their greaticoatis: and bivouacked on the hill-vee toot. : Sates : : 4 side:, Their trenches: were-about a mile farther on, ‘Ehey_ The Gernran divisional staffi fled! imsucl Baste that would prefer to be im them,” the major says. “ Wnfor-v left-behind their telephone exchange board: _¥ saw tunately there is not roam: for alli”Cat Largu Jiu. In the roadway that leads througl: the That will show you: the spirifi in. which the RumaniansE u: could’ hardly Kick up the soil anywhere were defendine their country. Their trenches: were: notaan clips of cartridg Ss dropped or throw Nn like those on the western front, strongly fortified! anden..aeep into the mud: of that costly and provided with: all the comforts: of Home. Food! was of thesat, roughest and simplest. The men were often called upon to
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  Now the fans. were preparing another push. They “endure weariness almost insupportable, to hold’ out underhad begun their preliminary bombardment already, As difficult conditions against troops immeasurably better» returned first by a narrow, rocky valley, then along equipped. Yet there was no complaining among them.

 

hillside well above the road by which we came, we They were patient, they were even cheerful.
Tt was not their fault that

the enemy, a few days: later,
poured “through- the Wullkan
Pass, swept down the Jiu 3

 

/
valley, captured Targu Jiu in\
their stride, and pressed’ on; }
to occupy. Craiova. One tired
division, ill-provided

.

with ; 4
fighting material, cannot hold
back two and a half divisions
well-found in every requisite of
warfare,

 

 
Concludin A Te A dug-o i ept ommodation for ei t hu red en was found In the German trenches in the Somme salient. Many of

rtt hundred m Ww: t
Zz cle g-out with sleeping ace oda n eigh

the enemy were asleep whenthe British stormed the position. They were awakened by English voices shouting Comeout!

A Country in Ruins  
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RUMANIA PASSING UNDER THE YOKE.—Petrol tanks at Bukarest—on which Germanyset covetous eyes long before Rumaniaintervened inthe war. Above: The invaders building dug-outs on the Rumanian front. As always, the Qenman invaders werewell found in every requisite of warfare, whereas the Rumanians were short of everything save courage. :

 

 
A sight that never loses its poignant interest toting. : m fiinwi m the Bapaumeand Peronnefigh jon-yard at Charing Cross womenflingGolden daffodils for wounded heroes fro ase out of the station-y :

Rarionersistie arrival hawe-of ttre wounded: enwithe lavebiuoms f-om their baskets on to the pleased, recumbent heroes -roses into them, and often the flower-girls t

 

aaenes = aT  

rrrPea stannicnapeaEeeeeionpoog  Nn ORE A ternelNS fiom teeeh Oh ten mere atin Ae auloghigs oe ..

  2 : ioruttaaiegion
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Quaintold Citadel of Peronne—oneof the chief townsretaken by
the British during the early stages of the Germanretreat.

British oficial photograph
Flamicourt Station, Peronne,as it was on March 18th, when the

 

Ni
Ca

 

British entered the town whence they had * pressed ?’ the enemy.   
 Australian official photograph
On the wayto the taking of Bapaume. Repairing rolling-stock

which the enemy had abandoned-near Le Sars.
 

    
British oficial pholojraph

And the next place 19seo ue Britishofficers in Peronne studying
their maps in preparation for the continuance of the advance.
 

  
 

  British Prisoners at Feronne Station. Time has brought its
revenges, for to-day the prisoners there are Germans.

Market Place and Town Hall at Peronne as they were before
the retreating Huns destroyed them with bomb and fire.
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Devastated street in the village of Villers Carbonnel, which was

taken by the British on their way to the capture of Peronne.

 

  

  

 

 

Bapaumefront,

 
king forward bomb ammunition by light railway to the

Banoo fro The distant hill is the Butte de Warlencourt.
Bringing back wounded from Bapaumieon the day of its capture.

It will be noted that the roads were immediately remade.

 
 

Artillery officer going forward o
had been compelled to retire.

n the road to St. Quentin to find new positions for his guns in the territory from which the enemy

The trees planted at regular intervals, so famitiar on French highways, have heen destroyed.
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GREAT ISSUES OF THE WAR
 ing

and

Servi s Dumb Friends |
ART AFTER THE WAR 3 Suffering and Service of Man’s Dum rien

By C. Lewis Hind, Author of ‘The Education of an Artist,’’ ete,

 

love and construction, war is hate and destruction. has not yet come. We must wait. “I prophesy that among

 

e
o

—
—

an artist hates war, as he hates all violence. Artis exceptions they were obvious and commonplace. The time

Whythen did so manyartists flock to the Colours
long before there was any whisper of compulsion? The
answer is simple. Art is personal, self-centred, ‘The -
artist writes a letter, as it were, to those who care to read
it, narrating his enthusiasm for the wonder and the beauty
of the world, orits ugliness, for ugliness is often only beauty
ind use. That letter expresses himself, which is another
wayof saying that art is self-expression, occasionally even
a rarefied form of self-love. But sometimes in the history
of the world—happily, not often—something cataclysmic
breaks out, so overwhelming, so menacing to the State,
to civilised existence, that this desire for self-expression,
quite right, quite splendid in normal times, is dispersed,
dis ed in the onrushof a greater love, the love for one’s
couniry, its homes and heritage.

All did not volunteer. Among those whostayed at home
there are a few so ingrained in self-expression, so devoted
to the search for beauty in line, colour or rhythm, that
they shut themselves up, refuse even to discuss the war,
try to force themselves to believe that it does not exist. -

  
  

  

 

   

  

 

Artists and Fanatics

The > for artists resolves into this. .The great majority
of them are menfirst and artists afterwards; a few, a very
few, are artists whatever happens. The city may be in
ilames, but they pursue their dreamstill lames and dreams
become one. A very eminent painter said to me once,
in perfect seriousness: “ Nothing in all the world matters
but painting a good picture.” That, I admit, is the way
to paint a great picture, but it is not the wayto hinder the
Germans from landing on the st Coast. Such men are
fanatics, and when anartist fanatic he takes the bit
between his teeth and bolts either to perdition or salvation,
according to his luck or wisdom. —~
But what of the future ? Howwill the waraffect art ?

What kind of art production shall we have after peace is
declared ? I have never believed in anylasting spiritual
or esthetic change from war. A change is produced by
a newheart, not by a new gun; byan inward, spiritual
rebirth, not by a material cataclysm. Modern war, which
is horror, produces horror, and from it the participants
deduce but one idea—that it must never. happen again.
War has been shorn ofits splendour. ‘Theflag, the dazzling
uniform, and the prancing horse may be made decorative,
maybe subjects for a picture ; the grenade, trench overalls,
and the amazing “tank ’’—never. War does not change, but
it intensifies. As an artist-fighter was before he fought so
he will be afterwards, but with muchof the dross purged
away, and all the finer things within him intensified.
Knowledge of howhorrible and ugly the material can be
will make him swing for relief to the spiritual and the
beautiful. The change will be one of degree, not of kind.
An artist will find his powerof self-expression not changed,
but intensified.

_

His letter-will be shorter, but there will be
more init, because it will deal entirely withessentials.

    

   
   

   

 

   

  

 

 

Few Good.War Monuments
Poetry has been defined as emotion remembered in

tranquillity, and that maystand also as a definition of art.
The finest monuments have all been done afterwards in
tranquillity—the ‘‘Sherman,” by Saint Gaudens, ‘ The
Dream,” by Detaille, ‘‘ La Marseillaise,”” by Rude, the
“Monument to the Dead,” by-Bartholomé, and that
terrible picture called ‘‘ War,” by: Prefessor Stiick, an
awful warning’ that was disregarded byhis countrymen.
ingland has few good war monuments. It is not her way
to swank about glory. The best is-the Wellington Monu-
ment, by Alfred Stevens, in St, Paul’s; the most con-
spicuous is the Nelson Column in Trafalgar Square. As
to the -war memorials that have been shown at the
Architectural- Association and at the Roval Academy,
the less said about them the better. With two or three

the innumerable war. groups that will crowd the Royal
Academyduring the next ten years there will be not more
than half a dozen of the first importance ; the others will
be—as before. War does not change, it but intensifies.
If the seed be there, war mayforce it into quick blossom,
but if the seed be not there, war cannot create it.

Consider the four men who have enhancedtheir reputa-
tions through the war. Each has but found a deeper and
more intensive self.

Intensive Culture in Art

Muirhead Bone is a very accomplished landscape and
architectural draughtsman. He goes to the front. Heis
there for months. His drawings certainly suggest figiting,
but the charm of them lies inthe delicate fervour of his
architecture and landscape.

Joseph Pennell has for years been engrossed with the
Wonder of Work. The munition works he has drawn
present us with nothing newfrom his brush. But who can
deny that these war subjects have added to his power of
vision, and to his mastery over the pencil ?

Charles Sims has always lived ina kind of fairyland,
where radiant figures sport in a thistledown environment.
But in the latest work from his brush, seven pictures
symbolising “The Sacraments of Holy Church,’’ while
retaining his old charm of light and colour, he has struck a
deeper note. The suffering andsacrifice of the world have
touched a chord that he had not sounded before, and so,
in the third year of the war, he produceshis finest work.

C. R. W. Nevinson was always a Huxley man, never
a Botticelli man. That. is to say, he was always more
interested in facts than in fancies. ~His temperament likes
machinery, dislikes mysticism. In this machine war,
wherein man has become a machine and the machine
almost a man, he has found himself. It is difficult to sce
howanyartist can say anything more final about modern
fighting. He is one of the few painters to whom the war
has given the fullest opportunityfor self-expression ; but the
war has not made him,it has but hastened his development,
thrust his talent into a kind of intensive culture.

Art’s Lyrical Future

A genius mayarise after the war. Hewill travel alone,
andweshall accept him gladly. But genius maybe dis-
missed from this argument, the thesis of which is the issue
of the war upon ordinary artists and the ordinary public.
Artist and public, like all the branches of the great family
of the Allies, will be drawn closer together. Each will
understand the other better, and to each will come the
wholesome and saving grace of simplicity. Yes, art will
be simpler and cheaper. That movement wasstirringtwo
or three years before August, 1914. The warwill intensify
that, too. The decorations of our houses, the pictures upon
our walls, the clothes upon our backs will all be simpler.
I think the most marked change will be found in landscape
painting. The day of the huge, carefully constructed
landscape will pass. ‘The epic will give place to the lyric.
The world, tired of grief, pain, and suffering, will need to be
cheered with bright colours, simple surfaces, and rhythmic
patterns that bring joy quickly like a sudden shaft of
sunshine. JXealism tires. The world will be sickened of
Realism. :
Symbolism invigorates. The world will be longing

for a symbolism that will suggest the permanent behindthe
transitory. When the waris over the artist soldiers, who
knowthese things, who realise that the mission of art is to
cheer and to bring men back into the paths of beauty, will
come into their kingdom. Andof themall the elect will be
those landscape painters who can flash the lyric upon our
walls to.restore our faith in the permanence of beauty, the
consolation of nature, and the undying spirit of man who,
after destruction, begins at once to reconstruct.
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GREAT ISSUES OF THE WAR
 ing

and

Servi s Dumb Friends |
ART AFTER THE WAR 3 Suffering and Service of Man’s Dum rien

By C. Lewis Hind, Author of ‘The Education of an Artist,’’ ete,

 

love and construction, war is hate and destruction. has not yet come. We must wait. “I prophesy that among
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an artist hates war, as he hates all violence. Artis exceptions they were obvious and commonplace. The time

Whythen did so manyartists flock to the Colours
long before there was any whisper of compulsion? The
answer is simple. Art is personal, self-centred, ‘The -
artist writes a letter, as it were, to those who care to read
it, narrating his enthusiasm for the wonder and the beauty
of the world, orits ugliness, for ugliness is often only beauty
ind use. That letter expresses himself, which is another
wayof saying that art is self-expression, occasionally even
a rarefied form of self-love. But sometimes in the history
of the world—happily, not often—something cataclysmic
breaks out, so overwhelming, so menacing to the State,
to civilised existence, that this desire for self-expression,
quite right, quite splendid in normal times, is dispersed,
dis ed in the onrushof a greater love, the love for one’s
couniry, its homes and heritage.

All did not volunteer. Among those whostayed at home
there are a few so ingrained in self-expression, so devoted
to the search for beauty in line, colour or rhythm, that
they shut themselves up, refuse even to discuss the war,
try to force themselves to believe that it does not exist. -

  
  

  

 

   

  

 

Artists and Fanatics

The > for artists resolves into this. .The great majority
of them are menfirst and artists afterwards; a few, a very
few, are artists whatever happens. The city may be in
ilames, but they pursue their dreamstill lames and dreams
become one. A very eminent painter said to me once,
in perfect seriousness: “ Nothing in all the world matters
but painting a good picture.” That, I admit, is the way
to paint a great picture, but it is not the wayto hinder the
Germans from landing on the st Coast. Such men are
fanatics, and when anartist fanatic he takes the bit
between his teeth and bolts either to perdition or salvation,
according to his luck or wisdom. —~
But what of the future ? Howwill the waraffect art ?

What kind of art production shall we have after peace is
declared ? I have never believed in anylasting spiritual
or esthetic change from war. A change is produced by
a newheart, not by a new gun; byan inward, spiritual
rebirth, not by a material cataclysm. Modern war, which
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and the amazing “tank ’’—never. War does not change, but
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away, and all the finer things within him intensified.
Knowledge of howhorrible and ugly the material can be
will make him swing for relief to the spiritual and the
beautiful. The change will be one of degree, not of kind.
An artist will find his powerof self-expression not changed,
but intensified.

_

His letter-will be shorter, but there will be
more init, because it will deal entirely withessentials.

    

   
   

   

 

   

  

 

 

Few Good.War Monuments
Poetry has been defined as emotion remembered in

tranquillity, and that maystand also as a definition of art.
The finest monuments have all been done afterwards in
tranquillity—the ‘‘Sherman,” by Saint Gaudens, ‘ The
Dream,” by Detaille, ‘‘ La Marseillaise,”” by Rude, the
“Monument to the Dead,” by-Bartholomé, and that
terrible picture called ‘‘ War,” by: Prefessor Stiick, an
awful warning’ that was disregarded byhis countrymen.
ingland has few good war monuments. It is not her way
to swank about glory. The best is-the Wellington Monu-
ment, by Alfred Stevens, in St, Paul’s; the most con-
spicuous is the Nelson Column in Trafalgar Square. As
to the -war memorials that have been shown at the
Architectural- Association and at the Roval Academy,
the less said about them the better. With two or three

the innumerable war. groups that will crowd the Royal
Academyduring the next ten years there will be not more
than half a dozen of the first importance ; the others will
be—as before. War does not change, it but intensifies.
If the seed be there, war mayforce it into quick blossom,
but if the seed be not there, war cannot create it.

Consider the four men who have enhancedtheir reputa-
tions through the war. Each has but found a deeper and
more intensive self.

Intensive Culture in Art

Muirhead Bone is a very accomplished landscape and
architectural draughtsman. He goes to the front. Heis
there for months. His drawings certainly suggest figiting,
but the charm of them lies inthe delicate fervour of his
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Joseph Pennell has for years been engrossed with the
Wonder of Work. The munition works he has drawn
present us with nothing newfrom his brush. But who can
deny that these war subjects have added to his power of
vision, and to his mastery over the pencil ?

Charles Sims has always lived ina kind of fairyland,
where radiant figures sport in a thistledown environment.
But in the latest work from his brush, seven pictures
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deeper note. The suffering andsacrifice of the world have
touched a chord that he had not sounded before, and so,
in the third year of the war, he produceshis finest work.

C. R. W. Nevinson was always a Huxley man, never
a Botticelli man. That. is to say, he was always more
interested in facts than in fancies. ~His temperament likes
machinery, dislikes mysticism. In this machine war,
wherein man has become a machine and the machine
almost a man, he has found himself. It is difficult to sce
howanyartist can say anything more final about modern
fighting. He is one of the few painters to whom the war
has given the fullest opportunityfor self-expression ; but the
war has not made him,it has but hastened his development,
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Art’s Lyrical Future
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of the Allies, will be drawn closer together. Each will
understand the other better, and to each will come the
wholesome and saving grace of simplicity. Yes, art will
be simpler and cheaper. That movement wasstirringtwo
or three years before August, 1914. The warwill intensify
that, too. The decorations of our houses, the pictures upon
our walls, the clothes upon our backs will all be simpler.
I think the most marked change will be found in landscape
painting. The day of the huge, carefully constructed
landscape will pass. ‘The epic will give place to the lyric.
The world, tired of grief, pain, and suffering, will need to be
cheered with bright colours, simple surfaces, and rhythmic
patterns that bring joy quickly like a sudden shaft of
sunshine. JXealism tires. The world will be sickened of
Realism. :
Symbolism invigorates. The world will be longing

for a symbolism that will suggest the permanent behindthe
transitory. When the waris over the artist soldiers, who
knowthese things, who realise that the mission of art is to
cheer and to bring men back into the paths of beauty, will
come into their kingdom. Andof themall the elect will be
those landscape painters who can flash the lyric upon our
walls to.restore our faith in the permanence of beauty, the
consolation of nature, and the undying spirit of man who,
after destruction, begins at once to reconstruct.
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Willing Workers at HomeW
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 Levelling with the harrow the ridges left by the plough. A Gir

woman farm student at work on the land near Truro. i
I
n
Guides and Boy Scouts of Leigh-on-Sea are busily engaged

digging up waste land preparatory to planting potatoes.

 

  

 

 
 ** Agricultural furlough’’ has been granted to some ploughman

, who are engaged on Windsorfarms.
Soldiers who are on leave for farm work engaged in preparing

the ground for ploughing on Windsor farm.

 

soldiers of the R.F.A.
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 Ladsof the Leicester Council Schools lend willing hands to the

digging up of parts of the city parks ready for potato planting.
After a strenuous turn at trenching, the young, zealous students

of spade-husbandry take their tools back to the tool-shed.
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d up the Germans retreating from Bapaume, got in

Id welcome a return to open-field campaigning. Indian cavalry on the western front. British cavatry closely followe

an patrols and had many skirmishes. They woucontact with Uh!

 

   

 
 

near Albert. Many men wounded in the battles

d March 17th, 1977. when Bapaume was won.
 
  Dinner-time in the Australian hespital established in the chapel at Miilencourt,

for Bapaume were received hore between July 4st,1916, when the offensive began, an
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WHO’S WHO IN THE GREAT WAR
South Africa 1898-9-1903. Mentioned in
despatches European Warfour times; _pro-
moted major-general for services in the field;
wounded at Ypres, November 2nd, 1914, up to
which time, as Lord French remarked, ‘* his
services continued to, be of great value.”

Bulgaria, King of—(See Ferdinand.)
F Buller, Lt.-Col. H. C., D.S.0.—Commanded
Princess Patricia’s Canadian Light Infantry;
killed June 3rd, r916, age thirty-four. Fourth
son of late Admiral Sir Alex. Buller. Joined
Rifle Brigade, August, r900. From October,
rgtr, to October, rorqg,- was .A.D.C. to
Governor-General and Commander-in-Chief of

 

  

 

        

 

    

 

W. J. BRYAN,
U.S.A. Statesman,

Gen. BaUSSILOFF,
Russian Commander.

Brits, Maj.-Gen. Coenraad J.—A_ dis-
tinguished leader of the “Union of South
Africa Forces. When, at the outbreak of
war, General Botha assumed command, Brits
was his able assistant, and did excellent
work in helping to crush the rebellion of
De Wet, Maritz, and others. Later, he served
in the East African campaign, in which
his splendid services were fully recog-
nised by General Smuts in his de
October 27th, 1916.

Broqueville, M. de.—Prime Minis
Belgium. Attended War Conference at
Paris, March, 1916. Is well known in Eng-
land, which he visited 1914 ; appointed Hon.
G.C.M.G., December, 1914.

Brussiloff, General Alexei—One of most
famous of Russian fighting leaders. Served
in the Russo-Turkish War of 1877. He com-
manded the Fourteenth Army Corps whenwar
broke out, and was appointed to the Kieft
military district. He first came into pro-
minence when commander in the dash over
the Carpathians in the spring of 1915. In
the early summerof 1916 he commenced his
great offensive against the Austrians in com-
mand of the four armies of the Russian left
wing in Galicia and Volhynia. His total
prisoners from June 4th to August 12th, 7.757
officers, 350,845 men, on. In August,
1916, the Tsar awarded him a sword of
honour of St. George, with brilliants.

Bryan, W. J.—American statesman, first
elected to Congress at thirty years of age.
Thrice stood for Presidency as Democratic
candidate. Appointed Secretary of State in
President Wilson’s Cabinet, 1913, but re-
signed, June, 1915, owing to disagreement with
the second Note sent by U.S.A. to Germany,
dealing with the torpedoing of the Lusitania.

Bryce, Viscount, O.M.—British Amba:
at Washington 1907-13. Formerly Profess¢
of Civil Law, Oxford, and member of two
Liberal Cabinets. His works The Holy
Roman Empire ’”’ and “‘ The American Com-
monwealthare well known. Acted as
Chairman of the Committee which reported on
outrages of Germantroops in Belgium, 1914 ;
report published May, 1915. Communicated

S, 1915.

 

  

 

  

 

  

  

       
  

  

  

  

 

  

  

 evidence on Armenian outrages,
Buchanan, Rt. Hon. Sir G. W., G.C.B.,

G.C.M.G., G.C.V.0.—British Ambassador. at
Petrograd since’ 1910. Had wide diplomatic
experience—Japan, Austria, Italy, Germany.
Rendered splendid services during the war
in uniting Russia and Great Britain. Took
deep interest in Russian wounded. Made
Freeman of Moscow, May, 1916.

 

 

  

 

Bulfin, Maj.-Gen. E. S., C.B., C:V.0.—In
command 60th Division, France, since 1914.

the Dominion of Canada ; during part of that
time held adjutancy in C.L.I. Appointed to
his command September, 1915,-and awarded
D.S.O.tor gallantry, June, 1915.

Bulow, Field-Marshal Ulrich von.—Pro-
minent German commander, who in retreat
from Mons vainly endeavoured to surround
British Army on its right, while Von Kluck
beganto encircle its left. Won victory against
Russians, Masurian Lakes, February, 1915,
for which awarded the Order of Merit. Re-
portedretired, June, 1916.

Bulow, Prince von—Appointed German
Imperial Chancellor in 1900 in succession to
Prince Hohenlohe; retired 1969. German
Ambassador at Rome, 1914, but, failing to
prevent Italy’s intervention, left, June, 1915.
Published his memoirs 1913. New endre-
vised edition of his *‘ Imperial Germany ”
appeared in English translation, 1916.

Burian, Baron.—Magyar diplomatist who,
tirement of Count Berchtold, was joint
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Lieut.-Col. BULLER,

Com. P.P.C.L.I.
PRINCE BULOW,

German Diplomatist.

  

o-Hungarian Foreign Minister and
r of the Imperial and Royal House-
Transferred to position of joint

ce Minister, December, 1916, when Em-
‘ror conferred on him the Brilliants of the

Grand. Cross of the Order of St. Stefan for
his great services as Foreign Minister.

Burney, Admiral Sir Cecil, K.C.B., G.C.M.G.
—Incharge of Second andThird Fleets during
first four months of war. Appointed Second
Sea Lord, December, 1916. Born 1858 ;
service Egyptian Campaign, 1882; E
Sudan, 1884. Specialised as gunneryofficer;
Inspecting Captain of Boys’ Training Ships ;
promoted to Flag rank 1907. Member of
Admiralty Submarine Committee, rgro-11.
Rear-Admiral Home Tleet 1909-10; coml-
manded Third Battle Squadron r911-13.
Took command .of First Battle Squadron,
December, 1914, becoming the senior division
commander in the Fleet.

Byng, Lt.-Gen. Hon. Sir Julian H. G.,

  

 

  

  

 

  

_ K.C.B., K.€.M.G.—Succeeded General Alder-

Lieut.-Gen. BYNG, Lt. CADBURY, D.5.C.,
Commanding Canadians. Destroyed Zeppelin.

early in summerof 1916, and commandedthis
corps on Somme, 1916. Born 1862 ; seventh
son of second Earl of Strafford. Joined roth
Royal Hussars 1883; served Sudan Expe-
dition 1884 ; commanded roth Royal Hus
r902-4; Cavalry School at Netheravon

ist Cavalry Brigade 1997-9. Dis-
tinguished himselt in France and Dardanelles,
OI4-15 ;- mentioned in despatches, Grand
Officiér de l’Ordre de la Couronne (Belgium),
November, 1916.

Cable, Boyd.—Well-known writer of war
stories’ Born in India; served in South
Africa, 1990-1, as scout, andsince then followed
many occupations. Went to France 1914 as
officer (temporary commission), Author of
* Between the Lines” (war stories written
at the front), ‘‘ Action Front,’’ ‘‘ Grapes of
Wrath’ (also warstories), and “‘ Doing their
Bit,” dealing with home munition workers.

Cadbury, FI.-Lt. Egbert, D.S.0.—Received
his decoration in recognition of distinguished
services on occasion of the destruction of
Zeppelin airship off Norfotk coast, November
28th, r916. Youngest son of Mr. George
Cadbury. At beginning of war left Cam-
bridge, where he was studying law, andjoined,
as an A.B., the crewof the Zarifa, a converted
yacht manned mostly by Cambridge men.
After nearly-a year at sea entered R.N.A.S.,
and wasstationed on East Coast.

Cadorna, General Count Luigi, K.C.B.—-
Commander-in-Chief of Italian Armies. Born
18506 at Pallanza, in-Piedmont. Represents
second of three successive generations oi
Cadorna. family whose names are inscribed
on banner of Italian freedom. Educated at
Military College and Military Academy,
Turin. On leaving latter was given his sub-
lieutenancy and attached to the General
Staff. Served in the Libyan Campaign ; was
for seven years Chief of Staff to General
Pianelli. In 1898 promoted major-general
and in 1905 lieutenant-general. In 1or4
appointed Chief of Staff. Made a_ special
study of Italy’s Alpine ramparts. His
strategic skill and persistence seen to excellent
effect.in the war, as in the conquest of Monte
Nero. His surprise offensive opened on the
Isonzo, August 6th, 1916, leading to the capture
of Gorizia, August oth, was one of the great
feats of the war. -Has written on military
subjects.

Callaghan, AdmiralSir G. A., G.C.B., G.C.V.9.
—Commander-in-Chief at the Nore Jan. rst,
1915. One of our ablest and most popular
naval officers, he commanded the naval
brigade which relieved the Legations in’
Peking, 1900. Commanded the Home Fleet
ig11-14. Appointed for service Admiralty
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Born 1862; entered Army 1884; served son in command of Canadian Army Corps Staff, Aug., 1914. Created G.C.B., June, 1916

  

}                   >
At the end of February the Canadian troops carried out some of the Canadians, overpowered the gunner while his mate had

daring raids on the enemy lines on the Western Front. in one gone to warn the rest of the men in their dug-out, and rm ade off

of these raids Lieut.-Colonel Kemball, C.B., and Lisut.-Colonel with the gun.. The gun-crew tumbled up from their de

Beckett both fell in action. In arctaliatory raid by the Germans and pursued the raiders across No Man's Land with such .

a party of fourteen of the enemy rushed a Lewis~gun position success that they recaptured their Lewis and qot safely back. 5

i.

Admiral CALLAGHAN,
Commander at Nore.

am ba

Sir G. BUCHANAN, Maj.-Gen, BULFIN, BAKxON BURIAN,
Ambassador Petrograd, Divisional Commander, Finance Min., Austria.

           

 

  Gen. CADORNA,Admiral BURNEY,
Com.-in-Chief, Italy.Second Sea Lord,

Portraits by Gale & Polden, Heath, Bassano, Lafayette.
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first four months of war. Appointed Second
Sea Lord, December, 1916. Born 1858 ;
service Egyptian Campaign, 1882; E
Sudan, 1884. Specialised as gunneryofficer;
Inspecting Captain of Boys’ Training Ships ;
promoted to Flag rank 1907. Member of
Admiralty Submarine Committee, rgro-11.
Rear-Admiral Home Tleet 1909-10; coml-
manded Third Battle Squadron r911-13.
Took command .of First Battle Squadron,
December, 1914, becoming the senior division
commander in the Fleet.

Byng, Lt.-Gen. Hon. Sir Julian H. G.,

  

 

  

  

 

  

_ K.C.B., K.€.M.G.—Succeeded General Alder-

Lieut.-Gen. BYNG, Lt. CADBURY, D.5.C.,
Commanding Canadians. Destroyed Zeppelin.

early in summerof 1916, and commandedthis
corps on Somme, 1916. Born 1862 ; seventh
son of second Earl of Strafford. Joined roth
Royal Hussars 1883; served Sudan Expe-
dition 1884 ; commanded roth Royal Hus
r902-4; Cavalry School at Netheravon

ist Cavalry Brigade 1997-9. Dis-
tinguished himselt in France and Dardanelles,
OI4-15 ;- mentioned in despatches, Grand
Officiér de l’Ordre de la Couronne (Belgium),
November, 1916.

Cable, Boyd.—Well-known writer of war
stories’ Born in India; served in South
Africa, 1990-1, as scout, andsince then followed
many occupations. Went to France 1914 as
officer (temporary commission), Author of
* Between the Lines” (war stories written
at the front), ‘‘ Action Front,’’ ‘‘ Grapes of
Wrath’ (also warstories), and “‘ Doing their
Bit,” dealing with home munition workers.

Cadbury, FI.-Lt. Egbert, D.S.0.—Received
his decoration in recognition of distinguished
services on occasion of the destruction of
Zeppelin airship off Norfotk coast, November
28th, r916. Youngest son of Mr. George
Cadbury. At beginning of war left Cam-
bridge, where he was studying law, andjoined,
as an A.B., the crewof the Zarifa, a converted
yacht manned mostly by Cambridge men.
After nearly-a year at sea entered R.N.A.S.,
and wasstationed on East Coast.

Cadorna, General Count Luigi, K.C.B.—-
Commander-in-Chief of Italian Armies. Born
18506 at Pallanza, in-Piedmont. Represents
second of three successive generations oi
Cadorna. family whose names are inscribed
on banner of Italian freedom. Educated at
Military College and Military Academy,
Turin. On leaving latter was given his sub-
lieutenancy and attached to the General
Staff. Served in the Libyan Campaign ; was
for seven years Chief of Staff to General
Pianelli. In 1898 promoted major-general
and in 1905 lieutenant-general. In 1or4
appointed Chief of Staff. Made a_ special
study of Italy’s Alpine ramparts. His
strategic skill and persistence seen to excellent
effect.in the war, as in the conquest of Monte
Nero. His surprise offensive opened on the
Isonzo, August 6th, 1916, leading to the capture
of Gorizia, August oth, was one of the great
feats of the war. -Has written on military
subjects.

Callaghan, AdmiralSir G. A., G.C.B., G.C.V.9.
—Commander-in-Chief at the Nore Jan. rst,
1915. One of our ablest and most popular
naval officers, he commanded the naval
brigade which relieved the Legations in’
Peking, 1900. Commanded the Home Fleet
ig11-14. Appointed for service Admiralty
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Born 1862; entered Army 1884; served son in command of Canadian Army Corps Staff, Aug., 1914. Created G.C.B., June, 1916

  

}                   >
At the end of February the Canadian troops carried out some of the Canadians, overpowered the gunner while his mate had

daring raids on the enemy lines on the Western Front. in one gone to warn the rest of the men in their dug-out, and rm ade off

of these raids Lieut.-Colonel Kemball, C.B., and Lisut.-Colonel with the gun.. The gun-crew tumbled up from their de

Beckett both fell in action. In arctaliatory raid by the Germans and pursued the raiders across No Man's Land with such .

a party of fourteen of the enemy rushed a Lewis~gun position success that they recaptured their Lewis and qot safely back. 5

i.

Admiral CALLAGHAN,
Commander at Nore.

am ba

Sir G. BUCHANAN, Maj.-Gen, BULFIN, BAKxON BURIAN,
Ambassador Petrograd, Divisional Commander, Finance Min., Austria.

           

 

  Gen. CADORNA,Admiral BURNEY,
Com.-in-Chief, Italy.Second Sea Lord,

Portraits by Gale & Polden, Heath, Bassano, Lafayette.
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Chronology of Events, March, 1917

Mar. 1.—North of Miraumont British line
advanced 600 yards on a front of one and

~a half miles.

Aeroplane raid on Broadstairs, one

vomanslightly injured.

British destroyer mined in North Sea,
all hands lost.

Max. 2.—Russians take Hamadan, in Persia.

 

British progress north of Warlenc

Eaucourt, and north-west of Puisieu
Mont.

Mar. 3.—British advance a quarterof a mile
  

ou a front offive miles, north of Puisieux-

au-Mont, and east of Gommecourt.

Mar. 4.—British Advance on Somme.
ny’s front and support lines east of

    

 

  

  

captured; 173
of Gomimeco

British naval air raid on blast furnaces

of Brebach.

German attack at Verdun, Enemy
jannches big attack on. a two-mile front
on northern defences between Bézonvaux
and the Fosses. Wood,< ins foothold
in trenches north of Cauri¢res Wood.

3ritish line extended south of Somme

 

   

   

   

to Roye.

Mar. 5.—French eject enemy from part of

line he occupied to the north of Cauriéres
Wood.

Further British advance north-west of
frles and north of Puisieux-au-Mont.

Russians in Persia occupy Kangaver.
Advance on Bagdad.—british cavalry

engage a Turkish rearguard at Lajj (nine
miles south-east of Ctesiphon).

Mar. 6.—British
of Bouchavesnes.

3ritish cavalry fourteen miles from
rd. ;

 

  
  

  
enemy's trenches east
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of lal, near ai border, owi
idvanced force of British troops.
Great aeria] activity on weste

Ourairmen perform succe
sance, photography. and artillery work,
and obtain valuable information. Many
bombs -—dropped on ‘enem billets and
dumps. In aerial fighting three hostile
machines brought down, four British
machines brought down, and seven
missing.

Mar. 7.—French raidi
Oise and theAis and in the

Mar. 8.—Britishli ivanced on cither side
of the Ancre valley.

French Victory in Champagne.—At-
tacking after intense artillery preparation,
cur ally recaptures almost whole of
salient between Butte -du Mesnil and
Maisons de Champagne captured by
enemy on February 15. :

Count Zeppelin dies from inflammation
of lungs.

Interim report of Dardanelles Commis-
sion published.
Rumanians lose positions between the

Trotus and the Uzul valleys.
Russians occupy Bisitun (Persia).

Mar. 9—South of Biaches, British raid
enemy’s front line.
March on Bagdad. During the night

the passage of the Diala is forced, and
the British advance four miles towards
Bagdad, driving enemy from his second
position on the right bank.
. 10.—British troops, in spite of blinding
dust-storms and a violent gale, press on
to Bagdad andforce the Turks back to
within three miles of the city.

British capture Irles.
Ma . 11.—British occupy Bagdad.
Ma. 12.—French progress in Eastern Cham-

pagne onright of the ground they recap-
tured between the Butte du Mesnil and
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the Somme) on &

   

  

    

  

Maisons de Champagne; 100 prisoners
taken,

General Smuts arrives in London for
the Imperial War Conference.

Mar. 13.—Advanee on Bapaume.—Enemy
abandonshis main defensive system along
Bapaume ridge on front of three and a
half miles. British drive back his rear-
guards in this area to a depthof a mile,
and occupy Grévillers and Loupart Wood.
Further progress is made east and north-
east of Gommecourt.

French succe
Champagne,
attacks.

 

  

hold Hill 185, in
enemy  counter-

 

Sir Stanley Maude reports British
advaneed detachments. reach a point
thirty miles up stream from Bagdad..

British advance in the Balkans. Line
-west of Doiran advanced 1,000
on a front of 3,500 yards.

Mar. 14.—Sir Douglas Haig reports British
line advancedona front of over one and
a half miles south-west and west of
Bapaume.

China breaks with Germany bysevering
diplomatic relations and taking possession
of the German merchantmenat Shanghai.

Russian occupation of Kermansbah
announced.

General Lyautey, French Minister of
War, resigns.

  

  

     

   

 

 

Mar. 15.—Onright of the Sommefront, from
the south of St: Pierre Vaast Wood to
north of Saillisel, British occupy enemy’s
trenches overa distance of two andahall
miles.

Revolution in Russia.—The Tsar a
cates the throne and renouncesail
of succession on behalf of his son. Grand
Duke Michael Alexandrovitch appointed

, pending confirmation of nation
gard to his appointment as Tsar.
al Government set up, with M.
nko, President of Duma, as leader,

and Prince Lvoff, Prime Minister; M.
Miliukoff, Foreign Minister; M. Gutch-
koff, War Minister.

3ritish forces reported thirty-five mileS
to north-east of Bagdad ; part of Bakuba:
on Bagdad-Teheran road, occupied.
Torpedo-boat destroyer of an old type

mined in Channel; one man killed,
twenty-eight missing. :

Mar. 16.—Zeppelin Raid on South-Eastern
Counties.

Advance on the Somme.—British hold
nearly whole of St. Pierre Vaast Wood
and enemy’s trenches 1,000 yardsto south,
and 2,000 yards to the northof it:

Aeroplane raid on Kent ; no casualties.
Mar. 17.-Fall of Bapaume to the British.

orth of the Somme, in addition to the
town of Bapaume, British are in posses-
sion of LeTransloy; Biefvillers, Bihucourt
Achiet-le-Grand, and othervillages, :

French advance twoand a half miles on
twelve and a half mile-front between the
A and the Oise. Roye and Lassigny
occupied. tak

Russians occupy Kerind.
Zeppelin L39 brought down at Com-

 

   

  

   
  

 

  
    

 

 

  

  

  
Resignation of M. Briand, the French

Premier.
General Maude’s troops occupy Bahriz.

Great German Retreat.— From
south-west of Arras, to north of
1 point of seventy miles, German

armies are sweeping back towards the
Igian frontier. British occupy Nesle,

Ines, and Péronne, and during the
past twenty-four hours advance several
miles to a depth up to ten miles in places.
During this period, in addition to the
three towns mentioned,oversixty. villages
gained. To the south the French occupy
the whole of the ground comprised
between their old lines and the Roye-

 

  

  

  

  

Noyon road from Damery to the Lagny
Height. ‘ re

Russians report occupation of Van.
Destroyer Raid on Kent.—Enemytor-

pedo-boat destroyers fire a number of
shells at Ramsgate; no casualties, and
material damage slight. At thesametime
a British destroyer is torpedoed ana
sunk east of Dover; a second destroyer
torpedoed but not seriousl damaged.

French capture ‘Hill 1,248, north of
Monastir.

Mar. 19.—Rapid German Retreat.—British
continue pursuit of the enemy, th2
cavalry and advanced guards driving
back his rearguatds. The ground gained
extends to a depth of from two toeig!:
miles, and forty more villages taken.
The French advance north-east of the

Roye-Noyon liné towards St. Quentin,
and capture Guiscard, Chauny, and Ham.

Russians report *their occupation ot
Harunabad.

M. Ribot new French Premier.
_ Erench Dreadnought Danton torpedoed
in Mediterranean ; 296 drowned.

Mar. 20.—British _oceupy fourteen more
villages. Sir Douglas Haig defines the
British line as having passed. Canizy,
Es s-en-Chaussée; Nuriu, Vélu, and St.
‘Leg

British hospital ship Asturias torpo-
doed ; 92 casualties. — :

First meeting of the Imperial War
Cabinet held in London.
_ French carry the important railway
junction of Jussy, east of Ham. :

Mar. 21.— British continue to advance
rapidly, reaching points ten miles to the
east of the Somme.

Frenchforce the passage of the Somme
Canal to the east of Ham, and advance
to the north of Tergnier.

Ex-Tsar Nicholas placed under arrest.
Preliminary meeting of the Imperial

War Conference held in London.
Mar. 22.—Sir Douglas Haig reports enemy’s

resistance is increasing along the front
from west of St. Quentin to south of
Arras.

_ French extend their positions east of
St. Quentin Canal, where enemyattempts
violent counter-attacks. s

Mar. 23.— Big French Advance. — French
attack between the Sommeandthe Oise
throws enemy back to a distance of
between one and a quarter miles to two
and a half miles to north and east ot
St.. Quentin Canal, and push forward
north-east of Tergnier, ~

Mar, 24.—Admiralty announces 11f,000tons

  

 

  

  

   

 

 

  of British shipping sunk by raider Moe
British occupy Roisel and progress

 

south-west and west of Ecoust St. Mein.
_ French capture, western bank of the
Oise between the suburbs of La Fere and
north of Vandeuil.

Mar. 25.—Freneh Threat to St. Quentin.—-
Between the Sommeandthe Oise French
troops drive enemy beyond important
position of Castres-Essigny-le-Grand-Hili
r2t (latter one mile south of St. Quentin).

Mar. 26.—British capture village of Lagni-
court, north of the Bapaume-Canrbrai
road.

French occupy. Folembray and La
Feuilléc, south of the Oise, and by a
brilliant night attack capture Coucy-le-
Chateau, ‘ ees

Mar. 27.—French occupyall the lower Forest
ef Coucy, and villages of Petit Barisis,
Verneuil, and Coucy-la-Ville.

British cavalry drive enemy fron
Longavesnes, Liéramont. and Equancoutt,
and our troops occupythese villages
Admiralty reports destr

Channe! ; four officers and
saved. Another sunk after
collision with a steamer.
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THE
TIEN the Great Waris over,

W and its long story is fully

told, certain’ days therein

will stand out as landmarks, just

as they did in Europe’s last cata-e
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  a clysm, the French Revolution. One

, of these days no doubt will be April

j 22nd, 1915, for then it was that

e 4 a the Germansfirst used their poison

1 gas, and so added a new and sinister weapon to the

existing horrors of war.
As regards the British troops, the first shock of the

gas attack fell wpon the Canadians defending Ypres,

andin their long casualty lists were many, bothofficers

and men, described as poisoned by gas or suffering

fromgas poisoning. The neighbouring British battalions,

was the 2nd Battalion of the West Ridings.

Two Terrible Fellows = ae

A few days before, on the 17th, the West Ridings
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474 for more men, and led a second. ‘Then hewas killed,

474 but two other officers sprang forward with a shout,

7, only to be shot dead immediately.  
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the party with great ability and complete success.”

The Battle of Wasnes
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as killed by gas poisoning.

the crossing of the Aisne.     
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RECCRDS OF THE REGIMENTS—XX4XAIIL

WEST

however, did not escape, and if one suffered more than © which the Germans had just taken from the Zouaves,

another at this time from this devilish invention it

had taken part-in the fight to regain Hill 60. At first

4 they were. in reserve, but after two other battalions

had captured it, they were sent up to their relief, and

forthe next three days were desperately engaged in

beating back savage attacks and recovering lost ground.

One of their exploits has been described by an officer

who was present. Captain E. R. Taylor led a charge

against the Germans, and when this failed went back

Oflike spirit to these officers was Private B. Behan.

On the evening of the tgth, when the battalion was

attacking, Behan and another man got separated from

the rest of their company. Nothing daunted, however,

they went for a German trench themselves, killed

three of its inmates, and brought away two more as

prisoners, while the rest of the enemy, declining, with

commendable prudence, to tackle such terrible fellows,

made quickly off. When this was done, some reinforce-

ments arrived ; as they had no officer, Behan took over

the command, and, as the official report said, ‘‘ handled

This experience would have been enough for most

battalions, but the days were critical indeed, and men

were scarce. On the 24th, St. Julien, a village in front

of Ypres, was lost, and to stand in the gap thus made

the general sent for the remnants of-the West Ridings

_and the other battalions of the 13th Brigade. It was

these few and tired men who, to their eternal honour,

faced without flinching the noxious fumes of. gas,

paying again a high price for their gallantry. On one

single day five of their remaining officers were reported

Of the four British divisions which retreated doggedly

from Mons to the Marne, the 5th, then under Sir

Charles Fergusson, had; by the fortune of war, much

the worst time. In it was the and West Ridings,

which took part in the fichting at Le Cateau, and in

But before these fights, on August 23rd, the West.

Ridings fought a little battle of their own. It took

place at Wasnes, about four miles from the Mons-

Condé Canal, and in the early morning. The battalion,

seeing the enemy close on its heels, dug some trenches

eSSompspBomessesfF

RIDINGS
Early in October the 5th Division was fighting its

way inch by inch towardsLille. About the middle of

the month it came up against large German reserves,

and during the rest of October it was as muchas the

weary battalion could doto parry the German thrust

at Calais. On November 8th, still part of the same

long battle, the West Ridings found them

attacked by the Prussian Guard, “the biggest men

J have ever seen,” said one-of their sergeant-majors.

But big or little made no difference to the spirit of

the West Ridings, although, to make matters worse,

the weatherat this time was atrocious, nights streami

with rain and pitch black, and there was no rest from

the incessant work of the trenches. Under such

conditions, the deeds of their several companies may

be described as Homeric. One recovered some trenches
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this operation being led by the company sergeant-major,

A.B. Taylor. Another uncer Captain H. M. Travers,

who was killed during the engagement, ae a

similar feat, and then went forward a furtherfifty y

andseized another enemytrench. A third company was

unsuccessful in its first attack, in which it lost all its

officers, but again a sergeant-major came to the,rescue,

and led a counter-attack whichfully achieved its purpose.

A V.C. on the Somme

In 1915 the West Riding was represented on the

battlefields of France by some of its Territorial bat-

talions. Four of these battalions—the 4th from Halifax,

the 5th from Huddersfield, the 6th from Skipton, and

the 7th from Colne Valley—went to the front as the

186th Brigade, being part of the 62nd Division, m

April, 1915, just when their comrades of the Regulars

were behaving so gallantly on Hill 60. 4

From the fime when the Battles of the Somme {

began the reports from Sir Douglas Haig and the ;

special correspondents made no mention of individual

battalions, and only, rarely of regiments. Once. or

twice, however, we heard of the West Ridings—

Regulars, Territorials, Service men, OF perhaps all

three—advancing through a storm of shot and shell

to seize some hitherto impregnable position. Tt was

doubtless, in one of these attacks that Sec.

Henry Kelly won the Victoria Cross, the announcement

of which was made on November 28th.

The rst Battalion of the West Ridings was raised in

1702, and the 2nd in 1787, the former being the 33rd

and the latter the 76th ot the Line. The 3ard fought

in Spain, and later at Dettingen and Fontenoy; in

1791 theyhelpedto crush the Sultan of Mysore, Tippoo

Sahib, at Seringapatam, and the 76th won great glory

byits share in the Mahratta Warof 1803-5.

The Iron Duke’s Own

In 1881 these two battalions were united to form

the Duke of Wellington’s West Riding Regiment.

The reason for giving to them this name was that the

ereat Duke was at one time an ensign in the 76th,

and later commanded the 33rd, which helped him by

its steadfast bearing both at Quatre Bras and Waterloo.

In the Crimea the same regiment lost very heavily at

the Battle of the Alma, and in 1867 it took the lead m

storming the fortress of Ma dala. It was equally

prominent at the Battle of Paardeberg. A. W. H.

a

 

  

  

    

 

 

  

  

In the article on The Leicesters, which appeared in

No. 136 of THE WaR ILLUSTRATED, mention was made

of a few of the manyheroes produced bythis regiment.

To these we should like to add the name of Private

F. R. Ratcliffe, of the 4th Battalion, who wasthe first

manin his platoon to reach the Hohenzollern Redoubt

on October 13th, 1915. Alone he attacked several of

the enemy, and fought on until he was wounded. He

was awarded the D.C.M., but unfortunately, before the

award appeared in the * Gazette,’’ had died of wounds.
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: and fought hard to beat back the Germans. The latter

SS were too numerous for this, however, and at one time

the West Ridings were almost surrounded. Withgreat

pertinacity they fought their way through the ring of

é foes, but their losses were something like fifteen officers

[= . ‘ and three hundred men.
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Chronology of Events, March, 1917

Mar. 1.—North of Miraumont British line
advanced 600 yards on a front of one and

~a half miles.

Aeroplane raid on Broadstairs, one

vomanslightly injured.

British destroyer mined in North Sea,
all hands lost.

Max. 2.—Russians take Hamadan, in Persia.

 

British progress north of Warlenc

Eaucourt, and north-west of Puisieu
Mont.

Mar. 3.—British advance a quarterof a mile
  

ou a front offive miles, north of Puisieux-

au-Mont, and east of Gommecourt.

Mar. 4.—British Advance on Somme.
ny’s front and support lines east of

    

 

  

  

captured; 173
of Gomimeco

British naval air raid on blast furnaces

of Brebach.

German attack at Verdun, Enemy
jannches big attack on. a two-mile front
on northern defences between Bézonvaux
and the Fosses. Wood,< ins foothold
in trenches north of Cauri¢res Wood.

3ritish line extended south of Somme

 

   

   

   

to Roye.

Mar. 5.—French eject enemy from part of

line he occupied to the north of Cauriéres
Wood.

Further British advance north-west of
frles and north of Puisieux-au-Mont.

Russians in Persia occupy Kangaver.
Advance on Bagdad.—british cavalry

engage a Turkish rearguard at Lajj (nine
miles south-east of Ctesiphon).

Mar. 6.—British
of Bouchavesnes.

3ritish cavalry fourteen miles from
rd. ;

 

  
  

  
enemy's trenches east
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of lal, near ai border, owi
idvanced force of British troops.
Great aeria] activity on weste

Ourairmen perform succe
sance, photography. and artillery work,
and obtain valuable information. Many
bombs -—dropped on ‘enem billets and
dumps. In aerial fighting three hostile
machines brought down, four British
machines brought down, and seven
missing.

Mar. 7.—French raidi
Oise and theAis and in the

Mar. 8.—Britishli ivanced on cither side
of the Ancre valley.

French Victory in Champagne.—At-
tacking after intense artillery preparation,
cur ally recaptures almost whole of
salient between Butte -du Mesnil and
Maisons de Champagne captured by
enemy on February 15. :

Count Zeppelin dies from inflammation
of lungs.

Interim report of Dardanelles Commis-
sion published.
Rumanians lose positions between the

Trotus and the Uzul valleys.
Russians occupy Bisitun (Persia).

Mar. 9—South of Biaches, British raid
enemy’s front line.
March on Bagdad. During the night

the passage of the Diala is forced, and
the British advance four miles towards
Bagdad, driving enemy from his second
position on the right bank.
. 10.—British troops, in spite of blinding
dust-storms and a violent gale, press on
to Bagdad andforce the Turks back to
within three miles of the city.

British capture Irles.
Ma . 11.—British occupy Bagdad.
Ma. 12.—French progress in Eastern Cham-

pagne onright of the ground they recap-
tured between the Butte du Mesnil and
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Maisons de Champagne; 100 prisoners
taken,

General Smuts arrives in London for
the Imperial War Conference.

Mar. 13.—Advanee on Bapaume.—Enemy
abandonshis main defensive system along
Bapaume ridge on front of three and a
half miles. British drive back his rear-
guards in this area to a depthof a mile,
and occupy Grévillers and Loupart Wood.
Further progress is made east and north-
east of Gommecourt.

French succe
Champagne,
attacks.

 

  

hold Hill 185, in
enemy  counter-

 

Sir Stanley Maude reports British
advaneed detachments. reach a point
thirty miles up stream from Bagdad..

British advance in the Balkans. Line
-west of Doiran advanced 1,000
on a front of 3,500 yards.

Mar. 14.—Sir Douglas Haig reports British
line advancedona front of over one and
a half miles south-west and west of
Bapaume.

China breaks with Germany bysevering
diplomatic relations and taking possession
of the German merchantmenat Shanghai.

Russian occupation of Kermansbah
announced.

General Lyautey, French Minister of
War, resigns.

  

  

     

   

 

 

Mar. 15.—Onright of the Sommefront, from
the south of St: Pierre Vaast Wood to
north of Saillisel, British occupy enemy’s
trenches overa distance of two andahall
miles.

Revolution in Russia.—The Tsar a
cates the throne and renouncesail
of succession on behalf of his son. Grand
Duke Michael Alexandrovitch appointed

, pending confirmation of nation
gard to his appointment as Tsar.
al Government set up, with M.
nko, President of Duma, as leader,

and Prince Lvoff, Prime Minister; M.
Miliukoff, Foreign Minister; M. Gutch-
koff, War Minister.

3ritish forces reported thirty-five mileS
to north-east of Bagdad ; part of Bakuba:
on Bagdad-Teheran road, occupied.
Torpedo-boat destroyer of an old type

mined in Channel; one man killed,
twenty-eight missing. :

Mar. 16.—Zeppelin Raid on South-Eastern
Counties.

Advance on the Somme.—British hold
nearly whole of St. Pierre Vaast Wood
and enemy’s trenches 1,000 yardsto south,
and 2,000 yards to the northof it:

Aeroplane raid on Kent ; no casualties.
Mar. 17.-Fall of Bapaume to the British.

orth of the Somme, in addition to the
town of Bapaume, British are in posses-
sion of LeTransloy; Biefvillers, Bihucourt
Achiet-le-Grand, and othervillages, :

French advance twoand a half miles on
twelve and a half mile-front between the
A and the Oise. Roye and Lassigny
occupied. tak

Russians occupy Kerind.
Zeppelin L39 brought down at Com-

 

   

  

   
  

 

  
    

 

 

  

  

  
Resignation of M. Briand, the French

Premier.
General Maude’s troops occupy Bahriz.

Great German Retreat.— From
south-west of Arras, to north of
1 point of seventy miles, German

armies are sweeping back towards the
Igian frontier. British occupy Nesle,

Ines, and Péronne, and during the
past twenty-four hours advance several
miles to a depth up to ten miles in places.
During this period, in addition to the
three towns mentioned,oversixty. villages
gained. To the south the French occupy
the whole of the ground comprised
between their old lines and the Roye-

 

  

  

  

  

Noyon road from Damery to the Lagny
Height. ‘ re

Russians report occupation of Van.
Destroyer Raid on Kent.—Enemytor-

pedo-boat destroyers fire a number of
shells at Ramsgate; no casualties, and
material damage slight. At thesametime
a British destroyer is torpedoed ana
sunk east of Dover; a second destroyer
torpedoed but not seriousl damaged.

French capture ‘Hill 1,248, north of
Monastir.

Mar. 19.—Rapid German Retreat.—British
continue pursuit of the enemy, th2
cavalry and advanced guards driving
back his rearguatds. The ground gained
extends to a depth of from two toeig!:
miles, and forty more villages taken.
The French advance north-east of the

Roye-Noyon liné towards St. Quentin,
and capture Guiscard, Chauny, and Ham.

Russians report *their occupation ot
Harunabad.

M. Ribot new French Premier.
_ Erench Dreadnought Danton torpedoed
in Mediterranean ; 296 drowned.

Mar. 20.—British _oceupy fourteen more
villages. Sir Douglas Haig defines the
British line as having passed. Canizy,
Es s-en-Chaussée; Nuriu, Vélu, and St.
‘Leg

British hospital ship Asturias torpo-
doed ; 92 casualties. — :

First meeting of the Imperial War
Cabinet held in London.
_ French carry the important railway
junction of Jussy, east of Ham. :

Mar. 21.— British continue to advance
rapidly, reaching points ten miles to the
east of the Somme.

Frenchforce the passage of the Somme
Canal to the east of Ham, and advance
to the north of Tergnier.

Ex-Tsar Nicholas placed under arrest.
Preliminary meeting of the Imperial

War Conference held in London.
Mar. 22.—Sir Douglas Haig reports enemy’s

resistance is increasing along the front
from west of St. Quentin to south of
Arras.

_ French extend their positions east of
St. Quentin Canal, where enemyattempts
violent counter-attacks. s

Mar. 23.— Big French Advance. — French
attack between the Sommeandthe Oise
throws enemy back to a distance of
between one and a quarter miles to two
and a half miles to north and east ot
St.. Quentin Canal, and push forward
north-east of Tergnier, ~

Mar, 24.—Admiralty announces 11f,000tons

  

 

  

  

   

 

 

  of British shipping sunk by raider Moe
British occupy Roisel and progress

 

south-west and west of Ecoust St. Mein.
_ French capture, western bank of the
Oise between the suburbs of La Fere and
north of Vandeuil.

Mar. 25.—Freneh Threat to St. Quentin.—-
Between the Sommeandthe Oise French
troops drive enemy beyond important
position of Castres-Essigny-le-Grand-Hili
r2t (latter one mile south of St. Quentin).

Mar. 26.—British capture village of Lagni-
court, north of the Bapaume-Canrbrai
road.

French occupy. Folembray and La
Feuilléc, south of the Oise, and by a
brilliant night attack capture Coucy-le-
Chateau, ‘ ees

Mar. 27.—French occupyall the lower Forest
ef Coucy, and villages of Petit Barisis,
Verneuil, and Coucy-la-Ville.

British cavalry drive enemy fron
Longavesnes, Liéramont. and Equancoutt,
and our troops occupythese villages
Admiralty reports destr

Channe! ; four officers and
saved. Another sunk after
collision with a steamer.
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THE
TIEN the Great Waris over,

W and its long story is fully

told, certain’ days therein

will stand out as landmarks, just

as they did in Europe’s last cata-e
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  a clysm, the French Revolution. One

, of these days no doubt will be April

j 22nd, 1915, for then it was that

e 4 a the Germansfirst used their poison

1 gas, and so added a new and sinister weapon to the

existing horrors of war.
As regards the British troops, the first shock of the

gas attack fell wpon the Canadians defending Ypres,

andin their long casualty lists were many, bothofficers

and men, described as poisoned by gas or suffering

fromgas poisoning. The neighbouring British battalions,

was the 2nd Battalion of the West Ridings.

Two Terrible Fellows = ae

A few days before, on the 17th, the West Ridings
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474 for more men, and led a second. ‘Then hewas killed,

474 but two other officers sprang forward with a shout,

7, only to be shot dead immediately.  
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the party with great ability and complete success.”

The Battle of Wasnes
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as killed by gas poisoning.

the crossing of the Aisne.     
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RECCRDS OF THE REGIMENTS—XX4XAIIL

WEST

however, did not escape, and if one suffered more than © which the Germans had just taken from the Zouaves,

another at this time from this devilish invention it

had taken part-in the fight to regain Hill 60. At first

4 they were. in reserve, but after two other battalions

had captured it, they were sent up to their relief, and

forthe next three days were desperately engaged in

beating back savage attacks and recovering lost ground.

One of their exploits has been described by an officer

who was present. Captain E. R. Taylor led a charge

against the Germans, and when this failed went back

Oflike spirit to these officers was Private B. Behan.

On the evening of the tgth, when the battalion was

attacking, Behan and another man got separated from

the rest of their company. Nothing daunted, however,

they went for a German trench themselves, killed

three of its inmates, and brought away two more as

prisoners, while the rest of the enemy, declining, with

commendable prudence, to tackle such terrible fellows,

made quickly off. When this was done, some reinforce-

ments arrived ; as they had no officer, Behan took over

the command, and, as the official report said, ‘‘ handled

This experience would have been enough for most

battalions, but the days were critical indeed, and men

were scarce. On the 24th, St. Julien, a village in front

of Ypres, was lost, and to stand in the gap thus made

the general sent for the remnants of-the West Ridings

_and the other battalions of the 13th Brigade. It was

these few and tired men who, to their eternal honour,

faced without flinching the noxious fumes of. gas,

paying again a high price for their gallantry. On one

single day five of their remaining officers were reported

Of the four British divisions which retreated doggedly

from Mons to the Marne, the 5th, then under Sir

Charles Fergusson, had; by the fortune of war, much

the worst time. In it was the and West Ridings,

which took part in the fichting at Le Cateau, and in

But before these fights, on August 23rd, the West.

Ridings fought a little battle of their own. It took

place at Wasnes, about four miles from the Mons-

Condé Canal, and in the early morning. The battalion,

seeing the enemy close on its heels, dug some trenches

eSSompspBomessesfF

RIDINGS
Early in October the 5th Division was fighting its

way inch by inch towardsLille. About the middle of

the month it came up against large German reserves,

and during the rest of October it was as muchas the

weary battalion could doto parry the German thrust

at Calais. On November 8th, still part of the same

long battle, the West Ridings found them

attacked by the Prussian Guard, “the biggest men

J have ever seen,” said one-of their sergeant-majors.

But big or little made no difference to the spirit of

the West Ridings, although, to make matters worse,

the weatherat this time was atrocious, nights streami

with rain and pitch black, and there was no rest from

the incessant work of the trenches. Under such

conditions, the deeds of their several companies may

be described as Homeric. One recovered some trenches
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this operation being led by the company sergeant-major,

A.B. Taylor. Another uncer Captain H. M. Travers,

who was killed during the engagement, ae a

similar feat, and then went forward a furtherfifty y

andseized another enemytrench. A third company was

unsuccessful in its first attack, in which it lost all its

officers, but again a sergeant-major came to the,rescue,

and led a counter-attack whichfully achieved its purpose.

A V.C. on the Somme

In 1915 the West Riding was represented on the

battlefields of France by some of its Territorial bat-

talions. Four of these battalions—the 4th from Halifax,

the 5th from Huddersfield, the 6th from Skipton, and

the 7th from Colne Valley—went to the front as the

186th Brigade, being part of the 62nd Division, m

April, 1915, just when their comrades of the Regulars

were behaving so gallantly on Hill 60. 4

From the fime when the Battles of the Somme {

began the reports from Sir Douglas Haig and the ;

special correspondents made no mention of individual

battalions, and only, rarely of regiments. Once. or

twice, however, we heard of the West Ridings—

Regulars, Territorials, Service men, OF perhaps all

three—advancing through a storm of shot and shell

to seize some hitherto impregnable position. Tt was

doubtless, in one of these attacks that Sec.

Henry Kelly won the Victoria Cross, the announcement

of which was made on November 28th.

The rst Battalion of the West Ridings was raised in

1702, and the 2nd in 1787, the former being the 33rd

and the latter the 76th ot the Line. The 3ard fought

in Spain, and later at Dettingen and Fontenoy; in

1791 theyhelpedto crush the Sultan of Mysore, Tippoo

Sahib, at Seringapatam, and the 76th won great glory

byits share in the Mahratta Warof 1803-5.

The Iron Duke’s Own

In 1881 these two battalions were united to form

the Duke of Wellington’s West Riding Regiment.

The reason for giving to them this name was that the

ereat Duke was at one time an ensign in the 76th,

and later commanded the 33rd, which helped him by

its steadfast bearing both at Quatre Bras and Waterloo.

In the Crimea the same regiment lost very heavily at

the Battle of the Alma, and in 1867 it took the lead m

storming the fortress of Ma dala. It was equally

prominent at the Battle of Paardeberg. A. W. H.

a

 

  

  

    

 

 

  

  

In the article on The Leicesters, which appeared in

No. 136 of THE WaR ILLUSTRATED, mention was made

of a few of the manyheroes produced bythis regiment.

To these we should like to add the name of Private

F. R. Ratcliffe, of the 4th Battalion, who wasthe first

manin his platoon to reach the Hohenzollern Redoubt

on October 13th, 1915. Alone he attacked several of

the enemy, and fought on until he was wounded. He

was awarded the D.C.M., but unfortunately, before the

award appeared in the * Gazette,’’ had died of wounds.
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: and fought hard to beat back the Germans. The latter

SS were too numerous for this, however, and at one time

the West Ridings were almost surrounded. Withgreat

pertinacity they fought their way through the ring of

é foes, but their losses were something like fifteen officers

[= . ‘ and three hundred men.
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T is the ambition of everyone at present, whois
unable to take active part in any form of military

service, to do something of real national use, be that
no more than cultivating an allotment for the increase
of the coming season’s vegetable supply.

National Service and Economy—All Can Help

HERE are numerous ways in which men and
women engaged in their regular tasks can yet

find in their leisure hours the means of doing National
Service. By National Service I mean any form of
unpaid work undertaken for the purpose of helping,
no matter how remotely, our armies in the field.
Anyone whois performing a duty whereby another

person who can take up work of still more military
importance is relieved, and in turn relieves another
who may possibly be able to go on active service, is
to be regarded as engaged upon National Service.

‘'The War Illustrated’’ National Service

OW, I should very much like to make Tur War
-ILLUSTRATED, which has held so large a public

of interested readers from the beginning of the war,
not only interesting and valuable as a record of ‘these
extraordinary times, but useful as-an organ of National
Service, and it seems to me that in this my readers
can help, not unprofitably. l’or I do not think that
any one. contributor, single-handed, gould sufficiently
cover the whole field- of National Service—including
domestic economy, and deal with the thousand and one
questions concerning these to-day.

mest people, however, have some idea ofa practical
kind that would be well worth publishing. © This

may be anything from a hint as to the best way to
join up your local volunteer force, or V.A.D., to the
best vegetable: to ‘grow on your war-time allotment,
provided the hint does offer some grain of practical
advice.~ There is also scope here for my ladyreaders,
as their national service is equally valuable with that
of the men.

In order to encourage the -flow of ideas I am

prepared to giveEVERY WEEKa first prize of

a WAR SAVINGS CERTIFICATE, value 15/6,
for the best paragraph, and 5/]- for all other

paragraphs accepted from readers and published.

The paragraphs should be about one hundred words
in length, must be written on one side of the paper,
and bear: the author’s name and address. They
should be addressed : The Editor, National Service Notes,
Tur War ILLUSTRATED, FElcetway House, larringdon
Strect, London, E.C. 4, and should be received not later
thanfirst post each Monday morning.

More About Paper Economy

NCE again I must return to the subject of the
... paper. famine, which really touches us all more .

than we realise.- Newspapers and periodicals are far
from being luxuries... by universal. consent they are
essentials of modern civilisation. , There is proof of
this in the fact that a writer in the “ Daily. Mail,”
recently escaped. from -internment. behind the enemy
lines in France, states that so high,a price as 19s. 2d.
was paid for a single copy of an Inglish paper in the
occupied town of, Roubaix, so great was the craving
for news of the outer, world,- Not until we lack the
newspaper do we realise howclosely the Press touches

our daily life. “We. never miss the water till
the well runs.dry!” But the pressure of the war
is so great that it is not merely in luxuries that we
have, now. to effect economies. Nay, the greatest
economies are being effected. in necessities.

HE WAR ILLUSTRATEDis among the very few
periodicals published in Great Britain to-day

that have succeeded so far in maintaining themselves
without the very obvious curtailments to which
some of its contemporaries haye had to resort. We are
on the eve, however, of effecting a certain economy
in-our weekly consumption of paper, which. will be
hardly ‘noticeable and will in nowise interfere with
the efficiency of the publication. How long it may
be possible so to continue is more than I can say,
but I fear that greater economies may be called for
in the near future.

S I have remarked before, my readers are they
who can best help me for the present to “ carry

on.” If every reader of Ture War ILLUSTRATED were
to-day to go to his newsagent and say, Please send
The WarIllustrated to me every. week until counter-
manded, or, Please keep a copy of The WarIllustrated
for me every week until further orders, it would be
possible for my publishers to know precisely how
many copies to print, and a very considerable pro-
portion of the. wastage involved by over-printing in
order to cover the floating margin of casual purchases
would be eliminated,

None But “Regular Readers’’ Now

OVERNMENT. has nowsaid to publishers of
periodicals that “returns” must cease. _Neyvs-

agents must reduce their orders to the minimum of
their regular customers, and it will be quite impossible
for a casual purchaser to-enter any newsagent’s in
the country and. expect. to get, as in the past, a copy
of almost-any paper he cares to call for. This is no
move. of the publishing trade, undertaken in their
owninterests, but is forced upon them by prevailing
conditions.

T would astound my readers—and it might even
surprise myself—were I to secure an estimate of

the thousands of tons of railway traffic which used to
be consumed in a normal week in carrying waste paper
back to newspaper offices! Do not Iet us proclaim
economy and encourage a system that involves in-
evitable wastage. I am not asking my readers to give
regular orders for THe WAR ILLUSTRATED to their news-
agents as a favour, but put it to them as a necessary
—indeed, an imperative—thing to do if they wish to
be regularly supplied with what is admittedly the
most complete weekly picture record of the war.

Merlin’s Prophecy

1 the ancient prophecy of.Merlin, as translated by
Geoffrey of Monmouth in the twelfth century,

I have come across a sentence which those who are
curious in these matters may findstrikingly applicable
to the retreat of the Germans on the western front.
Said Merlin in his prophesying, and that considerably
more than. a thousand years. ago: ‘“‘ The German
dtagon shall hardly get to his holes, because the revenge
of his treason shall overcome him. . For a people
in wood andiniron coats (?.“ tanks ”’) shall come and
revenge upon him his wickedness. .They shall restore
the ancient inhabitants to their dwellings.”
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OUR OBSERVATION POST

HEROES
S the Germans are driven farther back towards

the positions of which we hear so much and
know so little, to that ‘“ Hindenburg line” which
seems to be as real and yet as imaginary as the Equator,
the veil is being lifted slowly that for more than two
years has screened the life of the French people in
the invaded districts from the anxious eyes of their
friends in the less unhappy portions of the country,
bringing relief into the tragedy of the war even as
viewed from the safe security of English homes. It
gives glimpses-of what the advent of British troops into
the little country towns and villages of France must
mean to the people who have endured the tyranny
of German military occupation,

S' JME of these glimpses have been caught by the
camera and are reproduced in this present number

of THe War Jitustratep. They show us the
British soldier in a relation from which he has been
withheld too long for his-own content, in his relation
to little children. And I fancy that of the:many
varied memories which these men of outs. will bring
home from France the sweetest, if the most poignant,
will be those of the welcome they received from the
little children in the villages they recovered from the
barbarian.

 

[' is not: true that the British are an unemotional
race, aS so many people of other races have

asserted. For sentimentality they have a native, right
abhorrence, and it is intelligible that a more demon-
strative people, seeing the self-restraint which, partly
congenital, partly acquired, is characteristic of the
Briton when his emotion is stirred most profoundly,
should misinterpret it as the passivity of insensibility.
But catch a glimpse of the man when he deemshimself
unobserved, and you will see a hundred little move-
ments and actions which are the shy expression of
infinite tenderness: Those moments come most fre-

tly in the society of children, themselves the most
of all living creatures—themselves, too, the

surest index to the character of those in whose company
they are. .From-the British soldier's attitude towards
children, and from their_attitude towards him, one
can learn accurately what manner of man the British
soldieris,

  

     

 

NE can imagine dimly something of the thoughts
that passed through the mind of the children

as the last German disappeared from view round the
bend of the road leading out of the village which he
had profaned so long and, at the finish, only lingered
in to destroy. = They hated him sullenly, for he repre-
sented ruin, everything “spoiled” for them, even

he had not been actually. criel to them, and, even
if they had been spared“sight of some of the horrors
he had been ordered to-perpetrate, hestill represented
lack of food, lack of warmth, lack ‘of clothes, lack of
everything save misery. - Now he had. gone, and they
turned expectantly to see the men who had sent him
on his way. What would the British soldier be like,
les anglais, of whom the grown-ups had spoken below
their breath in terms that breathed hope and ‘trust ?

 

  

 

il

S° the children gathered at the other end of the
village whence they would catch the first glimpse

of the victors marching in, and presently they came.
In what order I know not. A patrol on horseback
perhaps,/and then, perhaps, some cyclists, then: in
groups of a few, or in companies, men onfoot, laden
with all manner of things of interest to the children,
wet and muddy, incomparably dirty, but with some-

oftoesseseSep iy

AND MEN.
thing in their faces that.Germanfaces had not shown;
not even whenfirst they swept over the country all
those months ago. In the eyes of these men was the
light of victory, as there had been in those German
eyes, but here was not savage triumph boding ill to
the vanquished, but the clation of self-confidence
justified by work well done and boding comfort to
the redeemed. And presently, when work wasfinished,
they were at liberty to “‘ make friends.”’*

OWdid they succeed in that? Well; here are
some photographs in this number to tell us.

Even M. le Général, when he got out of his motor-car,
stoppedto speak a friendly word to one small daughter
of France, and as for M. Tommy ! They had
thought of everything. There were motor-cars simply
packed with food for the mothers: who had starved
and, worse, seen their children starve for months.
And there were wonderful picnics up and down the
village street that afternoon. Can’t you imagme the
excited accounts poured out in the- ruined cottages
that night ?. “They lighted fires in the street and
boiled water, and one of them took little Marguerite
on his knee, all bundled up in her woolly shawl and
bonnet, and she wasn’t a bit shy; and another had
little Marie on his knee, and she laughed ever so much,
and they gave us all tea, and jam, and white bread,
and bully beef, and. talked such funny French, and
it was lovely! And when they were going up to the
big: barn. where they were billeted, they put us all
on their bicycles and-gave us a ride, and it was lovely!
And we all sat down outside the barn where the Boches
had chalked ‘ Gott strafe England,’ and they dd
laugh, and one of them played on his music, and we
all sang, and oh, it was lovely !” :
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TRULY believe it was lovely. And I think I
know what that muddy, tired-boy.felt as he sat

on his upturned bucket with- little Marguerite, all
bundled up in her woolly things, on his knee, and
every now and then rubbed his cheek against her
baby face. He was_a better man for that, and a
happier, and also, I am sure, a more formidable fighting
man. orlittle Marguerite’s warm baby face brought
something like a sob to his throat, and made him
fiercely hungry. for.home and affection and things
which, because of the Boche, he had been starved’
of too long. And the sight of the baby’s shy happiness
—even more, perhaps, her pathetic enjoyment of his
tea—made him realise more clearly than before what
damnable things the Germans had donein this village,
so that this baby was hungry and homeless and a
stranger to such “‘lovely.”’ things as bread and ‘milk.
God help the Germanif that soldier overtakes him
soon, while yet he remembers his deep emotion at the
feel of the. baby’s lips upon his own! Germany.
has made some bad mistakes already. .The latest, her
ruthless devastation ‘of these country villages, may
prove to be the worst from her point of: view. Ht
touches the ‘Briton’s sense of home, and for that ‘he
will fight most terribly.    HESEphotographs show the infinite compassion of

the British soldier, as many others have showed
his. irresistible courage. Together, they prove him-
the finest type the world can show. Do you remember.
Addison’s lines in his ‘‘ Cato ’’ ?

Unbounded courage and compassion joined,,
Tempering each other in thevictor’s mind,

, Alternately proclaim him good and great
And make the hero and the man complete.

‘Cc. M.
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TYPE OF AMERICAN SUBMARINE CHASER.—Thislittle craft, only some 40ft. long, is likely to prove one of the most potent
factors in subduing the elusive undersea craft of the foe. Some Transatlantic shipyards are said to be already humming with
2 the output of such smart and efficient little boats, of which large numbers can be completed every week. 
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OUR OBSERVATION POST

HEROES
S the Germans are driven farther back towards

the positions of which we hear so much and
know so little, to that ‘“ Hindenburg line” which
seems to be as real and yet as imaginary as the Equator,
the veil is being lifted slowly that for more than two
years has screened the life of the French people in
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S' JME of these glimpses have been caught by the
camera and are reproduced in this present number

of THe War Jitustratep. They show us the
British soldier in a relation from which he has been
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[' is not: true that the British are an unemotional
race, aS so many people of other races have

asserted. For sentimentality they have a native, right
abhorrence, and it is intelligible that a more demon-
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tly in the society of children, themselves the most
of all living creatures—themselves, too, the

surest index to the character of those in whose company
they are. .From-the British soldier's attitude towards
children, and from their_attitude towards him, one
can learn accurately what manner of man the British
soldieris,

  

     

 

NE can imagine dimly something of the thoughts
that passed through the mind of the children

as the last German disappeared from view round the
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S° the children gathered at the other end of the
village whence they would catch the first glimpse

of the victors marching in, and presently they came.
In what order I know not. A patrol on horseback
perhaps,/and then, perhaps, some cyclists, then: in
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AND MEN.
thing in their faces that.Germanfaces had not shown;
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all sang, and oh, it was lovely !” :
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TRULY believe it was lovely. And I think I
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on his upturned bucket with- little Marguerite, all
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baby face. He was_a better man for that, and a
happier, and also, I am sure, a more formidable fighting
man. orlittle Marguerite’s warm baby face brought
something like a sob to his throat, and made him
fiercely hungry. for.home and affection and things
which, because of the Boche, he had been starved’
of too long. And the sight of the baby’s shy happiness
—even more, perhaps, her pathetic enjoyment of his
tea—made him realise more clearly than before what
damnable things the Germans had donein this village,
so that this baby was hungry and homeless and a
stranger to such “‘lovely.”’ things as bread and ‘milk.
God help the Germanif that soldier overtakes him
soon, while yet he remembers his deep emotion at the
feel of the. baby’s lips upon his own! Germany.
has made some bad mistakes already. .The latest, her
ruthless devastation ‘of these country villages, may
prove to be the worst from her point of: view. Ht
touches the ‘Briton’s sense of home, and for that ‘he
will fight most terribly.    HESEphotographs show the infinite compassion of

the British soldier, as many others have showed
his. irresistible courage. Together, they prove him-
the finest type the world can show. Do you remember.
Addison’s lines in his ‘‘ Cato ’’ ?

Unbounded courage and compassion joined,,
Tempering each other in thevictor’s mind,

, Alternately proclaim him good and great
And make the hero and the man complete.

‘Cc. M.
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WHY PEACEFUL AMERICA
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DECLARED FOR WAR |
And How the Events Have Justified President

Woodrow Wilson's Remarkable International Policy

told that thrones wouldfall and the
moon rise red as blood above the

battle-smoke of a world-war on “ the
night our son comes home.” On the
historic-night of April 2nd, 1917, our son
decided to come home; but in his long
absence he had grownlarger in mind than
his mother, and instead of proposing a
reunion of the family, he brought a plan
for forming all strangers as well as kinsmen
into a band of brothers. He had lived
with many strangers oversea.

It is a mighty and inspiring idea this
American conception of a League of
Honour for promoting and maintaining
a union of free governments throughout
the society of nations. It promises
results of an importance reaching beyond
the decision of the war, and the great
American statesman who has at last
formally opened hostilities against the
Prussian Government, as the first step in
carrying out. his scheme, has suddenly
become one of the captains of the human
race.

Git years ago a London poet fore-

Strong, Stern, Creative Statesman

Only a few months ago President
Woodrow. Wilson, formerly Professor of
Politics at Princeton University, appeared
to be an incarnation of academic futility,
tco proudto fight and too garrulous to cease
talking, contemned by manyof his own
countrymen and applauded bytraitors,
enemies, andspiritless peacemongers. Yet
it is now clear that he is the strongest,
sternest, and the most creative statesman

produced by. the American Democracy
since Abraham Lincoln died.. Combining
a searching shrewdness of judgment with
a soaring. nobility of. conception, this
remarkable intérpreter of the American
mind displayed a strange, long-suffering
patience in carrying out the policy he
devised after the destruction of the
Lusitania. .For. the first time in the
history of the world a philosopher was in
control of the resources of a vast State,
in an age of Continental conflicts and
universal peril. Oppressed: by domestic
difficulties and perturbed by the general
situation, he seemed to be the most un-

practical of idealists, trying to remedy
the wrongs of nations by a flow of words.
Yet all the time he wassecretly engaging
in transforming his own difficulties into
an opportunity for an unparalleled act of
international statesmanship. In-the end
philosophy was justified of her son. He
proved himself a political strategist with
a genius surprising both friend and foe.
At first he could not move, even in

domestic matters, without meeting great
obstacles. The .Teutonic element in his
country was organised with fineness as
well as with force. It penetrated the
machinery of American government,
ramified intricately through American
finance, controlled entire States and many

cities, and influenced the larger part of
the Republic. From the Alleghany Moun-
tains to the Pacific Ocean the Teutonic
plotters, with their sympathisers, allies,
dupes, and mercenaries, kept the majority
of the American Democracy blinded to
the fact that the Prussian Emperor and
his military caste were the mortal foes of
America as well as of Europe. The
immediate task of President Wilson was
to educate most of his countrymen,

especially those outside the Atlantic
States; and especially to convince the old
Germanic settlers that the cause of the
Entente was the cause of civilisation.

Practical Idealist

The means he adopted in educating the
majority of German Americans long
alarmed the Allies. He appeared at times
almost to go over to the enemy in his
desire to prove to the Middle and Western
States that he was an impartial judge of
the struggle between democracy and
autocracy in Europe. Wilson, however,
hadoriginally risen to power by a curious
combination of unyielding principle
and. political ‘“slimness,” which had
continually deceived State bosses and
party-machine managers. His lofty
academic attitude had misled first the
boss of the New Jersey State, then the
controllers of the Democratic machine,
and finally the managers of Roosevelt's
and Taft’s Republican parties. He was
really one of those very practical idealists
who fight their opponents with any
weapon ready to their hand. In New
Jersey he began by deceiving the boss
that nominated him as a figurehead, and
then showing himself the fiercest and
most thoroughof social reformers. In the
international theatre of conflict he
repeated his earliest political achievement
by apparently making both the Germans
and the Western Allies think that he
was still a professor of politics whose
talents resided in writing ineffectual
diplomatic Notes.
There were several occasions when he

could have swung his country into’ the
war. Congress would have supported him
had he asked for a declarationof hostilities
after -the torpedoing of the Lusitania.
Whenit was discovered that the German
Ambassador at Washington had taken a
principal: part in blowing up American
factories and organising the murder of
American subjects by Mexican revolu-
tionaries, the President could also have
declared war with the support of most
of the pedple. But he did not. So both
German and Austrian and British and
French publics, together with the larger
part of the population of the New England
States, laboured under the same mistake
as to the character of WoodrowWilson as
did the former boss of New Jersey.

Playing a Lonely Hand

He was a most secretive man this
American descendant of a Scotsman. His
closest political associates. could not
divine what his aim was. He played one
of the loneliest hands~in history, and
though he was chief magistrate of the
frankest and noisiest of Democracies, he
exercised, by reason of the cold force of
his personality, as silent an autocratic
power as Kaiser or Tsar. His immediate
design was to transform the medley of
races in the United States into a veritable
nation. He wanted them first to fuse and
solidify under the stress of circumstances,
and he subtly employed the German
submarine menace against the enormous
war commerce of his country as one means
to the end he had in view. Every act of
the Teutonic plotters furthered his design.
The blowing up of American works, the
destruction of ships carrying American
cargoes, all the intrigues of Papen,
Dumba, Lernstorff, and their agents

helped to educate the larger body
of German-Americans, the Western
Americans, and the Jews. There was a
certain strain of cynical hardness under- -
lying the idealism-of the President. In
the first part of his career he had fought
all kinds of humanrats in all the sewers
of American politics, and thoughretaining,
in a kind of. watertight compartment,
his own high ideas of democratic govérn-
ment, he was as free fromillusions as any
Tammany boss. Grimly he watched the
Prussians while they played with him as
with a fool.

His sense of the mingled political
currents in the United States was also
uncommonly acute. In the Presidential
campaign he used every trick in the
American game of politics. His victory
was largely due to the pacifists whom he
made mistakenly grateful to him for
keeping the country out of the war. By
this time, however, the long process of

education of the American people was
regarded by him as completed. He knew
that the Prussian Government intended
to resume the submarine campaign
against all shipping in the most out-
trageous way. . He also knew his small
Army would be retained by trouble on the
Mexican border if he joined with the
Allies.

Voice of Another Lincoin

The despairing attempts he then made
to bring about a peace~ settlement con-
firmed the judgment on his character
formed by the American department in
the Wilhelmstrasse, while profoundly
telling on the American mind andripening

- it for action.
In any case he clean outplayed them.

Possessing the secret cipher used by the
hostile Embassy,~ he intercepted the
despatch to.the German Ambassador in
Mexico in regard ‘to the engineering of
a plot between Mexico and Japan. With
characteristic subtlety, he first withheld
from the American people all knowledge
of this inflammatory secret, and fought
down the Teutonic plotters on the public
question of submarine piracy. Only
when a group of domestic intriguers-
endeavoured to turn him from warlike
action did he reveal the Mexican plot
withinstant, sledge-hammereffect. Then

having roused the warlike determination
of his people he again became curiously ~
taciturn, But at last, in his great speech

at the Capitol, all the high, sound, and
glorious idealism of his far-reaching plan
was displayed to the excited and united
Democracy which by many ways he had
gradually lifted to the height of his own
mind.
The loyal. German-Americans were

skilfully set the task of helping to free the
German people from the tyrannical and
murderous yoke of the Prussian. governing
classes. The American people them-
selves were addressed in such tones as
they had not heard since Lincoln spoke
at Gettysburg. On them, as authors of

the modern democratic movement, was

solemnly laid the duty ofmaking democra-
tic government triumphant and perma-
nently secure throughout the world, and
of first completing the work of the Russian
people by strongly helping to overthrow
Prussia and all that Prussia stood for,
The moral effect was tremendous.

E.W.
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Hustling the Hun on the Hindenburg Line

 

    
Fusing shells in wintry weather on the western front. This work During ‘the recent advance in the west the British on reaching

calls for considerable care, and was particularly trying to ths the German trenches frequently found that the enemy had not
artillerymen during the severe cold. waited for bomband bayonet, but had “‘ stolen away.”

 

 

  

 
 

 
a f troops to reoccupy thaBritish armoured-car in Roisel. On March 26th, after having retired, the Germanssent back a small body o : cs

ruins, but some British cavalry swept round the village, and the infantry, preceded by armoured-cars, advanced and cleared the place
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from the American people all knowledge
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endeavoured to turn him from warlike
action did he reveal the Mexican plot
withinstant, sledge-hammereffect. Then
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of his people he again became curiously ~
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was displayed to the excited and united
Democracy which by many ways he had
gradually lifted to the height of his own
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The loyal. German-Americans were
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murderous yoke of the Prussian. governing
classes. The American people them-
selves were addressed in such tones as
they had not heard since Lincoln spoke
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nently secure throughout the world, and
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America Joins the Champions of Freedom:
 

 
 

Entraining mutes and horses for the U.S. Army. Right: American infantry
at drill beside one of the latest anti-aircraft guns.
 

  

 

President Wilson reviewing troops of the State of New Jersey. The President is Commander-in-Chief of boththe Navy andthe Army,
and of the States Militias when they are in federal service. The two Services are controlled, under the President, by two Secretaries.
 

  
 

   
A scouts’ field-day : Handing out.supplies. Right : Artillery at practice. The President’s acceptanceof ‘‘ the status of a belligerent’ hasheen acclaimed with enthusiasm throughout the States, and thunderous cheering greeted his call for a new armyof half a million men,
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Horse, Foot and Artillery of the U.S. Army |
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Oneof the 4'7 in. guns of E Battery, 5th U.S.A. Field Artillery.
Inset: An American machine-gun detachmentat practice.
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America Joins the Champions of Freedom:
 

 
 

Entraining mutes and horses for the U.S. Army. Right: American infantry
at drill beside one of the latest anti-aircraft guns.
 

  

 

President Wilson reviewing troops of the State of New Jersey. The President is Commander-in-Chief of boththe Navy andthe Army,
and of the States Militias when they are in federal service. The two Services are controlled, under the President, by two Secretaries.
 

  
 

   
A scouts’ field-day : Handing out.supplies. Right : Artillery at practice. The President’s acceptanceof ‘‘ the status of a belligerent’ hasheen acclaimed with enthusiasm throughout the States, and thunderous cheering greeted his call for a new armyof half a million men,
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Gunners on boarda U.S. battleship engaged in the peaceful Preparing for action. Men of the U.S. battleship New York
ceremony offiring a salute, but ordered now for sterner work. busily employed in loading ammunition for one of its heavy guns.
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Fighting-tops of the U.S. Dreadnought Kentucky, : = 3 : Centre: Admiral Fletcher, who is in command of

showing the lattice-work system on which they are ee the Second Atlantic Fleet of the United States

erected. for probable lessening of the effect of a hit. ae S Navy, which is now fully mobilised for war.
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Gun practice in the American Navy. On boarda warship one of
the gunnersis carefully sighting his weapon beforefiring.

  
 

U.S. Dreadnought Delaware, one of the monsters of the Navy now
‘* straining upon the start” for the anticipated moment of being

in action against the world-enemy. ‘ e      
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stern work that is before them. Above: Three large minesof the latest pattern, ready for use, on an American mine-layer.
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ATTLE PICTURES OF THE GREAT WAR

 

- DEVASTATION
By Max Pemberton

and listens to the departing foot-
steps of the man who brandishes

the cane, so have-the peasants in the

wilderness listened to the German exodus.
And now they have stolen forth and

peeped abroad, and gathered their courage
hesitatingly, and gone out into the sun-
shine to discover the devastation.

For two years or more, perhaps, have
they been prisoners in their own hamlet.
It may have been an October day of Tor4

when the Boche came swaggering in,
officers strutting and men all song and
smiles. The townsmen were prisoners
from that moment, and every house had
its lodgers. Chinless lieutenants broke in
upon drawing-room and dining-room, and
sent the family to the attics. There were
sentry-boxes at the street corners and
“‘Verboten”’ all over the place. -The
little shops did some trade with the Hun,
but as often as not they were not paid.
Savagery had not yet lifted its head, but
it was soon to appear. The same men
who had come in singing in 1914 returned
all blood and tears after the first Somme
offensive. They hissed upon the towns-
people at that time. Fines, imprison-
ment, deprivations—all the ultimate
terror of war afflicted the hamlet. Men
were done to death upon the
flimsiest pretext. Some dug their own
graves and were shot spade in hand.
The dreadful day came when a father
saw his daughter driven to the harems
of the German trenches and was struck
down for his protest. Now was Hunnery
at its height, and the people crouched
from it in cellar or attic, and listened to

its roar as an African in a jungle to the
lion that is abroad.

A S the child who hides in the cupboard

Preparing for Retreat
There were two years and five months

of this waxing terror, and then, lo! the

twin-faced Janus wore a newexpression.
We can imagine with what expectancy
the hidden fugitives listened in the depths
to the omens of change. Some of them
were very terrible.
One day there would be a bruit of a

gigantic explosion not a mile from the
gates of the town. Windows blew in
with a crash; crockery was shaken
down ; the air was black with the lingering
dust. Nobody knew what it meant at
first, but anon the whispered rumour
said that the high road to Bapaume had
been mined, and that the crater at the
crossway was as big as an amphitheatre.
Other explosions followed quickly, and
the hour was soon to be known when
they occurred in the townitself. Fugitives
came from the Grande Rue to the out-
skirts to say that their housés were in
flames, and no sooner was this learned

than a new-comer arrived to tell them
that their beloved church, through whose

windows the Maid of Orleans had looked,
vas blown sky-high. Madness was
abroad and insanity stalked the narrow
streets. Trembling and huddled, the

fugitives heard the crash of falling build-
ings, the rending of- woodwork, the soar
of flames. And this endured for many
hours, and the nights passed and the days,
and no man dared to show himself. In
the end the truth was guessed rather than
perceived. Somebody remarked that they
had not heard the footsteps of the Boches

  

upstairs for many hours. Others, who
peeped-out into the street, declared that
it was deserted. An over-bold fellow
was sent out like the dove from the Ark.
He returned with the glad tidings, but
there were tears-in his eyes. The Boche ,
was gone. Come out and witness what |
he had done.
No pen shall describe this truly; yet

many shall witness it in the pictures.
The half of a century maypass before this
foul work is undone and, phecenix-like,
the towns and villages shall rise again
from the ashes. But Jacques Bonhomme
cares little for the future. Here, amidst
the ebbing flames and the mountains of
debris and the roads which have become
but rubbish-heaps, he searches for that
which was his home. The place he can
indicate, but who shall recognise his trim
house in these crazy walls, eyeless as a
skeleton; the very floors behind them
rent. to ribbons, the treasures of the
homestead but a fetid tangle of wood and
iron. Yet, perchance, even this wholesale
destruction is easier to be borne than the
partial savagery to be discovered inthe
houses which were not burned

Wanton Savagery

What demons have been in these.rooms,
and who is their god that he permits such
things ? Wanton foulness is to be wit-
nessed everywhere in the little houses.
Hammers have been here, and axes
hewing down the pitiful treasures. The
very pictures have been torn from the*
walls and trampled upon; the pianos
choppedup as though they were firewood;
the beds destroyed and outraged, the
crockery smashed to a thousand pieces.
But theattic remains, and here is your
Boche chivalry. The people may horde
there or in the cellars at their choice. A
shabby dole of filthy bread is the ration
left for them. They wander as spectres
amid the desolation, and the silence is now
becoming a frightful thing.

Witness this ruined hamlet, standing in
solitary woe uponthe vast plain across
which the Great Retreat has been made,
and recollect that there are hundreds
like it to the north, to the south, to the
east, to the west. When courage has come
to the townsman he has clambered over
the ruins, perchance, and found himself
out upon what was once a fair French
high road. Trees used to border it, and
the apple-blossom had been a feast for
the eyes in the piping times. But few
trees stand now. The grey devils have
cut them to the ground, and they lie
across the high road as so many barriers
to the gallant~ British and French,

who are somewhere across yonder, but
not yet in sight,

Approach of the Deliverers

Andthe friendly soldiers must come by
this high road, which is nowtheir Slough of

Despond. Hewnand hacked, blown to the

heavens at every byway, showing monstrous
craters and gigantic holes, how shall any

army. advance upon it, and whence shall

relief come to the derelicts ? They know
not, poor souls, the supermen who have
already imaginedtheir cry. :
The soldier, for his part, has not crept

out of any cupboard, but like the climber
to the height, has looked upon the face of
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the mountain for many days, and now
upon its summit can see the valley beyond.
One day the news came also to him, as it
had come to the townsman inthe cellar.
But he did not whisper it—shouting rather :
“ By Heavens, the Hun has bolted !”’

This was a great occasion, surely. For

more than two years the soldier has shown
his face above the parapet at the risk of
his life. With a cheer he greets the
news that the cavalry’ has. gone on
and that he himself is now to advance.
A fig for the roads that are “‘ blown to
pieces.” In and out of pit and crater
goes the ‘soldier, with the assurance
that he is “ the only girl in the world.”
The felled trees bring but a swear word to
his lips. Not until he comes to the caves |
of tragedy is the old fire of combat re-
awakened. For wonderful. and fearful
are the stories of devastation as the sub-,
terranean caverns declare them. ‘‘ The
whole air,” says Mr. Beach Thomas,
“reeks with marvels and surprises and
dangers. Clockwork mines have been
set in many an abandoned farm orvillage.
From Roye to Arras every chain of ground
is marvellous with defensive works,
colossal dug-outs, concrete and iron forts,

elongated passages, underground towns.
The biggest of them contain a floating
populace of three thousand men ; smaller
subterranean hamlets blown up by us in
an attack, an air raid, or by heavy guns,
contain whole platoons of Germans,
automatically buried as they died.’
Over such scenes go the British and

French soldiers to the devastation where
weary hearts are waiting for them. For
twenty-four hours now, perhaps, there
has been little group of the townspeople
watching the high road and waiting with
a hope that is unutterable. When some-
one says that a mass of grey-blue men
is to be discerned upon the sky-line,
Jacques Bonhommeis almost incredulous,
But soon the truth of it is revealed to
every eye.

An Emotional Moment

Those voices that have not uttered
a cheer for twenty-nine months now
become hoarse with cheering. Old men
weep, and young men dance. Some
go down upon their knees and thank God_
for their deliverance.” Privates’ and
officers alike catch the outstretched hand,
and are embraced. by the trembling
populace. And to the joy succeeds that
fierce desire to save, which is so charac-

teristic of the French peasant. These
people, whose hands were helpless yester-
day, will be working in the ruins of their
homes to-morrow ; devastation has ap-
palled, but has not beaten them.

Let us wish them success in this brave
endeavour, and turn for a last word to
another phase of devastation.
Out in No -Man’s Land the dead

have lain unburied this many a month.
Now they give up their secrets. Many a
friend tramping the plain bravely has
come to a sudden halt and known that
choking of the throat for which war
ordinarily gives so little opportunity.
For, walking, he has come upon the body
of a friend, whose fate, perchance, was
unknown, whose whereabouts a mystery ;
and looking down upon the dead man,
whose sightless eyes have watched many
phases of the sky above, he may have
thought of the touch of the vanished
hand, and for a brief instant clamoured
pitifully for the sound of the voice that
is still.

Such is one of the many stories which
the war of devastation shall tell,
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Forcing the Diala in the Battle for Bagdad
 

 

   
The Diala fiows into the Tigris about eleven miles below

Bagdad. The retreating Turks had destroyed the bridge, so
our men brought pontoons and tried to force a passage. On the
first night the crossing parties were all shot down, but next
night about sixty men of the Lancashires got across and secured

  

a footing in a natural position between two woods. The Turks
made repeated counter-attacks, once actually getting on to the
parapet, but the Lancashires hung on, and when the passage was
finally-forced, on the fourth night, a hundred dead Turks wers
found outside the redoubts.
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and listens to the departing foot-
steps of the man who brandishes

the cane, so have-the peasants in the

wilderness listened to the German exodus.
And now they have stolen forth and

peeped abroad, and gathered their courage
hesitatingly, and gone out into the sun-
shine to discover the devastation.

For two years or more, perhaps, have
they been prisoners in their own hamlet.
It may have been an October day of Tor4

when the Boche came swaggering in,
officers strutting and men all song and
smiles. The townsmen were prisoners
from that moment, and every house had
its lodgers. Chinless lieutenants broke in
upon drawing-room and dining-room, and
sent the family to the attics. There were
sentry-boxes at the street corners and
“‘Verboten”’ all over the place. -The
little shops did some trade with the Hun,
but as often as not they were not paid.
Savagery had not yet lifted its head, but
it was soon to appear. The same men
who had come in singing in 1914 returned
all blood and tears after the first Somme
offensive. They hissed upon the towns-
people at that time. Fines, imprison-
ment, deprivations—all the ultimate
terror of war afflicted the hamlet. Men
were done to death upon the
flimsiest pretext. Some dug their own
graves and were shot spade in hand.
The dreadful day came when a father
saw his daughter driven to the harems
of the German trenches and was struck
down for his protest. Now was Hunnery
at its height, and the people crouched
from it in cellar or attic, and listened to

its roar as an African in a jungle to the
lion that is abroad.

A S the child who hides in the cupboard

Preparing for Retreat
There were two years and five months

of this waxing terror, and then, lo! the

twin-faced Janus wore a newexpression.
We can imagine with what expectancy
the hidden fugitives listened in the depths
to the omens of change. Some of them
were very terrible.
One day there would be a bruit of a

gigantic explosion not a mile from the
gates of the town. Windows blew in
with a crash; crockery was shaken
down ; the air was black with the lingering
dust. Nobody knew what it meant at
first, but anon the whispered rumour
said that the high road to Bapaume had
been mined, and that the crater at the
crossway was as big as an amphitheatre.
Other explosions followed quickly, and
the hour was soon to be known when
they occurred in the townitself. Fugitives
came from the Grande Rue to the out-
skirts to say that their housés were in
flames, and no sooner was this learned

than a new-comer arrived to tell them
that their beloved church, through whose

windows the Maid of Orleans had looked,
vas blown sky-high. Madness was
abroad and insanity stalked the narrow
streets. Trembling and huddled, the

fugitives heard the crash of falling build-
ings, the rending of- woodwork, the soar
of flames. And this endured for many
hours, and the nights passed and the days,
and no man dared to show himself. In
the end the truth was guessed rather than
perceived. Somebody remarked that they
had not heard the footsteps of the Boches

  

upstairs for many hours. Others, who
peeped-out into the street, declared that
it was deserted. An over-bold fellow
was sent out like the dove from the Ark.
He returned with the glad tidings, but
there were tears-in his eyes. The Boche ,
was gone. Come out and witness what |
he had done.
No pen shall describe this truly; yet

many shall witness it in the pictures.
The half of a century maypass before this
foul work is undone and, phecenix-like,
the towns and villages shall rise again
from the ashes. But Jacques Bonhomme
cares little for the future. Here, amidst
the ebbing flames and the mountains of
debris and the roads which have become
but rubbish-heaps, he searches for that
which was his home. The place he can
indicate, but who shall recognise his trim
house in these crazy walls, eyeless as a
skeleton; the very floors behind them
rent. to ribbons, the treasures of the
homestead but a fetid tangle of wood and
iron. Yet, perchance, even this wholesale
destruction is easier to be borne than the
partial savagery to be discovered inthe
houses which were not burned

Wanton Savagery

What demons have been in these.rooms,
and who is their god that he permits such
things ? Wanton foulness is to be wit-
nessed everywhere in the little houses.
Hammers have been here, and axes
hewing down the pitiful treasures. The
very pictures have been torn from the*
walls and trampled upon; the pianos
choppedup as though they were firewood;
the beds destroyed and outraged, the
crockery smashed to a thousand pieces.
But theattic remains, and here is your
Boche chivalry. The people may horde
there or in the cellars at their choice. A
shabby dole of filthy bread is the ration
left for them. They wander as spectres
amid the desolation, and the silence is now
becoming a frightful thing.

Witness this ruined hamlet, standing in
solitary woe uponthe vast plain across
which the Great Retreat has been made,
and recollect that there are hundreds
like it to the north, to the south, to the
east, to the west. When courage has come
to the townsman he has clambered over
the ruins, perchance, and found himself
out upon what was once a fair French
high road. Trees used to border it, and
the apple-blossom had been a feast for
the eyes in the piping times. But few
trees stand now. The grey devils have
cut them to the ground, and they lie
across the high road as so many barriers
to the gallant~ British and French,

who are somewhere across yonder, but
not yet in sight,

Approach of the Deliverers

Andthe friendly soldiers must come by
this high road, which is nowtheir Slough of

Despond. Hewnand hacked, blown to the

heavens at every byway, showing monstrous
craters and gigantic holes, how shall any

army. advance upon it, and whence shall

relief come to the derelicts ? They know
not, poor souls, the supermen who have
already imaginedtheir cry. :
The soldier, for his part, has not crept

out of any cupboard, but like the climber
to the height, has looked upon the face of
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the mountain for many days, and now
upon its summit can see the valley beyond.
One day the news came also to him, as it
had come to the townsman inthe cellar.
But he did not whisper it—shouting rather :
“ By Heavens, the Hun has bolted !”’

This was a great occasion, surely. For

more than two years the soldier has shown
his face above the parapet at the risk of
his life. With a cheer he greets the
news that the cavalry’ has. gone on
and that he himself is now to advance.
A fig for the roads that are “‘ blown to
pieces.” In and out of pit and crater
goes the ‘soldier, with the assurance
that he is “ the only girl in the world.”
The felled trees bring but a swear word to
his lips. Not until he comes to the caves |
of tragedy is the old fire of combat re-
awakened. For wonderful. and fearful
are the stories of devastation as the sub-,
terranean caverns declare them. ‘‘ The
whole air,” says Mr. Beach Thomas,
“reeks with marvels and surprises and
dangers. Clockwork mines have been
set in many an abandoned farm orvillage.
From Roye to Arras every chain of ground
is marvellous with defensive works,
colossal dug-outs, concrete and iron forts,

elongated passages, underground towns.
The biggest of them contain a floating
populace of three thousand men ; smaller
subterranean hamlets blown up by us in
an attack, an air raid, or by heavy guns,
contain whole platoons of Germans,
automatically buried as they died.’
Over such scenes go the British and

French soldiers to the devastation where
weary hearts are waiting for them. For
twenty-four hours now, perhaps, there
has been little group of the townspeople
watching the high road and waiting with
a hope that is unutterable. When some-
one says that a mass of grey-blue men
is to be discerned upon the sky-line,
Jacques Bonhommeis almost incredulous,
But soon the truth of it is revealed to
every eye.

An Emotional Moment

Those voices that have not uttered
a cheer for twenty-nine months now
become hoarse with cheering. Old men
weep, and young men dance. Some
go down upon their knees and thank God_
for their deliverance.” Privates’ and
officers alike catch the outstretched hand,
and are embraced. by the trembling
populace. And to the joy succeeds that
fierce desire to save, which is so charac-

teristic of the French peasant. These
people, whose hands were helpless yester-
day, will be working in the ruins of their
homes to-morrow ; devastation has ap-
palled, but has not beaten them.

Let us wish them success in this brave
endeavour, and turn for a last word to
another phase of devastation.
Out in No -Man’s Land the dead

have lain unburied this many a month.
Now they give up their secrets. Many a
friend tramping the plain bravely has
come to a sudden halt and known that
choking of the throat for which war
ordinarily gives so little opportunity.
For, walking, he has come upon the body
of a friend, whose fate, perchance, was
unknown, whose whereabouts a mystery ;
and looking down upon the dead man,
whose sightless eyes have watched many
phases of the sky above, he may have
thought of the touch of the vanished
hand, and for a brief instant clamoured
pitifully for the sound of the voice that
is still.

Such is one of the many stories which
the war of devastation shall tell,
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our men brought pontoons and tried to force a passage. On the
first night the crossing parties were all shot down, but next
night about sixty men of the Lancashires got across and secured

  

a footing in a natural position between two woods. The Turks
made repeated counter-attacks, once actually getting on to the
parapet, but the Lancashires hung on, and when the passage was
finally-forced, on the fourth night, a hundred dead Turks wers
found outside the redoubts.
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q “ Welcoming one of the deliverers. A solitary British machine-gunner found himself the centre of much admiring curiosity in one of the Appearance of a British motor-car ina French village that Had long been ruled by the ruthless Prussians. The womenand children of
- villages at last freed from the horror of the Hun, In circle: Children find friendly warmth with British soldiers, a > the happily freed place hurried to welcome the new-comers,. Incircle: British general greeting a youthful villager.
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THE NEW CRUSADE
Ousting the Turk from the Holy Land

troops near Gaza, where Samson
died about 1100 B.c., and their

march upon Jerusalem, following upon
Sir Stanley Maude’s occupation of Bagdad,
brings within immediate prospect the
end of a chapter in the biography of
William II. and the defeatrof the most
far-reaching project of Pan-Germanism.
There is poetic justice as well as the
glamour of romance in a British conquest
of the Holy Land ; for history will adjudge
the methods and tle objects of the
militarism which aims at German domina-
tion over the world to be the most clearly
anti-Christian policy that ever menaced
civilisation and the German Emperor
to be the, most ruthless human scourge
who ever denied his Lord.

The Haiser’s Oriental Dream
Twenty years ago this lord of a mush-

room Empire made a progress thither

with a theatrical pomp that.would have
been ridiculous if it’ had not been blas-
phemous., He intended it to be-but his
first appearance in his contemplated part
of Emperor of the East. In the interva
since that progress the extension of the
great Berlin-Bagdad Railway has been
steadily carried forward. German millions
have been invested in commercial enter-
prises and in political intrigue, and German

genius has proceeded patiently with the
organisation that was to give practical

ct toits dream when ‘‘ The Day ’’ should
me. Within the last three years the

same histrionic War Lord has missed no
opportunity of posturing before the vast
population of the East as one chosen of
Allah to repeat the military triumphs of
the Prophet and restore Islam to its former
supremacy over the temporal Powers of
the East. The Kaiser condescendingly
coquetted with the Sultan at the
Bosphorus, craftily spread his fame as
Hadji Guglielmo through the mosques
and. markets of Arabia, went and wept
apart in the Garden of Gethsemane, and saw
no one knows what garish visions of himself
riding into Jerusalem, attended by a
running populace shouting ‘‘ Hosanna !”’
and followed—by the machines of the
cinematograph operators.

Restoration of British Prestige
Now, it is safe to say, that dream is

shattered. The sneering arrogance with
which he drew the eyes of the Moslem
world to the starved garrison of British
troops tottering out of Kut-el-Amara is
silenced by the British flag that is flying
over Bagdad. -In ominous silence that
told the thoughtful of the relentless
purpose behind—one British force is
marching up the Tigris and another, after
making its way, punctuated with victories
at F1 Arish, Magdhaba, and Rafa, to
~Gaza, is within fifty miles of Jerusalem,
the cradle of that Christianity whose
ideals it is fighting to realise. Very soon
nowthe Britishflag will fly over Jerusalem,
too, and the Crescent will be replaced,

not by the eagle but by the Cross. A new
chapter will have been completed in the
history of the Crusades, reversing the
earlier conclusion which left the Moham-
medan East conquerors of the Christian
West, and the subsequent results, though
they cannot yet be estimated, will
certainly be in the direction of progress
and not reaction.
Glamour of romance hangs round every

stage of the military operations new

TT victory of Sir Archibald Murray’s

     

 

 

  

  

proceeding in Mesopotamia and in Syria,
and it is that that first catches the atten-
tion of people little apt to follow the
designs of strategy. But these, too, have
become clear to all, now that Sir Archi-
bald Murray is actually at Gaza,’ the
ancient gateway between Egypt and
Asia. Already he is within reach of
Beersheba, the terminus of the trunk
railway through Syria, and with the Turks
fleeing before him, as they seem inclined
to do, he is likely to secure control of the
Syrian railway system, This runs. in a
northerly direction as far as Aleppo, at
which point he will have a reasonable
chance of cutting the Berlin-Bagdadline,
towards which, also, Sir Stanley Maude

will soon be making his converging way
along the completed line from Nisibin.
This is not prophecy so much as reason-
able anticipation. -Aleppo—in the plain
of Armageddon where so many decisive
battles have been fonght and whose
name the author of the Book of Revelation
took for the last great battle of the world—
will be a determining point in the conquest
of the old kingdom of Jerusalem, as it
was in the days of Saladin. ‘This time,
however, Aleppo will fall to the Crusaders.

Strategical Importance of Victory

Strategically, the possession of the
Sinai Peninsula will-secure the defence of
the Suez Canal with all that that entails
from the military point of view. It is a
great and definite victory for British arms.
Politically, the conquest of Syria, and in
even greater degree the capture of
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Jerusalem, willbe a supreme triumph for
British prestige which German intrigue
will never be able to shake again. With
Hedjaz under the rule of a King who has
finally repudiated the sovereignty of the
Sultan, with Palestine in the hands of a
British army, driving them back from
Jerusalem to Damascus and Aleppo, with
Mesopotamia in the hands of another
British army driving them back upon
Mosul and Nisibin and so towards Aleppo
again, with ‘Russians converging upon
them from Hamadan and other Russians
awaiting them already in Armenia, the
plight of the Turks is indeed desperate
and their Empire in Asia is tottering to a
fall. ‘Enver, one supposes, is pleading
at Vienna for the return of his legions to
‘try to avert the catastrophe that seems
imminent in Asia, yet if he succeeds in

persuading his harassed friends to give
them back, things will go even worse with
the Turks’ Empire in Europe. The “sick
man of Europe” has beenill-a very long
time. Now the hour of his dissolution is
at hand.

Renaissance of Arab Civilisation

It is safe prophecy that the substitution
of British for Turkish domination will
mean the renaissance of the Arabian
world. With their unrivalled power of
territorial development and their native
genius for ruling other races, the British
will introduce into Syria and Mesopotamia
methods that have revitalised Egypt and
brought greatness and prosperity to India.
Already our men are marvelling at the
enchanting scenes opened to their eyes
in Palestine. The Holy Land may yet show
again as fair as it showedinits virgin beauty
as the Land of Promise, and roses bloom

again in the Garden of Eden now buried
in the desert sands of Mesopotamia.

 

   
 

THE CRUSADERS’ GOAL.—Turkish troops at Jerusalem, showing the Citadel in the
background. At Gaza Sir Archibald Murray’s troops would be within fifty miles of

(Jerusalem, third holy city of the Moslem world, the holiest of Christendom. —
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With the Red Crescent Through Arabia and Syria
 

 

Transporting wounded over the desert in litters borne by camels. Left:
dressing-station of the Ottoman Red Crescent near the Arabian front.

 

 
   
A group of Red Crescent doctors and nurses, thelatter wearing the Crescent on their left arm in token of their work, but the Cross

round their neck in token of the faith that sent them to this Christian service. Right: A dressing-station just behind the firing-line.

 

 

 

 
 

A Turkish field ambulance in a palm-tree grove.. In the middle of the centre space a white sheet emblazoned with ahuge Red Crescent

is spread on the ground to indicate to hostile aircraft the nature and purpose of the encampment. Riaht: Five o’clock tea.
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Shattered but not Submerged by Sea Pirates Ruin and Restoration inthe Track of the Foe
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{ First of the British to cross thé Sommenear Peronne. The men were advancing over the shattered ruins of what had once been

a house, those who had been wounded heing helped along by their comrades. One had secured a Boche helmet as trophy.
    

Vessel damaged in the North Sea by submarine being salved by

British sailors. ‘Pumping out’ before clearing the wreckage.
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Siratoetontema towbadie ons ey eeebe SuetBekave FEeeaeeaeeayane: iraeeea ij _ | French engineers repairing the Rue de Paris in reoccupied Noyon. The Seta naan PiNEE Saeaeto

sailors setting about reducing the chaos caused by German “‘ frightfulness ”’ back to the British seaman’s idea of orderliness. hinder their pursuers, but when the French reached the town they promptly saweeor eg >
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Winning Ways of Britain’s Fighting Forces __. Cheerfulness that Overcomes all Obstacles
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Light hand-cart for the easy transport of the wounded used by menof the French Army Arrested as an ‘‘absentee’’: Mr. Jack
! Medical Service. Though lightly built it is strong and admirably suited to the purpose, Lambert, whois only 2ft. 3 in. in height. “ }

i - Bridge Spanning a sunken road made by British soldiers out of materials left
behind by the Germans in their retreat. Right: The Hon. ‘‘Bob’’ Rogers,

. J Minister of the Interior, Manitoba, meets an old friend on the western front. :
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Ruins of a sugar refinery near Serre recovered at the end of Novemberin the
course of the victorious Battles of the Ancre. - The enemy has now been driven

more than a dozen miles to the eastofit.

; French soldier’s fox-terrier that has seen Pets of the sailors —a young goat and Appropriately winged pet. The turkey r = a

4 two years’ service and been twice wounded. gazelle—on board a British warship. mascot of a detachmentof the R.F.C. : 
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if Winning the piccaninny’s admiration—a Peaceful tug-of-war between Arabs and men of the King’s African Rifles in Jubaland, 3 z 3 ; SEES ak oso us S SESS EE S S : ALS

London newspaper man in East Africa. East Africa. The darkies evidently took part in the contest with great zest. q Photographic evidence of the practical utility of the shrapnel helmet. it has saved many a life, and, if not absolutely perforated . :

: , > like the one exhibited by the grateful, smiling ownerontheleft, it forms an excellent saucepan and pudding-basin in combination.
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Who’s Who in the Great War
 

     
Cambon, M. Jules.—Formerly French Am-

bassador at Berlin; appointed Secretary-
General French Foreign Office, October, 1915.

Cambon, M. Paul, G.C.V.0.—French Am-
bassador to Great Britain. One of authors
of French Treaty between the two countries;
received honorary Oxford degree of D.C.L.

Campbell, Comdr. Gordon, V.C., D.S.0.—
Entered Navy 1902; promoted  sub-lieu-
tenant, April, 1905. Went to China in the
King Alfred 1907. Onreturning home served
in Devonport training establishment, and
took command of destroyer Ranger. 1912.
Whenwar broke out commandedthe Bittern.
Promoted lieutenant-commander 1915, and
commander 1916, over heads of nearly 700

 

  

(Khedive’s Bronze Star). Formerly. Admiral
Superintendent at Malta Dockyard.

Carpentier, Georges.—FamousFrenchboxer,
who becamebrilliant aviator with French Air
Service. Three times mentionedin despatches.

Received the Military Medal for gallantry
during the taking of Douaumont, November,
yor6. . Met with accident in autumnof 1915.

Carson, Rt. Hon. Sir E. H., M.P., K,.C.—
3ecame First Lord of Admiralty in National
Government,. December, 1916. Born. 1854.

Attorney-General in Coalition Cabinet, May,

 

    

Famouscounsel in manyleading cases.
Cary, General de Langle de—TFrench

general, commanded Fourth Armyfacing Duke
of Wurtemberg’s and part of Von Hausen’s
forces, 1914.
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Heroic Die-Hards of the Mine
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1915; resigned in October same year. we s | :

} Solicitor-General in Ireland, crossed to. Eng- Mr. N.CHA
} i = i ae . i rN. MBERLAIN, ; CHARLES L.,

col” CAMPBELL. v6 Senor Sonewaaine: land, and became  Solicitor-General here. National Service. Emperor of Austria.

decided to. remain at her post. Shot at
Brussels by the Germans (October rath, 1915)
on a charge of assisting British, I’rench, and
Belgian soldiers to escape.

Cecil, Rt. Hon. Lord Robert, P.¢., K.C.,
M.P.—Minister of Blockade since 1916.
Third son of late Lord Salisbury.. Born 1864.
A barrister by profession. Joined. Coalition
Government, May, 1915, as Under-Secretary
for Foreign Affairs, later entering Cabinet
as Minister to control blockade policy.

Chamberlain, Alderman Arthur Neville.—
Appointed Director’ of National Service,
December 19th, r916.° Born. 1869; se
son of late Rt. Hon, Joseph Chamberlain and
Florence, daughter of late Timothy Kenrick,

 

  

senior lieutenants. D.S.O., June, 1916; Pe Birmingham, Took up municipal work in

V.C. announced 1917. As regards these two -— : : : Birmingham after establishing reputation

distinctions no information given officially. Gen. CASTELNAU, EARL OF CAVAN, as a business man, November, 1911. Had

Campbell, Maj. and Brevet Lt.-Col. J. V.,
V.C., D.S.0.—Coldstream Guards. WAC
awarded October 26th, 1916. Seeing that
first two waves of his battalion had been
decimated by machine-gun andrifle fire, he
took personal commandof third line, rallied
his men with a hunting-horn, led them against
enemy machine-guns, capturing them. Later
in day again rallied survivors of battalion,
and at critical moment led them through
heavy fire barrage against the objective.
Served in South Africa, where he gained D.S.O.

Capelle, Admiral Edouard von.—Succeeded
Von Tirpitz as German Minister of Marine,
March, 1916. Became‘ Under-Secretary of
German Admiralty, atter being for years a
strenuous advocate of a bigger Navy.

Capper, Maj.-Gen. J. E., C.B—Commandant
School of Military Engineering since 1grt.
Born 1861 ; lieutenant Royal Engineers 1880.
Served -in India and South Africa, and
European War 1914-15 (twice mentioned in
despatches). Commandant Balloon School
1906-10.

Capper, Maj.-Gen. Sir Thompson, K.C.M.G.,
D.S.0.—Born 1863; joined Army 1882,
serving in East Lancs Regt. Distinguishedin
manycampaigns—Chitral Relief Force, Sudan,
1898 (D.S.O., Medal with six clasps), South
African War: First Commandant newStaff
College, India. Brigadier-General in command
13th Infantry Brigade, 1911. Promoted
major-general 1914. Commanded7th Division
sent to secure safety of Antwerp. For this
and later service at Ypres created K.C.M.G, ;
mentioned in despatches. His death from
wounds, September30th, 1915, removedone of
most brilliant of Britain’s younger generals.

Carden, Vice-Admiral Sir Sackville H.,
K.C.M.G.—Relinquished command of fleet
engaged in bombarding Dardanelles forts,
March, 1915, owing to ill-health. Entered
Navy, 1870. Took part in Egyptian War, 1882

 

   

 

 

   

French Commander. Com. Army Corps.

Castelnau, General Noel-Marie Joseph E. de.
—One of great French commanders in the
war. Born 1851; educated at Jesuit School
of Saint-Gabriel; entered military school
of Saint-Cyr on eve of Franco-Prussian War
of 1870. Joined his regiment, October, 1870 ;
fought with distinction on the Loire. Chief
of General Staff 1913. In 1914 placed in
command of Second Armyof Lorraine, and
defeated enemy at the Grand Couronne after
furious and protracted battle. Raised to
dignity of Grand Officer of Legion of Honour
for his fine defence of Nancy, 1914. Appointed
commander of Army of Somme after Battle
of Marne. Largelydue to his tactics that Ger-
mans defeated in race to Calais, 1914. Com-
manded in Champagne, and directed great
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Miss EDITH CAVELL, LORD ROBT. CECIL,

Martyred Nurse, Minister of Blockade.

offensive there, September 25th, rors.
Later appointed Chief of Staff, under Marshal
Joffre, ior Armies of North-Eastern France,
which post he held until it was suppressed.
Reverted to the command of a_ group of
armies December, 1916,

Cavan, Lt.-Gen., Earl of, K.P., C.B., M.V.O.
—Born 1865. A.D.C. to Governor-General
of Canada, 1891-93. Served in South Africa
igor. In early days of war, as brigadier-
general, commanded 4th Guards Brigade
and mentioned in despatches for ‘'s
coolness, and courage.’ Promoted major-
general 1915, and before Battle of Loos given
charge of newly-formed division made up of
different battalions of Guards. Later com-
manded Fourteenth Corps.

Cavell, Miss Edith.—English nurse-heroine,
daughter of late Rev. F. Cavell, Vicar of
Swardeston, Norfolk. ‘Trained as nurse at

  

 

remarkable success in formation of a municipal
savings bank. Is now (1917) serving his second
year as Lord Mayor of Birmingham.

Chamberlain, Rt. Hon. Austen J., M.P.—
Secretary of State for India since May, 1915.
Born 1863; eldest son of late Rt. Hon.
Joseph Chamberlain and Harriet, daughter
of late Archibald Kenrick, Birmingham.
Had distinguished political career. Post-
master-General 1902-3, Chancellor of Ex-
chequer 1903-5 ; formerly Financial Secretary
to Treasury and Civil Lord of the Admiralty.
Elected for his late father’s constituency,
July, r914.- Rendered valuable assistance to
Mr. Lloyd George in war finance, 1914.

Charles I., Charles Francis Joseph, Emperor
of Austria.—Succeeded his uncle, Emperor
Francis Joseph, November, 1916. Son of
late Archduke Otto; becameheir to Austrian
throne after assassination of Archduke
Francis Ferdinand, June 28th, rorq. Born
1887; married Princess Zita ot Bourbon-Parma.

Charlton, Rear-Admiral E. F. B., C.B.—Com-
mander-in-Chief at the Cape since 1916.
Entered Navy, 1878; served in Egyptian
War, 1882. Commanded’ Orlando during
China War, 1900. Rear-Admiral 1913;
Assistant-Director of Torpedoes, Admiralty,
1913-14 ; Admiral of Mine-Sweepers, 1914-15.

Chetwode, Maj.-Gen. Sir Philip W., Bart.,
C.B., D.S.0.— Commanded 2nd Cavalry
Division since 1915. Born 1869; entered
Army 1889. »Served in Burma 1892-93.
In South African War did brilliant service,
gaining D.S.O., and twice mentioned in
despatches. Commanded 5th Cavalry Brigade
in splendid cavalry charge at Mons ; mentioned
in despatches ; promoted major-general 1916.

Christian, Rear-Admiral A. H., €.B.—One
of commanders who made a successful opeia-
tion in the Heligoland Bight, August 28th,
rg14. Has brilliant record of active service,
In command Royal Naval College, 1908-10.
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as matron of Ecole Belge d'In- Maj.-Gen. CHETWODE, Rear. aa CHRISTIAN, On the evenin - i rw ;I Rt R pee, ; t - 5 - e g of February 9ththe Tyndareus, with a battalion of Hards,’’ who were under the commandof Colonel John Ward, M.P.
French Boxer-Airman. First Lord of Admizaity. firmiéres Diplomées, On outbreak of war Cavalry Leader, 2 Heligoland Bight, F the Middlesex Regiment on board, struck a mine off the southern- lined up on deck, and, unfiinchingly, though the vessel seemed

Continued from nageeie Portraits by Russell, Lufayelte, Swaine, Whitlock, Mall. Gontined oR paws 264 most part of South Africa and at once began to sink by the head. settling to its final plunge, stood singing in the face of death,
The discipline shown wasstrikingly reminiscent of the deathless orderly as’ on parade. Colone! Ward, the last to leave the ship,
story of the Birkenhead. The new men of the famous “Die- addressed the men. ‘' Be British!’ hesaid. They were. 
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Who’s Who in the Great War
 

     
Cambon, M. Jules.—Formerly French Am-

bassador at Berlin; appointed Secretary-
General French Foreign Office, October, 1915.

Cambon, M. Paul, G.C.V.0.—French Am-
bassador to Great Britain. One of authors
of French Treaty between the two countries;
received honorary Oxford degree of D.C.L.

Campbell, Comdr. Gordon, V.C., D.S.0.—
Entered Navy 1902; promoted  sub-lieu-
tenant, April, 1905. Went to China in the
King Alfred 1907. Onreturning home served
in Devonport training establishment, and
took command of destroyer Ranger. 1912.
Whenwar broke out commandedthe Bittern.
Promoted lieutenant-commander 1915, and
commander 1916, over heads of nearly 700

 

  

(Khedive’s Bronze Star). Formerly. Admiral
Superintendent at Malta Dockyard.

Carpentier, Georges.—FamousFrenchboxer,
who becamebrilliant aviator with French Air
Service. Three times mentionedin despatches.

Received the Military Medal for gallantry
during the taking of Douaumont, November,
yor6. . Met with accident in autumnof 1915.

Carson, Rt. Hon. Sir E. H., M.P., K,.C.—
3ecame First Lord of Admiralty in National
Government,. December, 1916. Born. 1854.

Attorney-General in Coalition Cabinet, May,

 

    

Famouscounsel in manyleading cases.
Cary, General de Langle de—TFrench

general, commanded Fourth Armyfacing Duke
of Wurtemberg’s and part of Von Hausen’s
forces, 1914.
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Heroic Die-Hards of the Mine
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1915; resigned in October same year. we s | :

} Solicitor-General in Ireland, crossed to. Eng- Mr. N.CHA
} i = i ae . i rN. MBERLAIN, ; CHARLES L.,

col” CAMPBELL. v6 Senor Sonewaaine: land, and became  Solicitor-General here. National Service. Emperor of Austria.

decided to. remain at her post. Shot at
Brussels by the Germans (October rath, 1915)
on a charge of assisting British, I’rench, and
Belgian soldiers to escape.

Cecil, Rt. Hon. Lord Robert, P.¢., K.C.,
M.P.—Minister of Blockade since 1916.
Third son of late Lord Salisbury.. Born 1864.
A barrister by profession. Joined. Coalition
Government, May, 1915, as Under-Secretary
for Foreign Affairs, later entering Cabinet
as Minister to control blockade policy.

Chamberlain, Alderman Arthur Neville.—
Appointed Director’ of National Service,
December 19th, r916.° Born. 1869; se
son of late Rt. Hon, Joseph Chamberlain and
Florence, daughter of late Timothy Kenrick,

 

  

senior lieutenants. D.S.O., June, 1916; Pe Birmingham, Took up municipal work in

V.C. announced 1917. As regards these two -— : : : Birmingham after establishing reputation

distinctions no information given officially. Gen. CASTELNAU, EARL OF CAVAN, as a business man, November, 1911. Had

Campbell, Maj. and Brevet Lt.-Col. J. V.,
V.C., D.S.0.—Coldstream Guards. WAC
awarded October 26th, 1916. Seeing that
first two waves of his battalion had been
decimated by machine-gun andrifle fire, he
took personal commandof third line, rallied
his men with a hunting-horn, led them against
enemy machine-guns, capturing them. Later
in day again rallied survivors of battalion,
and at critical moment led them through
heavy fire barrage against the objective.
Served in South Africa, where he gained D.S.O.

Capelle, Admiral Edouard von.—Succeeded
Von Tirpitz as German Minister of Marine,
March, 1916. Became‘ Under-Secretary of
German Admiralty, atter being for years a
strenuous advocate of a bigger Navy.

Capper, Maj.-Gen. J. E., C.B—Commandant
School of Military Engineering since 1grt.
Born 1861 ; lieutenant Royal Engineers 1880.
Served -in India and South Africa, and
European War 1914-15 (twice mentioned in
despatches). Commandant Balloon School
1906-10.

Capper, Maj.-Gen. Sir Thompson, K.C.M.G.,
D.S.0.—Born 1863; joined Army 1882,
serving in East Lancs Regt. Distinguishedin
manycampaigns—Chitral Relief Force, Sudan,
1898 (D.S.O., Medal with six clasps), South
African War: First Commandant newStaff
College, India. Brigadier-General in command
13th Infantry Brigade, 1911. Promoted
major-general 1914. Commanded7th Division
sent to secure safety of Antwerp. For this
and later service at Ypres created K.C.M.G, ;
mentioned in despatches. His death from
wounds, September30th, 1915, removedone of
most brilliant of Britain’s younger generals.

Carden, Vice-Admiral Sir Sackville H.,
K.C.M.G.—Relinquished command of fleet
engaged in bombarding Dardanelles forts,
March, 1915, owing to ill-health. Entered
Navy, 1870. Took part in Egyptian War, 1882

 

   

 

 

   

French Commander. Com. Army Corps.

Castelnau, General Noel-Marie Joseph E. de.
—One of great French commanders in the
war. Born 1851; educated at Jesuit School
of Saint-Gabriel; entered military school
of Saint-Cyr on eve of Franco-Prussian War
of 1870. Joined his regiment, October, 1870 ;
fought with distinction on the Loire. Chief
of General Staff 1913. In 1914 placed in
command of Second Armyof Lorraine, and
defeated enemy at the Grand Couronne after
furious and protracted battle. Raised to
dignity of Grand Officer of Legion of Honour
for his fine defence of Nancy, 1914. Appointed
commander of Army of Somme after Battle
of Marne. Largelydue to his tactics that Ger-
mans defeated in race to Calais, 1914. Com-
manded in Champagne, and directed great
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Miss EDITH CAVELL, LORD ROBT. CECIL,

Martyred Nurse, Minister of Blockade.

offensive there, September 25th, rors.
Later appointed Chief of Staff, under Marshal
Joffre, ior Armies of North-Eastern France,
which post he held until it was suppressed.
Reverted to the command of a_ group of
armies December, 1916,

Cavan, Lt.-Gen., Earl of, K.P., C.B., M.V.O.
—Born 1865. A.D.C. to Governor-General
of Canada, 1891-93. Served in South Africa
igor. In early days of war, as brigadier-
general, commanded 4th Guards Brigade
and mentioned in despatches for ‘'s
coolness, and courage.’ Promoted major-
general 1915, and before Battle of Loos given
charge of newly-formed division made up of
different battalions of Guards. Later com-
manded Fourteenth Corps.

Cavell, Miss Edith.—English nurse-heroine,
daughter of late Rev. F. Cavell, Vicar of
Swardeston, Norfolk. ‘Trained as nurse at

  

 

remarkable success in formation of a municipal
savings bank. Is now (1917) serving his second
year as Lord Mayor of Birmingham.

Chamberlain, Rt. Hon. Austen J., M.P.—
Secretary of State for India since May, 1915.
Born 1863; eldest son of late Rt. Hon.
Joseph Chamberlain and Harriet, daughter
of late Archibald Kenrick, Birmingham.
Had distinguished political career. Post-
master-General 1902-3, Chancellor of Ex-
chequer 1903-5 ; formerly Financial Secretary
to Treasury and Civil Lord of the Admiralty.
Elected for his late father’s constituency,
July, r914.- Rendered valuable assistance to
Mr. Lloyd George in war finance, 1914.

Charles I., Charles Francis Joseph, Emperor
of Austria.—Succeeded his uncle, Emperor
Francis Joseph, November, 1916. Son of
late Archduke Otto; becameheir to Austrian
throne after assassination of Archduke
Francis Ferdinand, June 28th, rorq. Born
1887; married Princess Zita ot Bourbon-Parma.

Charlton, Rear-Admiral E. F. B., C.B.—Com-
mander-in-Chief at the Cape since 1916.
Entered Navy, 1878; served in Egyptian
War, 1882. Commanded’ Orlando during
China War, 1900. Rear-Admiral 1913;
Assistant-Director of Torpedoes, Admiralty,
1913-14 ; Admiral of Mine-Sweepers, 1914-15.

Chetwode, Maj.-Gen. Sir Philip W., Bart.,
C.B., D.S.0.— Commanded 2nd Cavalry
Division since 1915. Born 1869; entered
Army 1889. »Served in Burma 1892-93.
In South African War did brilliant service,
gaining D.S.O., and twice mentioned in
despatches. Commanded 5th Cavalry Brigade
in splendid cavalry charge at Mons ; mentioned
in despatches ; promoted major-general 1916.

Christian, Rear-Admiral A. H., €.B.—One
of commanders who made a successful opeia-
tion in the Heligoland Bight, August 28th,
rg14. Has brilliant record of active service,
In command Royal Naval College, 1908-10.
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French Boxer-Airman. First Lord of Admizaity. firmiéres Diplomées, On outbreak of war Cavalry Leader, 2 Heligoland Bight, F the Middlesex Regiment on board, struck a mine off the southern- lined up on deck, and, unfiinchingly, though the vessel seemed
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The Empire’s Roll of Honour
M4208 FREDERICK TRAVERS LUCAS, Canadian Infantry, who fell

in action, was the younger son of Mr, and Mrs. R. A. Lucas, of

Hamilton, Ontario. Only thirty-three years of age, he had been gazetted

major in Nevember, 1915.

Captain and Adjutant Peter Womersley Ward, M.C., South Lancashire

Regiment, wholeft his work in Fleet Street for the Armyearly in the war, was

a son of the eelebrated artist, Mr. Edwin Ward.

Captain Charles Erskine Stuatt (Jack), Suffolk Regiment, attached York

and Lancaster Regiment, sonof the late Major Burleigh Stuart and Mrs. Stuart,

of Crowbcrough. After a brilliant career at Cambridge, he became a Lecturer

at Trinity College in 1909. A fortnight after his marriage, on December 30th,

1916, he went to thefront, was woundedon March12th, and died on March 15th.

Captain Charles Donald Livingstone, of the Canadian Mounted Rifles, was

a well-known Nova Scotian lawyer, and before the war was Mayorof Yorktown.

Captain G. H. Bailey, M.C.. Royal Horse Artillery, second son of Mr. and

Mrs. Edward Horsman Bai Foxholes, Chipping Norton, Oxon, served

throughout the Gallipoli operations, and was one of the last to leave on the

evacuation of Cape Helles; he was mentioned in despatches, and was

awarded the Military Cross for distinguished services.

Captain Elliott Johnston, M.C., of the Royal Irish Rifles, had been awarded

 

  

 

   

  

  

 

the Military Cross “ for Conspicuous gallantry during operations. .He raided

the enemy’s trenches and brought back thirteen prisoners, including an

officer.” :

Acting-Lieutenant George Lee, Royal Naval Reserve, had served off the

coast of Asia Minor from January, 1915, until October, 1916. In December

last he dost his life by the ship in which he wasserving striking a mine.

Lieutenant Trevor Moutrs Bennett, M.C., Royal Irish Rifles, attached

Royal Flying Corps, had received the Military Cross for conspicuous gallantry

in action. .
See. Lieutenant R. Dudley B. Anderson, York and Lancaster Regiment,

youngest son of Mr. R. G. L. Anderson, of the Academy, Wakefield, fell in

action at the Somme Battle, on July Ist, 1916. His brother, Lieutenant B.G.

Anderson, of the Lincolnshire Regiment, who was awarded the Militay

Cross, was fatally wounded on the same day.
See.-Lieutenant A. Cropper, Wiltshire Regiment, attached to the Royal

Tlying Corps, was the younger son of the Rey. C. H. E. Cropper, Vicar of Holy

Trinity, Clifton.

Sec.-Lieutenant Norman Hampson, Loyal North Lanes Regiment, who fell
in action in Mesopotamia on February 15th,was the son of Mr. George Hainpson,

of Brook House, Highfield, Wigan.

  

 

 

  

 

     
 

I
Maj._ F. TRAVERS LUCAS, Maj. J. WALSH,

Canadian Infantry. Royal Fusiliers.

Capt. P. W. WARD, M.C., Capt. F. M. HUTCHINSON, Capt. C. E, STUART,
South Lancashire Regt. Canadian Engineers. Suffolk Regt.
 

  

   

 

    
 

Canadian Mounted Rifles. Royal Horse Artillery.
Capt. C. D. LIVINGSTONE, Capt. G. H. BAILEY, M.C., Capt. E. JOHNSTON, M.C., Lieut. H. T. WHITE, ~ Lieut. F. S. RANKIN,

Royal Irish Rifles. R.E., att. R.F.C. Canadian Eng., att. R.F.C.

 

 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

. Lieut. F. A. J. ODDIE, Acting-Lieut. G. LEE, Fleet Paymaster H. ELLIOT, Lieut. T. M. BENNETT, M.C., Sec.-Lt. G. E. RAWLINSON,

Middlesex Regt. Royal Naval Reserve. Royal Navy. ' Royal Irish Rifles, att. R.F.C. Cambridgeshire Regt.
  

          

 

   
 

 

 

  
Sec.-Lt. R. D. B. ANDERSON, Sec.-Lt. N. P. V. COLES, M.M., Sec.-Lt. A. CROPPER, Sec.-Lt. N. HAMPSON, Sec.-Lt. ©. V. THOMPSON,

York &Lancaster Regt. London Regt. Wiltshire Regt., att. R.F.C. Loyal North Lancs Regt. East Lancs Regt.

Portraits by Lafayette, Swaine, and Russell,
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AECORDS OF THE

BS>eToBee:
REGIMENTS—XAXXLV

THE MIDDLESEX-_@®
T the.end of March the com-

pulsion of events was too
strong for the Censorship,

rigorous as it was, and the public
were given certain details about two
occurrences of major importance.
The first, announced on the 29th
of the month, was the damage to
the transport Tyndareus off "Cape

Agulhas ; the second, made known onthe eveningof the
same day, wasthe victory over the Turks near Gaza.
By a curious coincidence men of the Middlesex

regiment, the “‘ Die-Hards”’ of Albuera, figured in both
these announcements. We were told that in the
Tyndareus was a battalion of the Middlesex, and
General Murray, in his brief report, singled out certain
regiments, oneof these being the Middlesex.
‘Splendid as has been the récord of the Middlesex

 

~ both during. the Great War and-in Britain’s earlier
struggles, itiis doubtful whether they have ever behaved
better than on February 9th, 1917, when the transport
Tyndareus struck a mine. The ship was steaming
round the south of Africa, being about one hundred
miles from Cape Town, for, ‘which|she was bound, when

ad been. struck.
At once she aeto settle down, and the unfamiliar
sight of Ber propellérs well out of the water was enough

 

                             

‘to.convince the veriest land-lubber that she was sinking.
Moreover, to make the position worse, a strong gale

- was blowing and night was comingon,

“A Long, Leng Trail”

Under such conditions the chances of rescue were
not many. Colonel John Ward, M.P., in“early life a
private in the Army, was in command of the battalion,
and he_and his officers coolly prepared for the worst.
“Assembly ” was sounded, and; donning theirlifebelts,
the men came quickly together for parade. Standing
company by company, and platoon by platoon, thee
roll was called, ‘and when. it was-over, amid the
howling of-the wind andthe lashing of the sea, they
heard the faimiliar words—“ Stand easy!’ Discipline

- being thus ‘loosened; they began to sing ; the songs
_ taken ‘up ‘were “ A Long, Long Trail’ and the old
favourite “‘ Tipperary.”

Great, indeed, as every soldier knows, is the power
of discipline. For something like half an hour they
stood there, row uponrow.of them, perfectly undaunted,
although they knew, everyone, that each minute was
eating: away, as it were, a-bit of those few inches of
the ship’s ‘side which alone were between them and
certain death.

Happily this was not re be. Two steamers were
tearifig towards them, ‘and, soon it was decided to
Jaurich. the: ship’s poats. Six of them were got into

 

the water, and then the rescuers arrived. Without
any sign of disorder or panic the men were rapidly
takefromthe sinking ship, and whenall were aboard
the two laden vessels. turned towards Simon’s Town,
which was reached safely. A little later two warships
came up to the Tyndareus, and, by a fine display of
courage and resource, managed to tow herto port.

: The Birkenhead Tradition.

It is hardly surprising that the official account of
this-deed referred to its obvious parallel, the sinking
of the Birkenhead in 1852. The -similarity between
the two events is strangely complete. Both disasters
oceurred almost at the same spot and in the same
month—February.. The men in the Birkenhead,
however, were less fortunate than those in the
Tyndareus,- for two-thirds of them were, drowned.
Both displayed the.same high heroism,..and. proved
ence more Britain’s supremacy. “ wherever seas by

-with the extreme, left of Smith- Dotriet

warring winds are worn,” and of both the same words
could have been used: “ During this trying time,
although faced by the probabilityof imminent death,
the troops maintained the same steadfast courage
and discipline.” 5
The Middlesex, like the King’s Royal Rifles and the

Rifle Brigade, is one of the few regimentsin the British
Army which before the Great War had four battalions
of Regulars, and asall these w in France within a
few months of August, 1914, its war record is a very
long and interesting one. Moreover, somewhatlater,
battalions of Middlesex Territorials were sent to the
front, and were followed by some of the New Army.
Consequently, it is not easy to compress their story
into a page or two; in so doing some gallant deeds
must, perforce, be omitted. Eachbattalion may
to deserve separate treatment, and each great episode to
be brought into the limelight, whether it be the stand
of the 4th in the hottest part of the line at Mons,
the charge of the 2nd at Neuve Chapelle, the heroism
of the 7the and 8th at the Second Battle of ‘Ypres,
the share of the rith, 12th, and 13th in-the fighting
around Loos, the day.by day gallantry of the 1st
and 3rd, or the unnumbered battalions that drove in
the. German-Jine on the Somme.

Marching to the Guns

Of the four Regular battalions the 4th was the first
to reach the front. As part of the sth Brigade and
the 2nd Division it crossed to France in August, ar
was lined “up along the Mons-Condé Canal to meet
the German rush. Its particular station was in the
town of Mons itself. This stood in an awkward bulge
and was approached by no less than four bridges
across the canal.~ It was, in fact, the first of the
numberless salients of the Great War. Three of these
bridges were in charge of the Middlesex, and about
midday on Sunday, August 23rd, one of them was
rushed by the enemy, and a retirement was ordered.
In this action the battalion lost Heavily, for it was
subjected to fire from all sides of the loop, andits losses
were something like fifteen officers andthree hundred
and fifty: men killed and wounded
The 1st: Battalion atrived next on the scene

on the 23rd the roth Brigade left the rail-head at V
ciennes, and marched, as good soldiers should, towards
the sound of the guns. Quickly its’ two lead
battalions, one being ‘the st Middles«ex, got into touclh

’s Corps, with
whichit fell back slowly to Le Cateau. This operation

  

   
   

 

  

   

  

~ of linking up without loss with a retreating force was 
ater credit   Tta veryfine piece. of work, and deserves

than has yet been givento it.

is The Battle of Le Cateau

At’the beginning of this battle the Middlesex were
in reserve, but towards its close they were called upon,
and for a long time they held to a position on a-ridge
‘of hills and kept back the advancing Germans while
the rest of the little army got away. “Then they, too,
retired, but on September 1st were suddenly hurried
forward to Néry to rescue the famous L Battery of
Horse Artillery from a perilous position. They arrived
in time to shoot down the German gunners, to scize
eight of their guns, and to’be welcomedbythe survivors
of.the ¢gallant. bandof artillerymen.
A little later: the same battalion was near: Fromelles.

On October 21st it was driven by heavy. shell fire some
distance; but’ at La Boutillerie it took up a tresh
position, which was held for a long time.” On the‘2oth
the Middlesex were subject toa very heavyattack. For
a ‘moment~they ‘gave way, but they ‘scon Came back
with a rush, turned the Germans out of the captured
trenches, and took forty of them priscages: “aA WOH
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The Empire’s Roll of Honour
M4208 FREDERICK TRAVERS LUCAS, Canadian Infantry, who fell

in action, was the younger son of Mr, and Mrs. R. A. Lucas, of

Hamilton, Ontario. Only thirty-three years of age, he had been gazetted

major in Nevember, 1915.

Captain and Adjutant Peter Womersley Ward, M.C., South Lancashire

Regiment, wholeft his work in Fleet Street for the Armyearly in the war, was

a son of the eelebrated artist, Mr. Edwin Ward.

Captain Charles Erskine Stuatt (Jack), Suffolk Regiment, attached York

and Lancaster Regiment, sonof the late Major Burleigh Stuart and Mrs. Stuart,

of Crowbcrough. After a brilliant career at Cambridge, he became a Lecturer

at Trinity College in 1909. A fortnight after his marriage, on December 30th,

1916, he went to thefront, was woundedon March12th, and died on March 15th.

Captain Charles Donald Livingstone, of the Canadian Mounted Rifles, was

a well-known Nova Scotian lawyer, and before the war was Mayorof Yorktown.

Captain G. H. Bailey, M.C.. Royal Horse Artillery, second son of Mr. and

Mrs. Edward Horsman Bai Foxholes, Chipping Norton, Oxon, served

throughout the Gallipoli operations, and was one of the last to leave on the

evacuation of Cape Helles; he was mentioned in despatches, and was

awarded the Military Cross for distinguished services.

Captain Elliott Johnston, M.C., of the Royal Irish Rifles, had been awarded

 

  

 

   

  

  

 

the Military Cross “ for Conspicuous gallantry during operations. .He raided

the enemy’s trenches and brought back thirteen prisoners, including an

officer.” :

Acting-Lieutenant George Lee, Royal Naval Reserve, had served off the

coast of Asia Minor from January, 1915, until October, 1916. In December

last he dost his life by the ship in which he wasserving striking a mine.

Lieutenant Trevor Moutrs Bennett, M.C., Royal Irish Rifles, attached

Royal Flying Corps, had received the Military Cross for conspicuous gallantry

in action. .
See. Lieutenant R. Dudley B. Anderson, York and Lancaster Regiment,

youngest son of Mr. R. G. L. Anderson, of the Academy, Wakefield, fell in

action at the Somme Battle, on July Ist, 1916. His brother, Lieutenant B.G.

Anderson, of the Lincolnshire Regiment, who was awarded the Militay

Cross, was fatally wounded on the same day.
See.-Lieutenant A. Cropper, Wiltshire Regiment, attached to the Royal

Tlying Corps, was the younger son of the Rey. C. H. E. Cropper, Vicar of Holy

Trinity, Clifton.

Sec.-Lieutenant Norman Hampson, Loyal North Lanes Regiment, who fell
in action in Mesopotamia on February 15th,was the son of Mr. George Hainpson,

of Brook House, Highfield, Wigan.

  

 

 

  

 

     
 

I
Maj._ F. TRAVERS LUCAS, Maj. J. WALSH,

Canadian Infantry. Royal Fusiliers.

Capt. P. W. WARD, M.C., Capt. F. M. HUTCHINSON, Capt. C. E, STUART,
South Lancashire Regt. Canadian Engineers. Suffolk Regt.
 

  

   

 

    
 

Canadian Mounted Rifles. Royal Horse Artillery.
Capt. C. D. LIVINGSTONE, Capt. G. H. BAILEY, M.C., Capt. E. JOHNSTON, M.C., Lieut. H. T. WHITE, ~ Lieut. F. S. RANKIN,

Royal Irish Rifles. R.E., att. R.F.C. Canadian Eng., att. R.F.C.

 

 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

. Lieut. F. A. J. ODDIE, Acting-Lieut. G. LEE, Fleet Paymaster H. ELLIOT, Lieut. T. M. BENNETT, M.C., Sec.-Lt. G. E. RAWLINSON,

Middlesex Regt. Royal Naval Reserve. Royal Navy. ' Royal Irish Rifles, att. R.F.C. Cambridgeshire Regt.
  

          

 

   
 

 

 

  
Sec.-Lt. R. D. B. ANDERSON, Sec.-Lt. N. P. V. COLES, M.M., Sec.-Lt. A. CROPPER, Sec.-Lt. N. HAMPSON, Sec.-Lt. ©. V. THOMPSON,

York &Lancaster Regt. London Regt. Wiltshire Regt., att. R.F.C. Loyal North Lancs Regt. East Lancs Regt.

Portraits by Lafayette, Swaine, and Russell,
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AECORDS OF THE

BS>eToBee:
REGIMENTS—XAXXLV

THE MIDDLESEX-_@®
T the.end of March the com-

pulsion of events was too
strong for the Censorship,

rigorous as it was, and the public
were given certain details about two
occurrences of major importance.
The first, announced on the 29th
of the month, was the damage to
the transport Tyndareus off "Cape

Agulhas ; the second, made known onthe eveningof the
same day, wasthe victory over the Turks near Gaza.
By a curious coincidence men of the Middlesex

regiment, the “‘ Die-Hards”’ of Albuera, figured in both
these announcements. We were told that in the
Tyndareus was a battalion of the Middlesex, and
General Murray, in his brief report, singled out certain
regiments, oneof these being the Middlesex.
‘Splendid as has been the récord of the Middlesex

 

~ both during. the Great War and-in Britain’s earlier
struggles, itiis doubtful whether they have ever behaved
better than on February 9th, 1917, when the transport
Tyndareus struck a mine. The ship was steaming
round the south of Africa, being about one hundred
miles from Cape Town, for, ‘which|she was bound, when

ad been. struck.
At once she aeto settle down, and the unfamiliar
sight of Ber propellérs well out of the water was enough

 

                             

‘to.convince the veriest land-lubber that she was sinking.
Moreover, to make the position worse, a strong gale

- was blowing and night was comingon,

“A Long, Leng Trail”

Under such conditions the chances of rescue were
not many. Colonel John Ward, M.P., in“early life a
private in the Army, was in command of the battalion,
and he_and his officers coolly prepared for the worst.
“Assembly ” was sounded, and; donning theirlifebelts,
the men came quickly together for parade. Standing
company by company, and platoon by platoon, thee
roll was called, ‘and when. it was-over, amid the
howling of-the wind andthe lashing of the sea, they
heard the faimiliar words—“ Stand easy!’ Discipline

- being thus ‘loosened; they began to sing ; the songs
_ taken ‘up ‘were “ A Long, Long Trail’ and the old
favourite “‘ Tipperary.”

Great, indeed, as every soldier knows, is the power
of discipline. For something like half an hour they
stood there, row uponrow.of them, perfectly undaunted,
although they knew, everyone, that each minute was
eating: away, as it were, a-bit of those few inches of
the ship’s ‘side which alone were between them and
certain death.

Happily this was not re be. Two steamers were
tearifig towards them, ‘and, soon it was decided to
Jaurich. the: ship’s poats. Six of them were got into

 

the water, and then the rescuers arrived. Without
any sign of disorder or panic the men were rapidly
takefromthe sinking ship, and whenall were aboard
the two laden vessels. turned towards Simon’s Town,
which was reached safely. A little later two warships
came up to the Tyndareus, and, by a fine display of
courage and resource, managed to tow herto port.

: The Birkenhead Tradition.

It is hardly surprising that the official account of
this-deed referred to its obvious parallel, the sinking
of the Birkenhead in 1852. The -similarity between
the two events is strangely complete. Both disasters
oceurred almost at the same spot and in the same
month—February.. The men in the Birkenhead,
however, were less fortunate than those in the
Tyndareus,- for two-thirds of them were, drowned.
Both displayed the.same high heroism,..and. proved
ence more Britain’s supremacy. “ wherever seas by

-with the extreme, left of Smith- Dotriet

warring winds are worn,” and of both the same words
could have been used: “ During this trying time,
although faced by the probabilityof imminent death,
the troops maintained the same steadfast courage
and discipline.” 5
The Middlesex, like the King’s Royal Rifles and the

Rifle Brigade, is one of the few regimentsin the British
Army which before the Great War had four battalions
of Regulars, and asall these w in France within a
few months of August, 1914, its war record is a very
long and interesting one. Moreover, somewhatlater,
battalions of Middlesex Territorials were sent to the
front, and were followed by some of the New Army.
Consequently, it is not easy to compress their story
into a page or two; in so doing some gallant deeds
must, perforce, be omitted. Eachbattalion may
to deserve separate treatment, and each great episode to
be brought into the limelight, whether it be the stand
of the 4th in the hottest part of the line at Mons,
the charge of the 2nd at Neuve Chapelle, the heroism
of the 7the and 8th at the Second Battle of ‘Ypres,
the share of the rith, 12th, and 13th in-the fighting
around Loos, the day.by day gallantry of the 1st
and 3rd, or the unnumbered battalions that drove in
the. German-Jine on the Somme.

Marching to the Guns

Of the four Regular battalions the 4th was the first
to reach the front. As part of the sth Brigade and
the 2nd Division it crossed to France in August, ar
was lined “up along the Mons-Condé Canal to meet
the German rush. Its particular station was in the
town of Mons itself. This stood in an awkward bulge
and was approached by no less than four bridges
across the canal.~ It was, in fact, the first of the
numberless salients of the Great War. Three of these
bridges were in charge of the Middlesex, and about
midday on Sunday, August 23rd, one of them was
rushed by the enemy, and a retirement was ordered.
In this action the battalion lost Heavily, for it was
subjected to fire from all sides of the loop, andits losses
were something like fifteen officers andthree hundred
and fifty: men killed and wounded
The 1st: Battalion atrived next on the scene

on the 23rd the roth Brigade left the rail-head at V
ciennes, and marched, as good soldiers should, towards
the sound of the guns. Quickly its’ two lead
battalions, one being ‘the st Middles«ex, got into touclh

’s Corps, with
whichit fell back slowly to Le Cateau. This operation

  

   
   

 

  

   

  

~ of linking up without loss with a retreating force was 
ater credit   Tta veryfine piece. of work, and deserves

than has yet been givento it.

is The Battle of Le Cateau

At’the beginning of this battle the Middlesex were
in reserve, but towards its close they were called upon,
and for a long time they held to a position on a-ridge
‘of hills and kept back the advancing Germans while
the rest of the little army got away. “Then they, too,
retired, but on September 1st were suddenly hurried
forward to Néry to rescue the famous L Battery of
Horse Artillery from a perilous position. They arrived
in time to shoot down the German gunners, to scize
eight of their guns, and to’be welcomedbythe survivors
of.the ¢gallant. bandof artillerymen.
A little later: the same battalion was near: Fromelles.

On October 21st it was driven by heavy. shell fire some
distance; but’ at La Boutillerie it took up a tresh
position, which was held for a long time.” On the‘2oth
the Middlesex were subject toa very heavyattack. For
a ‘moment~they ‘gave way, but they ‘scon Came back
with a rush, turned the Germans out of the captured
trenches, and took forty of them priscages: “aA WOH
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E is not possible to include in the present issue the
results of the appeal which 1 published last week

to myreaders for their co-operation in the creating
and continuing of a new and important feature in
Tur War Ixtusrrarep, to’ be ‘entitled ‘“ National
Service and Economy Notes.’’. The reason is that
Tur War ILLUsPRATED—in commonwith all pictorial
periodicals: that require to be slowly and carefully
printed, and on account ofits large circulation, which
calls. fox..distribution in- the most distant paris of the
British Isles on the publishing day—has to go to press
a number of days in advance of that on which it
reaches the hands of the public. Perhaps next week
I shall be able to begin the newfeature, but the Easter
arrangements having necessitated even carlier printing
than usual, I may not be able to give the results of
the first week’s competition until the succeeding
number.

National Service and National Economy

MEASWaILE [ wish to recapitulate briefly what
I said in thisspage last week. Real assistance

can be rendered to=the-caust of National Service and
Economy by my readers who, having taken some
active part in National Service, or having helped to
promote National Economy, are in a position to give
others the benefit of their experience and advice. A
page of such hints, given the wide circulation, of
THe War IL_ustRaArep, would in ‘all likelihood
produce good results, and help forward the veryvital
movements now -being controlled by Mr. Neville
Chamberlain, Lord Devonport, and Mr. Ixennedy
Jones, M.P. .

LT would be a comparatively easy matter to arrange
with a regular contributor’ to. supply such a

weekly page, but 1 do not think that could. have the
freshness or the originality of a page that brought
togetherthe original experiences, advice, and suggestions.
of a large number of readers, and for that reason——
even if { should find myself wrong in so thinking—I
wish, in the first place, to give my readers the oppor-
tunity of contributing this new feature of Thr War
ILLUSTRATED. re f

What to Do—and Howto Do It

SHOULDalso like to make it: clear that it is not
my intention mercly to print one page of sclections

from the letters that may be received, and there to
make an end, I intend that the “ National Service
and EconomyNotes ”’ should be continued periodically,
so long as the need exists. There must be many of
my readers well qualified to contribute, and no. bar
will be placed upon a reader entering for the prizes
every week, or sending as many notes as he or she
mayfeel disposed to write. EVERYTHING PUBLISHED
WILL BE PAID For. Paragraphs ‘should be about
one hundred words in length, must be written on one
side of the paper, and bear the author’s name and
address, ‘The envelopes containing them should be

+e@<-e~9 ORDER FORM e~-0<-e<-0< 0 ey

EO MCE RO penn Seats INR ear SHS Newsagent.

Please supply to me every week a copy of. ‘The

War Illustrated” until further notice.

(Signature)

(ADAESSI tog. Caen etter t,o, on sos

E

owing to the fact that the French troops entered it so
. close upon the heels of the xetreating Germans that

- Hunnishness.
- have been within their power, excrei
- over R. L. Stevenson,forof it he wrote: “I have seldom
: looked on the east end-of a church with more complete

, an. observation.”
_ the route of Stevenson’s travels, and well recall my

addressed to: “Lhe Editor, National Service Notes,
_ THE War ILLusrratep, Flectway Hotise, Farringdon
Stréet, London, -E.¢. 4, and should be received not

later thanfirst post cach Monday morning.

THE PRIZESto be awarded each week until

further notice to the writers of th2 best

National Service and Economy Notes accepted

and published in The WarIllustrated will be

a WAR SAVINGS CERTIFICATE, value
15s. 6d., to the writer of the paragraph

which the Editor adjudges the best, and 5s.

to the writers of all other paragraphs accepted

and printed.

OW, readers, I shall be glad if you will come
forward in large numbers with your hints and

suggestions. Although the conducting of this com-
petition will involve a considerable amount of extra

work on an already hard-worked Editor and_ staff,
my -assistants and | will not grumble if we can feel
that with the co-operation of our readers we are
adding to the national usefulness of Tur War
ILLUSTRATED. It will be necessary to modify this
‘back page somewhat, and when I begin the publication
of the“ National Service and Economy Notes,’’ the
space left for cditorial talk to my readers will be
greatly curtailed, but I shall at least reserve a corner
for a. word or two with them every week.

R. L. S. at Noyon

Noyon escaped the extensive destruction ‘visited
upon; Bapaume and ~Péronne, it was doubtless

theHun was not able to do full justice to his intended
{ts cathedral, one of. the many that

ised a special charm

sympathy. As it flanges out in three wideterraces and
- settles down broadly on the earth, it looks like the
~ poop of some great old battleship. There is a roll in
the ground, and the towers just appear above the pitch

- of the roof, as though the good ship were bowing lazily
over an Atlantic swell. At any moment it might be
a hundred=feet away from you, mounting the next
billow.- At any moment a window might open and
some. old admiral thrust forth a cocked hat and make

Years ago I made apilgrimage aiong

stay in peaceful Noyon.

Important Notice to My Readers
S Ihavealreadyintimated, the arrangement with

the newsagents that a certain proportion of the
copies of this. periodical remaining unsold may be
returned to the publishers at the end of the week 1:
coming toanend. In order to save labour andcar-

_ riage the Government are issuing an Order that from
May 1st 70 copics whatever ave to be vetuyned. You will
see that your newsagent must, therefore, know the

» exact number of copies required each week, and he can
only do this if sow give him a definite order. It is
imperative, therefore, that you'sign and leave with your
newsagent the form. in the next. column, otherwise he
willnot be able to order your copy. Neglect to do this
will mean ‘that you‘ will be unable to obtain your copy of
this publication at any newsagent’s or bookstall.
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Australia and New Zealand; by The Central Ney

Inland, 23d, per copy, post free.
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OUR OBSEKVAFION POST

THE WORLD
2 is for military and political experts to discuss

the material efféct upon the progress and duration
of the war that the intervention of the United States
will have, but certainly it is an essayist’s business to
take an event of such transcendant importance as his
subject, and to write round it, if not definitely about
it. These unpretentious comments on the outstanding
events of the world-war would not be complete if they
did not inchude some passing remarks upon this,. in
some respects the most significant and-greatest event
that has happened since August 4th, ror4.

Zigre completes. the unification of all membersof.
the English-speaking race, their solidification

into. one unanimous body. opposed to the policy. of
the Germanic peoples. ‘The adhesion of Australa
and .Canada and South Africa to the cause that
Britain. made her own can be explained on other
grounds. So, too, can the Alliance between Great
3ritain and the Continental Powers arrayed against
the Hun. Until the United States as a separate
Sovereign Power, took her place by Great Britain’s
side, something was wanting not only to the organised
might of civilisation, but to the irresistible logic that
should convince posterity of the rightness of the view
taken bycivilisation against barbarism.

 

  

: | HINGS unprecedented and previously unimaginable -
are the commonplaces of to-day. Pause. for a

moment to contemplate the Grand Alliance as it
: now: Great Britain, -France, Russia, Italy,

um, Serbia, Montenegro, Portugal, Rumania,
Japan, the United States and Cuba, and China so far
as is imphed by the rupture of diplomatic relations
with the enemy. Imagination staggers before Such a
combination .of peoples pledged to one purpose. On
the other side stands the enemy as he stood long
months ago. Germany, Austria-Hungary, Bulgaria,
and Turkey. Still apart, for reasons which need not
be judged, stand the Scandinavian States, Norway and
Sweden, and also Denmark, Holland, Spain, and Greece.
It wants but these and. Brazil, Mexico, and the South
American Republics to join the Alliance to make the

 

  

 

world solid in its opposition to the things for which
the Teutonic Powers drew the sword.

T has never entered the head of anyone except
perhaps a few German Germanomaniacs that the

_United States would throw in her lot with the cause
of Prussian militarism.’ For a long time Germany has
feared that the converse which has happened now
would happen, and the “deep chagrin” with which
she has learned of the accomplished fact is chagrin at
her own diplomatic failure rather than surprise.

_

To its
moral meaning as fresh condemnation of her iniquity
she appears. still blind.
material effect her awakening will doubtless come.

OW are its apologists to explain to the German
people that Prussian militarism is right when

practically the whole of the rest of the wo®d says
that it is wrong ? 1
in whatspirit can they expect the German people will
continue to fight and suffer for it ? Prussian organisa-
tion has been successful most notably in its hypnotism
of the German people, politically and mentally so
enslaved that they have believed what they weretold
to believe and, believing. have worked and endured
for it. Tf they cease to believe as desired, will they
continue to fight and suffer as desired ?
they will not:

With demonstration of its”

And if they fail in their explanation,-

‘

ogeeseeSes

 

THE HUN
In. the course of the war they have gone so far that
they are committed to further effort before reaching
their inevitable doom. Already, however, they are
showing some independence of mind, and counsel that
was overruled at the outset is beginning to make
itself heard again. The. deliberate decision’ of the
United States, explained by the President in a speech
that will live in history, cannot be kept from them,
and, reinforced by action, it will be a convincing

argument that will knock the bottom out of the case
for which they have contended so long.
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HERE is a residuum of common-sense in the most
bigoted mind that prevents it from believing

itself alone to be the depository of truth when all the
rest of the world denies it. That the German people
went as gaily as they did into the war for any, other
reason than that they confidently expected to emerge
victorious, nobody believes. But it is almost certainly
true that in the intervening months they for the most
part came to believe that they were fighting for some
fine ideal. Every addition made to the Alliance’
against’. them must have made them less confident
that, they were right. As the Alliance has extended
until it now embraces’ the independent Sovereign
States enumerated, they must have reached the
condition of the bigot who finds himself in a minority
of one. However loudly he may protest the contrary,
the residuuny of sanity imherent in him will steal
his confidence from him. :

HE immediate moral effect of America’s: interven-
tion will be that the sane residuumof people in

Germany ‘will-ask yet more insistently whether there
is not essential truth in the distinction drawn by the
President once more between the German Government
and the German people, and, if so, whether it is not
nowtime for the people to repudiate the Government
before it is too late. What the world says, through
President Wilson’s lips this time, is that the German
Government is a sect aiming at~universal empire, and
that this. universal empire means slavery for all but
the Government. And so we come back to words of
Abraham Lincoln, as we have come so often in this
war. “Is slavery wrong ?’’ he asked, in his closing
debate with Douglas at Alton. —“‘ This is the real issue.
This is the issue that will continue in this country
when these poor tongues of Judge Douglas and myself
shall be silent. It is the eternal struggle between f
these two principles—right and wrong—throughout
the world. They are two principles that have stood
face to face. from the beginning of time, and will ever i
continue to struggle. The one is the common right 77}: —:
of humanity, and the other the Divine right of kings: ‘
What is it that we hold most dear among.us? Our
own liberty'and prosperity. What has ever threatened Ta:
our liberty and prosperity except this institution of ae
slavery? If this is true, how do you propose to
improve the condition of things by enlarging slavery,
by spreading it out and making it bigger ? ”

is the German people, as distinct from the German
Government, can be reached by argument .at all,

might. not. Lincoln’s be a good question to ask them
now when a later President has chosen the same course
that Lincoln chose nearly sixty years ago? The inter-
vention of the. United States is only one more assertion
made on behalf of civilisation that Germany is at war
on behalf of wrong. Is it too muchto hope that there
are im Germany even.ten righteous men who can be
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é _ Assuredly - convinced of that fact? If there are, there may be 4Tt is probable that they will fight and

—

hope for the new Germany that shall arise out of thework and suffer for some considerable time to. come. ashes to which the old is being reduced. cM.
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STREET FIGHTING IN BEAUMETZ.—Thevillage of Beaumetz, five or six miles east of Bapaume,is one of the Seeae

iri iti the village and there was a short, sharp passage of hand-to-ha
emy returned after retiring. On March 23rd the British entered : s

etecet fighting, during which a good deal of sniping was carried on from the houses, but the snipers were vigorously tracked down.    
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OUR OBSEKVAFION POST

THE WORLD
2 is for military and political experts to discuss

the material efféct upon the progress and duration
of the war that the intervention of the United States
will have, but certainly it is an essayist’s business to
take an event of such transcendant importance as his
subject, and to write round it, if not definitely about
it. These unpretentious comments on the outstanding
events of the world-war would not be complete if they
did not inchude some passing remarks upon this,. in
some respects the most significant and-greatest event
that has happened since August 4th, ror4.

Zigre completes. the unification of all membersof.
the English-speaking race, their solidification

into. one unanimous body. opposed to the policy. of
the Germanic peoples. ‘The adhesion of Australa
and .Canada and South Africa to the cause that
Britain. made her own can be explained on other
grounds. So, too, can the Alliance between Great
3ritain and the Continental Powers arrayed against
the Hun. Until the United States as a separate
Sovereign Power, took her place by Great Britain’s
side, something was wanting not only to the organised
might of civilisation, but to the irresistible logic that
should convince posterity of the rightness of the view
taken bycivilisation against barbarism.

 

  

: | HINGS unprecedented and previously unimaginable -
are the commonplaces of to-day. Pause. for a

moment to contemplate the Grand Alliance as it
: now: Great Britain, -France, Russia, Italy,

um, Serbia, Montenegro, Portugal, Rumania,
Japan, the United States and Cuba, and China so far
as is imphed by the rupture of diplomatic relations
with the enemy. Imagination staggers before Such a
combination .of peoples pledged to one purpose. On
the other side stands the enemy as he stood long
months ago. Germany, Austria-Hungary, Bulgaria,
and Turkey. Still apart, for reasons which need not
be judged, stand the Scandinavian States, Norway and
Sweden, and also Denmark, Holland, Spain, and Greece.
It wants but these and. Brazil, Mexico, and the South
American Republics to join the Alliance to make the

 

  

 

world solid in its opposition to the things for which
the Teutonic Powers drew the sword.

T has never entered the head of anyone except
perhaps a few German Germanomaniacs that the

_United States would throw in her lot with the cause
of Prussian militarism.’ For a long time Germany has
feared that the converse which has happened now
would happen, and the “deep chagrin” with which
she has learned of the accomplished fact is chagrin at
her own diplomatic failure rather than surprise.

_

To its
moral meaning as fresh condemnation of her iniquity
she appears. still blind.
material effect her awakening will doubtless come.

OW are its apologists to explain to the German
people that Prussian militarism is right when

practically the whole of the rest of the wo®d says
that it is wrong ? 1
in whatspirit can they expect the German people will
continue to fight and suffer for it ? Prussian organisa-
tion has been successful most notably in its hypnotism
of the German people, politically and mentally so
enslaved that they have believed what they weretold
to believe and, believing. have worked and endured
for it. Tf they cease to believe as desired, will they
continue to fight and suffer as desired ?
they will not:

With demonstration of its”

And if they fail in their explanation,-

‘
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THE HUN
In. the course of the war they have gone so far that
they are committed to further effort before reaching
their inevitable doom. Already, however, they are
showing some independence of mind, and counsel that
was overruled at the outset is beginning to make
itself heard again. The. deliberate decision’ of the
United States, explained by the President in a speech
that will live in history, cannot be kept from them,
and, reinforced by action, it will be a convincing

argument that will knock the bottom out of the case
for which they have contended so long.
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HERE is a residuum of common-sense in the most
bigoted mind that prevents it from believing

itself alone to be the depository of truth when all the
rest of the world denies it. That the German people
went as gaily as they did into the war for any, other
reason than that they confidently expected to emerge
victorious, nobody believes. But it is almost certainly
true that in the intervening months they for the most
part came to believe that they were fighting for some
fine ideal. Every addition made to the Alliance’
against’. them must have made them less confident
that, they were right. As the Alliance has extended
until it now embraces’ the independent Sovereign
States enumerated, they must have reached the
condition of the bigot who finds himself in a minority
of one. However loudly he may protest the contrary,
the residuuny of sanity imherent in him will steal
his confidence from him. :

HE immediate moral effect of America’s: interven-
tion will be that the sane residuumof people in

Germany ‘will-ask yet more insistently whether there
is not essential truth in the distinction drawn by the
President once more between the German Government
and the German people, and, if so, whether it is not
nowtime for the people to repudiate the Government
before it is too late. What the world says, through
President Wilson’s lips this time, is that the German
Government is a sect aiming at~universal empire, and
that this. universal empire means slavery for all but
the Government. And so we come back to words of
Abraham Lincoln, as we have come so often in this
war. “Is slavery wrong ?’’ he asked, in his closing
debate with Douglas at Alton. —“‘ This is the real issue.
This is the issue that will continue in this country
when these poor tongues of Judge Douglas and myself
shall be silent. It is the eternal struggle between f
these two principles—right and wrong—throughout
the world. They are two principles that have stood
face to face. from the beginning of time, and will ever i
continue to struggle. The one is the common right 77}: —:
of humanity, and the other the Divine right of kings: ‘
What is it that we hold most dear among.us? Our
own liberty'and prosperity. What has ever threatened Ta:
our liberty and prosperity except this institution of ae
slavery? If this is true, how do you propose to
improve the condition of things by enlarging slavery,
by spreading it out and making it bigger ? ”

is the German people, as distinct from the German
Government, can be reached by argument .at all,

might. not. Lincoln’s be a good question to ask them
now when a later President has chosen the same course
that Lincoln chose nearly sixty years ago? The inter-
vention of the. United States is only one more assertion
made on behalf of civilisation that Germany is at war
on behalf of wrong. Is it too muchto hope that there
are im Germany even.ten righteous men who can be
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é _ Assuredly - convinced of that fact? If there are, there may be 4Tt is probable that they will fight and

—

hope for the new Germany that shall arise out of thework and suffer for some considerable time to. come. ashes to which the old is being reduced. cM.
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STREET FIGHTING IN BEAUMETZ.—Thevillage of Beaumetz, five or six miles east of Bapaume,is one of the Seeae

iri iti the village and there was a short, sharp passage of hand-to-ha
emy returned after retiring. On March 23rd the British entered : s

etecet fighting, during which a good deal of sniping was carried on from the houses, but the snipers were vigorously tracked down.    
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BAGDAD AND THE BRITISH |
A New Era of Prosperity for Old Lands and Peoples

HE fall of Bagdad, followed by

T General Sir Stanley Maude’s

peaceful proclamation to the Arabs

of the friendly intention of the British

Government, is an event. which, apart

from transforming the entire military

i1ation in the Near East, promises to

regenerate and restore to something like

its ancient prosperity a land richer in

  

resources than anyother in the world.

A great, intelligent race like the Arabs,

distinguished by the nobility of their old-

me art and literature, after centuries  

brutal oppression under the Turk, are

ipparently on the eve of becoming a free

people. Consider what this must mean

country whose inhabitants, during

these hundreds of years, -have been

ithlessly denied all opportunities of

tevelopment in accordance with the

ess of European civilisation.

 

 

 

   

Government, as a rule, is a plus quan-
tv, but Turkish government is always
minus quantity. ;
The development of Bagdad itself has

been ehecked by its shocking insanitary
conditions, causing frightful outbreaks
of cholera, which have taken off vast

mbers of the population. There were
astic restrictions on trade, and practic-

> the whole of the male population was
ied. off for five or six years’ service

with the Turkish Colours. Fifteen per
cent. did not survive the pestilential
barrack conditions, and the rest returned
utterly broken.
An English missionary at Mosul once

told me that if he were given complete
charge of the sanitation of the place, with

its high birth-rate, the population would
be doubled.

 

 

  

   

  

   

Turkey’s Blighting Rule

During the last years of the aghteenth
century in Northern Mesopotamia, when

> country was ina condition of anarchy,
pered by feudalism, the population

axrger than it is now.
This was how Turkish government was

described by a man whose people had
iginally been house-dwellers, but who
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had reverted to nomadism owing to
oppressive rule. He said: ‘‘ I won’t tell
you anything about it except by this
story.. There was once an owl in this
part of the world whofell in love with the
daughter of another owl. Whenhe asked

for permission to marry her, the father
aid, ‘ Well; my daughter is very delicate,
and she is accustomed to living in very
good places in the owl world, and she
requires a ruimed village in the summer,
and in the spring she likes to move to
another ruined village. If you want to
marry her you must have a good supply
of ruined villages.’
“The young owl replied: ‘ There are

1,150 ruined villages in the country in
whichI live within the flight of my wing,

and if God will only preserve the Turkish
Government there will soon be i1,500.’
He wonhis bride.” s
Some people think that .the ruins all

over Northern Mesopotamia are antique,
but you can see that some of them date
baek onlyto fifty or sixty years ago.

lf Germany’s power in the East is
completely overcome, and the Turk never

   

   

 

 

By Sir MARK SYKES
In an Interview for The War Hlustrated

returns to Bagdad, this strangle-hold on

the life and free developmient of the Arab

race will be released, and we may expect

a great renaissance. i
It should be remembered that the Arabs

are just as suseeptible to the influence of

education as any people in the world.
Mesopotamia has always been a centre of

intellectual life, and I will say this for the

Turks, that despite all their vices; they did

a very great deal with education. It was

their plan of Turkefying the people.

Those who were trained in the Govern-

ment schools were capable of holding their
own with the educated of any other

country. There is, indeed, no reason

why Bagdad and other centres should

not turm out just as good men in the
professions. and in commerce as the
European countries.

Adaptability of the Arab

People were studying Plato in the
eighth century in Bagdad—long before
he had been heard of m England. The
Arab in the fourth century lked Corin-
thian columns so much that he built them
in the desert.
But his mentality, vigorous as it is,

is not imitative. When he came. into
contact with Hellenic or Roman civilisa-
tion, his art, although flamboyant and
rather barbaric, spoke a great deal for
his originality and capability of emulating
other people’s ideas without imitating
them.
Whenhe came into contact with ancient

Persian and Byzantine civilisation his
intellectual marriage was very prolific.
Tt was the same whenhe met the Spaniard
and the Frank, and wherever he touched
Western civilisation. The only mental
union he has had which has been not
prolific but, on the contrary, sterile has

been that with the Turk.” The Turk never
gives, and he neverreceives except for the
purpose of dominion. He only looks for
conquest.

 

  

rhe Arabs have been waiting long and .
eagerly for a Government which would
allow them to progress. When the chief
of one tribe heard that the Germans were
coming to build the Bagdad Railway he

asked the chief of a neighbouring tribe
to send out men to find out what country
the line would run through. Then he
brought out the title-deeds handed down
through the generations of his family and
carefully _preserved, in order that he
might. peg out his agricultural claims.
That was what anilliterate nomad did !

Bagdad Railway

A notable in Basra wanted to sell his
title-deeds. His father said to him:

““No, never part with them. Keep
them in order, for the time will come
when there will be a Government, and
then you will be one of the richest men
in the world.”

This factor of the Bagdad Railwayis,

   

 

‘of course, enormously important. ~ Pri-
marily intended ‘to be ‘constructed for
commercial purposes, it has in the hands,
of the Germans becomestrategic with a
view to menacing India. Mindful of the

British Fleet they kept as far away from
the sea as possible. They could not avoid

going nearit at Alexandretta, but beyond

that place, instead of going the natural

way along thé Euphrates Valley, they

went round by Mosul.

It is a railway which will build itself,

and will be in easy communication with

the Mediterranean, and we may witness

a revival of the old overland route of the

Middle Ages, a route which went: into

disuse when Vasco da Gama rounded the

Cape not long after the destruction of
Bagdad by- the Moguls. Railway con-

struction across the Syrian Desert will he

so easy that probably Damascus will be

connected with the Euphrates. There

could be an open read across the flat

desert for motor-cars, and there is plenty

of water. There is no reason why that

desert should not have considerable

reservoirs.
Bagdad depends forits prosperity upon

its_position as a junction of main routes
‘and its central situation im this very
rich agricultural area. It has a double
advantage as a junction of routes, because
it is here where the Rivers Euphrates
and Tigris come very close—two big
rivers which even under the primitive
conditions of the present time carry an
enormous amount of current-borne. trafic
by meansof rafts on the Tigris and barges
and rafts on the Euphrates.
On the Euphrates comes the water-

berne transport of Diarbekir. Bagdad
has the only caravan route from Central
Persia, and, as the Tigris is fully navigable
from Basra, Bagdad is almost a seaport.
With the development of this river traffic
it will be cheaper to send goods to Mosul
via Bagdad than from the Mediterranean.

Prospect for the Future

Therefore a wonderful future _now
awaits Bagdad and Mesopotamia. The
richest land in the world only requires
water, and the water is there, and only

needs to be harnessed and guided into
the right channels. There is sure to be
a muchlarger population, and that means
more labour for irrigation works. Here
you can cultivate as fast as you can
irrigate, and irrigate as fast as you can
get labour. :
The change wilk come slowly—the

people will be gradually denomadised as
they find that real security has come

into their land agai and the means of
communication by water, rail, motor,’
and telegraph are multiplied.
A new land of prosperity will be born

with vast territories yielding great har-
vests of grain and other produce which

-will pour into the European markets.
And in return the people, having acquired
European tastes, will want European
clothes, machinery, furniture, and mis-
cellaneous articles as well as agricultural
machinery, and so the door will stand

invitingly open to the merchants of the
world,

Tit @ second interview Captain GEORGE
LLOYD, M.P., formerly Spectal Commis=
sioney to the Board of Trade in the Near
East, will deal with the wonderful prospect
that is now opening out before British
traders in the teeming marts of Mesopotcmia.
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    SES S Oe:

‘© Spotting ’’ for the artillery—and telephoning back the results
observed. The accuracyof our artillery has been deadly.

 
British raiding-party setting out to keep the Germans “jumpy.”

At the momentof starting an enemy shel! burst just ahead.

  

  

 

 

 
Water supply the Huns could not contaminate. Wherethe enemyins”? -le-Ch u, between :Well named “‘ Hotel of the Ruins’’ at Coucy-le-Chateau, Ww had polecniéd thoavells the British Palendnsigual tom teataveCinG

Soissons and La Fere, as it was when recaptured by the French.

 

       
Carrying up coils of wire for use on newly captured ground. The

British officers consulting the mapof the positions which they have ty duelwalk? is laid for easy crossing of difficult surfaces.
newly captured, and which they have been helping to consolidate,
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good places in the owl world, and she
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another ruined village. If you want to
marry her you must have a good supply
of ruined villages.’
“The young owl replied: ‘ There are

1,150 ruined villages in the country in
whichI live within the flight of my wing,

and if God will only preserve the Turkish
Government there will soon be i1,500.’
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Capture the Vimy Redde Imperturbable Infantry Close In
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Busy scene at a light railway siding whenal! hands help. Mr. Beach ‘Thoraas, inja ‘Daily Mail’? despatch, says: ‘‘ The stretcher-
bearers went} to their work as on parade, their hands, from holding the stretcher-handles, were helpless from cold and strain,??
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America Adoptsthe Armadillo-like Caterpillar Car
 

 

 
    

 

   

N America private . firms are encouraged ‘to
employ their plant-and ingenuity toa great

national end, such as that of military efficiency,
and thus it is that we see an armoured “ Caterpillar,”
such as the one which is shown in these striking
photographs, produced by private enterprise. It h
of course, to undergo severe demonstration tests hefc
being adopted for Army, purposes, and_ in these
pictures it is shown at various stages in the course
of undergoing those tests of its capacity for getting
over rough ground. os

Unlike the British “ tank,’”’ which has again been
giving a geod account of itself im the Arras advance,
and which is one of the inventions called into being
by the necessities and conditions of the present un-
precedented warfare, the armoured “‘ Caterpillar ”’

is but an adaptation to the purposes of war of an
implement of peace. ;

The “ Caterpillar’’ of-peace had, indeed, done
eos : considerable service in the logging camps of the Far

= ; West long before it was [seen that, provided with

Armoured-Car Squadron of the New York National Guard on parade. Above: Protective armour, it could be made of service on
American “ Caterpillar’ car taking a stiff bit of ground onits trials. the field of war.
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U.S. ‘Caterpillar’? tank, designed and built by a private firm,
undergoing trials and tests of its efficiency for going anywhere.

    
 

One of the Brobdingnagian ‘' Caterpillars’? devised by American
ingenuity lumbering sturdily along a sloping hit of ground,

 

  

 

 

  

 

Pezans of Victory in Peronne and Bapaume

 
 

The band and guard of honour drawnupin the main street of Peronnein readinessto receive the President of the French Republic

on the occasion of his first visit to the town afterits liberation by Sir Douglas Haig’s troops on March 18th, 1917.

 

   
Troops marching through the still burning streets of Bapaume to the triumphant music of an Australian band. Australians were

the first British soldiers to enter Bapaume on March 17th, 1917, when the Germans had been compelled to evacuate the town,
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pictures it is shown at various stages in the course
of undergoing those tests of its capacity for getting
over rough ground. os

Unlike the British “ tank,’”’ which has again been
giving a geod account of itself im the Arras advance,
and which is one of the inventions called into being
by the necessities and conditions of the present un-
precedented warfare, the armoured “‘ Caterpillar ”’

is but an adaptation to the purposes of war of an
implement of peace. ;

The “ Caterpillar’’ of-peace had, indeed, done
eos : considerable service in the logging camps of the Far

= ; West long before it was [seen that, provided with

Armoured-Car Squadron of the New York National Guard on parade. Above: Protective armour, it could be made of service on
American “ Caterpillar’ car taking a stiff bit of ground onits trials. the field of war.
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U.S. ‘Caterpillar’? tank, designed and built by a private firm,
undergoing trials and tests of its efficiency for going anywhere.

    
 

One of the Brobdingnagian ‘' Caterpillars’? devised by American
ingenuity lumbering sturdily along a sloping hit of ground,

 

  

 

 

  

 

Pezans of Victory in Peronne and Bapaume

 
 

The band and guard of honour drawnupin the main street of Peronnein readinessto receive the President of the French Republic

on the occasion of his first visit to the town afterits liberation by Sir Douglas Haig’s troops on March 18th, 1917.

 

   
Troops marching through the still burning streets of Bapaume to the triumphant music of an Australian band. Australians were

the first British soldiers to enter Bapaume on March 17th, 1917, when the Germans had been compelled to evacuate the town,
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BATTLE PICTURES OF THEGREAT WAR _

THE VICTORY OF VIMY RIDGE
_ By Max Pemberton

HE rumours from Arras. had been
| many during the carlier.months

of the year, but few paid much
heed io them. The Somme was all the
talk. We- heard of monstrous  con-
centrations of guns and material behind
the stricken town of Arras itself, but
could only guess what the Great Com-
mand would do with them. Had we
been observant and read the despatches
of the correspondents carefully, the week
preceding Easter might have taught us
something. For then there came
rumblings and murmurs as from a
voleano afar, The smoke of gossip
escaped from many a journalistic fissure.
We heard of extensive bombardments
round and about Arras itself. Men
who had been there described the
magnificence of the material behind our
lines—such parks of artillery, such miles
ef camions and transport, such batteries
of great guns, such mountains of. shells,
such splendid fellows in command of it
all. Still no rumour of the reality came
to London. It needed the

-

glorious
despatches of Easter Tuesday to awake
the nation to the truth.

Taking of ‘Mount Perilous”

The Vimy. Ridge was taken at -last.
How often has this height figured as
Mount Perilous since the first days of the
Battle of Ypres! Gallantly the French
endeavoured to storm it on three un-
iorgettable days. .Thousands of shells
had been fired by the matchless French
artillery: in ‘the hope of destroying the
network of trenches, emplacements, and

caverns which. the Germans had con-
structed laboriously in this, the most

redoubtable bastion of their line. Not
even the labyrinth upon the Somme was
a stronger fortress, and the Ridge itself
was ever spoken of with bated breath—-
ihat Ridge from the summit of which you
could look over_the great Plain of Douai
and see the mighty vale beyond whichlies
the promised land.
Now, Vimy lies nearly five miles to the

north-east of Arras. The Ridge itself,

including Hill 140 and Telegraph Station,
runs from north-west to south-east, and

below it is the high road from Arras to
Lens... Petit Vimy lies in the ravine
between Telegraph Station and La Folie
Farm, and beyond Petit Vimy is. the
village of Vimy itself with the railway
from Arras to Lens. So formidable was the-
height that there were pessimists here
who almost believed that the taking
of it was equal to the winning of the war,
and therefore hardly tobe thought of
even by the credulous. We knew that
this great barrier was tunnelled and
escarped with all the skill that the
German Command could bring to bear
uponit. :

Pockets for machine-guns were every-
where. The German garrison lay~ for
the most part, asa correspondent has told
us, in long, deep tunnels pierced through
the hill. Hundreds were in a cavern they
ealled the Prinz Armault Tunnel; hun-
dreds more in the great Volker Tunnel,
which railway engineers must have built.
The masses of wire, the traps, and pitfalls
defy description. Wherever Hinden-
burg may have looked for a_ set-back,
assuredly it was not here—and yet the
Canadians, the gallant fellows who have

made the name of Courcelette immortal,
took it in a.day, and we, who knew
nothing of their intention on Easter
Monday, heard by the Wednesday
morning that the impregnable Ridge
was in their hands.

The Hour Before the Dawn

This mighty battle began some hours
before the dawnof our own Bank Holiday.
The night was one of wonder and of
terror. Finely has Mr. Beach Thomas
described the changing \hours of it, the
waxing and the waning, the quivering
of the earth under the dischatge of the
giant howitzers, the wonderful heaven
of stars above when the full fury of the
fire world was awakened. ‘‘ Then,” says

he, “‘ the fitful flashes were concentrated

into an ocean of lightning which broke
into one continuous, wave above us along
the jagged line of batteries. Here and
there great mines arose in ponderous
upheavals of blackness, glowing red at the
centre. Clouds of golden rain were fired
as signals all along the lines. The
enemy fired his frantic “S OS’ from
every quarter. Star-shells of every hue,
flashes of guns, ‘bursts of shell and
shrapnel—this medley of fireworks filled
the earth and air with such intermingled
fires that no distinction was perceptible
till some particular explosion happened
to reflect the wall of a ruin or give back-
ground to “a tree, The noise which
quite dazed some observers was for-
gotten, clean drowned in the light.”

All this of the darkest hour before the
dawn. -Day came with no apparent sun
of victory to shine upon the waiting
troops. A cold sleet was driven east-
wards by the freezing wind which searched
valley and height alike. Yet a merrier
company never went upon an adventure
than these Canadians and Scots and
English and Irish who were to fight the
greatest battle of the war. The. very
thunder of thousands of guns must. have
been music to them. Looking over to the
Vimy Heights, or eastwards towards Roeux
and Monchy-le-Preux, or southward ,to
Wancourt, they could witness that loom

of smoke above the withered earth which
said so much. Now was the way being
made straight for them. ‘In the gloomy
sky above hundreds of our gasbags hung
like indolent sausages to spy out the
Jand. Far away the gallant airmen were
fighting another battle wherein victoryspelt
salvation of souls beyond number. And
all this was but a prelude to that fateful
moment when the whistles should be
blown and the menshould leap from their
trenches, and the Hun should know
whither the days of waiting had- led
him.

Behind a Fiery Curtain

We follow the Canadians across the
Souchez road and so. away to the foot
of Vimy the Terrible. They had: taken
their watchword from the Englishsoldier,
and ‘ Let’s make a Bank Holiday of it!”
was their cry. The ground was awful.
Shell-hole lipped to shell-hole, while
mud and wretchedness were everywhere.
They passed over it as though it were
a fairway in a park. Stooping to the
climb, they began to storm the heights
and to search for the terror at its heart.
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Machine-guns swept the path they followed
-—they went but the faster. Before them,|
magnificently timed, was the barrage. of
our own incomparable artillery. They,
followed it so closely that many who
witnessed the assault cried out in alarm
lest it should envelop them also. But
never had the gunners done work more
wonderful. ‘Here,’ they seemed to

say, ‘ we lead andhere youshall follow.”
Overwhelming in its might, the gigantic
cannonade cleared the earth as though a
monstrous cataclysm of Nature had over-
taken it. The wire was hacked to
pieces; the gun emplacements became
so much powdered concrete in a choking
air; the caverns were smashed in; the

trenches blown to atoms. And behindthis
fiery curtain the Canadians dashed on-
wards—dived into the blackness, flashed
their bayonets in the grim tunnels, and

were out again with incredible swift-
ness, driving before them the huddled

Germans, jesting with them, herding
them as sheep that have escaped the
slaughter.

Fierce as the fighting had been, these in-
domitable soldiers from “across yonder ”
had nothing but contempt for it. “ Call
these Reserve Guards,” said one -of
them, ‘Why, they run like rabbits!”
And the very drolleries of contrast did not
escape them even in that fierce hour.
Here was a merry old gentleman of sixty
with a youth who should have been at a
grammar school. Professorial _savants
stroking long beards marched with beery
Huns whose only thought was of meat.
There were little men and long men,
round men and square men—all fetched
from the tunnels they had believed to be
impregnable; all thankful that their
lives were saved ; all, save their officers,
willing to go downto the “cages” cheer-
fully and there_to dream of the sausage
which had been and the bread which-was:
We had taken 1r1r,000 of them by the

Wednesday and some roo, guns; but the
Canadians made the first of the great
bags, and this came from Vimy the
Terrible, that Vimy which had defied us
so many weary months.

 

“Tank” on Telegraph Hill

Tt was not until Monday night that the
whole Ridge was in our possession, but

very early in the day the besiegers. had
crossed the steep summit and Jooked
down upon the promised land. There
they saw a wonderful sight. The sun
shone upon the great plain and, shining,
it showed the reason why no. reserves
had cometo the terrified Germans. “ Our
60-pounders,”’ said a Canadian officer,
““had the day of their lives; they found

many targets. There were trains moving
‘in Vimy village and they hit them, There
were troops massing onsloping ground and
they were shattered.. There were guns
and Jimber on the move and men and
horses were killed. In truth the enemy’s
losses were frightful, and the scenes

behind his: lines- must have been and
must still be hideous in slaughter and
terror.” Ree
To this our old friend the .“ tank”

contributed gallantly, We shall hear
some’ droll stories of him when all the
truth is written. He climbed Telegraph
Hill as though it were a dirt-heap. He
sat upon the railway and wiped. his
brow at his leisure. He was here, there,
and everywhere, like some fearsome
creature of the mythological past---
breathing slaughter, but always as 4
humorist. “And he was not the least
considerable factor in helping these
matchless Canadians to a victory whichis
momentous,
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urrender! British Cavalry Beat and Cow the Hun

 
 

 

Although our cavalry have not yet had the full opportunity for

which one correspondent says ‘‘they burn and are ready,’’ they

have had manyoccasionsto tighten their girths for a gallop and

try conclusions with enemy patrols and rearguards. They have

ridden into the burning ruins of villages and found scattered

Germans, left behind to snipe or to complete the workof devas-

tation, and at these they charged full tilt, so hot with wrath

that they have hoped the wretched creatures would not be too

terrified to put up somesort of resistance, and would not answer

to the shout of ‘Surrender!’ with a whimpered “ Kamerad [’?’- 
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Obstacle Race After the Turks Along the Tigris How the British Hammered the Hindenburg Line
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British troops wading knee-deep through a morass during the Mesopotamian advance. The not uncommon impression that the British artillery coming into action in a new position. The heavy work of the R.F.A. became heavier when, after the capture of -

x whole of the country is a sandy waste is of course quite an erroneousone, as is well shown by this palm-grown swamp. Bapaume, the Germanretreat became almost precipitate. They constantly had to gallop over country indescribably difficult.
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4 A pair of German heavy howitzers mounted on the bank of the River Scarpe were captured bya party of British cavalry, who charged

the gunners in thefine old style, cut down all whoresisted, and put the gunsout of action until they could be brought in.

 

‘ Landing of Britishsailors onthe Tigris. Thoughlittle of detail has yet been heard of the part played by the Navyin the Mesopotamian

Campaign, the gunboat crews were of incalculable assistance both on the river and in transport work.
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ALL’S WELL WITH THE NAVY
What It Has Done and Is Doing a

By GERARD FIENNES

The Eminent Naval Critic

a belief in his Navy as profound
as it was unthinking. “‘ Britannia

rules the waves,” and “England expects
that every man will do his duty.” Such
was his simple Gvedo. He knewthe story
of the Armada, of Trafalgar, and (perhaps)
of Quiberon Bay; but of the anxieties
which beset the commanders of past
times, the losses sustained, and the hair-
breadth escapes from disaster he knew
not at all. The German flag was to be

swept from the sea forthwith, and if the
High Sea Fleet did but show its nose
outside the Bight of Heligoland, as M.
Latouche-Treville played ‘‘ Bo-peep”’
outside Toulon, it was that instant to

vanish into Davy Jones's. locker, as
previously arranged.
When German submarines began to

sink merchantmen by the ‘hundred
thousand tons; when German cruisers

fir and afterwards German torpedo-
craft, began bombarding our pleasant
Ss e places; when German raiders
slipped out on to the trade-routes, sank
other mercharitmen, and slipped back
unscathed, his hopes became the measure
of his doubts. He began to ask “* What
is the Navy doing ?”’ Somepeople, with
nerves Jess strong, or conceit much
stronger, than others, began to grumble
that -the disposition of the Fleet (of
which they are quite ignorant) is wrong,
or that its commanders (whom net one
man in ten could even name if he tried)
are ill-chosen.“ ~An~ ordinary ‘routine
order to the ~Home Defence Force is
sufficient to persuade Doubting Thomas
and Dismal Jimmythat the Boche, with
the whole battery of his. devil’s kitchen,
maybe expected over here while you wait.

Why Doesn’t the Boche Come?

The Boche is only too ready to come.
I make no doubt he has sundrytreble-
brewed hell-broths ‘specially prepared
for our benefit. Why doesn’t he come ?
Whyis it that, while we have carried over
cight million soldiers to and from all parts
of the world, very greatly to the in-
convenience of the Boche and the Turk,
thé sight of a Boche soldier on ship-
board is yet to be seen? The answeris
simple, commonplace; yet it is one
which it seems necessary to give over and
over again in order that people may
maintain their grasp upon it. It is that
the British Navy possesses the gates of
its enemy, and has banged, bolted, and
barred those gates upon him. He may
yet defeat that Navy. Nothing is im-
possible- in war, But, until he does,

nothing can give ‘him the ‘one victory
which would end the war triumphantly
jor him «at once. Compare the two.
Britain, eight million men; Germany,

not a soldier.
But, says Dismal Jimmy, the Boche

doesn't need to invade us. Heis starving
us out with his submarines. No. one
would wish to underrate the seriousness
of the submarine menace. It.is a new
thing in war, and a most serious develop-
meut. Before we knew the Boche, we

did not realise that a nominally Christian
nation, with at least a veneer of civilisa-
tion to cover its congenital brutality,
would throw over the restraints of inter-
national law and of humanity in order

tE ordinary Briton went to war with

 

 

 
   

 

 

to attain to the objects of its ambition.
I make Dismal James a present of that
admission, and the further one that, for

a disastrous period, those responsible
for the conduct of the naval war were
lacking in foresight. Only a fool would
pretend that no mistakes have been
made.

A Study in Contrasts
Let us look at this matter steadily alsoi

and see the truth about it. a. By our
policy for years past we have allowed
these islands to. become dependent on
distant lands for food, which can only
comé by ships. _2. We have been cut off
from ‘Russia, previously one of our
greatest sources.of supply, for nearly three
years, and the world’s harvest last year
was almost universally below the average,
largely. owing to the number of men
engaged in the war. 3. We have taken
up a large proportion of the ships usually
engaged in carrying merchandise to and
from this country for naval and military
services, while the whole mercantile

marine of Germany, the second in the
world before the war, is shut up in port.

The ravages of the submarines, serious
as they are, have less to do with the
scarcity, actual and expected, than the
circumstances here detailed.
Look at the other side of the picture.

Despite all the Boche can do, an average
of something like 4,500 vessels per week
have entered and. left our ports since
“unrestricted submarine warfare ’’ began
on February 1st. How many ships have
entered or cleared from German ports
during the same period, and for months
before ? Not one, so far as the North Sea

is concerned. Germany produces a great
deal more food at home than we do; she
is also surrounded by neutral countries
from which we cannot altogether prevent
her drawing supplies. Yet, while we
are suffering inconvenience—we in the
islands unprepared for war—Germany
is suffering at least privation, and her
Statesmen openly adnut that it is doubtful
if she can hold out till harvest. Whose
doing is this? The answer is once more
commonplace, but essential: the Navy’s.

Vice Has Its Own Reward
Howfoolish it is to think that Sir John

Jellicoe or any other man could work a
miracle; that some. device would im-
mediately be found by which the mur-
derers, Sneaking unseen beneath the seas,
would be destroyed as Elijah destroyed
the King of Israel’s captains. The Navy
is hunting the U boats remorselessly.
There have been ninety fights in. seven
weeks, and, if only a sixth of these have
ended favourably for us, the number of
German submarines available is not
seriously increasing, while the crews, who
certainly cannot be trained as fast as the
ships can be built, have seriously decreased
in numbers. Moreover; vice has been

its own reward. The conscience of the
world has declared against German
methods of warfare, with results which
have yet to be seen.

Great Britain (beset by murderers and
pirates): 4,500 ships per week. Germany
(blockaded according to the rules of
honourable warfare) : None.

Then, says Doubting Thomas, if the
Navy commands the sea so absolutely
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as all that, why was -the Burgrave von
und zu Dohna-Schiodien able twice ‘over
to get the Méwe, or another ship of the
same name, out and home again? My
dear. D. T., the sea -is. very -broad. It
is a thousand miles, roughly, from the
Shetlands to Denmark Strait, to the
north of Iceland. Look at your map
and think out the. conditions, which it
is undesirable to set down in full on
paper. Do you think it is always.possible
to prevent a disguised ship from sneaking

past in the long winter nights, however
good the watch oursailors keep? If you
do, you have never studied our naval
history as told by Mahan,

But take thi$ fact to your bosom. ~The
Germans’ built a whole fleet. of fast
cruisers for the very purpose of-raiding
our commerce in the event of war. Of
all these not one has succeeded in getting
out; not one has shown her flag on the
outer seas “since the. Dresden was sunk
in the spring of 915. If the Germans
could: have used their regular cruisers,
if they could have brought in and used
the precious material which they are forced
to destroy, do you think that they would
have incurred the odium of “unrestricted
U boat warfare’? Would they~not be
running cargoes galore to their ports to
relieve their necessities and to increase
their warlike resources? Whose doing
is it that these cruisers, on which so many
millions have been spent, are nowhere to be
seen on the seas? Need I give you the
answer again? Even of their disguised
merchantmen, they have lost one in four—-
or, at most, five—journeys out and home,

Why Are Ye Fearful?

Lastly, the raids. Both Dismal Jimmy
and Doubting Thomas are at one about
these. It is the business of the Navy
to protect our shores, and it has egregi-
ously failed to doso, _The Germans come
and go as they please, and business is at @
standstill~on- the East and South-East
Coasts. -No, gentlemen, it is mot the
business of the Navy to protect our shores
from this “-tip-and-run ”’ business. Pray
be careful you don’t play the German
game by your clamour! These raids
have no value whatever, unless they can
frighten us and make us depart~ from
the disposition of the Fleet, which the
strategists of the Admiralty, with all the ~
experience of our history at their dis-
posal, have decided to be the best to
further the great objects of the war.

Read the history of the Trafalgar cam-
paign, as told by Mahan or Corbett. See
how Napoleon tried to draw Barham,
Cornwallis, and Nelson-from their proper
strategy by feints here, there, and
everywhere. They were not to be drawn
from their proper task of watching the
organised force of the enemy afloat ‘in
order to bring it to action when the chance
presented itself. And the end —‘was
Trafalgar. Do you imagine that, if the
Germans could do anything moreeffective,
they would waste powder and shell in
bombarding lodging-houses for a few
minutes on dark nights? The futility of
these efforts is the measure of the Navy's
SUCCESS.
Then whyare ye fearful, O ye of little

faith ?

YOUmaysearch the North Seas overtill
you find the British Fleet,

And at first, perhaps, you'll think that
figureheads are obsolete;

But the sailor-folk.can see them where they
always used ‘to be, -.

Full of strength and mystic meaning,
gazing far and out to sea!

—Capt. R. A. Hopwood, RN.
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A Germanhigh-power, high-spsed warplane, showing the swivel-mounted gun. Left:

Prince Friedrich Karl of Prussia, died, a prisoner, of woundsafter an air fight.  

 

Reconnaissance aeroplane, photographed from the protecting fighting scout flying several

thousand feet above it. Right: Capt. Green, D.S.O., on a German plane which he strafed.

     

     
Lieut. Baron von Richtofen, whais stated in Germanofficial reports to have brought down twenty-six of the Allies’ aeroplanes. Right;
An aeroplane fiying over Paris came togrief and crashed down into the Rue d’Alesiay By a miracle the pilot escaped uninjured.
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ALL’S WELL WITH THE NAVY
What It Has Done and Is Doing a

By GERARD FIENNES

The Eminent Naval Critic

a belief in his Navy as profound
as it was unthinking. “‘ Britannia

rules the waves,” and “England expects
that every man will do his duty.” Such
was his simple Gvedo. He knewthe story
of the Armada, of Trafalgar, and (perhaps)
of Quiberon Bay; but of the anxieties
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swept from the sea forthwith, and if the
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the British Navy possesses the gates of
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possible- in war, But, until he does,

nothing can give ‘him the ‘one victory
which would end the war triumphantly
jor him «at once. Compare the two.
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not a soldier.
But, says Dismal Jimmy, the Boche

doesn't need to invade us. Heis starving
us out with his submarines. No. one
would wish to underrate the seriousness
of the submarine menace. It.is a new
thing in war, and a most serious develop-
meut. Before we knew the Boche, we

did not realise that a nominally Christian
nation, with at least a veneer of civilisa-
tion to cover its congenital brutality,
would throw over the restraints of inter-
national law and of humanity in order
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to attain to the objects of its ambition.
I make Dismal James a present of that
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is also surrounded by neutral countries
from which we cannot altogether prevent
her drawing supplies. Yet, while we
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is suffering at least privation, and her
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Jellicoe or any other man could work a
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derers, Sneaking unseen beneath the seas,
would be destroyed as Elijah destroyed
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is hunting the U boats remorselessly.
There have been ninety fights in. seven
weeks, and, if only a sixth of these have
ended favourably for us, the number of
German submarines available is not
seriously increasing, while the crews, who
certainly cannot be trained as fast as the
ships can be built, have seriously decreased
in numbers. Moreover; vice has been

its own reward. The conscience of the
world has declared against German
methods of warfare, with results which
have yet to be seen.

Great Britain (beset by murderers and
pirates): 4,500 ships per week. Germany
(blockaded according to the rules of
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posal, have decided to be the best to
further the great objects of the war.
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paign, as told by Mahan or Corbett. See
how Napoleon tried to draw Barham,
Cornwallis, and Nelson-from their proper
strategy by feints here, there, and
everywhere. They were not to be drawn
from their proper task of watching the
organised force of the enemy afloat ‘in
order to bring it to action when the chance
presented itself. And the end —‘was
Trafalgar. Do you imagine that, if the
Germans could do anything moreeffective,
they would waste powder and shell in
bombarding lodging-houses for a few
minutes on dark nights? The futility of
these efforts is the measure of the Navy's
SUCCESS.
Then whyare ye fearful, O ye of little

faith ?

YOUmaysearch the North Seas overtill
you find the British Fleet,

And at first, perhaps, you'll think that
figureheads are obsolete;

But the sailor-folk.can see them where they
always used ‘to be, -.
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RUMANIA’S TRAGIC STORY.—VI
 

A COUNTRY IN RUINS
~ <-. By Hamilton Fyfe <>

Special Correspondent with the Rumanian Army

HEN Bukarest was evacuated
Rumania fell to pieces like a
house of cards.

Modelled after the French example,
the Rumanian system of government was
centralised to a scarcely credible degree.
Local administration hardly existed. All
matters, however parochial, had to be

referred to Bukarest. Even there they
could not be settled out of hand -by
subordinate officials. In the Ministries
the plan of leaving all decisions to the
chief was carried to absurd lengths.
Jealous of interference with their pre-
togative, Ministers insisted upon settling
everything themselves. ‘This methodpre-
vailed at all times and with catastrophic
consequences as soon as. the central organ
of Government, the sole seat of power,

ceased to exercise its usual authority.
This came to pass as soon as the daily

contact ceased between M. Bratiano, the
Premier, and the Headquarters Staff.
That happened when the unexpectedly
rapid advance of the enemy, permitted
by the retreat of General Socec on the
Arjesh River, contrary to orders, obliged
Headquarters to quit hastily the village
near Bukarest where the Staft had been
conveniently housed since the beginning
of the war. It was only seventy minutes’
motor drive from the city to this village,
and it was well provided with buildings
which could be used as offices.

Flitting of Headquarters
I was at Headquarters on the day of

the “‘ flitting.’ Already the Staff had
been in danger from parties of German
.cavalry which were pushed ahead of the
main body for the double purpose of
scouting and scaring the population.
That day, from another village not far

off, where General Prezan (now promoted
to the chief command) had established
himself, the sound of the guns could be

very plainly heard. So it was high time
fot Headquarters to move. As I drove
away, the car was held up at a railway
crossing. A train was standing there.
At a windowof a saloon carriage I saw
the face of M. Bratiano.. Jt was the
face of a manstricken with mortal grief.
His eyes were swollen; tears were often

in them during the period of Rumania’s
agony. He knewthat the calamity he
had striven against could not now be
turned aside.
He and most of the War Ministers had

stayed behind in Bukarest when the Lega-
tions, the Government officials, and the

members of Parliament were sent to Jassy.
They were buoyed up by hopeful reports
from Headquarters. They forced them-
selves to believe that the capital might be
saved. Thesefirst moves of Headquarters
were not sufficient. I went with the Staff
to Buzco, a small town farther north.

We got there after midnight. There was
hot soup readyforus, the last food J sawin
any Rumanianstation restaurant. Hunger,
the great leveller, set us all downto table

together, regardless of rank. Generals
supped next to captains, majors forgot
their contempt for under-lieutenants and
talked to them quite as if they recognised
them to be fellow human beings. No
billets had been prepared in advance, so
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we slept in the train, and bitterly cold it
was, so cold that it kept one awake.

There was only one dreadfullittle ecating-
house in the town, so a capable young
officer arranged a mess. Here the meals,
necessarily simple, not. to say scanty,
were at all events decently served.

Collapse of Railway Service

After a day or two I left Buzeo for
more active occupations nearer the front.
Returning thitherward in the course of
the same week with a motor-transport
column, I. stopped at a town some fifty
miles farther north than Buzeo. We
went to the commandantto ask forbillets.
He rang up the hotel. THe reply he
received -was, “All rooms reserved- for
officers of the Headquarters Staff.” He
almost dropped the instrument which
he was holding in his hand. This was the
first he had heard of Headquarters being
shifted again. It had been so quickly
and suddenly arranged. That night and
next morningthere were the same scenes
as there had been at Buzeo. Two “ flit-
tings’ in a week made us all wish we
couldlive like limpets—inourshells.
And I was soon wishing that I could

travel like a limpet also. I should have

travelled almost as quickly as the trains,

and in greater comfort. The railway
service fell all to pieces. Tor ordinary
passengers it was suspended; for those
who had military passes there were
“courier trains.” If that name suggests
to you speed, non-stop expresses carrying
mails, I must politely ask you to guess
again. The speed of these courier trains
was from ten to fifteen miles an hour.
You could never tell when they were due,

whether they would arrive to-day or
to-morrow. One Sunday J waited on the
platform at»Galatz from one o’clock in
the day until 8.30 at night for the coming
of a train for Jassy. No one knew when
it would come, or whence it was coming,

or howsoonit would go whenit did come.
When it arrived there was, as usual, a

fight to get aboard. The compartments
were verydirty, no onetroubling to clean
them ; you hadnolight unless you carried
your own. candles.

I got a compartment with a Trench-
man and a Rumanian. It had luckily
only one broken window—I say “‘ luckily,”
because it was snowing.. In it we stayed
intil six o’clock the next evening. The
distance we covered was well under two
hundred miles. Of course, we had food

with us. “The “ Times” correspondent
and I alwayscarried a provision bag with
us, or otherwise we should have got
nothing but occasional mugs of tea and
hunks of bread at Russian Red Cross
feeding-points. Often we were grateful
to the kindSisters at these hospitable tcea-
rooms.

The Flight from Buzeo
The railway stations were ‘given

over to confusion. They were thronged,
packed by the noisy refugees, soldiers,
officers’ wives and families trying to find
husbands and fathers, all sorts and con-

ditions of men, women, andchildren, some

sitting on their boxes in a dazed, helpless
state, others pushing their way about,
all- weary, most of them hungry and
thirsty, yet bearing their troubles with
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that uncomplainingness which is part of
the Rumanian character,
Upon every train there were hundreds

of men, sometimes women aswell, on the

roofs of the carriages. No one tried to
prevent this foolhardiness or pointed out
its danger. Centralisation had robbedthe
railway people of any initiative they
might have possessed under a_ better
system. When the central authority
ceased to issue orders the whole business
of transportation broke down. General
Sakharoff, taking over the chief command
in Rumania, foundit impossible to make
use of the railways. Troops had to
march ; supplies had to sent byroad.
And the difficulties of road transport,

great enoughin anycase, were enormously
inereased by the refugees. Let me give
one picture, the picture of the flight from
Buzeo in the second week of December:
The road out of the town was filled with
every kind of vehicle. Three military
transport columns were mixed up in the
tangle. Motor-lorries, motor-cars, Ox-
carts drawn by the~ beautiful, patient
beasts with wondering, wide-open eyes,
farm-waggons, carts of every description,
cabs piled high with furniture or baggage
which frightened women did their best
to steady when it threatened to topple
over..

 

Order after Chaos

The refugees suffered from hunger as
well as cold and exhaustion. There was
hardly any foodleft except for the soldiers
—sometimes little enough even for them.
One kind-hearted major of- artillery,
whom I came across during the retreat,
was giving soup every day to numbers
of lost children. The men of his battery
gathered them up on the road and saved
them from starvation. Whole tracts
of country were cleared -of everything
eatable by the bands of young men who
were ordered to go northward so that
they might be enrolled in the new army
which Rumania hoped to have ready
in the spring. No transport was provided
for these young men, no arrangements
made for feeding them on the way.. They
were compelled to take what they could
find. I happened upon a group of them
one day roasting a porker, which they
had taken from a farmyard, on a stick
over a woodfire. Very good it smelt,
The same disorder which fell upon the

railways affected the posts andtelegraphs.
Telegrams to. France or Ingland were
weeks on the way. I sent a telegram
on a certain Triday, addressed to the

British IEmbassy in Petrograd... It was
stampedbythe British Legation in Jassy,
so it had precedenceas anOfficial despatch.
It was delivered in Petrograd on the
following Tuesday week. The postal
service collapsed altogether. The news-
papers ceased to appear. There was
none in the whole of Rumania after the
fall of Bukarest, barring a small sheet or
two with the official news, which nobody
believed, though, in fact it fairly often

told the worst. The change of Govern-
ment in England was only made known
at Jassy more than a week after it had
taken place, by the arrival of a news-

paper from Odessa. Our isolation was
painful. We felt cut off from the rest of
the world.
The paralysis of Governmentlasted until

near the end of -1916.. Then a- new
Government was formed and order came
creeping forth again to beat down chaos.

 

Uponthe ruins of the past Rumania began-
to build up her future, a. future which we
hope and believe will be mere solid and
glorious than any period in her history
before.
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Shell Transport & Salvage Work on the Arras Front
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British soldiers examining the ruins of a German! observation Pack-mules bringing up field-gun ammunition at night in the
post, on the rickety platform of which the dead observer still lay. specially designed wicker panniers carrying five rounds a side.

 

 

   
 

Men of the Salvags Corps clearing up the battlefield immediately after the battle had gone on. Useless debris is piled in heaps fo
subsequent destruction, and everything that can bo used again is removed to sorting depots to be classified and prepared for reiseue.
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Modelled after the French example,
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centralised to a scarcely credible degree.
Local administration hardly existed. All
matters, however parochial, had to be

referred to Bukarest. Even there they
could not be settled out of hand -by
subordinate officials. In the Ministries
the plan of leaving all decisions to the
chief was carried to absurd lengths.
Jealous of interference with their pre-
togative, Ministers insisted upon settling
everything themselves. ‘This methodpre-
vailed at all times and with catastrophic
consequences as soon as. the central organ
of Government, the sole seat of power,

ceased to exercise its usual authority.
This came to pass as soon as the daily

contact ceased between M. Bratiano, the
Premier, and the Headquarters Staff.
That happened when the unexpectedly
rapid advance of the enemy, permitted
by the retreat of General Socec on the
Arjesh River, contrary to orders, obliged
Headquarters to quit hastily the village
near Bukarest where the Staft had been
conveniently housed since the beginning
of the war. It was only seventy minutes’
motor drive from the city to this village,
and it was well provided with buildings
which could be used as offices.

Flitting of Headquarters
I was at Headquarters on the day of

the “‘ flitting.’ Already the Staff had
been in danger from parties of German
.cavalry which were pushed ahead of the
main body for the double purpose of
scouting and scaring the population.
That day, from another village not far

off, where General Prezan (now promoted
to the chief command) had established
himself, the sound of the guns could be

very plainly heard. So it was high time
fot Headquarters to move. As I drove
away, the car was held up at a railway
crossing. A train was standing there.
At a windowof a saloon carriage I saw
the face of M. Bratiano.. Jt was the
face of a manstricken with mortal grief.
His eyes were swollen; tears were often

in them during the period of Rumania’s
agony. He knewthat the calamity he
had striven against could not now be
turned aside.
He and most of the War Ministers had

stayed behind in Bukarest when the Lega-
tions, the Government officials, and the

members of Parliament were sent to Jassy.
They were buoyed up by hopeful reports
from Headquarters. They forced them-
selves to believe that the capital might be
saved. Thesefirst moves of Headquarters
were not sufficient. I went with the Staff
to Buzco, a small town farther north.

We got there after midnight. There was
hot soup readyforus, the last food J sawin
any Rumanianstation restaurant. Hunger,
the great leveller, set us all downto table

together, regardless of rank. Generals
supped next to captains, majors forgot
their contempt for under-lieutenants and
talked to them quite as if they recognised
them to be fellow human beings. No
billets had been prepared in advance, so
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we slept in the train, and bitterly cold it
was, so cold that it kept one awake.

There was only one dreadfullittle ecating-
house in the town, so a capable young
officer arranged a mess. Here the meals,
necessarily simple, not. to say scanty,
were at all events decently served.

Collapse of Railway Service

After a day or two I left Buzeo for
more active occupations nearer the front.
Returning thitherward in the course of
the same week with a motor-transport
column, I. stopped at a town some fifty
miles farther north than Buzeo. We
went to the commandantto ask forbillets.
He rang up the hotel. THe reply he
received -was, “All rooms reserved- for
officers of the Headquarters Staff.” He
almost dropped the instrument which
he was holding in his hand. This was the
first he had heard of Headquarters being
shifted again. It had been so quickly
and suddenly arranged. That night and
next morningthere were the same scenes
as there had been at Buzeo. Two “ flit-
tings’ in a week made us all wish we
couldlive like limpets—inourshells.
And I was soon wishing that I could

travel like a limpet also. I should have

travelled almost as quickly as the trains,

and in greater comfort. The railway
service fell all to pieces. Tor ordinary
passengers it was suspended; for those
who had military passes there were
“courier trains.” If that name suggests
to you speed, non-stop expresses carrying
mails, I must politely ask you to guess
again. The speed of these courier trains
was from ten to fifteen miles an hour.
You could never tell when they were due,

whether they would arrive to-day or
to-morrow. One Sunday J waited on the
platform at»Galatz from one o’clock in
the day until 8.30 at night for the coming
of a train for Jassy. No one knew when
it would come, or whence it was coming,

or howsoonit would go whenit did come.
When it arrived there was, as usual, a

fight to get aboard. The compartments
were verydirty, no onetroubling to clean
them ; you hadnolight unless you carried
your own. candles.

I got a compartment with a Trench-
man and a Rumanian. It had luckily
only one broken window—I say “‘ luckily,”
because it was snowing.. In it we stayed
intil six o’clock the next evening. The
distance we covered was well under two
hundred miles. Of course, we had food

with us. “The “ Times” correspondent
and I alwayscarried a provision bag with
us, or otherwise we should have got
nothing but occasional mugs of tea and
hunks of bread at Russian Red Cross
feeding-points. Often we were grateful
to the kindSisters at these hospitable tcea-
rooms.

The Flight from Buzeo
The railway stations were ‘given

over to confusion. They were thronged,
packed by the noisy refugees, soldiers,
officers’ wives and families trying to find
husbands and fathers, all sorts and con-

ditions of men, women, andchildren, some

sitting on their boxes in a dazed, helpless
state, others pushing their way about,
all- weary, most of them hungry and
thirsty, yet bearing their troubles with
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that uncomplainingness which is part of
the Rumanian character,
Upon every train there were hundreds

of men, sometimes women aswell, on the

roofs of the carriages. No one tried to
prevent this foolhardiness or pointed out
its danger. Centralisation had robbedthe
railway people of any initiative they
might have possessed under a_ better
system. When the central authority
ceased to issue orders the whole business
of transportation broke down. General
Sakharoff, taking over the chief command
in Rumania, foundit impossible to make
use of the railways. Troops had to
march ; supplies had to sent byroad.
And the difficulties of road transport,

great enoughin anycase, were enormously
inereased by the refugees. Let me give
one picture, the picture of the flight from
Buzeo in the second week of December:
The road out of the town was filled with
every kind of vehicle. Three military
transport columns were mixed up in the
tangle. Motor-lorries, motor-cars, Ox-
carts drawn by the~ beautiful, patient
beasts with wondering, wide-open eyes,
farm-waggons, carts of every description,
cabs piled high with furniture or baggage
which frightened women did their best
to steady when it threatened to topple
over..

 

Order after Chaos

The refugees suffered from hunger as
well as cold and exhaustion. There was
hardly any foodleft except for the soldiers
—sometimes little enough even for them.
One kind-hearted major of- artillery,
whom I came across during the retreat,
was giving soup every day to numbers
of lost children. The men of his battery
gathered them up on the road and saved
them from starvation. Whole tracts
of country were cleared -of everything
eatable by the bands of young men who
were ordered to go northward so that
they might be enrolled in the new army
which Rumania hoped to have ready
in the spring. No transport was provided
for these young men, no arrangements
made for feeding them on the way.. They
were compelled to take what they could
find. I happened upon a group of them
one day roasting a porker, which they
had taken from a farmyard, on a stick
over a woodfire. Very good it smelt,
The same disorder which fell upon the

railways affected the posts andtelegraphs.
Telegrams to. France or Ingland were
weeks on the way. I sent a telegram
on a certain Triday, addressed to the

British IEmbassy in Petrograd... It was
stampedbythe British Legation in Jassy,
so it had precedenceas anOfficial despatch.
It was delivered in Petrograd on the
following Tuesday week. The postal
service collapsed altogether. The news-
papers ceased to appear. There was
none in the whole of Rumania after the
fall of Bukarest, barring a small sheet or
two with the official news, which nobody
believed, though, in fact it fairly often

told the worst. The change of Govern-
ment in England was only made known
at Jassy more than a week after it had
taken place, by the arrival of a news-

paper from Odessa. Our isolation was
painful. We felt cut off from the rest of
the world.
The paralysis of Governmentlasted until

near the end of -1916.. Then a- new
Government was formed and order came
creeping forth again to beat down chaos.

 

Uponthe ruins of the past Rumania began-
to build up her future, a. future which we
hope and believe will be mere solid and
glorious than any period in her history
before.
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Shell Transport & Salvage Work on the Arras Front
 

Ses   
 

British soldiers examining the ruins of a German! observation Pack-mules bringing up field-gun ammunition at night in the
post, on the rickety platform of which the dead observer still lay. specially designed wicker panniers carrying five rounds a side.

 

 

   
 

Men of the Salvags Corps clearing up the battlefield immediately after the battle had gone on. Useless debris is piled in heaps fo
subsequent destruction, and everything that can bo used again is removed to sorting depots to be classified and prepared for reiseue.
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Useful Work Provided for Prisoners of War
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 Hungarian prisoners, released for farm work, ploughing in German prisonersin their quarters on an English fruit farm. A

numberof prisoners are now engaged on agricultural work.
‘ Worcestershire. Lady Hindlip is employing a number of them.
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*‘Brave! Good man! Youhave played up well—tlieutenant!**
A French soldier congratulates his much-decorated comrade,

now promoted to commissioned rank.

AS & : Ns 2 : :

 

  
 

 
Bulgarian and German prisoners assisting in the task of unloading Bricklaying being done at Salonika by some of the German

stores on the Salonikafront. (British official photograph.) prisoners of war. (British official photograph.)

    

/ : A footman announces ‘‘ Mademoiselle’s Godson,’’ come to pay
his respects to the little French tady who has “‘ adopted’? him.

   
 

  
 

 

 

| Glad to relieve the tedium of imprisonment by useful work. Ger- Someof the German and Bulgarian prisoners helping inthe work

man prisoners at Salonika. (British official photograph.) of unloading stores at Salonika. (British official photograph.) =
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  Germanprisoners at Salonika. Their light-rail truck, jaden :
with flour, has slipped off therails. (British official photograph.) { ;

French soldiers readingasatistactory bulletin posted on the trunk of atree inarest billet on the western front, Right: The votive

WaSshing-day in a French camp for Germanprisoners of war. The

offering. An Alpine Chasseur hangsrifle, bayonet, and a German helmet at the foot of the statue of Joan of Arcina ruined church.

camp table served as scrubbing-board for a dozen menat ong®,|  
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Who’s Who in
Christodoulos, Cclonel.—Hero of Greek

resistance to Bulgarian occupation of Seres,
September, 1916; arrived at Salonika with
1,000 Greek troops who had thrown in their
lot with the Allies, September, 1916.

Churchill, Rt. Hon. Winston L. S.,
M.P.—Born 1874, eldest son of late
Randolph Churchill. Entered Army
Seryed with Spanish forces in Cuba
Malakand Field’ Force 1897, Tirah Campaign
1898, Sudan 1808. War correspondent,
South .Africa, 1899-1900 ; present at various

P-C,,
Lord

 

  

actions. Entered Parliament 1900, Presidentot
Board of “Trade 1908-10; Home Secretary
i910-11; First Lord of Admiralty 1911-15.
Took active part in mobilising Fleet on. out-
break of war; went to Antwerp. Resigned
May, ‘1915, as result of disagreement with
Lord Fisher. -Regarded as chief originator of
Dardanelles operations. Returned to active
service as officer, November, 1915. Later
returned to political life.

Collet, Captain C. H., D.S.0.—Born Calcutta.
Joined R.1.C. on outbreak of war. Flew over
Dusseldorf and bombed Zeppelin sheds,
September 22nd} 1914 (D.S.O.). Became
flight-commander R.N.A.S., andfirst officer in
this service toloop the loop. Promoted, cap-
tain. Killed in action, September 2nd, 1915.

Collyer, Brig.-Gen. J. J., C.M.G.—South
African Defence Forces. Chief of Staft to
General Smuts in East Africa campaign, who
referred in despatches to his tireless energy
and unfailing tact. Created C.M.G. 1916.

Condouriotis, Admiral.—Greek admiral who
adhered to National Party and left Athens
with M. Venizelos.

Congreve, -Bt.-Maj. W. La Touche, V.C.—
Sonof Lt.-Gen. W. N. Congreve, V.C. Only
twenty-five years old when killed at the front,
he held the D.S.O., the Military Cross, and
was a Cheval of the Legion of Honour.
Recommended for the V.C. for capturing two
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officers and seventy-two men, practically
single-handed, at St. Eloi, 1916, but received
the D.S.Q. instead. “His widow (daughter of

  Mr. Cyril Maude), whom he married June 1st,
1916, had V.C. handed to her along. with

D.S.O. and MC.
Congreve, Lt.-Gen. Sir W. N., V.C., K.C.B.—

Born 1862 Entered Rifle Brigade 1885.
Served South Africa, mentioned in despatches
twice, Queen’s Medal with sevenclasps, King’s
Medal with twoclasps. WonV.C.at Colenso,
1899. Commanded 18th Infantry Brigade,
andlater the’Thirteenth Army Corps, 1916.

Connaught, H.R,H. the Duke of.—Third
son of late- Queen Victoria; born 1850.
Appointed __Field-Marshal, Commander-in-
Chief of Mediterranean Forces and High
Commissioner in Mediterranean 1907; re-
signed 1909. Succeeded Earl Grey as Governor-
General and Commander-in-Chief in Canada
1g1t. During war conducted manyreviews of
troops, and threw himself enthusiastically into
raising of Canadian Contingent. Returned to
England 1916. ~Colonel-in-Chief Volunteer
Forces 1917. Colonel-in-Chief. of the New
Zealand Rifle Brigade.

Conneay, General Louis Napoleon, G.C.M.G.
—Distinguished French commander. “Sonof
Dr. Francis Conneau, and godson of Napoleon
lI. Created-Hon. G.C.M.G. rorq.

Conneau, Lieutenant.—Sce Beaumont A.

Constantine I., King of Greece.—Eldest son
of late King of the Hellenes, whom he suc-
ceeded, March, 18th, 1913, on his assassination
in Salonika. Born 1868. Married Princess
Soph a of Prussia, sister of Kaiser, 1889.
Showedtalent as commander-of Greek Army.
in Balkan War. Created a Field-Marshal by
Kaiser 1913. His irresolution complicated
political situation in Greece.

Cordonn General.—Appointed to com-
mand French Balkan Forces, August,.1916, in
succession to General Sarrail. Formerly’ a
professor at the Ecole Supérieure de Guerre.
At outbreak of war in charge of a battalion.
His consummate military skill at Verdun
brought him rapid promotion. Prepared plan
which resulted in allied occupation of Florina,

   

 

 

   

amemorial fund.

the Great War
Cornwell, John Travers, V.C.—1st Class Boy

in H.M.S. Chester, who in Jutland Battle,
mortally wounded early in the action, re-
mainedstandingaloneat a most exposedpost,
quietly awaiting orders until the end of the
action, with the gun’s crew dead and wounded
around him. His age was undef. sixteen
and a half years. Hebelonged to East Ham,
and was educated at Walton Road School.
Wasformerlya Scout of the St. Mary’s
Troop, and Sir Robert Baden-Powell awarded
him the Scouts’ V.C., and inaugurated a

Many tributes to his memorVv,
chief, of which was establishment and endow-
ment of eottage homes for disabledsailors.

Corsi, Rear-Admiral.—Appointed. Minister
of Marine, Italy, June, 1916.

Cotteseu, General.—Distinguished as com-
manderof the-Second Rumanian Army Corps.

Cowans, Lt.-Gen. Sir J. S., K.C.B.—Q.M.G.
of the Forces at War Office since 1912. Born
1862. Joined Rifle Brigade 1881. Had
distinguished military career. Director-
General Military Education Indian Army
1906 ; Director .of Staff Duties and Training,
Army Headquarters, India, 1907-8 3 *Director-
General Territorial Forces IQi1O=12.
rendered splendid services in the war.

Cowdray, Viscount.—FormerlySir Weetman
Pearson, M.P. Appointed Chairman of the
Air Board, January, 1917. Born 1856.
Partner of great firm of engineering con-
tractors, S. Pearson & Son, Ltd.

Cradock, Rear-Admiral Sir Christopher.—
Commanded British squadron in battle off
coast of Chile, and went down withflagship
Good Hope, November, 1914. Born 1862.
Served in Eastern Sudan Field Force, 1891,
at Battle of Tokar. Commanded Naval
Brigade which captured Taku Torts ;° com-
manded NavalBrigade in advanceonTientsin.

Crainiceano, General—Commanded Ru-
manian forces in Transylvania, 1916, Had
brilliant military career. Inspector-General
of Engineering, 1906; Chief of the Gencral
Staff 1907. Next appointment was Minister
of Warin M. Bratiano’s 1909 Cabinet. Com-
manded the Bukarest Army Corps 1911.

Crewe, Brig.-Gen. Hon. Sir C. P., K.C.M.G.—
Distinguished services in East African Cam-
paign. Born 8. Served Cape Mounted
Riflemen 1878--81 ; Kaffir, Basuto, and South
African Wars. Colonial Secretary Cape Colony

1904-7.
Crown Prince of Germany.—See [rederick

William.
Culeer, General I.—Succeeded General

Dragalina in the command of the Virst
Rumanian Army. Decorated for military
skill and courage.
Culme-Seymour, Rear-Admiral Michael, C.B.,

M.V.0.—Appointed Director of Mobilisation
Division, Admiralty, September 12th, 1916.
Born 1867. Eldest son of Sir M. Culme-Seymour.

Cunliffe, Brig.-Gen. F, H. G., C.M.G., C.B.—
Took. over command of allied forces in
Northern Cameroon on February 5th, rors,
and captured great enemyfortress of Garua,

   

      

 

 
June roth, 1915. Born 1861. Spent six
years in the ranks; Sec.-Lieut. Seaforth High-
landers 1889; Hazara Expedition 1895 ;

 

 
South African War; West Africa Frontier
Force 1908-9.

Currie, Maj.-Gen. A. W., C.B—Commanded
ist Canadian Division, and right-hand man
of Sir Julian Byng. Born 1875. Commanded
and Canadian Brigade at Second Battle of
Ypres, 1915. Awarded Legion of Honour,
3rd Class.

Curzon, Earl, of Kedleston, K.G.—Appointed
Lord President of the Council and Memberof
the War Cabinet, December, 1916. Had been
appointed Chairman of the Air Board, May,
1916; Lord Privy Seal in Coalition Govern-
ment formed in May, 1915. Born 1859, son
of Lord Scarsdale, he entered Parliament
1886; was Under-Secretary for India, and
then Foreign Affairs. Made a great reputation
in. House of Commons. Travelled widely in
the East, and wrote several books on his
travels. Raised to peerage in 1898, when
appointed Viceroy of India, which position he
filled until 1905.

Russell, Hoppe.
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Field Post Office and Aid Post in France
 

   
 
Postal activity on the western front.Pieadebactare coat-onice. An Australian handing in a letter for registration at the window “ pigeon-hole ofan Australian

This post-office has been improvised from a cottage, with packing-cases converted into office fittings.

   
 

’ French medical aid post beneath one of the Verdun forts. Deep down below these battered forts the resourceful French established
dressing-stations in the vaulted cellarage, where the wounded could receive prompt attention from the devoted docters,
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then Foreign Affairs. Made a great reputation
in. House of Commons. Travelled widely in
the East, and wrote several books on his
travels. Raised to peerage in 1898, when
appointed Viceroy of India, which position he
filled until 1905.
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Field Post Office and Aid Post in France
 

   
 
Postal activity on the western front.Pieadebactare coat-onice. An Australian handing in a letter for registration at the window “ pigeon-hole ofan Australian

This post-office has been improvised from a cottage, with packing-cases converted into office fittings.

   
 

’ French medical aid post beneath one of the Verdun forts. Deep down below these battered forts the resourceful French established
dressing-stations in the vaulted cellarage, where the wounded could receive prompt attention from the devoted docters,

 



 

= - : 5 - ee oe Secon between Zonnebeke and Polygon advance to continue. Where Ryder was the line was {
ly Pie, J. Anderson, M.M., Corpl. A. J. Potter, M.M., Corpl. A. Hargreaves, Corpl. H. A. Spears, M.M., Ss eo ae shares aeaecemee auer theainade also held up, not, however, by a machine-gun, but by ///
} Northumbrian Field Ambu-- King’s Royal Rifle Corps. Trench Mortar Battery. .Has RoyalField Artillery. Gained aS : SSECOne: oo ae . axe . oe eee ag On rifle fire, but with the same~result, all the officers ;
\ lance, R.A.M.C. Hasreceived Awardedthe Military Medalfor been awarded. the Trench promotion onthefield and the 4 ‘ pe ‘ April 23rd, just after the gas attacks on the Canadians, killed or wounded. Ryder, thereupon, with his Lewis ;
| the Military Medal. bravery and goodservice. Military Medal. Military Medal for gallantry. si : ‘ Pe ee ses away men to restore the brokenline, gun, dashed forward alone, and in atrice had cleared i
i es eae i shcas throwing ¢ ouble duty upon those who remained. the trench from whichthe rifle fire came. Here, again, 54
: . Se ‘ ae Ring: Gubultcens a private’s gallantry saved the situation and-made ; ‘
i s ah t 2 the advance “possible. bh}
fy i #452 "On the left of the division’s line, some three miles Fhe history of the Middlesex Regiment, the .o ;

g ES ee long, were the Middlesex men.” Grimly theyheld on in 57th and 77th of the Line, is a long and glorious one. {
- $47° spite of very heavy losses until May 3rd, when our Raised in fee it served in India, aie its great- fame 644

os : 497, Vine was deliberately shortened ; from then until the Was won in the Peninsular War, especially zat Albuerg i
; * Iath they kept intact their part of the new one, and jn 481. There, in. obedience to orders, twenty-three tof

& : ws on that day, sadly depleted in numbers, they were officers and over four hundred men out of less than ae
: See sent back into reserve. six hundredaltogether‘‘ died. hard’ when surrounded “.

= se ike Vv ‘Middlesex Territorials were also engaged in this by the French. The regiment did good service in the VW
je desperatebattle. The 8th Battalion—men from Ealing, Crimean’ War, especially at the Battle of=the:-Alma  @,

ef vo Hounslow, and the neighbourhood—was one of those and the storming of the Redan, where four Victoria WV
ue : 2 @ sent to support the gassed Canadians. These they (Crosses wete gained and very heavy. losses incurred.
a WV assisted in_a counter-attack in which, .on April 25th, They fought against the Maoris, the Zulus, and the Vv

; ~-—— -— j ee z @, some trenches were retaken, and for about a month  Poers before meeting their most formidable~foe, the v
; Gunner N. Procter, M.M., Sapper J. Bourne, M.M., — Pte. R. B. Cox, M.M., Pte. A..Spilsbury,  _ ae | VW they were in the thick of the fighting. “At the end of  j,odern Hun. 4 ;
é R.F.A. Onlyeighteen yearsof Royal Engineers. Awardedthe Worcester Regt.Awarded M.M. ArmyService Corps. Awarded = | es Ww that time, having lost about half its strength, the : : A. W. H. Ww

age, has gained the Military Military Medal for displaying for assisting when wounded to Gold Medal by the Kingof me | Bape on : : 7 an
Medal for conspicuous bravery. special bravery in the field. drive off enemy patrol. Serbia for distinguishedservice. ae, ey Be £ RsokeokeoRomeshFe By
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cue tirmememeses:

RECORDS OF THE REGIMENTS—XXXI1V

THE MIDDLESEX-—ap
URINGthe winter of 1914-15 battalion was united with the 7th, which had‘also taken
the 1st and 4th Middlesex part in this struggle.
had a certain amountof rest, - In July following the 4th Batlation: stationed near

although from time to time dangerous Hooge, again proved its worth, On the 19th and
duties fell to their lot. For instance, 20thfierce attacks were made on our trenches, and
in February, the 4th were holding’ in one or two places the enemy forced a waytl!
some trenches at Vierstraat when’ one reason being that some of our men’ were short
suddenly one of these was very of bombs. However, this-did not daunt the Middlesex,

ee severely damaged by a German especially two of its subalterns, R. P: Hallowes-and- 7//
bomb ; a2 deeOut being set on fire. Amid the smoke H. M.Leppes, who were equal to the oc
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Brave Men Decorated for Devotion to Duty — Ef
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‘
sion; and who t

x and confusion ‘Private "French ‘quietly took command, by their-gallantry saved the position at a critical time. L 4
, = = 6rdered the ‘men to the parapet, and while some drove 174

M C.S.-M. J. ©. Walker, M.M ed ne. Germans with their rifle fire others Pus. OUt

vs

_ Heroism at Hooge and Loos //}

a ; 8.0. S. M. Hackett, M.M. Sergt. W. Channing, M.M., Se ” ; z ae ‘blaze. , : , ; aase oege pete ane
ee Roy.= Warwicks. d Awarded Royal Worcestershire Regt. —Riding Regt. Diedinoe me ’ Meanwhile, the 2nd and. 3rd Battalionsof the “ Die- ‘ second:Lieut. Hallowes, whoSe

Distinguished Serviice Orderfor theMilitary Medal for bravery Joined on the outbreak of war. oneposthumous ySeay: e rae a Hards'” were’ on the scene, and were soon to take ee vas_soon heard ota -ee was ;

conspicuousgallantry inaction. and deyotion to duty. Hasreceived Military Medal. itary Medal fe @ aps Chow biden ot sbatte. the hd. wis ia the athe ceeee w poroeoot a en

: : P os Division, which reached the front in November, TOL4, eeeeeee Pe Con aiied: t0 f   perform-heroic deeds—exposing himself on the parapet ;
to encourage his men, bringing ,wp bombs under heavy
fire, going out to obtain information about the €
position, acl other actions of the kind, for

as Die-Hards at Neuve Chapelle after his death, he was awarded the V.C.
~ 2 In the same Battle ‘of Loos there fought: at/ least

The attack on Neuve Chapelle, fixed for March roth three. new Middlesex battalions, the rth, t2the and 44;

and hadits first experience of hard fighting in the
following March, although before thensome ofits
men had won distinction for their. gallantry.

 

  

 

Bs and anxiously awaited, was made in two parts. To 13th. On October 20th and 21st the 11th were ne
BR the west of the village it was entrusted to the 8th the Quarries at Hulluch whenthe Germans, byRe Z; Division, and in one of its leading brigades, the 23rd, sudden attack, PAenonemaeonieee. cm cerade

: was ‘the 2nd° Middlesex: Cruel, mdeede Mas. Ener inte Texchirand. areal Middlesex privates seized some f
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battalion’s experience on that day. Where the men jombs and ousted the. invaders. At’ Fosse-8, a few
advanced the artillery preparation had been very days earlier, the 13th Battalion had done goodservi

 

  

 

 

 

incomplete. The terrible barbed-wire entanglements

;

and: in December a small party from the 12th ace i
é Sm : : arnt : | Bg were almost untouched, and the Middlesex “reached fully bombed. a German trench near the Bois Fr: 4

Sergt. J. Bancroft, M.M., Rev. A. C. E. Jarvis, M.C., Rey. Guy Rogers, M.C., B.-S.-M. B. W. White, <> 144% —e only to discover this. While they tore at them The Middlesex men took a leading part, too,
, West Riding Regt, Awarded Army Chaplain. Awarded the Army Chaplain. Decorated Royal Garrison Artillery. ? ee ae German machine-guns shot them down by Battles of the Somme. In the opening 4

i the Military Medal for highly Serbian Order of the White with the Military Cross bythe Awarded the Croix de Guerre F ne the score. : : July 1st they suffered very heavily as they ,

meritorious conductinthefield. Eagle (Fourth Class). King at Buckingham Palace. by the French Government. a But someone saved them from utter destruction— the German first line. Somewhat later they cart
almost the fate of the Cameronians ontheir left. The  oyt successfully an enterprise that needed great resou
order.came. that they were .to take cover, and they and dating. and on October 1st they had a big sha
lay downin the hollows ofthe ground while the British jn forcirig-soméoaks formidable positions w
shells had a second try. This time they found the’ the way ‘to Le Sars. iy

: ! range more correctly... The missiles whistled over the
: i prostrate men to do theit work, and’soon the obstacles , ¥.C.’s Won on the Somme

were destroyed. Then the remains of the brigade It
went through and reached the spot marked. out for %

2 them on the battle-plan. There they held the position
‘i q ye * _ until relieved.” :

“Next came the turn of the 3rd Battalion. As part
of the. 28th Division it had ‘arrived somewhatlater

; * than the 2nd at.the front. -In February the division
. : took over from the French a part of the line in front

 

  

was on one of these occasions, doubtless, tl
two. Middlesex privates, F. J. Edwards and R- Ryd
won’ Victoria ‘Crosses. The men with Edwards were
charging forward when a machine-gun-was turned
on to them; and soon all -the officers had been shot
down. ‘Edwards, realising at once the- danger,~dashed
forward: with some bombs and put an end to the
activities of the gun, thus making it possible for the
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EXT week I hope to print the first series of selec-

tions from the hints and suggestions sent in by

my readers in response to the offer of prizes for

‘National Service and Economy Notes.’ As Mr.

IXennedy Jones, M.P., the Director-General of Food

Economy, has well said, there should be forty million

directors. of food economy, cach one of us talking it

as a matter of honour to exercise in his own daily

routine the strictest economy, in order that the fullest

measure_of supplies should be reserved for ourfighting

forces. Butweare’ not all equally ingenious im de-

vising economies, nor equally clear-sighted in noticing

where the#e is avoidable waste. Hence, in addition to

the individual effort, we need co-operation, counsel,

exchange of ideas, and to that end this newfeature
of Tne War ILLUSTRATED is
designed.

HE work of the National
Service Department is a

subject of much misunderstand-
ing at present, Nobody seems
to know. what: Mr. Neville
Chamberlain and his vast staff
of officials who throng St. Ermin’s
Hotel are doing .or want the
public to do. .Their numerous
advertisements. do not seem to
point. a way, but rather to
obscure the prospect. Yet there
must be-many people who have
found: some -outlet for their spare
energy in some work of national
value,and I-am most anxious to
secure the benefit of their -ex-
perience and advice, and place it
at the disposal of my readers.
All-féfms of: voluntary work for yg.; at Be
national ends and everything that ; :
will help towards food economy come within the scope

of our projected ‘‘ National Service and Economy

Notes.” As I have alreadysaid, I invite hints and

suggestions on anything from the best wayto join. up

your local volunteer force, or V.A.D., to. the best
vegetable to grow. on your war-time allotment, pro-
vided the hint does offer some grain - of. practical

advice. And the invitation is particularly extended to

mylady readers, as their national service is equally

valuable with that of the men. ek :
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EVERY WEEK 1 offer a‘first prize of.a WAR *~
’ SAVINGS CERTIFICATE;value 15s. 6d., for the"

best paragraph, and Ss. for -all other paragraphs —
accepted from readers and published.

The paragraphs should be about one hundred words
-in-length; must be written on one“side-of the paper,

“and ‘bear the * author’s “name and’ address. They

“09 ORDER FORM 0
Ds Se i exes a X

ODAe etree tes co Feet Newsagent.

"Please supply tome every week a copy Of e The

© War Ilustrated.”. until further notice.

>
S
e
e
s
e
s
e
s

(Signature) vseeeese Daihen e %

(Address) «+++

Ble<e>es SOD0504-040S05-0<-0-

: EVERY READER MUST ORDER

Che War Illustrated

No Casual Sales After this Numb>r

6 Chance sales of all periodicals are expected to

Everybody who wants a copy of THE WAR
ILLUSTRATED: must therefore orderit from
a-newsagent or bookstall to.be delivered or
reserved every Wednesday.

By this means the newsagent will-be enabled to
order the exact number of copies he requires
and we shall print only the number that are

The results will be a saving of paper and

4 An order form appears in this page.
up and hand it to your

Se>esepesly |

should be addressed: The ‘Editor, National Service

Notes, .Tue War ItLusrrarEp, Fleetway House;
Farringdon Street, London, E.C. 4, and should be

received not later thanfirst post each Monday morning.

I is surprising that, although I have so frequently.

referred to the matter m this page during the

Jast two years, I still receive letters. from readers

asking me whetherit is intended that the wrappers of

each of our weekly parts should be bound with the

numbers.in volume form: as these *< contain so much

interesting reading matter.” One of the most accepted
of our national proverbs is that: “ You cannot eat your

cake and have it.” I have often been tempted to quote
this to those of my readers who complain that the

matter printed in the wrapper
pages should be printed in the:
inner- pages, as, they. want .to
preserve it and yet do not wish
to bind: the wrappers.
the reading matter given on the
outer pages of Tur War ILtus-

much ~ ‘extra.’ .Long™ ago.
‘abolished* advértisements —from
these pages inorder to sccure
this space for the, extension _of
ourliterary features. It is hardly
fair, therefore, that after having
done this at some’ Sacrifice "1
should be advised to put this
extra matter inside !

UT Government. is settling
many points of this kind |

for editors and publishers in theseFill it

newsagent TO-DAY. days, and it is just possible that
% before long the official regulations

as to the quantity of paper to be
used may necessitate such temporary cconomyin our
weekly production that*the wrapper pages well have
to be regarded as integral pages of the part, and to

be bound up therewith.« If, and when, that time

comes I-shall, however, effect such alterations as will

make the cover pages, and particularly the first one,
entirely suitable for permanent binding. Meanwhile,
there are many of my readers who do not object to
bind them as they are. For mypart, in the volumes
T have had bound for my ownlibrary, I do zo/ include
the wrapper pages as at present published.
e The Epic of Anzac

OINCIDENTALLYwith the issue of the naval
despatches on the evacuation of Gallipoli, and

almost coincidentally with the second anniversary
—April 25th—of the landing in the fateful Peninsula,
Mr. Visher Unwin has issued a second impression_of
Mr-* Phillip “FB. Schuler’s volume, “ Australia. in

Arms.”. Mr: Schuler, as special war correspondent of

the ‘‘ Melbourne Age,” accompanied the First Aus-
tralian- Expeditionary Force, and his book gives an
able, straightforward,. and intensely vital record of
the Australian rally in August, 1914, the voyage to
Egypt, the thrilling fight between the Sydney and the
Emden (which the Commonwealth Government has’
salved and secured as a trophy), and the immortal
share of the Anzacs in the Gallipoli Campaign, Maps,
plans, photographs, a list of distinctions, and an

excellent index add to the value of the text.

©

vu. A. H.

 

 

in Australia and New Zealand ; by The Central News Agency, Ltd.,
Inland, 2}d. per copy, post free.

LIMITED, The Pleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, B.C. 4.

Briefly,.
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GQUR OBSERVATION POST

WILHELM’S INFERNO
O® that I had the mordantscorn of a Swift and the

burning passion of a Savonarola! Then might
I hope to sear the souls of these Teutonic ministers of
evil with vitriol of self-contempt when they knew
themselves as the world knows them, and ‘fan a furnace
of wrath wherein they should be consumed. Never
since sin+and evil first defiled the soul of man has
foulness so horrible stained creatures made in the
image of God as that of which the German people have
“been convictedin this twentieth century-of the Christian
dispensation. Before the ‘callous, even complacent,
revelation, made by one of themselves, of the method
by which they dispose of their dead, humanity stands
aghast, at a loss to” know how-to deal with a people
capable of such unnatural infamy.

  

  

   

 

cE may be that some hitherto unimagined horror
was needed to shock the world from the mental

indolence into which it had sunk inthe course of years
of civilised ease, undistinguishable cxternally from
cultuted paganism. If so, the shock has been forth-
coming, and with a violence quite appalling. Too
long, perhaps, have we shrunkfrom contemplating evil
i its ugliness. Now, surely, it would be moral

ce and turpitude not to look deliberately at
this fearful spectacle, devised and produced with
typical German forethought and thoroughness, in
order that, having viewed it, we may most solemnly
devote ourselves to the elimination from the world
of the spirit that devised and producedit.

    

ILHELM’S Inferno let this place be called. In
sheer horror Wilhelm’s Inferno surpasses any-

thing in the Inferno which Dante only imagined.
Visualise it. The gréat factory set deep in forest
country, enclosed within live electric wires, to touch
which is death for any Virgil seeking to intrude, and
Surrounded with iron railways on which the trains bring
up the dead. The trains arrive fll of naked bodies,
tied up in bundles with iron wire, and are unloaded by
the ghouls in human shape who are kept prisoner in
theforest, set apart fromall their kind by andfortheir
inhuman work. In their oilskin overalls and masks
with mica eye-pieces they are grotesque aS the Familiars
of the Inquisition, as the executioners in. mediaeval
torture-chambers, as the ministrants at autos-da-fé.

  
  

  

ATCHthem at their work. These menare equipped:
with long, hooked poles wherewith they push

the bundles of naked corpses to an endless chain which
picks them up with big hooks and so transports them
to a long, narrow compartment and” passes* them
through a scalding bath which disinfects them. Then
the bodies go through a drying chamber, and finally
are automatically carried imto a digester, or ereat
cauldron, into which they are-dropped by an apparatus
which detaches them from the chain. Here they
remain from six to eight ~hours. and are treated by
steam which breaks them up, while they are slowly
stirred by machinery. The bones sink to the bottom,
leaving a thick, dark-coloured liquid.

  

 

T makes you sick and physically faint? That is not
nearly all. From this treatment result several

products. The fats are broken up into: stearine, a
form of tallow, andoils, which .are redistilled byboil-
ing the oil with carbonate of soda; and somepartof the
by-products resulting from this is sold to German
soap-makers. The refined oil, of a yellowish-brown
colour, is sold for lubricating oil and used in making

ate obtained from the dead bodies—Inbricating oil,
feeding material for-pigs, and fertilisers fromthe refuse
and bones which are ground down together.

HAT can one say? And, more heart-searching
question still, what can one do?. For the

German people as a whole cannot be dissociated from
complicity in this hellish work, since they knewof it
and -have not put an end. to-it already.’. German
women bore these-men, forgot their anguish, we must
suppose, for joy over_each man-child born into the
world; fed them at their breast, tended them, worked
for them, prayed for them; they sped them to the war,
in proud confidence or in tremulous fear, and have
lived in. hope to welcome’ them home again.. And
other German women have been wives to these men,
have pillowed their heads ontheir breasts, have borne
children to thern, have rejoiced in the splendour of
their bodily strength. And nowthese bodies, temples
of the Holy Ghost, shrines of spiritual love, are con-
verted into fertilisers and into food for swine by an
offal-conversion companythat hopes for good financial
results. What kind of creatures are these German
women if, able to stop this hellish traffic, they do not
do so, and if, unable to stop it, they have not all gone
raving mad ?

AX? what of the soldiers? “It is°a sweet and
honourable thing to die for one’s fatherland.”

So that it be not for the Vaterland. For then shall
your end be to become food for swine, or manure for
the fields, or, haply, soap wherewith your Kaiser shall
strive to cleanse his hands. of your blood. Can the
brave Bavarians and the proud -Prussian. Guard con-
template with equanimity the prospect of being fed to
swine from which in turn sausage and raw hamshall
be made and eaten by Bavarian womenand Berlin haus-
fraus ? ~And what will their allies, the Turks, say when
they come to know of these other offal-conversion fac-
tories which are to be set up todeal with the corpses on
the eastern front, where they are dying for Germany?
Mohammedans, who shrink in horror-from the idea of m
touching the flesh of swine as unclean—what will they
say, and do, when they learn that they must forfeit
the Paradise they haveearned.through-dying in battle
by being themselves eaten of swine? Satan,.whose
ambition cost him heaven, must surely be laughing
as he watches the’ Kaiser’s ambition to become lord
over the Mohammedan world shattered and brought
crashing down to ruin for the sake of a. ten per
cent. dividend to an offal-conversion limited liability
company. :

E ourselyes—what have we to do? It is our
-bounden duty to make an end for everof: this

new, unnatural crime, whichis forbidden by an instinct
divinely implanted in man. _We may have to wait a
little longer yet, but when our coming victory has
come we must destroy these criminals. Meantime,
let us draw the eyés of every man who is fighting for
the Central» Empires to these two pictures—to any
corner of a foreign field that is for ever England, where
our dead sleep, laid there with the prayers of their
comrades and the blessing of the Church—God’s acre :
and to that evil, forest-encircled spot in Gerolstein,
where the naked German-dead—and perhaps British
dead also—are raked up on hooks and boiled and
converted from: offal into food for swine, without one
tear dropped on them, or one word of prayer breathed
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CHARGE!—The changein the character of the fighting on the western front has ended our cavalry’s long separation
from their horses. Already several minor, but spirited, charges, as successful as they were spectacular, have been

placed to their record—in one instance delivered upon a battery in action, when every gunner was cut down,
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THE GREATEST THING IN THE GREATEST WAR
An Appraisement of the Action of the United States

By H. W. WILSON
The Well-known Naval and M litary Critic of the “ Daily M.il”

HEN ihe fall of the Bastille pro-
W claimed the triumph of man’s

freedomin the French Revolution,
Fox declared, ‘“‘ How much the greatest
event it is that has ever happened, and
how much the best!” With even
fuller truth may this same saying be
repeated of the entry of the United
States into the war on the side of the
Allies. In a convulsion far greater than

‘the French Revolution it is the greatest
single event, and destined most decisively
toaffect the future of mankind.

It is great because it brings the cer-
tainty of success—provided always that
Great Britain can hold out against the
submarine campaign. For this immense
peril the negligence of a former Govern-
ment and the defective organisation and
insight of her past Admiralties are equally
responsible. With what is known of the
pirates’ work, it is now possible for many
to doubt whether, without the assistance
of the United States, the people of this
country would have continued to receive
their daily bread, or the Allies’ munition
factories their supply of raw material.
The defeat of the Alltes would have been
a tragedy beyond the imagination, and
the doom for generations of humanfree-
dom. The decision of the United States,
which averts that tragedy, changed the
whole history of the world. It is a turn-
ing-point such as Marathon in that
conflict ef tyranny with law which has
from age to age been fought out by man.

Immediate Effects

It may seem to many strange that the
union of practically all the free nations
of the earth (for Denmark and Holland
and Sweden and Norwayare too near to
Germany, and in too imminent peril from

her to have freedomof choice) should be
required to defeat the Prussian system.
But the fact is that an armedand organ-
ised nation, which after forty years of
stealthy, carefully-worked-out prepara-
tion, by a crowning act of treachery seizes
positions of priceless value, is not easily
to be beaten by less than forty months
of improvisation however brilliant.
Homicidal maniacs are of all antagonists
the most formidable; an_ organised
people of them is something .that the
world has never seen since the Assyrian
despotism perished amidst the loathing ~
of mankind.
The naval aid which the United States

brings to the Allies need. only be briefly
summarised here in the terms of fourteen
Dreadnoughts ready for action, and very
important shipbuilding resources. It
destroys all possibility of German success
in a pitched battle at sea. On land the
action of the United States will have no
immediate material effect. The pre-
paration and training of a great American
army, such as a population of one hundred
millions of the most vigorous people in
the world will furnish, must take “time.

The demands on Great Britain are in
nowise diminished. A year passed
before the new British armies gave battle
at Loos, and it would have been
better had they. been held longer back.
But the certainty that an immense
reserve is being created behind the

allied armies, which are making such
lavish hbation of their blood, is a source
of extraordinary , moral encouragement
to the Allies. It is a corresponding and
terrible discouragement to the enemy.
There is now something more potent on
the Allies’ side in-the background than
Hindenburg’s strategic reserve. His
million troops contain a large proportion
of old and worn men. The United States
armies, when they appear, will be com-
posed of soldiers in the flower of youth,

drawn from a people which, despite the
German jeers, has imperishable military
traditions. The great battles of the
Civil War, contested with such fury,
showed to those that had eyes to see the
high temper and devotion of the American
race.

Common Service and Sacrifice

To Great Britain, above all other nations
among the Allies, the co-operation of the
United States is specially welcome: At
last the breach between the two peoples,
which opened nearly a century and a half
ago, is closéd. Down to the Civil War,
save for the unimportant Mexican War,

the United States had fought uniformly
against Great Britain, and that in wars in

which large numbers of German troops
were employed on the British side. The
old antagonism: between the United
States and Great Britain was accen-
tuated by American school-books and
by tradition. In recent years it was
artfully stimulated by- German pro-
paganda and intrigue, and reinforced
by Irish discontent. In. this country it
has always been regarded with regret,
because it seemed a blot on the British
record ; though it may be truthfully said
that for the last century the British
people have sought to close the quarrel,
and haveon manyoccasions disinterestedly
stood by the United States as also they
have yearned for a reconciliation with
Ireland. The sentiment of affection and
regard for this English-speaking people
across the ocean, holding the same faith

in freedom and the same ideals of law
and justice with ourselves, has -always
been strong. They have stood side by
side at certain great moments in history—
at Algeciras in 1906, in Manila Bay in
1898, on the Peiho in 1859: Now we may
hope that the transient enmities of the
past may beblotted ont in the fraternity
which commonservice and sacrifice on the
battlefield bring.

- President Wilson’s Greatness
Most wonderful of all is the abandon-

ment of its traditional aloofness from
European politics by the United States,
Only unspeakable outrages at the hand of
the Germans and war insolently levied
by them in the very territory of the
United States could have worked this in
face of the tide of pacifism and materialism
which seemed to the casual eye, in 191 5-
16, to be subrherging American idealism.
President Wilson taught his people by
practical lessons that the alternatives for
them were to surrender national honour
and security or to fight.

.

His restraint,
which seemed more than human, his
patience in the face of German brutality,

his extraordinary fairness, are now secn
to have been manifestations of his states-
manship, not of his weakness. .He was
educating a nation which contained
millionsof citizens of German or Germanic
descent, so that when the moment arrived
it might enter the struggle united. Nor
is it hyperbole to say that the mantle
of Lincoln has fallen uponhim..
The resources and vast wealth of the

United States will henceforward be used
to maintain the balance of power in
Europe. The mere knowledge that the
United States can andwill actin the cause
of right will have a far-reaching effect in
the future. The rulers of Germany, drunk

with pride and blood-lust, presumed on
the traditional rule that the United
States would avoid all entanglements
when they made this war. They pre-
sumed on it-when they begantheir brutal
submarine campaign. They must have
well known that if the United. States
fought their cause became desperate.
They were aware that the annual
value of United States manufactures
stood last year at about £8,000,000,000,

and of its agricultural produce at
£2,000,000,000 ; and that the total of its
wealth was estimated at £50,000,000,000.

These are figures so stupendous that they
convey little, but the realities behind
them will prove decisive in a war which
has become one of exhaustion.

This action of the United States for this
reason will render peace secure when it
comes. .The great peril has been that a
precarious truce might conclude the war,

bequeathing iresh agonies to mankind.

Ensuring Future Peace

We have drawnsensibly nearer to the
attainment of the noble ideal which, we
know, animates President Wilson as
it_inspires our own allied statesmen in
Europe, which would substitute justice
for force in thé relations of nations. For
the first time within the memoryofliving
man arbitration seems something more
practical than a beautiful dream. The
chief factor needed to give reality to it is
overwhelming strength to carry out the
judgments of the international court,

and this the existing league of the free
States can supply.

Onthe people of the United States, too,
the war will have vast effects. It has
been well said that a nation which,
however noble its action, fails to leave

its mark upon the history of the world
at large has fallen below the greatest
ideals. The heroic State must fight its
Salamis or do great things for the soul
of man. And now at last, “at the
supreme and terrible crisis” of - the
conflict, like Justice incarnate, the United
States. comes down into the arena.
“ History rightly understood is the
expression of man’s faith in, the ultimate
victory of truth, just as law is the ex-
pression of his faith in divine justice.”
We are learning anewthat, as the ancients
taught, history is after all profoundly .
moral. The right causes win, though
only after infinite travail and bloodshed
where -men neglect to protect: them with
might. Human freedom and faith are
stronger even than iron and blood.
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With Friend and Foe on Land and Sea
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To Great Britain, above all other nations
among the Allies, the co-operation of the
United States is specially welcome: At
last the breach between the two peoples,
which opened nearly a century and a half
ago, is closéd. Down to the Civil War,
save for the unimportant Mexican War,

the United States had fought uniformly
against Great Britain, and that in wars in

which large numbers of German troops
were employed on the British side. The
old antagonism: between the United
States and Great Britain was accen-
tuated by American school-books and
by tradition. In recent years it was
artfully stimulated by- German pro-
paganda and intrigue, and reinforced
by Irish discontent. In. this country it
has always been regarded with regret,
because it seemed a blot on the British
record ; though it may be truthfully said
that for the last century the British
people have sought to close the quarrel,
and haveon manyoccasions disinterestedly
stood by the United States as also they
have yearned for a reconciliation with
Ireland. The sentiment of affection and
regard for this English-speaking people
across the ocean, holding the same faith

in freedom and the same ideals of law
and justice with ourselves, has -always
been strong. They have stood side by
side at certain great moments in history—
at Algeciras in 1906, in Manila Bay in
1898, on the Peiho in 1859: Now we may
hope that the transient enmities of the
past may beblotted ont in the fraternity
which commonservice and sacrifice on the
battlefield bring.

- President Wilson’s Greatness
Most wonderful of all is the abandon-

ment of its traditional aloofness from
European politics by the United States,
Only unspeakable outrages at the hand of
the Germans and war insolently levied
by them in the very territory of the
United States could have worked this in
face of the tide of pacifism and materialism
which seemed to the casual eye, in 191 5-
16, to be subrherging American idealism.
President Wilson taught his people by
practical lessons that the alternatives for
them were to surrender national honour
and security or to fight.

.

His restraint,
which seemed more than human, his
patience in the face of German brutality,

his extraordinary fairness, are now secn
to have been manifestations of his states-
manship, not of his weakness. .He was
educating a nation which contained
millionsof citizens of German or Germanic
descent, so that when the moment arrived
it might enter the struggle united. Nor
is it hyperbole to say that the mantle
of Lincoln has fallen uponhim..
The resources and vast wealth of the

United States will henceforward be used
to maintain the balance of power in
Europe. The mere knowledge that the
United States can andwill actin the cause
of right will have a far-reaching effect in
the future. The rulers of Germany, drunk

with pride and blood-lust, presumed on
the traditional rule that the United
States would avoid all entanglements
when they made this war. They pre-
sumed on it-when they begantheir brutal
submarine campaign. They must have
well known that if the United. States
fought their cause became desperate.
They were aware that the annual
value of United States manufactures
stood last year at about £8,000,000,000,

and of its agricultural produce at
£2,000,000,000 ; and that the total of its
wealth was estimated at £50,000,000,000.

These are figures so stupendous that they
convey little, but the realities behind
them will prove decisive in a war which
has become one of exhaustion.

This action of the United States for this
reason will render peace secure when it
comes. .The great peril has been that a
precarious truce might conclude the war,

bequeathing iresh agonies to mankind.

Ensuring Future Peace

We have drawnsensibly nearer to the
attainment of the noble ideal which, we
know, animates President Wilson as
it_inspires our own allied statesmen in
Europe, which would substitute justice
for force in thé relations of nations. For
the first time within the memoryofliving
man arbitration seems something more
practical than a beautiful dream. The
chief factor needed to give reality to it is
overwhelming strength to carry out the
judgments of the international court,

and this the existing league of the free
States can supply.

Onthe people of the United States, too,
the war will have vast effects. It has
been well said that a nation which,
however noble its action, fails to leave

its mark upon the history of the world
at large has fallen below the greatest
ideals. The heroic State must fight its
Salamis or do great things for the soul
of man. And now at last, “at the
supreme and terrible crisis” of - the
conflict, like Justice incarnate, the United
States. comes down into the arena.
“ History rightly understood is the
expression of man’s faith in, the ultimate
victory of truth, just as law is the ex-
pression of his faith in divine justice.”
We are learning anewthat, as the ancients
taught, history is after all profoundly .
moral. The right causes win, though
only after infinite travail and bloodshed
where -men neglect to protect: them with
might. Human freedom and faith are
stronger even than iron and blood.
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With Friend and Foe on Land and Sea
 

 

 

   
Hauling coal from a drifter in bags up a high cliff. Right: Officer of a pirate

U boat perched.on his’ periscope in search of any unarmed victim.
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i i i i i Pl i igsberg, smashed by our monitorsF, nch anti-U boat in the Mediterranean, with its torpedo- German commerce raider Konigs Jy 5 A

ane frocsition readyfOr discharging its weapon. (French official.) whenin hiding up the Rufiji River, in East Africa, in July, 1915.

 

    

 
  

    
i i i i i i during the wintryLonely signal station somewhere in the North. The turf Improvised shelter In the foretop of a British cruiser '

wall Serves as a wind shelter for the look-out man. weather. The boxes partly protected the men from the icy gales.
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British Patrols’ Big Part in the Arras Push Forward with the Guns! On the Heels of the Huns &
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Moving up the guns in the Arras advance. Behind the lines, says one observer,‘‘ it is like a world in movement, with tides of swirling
traffic ”’?; always guns are moving—monster howitzers, long-muzzled guns, field batteries—so quickly have our men goneforward.

 

 

 

A British cavalry patrol, feeling its way forward early one morning, surprised a detachment of Uhlans at the end of a sunken road. Thesentry was wounded and captured andthe rest took to flight, several being killed and wounded by the rifle fire of our troopers.
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   e Making good the roadway in a wrecked village whence the enemy had been driven. The pioneers worked steadily with pick and shovel,

AnotherBritish (infantr i i ; ‘ i 7 i . “ i i a3
iP y) patrol, stealing through a village, heard the sound of machine-gun fire. Taking cover by ruin despite shell fire, while the officers taped out the road as though taking up the Strand in the good old days before the war.i . . ed houses an , Abarns they crept up unperceived to the gun emplacements,which they wrecked, shooting down the aun creas aed cantatitig the guns. .
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Party of Spanish officers on a visit to the western front. They

were photographed while on the edge of a huge mine-crater. ‘ 
  

 

 

British cavalry advancing on the west. After long waiting they
had to go forward through country frightfully broken up.

 

 

 

 

  
Chinese studentsvisiting the western front. They were photographed 2G

at the entrance to an old German dug-out.   
  
 

Staff officer explaining construction of trenchesto the Spanish
visitors. The hanging shell cases are evidently used.as gongs.

 

  

 

  
     
 

The retreating Germans exploded mines in the roadway to retard the British,
Australians “ corduroy ”’ a mine-crater near Bapaume.

 

7 Chinese visitors survey the war-made desolation on the western front. Above: Members of the party with a British officer. The-visitors viewed the scenes with the greater interest since s yChina had recently severed diplomatic relations with Germany.
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but our troops soon improvised a way across with any material that was handy. Above: British cavalry in newly-captured territory.
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THE GREAT BATTLE OF ARRAS
Britain’s Initial Victory in This Titanic Contest

HERE began on the morning of
| Easter Monday a_ battle about

Arras which has justly been
described as the greatest the world has
ever seen.

This is old ground and of dominant
importance. Here, and upon the heights
of La Bassée to the north, the Germans
established themselves in 1914. There
was great fighting for the famous Vimy
Ridge, which lies to the north-east of

Arras, during December, 1914, and again
a. violent French offensive during the
month of May, t915. General Foch was
then in command, with General D’Urbal
at the head of the Tenth French Army.
The splendid endeavour then made byour
French allies to break the line at this
dangerous sector succeeded in capturing
'3,000 prisoners and several guns. The
French fought their way to the foot of
the famous Vimy Ridge, captured the
Lorette Fort and Chapel, and took

Carency and Ablain St. Nazaire, where
2,000 prisoners were taken. Throughout
the summer of the year our allies con-
tinued to gain ground, and, as the

“Times ” correspondent has said, “ cer-
jtainly did much to dishearten the
Germans and to relieve the strain upon
‘Ypres, where the situation between

April 23rd and May 435th had been
\distinctly dangerous.”

Those who would follow this mo-
‘mentous Battle of Arras to their profit
should first master the strategy which is
at the back of all that General Haig and
,General Nivelle are doing.

A Fateful Morning

Looking down our front from little
above Souchez in the north to the district
about St. Quentin in the south,itis perfectly
clear that if the Germans could maintain
themselves upon the Vimyheights, and
generally upon a line which maintained
the safety of Douai and Cambrai, the

hope of getting them out of Flanders
could not be entertained. On the other
hand, should their hold of the line north
of Arras be broken, then they might be
driven whollyfout of Flanders, and the
dangerous seacoast about Zeebrugge be
recovered for us. The city of Lille, the
greatest railway centre of France, has been
the heart of all these manceuvres. ‘‘ For
Lille,”’ says an observer, ‘‘ Sir John French

made his great movement into Flanders
in the autumn of 1914; for Lille he

fought Neuve Chapelle; for Lille he
made the great offensive at Loos.” Thus
it is apparent that even in the early stages
of the war the situation which developed
subsequently was understood by both
the British and the French Command,

and to its mastery all our colossal efforts
upon the western front have been directed
for a long time past.

We. had known in London for many
days that some great- affair was con-
templated about Arras. Rumours came
of a cqncentration of guns, munitions
and men like to nothing we had accom-
plished hitherto. Those who read the
communiqués carefully noticed the
intensity of the artillery bombardment
and drew their conclusions. All leave
was stopped,.and the air was electric
with the currents of expectation. Late
on the evening of Easter Monday the
newspaper ofiices obtained the first of
the good. tidings. It then-proved that

ET AESeTTEree:

By MAX PEMBERTON

we had begun our attack at 5:30 on the
morning of April 9th, and had continued
it through the day, while the morrow
promised no abatement of its intensity.
The night had been one of a fierce and
terrifying bombardment. Right away
from Givenchy-en-Gohelle on the north
to Henin-sur-Cojeul on the south the guns
were blazing. The day broke in a mist
of rain which anon was to becomea whirl-
wind of snow. Fortunately this bitter
wind blew. upon the backs of our men and
not in their faces, and after a final hour of
renewedandterrible shelling, the whistles
were sounded for the long-expected attack.
“Then in an instant,” says the ‘‘ Times ”

correspondent, ‘‘ hundreds of guns broke
on the silence of dawn at once—the rattle
of the field-guns, like the clattering of
machine-guns, being punctuated by the
rhythmical ‘roar of the heavier pieces.
The whole of the enemy lines seemed
then to break into flame.

Line of the Attack -

Bnillantly visible in the half-light, and
amid the flash and whirl of our bursting
shells, the enemy’s rockets calling for help
rose from the whole circuit of the horizon—
red and white and green, and tall orange-

coloured fountains of golden rain.”
Here the strength of the enemy’s

positions we were about to assault
should be observed. His front line was
strong enough in all conscience; but
behind that front-line system there was
a network of trenches and strongholds
which he has not surpassed in the west.
A new and vastly formidable Hindenburg
line runs. from Drocourt, which is four

miles and a half south-east of Lens, to
Queant, which is eleven miles and a half
south-east of Arras, the distance between

the two places being nearly fifteen miles,
and the direction south by east. Vimy
Ridge itself and its taking have already
been described in another issue, but we
may well recall the fact that this ridge
in the north and Moronvilliers before the
French in the south have been considered
the two most formidable heights before
our armies and those of our Allies, and
that many did not hesitate to call them
impregnable. Tunnelled- and pocketed
in an indescribable manner, Vimy Ridge
was a master fortress indeed. Yet there
were terrible traps and difficulties due
east of Arras and about the valley ef the
little River Scarpe. :

The Harp Redoubt

Here was the famousvillage of Monchiy-
le-Preux, to be taken a few days later by
an assault which was magnificent—Monchy
and the famous Harp Redoubt, that system.

of German trenches which has been
notorious these many months. Nor
should we forget the railway triangle
which Mr. Beach Thomas declares to
consist of an embankment thirty to forty
feet -high, with a deep trench inside and
emplacements bristling with machine-guns.
These posts, however, were not to fall

to us on the memorable Easter Monday,
Our achievements then were the capture
by the Canadians of the best part of the
famous Vimy Ridge ‘and of the fortified
localities of Feuchy Chapel, Feuchy, the
Hyderabad Redoubt, Athies, and Thelus.

eaaTARASeta

Nor were we idle in the south, where we

stormed the villages Hermies and Boursies,'
eight miles east of Bapaume, and pene-)
trated into Havrincourt Wood, south of,
these two villages ; while in the direction!
of St. Quentin we captured Fresnoy-le-
Petit and advanced our line south-east of
Le Verguier, which is six miles north-west.

The fighting itself appears to have been!
of varying intensity. It was violent at
times in the suburbs of Arras, where at
the outset there were in one place but a
few yards between the German and the
British trenches. Vimy was taken upon
a tremendots onset by the brave’
Canadians; but immediately east of
Arras there were the more deadly traps,
the intricacies of which had previously,
defied all observation. Here man fought
man with the bayonet. There were pits
innumerable, and some battalions had

to cross as much as 800 yards in the open
on ground that was spiny with wire and
almost invariably mined. Opposite the
town itself a switch of Hindenbureg’s line
joined the old front, and, this, as Mr.
Beach Thomas has written, was trebly

armed withsuch a tangle of trenches,

posts, and pits that they could not be
marked even on the biggest map. Indeed,
the whole of the twelve-mile front on
which this first day’s battle was fought
has been declared to be stronger than
Beaumont-Hamel, which leaves nothing
more to be said.

Uponit, and northward as far as Henin,

the victory was won. We had more than
5,800 prisoners by two o’clock, and one
hundred and nineteen officers were
included in the number. Of these a
large number belonged to the Bavarians,
who had suffered: the brunt of our attack.

Six Thousand Prisoners

Throughout the attack, from the first
blowing of the whistle at dawn to the
coming of twilight, our aeroplanes were
droning in the air above and our mon-
strous “‘tanks”’ crawling like giant beetles
upon the ground below. Again the
latter proved invaluable, rolling out
the trenches, devastating the wire,

destroying the citadels which the Huns
had built; while as for the services of
our airmen, no words can overpraise them.
“ Returning,” says Mr. Beach Thomas,-

“ towards the front at noon, I saw every-
where proof that the day had gone from
good to better. Prisoners were the
common object of the landscape. One
single division on the north bank of the
Scarpe took 000 men and twenty-five
officers. One prisoner said that our
artillery cut off all communication. He
himself was taken while vainly calling
up on a cut telegraph wire a reserve
battalion which never appeared. The
toughest fighting was immediately east .
of Arras, especially at the railway triangle.
When we had takenit, a ‘tank’ -was seen
perched across one of the cusps of the
line. But many places thought strongest
and most formidable, notably the
redoubt cailed the Harp, were captured,
with many prisoners, in our stride.”

Later on in the same day he. was able
to write: “‘ There is no doubt that we
have won a great initial victory. The
prisoners must now exceed 6,000, and
some guns have been taken.” :

(To be continued.)
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Canadian Light Horse going into action on April 9th, when
Cannitian troops captured the whole of Vimy Ridge.

 

 

  
 

Floods on the road near Tincourt, about five miles east of Peronne,
passed through in the course of the advance towards St. Quentin. |

Ruins in Tilloy, on the Arras-Cambrai road, captured April 9th,
showing an unusual German machine-gun emplacement on wheels.
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Mien who took part in the capture of Titloy looking at someof their
accumulated booty. Forty guns were captured on that day.

British soldiers watching a phase in the tremendous Battle of Arras,
destined, perhaps, to be the most decisive battle of the world.
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Britain’s Initial Victory in This Titanic Contest
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had built; while as for the services of
our airmen, no words can overpraise them.
“ Returning,” says Mr. Beach Thomas,-

“ towards the front at noon, I saw every-
where proof that the day had gone from
good to better. Prisoners were the
common object of the landscape. One
single division on the north bank of the
Scarpe took 000 men and twenty-five
officers. One prisoner said that our
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himself was taken while vainly calling
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(To be continued.)
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British and Canadian Official Photographs

 

  

Canadian Light Horse going into action on April 9th, when
Cannitian troops captured the whole of Vimy Ridge.

 

 

  
 

Floods on the road near Tincourt, about five miles east of Peronne,
passed through in the course of the advance towards St. Quentin. |

Ruins in Tilloy, on the Arras-Cambrai road, captured April 9th,
showing an unusual German machine-gun emplacement on wheels.
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Mien who took part in the capture of Titloy looking at someof their
accumulated booty. Forty guns were captured on that day.

British soldiers watching a phase in the tremendous Battle of Arras,
destined, perhaps, to be the most decisive battle of the world.
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, During the capture of Wancourt end Heninel (south-east of Arras) one of the British ‘‘ tanks” fought for

: “ nosing out’? German machine-gunners and

a day anda night and a day,

infantry in the villages and along the slopes.

Mir. Beach. Thomastells us that the ‘‘ tank’? which fought for forty hours at Arras flattened out many hundreds of yards of wire, cowed

Nothing like it had been done before. id and knocked out a numberof the enemy against whom our infantry had been powerless, andfilled the mouth of a dug-out.
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Inthe fighting round Lens a ‘‘ tank’’ entered a yillage alone and destroyed six machine-gun positions. ‘Then, the monster beihg
crippled, an officer got out with someof the crew, and with a Lewis gun obliterated a party of Germans whotried to rush the machine.

 
 

 

Along the line of the Arras advance the enemy’s subterranean fortresses proved defenceless against the British gun fire; and, as in the

case aboveillustrated, the surrendering Boches were frequently compelled to bring up their own gunsfrom their dug-outs.
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HATS OFF TO THE R.F.C.
Splendid Record of Our Fighting Airmen

By C. G. GREY, Editor of “The Aeroplane”

HE honour conferred upon the Royal
| Flying Corps bythe King, whenhis

Majestyappointed himself Colonel-
in-Chief of the Corps, was indeed well
earned. Not only have the pilots and
observers of all ranks deserved honour on
account of their individual gallantry, but
the value to the whole Army, and thus to
the allied cause, of the work done by the

corps is simply inestimable.
Thanks to the R.F.C. gun-spotters, the

British artillery has been able to beat the

formidable and at one time invincible
German artillery at its own game.

Thanks to the R.F.C.’s long-range recon-

naissance the British Staff has been able

to foresee and prepare for every attack by

the German Army. Thanks to the R.F.C.’s
photography, every British unit attacking

a Germanposition has been in possession
of maps which showed. every turn and
kink in the Germantrenches and redoubts.
Thanks to the R.F.C.’s “ infantry-

contact” machines, British infantry have
been able to advance confidently without
fear of walking into the barrage fire of
their own guns, and without fear of being
surprised by German forces advancing
under cover of convenienthills or valleys.
Thanks to the R.F.C.’s bomb-droppers,
Germanreinforcements have been held up
by the breaking of railway limes and
bridges. Thanks to these same bomb-
droppers, German artillery has found
itself short of ammunition,.owing to the
blowing up of its ammunition dumps.

Work of the R.N.A.S.

Thanks, again, to. the. R.F.C.’s. fighting
aeroplanes, the gun-spotters, and the

reconnaissance. machines, and the photo-
graphy machines, and the infantry-
contact machines, and the bomb-dropping
machines have been able to go about
their work despite the fiercest attacks: by
the Hun fighting machines—or “‘ chasers ”
asthe’ French call them.

Thanks, also, to these same fighting

machines, the German reconnaissance and

photography machines have been practi-
cally prevented at all times from pursuing
their occupation, and, so far as I have

heard, the Germans have never had an

opportunity of using imfantry-contact
aeroplanes at all, for the good reason that
they have never been able tc carry an
attack far enough against British or
French defences to give them a chance of
using such machines.

It will have been noticed that the King
has assumed the Colonelcyof the “ R.F.C.
(Naval and Military Wings).”” This may
have puzzled some people, because one
does not often hear of a colonel in the
Navy. It may therefore be well to
explain that when the R.F.C. was first
formed—in 1912—it was formed with both
a Naval and a Military Wing, the idea

being that either wing would supply
aeroplanes and pilots to the other when
necessary.
The Naval Wing became the Royal

Naval Air Service by Royal Warrant in
July, 1914, but in theory the Naval Wing
R.F.C. still existed, though it was not in
any way under the jurisdiction of the
Director-General of Military Aeronautics,
who commands the Military Wing.
However, in practice, during this war the

R.N.A.S. has frequently acted as an aid
to the Army; in fact, the major portion

of its real fighting service has been done
in alliance with the Army. The R.N.A.S.
pilots at Dunkirk have continually bombed
German military positions in Flanders,
and. have fought German aeroplanes
endeavouring to bomb our military posi-
tions in Northern France. R.N.A.S. pilots
in Eastern France have bombed German
mines and munition factories in Western
Germany, and have acted as fighting
escorts to their own and French military
aeroplanes with whom they were co-
operating, Recently on the Somme, and
in the Battle of Arras, R.N.A.S. fighting
squadrons have acted as fighting escorts
to R.F.C. aeroplanes—as related in Sir
Douglas Haig’s despatches,

Fighting against Heavy Odds

In Gallipoli and in the Balkans the shore-
going aeroplanes of the R.N.A.S. acted
as bombers, gun-spotters and fighting
machines for the Army. In East Africa,
also, R.N.A.S. land machines worked with
General Smuts’ army, and even on the -
Great Lakes R.N.A.S. seaplanes helped in
the Army operations. Andin Mesopotamia
and Egypt alike R.N.A.S. land machines
and seaplanes. helped the Army and
co-operated with the R.F.C. Therefore,
although they were sent out by the Navy,
they have certainly worked as a wing of
the Royal Flying Corps, and as such are
entitled to a share of the honour conferred.
upon the corps by the King.

It must not be imagined, however,
from this recital of the brilliant achieve-
ments of the R.F.C. that our flying men
have had things all their own way. Far
from it. Many a time they have had to
fight against heavyodds, not only against
superior numbers, but against superior
aeroplanes which could and did fly
higher and faster than their own. And
it is well to remember that the man on the
faster aeroplane, who can also climb
higher than his opponent, has an immense
advantage, for he can attack when and
where he pleases, and can avoid attack
whenit suits him to do so. In fact, the
upper berth in the air is precisely what
the “ weather-gauge ” was to our seamen
in the days before steam made those who
fight at sea indifferent to, or almost
indifferent to, the direction of the wind.

Everyone will remember the “ Fokker
Scourge,” as it was called, at the end of

1915, when the cheaply and badly made
Fokker monoplanes, which never came
over the British side of the fighting-line,
did somuch damage to our reconnaissance,
and photography, and gun- spotting
machines, which _ were compelled to
operate over the German side of the line.
They scored simply because they had
good engines, and carried a light load of
petrol, and were quick to handle. Conse-
quently, they got above. our heavily-
loaded and_ therefore slower-climbing
machines, so that they could attack when
they wished.

In the Battle of Arras

Something very like the same thing
occurred towards the end of last year,
when the Germans came out with their
small fast biplanes, all of them modelled
more or less on French and British

designs. There was the little Albatros
chaser, and the new Fokker biplane, and
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- the Halberstadt, and the Ago, and the
Roland, all of them of about. the same
size as the little British Sopwiths, and
Bristols, and Vickers, and the French
Nieuports and Spads.

Only, the Germans had apparently
turned them out in hundreds, or even in
thousands, so that though the best of the

British and French aeroplanes wereat least
as good as the best Germans, and in some
eases even better, and though the British

and French pilots were, on the average,
very much better than the Germans, the

Huns scored simply by sheer weight of
numbers of fighting machines.
The R.E.C. fighting pilots, and the

machine-gunners, who flew as passengers
on the two-seated machines, did wonderful
things. Superior numbers of German
aeroplanes never prevented them from
attacking, and it was nothing unusual for
a pilot alone on a single-seater to charge
into the middle of half a dozen Hun
fighting machines and disperse them.
But the trouble was that, even if he
brought down one of -them, the others

were left to harry the slower reconnais-
sance, or bombing, or photography
machines, which the fighting machine was
trying to protect.

Consequently, though the R.FE-.C. fight-
ing machines scored heavily and lost
comparatively lightly, the slower types
suffered.” Andthat is really at the bottom
of the agitation that has been going on
for the last few months.

It should be clearly understood that
the new Air Board had nothing to do
with the scarcity of British fighting
aeroplanes at certain periods, and that
during the last few weeks—or, perhaps,
one should say months—very great strides
have been made. Also, the group of
soldiers who are responsible for the present
organisation of the R.F.C. are doing
magnificent work. The fight put up by
the British aeroplanes in the preliminary
stages of the Battle of Arras shows that
a very large proportion of the new
aeroplanes which have been built during
the winter—and an enormous quaftity
have been turned out—have -been pur-:
-posely held im reserve, so that they could
be launched in a mass against the German
fighting machines which have tried ‘to
prevent the operations of our photo-
graphers and gun-spotters.

1,700 Photographs in One Day

When, however, one reads of 1,700
photographs of German positions being
taken in a day, and when one knowsthat
practically all the German guns—over one
hundred and sixty in number, ‘without
counting machine-guns, which have been
captured—have been knocked out by
British heavy artillery directed by aero-
planes, one is able to deduce that the
German fighters were not very successful,
and_that they found themselves quite
‘fully occupied in fighting the British
fighting machines, at any rate near the
firing-line, though the total of over forty
British aeroplanes lost on the German
side of the lines in one week indicates
that there were sufficient Germanfighters
some fifteen or twenty miles behind the
lines to do some execution among the
bomb-droppers and reconnaissance aero-
planes which went far behind the lines to
destroy-communications and to watch the
movementsof troops. : 3
So long as the continuous supply of the

most. up-to-date aeroplanes which Sir
Douglas Haig demanded in his despatch

 

of December 23rd last, does not fail in
the future there is no doubt as to who.
will hold the commandof the’ air.
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rekkingTwo Hundred Miles toSafety in E. Africa
 

 

 

Column of British and native prisoners, abandoned in East Africa by their German captors, on the trampto the nearest British camptwo hundred miles away. The Union Jack was kept fiying, and though many of the men wereill and wounded they won through:
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Quarter Guard of the Sudanese Came! Corps, 5th King’s African Rifles, at Gobwen, in Jubaland, East Africa. The corps was enlisted
by Lord Kitchener after the Battle of Omdurman. The manin the foregroundis of fine physique, proud of the steadinessof his “* present.”

 

      
Trekking over the sun-scorchedplains of East Africa. British and native prisoners who, after being abandoned by the Germans who
had captured them, with plucky endurance plodded two hundred miles to a-British camp. Friendly natives accompanied them ona
journey beset by many difficulties and terrible hardships, Two pet dogs (seeninfirst picture) kept evor at the head of tho celermn.,
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Quarter Guard of the Sudanese Came! Corps, 5th King’s African Rifles, at Gobwen, in Jubaland, East Africa. The corps was enlisted
by Lord Kitchener after the Battle of Omdurman. The manin the foregroundis of fine physique, proud of the steadinessof his “* present.”

 

      
Trekking over the sun-scorchedplains of East Africa. British and native prisoners who, after being abandoned by the Germans who
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A French war dog in its quarters at Epernay (Marne).
like the Cossacks, teach their horses ali mannerof tricks.

Right: The Goumis (French Coloniai troops) are wonderful horsemen, and,
One is to make the horse kneel down in salute when leaving camp.
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  Sketch for an allegorical monument, A trophy no doubt well-earned. Decorating Strong piece of work—‘‘ The Plugger ?’—

** Verdun,” by the French soldier artist ahorse with a German helmet taken near by the French soldier artist Blondat. :

Quef. (French official photograph.) Peronne. (British official photograph.) : - (French official photograph.) = A well-known Liverpoo! surgeon, Dr. Murray, aboard his ship with one of the ship’s cats perched on his cap. Centre: The pet

kitten of a British T.B.D. taking the chance to get a sun hath, Right: A soldier substitute on a farm in Cornwall feeding lambs.
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Exchanged British prisoners of war arriving at Chateau d’Oex in Switzerland. The Dr. Bernhard, of St. Moritz, who selected ~ H
ig Earl of Stair (left, with macintosh over his shoulder) is talking toa fellow-officer. the prisoners to go to Switzerland, ‘ig

( | a
French soldiers rewarding their terrier for distinguished service in a ratting expedition. Right: One of the sentry dogs that havé

done such useful work in this war, in which primitive devices have jostled the most ingenious inventions of science.
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A French war dog in its quarters at Epernay (Marne).
like the Cossacks, teach their horses ali mannerof tricks.

Right: The Goumis (French Coloniai troops) are wonderful horsemen, and,
One is to make the horse kneel down in salute when leaving camp.
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  Sketch for an allegorical monument, A trophy no doubt well-earned. Decorating Strong piece of work—‘‘ The Plugger ?’—

** Verdun,” by the French soldier artist ahorse with a German helmet taken near by the French soldier artist Blondat. :

Quef. (French official photograph.) Peronne. (British official photograph.) : - (French official photograph.) = A well-known Liverpoo! surgeon, Dr. Murray, aboard his ship with one of the ship’s cats perched on his cap. Centre: The pet

kitten of a British T.B.D. taking the chance to get a sun hath, Right: A soldier substitute on a farm in Cornwall feeding lambs.
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Exchanged British prisoners of war arriving at Chateau d’Oex in Switzerland. The Dr. Bernhard, of St. Moritz, who selected ~ H
ig Earl of Stair (left, with macintosh over his shoulder) is talking toa fellow-officer. the prisoners to go to Switzerland, ‘ig

( | a
French soldiers rewarding their terrier for distinguished service in a ratting expedition. Right: One of the sentry dogs that havé

done such useful work in this war, in which primitive devices have jostled the most ingenious inventions of science.
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VITAL NEEDS IN AGRICULTURE
GREATISSUES
OF THE WAR

hold out so long against our re-
morseless naval blockadeis largely

due to the marvellous way in which her
agriculture has been organised: Had we
worked on similar lines, the present

submarine campaign would have. done
little more than inconvenience us as
regards the supplyof food. It is true that
we are suffering, so far, less than any

other belligerent ; but this is due to our
incomparable Navy, not to the soundness
of our agricultural policy—indeed, we
had none. Weadopted the soul-destroy-
ing attitude of “‘ Wait andSee,”’ fit motto
for a political Micawber always hoping
for something to “turn up.” We have
waited, and we now see—very clearly,
too—that drastic agricultural measures
are necessary if we are to win the war.

Mr. Lloyd George has risen to the
occasion, and by the guarantee of reason-
able prices for wheat and oats for a term
of vears, on condition that agricultural
labourers have a living wage, has not only
shown us how we can escape the pinchof
famine, ‘but has foreshadowed. a -satis-

factory agricultural policy for the future,
which, if adopted, would prevent a crisis

such as the present fromrecurring.

At the time of Napoleon's final over-
throw in 1815 the position of British
agriculture .was entirely different from
what it was when the present war broke
out. We were then_ practically a self-
feeding country ;~ land interests were
dominant in Parliament, “and the Corn

Laws afforded a measure of protection
to the farmer—unfortunately rather too
much—for they aimed at maintaining war
prices in times of peace.

ES Germany should be able to

 

  

Neglect of Farming Industry

Forces. were even then at work which
were destinedto shift the centre of gravity
of the nation from the country to the
iown and.alter the balance of economic
power.

Increasing population, the rise of
manufactures causing a clamour for cheap
food _to provide cheap labour, and in-
creasing imports of food made possible by
improved means of transit overseas, gradu-
ally during the last hundred years have
oustedagriculture fromits proud position
as the premier industry. ‘

“The passing of the Reform Actin 1832,
and subsequent ‘enactments of a similar
jind, gave political supremacy to the
manufacturers, and since then the land-

owning class has been more and more
impoverished. The repeal of the Corn
Laws in 1846, precipitated by the failure
of the harvest and the potato famine of
the previous year, abandoned protection
for agriculture, and since then the farmer
has been left to shift for himself. It is
true that the Poor Laws were rectified,
that the unjust incidence of tithes was
adjusted, and that of late years marked
advances have been made in the applica-

 
  

tion of science to farming and in agri-- 
cultural education. But when Commissions

were appointed to consider agricultural
depr and rural depopulation, the
stock recommendation was adjustment of
rents, and as a result. the financial re-
sources of landowners were continuously
depleted. ~

Inconsiderable driblets of State aid were
forthcoming from time to time, but the

 

 

 

 

By Principal J. R. Ainsworth-Davis

of the Royal College of Agriculture, Cirencester

only substantial concession to agriculture
was embodied in the Development and
Road Improvement Act of 1909, amended
the following year. This enlightened
measure, which we owe to our present
Premier, devoted a large sum of public
moneyto the interests of agriculture and
allied industries, and we were beginning
io feel- its beneficial effects when war
broke out.

It is true that manyof our farmers have
been second to none as regards the quality
of production, but the real touchstone of
national success in farming is increased

quantity, commensurate with the rise in

population.

Country’s Primary Duty

Left to himself, the farmer’s first task

was to make a living, and his personel
interests were not those of the State. The
worshippers at the shrine of Free Trade

failed to realise that. war was still an
integral part of the policy of nations, and
the Little Navyites endeavoured to cut
downexpenditure on warships. Theyfailed
to understand that a’ primary duty of
every country is to develop its internal
resources, thus reducing its indebtedness
to foreign nations, and they were blind
to the fact that the only radical cure
for rural depopulation is to make life on
the land worth living, financially and
socially.

During the ’seventies and ’eighties there
was an enormous increase in imported
foods, especially of wheat from America,
and as a result ourtillage areas in 1916
had dwindled to under 143 million acres,
as against over 18 million acres in 1873;
wheat land shrinking from 3} million acres
to under two millions. Farmers en-
ccavoured to evade this foreign competi-
tion. by making grazing their mainstay,
and, during the period mentioned, per-
manent grass increased from under
3 million acres to 174 millions.

Large increase in stock might have
been expected to follow ; but though this
has proved true of cattle, the exact

contrary has been the case as regards
sheep and pigs. And it must never be
forgotten that tilled land is able to
support a larger head of stock than
permanent grass. It-is, however, so
costly, and attended with so muchrisk
that farmers -have in general preferred
the smaller but surer profits from grazing.

British-German Contrast

Evenhere, however, vast improvements
in-ocean transit and the introduction of
cold-storage methods soon exposed our
stock-raising farmers to intense com-
petition with chilled meat, cheaply and
speedily-imported. The same thing ap-
plied to dairy produce, fresh milk alone
excepted.

While British agriculture was rapidly
becoming a shrinking industry, and our
farmers .were beginning to feel that the
State cared little whether they succeeded
or failed, the sagacious Germans organised

a thoroughandsensible agrieultural policy,
making full use of science and education,
keeping down foreign competition by
tariff regulations, and making their
agriculturists an integral part of the
social economy, entitled to hold an
honoured position in the community.

Page 272

Mr. T. H. Middleton, in his “ Recent
Development of German Agriculture,”
compares as follows the relative position
ofthe British and the German farmer at
the outbreak of war. ‘Look on this
picture and on this!”

On each hundred acres of cultivated
land :
1. The British farmer feeds from 45 to 50

persons ; the German farmer feeds
from 70 to 75 persons. ; ;

The British farmer grows 15 tons of
corn; the German farmer grows 33
tons.

The British farmer grows 11 tons of
potatoes; the German farmer grows
55 tons. : ?

4. The British farmer produces 4 tons of
meat; the.German farmer produces
44 tons. i

5. The British farmer produces 17} tons of
milk ; the German farmer produces
28 tons. :

6. The British farmer produces a negligible
quantity of sugar ; the German farmer
produces 2} tons.

nN
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As a net result, the Germans raise the
great bulk of their foodstuffs within their
country—e.g., all the rye, 67'7 per cent. of
the wheat, 97 per cent. of the oats, and
98°6 per cent. of the potatoes.
We, on the other hand, according to

Professor William Somerville, though-ae
“produce nearly all our milk, import’ four-
fifths of our wheat, nearly half our meat,

three-quarters of our butter and mar-
garine, and four-fifths of otr. cheese.
Home-grown wheat alone is only suf
cient to make bread that would feed the
nation for TEN WEEKS. It is exceedingly
dificult to starve Germany, but her sub-
matine campaign against us, if fully
successful, would soon spell famine.

4,000,000 More Acres

Never again can we afford, as a nation,

to allow the decay of the fundamental and
vital industry of farming, and State aid
must be forthcoming as and when neéces-
sary. Mr. Lloyd George has made _a
good beginning, and we must sce to it
that the State adopts a sound and per-
manent agricultural policy, so as to make
us reasonably independent of imported
wheat,» meat, and dairy products. The

  

interests of landowners; tenant farmers, °
and agricultural labourers must all be
fairly considered, and when life on the
land is madereally worth living, we may
hope to see increasingly larger numbers.
employed in farming andallied. industries.
The State must decide what increase in

arable land is necessary, and, for Great

Britain alone, this increase will certainly

be not less than four million acres asa
beginnihg. Productivity will undoubtedly
have to be brought upto the level already
attained by the best farmers, and we may
hope to see model industrialised farms
and co-operative assemblages of holdings
established. Agricultural research and
education will need larger and -more
generous treatment than in the past.
The Government may be expected to

undertake land reclamation on a large
scale, especially as* this will afford em-
ployment to much unskilled labour, and
help to solve the problem.of unemploy-
ment after the war. When peace is
declared our house must be put in order,
and among the most important problems
pressing for solution will be the complete
reorganisation of our agriculture, onlines.
which are being roughed out even now.
And, aboveall things, it is devoutly to be
hoped that the work of reconstruction
will not be hindered and delayed by vote-
catching party politicians, ;
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Hun Versions of Fighting in France and Flanders

 
 

The crest of a Qerman position in the Ypres sector of the Flanders front—a rather imaginative effort of the German artist Paul
Henschel, In point of fact the Germanshavelong refrained from drawingthe veryeffective fire of the new Belgianartillery.

 

 

 
‘*Not yet!?? Another Germanartist's version of Germans waiting for the signal, to be given by pisto! shot by the officer watching

the fuminous handsof his companion’s wrist-watch, to burst forth from their cover and attack the British trenches close by,
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GREATISSUES
OF THE WAR
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due to the marvellous way in which her
agriculture has been organised: Had we
worked on similar lines, the present

submarine campaign would have. done
little more than inconvenience us as
regards the supplyof food. It is true that
we are suffering, so far, less than any

other belligerent ; but this is due to our
incomparable Navy, not to the soundness
of our agricultural policy—indeed, we
had none. Weadopted the soul-destroy-
ing attitude of “‘ Wait andSee,”’ fit motto
for a political Micawber always hoping
for something to “turn up.” We have
waited, and we now see—very clearly,
too—that drastic agricultural measures
are necessary if we are to win the war.

Mr. Lloyd George has risen to the
occasion, and by the guarantee of reason-
able prices for wheat and oats for a term
of vears, on condition that agricultural
labourers have a living wage, has not only
shown us how we can escape the pinchof
famine, ‘but has foreshadowed. a -satis-

factory agricultural policy for the future,
which, if adopted, would prevent a crisis

such as the present fromrecurring.

At the time of Napoleon's final over-
throw in 1815 the position of British
agriculture .was entirely different from
what it was when the present war broke
out. We were then_ practically a self-
feeding country ;~ land interests were
dominant in Parliament, “and the Corn

Laws afforded a measure of protection
to the farmer—unfortunately rather too
much—for they aimed at maintaining war
prices in times of peace.
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Forces. were even then at work which
were destinedto shift the centre of gravity
of the nation from the country to the
iown and.alter the balance of economic
power.

Increasing population, the rise of
manufactures causing a clamour for cheap
food _to provide cheap labour, and in-
creasing imports of food made possible by
improved means of transit overseas, gradu-
ally during the last hundred years have
oustedagriculture fromits proud position
as the premier industry. ‘

“The passing of the Reform Actin 1832,
and subsequent ‘enactments of a similar
jind, gave political supremacy to the
manufacturers, and since then the land-

owning class has been more and more
impoverished. The repeal of the Corn
Laws in 1846, precipitated by the failure
of the harvest and the potato famine of
the previous year, abandoned protection
for agriculture, and since then the farmer
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that the unjust incidence of tithes was
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only substantial concession to agriculture
was embodied in the Development and
Road Improvement Act of 1909, amended
the following year. This enlightened
measure, which we owe to our present
Premier, devoted a large sum of public
moneyto the interests of agriculture and
allied industries, and we were beginning
io feel- its beneficial effects when war
broke out.

It is true that manyof our farmers have
been second to none as regards the quality
of production, but the real touchstone of
national success in farming is increased

quantity, commensurate with the rise in

population.

Country’s Primary Duty

Left to himself, the farmer’s first task

was to make a living, and his personel
interests were not those of the State. The
worshippers at the shrine of Free Trade

failed to realise that. war was still an
integral part of the policy of nations, and
the Little Navyites endeavoured to cut
downexpenditure on warships. Theyfailed
to understand that a’ primary duty of
every country is to develop its internal
resources, thus reducing its indebtedness
to foreign nations, and they were blind
to the fact that the only radical cure
for rural depopulation is to make life on
the land worth living, financially and
socially.

During the ’seventies and ’eighties there
was an enormous increase in imported
foods, especially of wheat from America,
and as a result ourtillage areas in 1916
had dwindled to under 143 million acres,
as against over 18 million acres in 1873;
wheat land shrinking from 3} million acres
to under two millions. Farmers en-
ccavoured to evade this foreign competi-
tion. by making grazing their mainstay,
and, during the period mentioned, per-
manent grass increased from under
3 million acres to 174 millions.

Large increase in stock might have
been expected to follow ; but though this
has proved true of cattle, the exact

contrary has been the case as regards
sheep and pigs. And it must never be
forgotten that tilled land is able to
support a larger head of stock than
permanent grass. It-is, however, so
costly, and attended with so muchrisk
that farmers -have in general preferred
the smaller but surer profits from grazing.

British-German Contrast

Evenhere, however, vast improvements
in-ocean transit and the introduction of
cold-storage methods soon exposed our
stock-raising farmers to intense com-
petition with chilled meat, cheaply and
speedily-imported. The same thing ap-
plied to dairy produce, fresh milk alone
excepted.

While British agriculture was rapidly
becoming a shrinking industry, and our
farmers .were beginning to feel that the
State cared little whether they succeeded
or failed, the sagacious Germans organised

a thoroughandsensible agrieultural policy,
making full use of science and education,
keeping down foreign competition by
tariff regulations, and making their
agriculturists an integral part of the
social economy, entitled to hold an
honoured position in the community.
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Mr. T. H. Middleton, in his “ Recent
Development of German Agriculture,”
compares as follows the relative position
ofthe British and the German farmer at
the outbreak of war. ‘Look on this
picture and on this!”

On each hundred acres of cultivated
land :
1. The British farmer feeds from 45 to 50

persons ; the German farmer feeds
from 70 to 75 persons. ; ;

The British farmer grows 15 tons of
corn; the German farmer grows 33
tons.

The British farmer grows 11 tons of
potatoes; the German farmer grows
55 tons. : ?

4. The British farmer produces 4 tons of
meat; the.German farmer produces
44 tons. i

5. The British farmer produces 17} tons of
milk ; the German farmer produces
28 tons. :

6. The British farmer produces a negligible
quantity of sugar ; the German farmer
produces 2} tons.
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As a net result, the Germans raise the
great bulk of their foodstuffs within their
country—e.g., all the rye, 67'7 per cent. of
the wheat, 97 per cent. of the oats, and
98°6 per cent. of the potatoes.
We, on the other hand, according to

Professor William Somerville, though-ae
“produce nearly all our milk, import’ four-
fifths of our wheat, nearly half our meat,

three-quarters of our butter and mar-
garine, and four-fifths of otr. cheese.
Home-grown wheat alone is only suf
cient to make bread that would feed the
nation for TEN WEEKS. It is exceedingly
dificult to starve Germany, but her sub-
matine campaign against us, if fully
successful, would soon spell famine.

4,000,000 More Acres

Never again can we afford, as a nation,

to allow the decay of the fundamental and
vital industry of farming, and State aid
must be forthcoming as and when neéces-
sary. Mr. Lloyd George has made _a
good beginning, and we must sce to it
that the State adopts a sound and per-
manent agricultural policy, so as to make
us reasonably independent of imported
wheat,» meat, and dairy products. The

  

interests of landowners; tenant farmers, °
and agricultural labourers must all be
fairly considered, and when life on the
land is madereally worth living, we may
hope to see increasingly larger numbers.
employed in farming andallied. industries.
The State must decide what increase in

arable land is necessary, and, for Great

Britain alone, this increase will certainly

be not less than four million acres asa
beginnihg. Productivity will undoubtedly
have to be brought upto the level already
attained by the best farmers, and we may
hope to see model industrialised farms
and co-operative assemblages of holdings
established. Agricultural research and
education will need larger and -more
generous treatment than in the past.
The Government may be expected to

undertake land reclamation on a large
scale, especially as* this will afford em-
ployment to much unskilled labour, and
help to solve the problem.of unemploy-
ment after the war. When peace is
declared our house must be put in order,
and among the most important problems
pressing for solution will be the complete
reorganisation of our agriculture, onlines.
which are being roughed out even now.
And, aboveall things, it is devoutly to be
hoped that the work of reconstruction
will not be hindered and delayed by vote-
catching party politicians, ;
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The crest of a Qerman position in the Ypres sector of the Flanders front—a rather imaginative effort of the German artist Paul
Henschel, In point of fact the Germanshavelong refrained from drawingthe veryeffective fire of the new Belgianartillery.
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Continued from page 254

Cyril, Grand Duke.—Cousin of ex-Tsar of
Russia. Born 1876; married daughter of »
late Duke of Edinburgh. Placed ‘his services
at’ disposal. of Provisional. Government in
Revolution, March, 1917. Later resigned the
command of the Naval.Guards.

Czernin, Count.—lorcign Minister of Aus-
tria-Hungarysi 1916, when he-suceeeded
Baron Burian. President of the Joint Council
of Ministers.

Dall’Olio, Genera!.—italian Minister of
Munitions. .Attended Allied Conference on
munitions, London, July, 31916.

Daneff, Dr.—Trime Minister. of Bulgaria.
Danglis, General. — Distinguished Greek

general who became War ter, August,
1915. -Adhered to M. Ven
Presidencyof his Reservists League, July, 1916.
Arrived at Salonika, September, 1916.

Daniels, Licut. Harry, Vv. C€.—Wonhis dis-
tinction when “Compat srgeant-Major,
2nd Batt. Rifle Brigade, for most conspicuous
bravery. on March reth, _19%3,* at. Neuve
Chapelle. When his battalion was held up
by wire entanglements and subjected to very
severe machine-g
Corpe Neble, V.C., voluntarily rushed
in front ded in cutting the wires.

ion in his regiment 1915.
Daniels, Josepi ary of the Navy,

U.S.A. Had p eccupied several
important adminisirative positions. ;
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Dast, Jemadar Mir, 1.0.M., V.C.—55th
€oke’s Rifles (ironti r Force), attached 57th
Wilde’s Rifl Disp] 1 conspicuous bravery   
and great ability at Ypres on April 26th, 19x
when heIed his platoon with great gallantry
during the attack, and afterwards collected
various parties of the regiment: (when no
British officers wereleft) and ‘commandedthem.

Davies, Lieut.-Gen. Sir F. J., K.C.M.G.,
K.C.B.—Military Secretary to War Minister
since June, 1916. Born 1864; joined
Grenadier Guards 1884; served Suakin
Expedition 1885, Jebu Expedition 1892,
South African War, in which was D.A.A.G.
pCeCnr Army Headquarters. Director of
Staff Duties, War Office, 1913-14. Served with
distinction, Dardanelles, 1915 (despatches).
De Guise, General.—Belgian officer who

came into prominence during siege .and
defence of Li¢ge, where he was second in com-
mand. Was a pupil of Brialmont, who de-
signedfortifications of Liége and otherforts.
“Deimling, Field-Marshal” von. — German

leader who held the chief command on the
Somme, November, 1916.. Was formerly
Governor of Strassburg and military tutor
to the Crown Prince.

Delamain, Maj.-Gen. W. S., C.B., D.S.0.—
Distinguished in early stages of Mesopotamian
Campaign (Persian Gulf). Commanded the
Poona Brigade, which landed from Bombay,
Novemberroth, 1914 ; left Bahrein, November
7th, 1914, for fort of Fao, and occupied it,
then advancedto Sanijeh to clear Turks from
the neighbourhood in orderto facilitate com-
ing advance. Born 1862; joined Royal
3erks. Regt. 1881. Served Egypt, Burma,
China, and elsewhere with excellent record.

Deleasse, Theophile.—Distinguished French
statesman. Foreign Minister 1914-15. Born
1852. Engaged at one time in journalism;
elected Deputy of Foix 1889; Colonial
Minister 1894-95; Foreign Minister 1898-
1905; Minister of Marine 1905-13; Am-
yasssador at Petrograd 1913-14. Has many
diplomatic triumphs to his credit, and worked
well for the Triple Entente. Sensation caused
by Germany demanding his resignation as
alternative to war, 1905.
De Lisle, Maj.-Gen. Sir H. de Beauvoir,

K.C.B., D.S.0.—Distinguished cavalryleader;
commanded 2nd Cavalry Brigade 1914 ; jater,
ast Cavalry Division. Rendered splendid
services in retreat from Mons.. Born 1864 ;
joined 2nd Durham Light Infantry 1883.
Served in E ypt 1885-86 ; D.S.O. for services
connected with the attack by Arabs on fort
at Ambigole Wells. Severely wounded in
South African War, where he raised and com-
manded 6th Mounted Infantry, 1900 (de-
spatches fcur times). Staff, Aldershot, 1910-11.
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Derby, Earl of, K.G.—Secretary of State
for War-since December, 1916. Born 1865.
As Lord Stanley was chief Press Censor in
South African War; a Lord of the Treasury,
and Financial Secretary to the War Office
1900-3; Postmaster-General - 1903-5. Ren-
dered great service to recruiting by under-
taking ‘Tmanagement of the ‘“ Derby Scheme”
for enlisting in groups, autumn of rors.
Became Under-Secretary for War under Mr.
Lloyd George, July, 1916. KK.G. 1915.

Dernburg, Dr. Bernhard.—Formerly Ger-
man Secretary of State for the Colonies, and
member of the Prussian, Herrenhaus. Born
1865. Went on mission to United States;
left June, 1915. Was master hand working
in background to impede American output
of munitions for Allies by fomenting strikes.

De Robeck, Rear-Admiral Sir J. M., K.C.B.
Born 1862. Entered the Navy 1875, becom-
ing a rear-admiral in r91r. Assumed com-
mand of British Naval Forces in Dardanelles
when Admiral Cardenfell ill, and responsible
for splendid co-operation of Navy with Army
during landing oflatter on Gallipo}iPeninsula.

Desborough, Lord—Well known as Mr.
W. H. Grenfell and famous athlete. Chairman
Thames Conservancy Board. Head of V.T.C.
movement. Deputy-Director in department
of Director-General of Territorials, 1916.

D’Esperey, General Franchet.—Noted French
leader who, previous to 1914, had seen active
service in Far East and Tunis. Led one of two
French armies which, with British forces,
opposed Von, Kluck, August, r9r4. Later,
commanded Eighteenth French ArmyCorps.

Deventer, Maj.-Gen. J. L. Van, C.B.—South
African ~general who greatly distidguished
himself in the East-African campaign.

Devonport, Lord.—Formerly Sir Hudson
Kearley, M.P., well-known tea_importer and
merchant. Chairman Port Authori‘y, London.
Appointed Food Controller, December, 1916.

De Wet, General ChristianFamousguerilla
leader in Boer War. His espousal of the rebel
cause, South Africa, 1914, came as a shock.
His commando routed by General Botha,
November 24th, 1914, near Wynberg, and
himself captured and sentenced to six years’
imprisonment and £200 fine ; later released.

De Witte, General,—Distinguished cavalry
commander of Belgian Armyin Flanders.

Dimitrieff, General Radko.—Famous- soldier
of -Bulgar nationality fighting with Russia.
Carried on. his military studies at Petrograd,
and in the Warof the Balkan States against
Turkey was entrusted with the main attack.
Distinguished as the victor at Kirk Iilisse
and Lule Burgas. In the Great War main-
tained his great military reputation. Led the
first attack on Przem September, 1914.
His latest success Riga front, February, 1917.

Djemal Pasha.—Turkish military governor
at Damascus, where he created a reign of
terror by executing, without mercy, the
noblest of the princely families. His persecu-
tion of Arabs in Syria oneof causes of growing
unity of Arab-speaking peoples. In command
of Turkish troops invading Egypt, 1915.

Djevdet Pasha.—Turkish general who led
forces opposed to Russians in the Caucasus.

Dobell, Lieut.-Gen. Sir C. M., K.C.B.—
Born 1869; entered Army 1899. Served
Hazara Expedition 1891, China 1900, South
Afriea, N. Nigeria, 1906. Inspector-General
West African Frontier Force. Received
K.C.B. and insignia of Commander of the
Legion of Honour for valuable services in
Cameroon ; seized port of Duala, September
27th, 1914. Is a Military A.D.C. to the King,
Distinguished himself under Sir A. Murray
at Gaza, March 26th-27th, 1917.

Dohna-Schlodien, Commander Count.—Com-
manderof German raider Moewe, which Berlin
reported had returned to a homeport, March,
1917, after second cruise of several months.

Dorrell, Lieut. George Thomas, V.C.—Oneof
heroes of famous ‘‘L” Battery, Royal Horse
Artillery. As battery sergeant-major he con-
tinued to serve a gununtil all the ammunition
was expended, in spite of a concentrated fire
from guns and machine-guns at a range of
600 yards, at Néry, in September, 1914.

   

    

   

   

Portraits by Elliott & Fry, Dowty, Lafayette, Speaight, Gale & Polden.
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British cavalry assisted in the capture of Monchy, a little
high- perched village around which the Battle of Arras raged for
‘hours, They galloped through a. snowstorm over Observation
Ridge and carried the north side of the village, the enemy fleeing
before them. Two Frenchwomenstayed in Monchy all throagh

the fighting. When the British rode in these women came running
forward, frightened, and crying ‘‘Camarade!”as though in fac»
of the enemy. Whenthe friendly men surrounded them they were
full of joy, and.held up their faces to be kissed by the troopers,
wholeaned over their saddles to give themthis areeting,
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Cyril, Grand Duke.—Cousin of ex-Tsar of
Russia. Born 1876; married daughter of »
late Duke of Edinburgh. Placed ‘his services
at’ disposal. of Provisional. Government in
Revolution, March, 1917. Later resigned the
command of the Naval.Guards.

Czernin, Count.—lorcign Minister of Aus-
tria-Hungarysi 1916, when he-suceeeded
Baron Burian. President of the Joint Council
of Ministers.

Dall’Olio, Genera!.—italian Minister of
Munitions. .Attended Allied Conference on
munitions, London, July, 31916.

Daneff, Dr.—Trime Minister. of Bulgaria.
Danglis, General. — Distinguished Greek

general who became War ter, August,
1915. -Adhered to M. Ven
Presidencyof his Reservists League, July, 1916.
Arrived at Salonika, September, 1916.

Daniels, Licut. Harry, Vv. C€.—Wonhis dis-
tinction when “Compat srgeant-Major,
2nd Batt. Rifle Brigade, for most conspicuous
bravery. on March reth, _19%3,* at. Neuve
Chapelle. When his battalion was held up
by wire entanglements and subjected to very
severe machine-g
Corpe Neble, V.C., voluntarily rushed
in front ded in cutting the wires.

ion in his regiment 1915.
Daniels, Josepi ary of the Navy,

U.S.A. Had p eccupied several
important adminisirative positions. ;
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cause, South Africa, 1914, came as a shock.
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November 24th, 1914, near Wynberg, and
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tained his great military reputation. Led the
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His latest success Riga front, February, 1917.
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terror by executing, without mercy, the
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tion of Arabs in Syria oneof causes of growing
unity of Arab-speaking peoples. In command
of Turkish troops invading Egypt, 1915.
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manderof German raider Moewe, which Berlin
reported had returned to a homeport, March,
1917, after second cruise of several months.

Dorrell, Lieut. George Thomas, V.C.—Oneof
heroes of famous ‘‘L” Battery, Royal Horse
Artillery. As battery sergeant-major he con-
tinued to serve a gununtil all the ammunition
was expended, in spite of a concentrated fire
from guns and machine-guns at a range of
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The Empire’s Roll of Honour
Ee-General Francis John De Gex ©. B., C.M.G., born in 1861, obtained

his first commission in the West Riding Regiment in 1882, and was
promoted captain in 1888, major in 1900, and colonel in 1918. “He saw much
Service as a Staff officer, and took part in the South African War as
D.A.A.G., being mentioned in despatches “and receiving both medals with
five clasps. In the present war he was Deputy Inspector-General of
Communications in 1915 and 1916, andsince 1916 had been Commandant
of'a British base.

Brigadier-General Charles Bulkeley Bulkeley-Johnson, A.D.C, to the King,
Killed in action, was born in 1867, and obtainedhis first comunission in 1887,
being promoted captain in 1894 and major in 1902. He served in the Nile
Expedition in 1899, and assisted in the operations which resulted in the
defeat of the Khalifa. He received the Egyptian Medal with: two clasps,
and the 4th Class of the Order of the Medjidic. He was gazetted Brigadier-
General in November, 1914, when he vacated his command as Colonel of the
Royal Scots Greys.

Captain and Adjutant the Hon. Laurence Ughtred Kay-Shuttleworth,
R.¥.A., was the eldest son of Lord Shuttleworth, of Gawthorpe Hall, Burnley.
Born in 1867, he went to Balliol College in 1906, graduated in 1911, and was
called to the Bar in 1913, in which year he unsuccessfully contested the

 

 

Altrincham. Division of Cheshire in the Liberal interest, He was private
secretary to Mr. Runciman at the Office of Woods and Torests, and on the
outbreak of war entered the R.I’.A., becoming adjutant in April, 1916. He
Served with distinction, and was mentionedin despatches,

pr, Royal Fusiliers, died of wounds, was born
student’s course at Hackney College went to

Lieutenant R, Bramwell §
in 1887, and after finishing hi

  

 

- Johannesburg, where he was in charge of the Congregational Church for two
yeurs. He returned to Englandin ‘1914, and in January, 1915, began his
ministry at the Congregational Church, Herne Hill, In July of that year he
joined the Inns of Court 0.1.C.+ and subsequently received a Commission in
the Royal Fusiliers.

> Second-Lieutenant Alan Ingham, Manchester Regiment, son of Mr, Alfred
Ingham. of Abbey Hills Road, Oldham, was born in 1896, and educated at the
Hulme GrammarSchool, Oldham. In thefirst week of the war heenlisted
in the first Public Schools Battalion of the Royal Fusiliers, and wentto France
in November, 1915. Invalided home in 1916, he joined a Cadet Corps after
his discharge’ from hospital, and in December received a commission, being
gazetted to the Manchester Regiment. He returned to France ih January,
1917, and on March 14th was killed in action at the head of his men, his body
being found lying close up to the German wire.
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Brig.-Gen. F. J. DE GEX, Brig.-Gen. C. B. BULKELEY- Lt.-Col. H. M. CLIFF,

C.B., C.M.G. Royal Dublin Fusiliers.JOHNSON, A.D.C. to the King.

 

Capt. J. NORQUOY,Maj. A. G. McNEILL, M.C.,
Middlesex Regt.Royal Engineers.
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Capt. H. 8.
East Yorkshire Regt.

0. ASHINGTON, Capt. P. R. O. TRENCH, Capt. G. O. BRUNWIN-
Queen’s, att. Royal Welsh Fus. HALES, Essex Regt. and R.F.C.

Capt. G. A. READ, Capt. H. B. MOLLMAN,
Leinster Regt. Leinster Regt.

 
 

     

 

 

    
Capt. and Adj. Hon. L. U. KAY- Lt.-Comdr. B. A. BEAL,
SHUTTLEWORTH,R.F.A. 5 R.N.

Lieut. C. J. PYM,
Irish Guards.

Lieut. E, E. HYDE, Flight-Lt, H. D.. GRAHAM,
Royal Irish Fusiliers. Sub-Lt, R.N.
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Sec.-Lt. J. E. 8. WAKELEY, Lieut. R. B. SAYER, Lieut. A.
Gloucester Regt. Royal Fusiliers.

J. NORSWORTHY,  Sec.-Lt. ALAN INGHAM,
Canadian Infantry.

Sec.-Lt. G. H. T. ROSS,
Manchestez Kegt. Essex Regt.

Portraits by Lafayette, Walter Barnett, Bassano, Swaine.
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The War Illustrated

still held Lens, but below Arras was steadily retreating to
the so-called Hindenburg line—a series of prepared positions
beginning at Queant.and confronting the British troops. as
far as St. Quentin, keyond which point they lie opposite to
the French lines.
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Ee-General Francis John De Gex ©. B., C.M.G., born in 1861, obtained

his first commission in the West Riding Regiment in 1882, and was
promoted captain in 1888, major in 1900, and colonel in 1918. “He saw much
Service as a Staff officer, and took part in the South African War as
D.A.A.G., being mentioned in despatches “and receiving both medals with
five clasps. In the present war he was Deputy Inspector-General of
Communications in 1915 and 1916, andsince 1916 had been Commandant
of'a British base.

Brigadier-General Charles Bulkeley Bulkeley-Johnson, A.D.C, to the King,
Killed in action, was born in 1867, and obtainedhis first comunission in 1887,
being promoted captain in 1894 and major in 1902. He served in the Nile
Expedition in 1899, and assisted in the operations which resulted in the
defeat of the Khalifa. He received the Egyptian Medal with: two clasps,
and the 4th Class of the Order of the Medjidic. He was gazetted Brigadier-
General in November, 1914, when he vacated his command as Colonel of the
Royal Scots Greys.

Captain and Adjutant the Hon. Laurence Ughtred Kay-Shuttleworth,
R.¥.A., was the eldest son of Lord Shuttleworth, of Gawthorpe Hall, Burnley.
Born in 1867, he went to Balliol College in 1906, graduated in 1911, and was
called to the Bar in 1913, in which year he unsuccessfully contested the

 

 

Altrincham. Division of Cheshire in the Liberal interest, He was private
secretary to Mr. Runciman at the Office of Woods and Torests, and on the
outbreak of war entered the R.I’.A., becoming adjutant in April, 1916. He
Served with distinction, and was mentionedin despatches,
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- Johannesburg, where he was in charge of the Congregational Church for two
yeurs. He returned to Englandin ‘1914, and in January, 1915, began his
ministry at the Congregational Church, Herne Hill, In July of that year he
joined the Inns of Court 0.1.C.+ and subsequently received a Commission in
the Royal Fusiliers.

> Second-Lieutenant Alan Ingham, Manchester Regiment, son of Mr, Alfred
Ingham. of Abbey Hills Road, Oldham, was born in 1896, and educated at the
Hulme GrammarSchool, Oldham. In thefirst week of the war heenlisted
in the first Public Schools Battalion of the Royal Fusiliers, and wentto France
in November, 1915. Invalided home in 1916, he joined a Cadet Corps after
his discharge’ from hospital, and in December received a commission, being
gazetted to the Manchester Regiment. He returned to France ih January,
1917, and on March 14th was killed in action at the head of his men, his body
being found lying close up to the German wire.
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: “THE GREAT “ARRAS BATTLE AREA.—Map of the
. western front, indicating the towns and villages invglved in

the great British offensive which began on April Sth against
* -the Vimy Ridge and the German defences east and south-

east of Arras. At the end of the first fortnight the enemy

  

The War Illustrated

still held Lens, but below Arras was steadily retreating to
the so-called Hindenburg line—a series of prepared positions
beginning at Queant.and confronting the British troops. as
far as St. Quentin, keyond which point they lie opposite to
the French lines.
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4 NATIONAL
MUSTconfess that the first week's
batch’; of replies to my invitation’ to*

sendin ‘’ National Service and. Economy
Notes”. reflected in some measure the
notorious inertia and astounding muddling
of the National Seryice Department.
Only thirty-three replies were received
from my widecircle of readers! Now, when
we consider that the number of readers
who peruse THE WAR ILLUSTRATED €vcry
week must be more than one and a
quarter million, and only thirty-three of
these Haye attempted to accept my in-
vitation; that seems to prove that
official movement: for National. Service
and Food Economy.has failed to arouse
the interest of the public, Of all Govern-
mental failures in the war none is more
pathetic or more contemptible than. the
acknowledged mess into which National

Service has been born.

S it credible that had National-Service
(as. distinct from Food. Economy)

been separ presented to the British
public by-those oficially charged with that
duty, only thirty-three readers, out of
a public that includes more than one in
every ‘forty inhabitants of the British
Isles, would. have taken the trouble to
send in hints and suggestions for my
suggested “National Service and Econo-
my Notes”? Surely not. The~ lack
of enthusiasm which my readers have
shown is, [ am persuaded, evidence, that
few people really know what is.meant by
National Service. «And for this I do not
blame the general public, I believe
that the objects of the department. of
National Service are still so obscure, and
havé .beén so .ineptly put before. the
‘people, that .only, ignorance is» to “be
sexpécted, in addition to the. fact
‘numbers of willing workers ‘have found
‘so little’ encouragement on the ‘offer ef
their®.services that> they. have become
disgusted with, the whole movement.
Thus I cannot ssay I am entirély. surprised
at the result of my appeal for hints and
suggestions, and { indicated in one of my
notes that my _ proposal was merely
experimental.

eS later entries for the prizes” offered
warrant me.in doing so, I shall make

the offer again next week, for I should be

only too delighted. to secure from my
readers material worthy to be printed and
circulated for the education of the general
public in National Service“ and Pood
Economy. But if there. is no better

as

response I shall turn to the professional ~
writers for the task. Meanwhile, I have
arranged with .Mr. I’. A.- Mckenzie
whose work is well known to my. readers
and who has -not-only been a frequent
visitor to the western front during the
war but has recently. travelled all over
the | British Isles studying the social
conditions—to ~ prepare for’ THE War
ILLUSTRATED ‘a Series of practical articles
dealing « :with.~ National Service. The
first of these will appear néxt week. Like

everything from Mr. ‘McKenzie’s pen,
these .articles will be clearly written,
informative, and valuable in the informa-
tion they convey.’ Perhaps their publica-
tion will inspire my readets to new ideas
of. helpfulness. ,

HE threatened difficulties for the
publishing world which were ex-

pected to culminate in a ofSon pro-
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of “returns” as from Maytst,
have, fof the moment, been averted.
The matter was found to be so fraught
with difficulties that the Government
officials Who hadit in hand were eventually
forced to confess that, much though they
desired to effect the economy of. tonnage
which would have resulted _from_ the
abolition of ‘returns ’* -of all classes
of periodicals and newspapers, they were
unable to recommend that the scheme
should be carried out. Publishers, how-
ever, must still strive to eliminate, every
atom of circulation waste, not merely as a
wise. economy, but*in order to relieve
the strain upon the traffic resources
of the country as far as possible.

hibition

HADERS have: it. in their power
greatly to help in effecting this

cconomy by the simple act of giving a
regular order to their newsagents. for the
supply ‘of the periodicals in» which they
are most interested. There are few
weekly publications for which the demand
is so regular as it is for THe War ILLus-
TRATED. Hence, the’ proportion of waste
in our Circulation is comparatively small,
but no matter how careful publishers
may, be in gauging printing orders, there

JOMY NOTES
will always be a certain percentage of
waste so long as anyfluctuationis possible,

and for that reason I ask all my readers to
assist the publishers in practising economi-
cal printing distribution by placing an
order with their newsagents. for the
regular. weekly delivery of Tur War
ILLUSTRATED,

MY readers should also bear in mind
that although official action against

the trade custom: of “ return’ copies
has been abandoned; or at least delayed,

another and even more forceful factor
is. modifying publishing conditions to-
day. That is the steadily increasing
scarcity and excessive cost of paper. The
cost of paper has already reached a point
at which the vast majority of publications
throughout the country. have had’ to
advance their published prices, in some
cases by as. much as too per cent. This
is another important reason’ for economy
of production, and the more the readers
of a periodical assist its conductors to
maintain it on economical lines, ‘the
longer are they likely to be favoured by
being able to purchase the periodical
at a lowprice. Th, Gditas

1e © i

A GRAVE WARNING ON ECONOMY
To Readers of The WarIllustrated

AVING been present the other night at a gathering addre
subject of Food Economy,

T asked him for a special message to nryreaders, and Iam now
‘It. will be received with interest,

ALP., on the
ergelic Director-General,

yint the following.

ld by Mr. Kennedy J Opes,
of which he is now the very efficient and

and I hope that my readers
il realise how urgent ts this matter on which Mr. Kennedy. Jones spectks so seriously.

Hie. frontiers of
this war are not

only in- France and
Belgium, *in. the
Balkans and in
Mesopotamia, They
are nearer home.
Ourhousehold tables
are the battle-line,
and Hindenburg is
waging his real war-
fare there. He hopés
to ward off a strictly

; military decision
against himself while his U-boats attaek our
breakfast- tables. Every Englishman’s
house is “his. castle, as the saying goes,

and Berlin topes to reduce these domestic
fortresses and save itself frqgm  -over-
whelming disaster.. It is curious in these
days when the machinery of warfare. is
so highly -technical that such simple
instruments-as knives~and forks should
play a part. Yet soit is. The wasteful
bread-knife is'a weapon-given into the
hands of the enemy. I am not indulging
in mere metaphors. I am speaking the -
literal... truth. “Bread is® life,;- and. if
Germany can rob us of our bread by
prev.enting it from reaching our shores—
remember that’ before the war we im-

of. our wheat—then
she will. have deprived’ us of our power
to strike a fatal blow. ; :
«We -know her ‘game. It is- clear as

noonday. She stakes everything” upon
this high-seas gamble succeeding between
now and thé harvest. Will ‘she win ?
Will. she’ make vain the sacrifices of our
soldiers ?~-The “answer “depends upon
every man and woman in’ this country.
It depends to-day upon, conserving , that

essential of all our munitions—

   
Mr, Kennedy Jones, M.P.

. not only. unpatriotic, it is choose’ my

bread. I am-aware that breadis for the
mass of the population a necessary food.
Tamawarealso that those engaged: upon
hard manual work and workin the open
require more bread than people whose
work ~is sedentary; the labourer is
compelled to makea bigg' or demand on
the bread-loaf than the clerk. i

But, surely, here is a simple* motto to
which. every man of us can beloyal, and
every woman too :
bread per week than’ you've beenin ‘the
habit’ of doing, and begin at once. That’s
a plain, downright way of helping to ,win
the war. Let our womenputthe kitchens
into khaki, if I may so phrase it; let the

whole: family live under
and so defy the U=boats
Berlin brains behind them. ‘

People of means, people earning high
wages, can afford the costlier foods, ‘and
it is patriotic to buy them, ‘always|
provided that the consumption of bread
and of. breadstuffs is reduced. Andall
waste* must be -stopped. Every crumb
is precious. I have~ seen mottoes and ¢
texts hung. up in bed-rooms, and in some
old-fashioned dining-rooms ins riptions
are ‘prominently written. ECL ISS a
sound, national motto: “Save our daily:
bread.” ee

Sailorsrisk the perils of the deep,greater
perils perhaps than ever our foreffathers
knew, to -bring our bread safely. to our

homes. Waste is ‘insult to them. It is

and the evil

word—criminal. The interval . between
now and the harvest .is fraught with
dangers, but by loyally keeping to the
conditions I havé laid’down I tan say,
with- full. knowledge. of the facts, that

Getmany’ss' U-boat plans to.starve ‘ hated

Anglia ” into submission will befrustrated.
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OUR OBSERVATION POST

THE THOUSAND AND ONE DAYS
EWSPAPERS tell me that April 29th
was the {thousandth day of the war,

one of those round numbers which seem
to suggest the completion. of a period in
the affairs of men and offer opportunity
to people of philosophic temper-to indulge
in meditation varying according to
their mood at the moment. To me,

who cannot claim to be aught but com-
monplace, the obvious thought occurred
that if April 29th was the thousandth
dayof the war, the 30th was the thousand
and first, and the words “‘a_ thousand

and one” opened up vistas down which
my mind meanderedidly.

OR a. geod many -hundred years
people of all ages and dispositions,

big people and little people, have rejoiced
in the tales which were told by Schehera-
zade in the spaceof the thousand and one
nights which gives. its name to one of the

priceless literary possessions of the world,
the hitherto peerless collection of tales
dealing with every emotion and activity
knowntoman. Nowit has been matched
bytrue tales of “ mingled, unrepress’d life,
anguish, death, immortal love’ enacted

within the space of the thousand and one
days just passed, in which no one
looking forward to them expected to
find the least trace of glamour of romance.
Is there already among us, men ask
sometimes, a2 new Homer of an age to
mark and of.a genius to tomprehend
the significance of the events ofthis world-
war, who shall sing themin an epic worthy
of their heroic magnitude? It is per-
missible to hope there may be, but even
more, perhaps, the world at large would
welcome the appearance of the supreme
story-teler who should tell in xicy,
vigorous, and durable vernacular even
some of the wonderful true tales of The
Thousand and One Days,

 

S°. surprisingly have ‘the practical
inventions of recent science approxi-

mated to the imaginary conceptions of
early romance that to make many of the
Arabian tales actually possible in present
European conditions all that is necessary
is to alter slightly the machimery.. The
carpet, seated cross-legged upon which
the wondering prince was wafted from
one. kingdom’ to another, is now two
plane surfaces of wood, but the marvel
of it is no whit abated ; rather imereased,
indeed, for its'spéed nowis swifter than
that-of the wind, and it is so common a,

 

possession that thousands of boys dart
over from England ‘into France, from

rance into Spain, and then” dart back
1 and never give a thought to the

wonderof it all.
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HE fish that swallowed a man alive,
and speeding through dim ocean

depths deposited him upon some far shore,
is to-day a machine made by man’s hands
instead. of a ‘device imagined by his

brain, ‘but surely is the more wonderful.

thereby. The bottle from which the
genie ~emerged in a cloud of smoke
is but little larger now though ‘more
potent for evil: From it fumes es-
cape which can kill a thousand men at
once if they do not mask themselves
against tem. Andthe birds that carried
messages between men far apart are super-
fluities now when a man standing on earth

an teeeere

 

 

can exchange words with a man ona vessel
ploughing the ocean hundreds of miles
away or with one in an airship soaring
out of sight above the clouds.

HE machinery, then, has altered, and
i vellous—has

increased the possibilities of surprise
which is one quality of the good story.
Humannature, however, has not changed

and the elemental emotions, on the bed-
rock of which true literature is based,
have been discovered to us..more com-
pletely in these thousand and one days
than in any other period of man’s exist-
ence. Never has courage been shown
by individuals and by -masses. of men
as it has been shownin this war. Never
has self-sacrifice been so complete as that
of the men—and especially the men not
soldiers by profession—who have given
up everything, including life, for ideals
which materialism had jeopardised. Never
has love been so unselfish as the love of
the mothers and wives and sweethearts
who have sped their men to the war
with eyes that would not shed a tear
and with lips that would not quiver

                      

until the dear one had passed beyond the .
range of yision. Never has commion
bravery risen to such uncommon height
as that of the women who have taken
up the work of the men at home, nor
modesty been so simple and unaffected as

DBDCKKERKRKRES

The Rainbow
ke. a GALLANT hero; one of the best men. we

ever ‘had, loved and honoured by_all,”
was- his colonel’s testimony to Sergeant Leslie
Coulson, a young memberof a talented journalistic
family who, having served in Egypt-and Gallipoli,
was morta wounded -on. the .Somme. The
collection of his poems, published by Erskine Mac-
donald, trom whichthree verses of “* The Rainbow ”
are quoted, will be treasured by all who knew him.

] WATCHthe white dawn gleam
To the thunder of hidden guns.

I hear the hot shells scream
Through skies as sweet as a dream

Where the silver dawnbreak runs,
Andstabbingof light
Scorches the virginal white.

But I ois. my being the old, high, sanctified
thr

And I thank the godsthat the dawnis beautiful
sti

Where the parapet is low
Andlevel with the eye

Poppies and cornflowers glow
Andthe corn swaysto and fro

In a pattern against the sky.
Thegold stalks hide -
Bodies of men who died

Charging at dawn through the dew to bekilled
or to kill.

I thank ce gods that the flowers are beautiful
sti

DDDSDPDSSDSSD

  

When night falls dark we creep
In silence to our dead.

We dig a few feet deep
Andleave them there to sleep—

But blood at nightis red,
Yea, even at night,
And a dead man’s face is white.

AndI dry my hands, that are also trainedto kill,
And I look at the stars—for the stars are

beautiful still.
FRANCE, August 8th, 1916.

“wrought and fought duting these thousand

that with which they have done these
things and seen their conduct_as nothing ‘
more exalted than natural duty to
‘carry on.”

WHEN one looks into them one finds
that all the greatest stories are of

the elemental emotions and, most often,
are of the “common-looking people,”
whom Abraham Lincolnfelt sure the Lord
preferred since He made so many of them.
It is an artificial and a false convention
of “cheap” fiction which requires the
hero to be a peer of the realm and the
heroine a girl at least of exceptional
beauty. ‘‘ True love breeds more stories
than kings do and their glories.” It has
bred some very beautiful ones during
these last two and a half years and, with
or without the marvellous machinery
which has been brought mto frequent use
during the same period, those stories are
what I wish the supreme  story-teller
would compile into his great work to sbe
called “ The Thousand and One DaySi

OTHER people may“perhaps share my
own gently pleasant interest in the

reflection that the scene of some of the
tales of ‘“‘ The Thousand and One Days ’”’
will be identical with the scene of many
of the tales of “‘ The Thousand and. One
Nights’; and this, not merely because
they commemorate the name and the
achievements of one of the many captains
who ‘have won notable distinction in the
war; but because they will furnish new
evidence of the continuity of history,
of the revolving wheel of fate which -
is one of the impressive facts in the story
of mankind. It is well to remember,
good sometimes to know, that time brings
in his revenges. ~Were it not for this sure
certainty, that~justice ultimately gets
done, life would often seem a very hope-
less business.

gee seems to require that Bagdad
should be the scene of one or more of

these new entertainments, and it is
gratifying to know that it can be so used .
without anachronism or undue poeti¢
licence. It cannot .be represented: as
the -goodly place it was in the golden
time ‘of the Caliphate, but it is quite
sufficient that it can be shown as a place
to which hope that seemed dead has been
restored, The entertainment may. set
forth part of the Odyssey of one who
fought his way up the Tigris for the
express purpose of -bringing promise
of new life to the place that once was
the home of civilisation and_ literature
and art. It should promise restoration of
prosperity to a-.Jand that -once ‘was
verdant with palms and lemon-groves,
planted with gardens where myrrh-
thickets blew ue stately cedars, and
where tamarisks and rosaries of scented
thorn and tall Orient shrubs screened even
lovelier vistas of large Eastern flowers,
languorous and odorous. But whether
the scene be East or West, éach story in

this sequence of entertainments shall
bring .to a world that was sad an
invigoratmg promise of hope, the fulfil-
ment of which is guaranteed by the in-
comparable courage and devotion and
the superlative achievements of the
heroes who have actually lived angl

and one euet days. Cc. fyi.
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HEROIC MIDDY OF H.M.S. BROKE.—Fineincident of the recent fight when H.M.S. Broke and Swift defeated six enemy destroyers

and sank two of them. Midshipman Donald A. Gyles, R.N.R.,single-handed met an enemy boarding-party, one of whom, grappling,

sought to wrest his revolver from him. Able-Ssaman Ingleson cameto the officer’s support and promptly bayoneted the German.
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the affairs of men and offer opportunity
to people of philosophic temper-to indulge
in meditation varying according to
their mood at the moment. To me,

who cannot claim to be aught but com-
monplace, the obvious thought occurred
that if April 29th was the thousandth
dayof the war, the 30th was the thousand
and first, and the words “‘a_ thousand

and one” opened up vistas down which
my mind meanderedidly.

OR a. geod many -hundred years
people of all ages and dispositions,

big people and little people, have rejoiced
in the tales which were told by Schehera-
zade in the spaceof the thousand and one
nights which gives. its name to one of the

priceless literary possessions of the world,
the hitherto peerless collection of tales
dealing with every emotion and activity
knowntoman. Nowit has been matched
bytrue tales of “ mingled, unrepress’d life,
anguish, death, immortal love’ enacted

within the space of the thousand and one
days just passed, in which no one
looking forward to them expected to
find the least trace of glamour of romance.
Is there already among us, men ask
sometimes, a2 new Homer of an age to
mark and of.a genius to tomprehend
the significance of the events ofthis world-
war, who shall sing themin an epic worthy
of their heroic magnitude? It is per-
missible to hope there may be, but even
more, perhaps, the world at large would
welcome the appearance of the supreme
story-teler who should tell in xicy,
vigorous, and durable vernacular even
some of the wonderful true tales of The
Thousand and One Days,

 

S°. surprisingly have ‘the practical
inventions of recent science approxi-

mated to the imaginary conceptions of
early romance that to make many of the
Arabian tales actually possible in present
European conditions all that is necessary
is to alter slightly the machimery.. The
carpet, seated cross-legged upon which
the wondering prince was wafted from
one. kingdom’ to another, is now two
plane surfaces of wood, but the marvel
of it is no whit abated ; rather imereased,
indeed, for its'spéed nowis swifter than
that-of the wind, and it is so common a,
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instead. of a ‘device imagined by his

brain, ‘but surely is the more wonderful.

thereby. The bottle from which the
genie ~emerged in a cloud of smoke
is but little larger now though ‘more
potent for evil: From it fumes es-
cape which can kill a thousand men at
once if they do not mask themselves
against tem. Andthe birds that carried
messages between men far apart are super-
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can exchange words with a man ona vessel
ploughing the ocean hundreds of miles
away or with one in an airship soaring
out of sight above the clouds.

HE machinery, then, has altered, and
i vellous—has

increased the possibilities of surprise
which is one quality of the good story.
Humannature, however, has not changed

and the elemental emotions, on the bed-
rock of which true literature is based,
have been discovered to us..more com-
pletely in these thousand and one days
than in any other period of man’s exist-
ence. Never has courage been shown
by individuals and by -masses. of men
as it has been shownin this war. Never
has self-sacrifice been so complete as that
of the men—and especially the men not
soldiers by profession—who have given
up everything, including life, for ideals
which materialism had jeopardised. Never
has love been so unselfish as the love of
the mothers and wives and sweethearts
who have sped their men to the war
with eyes that would not shed a tear
and with lips that would not quiver

                      

until the dear one had passed beyond the .
range of yision. Never has commion
bravery risen to such uncommon height
as that of the women who have taken
up the work of the men at home, nor
modesty been so simple and unaffected as
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The Rainbow
ke. a GALLANT hero; one of the best men. we

ever ‘had, loved and honoured by_all,”
was- his colonel’s testimony to Sergeant Leslie
Coulson, a young memberof a talented journalistic
family who, having served in Egypt-and Gallipoli,
was morta wounded -on. the .Somme. The
collection of his poems, published by Erskine Mac-
donald, trom whichthree verses of “* The Rainbow ”
are quoted, will be treasured by all who knew him.

] WATCHthe white dawn gleam
To the thunder of hidden guns.

I hear the hot shells scream
Through skies as sweet as a dream

Where the silver dawnbreak runs,
Andstabbingof light
Scorches the virginal white.

But I ois. my being the old, high, sanctified
thr

And I thank the godsthat the dawnis beautiful
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Where the parapet is low
Andlevel with the eye

Poppies and cornflowers glow
Andthe corn swaysto and fro

In a pattern against the sky.
Thegold stalks hide -
Bodies of men who died

Charging at dawn through the dew to bekilled
or to kill.
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When night falls dark we creep
In silence to our dead.

We dig a few feet deep
Andleave them there to sleep—

But blood at nightis red,
Yea, even at night,
And a dead man’s face is white.

AndI dry my hands, that are also trainedto kill,
And I look at the stars—for the stars are

beautiful still.
FRANCE, August 8th, 1916.

“wrought and fought duting these thousand

that with which they have done these
things and seen their conduct_as nothing ‘
more exalted than natural duty to
‘carry on.”

WHEN one looks into them one finds
that all the greatest stories are of

the elemental emotions and, most often,
are of the “common-looking people,”
whom Abraham Lincolnfelt sure the Lord
preferred since He made so many of them.
It is an artificial and a false convention
of “cheap” fiction which requires the
hero to be a peer of the realm and the
heroine a girl at least of exceptional
beauty. ‘‘ True love breeds more stories
than kings do and their glories.” It has
bred some very beautiful ones during
these last two and a half years and, with
or without the marvellous machinery
which has been brought mto frequent use
during the same period, those stories are
what I wish the supreme  story-teller
would compile into his great work to sbe
called “ The Thousand and One DaySi

OTHER people may“perhaps share my
own gently pleasant interest in the

reflection that the scene of some of the
tales of ‘“‘ The Thousand and One Days ’”’
will be identical with the scene of many
of the tales of “‘ The Thousand and. One
Nights’; and this, not merely because
they commemorate the name and the
achievements of one of the many captains
who ‘have won notable distinction in the
war; but because they will furnish new
evidence of the continuity of history,
of the revolving wheel of fate which -
is one of the impressive facts in the story
of mankind. It is well to remember,
good sometimes to know, that time brings
in his revenges. ~Were it not for this sure
certainty, that~justice ultimately gets
done, life would often seem a very hope-
less business.

gee seems to require that Bagdad
should be the scene of one or more of

these new entertainments, and it is
gratifying to know that it can be so used .
without anachronism or undue poeti¢
licence. It cannot .be represented: as
the -goodly place it was in the golden
time ‘of the Caliphate, but it is quite
sufficient that it can be shown as a place
to which hope that seemed dead has been
restored, The entertainment may. set
forth part of the Odyssey of one who
fought his way up the Tigris for the
express purpose of -bringing promise
of new life to the place that once was
the home of civilisation and_ literature
and art. It should promise restoration of
prosperity to a-.Jand that -once ‘was
verdant with palms and lemon-groves,
planted with gardens where myrrh-
thickets blew ue stately cedars, and
where tamarisks and rosaries of scented
thorn and tall Orient shrubs screened even
lovelier vistas of large Eastern flowers,
languorous and odorous. But whether
the scene be East or West, éach story in

this sequence of entertainments shall
bring .to a world that was sad an
invigoratmg promise of hope, the fulfil-
ment of which is guaranteed by the in-
comparable courage and devotion and
the superlative achievements of the
heroes who have actually lived angl

and one euet days. Cc. fyi.
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HEROIC MIDDY OF H.M.S. BROKE.—Fineincident of the recent fight when H.M.S. Broke and Swift defeated six enemy destroyers

and sank two of them. Midshipman Donald A. Gyles, R.N.R.,single-handed met an enemy boarding-party, one of whom, grappling,

sought to wrest his revolver from him. Able-Ssaman Ingleson cameto the officer’s support and promptly bayoneted the German.
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was fought an. action in the
Channel which has made a greater

appeal to the imagination of the British
people than anything that has occurret

3 upon the sea since the outbreak of the
: war. The~ matchless gallantry of the

Navy has eved, under the veil of
> official. darkness, many a victory of

3 which history would like to make much.
= But here at last, in a picture so. vivid that

the greatest imaginative writer could
sd hardly have conjuredit upin his dreams,

we have the story of an episode which
must endure while there are children
of the Empire to hearit.
And it is.a story, happily enough, of the

English Channel. Here, properly, is the
chief haven of all our maritime romance.
Here-came Hengist and Horsa;: here
landed Cesar and the legions; here was
the White Ship lost. By these narrow
waters came the sea-rovers who burned
our towns and were chased from them
again. Here the Armada drifted -in

flames. Across these puny waves went
Drake and his merry -men to singe the
Spaniard’s beard. Here

-

came the
privateers and Smuggler Billy and the
rum in casks which the white €aves hid.
Every schoolboy can depict the Victory
towering like some great white bird over
the ever-changing rampart of the precious
isle, So was it fit that in the darkness of
an April night, those who waked in their
houses should hear that distant gun fire
which told them that the Navy watched
by the coastwise lights, and had not
watched in vain,

Enemy Flotilla Sighted & Engaged
What was happening out there on the

. stl dark sea? You could make out
hittle from the shore, though some that
sailed in ships perceived the lightning-
like flashes of the guns and heard a

3 thunder of report. But nothing definite
: was known, though could the veil have

beenlifted the play was dramatic enough,
For here observe: that the two British
destroyers, the Swift and the Broke, were
at that very time—twenty minutes to
one o'clock, to be exact—proceeding on

, a westerly course of their patrol, when
lo and behold! out of the darkness there
emerged upon the port bow an enemy
flotilla of six returning to its “‘ spiritual
home”’ at the best speed possible. We

es : can imagine the excitement uponourlittle
a ships—howevery Jack. was instantly at

s his station, how guns were manned, how
the quick words of commandwereuttered.

© ss Six hundred yards away were these six
4 j Germandestroyers, their funnels glowing,

their engines racing, ‘the line ‘of them
magnificent to see. And what a prey

; ; E the night of April-2oth-21st there»

    

 

  

 

gee was that for a British sailor longing foree the adventure—what a splendid hourforFe ee, the two little ships thus chosen for thises surpassing good fortune! Instantly the
fray begins. The fire-gongs on board the

& German destroyers werg heard “to3 _ tipple down the line” while, ‘in a blaze
Boa of flashes,” the enemy openedfire.

~

As
38 instantaneously the Swift replied; but
ae replying her commander, Ambrose M.,

: Peck, asked himself a question. Should
: he ram the leading enemy destroyer, or

: should he not ? He determined to do so,
. and at his order the wheel was wrenchedny ue round and the Swift, with every occupant

 

     

 

ATTLEPICTURES OF THEGREAT W

By MAX PEMBERTON
ot her bridge temporarily blinded by the
flashes, drove straight for the eneny.
Remember, she was plunging forward

inthe. blackest .darkness, r speed
must have been nearer thirty than
twenty knots an hour, and failure: might
well have sent her to the bottom—
since in failing’ she would have been
rammed herself by the second boat in
the enemy line. So we can imagine the
feelings of her crew when-this apparent
tragedy overtook her. She did. not hit
the German destroyer at which she aimed,

 

but by a miracle she herself escaped the
threatenedfate. -

Swift Torpedoes One of the Six
Turning like a weathercock, she dashed

again at the escaping German—yet not
before she had landed a torpedo in her
tracks and had seen it go home. Unfor-
tunately she missed with her ram for the
second time ; but while she was mourning
her misfortune, her good consort had
already launched a torpedo at the second
boat in the line, and then had opened
fire with every. gun.

Here began the full fury of these in-
comparable minutes, Full of flight, but
not of fight, the German destroyers
absolutely glowed with the fires. their
stokers had fed. “Masses of foam swept
over their bows as they raced for that
pleasant haven of Zeebrugge, which alone
seemed able to save them. And to
them the Broke was clinging always.
Holding his course for a moment ‘to
gather speed for the blow, Commander
E.R, GR: Evans, C-B. suddenly swung to
port at full speed, and rammed the third
boat fair and square abreast the after-
funnel. Then began that: which a com-
mentator has justly said has hardly
happened since the days of Nelson.
Locked together, the crews of the two
destroyers fought with any ‘and every
weapon that came to their hands.

Broke Rams the Third T.B.D.
Amidst a clash of steel, a rattle of guns,

every weapon on the Broke sweeping the
enemy’s deck at point-blank range, the
remaining German destroyers in their
turn pouring a devastating fire upon the
gallant ship—amidstall this fire and smoke
and fury our menfought and bled anddied,
as seamen had fought and bled and died
before the eighteenth century was born,

Consider particuiarly the action of
Midshipman Donald A. Gyles, -R.N.R,
The foremost guns’ crews of the Broke,
we read, were reduced fromeighteen men
to six. The midshipman himself was
wounded in the eye-—yet despite the fact
he kept all the foremost guns in action,
and himself assisted the depleted crews
to load, ‘‘ While he was thus employed,
a number of frenzied Germans swarmed
up over the Broke’s forecastle out of the
rammed destroyer and, finding themselves
amid the blinding flashes of the forecastle
guns, swept aft in a shouting mob. The
midshipman, amid the dead and wounded
of his guns’ crews, and half-blinded by
blood, met the rush single-handéed with
an automatic revolver; he was grappled
by a German, who attempted to wrest
the weapon from him. .Cutlasses and
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- THE BATTLE OF THE COASTWISE LIGHTS
How Swift and Broke Beat Odds of Three to One

rifles with fixed bayonets being among
the equipment of the foremost © guns’
crews, in anticipation of just such events
as were now taking place, the German
was promptly bayoneted by Able-Seaman
Ingleson.

~

The remainderof the invaders,
with the exception of two wholay down
and feigned death, were driven over the
side. The two exceptions were subse-
quently made’ prisoners.”

Surely this was a gallant fellow! Yet
they were all gallant fellows, and many,
to their astonishment, first’ discovered
that they were wounded when they-
returned to Dover that morning.

—

Able-
Seaman William G. Rowles, we read, was
hit four times by shell fragments, yet
remained at the wheel throughout: the
action, and finally only betrayed the fact
that he was wounded by reporting to his
captain, “ I’m going off now, sir!” and
fainting. A stoker, hit in the head with
a piece of shrapnel, coolly. says to his
surgeon that he paid*no attention to it
because he was “‘ too busy along of clear-
ing up that rubbish on the stokers’ mess
deck.” Se

German Treachery Punished
Such-as he and othérs had wrenched

the Broke free finally, and sent her to
_ Yam the last boat in the Germanline. In’
this she failed, though she succeeded in
hitting the boat’s consort oa the stem
with a torpedo ; and having done as much,

-attempted to follow the Swift, when an
unlucky shell in her boiler-room put. her
out of the fight’. Rolling thus in the
swell, she sees a German destroyer
heavily on fire, and hears the erew’s loud
shouts for merey. It is a trap, and she
has almost fallen into it; for no sooner
does she make for the doomed ship, when
the Germans unexpectedly open fire, and
it needs four reunds and a torpedo to deal
with that treachery. But the Broke’'s
name is written this night-in letters of
gold, and worthyis she of the commander
of the Shannon and the imperishable
traditions which he bequeathed.

Meanwhile, what of the Swift? She
has continued her pursuit of the leading
boat until some injury to her engines,
received in the earlier phases of the
action, has checked. her speed, and
rendered further pursuit hopeless. Now
she turns and looks for fresh quarry. A
Stationary destroyer is sighted in the
darkness, and as it is approached, voices
in dismal unison cry “ We surrender—we
surrender !’’ But the Swift is not to be
caught in any such trap. She waits and
sces, and presently the German heels
slowly over, while her ship’s company
takes to the water, and the hulk Hfts ber
bows and plunges to the depths. f

There remains the meeting of’ this
gallant pair upow the lonely waters. Now
triumphantly

—

their searchlights

-

flash
across the still seas. Far away thé three
that are left of the German six make
furiously .for that haven where their
woundsshall be bound and their fantastic
stories be told. But the Britons just
stop and cheer and cheer again.
And who shall wonder ? Would not

our voices have joined in had we been
there? And is there a man, a woman, or
a child who, reading this page most
stirring, has not wished to have been
there, andto have joined a cheerto their $
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Commander A. M. Peck, of H.M.
destroyer leader Swift, who inthe recent
fight ‘‘drove straight for the enemy
and neatly torpedoed a German boat.’?

  

 

 

 

Able-Seaman W. G.
helmsman cf the Broke, who,
though wounded, kept ct the
wheel throughoutthe action.
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Rowles,

 
  

Commander Evans, cf H.M-S. Broke,
who rammed a Germandestroyer. Left:
Able-Seam:n Ingleson, who bayoneted
Midshipman Gyles’ Germanassailant.
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Someof the 108 sailors from the German destroyers, rescued and landed at Dover. Right: Midshipman ane actioS
who, injured and amid the dead and woundedof his gun’s crew, singla-handed met the frenzied boarding-party o' t
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was fought an. action in the
Channel which has made a greater

appeal to the imagination of the British
people than anything that has occurret

3 upon the sea since the outbreak of the
: war. The~ matchless gallantry of the

Navy has eved, under the veil of
> official. darkness, many a victory of

3 which history would like to make much.
= But here at last, in a picture so. vivid that

the greatest imaginative writer could
sd hardly have conjuredit upin his dreams,

we have the story of an episode which
must endure while there are children
of the Empire to hearit.
And it is.a story, happily enough, of the

English Channel. Here, properly, is the
chief haven of all our maritime romance.
Here-came Hengist and Horsa;: here
landed Cesar and the legions; here was
the White Ship lost. By these narrow
waters came the sea-rovers who burned
our towns and were chased from them
again. Here the Armada drifted -in

flames. Across these puny waves went
Drake and his merry -men to singe the
Spaniard’s beard. Here

-

came the
privateers and Smuggler Billy and the
rum in casks which the white €aves hid.
Every schoolboy can depict the Victory
towering like some great white bird over
the ever-changing rampart of the precious
isle, So was it fit that in the darkness of
an April night, those who waked in their
houses should hear that distant gun fire
which told them that the Navy watched
by the coastwise lights, and had not
watched in vain,

Enemy Flotilla Sighted & Engaged
What was happening out there on the

. stl dark sea? You could make out
hittle from the shore, though some that
sailed in ships perceived the lightning-
like flashes of the guns and heard a

3 thunder of report. But nothing definite
: was known, though could the veil have

beenlifted the play was dramatic enough,
For here observe: that the two British
destroyers, the Swift and the Broke, were
at that very time—twenty minutes to
one o'clock, to be exact—proceeding on

, a westerly course of their patrol, when
lo and behold! out of the darkness there
emerged upon the port bow an enemy
flotilla of six returning to its “‘ spiritual
home”’ at the best speed possible. We

es : can imagine the excitement uponourlittle
a ships—howevery Jack. was instantly at

s his station, how guns were manned, how
the quick words of commandwereuttered.

© ss Six hundred yards away were these six
4 j Germandestroyers, their funnels glowing,

their engines racing, ‘the line ‘of them
magnificent to see. And what a prey

; ; E the night of April-2oth-21st there»

    

 

  

 

gee was that for a British sailor longing foree the adventure—what a splendid hourforFe ee, the two little ships thus chosen for thises surpassing good fortune! Instantly the
fray begins. The fire-gongs on board the

& German destroyers werg heard “to3 _ tipple down the line” while, ‘in a blaze
Boa of flashes,” the enemy openedfire.
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As
38 instantaneously the Swift replied; but
ae replying her commander, Ambrose M.,

: Peck, asked himself a question. Should
: he ram the leading enemy destroyer, or

: should he not ? He determined to do so,
. and at his order the wheel was wrenchedny ue round and the Swift, with every occupant
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ot her bridge temporarily blinded by the
flashes, drove straight for the eneny.
Remember, she was plunging forward

inthe. blackest .darkness, r speed
must have been nearer thirty than
twenty knots an hour, and failure: might
well have sent her to the bottom—
since in failing’ she would have been
rammed herself by the second boat in
the enemy line. So we can imagine the
feelings of her crew when-this apparent
tragedy overtook her. She did. not hit
the German destroyer at which she aimed,

 

but by a miracle she herself escaped the
threatenedfate. -

Swift Torpedoes One of the Six
Turning like a weathercock, she dashed

again at the escaping German—yet not
before she had landed a torpedo in her
tracks and had seen it go home. Unfor-
tunately she missed with her ram for the
second time ; but while she was mourning
her misfortune, her good consort had
already launched a torpedo at the second
boat in the line, and then had opened
fire with every. gun.

Here began the full fury of these in-
comparable minutes, Full of flight, but
not of fight, the German destroyers
absolutely glowed with the fires. their
stokers had fed. “Masses of foam swept
over their bows as they raced for that
pleasant haven of Zeebrugge, which alone
seemed able to save them. And to
them the Broke was clinging always.
Holding his course for a moment ‘to
gather speed for the blow, Commander
E.R, GR: Evans, C-B. suddenly swung to
port at full speed, and rammed the third
boat fair and square abreast the after-
funnel. Then began that: which a com-
mentator has justly said has hardly
happened since the days of Nelson.
Locked together, the crews of the two
destroyers fought with any ‘and every
weapon that came to their hands.

Broke Rams the Third T.B.D.
Amidst a clash of steel, a rattle of guns,

every weapon on the Broke sweeping the
enemy’s deck at point-blank range, the
remaining German destroyers in their
turn pouring a devastating fire upon the
gallant ship—amidstall this fire and smoke
and fury our menfought and bled anddied,
as seamen had fought and bled and died
before the eighteenth century was born,

Consider particuiarly the action of
Midshipman Donald A. Gyles, -R.N.R,
The foremost guns’ crews of the Broke,
we read, were reduced fromeighteen men
to six. The midshipman himself was
wounded in the eye-—yet despite the fact
he kept all the foremost guns in action,
and himself assisted the depleted crews
to load, ‘‘ While he was thus employed,
a number of frenzied Germans swarmed
up over the Broke’s forecastle out of the
rammed destroyer and, finding themselves
amid the blinding flashes of the forecastle
guns, swept aft in a shouting mob. The
midshipman, amid the dead and wounded
of his guns’ crews, and half-blinded by
blood, met the rush single-handéed with
an automatic revolver; he was grappled
by a German, who attempted to wrest
the weapon from him. .Cutlasses and
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rifles with fixed bayonets being among
the equipment of the foremost © guns’
crews, in anticipation of just such events
as were now taking place, the German
was promptly bayoneted by Able-Seaman
Ingleson.

~

The remainderof the invaders,
with the exception of two wholay down
and feigned death, were driven over the
side. The two exceptions were subse-
quently made’ prisoners.”

Surely this was a gallant fellow! Yet
they were all gallant fellows, and many,
to their astonishment, first’ discovered
that they were wounded when they-
returned to Dover that morning.

—

Able-
Seaman William G. Rowles, we read, was
hit four times by shell fragments, yet
remained at the wheel throughout: the
action, and finally only betrayed the fact
that he was wounded by reporting to his
captain, “ I’m going off now, sir!” and
fainting. A stoker, hit in the head with
a piece of shrapnel, coolly. says to his
surgeon that he paid*no attention to it
because he was “‘ too busy along of clear-
ing up that rubbish on the stokers’ mess
deck.” Se

German Treachery Punished
Such-as he and othérs had wrenched

the Broke free finally, and sent her to
_ Yam the last boat in the Germanline. In’
this she failed, though she succeeded in
hitting the boat’s consort oa the stem
with a torpedo ; and having done as much,

-attempted to follow the Swift, when an
unlucky shell in her boiler-room put. her
out of the fight’. Rolling thus in the
swell, she sees a German destroyer
heavily on fire, and hears the erew’s loud
shouts for merey. It is a trap, and she
has almost fallen into it; for no sooner
does she make for the doomed ship, when
the Germans unexpectedly open fire, and
it needs four reunds and a torpedo to deal
with that treachery. But the Broke’'s
name is written this night-in letters of
gold, and worthyis she of the commander
of the Shannon and the imperishable
traditions which he bequeathed.

Meanwhile, what of the Swift? She
has continued her pursuit of the leading
boat until some injury to her engines,
received in the earlier phases of the
action, has checked. her speed, and
rendered further pursuit hopeless. Now
she turns and looks for fresh quarry. A
Stationary destroyer is sighted in the
darkness, and as it is approached, voices
in dismal unison cry “ We surrender—we
surrender !’’ But the Swift is not to be
caught in any such trap. She waits and
sces, and presently the German heels
slowly over, while her ship’s company
takes to the water, and the hulk Hfts ber
bows and plunges to the depths. f

There remains the meeting of’ this
gallant pair upow the lonely waters. Now
triumphantly

—

their searchlights

-

flash
across the still seas. Far away thé three
that are left of the German six make
furiously .for that haven where their
woundsshall be bound and their fantastic
stories be told. But the Britons just
stop and cheer and cheer again.
And who shall wonder ? Would not

our voices have joined in had we been
there? And is there a man, a woman, or
a child who, reading this page most
stirring, has not wished to have been
there, andto have joined a cheerto their $
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Commander A. M. Peck, of H.M.
destroyer leader Swift, who inthe recent
fight ‘‘drove straight for the enemy
and neatly torpedoed a German boat.’?

  

 

 

 

Able-Seaman W. G.
helmsman cf the Broke, who,
though wounded, kept ct the
wheel throughoutthe action.
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Commander Evans, cf H.M-S. Broke,
who rammed a Germandestroyer. Left:
Able-Seam:n Ingleson, who bayoneted
Midshipman Gyles’ Germanassailant.
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Someof the 108 sailors from the German destroyers, rescued and landed at Dover. Right: Midshipman ane actioS
who, injured and amid the dead and woundedof his gun’s crew, singla-handed met the frenzied boarding-party o' t
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Artillery in Action Behind the Arras Advance
-

 

 

 

Busy Seene behind the British advance on the Arras front, showing the heavy guns beingplacedin position and fired while the lorries were
bringing up ammunition and materials for the dug-outs in course of construction, To the left the field telephone was already at work.

 

  
 

  
Brigade of R.F.A rushed forward to reinforce the barragefire at short range,
position were clear the gunners were firing.

Almost. before the teams that had galfoped the guns into
Magnificent artillery achievements atone made possible the wonderful work of our infantry.
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By their chivalry and gentleness after victory th

they rescued. They were to be seen everywhere cheering an

‘The entry of the victorious British into the villages was atriumphal progress,ver

Borne on broad shoulders, children waved the men’s hats, old men grasped their hands,

y different from that ear
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e British soldiers who conquered the Germans wonthe hearts of the French people whom

d chatting with the women and nursing and playing with the children.

—
d

 
vading Germans,

and womensmiled through tears of joy.
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Vignettes of Victory Near Arras and the Aisne
British and French Official Photographs
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KING ALBERT’S MEN AS. I KNOW THEM
PEN ~PORTRAITS~ OF

OUR FIGHTING FRIENDS

 

OU can find arm-chair critics in
) England, France, and elsewhere

who will speak disparagingly of
any of the allied armies fighting just now,
be it the British, the French, the Italian,
or any other. But the numberof these
quidnunes who single: out the Belgian
Army for criticism is perhaps greater than
where the other Armies are concerned.

It is: all so grossly, unfair and wrong
that I get a little hot with these people.
I had four months ef closest touch with
Belgian soldiers in the first six months of
the war—speaking with them, eating
with them, sometimes living with them,
and seeing them at work in all conditions,
good andill. People who could fight as
they fought, in circumstances such as
they encountered, and with a cheerfulness

and resolution such as they exhibited,
could be none but the. best of soldiers.

To realise how they fought and the stub-
bornness they showed, you have but to
consider two facts which everyone knows
—namely, the number. of weeks they

held up the whole force of the treacherous
German onslaught, and the numberof the
casualties they suffered. The- Belgian
Army did not flinch before the German
horde until their resolute little Army had
been reduced to a mere remnant. And
even when that- moment. came, -with
naught’ but a mere strip of their country
left to them, they set about the task of
organising another Army, which Armyis

nowin the field. Inthoseterrible weeks of
the first onslaught some of their units
were wiped oat utterly.

Two Contrasting Types

Others, reduced to a mere handful, yet

carried on guerilla warfare from the woods
and forests of Flanders, thereby delaying
the Germanstill British and French were
better able to meet and withstand them.
It was splendid work, done only at
awful cost.. One Belgian friend of mine
is one of two remaining men of his
original company, more than one hundred
strong, That is how the Belgian soldier
fought.
You notice two very common types of

Belgian soldier—the one dark and rather
short, and like a Frenchman: the other

thicker-set and fair and of a ruddycolour,
not unlike some of the English soldiers
from the Eastern Countiés. Most Belgian
soldiers speak French, but the fair ones

have, as a rule, the more Flemish blood

in them, and the language they speak
among themselves is Flemish. There are
men, of course, who area mixture of these

two types, and a very fair mixtureit is;
for these men have someof the solidarity
and doggedness of the English type,
coupled with some Of the vivacity and
quick-wittedness of the French. But on
the whole the Belgian fighting tempera-
ment is more after the English type than
after the French. It has been remarked
more than once how weil the British and
the Belgian soldiery get along together,
better than do the French and Belgian.
There is, in fact, a tremendous regard for
the British in the Belgian-Army. When I
was in Flanders, Belgian officers and
British were as “ thick as thieves,” and
always together in their spare time.
British naval officers who were at work
off the coast of Flanders were especial
favourites, and many of them struck up

gir neenn nngeehOa

By Basil Clarke
Special War Correspondent

Belgian friendships that have lasted right
through the war. Personally, I have never
met with more generous or more genuine
hospitality than I did from the Belgians,
soldiers and officersalike.
“ Eremember one day at Furnes wanting
to find a certain Belgian major friend of
mine, and asking a soldier if he could: tel!
me where his quarters were. The major,
however, had left the little tewn and
taken a billet at a spot four miles away
on the Nieuport road. Nothing would suit
the soldier but that he should show me
the billet. -He was off duty, he said, and
he would take me himselt.

More than Allies—Friends

As there was no conveyance we had to
walk both there and back, eight miles, and
the soldier would not hear of taking any
reward, Incidentally, -we came-in for
some spirited German shelk-fire on the
way, but this did not deter¢the man
from his purpose of guiding me there
and back.

This and much ‘other help and kindness
I owe to Belgian soldiers, and they acted
in this friendly way not so much, I think,
because of any personal qualities of my
own, but because of the fact that I am
an Englishman. This explanation was
expressed to me in manydifferent ways
at different. times, but never better, I
thought, than by the plain Belgiansoldier
who said to me, when I -acknowledged
some kindness of this sort: ‘‘ Don’t speak
of it, monsieur.. You are English. The
Belgians and the English are allies, that.
is true enough. But the Belgians and the
English are more than allies, monsieur i
they are friends.” ;
The Belgians were doing some wonderful

fighting at this time. The Germansstill
cherished the fond delusion that they
could cross the Yser, and night after night
‘they returned to the attack with never-
ceasing waves of infantry. The British
had all they could do farther south, near
Ypres, and could give no help.

Heroic Endurance

The Belgians kept up the fight, and put
the enemy to confusion in these parts by
opening their dikes and flooding the low-
lying land in which they were working.
But if the floods caused the Germans some
discomfort, they did not, on the other
hand, add to the comfort of the Belgians,~
many of whose trenches and positions
were water-logged. Such was the dis-
comfort of the fighting here—probably
never equalled in this war save on the
Somme—that only the bravest and most
resolute troops could have kept going.
The Belgians kept going, bravely enough,
and about the banks of the Yser they gave
the Germans their first real taste up to
that time of what unsuccessful war under
winter conditions might be. But it was
dreadful work. I remember sitting one
night during these endless attacks in a
little estaminet, or inn, at Furnes waiting
for news from: Pervyse, some miles away,
where a dreadful riverside

-

battle . was
raging. The Germans were trying to get
across the flooded flat lands with armed
rafts. They had mounted machine-guns
onthese floating timbers, and were wading
through the floods, pushing the rafts
before them,
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- As I sat there a Belgian soldier, wet
through and covered with mud, tottered
into the room. He-sat downata table in
a dazed manner, and the waitress, after

trying for some minutes to get him to
say what he wanted, went away and
returned with hot coffee. The soldier,
with difficulty, drank it. I noticed that

his hands were covered with big, white

water-blisters, due to long contact with
cold water in the trenches. I spoke to him,
but he looked at me vacantly and did not
reply. After he had been sitting by the
stove for some twenty minutes, looking
more dead than alive, his eyes begam to
eve about the simple httle. room ; his

consciousness, which had left -him some

time during the freezing hours: and days
he had gone through, had suddenly come
back. He now recognised things. But
he didnot know how he got- out of the
trenches, nor when, nor whether he had
come out by order or without. After
another five minutes by the stove, and

another coffee, he picked up his rifle and
went—backto the trenches. “‘ So long as
I can walk, I'll go,” he-said simply... 1
learnt later that he had been ordered out
of the trenches that night to “go sick.”
Later he was wounded, and fell into the
hands~of the plucky British girls who,
during all those dreadful weeks, ran a
little hospital right near the firing-line at
Pervyse.

: Soldiers—and their Hing

Similar instances of Belgian soldiers’
undaunted resolution, both individual and
collective, could be given without number,
collected from those early, desperate days
of war when the fate of Britain and
France alike, let alane Belgium, hung by
a thread. Here is another instance of
Belgian’ soldiers’. sense_of duty which is
not generally known. It is, perhaps, not
too early now to tell it. The Germans,
after plastering the Belgians: with shells
of all sizes, sweeping then: with machine-
guns and rifle bullets, had at last broker

through. The Belgians, after weeks
of hardship and suffering, could stand no
more, and the tiny remnant that re-
mained of many fine regiments got out
of their trenches and retreated. It was
near the coast, late in rg9t4. The men
retreating were recommended to turn, It
is no. use, they argued; we havedone all

we can. Flesh and blood could:not stand
any nrore. The men were distraught with
days of fighting, with days of ceaseless
hardship, and with casualties such as few
troops have suffered in this. war, They
could not. do more, they ‘said, and they
would not confront. the Germans again-—
‘outnumbered and outgunned as they were
at this time. They swarmed along the
road in the direction away from the
Germans. And then a solitary maim came
along the road—atall, commanding figure
in plain, dark-blue uniform and “képi.’’
It was Albert, King of the Belgians... He
looked on at his retreating troops—looked
om, standing in the brick gateway of a
big house, watching his mem in retreat,
and looking each one of them: in the eyes
without saying a word, They looked at
him. They recognised their King. One
of them, on a. bicycle; put his machine

broadside across the road, held up his
hand, and gave an order. They formed
up in the road, saluted their King, and
then marched away—to meetthe:Germans
once more. And this time they held them
till reinforcements: came up. The Ger-
mans never passed the Belgrans again on
that coast position, They have been held
there till this day.

Next article: The Serbian Soldier
By H.C. Wocds
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tured by the Canadians when they carried Vimy Ridge.
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\ Ruins of the beautiful Renaissance Hotel de Ville, Arras, which shared with the sixteenth-century Clearing away a church which the Germans-blew up acress a road duringtheir retreat, ‘‘ according View in Feuchy, three miles east of Arras. Careful to avoid waste—though within limitsbelfry the distinction of being the most interesting edifice in the Flemish-looking city. to plan,’’ in order to retard the British pursuit by every possible minute. disregarded by the Germans—oursoldiers built asentry-box out of German ammunition carriers.i
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   Mules tethered in the ruins of a village recovered from the enemy. Wanton Germandestruction, added to that which warfare made excusable, Cornerof the battlefield near Arras, showing a ‘‘ tank” about toreduced nearly every village in the line of Hindenburg’s retreat to rubble-heaps like this, devoid of shelter even for beasts. ; \
set forth on its ponderous progress over German trenches and entanglements,

** The ‘tanks’ did wonders” in the battle, and werelittle affected by the new anti-‘‘ tank *? guns devised by the Germans to combat them.
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MESOPOTAMIA
By Captain George Lioyd, M.P.

In an Interview for The WarIllustrated

[* Tue War ILtustratep for April 28th we published a sug.
Xe

& ITS FUTURE

gestive and stimu-oS
iting interview with Sir Mark Sykes onthe subject of “Bagdad and the British,”

in whichthe prospect was set forth of aneweva of prosperityfor old lands and peoples
of Asia Minor. We now have the privilege of printing a special message from
Captain George Lloyd; who in 1908 was sent as Special Commisstoner toinquire
into and report uponthe future of British trade in the country which he here discusses.

 

OPOTAMIA, a land morefertile
than the best Western land inMe Canada, a land in which ancient

Babylonia ded a population of :several
millions where nowthere is only a popula--
tion numbered by thousands, is to be

thrown open for the first time for a
thousand years to the amfettered enter-
prise and industry of the Arab race, in
concert with British and foreign trader
That is unless—which seems incredible—
Germany. triumphs and realises her dream
of ambition in the East in spite of the
disasters that thave reeently overtaken
the forces of. herallies.

It is difficult to convey, the profound
significance of this great change ‘to the
average British merchant and manufac-
turer. Their knowledge of this land is
confined to the“ Arabian Nights” fables
and-the sufferings of our troops in an ap-
parently,pestilential climate, and in what
seems a barren, desolate land condemned
to~ eternal sterility. They may have
heard of it as a place where the native is
lazy, where nothing will give him any
incentive to work, and where the towns

and villages are in a semi-ruinous state,
insanitary, plague-ridden ; a country, in
fact, in which commercial enterprise 1s
accompanied by great-risk owing to lack
ot security.

 

Turkish Repression

This is partly true, but only because
the land and the natives have been reduced
to this deplorable state by the pitiless,
brutal oppression of the Turkish Goyern-
ment. Ihe free development for’ “the
Arab that is now coming must, -however,

bring- prosperity, and with «prosperity
greater Security and greater prospects for
the foreign trader. Is it to be wondered
at that the Arab preferred a nomadic
existence and .scorned to have any
dealings in commerce when one remembers
the intolerable restrictions that were put
upon business enterprise by the Turk ?
An Arab with capitalnaturally would not
start. in business that. would attract
attention, because he would immediately
be the prey-of corrupt Turkish officials,
if-he opened a shop-he had to obtain-a
permit, to trade in «different articles. the
had. ¢o obtain “more permits, and ‘to get
these permits the had to pay backsheesh.
Even tthe Jewish traders were kept down
by oppressive taxation.
The “Arab race, with an ancient civilisa-

tion’ that sas highly distinguished in
literature and in the arts, was mever pre-
eminent in “commerce, “but i always
responded ‘to ‘Western influences, and
there is no doubt that whenthe‘has money
the Axab will want European. clothes,
European furniture, and other ~manu-
factured articles.
The first condition of the new deyvelop-

ment of Mesopotamia will be irrigation
works on a ‘huge scale, and in this there
willbe great scope for European ‘engineers.
The few millions ‘spent in this work will
be repaid a thousandfold. It.must be
remembered that there are still remaining

   

traces of an ancient system of irigation. -
Modern work of this kind ‘has been done
with success by that distinguished engi-
neer, Sir William ‘Willcocks, who con-
structed the Hindije Barrage.

Agriculture in Mesopotamia is entirely
dependent npon more ‘satisfactory irriga-
tion.. The fertility of the soil is great,

the climate-is good, but-an the past the
agriculturist has relied solely upon broken-
down ‘canals or upon rivers the waters of
which are allowed to flood the land or
waste themselves mn marshes.

Abundant Fertility

Through the whole length of the vast
Plain of Mesopotamia flow two of. the
world’s greatest rivers, the Tigris and the
Euphrates, whose «waters are fed by many
rivers and streams from the hills of
Kurdistan. ‘and “Persia: “Within ‘¢los¢
reach of ‘these rivers there is no“ lack of
cultivation, but development. beyond
depends upon extensive irtigation and
road communication. Everywhere out?
side the very large towns the margin: of
wealth is small and the necessity -of
providing food from day to day is -the
main occupation of the individual,
although land of abundant fertility
surrounds every village. When the
country is watered its fertility will be
wonderful, and the crops of wheat,
cereals, cotton, and practically all Oriental
produce will be prodigious, and a vast
trade with Europe will be the outcome.
The question is what country is going

to take the most advantage of this ?> Up
to within recent years British trade shad
entirely dominated the Persian Gulf. It
was Germany who came along, and with
characteristic thoroughness and un-
scrupulousness proceeded to undermine
both the British and other foreign trade.
She was assisted in this by her all-powerful
influence in Constantinople. The markets
of the Levant have been largely dependent
upon the-merchants of Constantinople,
and the Germans took full advantage of
the fact. While Germany was anable to
interfere with the. Manchester~ cotton
trade, she began to flood the market with
cheap manufacturéd articles which were
sent ont unconsigned and sold to the
highest bidder-on the ‘spot.

Germany’s Trade Methods

The small hardware trade, which was
once British, was~entirely ‘captured i a
few years by Austria and Germany, and
we were beaten in the markets for cheap
woollens and ‘boots and ‘shoes. There
was .great demand in the harems for:
European ~women’s clothes, and these ‘the
enemy manufacturers supplied.
The success of these enterprises was

dependent to a certain extent upon the
arrival of ‘the ships of the Hamburg-
Amerika Line in the Persian Gulf, where
hitherto, with but rare exceptions, only

British ships had been seen, “This German
line started the service in 1906, and in
spite of eatly losses, ultimately incréased
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the German import trade by one hundred
per cent. It was able to do this by means.
of subsidies from the German Government
and bythe system of “‘ Through Freights,”
which enabled the German manufacturer
to send his goods at an inclusive. rail anc
steamer rate. ;
The sugar trade in Mesopotamia and

Central and Southern Persia, which was
formerly of French origin and imported
in British -steamers, was practically
captured by the Germans by an arrange-
ment with Belgian sugar factories,
which were Belgian in name only. In a
few years the sugar and general trade had-
reached afigure not greatly inferior to the
total of British imports, exclusive of
India, Only six years after the Germans
had-started, they were sending to Hamburg
and Antwerp 80,000 tons of grain, com-
pared with-go0,000 tons sent-to England.

What Britain Must Do

After the war it is unthinkable that
Germany avill ‘be allowed to regain her
old position, and proceed to take adwan-
tage of the immense expansion whichwill
take place with the development of «the
resources of the country. It 4sfor British
traders to ‘be alive aid ready for the new
situation. The British manufacturer must
study closely the needs of the population
that will grow so rapidly in the new
conditions. They must send out travel-
lers,- they: must have catalogues printed
in Arabic, and picturesque posters illus-
trating Eastern subjects, such as Arabian
fables—not Western scenes and people.

it was the Germaris. who discovered
that the main demandin this country was
for goods of a cheap low quality, and they
quickly met that demand. The Germans
made a-study of ‘the natives, their needs,

habits -and tastes in much more detail
than the British merchants, and they used
to spend their leisure time in making
friendly acquaintance with their customers,
so that there was an understanding
between the supplier and the consumer
which was very rare between the Briton
and the native. 4

A Great Prospect

While the Germansgave long credit and
would import goods on small orders, they
did not give dangerously long credits, but
studied the. financial stability of ‘their
clients-as closely as their smallest require-
ments, The British trader -generally had
a hard-and-fast rule—cash or three
months’ credit for all alike. The Germans
insisted .on cash or short credits where
long credits would be unwarranted, -but
in some cases would give mine and twelve
months’ credit when safety and profit were
assured. ;
The result was that the British -trader

was a better ruler but an inferior trader
compared with the German. Take the
comparatively. small business of musical

instruments, In the gramophone trade
the talking- machines imported into
Bagdad. from ‘Constantinople were chiefly
of. German make, and’ the records were
in Turkish and Arabic. :
The Germans deliberately imitated

British merchandise, British biscuits were
copied in biscuits of a Hamburg make,

If in the words of the poem ‘the Arab in
the past has been *‘ Too proud to dig, too
careless to ‘be “poor,” experience shows
that the Arab readily takes any oppor-
tunity which offers a prospect of increased
wealth. Given greater measure of security
for life and property, that will come with
the disappearance of Turkish rule, Mesopo-
tamia will bid fair to outrival not onky the
progress ‘but also the wealthof Egypt.
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Breaking Through the Blood-Stained Barriers
 

 

 
 

British field batteries. moving up to harass the enemy near Bapaume. The road marked by the broken trees was under shrapnel fire,
and the guns had to travel through fearful mud, drawn by eight horses instead of six. Pack-horses brought up extra ammunition.

  

 
 

Canadians digging in undershell fire on Vimy Ridge. The Ridge dominated the plains to Douai, and, in Mr. Phitip Gibbs’s words,its
capture ‘‘ removed from our path a great barrier for which the French and ourselves have fought through bloody years.’*
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MESOPOTAMIA
By Captain George Lioyd, M.P.

In an Interview for The WarIllustrated

[* Tue War ILtustratep for April 28th we published a sug.
Xe

& ITS FUTURE

gestive and stimu-oS
iting interview with Sir Mark Sykes onthe subject of “Bagdad and the British,”

in whichthe prospect was set forth of aneweva of prosperityfor old lands and peoples
of Asia Minor. We now have the privilege of printing a special message from
Captain George Lloyd; who in 1908 was sent as Special Commisstoner toinquire
into and report uponthe future of British trade in the country which he here discusses.

 

OPOTAMIA, a land morefertile
than the best Western land inMe Canada, a land in which ancient

Babylonia ded a population of :several
millions where nowthere is only a popula--
tion numbered by thousands, is to be

thrown open for the first time for a
thousand years to the amfettered enter-
prise and industry of the Arab race, in
concert with British and foreign trader
That is unless—which seems incredible—
Germany. triumphs and realises her dream
of ambition in the East in spite of the
disasters that thave reeently overtaken
the forces of. herallies.

It is difficult to convey, the profound
significance of this great change ‘to the
average British merchant and manufac-
turer. Their knowledge of this land is
confined to the“ Arabian Nights” fables
and-the sufferings of our troops in an ap-
parently,pestilential climate, and in what
seems a barren, desolate land condemned
to~ eternal sterility. They may have
heard of it as a place where the native is
lazy, where nothing will give him any
incentive to work, and where the towns

and villages are in a semi-ruinous state,
insanitary, plague-ridden ; a country, in
fact, in which commercial enterprise 1s
accompanied by great-risk owing to lack
ot security.

 

Turkish Repression

This is partly true, but only because
the land and the natives have been reduced
to this deplorable state by the pitiless,
brutal oppression of the Turkish Goyern-
ment. Ihe free development for’ “the
Arab that is now coming must, -however,

bring- prosperity, and with «prosperity
greater Security and greater prospects for
the foreign trader. Is it to be wondered
at that the Arab preferred a nomadic
existence and .scorned to have any
dealings in commerce when one remembers
the intolerable restrictions that were put
upon business enterprise by the Turk ?
An Arab with capitalnaturally would not
start. in business that. would attract
attention, because he would immediately
be the prey-of corrupt Turkish officials,
if-he opened a shop-he had to obtain-a
permit, to trade in «different articles. the
had. ¢o obtain “more permits, and ‘to get
these permits the had to pay backsheesh.
Even tthe Jewish traders were kept down
by oppressive taxation.
The “Arab race, with an ancient civilisa-

tion’ that sas highly distinguished in
literature and in the arts, was mever pre-
eminent in “commerce, “but i always
responded ‘to ‘Western influences, and
there is no doubt that whenthe‘has money
the Axab will want European. clothes,
European furniture, and other ~manu-
factured articles.
The first condition of the new deyvelop-

ment of Mesopotamia will be irrigation
works on a ‘huge scale, and in this there
willbe great scope for European ‘engineers.
The few millions ‘spent in this work will
be repaid a thousandfold. It.must be
remembered that there are still remaining

   

traces of an ancient system of irigation. -
Modern work of this kind ‘has been done
with success by that distinguished engi-
neer, Sir William ‘Willcocks, who con-
structed the Hindije Barrage.

Agriculture in Mesopotamia is entirely
dependent npon more ‘satisfactory irriga-
tion.. The fertility of the soil is great,

the climate-is good, but-an the past the
agriculturist has relied solely upon broken-
down ‘canals or upon rivers the waters of
which are allowed to flood the land or
waste themselves mn marshes.

Abundant Fertility

Through the whole length of the vast
Plain of Mesopotamia flow two of. the
world’s greatest rivers, the Tigris and the
Euphrates, whose «waters are fed by many
rivers and streams from the hills of
Kurdistan. ‘and “Persia: “Within ‘¢los¢
reach of ‘these rivers there is no“ lack of
cultivation, but development. beyond
depends upon extensive irtigation and
road communication. Everywhere out?
side the very large towns the margin: of
wealth is small and the necessity -of
providing food from day to day is -the
main occupation of the individual,
although land of abundant fertility
surrounds every village. When the
country is watered its fertility will be
wonderful, and the crops of wheat,
cereals, cotton, and practically all Oriental
produce will be prodigious, and a vast
trade with Europe will be the outcome.
The question is what country is going

to take the most advantage of this ?> Up
to within recent years British trade shad
entirely dominated the Persian Gulf. It
was Germany who came along, and with
characteristic thoroughness and un-
scrupulousness proceeded to undermine
both the British and other foreign trade.
She was assisted in this by her all-powerful
influence in Constantinople. The markets
of the Levant have been largely dependent
upon the-merchants of Constantinople,
and the Germans took full advantage of
the fact. While Germany was anable to
interfere with the. Manchester~ cotton
trade, she began to flood the market with
cheap manufacturéd articles which were
sent ont unconsigned and sold to the
highest bidder-on the ‘spot.

Germany’s Trade Methods

The small hardware trade, which was
once British, was~entirely ‘captured i a
few years by Austria and Germany, and
we were beaten in the markets for cheap
woollens and ‘boots and ‘shoes. There
was .great demand in the harems for:
European ~women’s clothes, and these ‘the
enemy manufacturers supplied.
The success of these enterprises was

dependent to a certain extent upon the
arrival of ‘the ships of the Hamburg-
Amerika Line in the Persian Gulf, where
hitherto, with but rare exceptions, only

British ships had been seen, “This German
line started the service in 1906, and in
spite of eatly losses, ultimately incréased
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the German import trade by one hundred
per cent. It was able to do this by means.
of subsidies from the German Government
and bythe system of “‘ Through Freights,”
which enabled the German manufacturer
to send his goods at an inclusive. rail anc
steamer rate. ;
The sugar trade in Mesopotamia and

Central and Southern Persia, which was
formerly of French origin and imported
in British -steamers, was practically
captured by the Germans by an arrange-
ment with Belgian sugar factories,
which were Belgian in name only. In a
few years the sugar and general trade had-
reached afigure not greatly inferior to the
total of British imports, exclusive of
India, Only six years after the Germans
had-started, they were sending to Hamburg
and Antwerp 80,000 tons of grain, com-
pared with-go0,000 tons sent-to England.

What Britain Must Do

After the war it is unthinkable that
Germany avill ‘be allowed to regain her
old position, and proceed to take adwan-
tage of the immense expansion whichwill
take place with the development of «the
resources of the country. It 4sfor British
traders to ‘be alive aid ready for the new
situation. The British manufacturer must
study closely the needs of the population
that will grow so rapidly in the new
conditions. They must send out travel-
lers,- they: must have catalogues printed
in Arabic, and picturesque posters illus-
trating Eastern subjects, such as Arabian
fables—not Western scenes and people.

it was the Germaris. who discovered
that the main demandin this country was
for goods of a cheap low quality, and they
quickly met that demand. The Germans
made a-study of ‘the natives, their needs,

habits -and tastes in much more detail
than the British merchants, and they used
to spend their leisure time in making
friendly acquaintance with their customers,
so that there was an understanding
between the supplier and the consumer
which was very rare between the Briton
and the native. 4

A Great Prospect

While the Germansgave long credit and
would import goods on small orders, they
did not give dangerously long credits, but
studied the. financial stability of ‘their
clients-as closely as their smallest require-
ments, The British trader -generally had
a hard-and-fast rule—cash or three
months’ credit for all alike. The Germans
insisted .on cash or short credits where
long credits would be unwarranted, -but
in some cases would give mine and twelve
months’ credit when safety and profit were
assured. ;
The result was that the British -trader

was a better ruler but an inferior trader
compared with the German. Take the
comparatively. small business of musical

instruments, In the gramophone trade
the talking- machines imported into
Bagdad. from ‘Constantinople were chiefly
of. German make, and’ the records were
in Turkish and Arabic. :
The Germans deliberately imitated

British merchandise, British biscuits were
copied in biscuits of a Hamburg make,

If in the words of the poem ‘the Arab in
the past has been *‘ Too proud to dig, too
careless to ‘be “poor,” experience shows
that the Arab readily takes any oppor-
tunity which offers a prospect of increased
wealth. Given greater measure of security
for life and property, that will come with
the disappearance of Turkish rule, Mesopo-
tamia will bid fair to outrival not onky the
progress ‘but also the wealthof Egypt.
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Breaking Through the Blood-Stained Barriers
 

 

 
 

British field batteries. moving up to harass the enemy near Bapaume. The road marked by the broken trees was under shrapnel fire,
and the guns had to travel through fearful mud, drawn by eight horses instead of six. Pack-horses brought up extra ammunition.

  

 
 

Canadians digging in undershell fire on Vimy Ridge. The Ridge dominated the plains to Douai, and, in Mr. Phitip Gibbs’s words,its
capture ‘‘ removed from our path a great barrier for which the French and ourselves have fought through bloody years.’*
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Outskirts of the Forest of Couchy, to the south-east of St. Quentin, The Grande Place. of Loo, showing the Town Hall on ¢re right and
{ where the Germans caused inundations to retard pursuit. the ruined church-towerin the background.
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Fine type of French ‘‘ Padre ”’ who Stalwart companions in misfortune. Three sailors from Representative of the fine Frenchhas won manyhonours for his the French battleship Danton, sunk in the Mediterranean, Colonial troops—a typical Spahi, orservices in the field. and two from H.M.S. King Edward VII. (French official.) Algerian horseman,
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Once'a pretty corner of Lampernisse, in West Flanders, showing Railway station at Pervyse, afew miles north-west of Dixmude,after
4 . the church which the Germans savagely destroyed.- - the Belgians drove the Germansout of the town,
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Going on leave, British soldiers from the trenches depositing
their superfluouskits in a special cloak-room to await their return.
 

 

 

French Engineers repairing a bridge whose material the Germans ‘* Alpine Street,’’ Lampernisse,so renamed in memoryof forty-five
] had used for engineering work of their own on the bank. Alpine Chasseurs who werekilled inside the church. 2
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 The solid, heavily-shuttered house used by the German Staff when Graves in the German cemetery at Ourscamp-Chiry, one with the  

 

in occupation of Chiry,with a cellar refuge from bombardment. Iron Gross carved on it, one with the Imperial Germaneagle. : : French doctor engaged: in examining a patient in the trenches; Important episode on the way to ‘leave.’ British soldit s
applying his-ear by way: ofstethoscope directly tothe Poilu’s chest. have left. the trenches veceivingtheir pay in the polmantaeAt-eette:
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Signals of Efficienc from Far-Flung Fronts

 

 
Night-signalling gun of the U.S. Navy. It has alight in the barrel

which can only be seen from the vessel to whichit is directed.
Small electric signal projector of the U.S.S. Pennsylvania which can

be used for great distances even in the strongest sunlight.

 

 

  
 

 
 

 

Wrestling match at an Indian hospitalShell, fired intoan Indian campin Egypt, used h
at Salonika. (British official.)as apepper-mill. (British official.)

Admiral Thursby taking part in a game of
tennis at Salonika. (British official.)

 

 
 

 
  

  
 

 

Meeting point of Allies on the wéstern front. “A motor-cyclist’ of the B
held up while his papers are examined where Belgian, French, and British lines meet,

ish Signal Section Fine figure but queer garb.” Briti
officer in Mesopotamiain his gas-mask.
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The Lighter Side of
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Camp Life in Egypt

  Snapshotted ia an Egyptian camp. The poor old cow having stooped her head in search of non-existent herbage, the mischievous boyjumped across her neck, and to his own evident merriment enjoyed a stoien ride with his more conventionally perched companion.
 

 

   
 Getting water under difficulties. One man reaches down into thewell while the athers steady him in his uncomfortable position,

 

 
Cooling his face in the canvas bucket. Where wateris by no meansplentiful it is necessary to limit the supplies for ablutions,

  
 
 

Novei method of hair-cutting—« by machinery ”—ina desert camp,The victim seers to find the oneration somewhat amusing.

 

 

   
 
 

British soldiers after a crab-catching expedition, The “catch”
provided more of sport than of culinary value.
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Gen. Sir CHARLES W:
H. DOUGLAS.

 

  
Driver DRAIN, V.C.,
Hero of Le Cateau.

  
 

     
Gen. DUBAIL,

French Commander.

 

  
 

Rear-Admiral DUFF,
Jutland,

  
   

  

 

 

   
Gen, DUPORT,

French Chief of Staff,

Continued from page 274

Who’s Who i
Douglas, General Sir Charles W. H., G.C.B.

—Chiet of the Imperial General Staff. when
war broke out, which post he ad held:since
April, _1914: Had distinguished *military
record, becoming “Mspector-General of Home
Forces, ro1r. Colonel commanding the Gordon
Highlanders, he was born in 1850, and: had
held important administrative posts since the
Afghan Warof 1879. Died October 25th, r914.

Douglas, Maj.-Gen. Sir W., K.C.ILG.,
D.S.0.—Born 1858. Joined xst Battalion
Royal Scots’ 18 served Bechuanaland
Expedition 188 South Africa. ‘1900-2.
Commanded a Division since 1913.- Rendered
distinguished services:_at Dardanelles. ro14-
15, for which he'received_K.C.M.G.

Dragalina,. General—Distinguished Ru-
manian commander, Won the First Battle
of Targu. Jiu, Octeber 26th-27th, -rg16,
routing the Bavarians. Wounded in ‘the
shoulder and the arm while inspecting the
positions, he died not long afterwards.

Dragomiroff, General Viadimir.— Dis-
tinguished Russian commander. Won great
praise for the coolness and promptitude with
which he dealt with the situation in the
Revolution of March, 1917, at Dvinsk.

Drain, Driver Job Henry C€., V.C.—37¢h
Battery, Royal Field Artillery. Won the
coveted cross. on August 26th, 1914, at Le
Cateau, as volunteer, helping to save guns
under fire from hostile infantry who were
100 yards away.

Drewry, Midshipman George L., V.C.—
R.N.R. Assisted Conimander Unwin at the
work of securing the lighters under heavy
rife and. Maxim fire at Gallipoli landing,
April, ror5.. Was wounded im the- head, but
continued his work, and twice subsequently
attempted to swim fromlighter to lighter with
a line.

Driscoll, Lt.-Col. D. P., D.S.0.—Commanded
25th Battalion (Legion of Frontiersmen),
Royal Fusiliers. Born 1862. Served Burma
1886-88 ; South Africa, where his distinguished
services brought him the Queen’s Medal with
four clasps and the Ixing’s Medal with two
¢lasps, and the D.S.O. Rendered. valuable
services in East African. Campaign’ 1914-16.

Drury-Lowe, Capt. Sidney R., R.N., C.M.G.
—One of most distinguished younger officers
of the Navy. Born 1871. Joined H.M.S.
Britannia 1885; served in the Hyacinth
in Somaliland Expedition, 1904. Commanded
H.M.S. Chatham in the Mediterranean,
German, East Africa, and Dardanelles. His
greatest feat was searching for and discover-
ing the German cruiser Konigsberg, October
3oth, 1914, hiding up the Rufiji Riv
opposite Mafia Island (German, East Africa).
Shelled both vessel and entrenchments
thrown up on banks of river by its crew, and
effectively bottled her up bysinkingcollier:

Dubail, General—French commander whose
skill and brilliance were among the discoveries
of the earlier campaign. Called fromthehills
round Nancyto help General Sarrail in fight-
ing to east of Argonne Ridge and along the
Heights of the Meuse between Verdun and
Toul, September, 1914.
Du Cane, Lt.-Gen. Sir John {Philip, K.C.B.—

Born 1865. Lieutenant R.A. 1884; D.A.A.G.
Staff College 1905-7; General Staff officer,

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

  

   

1st grade, Headquarters of Army, 1908-10 ;°
Staff officer to .Inspector-General of Home
Forces, 1913-14; served in South Africa.
Twice mentioned in despatches present war;
promoted major-general, and K.C.B.; ap-
pointedlieutenant-general, September, 1916.

Duff, Rear-Admiral Alex. Ludovie, C.B.—
Rear-Admiral 2nd Battle Squadron since
1914. Born 1861. Director of the Mobilisa-
tion Division of Admiralty War Staff, 1913-14.
Present at Battle of Jutland; mentioned in
despatches.

Duff, General Sir Beauchamp, G.C.B.,
G.C.S.£.—Commander-in-Chief in India from
1914 to July, 1916. Born 1855; distinguished
services Egypt and India. Military Secretary
to Commander-in-Chief in India, 1895-99;
Adjutant-General, India, 1903-6; Chief of the
Staff in India, 1906-9.

 

the Great War
Dumba, Dr. Konstantin T.—Formerly

Austrian Ambassador at Washington;  re-
called September, 1915. Involved in German
plots to impede -production of munitions
for-Allies. His complicity provedin incriminat-
ing papérs seized on person of an American
journalist on his way to, Europe, among them
a letter from Dr. Dumba, proposing to his
own Government plans for instigating strikes
in American works,

Dundas of Dundas, Vice-Admiral.—Principal
Naval-Transport

.

office since 1916} whose

services Were recognised in Sir Douglas Haig’s
despatch published) January, 1017. Born
1859, Served. in. Cape Squadton in Boer
War, and took patt in Delagoa Bay opera-
tions, Second in command’ of. H.M.S. Forte
(1904-5), Hast Africa station, and received
approval. of Admiralty for prompt: action in
reference’ ‘to. Russian auxiliary cruisers.
Naval Attaché, Tokio, 1908-10. Rear-Admiral
on Staff at Sheerness, 1911 ; -Vice-Admiral
1916. Succeededfather as twenty-eighth Chief
of Dundas. :

Dupont, Colorel.—Inventor of the famous
French ‘75gun,

Duport, General—Appointed Chief of the
General Staff of the French Armyin succession
to General Graziana, September, 1916.

Dwyer, Corporal Edward, V.C.—1st Bat-
talion East Surrey Regiment. -For most con-
spicuous bravery and devotion to duty at
Hill 50 on April 2oth, 1915. When his trench
was heavily. attacked by German’ grenade-
throwers, he climbed on to the parapet,
and although subjected fo a hail of bombs at

  

 
 

close quarters, succeeded in dispersing the-
enemybytheeffective use of his hand-grenades.
Killed in action 1916.

Edwards, Brig.-Gen. W. F. S., D.S.0.—
Born 1872. -Had a distinguished military
record in African campaigns. Employed with
Sierra Leone Frontier Police, — 1899-1900 ;
Ashanti Field. Force, 1900; South African
Constabulary Igor. Inspector-General of
Police for East Africa and Uganda Pro-
tectorates 1908-1915. Distinguished himself
in campaign in East Africa, where he was
Inspector-Generalof Communications, 1915-10,
and had control of minor operations onlines
of communication, which he handled with
entire satisfaction (mentioned in despatches).

Egerton, Maj.-Gen. Sir R. &., K.C.B.—
Born 1860. Entered Army1879. Distinguished
Indian record, serving Hazara Expedition
1888, Isazai pedition 1892, Chitral Relief
Force 1895, Waziristan 1901-2. _Rendered
valuable services Mesopotamian Campaign;
K.C.B., and mentioned in despatches.

Egypt, Sultan’ of—(See ussein Kamel,

 

 

   

. Prince.)
Eichhorn, General von.— ® -ominent German

commander, who was indenburg’s —lieu-
tenant early in the wa:. With General
3uelow, strove in vain to re‘rieye the defeat
at Prasmysch, March, 3915, by making a
concentration at Willenberg and_ striking
again at Warsaw through the frontier town
of Chorzele.

Einem, General von.—German commander
who came into prominence as leader of army
on Champagne front early in 1915.

Elliot, Sir Francis E. H., K.C.M.G., G.C.V.O.
British Minister at Athens since 1903. Born
1851. Has had distinguished diplomatic

career.

Emmich, General Otto von—Commander-
in-Chief of the German forces before Liege,
August, 1914, commanding the Tenth German
Army Corps. Born in 1848. Served as) lieu-
tenant in Franco-Prussian War. His death
reported first after German occupation of
Liege, and secondly December, 1915.

Enver Pasha.—The. nominal dictator in
Turkey. As War Minister he was prime mover
in inducing Turks to become the servile
allies of Germany. -Gained great reputation
as cavalry. leader in Second Balkan War by
his. dash on Adrianople. In commandof
Turks on Gallipoli Peninsula, and personally
directed powerful attack on Anzacs, June,
1915.
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British soldiers succouring a crowd of newly-caughtpri~ sone
wire had been taken during the Arras edGanice: Snadred asters
undred of surrendering Bavarians were herded together and

marched to a single corps “‘ cage’? until the number it contained
was close upon two thousand. Our good-natured soldiers are

 

Seeae

described as having busied themselves in filling the prisoners’
water-bottles for them, while at the same time tress SatiGee their
taste forchaff by tossing harmless inquiries about ‘‘ Kaiser Bill’?
and Hindenbeggar ”’ over the barbed-wire fencing within which
the thronging Bavarians were closely pent.

ar-Weary Bavarians intheir Barbed-Wire Cage
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Continued from page 274

Who’s Who i
Douglas, General Sir Charles W. H., G.C.B.

—Chiet of the Imperial General Staff. when
war broke out, which post he ad held:since
April, _1914: Had distinguished *military
record, becoming “Mspector-General of Home
Forces, ro1r. Colonel commanding the Gordon
Highlanders, he was born in 1850, and: had
held important administrative posts since the
Afghan Warof 1879. Died October 25th, r914.

Douglas, Maj.-Gen. Sir W., K.C.ILG.,
D.S.0.—Born 1858. Joined xst Battalion
Royal Scots’ 18 served Bechuanaland
Expedition 188 South Africa. ‘1900-2.
Commanded a Division since 1913.- Rendered
distinguished services:_at Dardanelles. ro14-
15, for which he'received_K.C.M.G.

Dragalina,. General—Distinguished Ru-
manian commander, Won the First Battle
of Targu. Jiu, Octeber 26th-27th, -rg16,
routing the Bavarians. Wounded in ‘the
shoulder and the arm while inspecting the
positions, he died not long afterwards.

Dragomiroff, General Viadimir.— Dis-
tinguished Russian commander. Won great
praise for the coolness and promptitude with
which he dealt with the situation in the
Revolution of March, 1917, at Dvinsk.

Drain, Driver Job Henry C€., V.C.—37¢h
Battery, Royal Field Artillery. Won the
coveted cross. on August 26th, 1914, at Le
Cateau, as volunteer, helping to save guns
under fire from hostile infantry who were
100 yards away.
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a line.
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—One of most distinguished younger officers
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in Somaliland Expedition, 1904. Commanded
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Shelled both vessel and entrenchments
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Toul, September, 1914.
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1st grade, Headquarters of Army, 1908-10 ;°
Staff officer to .Inspector-General of Home
Forces, 1913-14; served in South Africa.
Twice mentioned in despatches present war;
promoted major-general, and K.C.B.; ap-
pointedlieutenant-general, September, 1916.
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Rear-Admiral 2nd Battle Squadron since
1914. Born 1861. Director of the Mobilisa-
tion Division of Admiralty War Staff, 1913-14.
Present at Battle of Jutland; mentioned in
despatches.

Duff, General Sir Beauchamp, G.C.B.,
G.C.S.£.—Commander-in-Chief in India from
1914 to July, 1916. Born 1855; distinguished
services Egypt and India. Military Secretary
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enemybytheeffective use of his hand-grenades.
Killed in action 1916.

Edwards, Brig.-Gen. W. F. S., D.S.0.—
Born 1872. -Had a distinguished military
record in African campaigns. Employed with
Sierra Leone Frontier Police, — 1899-1900 ;
Ashanti Field. Force, 1900; South African
Constabulary Igor. Inspector-General of
Police for East Africa and Uganda Pro-
tectorates 1908-1915. Distinguished himself
in campaign in East Africa, where he was
Inspector-Generalof Communications, 1915-10,
and had control of minor operations onlines
of communication, which he handled with
entire satisfaction (mentioned in despatches).
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concentration at Willenberg and_ striking
again at Warsaw through the frontier town
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who came into prominence as leader of army
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in-Chief of the German forces before Liege,
August, 1914, commanding the Tenth German
Army Corps. Born in 1848. Served as) lieu-
tenant in Franco-Prussian War. His death
reported first after German occupation of
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OUR DIARY OF THE
Chronology

Mar. 28.—British capture Villers-Faucon and
Saulcourt.

Heroism on Transport Tyndareus.—
Admiralty announces transport Tyn-
dareus, having on board a battalion of
Middlesex Regiment, with whom was
Colonel John Ward, M.P., mined on
February 9 off Cape Agulhas (105 miles
south-east of Cape Town). The incident
occurred not far from spot where Birken-
head was lost, and the troops maintained
steadfast courage, singing as the vessel
began to settle. All on board were saved;
and the Tyndareus reached port under
her own steam. '

Victory near Gaza.—General Murray
reports his forces defeated 20,000 Turks
five miles south of Gaza on March 26-27,
taking 900 prisoners, including Turkish
commander and his Staff.

Mar. 29.—British “capture
jonval.

Mar. 30.—British occupy Ruyaulcourt, Sorel-
le-Grand, and Fins. Later in day Heudi-
court is captured, and possession gained
of Marteyille, Vermand, Soyécourt, and
Ste. Emilie.

Mar. 31.—British capture Jeancourt, Hervilly,
and Herbécourt.
Announced British forces in neighbour-

hood of Kizil Robat, thirty miles from
Khanikin, and seventy miles from
Russians.

British occupy Deli Abbas, sixty miles
north-east of Bagdad.

PRIL I.—British take Savy, four miles west
of St. Quentin; also Savy Wood.

Neuville-Bour-

APR

Aprit 2.—Closing in on St. Quentin—Francilly-
Selency, Selency, and Holnon carried by
British, who are within two miles of
St. Quentin. Attacking on front between
-Bapaume-Cambrai road and Arras, our
troops capture Croisilles and other German
advanced. positions.

President Wilson asks Congress to
declare that a state of war exists with
Germany.

Russian and British advance detach-
ments establish touch in Mesopotamia.

Aprit 3.—French carry villages of Dallon,
Giffecourt, and Cerizy.

Russian Reverse on Stokhod.—The
Germans win the bridge-head at Tobol, on
the Stokhod, inflict severe losses on
Russians, and take manyprisoners.

AprIL 4.—British capture Metz-en-Couture.
French ‘patrols enter suburbs of St.

Quentin.

Aprit 5.—British capture Ronssoy and Basse-
Boulogne and Lempire, and progress
beyond Metz-en-Couture.

Aprit 6.—United States at War with Germany.
Great Air Battles—During the days

and nights of April .5,*6, British airmen
carry out important work, which included
the taking of 1,700 photographs, co-
operation with artillery, and made 17
successful raids on aerodromes, munition
depots and railways. In the aerial
contests’ 28 British machines reported
missing. The enemy’s losses are 15
machines destroyed, and 31 driven down
damaged.

ApriL 7.—Seaplanes raid Zeebrugge Mole
during the night, while off Zeebrugge two
German destroyers are torpedoed.

Arrit 8.—British progress in neighbourhood
of Bapaume-Cambrai road on a front of
3,000 yards north of Louverval.
Cuba at war with Germany.

Aprit 9.—Great British Advance.—British
Jaunch a battle on a vast scale from Lens
to St.- Quentin. In the direction of
Cambrai British troops storm Hermies
and Boursies; in the direction of St.
Quentin they capture Fresnoy-le-Petit.

of Events, March 28th—April 30th, 1917

Vimy Ridge Captured—From Hénin-
sur-Cojeul to southern outskirts of
Givenchy-en-Gohelle, to a depth of from
two to three miles, enemy’s defences are
stormed. The forward defences on this
front, including the Vimy Ridge, whichis
carried by Canadian troops, are captured.
More than 9,000 prisoners taken and
over 40 guns.

Austria severs diplomatic
with the United States.

Brazil breaks with Germany. ;

British hospital ship Salta mined in
Channel; 52 persons missing,

British defeat Turks in Deltawa
district, and drive them back to Deli
Abbas.

APRIL 10,—Battle of Arras.—British opera-
tions energetically pursned, outskirts of
Monchy-le-Preux (five miles east of
Arras) reached. In direction of Cam-
brai” British line advanced north of
Louveryal.

relations

Apri r1,.—Capture of Monchy-le-Preux and
La Bergére.

Aprit 12.—Capture of Wancourt, _Heninel,
Gauche Wood, Gouzeducourt Village and
Wood.

Aprit 13,—Continued British advance. Bail-
Jeul, Vimy, Petit Vimy, Givenchy-en-
Gohelle,, Angres and Wancourt Tower
captured. North-west of St. Quentin the
village of Fayet is captured; 13,000
prisoners and 166 guns taken since
April 9.

Beiivia breaks with Germany.
&

Aprit 14.—Closing in on Lens,—The town of
Liévin, south-west ofand adjoining Lens,
captured by the British, and Cité St.
Pierre, north-west of Lens, seized.
Farther south, Gricourt (three miles
north-west of St. Quentin) is carried.

Allied air raid on Freiburg as reprisal
for sinking of hospital ships.

ApRIL 15.—Germans gain temporary success
at Lagnicourt.

Aprit 16.—Sir Douglas Haig reports capture
of large booty at Liévin and on the
Souchez River.

Great French Offensive.—Attacking on
a twenty-five-mile front between Soissons
and Rheims, the French capture defensive
line between Soissons and Craonne,
enemy’s second line between Craonne and
Juvineourt, and reach the Aisne Canal,
taking 10,000 prisoners.

Aprit 17.—Hospital ships Donegal and Lan-
frane torpedoed, while ~transporting
wounded from France. From Donegal,
29 men and 12 of crew missing. Of
Lanfrane’s complement, 34 drowned,
including 15 Germans; 152 wounded
German prisoners rescued,

Battle of the Aisne.—French. offensive
continues, the fighting front extended to
a point beyond Auberive, which village
is captured ; over 2,500 prisoners taken
on this new front.

American destroyer attacked and mined
by German submarine 100 miles south of
New York.

British advance north of the Wadi
Gaza, and capture Turkish advanced
positions on a front of six miles and a
half.

Apriz. 18.—British
east. of Epéhy,
Guislan.

Great French Gains.—Ourallies drive
deeply into enemylines on three sides of
the Vrégny plateau, take Chavonne and
Chivy, and advance as far as Braye-en-
Laonnais. In three days’ battle on

progress south-east and
and capture Villers-

Aisne and in Champagne they take ovér
17,000prisoners and 75 guns. ah

British drive Turks from positions
covering Istabulat Station, and take
1,240 prisoners.

Apri 19.—Continued French offensive along
the Aisne and in Champagne.

AprRIL 20,—French occupy Sancy, on the
Vrégny plateau, and in Champagne seize
important points ear Moron-Villiers.

British capture Gonnelieu.
Mr, Balfour, who is on special missior

to United States, arrives at Halifax.

King and Queen attend solemn service
at St. Paul’s Cathedral on occasion of
entry of United States into the war.

Destroyer Fight in Channel_—Five
German destroyers attempt a raid on
Dover by night. At least two of them,
possibly three, are sunk by two vessels of
Dover patrol—Swift and Broke. Onthe
same night German destroyers fire some
shells on Calais.

APRIL 21.—British gain ground along north
bank of the Scarpe, east of Fampoux.

British carry Istabulat, the last station
before Samarra, on Bagdad Railway.

APRIL 22.—British progress east of Havrin-
court Wood, and carry southern portion
of Trescault village (east. of the wood).
Sharp fighting takes place south-east of
Loos.

AprIL 23.—Battle of Arras Renewed.—Sir
Douglas Haig attacks on either side of
the River Scarpe, east of Arras. To the
north of the Scarpe our troops take
Gavrelle, and, fo south of the river,
Guémappe. Prisoners exceed 1,500.
South of the Bapaume-Cambrai road the
remainder of village of Trescault is
captured, and greater part ofHavrincourt
Wood, our troops reaching the banks of
the St. Quentin Canal, near Vendhuille.

Three British seaplanes attack five
German destroyers. steaming north from
Belgian coast. One destroyer believed
sunk.

General

Station.
APRIL 24,—British capture hamlet of Bilhem.

Aprit 25.—British line advanced slightly
south of Scarpe River. Announced 3,029
prisoners captured since morning of
April 23.

Advance in Balkans.—British attack
on front of two miles and a half between
Lake Doiran and a point north-west of
Doljeli, ‘and advance 500 yards.
German destroyers bombard Dunkirk.

Aprit 26.—Germaneffort to retake Gavrelle
completely repulsed. British -captute
quarries on eastern outskirts of Hargi-
court. :

ApRIL 27.—Naval Raid on Kent Coast:—
German destroyers heavily bombard
Ramsgate, about roo shells being fired ;
2 killed, 3 injured. *

Aprit 28.—Severe Fighting at Arras.—British
attack on a front of several miles north
of River Scarpe, and the fighting is
severe. Arleux-en-Gohelle (three miles
east of Vimy Ridge) captured by Cana-
dians, and progress made north-east of
Gavrelle and on western slopes of Green-
land Hill. South of the river ground is
gained north of Monchy-le-Preux.

Maude oceupies

Aprit 29,—Continued heavyfighting. British-
capture trench system south of Oppy on
a front of about a mile, after heavy
fighting. Prisoners taken sincé morning
of April28 number 976.

Aprit 30.—Announced. General
pointed Chief of Staff to General Nivelle.

Frenchattack in Champagne, and carry
several lines of trenches, ftom “Mont
Carnillet as far as south of Beine.

Samarra,

Pétain ap-
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West Point! West Point!
Hurrah, hurrah, hurrah! Tp

West Point! ys
Rah! Rah! Rah! a

: West Point! ;

TRAUE rallying-cryabove quoted will be
' heard ere long, tt may be, on French

soil, and it will spring from the
hearts as well as from the throats of
graduates from “The United States
“Military Academy: at WestPoint,’ to
“givethe famed training-school forofficers-
_ its official name. “ Once a West Pointer,
always a West Pointer,’ and, whatever

‘his future walk in life, he cherishes and
lives up to the spirit and the traditions of
‘his former school in the same degree as do
Wykehamists, Etonians, and Harrovians.
Not all the graduates enter the United
‘States Army, for many of themdrift into
works or offices where their special attain-
‘ments render them invaluable.
~The cemetery itself breathes the spirit

of West Point. As you wander through
its paths you may read the story of the
Civil War. There they lie, side by side,
the “boys in grey” and the ‘‘ boys in
blue‘); they are no longer ‘‘ Yankees ”
and “.Johnny Rebs”; they are, as they
ever were—each having taken in that
-war the side dictated by conscience—West
Pointers, all of whom did. their duty
nobly. Peace be unto their ashes. The
country that produced such men need
never despair. To quote from “ The
Spirit of Old West Point, 1858-1862,” by
General Morris Schaff: ‘“‘ By following a
roadovershadowed by chestnut-trees, ore
soon reaches the cemetery where many
Officers. of distinction areburied. The
surroundings, the river so peacefully
flowing on below you, Crow Nest rising so

near and so loftily above you, the deep
contemplation of overbending trees, the
hills and distant fleckered landscapes, all

bring pictures of beauty and a sense of
great peace. It has more of that loneli-
ness, so sincerely solemn, of the out-of-the-

way country graveyards, and certainly
none of the city cemetery’s hollow.
mockery of death by flowers and walks
and evergreens.

_ “And yet there is sweet, holy pen-
siveness about it, which, like plaintive
music, has mellowed the heart of many
a cadet. And if, while wandering here
and there in it, the bugle’s notes come
faintly to him, war and its glories faded
away, and the butterfly wavering over
thegraves, now lifting up and round and
over the monuments of the great, and
living but-for a day, seemed a fitting
emblem to the vanity of all ambition.”
The same gallant officer says elsewhere :

*“West Point is what it is by accelerated
waves of sentiment.’” A couple of in-’
scriptions will best*illustrate that ‘‘ senti-
ment”’ or “ spirit.”’. There is\the one to
‘Saleni S. Marsh, of Massachusetts, who
was shot unto death on May Day, 1863,
on the bloody battlefield of Chancellors-

|}, ville, which ‘cost the South the life of
o“ Stonewall” Jackson.

his Creator, as he had answered‘his
vadjutant, at roll-call on the campus of

s). West Point for manyyears, “ Here !”’
“=“George Armstrong Custer,
ot

ied with
his entire command at the Battle 6f Little
Big Horn, 25th June, 1876,” when the

_sister,

POINT AND KITCHENER
An Anglo-American Reminiscence

By CHARLES E, ROCHE * hs
crafty Sioux wiped out the 7th -U.S’
Cavalry, With him were killed Lieut’
James Calhoun, the husband of Custer’s

Captain Thomas Custer, Lieut.
Boston Custer, and Outie Reid, a nephew

of “Mrs, Calhoun—a family and a West
Point record indeed. é
There was once a “ Kitchener Day ”

at West: Point—April-16th, 1910—when
the organiser of our present Army went
thither as the guest of Colonel Hugh L.
Scott, the then superintendent of the

academy, now Brigadier-General, Chief
of Staff of the U:S. Army. I still see
Kitchener pacing the veranda of his
host’s bungalow. Of a sudden he comes
to a standstill on seeing the approach of
as fine a mass of healthy, wholesonre, ©
spirited, and clean-bowelled young men
as are to be met with throughout the
world. On they come, marching into the
campus with-a swinging, .steady, and
uniform stride. Kitchener of Khartum
descends the steps of the anda, ac-

companied by his host and Mrs. Scott,

the smartness of the cadets I saw on
parade, and also by their movements and
good: marching. I think my opinion on
the institution may be summed up in
one word—thorough.’ It takes in raw
lads. and forms their characters, instructs
their minds, and while attending to their
physical developments impresses upon
them that most essential attribute of the
soldier—discipline.
“The new buildings- and appliances

in every department place the college
on the highest level of military in-
structional institutions. A few months
ago I recommended the Australian and
‘New Zealand Governments to take West
Point as their model for the military
college they require. I hope the ideal
I haveplaced before them will not appear
to them unattainable” They will have
to workby degrees, for they must re-
member it has taken more than one
hundred years to create West Point.”

Quite recently Major-General J. P.
Sanger, U.S.A.-(retired), has advocated a
wider, fuller, and no doubt -more up-to-

date use of the U.S. Military Academy.
He proposes to provide at West Point
only the course ofinstruction which is
required by all second sub-lieutenants,
without respect to aoe of the service or
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BEAUTY AND PEACE.—Ficturesque view from West Point, showing the Hudson
River. This famous military academyis the United States equivalent of Sandhurst,
and was recommended by Lord Kitchener to the Australian and New Zealand

Governments as the model for their military college.

and sits down by their side on a garden
bench, with eyes riveted on that mass of
fine ladsin.grey. About him are American
officers, slim of build; with faces bronzed

by the sun of Cuba, of the Philippines, and
“the plains.’’ They are well set up, as
thoroughly groomed as a racehorse, the
picture of health and vitality, fit and
ready, and prepared, physically and
mentally, to'take the field there and then.

They are old West Pointers, who are
keenly watching those who are inthe
future to bring further honour to West
Point,— as they themselves and those

before themhave done, andwill again do,
should their country demandit.
The battalion forms a thin greyline,

and stands there, an emblem of virility,
precision, and determination. The usual
evolutions take place, and then comes
the march-past, a sight ever to be re-
membered. It seems to me that Kitchener’s

eyes gleam with admiration. Turning

colonelretu bow, and thanks for
the compliment evidently uttered by ‘his _

«guest, 5 :
Two days later Kitchener thus refers

to his visit to West Point, at the Pilgrims’
dinner in New York: “I was struck Die

- “ West Point!

corps, leaving to the Regular Armyservice
schools the subsequent instruction needed
for higher rank. By this means he would
reduce the terms of instruction at West
Point from four years to two, thereby
doubling the capacity of the academy for
the training of officers. Moreover, the
system of the appointment of cadets by
the -President, Senators, and repr

tives in Congress was designed to
the academy with the élite of Ar
youth as its students, and the

worked very well im a day ofl
academic requirement ; but at presen
fails to meet the . At the present
time “‘ West Point is turning out less
than two per. cent. of the number of,
officers who would be needed in war,” says —
a leading Boston paper, the “ Transcript.”

America’s coming ir
War may hasten the reform proposed. by
General Sanger. Be tha it may, there
can be little doubt t many former
West Pointers, who have gone from the
academy into civil ocev s, will
respond to their country’s call and
follow ‘“‘ Old Glory ’’ across the Atlantic,

with a ringing shout of their rallying-cry:
West Point!” It will

French and Britishfind an echo in
hearts.
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The War Illustrated, 12th May, 1917.

OUR DIARY OF THE
Chronology

Mar. 28.—British capture Villers-Faucon and
Saulcourt.

Heroism on Transport Tyndareus.—
Admiralty announces transport Tyn-
dareus, having on board a battalion of
Middlesex Regiment, with whom was
Colonel John Ward, M.P., mined on
February 9 off Cape Agulhas (105 miles
south-east of Cape Town). The incident
occurred not far from spot where Birken-
head was lost, and the troops maintained
steadfast courage, singing as the vessel
began to settle. All on board were saved;
and the Tyndareus reached port under
her own steam. '

Victory near Gaza.—General Murray
reports his forces defeated 20,000 Turks
five miles south of Gaza on March 26-27,
taking 900 prisoners, including Turkish
commander and his Staff.

Mar. 29.—British “capture
jonval.

Mar. 30.—British occupy Ruyaulcourt, Sorel-
le-Grand, and Fins. Later in day Heudi-
court is captured, and possession gained
of Marteyille, Vermand, Soyécourt, and
Ste. Emilie.

Mar. 31.—British capture Jeancourt, Hervilly,
and Herbécourt.
Announced British forces in neighbour-

hood of Kizil Robat, thirty miles from
Khanikin, and seventy miles from
Russians.

British occupy Deli Abbas, sixty miles
north-east of Bagdad.

PRIL I.—British take Savy, four miles west
of St. Quentin; also Savy Wood.

Neuville-Bour-

APR

Aprit 2.—Closing in on St. Quentin—Francilly-
Selency, Selency, and Holnon carried by
British, who are within two miles of
St. Quentin. Attacking on front between
-Bapaume-Cambrai road and Arras, our
troops capture Croisilles and other German
advanced. positions.

President Wilson asks Congress to
declare that a state of war exists with
Germany.

Russian and British advance detach-
ments establish touch in Mesopotamia.

Aprit 3.—French carry villages of Dallon,
Giffecourt, and Cerizy.

Russian Reverse on Stokhod.—The
Germans win the bridge-head at Tobol, on
the Stokhod, inflict severe losses on
Russians, and take manyprisoners.

AprIL 4.—British capture Metz-en-Couture.
French ‘patrols enter suburbs of St.

Quentin.

Aprit 5.—British capture Ronssoy and Basse-
Boulogne and Lempire, and progress
beyond Metz-en-Couture.

Aprit 6.—United States at War with Germany.
Great Air Battles—During the days

and nights of April .5,*6, British airmen
carry out important work, which included
the taking of 1,700 photographs, co-
operation with artillery, and made 17
successful raids on aerodromes, munition
depots and railways. In the aerial
contests’ 28 British machines reported
missing. The enemy’s losses are 15
machines destroyed, and 31 driven down
damaged.

ApriL 7.—Seaplanes raid Zeebrugge Mole
during the night, while off Zeebrugge two
German destroyers are torpedoed.

Arrit 8.—British progress in neighbourhood
of Bapaume-Cambrai road on a front of
3,000 yards north of Louverval.
Cuba at war with Germany.

Aprit 9.—Great British Advance.—British
Jaunch a battle on a vast scale from Lens
to St.- Quentin. In the direction of
Cambrai British troops storm Hermies
and Boursies; in the direction of St.
Quentin they capture Fresnoy-le-Petit.

of Events, March 28th—April 30th, 1917

Vimy Ridge Captured—From Hénin-
sur-Cojeul to southern outskirts of
Givenchy-en-Gohelle, to a depth of from
two to three miles, enemy’s defences are
stormed. The forward defences on this
front, including the Vimy Ridge, whichis
carried by Canadian troops, are captured.
More than 9,000 prisoners taken and
over 40 guns.

Austria severs diplomatic
with the United States.

Brazil breaks with Germany. ;

British hospital ship Salta mined in
Channel; 52 persons missing,

British defeat Turks in Deltawa
district, and drive them back to Deli
Abbas.

APRIL 10,—Battle of Arras.—British opera-
tions energetically pursned, outskirts of
Monchy-le-Preux (five miles east of
Arras) reached. In direction of Cam-
brai” British line advanced north of
Louveryal.

relations

Apri r1,.—Capture of Monchy-le-Preux and
La Bergére.

Aprit 12.—Capture of Wancourt, _Heninel,
Gauche Wood, Gouzeducourt Village and
Wood.

Aprit 13,—Continued British advance. Bail-
Jeul, Vimy, Petit Vimy, Givenchy-en-
Gohelle,, Angres and Wancourt Tower
captured. North-west of St. Quentin the
village of Fayet is captured; 13,000
prisoners and 166 guns taken since
April 9.

Beiivia breaks with Germany.
&

Aprit 14.—Closing in on Lens,—The town of
Liévin, south-west ofand adjoining Lens,
captured by the British, and Cité St.
Pierre, north-west of Lens, seized.
Farther south, Gricourt (three miles
north-west of St. Quentin) is carried.

Allied air raid on Freiburg as reprisal
for sinking of hospital ships.

ApRIL 15.—Germans gain temporary success
at Lagnicourt.

Aprit 16.—Sir Douglas Haig reports capture
of large booty at Liévin and on the
Souchez River.

Great French Offensive.—Attacking on
a twenty-five-mile front between Soissons
and Rheims, the French capture defensive
line between Soissons and Craonne,
enemy’s second line between Craonne and
Juvineourt, and reach the Aisne Canal,
taking 10,000 prisoners.

Aprit 17.—Hospital ships Donegal and Lan-
frane torpedoed, while ~transporting
wounded from France. From Donegal,
29 men and 12 of crew missing. Of
Lanfrane’s complement, 34 drowned,
including 15 Germans; 152 wounded
German prisoners rescued,

Battle of the Aisne.—French. offensive
continues, the fighting front extended to
a point beyond Auberive, which village
is captured ; over 2,500 prisoners taken
on this new front.

American destroyer attacked and mined
by German submarine 100 miles south of
New York.

British advance north of the Wadi
Gaza, and capture Turkish advanced
positions on a front of six miles and a
half.

Apriz. 18.—British
east. of Epéhy,
Guislan.

Great French Gains.—Ourallies drive
deeply into enemylines on three sides of
the Vrégny plateau, take Chavonne and
Chivy, and advance as far as Braye-en-
Laonnais. In three days’ battle on

progress south-east and
and capture Villers-

Aisne and in Champagne they take ovér
17,000prisoners and 75 guns. ah

British drive Turks from positions
covering Istabulat Station, and take
1,240 prisoners.

Apri 19.—Continued French offensive along
the Aisne and in Champagne.

AprRIL 20,—French occupy Sancy, on the
Vrégny plateau, and in Champagne seize
important points ear Moron-Villiers.

British capture Gonnelieu.
Mr, Balfour, who is on special missior

to United States, arrives at Halifax.

King and Queen attend solemn service
at St. Paul’s Cathedral on occasion of
entry of United States into the war.

Destroyer Fight in Channel_—Five
German destroyers attempt a raid on
Dover by night. At least two of them,
possibly three, are sunk by two vessels of
Dover patrol—Swift and Broke. Onthe
same night German destroyers fire some
shells on Calais.

APRIL 21.—British gain ground along north
bank of the Scarpe, east of Fampoux.

British carry Istabulat, the last station
before Samarra, on Bagdad Railway.

APRIL 22.—British progress east of Havrin-
court Wood, and carry southern portion
of Trescault village (east. of the wood).
Sharp fighting takes place south-east of
Loos.

AprIL 23.—Battle of Arras Renewed.—Sir
Douglas Haig attacks on either side of
the River Scarpe, east of Arras. To the
north of the Scarpe our troops take
Gavrelle, and, fo south of the river,
Guémappe. Prisoners exceed 1,500.
South of the Bapaume-Cambrai road the
remainder of village of Trescault is
captured, and greater part ofHavrincourt
Wood, our troops reaching the banks of
the St. Quentin Canal, near Vendhuille.

Three British seaplanes attack five
German destroyers. steaming north from
Belgian coast. One destroyer believed
sunk.

General

Station.
APRIL 24,—British capture hamlet of Bilhem.

Aprit 25.—British line advanced slightly
south of Scarpe River. Announced 3,029
prisoners captured since morning of
April 23.

Advance in Balkans.—British attack
on front of two miles and a half between
Lake Doiran and a point north-west of
Doljeli, ‘and advance 500 yards.
German destroyers bombard Dunkirk.

Aprit 26.—Germaneffort to retake Gavrelle
completely repulsed. British -captute
quarries on eastern outskirts of Hargi-
court. :

ApRIL 27.—Naval Raid on Kent Coast:—
German destroyers heavily bombard
Ramsgate, about roo shells being fired ;
2 killed, 3 injured. *

Aprit 28.—Severe Fighting at Arras.—British
attack on a front of several miles north
of River Scarpe, and the fighting is
severe. Arleux-en-Gohelle (three miles
east of Vimy Ridge) captured by Cana-
dians, and progress made north-east of
Gavrelle and on western slopes of Green-
land Hill. South of the river ground is
gained north of Monchy-le-Preux.

Maude oceupies

Aprit 29,—Continued heavyfighting. British-
capture trench system south of Oppy on
a front of about a mile, after heavy
fighting. Prisoners taken sincé morning
of April28 number 976.

Aprit 30.—Announced. General
pointed Chief of Staff to General Nivelle.

Frenchattack in Champagne, and carry
several lines of trenches, ftom “Mont
Carnillet as far as south of Beine.

Samarra,

Pétain ap-
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f  ré \ As the missile towards his hosts, he bows, and speaks
' Struck Marsh, he cried out “ Here!” to ve few wor bikeLatmeaeMiecoan
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West Point! West Point!
Hurrah, hurrah, hurrah! Tp

West Point! ys
Rah! Rah! Rah! a

: West Point! ;

TRAUE rallying-cryabove quoted will be
' heard ere long, tt may be, on French

soil, and it will spring from the
hearts as well as from the throats of
graduates from “The United States
“Military Academy: at WestPoint,’ to
“givethe famed training-school forofficers-
_ its official name. “ Once a West Pointer,
always a West Pointer,’ and, whatever

‘his future walk in life, he cherishes and
lives up to the spirit and the traditions of
‘his former school in the same degree as do
Wykehamists, Etonians, and Harrovians.
Not all the graduates enter the United
‘States Army, for many of themdrift into
works or offices where their special attain-
‘ments render them invaluable.
~The cemetery itself breathes the spirit

of West Point. As you wander through
its paths you may read the story of the
Civil War. There they lie, side by side,
the “boys in grey” and the ‘‘ boys in
blue‘); they are no longer ‘‘ Yankees ”
and “.Johnny Rebs”; they are, as they
ever were—each having taken in that
-war the side dictated by conscience—West
Pointers, all of whom did. their duty
nobly. Peace be unto their ashes. The
country that produced such men need
never despair. To quote from “ The
Spirit of Old West Point, 1858-1862,” by
General Morris Schaff: ‘“‘ By following a
roadovershadowed by chestnut-trees, ore
soon reaches the cemetery where many
Officers. of distinction areburied. The
surroundings, the river so peacefully
flowing on below you, Crow Nest rising so

near and so loftily above you, the deep
contemplation of overbending trees, the
hills and distant fleckered landscapes, all

bring pictures of beauty and a sense of
great peace. It has more of that loneli-
ness, so sincerely solemn, of the out-of-the-

way country graveyards, and certainly
none of the city cemetery’s hollow.
mockery of death by flowers and walks
and evergreens.

_ “And yet there is sweet, holy pen-
siveness about it, which, like plaintive
music, has mellowed the heart of many
a cadet. And if, while wandering here
and there in it, the bugle’s notes come
faintly to him, war and its glories faded
away, and the butterfly wavering over
thegraves, now lifting up and round and
over the monuments of the great, and
living but-for a day, seemed a fitting
emblem to the vanity of all ambition.”
The same gallant officer says elsewhere :

*“West Point is what it is by accelerated
waves of sentiment.’” A couple of in-’
scriptions will best*illustrate that ‘‘ senti-
ment”’ or “ spirit.”’. There is\the one to
‘Saleni S. Marsh, of Massachusetts, who
was shot unto death on May Day, 1863,
on the bloody battlefield of Chancellors-

|}, ville, which ‘cost the South the life of
o“ Stonewall” Jackson.

his Creator, as he had answered‘his
vadjutant, at roll-call on the campus of

s). West Point for manyyears, “ Here !”’
“=“George Armstrong Custer,
ot

ied with
his entire command at the Battle 6f Little
Big Horn, 25th June, 1876,” when the

_sister,

POINT AND KITCHENER
An Anglo-American Reminiscence

By CHARLES E, ROCHE * hs
crafty Sioux wiped out the 7th -U.S’
Cavalry, With him were killed Lieut’
James Calhoun, the husband of Custer’s

Captain Thomas Custer, Lieut.
Boston Custer, and Outie Reid, a nephew

of “Mrs, Calhoun—a family and a West
Point record indeed. é
There was once a “ Kitchener Day ”

at West: Point—April-16th, 1910—when
the organiser of our present Army went
thither as the guest of Colonel Hugh L.
Scott, the then superintendent of the

academy, now Brigadier-General, Chief
of Staff of the U:S. Army. I still see
Kitchener pacing the veranda of his
host’s bungalow. Of a sudden he comes
to a standstill on seeing the approach of
as fine a mass of healthy, wholesonre, ©
spirited, and clean-bowelled young men
as are to be met with throughout the
world. On they come, marching into the
campus with-a swinging, .steady, and
uniform stride. Kitchener of Khartum
descends the steps of the anda, ac-

companied by his host and Mrs. Scott,

the smartness of the cadets I saw on
parade, and also by their movements and
good: marching. I think my opinion on
the institution may be summed up in
one word—thorough.’ It takes in raw
lads. and forms their characters, instructs
their minds, and while attending to their
physical developments impresses upon
them that most essential attribute of the
soldier—discipline.
“The new buildings- and appliances

in every department place the college
on the highest level of military in-
structional institutions. A few months
ago I recommended the Australian and
‘New Zealand Governments to take West
Point as their model for the military
college they require. I hope the ideal
I haveplaced before them will not appear
to them unattainable” They will have
to workby degrees, for they must re-
member it has taken more than one
hundred years to create West Point.”

Quite recently Major-General J. P.
Sanger, U.S.A.-(retired), has advocated a
wider, fuller, and no doubt -more up-to-

date use of the U.S. Military Academy.
He proposes to provide at West Point
only the course ofinstruction which is
required by all second sub-lieutenants,
without respect to aoe of the service or
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BEAUTY AND PEACE.—Ficturesque view from West Point, showing the Hudson
River. This famous military academyis the United States equivalent of Sandhurst,
and was recommended by Lord Kitchener to the Australian and New Zealand

Governments as the model for their military college.

and sits down by their side on a garden
bench, with eyes riveted on that mass of
fine ladsin.grey. About him are American
officers, slim of build; with faces bronzed

by the sun of Cuba, of the Philippines, and
“the plains.’’ They are well set up, as
thoroughly groomed as a racehorse, the
picture of health and vitality, fit and
ready, and prepared, physically and
mentally, to'take the field there and then.

They are old West Pointers, who are
keenly watching those who are inthe
future to bring further honour to West
Point,— as they themselves and those

before themhave done, andwill again do,
should their country demandit.
The battalion forms a thin greyline,

and stands there, an emblem of virility,
precision, and determination. The usual
evolutions take place, and then comes
the march-past, a sight ever to be re-
membered. It seems to me that Kitchener’s

eyes gleam with admiration. Turning

colonelretu bow, and thanks for
the compliment evidently uttered by ‘his _

«guest, 5 :
Two days later Kitchener thus refers

to his visit to West Point, at the Pilgrims’
dinner in New York: “I was struck Die

- “ West Point!

corps, leaving to the Regular Armyservice
schools the subsequent instruction needed
for higher rank. By this means he would
reduce the terms of instruction at West
Point from four years to two, thereby
doubling the capacity of the academy for
the training of officers. Moreover, the
system of the appointment of cadets by
the -President, Senators, and repr

tives in Congress was designed to
the academy with the élite of Ar
youth as its students, and the

worked very well im a day ofl
academic requirement ; but at presen
fails to meet the . At the present
time “‘ West Point is turning out less
than two per. cent. of the number of,
officers who would be needed in war,” says —
a leading Boston paper, the “ Transcript.”

America’s coming ir
War may hasten the reform proposed. by
General Sanger. Be tha it may, there
can be little doubt t many former
West Pointers, who have gone from the
academy into civil ocev s, will
respond to their country’s call and
follow ‘“‘ Old Glory ’’ across the Atlantic,

with a ringing shout of their rallying-cry:
West Point!” It will

French and Britishfind an echo in
hearts.
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A TALK

AVEin May or starve in June!

This is the plain alternative for

every. oneof us. .
- Save food, Particularly save bread.

We have been officially told that the

supply of wheat nowin this country is

fifty per cent. less than is needed up to the

harvest. Weare consuming fifty thousand,

tons of foodstuffs a week more than is

coming into the ceuntry.. We have a

considerable reserve stock of meat, in the

numbers of live cattle available. But

we have verylittle wheat—little, that is,

considering how much we require.
Save or starve!
i want to dissociate myself at once

irom many of ‘the arguments that have

been’ uséd' in’ the past ‘in. the National

Economy

-

campaign. * It is -not~ my

purpose to lecture the British housewife,

because she does not deserve it.
‘

Kindergarten Advice Unneeded

_ We all knowsome of the pert spinsters

and fine ladies who—glib of tongue but

ignorant of homecraft—have taken

.

it

upon’ ‘themselves to teach our wives

economy.

Many of them have
themselves Jaughing-stocks.
jJearned a few parrot phrases: “ Don’t

throw food in the dustbin.” Use up

the scraps,” ‘Make crusts into bread

?puddings,” and the like. They have told

simply made
They have

‘

| | practical housewives howto make dishes

‘(they usually call them ‘“‘ daintydishes ”’)
from the cold potatoes and the remains
of the joint. I sympathise with a working
‘man’s wife who, as she cameout of one of
these gatherings, turned to a friend and

said :
“They make me sick, talking such rot !

~ Howdo they think a woman with four
kids and a hungry man to feed on thirty-
five bob a week could get through if she
didn’t use up her scraps? Let them go
and teach their. grandmothers !” -
“The British housewife does not need

kindergarten lessons. Even in’ normal
times there is very little waste in the
average British home.. We have some
svasters, as we have some slatterns and
sluggards. But they are very much the
exceptions. 1 am ©convinced—and- [
haye lived in the homes of twenty nations
—that the British’ housewife is ‘one of the
best in the world. 5 :
And yet, madam,it is to you, prudent,

sensible, and practical, that I say, " Save

or starve }*.: ‘

 
What the Navy Cannot Do

“Why worry? Phe Navy and. the
Government, will see us through,’” I hear

someone urge. But all the. navies com-
bined: cannot produce something out of
nothing... + - ees

_.. In olden days we got-muck of our wheat
from Russia. Vor.two years:and more

_ Russia “has-been closed to us... Some of

once pouredtheir produce into us, are now
ravaged and wasted by war. ; The harvest

Many, manygrain ships coming to us have
been sunk. , The submarine is more active
fhan ever.. The Government is doubtless

surplus frem Canada. But the difficulties

ABOUT

-sumption now.

the mostfertile areas in the world, that’

of 1916 was bad over most.of thie world.”

doing all that it can at the present moment:
to obtain fresh supplies, particularly. the:

are many,andthereis a real and imminent,

 

 

FOOD ECONOMY. By F.
>

TIE ALTERNATIVE: SAVE
danger that if we adults do not go on half
bread rations now, .we. will haye to go
without altogether, maybe in June, prob-
ably in July. :

Do yourealise whatit will mean for the
supply-tofail 2° fYou and I maybe able
to-afford substitutes. The poor will not
be able to afford-them, for substitutes
will be very dear.

if Real Hunger Came!

‘The Germans have failed to conquer
our armies. Their dreams of marching
io Paris and Calais and of invading our
shores. have~ vanished. Their leaders
knowthat they have failed on the fighting
field. What they could not do against
our ~brave soldiers they hope to do by
cutting off your food supplies.
They reckon that ‘a real shortage of

food will. produce a revolt. among~ the
British people. They. are gloating in
anticipation of uprisings.in the Hast End
of London, in the Scotland Road district
of Liverpool, inthe drab back streets of
Glasgow. ;
And it is impossible to say that these

things would not happen if real hunger
came. Starving folk care for nothing,
and once food riots began, God knows
where they would end. They wouldbe put
down with a strong hand, of course, but
in suppressing them the very foundations
of our nation might be shaken.

All our great sacrifice, all the loss of
brothers, sons, and husbands, may go for
naught if we do not guard our food con-

For the only way to
make our supplies last out is to economise
what we have. And, believe me, in

saying this I write, not as a journalist

NATIONAL SERVICE
HETHER people are already too

busily engaged in doing .National
Service, and too earnestly engaged in
economising, to have time to’ write about
either I cannot say. I wish that it might
be-so, but I fear, as I pointed out last

week, that it is rather owing to the very
inadequate “ lead’ which they have
received from the National Service Depart-
ment. The responses that I have received
are disappointing in number, and I must
add that thereis little that is really fresh
and valuable as pointing the way to work
of national importance,.or to ways -in
which the generality -of people can
economise. I award the prize. of a
15s. 6d. War Sayings Certificate. to H.
Chadwick, 144, St. Mary’s Road, Garston,
Liverpool,. for a practical and. helpful
suggestion as to economising sugar.

dam at Pre-War Prices
< Eee present price of jam is a serious

matter in households where thereare
a number of-children, but a very good,
wholesome; and cheap, substitute can be
made as follows; Soak half a pound of
dried fruit salad—consisting of apple-

. rings, -apricots, pears, prunes, . etc,—and
half a pound of stoned.dates in a quart
of water for twenty-four hours. Then
put the vessel in the oven and allow the
fruit to stewuntil it is pretty well pulped.
Dissolve a half-pint fruit: jelly of any
favourite flavour in hot water and add
it to the fruit, which.can then be put into

A.

- GtrEN ThOR STARVE!
4 mS

7 anxious to make aneffective bit of work
but as. one of your kith and kin pleading
With ‘you for facts which I believe and
knowto betrue.
“fhe main shortage will be in b

‘There will almost certainly be a great
,diminution in the ply of butter, milk,
‘and perhaps eggs’ But we can suffer

- thei: loss without real hurt. With bread
it is different.
Howare we to save wheaten bread ?
The main way is by the use of bread

substitutes, particularlyrice, oatmeal, and

maize. Half of the world lives not on
bread. but™ on rice,- and another large
section looks on even rice as a great
luxury. The rice crop has been good.
Learn to cook it properly. Few British
housewives know how to serve it with
‘each grain separate, the only right way.
Use. rice flour for cakes. Cultivate a

‘liking for rice dishes of every kind,

“curries particularly. You can learnreally
to. like rice if you try. ;

McKENZIE

Begin TO-DAY
Next comes oatmeal. Even at its

present price oatmeal makes the.,most
healthy -and economical _of -breakfast
‘dishes. “It is not’ so appetising as roils
and bacon and eggs, I admit. But the
“soldier might reply that it not
pleasant fighting in muddy trenches
it is~staying at home, The. day i
thinking merely of pleasant things
past—thoughit will return‘again, we hope.
Bake your own bread if you can, anduse

a mixture of from one-third to one-half

of barley ‘flour with the wheat. i
Study the use of various maize
Only, start saving bread to-day!

& ECONOMYNOTES
jars to set, .These quantities, costing

about one shilling in all, will make some-
where about three pounds of-jam, which
though entirely without sugar, is sweet
and palatable, and will keep for several
days.”
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foods.

From among other notes sent in I
select: one which«may serve to introduce
to many readers a newfood.

*s Carlings”’

Northumberland and Durham the
last six Sundays in Lent are called,

respectively, ‘ Tid, Mid, Mizzeray, Carling,

Palm, and Paste-Egg Day.’ On Carling
Sundayit is customary for the people ta
eat grey peas—called Carlings. It is a
tradition- that famine once faced the
inhabitants of the North-East Coast of
England, whena ship was wrecked which
had a-.cargo of these peas on board.
Thesé were saved and‘eaten, thus staving
off the crisis» These grey peas might be
made‘ a suitable war dish. They are
satisfying and nutritious, besides being
cheaper than the ordinary green peas.
The Northern people steep them over-
night and. then boil them, serving them,-s
with ‘sugar and: butter ‘and (salt. They.
aré just as tasty with salt andpepper as
with. such prohibitive articles as sugar
and butter.” (John B.. Hardy, Cam-
bridge, to whom.5s. has been sent.) i
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 ied Soars
OUR OBSERVATION POST

CONCERNING. CONSCIENCE
NEeffect which I> perceive the war

is having upon many of my contem-
poraries and, as I am conscious, upon

myself is in developing the spirit of
tolerance with respect te matters upon
which they were once most bigoted. —It
is intelligible that this should be so.
Compated with the great. issues now at
stake those other things seem trivial
to-day, and ordinary sanity of mind
modifies one’s attitude towards them,
But, nevertheless, an-introspective man
may reasonably be rather startled if he

find himself violating rules of conduct
self-imposed “on principle ” and justify-
inghis disregard of them onprinciple, too.

  1* that is obscure, I am_ sorr My
excuse is that words wherewith to

crystallise my meditations never come
y to me. Examples of what I have

in mind mayclarify them. ‘here were,
for instance, the oe one didn’t do
on the first day of the week because it
was Sunday. In my own child life’ the
actual restrictions were few. We were
not allowed to play any games involving
the use of cards or dice, and we. were
not allowed to read ‘‘The Arabian
Nights,” the only barred book I. can
call to mind after a sadly long interval.

Those were the only three specifically
prohibited occupations I remember, but
unobtrusive influence moulded ourplastic
mind, and work en Sunday, for the work’s
sake, was something which it came to

be against our principle ‘to .do. We
watered the garden for the sweet refresh-
ment of the growing things, but we did
not dig a patch of ground in which to
sow or plant more flowers or vegetables.
Now we. dig-and plant*fev:erishly. And
not only we ourselves. Between the
church services the rector does so, too.
Because of the food shortage due to the
war? Of course. But does necessity
justify the doing of what is wrong ?.. But
was it wrong? That, precisely, is the
point. Conscience used to say it was.

  €as1

 

ERE you and I and half a dozen more
to forgather in a room and compare

notes on what we would and would not
do on the day that comes between a
Saturday and Monday, we -should , find
the boundary line different in every case,
and in every. case drawn without the
least reference to logic. And, again, in
every, case we should find. that to keep
upon the side, of the line which we termed
the ‘“‘right’’ one had become a quesstion
of principle, and that-there was a “ con-
scientious objection~® to crossing it.
Considering the matter afterwards im
coldly critical mood, we should* discover
that we each regarded the other as a
very ridiculous person whom, never-
theless, we could not but respect ; ridicu-
lous because of his portentously solemn,
punctilious observance of really negligible
and inconsistent details, and respect-
worthy because his scrupulous observance
of the sum of these absurdities was with
him a religious duty imposed by “‘con-
science.”

BVIOUSLY an absurd conclusion at
which to arrive. So urd that

= is impossible to stop.there. hat!”
says Brown. ‘“ Your father would not

Jones’? What esc is there in that?:
And where does conscience come in?’
It is idle for me to reply that my father
knew good ‘Sermons when he ‘read or

heard them. Brown merely snorts. J re-
taliate by enquiring about his views on
music appropriate to Sunday. Hymn tunes
are encouragedand dances strictly barred ?
Good; but it is largely a matter of tempo.
Played fast enough the tune Of athe
Church’s: One Foundation”is a ripping
polka. Horrified Brown sugs sts icily that
there is such a thingas associationof ideas,
and, pausing, I acknowledgethat there iis:

O. that’s it,.is it ?. ‘I say: to melt,
and, following up the clue, I atteogee

to go back through the historyof my
own conscience, a process, I ate

parenthetically, which -leayes
very ¢ ened temper. ~ At the
it, howe I have arrived at a ‘clea
notion of what conscience is and perceive
that association had much more todo
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of divine compass which can tell him
unerringly what is right and what is
wrong. The idea was far from ungrateful
to the Lord of Creation, and it had its
use for professional moralists in seeming
to invest conscience with greater authority,
But it was not true. The most superficial
acquaintance -with history reveals the
fact that throughout the ages more
blunders and crimes and excesses have
been committed in the name of conscience
than in any other-name. "And, on the

other hand, one gains a very important
advantage by frankly accepting the other -
theory—the conviction, namely, that if
conscience is a product and a growth,
it is clearly part of our business in life
o stimulate and develop it. All that

Sigppensis that we substitute -reason
prejudice as the focal point for senti-

f “ment, and, havingdoneso, we are precluded
aioe from pleading conscience as

excuse for our stupidities or mistakes.
We shall be as much ashamed of having

with the making of it than revelation.="asquashily--sentimental conscience as of
It is the sumof all our moral sensibilities, a
moral sense developed by every influence
under which a man has fallen: There
was the general atmosphere of the home
in which he was brought up, the society
in which he moved, the books he read,
the things he saw, beautiful or ugly, the
dreams he dreamt, the music he heard,

the treatment he received. The whole
of his education—and by that I mean his
experience, not his “ schooling ’’—passed
through the crucible, and the residuum
ofit all is his conscience. After the evént
it is impossible to reverse the process and
apportion credit for it-to particular con-
tributing causes, but logically the theory
is sound that expla:zns the development
of the moral sense which we call con-
science by experience and association.

yee one loses something by accepting
this theory T-do not deny ; namely,

the idea that man is endowed with a kind

DSSSSSDSSACRTERCEE
APetition °

EC.-LIEUT. ROBERT ERNEST VERNEDE,
Rifle Brigade, the author of -the following

Petition—which Fate has granted—went to France
in 1915, was wounded on the Somme in 1916, and
returning to the front later, was mortally wounded,
‘Educated at St. Paul's ‘and Oxiord,* he wrote

veral novels, and was in his forty-second: year.
‘The lines, which wore written in the trenches, frst
aypeared in the “ Times.”

Alt that a man might ask, thou hast given
me, England,

Birth-right and happy childhood’s
hearts-ease, _

Andlove whoserangeis deep beyondall soundiny,
And wider thanall seas :

A heart to front the world and find God init,
Eyes blind enow but nottoo blind to see

Thelovely things behind the dross and darkness,
Andlovelier things to be;

And friends whose loyalty time nor death shall
weaken

And quenchless hope and laughter’s golden
store—

All that a man might ask thou hast given me,

Yet grant thou one thing more:
That now pi envious foes wouldspoil thy

our,
tineneasin arms, a dreamer such as I,

 

long

Both the one
recognised as

having flabby muscles.
and the other will be
essentially unmanly.

“men
astray when

HROUGHOUT«history.
often gone very far

they set up consciencesnke law. » ‘To-day
there are men amenset . the Same
mistake. ‘They have a masa untrained,
generally rather vague, moral impressions,

and they insist that they must .prefer
these above law. I am prepared to
believe that some of these men are per-
fectly sincere and as much entitled to
respect as some of the martyrs of old
who went to the stake because they could
not compromise with their stern sense of
moral duty as they saw it. Evento these,
however, I would suggest that there is
such a thing as_ national conscience, no
less entitled to obedience thantheir own.
J£ they submit to convention, as repre-
senting the sumof the nation’s wisdom —
gained from experience of what is ‘right |
forits particular genius and temper, they
might submit equally reasonably to the
dictates of the national conscience,. as
representing the moral sense of the nation
gained from the whole of its long experi-
ence. If the dictates of the national
conscience have framed a code that is
good for mankind at large it is not too
much to require that the dictates. of
individual conscience should not be wholly
dissonant from it. If they are not, the
onus of justification hes very heavy on
their possessors. 3

re the honesty of most of these men,
however, I -entirely disbelieve.. No

saying is so constantly misinterpreted as
the familiar one that conscience makes
cowards. Conscience makes heroes. These
men are cowards who, knowingthat they
are cowards, attempt to. hide their shame
under a cloak of conscience. They ought
to have Kant’s rule told and explained
to them—the rule to act as if each action
were to be made the foundation for a
universal social law. Even they would
surely have sense enough to perceive the
absurdity that would prevail if their
intolerance or prejudiced obstinacy were
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A PICTURE.RECORD of Events by Land, Sea and Air. Edited by J. A. HAMMERTON

 

  
 DASTARDLY TRICKS OF THE OUTLAWS OF THE SEA. “Decoy”? boat, with dummy figures to lure passing vessels within

torpedo range of U-boats. Such decoy boats and rafts have been utilised by the Germans that they might make a mockery of the
traditional chivalry of the sea. This diabolic thing shows what the words ‘‘ command of the sea’? would mean could they obtain it,
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do on the day that comes between a
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the boundary line different in every case,
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every, case we should find. that to keep
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the ‘“‘right’’ one had become a quesstion
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punctilious observance of really negligible
and inconsistent details, and respect-
worthy because his scrupulous observance
of the sum of these absurdities was with
him a religious duty imposed by “‘con-
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BVIOUSLY an absurd conclusion at
which to arrive. So urd that

= is impossible to stop.there. hat!”
says Brown. ‘“ Your father would not

Jones’? What esc is there in that?:
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It is idle for me to reply that my father
knew good ‘Sermons when he ‘read or
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taliate by enquiring about his views on
music appropriate to Sunday. Hymn tunes
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Good; but it is largely a matter of tempo.
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Church’s: One Foundation”is a ripping
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of divine compass which can tell him
unerringly what is right and what is
wrong. The idea was far from ungrateful
to the Lord of Creation, and it had its
use for professional moralists in seeming
to invest conscience with greater authority,
But it was not true. The most superficial
acquaintance -with history reveals the
fact that throughout the ages more
blunders and crimes and excesses have
been committed in the name of conscience
than in any other-name. "And, on the

other hand, one gains a very important
advantage by frankly accepting the other -
theory—the conviction, namely, that if
conscience is a product and a growth,
it is clearly part of our business in life
o stimulate and develop it. All that

Sigppensis that we substitute -reason
prejudice as the focal point for senti-

f “ment, and, havingdoneso, we are precluded
aioe from pleading conscience as

excuse for our stupidities or mistakes.
We shall be as much ashamed of having

with the making of it than revelation.="asquashily--sentimental conscience as of
It is the sumof all our moral sensibilities, a
moral sense developed by every influence
under which a man has fallen: There
was the general atmosphere of the home
in which he was brought up, the society
in which he moved, the books he read,
the things he saw, beautiful or ugly, the
dreams he dreamt, the music he heard,

the treatment he received. The whole
of his education—and by that I mean his
experience, not his “ schooling ’’—passed
through the crucible, and the residuum
ofit all is his conscience. After the evént
it is impossible to reverse the process and
apportion credit for it-to particular con-
tributing causes, but logically the theory
is sound that expla:zns the development
of the moral sense which we call con-
science by experience and association.

yee one loses something by accepting
this theory T-do not deny ; namely,

the idea that man is endowed with a kind
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Rifle Brigade, the author of -the following

Petition—which Fate has granted—went to France
in 1915, was wounded on the Somme in 1916, and
returning to the front later, was mortally wounded,
‘Educated at St. Paul's ‘and Oxiord,* he wrote

veral novels, and was in his forty-second: year.
‘The lines, which wore written in the trenches, frst
aypeared in the “ Times.”

Alt that a man might ask, thou hast given
me, England,

Birth-right and happy childhood’s
hearts-ease, _

Andlove whoserangeis deep beyondall soundiny,
And wider thanall seas :

A heart to front the world and find God init,
Eyes blind enow but nottoo blind to see

Thelovely things behind the dross and darkness,
Andlovelier things to be;

And friends whose loyalty time nor death shall
weaken

And quenchless hope and laughter’s golden
store—

All that a man might ask thou hast given me,

Yet grant thou one thing more:
That now pi envious foes wouldspoil thy

our,
tineneasin arms, a dreamer such as I,
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generally rather vague, moral impressions,

and they insist that they must .prefer
these above law. I am prepared to
believe that some of these men are per-
fectly sincere and as much entitled to
respect as some of the martyrs of old
who went to the stake because they could
not compromise with their stern sense of
moral duty as they saw it. Evento these,
however, I would suggest that there is
such a thing as_ national conscience, no
less entitled to obedience thantheir own.
J£ they submit to convention, as repre-
senting the sumof the nation’s wisdom —
gained from experience of what is ‘right |
forits particular genius and temper, they
might submit equally reasonably to the
dictates of the national conscience,. as
representing the moral sense of the nation
gained from the whole of its long experi-
ence. If the dictates of the national
conscience have framed a code that is
good for mankind at large it is not too
much to require that the dictates. of
individual conscience should not be wholly
dissonant from it. If they are not, the
onus of justification hes very heavy on
their possessors. 3

re the honesty of most of these men,
however, I -entirely disbelieve.. No

saying is so constantly misinterpreted as
the familiar one that conscience makes
cowards. Conscience makes heroes. These
men are cowards who, knowingthat they
are cowards, attempt to. hide their shame
under a cloak of conscience. They ought
to have Kant’s rule told and explained
to them—the rule to act as if each action
were to be made the foundation for a
universal social law. Even they would
surely have sense enough to perceive the
absurdity that would prevail if their
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WHY GERMANY CANNOT STARVE US OUT
What We Can Do to Nullify the German Submarine Menace

By Sir EDWARD MORRIS, K.C.M.G.

statement that the
starve us out, I

I have a right to

assume, that during the critical period

between nowand the next harvest either
the people of Great Britain will loyally
adopt the rationing of essential foodstuffs

recommended by the Food Controller, or
else that the Food Controller will intro-
duce the machinery necessary for _com-
pulsory rationing. With this proviso, I
confidently say that the German policy
of starving us out must inevitably fail.
Let us make no mistake about this

being their policy. Some people seem to
think that the Germans are relying as

much on their land as on their sea cam-
paign for ultimate. victory. he facts
are manifestly against this view.

The Hindenburg Bubble

The German campaign in the west has

not the appearance of a winning fight,

however favourable the interpretation put

uponit by the inspired military critics of

the German newspapers.
Every time. the German armies retire

in the west they are giving up territory

which it has cost them untold blood and
money to take and hold for the last two:

and. a half years—territory, too, which

they hoped to have as a pawn against

the day when peace negotiations should be

begun. Again, in almost every case, the

positions to which they are retiring are

nothing like so good as those which they

left, strengthened as these had been by

every means that the ingenuity_of mili-

tary engineering could devise.

Finally, the continuous succession of

retreats and withdrawals must not only

shake the moral of their Army, but also

sorely try the confidence of even the most

profound believers in the supposed super-

Strategy. of Hindenburg ; and the moral
of the Army and the confidence of the
civilian population are factors too vital

to be lightly risked. :

No; Germany is not conducting a

winning fight on land. Their land cam-

paign is obviously only a series of opera-

tions designed to gain time for the fulfl-
ment of the sea campaign to starve

Britain ,out, which is their real_ policy.

And one must admit that, from the Ger-

man point-of view, this policy has, at first

sight, the appearance of being a sound

one. It is common knowledge that in

normal tigmes all but a fraction of the
food supplies of these islands was imported

from abroad.

How to Meet the Peril

€ut off the foreign imports by the

brutally simple method of- sinking every

ship making for our shores, say the

Germans, and Britain will be, compelled
to subsist on the inadequate home sup-

plies, and thus brought to her knees

by the inevitable starvation that will
follow: Like so many German schemes,

this policy leaves. out of account what
their opponents are likely to do,
And what are we doing to meet the

threatened -danger ?. _Well, we have

taken, and are taking, far-reaching
measures to increase the amount of food
produced in this country. What can
be accomplished in this direction is shown

Germans cannot
am assuming, as

T making the bold

Vestvol ToTs- 2 SS
carried out,

Prime Minister of Newfoundland

by the statement of Mr. Lloyd-George,
which I listened. to>at the Guildhall
recently, as to the wonderful increase
there will be in the acreage of food-pro-
ducing land in ror8.

“ We are taking steps now for the har-
Ji these plans are

there will be three million
fresh acres of Jand undercultivation, and
we can guarantee that, without a ton of
foodstuff from abroad, no one ¥ starve

»

  

Even for 1917 we have it on Mr. Lloyd
George’s authority that one million fresh

acres will be under cultivation as com-
pared with 1916. ;

Quite apart from bringing fresh acreage
undercultivation, I believe that our food

supplies are capable of further immense
increase by the wider application of fer-
tilisers in a scientific and intelligent way,
and, generally speaking, by the adoption
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of a more intensive system of farming.
Acre for acre, thiscountry’s production
is disgracefully small compared with that
of Germany. Mr.. T.. H.~ Middleton, |

C.B., Secretary to the Board of Agricul-
ture, ina report made at the request of
Lord Selborne in 1916, tells an extra-
ordinary story of the decline in produc-*
tion from the land during the last thirty
to forty year He further says that
though the British farmer is favoured by
better.soil and better climate than the
German farmer, yet the German. farm

 

~per chundred acres to-day feeds seventy
to seventy-five persons, whereas the
British farm, on the same acreage’ basis,
feeds only forty-five to fifty. Here are
the figures of production per hundred
acres, item by iteni:. -

BRITISH FARM.

15 tons. of. corn,
11 tons of potatoes.
174 tons of milk.
Negligible quantity of sugar.

German. Farm.

33. tons of corn.
55 tons of potatoes,
28 tons of milk.
2%. tons ofsugar.

J have no hesitation in saying that if
the Department of Agriculture were run,
and not limited to expénditure, in the
same energetic manner as the Ministry,
of Munitions is now run, with the same
acreage and the same Jabour, but with
more intensive cultivation, Britain could
double the produce of her soil. {
What I have just said, and the figures

I have quoted, justify me, I think, in
stating that the worst the German sub-;
marines can do is to put us to a certain
amount of temporary inconvenience,. if

people will only limit their consumption
of foodstuffs during the two or three
critieal_ months that. are coming. But
even apart from what we are doing to
make ourselves self-supporting, - the Ger-
man submarines would in any case fail
to achieve their object.

Shipping Standardisation

In the first place, we have not as yet
taken the menace sufficiently seriously
to provide conveys for food-ships. If
the day conies when that has to be done,
then we shall see our food-ships reaching
these shores with the same- immunity
irom destruction as our convoyed troop-

  

‘ships, which have. taken ten nullion of
troops to and fro all over the world almost
without Josing a man.

Secendly, even though~the Germans

were to sink our ships.at double the pre-
sent rate, we shall shortly, aided by the

colossal manufacturing resources of the
United States, be able to build ships to

“take their place probably faster than they
can sink them. This may seem an over-
bold statement, but I find people here do
not sufficiently appreciate what standard-
isation can. do to increase manufacturing
output. Take the motor-car imdustry,
for example. The total output of motor-
cars in this country, - where conrpara-
tively few of any one design are made,
was in normal times only about 60,000

cars-a_ year. In the United States the
Ford Motor Factory alone, producing
vast quantities of cars of, one design, has
an output of 1,000 cars a day. What can
be done in the manufacture of motor-cars
can be done in shipbuilding, and when
the policy of building standardised ships
pears fruit, as it will do shortly, we shall
see an astonishing increase in the number
of ships launched.

The Wolf in Germany

Thirdly, German submarines are being
destroyed in considerable numbers, even
now. Remember that every record of
a fight between .2 ship and a Submarine
in which the ship escaped probably means “—
a submarine’ sunk: As more and: more
of our ships are armed, and the number
of our patrols is-increased, they-will tend
to become a disappearing quantity.

Finally, while Germany is failing
seriously to affect our food supplies, her
people are daily suffering from increased.
privation. However menacing may be
the outlook for, Britain during the next
few months, we can at least look forward
to a time when our food supply is assured.
beyond all doubt. Germany ‘has no-such
prospect. Conditions there are bad now,
and worse will follew, and no one knows
it better than Germany herself.
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WHY GERMANY CANNOT STARVE US OUT
What We Can Do to Nullify the German Submarine Menace

By Sir EDWARD MORRIS, K.C.M.G.

statement that the
starve us out, I

I have a right to

assume, that during the critical period

between nowand the next harvest either
the people of Great Britain will loyally
adopt the rationing of essential foodstuffs

recommended by the Food Controller, or
else that the Food Controller will intro-
duce the machinery necessary for _com-
pulsory rationing. With this proviso, I
confidently say that the German policy
of starving us out must inevitably fail.
Let us make no mistake about this

being their policy. Some people seem to
think that the Germans are relying as

much on their land as on their sea cam-
paign for ultimate. victory. he facts
are manifestly against this view.

The Hindenburg Bubble

The German campaign in the west has

not the appearance of a winning fight,

however favourable the interpretation put

uponit by the inspired military critics of

the German newspapers.
Every time. the German armies retire

in the west they are giving up territory

which it has cost them untold blood and
money to take and hold for the last two:

and. a half years—territory, too, which

they hoped to have as a pawn against

the day when peace negotiations should be

begun. Again, in almost every case, the

positions to which they are retiring are

nothing like so good as those which they

left, strengthened as these had been by

every means that the ingenuity_of mili-

tary engineering could devise.

Finally, the continuous succession of

retreats and withdrawals must not only

shake the moral of their Army, but also

sorely try the confidence of even the most

profound believers in the supposed super-

Strategy. of Hindenburg ; and the moral
of the Army and the confidence of the
civilian population are factors too vital

to be lightly risked. :
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tions designed to gain time for the fulfl-
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sight, the appearance of being a sound
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from abroad.
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follow: Like so many German schemes,
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their opponents are likely to do,
And what are we doing to meet the

threatened -danger ?. _Well, we have
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measures to increase the amount of food
produced in this country. What can
be accomplished in this direction is shown
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am assuming, as
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by the statement of Mr. Lloyd-George,
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there will be in the acreage of food-pro-
ducing land in ror8.

“ We are taking steps now for the har-
Ji these plans are

there will be three million
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we can guarantee that, without a ton of
foodstuff from abroad, no one ¥ starve
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tively few of any one design are made,
was in normal times only about 60,000

cars-a_ year. In the United States the
Ford Motor Factory alone, producing
vast quantities of cars of, one design, has
an output of 1,000 cars a day. What can
be done in the manufacture of motor-cars
can be done in shipbuilding, and when
the policy of building standardised ships
pears fruit, as it will do shortly, we shall
see an astonishing increase in the number
of ships launched.

The Wolf in Germany

Thirdly, German submarines are being
destroyed in considerable numbers, even
now. Remember that every record of
a fight between .2 ship and a Submarine
in which the ship escaped probably means “—
a submarine’ sunk: As more and: more
of our ships are armed, and the number
of our patrols is-increased, they-will tend
to become a disappearing quantity.

Finally, while Germany is failing
seriously to affect our food supplies, her
people are daily suffering from increased.
privation. However menacing may be
the outlook for, Britain during the next
few months, we can at least look forward
to a time when our food supply is assured.
beyond all doubt. Germany ‘has no-such
prospect. Conditions there are bad now,
and worse will follew, and no one knows
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City of London Honours Leaders from Overseas | Coucy’s Feudal Castle Wrecked by Vandal Spite
 

 

  

  

    

   
Tho Castle of Coucy, finest monumentof the feudal ages in Europe, i
as it was when the Germans occupied the St. Quentin region.
   

 

Fifty tons of coal brought from Cannock, in Staffordshire, to London by means of a
paraffin motor-driven barge. Right: General Smuts and the Maharaja of Bikanir

at the Guildhall, Londen, where they received the freedom of the City. :,   
  

 
 

Portable wireless apparatus in use on the western front. Left:
Rocket station on the Marne. (French official photograph.)

 

 

 
  
King Albert of Belgium and his two sons, Princes Leopold and Heliographic, or sunlight, signalling on the western front. The man =
Charles, walking on the shore of Flanders. (Belgian official.) with the telescope is reading the distant flashes. (British official.) is
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Indian Cavalry on the western front, where this spring has given. -Qerman. prisoners ca red. by the Canadians at Vimy Ridge The Castle of Coucy dates from the early thirteenth century. Its donjon, 210 feet-high, with wa t os rahe Ronde

them welcome opportunity of action, (British offictal.)” sharchinieiiroaawe Promtirtonee: (Canadian offidielphotoarenl) 4 of mediaval military architecture inEurope. The Germansblew up this irreplaceable monument before evacuating the neighbourhoo
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A canvas city sprang into being on Vimy Ridge directly after the

Canadian victory, and light railways were pushed forward.

 
 

 
‘The first train to run over the new railroad on the ridge, and (in

circle) Canadians carrying forward the new light line, 
 “ As soon as they had driven the enemy off the ridge the conquerors swarmed out on to what had been No Man’s Land, and now was

theirs, and began to lay foundations for hard roads, bringing up balks of timber fer that purpose.
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Giant Naval Guns Give the Germans No Rest
Canadian War Records

  
 

Gunners openingthe breech of a naval gun on the Canadians’
front, and (left) inserting a shell into the breech.

 

 

  
 

Naval guns at the moment of discharge and (right) about to fire the

monster. At the beginning-of the war the Germans demonstrated

the inability of armoured forts to withstand their heavy artillery ; now

we have carried the lesson further and are demonstrating the

inability of German trench systems to withstand ours.
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HOW MONCHY-LE-PREUX WAS TAKEN
THE GREATBATTLE
OF. RRRAS: — Fa

ORTHandsouthof the famous Vimy

N Ridge are two river valleys. The

north is the valley of the Souchez,

running by Angres and Lievin toa mound

called the Pimple, beyond which Kes the
town of Loos. South of Vimythere is the
River Scarpe running almost due cast by
the village of Fampoux, and then slightly
north-cast across the great Plain of Douar.
It was here that the terrible fighting of
April 11th chiefly took place.

Thefirst day, of the battle, as we know,
won for us the best part of Vimy Ridge.
Our men had entered Blangy, that

famous suburb of Arras, and our“‘ tanks ”

had helped them to take the villages of
Tiloy and Feuchy; but the Germans
were still on the eastern slopes and in the
woods above Vimy, and it was not until

the Tuesday that the victorious Canadians
came pouring down into the villages of the

F coal-field. Farbus fell on April
th, but the enemy remained in Vimy

itself until April 13th, upon which day
Givenchy-en-Gohelle, Petit Vimy, Angres,

my P=

Lievin, and the Bois de Riaumont were
all in-our han¢

   

   

  

  

  

 

Famous Chateau and Park

Now, all this wes the first step in the
great encircling movement which we know
it

‘
rust end infallibly in the ultimate fall
yf Loos and Lens.. But the advance
from the north had to be supplemented
bya corresponding advance from the
south along the valley of the Scarpe, and
here the most formidable obstacies con-
fronted us.

Of these the most prominent was the
village of _Monchy-le-Preux, with its
famous chateau and park. Even in this
dreary Arras region Monchy suggests all
the dominant beauty and repose of the
famous chateau tradition. It stands
upona spur of ground below the southern
bank of the Scarpe and attains a proud
altitude from which the great plain can
be overlooked and even the-spires of
Douai dimly discerned on the horizon.
With Monchy in our hands, the first
absolute achievement in the turning of
ihe Hindenburg. line could be recorded.
Without Monchy “even the possession of
Vimy.was of little’ good: to us, while its
capture would mean that the dangerous
villages Wancourt and Heninel, in the
valley of the River Cojeul to the south-
west of it, would form a dangerous salient

for Hindenburg- which he must im-
mediately abandon.

  S

Advance in Heavy Snow

These were the immediate _reasons
which sent our men out very early on the
morning of Wednesday, April rrth, to
the assault of this towering citadel. Snow
fell” heavily even at dawn. To the
accompanying thunder of the heavy
artillery the Scotsmen and men of. the
Midland regiments had been busy all day
Tuesday in the preparation for the final
attack at the dawn of the following day.
On the north of the river the village of
YFampoux had fallen, while on Tuesday
night the British troops had dug them-
selves in where they could, or defying

the- snow and the German shells, had

boldly lain down in the open. This, like
the night which was to follow it, suggests,
as Mr. Philip Gibbs has said well in a fine

By Max Pemberton
despatch, “the glamour and cloak of a

Russian campaign rather than a dead and
bitter warfare’in the month of April.

The.night was dreadful for men and

beasts,’”’ he records. ‘‘ Snowfell heavily.

and was blown into deep drifts by a wind
as cold as ice. Wounded horses fell and
died and men lay in a white bed of snow
in an agony of cold, while shells burst
around them. As gallant as the fighting
men were the supply columns, who sent
up carriers through the blizzard and shell
fire.
“At four o'clock in the morning a

ration was served out, and ‘ Thank God
for it!’ said one of ourofficers lying out
there in a shell-hole with a shattered arm.
Strange and ironical as it may seem, the
post came up also at this hour and men
im the middle of the battlefield, suffering
the worst agonies of war, had letters from
home, which in the darkness they could
not read.”
Thus of the night for our own men—but

for the Boches one of amazing surprise.
Up there upon that height, which rises
one hundred feet above the river, en-

sconced snugly in the cellars below the
beautiful old chateau whose white walls
have been a beacon to many a generation
of Frenchmen, the Hun may well have

thought the citadel impregnable. The
village itself had hardly been touched.
The trees of the park were so many
arbours for the machine-guns, which
were often mounted in their very: branches,
while the artillery had as yet done but
little damage to the beautiful chateau
and its outbuilding. ,

Flight of the Germans

So we see the German officers stalking
into the house late at night and telling
the two old Frenchwomen, who still waited
upon them there, that coffee must. be
ready at dawn. It was not coffee, how-
ever, that was served to these excited
soldiers when the clarion call at length
came to them. :

We- can imagine with what amiaze-
ment they heard, when awakened,

that the British were on the ° very
outskirts of the village and that
Monchy-le-Preux was already doomed.
So hasty was their exit that they had
not time even to pull down the battalion
flag outside the gate, and. flying head-
long with the remnant of the gairison,

they reached the first line of trenches
in the valley below, and there, we may
suppose, sent up their “SOS”for those
counter-attacks which were to terminate
in such a holocaust. :
Meanwhile the dawn had broken and the

British were coming on. Down there
in the valley of the Scarpe the strange
spectacle was to be seen—for strange
it was upon that Arras front—of cavalry
going at the gallop, their steel helmets
already glistening with snow, their tunies
whited like the garb of Cossacks.
Long had they waited for this hour, but

now it had come triumphantly, Theirs
was the task to sabre the Germans upon
the lower slopes of. Monchy, and gallantly
enough they performed it. We read with
sorrow that their losses were heavy, that
many a fine horse stumbled and died,
that many a man lay prone with the
snow covering him as a cloak, But their
work was done, nevertheless, while their
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valiant charge owas witnessed by .the)
woundedof other regiments, whose figures

lay everywhere upon the whitening
landscape.
“You have never,” says Mr. Philip

Gibbs, “““ seen cavalry hke them—muds-
encrusted figures in flat metal hats, men

with three days” beards and faces covered

with grime in no way suggesting the

smart Lancers, Dragoons, or Hussars of

other days.
“They had slept. in shelil-holes Vand

lain in mud and rain with no protection
save their greatooats.” And of their
performance, a child with a. sub-

altern’s star on: ‘this. torn tunic thas said :
“We went like the devil himself, full
tilt for a good ‘half mile imto the funny
old townitself.”

  

 

 

   

Cavalry in Action

We see them in the wide street at Jast,
the snowfalling upon their drawn sabres,
the Frenchwomen -coming to meet them
with tears in their eyes: “And they werc
not alone. Monchy had been. veritably
encircled, i:

Fighting against the bitter ~wind,
our infantry, heads down and bayonets

poised, had fought. their way across
‘the southern slopes. There were machinc-
guns in every dip before them—guns upon
the house-tops, guns behind ‘the walls.
But they did not hesitate, thongh;- as

a. Londoner hassaid, ‘“‘ The bullets were
like rain drops.”

Into Monchythey went, shooting at the
grey-clad figures of the astonished Germans
upon the house-tops.” The. doors of the
cottages were beaten in, the stairs choked
by the eager men who dashed up to fetch
Fritz down and were met by- howling
Huns who wailed like an Imauni from the
tower of a mosque. :
Now were there joy and-tears for the

poor French people who «saw salvation
come to them. In. their astonishment
they also cried ‘‘Camarade! *” to the
British, ~But soon. the women were
liftmg their faces to be kissed, while

our soldiers were telling them that the
hour of their agony was over.

Weencircled Monchy, storming it from
the north-east and the south and the west,
and-when we had taken it with a loss of
life that was relatively insignificant we
had done something to make the Battle
of Arras the most famous in history. Of
course there were counter-attacks.
No sooner were we in the place than a

storm of German’ shells began to “fall
upon it,

 

 

Grey. Waves that Fell

The village which had been a village
at dawn was but a ruin at. nightfall.
Beyond’ it our men, who would have
pushed down into the valley, were met
by a storm of shot from the wood of Sart
upon the east, while Jater in the atfter-
noon the first of-the great counter-
attacks was launched against them.
From this time onwards waves of grey-
clad Germansessayed to reclimb the slopes
and to wm back the citadel they had
lost. ‘‘ They . disappeared,” “says an
observer, “as snow in a May sun.”

The butchery was ghastly, Our machine-
guns were in position by this time and.
our full artillery at. work. The grey
waves of the enemy rose and surged and
washed themselves out on that bloody
shore, We remained masters of the
place, though Monchy ‘itself was. no
more and its chateau still hidden in the
whirling snow,
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mazing Exploit of Our

    

 
. Three British airmen attacking Bavarian troops who were in
retreat through the streets of Lens. Writing of the incident, the
special correspondent of the ‘Daily Mail’? said that one day in
April ‘an almost incredible exploit wasthat of three machines
which flew along the main street of Lens just above the roofs and
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bed a regiment of Bavarian infantry retreating as fast as theic

wan could ery them.” Lens, a town of nearly thirty thousand

inhabitants at the outbreak of the war, is the centre of a large coal -
field. The British troops have reached the outer suburbs, and the
town is one of those seriously menaced by the latest advances,
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HOW MONCHY-LE-PREUX WAS TAKEN
THE GREATBATTLE
OF. RRRAS: — Fa

ORTHandsouthof the famous Vimy

N Ridge are two river valleys. The

north is the valley of the Souchez,

running by Angres and Lievin toa mound

called the Pimple, beyond which Kes the
town of Loos. South of Vimythere is the
River Scarpe running almost due cast by
the village of Fampoux, and then slightly
north-cast across the great Plain of Douar.
It was here that the terrible fighting of
April 11th chiefly took place.

Thefirst day, of the battle, as we know,
won for us the best part of Vimy Ridge.
Our men had entered Blangy, that

famous suburb of Arras, and our“‘ tanks ”

had helped them to take the villages of
Tiloy and Feuchy; but the Germans
were still on the eastern slopes and in the
woods above Vimy, and it was not until

the Tuesday that the victorious Canadians
came pouring down into the villages of the

F coal-field. Farbus fell on April
th, but the enemy remained in Vimy

itself until April 13th, upon which day
Givenchy-en-Gohelle, Petit Vimy, Angres,

my P=

Lievin, and the Bois de Riaumont were
all in-our han¢

   

   

  

  

  

 

Famous Chateau and Park

Now, all this wes the first step in the
great encircling movement which we know
it

‘
rust end infallibly in the ultimate fall
yf Loos and Lens.. But the advance
from the north had to be supplemented
bya corresponding advance from the
south along the valley of the Scarpe, and
here the most formidable obstacies con-
fronted us.

Of these the most prominent was the
village of _Monchy-le-Preux, with its
famous chateau and park. Even in this
dreary Arras region Monchy suggests all
the dominant beauty and repose of the
famous chateau tradition. It stands
upona spur of ground below the southern
bank of the Scarpe and attains a proud
altitude from which the great plain can
be overlooked and even the-spires of
Douai dimly discerned on the horizon.
With Monchy in our hands, the first
absolute achievement in the turning of
ihe Hindenburg. line could be recorded.
Without Monchy “even the possession of
Vimy.was of little’ good: to us, while its
capture would mean that the dangerous
villages Wancourt and Heninel, in the
valley of the River Cojeul to the south-
west of it, would form a dangerous salient

for Hindenburg- which he must im-
mediately abandon.

  S

Advance in Heavy Snow

These were the immediate _reasons
which sent our men out very early on the
morning of Wednesday, April rrth, to
the assault of this towering citadel. Snow
fell” heavily even at dawn. To the
accompanying thunder of the heavy
artillery the Scotsmen and men of. the
Midland regiments had been busy all day
Tuesday in the preparation for the final
attack at the dawn of the following day.
On the north of the river the village of
YFampoux had fallen, while on Tuesday
night the British troops had dug them-
selves in where they could, or defying

the- snow and the German shells, had

boldly lain down in the open. This, like
the night which was to follow it, suggests,
as Mr. Philip Gibbs has said well in a fine

By Max Pemberton
despatch, “the glamour and cloak of a

Russian campaign rather than a dead and
bitter warfare’in the month of April.

The.night was dreadful for men and

beasts,’”’ he records. ‘‘ Snowfell heavily.

and was blown into deep drifts by a wind
as cold as ice. Wounded horses fell and
died and men lay in a white bed of snow
in an agony of cold, while shells burst
around them. As gallant as the fighting
men were the supply columns, who sent
up carriers through the blizzard and shell
fire.
“At four o'clock in the morning a

ration was served out, and ‘ Thank God
for it!’ said one of ourofficers lying out
there in a shell-hole with a shattered arm.
Strange and ironical as it may seem, the
post came up also at this hour and men
im the middle of the battlefield, suffering
the worst agonies of war, had letters from
home, which in the darkness they could
not read.”
Thus of the night for our own men—but

for the Boches one of amazing surprise.
Up there upon that height, which rises
one hundred feet above the river, en-

sconced snugly in the cellars below the
beautiful old chateau whose white walls
have been a beacon to many a generation
of Frenchmen, the Hun may well have

thought the citadel impregnable. The
village itself had hardly been touched.
The trees of the park were so many
arbours for the machine-guns, which
were often mounted in their very: branches,
while the artillery had as yet done but
little damage to the beautiful chateau
and its outbuilding. ,

Flight of the Germans

So we see the German officers stalking
into the house late at night and telling
the two old Frenchwomen, who still waited
upon them there, that coffee must. be
ready at dawn. It was not coffee, how-
ever, that was served to these excited
soldiers when the clarion call at length
came to them. :

We- can imagine with what amiaze-
ment they heard, when awakened,

that the British were on the ° very
outskirts of the village and that
Monchy-le-Preux was already doomed.
So hasty was their exit that they had
not time even to pull down the battalion
flag outside the gate, and. flying head-
long with the remnant of the gairison,

they reached the first line of trenches
in the valley below, and there, we may
suppose, sent up their “SOS”for those
counter-attacks which were to terminate
in such a holocaust. :
Meanwhile the dawn had broken and the

British were coming on. Down there
in the valley of the Scarpe the strange
spectacle was to be seen—for strange
it was upon that Arras front—of cavalry
going at the gallop, their steel helmets
already glistening with snow, their tunies
whited like the garb of Cossacks.
Long had they waited for this hour, but

now it had come triumphantly, Theirs
was the task to sabre the Germans upon
the lower slopes of. Monchy, and gallantly
enough they performed it. We read with
sorrow that their losses were heavy, that
many a fine horse stumbled and died,
that many a man lay prone with the
snow covering him as a cloak, But their
work was done, nevertheless, while their
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valiant charge owas witnessed by .the)
woundedof other regiments, whose figures

lay everywhere upon the whitening
landscape.
“You have never,” says Mr. Philip

Gibbs, “““ seen cavalry hke them—muds-
encrusted figures in flat metal hats, men

with three days” beards and faces covered

with grime in no way suggesting the

smart Lancers, Dragoons, or Hussars of

other days.
“They had slept. in shelil-holes Vand

lain in mud and rain with no protection
save their greatooats.” And of their
performance, a child with a. sub-

altern’s star on: ‘this. torn tunic thas said :
“We went like the devil himself, full
tilt for a good ‘half mile imto the funny
old townitself.”
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We see them in the wide street at Jast,
the snowfalling upon their drawn sabres,
the Frenchwomen -coming to meet them
with tears in their eyes: “And they werc
not alone. Monchy had been. veritably
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Fighting against the bitter ~wind,
our infantry, heads down and bayonets

poised, had fought. their way across
‘the southern slopes. There were machinc-
guns in every dip before them—guns upon
the house-tops, guns behind ‘the walls.
But they did not hesitate, thongh;- as

a. Londoner hassaid, ‘“‘ The bullets were
like rain drops.”

Into Monchythey went, shooting at the
grey-clad figures of the astonished Germans
upon the house-tops.” The. doors of the
cottages were beaten in, the stairs choked
by the eager men who dashed up to fetch
Fritz down and were met by- howling
Huns who wailed like an Imauni from the
tower of a mosque. :
Now were there joy and-tears for the

poor French people who «saw salvation
come to them. In. their astonishment
they also cried ‘‘Camarade! *” to the
British, ~But soon. the women were
liftmg their faces to be kissed, while

our soldiers were telling them that the
hour of their agony was over.

Weencircled Monchy, storming it from
the north-east and the south and the west,
and-when we had taken it with a loss of
life that was relatively insignificant we
had done something to make the Battle
of Arras the most famous in history. Of
course there were counter-attacks.
No sooner were we in the place than a

storm of German’ shells began to “fall
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Grey. Waves that Fell

The village which had been a village
at dawn was but a ruin at. nightfall.
Beyond’ it our men, who would have
pushed down into the valley, were met
by a storm of shot from the wood of Sart
upon the east, while Jater in the atfter-
noon the first of-the great counter-
attacks was launched against them.
From this time onwards waves of grey-
clad Germansessayed to reclimb the slopes
and to wm back the citadel they had
lost. ‘‘ They . disappeared,” “says an
observer, “as snow in a May sun.”

The butchery was ghastly, Our machine-
guns were in position by this time and.
our full artillery at. work. The grey
waves of the enemy rose and surged and
washed themselves out on that bloody
shore, We remained masters of the
place, though Monchy ‘itself was. no
more and its chateau still hidden in the
whirling snow,
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inhabitants at the outbreak of the war, is the centre of a large coal -
field. The British troops have reached the outer suburbs, and the
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do of War 4 British Airmen’s Surprise for Prussian Guard |
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: z The stirring-history of the bagpipes in war is constantly being added to. In a recent advance of the Canadian Highlanders on the ; Cavalry patrol advancing over open country near Mory. The communiques daily show the greater liberty of action of our cavalry. .

* western front the pipers begged to be allowed to take part, and one went with each company. The pipe-major accompanied the Thus, Brigadier-General Bulkeley-Johnson was advancing with his brigade when word was brought him that ‘‘ the gap was made,”* 5

& colonel through heavyfire, and one of the men declared afterwards, ‘* Weall fought better for the sound of the pipes.” ; and riding forward aloneto verify the report he was killed, saving many casualties by his own self-sacrifice.
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Strange contrast in the lately freed French country-side. Describing a series of such contrasts, a correspondent says, ‘* | came acrossa On April 12th the Prussian Guard had massedat the Bois-en-Hachefora counter-attack on Vimy Ridge when they were assailed by a

é Highlander playinghis pipes in wild and merry fashion ona heap of old red bricks which once formed part of a great mansion,” flock of British airmen who routed them with liaht bombs, a form of attack against infantry never before employed so effectively.
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WHY | BELIEVE THE GERMANS ARE GHOULS
By FREDERIC WILLIAM WILE

For Ten Years Berlin Correspondent of the “ Daily Mail”

HATEVER credit or discredit at-
taches to it, mybrilliant colleague
ot thes res Wire Fe to.

Mackenzie, who, like myself, was. ‘sta-

tioned. for many ¥ s-in Germany as

1 correspondent, Shares with methe
ponsibility of haying brought to public
tice the activities of the Hun body-

boilers. It was we- who discovered
onjointly in the Government-controlled
Lokal-Anzeiger ”’ of April roth, 1917, the

loaths6me admission that. the German
i in the field’ maintain “Corpse

( Establishments 4 (Aadaver-
1 erwertungs-Anstalten), where soldier dead
are “* rendered down ”’ for lubricating oils,

t pigs’ food.

 

\

  

  

  
  
  

  

        

 

Meaning of “Kadaver’”’

At the heads of both Mackenzie and my-
f much-criticism has been directed for
nisconstruing ”’ the meaning of Kadaver.

Germans and pro-Germans in England have
inundated the offices of the ‘ Times ” and

» “Daily Mail’ with assurances that the
is mean Only “animal dead”’ when they
k of Kadaver, and not humancorpses.

ckily for us, if we needed corroborative
lence, we have such standard works as
Muret-Sanders’ Dictionary’ and the

ssic .German  ““ Meyer’s Lexicon” in
sport of the translation of Kadaver as

corpse. But of all the confirmatoryfacts
Whichthe discussion has elicited, two letters
to the “‘ Morning Post” and the “‘ Limes”
chnch the case beyond any ‘further
question oftdoubt. Said a writer to the
jermer fournal on Aprif 23rd:
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The Germans assert that Kadaver can only mean
the carease of an animal: How, then, are we to
translate Kadavergehoysam (corpse-like obedience),
that compendium of a Prussian reeruit’s duties ?
Both the original conception and the phrase are
atiributed to the Jesuits. Had they also only
animal’ in view ?

  

 

The next day ‘“M.D.,” writing to the
“Times,” enclosed a facsimile of a testi-
monial which he received from the
Anatomical Institute of the University of
Berlin for having ‘performed certain
operations on the nose, ear, and Jarynx
“am Cadaver” (on the dead body).

 

Convincing Evidence

The following is the translation:

Berlin, July 31, 1905.
Bir. of has gone

threngh a-course fof study) under me of the
systematic and topographical anatomyof the nose
and its neighbouring cavities, of the organs of
hearing and of the larynx, and has performed
on the dead body the operations typical in this
tonnexion, which is herebycertified.

Dr. Friedrich Kopsch, Lecturer,
ist Assistant at the Anatomical
Institute of Berlin University.

 

I do not know. which is the stronger
testimony against the body-boilers—Dr.
iXopsch’s rendering of the word Cadaver
{spelling with Cinstead of Kis immaterial),
er this letter to the “ Times ” ;

Withreference to the German attempt to. show
that the term Kadaver dees not refer to human
corpses, I beg to enclose a copy of the final para-
graphin the-“* North China Herald ” (for March 3,
1917, page 446), recounting what had just taken
place at a Peking interview between the German
Minister and the Chinese Premier, Twan K‘i-jwei:
“But the matter was clinched when Admiral

von Hintze was Siang upon the ingenious methods
by whieh German scientists were obtaining the
chemicals necessary for the manufacture of
munitions. The admiral triumphantly stated that

SaESrgtrapec

they were extracting glycerine out_of the dead
soldiers | From that moment-onward thehorrified
Premier had no more use for Germany, and. the
business of persuading him to turn against her
became comparatively easy.”

   

I am quite sure that I was induced to
beliéve in the Corpse Utilisation confession
not* only by the evidence of my own
eves, but by what everybody who has
lived in Germany knows of the everyday
attitude of mind there fowards such
things. I am not generalising. Not all
Germans are thugs and murderers. But
the national point of view towards the work

s and murderers is such as to make
ng and corpse factortes not -only

ble but almost tnevttable.
On August 4th, 1914, inthe Reichstag, I

heard Bethmann-Hollweg proclaim that
sity knows nolaw,” When friendly

nation is to be invaded, or a commercial
rival destroyed, or a mew ingredient for
munitions becomes necessary, the German

resorts to the doctrine proclaimed by the
KXaiser’s Chancellor: Necessity knows no
daw. Necessity called, and as Germany
knows no law, human or divine, which she
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THE BODY-BOILERS’ CONFESSION
>». Onwego, We pass through Evergni-

court. There is a dull smetlin the air as if
lime were being burnt. Weare passing the

great Cornse-Conversion (or Utilisation)
£stablishment of this Army Group. The fat
that is won here is turned- into tubricating
oils, and everything else is ground down in
the bones mill into a powder, whichis used
for mixing with pigs’ food and as manure:
Nothing is to be allowed to go to waste. ..~

Translation from despatch by Karl Rosner,
in the Berlin “ Lokal-Anzeiger-’ of April
10th, 1917. :
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is bound to respect when that imperious
voice summons her to act, she is boiling
down her fallen soldiery for by-products
obtainable in no other way.
For ten years I practised the profession

of reporting German news to the “ Daily
Mail.” It was my duty to watch the
development of Germany’s programmefor
flinging herself upon an unprepared and
an unwitting Europe. There was never any
searcity of such news, because Germany

girded herself for this war in all openness,
But had myduty been to specialise in the
reporting of crime, violence, and brutality
in Germany, thére would not have been
the’ slightest difficulty in maintaining a
noxious and constant “ service’”’ of that
revolting intelligence.

Huns in the Making

That is whythe atrocities of the German
armies throughout the war have never
particularly upset me. I was used to
them. Germans are born and raised in
an atmosphere of cruelty, tyranny, and
bestiality. They- are handed over. as
babes to the mercies of ruthless nursery-
maids -and domineering governesses. I
have paid “wages to such, and know
whereof I speak.
When German babes become boys

they are under the care of schoolmasters,
who inculcate knowledge with the aid of
frightfulness and drive large numbers of
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school-lads to suicide each year for failing
to pass examinations for higher forms.
When German boys reach the military
age they are subjected to the autocratic
supervision of bullying drill-sergeants, the
stories of whose misdeeds comprise a
terrible literature in Germany.
When German soldiers enter civil

life they find to their horror that the
drill-sergeants who formerly brutalised
them are now policemen, and, armed
with sabres, pistols; and carbines, are
clothed_with authority to lord it over

    

the civilian population as relentlessly as’
once they ruled in the barrack-yard.

Some Startling Statistics

In no other civilised. country are to be
found such statistics as those contained
in Dr. T. F. A. Smith’s “The Soul of
Germany,” which show crime’s common-

ness. in Germany as compared with a
similar period of years in England:

GERMANY ENGLAND
1897-1907 1900-1910

Malicious and feloniously
wounding . ‘ edt,0bo 1,262

Murders ‘ 5 E 350 97
Rapes - ‘ 2 . 9,381 -- ‘216
Tneest : 3 ‘e : 573 5
Unnatural crimes. ‘ S41 290
Tegitimate children . we E7185705 37,041
Divorce petitions < 2 20,340 965
Malicious damage to property 25,759 35
Arson — 4 . % . 610 278

Germans are amazingly indifferent to
crime. Capital punishmentis, indeed, rare.
Thete are many times more murders than
executions, Fratricide and matricide. are
terribly common. ‘Suicide ‘takes horrible
forms in Germany. ‘‘ Father kills himself
after murdering wife and four children ”’ ;
“Mother blows out her brains after
throttling three babies”; ‘ Sixteen-year-
old son kills father, mother, and. sister,

then shoots himself.’’ Such “were the
headlines with which one became sicken-
ingly familiar if one’s task required him
to study the German Press from day to
day.
German crimes of life-taking are often

conspicuous for the brutal note, as dis-
tinguished from the “‘ crimes of passion”
with which we are familiar in the Latin
countries of Europe.

Shocked—but Not Astonished

When I recall these things, I confess i
any not astonished, though I am shocked,
by German admissions that they boil
down their soldier dead. My experience
of their everyday pre-war practices, their
commonplace conception of them, has
fitted me to believe in their misdeeds in
war-time, however ghoulish.

I. began my journalistic career as a
young reporter ‘in Chicago: Executions
used to be viewed by the Press in America,
and manya reporter made a reputation by
producing a thrilling narrative of a scene at
the gallows, The only man I ever saw
hanged by the neck until he was dead
was a German butcher named August
Becker, who “swung” in the Cook
County gaol for wife-murder. No, not
for wife-murder, but for wife-boiling.
Becker had not ‘rendered down ”’ his

wife for oils; fats, and fodder. He had
simplyput her out of the way to guarantee
him immunity against discovery. But he
was in reality, bothin theory andpractice,
a true Teuton “ corpse-utiliser ” who, faced
by a “ necessity,” recognised ‘‘ no law-”
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ascots & Petswith the Fighting Forces in France
 

    
  

 

Wild boar which, having been captured in the Argonne, became Fox tamed by the men of a French regiment, who have amused
the pet of a French regiment and accompanied it to the Somme. themselves by teaching it to drag small trench timbers.
 

  

 

  

  

  

   

 

  
  

  
  

  

  

  

 

  

    

 

 
  

Fairly an armful. ‘Bear presented to the “Sammy,” terrier mascot of the Northum- Challenged bythe sentry. Bear with the
British Armoured Car Section in Russia berland Fusiliers. He has been in many Russian forces who are now fighting on

by the Grend Duke Nicholas. actions. (British official.) the French front.

   

  

  

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

    
  
  
    

 

  

  

  

    

    
French soldiers at Noyon amuse themselves by teaching their dogs to dance. ‘* Blighty,’ the canine mascot of an American
The dogs, too, appear to be amused at the performance, each glancing at the other ambulance car in France. He is seated on

as though to appraise its efforts as a biped. top of the radiator—his favourite perch.
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WHY | BELIEVE THE GERMANS ARE GHOULS
By FREDERIC WILLIAM WILE

For Ten Years Berlin Correspondent of the “ Daily Mail”

HATEVER credit or discredit at-
taches to it, mybrilliant colleague
ot thes res Wire Fe to.

Mackenzie, who, like myself, was. ‘sta-

tioned. for many ¥ s-in Germany as

1 correspondent, Shares with methe
ponsibility of haying brought to public
tice the activities of the Hun body-

boilers. It was we- who discovered
onjointly in the Government-controlled
Lokal-Anzeiger ”’ of April roth, 1917, the

loaths6me admission that. the German
i in the field’ maintain “Corpse

( Establishments 4 (Aadaver-
1 erwertungs-Anstalten), where soldier dead
are “* rendered down ”’ for lubricating oils,

t pigs’ food.
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Meaning of “Kadaver’”’

At the heads of both Mackenzie and my-
f much-criticism has been directed for
nisconstruing ”’ the meaning of Kadaver.

Germans and pro-Germans in England have
inundated the offices of the ‘ Times ” and

» “Daily Mail’ with assurances that the
is mean Only “animal dead”’ when they
k of Kadaver, and not humancorpses.

ckily for us, if we needed corroborative
lence, we have such standard works as
Muret-Sanders’ Dictionary’ and the

ssic .German  ““ Meyer’s Lexicon” in
sport of the translation of Kadaver as

corpse. But of all the confirmatoryfacts
Whichthe discussion has elicited, two letters
to the “‘ Morning Post” and the “‘ Limes”
chnch the case beyond any ‘further
question oftdoubt. Said a writer to the
jermer fournal on Aprif 23rd:
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The Germans assert that Kadaver can only mean
the carease of an animal: How, then, are we to
translate Kadavergehoysam (corpse-like obedience),
that compendium of a Prussian reeruit’s duties ?
Both the original conception and the phrase are
atiributed to the Jesuits. Had they also only
animal’ in view ?

  

 

The next day ‘“M.D.,” writing to the
“Times,” enclosed a facsimile of a testi-
monial which he received from the
Anatomical Institute of the University of
Berlin for having ‘performed certain
operations on the nose, ear, and Jarynx
“am Cadaver” (on the dead body).

 

Convincing Evidence

The following is the translation:

Berlin, July 31, 1905.
Bir. of has gone

threngh a-course fof study) under me of the
systematic and topographical anatomyof the nose
and its neighbouring cavities, of the organs of
hearing and of the larynx, and has performed
on the dead body the operations typical in this
tonnexion, which is herebycertified.

Dr. Friedrich Kopsch, Lecturer,
ist Assistant at the Anatomical
Institute of Berlin University.

 

I do not know. which is the stronger
testimony against the body-boilers—Dr.
iXopsch’s rendering of the word Cadaver
{spelling with Cinstead of Kis immaterial),
er this letter to the “ Times ” ;

Withreference to the German attempt to. show
that the term Kadaver dees not refer to human
corpses, I beg to enclose a copy of the final para-
graphin the-“* North China Herald ” (for March 3,
1917, page 446), recounting what had just taken
place at a Peking interview between the German
Minister and the Chinese Premier, Twan K‘i-jwei:
“But the matter was clinched when Admiral

von Hintze was Siang upon the ingenious methods
by whieh German scientists were obtaining the
chemicals necessary for the manufacture of
munitions. The admiral triumphantly stated that

SaESrgtrapec

they were extracting glycerine out_of the dead
soldiers | From that moment-onward thehorrified
Premier had no more use for Germany, and. the
business of persuading him to turn against her
became comparatively easy.”

   

I am quite sure that I was induced to
beliéve in the Corpse Utilisation confession
not* only by the evidence of my own
eves, but by what everybody who has
lived in Germany knows of the everyday
attitude of mind there fowards such
things. I am not generalising. Not all
Germans are thugs and murderers. But
the national point of view towards the work

s and murderers is such as to make
ng and corpse factortes not -only

ble but almost tnevttable.
On August 4th, 1914, inthe Reichstag, I

heard Bethmann-Hollweg proclaim that
sity knows nolaw,” When friendly

nation is to be invaded, or a commercial
rival destroyed, or a mew ingredient for
munitions becomes necessary, the German

resorts to the doctrine proclaimed by the
KXaiser’s Chancellor: Necessity knows no
daw. Necessity called, and as Germany
knows no law, human or divine, which she
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THE BODY-BOILERS’ CONFESSION
>». Onwego, We pass through Evergni-

court. There is a dull smetlin the air as if
lime were being burnt. Weare passing the

great Cornse-Conversion (or Utilisation)
£stablishment of this Army Group. The fat
that is won here is turned- into tubricating
oils, and everything else is ground down in
the bones mill into a powder, whichis used
for mixing with pigs’ food and as manure:
Nothing is to be allowed to go to waste. ..~

Translation from despatch by Karl Rosner,
in the Berlin “ Lokal-Anzeiger-’ of April
10th, 1917. :
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is bound to respect when that imperious
voice summons her to act, she is boiling
down her fallen soldiery for by-products
obtainable in no other way.
For ten years I practised the profession

of reporting German news to the “ Daily
Mail.” It was my duty to watch the
development of Germany’s programmefor
flinging herself upon an unprepared and
an unwitting Europe. There was never any
searcity of such news, because Germany

girded herself for this war in all openness,
But had myduty been to specialise in the
reporting of crime, violence, and brutality
in Germany, thére would not have been
the’ slightest difficulty in maintaining a
noxious and constant “ service’”’ of that
revolting intelligence.

Huns in the Making

That is whythe atrocities of the German
armies throughout the war have never
particularly upset me. I was used to
them. Germans are born and raised in
an atmosphere of cruelty, tyranny, and
bestiality. They- are handed over. as
babes to the mercies of ruthless nursery-
maids -and domineering governesses. I
have paid “wages to such, and know
whereof I speak.
When German babes become boys

they are under the care of schoolmasters,
who inculcate knowledge with the aid of
frightfulness and drive large numbers of

  

Page 308

school-lads to suicide each year for failing
to pass examinations for higher forms.
When German boys reach the military
age they are subjected to the autocratic
supervision of bullying drill-sergeants, the
stories of whose misdeeds comprise a
terrible literature in Germany.
When German soldiers enter civil

life they find to their horror that the
drill-sergeants who formerly brutalised
them are now policemen, and, armed
with sabres, pistols; and carbines, are
clothed_with authority to lord it over

    

the civilian population as relentlessly as’
once they ruled in the barrack-yard.

Some Startling Statistics

In no other civilised. country are to be
found such statistics as those contained
in Dr. T. F. A. Smith’s “The Soul of
Germany,” which show crime’s common-

ness. in Germany as compared with a
similar period of years in England:

GERMANY ENGLAND
1897-1907 1900-1910

Malicious and feloniously
wounding . ‘ edt,0bo 1,262

Murders ‘ 5 E 350 97
Rapes - ‘ 2 . 9,381 -- ‘216
Tneest : 3 ‘e : 573 5
Unnatural crimes. ‘ S41 290
Tegitimate children . we E7185705 37,041
Divorce petitions < 2 20,340 965
Malicious damage to property 25,759 35
Arson — 4 . % . 610 278

Germans are amazingly indifferent to
crime. Capital punishmentis, indeed, rare.
Thete are many times more murders than
executions, Fratricide and matricide. are
terribly common. ‘Suicide ‘takes horrible
forms in Germany. ‘‘ Father kills himself
after murdering wife and four children ”’ ;
“Mother blows out her brains after
throttling three babies”; ‘ Sixteen-year-
old son kills father, mother, and. sister,

then shoots himself.’’ Such “were the
headlines with which one became sicken-
ingly familiar if one’s task required him
to study the German Press from day to
day.
German crimes of life-taking are often

conspicuous for the brutal note, as dis-
tinguished from the “‘ crimes of passion”
with which we are familiar in the Latin
countries of Europe.

Shocked—but Not Astonished

When I recall these things, I confess i
any not astonished, though I am shocked,
by German admissions that they boil
down their soldier dead. My experience
of their everyday pre-war practices, their
commonplace conception of them, has
fitted me to believe in their misdeeds in
war-time, however ghoulish.

I. began my journalistic career as a
young reporter ‘in Chicago: Executions
used to be viewed by the Press in America,
and manya reporter made a reputation by
producing a thrilling narrative of a scene at
the gallows, The only man I ever saw
hanged by the neck until he was dead
was a German butcher named August
Becker, who “swung” in the Cook
County gaol for wife-murder. No, not
for wife-murder, but for wife-boiling.
Becker had not ‘rendered down ”’ his

wife for oils; fats, and fodder. He had
simplyput her out of the way to guarantee
him immunity against discovery. But he
was in reality, bothin theory andpractice,
a true Teuton “ corpse-utiliser ” who, faced
by a “ necessity,” recognised ‘‘ no law-”
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ascots & Petswith the Fighting Forces in France
 

    
  

 

Wild boar which, having been captured in the Argonne, became Fox tamed by the men of a French regiment, who have amused
the pet of a French regiment and accompanied it to the Somme. themselves by teaching it to drag small trench timbers.
 

  

 

  

  

  

   

 

  
  

  
  

  

  

  

 

  

    

 

 
  

Fairly an armful. ‘Bear presented to the “Sammy,” terrier mascot of the Northum- Challenged bythe sentry. Bear with the
British Armoured Car Section in Russia berland Fusiliers. He has been in many Russian forces who are now fighting on

by the Grend Duke Nicholas. actions. (British official.) the French front.

   

  

  

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

    
  
  
    

 

  

  

  

    

    
French soldiers at Noyon amuse themselves by teaching their dogs to dance. ‘* Blighty,’ the canine mascot of an American
The dogs, too, appear to be amused at the performance, each glancing at the other ambulance car in France. He is seated on

as though to appraise its efforts as a biped. top of the radiator—his favourite perch.
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ritish Prisoners in the Hands of the Huns —
The War Llustrated, 19th Moy, 1917. Page 310

Trophies Captured by the Gallant Canadians
Canadian War Records

   
  

    
 

ing a few of the German trench-mortars which they had captured in the fighting inthe neighbourhood
Well-pleased Canadians examin

sh lines to be counted among the spoils and preserved as a trophy.
of Arras, Right: Carting a captured German gun back to the Briti
 

 

   Group of British airmen who are prisoners at Osnabruck,in Germany. The centre figure has been so thoroughly obliterated by
Teuton censorship that speculation as to who it may be is inevitable. Possibly it is Flight-Commander W. Leefe Robinson, V.C.,
the hero of Cuffley, who has been thus photographically ‘‘ strafed,’’ and who,it is stated, is a prisoner in the hands of the Germans.

       
 
  

    

 

 

 

 

 

un put out of action by a direct hit by the Canadian artillery, and (right) a German gun emplacement on the historic
German 5°9 in.

Vimy Ridge shattered by an equally good shot.a  

 

 

 
 

 

 

German 8 in. naval gun taken by the Canadians on the railroad at Farbus, north of Arras, and

. mortars gathered by the men from the Dominion.

   

  

 

  

    
     

 

 
  
   

Somewhere behind the Hindenburg line. A party of British prisoners who have had the misfortune to be captured during the recent

- fighting in the west. The Germans have made some ludicrous claims ac to the number of prisoners they have takem.       

 

 

Canadians firing a German 4:2 in. gun on to its original owners to expedite their retreat, and (right) another view of the same

incident. Instances are numerous of clever mechanics effecting repairs to captured guns end getting them into use in a few minutes.
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| With Horseand-Foot on the Heelsof the Hun | __ India’s Magnificent Rally to the Call to Arms
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 ‘ +e J’ the course of a fine speech which he made in
4 : London on April 24th the Maharaja of Bikanir
> said emphatically that the first consideration with
e all people in India at present was to devote all their

‘ energies and all their resources to the one endof the
; successful prosecution of the war. Continuing on

the theme, he was able to declare that the millions

of the peoples of India—of that Empire within the
Empire—are loyal.to the core,
The course of the war has given abundant evidence

of the truth of this.- Splendidly have the Indian
troops of the King-Emperor acquitted themselves in
Mesopetamia—they had a large share in the heroic
defence of Kut and in the brilliapt capture of Bagdad
—in East Africa, on the western front, and elsc-
where. y

- Speaking towards the close of last year, the Viceroy
of India, Lord Chelmsford, pointed out that the

number of recruits enlisted since the beginning of
the war was then already greater than the entire
strength of the Indian Army as it existed on the out-
break of .the. war—cloquent testimony to that
loyalty of which the Maharaja of Bikanir spoke
later, and a-striking reply to the German attempt to
stir ur “‘isaffection in India, :
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French cavalry advancing over a road flooded by the Germansto protect their retreat. A notable feature of the fighting inthe St. Quentin

fers pastor te the Waythe men have beenable to fight in the open: Cavalry will soon play a big part in the war of movement.

 
 

  
 

 

Indian Cavalry on the western front. The Indian
Cavalry are famous among horsemen for-their skill
and courage. Above: Recruiting in the Himalayas.
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French infantry advancing in the direction of St. Quentin crossing a bridge over the canal near Buverchy, between Nesle and Ham,
destroyed by the retreating enemy. On April 25th the French line in this sector stood three and a half miles south-east of St.Quentin. Animated scene at a recruiting meeting in a village in the Himalayas. From Preparing for the front. Members of a Bengali Am=

all parts of India men haverallied to the call of their King-Emperor. bulance Corps engaged in stretcher drill,    
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ESSAD PASHA,
Albanian Leader.

   
 

  

 

 
 

Adm. EVAN-THOMAS,
Battle of Jutland.

 

 

Gen, EVERT,
Russian Commander.

 

 

General yon
FALKENHAYN,

 

  
  
    Yi,

Admiral Sir A M.
FARQUHAR.

 

 
 

  
Gen. FAYOLLE,

French Commander.

Who’s Who in
Essad Pasha.—Albanian leader and _pro-

visional President of the Albanian Republic.
Showed himself friendly to the Allies, whose
capitals, including London, he visited in the
autumnof 1916.

Essen, Admiral.—Reorganiserof the Russian
Navy, and Commander-in-Chief until his
leath in ror6.
Evan-Thomas, Rear-Admiral Sir H., K.C.B.,

M.V.0.—One of famous fighting admirals of
the war. Born’1862,. Entered the Navy 1875 ;
promoted commander 1896, captain_ 1902,

admiral. 1912. Was Rear-Admiral of the
Virst Battle Squadron 1913-14. Earned the
highest praise for his skill and gallantry at
the Battle of Jutland, when he commanded
the Fifth Battle Squadron. Mentioned in de-

Admiral Sir David Beatty referring
to the “brilliant support ” he afforded him.

Evans, Commander Edward R.G. R., C.B.—
Famous Antarctic explorer, Commandedthe
Broke in thrilling destroyer fight in Channel,
April 20th, r917.. Commanded the Mohawk in
bombardment of Belgian coast, October, 1914.

Evert, General Alexis.—Distinguished Rus-
sian. general who won high praise for his
conduct of the retreat from Vilna, r1915,: after
which he was appointed to command the
Russian western front. Resigned in March,
1917, being succeeded by General Gurko.

Ewart, Lt.-Gen. Sir J. S., K.C.B.—General
Officer Commanding Scottish Commandsince
1914. Born 186r. Entered _Queen’s Own
Cameron Highlanders 1881. Served in Egypt
1882, Sudan 1898, .and in South Africa

ches). Was Military Secretary Head-
ers 1904-10, and Adjutant-General to

S$ I9I0-I4.
Ewart, Brig.-Gen, R. H., C.B., C.1.E., D.S.0.

—Born 1864. Entered Army 1883. Saw active
vice in India, in Hazara, Isazai , Waziristan
peditions. Rendered conspicuous services

in East Africa (1915-16), where he held im-
portant administrative post on Staff. of
General Smuts, who mentioned him in
despatches for his ‘tireless energy and un-
failing tact.’

Fabeck, General von.—Prominent German
commanderin the west who co-operated with
General von Deimling in the great attack
on Ypres, October-November, 1914.

Falecke, General.German’ commander who
came into prominence during the East.
Prussian operations, February, 1915.

Falkenhayp, General von.—Famous German
commander, ‘who was formerly the Prussian
Minister of War. Appointed December, r914,
to succeed Count von Moltke as Chief of the
General Staff, which post he held until super-
seded by TVield-Marshal “von Hindenburg,
August, 1916. His dismissal by the Kaiser
said to be due to the failure of the Verdun
offensive. During the time he was Chief of
Staff Falkenhayn directed the war plans of
Germany, including the great drive against
Russia initiated in May, 1915, and the invasion
of: Serbia, in, the following autumn. In the
autumn of 1916-he cOmmanded the German
forees invading Rumania from the west.

Farquhar, Admiral Sir A. M., K.C.B., C.V.0.—
Held responsible position of Commander of
Coastguards and Reserves, 1913-15. Born

Has commanded Portsmouth Division
of Home Fleet, and Fourth Cruiser Squadron
1909-11. Nowretired.

Farquhar, Lt.-Col. F. D., D.S.0.—Com-
manded Princess Patricia’s Canadian Light
Infantry, accompanying the regiment to
Trance, December, 1914. A veteran soldier,
he proved a popular andskilful leader, andhis
last services were to command the regiment
when it helped to repulse a German attack
at St. Eloi, March r4th, 1915, Shot bya sniper,
March zoth, 1915.

Fayolle,- General.—Prominent French com-
pane on the Somme, 1916, where he had
charge of an armyduring theallied offensive,
displaying the finest military qualities in_the
preparation and execution of offensive opera-
tions. Achieved remarkable successes by the
métliodical utilisation of technical aids.
Promoted Grand Officer of the Legion of
Honour, October, 1916.

 

 

  

   

  

 

 

    
  

 

  

 

  

  
  

           

the Great War
Feilding, Lady Dorothie—Member of the

Munro Motor Ambulance, a Red Cross unit
attached to the Belgian Field Army. Her deyo-
tion to duty and contempt of dangerin attend-
ing the wounded since autumn of r9r4 have
been very conspicuous. A daughter of the
Earl of Denbigh, she. was decorated by King
George, September, 1916.

Ferdinand of Bulgaria, Tsar.—Proclaimed
King roo8, after being Prince for twenty-one
years. Victorious in the Balkan War, 1912, he
found himself opposed by his formerallies
the following year, and by his duplicity lost
fruits of his previous victory, chief of which
was: loss of Adrianople to Turkey. Joined
Central Powers 1915. Entertained Kaiser
at famous banquet at Nish, January, 1916.

Ferdinand of Rumania, King.—Succeeded
his uncle, King Charles, on October roth,

Married a daughter of late Duke of
Coburg-Gotha (son of Queen Victoria) in
A popular monarch, he has interests of

his people at heart, and jéined® Allies: August
27th, 1916, after duly counting the cost.
Issued historic manifesto when declaring war
on. Austria-Hungary,” in which he stated
Rumania. compelled to declare war for the
purpose of liberating the cognate people of
Transylvania. :

Fergusson, Lt.-Gen. Sir Charles, Bart.,
K.C.B., D.S.0.—Born-1865.- Joined Grenadier
Guards 1883. Served. Sudan’ campaigns,
1896-97-98. Adjutant-General Egyptian Army
rg11-13. Commanded 5th Division in early
months of war; mentioned in despatches.

Filipescu, M. NicolaRumanian Nationalist
statesman. Born 1857. Was Minister of
Agriculture and Minister of War. Became
leader of section of Conservative Party which
desired intervention of Rumania on side of
the Entente. “This group effected a fusion
with Conservative-Democrats, under joint
leadership of. M. Filipescu and M.. Take
Jonescu. All his life. worked for a Greater
Rumania. Died October 13th, 1916.

Fisher, Admiral Lord, 0.M., G.C.B, G.C.V.0.
—One of greatest figures in British naval
history. Born 1841. Held almost every import-
ant position in the Navy, afloat and ashore,
Under his control of the Navy the Dread-
nought policy introduced, and also plan of
scrapping old shi Controller of the Navy,
and Senior Lord of the Admiralts;,
1904-10. Retired r910. Served on. Special
Naval Committee 1912 ;. appointed honorary
colonel of rst Roval Naval Brigade, September,
1914. Returned to Admiralty as First Sea
Lord during the war, but resigned May, 1915.
Became chairman of the Inventions Board,
Board of Admiralty, July, 1915.

Fisher, Lanee-Corporal Fred, V.C.— 13th
Canadian Battalion. On April 23rd, rors,
in neighbourhood of St. Julien, went forward
with machine-gun under heavyfire, and most
gallantly assisted in. covering retreat of a
battery, losing four men of his gun-team.
Later; after obtaining four more men, went
forward again to firing-line, and waskilled.

Fleek, General von.—Commander of the
Seventeenth German Army Corps on the
Somme;

Fletcher, Admiral—Commander of the
Second Atlantic Fleet of United States Navy.

Foch, General.—One of great French com-
manders. At the head of a new armyhelped
to defeat Germans at the Battle of the Marne,
and, later, was chief director of the defence
of Ypres and the Yser. Planned the great
offensive in Artois,’ 1915, and took leading
part in Battle of the Somme, 1916. Retired
from command of group of Armies of the
North, April, 1917, but remained on active
service, without a.command, -at the disposal
of the Minister for War. Before the war
General Foch was headof the Staff College.

Fokker, Mynheer.—Dutch inventor of the
aeroplane bearing his name. When. Garros
was brought down in German territory,
April, 1915, Fokker adapted his device of a
machine-gun firing through’ the propeller,
and introduced a more powerful air engine
than the French were using.
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A British cavalry patrol! returning to campafter a skirmish, with

a batch of prisoners to swell the total of more than three thousand
life to which Germans:so strongly resent warfare being compared :
of the scene when the hunt hacks home along English country

 
5 aptured in the first two days of Sir Dougias Haig’s second thrust tanes, watched with interest by wayfarers gathered outside every

peas Arras, begun on Apriteard. The nioturelsatelkiadity ilmoct barn,save that in this case the hounds with feathery tails high
humorously, reminiscent of one of the scenes cf Enztish sporting waving are replaced by very sorry curs with their tails well down.
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Albanian Leader.
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Battle of Jutland.

 

 

Gen, EVERT,
Russian Commander.
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Admiral Sir A M.
FARQUHAR.

 

 
 

  
Gen. FAYOLLE,

French Commander.

Who’s Who in
Essad Pasha.—Albanian leader and _pro-

visional President of the Albanian Republic.
Showed himself friendly to the Allies, whose
capitals, including London, he visited in the
autumnof 1916.

Essen, Admiral.—Reorganiserof the Russian
Navy, and Commander-in-Chief until his
leath in ror6.
Evan-Thomas, Rear-Admiral Sir H., K.C.B.,

M.V.0.—One of famous fighting admirals of
the war. Born’1862,. Entered the Navy 1875 ;
promoted commander 1896, captain_ 1902,

admiral. 1912. Was Rear-Admiral of the
Virst Battle Squadron 1913-14. Earned the
highest praise for his skill and gallantry at
the Battle of Jutland, when he commanded
the Fifth Battle Squadron. Mentioned in de-

Admiral Sir David Beatty referring
to the “brilliant support ” he afforded him.

Evans, Commander Edward R.G. R., C.B.—
Famous Antarctic explorer, Commandedthe
Broke in thrilling destroyer fight in Channel,
April 20th, r917.. Commanded the Mohawk in
bombardment of Belgian coast, October, 1914.

Evert, General Alexis.—Distinguished Rus-
sian. general who won high praise for his
conduct of the retreat from Vilna, r1915,: after
which he was appointed to command the
Russian western front. Resigned in March,
1917, being succeeded by General Gurko.

Ewart, Lt.-Gen. Sir J. S., K.C.B.—General
Officer Commanding Scottish Commandsince
1914. Born 186r. Entered _Queen’s Own
Cameron Highlanders 1881. Served in Egypt
1882, Sudan 1898, .and in South Africa

ches). Was Military Secretary Head-
ers 1904-10, and Adjutant-General to

S$ I9I0-I4.
Ewart, Brig.-Gen, R. H., C.B., C.1.E., D.S.0.

—Born 1864. Entered Army 1883. Saw active
vice in India, in Hazara, Isazai , Waziristan
peditions. Rendered conspicuous services

in East Africa (1915-16), where he held im-
portant administrative post on Staff. of
General Smuts, who mentioned him in
despatches for his ‘tireless energy and un-
failing tact.’

Fabeck, General von.—Prominent German
commanderin the west who co-operated with
General von Deimling in the great attack
on Ypres, October-November, 1914.

Falecke, General.German’ commander who
came into prominence during the East.
Prussian operations, February, 1915.

Falkenhayp, General von.—Famous German
commander, ‘who was formerly the Prussian
Minister of War. Appointed December, r914,
to succeed Count von Moltke as Chief of the
General Staff, which post he held until super-
seded by TVield-Marshal “von Hindenburg,
August, 1916. His dismissal by the Kaiser
said to be due to the failure of the Verdun
offensive. During the time he was Chief of
Staff Falkenhayn directed the war plans of
Germany, including the great drive against
Russia initiated in May, 1915, and the invasion
of: Serbia, in, the following autumn. In the
autumn of 1916-he cOmmanded the German
forees invading Rumania from the west.

Farquhar, Admiral Sir A. M., K.C.B., C.V.0.—
Held responsible position of Commander of
Coastguards and Reserves, 1913-15. Born

Has commanded Portsmouth Division
of Home Fleet, and Fourth Cruiser Squadron
1909-11. Nowretired.

Farquhar, Lt.-Col. F. D., D.S.0.—Com-
manded Princess Patricia’s Canadian Light
Infantry, accompanying the regiment to
Trance, December, 1914. A veteran soldier,
he proved a popular andskilful leader, andhis
last services were to command the regiment
when it helped to repulse a German attack
at St. Eloi, March r4th, 1915, Shot bya sniper,
March zoth, 1915.

Fayolle,- General.—Prominent French com-
pane on the Somme, 1916, where he had
charge of an armyduring theallied offensive,
displaying the finest military qualities in_the
preparation and execution of offensive opera-
tions. Achieved remarkable successes by the
métliodical utilisation of technical aids.
Promoted Grand Officer of the Legion of
Honour, October, 1916.
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Feilding, Lady Dorothie—Member of the

Munro Motor Ambulance, a Red Cross unit
attached to the Belgian Field Army. Her deyo-
tion to duty and contempt of dangerin attend-
ing the wounded since autumn of r9r4 have
been very conspicuous. A daughter of the
Earl of Denbigh, she. was decorated by King
George, September, 1916.

Ferdinand of Bulgaria, Tsar.—Proclaimed
King roo8, after being Prince for twenty-one
years. Victorious in the Balkan War, 1912, he
found himself opposed by his formerallies
the following year, and by his duplicity lost
fruits of his previous victory, chief of which
was: loss of Adrianople to Turkey. Joined
Central Powers 1915. Entertained Kaiser
at famous banquet at Nish, January, 1916.

Ferdinand of Rumania, King.—Succeeded
his uncle, King Charles, on October roth,

Married a daughter of late Duke of
Coburg-Gotha (son of Queen Victoria) in
A popular monarch, he has interests of

his people at heart, and jéined® Allies: August
27th, 1916, after duly counting the cost.
Issued historic manifesto when declaring war
on. Austria-Hungary,” in which he stated
Rumania. compelled to declare war for the
purpose of liberating the cognate people of
Transylvania. :

Fergusson, Lt.-Gen. Sir Charles, Bart.,
K.C.B., D.S.0.—Born-1865.- Joined Grenadier
Guards 1883. Served. Sudan’ campaigns,
1896-97-98. Adjutant-General Egyptian Army
rg11-13. Commanded 5th Division in early
months of war; mentioned in despatches.

Filipescu, M. NicolaRumanian Nationalist
statesman. Born 1857. Was Minister of
Agriculture and Minister of War. Became
leader of section of Conservative Party which
desired intervention of Rumania on side of
the Entente. “This group effected a fusion
with Conservative-Democrats, under joint
leadership of. M. Filipescu and M.. Take
Jonescu. All his life. worked for a Greater
Rumania. Died October 13th, 1916.

Fisher, Admiral Lord, 0.M., G.C.B, G.C.V.0.
—One of greatest figures in British naval
history. Born 1841. Held almost every import-
ant position in the Navy, afloat and ashore,
Under his control of the Navy the Dread-
nought policy introduced, and also plan of
scrapping old shi Controller of the Navy,
and Senior Lord of the Admiralts;,
1904-10. Retired r910. Served on. Special
Naval Committee 1912 ;. appointed honorary
colonel of rst Roval Naval Brigade, September,
1914. Returned to Admiralty as First Sea
Lord during the war, but resigned May, 1915.
Became chairman of the Inventions Board,
Board of Admiralty, July, 1915.

Fisher, Lanee-Corporal Fred, V.C.— 13th
Canadian Battalion. On April 23rd, rors,
in neighbourhood of St. Julien, went forward
with machine-gun under heavyfire, and most
gallantly assisted in. covering retreat of a
battery, losing four men of his gun-team.
Later; after obtaining four more men, went
forward again to firing-line, and waskilled.

Fleek, General von.—Commander of the
Seventeenth German Army Corps on the
Somme;

Fletcher, Admiral—Commander of the
Second Atlantic Fleet of United States Navy.

Foch, General.—One of great French com-
manders. At the head of a new armyhelped
to defeat Germans at the Battle of the Marne,
and, later, was chief director of the defence
of Ypres and the Yser. Planned the great
offensive in Artois,’ 1915, and took leading
part in Battle of the Somme, 1916. Retired
from command of group of Armies of the
North, April, 1917, but remained on active
service, without a.command, -at the disposal
of the Minister for War. Before the war
General Foch was headof the Staff College.

Fokker, Mynheer.—Dutch inventor of the
aeroplane bearing his name. When. Garros
was brought down in German territory,
April, 1915, Fokker adapted his device of a
machine-gun firing through’ the propeller,
and introduced a more powerful air engine
than the French were using.
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The Empire’s Roll of Honour
ILUT.-COL. JOHN WILLOUGHBY SCOTT, D.S.0., Somerset Light and-a fortnight. before receiving the wounds of which he died in March, 1917,

Infantry, was the youngest son of the late Sir John Scott, K.C.M.G., had been appointed second-in-commandof a battalion,
and brother of Mr. Leslie Scott, K.C., M,P. He served in the South African Captain Montagu Locke Yeatherd, Lancers, late 7th Hussars, killed in
War, receiving both the Queen's and ng’s Medals, and being mentioned in action, was the elder son of the late Lieut.-Col. E .W. Yeatherd, the King’s
despatches. During this war he was twice mentioned in despatches, and Own, whofell at the Relief of Ladysmith in 1900, He served with the 7th
received the D.S.0. in January, 1917. Hussars in South Africa, at- home, and in India; appointed Adjutant of

Lieut.-Col. Vernon Eaton, Royal Canadian Horse Artillery, was eldest son Yeomanry in 1913, he wasrecalled to his old regiment in 1915, and in 1916
of the late Mr. J, K. Eaton, of Truro, Nova Scotia. After serving through obtained a transfer in order to go to the front. His only brother, Lieut.
the South African War, where he was on General Baden-Powell’s Staff, he was RB. C. H, Yeatherd, Dragoon Guards, was killed in action in September, 1916.
specially recommended for the Staff College by Lord Roberts, and was the Lieut, Clare Havill Avery, Essex Regiment, attached to a trench-mortar
jirst officer from anyof the Colonial Forces to pass through. He was Director battery, was son of Mr, and Mrs. W. H. Avery, of Upminster. He hada
of Military Training for the Dominion of Canada from 19051 and in 1916, brilliant scholastic career at Southend Technical School and London University,
after serving with the Royal Canadian Horse Artillery, he trained a Canadian winning many scholarships and_exhibitio In 1914 he enlisted in the
artillery division, He returned to France in commandof a brigade, and died Public Schools Brigade, and obtained a commission in 1915. In May, 1916, tr’ cei aie
of wounds received in action. he went to the front, and on April 11th, 1917, died of wounds received in ly ws 112 \ynti1 /M

Major George Edward Savill Young, Irish Guards, was son of the late Rev. action. ie Ree i } AW)
. Young, of Mallard’s Court, Oxon. Educated at Bradfield, and Corpus See.-Lieut. Richard Bernard Boyle, seventh Earl of Shannon, killed in YI =e WAN) nt! xsa ‘ s : i K : ; ae Saar Wise 2 ACS

Christi College, Oxford, where he distinguished himself as a hockey player action, was born in 1897, and succeededhis father in 1906. He passed througa ; re S y Ys l>y S ZN > FW’ CUS
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andcricketer, he was for a time district inspector in the Royal Irish Constabu- the Royal Military College, and received his commission in the Royal Fusiliers
lary, before obtaining his captaincy in the Irish Guards (Special Reserve) in 1916. His brother, Robert Henry Boyle, born in.1900, succeeds to the
in 1914. He was first woundedin 1915, promoted major in September, 1916, Harldom. a
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Lt.-Col. J. W. SCOTT, D.S.0., Lt.-Col. V. EATON, Capt. W. A. VERSCHOYLE, Capt. W. ODELL, M.C., Maj. G. E. S. YOUNG,
Somerset Light Infantry. Royal Canadian Horse Art. Royal Irish Fusiliers. Indian Infantry. Irish Guards.
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Capt. H. D. SMITE-RYLAND, Capt. V. O. TODD, Capt. V. G. TUPPER, M.C., Capt. M..L. YEATHERD, Capt. S. T. DUROSE,
Yeomanry. K.0. (Royal Lancaster Regt.). Canadian Infantry. ; Lancers. Sherwood Foresters.
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ILUT.-COL. JOHN WILLOUGHBY SCOTT, D.S.0., Somerset Light and-a fortnight. before receiving the wounds of which he died in March, 1917,

Infantry, was the youngest son of the late Sir John Scott, K.C.M.G., had been appointed second-in-commandof a battalion,
and brother of Mr. Leslie Scott, K.C., M,P. He served in the South African Captain Montagu Locke Yeatherd, Lancers, late 7th Hussars, killed in
War, receiving both the Queen's and ng’s Medals, and being mentioned in action, was the elder son of the late Lieut.-Col. E .W. Yeatherd, the King’s
despatches. During this war he was twice mentioned in despatches, and Own, whofell at the Relief of Ladysmith in 1900, He served with the 7th
received the D.S.0. in January, 1917. Hussars in South Africa, at- home, and in India; appointed Adjutant of

Lieut.-Col. Vernon Eaton, Royal Canadian Horse Artillery, was eldest son Yeomanry in 1913, he wasrecalled to his old regiment in 1915, and in 1916
of the late Mr. J, K. Eaton, of Truro, Nova Scotia. After serving through obtained a transfer in order to go to the front. His only brother, Lieut.
the South African War, where he was on General Baden-Powell’s Staff, he was RB. C. H, Yeatherd, Dragoon Guards, was killed in action in September, 1916.
specially recommended for the Staff College by Lord Roberts, and was the Lieut, Clare Havill Avery, Essex Regiment, attached to a trench-mortar
jirst officer from anyof the Colonial Forces to pass through. He was Director battery, was son of Mr, and Mrs. W. H. Avery, of Upminster. He hada
of Military Training for the Dominion of Canada from 19051 and in 1916, brilliant scholastic career at Southend Technical School and London University,
after serving with the Royal Canadian Horse Artillery, he trained a Canadian winning many scholarships and_exhibitio In 1914 he enlisted in the
artillery division, He returned to France in commandof a brigade, and died Public Schools Brigade, and obtained a commission in 1915. In May, 1916, tr’ cei aie
of wounds received in action. he went to the front, and on April 11th, 1917, died of wounds received in ly ws 112 \ynti1 /M

Major George Edward Savill Young, Irish Guards, was son of the late Rev. action. ie Ree i } AW)
. Young, of Mallard’s Court, Oxon. Educated at Bradfield, and Corpus See.-Lieut. Richard Bernard Boyle, seventh Earl of Shannon, killed in YI =e WAN) nt! xsa ‘ s : i K : ; ae Saar Wise 2 ACS
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andcricketer, he was for a time district inspector in the Royal Irish Constabu- the Royal Military College, and received his commission in the Royal Fusiliers
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Lt.-Col. J. W. SCOTT, D.S.0., Lt.-Col. V. EATON, Capt. W. A. VERSCHOYLE, Capt. W. ODELL, M.C., Maj. G. E. S. YOUNG,
Somerset Light Infantry. Royal Canadian Horse Art. Royal Irish Fusiliers. Indian Infantry. Irish Guards.
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‘Ask yourself the question.

.own for yourself.

he War Illustrated, 19th May, 1917.

 
 

HERE is real danger that the mistakes
of the National Service Depart-

ment may turn people away from working
for the nation. This would bedisastrous.
Everyone’s work is wanted, and wanted
now, if victory is not to be delayed.

“ What can I do to serve the Empire ? ’
Create a

National Service Department of your
I have asked Mr. F. A.

McKenzie to give my readers some notes
on this supreme topic of the day, and he
writes as follows:

Prepare for National Service
OU are wanted and your service is

necessary. The three outstanding
undertakings calling for men and women
are the production of food, the manu-
facture of material of war, and ambulance

work and nursing. These all demand
good health. Numbers of applicants for
munition work, for example, are rejected
by the doctors, and many of those So
rejected might have been accepted had
they taken a little preliminary care.
Therefore I advise you, if you live in an

urban district, and want to be engaged

on direct war work, first to study your
health. Go to the dentist. Live much
in the open air for a week or tyo. Live
plainly. Take exercise and get yourself fit.

In. the Army they have a saying that
a sick man is worse than no manat all.
Good health is largely—although, ©of
course, not wholly—a matter of will, and
of the right regulation of yourlife. This
may sound very homely and common-
place advice, but it is very necessary.
While seeing to your health, think out
the work that you like best, for it is what

>

- people like best that they do best. .Spenda
little time in learning the preliminaries.
If it is munition work, take a course at
one of,the Polytechnic classes. Having

as quickly as possible prepared yourself,
go to the nearest Labour Exchangeand
sce the manager. 5;

A Month Well Spent .
A MONTH of wise preparation will be

a month well spent, and you need
not be afraid of the war being Gye¥ before
you are ready. Every employer istired
of the applicants who lack knowledge or
fitness. They do not know what. they
want to do; ‘they are not trained to do
anything, and they are ‘not physically.
fitted for hard “work. Do not» make
another of the armyof inefficients. “We
are . Suffering .because of ©unsuitable
workers. In one office they put milliners’
assistants to keep accounts, and wondered
that the accounts went all wrong.

Most. of us ‘are not so fortunately
placed’ as to be able to give our
whole time. We ;have business to do
which is necessary for the maintenance
of the country.* for the miother to’ send
her young children to a boarding-school,
leave her home to the care of servants,
and rush to’a munition factory is mere
folly, “Her main work for thé State is to
look after the home and children.’ And
yet most of us can do something more.

ENERALLY, the most useful spare
’ time State service any man can do
is tofbecome a ‘ special.” The work of
the “specials” has enabled the policé to

dispense with tens of thousands of men of
military age and send them to‘the war.
If you can—as you almost certainly can
—give a few hours two or three times a
week at anytime of day or night, realise
that your time will be of value. Go to
the nearest police-station,- offer: yourself,
and you will be welcomed.

OIN the Volunteers. It will be good
for your health, and will give added

security to the nation. But sce that you
join a good corps. ‘A: man was com-
plaining to me a few days ago that his
corps hadofficers who did not knowtheir
drill; had sticks for rifles, and was useless
for practical work. You are merely
wasting your time in serving with such a
battalion, There are plenty of really
effective companies wanting you. Re-
member that the danger of a German
invasion of this country is by no means
past. The presence of anefficient army
of civilian soldiers will enable the Govern-
ment in the coming days, when our man-
power is taxed to the full, to withdraw

larger bodies of the Regular Army from
England, Te
Make yourself a food producer. If

there is a bit of waste ground in your
district, and if you have not already an
allotment, rent one and cultivate it. It
will save you money,’ and the food you
grow will possibly save you or someone
else from hunger in the coming winter.

What Women Can Do

TRE greatest and most needed service
any woman can do in her leisure

time is to assist in the hospitals. Many
hospitals are making arrangements —by
which part-time volunteer workers are
employed. There may soon be a real
shortage of hospital workers. Do not
think that you will be “called upon to
nurse the seriously sick. That is a task
for’ experts. But if you are willing to
work regularly, and under orders, the

matron of a hospital in your own-im-
mediate neighbourhood is wanting you.
Go and offer yourself. f
There is much for the spare-time

woman worker to do in the poor parts of
our great cities, and. there are many
organisations needing her. But let me
emphasise again that the supreme work
of the mother and housekeeper of .this

-country must be inside her home, econo-
mising in the use of foodstuffs, caring
for. her children, and looking after> the
well-being of those under her.
‘Hospital work, hospitality to the

wounded, slum work—important as they
ate in their: way —are and must ‘be
secondary, so Mr. McKenzie concludes.

Compulsory National Service

ATIONAL Service is ‘needed to feed
the Army and econoimise ~the

nation’s food ;~ but I. doubt if it can be
realised without compulsion. The gaps
caused by the departure of the next
500,000. military conscripts must be
filled by National Service conscripts. A
standardof living must be fixed. Luxury
providers must ©close down; food
profiteering be made impossible. ’ Prob-
ably a division of -the , country. into
districts for these purposes would facilitate

The nation is ready for any
But it must feel that there are

no mixed motives on the part of its
nominal servants. Assurance must be
-made doubly sure that the Hun is being
fought by all the means possible: The
people as a whole are sick of nonsense
about our “brave and gallant foes,”
about enemy banks and enemy prisoners
and enemy princes; and they want to
feel no doubt that efficiency and economy
are the rule in officialdom as well as else-
where. If words were corn andoil, then

were we well fed indeed. The hourcalls
for deeds and community, not’ sclection,
of sacrifice. Public opinion is restive;
and suspects internal and secret foes more
than it fears those across the North Sea.

Sea Birds’ Eggs
RESTRICTIONS as to the taking: of

the eggs of certain sea~ birds have
been suspended until June ,21st, thus
“releasing ’’ a considerable quantity of
excellent food. Thousands of ‘the eggs
of certain-gulls have regularly found their
way to the London market as ‘‘ plovers’
eggs.” Now the Home Office calls
attention to the fact that the éggs of the
following species of sea birds, which breed
in this country in considerable numbers,
are suitable for food: Black-headed gull,
herring - gull, er black-backed gull,
greater black-backed gull, commonguille-
mot, razorbill, and puffin.

About Binding Difficulties
I AM afraid that the dislocation of

business among the tradespeople
owing to Military Service and National
Service requirements is the only explana-
tion I can furnish for the fact that of late
-my publishers have been receiving
numerous, complaints from subscribers
to. THE War Ittusrratep of the diffi-
culty .of getting their volumes bound. It
is, of course, understood that the local |

newsagent who collects the loose parts
and supplies the binding case furnished
by the publishers merely acts as a. for-
warding agent, and must await the con-
venience of the binders. There is prob-
ably» no binding establishment in ; the
country. that is not to-day- working with
a staff-which represents. a mere fraction

‘ of its former equipment, and customers
can only be patient in the circumstances.

Perhapsthe local newsagent, disappointed
on the one hand by waiting for the work
to be done, and badgered on the other by
his client, is now apt to decline~ orders,
My publishers. tell. me that, where sub-

scribers experience real difficulty in
getting the loose parts bound into volume
form, .they- should immediately com-
municate with »The Publishing Depart-
ment, Fleetway; House,’ London, E.C. 4,

_whichwill undertake to get the work done
‘for them. What I wish to ensure, so. far
as one can make sure of anything in these
uncertain days, is that subscribers who
have carefully collected the whole parts
of a volume should not in the end ex-
perience any insurmountable difficulty |
in having them bound for permanent
preservation.

JAH,
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OUR OBSERVATION POST

MY WHISTLING PHILOSOPHER
ERYgood luck and rather bad man-

ners carried me to the top of a No. 1f
omnibus, and, the vehicle starting before

I had got my balance, I lurched involun-
tarily and tripped over a leg stuck stiffly
out towards the narrow gangway. Re-
covering myself, I took the only vacant
seat, beside the owner of the leg, to whom

I made apology—a very boyish-looking
second-lieutenant, with the most Whimsi-

cally humorous expression I have ever
seen ona human face, emphasised by the
lips being pursed up to whistle.

“ Sorry, Si,” Tsai “FE do hope F

didn’t hurt you !”
“ That’s all right,’’ he assured me, un-

intentionally letting me knowthat I had
hurt him.
But I can’t stow it anywhere else. My
fault entirely.” And he resumed his
whistling.

 

qt was the pleasantest whistle I think
I have ever heard, and chiefly because

there was not one recognisable fragment
of tune in it. It reminded me of a robin
praising God for a really jolly morning,
and made me feel quite glad. I stole a
glance at his face while leaning forward
to screen a match from the wind, and was

caught by him in the act. Self-con-*
sciousness compelled me to speak again.

“It’s bad luck to have a stiff leg,’’ was
the idiotic product of my intellectual
effort to say -something.

“ Better luck than having no leg at
all,” he replied, and.again the cheery, non-

chalant little whistle escapedhis lips, free-
ing the retort from the-least suggestion
of being an intimation to me to mind my
own business.” So I took heart of grace,
and as the omnibus gathered speed_down
Whitehall, I] engaged mychance acquaint-
ance in conversation. =

“ Did it nearly come to your having no
leg ?” I inquired.

‘““ Horrid near!” he answered cheer-
fully. -“ But it’s there—nearlyall of it.”
I wish I could spell the little trill that
followed. It suggested complacent pride
in the fact that the trim trouser-leg he
contemplated was filled with flesh and
blood instead of with a mechanical con-
trivance of wood and steel and aluminium,

amused surprise at such astonishing good
fortune, complete satisfaction with things
as they were, and, generally, conviction
that this was the best of all possible worlds.
The chap was a moral tonic,: put up“in an
exceedingly attractive form, and the
whistle was the trade-mark of-a really
genuine article. $

“Shrapnel,” he said briefly, in answer
to a fishing inquiry as to what had hap-
pened to the commendable leg; and I
remain in ignorance as to where the rest
of his body was whenthe leg stopped that
fragment of steel, for he was as dumb as
all his fellows are about their personal
exploits. But he was freely communica-
tive about the limbitself, regarded dis-

passionately as a “ case,”’ for it-gave him
opportunity to descant on the amazing
cleverness of the surgeons who, finding
something in it to distinguish it from the
thousands of other cases that were-coming
their way at the time, had devoted un-
remitting care to the saving of it, and had
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“ Leg has noright to be there. _

whistling philosopher enthusiastically.
“ Gave me as much time and attention as
if I had been the only case in the hospital
——months of it-—-and were bucked no end
when they found they could leave it on
me. Ripping!”

“ Had much pain?” I asked, crudely
but intentionally.

“Pretty horrid,’ he admitted, not
whistling that time. ‘‘ The dressing made
me a bit peevish at first; but here it is,
you know!” And rather gingerly he
arranged his leg a trifle more straight
before hint.

“ So you had a good time, on the whole
interesting, andall that; glad to have

been in it?” ;
“ Rath-er | Ripping! “Well, not rip-

ping, you know. Great! Iwouldn’t have
missed it for anything. Got that?”

“Quite,” I assured him. ‘“ You
younger fellows have had the luck. I’ve
been teld by one or two—they weren’t
quite your sort—that the elder,-and old,

men only make a song about wishing they
could join up because they know there’s
no chance of their being taken at their
word ; but it isn’t true of many of us.”
He shot a glance at me, and his usual

whistle gave assent. 8%
“Tell me something aboutit,’ I said.

 

ETWEEN Charing Cross and Chelsea
Town Hall one can say a good deal,

and this happy warrior talked with
a spontaneous candour that was patently
characteristic. Under the bright surface
of his manner there was a certain volume
of thought, deepened, I was-sure,-by the
intensity of the emotions he had known
over there in France and learned to con-
trol. He could express himself;. too, in

apt little phrases that were agreeably
consonant with his staccato wayoftalking.
“Yes, a lot. of it was unspeakably

beastly,” this boy admitted; ‘“‘ but one

learns to put it out of one’s mind. It
comes back at night, and when one isn’t

quite fit ’’—he had had.seven months in
hospital—" ‘but most of the time one is
so jolly busy enjoying what’s good about
it that one doesn’t.notice the horrors as
one would anywhere else.”

DODDSSDSSDDDMeeRRSERERE

ForNational Service
Me: THOMAS HARDY, delineator in. prose of
4¥i Wessex life and character, is England’s fore-
most living man of letters, distinguished alike as”
novelist, poet, and dramatist. « ‘The Dynasts,”
his epic-drama” of: the Napoleonic Wars; is one of:
the supreme intellectual achievements of our time.
Of his fine poems on the present war the latest is
the following call to ‘National Service:

UP and be doing, all who have a hand
To lift, a back to bend... It must not be

In timeslike these that vaguely linger we
To air our vaunts and hopes; and leave our land
Untended as a wild of weeds and sand.

Say, then, “I dome!” and go, O women
and men.

Of palace, ploughshare, easel, counter, pen:
It will enray your names to dates unscanned.
Would years but let me stir as once I stirred
At many a dawnto take the forwardtrack,
And with*a stride plunged on to enterprise,

-I now would speed like yester wind that whirred
Through breaking pines; and serve. with

“cme men

“What is there good about it?” I
inquired, anxious to know.

' “Well, being alive, for one thing. I
didn’t knowwhatlife wastill I got there. 29

“And saw death all over the place,’
‘T reminded him,

“ Perhaps that’s why,’’ he suggested.
“Tt’d be so uncommonfoolish. to spend
what might be one’s last minute grousing,
that one just doesn’t doit, and chirpiness
becomes a kind of habit. Wonderful
cheery lot the boys!” :

I agreed sincerely.
“ Whatelse is there really good to enjoy?”
“The birds,” he said quickly,

And, seeing my surprise, laughed and
translated. the words: “‘ The airmen.
Gorgeous chaps! What life, eh? Talk
about the sport of kings! It simply isn’t
in it with flying. Sport for gods, that !”
He whistled jubilantly. ‘“ Makes one’s
hair curl to watch them, and they do the

whole bag of tricks and never turn a hair,
Great !’’

“ What good will come out of it all?”
I asked.

““S’pose some good comes out of every-
thing that has to be,” he remarked philo-
sophically. “ And this war had to be.
Everybody knew it was bound to come
sooner or later. Jolly good job it didn’t
come later! Germany might have had
some more funny tricks in her bag. But
some good has come out of it already.”
“As, for example——? ”
He patted his stiff leg.
“That. I don’t mean that particular’

leg, thoughit’s no slouch ofa leg, consider-
ing; but all that is meant by its being’

there at all. Surgery, you know, and
medical discoveries, and stinks generally. ~
Think of lockjaw !—used to be no end.
of a ghastly way out fora man, Now—-
well, now it’s a hobby.” j

I remembered that Dr. Saleeby had
said something of the sort in an article
written for this paper, though he did not:
use the word “hobby” im connection
with the mitigated horror of tetanus.

“Typhoid, too,” I ‘suggested. And
my whistling philosopher assented,

“Lots of other things as well,’ he said.
“T used to think all anti’s were. crank:

“notions,” he confessed; ‘‘ but I know:
better. now. These medicine men squirt

“half a dozen:antitoxins into a man,<and:

~he’s proof against pretty. well anything:
bar a coal-box, Great chaps the medi-'

1”

~»-““ Anything else ?”’ I asked, when he!
had completed his little trill on his -pipe.;
“*“Swank’s gone,”:, he insisted; ° “ and;

grousing, enough to matter; and a lot of
rot about being the Lord knows who.”’-
“A good riddance of thrée most objec-,

tionable parcels of rubbish,” I acknow-
ledged. “‘ Sir, you are an optimist.” -;

“YT -don’t mind,” he said stoutly.
“And you're infectious,” I added. “Well,

here's the Town Hall! .I get down here.”
“IT go farther on,’ he replied. ‘‘ Don’t

walk more than I must. Can, of course,

but the action isn’t what it might be, and
it’s surprising what a lot of people one.can
trip up with a stiff leg.”
“Me, for one,” I remarked, preparing

to descend. ‘‘ Good-bye and good luck !”
And the sound of his cheerful whistle

 
 

% achieved almost a’ miracle in success. never a slack, followed me down the steps of theu “ Wonderful beggars!” said my So loud for promptness all around outcries! omnibus. c.M.
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OUT ON PATROL.—Acouple of Spahis, the picturesque Algerian cavalry who are a valued part of the Colonial troops of the French
Republic. They chiefly composed the army of General Mangin, which won immortal honour by saving Verdun and holding the sally-port
of France against the hordes of the Hun. The nameof Spahiis derived from the Persian word Sipari, from which also comes Sepoy.
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OUR OBSERVATION POST

MY WHISTLING PHILOSOPHER
ERYgood luck and rather bad man-

ners carried me to the top of a No. 1f
omnibus, and, the vehicle starting before

I had got my balance, I lurched involun-
tarily and tripped over a leg stuck stiffly
out towards the narrow gangway. Re-
covering myself, I took the only vacant
seat, beside the owner of the leg, to whom

I made apology—a very boyish-looking
second-lieutenant, with the most Whimsi-

cally humorous expression I have ever
seen ona human face, emphasised by the
lips being pursed up to whistle.

“ Sorry, Si,” Tsai “FE do hope F

didn’t hurt you !”
“ That’s all right,’’ he assured me, un-

intentionally letting me knowthat I had
hurt him.
But I can’t stow it anywhere else. My
fault entirely.” And he resumed his
whistling.

 

qt was the pleasantest whistle I think
I have ever heard, and chiefly because

there was not one recognisable fragment
of tune in it. It reminded me of a robin
praising God for a really jolly morning,
and made me feel quite glad. I stole a
glance at his face while leaning forward
to screen a match from the wind, and was

caught by him in the act. Self-con-*
sciousness compelled me to speak again.

“It’s bad luck to have a stiff leg,’’ was
the idiotic product of my intellectual
effort to say -something.

“ Better luck than having no leg at
all,” he replied, and.again the cheery, non-

chalant little whistle escapedhis lips, free-
ing the retort from the-least suggestion
of being an intimation to me to mind my
own business.” So I took heart of grace,
and as the omnibus gathered speed_down
Whitehall, I] engaged mychance acquaint-
ance in conversation. =

“ Did it nearly come to your having no
leg ?” I inquired.

‘““ Horrid near!” he answered cheer-
fully. -“ But it’s there—nearlyall of it.”
I wish I could spell the little trill that
followed. It suggested complacent pride
in the fact that the trim trouser-leg he
contemplated was filled with flesh and
blood instead of with a mechanical con-
trivance of wood and steel and aluminium,

amused surprise at such astonishing good
fortune, complete satisfaction with things
as they were, and, generally, conviction
that this was the best of all possible worlds.
The chap was a moral tonic,: put up“in an
exceedingly attractive form, and the
whistle was the trade-mark of-a really
genuine article. $

“Shrapnel,” he said briefly, in answer
to a fishing inquiry as to what had hap-
pened to the commendable leg; and I
remain in ignorance as to where the rest
of his body was whenthe leg stopped that
fragment of steel, for he was as dumb as
all his fellows are about their personal
exploits. But he was freely communica-
tive about the limbitself, regarded dis-

passionately as a “ case,”’ for it-gave him
opportunity to descant on the amazing
cleverness of the surgeons who, finding
something in it to distinguish it from the
thousands of other cases that were-coming
their way at the time, had devoted un-
remitting care to the saving of it, and had
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“ Leg has noright to be there. _

whistling philosopher enthusiastically.
“ Gave me as much time and attention as
if I had been the only case in the hospital
——months of it-—-and were bucked no end
when they found they could leave it on
me. Ripping!”

“ Had much pain?” I asked, crudely
but intentionally.

“Pretty horrid,’ he admitted, not
whistling that time. ‘‘ The dressing made
me a bit peevish at first; but here it is,
you know!” And rather gingerly he
arranged his leg a trifle more straight
before hint.

“ So you had a good time, on the whole
interesting, andall that; glad to have

been in it?” ;
“ Rath-er | Ripping! “Well, not rip-

ping, you know. Great! Iwouldn’t have
missed it for anything. Got that?”

“Quite,” I assured him. ‘“ You
younger fellows have had the luck. I’ve
been teld by one or two—they weren’t
quite your sort—that the elder,-and old,

men only make a song about wishing they
could join up because they know there’s
no chance of their being taken at their
word ; but it isn’t true of many of us.”
He shot a glance at me, and his usual

whistle gave assent. 8%
“Tell me something aboutit,’ I said.

 

ETWEEN Charing Cross and Chelsea
Town Hall one can say a good deal,

and this happy warrior talked with
a spontaneous candour that was patently
characteristic. Under the bright surface
of his manner there was a certain volume
of thought, deepened, I was-sure,-by the
intensity of the emotions he had known
over there in France and learned to con-
trol. He could express himself;. too, in

apt little phrases that were agreeably
consonant with his staccato wayoftalking.
“Yes, a lot. of it was unspeakably

beastly,” this boy admitted; ‘“‘ but one

learns to put it out of one’s mind. It
comes back at night, and when one isn’t

quite fit ’’—he had had.seven months in
hospital—" ‘but most of the time one is
so jolly busy enjoying what’s good about
it that one doesn’t.notice the horrors as
one would anywhere else.”

DODDSSDSSDDDMeeRRSERERE

ForNational Service
Me: THOMAS HARDY, delineator in. prose of
4¥i Wessex life and character, is England’s fore-
most living man of letters, distinguished alike as”
novelist, poet, and dramatist. « ‘The Dynasts,”
his epic-drama” of: the Napoleonic Wars; is one of:
the supreme intellectual achievements of our time.
Of his fine poems on the present war the latest is
the following call to ‘National Service:

UP and be doing, all who have a hand
To lift, a back to bend... It must not be

In timeslike these that vaguely linger we
To air our vaunts and hopes; and leave our land
Untended as a wild of weeds and sand.

Say, then, “I dome!” and go, O women
and men.

Of palace, ploughshare, easel, counter, pen:
It will enray your names to dates unscanned.
Would years but let me stir as once I stirred
At many a dawnto take the forwardtrack,
And with*a stride plunged on to enterprise,

-I now would speed like yester wind that whirred
Through breaking pines; and serve. with

“cme men

“What is there good about it?” I
inquired, anxious to know.

' “Well, being alive, for one thing. I
didn’t knowwhatlife wastill I got there. 29

“And saw death all over the place,’
‘T reminded him,

“ Perhaps that’s why,’’ he suggested.
“Tt’d be so uncommonfoolish. to spend
what might be one’s last minute grousing,
that one just doesn’t doit, and chirpiness
becomes a kind of habit. Wonderful
cheery lot the boys!” :

I agreed sincerely.
“ Whatelse is there really good to enjoy?”
“The birds,” he said quickly,

And, seeing my surprise, laughed and
translated. the words: “‘ The airmen.
Gorgeous chaps! What life, eh? Talk
about the sport of kings! It simply isn’t
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1”
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% achieved almost a’ miracle in success. never a slack, followed me down the steps of theu “ Wonderful beggars!” said my So loud for promptness all around outcries! omnibus. c.M.
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OUT ON PATROL.—Acouple of Spahis, the picturesque Algerian cavalry who are a valued part of the Colonial troops of the French
Republic. They chiefly composed the army of General Mangin, which won immortal honour by saving Verdun and holding the sally-port
of France against the hordes of the Hun. The nameof Spahiis derived from the Persian word Sipari, from which also comes Sepoy.
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THE EPIC STORY OF LIEVIN AND LAGNICOURT
How the Australians Broke the Prussian Guard

HE dominanceof a hill is a possession
of majesty at any time, but when
war is raging in the fields below

you it is a throne of opportunity beyond
compare.

Fortunately for those who witnessed
the last days of the first phase of the
Battle of Arras there were thrones innu-
merable. The slopes of the Vimy Ridge,
Notre Dame de Lorette, the heights
«ubave the valley of the Souchez were the
tiers of so many amphitheatres from
which the lucky observer could witness a
pageant of war which has hardly beer
matehed from the beginning.

Before him lay a grimy plain beneath
which are some of the immense riches
of France. About him and behind him
were the once-glorious woods, the steep
slopes down which the Germans had
been driven headlong but a few days
before, and the villages whose picturesque-
ness had defied even the dour enmity of
coal. From here he could look at his
ease down into the very streets of Lens,
the capital of this mighty coalfield; here
he could see far away this regiment
advancing, that at rest; could, watch

the bursting of the mighty shells and
boast of his indifference—but, above alt,

0 say that the city was doomed and
must speedily be in our possession.

It was tragic, too, for though Lens
aust fall, who should say what of its

es would be left to us?
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Inferno in Lens

Watching the city from a distance we
aw ominous things. Nowit would be
the smoke of some great fire rollimg up
by. the cathedral tower, suggesting for
an instant that the church itself was
burning—anon, a shattering explosion,
ihe vomit of flame and black vapour
frem the mouth of a.coal-pit, and perhaps
upon this the lingering thunder of some
bnilding which had comeclattering down,
Jn the streets themselves, bordered by the
miners’ houses with their picturesque red
roofs, a human being was rarely to be
seen, We pictured the townsfolk hiding
in their cellars and Hstening to that crash
of sounds which said that the enemy

jas seeking to rob them of their poor
s and their. bread. There were

moments when scattered figures in the
familiar grey-blue darted from street to
street carrying neither muck-rake nor
Jantern,_but the deadlier high explosive
vhich ‘should blast the pits and bring
down the houses about the people’s ears.
And all this, mind you, in a sudden and

welcome blaze of the morning. sunlight,
come as an interlude to wind and wet
und snow and misery. Men lifted their
eyes to it and declared it to be an omen.
Lhe week that ended on Sunday, April
15th, should go out as it had come in
vpon the crest of a mighty victory.

It was actually on Saturday, April 14th,
hat the Beche was driven out of Liévin,
ihe famous western suburb of Lens, and
on the following day jthere came their
preat counter-attack at Lagnicourt, which
is down south and not far from Ouéant,
about which we are hearing so much
these days. This was a bloody affair,
and the Australians*have never done a
finer thing. By a concentration of forces

h was astonishing, the ‘Germa
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By MAX PEMBERTON
niassed an army of between forty: and
fifty thousand bayonets and threw it
along the Cambrai-Bapaume road be-
tween the villages of Lagnicourt and .
Hermies. For a moment, overwhelmed
by the torrent, we lost some prisoners
and machine-guns, but, musteringagain

behind Lagnicourt, we reattacked with

a ferocity wholly remarkable even in days
when men are found dead with the teeth.

locked in each other’s flesh.

Coursing the Prussian Guard

Now, this counter-attack was made by
picked troops of no fewer. than five
regiments of the Guard, and the barrage
which heralded it was the best the Boche
had put up since the Battle of Arras
began. That our own casualties were
relatively so few is not a little consoling,

but our men took cover with a cleverness
which was noteworthy, and, although the

impetuesity of the attack overwhelmed
them for the moment, they were never,
in amy sense, demoralised. And every-
body agrees that their counter-thrust was
superb. They charged with. bayonets
lowered and the wild war-whoop of
“Down Under.” Inch by inch they
recoyered the lost ground and drove the
Hun back upon the famous Quéant switch.
What his feelings were when he found
himself driven thus, not to the openings
he had prepared, but actually back upon
his own barbs, we must leave him to
relate. This was the cold fact, never-
theless. He retreated im disorder, and

then came up against that very entangle-
ment he had prepared for our undoing.
Sereaming and shouting, he now ran to
and fro like a rabbit- that is coursed, .
seeking vainly for a burrow to shelter
him. And the Australians watched him,
and, seeing, they did not wait.

Australians’ Battue Shooting

It was a veritable holocaust. Our men,
kneeling down in the open, enjoyed sport
of a kind they had hardly known during
the war. Aiming carefully, they picked
off their men one byone, and were un-
moved by the shrieks of the wounded,
whose dreadful cries were heard. even
above the rattle of the machine-guns.
Fifteen hundred dead and three hundred
prisoners were the fruits of this surprising
victory. Lagnicourt has remained in our
undisputed. possession since this memor-
able Sunday, and the famous Prussian
Guard has long since ceased to be a name
with which Hindenburg can conjure.

This was a fine finish to the first week’s
fighting in this titanic battle. Of it
all, perhaps, the most deadly work. had
been done in the neighbourhood of Liévin,
which fell finally to us on the Saturday
morning. Some of our: men who fought
at Vimy and in the Souchez valley had
but four hours’ sleep between the Sunday
morning and. the Friday night. They
had to prod each other to keep awake
in the trenches, but theystuck to it to
the end, often advancing up to their
knees in mud, meeting every kind of trap
that could be set for them, and facing
perils whose shape was changed with
every hour that passed.

*

Sometimes their work was almost that
of scouts. Oneofficer of a Shire regiment,
with half a dozen lusty fellows at his
back, found his way into the suburbs and

up to the roof of a house, whereupon he
sniped a machine-gun party that was
holding up our advance four hundred
yards: away. Others wandered around,
discovering a gun emplacement here, or
there a heave of.the black earth which
said that Boches were buried beneath,

and that a spade might find them living.
The Bois de Riaumont, the one prominent
green hill between the Vimy Ridge and
Liévin, had, been fortified upon its western
front until it resembled the glacis of an
impregnable fortress.

Cunning and Courage
We flanked it cunningly, brave men

creeping from ridge to ridge, here
ducking into shell-holes, there sheltering
a moment behind shattered walls and
broken trees, until at last the Boche
perceived the glitter of our bayonets and
fled incontinently. So «was it also with
the machine-gun posts we named the
Crook and the Crazy line. Their gunners
shot by adventurers upon the wings, the
posts could be held no longer, and once
again the Boche bolted and: left his equip-
ment in our hands. tae

It was a great scene of battle this of
the Saturday. Far up and down that
valley of the black pits the smoke of
the heavy artillery and of the light loomed
and drifted. A fitful sun shone upon
once-green fields. and red-roofed houses
and the shattered walls of the ancient
churches. Everywhere there moved the
grey figures, leaping to the assault, here
a regiment, there a platoon—again but a
handful of men in quest of an adventure.

An Gld Score Paid

And death was everywhere, and the roar
of the great guns, and the aeroplanes.
soaring like monstrous hawks above,
and the ambulances on their grim errands,
and the prisoners who laughed or cried,
or were silent in their black defiance.
“T knew you would come back to us,”

said an old Frenchwoman, spitting in
the face of an insolent officer. “ You
always said you would.” Others, mere
crazy lads, lighted cigarettes with trem-

bling fingers and declared that we had
made “hell over: yonder.” All, per-
haps, at heart were thankful to have
been dragged from that inferno whose
very fons et orvigo was the line Hindenburg
had declared to be inipregnable.
We had smashed it, indeed, when

Sunday, April 15th, came. By the
Friday night there had been “43,000
prisoners taken, including 285° officers.

We got 166 guns, among which. there
were eight 8 in. howitzers and 130
field-guns and ordinary howitzers. Lens
was still held, but only upon sufferance.
Liévin and the villages round about were
in. our hands, and northward we had
fought successfully over the very ground
about Loos where we had suffered so
many disappointments in the days which
will never be forgotten.
The greatest military operation in the

history of the British Army it has been
called. Perhaps it is truer to say the
greatest in the story of any army.

The War-Illustrated, 26th May,

ritish and French Fronts
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British infantry attack before St. Laurent and Blangy, with ‘‘tank’’ support. While in the first eighteen days of the Somme
Battles 11,000 prisoners and 54 guns were taken by the British, in the first eighteen days of the Arras offensive 18,000 prisoners and

230 guns were Captured. These figures are eloquent of the improved guns, shells, and “‘ tanks,’’ as well as of British grit.

 

 
   

Debut of the French ‘ tank.”’
troops,first came into use on the Sommefront in Septemberlast.

‘tanks’?of their own in the Champagne “‘ push.”’

H.M. fandships, nicknamed ‘‘ tanks’? by the British soldier and ‘‘ Devil’s Chariots ’’ by the Kaiser's
They inspired the instant admiration of our allies, who now have

The new arrivals hold a numberof surprises for the foe.
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Work and Play Behind the Lines in the West — andal Passion and British Phlegm Under Fire
British Official and Exclusive Photographs
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Ruins of the Law Courts and bank at Chauny. A Germaninscrip-

tion over the Law Courts was promptly obliterated by the French.

During the advance on the western front. -Men getting good
drinking water for their comrades. (British official.) Right:
Two Canadian soldiers examining a rifle. (Canadian official.)

Town Hall and {right) main street of Chauny, on the Oise, as i

they were destroyed by the Huns when forced out cf the town. eh
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Pack-mutes on the Canadians’ front carrying shells. (Canadian r. official photograph.) In circle: Road and bridge constructed by
a French engineers in a devastated district near the Noyon Canal. -of

et
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Canadian soldier on the western front trying to tempt a tame  8tra
: S :

; ; — nge contrast on the battlefield. A sergeant on the western British list orderliés under fire during the great advance in the west. The men were repairing their machines when a shell fell

jackdaw with a tit-bit. (Canadian official photograph.) » front has found a sunshade amid the ruins. (British official.) aimagnifortebly cloce, but the trio carried io with'what they were doing unperturbed. The man hammeringdid not even look round.
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onquerors of Courcy: Russians in Champagne 4 Forward with the Tricolour North of Soissons

 

     

  

  
  

  

    

 

 

 

  : SAAS
The quick and the dead: How one of the victorious Russians came upon a German

in a captured trench. Left: General Palitzin reviewing his men after battle. French soldiers carrying a wounded comrads Repairing a railway on the western front wherea bridge across the cutting had been

: z back from the firing-line through a deep trench. blown up. The train has just} brought up materials for the use of the engineers.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

     
 

 

  
 

   
  
 

  
 
 

Leaders of the Russian Brigade in France. General Palitzin, in command,is the
bearded figure seated in the front row. Left: Russians in action at Courcy. . General Humbert (on the right) watching the operations at a Frenchtroops repairing a roadway destroyed by retreating Ger-

: peint beyond Coucy. (French official photograph.) mans to retard pursuit. Repairs follow close upon destruction. 3
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‘The Russian Brigade did fine work during the Frenchoffensive in Champagne. These Russians, with German prisoners, were photo-~ : ; : : ? . - :

graphed after their attack on La Thierry in their advance to Courcy, north of Rheims. Right: Walking downa trench in the German 4 } Distribution of supplies for the French troops in the square of Juvigny, one of the places north of Soissons retaken by the French.

4 second tine a Russian officer was interested in the diary he found on the body of a Germanin the gas-alarm hay. Right: Telephonists attached to the French Armyestablishing their lines of vocal communication in reconquered territory. |
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Leaders of the Russian Brigade in France. General Palitzin, in command,is the
bearded figure seated in the front row. Left: Russians in action at Courcy. . General Humbert (on the right) watching the operations at a Frenchtroops repairing a roadway destroyed by retreating Ger-

: peint beyond Coucy. (French official photograph.) mans to retard pursuit. Repairs follow close upon destruction. 3
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‘The Russian Brigade did fine work during the Frenchoffensive in Champagne. These Russians, with German prisoners, were photo-~ : ; : : ? . - :

graphed after their attack on La Thierry in their advance to Courcy, north of Rheims. Right: Walking downa trench in the German 4 } Distribution of supplies for the French troops in the square of Juvigny, one of the places north of Soissons retaken by the French.

4 second tine a Russian officer was interested in the diary he found on the body of a Germanin the gas-alarm hay. Right: Telephonists attached to the French Armyestablishing their lines of vocal communication in reconquered territory. |
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WHAT ITALY’S NAVYIS DOING|
By Dr. James Murphy

Special Correspondent with the Italians

 

OPLE sometimes ask me: ‘ Whatis
P the Italian Navy domes? Wehear so

little of it,” they occasionally say,
* tha it might almost Be non-existent.”

“ So might the Austro-Hungarian Navy,”is
the answer, which I generally give. And
therein lies the pith of the matter. Vor
just as we hear little of the Kaiser’s Fleet

because the British Navy has bottled it
up in the Wiel Canal, we hear next to

g of Austria’s Navy because the
ns have bottled it up in the Adriatic.

But the Adriatic is a distant sea, little

ravelled by the ordinary Briton, and

ttle known to him. Therefore, in order

io understand the work which Italy is
it will be necessary to explain at
set the strategic relations between
her Teutonic enemy on the sea
y have shared in common for

if In the next place,
nd the position which

holds in relation to the
as communications of the
Then we shall grasp the

ce of the work done by King
amanuel’s sailors in compressing,

d wearing down the enemy.
ten say that the Adriatic

slanned by an Austrian admiral.
sxpression contains the truth of the

vyhole strategic situation between Baty
d the Dual Monarchy. All along th

coast from Venice to Brindisi, a
stance of six hundred nautical miles,

e is not a harbour which might be
used as a satisfactory naval base. Venice
is new almost an artificial port, where

e proper depth. of water is maintained
h extreme difficulty,

 

 

  

   

   

  
  
  

    

 

  

  

 

  

    

  
Austria’s Natural Advantages

arther south, Ancona and Bari are open
eads, entirely useless for naval pur-
Brindisi is a more important port,

bat it affords poor facilities for the har-
bouring: of warships. Taranto, the only

etory naval base on the eastern
coast of Italy, lies outside the Adriatic.
On the other hand, what is Austria’s

position On the opposite shore ? All along
e coast from Ineste to Albania the sea

studded with a series of the best
znd-locked harbours in the world. Out-

side of Trieste, as a sentinel guarding its
entrance, on the extreme south-western
point of the Istrian Peninsula, stands the

yreat Austrian naval base of Pola.

South of Pola, one hundred and twenty-
five miles, lies the magnificent. natural
harbour of Sebenico. Still farther south,
one hundred’ and eighty-five miles from
Sebenico, is the strongly fortified base of
Cattaro. Ninety miles south of Cattaro

Durazzo, which, though in Albanian

waters, has been in Austnan hands since

February, 2916.

These are only the bases of outstand-
ing merit along the coast. Between
Pola and Ragusa, a, distance of three
hundred miles, there are about six hundred
islands. These form a running bulwark
which shelters at least sixty harbours and
bays, where medium and smailer warcraft
may safely nestle. In anystruggle at sea
Austrian ships would have this chain of

hiding-places within easy reach, whereas the
italian ships would havenoretiring ground
between Brindisi and Venice; and these
two ports would offer no strong protection,
When it is remembered that the Adriatic
is a narrow strip, the advantages of the
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Austrian position are easily recognised.
That the Austrians have not been able
to make a devastating raid on the Italian
coast, or risk the chance of a battle in the
open sea, proves how firmly they are
pinned im. That pinning in entails
unceasing labour and vigilance. Along
the whole stretch of four hundred miles
the Italian ships are constantly open to
attack from submarine and torpedocraft,
which dart out from behind the sheltering
islands. Not only that, but as the enirents

in the Adriatic generally set westwards,
the Austrians constantly cast floating
mines adrift, to be borne by the current
into the track of passing vessels.

Italian Naval Heroism

It is a remarkably high tribute to the
tireless vigilance of the Italian sailors
that within two years they have lost only
two warships of importance, the Amalfi
and the Giuseppe Garibaldi.
At any one time the bulk of the Austrian

Navy may be at Pola or Cattaro or Sebenico,
ready for a massed raid on the Italian
coast. In order to forestall this. contin-
gency, Italian torpedo-boats and sub-
marines are constantly carrying out re-
connoitring expeditions in enemy waters.
We hear little of these exploits. Thus

no one outside official circles knows who
was the hero of one of the most daring
naval exploits of the European War, when
a small force of Italian torpedo-boats was
commissioned to enter the Austrian base
at Pola and discover the magnitude of the
enemy's forces there. The Italian
torpedo-boats made their way through
the Strait of  Fesana, which is the
northern entrance to the harbour of Pola.
Having safely negotiated the mines and
the guns on the “land forts, they coolly
raised the heavy cables which had barred
the narrow gap, and entered the usual
anchorage of the Austrian Fleet. Two
torpedoes were launched against a Dread-
nought which lay at anchor, but they
were caught in the torpedo-nets of the
vessel, Having remained for two hours,
and taken an accurate account of the
enemy’s forces, the Italians returned
safely to their base. Two nights after-
wards a like exploit was carried out im the
harbour of Durazzo, where the Italians
succeeded in sinking an Austrian ship.

Sauro, the Martyred Patriot

Though vigorously attacked by the
enemy, they successfully fought their way
out and returned unhurt. On the
night of November 5th the Austrians
attempted to avenge the violation of
their ports. Three destroyers were sent
to. bombard the Italian coast town San
Elpidio a Mare, but an armoured train
quickly arrived on the scene and engaged
the enemy. One destroyer was badly
pounded. After half an hour’s struggle
the Austrian ships took to flight, towing
the damaged destroyer in their wake.
That is the record of only one week's

work, and it is an index of the constant
naval activity in the Adriatic. Raids of
a similar type have been carried out at
Parenzo, Pirano, Punta di Salvore, and in
the Dalmatian gulfs, At Trieste a large
transport was sunk by an Italian torpedo-
boat which had negotiated the strong
mine-belt and penetrated into the harbour.
Another incursion into Trieste did not
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meet with a corresponding share of luck,
but it constitutes one of the most memor-
able episodes in the annals of the Italian
Navy. Nazario Sauro, who was a son of
Italian parents. in Trieste, brought an
Italian submarine into the port. The
vessel was captured, but the Italians had
destroyed their craft before the enemy
could.bring it ashore. Most of the crew
were made prisoners, among whom was
Sauro. A few days afterwards the
Austrians hanged him in public, and
compelled his mother and sister to stand
beneath the gallows while the grim
execution was taking place. Sauro’s name
has been added to the lengthy martyrology
of Italian patriotism; he has become the
Italian Fryatt. In Ancona one of the
streets has been rechristened ‘‘ Via Sauro,’’
and a neighbouring one “ Via Fryatt,”
an incident which proves the apprecia-
tive interest which the Italian public
takes in the doings of British seamen.
The Austrian Navy cannot poke

its nose beyond the barriers of its
harbours. It has been and is unable to
make any? important raid on the Italian
coast, though Austriam writers had
boasted in times of peace that in the
event of war the Navy could convoylarge
bodies of troops across the Adriatic. Not
a shred of its sail is on that sea to-day,
whereas the Italian tricolouris constantly
borne to andfro.
On the question of the position of the

Adriatic and the work of the Italian Navy
in relation to the overseas communications
of the allied armies much might be written.
Here I can merely point out the headings.

Great Help to Allied Cauge
On the eve of Serbia’s downfall the

Italians occupied Durazzo, Fron: there
they transferred the Serbian Army to
Corfu without losing a.ship. On February
27th, 1916, it was decided to evacuate

Durazzo, because the Austro-German land
forces had ‘taken possession of the moun-
tains overlooking the town and bay, so

that their medium and heavy guns could
control the adjacent waterways. Though
a violent storm was raging at the’ time,
the Italian Fleet kept the coast roads
under fire until ail their troops, who had

kept the way open for the Serbian retreat,
were embarked and sent to Valona, and
not a single gun was left behind.

It is in the direction of Valona that we
must look for the most important contri-
bution which the Italian Fleet has given to
the support of the allied cause. InJanuary,
1915, Italian soldiers and sailors occupied _
the town and harbour. Immediately the
work of fortification was begun. To-day
Valona co-operates with Salonika as a base
for military operations in the Balkans.
From there roads and railways have been
built, and the Italian troops have struck
eastward across Albania, linking up with
the allied armies in the Balkans. ‘Thousands
of soldiers and thousands. of tons of
supplies reach Valona from Brindisi
every day. This transport is carried out
underthe nose of the enemy. Of course,
there ‘are units from the French and
British Fleets by the side of the Italian;
but it was the foresight of the Italian
Admiralty. that originally made it possible
to establish communications, and Italian
ships bear the major part of the work in
keeping them open. Onecan now make the
journey from the French ports to the Balkan
bases by travelling overland to Brindisi, in
some eight or tem days’ less time and
with much greater safety, than by going
through the Mediterranean via Gibraltar.
The establishment of that line and the
maintenance of it are primarily due to
Italy’s Navy.
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Ships that Keep Watch and Ward in the Adriatic
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Dante Alighieri, one of the Dreadnoughts of the Italian battleship San Marcofiring her 7-5 in. guns. She carries eight of these, in
Italian Navy, in dry-dock. She was completed addition to four 10 in. and twenty smaller ones. Observe how the heavy smoke

in 1912. rolls on the surface of the water.

 

 

Italian Dreadnought Dante Alighieri. She is of 18,400 tons displacement, and,
with a complement of 900 men, carries twelve 12 in. and thirty-two smaller guns.

  
 

 

    
  

 
 

Ships of the Italian naval division, Pisa. Tho battleship Pisa, completed at the H.R.H. Prince Aimone of Savoy at a naval
beginning"of 1909. is of 10,118 tons, and carries four 10 in. and eight 7°5 in, guns, - battery,
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Austrian position are easily recognised.
That the Austrians have not been able
to make a devastating raid on the Italian
coast, or risk the chance of a battle in the
open sea, proves how firmly they are
pinned im. That pinning in entails
unceasing labour and vigilance. Along
the whole stretch of four hundred miles
the Italian ships are constantly open to
attack from submarine and torpedocraft,
which dart out from behind the sheltering
islands. Not only that, but as the enirents

in the Adriatic generally set westwards,
the Austrians constantly cast floating
mines adrift, to be borne by the current
into the track of passing vessels.

Italian Naval Heroism

It is a remarkably high tribute to the
tireless vigilance of the Italian sailors
that within two years they have lost only
two warships of importance, the Amalfi
and the Giuseppe Garibaldi.
At any one time the bulk of the Austrian

Navy may be at Pola or Cattaro or Sebenico,
ready for a massed raid on the Italian
coast. In order to forestall this. contin-
gency, Italian torpedo-boats and sub-
marines are constantly carrying out re-
connoitring expeditions in enemy waters.
We hear little of these exploits. Thus

no one outside official circles knows who
was the hero of one of the most daring
naval exploits of the European War, when
a small force of Italian torpedo-boats was
commissioned to enter the Austrian base
at Pola and discover the magnitude of the
enemy's forces there. The Italian
torpedo-boats made their way through
the Strait of  Fesana, which is the
northern entrance to the harbour of Pola.
Having safely negotiated the mines and
the guns on the “land forts, they coolly
raised the heavy cables which had barred
the narrow gap, and entered the usual
anchorage of the Austrian Fleet. Two
torpedoes were launched against a Dread-
nought which lay at anchor, but they
were caught in the torpedo-nets of the
vessel, Having remained for two hours,
and taken an accurate account of the
enemy’s forces, the Italians returned
safely to their base. Two nights after-
wards a like exploit was carried out im the
harbour of Durazzo, where the Italians
succeeded in sinking an Austrian ship.

Sauro, the Martyred Patriot

Though vigorously attacked by the
enemy, they successfully fought their way
out and returned unhurt. On the
night of November 5th the Austrians
attempted to avenge the violation of
their ports. Three destroyers were sent
to. bombard the Italian coast town San
Elpidio a Mare, but an armoured train
quickly arrived on the scene and engaged
the enemy. One destroyer was badly
pounded. After half an hour’s struggle
the Austrian ships took to flight, towing
the damaged destroyer in their wake.
That is the record of only one week's

work, and it is an index of the constant
naval activity in the Adriatic. Raids of
a similar type have been carried out at
Parenzo, Pirano, Punta di Salvore, and in
the Dalmatian gulfs, At Trieste a large
transport was sunk by an Italian torpedo-
boat which had negotiated the strong
mine-belt and penetrated into the harbour.
Another incursion into Trieste did not
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meet with a corresponding share of luck,
but it constitutes one of the most memor-
able episodes in the annals of the Italian
Navy. Nazario Sauro, who was a son of
Italian parents. in Trieste, brought an
Italian submarine into the port. The
vessel was captured, but the Italians had
destroyed their craft before the enemy
could.bring it ashore. Most of the crew
were made prisoners, among whom was
Sauro. A few days afterwards the
Austrians hanged him in public, and
compelled his mother and sister to stand
beneath the gallows while the grim
execution was taking place. Sauro’s name
has been added to the lengthy martyrology
of Italian patriotism; he has become the
Italian Fryatt. In Ancona one of the
streets has been rechristened ‘‘ Via Sauro,’’
and a neighbouring one “ Via Fryatt,”
an incident which proves the apprecia-
tive interest which the Italian public
takes in the doings of British seamen.
The Austrian Navy cannot poke

its nose beyond the barriers of its
harbours. It has been and is unable to
make any? important raid on the Italian
coast, though Austriam writers had
boasted in times of peace that in the
event of war the Navy could convoylarge
bodies of troops across the Adriatic. Not
a shred of its sail is on that sea to-day,
whereas the Italian tricolouris constantly
borne to andfro.
On the question of the position of the

Adriatic and the work of the Italian Navy
in relation to the overseas communications
of the allied armies much might be written.
Here I can merely point out the headings.

Great Help to Allied Cauge
On the eve of Serbia’s downfall the

Italians occupied Durazzo, Fron: there
they transferred the Serbian Army to
Corfu without losing a.ship. On February
27th, 1916, it was decided to evacuate

Durazzo, because the Austro-German land
forces had ‘taken possession of the moun-
tains overlooking the town and bay, so

that their medium and heavy guns could
control the adjacent waterways. Though
a violent storm was raging at the’ time,
the Italian Fleet kept the coast roads
under fire until ail their troops, who had

kept the way open for the Serbian retreat,
were embarked and sent to Valona, and
not a single gun was left behind.

It is in the direction of Valona that we
must look for the most important contri-
bution which the Italian Fleet has given to
the support of the allied cause. InJanuary,
1915, Italian soldiers and sailors occupied _
the town and harbour. Immediately the
work of fortification was begun. To-day
Valona co-operates with Salonika as a base
for military operations in the Balkans.
From there roads and railways have been
built, and the Italian troops have struck
eastward across Albania, linking up with
the allied armies in the Balkans. ‘Thousands
of soldiers and thousands. of tons of
supplies reach Valona from Brindisi
every day. This transport is carried out
underthe nose of the enemy. Of course,
there ‘are units from the French and
British Fleets by the side of the Italian;
but it was the foresight of the Italian
Admiralty. that originally made it possible
to establish communications, and Italian
ships bear the major part of the work in
keeping them open. Onecan now make the
journey from the French ports to the Balkan
bases by travelling overland to Brindisi, in
some eight or tem days’ less time and
with much greater safety, than by going
through the Mediterranean via Gibraltar.
The establishment of that line and the
maintenance of it are primarily due to
Italy’s Navy.
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Dante Alighieri, one of the Dreadnoughts of the Italian battleship San Marcofiring her 7-5 in. guns. She carries eight of these, in
Italian Navy, in dry-dock. She was completed addition to four 10 in. and twenty smaller ones. Observe how the heavy smoke

in 1912. rolls on the surface of the water.

 

 

Italian Dreadnought Dante Alighieri. She is of 18,400 tons displacement, and,
with a complement of 900 men, carries twelve 12 in. and thirty-two smaller guns.

  
 

 

    
  

 
 

Ships of the Italian naval division, Pisa. Tho battleship Pisa, completed at the H.R.H. Prince Aimone of Savoy at a naval
beginning"of 1909. is of 10,118 tons, and carries four 10 in. and eight 7°5 in, guns, - battery,
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Ousting the Hun from the Shelter of Oppy Wood Factors Behind the Deadly British Batteries
  

BER

      
Both sides are digging feverishly on the Hindenburgline, the British to organise captured positions, the Germans to perfect new ones. ‘©The guns are splendid!’ This is the universal testimony of the infantrymen in the Arras battles. H2re we see an ammunition
Even sappers and roadmakers on both sides come into collision, and spades are droppedand bombsand rifles snatched up foraction. column moving rapidly forward to feed the guns, and so glimpse part of the wonderful organisation which makesforvictory.

  

 

       he
Oppy Wood had been converted by the Germansinto an enchanted forest, with wire tangled among the undergrowth, machine-gun Even a shell-craterhas its uses, especially as a temporary resting-place for a cavalry outpost awaiting the order to go forward. The
rookeries above, and warrens below. Their, gunners hid behind the trees on ladders when our shrapnel buzzed through the boughs. charger on the left has had its attention attracted by some sudden movementin the vicinity of the little detachment.
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THE SERBIAN AS I KNOWHIM
PEN~- PORTRAITS. OF
OUR FIGHTING FRIENDS

¥ we wish to understand anything of
I the-depth and powerof the character

of the Serbiansoldier, it is a primary
necessity that we should recognise that
the Armyis the Nation and the Nation is
the Army. The true spirit of the people,
is seen not. among the politicians and
townsmen, but in the personalities of the
easants and country-folk who constitute
he backbone of the race and make up

the Army. Possessed of the strength of
lions andthehearts of children, their lives,

thoughts, and actions are influenced by
the traditions, proverbs, and national
customs according to which they have
been brought up.

Partly as a result of the patriarchal
ot communal system, according to

i families live together im one
the people are affectionate,

and kind-hearted. Patriotic, of
course, they are, but patriotism in Serbia

s not so much love. of King and
vy, as absolute adoration of home,
and friends.

Spirit of the Serb
It is, therefore, these sentiments which

lead every Serb at the same time to
assure you that the swater and air of his
village are far better than those which
can be found elsewhere, and to fight for
the protection or reconquest of his home
rather than for that of a country whose
history, politics, and future he cannot
really understand.
The character of the Serbian soldier

may be described by saying simply that
he is a hero, a born fighter, and a fatalist,
or it may be dwelt upon in an account
that would fll many pages. Thatthis brief
description of him is true is proved bythe
fact that the Serb is the only man in
modern history who has been practically,
if not literally, engaged in war for con-
siderably over four years.
Such has been the recent fighting merit

of the Army that, after the victorious
battle for theall-important Kaimakchalan
position, which barred our advance to
Monastir, the Russians, who at first did
not wish to be placed under the Serbian
command, openly said: “ Now we will
serve under any Serbians you like.”” That
this battle proved victorious, and that the
expression of such a sentiment sas forth-
coming, are due, of course, in part to the

modern training of the Army which has
been in progress for somewhat over ten
ve But they result in the main from
the undaunted spirit, the trne valour, and
the imperviousness to suffering.
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Individualism and Initiative

These qualities were typified in the per-
sonsof alittle party of Serbians who lately
left ‘this country for Salonika. Having
escaped -after a year’s imprisonment in
Germany, these men were asked whether

they wished to begin fighting again imme-
diately, The reply given to a Serbian-
speaking friend was: “if we had not
wished to fight for the liberty -of our
country we should not have risked death
in escaping.’ That is the spirit of the
Serb—a spirit existing not in a machine
but in human beings.

{n battle and in the hour of pain thé
eourage of the Serbian soldier is above all

praise. .While he fights with a ‘bravery
which cnakles open-order-tactics to he em-

By H. Charles Woods

ployed, individualism, common-sense, and
initiative make him circumspect and
careful. It is these qualities—qualities
which are actually bred in the people—
that so greatly enhance the value of an
Army which wages war rather as avast
crowd of well-taught men than as a
regular “‘machine.””. Thus, although there

is nothing wanting im his «dash, the
Serb, whether he acts byor against orders,
does so net in.a reckless way but in accord-
ance with season and judgment. To
prove mypoint, and to show that he loses
no opportunity of profiting by the ground
or by the occasion, I will recount an
anecdote ef the present war. A Serbian
ofacer gave the order to charge. Nothing
happened. He gave the same order again.
Still nothing happened. But in a few
seconds his men sprang up and rushed
the position.

Stoical in Suffering

On the non-commissioned officer
being asked Jater in the day for an
explanation of this conduct, he replied :
“We were waiting until the belt in that
machine-gun was finished, when we knew
that we should jhave a favourable moment
before another was in position.”

Although, morality speaking, the Serbian
is possessed of an acuteness of fecling
and of an almost over-sensibility, which
means that unpleasant things can only
be said to him in a pleasant way and
which makes the task of his officer an
extremely difficult one, he suffers disaster,
pain, and hardship without a complaint
and without a grumble.

During the great retreat, and when the
Allies were being reproached for their non-
advance from Salonika in certain quarters,
there was never a reproach from the com-
monsoldier, who accepted the situation as
if it were all part of life’s short day. Again,
you may see the ambulances streaming up
to a hospital, and you may catch the occa-
sional groan of a man whose wounds may
not have been attended to for many days,
but you will never hear a murmur of dis-
content.
When the Serbs came into the British

hospital at Uskub, ii. an absolutely
exhausted condition from starvation, they
were sti cheerful. What is even more
wonderful, they will die happy and
contented provided they have done their
duty. ;

Morai of the Army

The nature of the Serbian moral, and

the effect of success and failure upon it,
are very dificult of description. While
all are agreed, as events have proved, that
the moral of the Armyis high, it is ex-
tremely interesting .to examime the

characteristics which lead to this ideal.
Easily roused to enthusiasm, and quickly
depressed almost to despair, the Serb is
also possessed of some of the obstinacy
and doggedness of the Bulgarian. These
qualities, which are conspicuous by their
absence in the Greeks, mean that while
succéss is highly important to him, the
soldier is not fataily discouraged by the
knowledge of the e3
superhuman difficulties.
The intense individualism, and the

more or | local perspective of the
people, which lead to national and per-
sonal Chauvinism, are, therefore, res-

ponsible for causing them to reason in a
simple way for themselves, for enabling
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them to accept the inevitable, and for
making them fight. for their homes in
adversity almost as well as in success.

Discipline, as defined in the west—or,
more correctly, as understood in Germany

—is absolutely unknown. Entirely
democratic in sentiment, the Army exists
more because fighting is an instinct of the
people than because the prestige or the
word of the officer is infallible.- But in
saying this I do not mean that a good
and efficient commander is not respected
by ‘his subordinates. I wish simply to
infer that Serbian discipline may be
compared rather to that which used ‘to
exist in out old Volunteers than to that
which prevails in a regular western army.

Comrades-~in-Arms

Thus, if we understand the sentiments
which make a man call his director or
employer, whom he has known from
boyhood, by his Christian name together
with the prefix ‘‘ Mr.” or “‘ Master,” and
at the same time respect him as his
absolute leader or superior, whichis often
so.in this country, and which was con-
stantly the case with our Jocally-recruited
Yeomanry and Volunteer companies in
the South African War, then and only

then can we understand the true spirit of
comradeship and good -fecling which
prevail in the Army of our gallant ally.
As withall peoples, except the Russians,

who belong to the Orthodox Church; I do
not think that religion plays amy great
part or enters seriously into ‘the life of
the average Serbian. A service he likes
on the field of battle or in the hospital,
but he approves of it rather because it,
so to speak, forms part of a routine than’

because it has any great effect -upon his
spiritual thoughts,

: Unconquerable Heroism

But the Serb, who undoubtedly and un-
consciously derives‘some of his sentiments
from his ancestors who lived so long under
Turkish domination, is a great fatalist who
is governed by the tenets of his proverbs
and who believes that.a thing decreed from
“ Above ’”’ cannot be changed. Indeed,
the true spirit of the Serb is shown by a
touching incident which happened at
Uskub during the great retreat. A young
aman+—taken prisoner and brought in by
the Bulgarians—when he was about to
die, sent for Lady Paget, who has done

more for the Serbians than any other
foreigner. Having explained his desire
to convey a dying messageto his relations;
and to convince them that he had done |
his duty, he quoted the old Serbian

proverb which says: “‘ I would, my‘horse
“could, but God willed it not,” and passed
away.
To depict the soul of the Serbian soldier

in a fewclosing words I can do no better
than to quote the Serbian proverb which
says: “ To die, my brother, is not painful;
to abandon hope, that is painful.” But
often as might the fighting Serbian have
said this the fact remains. that he has~
never really abandoned hope, and that,
in spite of incalculable losses and untold
sufferings, his unconquerable heroism is
to-day what it has been throughout the
war. ‘

In short, and once more to quote
Lady Paget, the Serbians remind one of
“ the ancient martyrs, from whose bodies,
when most tortured and racked with pain,
the spirit rose triumphant.”

Next Article :

The Russian Soldier and How the
War Has Changed H'm

By Hamilton Fyfe
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One Trawler that Tackled Four U Boats at Once
 

 
  
 

A trawler, armed with a couple of light guns, came across a
German submarine much more heavily armed, which attacked
her. The first shot from. the submarine went through the deck-
house and smashed'a great deal’ of the wheel which was in the
hands of the skipper, who, nevertheless, went on steering with the

broken spokes. The trawler sent two shots which aimost cer-
tainly struck the Uboat as she went below. That trawler became
the terror of the submarines, but at last she was attacked by four
simultaneously, and if her crew are not prisoners in Germany
they are at the bottom of the sea with their gallant boat.
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THE SERBIAN AS I KNOWHIM
PEN~- PORTRAITS. OF
OUR FIGHTING FRIENDS

¥ we wish to understand anything of
I the-depth and powerof the character

of the Serbiansoldier, it is a primary
necessity that we should recognise that
the Armyis the Nation and the Nation is
the Army. The true spirit of the people,
is seen not. among the politicians and
townsmen, but in the personalities of the
easants and country-folk who constitute
he backbone of the race and make up

the Army. Possessed of the strength of
lions andthehearts of children, their lives,

thoughts, and actions are influenced by
the traditions, proverbs, and national
customs according to which they have
been brought up.

Partly as a result of the patriarchal
ot communal system, according to

i families live together im one
the people are affectionate,

and kind-hearted. Patriotic, of
course, they are, but patriotism in Serbia

s not so much love. of King and
vy, as absolute adoration of home,
and friends.

Spirit of the Serb
It is, therefore, these sentiments which

lead every Serb at the same time to
assure you that the swater and air of his
village are far better than those which
can be found elsewhere, and to fight for
the protection or reconquest of his home
rather than for that of a country whose
history, politics, and future he cannot
really understand.
The character of the Serbian soldier

may be described by saying simply that
he is a hero, a born fighter, and a fatalist,
or it may be dwelt upon in an account
that would fll many pages. Thatthis brief
description of him is true is proved bythe
fact that the Serb is the only man in
modern history who has been practically,
if not literally, engaged in war for con-
siderably over four years.
Such has been the recent fighting merit

of the Army that, after the victorious
battle for theall-important Kaimakchalan
position, which barred our advance to
Monastir, the Russians, who at first did
not wish to be placed under the Serbian
command, openly said: “ Now we will
serve under any Serbians you like.”” That
this battle proved victorious, and that the
expression of such a sentiment sas forth-
coming, are due, of course, in part to the

modern training of the Army which has
been in progress for somewhat over ten
ve But they result in the main from
the undaunted spirit, the trne valour, and
the imperviousness to suffering.
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Individualism and Initiative
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{n battle and in the hour of pain thé
eourage of the Serbian soldier is above all

praise. .While he fights with a ‘bravery
which cnakles open-order-tactics to he em-

By H. Charles Woods
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Stoical in Suffering
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but he approves of it rather because it,
so to speak, forms part of a routine than’

because it has any great effect -upon his
spiritual thoughts,
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But the Serb, who undoubtedly and un-
consciously derives‘some of his sentiments
from his ancestors who lived so long under
Turkish domination, is a great fatalist who
is governed by the tenets of his proverbs
and who believes that.a thing decreed from
“ Above ’”’ cannot be changed. Indeed,
the true spirit of the Serb is shown by a
touching incident which happened at
Uskub during the great retreat. A young
aman+—taken prisoner and brought in by
the Bulgarians—when he was about to
die, sent for Lady Paget, who has done

more for the Serbians than any other
foreigner. Having explained his desire
to convey a dying messageto his relations;
and to convince them that he had done |
his duty, he quoted the old Serbian

proverb which says: “‘ I would, my‘horse
“could, but God willed it not,” and passed
away.
To depict the soul of the Serbian soldier

in a fewclosing words I can do no better
than to quote the Serbian proverb which
says: “ To die, my brother, is not painful;
to abandon hope, that is painful.” But
often as might the fighting Serbian have
said this the fact remains. that he has~
never really abandoned hope, and that,
in spite of incalculable losses and untold
sufferings, his unconquerable heroism is
to-day what it has been throughout the
war. ‘

In short, and once more to quote
Lady Paget, the Serbians remind one of
“ the ancient martyrs, from whose bodies,
when most tortured and racked with pain,
the spirit rose triumphant.”
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house and smashed'a great deal’ of the wheel which was in the
hands of the skipper, who, nevertheless, went on steering with the

broken spokes. The trawler sent two shots which aimost cer-
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Courageous Women Champions of Civilisation
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Making themselves fit again. Wounded men who have passed Atthe polling-station, Horseferry Road, Westminster. Australian

j through the stages of patient and convalescent at gymnastics. soldiers in England recording votes in the Federal Election, 1917.
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French nurses are working half a mile behind the Verdun front line, and have done great work among gas cases. Mile. Lelaidier, third

from the right in the left-hand picture, has been awarded the Croix de Guerre, Right: French nurses wear stee! helmets.

 

   
   S        

Dr. Allard recruiting Cornish clay workers for Midland ironstone quarries. Left : Nurses of the Dutch Red Cross Contingent at Salonika attending tonative babies. Centre : Mile. Baccarat, awarded the Legion of Honour
Princess Alexander of Teck presenting Union Jacks to Colonial regiments. ‘ i : and the Croix de Guerre with two palms for bravery and devotion. Right: Mme. Macherez and Mille. Germaine Sellier, awarded the

» Croix de Guerrefor bravery and devotion at Soissons. Mme. Macherezalready had the Legion of Honour. (Frenchofficial photographs.)   
 

Scns        
    Sheepshearing by soldiers of the C class at Bapworth, Notts, where these men are undergoing preliminary tuition under the Notts War : eee ns es = : : : Ssee OE aSAE

Agricultural Executive Committee. Having mastered the work, the men will be drafted in pairs to farms. Right: Nearly “ fleeced.” ‘© Rookies ” of the Women’s Army Corpsfallen infor their first drill. Right: A trained companyfit and rFrance. Onedetach-
ment of the Women’s Army Corps has already gone to France, and it is hoped to send out at feast one hundred and fifty girls every week.
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First-Lieut. Hans Franel, German aviator,

killed onthe westernfront. Right: Two new
Germansingle-seater fighting biplanes.

 

        
 

  
Two German airmen. killed in the air fighting on the western
front.@ Left: Lieut. Adolf Schulte, killed over Cambrai. Right:
Lieut. Baldamas,described as victorin fifteen aerial encounters.

  URING the. recent fighting in the air along the western

front the Germans have been employing two new machines

built merely for fighting purposes. A type of each is shown

in the drawing above, while below is illustrated something of

the interior of the Fokker, from which an idea of the intricacy

of the machiné that the pilot has to control may be gathered.

The two machine-guns are so arranged as to shoot on either

side of the rapidly-revolving propeller, by means of a cam on

the revolving shaft of the engine. The movement of the cam

is conveyed to the levers A, and ends near B, whichis raised

and works “ free’ until thepilot, by touching the little lever

on the control lever, connects it up, and the guns then blaze

away automatically until the little lever is released; the bullets

passing “ through ”’ the circle described by the propeller.
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Interior view of the new German Fokker fighting biplane, which fires through its revolving propeller.

_

A common erroneous

impression is that firing is through the actual centre of the propeller, but the shots are timed to passat either side of the rapidly-revolving

blades, The way in which this is done, by mezns of the mechanism immediately in front of the pilot, is indicated in the text above.
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hless Havoc in the SommeValley
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Tergnier Station, on the line between Noyon and St. Quentin, as left b i i t i iJ 3 n, e cE : y the Germansin their retreat. The destructionof rail nd

bridges is legitimate in war, and so provokes no protest from France who, nevertheless, has resoived to exact full ccuresediiemneine:

 

  
Altogetherillegitimate, on the otherhand, is such destruction as this wantonly wrought by the defeated enemy. This scrap-heap was.

once the beautiful Chateau of Caulaincourt, between Peronne and St. Quentin, which the Germansblew into the river, damming itso

completely that British soldiers had to clear a passage for the water. Though the task was a formidable one it was sturdily faced.
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Who’s Who in
Fournet, Vice-Admiral d’Artige du.—Com-

mander-in-Chief of French Navy, October,
1915-December, 1916. Born 1856. Became
lieutenant 1882; took part in Tongking War
and Chinese campaign. In 1893 was in com-
mand of the Cométe in the .Siam War,
forced: passage of the Menam, and reached
Bangkok. Earlier in Great-War commanded
in Levant, and in-Dardanelles took strong
measures against Greece, Oct.-Dec., 1916.

Fox, Captain €ecil H.—Commanded the
Amphion when shé sank the Koenigin Luise,
August, ror. Also commanded the Un-
daunted when she and some. destroyers sank
four German destroyers, October 17th, 1914:

Francis Joseph, Emperor of Austria.—Born
1830} and died November21st, 1916. Came to
throne in 1848 and reigned through sixty-eight
years of anxious cares and grievous domestic
sorrow ; his wife, the Empress Elizabeth, was
assassinated ; his eldest son committed suicide ;
his heir. Francis Ferdinand, was assassinated,
June 28th, ro14y. This crime made pretext
for ultimatum to Serbia, whieh caused the
war, for which he was regarded equally
responsible with the Kaiser.

Frederick William, German Crown Prince.—
Born 1882. Eldest son of the German
Emperor; married, June, 1905, Duchess
Cecilie Augustine Maud, of ‘Mecklenburg-
Schwerin. Toured in Far East roro-1r,_ Com-
manded an. army which marched on France,
August, 1914. His record in war one of con;
spicuous failure. Promoted to rank of general
by the Kaiser, March, 1917.

Fremantle, Rear-Admiral S. R., M.V.0.—
Born 1867. Entered Navy 1881 ; commander
1899, captain 1913. Commanded nayal cover-
ing squadronin Gallipoli evacuation.

French, Field-Marshal Viscount, 0.M.,
G.C.B., G.C.V.0. K.C.M.G@.—Born 1852.
Joined Navy n passed to Army, making a
mame as cavalryofficer in 1884-85 Egyptian
Campaign. Vacated control of Cavalry
3rigade at Aldershot to command cava
under Buller in South Africa, 1899,
throughout the war he had unbroken. ser
of successes. Was Inspector-General of Forces
1907-11; General Officer Commanding at
Aldershot, which post he relinquished when he
went to War Office as First Military Member
of Army Council. ‘Resigned 1914 owing-to- the
crisis respecting Ulster. Appointed Com-
mander-in-Chief of British Expeditionary
Force, August, 1914. His conduct of the early
campaign won fox him the undying affection
_and regard of his countrymen, as with meagre
but dauntless: numbers he withstood, onrush
of Kaiser’s legions at Mons and in subsequent
retreat. The victory of the Marne due tohis
skilful aid, and his prompt foresight in with-
drawing British forces from the Aisne to
Ypres saved Calais. Carried out great offensive
at Neuve ‘Chapelle and I.oo0s, 1915. Re-
linquished command, December, 1915, owing
to strain-on health,. when he was_ created
Viscount French af Ypres, and became Com-
mander-in-Chief of Home Forces.

Freyberg, Lt.-Col. Bernard Cyril, V.C.,
$.0.—One of most brilliant soldiers of the

wi A native of New Zealand, he became
a lieutenant in New Zealand Territorial Army.
When war broke out, came to London, and
appointed -to Naval Division, which he
accompanied to Antwerp. Won D.S.O.,
April, ro15, in Gulf of Xeros, when swam
ashore two miles from destroyer to beach near
Turkish trenches, andlit three flares at distant
i Is to deceive Turks as to British land-

accepted commission in Queen’s
Gained V.C. for conspicuous

braveryandbrilliant leading on Somme, 1916.
Organised attack .on Beaucourt, and by his
personality, valour, and skill secured capture
of the fortified village and 500 prisoners.

Fryatt, Captain Charles.— Masterof the Great
Eastern steamer Brusse which was cap-
tured by Germans and taken into Zeebrugge.
Tried by court-martial on charge of having
a year before attempted to ram a German
submarine which was endeavouring to sink
his ship. Condemned to death, and shot, at
3ruges on July 27th, 1916.

    

   

 

  

     

 

   

  

    

  

 

 

   

  
  

   

the Great War
Fuller, Captain Cyril T. M., C.M.G., D.S.0.—

In command of H.M.S. Cumberland, which
captured nine German liners and a. gunboat
off the Cameroon River. Awarded the Legion

of Honour in 1917.

Furse, Maj.-Gen. W. T., C.B., D.S.0.—
Sueceeded Maj.-Gen. Sir S. B. yon Donop
as Master-General of the Ordnance, Decembet,
ro16. Assistant Adjutant-General for Trans-
port, South Africa, 1900; General Staff, War
Office; Directing Staff. of War Office.
Served on. Staff in France (despatches).

Gaafar Pasha.—Turkish Commander-in-

 

Chief of the Senussi, who surrendered after,
the British had routed the tribesmen, February,
1916,

Gallieni, General Joseph Simon.—I'amous
French general who served in Franco-Prussian
War, and became Commander-in-Chief of
Madagascar, 1896. On outbreak of war was
appointed Military Governor of Paris, and his
swift measures helped to defeat Von Wluck,
September, 1914, by holding in reserve an
unsuspected army which was rushed to the
Marnebattlefield. Later became WarMinister;
died May, 1916.

Gallwitz, GeneralGerman general in chief
command on Somme until Noy. 16th; 1916,
when succeeded by General von Deimling.

Gamble, Vice-Admiral! Sir Douglas, K.C.V.0O.
Attached to War Staff, Admiralty. Com-
manded Fourth Battle Squadron, with his
flag in the Dreadnought, to14. Born 1856.

tered Navy 1870.. Naval Adviser to the
Turkish Government 1909-10. ,

Garros, Fl.-Lt. Roland-—Famous French
airman, who, after performing splendid
services, was brought down: in German terri-
tory, April, 1915. Born 1888. At first took
up musical career, then becamepilot, obtaining
his certificate toro. In 1913 made famous
flight across Mediterranean fromSt. Raphael to
Bizerta. Promoted flight-lieutenant for bril-
liant warservices.

Gauchet, Admiral.— Appointed French
Naval Commander-in-Chief, December, 1916,
in succession to Admiral du Mournet, whom he
succeeded when the latter left the Levant
to take over chief command in Mediterranean
in October, 1915. Recognised as one of leading
gunneryspecialists of French Navy.

Gault, Major Hamilton, D.S.0.—Born Eng-
land, 1882. Served as subaltern Boer War
in 2nd Canadian Mounted Rifles. Soon
after outbreak of war raised and equipped
the Princess Patricia’s Light Infantry, which
regiment he accompanied to France, Decem-
ber, 1914, aS second in command; wounded,
and mentioned in despatches.

Gaunt, Rear-Admiral E. F. A., C.M.G.—
Won high praise for his skill as commander
of First Battle Squadron, Battle of Jutland.
Born 31865. Joined Navy 1878. Commissioner
and administrator in ~China; commanded
landing-party of H.M.S. Mohawk, avenging
death of Lieut. Graban, -Italian Navy, at
Durbo, Somaliland, 1903.

Geddes, Vice-Admiral (temp.) Sir. Erie.—
Appointed to Board of Admiralty, withtitle of
Controller, and with hon. and temp. rank of
Vice-Admiral, May, 1917. Appointed Inspec-
tor-General of Transportationin all theatres of
war, March, 1917. Formerly deputy general
managerof the North-Eastern Railway.

George V., His Majesty King.—Born June
3rd, 1865; married July 6th, 1893, Princess
Victoria Mary of Teck. Entered Royal Navy.
On death of elder brother, Duke of Clarence,
January 14th, 1892, became Heir to the
Throne. Became Duke of Cornwall, on
accession of his father, King Edward, roor.
Created Prince of Wales, Novembergth, 1901,
after returning from tour to Australasia.
Became King, May 6th, 1910; crowned’ June
zand, 1911. Visited India with the Queen.
On outbreak of war his Majesty whole-
heartedly aided every effort to secure victory
and ameliorate suffering. Issued stirring

essages to Army and Navy, August, 1914.
sited front twice, on second occasion meet-

ing with accident.
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Scatter a Uhlan Patrol
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Continued -on page 354
 
 

Following upon the evacuation of Bapaume and the Germans’
compulsory retreat to positions generallytermed the “‘ Hincenburg
line,’ cavalry of both armies have reappeared on the western
front. in {his animated drawing is depicied an incident when a

Uhlan patrol rode through the shattered remains of a small wood

wherein a party of Highlancer3 were lying in ambush. At the

right momentvolley afier volley rang out, and the startled horses

reared and stampeded, several of their riders biting the dust,

while the rest emptied their revolvers on the ambuscade and then

spurred forward to overtake their friends.
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Who’s Who in
Fournet, Vice-Admiral d’Artige du.—Com-

mander-in-Chief of French Navy, October,
1915-December, 1916. Born 1856. Became
lieutenant 1882; took part in Tongking War
and Chinese campaign. In 1893 was in com-
mand of the Cométe in the .Siam War,
forced: passage of the Menam, and reached
Bangkok. Earlier in Great-War commanded
in Levant, and in-Dardanelles took strong
measures against Greece, Oct.-Dec., 1916.

Fox, Captain €ecil H.—Commanded the
Amphion when shé sank the Koenigin Luise,
August, ror. Also commanded the Un-
daunted when she and some. destroyers sank
four German destroyers, October 17th, 1914:

Francis Joseph, Emperor of Austria.—Born
1830} and died November21st, 1916. Came to
throne in 1848 and reigned through sixty-eight
years of anxious cares and grievous domestic
sorrow ; his wife, the Empress Elizabeth, was
assassinated ; his eldest son committed suicide ;
his heir. Francis Ferdinand, was assassinated,
June 28th, ro14y. This crime made pretext
for ultimatum to Serbia, whieh caused the
war, for which he was regarded equally
responsible with the Kaiser.

Frederick William, German Crown Prince.—
Born 1882. Eldest son of the German
Emperor; married, June, 1905, Duchess
Cecilie Augustine Maud, of ‘Mecklenburg-
Schwerin. Toured in Far East roro-1r,_ Com-
manded an. army which marched on France,
August, 1914. His record in war one of con;
spicuous failure. Promoted to rank of general
by the Kaiser, March, 1917.

Fremantle, Rear-Admiral S. R., M.V.0.—
Born 1867. Entered Navy 1881 ; commander
1899, captain 1913. Commanded nayal cover-
ing squadronin Gallipoli evacuation.

French, Field-Marshal Viscount, 0.M.,
G.C.B., G.C.V.0. K.C.M.G@.—Born 1852.
Joined Navy n passed to Army, making a
mame as cavalryofficer in 1884-85 Egyptian
Campaign. Vacated control of Cavalry
3rigade at Aldershot to command cava
under Buller in South Africa, 1899,
throughout the war he had unbroken. ser
of successes. Was Inspector-General of Forces
1907-11; General Officer Commanding at
Aldershot, which post he relinquished when he
went to War Office as First Military Member
of Army Council. ‘Resigned 1914 owing-to- the
crisis respecting Ulster. Appointed Com-
mander-in-Chief of British Expeditionary
Force, August, 1914. His conduct of the early
campaign won fox him the undying affection
_and regard of his countrymen, as with meagre
but dauntless: numbers he withstood, onrush
of Kaiser’s legions at Mons and in subsequent
retreat. The victory of the Marne due tohis
skilful aid, and his prompt foresight in with-
drawing British forces from the Aisne to
Ypres saved Calais. Carried out great offensive
at Neuve ‘Chapelle and I.oo0s, 1915. Re-
linquished command, December, 1915, owing
to strain-on health,. when he was_ created
Viscount French af Ypres, and became Com-
mander-in-Chief of Home Forces.

Freyberg, Lt.-Col. Bernard Cyril, V.C.,
$.0.—One of most brilliant soldiers of the

wi A native of New Zealand, he became
a lieutenant in New Zealand Territorial Army.
When war broke out, came to London, and
appointed -to Naval Division, which he
accompanied to Antwerp. Won D.S.O.,
April, ro15, in Gulf of Xeros, when swam
ashore two miles from destroyer to beach near
Turkish trenches, andlit three flares at distant
i Is to deceive Turks as to British land-

accepted commission in Queen’s
Gained V.C. for conspicuous

braveryandbrilliant leading on Somme, 1916.
Organised attack .on Beaucourt, and by his
personality, valour, and skill secured capture
of the fortified village and 500 prisoners.

Fryatt, Captain Charles.— Masterof the Great
Eastern steamer Brusse which was cap-
tured by Germans and taken into Zeebrugge.
Tried by court-martial on charge of having
a year before attempted to ram a German
submarine which was endeavouring to sink
his ship. Condemned to death, and shot, at
3ruges on July 27th, 1916.
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Fuller, Captain Cyril T. M., C.M.G., D.S.0.—

In command of H.M.S. Cumberland, which
captured nine German liners and a. gunboat
off the Cameroon River. Awarded the Legion

of Honour in 1917.

Furse, Maj.-Gen. W. T., C.B., D.S.0.—
Sueceeded Maj.-Gen. Sir S. B. yon Donop
as Master-General of the Ordnance, Decembet,
ro16. Assistant Adjutant-General for Trans-
port, South Africa, 1900; General Staff, War
Office; Directing Staff. of War Office.
Served on. Staff in France (despatches).

Gaafar Pasha.—Turkish Commander-in-

 

Chief of the Senussi, who surrendered after,
the British had routed the tribesmen, February,
1916,

Gallieni, General Joseph Simon.—I'amous
French general who served in Franco-Prussian
War, and became Commander-in-Chief of
Madagascar, 1896. On outbreak of war was
appointed Military Governor of Paris, and his
swift measures helped to defeat Von Wluck,
September, 1914, by holding in reserve an
unsuspected army which was rushed to the
Marnebattlefield. Later became WarMinister;
died May, 1916.

Gallwitz, GeneralGerman general in chief
command on Somme until Noy. 16th; 1916,
when succeeded by General von Deimling.

Gamble, Vice-Admiral! Sir Douglas, K.C.V.0O.
Attached to War Staff, Admiralty. Com-
manded Fourth Battle Squadron, with his
flag in the Dreadnought, to14. Born 1856.

tered Navy 1870.. Naval Adviser to the
Turkish Government 1909-10. ,

Garros, Fl.-Lt. Roland-—Famous French
airman, who, after performing splendid
services, was brought down: in German terri-
tory, April, 1915. Born 1888. At first took
up musical career, then becamepilot, obtaining
his certificate toro. In 1913 made famous
flight across Mediterranean fromSt. Raphael to
Bizerta. Promoted flight-lieutenant for bril-
liant warservices.

Gauchet, Admiral.— Appointed French
Naval Commander-in-Chief, December, 1916,
in succession to Admiral du Mournet, whom he
succeeded when the latter left the Levant
to take over chief command in Mediterranean
in October, 1915. Recognised as one of leading
gunneryspecialists of French Navy.

Gault, Major Hamilton, D.S.0.—Born Eng-
land, 1882. Served as subaltern Boer War
in 2nd Canadian Mounted Rifles. Soon
after outbreak of war raised and equipped
the Princess Patricia’s Light Infantry, which
regiment he accompanied to France, Decem-
ber, 1914, aS second in command; wounded,
and mentioned in despatches.

Gaunt, Rear-Admiral E. F. A., C.M.G.—
Won high praise for his skill as commander
of First Battle Squadron, Battle of Jutland.
Born 31865. Joined Navy 1878. Commissioner
and administrator in ~China; commanded
landing-party of H.M.S. Mohawk, avenging
death of Lieut. Graban, -Italian Navy, at
Durbo, Somaliland, 1903.

Geddes, Vice-Admiral (temp.) Sir. Erie.—
Appointed to Board of Admiralty, withtitle of
Controller, and with hon. and temp. rank of
Vice-Admiral, May, 1917. Appointed Inspec-
tor-General of Transportationin all theatres of
war, March, 1917. Formerly deputy general
managerof the North-Eastern Railway.

George V., His Majesty King.—Born June
3rd, 1865; married July 6th, 1893, Princess
Victoria Mary of Teck. Entered Royal Navy.
On death of elder brother, Duke of Clarence,
January 14th, 1892, became Heir to the
Throne. Became Duke of Cornwall, on
accession of his father, King Edward, roor.
Created Prince of Wales, Novembergth, 1901,
after returning from tour to Australasia.
Became King, May 6th, 1910; crowned’ June
zand, 1911. Visited India with the Queen.
On outbreak of war his Majesty whole-
heartedly aided every effort to secure victory
and ameliorate suffering. Issued stirring

essages to Army and Navy, August, 1914.
sited front twice, on second occasion meet-

ing with accident.
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Following upon the evacuation of Bapaume and the Germans’
compulsory retreat to positions generallytermed the “‘ Hincenburg
line,’ cavalry of both armies have reappeared on the western
front. in {his animated drawing is depicied an incident when a

Uhlan patrol rode through the shattered remains of a small wood

wherein a party of Highlancer3 were lying in ambush. At the

right momentvolley afier volley rang out, and the startled horses

reared and stampeded, several of their riders biting the dust,

while the rest emptied their revolvers on the ambuscade and then

spurred forward to overtake their friends.
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Officers & Men Who Have Won Orders & Medals
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Capt. A. G. Fisher, M.B., M.C.,
R.AM.C., Special Reserve:
Awarded M.C. for conspicuous
gallantry and devotionto duty.

   

 

Capt. J. W. Woodhouse, M.C.,
Rat Cy Special Reserve,
Awarded a bar to his M.C. for

thrice attacking Zeppelins.

Lt.-Col. C. V. W. Hill, D.S.O.,
R. Irish Fus., att. Suffolk Regt.
Received D.S.O. for conspicuous
gallantry and goodleadership.

Maj. E. H. Pease-Watkin, D.S.0.,
RoyalField Artillery. Has been
awarded the D.S.O. for great

gallantryin action.

 

 

Capt. G. B. Morton, M.C.,
Royal Fus. Given the M.C.for
gallantry and devotion to

duty. Severely wounded.
 

 

  

 

   
 

Maj. F. P. Nosworthy, M.C.,
R.E. Has received barto his
M.C. for conspicuous gallantry

and devotion to duty.

Maj. R. V. Gwynne, D.S.O.,
sex Yeomanry, att. Royal

est Surreys. Received D.S.O.
for great coolness and courage.

 

A. J. Greatorex, M.M.,
R.F.C., wireless operator. Has
received M.M. for courage
through severe bombardment.

 

   
See.-Lt. C. R. Horan, M.C.,
Royal Munster Fus. Awarded
the M.C. for conspicuous gal-

lantry in action.

= SS DS  

 

    
 

Maj. W. J. Phythian-Adam:
Royal Fusiliers. Awarded M.C.
for displaying great courage

and. initiative.

M.C.,
King’s Royal Riffe Corps. Old
Rossall cricketer. Has received
M.C. for conspicuous gallantry.

s, M.C., Sec.-Lt. G. Stephens, M.C.,
GloucesterRegt. He has been
awarded the Military Cross for

great gallantry in action.
  

  
Sa Fates . ie

Sec.-Lt. R. T. Thornton, M.C.,
Indian Army Reserve of
Officers, att. Pathans. Re-

ceived M.C, for gallantry.

 

  

 

  
 

 

Lee.-Corpl. G. Scrivener, M.M.,
Bedfordshire Regt! Has re- Bedfordshire Regt. Brotherof
ceived the M.M. for great “the preceding. He has also

courage in action, been awarded the M.M.
Portraits by Lafayette and Bassano.

Pte. H. Scrivener, M.M., C.-S.-M. F. W. Marsh, D.C.M.,
Loyal North Lancashire Regt.
Received D.C.M. for courage

and devotion to duty.
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RECORDS OF THE REGIMENTS—XXXV

THE t@rm AUSTRALIAN INFANTRY
arelittle Flemish

town of TBa-
‘. patime was, we

were: frequently told,

~ of the many fortresses
which. German in-

eras genuity had con-
structed in the west, and there is no
reason to doubt the truth of the statement.
“During the Battles of-the Somme our men
had: fought their way towards it, but had
been: unable to capture it; consequently
it» remained, at the beginning of 1917,
still formidable and untaken.

- The! troops holding the British line
where it approached Bapaume were
Australians, the heroic captors of Poziéres.
They expected, doubtless, another stern
struggle before Bapaume was theirs, and
preparations for this were being pressed
steadily on when, on March 17th, .1917,

 

their patrols hurried back with the news:
that the Germans «were leaving their
trenches near the town.

In and Through Bapaume

The Australians were quickly on the
move and by cight in the morning one

battalion was through Bapaume itself.
‘A few snipers impeded their progress,
but -that was all, and three hours later
they were in contact with the Germans
as these retreated through the open
country beyond the town. ‘There was no
serious engagement, but there was the
glad news, -soon telegraphed to England’
and Australia, that Bapaume was restored

to France, .and that the men from the
South were the first of its deliverers.
No mention was made in the official

accounts of the battalions engaged in this
enterprise, but’ we may make a guess in
this matter, and the present writer for
one: feels’ certain that the 7th Battalion
of-Australian-Infantry, men from Victoria,
were snot far.-from. Bapaume on St.

. Patrick’s Day, 1917. ‘ Sat
» This» particular battalion, it- will be

remembered, had‘ made itself immortal at

Lone: Pine in Gallipoli in August, ‘rors.
Onceor twice in our ‘military. history a
famotis regiment has won several: Victoria
Crosses ina single engagement—the South
Wales: Bordérers, for instance, atIsandula

and *Rorke’s: “Drift : in 1879, and> «more

recently: the Lancashire Fusiliers at the
landing in Gallipoli, but such Occasions
are very rare. To them, however, must

be added another—the four crosses
gained -by the 7th Australians at Lone
Pine on August 8th and 9th, 1915.

   

 

At Lonesome Pine

“This 7th -Battalion was in the 2nd
Australian - Brigade, “which went
Egypt to Mudros early in’ 1915 to take
part im the coming attack on the Darda-’
nélles.- They landed at Gaba Tepe on-
April 25th, but on May 5th, after fierce
fighting, wete transferred to Cape Helles.
“Three days later their brigadier-general,

J: M: McCay, received orders to advance.
‘Marching in columns of platoons towards

. the. strong Turkish position of Krithia
>the 7th Battalion followed immediately
<behind® the 6th, and soon they arrived
“in some British trenches which theyset to
work to improve. ne

Towards. evening another order reached
them, and again it was for an advance.

one of the strongest

‘heavy fire:

from

Occupying five hundred yards on the
right of the line, the 7th Battalion, under

Colonel Garside, who was: killed later
in the day, reached another row ‘of
trenches, some occupied. by’ the Royal
Naval Division ;~ another rest: followed,
for the men carried heavy packs and
shovels, and then another move, This
next advance has been described by those
who saw it, for the men were now under

“They, scrambled to the
farapets, and, crouching Jow, began to
advance, fifty, sixty, seventy yards at
a rush, and then, as exhaustion overcame

them, a short respite lying flattened to
the ground. But the line never wavered,
though thinned at every step.” In the
end they won ground, but Krithia itself
was untaken.

For this gallantry a heavy price was
paid, In his popular book, ‘ Glorious
Deeds of the Australians,” Mr. E.. C.

Buley states that when the 2nd Brigade
returned to Gaba Tepe it contained only
1,600 men. It had landed from Egypt
4,300 strong; the fierce days at. Gaba
Tepe had reduced it to 2,600, and those
at Cape Helles to 1,600.. However, weak
as they were, the 7th. and the other
battalions shared in the fighting of June

after hour, through day and night alike,

and on the night of the 8th the climax
came. The enemy swarmed -all round
them, seemingly in countless numbers,
with apparently an inexhaustible supply
of the latest instruments of death, and
inspired, it must be added, with the most

reckless courage. But in the survivors
of the 7th and 8th Battalions, now in the

front trenches, they met their match and
more; the ground was -held, and at

length the Turkish attacks died away.

Their Four V.C,’s

On that awful night the 7th Australians
won four Victoria Crosses. Won, did we

say; no, that is hardly correct. Four

were given to them ; how many they won
no one cantell, but it was many more.

Lieutenant W. J. Symons got one of
them because, when six officers had been

killed, he retook some lost ground and

rebuilt a barricade. For twice re-
building another barricade Lieutenant
F. H. Tubb received another, and the
others were given to Corporal A. S. Burton,
who was killed by a bomb, and to Corporal

William Dunstan, both being prominent
in assisting Lieutenant Tubb.

This is but a little part of the story of
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Lt. R. F. Christianson, Lt. M.
Capt. €. J. Perry (Chaplain),
(C.0.); Lt: W. Mervyn=Blake (Adjt.),

 

   

  

and’ July,;, and then camesthe crowning
exploit of Lone Pine. -

‘The last plan evolvedfor getting through
the Dardanelles was for a new landing
at a place called Suvla Bay, coupled with
strong andsimultaneous attacks elsewhere.
Where the Australians were the’ scheme
was to seize the high land called. Lone—or
Lonesome—Pine, for it commanded: .one

of the main sources of the Durkish water
supply. Mr. John Masefield, in his. book
on Gallipoli, has :described-it-as “a little
plateau tess than: four hundred feet high
running north-west by -south-east and
measuring; perhaps, two hundred yards
long by. two hundred across.” Dug in it
were trenches enormously strong, roofed
with dogs and amply. supplied with
machine-guns. : 2 -

The rst Australian Brigade seized the
position, however, in spite of its strength,-
on the evening of August 6th, and then
the Turks dashed forward to recoverit.
The 7th Battalion was soon in the fight.
Against hordes of Turks they held on hour

OFFICERS -AND N.C.0.8 OF THE TRAINING BATTALION,
i.—Back row (left to right): Lt. W- B. Phipps (Chief Instructor), Lt

R. M.K. Howard, Lt. A“ N..Buckley, Lt. R..W. Sampson, Lt. H, W. Wilk I
. Hourn. Lt. F. L.
‘apt. T. K. Westbrook, €apt. C

ot. P. F; Money (Medica

Lt.W._L.. Walker. Front rew: Lt.C. W. Hooper, W.-O. D. RB. Lindsay (Ri

 

   

    

 

   

 

  

 

Flannery.   Middle row:
G. K §

 

 

 

the 7th Battalion during
It was raised in Victoria w
began, and in November
for Egypt. There the men
spell of training, 1
miles into the desert, and
making themselves fit for
in April came their trans
andtheirfirst experience of the real thing.
At the end of 1915 they teft Gallipolr and
soon appeared in France. On July 13th,
1916, the Australians, the 7th, Battalion
among them, won eternal glory by: the
capture of Poziéres.

   

  

/ A. W. H.
{In our récent article on the West Ridin

some little confusion appears to have beer
caused by reason of ihe fact that men-of
the 4th, 5th, 6th, and 7th Battalions of this
regiment formed both the 147th Brigade and
the 186th Brigade, the former being in’ the
4gth Division and the latter in the -62nd
Division. It was the r47th Brigade which
went to France in 1915; the 186th Brigade
did not go to the front until early in the
present year.]
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Capt. A. G. Fisher, M.B., M.C.,
R.AM.C., Special Reserve:
Awarded M.C. for conspicuous
gallantry and devotionto duty.

   

 

Capt. J. W. Woodhouse, M.C.,
Rat Cy Special Reserve,
Awarded a bar to his M.C. for
thrice attacking Zeppelins.

Lt.-Col. C. V. W. Hill, D.S.O.,
R. Irish Fus., att. Suffolk Regt.
Received D.S.O. for conspicuous
gallantry and goodleadership.

Maj. E. H. Pease-Watkin, D.S.0.,
RoyalField Artillery. Has been
awarded the D.S.O. for great

gallantryin action.

 

 

Capt. G. B. Morton, M.C.,
Royal Fus. Given the M.C.for
gallantry and devotion to

duty. Severely wounded.
 

 

  

 

   
 

Maj. F. P. Nosworthy, M.C.,
R.E. Has received barto his
M.C. for conspicuous gallantry

and devotion to duty.

Maj. R. V. Gwynne, D.S.O.,
sex Yeomanry, att. Royal

est Surreys. Received D.S.O.
for great coolness and courage.

 

A. J. Greatorex, M.M.,
R.F.C., wireless operator. Has
received M.M. for courage
through severe bombardment.

 

   
See.-Lt. C. R. Horan, M.C.,
Royal Munster Fus. Awarded
the M.C. for conspicuous gal-

lantry in action.
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Maj. W. J. Phythian-Adam:
Royal Fusiliers. Awarded M.C.
for displaying great courage

and. initiative.

M.C.,
King’s Royal Riffe Corps. Old
Rossall cricketer. Has received
M.C. for conspicuous gallantry.

s, M.C., Sec.-Lt. G. Stephens, M.C.,
GloucesterRegt. He has been
awarded the Military Cross for

great gallantry in action.
  

  
Sa Fates . ie

Sec.-Lt. R. T. Thornton, M.C.,
Indian Army Reserve of
Officers, att. Pathans. Re-

ceived M.C, for gallantry.

 

  

 

  
 

 

Lee.-Corpl. G. Scrivener, M.M.,
Bedfordshire Regt! Has re- Bedfordshire Regt. Brotherof
ceived the M.M. for great “the preceding. He has also

courage in action, been awarded the M.M.
Portraits by Lafayette and Bassano.

Pte. H. Scrivener, M.M., C.-S.-M. F. W. Marsh, D.C.M.,
Loyal North Lancashire Regt.
Received D.C.M. for courage

and devotion to duty.
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RECORDS OF THE REGIMENTS—XXXV

THE t@rm AUSTRALIAN INFANTRY
arelittle Flemish

town of TBa-
‘. patime was, we

were: frequently told,

~ of the many fortresses
which. German in-

eras genuity had con-
structed in the west, and there is no
reason to doubt the truth of the statement.
“During the Battles of-the Somme our men
had: fought their way towards it, but had
been: unable to capture it; consequently
it» remained, at the beginning of 1917,
still formidable and untaken.

- The! troops holding the British line
where it approached Bapaume were
Australians, the heroic captors of Poziéres.
They expected, doubtless, another stern
struggle before Bapaume was theirs, and
preparations for this were being pressed
steadily on when, on March 17th, .1917,

 

their patrols hurried back with the news:
that the Germans «were leaving their
trenches near the town.

In and Through Bapaume

The Australians were quickly on the
move and by cight in the morning one

battalion was through Bapaume itself.
‘A few snipers impeded their progress,
but -that was all, and three hours later
they were in contact with the Germans
as these retreated through the open
country beyond the town. ‘There was no
serious engagement, but there was the
glad news, -soon telegraphed to England’
and Australia, that Bapaume was restored

to France, .and that the men from the
South were the first of its deliverers.
No mention was made in the official

accounts of the battalions engaged in this
enterprise, but’ we may make a guess in
this matter, and the present writer for
one: feels’ certain that the 7th Battalion
of-Australian-Infantry, men from Victoria,
were snot far.-from. Bapaume on St.

. Patrick’s Day, 1917. ‘ Sat
» This» particular battalion, it- will be

remembered, had‘ made itself immortal at

Lone: Pine in Gallipoli in August, ‘rors.
Onceor twice in our ‘military. history a
famotis regiment has won several: Victoria
Crosses ina single engagement—the South
Wales: Bordérers, for instance, atIsandula

and *Rorke’s: “Drift : in 1879, and> «more

recently: the Lancashire Fusiliers at the
landing in Gallipoli, but such Occasions
are very rare. To them, however, must

be added another—the four crosses
gained -by the 7th Australians at Lone
Pine on August 8th and 9th, 1915.

   

 

At Lonesome Pine

“This 7th -Battalion was in the 2nd
Australian - Brigade, “which went
Egypt to Mudros early in’ 1915 to take
part im the coming attack on the Darda-’
nélles.- They landed at Gaba Tepe on-
April 25th, but on May 5th, after fierce
fighting, wete transferred to Cape Helles.
“Three days later their brigadier-general,

J: M: McCay, received orders to advance.
‘Marching in columns of platoons towards

. the. strong Turkish position of Krithia
>the 7th Battalion followed immediately
<behind® the 6th, and soon they arrived
“in some British trenches which theyset to
work to improve. ne

Towards. evening another order reached
them, and again it was for an advance.

one of the strongest

‘heavy fire:

from

Occupying five hundred yards on the
right of the line, the 7th Battalion, under

Colonel Garside, who was: killed later
in the day, reached another row ‘of
trenches, some occupied. by’ the Royal
Naval Division ;~ another rest: followed,
for the men carried heavy packs and
shovels, and then another move, This
next advance has been described by those
who saw it, for the men were now under

“They, scrambled to the
farapets, and, crouching Jow, began to
advance, fifty, sixty, seventy yards at
a rush, and then, as exhaustion overcame

them, a short respite lying flattened to
the ground. But the line never wavered,
though thinned at every step.” In the
end they won ground, but Krithia itself
was untaken.

For this gallantry a heavy price was
paid, In his popular book, ‘ Glorious
Deeds of the Australians,” Mr. E.. C.

Buley states that when the 2nd Brigade
returned to Gaba Tepe it contained only
1,600 men. It had landed from Egypt
4,300 strong; the fierce days at. Gaba
Tepe had reduced it to 2,600, and those
at Cape Helles to 1,600.. However, weak
as they were, the 7th. and the other
battalions shared in the fighting of June

after hour, through day and night alike,

and on the night of the 8th the climax
came. The enemy swarmed -all round
them, seemingly in countless numbers,
with apparently an inexhaustible supply
of the latest instruments of death, and
inspired, it must be added, with the most

reckless courage. But in the survivors
of the 7th and 8th Battalions, now in the

front trenches, they met their match and
more; the ground was -held, and at

length the Turkish attacks died away.

Their Four V.C,’s

On that awful night the 7th Australians
won four Victoria Crosses. Won, did we

say; no, that is hardly correct. Four

were given to them ; how many they won
no one cantell, but it was many more.

Lieutenant W. J. Symons got one of
them because, when six officers had been

killed, he retook some lost ground and

rebuilt a barricade. For twice re-
building another barricade Lieutenant
F. H. Tubb received another, and the
others were given to Corporal A. S. Burton,
who was killed by a bomb, and to Corporal

William Dunstan, both being prominent
in assisting Lieutenant Tubb.

This is but a little part of the story of
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FORCE

Lt. R. F. Christianson, Lt. M.
Capt. €. J. Perry (Chaplain),
(C.0.); Lt: W. Mervyn=Blake (Adjt.),

 

   

  

and’ July,;, and then camesthe crowning
exploit of Lone Pine. -

‘The last plan evolvedfor getting through
the Dardanelles was for a new landing
at a place called Suvla Bay, coupled with
strong andsimultaneous attacks elsewhere.
Where the Australians were the’ scheme
was to seize the high land called. Lone—or
Lonesome—Pine, for it commanded: .one

of the main sources of the Durkish water
supply. Mr. John Masefield, in his. book
on Gallipoli, has :described-it-as “a little
plateau tess than: four hundred feet high
running north-west by -south-east and
measuring; perhaps, two hundred yards
long by. two hundred across.” Dug in it
were trenches enormously strong, roofed
with dogs and amply. supplied with
machine-guns. : 2 -

The rst Australian Brigade seized the
position, however, in spite of its strength,-
on the evening of August 6th, and then
the Turks dashed forward to recoverit.
The 7th Battalion was soon in the fight.
Against hordes of Turks they held on hour

OFFICERS -AND N.C.0.8 OF THE TRAINING BATTALION,
i.—Back row (left to right): Lt. W- B. Phipps (Chief Instructor), Lt

R. M.K. Howard, Lt. A“ N..Buckley, Lt. R..W. Sampson, Lt. H, W. Wilk I
. Hourn. Lt. F. L.
‘apt. T. K. Westbrook, €apt. C

ot. P. F; Money (Medica

Lt.W._L.. Walker. Front rew: Lt.C. W. Hooper, W.-O. D. RB. Lindsay (Ri

 

   

    

 

   

 

  

 

Flannery.   Middle row:
G. K §

 

 

 

the 7th Battalion during
It was raised in Victoria w
began, and in November
for Egypt. There the men
spell of training, 1
miles into the desert, and
making themselves fit for
in April came their trans
andtheirfirst experience of the real thing.
At the end of 1915 they teft Gallipolr and
soon appeared in France. On July 13th,
1916, the Australians, the 7th, Battalion
among them, won eternal glory by: the
capture of Poziéres.

   

  

/ A. W. H.
{In our récent article on the West Ridin

some little confusion appears to have beer
caused by reason of ihe fact that men-of
the 4th, 5th, 6th, and 7th Battalions of this
regiment formed both the 147th Brigade and
the 186th Brigade, the former being in’ the
4gth Division and the latter in the -62nd
Division. It was the r47th Brigade which
went to France in 1915; the 186th Brigade
did not go to the front until early in the
present year.]
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oe“of my most recent correspondents
suggests that I: do not give quite

sufficient attention to ~home “affairs in
the pages of Tue War ILLUs?RATED, and
that in order to maintain’a really adequate
pictorial record of the war he has .to
“ Grangerise ’” his bound volumes to the
extent of incorporating in them. some
clippings from other pictorial papers
whose principal attention is devoted to
the illustration of ‘home affairs. There
is, of course, a point in this criticism, but
1 may say that I havedeliberately made
it a rule always to give preference to
picture records.of foreign affairs, and more
particularly of British activities in the
foreign fields, of war. It is theve that
thereal picturesque material exists worthy
of record and illustration,

Question of Proportion

MY correspondent complains Ohya
certain. “monotony ”” in. wat, pic-~

tures, but, to:my mind, the real monotony|

is to be found in the illustrations of home
events.” These are chiefly subjects ‘of the
most ephemeral “interest, suitable
for the pictorial dailies. WHenever events
of really first-class importance, directly
associated with the war, occur at home,
they find quite adequate representation
in our ‘pages. ‘The Zeppelin raids, the
arrival of prisoners, the attacks of hostile
craft On our shores, the visits of great
personalities, epoch-making conferences
and meetings, the multifarious work of
our women and the extraordinary pro-
duction of munitions —these and many
other subjects have all been well repre-
sented’ in our pages, so ‘that I do not
think it can be maintained that I have
given inadequate attention to homeaffairs.

AM not hopeful that mysense -of rela-
tive importance will be precisely the

same as that possessed by every one of
my hundreds of thousands of readers,
and I am in no waysurprised. to find
that the correspondent whose letter has
suggested ‘these paragraphs seems to
take a different point of view from my
own. * But I incline to think that if he
were to take the trouble to examine the
first five volumes of Tue WAR ILLus-
TRATED, and to make just a roughestimate
of the’‘proportions preserved throughout,
he would not feel that, judged by their
pictorial interest and outstanding
torical importance, the home affairs to
whichhe refers have occupied anyinsig-
nificant space.

‘Corners of Armageddon”’

R. HAMILTON FYFE, the famous
“war correspondent. of the ‘ Daily

Mail,”’.has probably travelled more widely
than’ any other British’ journalist in the-
pursuit of his profession as special corre-
spondent, and during the war has repre-
sented his journal in the most anxious days
of the early fighting on the western front,
in Russia, both at Petrograd: and with
the armies, in Rumania when the Huns

were sweeping the unprepared army of
that gallant ally back towards the Russian
frontier, and nowin Spain, where Teutonic
intrigue and plot are busy... Mr. Hamilton
T'yfe has been a frequent contributor to

e
e
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only ~

his- -

the pages of Tue War ILLUSTRATED, and
my readers owe to him a knowledge of *
the course of affairs in Rumania which
they could not ‘have foundin any other
publication, for his important ‘series of
articles. entitled “ Rumania’s Tragic
Story ”’ set forth in sequence and in due
proportiontruthful recordsof the unhappy
events that led to the temporary eclipse
of that country’s power.

fe addition to his wide experience of
men andthings, his unrivalled stores

of knowledge acquired from journeying
and sojourning in many strange. lands,
Mr. Hamilton lyfe has a fascinating and
engaging narrative style.
everything he writes interesting -*and
attractive. J am, ‘therefore, glad. to, be
able.to inform my readers that 1. have
now. arranged with hime to. contribute a
further ‘series of articles to THE.
ILLUSTRATED, tobe entitled ““ My Corners
of Armageddon,’™.in which he will recount
some of.his advéntures’ as*a war: corr
spondent.
willbe found interesting and instructive,
andI hope t0.-begin thé. publication. of
the series in the course of a few weeks.

“ Cavalry of the Sea”’

UCH is the somewhat whimsical simile
which a German military journalist

has hit upon, to his own evident great
satisfaction, as a definition by suggestion
of—the submarines. This expert writer
frenetic that the “‘ sea cavalry ”* will some
day “sit astride the sea communications
upon which our land foes in the long run
are dependent.’” The gentleman seems to
have forgotten Germany’s land cavalry
in his expatiation upon her horseless horse
marines. Recalling the exploits of that
cavalry, I-faney that his equine simile for
the submarines is, perhaps, not so whim-
sical after all, for it has an underlying
truth which has escaped him. The German
cavalry has long been a nameof sinister
import from the unenviable reputation of
its Uhlans for calculated and unbridled
savagery—and the U_ boats with their
systematic murder on the high seas may,
perhaps, be fitly regarded as the Uhlans
of the sea. ‘

‘© A Grave Warning’’

EFERRING= to my. recent grave
warning. in THE WAR ILLUSTRATED

on the subject of economy in food, an
Irish correspondent suggests that a grave
warning to drinkers is called for, Since
he wrote, however, the brewers’ stores
of barley have been taken over by the
Government-——with whom the. matter
rested .rather. than with the drinkers.
Mycorrespondent utters a strong protest,
too, against horse-racing and whippet-
racing-—‘‘ dogs fed on best meat, eggs, and
port wine ’’~being still carried on;
though again his protest has met with
consideration before 1 could publish it,
for horse-racing is being stopped.

HOUGH. I. sympathise “with my
correspondent in Dublin, I think

that he is scarcely justified in_ saying,
““When my neighbours here who spend as
much. as: they like on drink have been

that-. makes-

WAR:

iamsure the promisedarticles »

compelled to give up what is at least
only a luxury, myself and friends who
think likewise will then appreciate and
act on the warnings addressedto us by the
Government ; but until such time such
warnings, fall on deaf ears.” I cannot
refrain from pointing out that this is by
no means a justifiable—even though it
may be a tempting—attitude to adopt.
If any excuse were admissible for ignoring
the grave warning addressed to us all,
surely one of the worst that any man or
woman could make would be that they
ignored them because they thought
somebody else was doing so.

A Solved Difficulty

READERtells me that he has solved
the difficulty of dealing with THE

War ILLUSTRATED cover pictures to his
own satisfaction. He considers: the.pic-
tures much tod goodto tear off andthrow
away when binding up.the, parts ‘into
volume form, and at the same time he
does notlike“the -wrappers as at present:
printed, to- be bound. in. their. positions,
because: they interfere with the_sequence

: and regular appearanceeof the pages. ,What
he-does; therefore; is to.have the wrappers
removed and. stitched in at the end of .

pages,-the. volume. as supplementary
introducing a plain leaf between the first
of the wrapper pages and the last.of the
integral pages. » In this waythe disturbing
effect. of the wrapper
twenty-six times throughout the volume
is avoided and, the interest of the pictorial
coversis also preservedif one partic ularly
wishes to keep them.

Records of the Regiments
CONTINUE to receive communica-
tions from correspondents who are

anxious to know -when a_ particular
regiment will be dealt with in this series.
As my. readers know, there are some
eighty regiments of the line in the British
Army, in addition to the Guards ; there
are’ something like thirty cavalry regi-
ments; and then there -are
regiments which are Territorial units only,
such as the .Cambridgeshire and the
H-A.C. -As. I am anxious to meet the
wishes of manyof myreaders byincluding
in this series some of. those regiments
from the Overseas that have played
such gallant parts in the war, it will
easily be seen that the writer of these
articles» has a very formidable list to
work through.
Peer, one by one, they are being

teadily written about, and the following-
are in preparation, and will appear in
Tue War ILLustratED during the next
three months or so: Wiishices, Lincoln-

shires, and East Kents, representing the
English regiments; Highland Light In-
fantry and Seaforth Highlanders, repre-
senting the Scottish regiments; Royal
Trish iusiliers, representing the Trish

ones ; andof the Territorials, the gallant

Kensingtons. The 1st (Royal) Dragoons
will also be the subject of an article, and
amongthe regiments from the Dominions
will be the wth Australians, the heroes
of Lone Pine, ‘the brave Newfoundlanders,
a South African amy and a NewZealand
unit.
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Bs the mind of many people all the
world over the apple-is associated

with temptation yielded to and evil result-
ing therefrom. “Even in remote~islands
in far seas, where the Bible has not made:

its way, and no trace can be discovered
of communication ever established with
people on the next mainlands, the story

.§ is found, or somevariant of the story, told
p in Genesis, of the spirit of evil tempting

womanwith an apple and obtaining power
over her children -to all-generations as a
result of her yielding to his invitation.
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APPILY, however, for other people,

fewer, no doubt; but yet very
numerous, the apple has associations
wholly sweet and lovely. It has for me,
thanks to a weather-bitten old- woman
spending her lonely but not.sad old age
in a tiny cottage in a hamlet in West
Dorset. JI was a very little chap then,
and had gone out with a butterfly-net
anda collecting-box and*high hope to try

|| to catch at least one of the silver-washed
{| fritillaries that flew high and fast by the
| of a road winding up andover a hill

x miles away. I hadfailed, and
tired and hot, and was ruefully think-

| ing of the six-mile walk between me and
j

|
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y tea, when another ‘fritillary came
yng, and, departing from all- recorded

precedent, turned off from the main road
and flew down a winding Jane, myself in

y || close pursuit, to the little old woman's
i} cottage.

   

  
   

 

cottage! With cob - walls
ur-washed the tint. of dog-roses

, a thatched roof with two tiny
vindows. peering out-from under

gy, pointed eyebrows, a diamond-
paned windowdownstairs filled with huge
begonias, and, outside, with a-rough-hewn

seat just big enough for two under’ its
shade, an apple-tree laden with apples.
Andonthe seat, alone, the weather-bitten
little old woman. Shy. though I was, I
openedthe gate and ran in, and the silver-
washed. fritillary flew away again and
vanished.

 

 

 

 
sciously grateful to it for having led

me cownto that cottage. -I certainly am
grateful now, for I owe to it my introduc-
tion to the little old woman, who at once
ecame myfriend.. Recalling some ofthe
manyvisits I paid her afterwards is like
turning over the leaves of an old sketch-
book full of water-colour sketches, delicate
things, and all unfinished, but every one

tive of something refined and
pretty.
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} VEN at the time JI think I was con-
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UT what about the apples? Oh,
yes. Well, of course, she gave me

one, and more than one, and as I was eat-

ing the fruit, sitting by her side om the
seat that was made for two, she asked me

ifI likedit, and I said ** Yes, very much.”
And then she looked up at the tree for a
minute or two in silence, and I thought
howpretty she was, but ‘“‘ wishful.”’ Sud-
denly she felt that I was watching her,
and she turned round. towards me and
began to talk.

“’Tes a good apple,” she said. ‘‘ Do
‘ee knaw how auld thiccy tree mid be ?”’

It being bad manners to talk with one’s
mouth full, I shook my head, and she
told me the answer,
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OF LOVE AND

OUR OBSERVATION POST

“ Eight-and-forty year... Ess fegs.
Eight-and-forty year. I planted it on
the day arter my master brought me
whoam.. Two-and-twenty. I was when
he married me, and I be in myseventy
now.”

LOOKED with respect at the tree
while doing the complicated sum in

my head.to make sure her calculation was
correct, and~when, with native under-
standing, she perceived that I found
everything in order, she smiled and told
me a great many things about the tree.
She and her master had come home in
the evening—walked home after being
married in our church at home, six miles

away—and when they got up next morn-

ing the first thing she had done was to
plant the apple-tree “for love.’’ She
told me it had brought love, or, rather,

kept love young’ and alive ;- for every
time she looked at it she remembered how
nappy she had been when she planted
it, the master holding it up straight and
showing her howto give the little roots
plenty of room, and. how to press the
warm earth gently but firmly upon them.
And every year she had watched it bud
and blossom and bear, and it had never
failed to give her a generous~ crop. of
apples, except once, the year the master
died. He had been ailing all the winter,
and he died at Candlemas, and-she went
out to tell the bees“he was dead. And
that spring the bees did not fertilise the
tree, and so there were no apples. And
either then, or on my manylater visits;
she told me many more little stories
centring. in the tree, all very ingenuous;
very -imnocent, but very fragrant in
memory now. The story of that apple-
tree was the story of a happy marriedlife,
and the moral of it was—plant~ apple-
trees for love.

 

UT why, you may ask, why make a
song about Jove sand. apple-trees

and print it in Tae WARILLUSTRATED ?A
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The Barrier
N_ the following virile vérses a correspondent of

the “Times” aptly applies the title of the
vaunted Hindenburg Line to that lasting barrier
which the Teutons have themselves erected
between civilised humanity and the_raece which
Goethe and Schiller raised to an honourable
position among the nations of Europe. In the
place of soul and intellect, Prussia has. impregnated
the Germantribes with a spirit of lust and plunder
which threatens to wipe out of the world’s memory:
all that once refiected glory on the Teuton-name,

HERE the hot breath of battle drifts East,

ever East,

Searingall ‘twixt the Somme and the Rhine,

 

TR ing fi
Where stand the burnt bulwarks which sheltered” streetsineverytron het ow id ea tittle

the Beast—
-—Is that the true Hindenburg Line ?

Where theplaintive sea-fowl hover and scream
O’er wan faces awashin thebrine,

Allong the dread frontier of Germany's dream—
__—Is that, then, the HindenburgLine?

No, no! "Tis a gulf that the Teuton divides

From mankind and from mercy divine,

Deep downin the soul where the Devil presides—
—That, that is the Hindenburg Line!
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APPLE-TREES |.

3STs  
In order to give fresh publicity to a sug-
gestion put forward by the writer of a n
letter to the ‘‘ Daily Mail” that afruit-tree 7
shall be planted asa memorial to every
man who has fallenor been: wounded or
broken in the war. ‘‘ Why,” the writer
asks, “should we not have a memorial
everywhere, to be seen in every town

square, village green, or hamlet, by road,
canal, or riverside ? Every manso killed
or hurt to havea tree planted andinscribed
with his name by meansof a substantial
tally, to be planted in the parish he hailed
from—a living memorial growing out of
the soil for which he bled ?.”

HYnot, indeed? Itis always a most
difficult: choice to make, this choice

of a memorial that shall be fitting to the
achievement of the person it is proposed
so to- honour. For a great queen, a many-
times life-sized statue. For a kind-
hearted king, hospitals and convalescent
homes for little children. For this great
man, scholarships and endowments ; for
that one, model dwellings for the poor.
But what for five millions of ourselves ?
What form of memorial’ can be found
that, commemorating all,remembers each
one individually, and. that will be at once
single and ubiquitous ?

T seems to me that Mr. Valentine has
provided the answer to this most

dificult question. No doubt there will
be a collective national memorial in |}
London, as the capital of the Empire, to /
our great dead.. But were you or I—
perhaps you are—one. of those to be in-
cluded in the long, long Roll of Honour
that will be’ enshrimed somewhere in the
great building that will almost certainly
be raised, you would verylikely fecl that
stone or marble, dome or tower, had but

scanty appropriateness to such a modest,
unassuming, average fellow jas yourself.
You would almost certainly much prefer
the living ‘memorial of an apple-tree,
planted perhaps by your mother, or by. the
girl you had hoped to make your wife,
while your father held the sapling true and
straight and showed her how to lay out
its little roots and press the warm earth—
gently and firmly round them, while the
people you had knownall yourlife stood
near, and the parson who had christened

“you dedicated the tree to the glory of God
in loving memory of you. And for long
years afterwards these same people would
watch over and tend thetree, every time

thinking kindly and affectionately of
yourself and gratefully of your work.

A FAIR memorial, making fairer a fair

S$ in every town that would bemade Pes
beautiful bythese apple-trees in blossom-
time, fragrant by them in fruiting-time,
and gracious by them all the time. There
are streets too arid for any tree to grow
within their narrow limits which at this
“moment have their  war-shrine decked
to-day with flowers in jam-pots. Let
those streets plant their apple-trees in the
nearest open spaces. Modest, beautiful, .
racy of the soil, English—I can: think of
no better memorial to the thousands of
our “ boys’’ who have died for us than
this of planting apple-trees ‘‘ for love.”’.

c. M.
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     «(GIVE HER MY LOVE.’’—Manyof our soldiers at the front have made canine friends in the French villages in

they have stayed, and in some instances the animals have accompanied the men to the trenches.
here depicts one cf these ‘‘ knowing dogs’”’ suggesting to his soldier chum a postscript to the letter he is writing home.
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Bs the mind of many people all the
world over the apple-is associated

with temptation yielded to and evil result-
ing therefrom. “Even in remote~islands
in far seas, where the Bible has not made:

its way, and no trace can be discovered
of communication ever established with
people on the next mainlands, the story

.§ is found, or somevariant of the story, told
p in Genesis, of the spirit of evil tempting

womanwith an apple and obtaining power
over her children -to all-generations as a
result of her yielding to his invitation.
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APPILY, however, for other people,

fewer, no doubt; but yet very
numerous, the apple has associations
wholly sweet and lovely. It has for me,
thanks to a weather-bitten old- woman
spending her lonely but not.sad old age
in a tiny cottage in a hamlet in West
Dorset. JI was a very little chap then,
and had gone out with a butterfly-net
anda collecting-box and*high hope to try

|| to catch at least one of the silver-washed
{| fritillaries that flew high and fast by the
| of a road winding up andover a hill

x miles away. I hadfailed, and
tired and hot, and was ruefully think-

| ing of the six-mile walk between me and
j
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y tea, when another ‘fritillary came
yng, and, departing from all- recorded

precedent, turned off from the main road
and flew down a winding Jane, myself in

y || close pursuit, to the little old woman's
i} cottage.

   

  
   

 

cottage! With cob - walls
ur-washed the tint. of dog-roses

, a thatched roof with two tiny
vindows. peering out-from under

gy, pointed eyebrows, a diamond-
paned windowdownstairs filled with huge
begonias, and, outside, with a-rough-hewn

seat just big enough for two under’ its
shade, an apple-tree laden with apples.
Andonthe seat, alone, the weather-bitten
little old woman. Shy. though I was, I
openedthe gate and ran in, and the silver-
washed. fritillary flew away again and
vanished.

 

 

 

 
sciously grateful to it for having led

me cownto that cottage. -I certainly am
grateful now, for I owe to it my introduc-
tion to the little old woman, who at once
ecame myfriend.. Recalling some ofthe
manyvisits I paid her afterwards is like
turning over the leaves of an old sketch-
book full of water-colour sketches, delicate
things, and all unfinished, but every one

tive of something refined and
pretty.
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UT what about the apples? Oh,
yes. Well, of course, she gave me

one, and more than one, and as I was eat-

ing the fruit, sitting by her side om the
seat that was made for two, she asked me

ifI likedit, and I said ** Yes, very much.”
And then she looked up at the tree for a
minute or two in silence, and I thought
howpretty she was, but ‘“‘ wishful.”’ Sud-
denly she felt that I was watching her,
and she turned round. towards me and
began to talk.

“’Tes a good apple,” she said. ‘‘ Do
‘ee knaw how auld thiccy tree mid be ?”’

It being bad manners to talk with one’s
mouth full, I shook my head, and she
told me the answer,
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OF LOVE AND

OUR OBSERVATION POST

“ Eight-and-forty year... Ess fegs.
Eight-and-forty year. I planted it on
the day arter my master brought me
whoam.. Two-and-twenty. I was when
he married me, and I be in myseventy
now.”

LOOKED with respect at the tree
while doing the complicated sum in

my head.to make sure her calculation was
correct, and~when, with native under-
standing, she perceived that I found
everything in order, she smiled and told
me a great many things about the tree.
She and her master had come home in
the evening—walked home after being
married in our church at home, six miles

away—and when they got up next morn-

ing the first thing she had done was to
plant the apple-tree “for love.’’ She
told me it had brought love, or, rather,

kept love young’ and alive ;- for every
time she looked at it she remembered how
nappy she had been when she planted
it, the master holding it up straight and
showing her howto give the little roots
plenty of room, and. how to press the
warm earth gently but firmly upon them.
And every year she had watched it bud
and blossom and bear, and it had never
failed to give her a generous~ crop. of
apples, except once, the year the master
died. He had been ailing all the winter,
and he died at Candlemas, and-she went
out to tell the bees“he was dead. And
that spring the bees did not fertilise the
tree, and so there were no apples. And
either then, or on my manylater visits;
she told me many more little stories
centring. in the tree, all very ingenuous;
very -imnocent, but very fragrant in
memory now. The story of that apple-
tree was the story of a happy marriedlife,
and the moral of it was—plant~ apple-
trees for love.

 

UT why, you may ask, why make a
song about Jove sand. apple-trees

and print it in Tae WARILLUSTRATED ?A
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The Barrier
N_ the following virile vérses a correspondent of

the “Times” aptly applies the title of the
vaunted Hindenburg Line to that lasting barrier
which the Teutons have themselves erected
between civilised humanity and the_raece which
Goethe and Schiller raised to an honourable
position among the nations of Europe. In the
place of soul and intellect, Prussia has. impregnated
the Germantribes with a spirit of lust and plunder
which threatens to wipe out of the world’s memory:
all that once refiected glory on the Teuton-name,

HERE the hot breath of battle drifts East,

ever East,

Searingall ‘twixt the Somme and the Rhine,

 

TR ing fi
Where stand the burnt bulwarks which sheltered” streetsineverytron het ow id ea tittle

the Beast—
-—Is that the true Hindenburg Line ?

Where theplaintive sea-fowl hover and scream
O’er wan faces awashin thebrine,

Allong the dread frontier of Germany's dream—
__—Is that, then, the HindenburgLine?

No, no! "Tis a gulf that the Teuton divides

From mankind and from mercy divine,

Deep downin the soul where the Devil presides—
—That, that is the Hindenburg Line!
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APPLE-TREES |.

3STs  
In order to give fresh publicity to a sug-
gestion put forward by the writer of a n
letter to the ‘‘ Daily Mail” that afruit-tree 7
shall be planted asa memorial to every
man who has fallenor been: wounded or
broken in the war. ‘‘ Why,” the writer
asks, “should we not have a memorial
everywhere, to be seen in every town

square, village green, or hamlet, by road,
canal, or riverside ? Every manso killed
or hurt to havea tree planted andinscribed
with his name by meansof a substantial
tally, to be planted in the parish he hailed
from—a living memorial growing out of
the soil for which he bled ?.”

HYnot, indeed? Itis always a most
difficult: choice to make, this choice

of a memorial that shall be fitting to the
achievement of the person it is proposed
so to- honour. For a great queen, a many-
times life-sized statue. For a kind-
hearted king, hospitals and convalescent
homes for little children. For this great
man, scholarships and endowments ; for
that one, model dwellings for the poor.
But what for five millions of ourselves ?
What form of memorial’ can be found
that, commemorating all,remembers each
one individually, and. that will be at once
single and ubiquitous ?

T seems to me that Mr. Valentine has
provided the answer to this most

dificult question. No doubt there will
be a collective national memorial in |}
London, as the capital of the Empire, to /
our great dead.. But were you or I—
perhaps you are—one. of those to be in-
cluded in the long, long Roll of Honour
that will be’ enshrimed somewhere in the
great building that will almost certainly
be raised, you would verylikely fecl that
stone or marble, dome or tower, had but

scanty appropriateness to such a modest,
unassuming, average fellow jas yourself.
You would almost certainly much prefer
the living ‘memorial of an apple-tree,
planted perhaps by your mother, or by. the
girl you had hoped to make your wife,
while your father held the sapling true and
straight and showed her how to lay out
its little roots and press the warm earth—
gently and firmly round them, while the
people you had knownall yourlife stood
near, and the parson who had christened

“you dedicated the tree to the glory of God
in loving memory of you. And for long
years afterwards these same people would
watch over and tend thetree, every time

thinking kindly and affectionately of
yourself and gratefully of your work.

A FAIR memorial, making fairer a fair

S$ in every town that would bemade Pes
beautiful bythese apple-trees in blossom-
time, fragrant by them in fruiting-time,
and gracious by them all the time. There
are streets too arid for any tree to grow
within their narrow limits which at this
“moment have their  war-shrine decked
to-day with flowers in jam-pots. Let
those streets plant their apple-trees in the
nearest open spaces. Modest, beautiful, .
racy of the soil, English—I can: think of
no better memorial to the thousands of
our “ boys’’ who have died for us than
this of planting apple-trees ‘‘ for love.”’.

c. M.
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     «(GIVE HER MY LOVE.’’—Manyof our soldiers at the front have made canine friends in the French villages in

they have stayed, and in some instances the animals have accompanied the men to the trenches.
here depicts one cf these ‘‘ knowing dogs’”’ suggesting to his soldier chum a postscript to the letter he is writing home.
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AMONG GERMAN SPIES IN NORTH SEA PORTS
Norway’s Belated Step Against Teuton Espionage

action against spies is
The pityis that shedid

ORWAY'S
L valuable.

not take it before. Many lives
might have been saved, not a few of
them Norwegian.lives, sailors. who were
sunk in Norwegian: ships:

Every nation has its spies. Some are
brave men, actuated. by patriotism.
Others are rogues, actuated by Inst of
money, ‘who would. work as readily for
one side as for another. Sometimes they
even practise “‘free trade”’ in their
inglorious calling by selling the secrets
of their employer in addition to selling
an enemy's secrets to him.

There are spies of all kinds—diplomatic,
naval, military, and commercial; spies

who travel or dwell in an enemy country
ander, an assumed name and nationality,
and spies who live in neutral countries
where they are in touch with both the
country employing them and the country
they are spying upon; The spy who
travels in an enemy country to serve his
own takes his life in his hands, for death
is the penalty of discovery.
But this is the rarer type of spy. Much

the more commonis the type that takes
up quarters in- some neutral country and
there Jearns all he can about the country
he is set to spy upon.
None of the nations fighting in the war

 

has- made such use of this system of
espionage as Germany. She had her
espionage bureaux in every. neutral
ountry in Europe. Norway and Sweden,
Denmark, Holland, Spain, and” Portugal
in the west, and in the east Greece, while,

carher, Bulgaria and Rumania were hot-
beds of Germanespionage.

Spy Work in Amsterdam

When Rumania and Bulgaria became
combatants, the facilities for espionage
from these countries largely disappeared,
and the German spy shops transferred
their activitieselsewhere. Greece received
come of them, but undoubtedly many of
them “ trekked ” westwards, and I myself
saw in Amsterdam German spies whom
J had seen at work in Bukarest.
You may wonder how one knewthese

people as spies. There was no great
secrecy about it. In the first place, they
were not the most skilled members of
their singular profession; and their work

; clumsy. Their overtures for assistance
and information were made right and left
without any great tact or finesse. It was
.n hotel porter, for instance, at Bukarest,

who told me the nature of the work
done by one of a gang of four spies whom
later I saw in Amsterdam. The~ porter
imew, because a friendly chambermaid

had been offered money by the spy for
the loan of the master-key which fitted
all the bed-rooms of her corridor of the
hotel. I myself had trouble with him one
evening fer removing the English news-
papers from the reading-room table and
substituting German pamphlets.
As the hub of the war moved from

cast to west, the German agents flocked
westwardsin numbers. Big towns suchas
Copenhagen and Rotterdam, small towns
such ‘as Aarhus, and even .the tiniest
frontier villages, places -of only a few

  

hundred inhabitants, had each its German.
spy. At various times both Holland and
Denmark madeefforts to rid their territory
of these people. Norway, too, made some

By BASIL CLARKE
 

‘ The Norwegian police ts to be strengthened
and specially trained to deal with the spy
system, and a shipping journal. offers
rewards for information leading to the
arvest of any spy working against shipping.’

—" Daily Mail.’
 

protests.- But there is not much doubt
that the overhanging fist of their great
neighbour, Germany, terrorised most of
the small neutral countries, and made
their protests and efforts at clearance less
drastic than they might have been. That
little Norway has at last decided to.reot
out these German pests, and “ damn the
consequences,” is a good and plucky
thing. The wanton murdering of Nor
wegiansailors by German submarines was
calculated te make the little nation go to
the utmest Jength. Germanspies actually

lived on Norwegian territory, and thence
telegraphed news of Norwegian shipping
which Jed to the sinking of those ships
and the murdering: of their Norwegian
erews. That such an outrage could. be
perpetrated by any nation against a
neighbour is hardly believable, but it is
irne. Norway's coasts were thick with
German. ‘‘ spy shops.’

Underground Work in Norway
These. will now be rooted out,-and

among them, probably, one which came
under my own notice during a visit to
Norway in i916. It was at an hotel of
German ownership and management.
Many German nava! officers visited the
place. Moter-cars came at night, and

certain packages were handed out from
a window ‘of the hotel. From the hotel
roof wireless was at work at night times.
This was denied, but there is pretty good
evidence that it was true. The place was
an espionage headquarters for the whole
coast.
Each port had its German shipping

spy, who collected details as to the ships
in port, their nationality, their cargoes,
and their date of sailing. News was sent
to the wireless station and forwarded to
the German Navy, which could virtually
pick and choose what ships they captured
and what ships they sank. The whole
thing would have been easy but for the
ceaseless activity of the British. Navy.
Still, the Navy could not knoweverything
and be everywhere, and the Germans
made tremendous headway. Now that
Norway has really tackled the problem,
it will-not be such plane sailing: The
reward of a thousand crowns (about £62)
offered for evidence against anyone helping ‘
or condoning the work of German spies
in Norway should make espionage less of
a sinecure than it-has been hitherto,

A System of Terror

From my own experiences of Scan-
dinavian countries in war-time I have no
hesitation in saying that the Germans
instituted=a_reign of terror over neutral
shippers. Not a few of these were terrorised
into agreements, or at Jeast understandings
with the Germansas to the use of their

ships, undertaking to provide the Germans
with certain ships and cargoes. by way of
_the Baltic Sea in return for a guarantee.
of immunity for other ships travelling m
more open waters. Many of the food
cargoes that reached Germany from. the

All that its “

neutrals: were senton this “ quid pro
quo” basis by shippers who. had other
ships sailing. untouched, or even.
threatened,.on open waters.

All this giving. of dispensations * by
Germany was mace possible only by the

aS :

German system of espionage which put”
all neutral shipowners and thei ships in
Germany's power, save for such- limita-
tions upon that power as were imposed
by the British Navy. These limitations
would have been vastly greater had the
neutral countries only been strong enough
to say to Germany ‘‘ this spying must
cease,” and to enforce their orders, as
Norway seems inclined to do now. It
was in these last words, “to enforce
their orders,’’ that the crux of the matter
lay. The neutrals told Germanyfrequently
enough to stop their spying, and the
Germans always. promised most faithful
amendment, but they never fulfilled their
promises. If one spy shop were shut up
in deference to the protests of a neutral
country, another was promptly opened.
The lamentable thing about it-all was
that in many cases it was not until the
British Government drew. attention to
‘the existence of this spy shop that the
neutral government “saw” it. Such was
the terror of the German fist.

What makes the German systenr of
espionage so difficult to tackle is this :
that every German is also a spy, amateur
or professional. The idea has been incul-
cated into every man as part of his school
and Army training. The duty of the
German spy shop, therefore, is simple.

manager” has to do upen
opening his “shop” is to get in touch
with the Germansof his area, and to devise
means for forwarding to Germany such
information as they collect.
employs no “ foreigners”’ at all, he is
certain of at least some sources of informa-
tion and help in the Germans of-his area.

-Every German a Spy

The German is addicted to the taking of
notes, the compiling of facts, the tabula-
tion of data. When I lived in Germany
years ago, I used to marvel at the fasci-
nation that pencil and notebook seemed to
have for every male, down to schoolboys
of even nine and ten. If they asked a
question about England, no matter how

unimportant, down went the answerin
a little notebook. Each German thus
becomes a storehouse of facts. The spy
shop can open its doors anywhere where
Germans are to-be found, and rely upon
being able to “ tap’ accumulated stores
of information. The vast bulk of this
may be useless, but much of it may not.

That is the great- danger of having
Germans free in England now. A spy
shop has only to open its doors in_Wool-
wich or Whitehall or elsewhere, to be
able to rely on definite sources of informa-
tion—the free Germansof the neighbour-
hood.,, The only trouble of ‘any sort
attaching to that shop’s work is the
forwarding of information to Germany.
A code and a go-between in some neutral’
country are all else that are needed for
passing on the information to Germany. °
Germans in their thousands still move

freely among us. Spyshops are boundto
exist, and every now and again are shown
to exist. Truly we are a tolerant people !

Even if he,
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At Grips with the Hun in
The War Illustrated, 2nd June, 1917.

Historic Artois
 

 

      

 
Iron-headed battering-ram teft by the Germans at Margny-aux-
Cerises, near Roye. When set swinging it reduced a housesto ruins.

Night in No Man’s Land on the western front. British and German
patrols in deadly struggle when no shots maybefired.

 

 

  

  
 

 

 

.In the opening stages of the Battle of Arras some British infantry rushed a Germanfield battery stated in the open. The captain fought
' to the last, but the gunners threw up their hands as the British charged, and six field-guns and a machine-gun fell into our hands,
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one side as for another. Sometimes they
even practise “‘free trade”’ in their
inglorious calling by selling the secrets
of their employer in addition to selling
an enemy's secrets to him.

There are spies of all kinds—diplomatic,
naval, military, and commercial; spies

who travel or dwell in an enemy country
ander, an assumed name and nationality,
and spies who live in neutral countries
where they are in touch with both the
country employing them and the country
they are spying upon; The spy who
travels in an enemy country to serve his
own takes his life in his hands, for death
is the penalty of discovery.
But this is the rarer type of spy. Much

the more commonis the type that takes
up quarters in- some neutral country and
there Jearns all he can about the country
he is set to spy upon.
None of the nations fighting in the war

 

has- made such use of this system of
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espionage bureaux in every. neutral
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Denmark, Holland, Spain, and” Portugal
in the west, and in the east Greece, while,

carher, Bulgaria and Rumania were hot-
beds of Germanespionage.

Spy Work in Amsterdam

When Rumania and Bulgaria became
combatants, the facilities for espionage
from these countries largely disappeared,
and the German spy shops transferred
their activitieselsewhere. Greece received
come of them, but undoubtedly many of
them “ trekked ” westwards, and I myself
saw in Amsterdam German spies whom
J had seen at work in Bukarest.
You may wonder how one knewthese

people as spies. There was no great
secrecy about it. In the first place, they
were not the most skilled members of
their singular profession; and their work

; clumsy. Their overtures for assistance
and information were made right and left
without any great tact or finesse. It was
.n hotel porter, for instance, at Bukarest,

who told me the nature of the work
done by one of a gang of four spies whom
later I saw in Amsterdam. The~ porter
imew, because a friendly chambermaid

had been offered money by the spy for
the loan of the master-key which fitted
all the bed-rooms of her corridor of the
hotel. I myself had trouble with him one
evening fer removing the English news-
papers from the reading-room table and
substituting German pamphlets.
As the hub of the war moved from

cast to west, the German agents flocked
westwardsin numbers. Big towns suchas
Copenhagen and Rotterdam, small towns
such ‘as Aarhus, and even .the tiniest
frontier villages, places -of only a few
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protests.- But there is not much doubt
that the overhanging fist of their great
neighbour, Germany, terrorised most of
the small neutral countries, and made
their protests and efforts at clearance less
drastic than they might have been. That
little Norway has at last decided to.reot
out these German pests, and “ damn the
consequences,” is a good and plucky
thing. The wanton murdering of Nor
wegiansailors by German submarines was
calculated te make the little nation go to
the utmest Jength. Germanspies actually

lived on Norwegian territory, and thence
telegraphed news of Norwegian shipping
which Jed to the sinking of those ships
and the murdering: of their Norwegian
erews. That such an outrage could. be
perpetrated by any nation against a
neighbour is hardly believable, but it is
irne. Norway's coasts were thick with
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Underground Work in Norway
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among them, probably, one which came
under my own notice during a visit to
Norway in i916. It was at an hotel of
German ownership and management.
Many German nava! officers visited the
place. Moter-cars came at night, and
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roof wireless was at work at night times.
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and what ships they sank. The whole
thing would have been easy but for the
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it will-not be such plane sailing: The
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offered for evidence against anyone helping ‘
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dinavian countries in war-time I have no
hesitation in saying that the Germans
instituted=a_reign of terror over neutral
shippers. Not a few of these were terrorised
into agreements, or at Jeast understandings
with the Germansas to the use of their

ships, undertaking to provide the Germans
with certain ships and cargoes. by way of
_the Baltic Sea in return for a guarantee.
of immunity for other ships travelling m
more open waters. Many of the food
cargoes that reached Germany from. the
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quo” basis by shippers who. had other
ships sailing. untouched, or even.
threatened,.on open waters.

All this giving. of dispensations * by
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German system of espionage which put”
all neutral shipowners and thei ships in
Germany's power, save for such- limita-
tions upon that power as were imposed
by the British Navy. These limitations
would have been vastly greater had the
neutral countries only been strong enough
to say to Germany ‘‘ this spying must
cease,” and to enforce their orders, as
Norway seems inclined to do now. It
was in these last words, “to enforce
their orders,’’ that the crux of the matter
lay. The neutrals told Germanyfrequently
enough to stop their spying, and the
Germans always. promised most faithful
amendment, but they never fulfilled their
promises. If one spy shop were shut up
in deference to the protests of a neutral
country, another was promptly opened.
The lamentable thing about it-all was
that in many cases it was not until the
British Government drew. attention to
‘the existence of this spy shop that the
neutral government “saw” it. Such was
the terror of the German fist.

What makes the German systenr of
espionage so difficult to tackle is this :
that every German is also a spy, amateur
or professional. The idea has been incul-
cated into every man as part of his school
and Army training. The duty of the
German spy shop, therefore, is simple.

manager” has to do upen
opening his “shop” is to get in touch
with the Germansof his area, and to devise
means for forwarding to Germany such
information as they collect.
employs no “ foreigners”’ at all, he is
certain of at least some sources of informa-
tion and help in the Germans of-his area.

-Every German a Spy

The German is addicted to the taking of
notes, the compiling of facts, the tabula-
tion of data. When I lived in Germany
years ago, I used to marvel at the fasci-
nation that pencil and notebook seemed to
have for every male, down to schoolboys
of even nine and ten. If they asked a
question about England, no matter how

unimportant, down went the answerin
a little notebook. Each German thus
becomes a storehouse of facts. The spy
shop can open its doors anywhere where
Germans are to-be found, and rely upon
being able to “ tap’ accumulated stores
of information. The vast bulk of this
may be useless, but much of it may not.

That is the great- danger of having
Germans free in England now. A spy
shop has only to open its doors in_Wool-
wich or Whitehall or elsewhere, to be
able to rely on definite sources of informa-
tion—the free Germansof the neighbour-
hood.,, The only trouble of ‘any sort
attaching to that shop’s work is the
forwarding of information to Germany.
A code and a go-between in some neutral’
country are all else that are needed for
passing on the information to Germany. °
Germans in their thousands still move

freely among us. Spyshops are boundto
exist, and every now and again are shown
to exist. Truly we are a tolerant people !

Even if he,
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At Grips with the Hun in
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Historic Artois
 

 

      

 
Iron-headed battering-ram teft by the Germans at Margny-aux-
Cerises, near Roye. When set swinging it reduced a housesto ruins.

Night in No Man’s Land on the western front. British and German
patrols in deadly struggle when no shots maybefired.

 

 

  

  
 

 

 

.In the opening stages of the Battle of Arras some British infantry rushed a Germanfield battery stated in the open. The captain fought
' to the last, but the gunners threw up their hands as the British charged, and six field-guns and a machine-gun fell into our hands,
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SacrilegeandSavagery: The Ruins of Rheims American Sailors’ Cheers for_the Sailor 
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Do Os £
American Boy Scouts marching in New York as part of a ‘“‘ Wake up, America! ”? Mr. Balfour (right) in America, with Sir Charles
demonstration. The Boy Scout movement has ‘‘ caught on’’ all over the world. Spring-Rice, British Ambassador at Washington.
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A shell from a German5:2in. gun bursting on the south tower of
Rheims Cathedral, which until as late as Apri! 19th had been intact.
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Marshal Joffre (left) im America driving with American armoured motor battery in fighting formation. Two members of each
General Scott, who is head of the U.S. Army. crew approach on motor-cycles, and then take their places in the armoured cars.

 

 

 

    
 

  
     King George’s tour in the North. frais Majesty on an American ship at Liverpool. Right: ere Sailors Salud their Royalvisitor.

‘German shells bursting on the south transept and the apse, and (right) a big shell bursti I Sie Before leaving Liverpool on May 16th the King ‘droveto the docks, walked among Cheering dockers, and went on board two American

' bombarded the Cathedral‘* systematically pith exclusively,esani es GapdldeTideieGeguterMevhamieToe”wantena, x : armed finers. He inspected the crews, who respondedlustily to their commander'scall for ‘ Three cheers for the King of England!”

gas for Cardinal Lucon,in his protest, solemly testified that the Cathedral has never played any part in the defence of Rheims.
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Scenes in the Wake of the Franco-British Advance ~ The Terrible Tank’ Pursues the Turk in Palestine 2
British and French Official Photographs
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 Inspecting a new ‘‘recruit’’ in Palestine. ‘‘ Tanks” have played
their part in the recent fighting of Gen. Murray’s forces near Gaza.

 

— - British officer engaged in interrogating a Bulgarian prisoner

One of the large water-tanks established for the use of British who has just been brought in on the Salonika front.

troops in France. Unspectacular but vitally necessary.      
* Defence works along the banks of a Marne canal, suggesting—

but for the French soldiers—a peaceful scene.
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Gan. Northey’s campaignBritish field wireless in Nyasaland.
f Gen. Smuts’ despatches.

Campof a British anti-aircraft gun crew on the western front,a
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    “Long lines of French motor-lorries about to proceed to the new
French front after the prompt repair of the ruined roadways.
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British ‘tank’? at work in Palestine. Note the channels formedWell-laden camels at Rafa, where General Murray inflicted a
in the bank it has surmounted by meansofits caterpillar wheels.Scene in Titloy after it had been recovered, in February, from .

the Germans, with German namesstill defacing the battered walls. severe defeat on the Turks before pushing on towards Gaza,

 
 

          
 

   
 
One of the great furnaces near Verdunfor the destruction of refuse, Demolishing a position from which the enemy had been expelled, Strange-looking tools which are used. by the Arabs in the making French and British officers on a tour of the Vardar tines on the

of roadways across the desert. Salonika front. Observe the formidable wire entanglements.-
A sanitary destructor, not a commercial “ corpse-converter.’? The photograph gives some idea of the “ clearing-up work.”
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THE RUSSIAN SOLDIER AS 1 KNOW HIM
PEN-PORTRAITS OF

OUR FIGHTING FRIENDS

eo LL soldiers when ihey are in
A hospital are children, but, while

the French and British behave
like schoolboys, the Russianis likea child.”

That is the epinion of a hospital matron
J met at the front who has gained nruch
experience. I have learned during the
war to know the Russian soldier pretty
well, and I can tell you that in the begin-
ning the matron was right. He was in
mind and character a child. He had a
child’s faith in his leaders, whom he had
been taught to consider his “masters
ané betters,’ as our Catechism puts it;
he submitted, he ‘ordered himself lowly
and reverently ” towards them.
The war has taught him much. It has

widened his horizon. It has made him
think, and “ to think ’’ means to criticise.
‘Te the Russian soldier war has been a

great educator. When he goes back to
his village he will be a ‘different man.

Fairy Tales in the Field

Not, of course, entirely different. He

has still a child’s curiosity and a child’s
superstition. He delights in listening
to fairy-tales.¢ He likes to march singing
simple march-songs which help him to
keep step. Heis like a child in his work
and in his play, in his heedlessness of the
merrow, in his simple processes of thought.

isaw a group of Cossacks gathered, one
wld day, round the little fire which had

been. boiling their tea-kettle. Jt was
early morning, and, no matter how much

smoke went up from the trenches at that
time of day, neither side fired. Russians

and Austrians had silently agreed to
respect the breakfast hour. No shots
were heard between six and seven o'clock,
A friend and I went upto the tea group

io hear what they were saying. _All their
heads were close together. As we got
near we saw that one was speaking and
ihe otherslistening to him, evidently with
‘enjoyment. What were they. listening
te? Te the story of Snow-White and
the Seven Bears.

In the lives of Russian soldiers there is
curieus mix-up of the sordidly real and

thefantastically imaginative. Jour-fiiths
of them are peasants from the villages.
Nothing ideal about the peasant’s existence
in Russia, or anywhere else. Hard work

on tite Jand through the short summer.
In the long winter either idleness with
frequent drunken stupors, or more hard
work such .as legging (syood-cutting),

varied by drunkenness nowand then.

Contempt for Mollycoddles

In the small cottages large families
live together in a manner indeseribably
premiscuots and unpleasant. That is
io -say, it would be unpleasant to us.
They do not mind sleeping all together
en the stove without taking their clothes
off. They would think you mad if you
suggested that the window should at
times be opened, and preached to them
the value of fresh air.
They are hardy; unafraid of exposure

if they feel inclined for it. After their
weekly steam bath (the only occasion in
the week on which they take their clothes
off) they will sometimesroll in the snow—
this J did not believe until I saw it—by
way of showing their contempt for
moliycoddies. But they cannot be happy
in their homes without an atmosphere
which turns Western people sick and

By Hamilton Fyfe
Special War Correspondent of the *‘ Daily Mail"

faint. Their village morality and_ their
sanitary arrangements. are disturbing to

our sentiments and our sense of propriety.

Peasants and their ‘‘ Popes ”’
_ Eventheir religion is material, almost
entirely a matter of keeping up certain
observances in order 1o-put God in a
good tenyper. They think He can be
coaxed by a lighted candle. They think
that He watches them to see if they
cross themselves always when they come
out of their houses, when they pass -a
church or a holy picture in a roadside
shrine, when they return home and stand
before the ikon {holy picture) in the
corner of the room. with a lamp burning
beforé it, onextinguished fromm one Easter

to the next, :
They have norespect for their “‘ popes”

(priests), who indeed seldom deserve it.

Yet they believe that the priesthood must
be employed -by all who hope to avoid
the anger of God. They pay the priests,
therefore—and often’ pay them well—to
baptise, marry, bury, and arrange for the
repose of souls departed. Some soldiers
once found a priest drunk in bed. They
pulled him out and beat him. As soon
as he was sober enough to say Mass, they
foreed him to the altar and made him go
through the service, to which they listened
with well-disciplined. attention. They
could distinguish between the man and
the magician. He had the power to
perform miracles, no matter howdissolute
his fe might be.

This does not seem a promising soil for
poetry, fantasy, charm of expression,
delicacy of feeling. Yet the Russian
peasant-soldier frequently gives proof of
these qualities. I have read hundreds
of letters written by wounded men to
those who have cared for themin hospitals.
At first they filled me with amazement.
Now J expect snch letters to be touched
with the live coal of imaginative emotion,
1 am disappointed if they are not.

People full of Poetry:

Strange it seems to you, I amr sure, that
peasants without schooling, without any
of the. refining influences which, are
at work among peoples more advanced
in civilisation, should think and write
like this, while British soldiers use the
most banal phrases and display in their
letters seldom any gift-of expression at all.
Strange that the Russian peasant-songs

~ shonld: be so fanciful, so full of poetry.
Yet is it. strange, -after all? Every

nation in its childhood lives—as children
do—more in the world of imagination
than in the real world. The Russian
people are only now beginning to grow~
up. They still are able to ‘see, as the
boy saw in. Werdsworth’s exquisite ode :

The earth and ¢very commonsight
Apparell’d in, celestial light.

Theystill keep something of “ the vision
splendid.” The “shades of the prison-
house” have only of late begun to fall
across their path.

Unless you grasp this difference between
the Russians and the Western nations you’
cannot understand the Russian soldier.
He is the oddest mixture of suspicion and
confidence, gentleness and savagery, child-
like sincerity and-cunning. In his normal
state he is kindly, friendly, hnmane. But
he is very casily excited, by both strong
drink and eloquent talking.
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‘Yhe suppression of vodka has been of

ihe greatest advantage to the Army, as
io everyone else. It has made Russia
far more prosperous than she was, in spite
of the war. It has already changed the
appearance of many villages... Women
and children are better fed and better
clothed. The houses are tidier, “less
miserably furnished. Everyone is glad
that prohibition of spirit-selling was
decreed. ‘Those who drank heavily before
say frankly: ‘‘ We knew it was bad for
us, but we couldn’t stop it. It is quite
right of the. Government to make us
stop it.” Childrenall the time!

Simplicity is the dominant nete of the
Russian soldier’s character, and this nete
sounds through all the. arrangements
of his daily life at the front. His food
is very simple indeed, He lives on soup
and dry porridge (made usually of buck:
wheat), tea and bread. The soup has meat
in it and plenty. of vegetables. A plateful
of it with a lump of black rye-bread is a
plentiful meal. He does not find this
monotonous. -It is what he is used to.

~ Soldiers in the Making

The training through which the Russian
soldier ‘goes is simple; very effective as
far as it goes, but not calculated to develop
qualities of self-reliance and initiative.
It is a system of training borrowed from,
Germany, like so muchelse in the Russian

Army; but it cannot produce exactly
the same result, since the Russian has too

. much individuality to submit himself

limply to the moulding process and to
be turned into a machine.
~—Listento the shout whichgreets an officer
when he comes on parade: ““ Zdro! zhiai
vash ‘deetst vo” (short for ‘I wish you
good health, your Excellency ’’).. Fhere
is.a note of sincerity, even of jollity, init,

which you never notice on a German
barrack-square. Watch a squad being
drilled ; you will not notice the wooden,

anxious expression that you would see
on the faces of German “ rookies.” The
men treat the whole business rather as a
joke. They smile all the time, and
pretty often laugh outright, and the
instructors join in. S
Over bayonet exercises they are more

serious. They feel that here they are
learning something useful. Soldiers charg-
ing and plunging their bayonets into
straw figures representing Niemtsi (Ger-
mans) have been common sights in the
streets of Russian cities these last’ two
years. The men are taught to cheer as
they approach “the enemy.’ Most. of
them emit blood-curdling yells. All go
through the exercise with a stern air of
resolve to give the straw figure no chance.

- Growth speeded by the War

It is only when they use their bayonets
that they consider they arereally fighting:
J asked a big Little Russian once, early
in the war, “ How many Germans ‘have

you killed ?”’ “ None, burin,” he replied
sadly. ‘I have had no opportunity.”
“ But,” I said, ‘“ you are firing your rifle
at them all day.”’ ‘‘ That is true, burin,”
he answered, “ but.I don’t count that. I

reckon we kill them when we stick our
‘bayonets into them—devil-take them !”’
The Russian soldier has the individual
idea of combat still, He likes to meet the
foe face to face.
The Russian soldier is growing, and

.the war has speeded-up his growth. The
Army. takes an interest now in the
struggle between privilege and progress,
and it is on the side of progress. Privilege
gave it Sukhomlinoff, the Minister for
War who failed to provide munitions.
The Army will never forgive that.
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indenburg Line

 

British armoured cars moving forward on the western front.1 d n : These cars have proved most serviceable weapons in pushing back the
enemy, and their passing through battered villages, now well behind the British frontline, is hailed with enthusiasm by the villagers.
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Somewhere behind the boasted Hindenburgline, on which the British pressure is being felt ever more and more to the disquiet of the
Hun. tt looks here as though the Germans were hurrying away fromsome threatened point in the crowded trucksof their light railway.   
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vash ‘deetst vo” (short for ‘I wish you
good health, your Excellency ’’).. Fhere
is.a note of sincerity, even of jollity, init,

which you never notice on a German
barrack-square. Watch a squad being
drilled ; you will not notice the wooden,

anxious expression that you would see
on the faces of German “ rookies.” The
men treat the whole business rather as a
joke. They smile all the time, and
pretty often laugh outright, and the
instructors join in. S
Over bayonet exercises they are more

serious. They feel that here they are
learning something useful. Soldiers charg-
ing and plunging their bayonets into
straw figures representing Niemtsi (Ger-
mans) have been common sights in the
streets of Russian cities these last’ two
years. The men are taught to cheer as
they approach “the enemy.’ Most. of
them emit blood-curdling yells. All go
through the exercise with a stern air of
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- Growth speeded by the War

It is only when they use their bayonets
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in the war, “ How many Germans ‘have

you killed ?”’ “ None, burin,” he replied
sadly. ‘I have had no opportunity.”
“ But,” I said, ‘“ you are firing your rifle
at them all day.”’ ‘‘ That is true, burin,”
he answered, “ but.I don’t count that. I

reckon we kill them when we stick our
‘bayonets into them—devil-take them !”’
The Russian soldier has the individual
idea of combat still, He likes to meet the
foe face to face.
The Russian soldier is growing, and

.the war has speeded-up his growth. The
Army. takes an interest now in the
struggle between privilege and progress,
and it is on the side of progress. Privilege
gave it Sukhomlinoff, the Minister for
War who failed to provide munitions.
The Army will never forgive that.
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British armoured cars moving forward on the western front.1 d n : These cars have proved most serviceable weapons in pushing back the
enemy, and their passing through battered villages, now well behind the British frontline, is hailed with enthusiasm by the villagers.
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Somewhere behind the boasted Hindenburgline, on which the British pressure is being felt ever more and more to the disquiet of the
Hun. tt looks here as though the Germans were hurrying away fromsome threatened point in the crowded trucksof their light railway.   
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War’s Fantastic Panorama on the Western Front—+Graphic Scenes in the Gigantic Arras Struggle¥
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Panoramic view behind _the lines in the Arras battle. area during one of the recent most eventful days of the great advance. Mr. Philip 5 plains under the glare of the sun, men waiting to go into battle slept beside their arms; hostile shells burst among the tents and kinemaGibbs, in one of his peculiarly graphic descriptions, said that it was all fantastic as a nightmare of war. Behind the lines on white, dusty pavilions, and a band was playing; wounded men were hobbling back through old trenches where other men sat cleaning their rifles.

ss

Another view of the panorama of fantastic contrasts, as it appeared to those ivil i £ = Se tha vwat i . un i iner> ‘ . a ‘ f privileged to witness the stages of the great battle. ‘‘No ales resting waiting their turn to go forward, and others were returning wounded, yet others were hurrying forward with all the machinery ofsane man would believe it,’ declared Mr, Gibbs, “unless he saw it with his own eyes and heard it with his own ears.’? Where men were - ~ warfare, while mules kicked and rolled beside heavy batteries and tpanienuntsrand over all was the thunder of the quns and the bursting of shelis.
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SCIENCE AFTER THE WAR
GREATISSUES
OF THE WAR

will be richer, we hope, as regards
some values “that cannot. be

measured and weighed, but. it will cer-
tainly be impoverished as regards men,
money, and materials. -It will be neces-
sary .to~go on tightening the belt and
learning the difficult art of doing without
things. Widespread

~

economising

—

will
continue for years to be the order of the
‘day, and in this connection there are two
big facts. that we must bear in “mind:
The first is the persistent and pernicious
tendency to economise at the wrong end,

y- pinching the super-necessaries of the
and crafts, and of higher education

We the war-is finished our nation

 

  

    

  

 

 

erally, on which the sanity of civilised
lite largely. depends, The second is that
the supreme economyis an increase of the
highest_ productiveness.” It is here that
rence will comein.
Weall know-that science is systematised

ledge, communicable and_ verifiable.

is defined, not so much byits
natter as by its methodsof getting
ts and discovering the relations of
Huxley said : “ Science is, I be-

nothing but trained and organised
C nse.” But Ruskin got nearer

of the matter when hesaid :
work of science is to substitute
for appearances and demonstra-
for impressions.”” In his admirable
~ Discovery, or the ~Spirit and
of Science”’ (1916), Prof. R. A.

y-tecalls the saying of the president
trrbunal.of French -Revolutionists
-condemned. the great. chemist
r to death in 1793: ‘‘ The Re-
needs no menof science.’ What
rast to this is the judgment of the

rican philosopher and educationist,
John Dewey: “ The future of our

sation depends upon the widening
spread and deepening holdof the scientific
habit of mind.” This is the first great
need—acultivationof thescientific mood.
Scientific Study of Man

Thereare three great spheres of scientific
stigation—the domain of the in-

ic; or of things in general: the
n.of organisms or living creatures :
the kingdom -of-man, considered as a

person. To take the last first.
> is abundant reason to believe that

sconomy of hfe and an increase “of
untitative and qualitative pro-

can be secured by applying
nee There

-

are available, and
already in  part~ operative, not a~few
nethods -of increasing the health-rate.

sing gratuitous or wasteful infantile
y, protecting good stock from

being contaminated by bad, checking
itfectious diseases, promoting cleanliness

d- clean living, improving the average
ary, and developing the physique and
ory alertness of children: “There are

thods, too, of ameliorating the con-
ditions which lead to occupational diseases
and dangerous

~

fatigue, bettering or
humanising ‘all sorts of environments,
creating rational prejudices against various
forms of mismating, ‘suchas the inter-
marriage of

~

phthisical persons, -and
generally. cultivating eugenic ‘instincts,
The days of fatalism and folded hands,of fear and other-worldliness, have lasted
toa long ; man is man, and master of his

> if he will only put his brains into the

   

  
  

 

  

 

  
  
   

   

 

  

  
   

 

  

  

 

 

   
  

 

 

  
  
   

 

  

   

  

 

By J. Arthur Thomson, M.A.
Regius Professor of Natural History, Aberdeen

Everyone agrees with the praise awarded
to the man who makes two blades of grass
grow where only one grew before, and
it is this sort of increased productivity
which may be reasonably expected as the
result of applying the brains of the keenest
biologists of the country to the practical
problem of making more of the living
creatures—both plants and

~

animals—
included in our national and Imperial.
resources. The modern ‘progress that
has been made in the study of heredity
has supplied levers which look as if they
could be used with great practical effect
in regardto cereals, roots andfruits, cattle,
sheep, and poultry... Prof. James Wilson,
of Dublin, tells us that the work done in
Denmark shows how the wealth: of our
country, so far as it proceeds from dairy
cattle, might be very nearly doubled;
and also that while the average yield of
wheat in Britain is “about thirty-two
bushels to the acre, it might be forty,
or even fifty. ‘! For every ‘day by which
the life of a variety of wheat is shortened
between seed-time and harvest, the
wheat-growing area in Canada reaches
fifty or sixty miles farther northwards.
A vigorous, early-ripening, and highly-
productive oat, together with a turnip
having the same characters, might increase
the returns from many a northern or
high-lying farm in Britain, and might
even be the means of causing many a
pasture-field to revert once again to the
plough.”

Organisation of Research
Since the war began, numerous im-

portant steps, perilously belated, have
been taken in the direction of organising
research in chemistry and physics. In
opening the National Physical Labora-
tory in 1902, his Majesty the King, then
Prince of Wales, spoke wisely of the
endeavour “‘ to bring scientific dcnowledge
to bear practically upon our everyday
industrial and commercial life, to break
down the barrier between theory. and
practice, to effect a union betweenscience
and commerce.” In the years that
followed much valuable work was done ;
but, if the nation is to recover itself
after the present crisis, it must lay his
Majesty’s counsel to heart in a more
determined and broad-minded way than
heretofore.

 

Research a Paying Proposition
That this is coming about in some

measure is evident. Aid hé peen given to a
numberof promising researches which
stood in jeopardy because of the war ;
conferences have beenheld with representa-
tives of societies which deal with chemical
industry, dyeing, textiles, applications
of electricity and the like: a register
of researches going on throughout the
country has-been started; some educa-tional institutions have been stimulated
and individual researchers subsidised,
and other activities ate in progress.
Meanwhile, under. the spur of necessity,
there have been praiseworthy efforts
to produce- things like chemical. glass,
dyes, and drugs, for the supply of which
we previously. depended on our enemies,
In this

-

direction numerous new re-searches have been started, both byassociations of manufacturers and underthe auspices of the Committee -of the
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Privy Council for Scientific and Industrial
Research. for the convincing’ of the
practical man and*the nation at large, and
this is essential to British ways of doing
things; the committee is selecting “ object-
lessons’ which will demonstrate that
“ scientific research is a paying proposi-
tion.” The national organisation of
chemical and physical research has at last
begunto develop in earnest,

Science a Living Growth

History: proves up to the hilt thatthe
great majority of useful inventions and
practical discoveries have been thé ditect
sequels of theoretical illumination. The
quiet investigator in the laboratory Jays
the foundations on which the practicalhy-
minded inventer builds. Lord Kelvin
was a Supreme example of the combinatien
of both. Now, while a hasty -demand
for “ practical results ’’ is likely -to defeat
itself, there is no reason, save: lack of
imagination and organisation, why. the
scientific ability in universities, colleges,
schools, and private laboratories should
not be socialised to a-much greater exten!
than has hitherto been attempted.
But there is another consideration of

equal importance. Perhaps we

~

think
too much of science as nothing but a
ponderous body of doctrine expressed: in
books and memoirs, whereas it is A
living, growing thing in the~minds- of.
men. “As Mr? ‘Benchara Branford has
well said: ‘“ Science ~is

-

born “anew. in
that wonderful world within each man,
when with deliberate will he succeeds in
thinking about the-principles of his work
in the great world without in a clear.
logical, and systematic way, and courage-°
ously puts his conclusions to the test of

. experiment; and the so-called sciences
are the written records of such thinking
only more extensive, cleat, systematic, and
consistent,~ and- more true to reality
because they have been tested by-count-
less experiments and experiences in the
race." There is good reason to believe
that every normal. year sees an increase
in the number of men and women who
“think. about the principles of their
work’; but we have still a long way
to go in our scientific education, And
this is. fundamental,. for just as scientific
discipline increases occupational skill, so
science is continually springing afreshfroin
occupations,

Conserve the Discoverer

Our last reflection is one familiar to
teachers of science, and it is this. “In the
annual crops of students which so rapidly
succeed one another there are many who
show intelligence, thoughtfulness,

~

and
technical skill in various degrees af
development. And the more of these the
better, of course’; they can be trusted
to do a day’s work and a man’s work
anywhere. But, now and again, there
appears a different type—the discoverer
of the ‘new, the- born investigators and
one of the manythings lacking—in spite
of scholarships and the like—in our
educational organisation is some way of
making sure that-this type is not lost.
for it is the discoverer who is of: in-
estimable value to the nation. There are
several distinct kinds of ‘scientific: dis-
covery and perhaps discoverer, but there
is a common characteristic in all—that
they. make things new. Botyai, the
discoverer of non-Euclidean geometry,
said to his father: “1 have created a
new world.” The conserving of

—

the
discoverer must be secured without fail
after the war, for -re- shall need new
worlds. :
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Belgian Slaves and British Emancipators

 

 
  oe ivi i d childrenPitiful scenes like this were frequent in Belgium during the captivity, when the German barbarians Cntraan

to work as slaves in Germanfields and factories. Leering soldiers led the tearful children and stony-faced wi
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By J. Arthur Thomson, M.A.
Regius Professor of Natural History, Aberdeen
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Royal Progress Through the Industrial North : Interestin Lancashire
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Their Majesties’ tour through the North was much more than a complimentary inspection of people and places—their evident interest
in all they saw cemented loyalty everywhere. At Manchester they were cheered wildly by the children, and (right) at Fazakerley Hospital,

Liverpool, they gave great pleasure to the wounded soldiers by chatting freely with them.

  

  
     

   

  

 

  
q Queen Mary at Manchester talking to Mrs. McDermott, to whom

the King handed the Military Medal awarded to her son. Right:
Women workers who greeted the King and Queen.  
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They spent some time in Cammell Laird’s shipbuilding yard at Birkenhead, where several of the workmen were presented to them. With
these they conversed, giving close attention to some and the reward of their genuine amusement (right) to others. Centre: At Liverpool

they visited munition works, and one girl was made happy by the King Stopping at her bench and asking her questions about her work.

In Liverpoo! the Queen stopped her motor-car at a day nurseryfor children of munition workers, and gave much pleasure to the tiny
occupants who regarded her with amusingly varied expressions of interest. In circle: A cheery greetingfrom girls doing national

service on the railway. ’ 7
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At the Town Hall, Manchester, the King presented medals to wounded soldiers, and (right) in another place a chain-works claimod
j and filled their Majesties’ attention. Throughout the tour the enthusiasm of the operatives was remarkable, and war work generally

was undoubtedly “ speeded up ’* by the Royal ‘‘ personal touch,’?

 
   

 

  
 

/ Girls volunteering for national work on the land are given some essentials of outfit and a month’s practical training in farm work,
Nine of them are shown here at the momentof arrival at Tregavethan Manor Farm, Cornwall, and (right) starting off to work.
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was undoubtedly “ speeded up ’* by the Royal ‘‘ personal touch,’?

 
   

 

  
 

/ Girls volunteering for national work on the land are given some essentials of outfit and a month’s practical training in farm work,
Nine of them are shown here at the momentof arrival at Tregavethan Manor Farm, Cornwall, and (right) starting off to work.
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Serving out the ‘‘ hash’’ in a Canadian campon thewestern front.
_. As each manhashis pannikin filled he returns to the tents.
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British field-kitchen on the Salonika front. The French soldier on
the left inspects with interest the kitchen of his comrades-in-arms.
 

 

Trench orderly-room in the British lines on the western front. It
was apparently constructed in a shell-crater.
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Cheerful crowd of heavily-laden Canadian Scottish on their way to

take part in the strafing of the Hun.

 

 

   
 

 

Party of prisoners being searched by their captors afterthe taking
£ Arleux, on the way to Fresnoy, by the Canadians.
 

* Stretcher case’”’ at the capture of Arleux, on the western front.
Wounded prisoners who had beencaptured by the Canadians.
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; German prisoners bringing in a wounded Canadian. Canadian mobile workshop for repairing rifles that have got damaged during
The prisoners were captured at Arleux. the fighting on the western front,
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with Verdun was rewarded by his father with
military decorations and by the world with scorn,

 

 

 

 
 

General Djemal Pasha (right), Turkish Military
Governor et Damascus, driving with Enver

In centre: Enver Pasha in Berlin.Pasha.

  

  

 

  

 

 

 

  
Bavaria’s King at German Headquarters : Von Hindenburg, the Kaiser, Bethmann-Hollweg,
King Louis of Bavaria, Von Ludendorfft, Admiral Holtzendorff. Right: Gen. Miackensen.
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A Turkish Mission headed by the eldest son of the Sultan, Prince Zia Eddin Effendi
Jeft-hand picture) has lately visited Berlin, Vienna, and Sofia.

(the spectacled gentleman in the fore
Right; Prince Zia Eddin Effendi (on the settee) in Bertin,

ground of the
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The WarIllustrated, 2nd June, 1917.

Who’s Who in
Gerard, J. W.— United States Am-

bassador at Berlin until February, 1917, when
he demanded his passports. For two and a
half years looked after British and other Allied
interests in Germany, and endeavouredto obtain
better treatment for British prisoners.

Gilbert, M.—Famous French airman who,
previous to the war, had won world-wide
fame. Decorated for war services in August,
1914. Maderaid on Friedrichshafen, but on

urn was forced to descend in Switzerland,
being interned there, July, 1915. Succeeded
in escaping, but returned in August, 1915.

Giolitti, Signor.—Italian statesman. Born in
1842, he first became Premier in. May, 1892.
After being out of office, he again succeeded
to the Premiership in 1903, and for a third
time in 1906. At first he opposed Italy’s
intervention in the. war, and entered into
negotiations with Germany and Austria in
defiance of a vote of confidence in policy of
Italian Government in favour of intervention.
Later, his patriotism was conspicuous,

Girouard, j Sir. P., K.C.M.G.—
Appoit ief er to Mr. Lloyd George
at Ministry tions, June, 1915.- Born
in 1867, he entered the Army in 1888, and
served with the Dongola ExpeditionaryForce,
1896. “He was Direc of the Sudan Railways,
1895-98, and Director of Railways in South
Africa, 1899-1902.. Governor and Commander-
in-Chief of East African Protectorate, 1909-12:

Gladstone, Lieut. W. G. C., M.P.—Officer
in the Royal Welsh Fusiliers, and grandson
of Mr. W. E. Gladstone. Killed in action in
Flanders, April-rrth, 1915, in his thirtieth year.
A young i it promise, he was M.P.
for Kilmarnock Burghs, and when war broke
out took a prominent part in promoting re-

  

  

 

     
  

 

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

cruiting. Feeling thathe could not ask others
to enlist unl he himself was serving, he  

took a commission, and went out to France in
March, 1915. One of several members of
Parliament tofall in action. :

Glossop, Capt. J. €. T., R.N., C.B—Dis-
tinguished naval officer who, in. command of

ney, destroyed the Germanraider,
Emden (awardedC.B.). Sawservice when a mid-
shipman of H.M.S. Calliope, at Samoa, 1889.

Godley, Maj.-Gen. Sir A. J., K.C.B.,
M.G.—Born 1867. Joined Royal Dublin

 

  

 

  
  

  
 siege of Mafeking; commanded Rhodesian

Brigade. T#ansferred to Irish Guards 1900.
Major-General Imperial General Staff, and
General Officer Commanding, New Zealand
Fortes, roto. Served with distinction in
Gallipoli, where he commanded the New
Zealand Contingent, 1915.

Goltz, Field-Marshal von der.—German
commander and military authority.” Fought
in Franco-Prussian War. In 1883 he went: to
Turkey to reorganise the Sultan’s. Army, and
spent twelve years there. In 1908 he returned
to Turkey and becameidentified. with Young
Turk movement, and again in’ 1910. Took
prominent part in early stages of war, and for
several months was Governor of Brussels.
Later, he went to Turkey ‘to organise its
military resources, and died in Asia, April roth,
1916. Regarded as one of Germany’s greatest
military authorities, and author of the famous
work ‘* The Nation in Arms,’

Goodenough, Rear-Admiral W. E., C.B.,
M.V.0.—Commodore Second Cruiser Squadron,
his pennant flying in the Southampton. Born

  

 

 

    

  

1867. ent? _ telief operations. after
earthquake at -Messina.. Commanded light
cruise Heligoland Bight (promoted com-

 

modore); in Battle of Jutland, where he
commanded Second Light Cruiser Squadron.

Gorringe, Lt.-Gen. Sir G. F., K.C.B., C.M.G.,
D.S.0.—Commanded British force which in
July, 1915, defeated a Turkish force on_ the

  
, Euphrates and occupied Nasiriyeh. Succeeded

General Aylmer in command of the Tigrisji corps operating in Mesopotamia forthe relief
of Kut. Born 1868. Entered Royal Engineers
1888, and saw much service with Egyptian

: “ ; Army. Won D:S.O. in Dongola Campaign,
R.-Ad. GOODENOUGH, [took part in Nile Expeditions of 1897-98-99,

ft Battle of Jutland. and gained distinction in South Africa.

y Continued from page 334
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Goschen, Rt. Hon. Sir W. E., Bart., G.C.B.—

Formerly British Ambassador in Berlin, to
whom  Bethmann- Hollweg used famous
phrase about‘a ‘‘ scrap of paper,” referring to
Treaty guaranteeing neutrality of Belgium,
on eve of war.. .Has- had over forty years’
_experience in Diplomatic Service.

Gough, General Sir Hubert de la Poer, K.C.B.
—Commanding ifth Army on western
front. Won. great praise for his splendid
work in Somme offensive, 1916. Born 1870,
Joined 16th Lancers 1889; served Tirah
Expedition 1897-98, and in. South Africa.
Commanded 16th Lancers 1907-11. Com-
manded 3rd Cavalry Brigade in early stages
of war. Legion of Honour, April, 1917.

Gough, Brig.-Gen. J. E., C,M.G., V.C.
Son of late General Sir Charles Gough, V.C.,
and nephewof late General Sir Hugh Gough,
VEG: First saw cctive service in British
Central Africa, 1896-97. Won his V.C. for
conspicuous bravery at. Daratoleh in 1902.
Died February 22nd, 1915, as result of severe
woundreceived on February 2oth: See

Gough-Calthorpe, Vice-Admiral the Hon.
Sir S. A., K.C.B., €.V.0.—Appointed to com-
mandof Coastguard and Reserves, December,
1916. For six months previous to this he had
filed the position of Second. Sea. Lord.
TYormerly commanded the Second Cruiser
Squadron. Rear-Admiral in the-First Battle
Squadron, 1912-13.

Gouraud, General—Governor-General of
Morocco in. succession to General Lyautey,
December, 1916. Succeeded General d’Amade
in command of French forces in Dardanelles,
May, 1915, then the youngest. Frenchofficer
of his rank, being forty-seven years of age.
In July, 1915, wounded, and right arm had
to be amputated. On recovering from wounds
the following December given command of
an army in Champagne district. Commanded
division on Argonne front earlier in war.

Grahame-White, Claude.—Well-known  air-
man, chairman and managing-director of
Grahame-White Aviation Co., Ltd., the pro-
prietors of the London. Aerodrome, Hendon.
Sprang into fame as competitor of M. Paulhan
in “ Daily Mail” £10,000 Prize for London
to Manchester flight, 1910. After outbreak
of warserved for a time as flight-commander
in the Royal Naval Air Service.

Grant, Captain Noel, C.B.—Commander of
the British auxiliary cruiser Carmania, which
sank the German armed merchant cruiser
Cap Trafalgar off the east coast of South
America, 1914. Now Commanderof Air Store
Depot, White City. :

Grant, Rear-Admiral—Commanding Sub-
marine Division of United States Navy.

Granville, Lord—Grandson of first earl.
In January, 1917, appointed British repre-
sentative to the Provisional Government of M.
Venizelos at Salonika, with title of Diplomatic
Agent. Formerly Counsellor at Embassy, Paris.

Graziani, General—lJormerly Chief of
French Staff ; succeeded by General Duport.

Greatorex, Rear-Admiral Clement, C.B.,
M.V.O., A.D.C.—Naval Assistant to Third
Sea Lord, and Director of Naval Equipment
Since 1915. Rear-Admiral, April, 1917.

Greece, King of.—(Ses Constantine.)
Green, Captain John Leslie, V.C.—Late

Royal Army Medical Corps. Although himself
wounded, he went to the assistance of an
officer who had been wounded and was hung
up on the enemy’s wire entanglements, and
succeeded in dragging him to a shell-hole,
where he dressed his wounds, notwithstanding
that -bombs and rifle-grenades were thrown
at him the whole time. Captain Green then
endeavoured to bring the woundedofficer into
safe cover, and was himself killed.

Green, Captain Murlis, M.C., D.S.0.—lFamous
airman who specially distinguished himself
in the Balkans. In March, 1917, he brought
down three German aeroplanes on the Doiran
front in two days, when he had already
accounted for four enemy machines. single-
handed. —For_ his brilliant services awarded
D.S.0. and M.C. (with bar),* Serbian Order
of the White Eagle, and the French WarCross.
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British destroyer towing home a ‘‘ Blimp” that has developed
engine trouble. The quaint name of blimp is applied to the British

dirigible which has an aeroplane body beneathits gasbag.

  
  

  

 

   

 
 

Diver descending near a mark-buoy denoting the spot at which it
is believed that a trawler has succeeded in sinking a U boat.

President Wilson visiting the flagship of the U.S. Navy Thatthe
Presidentis aboard the small pinnace is shown by the special fiag,
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CAAPTAIN CECIL FH. BODINGTON,secondson of theRey. H. J. Bodington,
of Upton Grey, Hants, was killed at the head of his men in an attack on

April 11th. Having wonscholarships at Charterhouse, King’s School, Canter-
bury, and Peterhouse, Cambridge, after taking his degree he was for two years
‘in India as tutor to the sons of the Maharaja of Kapurthala.
outbreak of war he received a commiss » :
subsequently in the Household Battalion. Capt. Bodington, who was thirty-
Seven years of age, had occasionally played cricket for Hampshire. __ ‘

Captain George Hendley Staveley, of the King’s Own Yorkshire Light
Infantry, killed at the head of his
mission in 1903, and had served in Gibraltar, South Africa, Hong-Kong, and
Singapore. Captain Staveley was a notable rifle shot, having been in the
winning teamfor the Army Cupat Bisley, 1904, and won the Bronze Jewel of
South Africa, 1909.

Lieut.-Colonel Harold Thompson, D.S.0., of the Royal Scots Fusiliers, who
has died of wounds, received his
Africa in 1902 (Queen’s Medal with three bars), and last y
the commandof a battalion. He had wonhis D.S.O. during the present war.

 

Page 356 ,

The Empire’s Roll of Honour -
Lieutenant James Lawrence Mowlie, eldest. son of Dr. and Mrs. Wowlie, of

Singapore, was killed on April 24th. Gazetted to the Highland Light Infantry
in May, 1915, he went to the front in March, 1916 ; was promoted lieutenant
in the following August, and from October last until his death was attached
to Brigade Headquarters Staff as Intelligence Officer.

Lieutenant (temporary Captain) Henry Stear Blackwood, of the London
Regiment, who died of wounds on May1st, was the only sonof the late Mr. Hans
Stevenson Blackwood, and a cousin to the Marquis of Dufferin and Ava. :

Flight-Sub-Lieutenant Frederick Cloete Walker, R.N., who was killed in
France on March 17th, was the only son of Mr. and Mrs. EF. J. Walker, of
Upper Hamilton Terrace, and a grandson of the late Major-General H. 'T.
Cloete, Indian Staff Corps. ‘

Sec.-Lieutenant Edward Foster, of the Royal Fusiliers, who has been killed
in action, was son of Mr. Edward Foster, editorof the ‘ Globe,” and was him-
self, until outbreak of the war, a journalist in the editorial department of the
“* North-Western Daily Mail.” He joined. the Westmorland and Cumberland
Yeomanry. Having risen to the rank of sergeant, he was transferred to an
officer cadet battalion, and went to the front in Septemberlast,
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on in the Royal Horse Guards, and  
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7, Household Battalion.
Capt. C. H. BODINGTON, Capt. G. D. FERGUSON, D.S.0., Capt. H. St. H. PESKETT,

Loyal North Lancs Regt.
Capt. C. H, B. FARMAR,Capt. G. H. STAVELEY,

London Regiment.R.A.M.C., att. RFA. King’s Own Yorks L.I.

 

   

 

          

 

 

Royal Field Artillery.
Capt. W. H. SMITH, Lt Lt. G. K. DAVENPORT,M.C.,

Australian Artillery.
Capt. H. S. BLACKWOOD,--Col. H. THOMPSON,D.S.0.,

London Regiment.Royal Scots Fusiliers.
Lieut. J. L. FOWLIE,

Highland Light Infantry.

  

   

  

          
Fl.-Sub-Lt. R. F. COLLINS,

Royal Navy.
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Lieut. F. 0. BAXTER, M.C..
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Indian Army Res., att. R.F.C.
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Sec.-Lt. G. LYNCH-
STAUNTON, Hussars. «|.

Sec.-Lt. H. J. McDONNELL,
is Royal Irish Rifles.

Sec.-Lt. H. P. DUDLEY,
Leinster Regt., att. RoyalIrish.

Sec.-Lt. E, FOSTER,
Royal Fusiliers.

Portraits by Bassano, Elliott & Fry, Lafayette, Swaine, Chancellor, ard Claude Harris.

Sec.-Lt. G. H. GAMESON,
Northumberland. Fusiliers.
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THEHIGHLAND LIGHT

Macaulay de-
scribes Chatham’s

stately monument in
Westminster Abbey.
S Inere, "says. he,
“ graven by acunning
hand, the effigy, with

eagle face and out-
stretched arm, seems

#1: a purple passage

to bid England be of—
goodcheer and hurl defiance at her foes.”

- That great statesman, the elder Pitt, did

something to-make this proud and con-
fident state of mindpossible, for it was he
whofirst raised those Highland regiments
which have served Britain so well in her
hours of need,

During the great British offensive in
the summer of r916 the Highldnd Light
Infantry showed a remarkable aptitude
for trench raids. On June 27th they
carried out one which Sir Douglas Haig
described as “‘ particularly successful ’”;
and so in cold truth it was. With the

| loss of only two men wounded the raiding
“party returned with forty-six prisoners
and two machine-guns, while they had:

succeeded in destroying two minc-shatts.

Praise from Sir Douglas Haig <
Later, Sir Douglas said that he had reason

to believe they had caused over ninety
casualtige -to the enemy; so his praise,
although high, was not in any way

. exaggerated. A few days later, on July 5th,
they undertook another raid. They got

into the German ‘trenches, destroyed a
. machine-gun emplacement, and , killed
many of the enemy, ~
These raids were but useful prelimin-

aries to the real and grim business which
“began on the Somme on July ist, and
about which we are, for good reasons, as
yet so scantily informed. Once or twice,
however, the curtain has been. lifted and
we havé caught glimpses of the High-
landers at work, although without any

knowledge as to the when or the where
For instance, on one

occasion, a party of the Highland Light
Infantry seized a post which the Germans
. tegarded as a vital one. Sergeant J. Y.
_ Turnbull was in charge ofthis, and the
enemy came on with such fury that time
and again they killed or wounded the
men holding it. Each time, however,

these were replaced, and Sergeant Turn-

. bull encouraged them to keep. it, which
| they did, even at the costof theirlives.

- Record of Heroism
- In the matter of Victoria Crosses’ the
Highland LightInfantry has a fine record
for the Great War. It was the first
regiment to earn three of these coveted
honours, and the one won by Turnbull

-made the fourth. The previous winners
were Private George Wilson, of the 2nd
Battalion, who-won it for one of the
outstanding deeds of the war on Sep-
tember 14th, r914; Lieut. W.L.Brodie,

also of the 2nd Battalion, who gained it
on November 11th, 1914, during the
Battle of Ypres; and Lance-Corporal
William Angus, a Territorial, who received
it for his daring at Givenchy on June

qo a2th, 1915."

eee.

The two Regular battalions of the High-
U ‘land Light Infantry were early at the

seatof: war, The 2nd crossed to France

, heavily assailed, and two

in August, 1914, as part of the 2nd
Division, and the 1st came from India
somewhat later as the’ British battalion
attached to the Sirhind Brigade of the
Indian Army Corps.

Comparatively speaking, the znd Bat-’
talion had an easy time during the retreat,
but it was far otherwise at the Battles
of the Aisne and Ypres. At the former
the Highlanders crossed the river at Pont
Arcy, on the broken girders of a bridge,
and once on the other side pushed the
Germans before themtill they were past
Verneuil. Here it was that Private Wilson
with only one companion went for a
machine-gun ; the other man was killed,

but Wilson dashed on, killed the officer

and the six Germans who had charge of
it, and then destroyed the weapon.
The fiery ordeal of Ypres tested the

Highland Light Infantry most severely
from November: 11th to 14th, at the

close of that long battle. On the 11th
they helped to repulse the attack made
by the Prussian Guard, for, like Napoleon
at Waterloo, the Kaiser used his favourite
troops for his last and greatest attempt

INFANTRY
In 1915, as part of a Territorial division,

some other battalions of the Highland
Light Infantry were sent out to Gallipoli.
In July they were throwninto thefight,
and on the 21st they. distinguished them-
selves in an engagement which ended in
the capture of a Turkish redoubt. It was
on this occasion that Piper K. McLennan,

of the 7th Battalion, played the men into
action, and continued to do so until his

pipes were destroyed by shrapnel

Leading Parts at Loos

In the Battle of Loos at least four
battalions of the Highland Light Infantry
played leading parts. The 12th was
in the 15th Division, the one which swept
through Loos and made the most suc-
cessful attack of the day, In the oth
Division werethe roth and 11th Battalions,
and when the word was given, at 6.30
on the morning of September 25th, they
made for Fosse 8 and the Hohenzollern
Redoubt. At one stage of the advance
they had especially heavy fighting, but
they forced their way into the first line
of l:ostile trenches. The roth Battalion
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to break the British line. It was on that
day that.Lieut.. Brodie. won the’ V.C:
On the 14th the battalion was again

non-commis-
sioned officers, _W. Bradford and_ T.

Simpson, won the D.C.M. for their part
im keeping the Germans .qut of our
trenches.
By this time- the 1st Battalion had

arrived in France from. India, and on

-December roth it took part in alittle
engagement near La Bassée. The idea
was to seize some German trenches, and
at 4.30 in the morning theHighland Light
Infantry and, the -4th Gurkhas led the
way thereto. Two enemy lines were
captured, but on either side our men

were unsupported, and, after holding on
throughout the day, they fell back after
dark. This unfortunate occurrence evi-
dently encouraged the Germans, for on
the next day they came forwardinforce
and seized most of Givenchy. In this
fight valuable assistance was .given by
the 9th _Battalion,- Territorials from
Glasgow. > -

lost very heavily, indeed, and at one time
seemed somewhat shaken, but M.
.H. C. Stuart took it in hand, reorganised

the men Who remained, and, their co
fidence- being restored, led them aga
forward.- The Roll of Honour shows, too,

that the 2nd Battalion was engaged in
this battle.

The- Highland Light In y dates

from 1777, andwasat first called Macleod’s
Highlanders. Its early services were in
India, and during the Peninsular War it
served in Spain, being engaged in some
very savage fighting there, and Winning
especial glory at Vittoria, _The 2nd
Battalion, the old 74th Highlanders,
raised in 1787, also did good servicé in
India and the Peninsular War. The rst
Battalion was at Waterloo and in the
Crimea; many men of the 2nd wént
dewn in the Birkenhead, and their suc-
cessors helped to storm Arabi’s position
at Tel-el-Kebir. In the Boer War the
ist Battalion lost heavily at Magers-
fontein,

- A.W. H.
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CAAPTAIN CECIL FH. BODINGTON,secondson of theRey. H. J. Bodington,
of Upton Grey, Hants, was killed at the head of his men in an attack on

April 11th. Having wonscholarships at Charterhouse, King’s School, Canter-
bury, and Peterhouse, Cambridge, after taking his degree he was for two years
‘in India as tutor to the sons of the Maharaja of Kapurthala.
outbreak of war he received a commiss » :
subsequently in the Household Battalion. Capt. Bodington, who was thirty-
Seven years of age, had occasionally played cricket for Hampshire. __ ‘

Captain George Hendley Staveley, of the King’s Own Yorkshire Light
Infantry, killed at the head of his
mission in 1903, and had served in Gibraltar, South Africa, Hong-Kong, and
Singapore. Captain Staveley was a notable rifle shot, having been in the
winning teamfor the Army Cupat Bisley, 1904, and won the Bronze Jewel of
South Africa, 1909.

Lieut.-Colonel Harold Thompson, D.S.0., of the Royal Scots Fusiliers, who
has died of wounds, received his
Africa in 1902 (Queen’s Medal with three bars), and last y
the commandof a battalion. He had wonhis D.S.O. during the present war.

 

Page 356 ,

The Empire’s Roll of Honour -
Lieutenant James Lawrence Mowlie, eldest. son of Dr. and Mrs. Wowlie, of

Singapore, was killed on April 24th. Gazetted to the Highland Light Infantry
in May, 1915, he went to the front in March, 1916 ; was promoted lieutenant
in the following August, and from October last until his death was attached
to Brigade Headquarters Staff as Intelligence Officer.

Lieutenant (temporary Captain) Henry Stear Blackwood, of the London
Regiment, who died of wounds on May1st, was the only sonof the late Mr. Hans
Stevenson Blackwood, and a cousin to the Marquis of Dufferin and Ava. :

Flight-Sub-Lieutenant Frederick Cloete Walker, R.N., who was killed in
France on March 17th, was the only son of Mr. and Mrs. EF. J. Walker, of
Upper Hamilton Terrace, and a grandson of the late Major-General H. 'T.
Cloete, Indian Staff Corps. ‘

Sec.-Lieutenant Edward Foster, of the Royal Fusiliers, who has been killed
in action, was son of Mr. Edward Foster, editorof the ‘ Globe,” and was him-
self, until outbreak of the war, a journalist in the editorial department of the
“* North-Western Daily Mail.” He joined. the Westmorland and Cumberland
Yeomanry. Having risen to the rank of sergeant, he was transferred to an
officer cadet battalion, and went to the front in Septemberlast,
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Capt. C. H. BODINGTON, Capt. G. D. FERGUSON, D.S.0., Capt. H. St. H. PESKETT,
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London Regiment.R.A.M.C., att. RFA. King’s Own Yorks L.I.
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THEHIGHLAND LIGHT

Macaulay de-
scribes Chatham’s

stately monument in
Westminster Abbey.
S Inere, "says. he,
“ graven by acunning
hand, the effigy, with

eagle face and out-
stretched arm, seems

#1: a purple passage

to bid England be of—
goodcheer and hurl defiance at her foes.”

- That great statesman, the elder Pitt, did

something to-make this proud and con-
fident state of mindpossible, for it was he
whofirst raised those Highland regiments
which have served Britain so well in her
hours of need,

During the great British offensive in
the summer of r916 the Highldnd Light
Infantry showed a remarkable aptitude
for trench raids. On June 27th they
carried out one which Sir Douglas Haig
described as “‘ particularly successful ’”;
and so in cold truth it was. With the

| loss of only two men wounded the raiding
“party returned with forty-six prisoners
and two machine-guns, while they had:

succeeded in destroying two minc-shatts.

Praise from Sir Douglas Haig <
Later, Sir Douglas said that he had reason

to believe they had caused over ninety
casualtige -to the enemy; so his praise,
although high, was not in any way

. exaggerated. A few days later, on July 5th,
they undertook another raid. They got

into the German ‘trenches, destroyed a
. machine-gun emplacement, and , killed
many of the enemy, ~
These raids were but useful prelimin-

aries to the real and grim business which
“began on the Somme on July ist, and
about which we are, for good reasons, as
yet so scantily informed. Once or twice,
however, the curtain has been. lifted and
we havé caught glimpses of the High-
landers at work, although without any

knowledge as to the when or the where
For instance, on one

occasion, a party of the Highland Light
Infantry seized a post which the Germans
. tegarded as a vital one. Sergeant J. Y.
_ Turnbull was in charge ofthis, and the
enemy came on with such fury that time
and again they killed or wounded the
men holding it. Each time, however,

these were replaced, and Sergeant Turn-

. bull encouraged them to keep. it, which
| they did, even at the costof theirlives.

- Record of Heroism
- In the matter of Victoria Crosses’ the
Highland LightInfantry has a fine record
for the Great War. It was the first
regiment to earn three of these coveted
honours, and the one won by Turnbull

-made the fourth. The previous winners
were Private George Wilson, of the 2nd
Battalion, who-won it for one of the
outstanding deeds of the war on Sep-
tember 14th, r914; Lieut. W.L.Brodie,

also of the 2nd Battalion, who gained it
on November 11th, 1914, during the
Battle of Ypres; and Lance-Corporal
William Angus, a Territorial, who received
it for his daring at Givenchy on June

qo a2th, 1915."

eee.

The two Regular battalions of the High-
U ‘land Light Infantry were early at the

seatof: war, The 2nd crossed to France

, heavily assailed, and two

in August, 1914, as part of the 2nd
Division, and the 1st came from India
somewhat later as the’ British battalion
attached to the Sirhind Brigade of the
Indian Army Corps.

Comparatively speaking, the znd Bat-’
talion had an easy time during the retreat,
but it was far otherwise at the Battles
of the Aisne and Ypres. At the former
the Highlanders crossed the river at Pont
Arcy, on the broken girders of a bridge,
and once on the other side pushed the
Germans before themtill they were past
Verneuil. Here it was that Private Wilson
with only one companion went for a
machine-gun ; the other man was killed,

but Wilson dashed on, killed the officer

and the six Germans who had charge of
it, and then destroyed the weapon.
The fiery ordeal of Ypres tested the

Highland Light Infantry most severely
from November: 11th to 14th, at the

close of that long battle. On the 11th
they helped to repulse the attack made
by the Prussian Guard, for, like Napoleon
at Waterloo, the Kaiser used his favourite
troops for his last and greatest attempt

INFANTRY
In 1915, as part of a Territorial division,

some other battalions of the Highland
Light Infantry were sent out to Gallipoli.
In July they were throwninto thefight,
and on the 21st they. distinguished them-
selves in an engagement which ended in
the capture of a Turkish redoubt. It was
on this occasion that Piper K. McLennan,

of the 7th Battalion, played the men into
action, and continued to do so until his

pipes were destroyed by shrapnel

Leading Parts at Loos

In the Battle of Loos at least four
battalions of the Highland Light Infantry
played leading parts. The 12th was
in the 15th Division, the one which swept
through Loos and made the most suc-
cessful attack of the day, In the oth
Division werethe roth and 11th Battalions,
and when the word was given, at 6.30
on the morning of September 25th, they
made for Fosse 8 and the Hohenzollern
Redoubt. At one stage of the advance
they had especially heavy fighting, but
they forced their way into the first line
of l:ostile trenches. The roth Battalion
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to break the British line. It was on that
day that.Lieut.. Brodie. won the’ V.C:
On the 14th the battalion was again

non-commis-
sioned officers, _W. Bradford and_ T.

Simpson, won the D.C.M. for their part
im keeping the Germans .qut of our
trenches.
By this time- the 1st Battalion had

arrived in France from. India, and on

-December roth it took part in alittle
engagement near La Bassée. The idea
was to seize some German trenches, and
at 4.30 in the morning theHighland Light
Infantry and, the -4th Gurkhas led the
way thereto. Two enemy lines were
captured, but on either side our men

were unsupported, and, after holding on
throughout the day, they fell back after
dark. This unfortunate occurrence evi-
dently encouraged the Germans, for on
the next day they came forwardinforce
and seized most of Givenchy. In this
fight valuable assistance was .given by
the 9th _Battalion,- Territorials from
Glasgow. > -

lost very heavily, indeed, and at one time
seemed somewhat shaken, but M.
.H. C. Stuart took it in hand, reorganised

the men Who remained, and, their co
fidence- being restored, led them aga
forward.- The Roll of Honour shows, too,

that the 2nd Battalion was engaged in
this battle.

The- Highland Light In y dates

from 1777, andwasat first called Macleod’s
Highlanders. Its early services were in
India, and during the Peninsular War it
served in Spain, being engaged in some
very savage fighting there, and Winning
especial glory at Vittoria, _The 2nd
Battalion, the old 74th Highlanders,
raised in 1787, also did good servicé in
India and the Peninsular War. The rst
Battalion was at Waterloo and in the
Crimea; many men of the 2nd wént
dewn in the Birkenhead, and their suc-
cessors helped to storm Arabi’s position
at Tel-el-Kebir. In the Boer War the
ist Battalion lost heavily at Magers-
fontein,

- A.W. H.
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Eee) BURNHAM, in the House of
Lords recently, made a suggestion

it is to be hoped, the Govern-
t, despite

on which,

ment will yet see its way to ac
the “insuperable difficulties’ which, it
was declared, prevented their doing so.
Lord Burnhamsaid that, owing to the de-

creased size of newspapers, and the conse-
quent*suspension of the ordinary means of
publishing casualty lists, the Government
should post up the names of those who had
fallen in action, and those who haddied of

wounds and on active service, on the
public buildings of the townsin the county
to which the battalion or regiment be-

longed or the headquarters of the unit.
“Day by day the soldiers of the rank
and “file were © dying “in” blood-stained

‘heaps in France and’ Flanders, and toa
lesser,’degree*in other fields of war, with
a sublime self-sacrifice which was all the
greater because we seemed to take it as
a matter’ of course—and certainly they
did.“ But with regard to the notice and
publication ‘of their -deaths when they
fell; it wasabsolutely the case that almost

the only method by which their deaths
were nownoticed wa Ss by communication
to the next oe kin.’

Séatccie Satisfactory

HE official reply to Lord Burnham’s
suggestion: was. that, owing to the

necessity for cconomyin the use of paper,
and the work that would-be entailed, it
was not possible to do this.” I can scarcely
think that; in all the-circumstances, the

people of this country will regard that
reply as satisfactory. j

Fons of paper can be squandered over
an inept publicity campaign for ** National
Service,” but there is not paper on vhich.to
record the mere names of those -vho have
so died that Britain and civilisation may
live.. There is paper for extrav:agatit
postering about “‘ economy’’—but there
is no paper ou which-to paythe bare meed
of public recognition to those whohaye
died: or been” maimed ‘for Xing and
country.” There is paper forannounting
‘flag .days.”.— but -not. for announcing
the names of those who~- have ‘made
the supreme sacrifice in nee of
‘CGR Aciate aan, ree eenune ass SE

“Half Devil and Half Childv

OW“the German dragon’ has been
“behaving during the retreat~ our

correspondents at the front have told. us
from. time to time in. graphic fashion.

Incidentally, we learn,- too, that- the
wanton destruction and the bestiality
shown bythe retreating troops were quite
in accordance with the orders of tl1e High
Command, and not’to be excused’as the
mere outbreak of licence among men
disappointed in defeat: Mr. Philip Gibbs
told sus that the work ‘was~ done by

Hindenburg’s orders, and Mr. G.- H.

Perris indicated a curious*mixture in the
German‘character made «plain in the
course of his jéurneyings in the territory
-which the allied treops reoccupied.

““T was examining these things (says
Mr. Pertis), turning over in«my mind‘a
thousand bestialities “witnessed in the
course ofthis most horrible struggle, and

- sequiel- that the

“should dare

“hig eyes are

_they happened to

and. those

wondering how I could present the facts

in their living force, when J tumbled into
a small deep valley where. the German
soldiers had established a crude sort of
playground. In the centre was a merry-
go-round, some wheelless bicycles taking
the place of wooden horses, and ragged
clothes surmounting the squalid; structure.
At the mouth of the valley an orchard of
lacerated trees lay in full view under the
warmsunshine of this perfect spring day.
Anold word’of Kipling came to: my-mind,
“Half-devil and half-child.’ It is the
association of a diabolical cunning with
the gross childishness that gives so many
German outrages their afiling”
peculiarly revolting dae lity.”

“The Victor. Eats First’

RUE}. «but * Friedrich Prinz von
Lowenstein, -in. recently stating that

view, ‘appears ‘to~ have forgotten. that
before putting so very Prussian a dictum
into practice —with, of course, its implied

vanquished: must put up
with «the victor’s leavings "it is
nécessary to establish Which ‘7s victor.
As a-homely English proverb puts it, do
not count your chickens before they are
hatched.

To stich as Friedrich Prinz von. Lowen-
stein it would; of course, be °fese

majeste of-an unthinkable kind that any
chicken which he -had’ counted upon

not to hatch. Therefore he
has tabulated some of the things which

Britain should contribute to the “ war
indemnity in kind,’ glances over the

Britains beyond seas, and notes down

some
contribute ;.looks to Trance, Italy, and

Russia for other things; and—to use
another proverbial illustration—generally
proceeds to divide the skin. before the
bear is Jalled. Ivie@rich Prinz von
Lowenstein is that most unseeing of all
jingoes, a German jingo?) When at length

Opened by thesJogic. of
we shall have to. teal oh hit: and)

that it is so—‘*the victor
events.
his fellows
eatsefirst.’’» ine Case sae : 3

Humour v1 Zepps  - 3. -

Pe is alive 1ys interesting - to learn of the
psychological effect Of great ‘hap

‘individuals or: on a crowd.
Few people: can know how even they
themselves would behave at a sudden
crisis*-suth-as’ a ‘bombardment from the

air, or otherwise, of the place in which
“be situated: ~~ For
THE War ILLys-
ago, put-in most

something of the
feelings of one man who. went “over the
top,» and his» feelings were probably

those of -hundreds -of others: To- ‘few,
however,is it given to be able to interpret

eile on

example,~a~ writer “in

TRATED, some weeks
fashion

‘in words their owifeelings, and-it is only
with presence of mind to,the observer

make a-note of it who can record the
immediate effect ‘of anycrisison himself

enone him.”

interested
munitioner

Twas.
young

HIN KING of this,
in. hearing’ a

‘talking of: what ‘Happened acarines the

and |.
Seeing

humour
“understanding:

of the materials which they should >

_ colander

~N.B.

, rice grains in it) ;

,of any

‘lights out’ of an air raid early in the
year. The warning had been given that
“Zepps were about,” and the lights were
duly lowered. What did ali the girls do”
during the time, she was asked, and the

reply was that they mostly sang more or
léss “rhymeless “songs of their own com-

posing: The words of oneof these ran:

I’ve put every pennyin the War Loan;
There won't be a pennyleft for me!

xpence saves a soldier,
y. tanner saves a Jack.

Oh, weshall all be wearing fig-leaves
Whenour soldier boys come back!

that Zeppelins are-
sent to frighten us; # has long: been.,

abyious to all “except the. purblind
psychologists of Germanythat they attain
that end no more closely than they .do
that of effecting any more diréct- mihtary
end. J2ven our girls meet the “ menace
from the air’ with song, and with song
of their-own that is shot through with a

that is far beyond the Teuton

presumably

An Economy Note-:

LADYsends me the following hints:
on ‘the? boiling of-riee:’ “Sticky

rice, beat wifeis a “saying” whichif
enforced, might make‘ some. of us feel a
little nervous atthe’ head of the family
dinner-table. - Perhaps the following hints:
may- -be iisben mental in relieving-the
strained sitttation.» They were given to
me by my Indian avon and ie pagogh to
know. :

Rice ‘swells in the boiling to one and<
half times its dry bulk, so have plenty ei
water in the pan, with room fo boil: up
without boiling over. ~Put in the:‘salt
before the water boils, and whatever you
db, don’t forget it; rice boiled without
Salt is horrible: Allow a. good’ table-
spoonful. ‘of rice for cach person ; wash
it ‘well in cold: water; and: as soon as the
pot is boiling stir “it in? It takes from
fifteen to tiventy minutes, and it needs
to-be stirfed occasionally, and tobe kept
at‘ the boil.” As soon as it is ‘soft, put a

over a “clean. basin,. ‘and~ pour
the contents of the pot into it; give the
colander a- good shake, and then put the
rice back into the empty pot; if it is
sticky, pour some cold water on to it,
stir it quickly, ani empty it into the
colander- again at once. »If it -is. still
sticky, repeat the process quickly. Put

* the rice back into the pot and leave it to
dry, and keep hot-on the-side of the
stove till you are ready to dish up.

If the rice is to take the place of potatoes
and you can spare the tiniest- scrap. of
butter, stir it in; it will be a great im-

provement. Or, if you like, fry a slice
of onion. chopped up, and mix that in;
quite a little onion gives a goodflavour.

-KXeep-the rice water, and use it.as
in case there are any
it is capital for muslin

kind, .also -collars and window
blinds; but it must be. used to-day. or

. to-mortow, as it does not Keeps,

SAH

starch (strain it,
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THE FIELD OF THE CLOTH OF GOLD
ours, who even in war can feast their eyes

Y what scale and upon what basis of
calculation can we attempt to esti-

mate our debt to men-who have trans-
figured the world for us, if only for a day,
by showing us beauty where we had
thought no beauty was? Surely the
service is a very great one; yet it is
rendered with unconsciousness so artless
and complete that the men themselves
would be surprised to hear we thought
we owed them anything at all. Happily
endowed with both seeing eye andvision,
they do not realise what it means not to
see things that are “‘ there’; and, there-

fore, not to see the things as real that are
behind. They work their miracles
unwittingly ; yet it is as though they

touched our closed eyelids, and suddenly
werealise that, though we were blind, now

we see. And all at once the world is
glorified.

   rl
  

HIS is not mere idle fancy. Over
and over again in the course of my

life I have had the experience, and never
have I been left unstirred by gratitude
to the man who has done me good. The

latest experience befell me this very even-
ing. Coming home, tired, by~ under-
ground railway, I secured a seat only at
Charing Cross where half a dozen soldiers

got into the carriage, those dramatic
figures with which we are so familiar
now-—men just arrived in \England on
leave from the front—-with stern, tanned
faces, hands hard as the stockof the rifte

they grip, packs, water-bottles, and
shrapnel-helmets, and heaven knows what
else hung before and behindandall round
their weary bodies, and on their heavy
boots and putties mud, mud, mud.

OTone of them spoke a word,’and all
of them had that imtent fixity of

the eyes which seems to be a hall-mark
of the manon active service. I took for
eranted that they were thinking of the
immediate future, of the meeting with
wife and children, of seeing home, of tea

properly served, of slippers perhaps, and a
soft bed with sheets. But I could-only
think of their immediate past, and having
nofirst-hand knowledge of the conditions -
of that, my mental picture of it was
painted in the colour of the mud upon
their heavy boots and puttees. They
had come from the trenches, and to my
mind trenches suggested nothing but
mud, mud in which horses got stogged,”'
mud in which men sank and were suf-
focated—at its best, mud which clung to
and exhausted the strongest.

   

HEYgot out of the train at Victoria,
and chance, coincidence, whatever

youlike to call it, ordained that acivilian,

getting out, too, left on the seat beside

me a copy of the morning paper contain-
ing a letter written from the front by
Philip Gibbs. I read it with detached
indifference until I came to a paragraph
about the historic meeting. between
Henry VIII. and Francis I. at the Field
of the Cloth of Gold. And next I found®
this astonishingly brilliant war~ corre-
spondent telling me that, if I wanted to
have any idea of the surroundings amid
which our menare living in France to-day,
I must visualise a vast champaign_all
covered with cloth of gold and traced
with lines of trenches that were stripes
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of brighter gold—no product this of
weavers’ looms, but issued from the mint
of Nature, the gleaming discs of millions
of dandelions.

HAT’S -how the miracle was wrought
for me this evening. Beauty was

flashed before my mind, and everything
was transfigured. For mud, flowers ;

for drab, gold; for a dark, underground

tunnel, the sun-bathed land of France.

If there is a more splendid sight in Nature
thana field ablaze with fully-open dande-
lions turned towards the sun ona glori-
ously fine morning, I have never seenit.
Manyflowers are yellow. Only a few of
the crowfoot tribe—the buttercup, the
lesser celandine, the globe-flower, and the

marsh marigold—approach the dandelion
in glittering brilliance of metallic gold.
My eyes were opened by the master-
touch of the Seer, and my soul wasstirred
by the splendid vision.

 

‘OR think of what it means—summer
coming, summer at hand, summer here.

And summer, as Professon J. Arthur

Thomson tells us, ‘‘ is the time of maxi-
mum output and income of energy, when
the fires of life not only burn. brightest,
but are built up for another season; it
is the time of intensest effort, rising even
to madness, the time of richest beauty |
and fullest joy.’ That, perhaps, is the
first glad thought that may be gathered
from the collated words of Gibbs and
Thomson, that beauty and joy walk the

world hand-in-hand, and so these men of

 

    DODLDSDD< SREKEREKRS
6 2 . 9Chemin des Dames
be ORTH of the Aisne the enemy continued te

withdrawim thedirection of the Chemin
des Dames.” ‘This passage in a French Official
report suggested the following graceful lines by
ysart M‘Mullen, in the “‘ New York Tribune”:

ID they pass—in thatlong forgotten
Olden time which the trouveres sing >—

Ambling jennet andtinkling palfrey,
Lute and pipe for the journeying.

Silks and satin and musky velvet,
Matron jolly and laughing lass—

Over the road of joyful venture—
Ladies of romance—did they pass >

Is it from ladies such as these
That the name comes downthrough the centuries>

Did they pass—in that long forgotten’
Olden time whichno trouveres siag >—

Clumsy sabot and heavy burden,
Pain andtears for the journeying.

Rags and patches and wolfish faces,
Matron weary-andtoiling lass—

Over the road of hunger driven—
Daughters of labour—did they pass?

Is it from women such as these 3
That the name comes downthroughthe centuries ?

What matters it—that long forgotten
Olden time which the poets sing ?

War flung men from the seven oceans
‘Here now pass in their journeying.

Serf and pageant have both departed,
Matron vanished with laughing lass—

Over the road of long-deadladies
Soldiers of glory onward pass.

It is from heroes such as these
That the name will go through the centuries,

on the one, may refresh their soul with

the other. -

But it is not the only thought to be

gathered for the comforting of

anxious hearts at home. ‘‘ The biggest

fact in the biology of summer,” Professor

Thomson goes on, ‘“‘is perhaps the most

obvious one, that it is then that life

comes nearest, or; what comes to the

same thing, is most exposed to the source

of all mundane energy—the sun...

The general fact, demonstrable by num-

berless experiments, is that the heat and

light of summer renew the energies of

living creatures . . . . Quite irrespective

of warmth and comfort, the sunlight

quickensthe pulse of man’slife.” Is there

no comfort in the assuranceof science that

life is running more strongly in the blood

of these splendid men to-day, even if the

knowledge increases the passionate in-

tensity of your prayer that the life may

not be cut off suddenly ?

Pro further short passages I want
to quote, because I feel sure they

will find a response in the heart of
many of the men who have seen the
Field of the Cloth of Gold in France.
Here is the first: “‘No one can have
realised what the work of summer
actually means without feeling that there
is prefound truth in the doctrine of rein-
carnation, that nothing is ever really
lost in this economical world. Matter is
evercirculating, in summer most actively ;
energy is ever changing, In summer most
of all. Nothing.is ever lost; all things
flow.” That is some answer to those who
think only, or thinkfirst, of the “waste ”

of war. There is no such thing-as waste
in the whole economy of Nature. And
if you think I'am twisting Professor
Thomson’s words from his biological to
a_ theological—use, and assuming that

natural law applies to the spiritual world,
I answer with this other passage; taken

“from another chapter of ‘‘ Phe Biology of
the Seasons’: /‘“‘ The leaves live anddic
for the plant, which is*enriched by their
summer's work,~ and saved by “their
autumn fall. ‘Andin their death, which
seems to us very beautiful; we see an ex-

pression of fundamental facts which have
their application, to ourselves, that the

life of the species requires the death of
individuals, that sacrifice is essential to

~ progress, and that while the leaves fall
from its many branches the Tree of Life
lives strongly on.” :

HAT scientifically cautious admission
as to the tise of analogy surely

suggests. that beauty—and, therefore, joy
—were meant to be, and, therefore, are in
every field of human service. Some-
times, maybe, we cannot see them, being
blinded by our owntears ; sometimes we
miss them because do not know how to see.
Thus, in the battlefields of Artois did I see
only furrows scored by agonytill someone
touched my eyes, and, lo! they were not
furrows, but gold stripes of honour and
most heroic Sacrifice. Suffering has its own
beauty and its own joy. And,as for death
—men of our blood are testifying every
day that itis a nobly beautiful, a gloriously
joyful, and even a desirablething. ==
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A PICTURE-RECORD of Events by Land, Sea and Air. Edited by J, A. HAMMERTON :

 

   
 

‘OVER THE TOP” WITH THE “ TANKS.’’—Durin i i4 Ra g a recent British attack in France some Scottish troops went
fonwand with a couple of ‘‘ tanks.’’ A French eye-witness declared : ‘‘ Never haveI beheld facesso lit up_with Snthusiauin
as were those of the Scottish at the tragic moment when, in the dawn of the battle, they leaped from their trenches.”
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THE FIELD OF THE CLOTH OF GOLD
ours, who even in war can feast their eyes

Y what scale and upon what basis of
calculation can we attempt to esti-

mate our debt to men-who have trans-
figured the world for us, if only for a day,
by showing us beauty where we had
thought no beauty was? Surely the
service is a very great one; yet it is
rendered with unconsciousness so artless
and complete that the men themselves
would be surprised to hear we thought
we owed them anything at all. Happily
endowed with both seeing eye andvision,
they do not realise what it means not to
see things that are “‘ there’; and, there-

fore, not to see the things as real that are
behind. They work their miracles
unwittingly ; yet it is as though they

touched our closed eyelids, and suddenly
werealise that, though we were blind, now

we see. And all at once the world is
glorified.

   rl
  

HIS is not mere idle fancy. Over
and over again in the course of my

life I have had the experience, and never
have I been left unstirred by gratitude
to the man who has done me good. The

latest experience befell me this very even-
ing. Coming home, tired, by~ under-
ground railway, I secured a seat only at
Charing Cross where half a dozen soldiers

got into the carriage, those dramatic
figures with which we are so familiar
now-—men just arrived in \England on
leave from the front—-with stern, tanned
faces, hands hard as the stockof the rifte

they grip, packs, water-bottles, and
shrapnel-helmets, and heaven knows what
else hung before and behindandall round
their weary bodies, and on their heavy
boots and putties mud, mud, mud.

OTone of them spoke a word,’and all
of them had that imtent fixity of

the eyes which seems to be a hall-mark
of the manon active service. I took for
eranted that they were thinking of the
immediate future, of the meeting with
wife and children, of seeing home, of tea

properly served, of slippers perhaps, and a
soft bed with sheets. But I could-only
think of their immediate past, and having
nofirst-hand knowledge of the conditions -
of that, my mental picture of it was
painted in the colour of the mud upon
their heavy boots and puttees. They
had come from the trenches, and to my
mind trenches suggested nothing but
mud, mud in which horses got stogged,”'
mud in which men sank and were suf-
focated—at its best, mud which clung to
and exhausted the strongest.

   

HEYgot out of the train at Victoria,
and chance, coincidence, whatever

youlike to call it, ordained that acivilian,

getting out, too, left on the seat beside

me a copy of the morning paper contain-
ing a letter written from the front by
Philip Gibbs. I read it with detached
indifference until I came to a paragraph
about the historic meeting. between
Henry VIII. and Francis I. at the Field
of the Cloth of Gold. And next I found®
this astonishingly brilliant war~ corre-
spondent telling me that, if I wanted to
have any idea of the surroundings amid
which our menare living in France to-day,
I must visualise a vast champaign_all
covered with cloth of gold and traced
with lines of trenches that were stripes
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of brighter gold—no product this of
weavers’ looms, but issued from the mint
of Nature, the gleaming discs of millions
of dandelions.

HAT’S -how the miracle was wrought
for me this evening. Beauty was

flashed before my mind, and everything
was transfigured. For mud, flowers ;

for drab, gold; for a dark, underground

tunnel, the sun-bathed land of France.

If there is a more splendid sight in Nature
thana field ablaze with fully-open dande-
lions turned towards the sun ona glori-
ously fine morning, I have never seenit.
Manyflowers are yellow. Only a few of
the crowfoot tribe—the buttercup, the
lesser celandine, the globe-flower, and the

marsh marigold—approach the dandelion
in glittering brilliance of metallic gold.
My eyes were opened by the master-
touch of the Seer, and my soul wasstirred
by the splendid vision.

 

‘OR think of what it means—summer
coming, summer at hand, summer here.

And summer, as Professon J. Arthur

Thomson tells us, ‘‘ is the time of maxi-
mum output and income of energy, when
the fires of life not only burn. brightest,
but are built up for another season; it
is the time of intensest effort, rising even
to madness, the time of richest beauty |
and fullest joy.’ That, perhaps, is the
first glad thought that may be gathered
from the collated words of Gibbs and
Thomson, that beauty and joy walk the

world hand-in-hand, and so these men of

 

    DODLDSDD< SREKEREKRS
6 2 . 9Chemin des Dames
be ORTH of the Aisne the enemy continued te

withdrawim thedirection of the Chemin
des Dames.” ‘This passage in a French Official
report suggested the following graceful lines by
ysart M‘Mullen, in the “‘ New York Tribune”:

ID they pass—in thatlong forgotten
Olden time which the trouveres sing >—

Ambling jennet andtinkling palfrey,
Lute and pipe for the journeying.

Silks and satin and musky velvet,
Matron jolly and laughing lass—

Over the road of joyful venture—
Ladies of romance—did they pass >

Is it from ladies such as these
That the name comes downthrough the centuries>

Did they pass—in that long forgotten’
Olden time whichno trouveres siag >—

Clumsy sabot and heavy burden,
Pain andtears for the journeying.

Rags and patches and wolfish faces,
Matron weary-andtoiling lass—

Over the road of hunger driven—
Daughters of labour—did they pass?

Is it from women such as these 3
That the name comes downthroughthe centuries ?

What matters it—that long forgotten
Olden time which the poets sing ?

War flung men from the seven oceans
‘Here now pass in their journeying.

Serf and pageant have both departed,
Matron vanished with laughing lass—

Over the road of long-deadladies
Soldiers of glory onward pass.

It is from heroes such as these
That the name will go through the centuries,

on the one, may refresh their soul with

the other. -

But it is not the only thought to be

gathered for the comforting of

anxious hearts at home. ‘‘ The biggest

fact in the biology of summer,” Professor

Thomson goes on, ‘“‘is perhaps the most

obvious one, that it is then that life

comes nearest, or; what comes to the

same thing, is most exposed to the source

of all mundane energy—the sun...

The general fact, demonstrable by num-

berless experiments, is that the heat and

light of summer renew the energies of

living creatures . . . . Quite irrespective

of warmth and comfort, the sunlight

quickensthe pulse of man’slife.” Is there

no comfort in the assuranceof science that

life is running more strongly in the blood

of these splendid men to-day, even if the

knowledge increases the passionate in-

tensity of your prayer that the life may

not be cut off suddenly ?

Pro further short passages I want
to quote, because I feel sure they

will find a response in the heart of
many of the men who have seen the
Field of the Cloth of Gold in France.
Here is the first: “‘No one can have
realised what the work of summer
actually means without feeling that there
is prefound truth in the doctrine of rein-
carnation, that nothing is ever really
lost in this economical world. Matter is
evercirculating, in summer most actively ;
energy is ever changing, In summer most
of all. Nothing.is ever lost; all things
flow.” That is some answer to those who
think only, or thinkfirst, of the “waste ”

of war. There is no such thing-as waste
in the whole economy of Nature. And
if you think I'am twisting Professor
Thomson’s words from his biological to
a_ theological—use, and assuming that

natural law applies to the spiritual world,
I answer with this other passage; taken

“from another chapter of ‘‘ Phe Biology of
the Seasons’: /‘“‘ The leaves live anddic
for the plant, which is*enriched by their
summer's work,~ and saved by “their
autumn fall. ‘Andin their death, which
seems to us very beautiful; we see an ex-

pression of fundamental facts which have
their application, to ourselves, that the

life of the species requires the death of
individuals, that sacrifice is essential to

~ progress, and that while the leaves fall
from its many branches the Tree of Life
lives strongly on.” :

HAT scientifically cautious admission
as to the tise of analogy surely

suggests. that beauty—and, therefore, joy
—were meant to be, and, therefore, are in
every field of human service. Some-
times, maybe, we cannot see them, being
blinded by our owntears ; sometimes we
miss them because do not know how to see.
Thus, in the battlefields of Artois did I see
only furrows scored by agonytill someone
touched my eyes, and, lo! they were not
furrows, but gold stripes of honour and
most heroic Sacrifice. Suffering has its own
beauty and its own joy. And,as for death
—men of our blood are testifying every
day that itis a nobly beautiful, a gloriously
joyful, and even a desirablething. ==
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Page 358

WHY I HAVE FAITH IN RUSSIA
A People Ready to Respond to Great Leadership

 

about the change of feeling towards
Russia caused, by, thé visionaries’

talk -ef peace, and by~ the armistice’’

which prevailed for some time on. the
eastern front, the Russian soldiers making

iriends with the enemy and behaving as
the war were over.
But this change of. feeling did not

surprise me, although it was so down-
right and complete. It did not surprise
me because I know the Russian people.
i know that they are people who arouse
always extremes of feeling. Either you
feel that they are delightful, or you feel
that- they are detestable. No _half-
measures are possible. You either want
to’ put your arm round their necks, or
youare furious with them. Intheir own
emotions they rush always into exce
excessive O are the emotions they
provoke in others.
The Russian temperament is dif

for us to understand. Our proce
thought are so orderly and circumspect.
We are so hedged about by convention
and counter-check. We act only after
careful weighing of arguments for and
against,; and then we act prudently,

without: haste. The Russian jumps to
conclusions instead of reaching them step
by step, and he wants to translate his
conclusions into vigorous action at once.
If he does not do this at once, the impt

I HAVE felt sorry. and at times angry

    

  

 

  
      

  

  

  

‘Fantastic Triviality”

The Russian mind is so curiously
fashionedthat it is capable of maintaining
with perfect sincerity two diametrically
opposité points of view within the hour.
I have seen Russians searching with fury
in their hearts for a man whom they
believed to be a spy, and-~then, in a
tempest of regret and self-abasement,
kissing this man’s hands and offering to
give their lives to prove his innocence.
Have J told you the story of the soldiers
who cameto a village after passing weeks
in the. trenches, pulled .the drunken
‘pope ”(priest) out of bed to say Mass

them, beat him, and ducked him for
being drunk, then listened with pious

attention to his Mass and took the’ Holy
Sacrament from him? [f do not_thimk
that could have happened anywhere but
in Russia.
When the British readers of news-

papers read that speeches have been made
in Petrograd and, resolutions passed by
meetings in fayour of making peace, they
imagine’ that something serious is taking
place. They imagine the significance of
these speeches and resolutions must be
the same as it would be if they had been
made and passed in Britain. This’ is
entirely wrong. It does not allow for the
changeability, and for what a famous

Russian writer called the “ fantastic
triviality ’’ of the Russian temperament.
Chekoff wrote that “‘ Nature has set-in
every Russian an inquiring mind, a
tendency to speculation, and.an extra-
ordinary capacity for belief; but all
these are broken into dust against our
improvidence, indolence, and fantastic

triviality.” That is a shrewd analysis.
Add to it the statement of another anthor
of distinction, Gogol, that ‘‘ the value of
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By HAMILTON FYFE

the Russian nature consists in this—that
itis capable more than any ‘other of
receiving the noble word of the Gospel
which leads mam to perfection,” and there
you have explained the windy manifesta-
tions in favour of ‘‘ ending the war by
greement ”’ which have so disturbed

British opinion.
An enormous. number of Russians still
ept the Gospel as their rule of life.

They do not live according to it. Asa
rule, they make no attempt to do this.

But they are capable of being carried to
astonishing lengths of excitement and
even ecstasy by eloquent appeals to their
religious sense,

Intoxication by Speech

All Russians“ possess “the gift of the
, Us fluently and pic-

relate their adven-
dramatic force.

They love talking as they used to
love vodka; words have the same
intoxicz effect on their imaginations
that the and potent spirit had upon
their braiz I -always recollect, as’ a
comical example of the national passion
for oratory, a street scene I saw one day
in Petrograd. A policeman was taking a
man to the lock-up. In the Sadovaia
(Garden Street), where the markets are,
and the trafic always heavy, they waited
to let a long string of sleighs pass ‘before
they could cross the road. The prisoner
made a ‘dash, slipped under a horse’s
head, was free. If he had run away, he

could have escaped casily. -But he pre-
ferred to stand and harangue the policec-
man. Once he did run a little way, but
his desire to talk overcame him again.
He turned, stood still, and continued his

tirade. He was in the end recaptured
without difficulty.

Given a people so vividly affected by
words, the marvel is not that the Revo-

lation has been followed by some ferment
of the popular mind, but that it has not
caused far more. Imagine the rush of
talk there was as soon as the gag which
had kept Russia quiet was removed.

Leaders of the Revolution

Two possible courses were then open to
the Provisional Governnient. They could
either attempt to bribe or to coerce
the men who were foremost in spreading
the Tolstoy doctrine of “‘ no. resistance,’
for that is what it was; the seed which

the old Leo Nicolaievitch sowed has
sprung up and we haven’t seen the last
of it yet. Or, as an alternative, the
Provisional Government could let the
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visionaries go on talking, trusting that-
the movement they represented would,
being allowed to effervesce, become, like
mineral water left open, eventually still
and “‘ dead.” Wisely, I think, the
second course was chosen.

This_seems to have been fairly success-
ful. A very good effect was made also
by the vigorous speech of A. F. Kerensky,
the new Minister of War. He is a factor
of importance in the Russian problem.
He supplies what the other Revolutionary
leaders lack, what Thomas Carlyle called
“the fire in the belly.” Prince Lvoff
js an able administrator. Michael
Rodzianko, President of the Duma, is

Special Correspondent with the Russian Armies

a man of resolute character whose firm-
ness. and resource helped a great deal
to. make the five-day Revolution.asuccess.
A. E, Shingareff is a brilliant financier.
The other Ministers are. solid, capable

men. But none of them has the knack
of making the people listen to them which
KKerensky possesses. He can beat the
visionaries at their own game.
What people in Britain do not

sufficiently bear-im mind is- that these
visionaries are few in number, and that

they have sprung into prominence since
the abolition of the old German system
of Government. They had no hand in
abolishing that system. They did not
exist as a party before the Revolution;
indeed, they can hardly be said to have
any definite corporate existence even
now. They could never have made the
Revolution. They are spouters, dreamers.
Their minds, inflated with the gas of ill-

 

  
digested theories, are incapable of sane,
logical thinking. They are the heirs and
successors of Nihilism, that imbecile creed
which prevented Russia from reforming

‘her system of government. long ago.
What did the Nihilists do during the
Revolution ?_ They drove about in motor-
cars, “‘ the black automobiles,” as they
called them in Petrograd, firing at the
Militia who were entrusted with the
keeping of order and the preservation of
property.

Separate Peace Impossible
The visionaries are behaving in a

manner no-.less criminal, no less treacher-
ous to the cause of good government.
They influence only the very ignorant
and superstitious. What is needed to
counteract their poisonous notions is a
strong, eléquent lead, and this there is

good hope:of Russia getting from A. F.
Kkerensky.
The position is far from clear, even to

those who are watching it close by. But
I cannot believe it is so gloomy as many
think. I cannot suppose that the great
mass of the Russian people, ranged solidly
behind the men who made the Revolution,
trusting them, looking to them to win
back the territory in enemy occupation
and to free them from the ever-present
threat of bullying Prussian military
domination—I cannot suppose that this
great mass will allow itself to be made the
victim of those who preach the maniac
doctrine of non-resistance, whether it be
preached from conviction or for the
German gold distributed so freely. ~
Nor do I imagine there is the slightest

chance of Russia makinga separate peace.
Those who fear that know little of the
Russian character. Eighteen months ago
M. Rodzianko, President’ of the Duma,
said to mesthat if anything could provoke
a Revolution in Russia it would be aa
attempt to mak@,peace with Germany.
That was in December, ror5. The attempt
was made, M. Rodzianko’s prediction was
fulfilled. Is it conceivable that, having
made a Revolution for the sake of con-
tinuing the war, and continuing it more
vigorously, the Russian nation should two
months later. make another Revolution
for the sake of-a dishonourable peace ?
To methis is inconceivable. That is why
my faith in Russia is still firm.
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WHY I HAVE FAITH IN RUSSIA
A People Ready to Respond to Great Leadership

 

about the change of feeling towards
Russia caused, by, thé visionaries’

talk -ef peace, and by~ the armistice’’

which prevailed for some time on. the
eastern front, the Russian soldiers making

iriends with the enemy and behaving as
the war were over.
But this change of. feeling did not

surprise me, although it was so down-
right and complete. It did not surprise
me because I know the Russian people.
i know that they are people who arouse
always extremes of feeling. Either you
feel that they are delightful, or you feel
that- they are detestable. No _half-
measures are possible. You either want
to’ put your arm round their necks, or
youare furious with them. Intheir own
emotions they rush always into exce
excessive O are the emotions they
provoke in others.
The Russian temperament is dif

for us to understand. Our proce
thought are so orderly and circumspect.
We are so hedged about by convention
and counter-check. We act only after
careful weighing of arguments for and
against,; and then we act prudently,

without: haste. The Russian jumps to
conclusions instead of reaching them step
by step, and he wants to translate his
conclusions into vigorous action at once.
If he does not do this at once, the impt

I HAVE felt sorry. and at times angry

    

  

 

  
      

  

  

  

‘Fantastic Triviality”

The Russian mind is so curiously
fashionedthat it is capable of maintaining
with perfect sincerity two diametrically
opposité points of view within the hour.
I have seen Russians searching with fury
in their hearts for a man whom they
believed to be a spy, and-~then, in a
tempest of regret and self-abasement,
kissing this man’s hands and offering to
give their lives to prove his innocence.
Have J told you the story of the soldiers
who cameto a village after passing weeks
in the. trenches, pulled .the drunken
‘pope ”(priest) out of bed to say Mass

them, beat him, and ducked him for
being drunk, then listened with pious

attention to his Mass and took the’ Holy
Sacrament from him? [f do not_thimk
that could have happened anywhere but
in Russia.
When the British readers of news-

papers read that speeches have been made
in Petrograd and, resolutions passed by
meetings in fayour of making peace, they
imagine’ that something serious is taking
place. They imagine the significance of
these speeches and resolutions must be
the same as it would be if they had been
made and passed in Britain. This’ is
entirely wrong. It does not allow for the
changeability, and for what a famous

Russian writer called the “ fantastic
triviality ’’ of the Russian temperament.
Chekoff wrote that “‘ Nature has set-in
every Russian an inquiring mind, a
tendency to speculation, and.an extra-
ordinary capacity for belief; but all
these are broken into dust against our
improvidence, indolence, and fantastic

triviality.” That is a shrewd analysis.
Add to it the statement of another anthor
of distinction, Gogol, that ‘‘ the value of
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the Russian nature consists in this—that
itis capable more than any ‘other of
receiving the noble word of the Gospel
which leads mam to perfection,” and there
you have explained the windy manifesta-
tions in favour of ‘‘ ending the war by
greement ”’ which have so disturbed

British opinion.
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could have escaped casily. -But he pre-
ferred to stand and harangue the policec-
man. Once he did run a little way, but
his desire to talk overcame him again.
He turned, stood still, and continued his

tirade. He was in the end recaptured
without difficulty.
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by the vigorous speech of A. F. Kerensky,
the new Minister of War. He is a factor
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He supplies what the other Revolutionary
leaders lack, what Thomas Carlyle called
“the fire in the belly.” Prince Lvoff
js an able administrator. Michael
Rodzianko, President of the Duma, is
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a man of resolute character whose firm-
ness. and resource helped a great deal
to. make the five-day Revolution.asuccess.
A. E, Shingareff is a brilliant financier.
The other Ministers are. solid, capable
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of making the people listen to them which
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successors of Nihilism, that imbecile creed
which prevented Russia from reforming
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What did the Nihilists do during the
Revolution ?_ They drove about in motor-
cars, “‘ the black automobiles,” as they
called them in Petrograd, firing at the
Militia who were entrusted with the
keeping of order and the preservation of
property.

Separate Peace Impossible
The visionaries are behaving in a

manner no-.less criminal, no less treacher-
ous to the cause of good government.
They influence only the very ignorant
and superstitious. What is needed to
counteract their poisonous notions is a
strong, eléquent lead, and this there is

good hope:of Russia getting from A. F.
Kkerensky.
The position is far from clear, even to

those who are watching it close by. But
I cannot believe it is so gloomy as many
think. I cannot suppose that the great
mass of the Russian people, ranged solidly
behind the men who made the Revolution,
trusting them, looking to them to win
back the territory in enemy occupation
and to free them from the ever-present
threat of bullying Prussian military
domination—I cannot suppose that this
great mass will allow itself to be made the
victim of those who preach the maniac
doctrine of non-resistance, whether it be
preached from conviction or for the
German gold distributed so freely. ~
Nor do I imagine there is the slightest

chance of Russia makinga separate peace.
Those who fear that know little of the
Russian character. Eighteen months ago
M. Rodzianko, President’ of the Duma,
said to mesthat if anything could provoke
a Revolution in Russia it would be aa
attempt to mak@,peace with Germany.
That was in December, ror5. The attempt
was made, M. Rodzianko’s prediction was
fulfilled. Is it conceivable that, having
made a Revolution for the sake of con-
tinuing the war, and continuing it more
vigorously, the Russian nation should two
months later. make another Revolution
for the sake of-a dishonourable peace ?
To methis is inconceivable. That is why
my faith in Russia is still firm.
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Men from the Frenchliner Sontay, torpedoed in the Mediterranean, Leaving the half-submerged vessel. The last of the men getting
into the boats as the liner headed down towards her fina! dive.

climbing on board the gunboat which had hastened to their rescue.

 

   

 
 

 

  Leaving the ship. But few minutes elapsed before the Sontay sank.
Right: Getting aboard the gunboat.    
 

 
 

  Lieut. Mages, commander of the Sontay,ter being torpedoed on April 16th. 5
“ Vive la France!"~ Where the Sontay disappeared in the Mediterranean af 7 i n

m for all the men, was last seen waving his cap and shouting
who refused to get into a boat because there was not roo
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Men from the Frenchliner Sontay, torpedoed in the Mediterranean, Leaving the half-submerged vessel. The last of the men getting
into the boats as the liner headed down towards her fina! dive.

climbing on board the gunboat which had hastened to their rescue.
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eneral Maude’s Great Advance in Mesopotamia:
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\ ‘OnFebruary 25th the Turks fought a stiff rearguard action about ten miles north of Kut. Two monitors shelled them from the Tigris,
: f while the field-artillery, whose observation ladder stands In the centre, engaged them from on shore-and infantry followed them up.
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On March 6th the British camped by the Arch of Ctesiphon,the oldest surviving monumentof Mesopotamia’; next day they movedon, passing the farthest point reached by General Townshend the year before,

bah ps  
‘S$ ancient greatness, and

and comingin sight of Bagdad.
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In the Track of the Turks in the Tigris Valley
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British columns advancing at Azizie, on the Tigris, rather more than half-way between Kut and Bagdad. Dead Turksand sheil-

shattered limberslittered the ground here,testifying to the severity with which the British had punished the retreating enemy.
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iles m Bagdad and within sight of its domes and minarets the British infantry deployed, and, followed by supports in closer

Hnmlonereeoned the line of the Diala about two miles ahead, under cover of the British artillery. The crossing of the Diala was

only effected after severe fiahtina, in which the heroism of the Lancashires achieved one of the finest feats in the war.
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HOW BULLECOURT WAS WON
THE GREAT BATTLE
OF ARRAS.—IV

re } NHIS already historic Bullecourt !
What immortality has been won
amid its ghastly ruins! Whata

month it will make of this May in the
year of grace, 1917, when the whole record

of the war is before us!
Not, be it observed, that we did not

hear the name of Bullecourt before May

setin. There was fighting, hard fighting,

there on April 14th, at the end of the
first week of the Battle of Arras, when

Hindenburg flung the Prussian Guard

upon, the Australians between Lagnicourt
andthe village, and forthe day averted the
peril to his famous switch—the new line of

trenches running from Quéant inthe

south to Drocourt in the north. That

was the onlyset-back we met with during

the famous week, and its memory was

soon to be wiped out by achievements

as magnificent as any the great battle

has ‘shown us. .
It was natural that the German Higher

Command should realise the importance
of Bullecourt. Here ran the famous

Hindenburgline, long spoken of as impreg-

nable. Behind it was the switch, but

the switch was not -yet ready, and our
airmen reported the feverish haste with

which the wire was being set wp and the

concrete laid down. To gain time for

the completion of this work Bullecourt
must be held at all-costs, the precious

Guard hurled upon the Colonials, and
all the battered fields about strewn with
the German dead.

Fighting Amid the. Ruins

This must once have been a pretty

village, as pretty villages go in the rive
valley sof the great coal-fields. It lay at

the foot of a gentle declivity, was. not

remote from the vicinity of trees, and

had a church and cemetery with some

pretence to the picturesque. Red roofs
there were and pretty little houses, and
main streets with byways, winding and

tortuous in the best French manner.
Nowit is a blur of brick and timber upon
a fair prospect. Not levelled utterly. to
the ground as were Thiepval, Combles,

and the villages of the Somme in the

great battles of last year, it was yet so
destroyed that the oldest imhabitant
might have, been hard put to it to say,
which had been the Grande Rue and
which the Petite. The very fact added to
the difficulties of the English, the Scots,

and the Australians who took it so
gallantly.
What fighting was this amid the deso-

lation! Look at those fellows creeping

across the beams of a roof which once

covered a house but is now a_ mass of
dust and timber upon a shattered floor.
They. are figures from a new inferno,
surely—powdered. to the very helmets,
their faces begrimed, their boots caked
with the muck, their beards unkempt,

their eyes alight to the joy of it. Some-
where below them, they ate sayimg, in a
labyrinth of linkedcellars running beneath
the houses, are the Germans who have

been holding on to Bullecourt these many
days. We know of their presence by
the witness of our splendid dead_ who
lic, white andstill, amid the débris. They

jnide there in the depths to leap up when

  

the opportunity comes and sweep that ©
desolation with their emplaced machine-
guns... And the work done, they go down
fo their burrows again -and listen. for
British steps on the reof above, or wait

By Max Pemberton.

shivering for the grenade which shall come
with a flash and a roar and strewthese
sorry caverns with the corpses of them
or their fellows.
Now, this kind of fighting has been

going on in Bullecourt since the third
day of May. It was then that the
Australians broke with magnificent dash
into the Hindenburg line upon the right
of the village, and, despite the fact that
they had formed a most dangerous salicnt
for themselves, held on tenaciously for
ten days

  

   

Heroism of the Australians

Nothing could fetch these fine fellows
out. Digging themselves im as ‘they,
could, cunningly taking advantage of
every bit of broken wall or shattered
tuin that the wilderness afforded, they
lay down and waited for their fellows to
comeon. There were English and Scottish
later on upon the south-west. and the
west, and in these there rested the hopes

of these undaunted pioneers.
“ Tommy will stick it all right,” they

said, when told that he had already
deserted the village. ‘“‘ And there are
some Scotties who will hold on till <ail’s
blue,’ they added, with a conviction
which is as,fine a compliment as any
paid to the matchless troops from across
the border.

Well, the men did hold on, and long

days of a swaying conflict resulted.
Throughout, there was ‘the ceaseless

booming of the rival artillery; now the

Germans shelling those trenches of the
Hindenburg line they had lost, now our

fellows feeling far and wide upon the
horizon for the guns which were doing
the mischief. Overhead there soared the
“planes,” the great birds in a cloudless
sky who told us of this concentration
or of that, of feverish work by Germans
to prepare the Quéant switch, of men
and machine-guns in the labyrinth of
the village, and of the plight of the plucky
Anzacs who endured ten days of hell
that Bullecourt might be ours.

  
  ©

 

    
WITH THE CANADIANS. — Prince
Arthur of Connaught (right) and Sir
Julian Byng interested in a captured
German~ trench - mortar. ©(Canadian

official photograph.)
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The latter story has been told us by
some of them, but it must ultimately
make an epic. From the north, from

the east, even from the west, the attacks
upon them came. Snipers to the south
found open trenches and enfiladed them
with bullets. There were rushes of
Germans perpetually; the grey waves
appearing suddenly from the bowels of
the earth and leaping to the attack with
savage cries, It was ‘Stand by!” and
again ‘‘ Stand by!’ Their machine-guns
rattled like sticks upon a railing; their
rifles were always in their hands. And
when night came the whole heaven would
be lit up with the blue-white light of the
flaming star-shells and the whirlwind
barrage would open,.and men would wait
for dawn with eyes that had forgetten
howto sleep. ; .

Yet this was but the preliminary to
the fierce fighting of Sunday, May 13th,
by which Bullecourt finally was won
for us.
We camein practically from three sides

of it upon that great day. There were
Scots upon the west and English cheek
by jowl with them. Dust-begrimed men
with sweat upon their faces, they fought
from the early hours as demons possessed.
Here were things done and seen which
shall not be surpassed im the story of
the-war. Men fought with men as animals
in some ruined arena. You saw Germans
upon one side of a shattered. barn and
British upon the other, and their grenades
went over the wreck of the roof and men
tred upon their own dead to get at the
enemy. Every cellar was a _possible
refuge for the Boche and his machine-gun.
And we must hunt amid the brick and
the mortar, turn every stone, lift every
beam, that the bomb may go down
and the dead be garnered. :

Guns in Graveyard Vaults

There was no village now, nor any
thought of church or market-place or
street that Bullecourt had marked upon
its map—only this ruin and the blackened
figures leaping from stone to stone of
it, and-the bayonets flashing in the sun-
shine, and the cries going up of despair
or of appeal as the steel went home and
the life’s blood gushed out. A: fight
to the bitter end, beyond all description
horrible—yet for us a triumph beyond
all expectation magnificent. :

Perhaps the climax of all this deadly
business came in the cemetery, where
the graves were opened and the, dead
flung out. Here the Boche found in the
vaults an emplacement for his machine-
guns which could not have been bettered.
And he fought to the very death amid
the bodies and the bones of those who
had lived their humble lives in this once
pretty village, and had known, perhaps,
the greatness and the glory of France;.and
had believed that civilisation would Jeave
those white: crosses standing until the
end. So little did he know of the German,
the corpses of whose proud Foot Guards
nowle amid the broken coffins,’-and whose
blackened faces send even strong men
shuddering from this hallowed acre.
We had taken Bullecourt by the 14th,

but ‘there were counter-attacks, of course.

We broke them up with a barrage which
did great ¢redit to our gummners, and but’
twenty of many hundreds reached our
trenches at the first attempt. These were
shot or bayoneted to a man, while a later
effort resulted in -one. wretched Boche
arriving at the parapet—to ask himself,
it may ‘be; if he were really alive,
and. to find the question answered
immediately in the negative,
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‘Well over!’ Jumping contest at a horse show held behind the lines on the British front in France, and (right) the Commander-in-
Chief, Field-Marshal Sir Douglas Haig, complimenting one of the brigadiers on the success of the show.

 

 

Two membersof ‘f The Balmorals,”’ a troupe of entertainers belonging to one of the Scottish divisions, in striking contrast with their
more conventional comrades, walk to their performance. Right: Twoof the “‘ Balmorals”’ composing songsfor their entertainment.

 

 

 

 
 

Pillow-fight on a precarious perch. Members of the Black Watch havea sports day at their rest camp behind the fines on the western

front, and (right) a special race for the French boys of the neighbourhood. A close finish.

      
 

Threo Scottish officers in Paris crossing the Place de la Concorde. The diversity of their nether wear is said to puzzle the Parisians

greatly. Right: The divisional commander and the divisional pet ‘‘ Rip’”’ at the sports of the Black Watch in France.    
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HOW BULLECOURT WAS WON
THE GREAT BATTLE
OF ARRAS.—IV

re } NHIS already historic Bullecourt !
What immortality has been won
amid its ghastly ruins! Whata

month it will make of this May in the
year of grace, 1917, when the whole record

of the war is before us!
Not, be it observed, that we did not

hear the name of Bullecourt before May

setin. There was fighting, hard fighting,

there on April 14th, at the end of the
first week of the Battle of Arras, when

Hindenburg flung the Prussian Guard
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andthe village, and forthe day averted the
peril to his famous switch—the new line of

trenches running from Quéant inthe

south to Drocourt in the north. That

was the onlyset-back we met with during

the famous week, and its memory was

soon to be wiped out by achievements

as magnificent as any the great battle

has ‘shown us. .
It was natural that the German Higher

Command should realise the importance
of Bullecourt. Here ran the famous

Hindenburgline, long spoken of as impreg-

nable. Behind it was the switch, but

the switch was not -yet ready, and our
airmen reported the feverish haste with

which the wire was being set wp and the

concrete laid down. To gain time for

the completion of this work Bullecourt
must be held at all-costs, the precious

Guard hurled upon the Colonials, and
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Fighting Amid the. Ruins
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village, as pretty villages go in the rive
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and the villages of the Somme in the
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gallantly.
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They. are figures from a new inferno,
surely—powdered. to the very helmets,
their faces begrimed, their boots caked
with the muck, their beards unkempt,

their eyes alight to the joy of it. Some-
where below them, they ate sayimg, in a
labyrinth of linkedcellars running beneath
the houses, are the Germans who have

been holding on to Bullecourt these many
days. We know of their presence by
the witness of our splendid dead_ who
lic, white andstill, amid the débris. They

jnide there in the depths to leap up when
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savage cries, It was ‘Stand by!” and
again ‘‘ Stand by!’ Their machine-guns
rattled like sticks upon a railing; their
rifles were always in their hands. And
when night came the whole heaven would
be lit up with the blue-white light of the
flaming star-shells and the whirlwind
barrage would open,.and men would wait
for dawn with eyes that had forgetten
howto sleep. ; .

Yet this was but the preliminary to
the fierce fighting of Sunday, May 13th,
by which Bullecourt finally was won
for us.
We camein practically from three sides

of it upon that great day. There were
Scots upon the west and English cheek
by jowl with them. Dust-begrimed men
with sweat upon their faces, they fought
from the early hours as demons possessed.
Here were things done and seen which
shall not be surpassed im the story of
the-war. Men fought with men as animals
in some ruined arena. You saw Germans
upon one side of a shattered. barn and
British upon the other, and their grenades
went over the wreck of the roof and men
tred upon their own dead to get at the
enemy. Every cellar was a _possible
refuge for the Boche and his machine-gun.
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the mortar, turn every stone, lift every
beam, that the bomb may go down
and the dead be garnered. :
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There was no village now, nor any
thought of church or market-place or
street that Bullecourt had marked upon
its map—only this ruin and the blackened
figures leaping from stone to stone of
it, and-the bayonets flashing in the sun-
shine, and the cries going up of despair
or of appeal as the steel went home and
the life’s blood gushed out. A: fight
to the bitter end, beyond all description
horrible—yet for us a triumph beyond
all expectation magnificent. :

Perhaps the climax of all this deadly
business came in the cemetery, where
the graves were opened and the, dead
flung out. Here the Boche found in the
vaults an emplacement for his machine-
guns which could not have been bettered.
And he fought to the very death amid
the bodies and the bones of those who
had lived their humble lives in this once
pretty village, and had known, perhaps,
the greatness and the glory of France;.and
had believed that civilisation would Jeave
those white: crosses standing until the
end. So little did he know of the German,
the corpses of whose proud Foot Guards
nowle amid the broken coffins,’-and whose
blackened faces send even strong men
shuddering from this hallowed acre.
We had taken Bullecourt by the 14th,

but ‘there were counter-attacks, of course.

We broke them up with a barrage which
did great ¢redit to our gummners, and but’
twenty of many hundreds reached our
trenches at the first attempt. These were
shot or bayoneted to a man, while a later
effort resulted in -one. wretched Boche
arriving at the parapet—to ask himself,
it may ‘be; if he were really alive,
and. to find the question answered
immediately in the negative,
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‘Well over!’ Jumping contest at a horse show held behind the lines on the British front in France, and (right) the Commander-in-
Chief, Field-Marshal Sir Douglas Haig, complimenting one of the brigadiers on the success of the show.

 

 

Two membersof ‘f The Balmorals,”’ a troupe of entertainers belonging to one of the Scottish divisions, in striking contrast with their
more conventional comrades, walk to their performance. Right: Twoof the “‘ Balmorals”’ composing songsfor their entertainment.

 

 

 

 
 

Pillow-fight on a precarious perch. Members of the Black Watch havea sports day at their rest camp behind the fines on the western

front, and (right) a special race for the French boys of the neighbourhood. A close finish.

      
 

Threo Scottish officers in Paris crossing the Place de la Concorde. The diversity of their nether wear is said to puzzle the Parisians

greatly. Right: The divisional commander and the divisional pet ‘‘ Rip’”’ at the sports of the Black Watch in France.    
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British Guns Aid Italy on the Carso Front" : Stirring Episodes in the Great Battle of Arras
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British soldiers crossing the Scarpe by meansof a partially destroyed footbridge. T he fighting along the Scarpe, which runs from Arras

to Douai, has been very severe ever since the Battle of Arras began, especially at Roeux, on the north bank of theriver.
 
 

British monitors in action on the Tigris. These boats did considerable service during Sir Stanley Maude’s triumphant advance from Kut

along the great river, and did their part not only in harrying the retreating enemy along the banks but also in the capture of Bagdad.

 
 

 

 

  

   
 

 
 

British gunners on the Italian front. In Italy’s new great Carso offensive, which is threatening Austria’s hold on Trieste, British artillery Canadiansfighting their way to Fresnoy. When they foundin front of them a trench of German grenadiers they threw themselves flat

4 has been rendering effective aid to General Cadorna. Our artillerymen took out to this new field full equipment of guns and shells. on the qround’andsteadily fired rifle-grenades “‘ till the enemy surrendered or fled or died—it did not matter which to these qrim men.”*
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MEN OF THE GREEN BRASSARD
Some Famous Correspondents and Their Work

By BASIL CLARKE

‘ GREEN-brassard is the badge. of
war correspondents. attached to
British Armies in the Field.

It is worn with a khaki uniform and
cap, puttees, or leggings, and a S
Browne-belt—practically the same dress
as an ofiicer’s, except for regimental and
rank badges, of which the war correspon-
dent, of course, has none.

At first the green brassard bore also
the name of the wearer's newspaper or
news agency, but the correspondents
raised a ‘‘ strafe” at being labelledin this

public manner, and the authorities dis-

pensed with the mames on the brassards

and left them plain—a bright and pretty
green, of about the same ‘shade ~as 1a

billiard-table cloth. Rules and regula-

tions say that a green brassard «must be

worn on.each arm, but in practice one
is generally regarded as enough.

Where and How They Work

There are only five “home” corre-
s with the British Army in
Among them they supply-all
of the British front (with the

the official communiqués)
the home -newspapers.

istributed, of course. Some
of them write for only two or three papers,

oth for large groups of papers... In
on, ‘there are in France representa-

tives of the Colonial Press—Australian
and Canadian, and also of the American.

The correspondents are attached to
Headquarters (knownas G.H.Q)),

re posted @t-an ‘‘advanced base,”
ice they travel day by day to the

front by their. ow: motor-cars. They
have no military rank, but are subject
to military discipline. A Press*officer is
in charge of them, and he andhis assis-
tant “officers see to it that the correspon-
dents get authentic information, and that

they exercise reasonable discretion in
what they do and write.

Theylive in their own mess, provided at

their own expense, but staffed by Army
orderlies and servants—usually men who
through wounds or age have been inca-
pacitated from moré active service. The
correspondents’ “‘camp,’ as a tule, is
some thateau or castle; but the word

chateau, it is well to remember, is applied
by the French to almost any detached
house bigger than a cottage:
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Out for ** Times" and‘ Telegraph”

Despatches are ustaily written in the
early evening upon return frometie front.
They are censored on the premises, and
sent home either by King’s Messenger or
by field telegraphif specially important.
The British correspondents in France,

besides beimg men of high standing in
eir-profession, are perhaps as interesting
oxp-of people to meet as is to be found

mess in the war zone. The senior
man, in pomt of years—though far from
old—is Mr. Perry Robison, of the
oa ” His clean-cut face, trim grey

  

  
in a

  

 

  

 

mov xe, and quick eyes undershagey,
black eyebrows, suggest the soldier :rather
than the writer. Perhaps the best com-
mentary on his appearance is to be had
in the fact that guards and pickets, on
seeing Perry Robinson flash past in his
motor-car, automatically give-him the
‘general's salute.” But he has been a
writer most of his life. Many years were
spent in America, where he obtained

 

  

 

considerable reputation a journalist,

an essayist, and_a story-writer. In his

younger days, after leaving an English

university, he saw the American Western

States at their “wildest and woolliest,”

and had many adventures as he ran

through all journalistic tasks between
those of reperter and proprietor.
Another well-knownfigure in the home

correspondents’ mess in General Head-
quarters is Mr. Philip Gibbs, one of the

ost successful and most-conscientious of
Snglish journalists. Slight in build, ‘his

pale, finely-chiselled face «and ‘big, -grey-
blue “eyes suggest a poet sand idealist
rather than a man of action. But‘Gibbs
is both. With the «mind -andvision of a

 

 

  

  

   

 

 

  

 

  
 

 

Wir. Herbert Russell. Mr. Philip Gibbs.

poct, he combines an energy almost fierce,
besides a great courage. His industry
js tremendous. The number of his books,

essays, plays, and what not, done in odd

hours during crowded days of newspaper
work, is alone evidence of this, His moral
courage is no less than his energy. It
was Gibbs, alone of all the newspaper
correspondents in the world that fluttered

about Cook in Copenhagen years ago,
who dared to say and to write that the
man’s claim to have discovered the Pole
vas humbug. He was all ‘but mobbed
for his daring, but that went for nothing.

He had written what he thought, and

that was enough. Gibbs has a great and

kindly heart. He sees-more of the suffer-
ing than of the glory of war. His writing
shows how much he feels it,

“Daily Mail” Man at the Front
Another correspondent who is read far

and wide is Beach Thomas, of the “ Daily

Mail.’ He is:tall and spare,-and almost

as athletic to-day as when he “ran the
mile” years ago for Oxford University,
where he was president of the Athletic
Union. The ruddy bronze of an ontdoor
life is on his cheek. His brown eyes,
behind gold-rimmed spectacles, twinkle
on life. He is a boy still in mind and
freshness and jollity of disposition.
A love of letters and the classics has

almost equal-place in him with a love of
nature, outdoor life; and pastimes. In

the few spare moments that fall to a cor-
respondent at the fromt you may find
himin his room reading a well-worn Virgil
(few people know that he was formerly
a classics-master at Dulwich College), or
in the garden kicking a football about,
or ‘bowling fierce. “overs” at an
imaginary wicket. Everybodylikes “Big
Beacli ’—one of the finest and most lovable
of men. 7

Percival Phillips, <of the “Express,”
contributes ‘a genial fellowship anda
certain dry brand of humour, especially
his Own, to the war correspondents’ mess.
Tall, well-knit, with high forehead, he
was a war correspondent at the age of
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twenty, when, with pack on shoulder—
or, should.one say, with fountain-pen in
pocket ?—he sset_off on his own account
from his home in Pennsylvania, U,S.A,,

to the Greek “War, where he wrote
despatches and sent them uninvited te .
editors, American and British, who were

forced -by their very excellence to use
them. Since then England has beenhis
journalistic home, thoughhe has traveled
most of the world over on behalf of
his paper. ,

Percival Phillips’ “scoop” of ‘the
Jamaica earthquake and his account
of the Delhi Durbar rank among the-big
things of English journalism. Besides
being a fine journalist, he is a most
friendly andloyal colleague.

Reuter’s Representative

Lastly, butmot least, for heais the biggest
man of all the correspondents at G.H-Q.,
France, comes Mr. Herbert Russell, the
representative ‘of Reuters and ‘the
Press Association. Big, bluff, and ‘hearty,
he is known among his colleagues (as
“ The Genial Russell.”” He has the sailor
rather than the soldier manner, which is
fitting, perhaps, for he is the son of Clark
Russell, the sailor and famous writer of
sailor stories.

It is to the sea and sailors and
especially to the Navy that Russell has
devoted his enthusiasm as a journalist.
But his adespatches of late, with their
quick, common-sense surveys of what
is happening at the war, have shown
that he is as “handy” a correspondent
on Jand as on sea—and they say that
Russell «can -give you from memory the
size, armament, and equipment of any
ship in the British Navy, with details
of its personnel, which, as the Yankees

would say, is “going some.”’ :
In later. articles some details will be

given about the war correspondents in
other fields of the war, also something
of the photographers responsible for the
excellent services of wwar-pictures with
which the nation is kept supplied.

  

 

  
 

Front: (left) Mr. Percival Phillips, (right)
Wr. Beach Thomas. Back: (left) Mr. Basi!
Clarke, (right) Mr. Perry Robinson. (From
a photograph taken on the western front.)
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Ploughing & Sowing for Harvests of Life & Death
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French Official Photographs

   
 

A French military kitchen in the open air, equipped with everykind
of utensil needed by fastidious cooks.

  
 

 

Oneof the new trench-digging ploughs in
device of incalculable utility i

operation. An engineering
n modern war.

 

 

  

 

Tunisians sowing wheat on French soil which they had helped to
rescue from the devastating Huns.

 

 

Front view of a trench plough, showing how the excavaied earth is
x simultaneously thrown up to form a parapet.

 

 
 

    
 

Annamites, who form part of the famo
at one of the travelling miniature genera’

us Foreign Legion of France, coming out of the trenches. Right: Men of the Foreign Legion

Lstores connected with the French Army, wherethesoldiers can buy almost everything they need.
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Among them they supply-all
of the British front (with the

the official communiqués)
the home -newspapers.

istributed, of course. Some
of them write for only two or three papers,

oth for large groups of papers... In
on, ‘there are in France representa-

tives of the Colonial Press—Australian
and Canadian, and also of the American.

The correspondents are attached to
Headquarters (knownas G.H.Q)),

re posted @t-an ‘‘advanced base,”
ice they travel day by day to the

front by their. ow: motor-cars. They
have no military rank, but are subject
to military discipline. A Press*officer is
in charge of them, and he andhis assis-
tant “officers see to it that the correspon-
dents get authentic information, and that

they exercise reasonable discretion in
what they do and write.

Theylive in their own mess, provided at

their own expense, but staffed by Army
orderlies and servants—usually men who
through wounds or age have been inca-
pacitated from moré active service. The
correspondents’ “‘camp,’ as a tule, is
some thateau or castle; but the word

chateau, it is well to remember, is applied
by the French to almost any detached
house bigger than a cottage:
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Out for ** Times" and‘ Telegraph”

Despatches are ustaily written in the
early evening upon return frometie front.
They are censored on the premises, and
sent home either by King’s Messenger or
by field telegraphif specially important.
The British correspondents in France,

besides beimg men of high standing in
eir-profession, are perhaps as interesting
oxp-of people to meet as is to be found

mess in the war zone. The senior
man, in pomt of years—though far from
old—is Mr. Perry Robison, of the
oa ” His clean-cut face, trim grey
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mov xe, and quick eyes undershagey,
black eyebrows, suggest the soldier :rather
than the writer. Perhaps the best com-
mentary on his appearance is to be had
in the fact that guards and pickets, on
seeing Perry Robinson flash past in his
motor-car, automatically give-him the
‘general's salute.” But he has been a
writer most of his life. Many years were
spent in America, where he obtained

 

  

 

considerable reputation a journalist,

an essayist, and_a story-writer. In his

younger days, after leaving an English

university, he saw the American Western

States at their “wildest and woolliest,”

and had many adventures as he ran

through all journalistic tasks between
those of reperter and proprietor.
Another well-knownfigure in the home

correspondents’ mess in General Head-
quarters is Mr. Philip Gibbs, one of the

ost successful and most-conscientious of
Snglish journalists. Slight in build, ‘his

pale, finely-chiselled face «and ‘big, -grey-
blue “eyes suggest a poet sand idealist
rather than a man of action. But‘Gibbs
is both. With the «mind -andvision of a

 

 

  

  

   

 

 

  

 

  
 

 

Wir. Herbert Russell. Mr. Philip Gibbs.

poct, he combines an energy almost fierce,
besides a great courage. His industry
js tremendous. The number of his books,

essays, plays, and what not, done in odd

hours during crowded days of newspaper
work, is alone evidence of this, His moral
courage is no less than his energy. It
was Gibbs, alone of all the newspaper
correspondents in the world that fluttered

about Cook in Copenhagen years ago,
who dared to say and to write that the
man’s claim to have discovered the Pole
vas humbug. He was all ‘but mobbed
for his daring, but that went for nothing.

He had written what he thought, and

that was enough. Gibbs has a great and

kindly heart. He sees-more of the suffer-
ing than of the glory of war. His writing
shows how much he feels it,

“Daily Mail” Man at the Front
Another correspondent who is read far

and wide is Beach Thomas, of the “ Daily

Mail.’ He is:tall and spare,-and almost

as athletic to-day as when he “ran the
mile” years ago for Oxford University,
where he was president of the Athletic
Union. The ruddy bronze of an ontdoor
life is on his cheek. His brown eyes,
behind gold-rimmed spectacles, twinkle
on life. He is a boy still in mind and
freshness and jollity of disposition.
A love of letters and the classics has

almost equal-place in him with a love of
nature, outdoor life; and pastimes. In

the few spare moments that fall to a cor-
respondent at the fromt you may find
himin his room reading a well-worn Virgil
(few people know that he was formerly
a classics-master at Dulwich College), or
in the garden kicking a football about,
or ‘bowling fierce. “overs” at an
imaginary wicket. Everybodylikes “Big
Beacli ’—one of the finest and most lovable
of men. 7

Percival Phillips, <of the “Express,”
contributes ‘a genial fellowship anda
certain dry brand of humour, especially
his Own, to the war correspondents’ mess.
Tall, well-knit, with high forehead, he
was a war correspondent at the age of
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twenty, when, with pack on shoulder—
or, should.one say, with fountain-pen in
pocket ?—he sset_off on his own account
from his home in Pennsylvania, U,S.A,,

to the Greek “War, where he wrote
despatches and sent them uninvited te .
editors, American and British, who were

forced -by their very excellence to use
them. Since then England has beenhis
journalistic home, thoughhe has traveled
most of the world over on behalf of
his paper. ,

Percival Phillips’ “scoop” of ‘the
Jamaica earthquake and his account
of the Delhi Durbar rank among the-big
things of English journalism. Besides
being a fine journalist, he is a most
friendly andloyal colleague.

Reuter’s Representative

Lastly, butmot least, for heais the biggest
man of all the correspondents at G.H-Q.,
France, comes Mr. Herbert Russell, the
representative ‘of Reuters and ‘the
Press Association. Big, bluff, and ‘hearty,
he is known among his colleagues (as
“ The Genial Russell.”” He has the sailor
rather than the soldier manner, which is
fitting, perhaps, for he is the son of Clark
Russell, the sailor and famous writer of
sailor stories.

It is to the sea and sailors and
especially to the Navy that Russell has
devoted his enthusiasm as a journalist.
But his adespatches of late, with their
quick, common-sense surveys of what
is happening at the war, have shown
that he is as “handy” a correspondent
on Jand as on sea—and they say that
Russell «can -give you from memory the
size, armament, and equipment of any
ship in the British Navy, with details
of its personnel, which, as the Yankees

would say, is “going some.”’ :
In later. articles some details will be

given about the war correspondents in
other fields of the war, also something
of the photographers responsible for the
excellent services of wwar-pictures with
which the nation is kept supplied.

  

 

  
 

Front: (left) Mr. Percival Phillips, (right)
Wr. Beach Thomas. Back: (left) Mr. Basi!
Clarke, (right) Mr. Perry Robinson. (From
a photograph taken on the western front.)
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Ploughing & Sowing for Harvests of Life & Death
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French Official Photographs

   
 

A French military kitchen in the open air, equipped with everykind
of utensil needed by fastidious cooks.

  
 

 

Oneof the new trench-digging ploughs in
device of incalculable utility i

operation. An engineering
n modern war.

 

 

  

 

Tunisians sowing wheat on French soil which they had helped to
rescue from the devastating Huns.

 

 

Front view of a trench plough, showing how the excavaied earth is
x simultaneously thrown up to form a parapet.

 

 
 

    
 

Annamites, who form part of the famo
at one of the travelling miniature genera’

us Foreign Legion of France, coming out of the trenches. Right: Men of the Foreign Legion

Lstores connected with the French Army, wherethesoldiers can buy almost everything they need.
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Mosques and Minarets of Old-World Bagdad | Tricks in the Trench and Fair Fight in the Field —

 

 
Photographs by Mr. A. B. W. Holland
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Hy Typical coffee-house in Bagdad. Observe the pariah dogs, scavengers of Oriental towns. Right: A view of the same street-corner.

SS . x =x FPHESE fine photographs of Bagdadafford striking
glimpses of the fascinating city which is some-

thing more than the capital of Mesopotamia in that

 

i t s - it is the glamorous capital of Oriental romance, The

ind ‘ . very name of the place brings to memory muchof
eX : the wonder of ‘‘The Thousand and One Nights,”

; and suggestions of the goodly time, the golden prim

: of good Haroun al-Raschid. :

: . ‘ Sir Stanley Maude’s capture of Bagdad on March
rith of this year remains one of the most picturesque
incidents of the war. The city, which had been the

capital of the Turkish province of Mesopotamia for
nigh upon three centuries, was removed from the

blighting influence of Ottoman rule, and it may
confidently be hoped will now regain something of
its past renown as a centre of learning, culture, and
trade. During the time of its greatness, under the
Abbaside dynasty, Bagdad is said to have had one

Tomb and mosque of the Sheikh Omar, near Bagdad. The ancient tombs and a half million of inhabitants. 3 i
of the wonderful place draw countless pilgrims every year.

 
 
 

In the Battles of the Somme and Ancre the Germansleft men behind to attack the British from the rear when they had passed a trench.

Now,the British employ “‘ mopping-up ” parties to follow close on the attack and bomball lurking Germansout of captured positions-

      

  

 

 

Most ancient minaret of Bagdad. All that remains of the Mosque Latin church in Bagdad. There were about 8,000 Christians—
of Suk-al-Ghazil, built by the Caliph Mustansir Billah, A.D.1222. mostly belonging tothe different Eastern sects—dwellingin the city.
   

      COVERS AEE Ae     > : = ea - ; : 5 : ; : ; ik t he western front have had one of the rare opportunities that have occurred of making a cavalry charge. It becoming
Persian, or Middle, Gate of Bagdad. Ata time of plague the Persians Massive ruins of Akker Koof, standing out on the Mesopotamian  agld SAAMeahiet inane was held by a German renegdatal a regiment of Sikhs approached under cover of a hill and succeeded in

fed trom the city, whep the ancient ean wise walled: tne Blaine (27 pales +0/phe ontnawe=olmaddau _ making a surprise attack, driving such Huns as escaped their onrush to a sheltering railway embankment,
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Canadian Kite Balloons & Captured Teuton Trophy Willing Women Workers: Helpmeets for Heroes
 

 
Canadian Official Photographs
 

 

       

 

 
‘\Washers’? on the staff of the Great Eastern Railway, where

been substituted for almost the whole of the male stafi.
Nurses of the first medical detachment of the American Army to
arrive in London. The King received them “with utmost pleasure.’? women have

 

     
     

Canadian kite balloon on the western front, viewed from almost

directly below. Right: Canadian kinematographer readyfor ascent.
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A nurse, off duty in a hospital ship, The London and South-Western Railway are employing women to repair waggon-sheets,

lends a hand in painting the vessel. heavy work for which sailors’ needles are used and leather hand-shields in lieu of thimbles.

  

 

 

 

 
Fixing the five-hundred-feet flag to the cable of an ascending kite

The balloon is moored to a specially-equipped waggon.
Ready to take his living pictures from aloft. The Canadian kinema-

tographer with an- observer in the car of a balloon in mid-air. balloon.   

 

 

 

 
 Sorting pan-coke and ashes in a London works. GasworksWomen carrying one-hundredweight sacks of coke in a London

throughout the country are being kept going by women.gasworks—heavy and fatiguing labour even for strong men.

 

 
 

    
       Trophy from the air.. German biplane which has been brought Preparation for an ascentinakite balloon, Canadian officers fixing

down within the Canadianlines on the western front, on parachute harness in case rapid descent should be necessary. Felling, preparing, and stacking timberfor pit-props at Alcester,Girls going off to work at Tregavethan Manor Farm, Cornwall,
The girls are nicknamed ‘* The Woodpeckers.”

one of the first centres for training womenin farm Jabour, Warwickshire,
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VISCOUNT GREY OF

FALLODON.

 

   
  
Adm. GUEPRATTE,

Dardanelles.

 

 

 

Capt. GUYNEMER,
French Airman.

  
  
 

  
Field-Marshal

Sir DOUGLAS HAIG.

 
Lieut.-Gen. Sir R.

HAKIN'
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Who’s Who in
Grenfell, Captain Francis Octavius, V.C.—

oth Lancers. For gallantry in action against
unbroken infantry at Audregnies, Belgium,
on August 24th, 1914, and for gallant conduct
i ting to save the guns of the rroth

 

Battery, Royal Field Artillery, near Doubon,.
the same day. Killed in action, 1915.

Grey of  Fallodon, © Viscount, K.G.—
Secretary for Foreign Affairs 1905-16. M.P.
for Berwick-on-Tweed 1885-1916. Familiar
figure in public life as Sir Edward Grey, Batt.,
until raised to peerage, 1916. As record -of
weeks of anxious diplomacy, his White Paper
made deep impression in August, 1914, with
its revelations as to events leading to war.

Guepratte, Vice-Admiral Emile P., C.B.—
Served under Admiral de Roebeck at -Dar-
danelles, the British commander specially
reporting to Admiralty the splendid behaviour
of the French squadron in attack of March
18th, 19 Appointed C.B. by British Govern-
ment, December, 1915; Legion of Honour.

Gurko, General.—Distinguished Russian
commander who conducted. operations on
Russo-Rumanian front, January, 1917. Later,
succeeded to command of Russian western
front. Asked to be relieved of his command,
May, 1917, but later returned to the front.

Gutchkoff, M—Appointed Russian Minister
of War and Marine, March, 1917; resigned
May 13th, 1917. Formerly -directed Red
Cross work at front, and sided over the
Munitions Committee in Pe ad.
Guynemer, Captain—Famous French air-

man who by February, 1917, had brought
down over thirty enemy aeroplanes.  Pro-

ted captain and awarded Cross of St.
George (Russia), February, 1917.

Gyles, Midshipman Donald A., D.S.0.—
Hero of destroyer Broke in Channel fight,
J 2oth, 1917. Injured and amid dead and
wounded of his gun’s crew, he single-handed
met the frenzied boarding-party of Germans.
Awarded D.S.C., May, 1917.

Haeseler, Field-Marshal von—Venerable
German commander~ who directed Verdun
offensive, February, 1916. A pupil of the elder
Moltke, he was known as ‘The Devil of
Metz,” amd regarded as Prussia’s most able
stratégist. Retired from Verdun command.

Haig, Field-Marshal Sir Douglas, G.C.B.,
G.C.V.0.,  K.C.1.E.—Commander-in-Chief of
the British Forces in France since December,
r915, when he succeeded Lord French. Born
1861. Joined 7th Hussars 1885, ved Sudan
1898, present at Battles of Atbara and Khar-
toum, for which services mentioned in
despatches, promoted brevet-major, received
British Medal and Khedive’s Medal. with
two clasps. Made his reputation in South
Africa 1899-1902; D.A.A.G. for Cavalry,
Natal; C.S.0.° to General French during
Colesburg operations ; A.A.G. —Cavalry
Division, 1900 ; commanded groupof columns,
1901-2. “For these services promoted brevet-
colonely C.B., mentioned in despatches,
awarded Queen’s Medal with seven~ clasps,
King’s Medal. .Inspectotr-General Cavalry,
India, 190 ;. Major-general 1904 ; Director
Military aining 1906-7; Director Staff
Duties ‘at Headquarters 1907-9; Chief of
Staff, India, 1909-11. Appointed to command
Virst’ Army Corps, British <peditionary
Force, August, 1914. Won high fame by many
acts of leadership in war. Received honourable
mention im all: Lord French’s” historic
despatches for his services in the retreat, “at
the~ Aisne, Ypres, and other battles, Ss
Colonel of 17th Lancers. .Elected Lord Rector
of St. Andrew's University, November; 1916.
Awarded G.C-:B:, G.C.V.O., present war, Grand
CroM-of the Order of St. Maurice and St.
Lazarus (Italy), Croix de Guerre (I'rance).
Created Field-Marshal, January, 1917.

Haking, Lt.-Gen. Sir R., K.C.B.—Born 1862.
Entered Army 1881: War’ services include
surma, South Africa. At Staff College rgor-6,

first as professor, then D.A.A.G. Commanded
5th Infantry Brigade ror11-14. In’ the wat
commanded rst Division, and for distinguished
services promoted major-general, lieutenant-
general, and K.C:B.; mentioned in despatches.

 

 

   

 

  

      

 

 

  

    

  

  

  

  

  

 

   

     

the Great War
Haldane, Lt.-Gen. J. A. L., C.B., D.S.0.—

Divisional commander ; promoted. lieutenant-
general, August, 1916. Born 1862. Joined
Gordon Highlanders 1882. Haddistinguished
military career. In South Africa captured
when in command of Chieveley armoured
train, but escaped from Pretoria. Military
Attaché, Japanese Army, 1904-5. ;

Haldane of Cloan, Viscount, K.T.—Sat in
House of Commons from 1885 to 1911, when
raised to peerage. Secretary of State for War
1905 to 1912, when succeeded Lord Loreburn
as Lord Chancellor. Resigned Lord Chancellor-
ship in Cabinet crisis in May, 1915. As War
Minister introduced the Territorial Force.

Hall, Rear-Admiral W. R., C.B.—Director
of Intelligence Division, Admiralty War
Staff. Rear-Admiral, April, 1917. C.B. 1915.

Halsey, Rear-Admiral Lionel, C.B., C.M.G.
—Appointed Third Sea Lord, May, 1917.
Had been Fourth Sea Lord since December,
1916. Won promotion to commander by

* meritorious service in command of guns at
Ladysmith, -when lieutenant of Powerful.
Captain of New Zealand in actions of Heligo-
land Bight and Dogger Bank. In 1915 ap-
pointed Captain of the Fleet and Commodore,
first class, on Staff of Sir John Jellicoe in Iron
Duke, in which capacity took part in Jutland
Battle. Promoted rear-admiral, April, 1917.

Hamilton, General Sir Bruce M., G.C.B.,
K.C.V.0.—Commanded an army, Home
Defence, since 1914. Born 1857. Had dis-
tinguished career. Boer War 1881, Ashanti,
South Africa 1899.. G.O.C. Scottish Command
1909-13. Promoted general 1913.

Hamilton, Maj.-General Hubert I. W.,
C.B., D.S.0.—Brother of General Sir Bruce
Hamilton. Commanded 3rd Division. Killed
in action at Pont Fixe, Ypres, October, ror4.

Hamilton, Genera! Sir IanS. M., G.C.B.—Dis-
tinguished soldier with much war service.
In Boer War(1899-1902) did brilliant work in
command of infantry at Elandslaagte and
commanding troops on Waggon Hill and
Cesar’s- Camp. » Afterwards.” Chief of Staff,
South Africa. Commander-in-Chief Southern
Command 1905-9, _then Adjutant-General
to Forces, Commander-in-Chief in Medi-

   

- terranean, and Inspector-General of Oversea
Forces 1910-14. Commanded forces in
Gallipoli, April-October, 1915. ,

Harley, Mrs. K. M.—Sister of Lord French.
Killed byshell at Monastir, March, 1917, where
she had charge of a motor-ambulance unit with
the Serbian Army. Did splendid work, first
in France with the Scottish Women’s Hoés-
pital, and, later, in Balkans. “Awarded Croix
de Guerre by General Sarraifl; 1916.

Harmsworth, Cecil B., M.P.—Chairman
Board of Agriculture and Fisheries Com-
mittee on increasing supply of.sea fish, March,
1917. Joined Prime Minister’s secretariat to
deal with shipping, food, and National Service
questions, May, 1917. Represented South
Bedfordshire since 1911. Born 1869. Educated
Trinity College, Dublin. M.P. Droitwich
1906-10. Parliamentary Under-Secretary
Home Office, February-June, 1915.

Haus, Admiral Anton—Appointed Com-
mander-in-Chief of Austrian Fleet and Chief
of Naval Section of Ministry of War 1913.

Hausen, General Max ©. L. F, von.—Com-
manded Saxon Army of Germanforces, and
one of leaders of march on Paris, August-
September, 1914.

Hawker, Capt. L. G., V.C., D.S.0.—Royal
Engineers and R.F.C. V.C. gained for con-
spicuous bravery and verysgreat ability on
July 25th, 1915. “Whenflying al@ne, he attacked
three German aeroplanes in succession. «First
nanaged to escape, second driven to ground
damaged, and third, which he attacked. at
height of 10,000 feet, driven to earth.

Heath, Rear-Admiral H. L., €.B., M.V.0.—
Commanded Second Cruiser Squadron, Battle
of Jutland, which according to Sir John
Jellicoe’s despatch, he “handled with con-
spicuous ability,”

Heeringen, Field-Marshal J. von. — Com-
manded Sixth German Army from Metz to
Saarbrucken, Prussian War Minister, rgor-rz.

 

  

Portraits by Barnett, Underwood, Bassano, Gale & Polden, Russell.
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Lieut.-Gen. HALDANE,
... Div. Commander.

 

  

 

 

Gen. Sir BRUCE
HAMILTON,

 

 

 

Gen. Sir IAN
HAMILTON.

 

 

 

Mrs. HARLEY,
Balkans.

 

  

 

 

Gen, HAUSEN,
German Commander.

   SN a

Capt. HAWKER, V.C.,
Famous Airman,

Continued on pag2 394
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Triumphant Italians Push on Towards Trieste
 

    
i i the Austrian positions on the Carso Plateau. Ten

ted the second anniversary of her entry into the war by storming } \

aktaresotterition artillery took part in the terrific preliminary bombardment. Asa result of one day’s—caret of

the Duke.of Aosta, which conquered Gorizia, drove the enemy down to Hermada, the last great Austrian bulwar e .
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oth Lancers. For gallantry in action against
unbroken infantry at Audregnies, Belgium,
on August 24th, 1914, and for gallant conduct
i ting to save the guns of the rroth

 

Battery, Royal Field Artillery, near Doubon,.
the same day. Killed in action, 1915.

Grey of  Fallodon, © Viscount, K.G.—
Secretary for Foreign Affairs 1905-16. M.P.
for Berwick-on-Tweed 1885-1916. Familiar
figure in public life as Sir Edward Grey, Batt.,
until raised to peerage, 1916. As record -of
weeks of anxious diplomacy, his White Paper
made deep impression in August, 1914, with
its revelations as to events leading to war.

Guepratte, Vice-Admiral Emile P., C.B.—
Served under Admiral de Roebeck at -Dar-
danelles, the British commander specially
reporting to Admiralty the splendid behaviour
of the French squadron in attack of March
18th, 19 Appointed C.B. by British Govern-
ment, December, 1915; Legion of Honour.

Gurko, General.—Distinguished Russian
commander who conducted. operations on
Russo-Rumanian front, January, 1917. Later,
succeeded to command of Russian western
front. Asked to be relieved of his command,
May, 1917, but later returned to the front.

Gutchkoff, M—Appointed Russian Minister
of War and Marine, March, 1917; resigned
May 13th, 1917. Formerly -directed Red
Cross work at front, and sided over the
Munitions Committee in Pe ad.
Guynemer, Captain—Famous French air-

man who by February, 1917, had brought
down over thirty enemy aeroplanes.  Pro-

ted captain and awarded Cross of St.
George (Russia), February, 1917.

Gyles, Midshipman Donald A., D.S.0.—
Hero of destroyer Broke in Channel fight,
J 2oth, 1917. Injured and amid dead and
wounded of his gun’s crew, he single-handed
met the frenzied boarding-party of Germans.
Awarded D.S.C., May, 1917.

Haeseler, Field-Marshal von—Venerable
German commander~ who directed Verdun
offensive, February, 1916. A pupil of the elder
Moltke, he was known as ‘The Devil of
Metz,” amd regarded as Prussia’s most able
stratégist. Retired from Verdun command.

Haig, Field-Marshal Sir Douglas, G.C.B.,
G.C.V.0.,  K.C.1.E.—Commander-in-Chief of
the British Forces in France since December,
r915, when he succeeded Lord French. Born
1861. Joined 7th Hussars 1885, ved Sudan
1898, present at Battles of Atbara and Khar-
toum, for which services mentioned in
despatches, promoted brevet-major, received
British Medal and Khedive’s Medal. with
two clasps. Made his reputation in South
Africa 1899-1902; D.A.A.G. for Cavalry,
Natal; C.S.0.° to General French during
Colesburg operations ; A.A.G. —Cavalry
Division, 1900 ; commanded groupof columns,
1901-2. “For these services promoted brevet-
colonely C.B., mentioned in despatches,
awarded Queen’s Medal with seven~ clasps,
King’s Medal. .Inspectotr-General Cavalry,
India, 190 ;. Major-general 1904 ; Director
Military aining 1906-7; Director Staff
Duties ‘at Headquarters 1907-9; Chief of
Staff, India, 1909-11. Appointed to command
Virst’ Army Corps, British <peditionary
Force, August, 1914. Won high fame by many
acts of leadership in war. Received honourable
mention im all: Lord French’s” historic
despatches for his services in the retreat, “at
the~ Aisne, Ypres, and other battles, Ss
Colonel of 17th Lancers. .Elected Lord Rector
of St. Andrew's University, November; 1916.
Awarded G.C-:B:, G.C.V.O., present war, Grand
CroM-of the Order of St. Maurice and St.
Lazarus (Italy), Croix de Guerre (I'rance).
Created Field-Marshal, January, 1917.

Haking, Lt.-Gen. Sir R., K.C.B.—Born 1862.
Entered Army 1881: War’ services include
surma, South Africa. At Staff College rgor-6,

first as professor, then D.A.A.G. Commanded
5th Infantry Brigade ror11-14. In’ the wat
commanded rst Division, and for distinguished
services promoted major-general, lieutenant-
general, and K.C:B.; mentioned in despatches.
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Haldane, Lt.-Gen. J. A. L., C.B., D.S.0.—

Divisional commander ; promoted. lieutenant-
general, August, 1916. Born 1862. Joined
Gordon Highlanders 1882. Haddistinguished
military career. In South Africa captured
when in command of Chieveley armoured
train, but escaped from Pretoria. Military
Attaché, Japanese Army, 1904-5. ;

Haldane of Cloan, Viscount, K.T.—Sat in
House of Commons from 1885 to 1911, when
raised to peerage. Secretary of State for War
1905 to 1912, when succeeded Lord Loreburn
as Lord Chancellor. Resigned Lord Chancellor-
ship in Cabinet crisis in May, 1915. As War
Minister introduced the Territorial Force.

Hall, Rear-Admiral W. R., C.B.—Director
of Intelligence Division, Admiralty War
Staff. Rear-Admiral, April, 1917. C.B. 1915.

Halsey, Rear-Admiral Lionel, C.B., C.M.G.
—Appointed Third Sea Lord, May, 1917.
Had been Fourth Sea Lord since December,
1916. Won promotion to commander by

* meritorious service in command of guns at
Ladysmith, -when lieutenant of Powerful.
Captain of New Zealand in actions of Heligo-
land Bight and Dogger Bank. In 1915 ap-
pointed Captain of the Fleet and Commodore,
first class, on Staff of Sir John Jellicoe in Iron
Duke, in which capacity took part in Jutland
Battle. Promoted rear-admiral, April, 1917.

Hamilton, General Sir Bruce M., G.C.B.,
K.C.V.0.—Commanded an army, Home
Defence, since 1914. Born 1857. Had dis-
tinguished career. Boer War 1881, Ashanti,
South Africa 1899.. G.O.C. Scottish Command
1909-13. Promoted general 1913.

Hamilton, Maj.-General Hubert I. W.,
C.B., D.S.0.—Brother of General Sir Bruce
Hamilton. Commanded 3rd Division. Killed
in action at Pont Fixe, Ypres, October, ror4.

Hamilton, Genera! Sir IanS. M., G.C.B.—Dis-
tinguished soldier with much war service.
In Boer War(1899-1902) did brilliant work in
command of infantry at Elandslaagte and
commanding troops on Waggon Hill and
Cesar’s- Camp. » Afterwards.” Chief of Staff,
South Africa. Commander-in-Chief Southern
Command 1905-9, _then Adjutant-General
to Forces, Commander-in-Chief in Medi-

   

- terranean, and Inspector-General of Oversea
Forces 1910-14. Commanded forces in
Gallipoli, April-October, 1915. ,

Harley, Mrs. K. M.—Sister of Lord French.
Killed byshell at Monastir, March, 1917, where
she had charge of a motor-ambulance unit with
the Serbian Army. Did splendid work, first
in France with the Scottish Women’s Hoés-
pital, and, later, in Balkans. “Awarded Croix
de Guerre by General Sarraifl; 1916.

Harmsworth, Cecil B., M.P.—Chairman
Board of Agriculture and Fisheries Com-
mittee on increasing supply of.sea fish, March,
1917. Joined Prime Minister’s secretariat to
deal with shipping, food, and National Service
questions, May, 1917. Represented South
Bedfordshire since 1911. Born 1869. Educated
Trinity College, Dublin. M.P. Droitwich
1906-10. Parliamentary Under-Secretary
Home Office, February-June, 1915.

Haus, Admiral Anton—Appointed Com-
mander-in-Chief of Austrian Fleet and Chief
of Naval Section of Ministry of War 1913.

Hausen, General Max ©. L. F, von.—Com-
manded Saxon Army of Germanforces, and
one of leaders of march on Paris, August-
September, 1914.

Hawker, Capt. L. G., V.C., D.S.0.—Royal
Engineers and R.F.C. V.C. gained for con-
spicuous bravery and verysgreat ability on
July 25th, 1915. “Whenflying al@ne, he attacked
three German aeroplanes in succession. «First
nanaged to escape, second driven to ground
damaged, and third, which he attacked. at
height of 10,000 feet, driven to earth.

Heath, Rear-Admiral H. L., €.B., M.V.0.—
Commanded Second Cruiser Squadron, Battle
of Jutland, which according to Sir John
Jellicoe’s despatch, he “handled with con-
spicuous ability,”

Heeringen, Field-Marshal J. von. — Com-
manded Sixth German Army from Metz to
Saarbrucken, Prussian War Minister, rgor-rz.

 

  

Portraits by Barnett, Underwood, Bassano, Gale & Polden, Russell.
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Lieut.-Gen. HALDANE,
... Div. Commander.

 

  

 

 

Gen. Sir BRUCE
HAMILTON,

 

 

 

Gen. Sir IAN
HAMILTON.

 

 

 

Mrs. HARLEY,
Balkans.

 

  

 

 

Gen, HAUSEN,
German Commander.

   SN a

Capt. HAWKER, V.C.,
Famous Airman,
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Triumphant Italians Push on Towards Trieste
 

    
i i the Austrian positions on the Carso Plateau. Ten

ted the second anniversary of her entry into the war by storming } \

aktaresotterition artillery took part in the terrific preliminary bombardment. Asa result of one day’s—caret of

the Duke.of Aosta, which conquered Gorizia, drove the enemy down to Hermada, the last great Austrian bulwar e .
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Pte. Christopher Cox, V.C., Sec.-Lt. G. E. Cates, V.C.,
Bedford Regt.
for rescuing many wounded

from fire-swept ground.

Awarded V.C.

Page 376 Se-c-c:a:

 

More Heroes Honoured with Crosses for Courage

a

Lee.-Cpl. H. Durrant,

N S s

Temp.-Capt. E. B. Brewer, M.C.,
Rifle Brigade. Put his footon Bedford Regt. Awarded the London Regt. Attd. T.M.B.
a bomb about to explode and Croix de Guerre and two Cards Honoured for gallantry and
gave his life for his comrades. of Honourforgallantry. fine example during a raid.
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Temp.-Capt. Herring, D.S.0O., M.C.,
R-E.C. ‘Spec. Res.
for courage and initiative in
preventing enemybridging.

Capt. F. V. B. Witts, M.C.,
Personally reconnoitred

ariver and launched a pontoon
under heavyfire.

Honoured
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. G. Moores, M.C.,
R.G.A. Awarded a bar to his
M.C, for digging out a buried

comrade underfire.

Sec.-Lt. P. G. Grinling, M.C.,
A.S.C. Displayed conspicuous
courage and endurance in com-
mand of a car supply column.

Portraits by Lafayette and Bassano,

Temp.-Capt. J. C. Callaghan, M.C., Lt, E. J. Greene, M.C.,
Royal Munster Fus. and R.F.C. Suffolk Yeomanry. Took com-
Displayed courage and skillin mand of his company and

night bombing operations. turned the enemy’s flank.

‘
 

   
   
  

 
 

   
 

Sec.-Lt. E. H. Gunter Jones, M.C., Act.-Capt.G.J. Apperson, M.C., 5
Decorated for cool gallantry R.Irish Rifles. Single-handed ug
in reconnoitring under, severe attacked five of the enemy =

bombardment, and shot two. ‘ Se
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RECORDS OF
  

THE REGIMENTS—XXXVIL

THE KENSINGTONS
= FEAT of arms

: A surpassed by
no battalion

in this great war.”
So many acts of
‘signal heroism, both
individual and collec-
tive, have been per-
formed on the battle-
field during nearly

: ’ three years that one
may be pardoned for wondering to which
particular incident Sir Henry Rawlinson,
theh commanding the-Fourth Army Corps,
referred when he spoke these words.
Many battalions had earned them, but yet,
when all the circumstances are taken into
consideration, the ezplot of the Kensing-
tons.at Aubers Ridge on Sunday, May
oth, 1915, was specially deserving of this
high praise, and it was they whom the

- general thus* addressed. ;
The evening before this British attack
on-a strong German position, Saturday
night; the 8th, was passed by the bat-

talion in some advanced trenches, and at
five’ on the following morning, as they
were all readyfor action, they heard the
British batteries begin their work.
“Prepare to ‘charge in five minutes!”
was then the order passed along the line
of waiting. mén. The tense minutes
passed, and over the parapet they went.
Although they fell -by dozens, the re-
mainder tore on, and were soon. over the

first, second, and third lines of German

trenches. With bayonet and bomb they

cleared out the Hun, and then their

officers had time to take stock of the
situation. :

Isolated at Aubers Ridge

The plan was that, on the right of the

IXensingtons, another battalion should
advance* but this was unable to do’ so,
and thus, to use a military phrase, the
victorious Territorials found their flank
“in the air.” ‘Something similar-had hap-
pened before, and was to happen again
during the war; but never perhaps under
such terrible conditions. The Germans
were not slowto notice the position of the
isolated battalion, and they and their
guns turned their full attention to the
trenches in which, with grim determina-
tion, the Kensingtons decided to remain.

‘AH around shells were pitching and burst-
-ing ;~ from front and flank machine-guns
and snipers were taking their toll, and, as
the Sunday“morning wore away, the men
became- fewer <and, fewer.. At 11.15 a
messagearrived Saying that a battalion

syas advancing ,to their, relief; ‘but, as.
one of them said, “ We-sawour reinforce-
ments come out, we saw themfade away.”
It was impossible to get through the
_barrage of fire. :

Early in. the afternoom the order to
retire; ““bitter and damnable,” as one
called» it, “reached the remains of the
battalion. In thelong, light daysof May
buch a proceeding was not ¢asy ; but
about 2.30.a: beginning was made, “Then

began the worst part of that day of horror.
Snipers avere.on the watch, ‘barbed-wire
was in theway.. Some men crawled

- alongtrenches, although up to the waist
in mud-;\ others lay behind mounds of

earth and waited for darkness to come ;

others fought their way as by a miracle
through rings of foes. After nightfall

the remnants of a fine battalion, many
bleeding, and all haggard, -having escaped
a thousand “deaths, dashed over the
protecting sand-bags and were once again
in the British trenches. Only four com-
pany officers out of seventeen returned,
and. of both officers and men a majority
lay outside, dead or dying, for the slightly
wounded were few.

Sniping a Sniper

Someof the narratives of that dreadful
afternoon are most graphic, and from one
a few lines may be quoted. The writer
says: ‘‘ The minutes slipped by, and’
when thirty minutes had elapsed we
knew something was-wrong. Imagine_
our feelings. Our little batch was being
sniped ;. still no help. ‘Then the officer
said, ‘ We shall haveto retire.’ No sooner
had, we’ stood up’ than we got io. the

Germans had surrounded us and were
pouring Maxim and rifle fire into us.
‘The boys were going down like corn
before a scythe. I got near the main
trench, expecting every second would be
my last, when a shout came, “Come on,

laddie!’ In I jumped, and found myself
with about fifty men of different regi-

ments—the Royal Ivish, the Lincolns, the

Berks—and they were holding only one

hundred and fifty yards of the trench we

had captured ; so the Germans were each
side of us. It was then about eight

o’clock—it seemed like a year since
5.45—and I took up my position on
the parapet and started blazing away at

the Germans, who were slowly working
their way back to us, Our artillery
spotted themandblew hundredsto pieces;
legs and armis were flying in the air—it was
a sight !—and only about two hundred
yards away.
“Suddenly myattention was drawn to

-a ruined mill about one hundredandfifty
yards away where a sniper was potting
at me, and the bullets were going ‘ ping’
just in front of my. sand-bag: 1 guessed
that sooner or later our artillery would
demolish. that. mill, and that chap would

have to jump for it or ‘go up.’ So I
waited patiently and sighted my rifle on
the place where I thought he would jump.

Presently a high-explosive shell burst

about twenty yards away fromit, and

he jumped at the very spot thought he

would. I got him fine. I was so excited
that I shouted to the boys, ‘I’ve got
iim bs

At Neuve Chapelle

Onthat day all were heroes, but a few:

were singled out for special mention.

Captain E. G. Kimber won the D.S.O. for

extricating, after six hours of horror, the

sutvivors of his company ; Sergeant P. R:

Pike and Private V..E. Cohen won the

D.C.M. for. their gallant behaviour as

bombers, and: Lance-Corporal R. A. E.

Starkey. for sticking doggedly to his

machine-gun. Private. J. H. Wood

brought up messages and ammunition,

and Sergeant F. W.-Shepherd, in the

same zone of death, laid andrelaid a tele=

phone wire.
- Under Colonel F. G. Lewis, the Ken-

singtons ‘began to train. for the front

just. after the outbreak of war, and on

November 3rd, 1914, they went across

to France. Attached to a brigade of

Regulars, they took turns of duty in the.

trenches, at that time merely receptacles

  
        

    

      

for mud and water. Through the winter
they kept at it, and in a few weekstheir
casualties had mounted up to two officers
and thirty-four men in killed alone
Captain Gilbert Thompson, the adjutant,
being one of these. -

As a change from the monotony of
trench warfare, the Kensingtons so

March roth was. fixed for
assault on Neuve Chapelle,

previous eyening the battalion
paraded at ten o'clock, and then, ca:

their arms, their rations, their

bottles filled with tea, and two sand.

each, they marched away into the dé
ness. As little as ‘we at home did the
men know whither they were going.

According to orders, the’ Kensingtons
and the rest of the reserves. followed the

attacking troops, and in so* doing came
under fire and suffered certain“ losses.

They held our front trenches for a tinie
and then went forward to man those
which had been just captured from the
enemy. These, owing to the severity of
our artillery fire, were in a deplorable
condition, so the troops set to work to

make them defensible and habitable once

more. The next day the Kensingtons

had. another- fight;

~

they. seized some

trenches and held them until relieved

fifteen days later. After this, a rest

prepared themfor their exploit at Aubers

Ridge in May.

In the Somme Battle

Tor several months after the affair at

Aubers Ridge-the Kensingtons were out
oi the fighting-line, and they did not come
again to the fore until the, beginning of

the great offensive on the Somme.~ By

that -time the British Army had- been

entirely ““fearranged,. and .the London

Territorials were placed together.in two

or more divisions. It was these Londoners
who, on July rst, charged towards
Gommecourt.

.

There .they- struggled

against defence as perfect as defence

could be, with a Germansalient on their

left and a sunken road on their right.

The battle they waged was, in one

respect, a losing one, for they could not

hold on to the ground they had won; but,

without their gallantry, success in other

parts of the field would have been still

harder to obtain than it was. For the

allied cauSe<as a. whole, the Londoners

fought a-gloriéus and successful fight, and

must share the honour of the day.
The Kensingtons are-in reality the r3th

Battalion of the London Regiment: In

the days of the’ Volunteer -movement

there were in existence the 4th Middlesex

Rifles and=the 2nd South. Middlesex,

battalions of menraised for home defence.

When,in 1908, the newTerritorial Atmy

came into being,. the London Regiment

was formed to include all the Volunteer

units in the metropolis The two bat-

talions in question were among these,

and were united. As the 13th London

they joined themewregiment, the district

allotted. to them being Kensington. On

the outbreak of the Great War the

Kensingtons were mobilised and sent to

train at Abbots Langley.

.

They volun-

teered for the front at once, and to keep

them up ta strength, a second and then a

third battalion were raised, the tanks

being quickly filled. A. W. H.
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Pte. Christopher Cox, V.C., Sec.-Lt. G. E. Cates, V.C.,
Bedford Regt.
for rescuing many wounded

from fire-swept ground.

Awarded V.C.
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More Heroes Honoured with Crosses for Courage

a

Lee.-Cpl. H. Durrant,

N S s

Temp.-Capt. E. B. Brewer, M.C.,
Rifle Brigade. Put his footon Bedford Regt. Awarded the London Regt. Attd. T.M.B.
a bomb about to explode and Croix de Guerre and two Cards Honoured for gallantry and
gave his life for his comrades. of Honourforgallantry. fine example during a raid.
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Temp.-Capt. Herring, D.S.0O., M.C.,
R-E.C. ‘Spec. Res.
for courage and initiative in
preventing enemybridging.

Capt. F. V. B. Witts, M.C.,
Personally reconnoitred

ariver and launched a pontoon
under heavyfire.

Honoured
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. G. Moores, M.C.,
R.G.A. Awarded a bar to his
M.C, for digging out a buried

comrade underfire.

Sec.-Lt. P. G. Grinling, M.C.,
A.S.C. Displayed conspicuous
courage and endurance in com-
mand of a car supply column.

Portraits by Lafayette and Bassano,

Temp.-Capt. J. C. Callaghan, M.C., Lt, E. J. Greene, M.C.,
Royal Munster Fus. and R.F.C. Suffolk Yeomanry. Took com-
Displayed courage and skillin mand of his company and

night bombing operations. turned the enemy’s flank.

‘
 

   
   
  

 
 

   
 

Sec.-Lt. E. H. Gunter Jones, M.C., Act.-Capt.G.J. Apperson, M.C., 5
Decorated for cool gallantry R.Irish Rifles. Single-handed ug
in reconnoitring under, severe attacked five of the enemy =

bombardment, and shot two. ‘ Se
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THE REGIMENTS—XXXVIL

THE KENSINGTONS
= FEAT of arms

: A surpassed by
no battalion

in this great war.”
So many acts of
‘signal heroism, both
individual and collec-
tive, have been per-
formed on the battle-
field during nearly

: ’ three years that one
may be pardoned for wondering to which
particular incident Sir Henry Rawlinson,
theh commanding the-Fourth Army Corps,
referred when he spoke these words.
Many battalions had earned them, but yet,
when all the circumstances are taken into
consideration, the ezplot of the Kensing-
tons.at Aubers Ridge on Sunday, May
oth, 1915, was specially deserving of this
high praise, and it was they whom the

- general thus* addressed. ;
The evening before this British attack
on-a strong German position, Saturday
night; the 8th, was passed by the bat-

talion in some advanced trenches, and at
five’ on the following morning, as they
were all readyfor action, they heard the
British batteries begin their work.
“Prepare to ‘charge in five minutes!”
was then the order passed along the line
of waiting. mén. The tense minutes
passed, and over the parapet they went.
Although they fell -by dozens, the re-
mainder tore on, and were soon. over the

first, second, and third lines of German

trenches. With bayonet and bomb they

cleared out the Hun, and then their

officers had time to take stock of the
situation. :

Isolated at Aubers Ridge

The plan was that, on the right of the

IXensingtons, another battalion should
advance* but this was unable to do’ so,
and thus, to use a military phrase, the
victorious Territorials found their flank
“in the air.” ‘Something similar-had hap-
pened before, and was to happen again
during the war; but never perhaps under
such terrible conditions. The Germans
were not slowto notice the position of the
isolated battalion, and they and their
guns turned their full attention to the
trenches in which, with grim determina-
tion, the Kensingtons decided to remain.

‘AH around shells were pitching and burst-
-ing ;~ from front and flank machine-guns
and snipers were taking their toll, and, as
the Sunday“morning wore away, the men
became- fewer <and, fewer.. At 11.15 a
messagearrived Saying that a battalion

syas advancing ,to their, relief; ‘but, as.
one of them said, “ We-sawour reinforce-
ments come out, we saw themfade away.”
It was impossible to get through the
_barrage of fire. :

Early in. the afternoom the order to
retire; ““bitter and damnable,” as one
called» it, “reached the remains of the
battalion. In thelong, light daysof May
buch a proceeding was not ¢asy ; but
about 2.30.a: beginning was made, “Then

began the worst part of that day of horror.
Snipers avere.on the watch, ‘barbed-wire
was in theway.. Some men crawled

- alongtrenches, although up to the waist
in mud-;\ others lay behind mounds of

earth and waited for darkness to come ;

others fought their way as by a miracle
through rings of foes. After nightfall

the remnants of a fine battalion, many
bleeding, and all haggard, -having escaped
a thousand “deaths, dashed over the
protecting sand-bags and were once again
in the British trenches. Only four com-
pany officers out of seventeen returned,
and. of both officers and men a majority
lay outside, dead or dying, for the slightly
wounded were few.

Sniping a Sniper

Someof the narratives of that dreadful
afternoon are most graphic, and from one
a few lines may be quoted. The writer
says: ‘‘ The minutes slipped by, and’
when thirty minutes had elapsed we
knew something was-wrong. Imagine_
our feelings. Our little batch was being
sniped ;. still no help. ‘Then the officer
said, ‘ We shall haveto retire.’ No sooner
had, we’ stood up’ than we got io. the

Germans had surrounded us and were
pouring Maxim and rifle fire into us.
‘The boys were going down like corn
before a scythe. I got near the main
trench, expecting every second would be
my last, when a shout came, “Come on,

laddie!’ In I jumped, and found myself
with about fifty men of different regi-

ments—the Royal Ivish, the Lincolns, the

Berks—and they were holding only one

hundred and fifty yards of the trench we

had captured ; so the Germans were each
side of us. It was then about eight

o’clock—it seemed like a year since
5.45—and I took up my position on
the parapet and started blazing away at

the Germans, who were slowly working
their way back to us, Our artillery
spotted themandblew hundredsto pieces;
legs and armis were flying in the air—it was
a sight !—and only about two hundred
yards away.
“Suddenly myattention was drawn to

-a ruined mill about one hundredandfifty
yards away where a sniper was potting
at me, and the bullets were going ‘ ping’
just in front of my. sand-bag: 1 guessed
that sooner or later our artillery would
demolish. that. mill, and that chap would

have to jump for it or ‘go up.’ So I
waited patiently and sighted my rifle on
the place where I thought he would jump.

Presently a high-explosive shell burst

about twenty yards away fromit, and

he jumped at the very spot thought he

would. I got him fine. I was so excited
that I shouted to the boys, ‘I’ve got
iim bs

At Neuve Chapelle

Onthat day all were heroes, but a few:

were singled out for special mention.

Captain E. G. Kimber won the D.S.O. for

extricating, after six hours of horror, the

sutvivors of his company ; Sergeant P. R:

Pike and Private V..E. Cohen won the

D.C.M. for. their gallant behaviour as

bombers, and: Lance-Corporal R. A. E.

Starkey. for sticking doggedly to his

machine-gun. Private. J. H. Wood

brought up messages and ammunition,

and Sergeant F. W.-Shepherd, in the

same zone of death, laid andrelaid a tele=

phone wire.
- Under Colonel F. G. Lewis, the Ken-

singtons ‘began to train. for the front

just. after the outbreak of war, and on

November 3rd, 1914, they went across

to France. Attached to a brigade of

Regulars, they took turns of duty in the.

trenches, at that time merely receptacles

  
        

    

      

for mud and water. Through the winter
they kept at it, and in a few weekstheir
casualties had mounted up to two officers
and thirty-four men in killed alone
Captain Gilbert Thompson, the adjutant,
being one of these. -

As a change from the monotony of
trench warfare, the Kensingtons so

March roth was. fixed for
assault on Neuve Chapelle,

previous eyening the battalion
paraded at ten o'clock, and then, ca:

their arms, their rations, their

bottles filled with tea, and two sand.

each, they marched away into the dé
ness. As little as ‘we at home did the
men know whither they were going.

According to orders, the’ Kensingtons
and the rest of the reserves. followed the

attacking troops, and in so* doing came
under fire and suffered certain“ losses.

They held our front trenches for a tinie
and then went forward to man those
which had been just captured from the
enemy. These, owing to the severity of
our artillery fire, were in a deplorable
condition, so the troops set to work to

make them defensible and habitable once

more. The next day the Kensingtons

had. another- fight;

~

they. seized some

trenches and held them until relieved

fifteen days later. After this, a rest

prepared themfor their exploit at Aubers

Ridge in May.

In the Somme Battle

Tor several months after the affair at

Aubers Ridge-the Kensingtons were out
oi the fighting-line, and they did not come
again to the fore until the, beginning of

the great offensive on the Somme.~ By

that -time the British Army had- been

entirely ““fearranged,. and .the London

Territorials were placed together.in two

or more divisions. It was these Londoners
who, on July rst, charged towards
Gommecourt.

.

There .they- struggled

against defence as perfect as defence

could be, with a Germansalient on their

left and a sunken road on their right.

The battle they waged was, in one

respect, a losing one, for they could not

hold on to the ground they had won; but,

without their gallantry, success in other

parts of the field would have been still

harder to obtain than it was. For the

allied cauSe<as a. whole, the Londoners

fought a-gloriéus and successful fight, and

must share the honour of the day.
The Kensingtons are-in reality the r3th

Battalion of the London Regiment: In

the days of the’ Volunteer -movement

there were in existence the 4th Middlesex

Rifles and=the 2nd South. Middlesex,

battalions of menraised for home defence.

When,in 1908, the newTerritorial Atmy

came into being,. the London Regiment

was formed to include all the Volunteer

units in the metropolis The two bat-

talions in question were among these,

and were united. As the 13th London

they joined themewregiment, the district

allotted. to them being Kensington. On

the outbreak of the Great War the

Kensingtons were mobilised and sent to

train at Abbots Langley.

.

They volun-

teered for the front at once, and to keep

them up ta strength, a second and then a

third battalion were raised, the tanks

being quickly filled. A. W. H.
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N our present number Mr. Hamilton
Fyfe, who, more than any journalist

in England’ to-day, is entitled to write
with authority on the state of affairs in
Russia, contributes a most important
article on the outlook for, New Russia.
Ihave turned to him for this contribution
because, having followed all his writings
(both those published and much that
remains unpublished) during his long
stay in Russia, I have been so impressed
with the accurate way in which he has
anticipated events and read the signs of
the times there that I have great faith
in his opinion, and my readers will no
doubt rejoice with me to find him among
the optimists -as to Russia and the war—
that is; if such a word as optimismis
really applicable to Russia other than
comparatively. Our optimismof to-day,
so far as Russia is concerned, would have
seemed rankest pessimism two years ago.
Still, it is something that we may hope
at least for Republican Russia eventually
putting up a
and refusing
disadvantage

to treat with them to the
of the Western Allies.

Mr. Hamilton:+Fyfe’s New Series

HE newseries of articles for THE War
ILLUSTRATED by Mr. Hamilton lyfe,

the famous war correspondent of the
‘Daily Mail,” will begm next week.
Having now “had the. opportunity of
reading the first of these articles, I can
more confidently than ever advise my
readers that a peculiarly attractive series
is in store for them. We have had almost
every aspect of the war described, dis-
cussed and argued,over. Indeed, it now
requires no little editorial ingenuity to
maintain an even interest in the slow
progress of events, but Ido not think that
we have had in-the writings of any of the
more eminent literary mien who’ have
personally followed the fortunes’ of the
battlefield, anything quite Comparable
in character or purpose with. this new
series that Mr. Hamilton Fyfe is preparing
for myreaders, é

War Treated Subjectively sf

NSTEAD of continuing ‘the general
effort to treat the war objectively—

that is, to describe events from the stand-
point of the onlooker, or after the manner
of the lecturer,
the moving picture’ on the screen—Mr.
Tyfe has made a most successful effort at ©
dealing with the war subjectively.: ““ My
Corners of Armageddon’ is. the. title
he has himself chosen, and he will tell us,
in that admirable literary ~style..of his,
just howhe has felt during these years of
wat, beginning with the first dramatic
moment when in July, 1914, he ieft at
an hour’s notice for France, to take up his

work as war correspondent, which he has

continued sincé=. in’ “Russia, « Rumania,
Spain, Portugal, and elsewhere.

articles will be essentially personal, and
will, in brief, be the’ experiences, >the
thoughts, and emotions of a verybrilliant

man of letters in circumstances which
few have hadthe fortune to enjoy, during
some of the greatest days in the history;
‘of the’ world.

fight against the barbarians -

tion.

pointer in hand, before.

The?

N this issue I am pleased to be able to

publish the first of three extremely
interesting contributions by. one of the
most popular of the many contributors
to THE -WaR ILLUSTRATED, Mr. ‘Basil

Clarke. The work and personalities of
the war correspondents at the front offer

a most attractive subject. to so able and

engaging a‘ writer as Mr. Clarke, who
starts with the advantage of being himself
a special correspondent who-has  cami-
paigned with the men concerning whom
he sets out’to tell my -readers “some
interesting facts.

‘The Green Brassard’
HE work of the war correspondent is
known to’ all newspaper. readers,

but the personalities of the writers are
not so familiar, and admirers of such

brilliant correspondents as Mr. Philip
Gibbs, of the ‘‘ Daily Telegraph,” and
Mr. Beach Thomas, of the “ Daily Mail,”

not to say the veteran Mr. Perry Robinson,
of the ** Times,” will be grateful to Mr.
Basil Clarke for a more intimate introduc-

One of his’ three articles will deal

witht ‘the war photographers, the most
modern of all: branches of newspaper

“activity on the battlefield and the most
dangerous, sinceit” involves close.ee
with the fighting-line and €alls for gre
risk in thé “effort to secure: photographic
records of notable events,

at Economy "—and. Waste
Tis rather startling to learn onofficial

authority «that, up-to April 3o0th,<
£104,000 -had been spent’on the National
Service Department, and that of this sum

£78,000 (or about £8.1os. per volunteer
for-whom employment was found’ up to
May 4th). had.been spent in advertising.
Surely newspaperadvertising alone would
have been at once more effective andless -
costly.in money and in paper. But poster
advertising seems a sort of fetish at the
moment.’ Onésees highly-coloured‘posters
about food economy. in the most out-of-
the-way. places~on sand-bins as well-as
hoardings. slt, will -hardly. be ‘surprising
if they prove as ineffective asthe National -
Service posters.* Papers all: over the -

country are being gr.
of existence by the’ dit
of the paper shortage. Yet there aly
seems paper enough for these egregi

id irritating posters. It does not seema
wise proceeding to ask people to economise
in food when no apparent steps are taken
to regulate food supplies at their source,
and such poor excuses are put forward
for sending food-ships. that have once
arrived in home waters out again into
the track of the U boats.. The publicis
long-suffering, and ready for any necessary

sacrifice:: but it must be persunaded that

the famine prices of food are not. the
result of food gambling. Sofar speculation
is the only reason consumers can
for their present discontents—andall the
decorative advertising in the world will
not suffice to rid them ofthis conviction.

lually squeezec
iculties arisiz

assign

Round Pegs and Square Holes

Y the way, I have lately heard an
excellent story of the way in which

“National Service ’’ allocation of workers
tries to fit round pegs into square holes.
There are many such storiés about—and
some of them are true. A farmer had
applied for an additional labourer, and
the “N.S.” people obliged-him with one
of. their volunteers, who had previously

been—a shopwalker !. The first morning
the farmer said to his new hand:
“Take a horse and go to the station

for a load of potatoes.”
The ‘man. carried -out his instructions

to the letter,-and‘ when he-<arrived at the

station the railway official 's “ATL
right—but how are you going take
then without a-cart-?-””
“Dear me,” replied the. new~ hand,

“‘ Tve. forgotten the cart!” So he
tied up the horse in the station-yard—and
went back to the farm for the cart !

to

Sir Percy Scott—Prophet

the ~mobilisation of the‘FHOUGH
Fleet for the great Spithead Review

in July, 1914, was fortunate in that it
brought all the ships together, to meet
the peril of:the following August, it was
unfortunate in that it helped.to dull the
‘ars of the public to the warning given
by-Sir’ Percy Scott in the preceding June.
Just as Lord Roberts warned. the nation
against Germany, so Sir Percy Scott
foretold with accuracy the danger weare
in to-day. from the U boats of our arch-
foe. The warning appeared in a letter to

the “‘ Times ” of June 5th, ror4:

YF we go to war with a country that is
within -the striking distance ‘of submarines
T amof opinion that that country will at once *
lock up their Dreadnoughts in some «sate
harbour; we shall do the same; their ae
planes and airships will fly over our country
they will know exactly where out ships are,
aud ..their ‘submarines, will come over and
destroy anything and everything that they
can get‘at: Weshall, of course, do’the same,
but an island with many harbours and much.
shipping is at a great disadvantage if the
{enemy] country has submavines.

It was Sir Percy Scott who, in 1900,
maintained that ‘‘ we ought to proceedat
once to: form a two-Power standard in
airships.”

A Gd,
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A
HESEare times, it seems to me, when

a clear duty of every. member of
humansocietyis to display the happiness
that is his; and an equally clear duty
of his fellows is to give thanks for the
exhibition and to repay the kindness by
passing on some of the pleasure. thence
derived to the next man. Wherefore
I wish long life and happiness to the
young man and the maid who were
married to-day at St.. Bride’s, and by
these presents I tender them: thanks for
the gleam of sunshine they flashed into
mylife andthelife of a couple of hundred
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wildly to leave homein time to reach my
appointed place punctually that I forgot
mypipe, I arrived at the station half an
hour earlier than I need have done,
and got into a train asphynxiatingly,
Offensively, even dangerously —_over-
crowded. There, hanging on to a strap,
I swung to and fro and round about,
cursing the Kaiser till we reached Charing
Cross, where it suddenly oceurred to me
that, being early, I might get out and
walk the rest of the way and perhaps
buy a pigfe fora shilling asI walked.
So I got out of the train and into Villiers
Street, only to discover that I had for-|, gotten my money, too, and so must e’cn
go without smoking.

 
Not even the clean, sweet air of the| fair May morning soothed my|} fretted temper, and I came down Fleet
Street- irritable and ashamed of my
irritability, to be still more irritated by

i

}

 

|| the evidence of authority in command
of a_ situation” arrested my attention,1! and I lingered to see what the mattermight be. ~It speedily becameplain. Bythe kerb stood a line of seven or eighttaxicabs, and white ribbons adorning theirlamps proclaimed the purpose for whichthey had been hired. A wedding. Andstraightway a wholesome, healing sym-pathy with other folks’ happiness sweptthrough me, and TI hoped it might be myluck to catch-a glimpse of the hero andheroine of the occasion.

 
yr was. The best man, a khaki-cladyoung figure, appeared at

©

thechurch gates and gave a signal to thepolicemen, Forthwith,

©

with ‘propergravity, they marshalled the willingassembly into two rows, the taxicab driversgot into their seats, and the next minutethe bride and bridegroom came alertlyout of the church, smiled on the people,stepped into their cab-and were off, Avery proper bridegroom—young, fit, Smartin his simple khaki, dignified and happy!'Gad, he was happy! A charmingbride, little, pretty, with such bright eyes,modest yet confident and happy! ’Gad,she was happy! What was she ‘wear-ing? I haven’t the least idea. I onlylooked at her face, and I believe I shailremember it always, though I nevef sawit before and probably shall never see 1t
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OUR GBSERVATION POST

WEDDING AT ST. BRIDE’S
husband joined her in the cab, and then
she buried her pretty little nose in a
bunch of lilies of the valley—perhaps
to prevent himfromkissing her in public.

OODluck to them both, whoever they
are! As I left the crowd and went

on I forgot all about my own contemp-
tible, self-made woes and thought only
about happy things. It was a splendid
idea of that little woman to fix nine
o’elock as the time for the wedding ; and
‘to choose St. Bride’s as the churchfor it.
Half-past two at St.

happy, sending them off to their daily
toil feeling glad inside in sheer sympathy
with her own perfect happiness. And,
imcidentally, she gained at least half a
day of happy married life for her own
dear little. self.

TWADDLE? Not a bit of it. Senti-
ment, perhaps; which, if not per-

mitted t6 degencrate into squashy senti-
mentality, is an effective antidote to
morbid “ grousing.” Thinking about the
pretty incident afterwards, it seems
to me that these two young people
rendered-a public service by their in-
genuous display of their happiness in a
quarter of the town andat a time of the
day where and when material care is
usually supreme. For ‘all the world
loves a lover,” and it is only fair that
loyers should front the world bravely,
if shyly, at the golden hour when wooing
ends in wedding. For so the world’s
thoughts are sent back to its own golden

   

happened in war time did this
particular wedding enchain my thoughts

)°,DDSDDDSPDPDDGRRREE.
°Requiem

THE pity of early death has inspired most of theelegiac poetry written during the war, Inthe following graceful lines, contributed to“Scribner’s Magazine,” Florence Earle Coatesdwells on the content with which rest may

_

bewelcomed by heroes,

EACEto-night, heroic spirit!
ain is overpast

All the strife with life is ended ;
‘You may rest at last.

 

The devotion that, amazing,
Welled from out the deep

Of your being, no more needed,
Quiet you may sleep :

Sleep, who,givingall for others,
Battled till the victory nigh,

You,too,toil and heart-break over,
Hadtheright to die!

We may guard the grave that holds you,
Asa shrine of Trath

Lighted by the pure devotion
Of your radiant youth ;

We, you died for, may forget you!
Youwill have nocare,
ho, content, to-night are sleeping—

- to-day, It gave me a sudden: realisation
of the extraordinary apathy with which
we have come. to accept the almost com-
plete “disappearance of joy from life.
There never was a time, I suppose,
when true love proved its quality more
abundantly than now, but. one logical
result has been to demonstrate the
great truth that the reality of love is
tested by its capacity of ‘self-sacrifice.
One may believe most firmly that self-
Sacrifice meets with its reward even in
this world, may be sure that renunciation

HERE, and how
see joy to-day ? There is joy in

colour. Contrast “London now. with
Londonas it was in‘r9rq. Then I might
have pointed you to St. James’ Palace,
at the hour of the changing of the guard,
when you would: have seen the bandsmen
brilliant in scarlet and gold, with the
sun gleaming on the brass of trumpets
and the gilt-cross hilts of swords, officers
strolling up and down the courtyard in
pairs, elegant yet martial figures in
their sleek busbies and perfectly-fitting
searlet tunics, women in soft gowns. of
every hue watching them from the
Opposite pavement, and children half
hidden. among the marguerites and
pelargoniums on the wall of Marlborough
House. And presently, at slow step,
the band. would head the column and
march—is it twelve abreast ?—out of the
warm red courtyard, and so into
streets of colour: Striped awnings over

often, does one

a kaleidoscopeof colour.
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OULD you paint Londonin IQL7 you
need no tints but khaki and blue,

with just enough of red to provide
“Landseer’s spot” in the ties of the
patients from the military hospitals and
the Red Cross.on the aprons and head-
dresses of the‘nurses and onthe ambulances
that gather round Charing Cross each
evening. There is no joy in the blue and
red of to-day as there was inthe gules and
azure of yester-year. You will laok in
vain for flowers in the window-boxes
of the great buildings that once were
hotels and now are offices ; in: vain for
Ascot gowns onfour-in-hands and jewelled
corsages in ¢arriages bound for drawing-
room or opera.

A’? you will look in vain for joy on
the faces-of the men and women.

Or almost in vain. Just once or twice,
perhaps, in a period of long-weeks, you
will see it as I saw it this summer morn-
ing, on the face of a girl coming out of a

 
  church on the arm of her boy-husband

and you will stop before the glory of it,
will feel thankful and give thanks that
you have seen it, and will pray, though
the two are utter strangers to you, that
not for a long time yet may that joy be

     

\oth June, 1917,

  

 

   
 

 

  

* . Peter's, Eaton has its own compensating happiness,other people equally unknown to their Square, with all Society present that was and yet declare, without inconsistency, ‘refreshingly happy young selves. not at the front or inthe War Office, that love has been robbed of part of its “

|

c would have been.a different, much. Ic3s due by this cruel war which has taken .

]

"TES morning I got out of bed on the interesting story. As it was, she made nearlyall joy out oflife, 4
: wrongside.

_

Everything was wrong, at least two hundred working people : : ’
including the clock. ‘After hurrying so

being stopped by the little crowd hours and loving-kindness is rekindled, ep windows, loee as @assembled at the turning which gives with what ‘beneficent ‘results no man ste oes & Pastas SaLe ee ae med |

|

access_to St... Bridé’s- “Church. “wo can measure. oors of the great hotels, aeos os

1

|| policemen dominated the assembly,- and ~
Shades ie eos op SS a 2 eens ie '

| = HIEFLY, however, because it garish omnibuses.- London in I9Il4 was
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a clear duty of every. member of
humansocietyis to display the happiness
that is his; and an equally clear duty
of his fellows is to give thanks for the
exhibition and to repay the kindness by
passing on some of the pleasure. thence
derived to the next man. Wherefore
I wish long life and happiness to the
young man and the maid who were
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wildly to leave homein time to reach my
appointed place punctually that I forgot
mypipe, I arrived at the station half an
hour earlier than I need have done,
and got into a train asphynxiatingly,
Offensively, even dangerously —_over-
crowded. There, hanging on to a strap,
I swung to and fro and round about,
cursing the Kaiser till we reached Charing
Cross, where it suddenly oceurred to me
that, being early, I might get out and
walk the rest of the way and perhaps
buy a pigfe fora shilling asI walked.
So I got out of the train and into Villiers
Street, only to discover that I had for-|, gotten my money, too, and so must e’cn
go without smoking.

 
Not even the clean, sweet air of the| fair May morning soothed my|} fretted temper, and I came down Fleet
Street- irritable and ashamed of my
irritability, to be still more irritated by
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WEDDING AT ST. BRIDE’S
husband joined her in the cab, and then
she buried her pretty little nose in a
bunch of lilies of the valley—perhaps
to prevent himfromkissing her in public.

OODluck to them both, whoever they
are! As I left the crowd and went

on I forgot all about my own contemp-
tible, self-made woes and thought only
about happy things. It was a splendid
idea of that little woman to fix nine
o’elock as the time for the wedding ; and
‘to choose St. Bride’s as the churchfor it.
Half-past two at St.

happy, sending them off to their daily
toil feeling glad inside in sheer sympathy
with her own perfect happiness. And,
imcidentally, she gained at least half a
day of happy married life for her own
dear little. self.

TWADDLE? Not a bit of it. Senti-
ment, perhaps; which, if not per-

mitted t6 degencrate into squashy senti-
mentality, is an effective antidote to
morbid “ grousing.” Thinking about the
pretty incident afterwards, it seems
to me that these two young people
rendered-a public service by their in-
genuous display of their happiness in a
quarter of the town andat a time of the
day where and when material care is
usually supreme. For ‘all the world
loves a lover,” and it is only fair that
loyers should front the world bravely,
if shyly, at the golden hour when wooing
ends in wedding. For so the world’s
thoughts are sent back to its own golden

   

happened in war time did this
particular wedding enchain my thoughts
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°Requiem

THE pity of early death has inspired most of theelegiac poetry written during the war, Inthe following graceful lines, contributed to“Scribner’s Magazine,” Florence Earle Coatesdwells on the content with which rest may
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bewelcomed by heroes,

EACEto-night, heroic spirit!
ain is overpast

All the strife with life is ended ;
‘You may rest at last.

 

The devotion that, amazing,
Welled from out the deep

Of your being, no more needed,
Quiet you may sleep :

Sleep, who,givingall for others,
Battled till the victory nigh,

You,too,toil and heart-break over,
Hadtheright to die!

We may guard the grave that holds you,
Asa shrine of Trath

Lighted by the pure devotion
Of your radiant youth ;

We, you died for, may forget you!
Youwill have nocare,
ho, content, to-night are sleeping—

- to-day, It gave me a sudden: realisation
of the extraordinary apathy with which
we have come. to accept the almost com-
plete “disappearance of joy from life.
There never was a time, I suppose,
when true love proved its quality more
abundantly than now, but. one logical
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great truth that the reality of love is
tested by its capacity of ‘self-sacrifice.
One may believe most firmly that self-
Sacrifice meets with its reward even in
this world, may be sure that renunciation

HERE, and how
see joy to-day ? There is joy in

colour. Contrast “London now. with
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often, does one

a kaleidoscopeof colour.
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OULD you paint Londonin IQL7 you
need no tints but khaki and blue,

with just enough of red to provide
“Landseer’s spot” in the ties of the
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  church on the arm of her boy-husband

and you will stop before the glory of it,
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MY CORNERS OF ARMAGEDDON
New Series by Hamilton Fyfe -

e ELL, where-do you want to go?”
WV I had. broken in upon a

council of war at the ‘ Daily
Mail’ ofice. One man hadbeendetailed
already to start_for Vienna that night.
Another would go with him and seek
leave to follow the Austrian Army. A
telegram was being sent to a correspondent
then in Albania to join the Serbians as
quickly as he could.

This was. Wednesday, July 29th, 1914.
As yet only Austria and Serbia were at
war. The other Powers were preparing,
That wasall.

“Well, where do you want to go?
“ Serbia,” I said.

“Impossible.”
I knewthe speaker too well to argue.
“To the French frontier, then ?”’
Good! When: can youstart?”
At once.”
All right. Keep in. touch closely:

Let us know every day where you are:
Good-bye and: good luck!”
That night I left Charing Cross with

the two who were going to Vienna, and
with my wife: as, well:

I had promised to take her to a theatre
that evening. She had gone upto London
from our cottage in Surrey. I dashed
down to the cottage; packed. my bag,

had a maid pack hers; dashed up to towm
again, met her as. we had arranged, and

said, ‘‘ We aren’t going to. the theatre.
We're going to France.”

The wives of special correspondents are
prepared for shocks of this kind. She
simply said :

““Xre we? Then I must buya hat.”
So we bought a hat and took it with

us in a paper bag.

War’s Authentic Thrill

One of the men going to Vienna raised

his eyebrows when he saw my wife with

me. The other said:
“Quite right. Very sensible of you.

You'll have a nice little trip, and you'll
be back ina week or-ten days. A general
European, War is unthinkable.”’

So, indeed, as we travelled swiftly

through the soft summer darkness in the

luxurious Pullman of the boat-train, it

almost seemed: “ unthinkable.”
For years: we had all talked of an

Armageddon, a war of the: nations that
must some day be born from the heavy
travail of our armaments;from the pains
of costly preparation which burdened
and bent. all Europe more heavily year
by year. Yet how many believed that
Armageddon would really come ?

There was a hint of itat Dover. Broad
lanes of white light ram across the harbour
entrance. ‘The searchlights: would let no
craft passin secret. We heardof sailorsand.
Marines called to: their ships that evening
—called out from, theatre and music-hall.
A mere precaution, but jt thrilled us as
only war, or the nearness.of war, can.
Why this thrill, this tight, almost

painful grip of interest, this fascination ?
For the reason that war was then to us
who had become over-civilised and lived
lives foolishly artificial, the intensest
reality. ‘The thrill we felt was the same
as that which Stevenson imagined stirring
the sluggish emotions. of his Suicide Club.
We were so careful of our.trumperylives
that we shivered even to think of a game
in which men were the willing counters and
<eath the pitiless croupier raking themin.

2

“

Amiens next morning was its usual
smiling, middle-class, prosperous, com-
fortable self, except for a crowd reading
the latest news posted up in the window
of a bank. I am glad no-one told me
as swe strolled through the pleasant,
bustling streets that in a month’s time
I should be in the town again listening
to the sound of Germanguns.

Germany’s Eternal Shame—Rheims

A telegram to Paris ordering a motor-
car to meet us at Chalons-sur-Marne,
tickets for Chalons, a hurried look at our
favourite corners in the cathedral, and
then a slow train out of Amiens through
places I had never heard of before; which

were soon to become so familiar-to: me
and to all the world. In Villers-Breton-
neaux and. Rosiéres I was not long after
picking up and! carrying in the wounded
from the field) of battle. Through Ham
and Laon the retreating allied armies
were soon: to pour in disorder with. the
enemy’ on their heels. ‘

Ewo. hours’ wait at Rheims. gave us
opportunity to-lunch at the famous. hotel,
the Lion d’Or, which looked on to the

cathedral. I was glad of that enforced
wait then. JP am, infinitely more glad
of it now. It is hard! to recollect that I
shall never see again as I saw it then
—that glorious: west front, that massive

grandeur, beautiful with a beauty of
which we have lost the secret. For as
long as history lasts the German: nation
will wear a shameful placard on its breast
marked ‘‘ Rheims.”

Another slow journey brought us: to
Chalons, and here we began to understand

how even the nearness of war upsets: all
our elaborate civilised schemes and. pre-
tences. The first to be affected is the
pretence of money, the scheme of inter-
national finance:

L went out after dinner to buy some-

thing, and offered: in payment am English
sovereign. The shopkeeper called his
wife: They examined King George's
portrait and politely handed me the
sovereign back. This was odd, but still
odder was. the refusal of a bank to change
British gold next morning.

Shadow of the Sword"

T went out early, but the bank manager
had read the paper already: He--wamwed.
away my sovereigns. It was absurd} of
course, for each one was worth mere
just because there was a panic, But
the bank manager had lost his, head.

I tried to argue. I said! that never
anywhere’ in the world” before had a
money-changer refused to change me
British gold.
He shrugged his shoulders.
“ Never in the world before, monsieur,”’

he said} ‘“ have: we known such days as
these.” : E 5

This was Briday, July 32st. Already
the Fates were spinning with scarlet
thread. Already, on this hot. day, of
July, the shadow of the sword lay across
the ripe cornfields and the whispering
forests of the Ardennes. §
The first sign we saw of anything

unusual was in a. village near Verdun.
A table was set in. the street. Two
officers were writing at it. Before them
passed. a procession of horses, horses
drawn from. the whole neighbourhood:
Other officers looked them over, -cried

I.—The Loosing cf the War Dogs

“Yes” or “ No,” according, as they were

requisitioned or rejected. For miles the

roads were dotted with them, some single,

being brought in for examination, some

in strings, under charge of soldiers, on -

the way to their newduties: :
Driving into Verdun, all unconscious

then of the golden page it was destined
to win in history, we met a stream: of cabs

“piled with luggage, women and children

sitting in them, looking anxious and.

depressed. They were the wives and

children of officers hurrying away.

In the afternoon, after lunch at Verdun

and a walk through its narrow, crooked

streets, we began to. pass, troops, dusty,

marching troops: of the line, regiment

after regiment of €hasseurs, battery after

battery of guns. Ali the mem-—troops of

the Active Army—looked fit and hard.
We drove slowly, of course, and they

courteously let us go by. Now and again

we were stopped andpolitely asked where

we were going;
“ Service de Ja Presse,” the driver

replied, with: an air of immense import-

ance. The sentries smiled: and waved

us on, so that we came te, Nancy not

long after four in the afternoon, in spite

of all delays.
Here there was no gfeat. excitement,

though rumours were passing from lip
to: lip, and everyone who went through

. the big square stopped outside the Mairie
to see if there were any fresh notices
posted up. That was the last quiet
evening Nancy knew.
The pleasant city was not, indeed,

altogether normal then. The hotels had
put. up: notices, ‘‘ No foreign money ex-
changed,” ‘“ No: change: cam be given.”
The: post-office: refused) a fifty-franc ‘note.
“We have oum orders,” the clerk said.
* Que voulez-vaus:? ””

Unheeded Warnings

Next day, Saturday, August 1st, I
started early for Epinal, passing along
the second line-of French frontier defences,
a range of low hills with a; fort. crowning
almost every one of them. How was it
possible that an enemy should seek to
push through here? From: Verdun to
Belfort stretched what Geperali Maitrot,
one of the best French military writers,
called. ‘“‘ a Chinese Wall” of fortifications.
He warned France that the Germans
would. never hurl their armies against this.

His warning went unheeded:. All pre-
parations were made for meeting invasion
trom: Lorraine and Alsace. Noprepara-,
tion was: made for repelling an attack
through Luxemburg. [I wondered that
day whether General Maitrot was right
and the French War Office wrong, and if

this wére so, what would happen. In a
few days we knewall about it.. This was
the first.of the allied blunders, the French

mobilising in. the wrong place. i
Epinal, a clean little town on the

clear-running Meuse, was not much moved
by the preparations. These frontier towns’
had known so many. war alarms. which
were “‘ rung off” beforeanything:eccurred.'
Military motors were running busily about.
Carts piled high with uniforms were
passing through the streets: But no one;'
I think, fancied that the collars were
already being slipped off the dogs of war,|
Yet before we came to Lunéville, m

the middle of the hot August afternoons
the ugly brutes were loose.
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A touch of poetry in the prose of war. Setting free a pigeon from

the trenches with a message to Headquarters.

 

 

  
    

     

       

 

 

  
A motor passing overthe old German front line on Vimy Ridge,

scene of the Canadians’ supreme achievementin the war.
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  Fixing the messageto the bird, that rests fearlessly in the strong

soldier hands previous to leaving the trench. :
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i . ivi ir d rations with a

Captured Prussian Guards receiving their brea at mel

Bunty disdain that deserves to be repaid in the Prussian fashion.
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Prisoners captured by the Canadians at Arleux marching to in~

Despatch-riders carrying pigeons to be used in bringing com- risoneentwhere they will be out of gun range and properly fed.

munications from points where other connection does not exist.
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scene of the Canadians’ supreme achievementin the war.
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soldier hands previous to leaving the trench. :
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  Signpost between Monastir in: Serbia and? Goritza. in Alianias.
Left: Russian: anti-aircraft;gumon: the mountainous: Serbiamthent..

 

 
           

i f 3 Corna bend. The recapture of this .
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 Old and new-transport in Macedonia—a. motor-car overtaking a
donkey-led string of well-laden camels.
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French troops reorganising ground they had recently recaptured from the enemyin the Verdun regi    
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Courage and Faith Confront the Pirate Peril | Red Cross and Red Flower of Fire in France
 

 
‘T was the unrestricted submarine piracy of Germany, the BORA ‘ :

deliberate murder on the high seas of men, women, and
children, which ranged the United. States of America with those
who werealready leagued to save civilisation. In these pictures Zz
the artists have finely presented episodes illustrating the courage :
and faith with which the ways of the pirates are faced alike by ;
men of the heroic mercantile marine, by women and children
voyaging through zones of undersea peril, and by the troops
of the Empire. The sinking of the Ballarat. by torpedo is. but
one of the several glorious: Birkenhead episodes.. The Australia a
soldiers: on board lined: upas.on parade, and’ took tothe boats
inso orderly-a manner that not a.lifeswas lost.

  

 

 

 

 

 

   
 
Sinking of the transport Ballarat with Australian troops on board

; on April 25th. Right: Passing.through perilousseas. A mother’s
anxiety for her children as their-voyage nears its close.
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A al of a Red Cross waggon ata advanced dr ing-station. S her-bearers carry the wounded from the first-aid posts to

iv. Ss ggon at an vance ressing-Station. tretcher-b h ded id

= aes Patan eieaes they are conveyed in Red Cross waggons to the field ambulances farther back, andso to hospitals.
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i i i i sition at nightfall; ths
i ly on the left, this battery is changing position atn .

i d- by the red famesfrom

a

village burning fierce ‘ a :

; pet eaeieGcicaity at their task, while the drivers urge them on to the comparative security of the new position

has vividly presented the scene,of tragedyat the overwhelming.

uddenly confronted, unwarned, with the menace of instant death.
British steamer struck by a.torpedo, The artist, Mr.. Charles: Pears,
moment ef the explosion, when men pursuing their lawful occasions ares
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THE ITALIAN SOLDIER AS I KNOW HIM
HEN war. broke out between

Austria. and Italy the fighting
qualities of the Italian soldier

were little known. Of dash and courage he
had plenty, perhaps too much: That was
recognised. But would he displaythegrit
and endurance and capacity for detailed
orgayisation which are necessary to success
in modern warfare ?. The Germandid not
think so. He sneeringlycalled the Italian
a mandolin-player. He knows better now:
And he might have known from the
beginning that there is a world of meaning
in the contrast between beer and music.
Had Fritz strummed ‘‘ O Sole Mi” be-
neath the windowof his Gretchen, rather
than shouted ‘‘ Hoch Dev Tag!” to the
clatter of his: beer-mugs, perhaps-he would
have. been a better soldier, and Northern
France would not be littered to-day: with
broken: bottles and: brok rmies: °" Any-
how, the joke is now with the Italian

  

     

+ side:

Spirit of Ancient Rome
And if we would be honest it must be

admitted that the supreme prowess dis-
played along the circle of the Alps and
on the stony wastes of the Carso came
somewhat as a surprise even to friends
and well-wishers: of Italy: The truth is
that though the world at large had sup-
posed the Roman: genius to be dead, it
was only sleeping—sleeping: and recu-
perating: Aroused’ from» its centuries: of
slumber by the call of the Risorgimento
it did not .beeome fully awake until
now.

In her sober moments Austria had
realised: that she would: have: to meet a.
well-organised and brave Army, but she

 

    

 

 

“ probably never dreamt that she would
find marshalled against her that. genius
for co-ordination and intense sense. of
solidarity, which makes each. soldier. feel
the power of the mass concentrated in
himself alone. It was this power which
brought victory. to the standards of
ancient Rome; and the modern Italian
soon showed the Austrian that the blood
of his sires did not course in degenerate
channels. z

Cadorna’s: Armyis an Armyof peasants
fighting for the safety of their homes:
Almost every experience which arrests
your attention as you journey along the
Italian line of battle is an illustration
of that fact.

Devotion toHome
Though the soldiers have very few

nicknames ior the enemyor his weapons,
they have names of endearment for
their own. And these names are house-
hold words: Carlino—little Charlie—is
the mountain gun which the Alpini
employ >the ‘75’ is Lucia or Giulietta
or Angelina, according to the favourite
names in the family Bibles of the men
who serve the batteries. To the soldier
the armoured) line which stretches from
the Adige to the Adriatic is. the wall
which guards his home. Within it live
his mother, sister, wife, his loved’ ones:

I suppose it is true that the men of
every nation become children in the most
critical moments of their lives, but I
think this is truer in Italy than elsewhere.
Wounded soldiers crying out in their
agonies, generally call for their mothers;
they sometimes. call on their God, and

sometimes they curse their fate. In Italy
have scarcely ever heard any cry

from the lips of an agonising Soldier
except ““ Mamma mia! Mamma mia!”
You hear it when they are being brought

 

By Dr. James Murphy.
Special Correspondent on the Italian Front

in on the stretchers. Home and mother
seemy to be the one idea running through
the distraught brain.
A fewof the soldiers’ letters have found

their way into; print, and I think an
example may give the reader a. glimpse
into the minds of the men who. wrote
or dictated them.

Renato Mazzuchelli writes: to his-family
and friends: ‘‘I-am now going to: the
field’ of battle, where flame and’ steel
temper the lives ofinations. I am geing
where there is no death, where only
cowards. and: laggards. die; for, though

the body; off the: soldier, may, fall en: the:
field). helives; om im the glory with wliich
death has encireledilis-name.. His-friegrds
and! those who; know him: will: speal& of
him to their children: and: say :. “ Forget
not that name. It is the name: afi ene
who died fighting for the glory of our
country.’ J greet you, my. country,. my
fair Italy. And you, my—mottlier, fair

and holy, you are the image in the shrine
of my heart and the object of my ever-
lasting thought.”

This example, disclosing the soul of
the peasant beneath the armour of the
warrior, is typical of hundreds I might
quote: But it must not be thought that
the soldier whose mindis: ever filled: with
poetic pictures of home and: relatives
envisages his task andi its bearing: on
great world problems:in a narrowoutlook.
Quite the contrary.

& Brotherhood’ of Sacrifice
When. you meet him. andi chat with

him in- trench or camp; your discover
that his grasp of the family idea in-
tensifies his vision of the Fatherland
and that sense of brotherhood which
cements. the bond. of sympathy between
hiny and those who are fighting for the
same cause.
-I was with the Italian soldiers during

those days when the fate of Verdun
hung in the balance. Peasants from. the
Abruzzi and Piedmont and Tuscany,
men who never before had had ex-
perience of the. world: beyond their little
farms and workshops, eagerly scanned: the
morning papers for news of their French
comrades. Groups of soldiers gathered
round the lucky individual who had
received. a copy of the ‘‘ Corriere’’. or
“ Tribuna ” in his morning's post. The
news was. constantly received with excla-
mations of pride, and one often heard
expressions of sorrow because the weather
conditions prevented Italy.from lending
a helping hand by striking vigorously on
her own front.

For the Italian soldier: is always
delighted to feel that he fights. in. concert
with-his Allies. Tell him that the'Franco-
British troops are striking.on the Somfne;
the news. will fire: his spirit and lend new
strength to: his: blow.
That capacity for: grasping a world-

wide situation seems to be due*to some-
thing racial in the Italian character. I
suppose it is-a heritage from their Roman
forbears. And. I imagine it accounts: for
the fact that one hears more. of: world
politics than of war when mixing: with
the officers and men at the front.
Whenthey-discuss warit is generally. on

broad, strategic lines, and they constantly
illustrate the argument by drawing: dia-
grams onlittle slips of paper. But they are
far more anxious: to. discuss. polities with

  

the stranger. They discover the main cur-
rents of British affairs far more readily
than.an ordinary Briton, and they unravel

Balkan: tangles as you will find them
unravelled nowhere else. Itis remarkable
how many. of the officers and men: under-
stand English. I should say that quite
fifty, per cent. of the officers are conversant
with the French tongue. In their dug-
outs-you will find copies of the “ Times”
and “‘ Daily Mail,” the ‘* Journal’ and
““Temps;.’ and ‘““ Echo de Paris;’’ When
you: ares presented to the general) who has
commandinthe section wherein you are
spending the day, he invites: you: to lunch,
andi you accept all the: more: neddily
beeause you imagine that you liawe:struck
a mine ofmilitary information. Do not
think that it will be a ceremonial’ per-
formance where: strict military; canons are
enforced: at table; I have dined: at
divisional. headquarters. where: privates
sat beside the commander andi led! the
conversation; for this isa brotherhood of

  

sacrifice where one man’s blood! is’ as*
precious. as another's.

Desirous of Doing Things
If you. think that the commander

will .confine- himself to the discussion
of military matters, you are mistaken.
He will ask you about British work-
men, the output of coal and munitions;
the Irish question, and the attitude
of the British Government towards
different problems of world: politics.
Ask the ordinary officer what. he thinks
of the British Army. He will often begin
by telling you that he takes. off his. hat
to the Navy. His mind. being: fixed: on
the whole European battle-line, he natu-

rally considers: the British Army; in its
relative. importance: He admires its
equipment and its solid staying power,
and. he. fully realises. that the British
Empire is the main bulwarkof the allied
“cause.

As to the bearing of the Italian in the
actual fray, I doubt if our general idea:
of him is: entirely correct. We are apt
to -consider him fiery and somewhat
wanting in doggedness: Doggedness is so.
characteristic with ourselves. that we are
inclined to pin our faith to it and look
for a corresponding: share of it in other
armies. It is true that the- Italian. is
not dogged as is. the British warrior,
especially in passive trench warfare. He
wants to do something.

Capacity for Team-Work
Ask him to build a bridge underfire, or

to climb a mountain, and he will sticl-to his

work as busily as an ant, even though his
comrades’ fall and he is: sorely wounded.
He loves to conquer the ‘impossible.’
and achieve a sort of super-heroism. He
will charge a Battery with his bayonet.
When. le is. brought in wounded, heis
still in a sort of eestasy.; his: body is afire
with. a. warlike incandescence; sa@ much: so
that oftentimes: he does not wince. under
thesurgeon’s knife. Butift he be-left: too
long inactive in front-line: trenches: his
nerves are. apt to suffer. This capacity
for team-work is:one of the most-admirable
of his qualities,

It is a. mistake to: compare one: army:
with another, for each hasits characteristic

excellences. And this: may, be said: of
the Italians—that the manner im which:
they have grappled. and overeome- the
difficulties: of their. particular front has
compelled’ the enthusiastic admiration
not only of their friends; but even of
.their foes,
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Guarding the Young from the Prussian Poisoners
 

   
‘* Danger of Poison Gas !*” Assoon asthe warning notice is posted
in the villages near the front the inhabitants don the protective
masks with which all, men,women and children alike, are supplied.

 

   

   
* i i i . The many hundreds of carboys on the

tory. One phase in the manufacture of picric acid, or melinite. 1 :

eetieeiaeeheraotae eS eagkces and their riders masked against the furmes af poison a ‘ ne——we

are employed in drawing shell-waggons they are fitted with qgas-masks, like nosebags, before being taken across

a

gas .  
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any were the deeds of heroism in the battle o e second-lieutenants of London—* they never lost courage and kept their pride ’?’— Rpg Fi cae 5 fone Tete . Pr ;

in the opening days of the Battle of Arras, says Mr. Philip Gibbs. One foll : in. At one point in the attack, to continue citing Mr. Gibbs’ stirring story, sniping machine-guns held up the British from hidden shell-

: een aot p-Gibbs Oe. owed-abmerenboyiolininetaen as.e gresucaptett: holes. A second-lieutenant and sergeant crawled into No Man’s Land, located a sniping point, and dragged three snipers from thehole.
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Another second-lieutenant of London, finding himself confronted by uncut wire before a German gun, flung his platoon round the
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} flank, smashed through the wire, and sprang on the gun-team with a revolver in one hand and a bomb in the other. When the Bolder than St. George’s attack on the dragon, says Mr. Gibbs, was that of a London Rifleman who went forward alone to kill anenemy

‘1s surprised gun-team had been accounted for by being wiped out he waved his revolver and called to his men,‘‘ Let’s get ont? é ; machine-gun withits hideous ‘ tat,’ “tat,” ‘‘ tat,”? for the dragon “ was a harmless beast compared with this spitfire devil.’’ Armed

i
: with a Lewis, carried at the hin, he fired so coolly that he scattered the Germans and captured their gun.
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} flank, smashed through the wire, and sprang on the gun-team with a revolver in one hand and a bomb in the other. When the Bolder than St. George’s attack on the dragon, says Mr. Gibbs, was that of a London Rifleman who went forward alone to kill anenemy
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i
: with a Lewis, carried at the hin, he fired so coolly that he scattered the Germans and captured their gun.
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On the Teuton-Freed Tigris From Basra to Bagdad
Photegraphs by Mr. A. B. W. Halland
 

   

 

 

New British Residency and Consulate General a’ Bagdad. It accommodates the Resident, and: contains the British Post Office,.a house
for the Residency Surgeon, and barracks for the Consular Guard of Sepoys. Right: The old Germaw Consulate, higher up the river.

HIS further selection from Mr. Holland’:
admirable Mesopotamian photographs—

of which several appeared in last week’s issue—
affords-a series of striking views on the great

=| river along which Sir Stanley Maude passed to the
recapture of Kut and the taking of the ancient
city of many memories, Bagdad.

Shat-el-Arab is the name of the united
stream of, the two great rivers. the Euphrates
and the Tigris. After flowing roughly parallel,
though at .points about a hundred miles
apart, from above Bagdad, they run together
at Kurna. Thence as the Shat-el-Arab the
river reaches the Persian Gulf below Basra. At
Basra the barges are loaded with goods and then
lashed to the sides of steamers, such as that

shown in the picture at the bottom of this page,
for conveyance to Bagdad.
The views aboveafford an interesting contrast.

They show the new centre of British-influence
in Bagdad, the British Residency, which is

described as one of the finest buildings on the
left bank of the Tigris, and the centre of the now
happily discredited and dispossessed German
influence.
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American sailors who escaped from Turkey when America declared war being
presented by their officer, Commander Marton (on the right in mufti), to Mir. Sharp,
the U.S. Ambassador in Paris. Right: American medical officers in Hyde Park.

 

  
 

  
 

sf On the Shat-el-Arab at Basra, with view on the farther bank of a well-built Turkish hospital. The crowded British steamer was about
3 to leave on the long up-river journey to Bagdad. Above: Arab women in Mesopotamiasifting and cleaning corn.                

 

drilling at Blackpool,

  

 

 

 
     

     

  

 

  

      

   

   

  

   
The first American contingent to arrive in England was sent to Blackpoolfor a final period of training before being despatched to France.

On May 23rd the King and Queenreceived them at Buckingham Palace. Right: A handshake from the Prince of Wales.

 
Two companies of between two and three hundred men composed the American Medical Contingent, some of whom are here shown

Right: American sailors. who had completed their course at Newport, R.I., lined up in New York.
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House-Party of Heroes in a Stately Home
Photographs by Bassano
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 Depositing the colours of a Canadian battalion

in the chancel of Bramshott Church, Hants. soldiers are given everything heart can wish for—including ‘‘ The WarIllustrated.’

 

Not the least happy memory the menwill cherish of their stay in this stately home of England will
by their hosts.

 

The Marquess of Bath has turned Longleat Hall into a hospital, where wounded
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°be of the personal service giventhem -
Lady Kathleen Thynne, daughter of the Marquess of Bath, in the magnificent hall, with someof her father’s house-party.
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Dastardly Destruction and its Avengers
British and French Official Bisiotanke
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Explosion ina large house which. had been set on fire by the Germansbefore evacuating the place. The wanton destruction of property

without military justification, of which this is an example, has been made the subject of protest by France to the neutral Powers.

 

  
 
Regiment of French ‘artillery passing through Epernay (Marne), eastward-bound upon the Germans’ heels. In Champagne, of which
province Marne formspart, the artillery fighting has been most violent, and incessant supplies of guns are still being sent forward. 
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Belgians’ Brave Work on the Flanders Front
Belgian Official Photographs

 

 

  
Hauling a trench-mortar over sandy ground at a Belgian training centre. The

small weapon is very heavy, and the seven men havea hard task to get it along.

 

 
 

Belgian infantry manceuvres amongthe dunes nearthe seashore onthe Flanders front.
The Belgian trench-he!met has a central ridge similar to that of the French one.
 

  
 

Soldiers of King Albert’s Army halting in a village behind the lines on their march to the front. In oval: Belgi iveri
letters at the entrance to a strong concrete-covered dug-out. Cee eeeen oveniae
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Russia in the Throes of Her Greatest Tr
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General Palitzin addressing the seven soldiers who had been elected to represent
the Russian treops in France at the Council of Workmen and Soldiers.

 

One-armed Russian officer addressing a Petrograd
meeting insupport of the Provisional Government.

 

 

 

 

Gen. Palitzin reading despatches from Petrograd to hissoldiers in Champagne, exhort-
ing them toloyalty tothe Allies. Right :Soldier addressing mass meeting in Patrograd.
   

  
 

 

    
  
 

Colonel Kostof, sentenced to perpetual imprisonmentfor his part in Mass meeting in St. Isaac’s Square, Petrograd. One of the soldiers
the1905 Revolution,reviewing someof the Russian troops in France. said, ‘* Beware of the German’s new weaponoffraternising.”*
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Admiral HOOD,
«Hero of Jutland.

 

 

  
 

 

General HORNE,
Com. First Army.
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Who’s Who in
Helfferich, Dr. Karl.— German Imperial

HomeOffice and Representative of Chancellor.
Henderson, Rt. Hon. Arthur, M.P.—Member

of the War Cabinet since December, 1916.
Well-known Labour leader who had rapid
rise in politics. Born 1863. Served apprentice-
ship as a moulder in Newcastle; entered
Parliament 1903; Chief Whip of Labour
Party in February, r9r4. Elected Chairman
of Labour Party on outbreak of war, and co-
operated on Parliamentary Recruiting Com-
mittee. Pri Councillor,, January, 1915.
Joined Coalition Government, Mé IQI5.
veing first Labour memberto receive Cabinet
rank, Went on mission to Russia, May, 1917.

Henderson, Lt.-Gen. Sir David, K.C.B., D.S.O.
—In command ofe Royal Flying Corps. Ap-

i Director-General of Military Aeronauti¢s
Born-1862.~ Served in Sudan and South

a, in latter campaign as Director of In-
igence Department of Military

Training 1912; in part of war.
Herr, General.Commanded French forces

at Verdunin opening battle, February, 1916.
Hilmi Pasha.—Turkish commander in

Dobruja in campaign against Rumania.
Hindenburg, Field-Marshal von. — Most

popular military figure in Germany from the
time when he freed East Prussia from the
Russians by winning the Battle of Tannenberg,
September, 1914. Next in command on
eastern front, making several invasions of
Poland. In consequence of many Austrian
reverses, Hindenbur command, which at
first was from the Baltic to the’ Pripet
Marshes, was extended south to the Galician
front, June, 1916, Austrian groups of armies
being placed under his authority. Reports of
friction between Hindenburg and Falkenhayn
received confirmation in August, 1916, when
announced the Kaiser had dismissed thelatter
and appointed Hindenburg Chief of the
General Staff in his place. From then on-
wards was the supreme military authority.
Fought in war of 18 and rose to rank of
general, commanding for some years an army
orps in East Prus On the retired list
when war broke out.

‘Hipper, Vice-Admiral—Prominent German
naval leader. Commanded scouting squadron
at’ Battle of Jutland, but was completely
outmanceuvred by Admiral Beatty. In com-
mandof four Germancruisers that bombarded
Scarborough, December 16th, 1914.

Hoeppner, Lt.-Gen. von.—German officer
formerly in command of a reserve. division;
appointed genera! in command of the aerial
forces, November, 1916.

Hoetzendorff, Field-Marshal Conrad von.—
Austrian Chief of the General Staff until
March, 1917, when dismissed by the Emperor,
and given commandonItalian front.

Holbrook, Lt.-Com. Norman Bougla3, V.C.—
First naval V.C. of war. For most conspicuous
bravery on December 13th, 1914, when, in
command of submarir Br1, he entered
Dardanelles, dived his vessel under five rows
of mines, and torpedoed the Turkish: battle-
ship Messudiveh. Succeeded in bringing Brr
sa‘ely back, although assailed by gun fire.

Holland, Lt.-Gen. A. E. A., C.B., M.V.O.,
D.S.0.—Started in the war as a_ colonel.
Was promoted major-general for distinguished
services, January, 1916; lieutenant-general
(temporary), February, 1917. Born 1862.

Holmes, Corporal F. W., V.C.—2nd Battalion
the King’s Own (Yorkshire Light Infantry).
At Le Cateau on August 26th, 1914, carried
wounded man out of trenches under heavy
fire. Later, assisted to drive a gun out of
action, taking the place of woundeddriver.

Holtzendorff, Admiral von.—Chief of the
German Admiralty Staff. Decorated-by the
Kaiser with the Order Pourle Mérite.

Hood, Rear-Admiral Hon. Sir Horace L. A.,
K.C.B., M.V.O., D.S.0.—One of most brilliant
of naval office Commanding a squadron of
battle-cruisers, consisting of Invincible, -In-
flexible, and Indomitable, he rendered
splendid services at Battle of Jutland. At
critical moment Hood, to reinforce Beatty,
steamed in fast with his. three battle-cruisers,
and swung magnificently into position at
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the Great War
head of Beatty’s line. The Invincible, his
flagship, was struck, and sank with the famous
admiral on board. Born 1870. Joined Navy
1883. Held positions of Commandant of
Royal Naval College, Osborne, and Naval
Secretary to First Lord of the, Admiralty.
In command Doyer Patrol, 1914. Received
posthumous honourof K.C.B., Sept. 1916.

Hoover, Herbert——Chairman and Director of
Commission (American) for Relief in Belgium.
U.S, Food Administrator, May, 1917.

Hope, Rezr-Admiral G. P. W., C.B.—Com-
manded the Queen Elizabethat the Gallipoli
operations. Born r869. Admiralty WarStaff
1911-13; promoted rear-admiral, April, 1917.

Hornby, ar-Admiral R. S. P., C.M:G.—
Born 1866. Youngest son of late Admiral of
Fleet Sir Geoffrey Phipps Hornby, G.C.B.
Hoisted his flag in the Doris,

Horne, Gen. Sir Henry Sinclair,
Commanding First Army, western front, and,
with Gen. Allenby, in charge of great offensive,
Ar front, April goth, ror7. Born 1861.
Received commission Royal Artillery 1880.
Served South Africa 1899-1902 (Queen’s
Medal with five clasps, King’s Medal two
clasps). Regarded as our greatest artillery
expert, and organised artillery at Paardeberg
which made Cronje capitulate. Said to be
inventor of the creeping barrage with its
mechanical synchronising mechanism. Com-
mandedFifteenth ArmyCorps on Somme 1916.

Horsley, Col. Sir Victor, F.R.S.— Famous
surgeon whodied of heat-stroke while serving
as consultant with the forces in Mesopo-
tamia, July 16th, 1916. Born 1857, he .was
pioneerin scientific medicine.

Horton, Commander Max, D.S.0.—In com-
mand of submarine Eg he torpedoed German
cruiser Hela, September, 1914.- A month
afterwards sunk a German destroyer, and
awarded D.S.O. In the Baltic he sunk the
Pommern, a German battleship.

Hoskins, Lt.-Gen. A. R., C.M.G.,. D.S.0.—
Succeeded General Smuts in command of
East African Expeditionary Force, January
2oth, 1917. Succeeded by Gen. Van Deventer,
May, 1917. Had previously commanded the
first of the three divisions in the campaign.

Hughes, Lt.-Gen. Hon. Sir Samuel, K.C.B.—
Canadian Minister of Militia and Defence,
r9tt-16. Born 1853. Worked tirelessly to
help raise Canadian Contingent for war.

Hughes, W. M.—Prime Minister of Aus-
tralia, and one of greatest Imperial statesmen.
Born 1864, in Wales; went to Australia
in 1884; elected M.P. 1894.. Twice Attorney-
General. Devoted himself to Labourinterests,
though in Great War led National Party.

isited England, and attended Allies’
Economie Conference, Paris, 1916.

Hunter-Weston, Lt.-Gen. Sir Aylmer, K.C.B.,
D.S.0., M.P.—Commanded 11th Infantry
Brigade of 4th Division in France and
Flanders, August, 1914-February, 1915. Ren-
dered great services at Dardanelles. as com-
manderof 29th Division. Commanded Eighth
Army Corps on Somme, 1916, Born 1864. En-
tered Royal Engineers 1884. Served India,
Dongola Expedition, South Africa, as Chief of
Staff to General French. M.P. North Ayrshire.

Hussein Kamil, Prince, Sultan of Egypt.—
Secondeson of Khedive Ismail, Was Minister
of Public Instruction and, later, Minister- of
the Interior and Minister of War in Egypt.
Ondeposition of Khedive of Egypt’ in Decem-
ber, 1914, was appointed Sultan.

Hymans, Paul. — Belgian Minister to Great
Britain since 1915.

** Jan Hay.’’—See Beith, Captain.
Ilieseo, General—Appointed Commander-

in-Chief-of Rumanian Armies, August, 1916.
As Secretary-General of the Ministry of War,
paid special attention to increase. of heavy
artillery. The great progress made by
Rumanian Army since 1913 owing to his
untiring efforts. Visited London, March, 1917.
Immelmana, Lt—Famous German aviator

on western front ; shared with Boelcke honours
of the Germanair service. After considerable
period of success in fighting allied airmen, was
shot down by Sec.-Lt. McGubbin, a British
airman, July, 1916, andkilled,
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French Official Photographs

Kultur from Captured Cameroon
 

 

Training fresh French Colonial troops in captured Cameroon.
A body of recently enrolled natives setting off on a route march.
 

  
Despite the enemy thatis stil! within her frontier, France is not neglecting her old or new overseas responsibilities. Hereisa
recent photograph from Cameroon, showing a company of happy native children of various ages engaged in tively play.

These children are now being educated under native masters, Above: The children back in school again.  
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afterwards sunk a German destroyer, and
awarded D.S.O. In the Baltic he sunk the
Pommern, a German battleship.

Hoskins, Lt.-Gen. A. R., C.M.G.,. D.S.0.—
Succeeded General Smuts in command of
East African Expeditionary Force, January
2oth, 1917. Succeeded by Gen. Van Deventer,
May, 1917. Had previously commanded the
first of the three divisions in the campaign.

Hughes, Lt.-Gen. Hon. Sir Samuel, K.C.B.—
Canadian Minister of Militia and Defence,
r9tt-16. Born 1853. Worked tirelessly to
help raise Canadian Contingent for war.

Hughes, W. M.—Prime Minister of Aus-
tralia, and one of greatest Imperial statesmen.
Born 1864, in Wales; went to Australia
in 1884; elected M.P. 1894.. Twice Attorney-
General. Devoted himself to Labourinterests,
though in Great War led National Party.

isited England, and attended Allies’
Economie Conference, Paris, 1916.

Hunter-Weston, Lt.-Gen. Sir Aylmer, K.C.B.,
D.S.0., M.P.—Commanded 11th Infantry
Brigade of 4th Division in France and
Flanders, August, 1914-February, 1915. Ren-
dered great services at Dardanelles. as com-
manderof 29th Division. Commanded Eighth
Army Corps on Somme, 1916, Born 1864. En-
tered Royal Engineers 1884. Served India,
Dongola Expedition, South Africa, as Chief of
Staff to General French. M.P. North Ayrshire.

Hussein Kamil, Prince, Sultan of Egypt.—
Secondeson of Khedive Ismail, Was Minister
of Public Instruction and, later, Minister- of
the Interior and Minister of War in Egypt.
Ondeposition of Khedive of Egypt’ in Decem-
ber, 1914, was appointed Sultan.

Hymans, Paul. — Belgian Minister to Great
Britain since 1915.

** Jan Hay.’’—See Beith, Captain.
Ilieseo, General—Appointed Commander-

in-Chief-of Rumanian Armies, August, 1916.
As Secretary-General of the Ministry of War,
paid special attention to increase. of heavy
artillery. The great progress made by
Rumanian Army since 1913 owing to his
untiring efforts. Visited London, March, 1917.
Immelmana, Lt—Famous German aviator

on western front ; shared with Boelcke honours
of the Germanair service. After considerable
period of success in fighting allied airmen, was
shot down by Sec.-Lt. McGubbin, a British
airman, July, 1916, andkilled,
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Australian Premier.
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Rumania.

 

    
Lt. IMMELMANN,
German Airman.

Continued on page 414
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French Official Photographs

Kultur from Captured Cameroon
 

 

Training fresh French Colonial troops in captured Cameroon.
A body of recently enrolled natives setting off on a route march.
 

  
Despite the enemy thatis stil! within her frontier, France is not neglecting her old or new overseas responsibilities. Hereisa
recent photograph from Cameroon, showing a company of happy native children of various ages engaged in tively play.

These children are now being educated under native masters, Above: The children back in school again.  
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OUR DIARY OF THE
   

Chronology of Events, May ist to 31st, 1917
May 1—Sir Douglas Haig reports following

captures during April: 19,343 prisoners,
257 guns and howitzers, 2 ench-
mortars, and 470 machine-guns.

General Maude’s further success. Re-
ported that on April 30 the British sur-
prised the Thirteenth Turkish Army Corps
in strong position on both banks of the
Shat-el-Adhaim, twenty-five miles south-
west of Kifri, and dispersed the enemy
with heavyloss. On May 1, continuing
their retreat, the Turks are driven back
into the Jebel Hamrin, eighty miles north
of Bagdad.
Turks report evacuation of Mush by

the Russians.
British-steamship Gena sunk off Alde-

burgh by torpedo from Germanseaplane.
May 2.—French gain ground in the woods to

the west of Mont Carnillet.
May 3.—Admiralty announces homeward-

boundtroop transport Ballarat torpedoed
on April 25 ; no casualties.

Hindenburg Line Breached.—Sir Doug-
las Haig launches new attack on the Ge
manlines on a front of over twelve miles,
east of Arras. Our troops win ground,
especially on the wings, the Canadians
carrying Fresnoy, east of Vimy, and
near Quéant the Hindenburg switch line
is penetrated. Progress is also made
in neighbourhood of Chérisy, astride the
Arras-Cambrai road, and a footing is
gained in enemy’s trench system north
of Oppy.

Admiralty announces Bri
Arcadian, with troops on boat
pedoed in Eastern Mediterranean on
April 15 ; 19 officers and 260 men m g.

May 4—French Capture Craonne.—North-
west of Rheims the Germanfi i
trenches are taken on afront of two1
and a half. The two operations give
French over 1,000 prisoners.

British transport Transylvania tor-
pedoed in the Mediterranean; 413
casualties. >

May 5.—Splendid French Gains.—Ourally’s
operations continue to develop in con-
junction with those of the British armies
In the region north-east of Soissons <
on the Chemin des Damesbrilliant suc-
cesses are gained. South - east of
Vauxaillon the salient of the Hindenburg
line is attacked, and the German positions
on a front of three miles and_ three-
quarters carried. The whole of the
plateau froma point to the cast of Cerny-
en-Laonnais to east of Craonneis carried.
Prisoners countéd exceed 4,300.

Venizelist Troops in Action.—Tcgether
with Frenchtroops, a Venizelist contingent
attack in region of Lyumnitza, Macedonia,
and occupy advanced enemypositions on
a front of-5,000 yards.

May 6.—French gains maintainedin face of
fierce counter-attacks. Officially an-
nounced that operations of May 4 and 5
render French masters of the crest on
which the Chemin des Dames runs over
a front of eighteen miles and _three-
quarte Prisoners number6,100.

May 7.—British line improved at Bullecourt.
All French gains held despite very

violent enemycounter-attacks. Prisoners
increased to 8,200, which makes the total
of prisoners since April 16 29,000.

Air Raid on London.—Hostile aero-
plane drops four bombs on outskirts of
North-East London; one man killed.

May8.—British withdrawfrom Fresnoy.
. British attack enemy’s trenches south-
west of Lake Doiran, and, on theleft,
capture same on two-mile front ; on the
right trenches between the lake and Petit
Couronné captured, but yielded before
superior numbers.

French gain north-east of Chevreuxy.
May9.—British regain portion of lost ground

west of Tresnoy, and progress in neigh-
bourhood of Bullecourt.

May 10.—North Sea Fight.—British scouting

  

   

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

   

 

 

   

  

force’ of light cruisers and destroyers
under Commodore Tyrwhitt engage eleven
German destroyers between Dutch and
English coasts. Enemy flees, pursued
by four destroyers, latter abandoning
pursuit within range of Zeebrugge guns.

May xr.—Announced two new groups for
voluntary attestation to be opened, to
include men, married orsingle, between
41 and 45, and between 45 and50.

May 12.—Haig’s New Stroke.—Hindenburg
line attacked in neighbourhoodof Bulle-
court, also astride the Arras-Cambrai
road and north of the Scarpe. Our
troops establish ‘themselves in village
of Bullecourt, and capture Cavalry Farm
on Arvas-Cambrai road. North of the
Scarpe Roeux Cemetery and chemical
works to the north stormed, and enemy’s
positions carried on a front‘of one mile
anda half.

Strong combined naval and air attack
on Zeebrugs

May 13.—Sir Douglas Haig reports greater
part of Bullecourt in British hands.

M. Gutchkoff, Russian. Minister of War,

 

 

  

May 14.—British capture Roeux, and advance
their line north of Gavrelle.

Zeppelin L22 destroyed in North Sea
byBritish naval forces.

Italian offensive on Julian front, on
the Isonzo, and Carso.

May 15.—Admiralty Staff Reorganised.—An-
nounced that important changes madein
Admiralty organisation; the First Sea
Lord (Admiral Sir John Jellicoe) takes
additional title of Chief of the Naval
Staff, and has as his deputy Vice-Admiral
Sir Henry Oliver. Sir Eric Geddes, with
honorary-and temporary rank of vice-
admiral, becomes a memberof the Board,
with thetitle of Controller.

Naval Fight in the Adriatie—Austrian
light cruisers and destroy raid allied
drifter line in the, Adriatic, and sink
14 British drifters. H.M.S. Dartmouth
and Bristol, a ted by French and
Italian destroyer chase enemy off.
One Austrian cruiser sunk and another
destroyed.

Heavy German attacks at Bullecourt,
one of which drives back British posts
in the west of the village about 100 yards.

Genera! Petain, French Commander-
in-Chief in succession to General Nivelle.

Italian Successes. — Our ally wins
positions between Loga and Bodrez, in
the Playa area, on the slopes of Monte
Santo and onthe heights east of Gorizia;
3,375 prisoners taken.

May 16.—Coalition Government in Russia.—
M. Miliukoff resigns as Foreign Minister,
and is succeeded by M. Tereshtehenko.
M. Kerensky succeeds M. Gutchkoff as
Minister of War. ;

May 17.—Naval Aid from America.—An-
nounced that a flotilla of United States
destroyers has arrived in England to
co-operate with British~ naval forces.
Rear-Admiral Sims in command of all
United States naval forces ‘sent to
European waters.

British Capture Bullecourt.
Italians hold positions won on the

Julian front, the Bodrez region, on the
Carso, and in the zone to east of Gorizia
against violent counter-attacks. Italian
infantry occupy important height of
Monte Kuk and Vodice.

May18.—Italy’s offensive. The great battle,
whose first notable feature was the cap-
ture of Monte Kuk, continues to develop
in favour of our allies, who capture
Hill 652, the topmost peak of Monte
Vodice. The numberof prisoners now
in Italian handsis 6,432. ’

British Guns on Julian Front.—
Officially announced that British heavy
artillery is co-operating with Italian
Armyon, Julian front.

  

    

 

  

May 19.—French torpedo-boats, after short
engagement off Dunkirk, drive flotilla
of Germandestroyers off.

Admiralty announces British transport
Cameronia, with troops on board, tor-
pedoed in Eastern Mediterranean on
April 15 ;_ 140 persons missing.

May 20.—British attack Hindenburg line
north-west of Bullecourt, between re-
mains of that village and’ Fontaine.

French capture 1,000. prisoners in
actions on the Moronvilliers front, and
carry trenches on Mont Carnillet.

May 21.—Hindenburg Line Conquests.—Sir
Douglas Haig reports British hold whole
of Hindenburg line from a point one mile
east of Bullecourt to Arras, except for a
stretch of 2,000 yards immediately to
the west of Bullecourt.

May 22.—Threefold French attack. On the
front the French: deliver at three

points a lively attack which produces
good results on the Vauclere and Cali-
fornia Plateaux, to the north-west of
Craonne, taking positions on the northern
slopes of the hills overlooking the valley
of the Ailette. East of Chevreux three
lines of German trenches are carried.

May23.—Zeppelin raid on Eastern Counties;
one man killed in a Norfolk village.

Great Italian Victory on the Carso.—-,
After ten hours’ bombardment, troops of
the Third Army break through enemy
lines from Kostanjevica to the sea.
Positions of great strength, such as
Hudi Log, Jamiano, and Hill 92, east of
Pietra Rossa, are, won. Over 9,000
prisoners taken.

May 24—French report 8,600 German
prisoners taken on the Aisne and Cham-
pagne fronts since May1.

Italians fight their way towards
Trieste, the heaviest battle raging fren.
hills on Jamiano-Brestovica road across
the Lis Marshes to,the sea. Briti
monitors in Gulf of Trieste co-operate
byshelling the rear of the enemy’s lines.

May25.—Air Raid on Folkestone.—Seventcen
enemy aeroplanes attack the South-East
of England between 5.15 and 6.30 p.m.
Bombs dropped at a numberof places,
but nearly all the damage occurs in
Folkestone. Total casualties :.76 killed,
174 injured. Three enemy aeroplanes
shot down: on their return byfightiag
squadrons of the R.N.A.S. from Dunkirk.

Battle for Trieste—-Italians carry net-
work of trenches extending from mouth
of Timavo River to Feast, east si
Jamiano, and capture heights between
Flondat and Medeazza. In the Vodice
area they retain Hill 652.

May 26.—Fourth dayof Battle of the Carso.
Italians reach a point beyond the railway
from Monfalcone to Duino, and carry
the strongly-fortified Hill 145, south-
west of Medeazza.

Hospital ship Dover Castle torpedoed
in Mediterranean; six men mi sing.

May27.—Battle of the Carso. Italians carry
fortified trenches east and south-east
of Jamiano, and occupy San Giovanni,
north-west of Duino. Ourallies establish

F themselves on foot-hills of Hermada.
May 28.—Great aerial activity on westera

front, in the course of which 12 German
machines destroyed: by British, and 1o
others driven downout of control.

May 29.—Italy .reports capture of 23,681
Austrian prisoners since Mayr4.
War Office reports remnants of main

Germanforces in East Africa have broken
south from the morasses of the Rufiji
Valley, and raiding-parties have made
their wayinto Portugueseterritory.
Announced Mr. Arthur Henderson has

undertaken an important mission to
Russia on ‘behalf of the Government.

May 30.—French report strong artillery fire
on both sides near St. Quentin.

May_ 31.—rench regain ground ternporarily
zost to the north-east of the Mont Haut,
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top!” Cer-
tainly the

most thrilling mo-
ment in modern war-
fare is the one when
the whistle blows,or,

in some other way,
the signal is given
for the waiting men
to dash over the
parapets and_ face
new and unknown
dangers. A manmay
become thoroughly
hardened to trench

warfare ; familiarity with it may have
trained him to treat with complete in-
difference the whistling of shells above
his head, the occasional bursting of one

quite near his side, or even the destruc-
tion of part of his temporary dwelling,
but surely such a one will feel an unusual
tremor of excitement as the long seconds

. before going “‘ over the top ” are ending.

At the Schwaben Redoubt

At half-past seven on the morning of
Saturday, July rst, r9r6, a hot and
cloudless day, the whistles blew, something

like 100,000 of our men went over the

parapets, and, as they vanished into the
smoke, more and then more followed.
The great assault had begun, and these
men, carefully trained for their. work,

were on their way to the Germantrenches.
In this race there were no laggards,

but itis related that near Thiepval, where
the Ulster Division attacked, the Royal
Irish Fusiliers were the first to go over.
By a coincidence it was the anniversary
of the Battle of the Boyne, and, as the
Fusiliers were mainly drawn from the
Protestants of the North of Ireland, they.

could not be indifferent to the day.
The task of these Ulstermen was to

break through the German first line,
which they did, and then to press on
towards Grandcourt. But barring their
way was a strong German redoubt, the
Schwaben, and round this there was
some of the most terrible and costly
fighting of that day.. The Ulstermen
took it, and for a time held it, but the

enemy had not been cleared from some
positions around it, and it was raked by
fire from every side. For fourteen hours
they fought on, and then a shortage of
ammunition compelled them to retire.
Bringing back prisoners they reached our
lines, but their losses had beengreat.

V.C. Won near Loos

Afewdays after sharing in this advance,
the Irish- Fusiliers, represented by another
battalion of the regiment, won mention :
from Sir Douglas Haig for carrying out
a successful trench raid. Near Loos they
got into the enemy’s trenches, and for
about twenty minutes had some stiff
fighting there. Then their task done
and manyGermans killed, they returned,
their own’ losses having been few.

It was probably on the former of these
occasions that Lieutenant G. S.° Cather,
of this regiment, won the Victoria Cross.

In crossing No Man’s Land on the way
back to the trenches a number of the,
Fusiliers had fallen wounded, and it had
not been possible for the survivors to
help them all into safety.

Cather knew this, and so at seven,

RECORDS OF EME

o’clock in the evening he went out and
brought im three of these men, remaining
at his work until midnight. Next morn-
ing he was out again, creeping from place
to place. He found several more, one
of whom he brought in, but the others
could not-be moved until later. The
officer, therefore, took water to them
and made arrangements for their rescue,
and he was still engaged in this work
of mercy when he was killed.

Going back to the beginning of the
war, we may say that the ist Battalion
Royal Irish Fusiliers, just fresh from
England, fought their first battle, as
far, at least, as the Great War is con-
cerned, at Le Cateau, on August 26th,
1914. They shared in the _retreat
and in the subsequent advance to the
Aisne. They crossed that river where
it was in flood near Missy, and, alter a
stay in that neighbourhood, they were
transferred as part of General Pulteney’s ”

3rd Division to Flanders. In October they
pressed forward towards St. Omer, and,
with their shouts of ‘‘ Faugh-a-Ballagh!’”’
seized some trenches near Bailleul, and
so made it possible for that town to be
occupied by us. On October 17th the
battalion was near Houplines, and there

Captain R. J. Kentish, a sergeant, and
three privates won distinction by saving
some wounded from a burning building.

In-the Thick of it at St. Eloi

Having during the winter arrived in
France from India, the 2ndIrish Fusiliers
were in the thick of the Battle of St. Eloi
on March r4th, rgi5. As a reply to the
British assault on Neuve Chapelle, the

Germans made one at St. Eloi, a village
some way to the north. The method of
attack was practically the same in both
cases, and a non-commissioned officer of
the Tusiliers has describéd it. ‘ They
had been shelling us all day,” he says,
“and about four o’clock all of a sudden
one of our trenches on my right went up
with a bang, and then everything started.
The Germans followed up the explosion
with hand-grenades, bombs, andall sorts.
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The whole carth was trembling for
three hours.”
The writer then describe

enemy tried to capture tl
wherein he was. They came on th
times ; each time they got within a fe
yards ; each time they were driven ba
Many of them were shot at point-bl
range, and eventually, as far as thi

particular trench was concerned, they
gave up. Althoughpractically surrounded,

the Fusiliers had held on, and they did
so until relieved.

At Suvla Bay and Lake Doiran

Such are a few of the deeds of those
Irish Fusiliers who belonged to the old
Regular Army, but the regiment was also
represented in the New Armiesof civilians.
In one of the brigades, the 31st, which
landed at Suvla Bay, ou August 9th, rox

were the 5th and oth Fusiliers. Having
arrived from Mitylene they were got on
shore without loss, and then made their

way in good order along the side of the
Salt Lake. Some confused fighting fol-
lowed, about which even the Commander-
in-Chief, Sir Ian Hamilton, failed to get

any “live humandetail,” but the brunt
of it, so he says, fell upon the brigade in
which the Fusiliers were.

After the failure at Suvla, Sir Bryan
Mahon and his Irishmen were sent to
Salonika, whence they marched to the
succour of the harried Serbians. On
December 6th they were fighting the
Bulgarians, adding totheir battle honours
the name of Lake Doiran.

The Royal Irish Fusili were raised
in 1793, and served first in Holland.
They fought underSir Ralph Abercrombie
in Egypt in 1801, and in 1806 were in
South America. Theyservedin the Penin-
sular War, being especially noticeablefo
gallantry at Barrosa, and,it is interesting

now to remember, against the Americz
in 1812-13. They were in the Crimea,
in India -suppressing the Mutiny, andin
the charge at Tel-el-Kebir in 1882, while
both Regular battalions served against the
Boets. A.W. H.
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OFFICERS OF THE ROYAL IRISH FUSILIERS.—Back row (left to- right): Lt. C. A.
Le Peton, Sec.-Lt. V. J. Lynch, Sec.-Lt. F. G. B. Pascoe, Sec.-Lt. R. D. Greer, Sec.-Lt. B. E. Sargint,
Sec,-Lt. B. C. Jones, Sec.-Lt. M. H. Turnbull, Sec.-Lt. W. Gordon Smith. Middle row: Lt. W.
Stitt, See.-Lt. B.C. 5.
Lt. C. F. Brady, R.A.M.C., Lt. A.
Major M. W.Litton, Capt. & Ad

: Capt. Bez

 

    

 

Grubb, Lt. G. C. Kirkland, Sec.-Lt. H. W. ©. Weldon, Sec.-Lt. W. M. Moore,
Ga-L '.C, Graves, Lt. C. J. Fulton, Front row: Capt. W. V. Edwards,

W.D. Thompson, Lt.-Col. F. T. ‘T', Moore, Major K. C. Weldon,
N. Bolton, Major M. R. Jones.
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Chronology of Events, May ist to 31st, 1917
May 1—Sir Douglas Haig reports following

captures during April: 19,343 prisoners,
257 guns and howitzers, 2 ench-
mortars, and 470 machine-guns.

General Maude’s further success. Re-
ported that on April 30 the British sur-
prised the Thirteenth Turkish Army Corps
in strong position on both banks of the
Shat-el-Adhaim, twenty-five miles south-
west of Kifri, and dispersed the enemy
with heavyloss. On May 1, continuing
their retreat, the Turks are driven back
into the Jebel Hamrin, eighty miles north
of Bagdad.
Turks report evacuation of Mush by

the Russians.
British-steamship Gena sunk off Alde-

burgh by torpedo from Germanseaplane.
May 2.—French gain ground in the woods to

the west of Mont Carnillet.
May 3.—Admiralty announces homeward-

boundtroop transport Ballarat torpedoed
on April 25 ; no casualties.

Hindenburg Line Breached.—Sir Doug-
las Haig launches new attack on the Ge
manlines on a front of over twelve miles,
east of Arras. Our troops win ground,
especially on the wings, the Canadians
carrying Fresnoy, east of Vimy, and
near Quéant the Hindenburg switch line
is penetrated. Progress is also made
in neighbourhood of Chérisy, astride the
Arras-Cambrai road, and a footing is
gained in enemy’s trench system north
of Oppy.

Admiralty announces Bri
Arcadian, with troops on boat
pedoed in Eastern Mediterranean on
April 15 ; 19 officers and 260 men m g.

May 4—French Capture Craonne.—North-
west of Rheims the Germanfi i
trenches are taken on afront of two1
and a half. The two operations give
French over 1,000 prisoners.

British transport Transylvania tor-
pedoed in the Mediterranean; 413
casualties. >

May 5.—Splendid French Gains.—Ourally’s
operations continue to develop in con-
junction with those of the British armies
In the region north-east of Soissons <
on the Chemin des Damesbrilliant suc-
cesses are gained. South - east of
Vauxaillon the salient of the Hindenburg
line is attacked, and the German positions
on a front of three miles and_ three-
quarters carried. The whole of the
plateau froma point to the cast of Cerny-
en-Laonnais to east of Craonneis carried.
Prisoners countéd exceed 4,300.

Venizelist Troops in Action.—Tcgether
with Frenchtroops, a Venizelist contingent
attack in region of Lyumnitza, Macedonia,
and occupy advanced enemypositions on
a front of-5,000 yards.

May 6.—French gains maintainedin face of
fierce counter-attacks. Officially an-
nounced that operations of May 4 and 5
render French masters of the crest on
which the Chemin des Dames runs over
a front of eighteen miles and _three-
quarte Prisoners number6,100.

May 7.—British line improved at Bullecourt.
All French gains held despite very

violent enemycounter-attacks. Prisoners
increased to 8,200, which makes the total
of prisoners since April 16 29,000.

Air Raid on London.—Hostile aero-
plane drops four bombs on outskirts of
North-East London; one man killed.

May8.—British withdrawfrom Fresnoy.
. British attack enemy’s trenches south-
west of Lake Doiran, and, on theleft,
capture same on two-mile front ; on the
right trenches between the lake and Petit
Couronné captured, but yielded before
superior numbers.

French gain north-east of Chevreuxy.
May9.—British regain portion of lost ground

west of Tresnoy, and progress in neigh-
bourhood of Bullecourt.

May 10.—North Sea Fight.—British scouting

  

   

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

   

 

 

   

  

force’ of light cruisers and destroyers
under Commodore Tyrwhitt engage eleven
German destroyers between Dutch and
English coasts. Enemy flees, pursued
by four destroyers, latter abandoning
pursuit within range of Zeebrugge guns.

May xr.—Announced two new groups for
voluntary attestation to be opened, to
include men, married orsingle, between
41 and 45, and between 45 and50.

May 12.—Haig’s New Stroke.—Hindenburg
line attacked in neighbourhoodof Bulle-
court, also astride the Arras-Cambrai
road and north of the Scarpe. Our
troops establish ‘themselves in village
of Bullecourt, and capture Cavalry Farm
on Arvas-Cambrai road. North of the
Scarpe Roeux Cemetery and chemical
works to the north stormed, and enemy’s
positions carried on a front‘of one mile
anda half.

Strong combined naval and air attack
on Zeebrugs

May 13.—Sir Douglas Haig reports greater
part of Bullecourt in British hands.

M. Gutchkoff, Russian. Minister of War,

 

 

  

May 14.—British capture Roeux, and advance
their line north of Gavrelle.

Zeppelin L22 destroyed in North Sea
byBritish naval forces.

Italian offensive on Julian front, on
the Isonzo, and Carso.

May 15.—Admiralty Staff Reorganised.—An-
nounced that important changes madein
Admiralty organisation; the First Sea
Lord (Admiral Sir John Jellicoe) takes
additional title of Chief of the Naval
Staff, and has as his deputy Vice-Admiral
Sir Henry Oliver. Sir Eric Geddes, with
honorary-and temporary rank of vice-
admiral, becomes a memberof the Board,
with thetitle of Controller.

Naval Fight in the Adriatie—Austrian
light cruisers and destroy raid allied
drifter line in the, Adriatic, and sink
14 British drifters. H.M.S. Dartmouth
and Bristol, a ted by French and
Italian destroyer chase enemy off.
One Austrian cruiser sunk and another
destroyed.

Heavy German attacks at Bullecourt,
one of which drives back British posts
in the west of the village about 100 yards.

Genera! Petain, French Commander-
in-Chief in succession to General Nivelle.

Italian Successes. — Our ally wins
positions between Loga and Bodrez, in
the Playa area, on the slopes of Monte
Santo and onthe heights east of Gorizia;
3,375 prisoners taken.

May 16.—Coalition Government in Russia.—
M. Miliukoff resigns as Foreign Minister,
and is succeeded by M. Tereshtehenko.
M. Kerensky succeeds M. Gutchkoff as
Minister of War. ;

May 17.—Naval Aid from America.—An-
nounced that a flotilla of United States
destroyers has arrived in England to
co-operate with British~ naval forces.
Rear-Admiral Sims in command of all
United States naval forces ‘sent to
European waters.

British Capture Bullecourt.
Italians hold positions won on the

Julian front, the Bodrez region, on the
Carso, and in the zone to east of Gorizia
against violent counter-attacks. Italian
infantry occupy important height of
Monte Kuk and Vodice.

May18.—Italy’s offensive. The great battle,
whose first notable feature was the cap-
ture of Monte Kuk, continues to develop
in favour of our allies, who capture
Hill 652, the topmost peak of Monte
Vodice. The numberof prisoners now
in Italian handsis 6,432. ’

British Guns on Julian Front.—
Officially announced that British heavy
artillery is co-operating with Italian
Armyon, Julian front.

  

    

 

  

May 19.—French torpedo-boats, after short
engagement off Dunkirk, drive flotilla
of Germandestroyers off.

Admiralty announces British transport
Cameronia, with troops on board, tor-
pedoed in Eastern Mediterranean on
April 15 ;_ 140 persons missing.

May 20.—British attack Hindenburg line
north-west of Bullecourt, between re-
mains of that village and’ Fontaine.

French capture 1,000. prisoners in
actions on the Moronvilliers front, and
carry trenches on Mont Carnillet.

May 21.—Hindenburg Line Conquests.—Sir
Douglas Haig reports British hold whole
of Hindenburg line from a point one mile
east of Bullecourt to Arras, except for a
stretch of 2,000 yards immediately to
the west of Bullecourt.

May 22.—Threefold French attack. On the
front the French: deliver at three

points a lively attack which produces
good results on the Vauclere and Cali-
fornia Plateaux, to the north-west of
Craonne, taking positions on the northern
slopes of the hills overlooking the valley
of the Ailette. East of Chevreux three
lines of German trenches are carried.

May23.—Zeppelin raid on Eastern Counties;
one man killed in a Norfolk village.

Great Italian Victory on the Carso.—-,
After ten hours’ bombardment, troops of
the Third Army break through enemy
lines from Kostanjevica to the sea.
Positions of great strength, such as
Hudi Log, Jamiano, and Hill 92, east of
Pietra Rossa, are, won. Over 9,000
prisoners taken.

May 24—French report 8,600 German
prisoners taken on the Aisne and Cham-
pagne fronts since May1.

Italians fight their way towards
Trieste, the heaviest battle raging fren.
hills on Jamiano-Brestovica road across
the Lis Marshes to,the sea. Briti
monitors in Gulf of Trieste co-operate
byshelling the rear of the enemy’s lines.

May25.—Air Raid on Folkestone.—Seventcen
enemy aeroplanes attack the South-East
of England between 5.15 and 6.30 p.m.
Bombs dropped at a numberof places,
but nearly all the damage occurs in
Folkestone. Total casualties :.76 killed,
174 injured. Three enemy aeroplanes
shot down: on their return byfightiag
squadrons of the R.N.A.S. from Dunkirk.

Battle for Trieste—-Italians carry net-
work of trenches extending from mouth
of Timavo River to Feast, east si
Jamiano, and capture heights between
Flondat and Medeazza. In the Vodice
area they retain Hill 652.

May 26.—Fourth dayof Battle of the Carso.
Italians reach a point beyond the railway
from Monfalcone to Duino, and carry
the strongly-fortified Hill 145, south-
west of Medeazza.

Hospital ship Dover Castle torpedoed
in Mediterranean; six men mi sing.

May27.—Battle of the Carso. Italians carry
fortified trenches east and south-east
of Jamiano, and occupy San Giovanni,
north-west of Duino. Ourallies establish

F themselves on foot-hills of Hermada.
May 28.—Great aerial activity on westera

front, in the course of which 12 German
machines destroyed: by British, and 1o
others driven downout of control.

May 29.—Italy .reports capture of 23,681
Austrian prisoners since Mayr4.
War Office reports remnants of main

Germanforces in East Africa have broken
south from the morasses of the Rufiji
Valley, and raiding-parties have made
their wayinto Portugueseterritory.
Announced Mr. Arthur Henderson has

undertaken an important mission to
Russia on ‘behalf of the Government.

May 30.—French report strong artillery fire
on both sides near St. Quentin.

May_ 31.—rench regain ground ternporarily
zost to the north-east of the Mont Haut,
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top!” Cer-
tainly the

most thrilling mo-
ment in modern war-
fare is the one when
the whistle blows,or,

in some other way,
the signal is given
for the waiting men
to dash over the
parapets and_ face
new and unknown
dangers. A manmay
become thoroughly
hardened to trench

warfare ; familiarity with it may have
trained him to treat with complete in-
difference the whistling of shells above
his head, the occasional bursting of one

quite near his side, or even the destruc-
tion of part of his temporary dwelling,
but surely such a one will feel an unusual
tremor of excitement as the long seconds

. before going “‘ over the top ” are ending.

At the Schwaben Redoubt

At half-past seven on the morning of
Saturday, July rst, r9r6, a hot and
cloudless day, the whistles blew, something

like 100,000 of our men went over the

parapets, and, as they vanished into the
smoke, more and then more followed.
The great assault had begun, and these
men, carefully trained for their. work,

were on their way to the Germantrenches.
In this race there were no laggards,

but itis related that near Thiepval, where
the Ulster Division attacked, the Royal
Irish Fusiliers were the first to go over.
By a coincidence it was the anniversary
of the Battle of the Boyne, and, as the
Fusiliers were mainly drawn from the
Protestants of the North of Ireland, they.

could not be indifferent to the day.
The task of these Ulstermen was to

break through the German first line,
which they did, and then to press on
towards Grandcourt. But barring their
way was a strong German redoubt, the
Schwaben, and round this there was
some of the most terrible and costly
fighting of that day.. The Ulstermen
took it, and for a time held it, but the

enemy had not been cleared from some
positions around it, and it was raked by
fire from every side. For fourteen hours
they fought on, and then a shortage of
ammunition compelled them to retire.
Bringing back prisoners they reached our
lines, but their losses had beengreat.

V.C. Won near Loos

Afewdays after sharing in this advance,
the Irish- Fusiliers, represented by another
battalion of the regiment, won mention :
from Sir Douglas Haig for carrying out
a successful trench raid. Near Loos they
got into the enemy’s trenches, and for
about twenty minutes had some stiff
fighting there. Then their task done
and manyGermans killed, they returned,
their own’ losses having been few.

It was probably on the former of these
occasions that Lieutenant G. S.° Cather,
of this regiment, won the Victoria Cross.

In crossing No Man’s Land on the way
back to the trenches a number of the,
Fusiliers had fallen wounded, and it had
not been possible for the survivors to
help them all into safety.

Cather knew this, and so at seven,

RECORDS OF EME

o’clock in the evening he went out and
brought im three of these men, remaining
at his work until midnight. Next morn-
ing he was out again, creeping from place
to place. He found several more, one
of whom he brought in, but the others
could not-be moved until later. The
officer, therefore, took water to them
and made arrangements for their rescue,
and he was still engaged in this work
of mercy when he was killed.

Going back to the beginning of the
war, we may say that the ist Battalion
Royal Irish Fusiliers, just fresh from
England, fought their first battle, as
far, at least, as the Great War is con-
cerned, at Le Cateau, on August 26th,
1914. They shared in the _retreat
and in the subsequent advance to the
Aisne. They crossed that river where
it was in flood near Missy, and, alter a
stay in that neighbourhood, they were
transferred as part of General Pulteney’s ”

3rd Division to Flanders. In October they
pressed forward towards St. Omer, and,
with their shouts of ‘‘ Faugh-a-Ballagh!’”’
seized some trenches near Bailleul, and
so made it possible for that town to be
occupied by us. On October 17th the
battalion was near Houplines, and there

Captain R. J. Kentish, a sergeant, and
three privates won distinction by saving
some wounded from a burning building.

In-the Thick of it at St. Eloi

Having during the winter arrived in
France from India, the 2ndIrish Fusiliers
were in the thick of the Battle of St. Eloi
on March r4th, rgi5. As a reply to the
British assault on Neuve Chapelle, the

Germans made one at St. Eloi, a village
some way to the north. The method of
attack was practically the same in both
cases, and a non-commissioned officer of
the Tusiliers has describéd it. ‘ They
had been shelling us all day,” he says,
“and about four o’clock all of a sudden
one of our trenches on my right went up
with a bang, and then everything started.
The Germans followed up the explosion
with hand-grenades, bombs, andall sorts.
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The whole carth was trembling for
three hours.”
The writer then describe

enemy tried to capture tl
wherein he was. They came on th
times ; each time they got within a fe
yards ; each time they were driven ba
Many of them were shot at point-bl
range, and eventually, as far as thi

particular trench was concerned, they
gave up. Althoughpractically surrounded,

the Fusiliers had held on, and they did
so until relieved.

At Suvla Bay and Lake Doiran

Such are a few of the deeds of those
Irish Fusiliers who belonged to the old
Regular Army, but the regiment was also
represented in the New Armiesof civilians.
In one of the brigades, the 31st, which
landed at Suvla Bay, ou August 9th, rox

were the 5th and oth Fusiliers. Having
arrived from Mitylene they were got on
shore without loss, and then made their

way in good order along the side of the
Salt Lake. Some confused fighting fol-
lowed, about which even the Commander-
in-Chief, Sir Ian Hamilton, failed to get

any “live humandetail,” but the brunt
of it, so he says, fell upon the brigade in
which the Fusiliers were.

After the failure at Suvla, Sir Bryan
Mahon and his Irishmen were sent to
Salonika, whence they marched to the
succour of the harried Serbians. On
December 6th they were fighting the
Bulgarians, adding totheir battle honours
the name of Lake Doiran.

The Royal Irish Fusili were raised
in 1793, and served first in Holland.
They fought underSir Ralph Abercrombie
in Egypt in 1801, and in 1806 were in
South America. Theyservedin the Penin-
sular War, being especially noticeablefo
gallantry at Barrosa, and,it is interesting

now to remember, against the Americz
in 1812-13. They were in the Crimea,
in India -suppressing the Mutiny, andin
the charge at Tel-el-Kebir in 1882, while
both Regular battalions served against the
Boets. A.W. H.
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OFFICERS OF THE ROYAL IRISH FUSILIERS.—Back row (left to- right): Lt. C. A.
Le Peton, Sec.-Lt. V. J. Lynch, Sec.-Lt. F. G. B. Pascoe, Sec.-Lt. R. D. Greer, Sec.-Lt. B. E. Sargint,
Sec,-Lt. B. C. Jones, Sec.-Lt. M. H. Turnbull, Sec.-Lt. W. Gordon Smith. Middle row: Lt. W.
Stitt, See.-Lt. B.C. 5.
Lt. C. F. Brady, R.A.M.C., Lt. A.
Major M. W.Litton, Capt. & Ad

: Capt. Bez

 

    

 

Grubb, Lt. G. C. Kirkland, Sec.-Lt. H. W. ©. Weldon, Sec.-Lt. W. M. Moore,
Ga-L '.C, Graves, Lt. C. J. Fulton, Front row: Capt. W. V. Edwards,

W.D. Thompson, Lt.-Col. F. T. ‘T', Moore, Major K. C. Weldon,
N. Bolton, Major M. R. Jones.
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HAT the United States have accom-
plished. during the first seven

weeks since they entered the war. is an
earnest of what they can do, and-demon-
strates the thoroughness with which they
are participating and preparing to par-
ticipate'in the‘struggle to save the future

- of the world for civilisation and progress.
The...official is succinct but
suggestive ;

summary

A Sclective Draft Bill, which will ultimately
give an.armyof 2,000,000 men, has passed Con-
gress, and will be put into operation forthwith.
Theloan legislation has passed Congress, and
the lawis already in operation with prospects
of the greatest success; $750,000,000 have
already been advanced to the Allies. Mlotillas
of American destroyers have been sent to the
submarinezone, where they are nowéffectively
co-operating withthe allied navies. One army
division, a foree of Marines, and nine regi-
ments of engineers have been ordered to
France.
Twothousand doctors, in addition to many

nurses, -have been Ordered to. England and
France, and -hundreds have already gone.
Together with the Americans who are already
serving in the British and-French Armies, these
additional units will shortly give a total of
100,000 Americans In France, equalling five
German divisions.

3,500 War Aeroplanes

BY August next the United States
National Guard wilk be -at full

strength of 400,000 men, an increase of
250,000.

The Regular Army has been increased by
nearly. 180,000 men byordinary enlistment,
while the personnel of the Navy has been
doubled by the same means. “Forty thousand
young Americans of the best type, are now
assembling in sixteen camps to receive inten-
sive training with a view to their becoming
officers in. the new armies. The-conferences
with the British: and French Commissions
arranging for the essentials of co-operation
have been completed, and comprehensive plans
have been arrangedfor industrial mobilisation,
including that of 262,000 miles of railways.
Arrangements have been made for the con-
struction of 3,500 war aeroplanes, and for the
training of 6,000 aviators this year. Industrial
firmsinall parts of the country have expressed
their willingness to undertake war work,
while an inventory of the nation’s national
resources has been made and placed at the
disposal of the United States and her Allies.

1910-17. Admiral Sims’ Prophecy

ECENTLY Admiral Sims, of the
United States Navy, when ‘speaking

in London on the anniversary of the
Battle of Jutland, announced that naval
forces of the United States are already
in active service on this side of the
Atlantic, and are fighting alongside the
British in most cordial and complete co-
operation.

Healso pointed out ‘that when, in roro,
the American Fleet visited England, he,
then a junior officer, ‘‘made a small but

very undiplomatic speech in the Guild-
hall” whenhesaid:

In myopinion, if the time ever comes when
the integrity of the British Empireis seriously
threatened by ‘a Europeancoalition, you may
count on every ship, every dollar, every man,
and every drop of blood of your Kinsmen
across the sea.

.set fire to our

Tf Admiral Sims then spoke ‘better
than he knew,’’ to use Emerson’s phrase,

time has shown him to be one Of the true
prophets.

Brave Words for Belgium

CARDINAL MERCIER, surely one of
the heroes of the war, has -made a

_scathing reply to those Germans who,
thinking other peoples’ memories are as
negligible as their own honour, have im-
pudently founded a ‘‘ Roman Catholic
Committee for the purpose of restoring
good [Hun] relations with Belgium.”
Addressing the deans and parish priests
of his archdiocese of Malines, the Cardinal
says:

The Catholics from. over the frontier, who
found no wordof disapprovalfor the slaughter
perpetrated by the Germans when “they
invaded Belgium, shot down ourpriests, and

open towns;. these same
Catholics, who represented the criminals as
innocent and for three years have watched
with folded arms the torture of a formerly
friendly people, are now singing songs of praise
about Christian brotherhood, peace, and fox-
getting the past. Our duty, however, is to
press for the restoration of violated right, the
punishment of the guilty, and the devising of
means to render the repetition of such crimes
impossible. The hourfor showing compassion
eannot strike betore the wrong is confessed,
contrition is expressed, and the penance
imposed is accepted,

«ROM a war correspondent I gather
the following amusing story from

‘the French trenches.
A couple of Poilus were overheard talk-

ing,whenone of them said in an agitated
voice :
“The seat of my trousers is. torn,

quite unpresentable ! ”’ :
“Oh!” remarked his friend con-

solingly, “that makes no difference
amongfriends, and your enemieswill never
see it.

I’m

Crusts and Crumbs

ORAISANI ” sends me the follow-
ing note as to bread economy :. |

“Walking. up a quiet street the other
dayI noticed that everyone in front of me
stopped at a certain point, struck an
attitude for a moment, and passed on.
WhenI arrived I found a pile of bread-
crusts on the pavement, and I said
things! Afterwards.I reflected that if the
perpetrator had known how to make
crusts into crumbs, and the good things to
be made with the help of breadcrumbs,
those crusts would never have been so
despised.
“In most -families there are those

who cannot eat crusts, but that need
be no reason for throwing them away
if whoever cuts the bread remembers to
trim the slices before they leave the
bread-board.. These and any other bread
trimmings should be dried in the oven
when there is opportunity, crushed while
hot, and left to cool, When cold, put
them into a clean tin, or a jar with a cover.

They will keep indefinitely, and their
uses are endless.

All ssucty*
for substituting
part of the flour.

puddings are the better
abread . crumbs -for

‘Dishes like shepherd’s

pie and fish pie, which generally depend
on potatees for their ‘top,’ can be
covered. with a layer of breadcrumbs
instead (not forgetting a fewlittle pieces
.of dripping scattered over them to keep
them from burning in the oven).
“Apples and other fruit baked in the

same way, with breadcrumbs. instead
of pastry .over them, are. delicious,
‘Further, a chocolate pudding is easily
made in this way, and is excellent cold.
For every cupful of crumbs make half a
cupful of good cocoa with milk, not too
sweet. When it boils, pour it over the

crumbs and stir it in till it makes a thick
mixture; it should not be at all sloppy.
Whencool, put it in a glass dish to get
quite cold. Cover it with a little custard
or, if you can manage a little whipped
cream, that is better. still.”

Persistence of Teutonic Type

[-. is curious how frequently reading
in an- old’ book one gets light upon

that whichis regarded as a newsubject. I
was struck lately while reading Godkin’s
“ History- of Hungary”. by a narrative
ef the fighting in the Christian countries
through which the Crusaders passed on
their way to the Holy Land, and I
was almost startled by the following
words:

Germanywas the scene of more ‘troubles
than any part of Western Europe, and was
consequently full of men brought up in
brigandage—the very scum of society—and
almostall these enrolled themselves under the
banner, of the Cross, and carried with them
into the holy war the licentious and mutinous
spirit. which had animated them in their
native land.

What an illustration we have in the
Germans of to-day of the persistence of
type!

fe ballyssseems as if it were difficult to
take up any book, even one belonging

to the most distant past, without having

the present war brought forcibly to mind.
I was, for instance, .a little- while ago

reading that wonderful thirteenth century
romance, “‘ The High ‘History of the Holy
Graal ’’—a work not a whit less fascinat-
ing than Malory’s “‘ Morté D’Arthur ’’—
and at the close I found. the anonymous
scribe’s note runs, “‘ For the Lord of-Nesle
made the Lord of Cambrai this book be
written.’’ Nesle is one of- those places
recaptured during the Somme Battle, and
Cambrai one of thoseyet to be regained.

Relics of Battles

BS) a recent speech on the formation of
War Museums—a subject on. which

I have before touched in: these notes—
Sir Alfred Mond, in emphasising the value
of the formation of such, took occasion
to point out that there are but fewrelics
of great wars and battles of ‘the past.
He might, perhaps, be interested to learn
that in the “‘ old curiosity ’ window of
a shop in one of the outer suburbs of
London there is a piece of stone a label
on .which declares it to be a portion of
the mill on which Edward III. stood to

/ watch the Battle of Crecy !
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IN
VEN’ after three years~ of war the
mind has. difficulty in. adiusting

itself to the knowledge that not every
private in.the British Armyis a soldier
by regular profession, enlisted for so
many years’ service in the ranks~ and
belongingto a social class much lower
than that from which therofiicers holding
the King’s commission were drawn. Even
the’ knowledge of the vast numerical
strength of the New British Army and
the recollection of the fact that military
service is now universal and compulsory
do not prevent a sensation of surprise
when discovery is made -that a private
soldier to whom one happens to be talking
is a gentleman by ancestry, a Public
School boy and a University man, a man

of high education and large means, one
who had attained eminence in a profession
or an art; and one who had never imagined
that it would be his lot to take to arms
and fight in a war of carnage unprece-
dented in the history of the world.

 

O-you knowthe little garden in Bat-
tersea Park, set in the clearing of

the wood—-it-is larger than a coppice-—
at the western end of the park ? Entirely
secluded by trees of many kinds, just
now in the loveliest freshness of their
verdure, it is a grateful spot to a-man
thirsty for the country but tied to the
town. It is not yet at the height of its
Juue, beauty; and this year its Jun
beauty will not have the flowering. opu-
lence of ether years, for the beds that
once held only wers- are Set with
vegetables, and though these have their
own grace and colour-it-is of leaf rather
than of flower. But already dwarf roses
are coming into bloom, the pergolas are
ruddy with unfolding leaves and running

re buds upon the water-lilies
i-S pray a basin where gold-

inks edge the beds
= blue spires of

Pp listant mass- of
wly foliage, seen daotek the pergola
e spires of a fairy city viewed from a

ancet window in the mist of evening;
me stud the earth<on every hand,
and in an urn double tropeolums are
blazing. It is always very quiet here,
invariably recalling the ‘‘Jovesome thing”
T. EF. Brown hymned perfectly in ten

_ lines : Zs

 

 

  

      

    

A garden is a lovesome thing, God wot !
Rose plot, :
Fringed pool,
Ferned grot—
The veriest school
Of peace; and yet the fool
Contends that God is not—
Not God! In gardens! When. the eve is

cool ? . E
‘Nay, but I have-a sign ;
*Fis Very sure God walks in mire,

 

] CAME here an evening or two ago,
about seven o'clock, and took my

usual-seat near the sundial, only just
perceptibly sorry that another mau,
the soldier, was sitting on the same
bench; the fine ‘spray of the fountain
was falling in just audible music on the
water in the basin, breaking its ‘surface
into moving lights,-~wood-pigeons were
talking softly toone anotherin the-trees
near by, and a young robin critically
inspected the powderedshellonthe path.
Presently a sparrow scttled on the up-
curledpoint of a water-lily leaf, wanting

3-S---
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to drink, I suppose, orfeeaone have a
bath, but a goldfish brushed against the

stalk, and, setting the leaf moying,
unexpectedlyfrightened the sparrow away.
The bird’s. cheep of neryous irritation
amused me, and I laughed. -So did the
soldier.. We met each other’s eyes, and
at once saw that we were friends, I
opened the game conventionally—with
the king’s pawn, so to speak. “ Lovely
in here, isn’t it?’ He nodded, and
looked-a thousand miles away, and made
the. Jast kind of reply I expected. ‘A
very school. of peace,’ was what he said.
And [ said“ Oh!” and then we made
friends. .

FE sat there for the greater part of
two hours smoking. and talking.

When a young man meets a much older
man who yet speaks the same language
and holds -opinions very like his own
on_ essential matters, and who, further,

is obviously interested in what he has
to tell, he generally tells him a good deal,
and in the course af those two honrs
this “ Tommy” showed me a great many
things in his life. I use the hateful word
“Tommy ”>on purpose, because it was
the fact of this particular man being a
private that so surprised me at the outset,

and that, now I come to think of it, was
what I really had in mind to write about
when I began. But for the fact that it
symbolises the most heroic qualities that
have ever shone in the world, virtue—
which means manhood’s manliness—atits
finest and best, the khaki uniform of a

private soldier in the British Army would
have. been incongruous with the rare
refinement of this modest, highly-cultured
gentleman, Yet one is proud to know
that he is only one of many hundreds

HE youngest of three sons. Both
brothers killed in action. Yes, hard

luck ina way, and it eut his people up
a good bit. At Cambridge when the war

DDODDDDDSDPCRCKEL

What Have We
Done?

TBE question which Mr, J, Lewis Milligan, of
Toronto, puts at the head of his verses is a

searching one, which many people must have put
to themselves, Even the unimaginative, who need

   

something of an external stimulus, will respond to —

the simple andtouching lines of the Canadian poet.

ERE are men in a muddy trench to-night,

Holding the line where our freedom ends;
Menlike you and me, who fight

Forall we hold dearin the world to-night—
What have we done, my friends >

There are men in No Man’s Landto-night,
In travail under a starless sky ;

Men who wonderif it be right
_ That we should lie snug in our beds to-night,

While they suffer alone and die,

Ah ! What will you givefor your hometo-night,
For your wife and child es the fight

defends ?
There are mea who yearn forso faie a sight,
Whowill give their lives for our homes to-night—
What=we given, my_ivends? mare

broke out, and wented to join then but—
stayed up to take his degree, What ?

Oh, not bad ; .a second; Classical Tripos.
‘Aiterwards ?. Well, the idea -was_ the-
Bar, nominally, rather than’ seriously.;
literature was the gold of the real target.
Oh, no, never written anything good
enough yet! Poetry chiefly, and perhaps
fiction. Was I keen on books? Did I,
by Jove! Howripping! And then I
had to get him hack to mysheep.

AYPART from the ennobling effect which
his great experiences may have had

upon the development of his character
I thought that this young fellow was
typically a victim of the disaster which—
the insane ambition of the German
Emperor, as representative -of Pan-
Germanism, has brought upon hundreds
of thousandsof lives. He told me that
he enlisted directly he had taken his
degree, and when I met him he-had been

for more than a year in France, His
two brothers had both been killed before
he got out to the front. They also had
enlisted, the father wishing them to do
so ‘‘ to give a lead to the people in the
place.” Patriotism, it seemed, did not .
burn very high in the immediate neigh-
bourhood. This boy, a scholar and
bookman by native instinct, hated
everything. connected with the war,
except the men among whom hevlived.
The bloodshed and the horror made him
sick, the noise nearly drove him insane at
first, and even in this garden the memory
of it was lke a nightmare. He had
suffered terribly from cold and more from
sleeplessness, and he was’ chronically,
acutely, afraid of being afraid. Yet he
had made good, sufficiently to be told
that if he wished to put in for a com-
mission he would certainly get one, and
his grave, ascetic face betrayed: nothing
of his innate repugnance to the work he
was doing loyally and well, This was
the first leave he had had since going
out to: France, and he was sorry it had
come just now when things were hap-
pening. But he wasn't at the top of
his form, and the leave was really sick
leave.

  

WAS sorry when I had to go, and
I asked him= to come to my house,

not far away, for supper of sorts, but
he shook his head ; his people had come
up to town, and his mother grudged every
minute he did not spend with them.
Rather diffidently—for these newsoldiers”
of ours have great reserve—I asked his
name. “I’m afraid I -haven’t got a
ca. ” he began, and checked himself
quickly, like a man who detects himself
committing a solecism. Then he told me
his name, and I assured him I should
remember it, and, that I hoped I might~

 

meet him again some day when all the —
world should be as peaceful as this-
garden.. And he smited,. but did not-
answer; I am sure his silence was not
a civil rebuff, but I am almost as certain
that I shall never see him again. Laugh
at a presentiment if you can. I cannot,
And as for his name, all I will say is that
it when peace broods over theworld once:
more the corn stands thick in valleys
that this private’s blood “has helped to_
water, a fine and honoured oldfamuyswill
havee died ¢out in England.   
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COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF OF THE AMERICAN FORCES IN EUROPE .—Major-Generai John J. Pershing, of the United States,

who has lately arrived in this country, has already seen varied service. He left West Point in 1886, and wasfirst engaged in fighting

Apache and Sioux Indians. Later he saw service in the Spanish War,in the Philippines, and on the Mexican border,
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The War Illustrated, 23rd Jane: 1917.   
 

IN
VEN’ after three years~ of war the
mind has. difficulty in. adiusting

itself to the knowledge that not every
private in.the British Armyis a soldier
by regular profession, enlisted for so
many years’ service in the ranks~ and
belongingto a social class much lower
than that from which therofiicers holding
the King’s commission were drawn. Even
the’ knowledge of the vast numerical
strength of the New British Army and
the recollection of the fact that military
service is now universal and compulsory
do not prevent a sensation of surprise
when discovery is made -that a private
soldier to whom one happens to be talking
is a gentleman by ancestry, a Public
School boy and a University man, a man

of high education and large means, one
who had attained eminence in a profession
or an art; and one who had never imagined
that it would be his lot to take to arms
and fight in a war of carnage unprece-
dented in the history of the world.

 

O-you knowthe little garden in Bat-
tersea Park, set in the clearing of

the wood—-it-is larger than a coppice-—
at the western end of the park ? Entirely
secluded by trees of many kinds, just
now in the loveliest freshness of their
verdure, it is a grateful spot to a-man
thirsty for the country but tied to the
town. It is not yet at the height of its
Juue, beauty; and this year its Jun
beauty will not have the flowering. opu-
lence of ether years, for the beds that
once held only wers- are Set with
vegetables, and though these have their
own grace and colour-it-is of leaf rather
than of flower. But already dwarf roses
are coming into bloom, the pergolas are
ruddy with unfolding leaves and running

re buds upon the water-lilies
i-S pray a basin where gold-

inks edge the beds
= blue spires of

Pp listant mass- of
wly foliage, seen daotek the pergola
e spires of a fairy city viewed from a

ancet window in the mist of evening;
me stud the earth<on every hand,
and in an urn double tropeolums are
blazing. It is always very quiet here,
invariably recalling the ‘‘Jovesome thing”
T. EF. Brown hymned perfectly in ten

_ lines : Zs

 

 

  

      

    

A garden is a lovesome thing, God wot !
Rose plot, :
Fringed pool,
Ferned grot—
The veriest school
Of peace; and yet the fool
Contends that God is not—
Not God! In gardens! When. the eve is

cool ? . E
‘Nay, but I have-a sign ;
*Fis Very sure God walks in mire,

 

] CAME here an evening or two ago,
about seven o'clock, and took my

usual-seat near the sundial, only just
perceptibly sorry that another mau,
the soldier, was sitting on the same
bench; the fine ‘spray of the fountain
was falling in just audible music on the
water in the basin, breaking its ‘surface
into moving lights,-~wood-pigeons were
talking softly toone anotherin the-trees
near by, and a young robin critically
inspected the powderedshellonthe path.
Presently a sparrow scttled on the up-
curledpoint of a water-lily leaf, wanting
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to drink, I suppose, orfeeaone have a
bath, but a goldfish brushed against the

stalk, and, setting the leaf moying,
unexpectedlyfrightened the sparrow away.
The bird’s. cheep of neryous irritation
amused me, and I laughed. -So did the
soldier.. We met each other’s eyes, and
at once saw that we were friends, I
opened the game conventionally—with
the king’s pawn, so to speak. “ Lovely
in here, isn’t it?’ He nodded, and
looked-a thousand miles away, and made
the. Jast kind of reply I expected. ‘A
very school. of peace,’ was what he said.
And [ said“ Oh!” and then we made
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FE sat there for the greater part of
two hours smoking. and talking.

When a young man meets a much older
man who yet speaks the same language
and holds -opinions very like his own
on_ essential matters, and who, further,

is obviously interested in what he has
to tell, he generally tells him a good deal,
and in the course af those two honrs
this “ Tommy” showed me a great many
things in his life. I use the hateful word
“Tommy ”>on purpose, because it was
the fact of this particular man being a
private that so surprised me at the outset,

and that, now I come to think of it, was
what I really had in mind to write about
when I began. But for the fact that it
symbolises the most heroic qualities that
have ever shone in the world, virtue—
which means manhood’s manliness—atits
finest and best, the khaki uniform of a

private soldier in the British Army would
have. been incongruous with the rare
refinement of this modest, highly-cultured
gentleman, Yet one is proud to know
that he is only one of many hundreds

HE youngest of three sons. Both
brothers killed in action. Yes, hard

luck ina way, and it eut his people up
a good bit. At Cambridge when the war
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What Have We
Done?

TBE question which Mr, J, Lewis Milligan, of
Toronto, puts at the head of his verses is a

searching one, which many people must have put
to themselves, Even the unimaginative, who need

   

something of an external stimulus, will respond to —

the simple andtouching lines of the Canadian poet.

ERE are men in a muddy trench to-night,

Holding the line where our freedom ends;
Menlike you and me, who fight

Forall we hold dearin the world to-night—
What have we done, my friends >

There are men in No Man’s Landto-night,
In travail under a starless sky ;

Men who wonderif it be right
_ That we should lie snug in our beds to-night,

While they suffer alone and die,

Ah ! What will you givefor your hometo-night,
For your wife and child es the fight

defends ?
There are mea who yearn forso faie a sight,
Whowill give their lives for our homes to-night—
What=we given, my_ivends? mare

broke out, and wented to join then but—
stayed up to take his degree, What ?

Oh, not bad ; .a second; Classical Tripos.
‘Aiterwards ?. Well, the idea -was_ the-
Bar, nominally, rather than’ seriously.;
literature was the gold of the real target.
Oh, no, never written anything good
enough yet! Poetry chiefly, and perhaps
fiction. Was I keen on books? Did I,
by Jove! Howripping! And then I
had to get him hack to mysheep.

AYPART from the ennobling effect which
his great experiences may have had

upon the development of his character
I thought that this young fellow was
typically a victim of the disaster which—
the insane ambition of the German
Emperor, as representative -of Pan-
Germanism, has brought upon hundreds
of thousandsof lives. He told me that
he enlisted directly he had taken his
degree, and when I met him he-had been

for more than a year in France, His
two brothers had both been killed before
he got out to the front. They also had
enlisted, the father wishing them to do
so ‘‘ to give a lead to the people in the
place.” Patriotism, it seemed, did not .
burn very high in the immediate neigh-
bourhood. This boy, a scholar and
bookman by native instinct, hated
everything. connected with the war,
except the men among whom hevlived.
The bloodshed and the horror made him
sick, the noise nearly drove him insane at
first, and even in this garden the memory
of it was lke a nightmare. He had
suffered terribly from cold and more from
sleeplessness, and he was’ chronically,
acutely, afraid of being afraid. Yet he
had made good, sufficiently to be told
that if he wished to put in for a com-
mission he would certainly get one, and
his grave, ascetic face betrayed: nothing
of his innate repugnance to the work he
was doing loyally and well, This was
the first leave he had had since going
out to: France, and he was sorry it had
come just now when things were hap-
pening. But he wasn't at the top of
his form, and the leave was really sick
leave.

  

WAS sorry when I had to go, and
I asked him= to come to my house,

not far away, for supper of sorts, but
he shook his head ; his people had come
up to town, and his mother grudged every
minute he did not spend with them.
Rather diffidently—for these newsoldiers”
of ours have great reserve—I asked his
name. “I’m afraid I -haven’t got a
ca. ” he began, and checked himself
quickly, like a man who detects himself
committing a solecism. Then he told me
his name, and I assured him I should
remember it, and, that I hoped I might~

 

meet him again some day when all the —
world should be as peaceful as this-
garden.. And he smited,. but did not-
answer; I am sure his silence was not
a civil rebuff, but I am almost as certain
that I shall never see him again. Laugh
at a presentiment if you can. I cannot,
And as for his name, all I will say is that
it when peace broods over theworld once:
more the corn stands thick in valleys
that this private’s blood “has helped to_
water, a fine and honoured oldfamuyswill
havee died ¢out in England.   
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GENERAL PERSHING: AMERICA’S FIGHTING CHIEF
HIRTY-ONE ‘years. ago, being then

in his twenty-sixth year, John
Joseph Pershing graduated from

West Pomt as Senior Cadet. Captain.
In other words, he was ‘‘top of the

school”; and if- West~ Point had had

any higher honours to bestow. Pershing
would probably have won them. It was
a good beginning. Not all Englishmen,
perhaps, may realise how good a begin-
ning it was. West Point is the hardest
working military academy in the world.
Its distinguishing mark is that it aims
(1) to educate its cadets, not only pro-
fessionally but generally also; and {2)
to turn out soldier-graduates each one
of whom. shall be scientifically qualified
for all branches of the Service.
Every man there stands solely on his

own merit. Discipline is microscopic and
unrelaxing. Not for a moment during
the whole four years’ course does it
“let up,’ except, of course, when the
cadet at the end of his second year
receives his two and a half months’ fur-
lough. -Inside the academy it penetrates
and governs-his slightest action. The
maximumof military discipline, of mental
and physical exercise, and of moral
influence is brought to bear upon him
simultaneously. The course pursued at
West Point is the highest form of instruc-
tion, because it not only works the brain

under the strictest pressure, but works

in a practical fashion, brings everything
to a practical test, and utterly prevents
a man who has not been thoroughly
grounded from succeeding.

West Point Standard

No university exercises both brains and
muscles as they are exercised at West
Point, and no other graduates, in conse-
quence, reach the West Point standard

of _physical and mental endurance.
Every duty that falls to a -soldier’s
lot'is taught, and has to be performed
by the West Point cadets. H any-
thing, it works the men too remorse-
lessly.. I remember being told, when I

first visited the place, nearly twenty
years ago, that forty per cent. of the
cadets failed to graduate. All who do
finally pass through the ordeal are keen
and thoroughly equipped soldiers, with
alert working minds, seasoned physique,
and a strong, manly character.
To say, therefore, that Pershing left

West Point as Senior Cadet Captain is
tantamount to saying that he was the
most finished, the most all round, and

the most scientific product -of the most
exacting military curriculum to be found
anywhere on earth. -He was fortunate,
too, in seeing active service soon after
le joined the roth Cavalry as second-
ieutenant. One of the troubles of the
American thilitary organisation is that
there has rarely been enough for the
ofcers to do. For the most part they
have been condemned to the unnatural
and uninteresting conditions of life at
the Armyposts that are scattered through-
out the country. That, in many ways,
is a more testing ordeal of character than
even the four years at West Point. The
best men, but only the best, survive it.
¥ou will find much that is most honour-
able and most wholesome in American life

at these lonely, monotonous Army posts.
But you will also find that many officers

By Sydney Brooks
The Eminent Writer on Anglo-American Affairs

have a hard time resisting a process of
deterioration when, with few  oppor-
tunities for soldiering on a big scale,
they settle down to the dull routine of
an isolated encampment:

Pershing’s life fell on more ‘congenial
lines. He had hardly jomed when he
was called upon to take part in General
Miles’ very harassing campaign against
the Apaches of Arizona and New Mexico.
Some more Indian fighting, this time
against the Sioux, brought him up to
r89r. The Indians of that day were
clever fighters, and any man who warred
against them had need of all his resource-
fulness and all his powers of endurance,
and received into the bargain a good
schoohng in the arts of a scout.

Aetive Service in Cuba

There followed for Lieutenant Pershing
four years_as military instructor at the
University of Nebraska. Then in 1897
he was appointed to teach tactics at
West Point. He threw up his post the
moment the war with Spain broke out,
and rejoined his old regiment, the 10th
Cavalry—a coloured regiment, by the by.
Only about 6,000 of the regulars and
volunteers of the American Army suc-
ceeded in getting to Cuba, but Pershing
and the roth Cavalry were among the
lueky ones, and took part in all the

fighting there was round Santiago. When
the war was.over he organised the Burtau
of Insular Affairs at Washington, a section

of the War Department. charged with
the administration of the various depen-
dencies that the Spanish War shook down
into the astonished American lap.

In August, 1899, when the bureau was
in tolerable working order, Captain Per-
shing was sent to serve in the Philippines.
There he did much capable work against
the Moros. of Mindanao, being in
charge of the expedition that, in 1902,

finaliy subdued them. For this exploit
President Roosevelt four years later
made him a brigadier-general over the
heads of 257 captains, 364 majors, 131
lieutenant-colonels, and 110 colonels.

The Manchurian Campaign

In the meanwhile, Pershing, for the first

time, had seen something of modern war
against a well-prepared enemy. He was
the American Military Attaché at Tokio
when the war with Russia began, and
throughout the fighting he was with the
Headquarters Staff of Kuroki’s Army.
Probably no one amongtheforeign attachés
was permitted to see more of the actual
direction of operations; and the experi-
ence gave-him a full knowledge of trench
warfare in long and uninterrupted lines,
with fortified points of support in the
rear. The Manchurian Campaign was the
first that foreshadowed the developments
of to-day in the matter of wire defences,
hand-grenades, trench-engines, and the
conditions under which generalship has
to work; I imagine that very little
escaped Pershing’s keen, appraising eyes, -
and that had he entered the present war
at its begimning he would have found
few devices for which his experiences in
the Far East had left him unprepared,

After some Service on theGeneral Staff,
Pershing returned once more to the Philip-
pmes, this time as Governor of the Moro”

Province. «Phere he stayed five or ‘six: ‘ever dreamed of raising, =~
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years, occupied with much the same work,
partly administrative and political, partly”
military, that falls to the lot of a British
Resident in the’ Malay Stages. It was
not until the Mexican situation grew
tense that he became once miore a soldier ~
and nothing else. He was assigned,
early in 1914, the task of patrolling part
of the Mexican border, an arduous and

thankless job, which-he carried out as
well as his small force and inferior facili-
ties would allow ; and Mexico has claimed

him up to a few months ago. ;
General Pershing first became known

to the American. public when he was
selected to catch Villa, alive or dead, in

the spring of Jast year. Up till then
he was merely the shadow of a name to
the great bulk of his countrymen. General
Scott, the Chief of the Staff, they knew,
by reputation, at any rate. General
Leonard Wood they knew both by repu-
tation and personally. For the past ten
or twelve years he has been easily the
outstanding military personality in the
United States, and everyone assumed
that if America got into any serious war
he would be chosen to command the
American forces.

After Villa in Mexico

General» Pershing, however, only
atiracted popular attention when he was
put in charge of the spectacular chase
after Villa. It proved to be an abortive
chase; but for that General Pershing
cannot be blamed. He led his force of
five or six thousand men with great skill
and dash four hundred miles into Mexico;

but the Administration had at no time
much’ relish for the enterprise, -circum-
seribed his activities as much as they
could, and eventually recalled his troops,
Jeaving Villa. still. at large. Much valu-
able experience, however, was gained both
by~ General Pershing and by the War
Department during the Mexican opera-
tions of last year. The whole of the
Militia was called out, and the United
States received a timely object-lesson in
the problems of mobilisation, the excel-.

lence of the menat its disposal, and the
poorness -of its military organisation.
A professional soldier who has seen all

sides of warfare from bush and desert
fighting to the real thing, General Pershing
may be trusted to give agood account of
himself as leader of the American Army in
the European War. A grizzled veteran of
many campaigns, with a buoyant, almost
boyish, and thoroughly human tempera-
ment, looking, as he standsstraight and
square before you, very much younger
than his fifty-seven years, tight-mouthed,
square of jaw, trained to the ounce, and
quictly authoritative—heis the best type
of the American West Pointer. His
courage and coolness, his energy and
initiative, have been proved repeatedly...

Aboveall, he belongs to the scientific
school of soldiers, and of them we cannot

have too many. The Allied Staffs in.
France will be quick to recognise in him)
‘a valuable acquisition, whether the troops:
under his command are few or. many.,
They will be few to start with ; they will:
grow more numerous with every month
that passes; and before the war is over
General Pershing may find himself at the
head of a larger army than Grant com-
manded or than America had hitherto _
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Above: Major-General John J. Pershing (left), who is the Commander-in-Chist

where he was received by the King on June 9th.     
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Joseph Pershing graduated from

West Pomt as Senior Cadet. Captain.
In other words, he was ‘‘top of the

school”; and if- West~ Point had had

any higher honours to bestow. Pershing
would probably have won them. It was
a good beginning. Not all Englishmen,
perhaps, may realise how good a begin-
ning it was. West Point is the hardest
working military academy in the world.
Its distinguishing mark is that it aims
(1) to educate its cadets, not only pro-
fessionally but generally also; and {2)
to turn out soldier-graduates each one
of whom. shall be scientifically qualified
for all branches of the Service.
Every man there stands solely on his

own merit. Discipline is microscopic and
unrelaxing. Not for a moment during
the whole four years’ course does it
“let up,’ except, of course, when the
cadet at the end of his second year
receives his two and a half months’ fur-
lough. -Inside the academy it penetrates
and governs-his slightest action. The
maximumof military discipline, of mental
and physical exercise, and of moral
influence is brought to bear upon him
simultaneously. The course pursued at
West Point is the highest form of instruc-
tion, because it not only works the brain

under the strictest pressure, but works

in a practical fashion, brings everything
to a practical test, and utterly prevents
a man who has not been thoroughly
grounded from succeeding.

West Point Standard

No university exercises both brains and
muscles as they are exercised at West
Point, and no other graduates, in conse-
quence, reach the West Point standard

of _physical and mental endurance.
Every duty that falls to a -soldier’s
lot'is taught, and has to be performed
by the West Point cadets. H any-
thing, it works the men too remorse-
lessly.. I remember being told, when I

first visited the place, nearly twenty
years ago, that forty per cent. of the
cadets failed to graduate. All who do
finally pass through the ordeal are keen
and thoroughly equipped soldiers, with
alert working minds, seasoned physique,
and a strong, manly character.
To say, therefore, that Pershing left

West Point as Senior Cadet Captain is
tantamount to saying that he was the
most finished, the most all round, and

the most scientific product -of the most
exacting military curriculum to be found
anywhere on earth. -He was fortunate,
too, in seeing active service soon after
le joined the roth Cavalry as second-
ieutenant. One of the troubles of the
American thilitary organisation is that
there has rarely been enough for the
ofcers to do. For the most part they
have been condemned to the unnatural
and uninteresting conditions of life at
the Armyposts that are scattered through-
out the country. That, in many ways,
is a more testing ordeal of character than
even the four years at West Point. The
best men, but only the best, survive it.
¥ou will find much that is most honour-
able and most wholesome in American life

at these lonely, monotonous Army posts.
But you will also find that many officers

By Sydney Brooks
The Eminent Writer on Anglo-American Affairs

have a hard time resisting a process of
deterioration when, with few  oppor-
tunities for soldiering on a big scale,
they settle down to the dull routine of
an isolated encampment:

Pershing’s life fell on more ‘congenial
lines. He had hardly jomed when he
was called upon to take part in General
Miles’ very harassing campaign against
the Apaches of Arizona and New Mexico.
Some more Indian fighting, this time
against the Sioux, brought him up to
r89r. The Indians of that day were
clever fighters, and any man who warred
against them had need of all his resource-
fulness and all his powers of endurance,
and received into the bargain a good
schoohng in the arts of a scout.

Aetive Service in Cuba

There followed for Lieutenant Pershing
four years_as military instructor at the
University of Nebraska. Then in 1897
he was appointed to teach tactics at
West Point. He threw up his post the
moment the war with Spain broke out,
and rejoined his old regiment, the 10th
Cavalry—a coloured regiment, by the by.
Only about 6,000 of the regulars and
volunteers of the American Army suc-
ceeded in getting to Cuba, but Pershing
and the roth Cavalry were among the
lueky ones, and took part in all the

fighting there was round Santiago. When
the war was.over he organised the Burtau
of Insular Affairs at Washington, a section

of the War Department. charged with
the administration of the various depen-
dencies that the Spanish War shook down
into the astonished American lap.

In August, 1899, when the bureau was
in tolerable working order, Captain Per-
shing was sent to serve in the Philippines.
There he did much capable work against
the Moros. of Mindanao, being in
charge of the expedition that, in 1902,

finaliy subdued them. For this exploit
President Roosevelt four years later
made him a brigadier-general over the
heads of 257 captains, 364 majors, 131
lieutenant-colonels, and 110 colonels.

The Manchurian Campaign

In the meanwhile, Pershing, for the first

time, had seen something of modern war
against a well-prepared enemy. He was
the American Military Attaché at Tokio
when the war with Russia began, and
throughout the fighting he was with the
Headquarters Staff of Kuroki’s Army.
Probably no one amongtheforeign attachés
was permitted to see more of the actual
direction of operations; and the experi-
ence gave-him a full knowledge of trench
warfare in long and uninterrupted lines,
with fortified points of support in the
rear. The Manchurian Campaign was the
first that foreshadowed the developments
of to-day in the matter of wire defences,
hand-grenades, trench-engines, and the
conditions under which generalship has
to work; I imagine that very little
escaped Pershing’s keen, appraising eyes, -
and that had he entered the present war
at its begimning he would have found
few devices for which his experiences in
the Far East had left him unprepared,

After some Service on theGeneral Staff,
Pershing returned once more to the Philip-
pmes, this time as Governor of the Moro”

Province. «Phere he stayed five or ‘six: ‘ever dreamed of raising, =~
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years, occupied with much the same work,
partly administrative and political, partly”
military, that falls to the lot of a British
Resident in the’ Malay Stages. It was
not until the Mexican situation grew
tense that he became once miore a soldier ~
and nothing else. He was assigned,
early in 1914, the task of patrolling part
of the Mexican border, an arduous and

thankless job, which-he carried out as
well as his small force and inferior facili-
ties would allow ; and Mexico has claimed

him up to a few months ago. ;
General Pershing first became known

to the American. public when he was
selected to catch Villa, alive or dead, in

the spring of Jast year. Up till then
he was merely the shadow of a name to
the great bulk of his countrymen. General
Scott, the Chief of the Staff, they knew,
by reputation, at any rate. General
Leonard Wood they knew both by repu-
tation and personally. For the past ten
or twelve years he has been easily the
outstanding military personality in the
United States, and everyone assumed
that if America got into any serious war
he would be chosen to command the
American forces.

After Villa in Mexico

General» Pershing, however, only
atiracted popular attention when he was
put in charge of the spectacular chase
after Villa. It proved to be an abortive
chase; but for that General Pershing
cannot be blamed. He led his force of
five or six thousand men with great skill
and dash four hundred miles into Mexico;

but the Administration had at no time
much’ relish for the enterprise, -circum-
seribed his activities as much as they
could, and eventually recalled his troops,
Jeaving Villa. still. at large. Much valu-
able experience, however, was gained both
by~ General Pershing and by the War
Department during the Mexican opera-
tions of last year. The whole of the
Militia was called out, and the United
States received a timely object-lesson in
the problems of mobilisation, the excel-.

lence of the menat its disposal, and the
poorness -of its military organisation.
A professional soldier who has seen all

sides of warfare from bush and desert
fighting to the real thing, General Pershing
may be trusted to give agood account of
himself as leader of the American Army in
the European War. A grizzled veteran of
many campaigns, with a buoyant, almost
boyish, and thoroughly human tempera-
ment, looking, as he standsstraight and
square before you, very much younger
than his fifty-seven years, tight-mouthed,
square of jaw, trained to the ounce, and
quictly authoritative—heis the best type
of the American West Pointer. His
courage and coolness, his energy and
initiative, have been proved repeatedly...

Aboveall, he belongs to the scientific
school of soldiers, and of them we cannot

have too many. The Allied Staffs in.
France will be quick to recognise in him)
‘a valuable acquisition, whether the troops:
under his command are few or. many.,
They will be few to start with ; they will:
grow more numerous with every month
that passes; and before the war is over
General Pershing may find himself at the
head of a larger army than Grant com-
manded or than America had hitherto _
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Arrival of an Advance Guard
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of America’s Army
 

   
sicang havea Thames-side stroll during their visit to Windsor.

e eeneydeunt mart of the first contingent from the United States.

 
  

 

Soldiers of the United States visiting Windsor Castle. :

of the United States forces in Europe. returning from Buckingham Palace,

   

 

   

  

      
  

 

  

 

      
Above: Major-General John J. Pershing (left), who is the Commander-in-Chist

where he was received by the King on June 9th.     
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Righters of Wrong on the Italian Front
Italian Official Photographs
 

 

 

Gallop! Cavalry took a-prominent part in the frontier victories won bythe Italians at the outset of their campaigns. Superb horsemen,
many of them could climb on horseback steeps up which an ordinary manof athletic build would not care to clamberonall-fours.

 

        

italian infantry passing along trenches cut through a village which had been
bombarded. Right: Bringing wounded in to a dressing-station.

  

Hauling a heavy gun along a mountain-side. Mind won man é :E / . » 1 n y triumphs over matter during the war. Chief
almost incredible achievements of the Italian engineers in bringing huge pieces of mesiniscs into position on arotiianweecad
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Three Allied Ships That Repelled the Pirates   
    

An American steamer, not long out of New York Harbour, with passengers who included some French soldiers and an American

ambulance section, sighted a submarine, whereupon (right) the entire company donnedlifebelts and prepared to fight the pirate. ©

 

 
 

 

While the fight lasted members of the crew stood ready to lower the lifeboats if need arose, watching the fight meanwhile with eager

interest. Right: In the event the pirate madeoff,leaving the elated American skipper to review his triumphant crew.

 

 

 
 

  
 

  
which was attacked by a submarine but pluckily beat off the enemy.

Officers and crew of the French cargo vesse! Le Gard, of St. Nazaire i )

3 acol eave i. ‘ i A ‘*75gunaboarda French troopship in the Mediterranean.
The crew received a great ovation when they reached home. Right:
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German Prisoner Pictures from EastAfrica
Exclasive Photographs
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Some Camera Captures from the Last Hun Colony
Exclisive Photographs
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German naval band from the destroyed cruiser
Konigsberg playing beneath East African palms.     
 

 Germantrenches in East Africa. Running from palm to palm and backed by thick scrub these trenches were well planned to escape
observation. Right: Well sand-bagged parapet, through which the Germanscould fire through the scrub that masked their position.

 

HE photographs on this and opposite page, which were found
on a:Germanprisoner captured in East Africa, afford some

striking glimpses of life behind the enemylines in Germany’s
last colony, where her remaining forces have but shifting and
precarious footing left. The pictures were doubtless taken
before General Smuts’ brilliant campaign had so harried the
Germans that they. must have had little time or inclination for
the securing of: camera “souvenirs.” 2
When General Smuts left East Africa in January of this year

he had brokenthe back of the opposition, had driven the enemy
from the whole of the coast of the colony, had captured the
whole of -the important railway communications—first, the
Usambara Railway in the north; and then, during his finely
carried out operations of last year, the highly important Central
Railway, which bisects the territory from the port of Dar-es-
Salaam to Lake Tanganyika. The work which remained. for
his successors, first General Hoskins and now General Van
Deventer, was the rounding up of what was left of the main
enemy force, most of which had been driven to the south of the

Rufiji River. s

       

  

        

  

 

  

 

   

 

    
 

  

    
 

   
 

Outside a German East African palm-leaf hospital Germansoldiers in East Africa, before General Smuts.: 5 I . sold got them on the run
The figure in knickers on theleft is that of a woman, enjoying an open-air concert with a somewhat mixed orchestra. ae 3 od

om
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* Company of enemy Askaris—sturdy East African native. troops—with their two Men from the destroyed Konigsbergat their palm- : ORuroh parade in anvenemy camp. To the Ieft is a group of German officers with a Red Grose nurses 29 the,right avecallors,and
Germanofficers, one in front and one ontheleft of the picture, - : tree “‘ look-out” in German East Africa. . ; facing them a companyof Askaris, or nativetroops. Above: The German Commander-in-Chief in East Africa, Col. Lettow-Vorbeck.
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THE ‘EARTHQUAKE’ VICTORY OF MESSINES RIDGE
General Plumer’s Great Triumph in the

 
in -London -on the mornin
Thursday, June 7th, will tell you

that they heard the mighty expl i
with which began one of the greatest and
certainly the m terrible of the battles
in the story of Armageddon.

Could a contrast more wonderful be
ined ?

The sleeping city, the summer’s dayjust
dawning, the lights grown pale in our
strect, but here there-a “waggon
lumbering to market—miullions of sleepers
who had forgotten the war.

And across yonder!
An armyof many thousands but not one

of them sleepmg. A flat country with
low ridges of shabby hills and poor
woods, and wide roads once of pavé, and
brooks and canals that suggested swamps.
Yo the nerth the battered town of Ypres,
where there stands little but rn to the
south the famous “‘ Plug Street” Wood,
wherein so many have died that we may
live. And behind-all this line.the<

thousand factories ; i moving,

massing, troops. here, troops there,
officers at the gallop, bayonets

3 moving st i

La E NHEREwere manywho, lying awake
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lhe very air seems
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hour.
It is an-hour for which we have long

waited—perhaps since the autumn of 1914,
when for days together the fate of our
Empire hung in the balance and gallant

n saved the Channel ports by what now
scems a miracle of human courage and
endurance.

  

  

Passing of Ypres

Who: does not r the he
of the Royal Scot fiers at
fateful moment; how England did upon
a day of October. which never can be
forgotten ; General French’s superbrally
of the rst Division; the charge of the
London. Scottish ; the. retaking. of

Gheluvelt;_-the saving of Calais. - Later

sre was the famous defeat of the
jan Guard on Novemt t1th, the

i fighting for Messines and
Wytschaete and the ‘final abandonment
of those villages. In the Second Battle
of Ypres, which the thin grey line waged
heroically from April io the Middle of May,
we heard for the first time of gas and of
the agonies of those surprised by it. But
liere-in England we knew at that time
but little of the meaning of the titanic

and there were always the
optimists to tell us that we could break
through “ at any time.”

   

 

  

   

  

Subsequently, Ypres passed somewhat
out of the picture. We knewthat the
British “held. a dangerous. salrent there,
and that the Germans occupied the high
ground, from which they could shell us at

 

their’ pleasure.- We heard with regret -
that the magnificent old medieval town
was being destroyed stone by stone; its
Hotel de Ville becoming but a shell; its
wonderful church but a ghastly ruin.
Soldiers told us of the dangers of the place;
how that no man or gun could be moved
wpon an adjacent high-road in the day-
time ; howthat we mustcreep from house

to house if we visited the town ; how some
ef the bravest of the people clung to their
homes'despite the terror

By MAX PEMBERTON

And then, upon. that, came- the -days

when we forgot Ypres altogether, and, our
interest moving southward, thought only
of the Somme and Vimy and the greater
ridges where the mightier battles have been
waged.
The change of attitude was natural;

it was not to endure. No victory more
complete has been won for us than the one
gained on he morning of June 7th. And
it was a victory for which we had been
preparing through the years.- To the
mere civilian the thing is still incredible.
He hears with but faint understanding
that our engineers had been undermining
the Messines Ridge and the hills about it
almost since the days of the Second Battle
of Ypres.

 

 

Titanic Preparation

Tunnelling patiently, a great army
had been at work, ~No less than six
hundred tons of high explosives were
secreted. beneath the Germans, who

imagined that they held us in all security.
And at ten minutes past three -on the
morning of that Thursday “they “were
fired together, with an effect beyond the
power of any pen to describe.
Thus began the Battle of Messines.
There had been a stormy night of

summer; fitful thunder and-a sky of
lowering clouds. The ‘moon ~showed
faintly, as through a veil; the air was
heavy and dark. “Throughit all our guns
boomed, and the Germans sent up their

star-shells, and great flames showed upon
a horizon of shadows. For all that, it
was hardly an intense bombardment, and
about three o’clock it ceased suddenly
and a deadsilence fell. Men waited, they
hardly knew for what. For -three years
the harvest had been sown, and this was

the instant of reaping. When the crash
came the bravest trembled. The very
ground seemed to be opening at their feet.
Hills were thrown into the air; trees

blown sky-high ; guns and men and con-
crete all buried together. A day of
doom might have dawned, and the Last

Judgment come upon mankind. Never
were such flames seen upon any horizon.
The sounds were like nothing to which
humanears had yet listened. . And even
those who knew could leap up from the
ground tocry, ‘““ An earthquake ! ”’
We had fired the mines at last, had

blown Hill Go into the ewigkeit—had set the
Battle of Messines going with a vengeance,

In that Mighty Moment

No sooner was it done than every
one of. our massed batteries. opened fire,

and: the air became red with flames and
the horizon withfire. Beyond us was the
great curtain before the day-dawn, scarred
by a thousand jets of light—a jig-saw of
lightning flashes and acrid iridescence,

and ajl that fearful writing which the
finger of Destiny sets down with a pen
dipped in the well of death. As the day
broke, and the zenith warmed. to the sun-
light, we sawbelow it such pillars of smoke,
a loom so many coloured, a devastation
so. overwhelming, that the eye almost
feared to look upon it. But we knew
that our men were up and out by this
1ime—the splendid Irish from the North
and the South, the New Zealanders, the

  

Ypres Salient

Austrahans; and the staunchest of the
English. Up and over and away to the
heights, the “ tanks” staggering after them
—the new ‘“‘tanks” and the old, to bid
God-speed to those who carried grenade
and bayonet, and were already amid the
rubble looking for dead Germans, For these
the mines had made the paths straight ;
and who shall wonderthat the day waswon
for them with hardly the sight of a livmg
German ?

Here and there, to be sure, the fighting
was stiff enough. Machine-gun emplace-
ments at Wytschaete, more than one

cunning dug-out, wherein scattered bands
had escaped the holocaust, held up brave
men for the instant—but never for the
hour. “‘ You cannot keep them back,”’
says an officer in the thick of it, and that
is a true saying. They absolutely hurl
themselves at the enemy; while, as for

Fritz, back he comes by the hundred
presently—Bavarians, Prussians, Wir-
tembergers—-to the same common “‘ cage.””
We had five thousand before nightfall;
and. fully seven thousand. by Sunday,
June roth: They sang,;- they shouted,
they did not hide their. joy. But ‘speak.
to them of the inferno from which they
have escaped, and then watch their faces !
They stammer when they try to tell you
how the ground beneath them, was cleft
suddenly by some mighty force beyond
all imagination terrible. They have
stories of guns actually shattered to frag-
ments, of whole companies of men buried
in a twinkling, of regiments that had.
disappeared as absolutely as though they
had never been. :

Great End Achieved

And here they. are, some wounded
triflingly, but mostly whole, thanking
their German Godthat they are no longer
in Germany.

Meanwhile, our own good fellows are
awayyonder, fighting like demons beneath
the curtain of the smoke. Happily, their
casualties are relatively few. We_ lose
that most gallant fellow, Major Willie Red-
mond, and mourn him deeply. Some, alas !
die when the German great guns batter
the lost Jand, and their mighty crumps
throw dust and earth broadcast. But,
in the main, we go through Messines and
Wytschaete unchecked, and by nightfall
we are down the other side of the ridge
and have taken the village of Oosttaverne.
Our front was one of 18,000 yards, and

we have penetrated, says the Staff, to a
- depth of five miles. The Ypres salient
is no more.. Never again, we hope, will
the German gunners look down upon us
from the Messines Ridge. The work of
the splendid heroes of 1914-15 is con-

summated at last.
A final word for the excellence of our

airmen and the wonderful service they
did us. Al day,.as ever in these battles,

they droned above, now observing at
their leisure, now turning fiercely upon
the Huns_who had come-out to attack.

General Sir Herbert Phimer himself, to

whom the King has offered the nation’s
congratulations, bears witness to their
gallantry. Between June rst. and June
6th they brought twenty-three German
machines to the ground, and drove down
twenty-three out of control.
We salute them gratefully—as all

engaged in this magnificent victory.
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Shell-Shattered Homes in Old-World Arras
 

  
 

Arras is composed of two parts—the old town standing on an‘eminence, the new town situated in a plain. This photograph shows the
way in which the streets were defended by barbed-wire, and how sadly the grand old residences suffered in the fighting near the Scarpe.

 
 

   
i i i i - i home to uswith poignant

Shell exploding in an Arras street. These graphic camera pictures from the heart of old world Arras bring f

touch ae fener that France endures so heroically and the fate that would England's should the Kaiser's hordes but find a footing

in this sea-girt isle.
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and ajl that fearful writing which the
finger of Destiny sets down with a pen
dipped in the well of death. As the day
broke, and the zenith warmed. to the sun-
light, we sawbelow it such pillars of smoke,
a loom so many coloured, a devastation
so. overwhelming, that the eye almost
feared to look upon it. But we knew
that our men were up and out by this
1ime—the splendid Irish from the North
and the South, the New Zealanders, the

  

Ypres Salient

Austrahans; and the staunchest of the
English. Up and over and away to the
heights, the “ tanks” staggering after them
—the new ‘“‘tanks” and the old, to bid
God-speed to those who carried grenade
and bayonet, and were already amid the
rubble looking for dead Germans, For these
the mines had made the paths straight ;
and who shall wonderthat the day waswon
for them with hardly the sight of a livmg
German ?

Here and there, to be sure, the fighting
was stiff enough. Machine-gun emplace-
ments at Wytschaete, more than one

cunning dug-out, wherein scattered bands
had escaped the holocaust, held up brave
men for the instant—but never for the
hour. “‘ You cannot keep them back,”’
says an officer in the thick of it, and that
is a true saying. They absolutely hurl
themselves at the enemy; while, as for

Fritz, back he comes by the hundred
presently—Bavarians, Prussians, Wir-
tembergers—-to the same common “‘ cage.””
We had five thousand before nightfall;
and. fully seven thousand. by Sunday,
June roth: They sang,;- they shouted,
they did not hide their. joy. But ‘speak.
to them of the inferno from which they
have escaped, and then watch their faces !
They stammer when they try to tell you
how the ground beneath them, was cleft
suddenly by some mighty force beyond
all imagination terrible. They have
stories of guns actually shattered to frag-
ments, of whole companies of men buried
in a twinkling, of regiments that had.
disappeared as absolutely as though they
had never been. :

Great End Achieved

And here they. are, some wounded
triflingly, but mostly whole, thanking
their German Godthat they are no longer
in Germany.

Meanwhile, our own good fellows are
awayyonder, fighting like demons beneath
the curtain of the smoke. Happily, their
casualties are relatively few. We_ lose
that most gallant fellow, Major Willie Red-
mond, and mourn him deeply. Some, alas !
die when the German great guns batter
the lost Jand, and their mighty crumps
throw dust and earth broadcast. But,
in the main, we go through Messines and
Wytschaete unchecked, and by nightfall
we are down the other side of the ridge
and have taken the village of Oosttaverne.
Our front was one of 18,000 yards, and

we have penetrated, says the Staff, to a
- depth of five miles. The Ypres salient
is no more.. Never again, we hope, will
the German gunners look down upon us
from the Messines Ridge. The work of
the splendid heroes of 1914-15 is con-

summated at last.
A final word for the excellence of our

airmen and the wonderful service they
did us. Al day,.as ever in these battles,

they droned above, now observing at
their leisure, now turning fiercely upon
the Huns_who had come-out to attack.

General Sir Herbert Phimer himself, to

whom the King has offered the nation’s
congratulations, bears witness to their
gallantry. Between June rst. and June
6th they brought twenty-three German
machines to the ground, and drove down
twenty-three out of control.
We salute them gratefully—as all

engaged in this magnificent victory.
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Shell-Shattered Homes in Old-World Arras
 

  
 

Arras is composed of two parts—the old town standing on an‘eminence, the new town situated in a plain. This photograph shows the
way in which the streets were defended by barbed-wire, and how sadly the grand old residences suffered in the fighting near the Scarpe.
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Shell exploding in an Arras street. These graphic camera pictures from the heart of old world Arras bring f

touch ae fener that France endures so heroically and the fate that would England's should the Kaiser's hordes but find a footing

in this sea-girt isle.
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Destroying our Foes and Safeguarding our Friends

 

 

   
 

British monitors in action in the Adriatic. When the Italians began their recent fresh offensive on the Julian front, threatening Trieste,
our monitors lent a hand by vigorously and effectively bombarding the coast between the Austrian rear and that port.

 

 

     
Motor fire-engine at Basra, in Mesopotamia, proceeding to an outbreak. The service out there is under the Army Ordnance Corps,and .
the firemenare soldiers. British troops have a happy knack of proving themselves handy-men, adaptable toanycalls upon their energy.

A eit - rent eetosSe beatin pep — —~ .    
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Far Western Road-Making on the Western Front
 

    
British cavalry crossing a temporary bridge past a wayside Calvary on the western front, The cavalry have had few opportunities

of getting into action during the long period of trench warfare, but when such have occurred they have been eagerly seized.
 

   
 

 

Canadians laying down wood“corduroy fashion *’ on the damaged road through a village on the western front to facilitate the passage
or the constant traffic necessary for keeping the Army equipped with supplies. This method of road-making is one with which many

of the Canadians will have ween already familiar in the far different surroundings of the Far West,
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IN THE EARLY DAYSOF THE WAR

The Famous War Correspondent of the ‘‘ Daily Mail A

tions in the first hours of the
French mobilisation. Here is one

‘that occurred in Nancy, and brought

hometo us vividly the difference between

peace. and war.
One night the -Grand Hotel was in full

activity. There were a numberof guests.

The dining-room was full of cheerful

chatter.
The order came to mobilise, and next

evening there was no staff left. No

cook, no waiters, no “ boots.” All the

guests save myself, my wife, and one other

man had fied already. Our footsteps

echoed through silent corridors. In

the dark hall sat the manager and his

wife, gloomy and furious. It was no

use being furious. Mobilisation is mobilt-

sation. War is war. :
The manageress cooked some dinner

for herself and, as a favour, let us share

it. She -believed all the wild rumours

that were passing fromlip to lip. Fighting
had begun already, it was said. “Close

to Nancy,” she assured us.

_

Everyone
was keyed up to a pitch of excitement

All night motor-cars with officer

them were hooting their way swiftly

through the streets. In the cafés there

were lights and groups of reservists

drinking and talking till the small hours.

A grey-haired man, carrying a sword
wrapped up in a newspaper, was cheered
as he went by. .

Ts were many odd transforma-

 
 

 

 

  

From Nancy to Paris

There was much joking about a major
in the Reserve, who made a needyknife-
grinder put.an edge to his old sabre in
view of an admiring crowd. There was
much recollecting of old days ‘‘in the
regiment.” Some hastened at once to put
on their uniforms, and were Jaughinglv
complimented on their warlike appearance
or chidden for their increased girth.

There was no marching about or
shouting. They are solid, stolid folks
in Lorraine:- There was almost a feeling
of relief in the air. It seemed as-though
a sigh of thankfulness breathed through
that warm, scented night. After the
tension of the days past. with reports
hourly changing, it was almost a relief
to know that the blowhad fallen.
Myfirst idea was to stay in Nancy. I

changed my mind for three reasons:
One, my car-driver had-to report him-

self in Toulouse for mobilisation. I
knew I could not hire or buy anothercar,
since all were requisitioned.
Fwo, I received a telegram accepting

my proposal that I should apply for
leave to go with the French Armyas war
correspoiudent. That could only be done
in Paris.

Three, the authorities told us ‘to go.
No foreigners were allowed to stay in

frontier towns after mobilisation had
begun. Mobilisation was to begin, ac-
cording to the placard on the TownHall,
upon the next day, Sunday, August 2nd.
So I ordered the car for six o'clock
Sunday morning, resolved to bewell
on the way to Paris before the closing-up
of the roads should begin.

At six o'clock of a misty morning—the
mist that promises a hot day—westarted,
but the Territorial soldiers charged -with
the guarding of the roads were up before

 

us. The car had not gone a mile out of
Nancy when it was stopped. After that-
we were held up at twenty-mile intervals
all the way.

Driving on this eventful Sunday from
Nancy to Paris yielded many uncommon
experiences. The number of soldiers to
be seen was astonishing. So sudden a
change from thé aspect of the roads
during the few days before made one
feel as if magic had been at work, as if

dragons’ teeth had been sown and this
were the resultant crop of armed men.

Calm in the Capital

At only one place was-I put through an
interrogatory. Having passed the barrier
at one end of avillage, [ was stopped again
at the other end. A very fussy young
man with a large notebook asked me
whence we came. I told. him from
Nancy. He then wanted to know all
I could tell him about the troops there
and the rumours of fighting on the
frontier. He turned cut to be an enter-
prising local journalist who had hit upon
this method of gathering news. I
thought it wise to pretend I had no in-
formation whatever. He thereupon wrote
in his notebook >

“MM. Hamilton, -correspondant du
“Daily Mail” de Londres, ne sait rien.”
And then we-drove on.

Wewere in Paris soon after one o'clock.
The city was under-the influence of its
wsual Sunday luncheon -hour calm.
Railway stations were thronged, for did
not the ‘Regulations concerning
Foreigners’ order all German subjects
to leave at once? All barracks buzzed
with activity. But in the streets people
strolled as- usual. In the restaurants
they lunched. Whatever is happening,
a Frenchman must lunch. - This is a
sacred rite with the whole nation, rich
and poor alike. On the boulevards
those who had Junched sat sipping in the
sunshine their coffee and liqueur.
The calm did not last long. Processions

began to march up and down the Grands
Boulevards from the Madeleine to the
office of the “‘ Matin’’ newspaper.. They
were composed mostly of unpleasant-
looking young men of what appeared to
be foreign extraction. They sang the

,

““Marseillaise’”” and other songs. They
made foolish noises. Parisians shrugged
their shoulders and said: “La, Ja,”
which meant they- were annoyed. Ail
sensible people were annoyed.

One Night of Riot

Towards evening the processions be-
came larger and noisier. Still the police
did -not interfere. A large proportion of
the processionist$ were nowclearly of the
hooligan class, “Apaches” from the
slums. Everyone foresawtrouble, except
the Prefect of Police.

Before a shop with a German name
over it one gang of roughs halted. Some-
one shouted : “‘ Down with the Germans!”
That was enough. In a few minutes the
shop had been sacked. ‘Thus the trouble
began. All night the looting and wrecking
of shops and restaurants went on.
Next day the Prefect of Police, who

hadfailed to take any precautions against
_ disorder; went to the opposite extreme.
He not only forbade processions and

threatened looters with the rigour of
martial law, he ordered all cafés and
restaurants to close at eight o'clock,
and made it an offence for more than
two people to walk together. The
police were instructed to move on any-
body who stood still in the street even for
a fewseconds to speak to a friend.
As a result of the Prefect’s incompe-

tence and the rioting which he permitted
on the Sunday night, Paris for weeks
afterwards was by day a desert and the
gloomiest of cities after dark. One saw
at once what makes her “La Ville
Lumiére.” It is her cafés and wine-
shops, the great and the little places of
refreshment and ‘conversation which are
found in every street, all open until
midnight, all gaily lighted up. With
these closed Paris became “La Ville
Obscure.” Not a theatre, not a café!
At half-past nine the streets were as
dark and still as those of a little country
town, or as those of London became a
little later. As yet the Zeppelins were
only a vague threat, though we had
aeroplane raids over Paris, and a good
deal of damage done.
The desert air of Paris during the day

was due to the closing of shops. The
looting frightened shopkeepers. ._Every-
where one saw shuttered fronts. Most
of the shutters had notices nailed to theni
saying that their owners had joined the
Colours.

Fascinated by War

All the jewellers in the Rue de Ja Paix
went out of business. I sawone window,
which usually glitters with thousand-
suinea diamond tiaras, filled with little
papers flags to wear in the buttonholc,
twopence a. dozen. In another window
was the announcement that the pre-
prietor had gone to the country, and that
he confided his stock to the care of his
honourable fellow-citizens. Tears came
into my eyes as I read this noble French-
man’s profession of faith in humanity,
until I noticed that he had taken -the
precaution to clear everything of value
away. The window was bare.
While mobilisation went on, while

thousands of trains carried hundreds of
thousands of soldiers to-their appoimted
posts, Paris, after the rioting of that one
night, and.,all France with Paris, re-

mained calm, even _depressed. There
was no shouting of “A Berlin,” as. in.
1870. ‘There was no sureness of victory.
War seemed to fascinate the French people
as a rabbit is fascinated by a snake.
They soon settled down to it. They

made no struggle against changing their
habits and mode of life as we did in
England. From thefirst day of war they
accepted war as conditioning their whole
existence.
Human nature accommodates itself.

rapidly to changes. In normal times
it seems to the normal human being that
the whole of civilisation depends upon
the 9.10 train running as usual. But
after a few days on which the 9.ro train
has not run, there is a readjustment of
habits ; - life settles down upon a different
basis. It was a manifest proof of man-
kind’s adaptability, the quickness with.
which the most civilised of the nations
accustomed itself to the stress and the
suffering and the savagery of war.
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atons and Bayonets Playing Their Parts
   

    

 

 
 

The massed band of the Guards, under Captain Rogan, cheering their hosts of the
Fire Brigade in Paris. Right: At a munition works.

 
 

 

  
 
Canadians at bayonet drill in the peaceful grounds of a country-house somewhere in England where they are training. Right: “ Clean-

ing out the oven ’’—a formof physical exercise all the more valuable, perhaps, because it is at the same time frivolously amusin3.-

 

 
 

Playing at ** duck’s egg,’” another childish amusement which has been incorporated in
a serious system of training. Left: A bayonet bout before an enthusiastic audience.  

    
 

 

Special Constables march past at Golder’s Greenafter a presentation of medals for continuous service since the enrolment of the force
at the beginning of the war. National service of a responsible and most valuable kind is being done by the Special Constables.
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From Nancy to Paris

There was much joking about a major
in the Reserve, who made a needyknife-
grinder put.an edge to his old sabre in
view of an admiring crowd. There was
much recollecting of old days ‘‘in the
regiment.” Some hastened at once to put
on their uniforms, and were Jaughinglv
complimented on their warlike appearance
or chidden for their increased girth.

There was no marching about or
shouting. They are solid, stolid folks
in Lorraine:- There was almost a feeling
of relief in the air. It seemed as-though
a sigh of thankfulness breathed through
that warm, scented night. After the
tension of the days past. with reports
hourly changing, it was almost a relief
to know that the blowhad fallen.
Myfirst idea was to stay in Nancy. I

changed my mind for three reasons:
One, my car-driver had-to report him-

self in Toulouse for mobilisation. I
knew I could not hire or buy anothercar,
since all were requisitioned.
Fwo, I received a telegram accepting

my proposal that I should apply for
leave to go with the French Armyas war
correspoiudent. That could only be done
in Paris.

Three, the authorities told us ‘to go.
No foreigners were allowed to stay in

frontier towns after mobilisation had
begun. Mobilisation was to begin, ac-
cording to the placard on the TownHall,
upon the next day, Sunday, August 2nd.
So I ordered the car for six o'clock
Sunday morning, resolved to bewell
on the way to Paris before the closing-up
of the roads should begin.

At six o'clock of a misty morning—the
mist that promises a hot day—westarted,
but the Territorial soldiers charged -with
the guarding of the roads were up before

 

us. The car had not gone a mile out of
Nancy when it was stopped. After that-
we were held up at twenty-mile intervals
all the way.

Driving on this eventful Sunday from
Nancy to Paris yielded many uncommon
experiences. The number of soldiers to
be seen was astonishing. So sudden a
change from thé aspect of the roads
during the few days before made one
feel as if magic had been at work, as if

dragons’ teeth had been sown and this
were the resultant crop of armed men.

Calm in the Capital

At only one place was-I put through an
interrogatory. Having passed the barrier
at one end of avillage, [ was stopped again
at the other end. A very fussy young
man with a large notebook asked me
whence we came. I told. him from
Nancy. He then wanted to know all
I could tell him about the troops there
and the rumours of fighting on the
frontier. He turned cut to be an enter-
prising local journalist who had hit upon
this method of gathering news. I
thought it wise to pretend I had no in-
formation whatever. He thereupon wrote
in his notebook >

“MM. Hamilton, -correspondant du
“Daily Mail” de Londres, ne sait rien.”
And then we-drove on.

Wewere in Paris soon after one o'clock.
The city was under-the influence of its
wsual Sunday luncheon -hour calm.
Railway stations were thronged, for did
not the ‘Regulations concerning
Foreigners’ order all German subjects
to leave at once? All barracks buzzed
with activity. But in the streets people
strolled as- usual. In the restaurants
they lunched. Whatever is happening,
a Frenchman must lunch. - This is a
sacred rite with the whole nation, rich
and poor alike. On the boulevards
those who had Junched sat sipping in the
sunshine their coffee and liqueur.
The calm did not last long. Processions

began to march up and down the Grands
Boulevards from the Madeleine to the
office of the “‘ Matin’’ newspaper.. They
were composed mostly of unpleasant-
looking young men of what appeared to
be foreign extraction. They sang the
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““Marseillaise’”” and other songs. They
made foolish noises. Parisians shrugged
their shoulders and said: “La, Ja,”
which meant they- were annoyed. Ail
sensible people were annoyed.

One Night of Riot

Towards evening the processions be-
came larger and noisier. Still the police
did -not interfere. A large proportion of
the processionist$ were nowclearly of the
hooligan class, “Apaches” from the
slums. Everyone foresawtrouble, except
the Prefect of Police.

Before a shop with a German name
over it one gang of roughs halted. Some-
one shouted : “‘ Down with the Germans!”
That was enough. In a few minutes the
shop had been sacked. ‘Thus the trouble
began. All night the looting and wrecking
of shops and restaurants went on.
Next day the Prefect of Police, who

hadfailed to take any precautions against
_ disorder; went to the opposite extreme.
He not only forbade processions and

threatened looters with the rigour of
martial law, he ordered all cafés and
restaurants to close at eight o'clock,
and made it an offence for more than
two people to walk together. The
police were instructed to move on any-
body who stood still in the street even for
a fewseconds to speak to a friend.
As a result of the Prefect’s incompe-

tence and the rioting which he permitted
on the Sunday night, Paris for weeks
afterwards was by day a desert and the
gloomiest of cities after dark. One saw
at once what makes her “La Ville
Lumiére.” It is her cafés and wine-
shops, the great and the little places of
refreshment and ‘conversation which are
found in every street, all open until
midnight, all gaily lighted up. With
these closed Paris became “La Ville
Obscure.” Not a theatre, not a café!
At half-past nine the streets were as
dark and still as those of a little country
town, or as those of London became a
little later. As yet the Zeppelins were
only a vague threat, though we had
aeroplane raids over Paris, and a good
deal of damage done.
The desert air of Paris during the day

was due to the closing of shops. The
looting frightened shopkeepers. ._Every-
where one saw shuttered fronts. Most
of the shutters had notices nailed to theni
saying that their owners had joined the
Colours.

Fascinated by War

All the jewellers in the Rue de Ja Paix
went out of business. I sawone window,
which usually glitters with thousand-
suinea diamond tiaras, filled with little
papers flags to wear in the buttonholc,
twopence a. dozen. In another window
was the announcement that the pre-
prietor had gone to the country, and that
he confided his stock to the care of his
honourable fellow-citizens. Tears came
into my eyes as I read this noble French-
man’s profession of faith in humanity,
until I noticed that he had taken -the
precaution to clear everything of value
away. The window was bare.
While mobilisation went on, while

thousands of trains carried hundreds of
thousands of soldiers to-their appoimted
posts, Paris, after the rioting of that one
night, and.,all France with Paris, re-

mained calm, even _depressed. There
was no shouting of “A Berlin,” as. in.
1870. ‘There was no sureness of victory.
War seemed to fascinate the French people
as a rabbit is fascinated by a snake.
They soon settled down to it. They

made no struggle against changing their
habits and mode of life as we did in
England. From thefirst day of war they
accepted war as conditioning their whole
existence.
Human nature accommodates itself.

rapidly to changes. In normal times
it seems to the normal human being that
the whole of civilisation depends upon
the 9.10 train running as usual. But
after a few days on which the 9.ro train
has not run, there is a readjustment of
habits ; - life settles down upon a different
basis. It was a manifest proof of man-
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which the most civilised of the nations
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WHAT I LEARNED ON THE WESTERN FRONT

front three times: since last Christ-
mas, and am jt back from my

latest journey. During abusyfortnight in
May I was given every opportunity to
see things as they are. I visited the fight-
ing-lines from the valley beyond Vimy
Ridge to the country south-east of
Bapaume. I had frank discussions on
the general situation with eminent
soldiers. I was allowed to stay with the
menin the trenches and to live with them
in hillside caves and in captured German
dug-outs.

It was the most commonexperience to
lunch or dine in comfort in some station
while the heavy enemyshells were singing
overheadas ey went-to their mark two
or three miles farther behind the firing-
line.

J remember one evening coming down
from an advanced position to find that
the menin the support lines were amusing
themselves in a great field at football.
Just beyondthat field a steady succession
of shells. was falling. The footballers
never even troubled to look up at them.
Two or three hundred yards beyond the
shells a battalion band was playing the
latest musical-comedy tune in the horse
lines. The three strata—the footballers,

the shelied area, and the horse lines—
seemed each independent .of the others.

I HAVEvisited the British western

+

  

   

  

 

Awful Havoe on Vimy Ridge

T had opportunityto spend several days
on Vimy Ridge. From here one -could
see the terrible ravages our own guns
were working behind the Germanpositions.
VimyRidgeitself was an awesome witness
to the results of war. Every yard of the
old German lines was torn up byshell-
fire. The slope from the ‘‘ Pimple’ down
to the village of Givenchy was one mere
mass of tangled wires, shivered timbers,
end ploughed-up earth. Here and
there among them one could see many
terrible relics of the battle of April oth;

the pools still red with the blood of brave
men, the remnants of the broken uniform

and shattered gas-helmet of some fallen
soldier, the boots, the coats, the smashed
rifles, the packages of cartridges, the
cylindrical sticks that had not. yet
exploded, and the like. Here and there,
from the fallen weapons, one could re-

trace the story of some venture. Here
was a point where Hun and Canadian had
clearly faced one another, thrown each

his bomb truly at the same second, and
had both died.
And all over- the hillside were the

solitary graves and groups of graves,
many of them surmounted by wooden
crosses carefully designed “and with
wréaths of flowers or other memorials of
affection from surviving comrades. Where-
ever it is possible to do so, every care is
taken of the bodies of our dead.
Downin the valley beyond VimyRidge,

closer towards the German positions, one
came into still more vigorous war. This
valley is a very ‘unhealthy’’ place.
You never know when a German barrage
will start on any particular spot; all
you can be certain of is that there will
probably be one somewhere near before
you have been many hours there. The
Germans are busywith “ pineapples’’—big
grenades which are hurled. over by
mechanical throwers. Scarcely an-hour
goes past on some days but there are air

By F. A. McKenzie
Special Correspondent of “Fhe War Illustrated”

fights overhead, the “‘ Archibalds ” open-
ing out their furious fire on someaeroplanes
attempting to pass. This anti-aireraft
fire is almost as unpleasant for the people
below as it is for the airmen above, and

if you are standing anywhere near where
a fight is taking place you-are likely to
find bits of shell: quite appreciable in size,
coming hurtling around. < 5 /

Desolation on the Somme

Along the valley you- see every now
and again little stretcher-parties slowly
wending their way with the wounded,
taking them to the advanced dressing-
station, where a doctor is-always ready
and waiting, and from: the advanced
dressing-station to -the clearing-station
farther behind.- To gaze on these weary,
muddy, khaki-clad soldiers, steel helmeted,

often with several days’ growth of beard,
stowly meving along with their burden
of pain, to.-walk by the desperately
wounded, attempting to do some last
service as their faces grow ashen grey and
their bubbling wounds tell their strcly
coming end, is to know the grimmest and
most tragic side of war.

T was able to go over a large part of the
territory on the Sommeandthe Ancre from
which the Germans retired in February
and March last. Most of this is simply
one great ruin. The villages are so
destroyed that one recalls the prophecy
about “not one stone standing upon
another.’’ The.very trees are blackened,
leafless, and branchless with the -long
fighting. Trenches and. wire entangle-
ments, old dug-outs and temporary
shelters tell where Fritz was. The piles of
munitions that he left behind and the
heaps of effects tell how he hurried away
with our troops urging him on. I have
travelled through miles of this country
without seeing a sign of life save a wild
cat* struggling amid the wire entangle-
ments or a solitary crow hovering over-
head.

You pass over some of the historic
fighting grounds of 1916 with at first a
fecling of wonder that such little spaces

  

  

 

should have cost both sides_so dearly. *
T naturally stood with special interest at
Regina Trench, at Courcelette, and round

the ruined boilers-of the sugar refinery,
where so many of my fellow-Canadians
died last autumn. Regina Trench has
been half obliterated by the course of
time. “The sugar refinery was a mass of
broken iron and bricks, with heaps of
the wreckage of warstill around it.

Perfection of the Army Machine

Looking farther afield across the sodden
and, desolate uplands there seemed little ~
to mark out their muddy, blasted, and
poisoned surface, except an occasional
wrecked ‘“tank’’ lying, about and the
broken impedimenta of war.
Everywhere behind the lines one saw

abundant evidences of the great advances
we have made in military organisation.
The army machine in I’rance is now as
perfect as any machine can be, Great
operations are carried through without a
hitch. The most elaborate and carefully
considered measures are taken to provide
for every possible contingency. We are
building railways—many  railways—be-

~hind our lines. A hundred miles from

Bapaume you will come across a battalion
of Western foresters who have quickly
built a mill in the midst of a wood, and
who are cutting down trees and turning
them into ties for the railway, props for
the mines, and planks for the army
roads.
We have reached the point where we

can say that our weapons are in practi-
cally every case at least as good and, in
a numberof cases, much better than those

of the Germans.
The best proof of this is what the

fighting man himself says. To hear
genuine praise of the wonderful Lewis

 

machine-gun, the fine Stokes trench--
mortar, and the deadly~little egg-bomb
one must go among the men using them.
I talked with many hundreds of soldiers.
I never heard from one of them anything

but praise for the weapons hewasfighting
with. Even the German prisoners have
to pay them a tribute. “It was your
artillery overcame us,” said one.

As: for our men themselves, Imperial
troops and men from the Dominions, any
praise that I could give would be -in-
adequate and maybe a trifle impertinent.
Their best praise is given in the formal
recordsof their doings. Take, for instance,
one lieutenant who was wounded at the
beginning of a recent advance. He kept
on leading his men, his orderly helping
him. Another shell killed the orderly
and wounded the lieutenant a -second
time, now in the leg. Unable to walk

farther, he crawled three hundred yards

with his men till they had taken their
objective.

Our Task Still Ahead

Driver X was taking a load of wounded
along the road behind the lines when a
heavy German barrage opened there.
Twoof his horses were blown to bits. He
got off, dazed as he was, and carried each

of his wounded men to a trench where
they were comparatively safe over a
hundred yards away. Crossing through
the barrage he found a regimental-aid
station, and guided the stretcher-bearers

back to the wounded, helping them to
carry them home. It is becoming almost
a matter of everyday occurrence -for
badly-wounded men to keep on in-the
fight, to tie a bandage aroundtheir wound
and to continue hour after hour in the
front line.

Heroes all! They are accomplishing
the seemingly impossible. They are
enduring’ conditions, undertaking great
tasks, carrying through difficult enter-
prises such as a few years ago we would
have thought beyond human capacity.
But the valour and efficiency of our

own Army must not let us shut our eyes
to the fact that the German Armyis still
a very formidable power. The German
soldiers are full of confidence. Their guns
‘show no shortage of shells. To ensure
their defeat still demandsall our strength,

all_our potential resources, and all our
energy. :

I for one returned from France for a
temporary stay: at home, realising a%
perhaps never before the formidable
nature of the task yet ahead of us. _I felt
that I ought to go as a missionary to my
fellow-countrymen to shout in their ears :
“Make still {more ready, for the day
of still more arduous conflict is near to
hand.”
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Italians capturing a position on the Isonzo front.r . For protection from shrapnel and fragments of rock splintered by modern artillery
the Italians wear armour closely resembling that of soldiers of Cesar’s day—breastplates, shoulder-pieces, and helmets.
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‘British soldiers dragging a captured Germanfield=gun into a new position in order to use it against the enemy, an incident which has
occurred on many occasions, but neverfails to arrest attention.

 

Of all the;defeated gun-team, only one wounded man survived.
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WHAT I LEARNED ON THE WESTERN FRONT

front three times: since last Christ-
mas, and am jt back from my

latest journey. During abusyfortnight in
May I was given every opportunity to
see things as they are. I visited the fight-
ing-lines from the valley beyond Vimy
Ridge to the country south-east of
Bapaume. I had frank discussions on
the general situation with eminent
soldiers. I was allowed to stay with the
menin the trenches and to live with them
in hillside caves and in captured German
dug-outs.

It was the most commonexperience to
lunch or dine in comfort in some station
while the heavy enemyshells were singing
overheadas ey went-to their mark two
or three miles farther behind the firing-
line.

J remember one evening coming down
from an advanced position to find that
the menin the support lines were amusing
themselves in a great field at football.
Just beyondthat field a steady succession
of shells. was falling. The footballers
never even troubled to look up at them.
Two or three hundred yards beyond the
shells a battalion band was playing the
latest musical-comedy tune in the horse
lines. The three strata—the footballers,

the shelied area, and the horse lines—
seemed each independent .of the others.

I HAVEvisited the British western

+
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T had opportunityto spend several days
on Vimy Ridge. From here one -could
see the terrible ravages our own guns
were working behind the Germanpositions.
VimyRidgeitself was an awesome witness
to the results of war. Every yard of the
old German lines was torn up byshell-
fire. The slope from the ‘‘ Pimple’ down
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mass of tangled wires, shivered timbers,
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terrible relics of the battle of April oth;
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men, the remnants of the broken uniform

and shattered gas-helmet of some fallen
soldier, the boots, the coats, the smashed
rifles, the packages of cartridges, the
cylindrical sticks that had not. yet
exploded, and the like. Here and there,
from the fallen weapons, one could re-

trace the story of some venture. Here
was a point where Hun and Canadian had
clearly faced one another, thrown each

his bomb truly at the same second, and
had both died.
And all over- the hillside were the

solitary graves and groups of graves,
many of them surmounted by wooden
crosses carefully designed “and with
wréaths of flowers or other memorials of
affection from surviving comrades. Where-
ever it is possible to do so, every care is
taken of the bodies of our dead.
Downin the valley beyond VimyRidge,

closer towards the German positions, one
came into still more vigorous war. This
valley is a very ‘unhealthy’’ place.
You never know when a German barrage
will start on any particular spot; all
you can be certain of is that there will
probably be one somewhere near before
you have been many hours there. The
Germans are busywith “ pineapples’’—big
grenades which are hurled. over by
mechanical throwers. Scarcely an-hour
goes past on some days but there are air
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ments, old dug-outs and temporary
shelters tell where Fritz was. The piles of
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heaps of effects tell how he hurried away
with our troops urging him on. I have
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without seeing a sign of life save a wild
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ments or a solitary crow hovering over-
head.
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perfect as any machine can be, Great
operations are carried through without a
hitch. The most elaborate and carefully
considered measures are taken to provide
for every possible contingency. We are
building railways—many  railways—be-

~hind our lines. A hundred miles from

Bapaume you will come across a battalion
of Western foresters who have quickly
built a mill in the midst of a wood, and
who are cutting down trees and turning
them into ties for the railway, props for
the mines, and planks for the army
roads.
We have reached the point where we

can say that our weapons are in practi-
cally every case at least as good and, in
a numberof cases, much better than those

of the Germans.
The best proof of this is what the

fighting man himself says. To hear
genuine praise of the wonderful Lewis

 

machine-gun, the fine Stokes trench--
mortar, and the deadly~little egg-bomb
one must go among the men using them.
I talked with many hundreds of soldiers.
I never heard from one of them anything

but praise for the weapons hewasfighting
with. Even the German prisoners have
to pay them a tribute. “It was your
artillery overcame us,” said one.

As: for our men themselves, Imperial
troops and men from the Dominions, any
praise that I could give would be -in-
adequate and maybe a trifle impertinent.
Their best praise is given in the formal
recordsof their doings. Take, for instance,
one lieutenant who was wounded at the
beginning of a recent advance. He kept
on leading his men, his orderly helping
him. Another shell killed the orderly
and wounded the lieutenant a -second
time, now in the leg. Unable to walk

farther, he crawled three hundred yards

with his men till they had taken their
objective.

Our Task Still Ahead

Driver X was taking a load of wounded
along the road behind the lines when a
heavy German barrage opened there.
Twoof his horses were blown to bits. He
got off, dazed as he was, and carried each

of his wounded men to a trench where
they were comparatively safe over a
hundred yards away. Crossing through
the barrage he found a regimental-aid
station, and guided the stretcher-bearers

back to the wounded, helping them to
carry them home. It is becoming almost
a matter of everyday occurrence -for
badly-wounded men to keep on in-the
fight, to tie a bandage aroundtheir wound
and to continue hour after hour in the
front line.

Heroes all! They are accomplishing
the seemingly impossible. They are
enduring’ conditions, undertaking great
tasks, carrying through difficult enter-
prises such as a few years ago we would
have thought beyond human capacity.
But the valour and efficiency of our

own Army must not let us shut our eyes
to the fact that the German Armyis still
a very formidable power. The German
soldiers are full of confidence. Their guns
‘show no shortage of shells. To ensure
their defeat still demandsall our strength,

all_our potential resources, and all our
energy. :

I for one returned from France for a
temporary stay: at home, realising a%
perhaps never before the formidable
nature of the task yet ahead of us. _I felt
that I ought to go as a missionary to my
fellow-countrymen to shout in their ears :
“Make still {more ready, for the day
of still more arduous conflict is near to
hand.”
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‘British soldiers dragging a captured Germanfield=gun into a new position in order to use it against the enemy, an incident which has
occurred on many occasions, but neverfails to arrest attention.

 

Of all the;defeated gun-team, only one wounded man survived.
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Ploughing Through Sand From Suez to Palestine: nergy and Organisation of Our Army in Egypt

 

   

   

 

 
   

Nien of the Egyptian Labour Corps—Arabsand_fellaheen—making a cutting for a railway, and (right) a railway company of the Royal q Red Cross cartin Egypt. The distress of the wounded underthe blistering Sinai sun is necessarily great, butthe medical service worked
Engineers driving in spikes of a new line. Decauville railways and lines of metre gauge supplemented the standard-gaugelines. unremittingly to alleviate it. ~Right: Moving the piano. A desert sand-sledge provided a comparatively easy means of conveyance.
 
  

asain careart :   A remarkable feat of the Royal Engineers in Egypt was building a standard-gauge railway
over which L. and S.W.R. engines daily did a 200-mile trip with maximum loads.  
     

 

  

Bringing up supplies by sand-sledge. The difficulties attending the provisioning of the troops were enormous, and were only overcome
by most strenuous labours of the supply branch of the Army. Right: Natives serving with the CamelTransport Gorps shearing acamel.}
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Repairing telegraph lines on the edge of the desert, and (right) signa!lers at work with the heliograph near an Egyptian tomb. The
perfection of intercommunication by meansoftelegraph, telephone, and heliograph wasa feature of the campaign that won great praise.

     
 

    Advanced artilleryman telephoning warning of enemy aircraft A native working the bellows of a portable forge being used in

SPPNconila: kare eneiny Tonnes in Egypt used aeroplanes freely. the desert by a blacksmith of the Royal Engineers. eee Camels at a supply dump. Vast numbers of camels were used to transport water and supplies, and the sightof them moving slowly
over the desert in the early dawn and evening whenthe vellow alare had changed to a lilac glow was strange and beautiful. 
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Gen. IVANOFF,
Russian Commander.

 

   
Lieut. JACKA, V.C.,

Gallipoli.

 

 

 

 
Admiral Sir HENRY B.

JACKSON.

 

 

 

 
Admiral Sir JOHN

JELLICOE.

 

 

 

Admiral JERRAM,
Battle of Jutland.

   
 

 

 

Who’s Who in
Imperiali, Marquis Guglielmo.—Italian Am-

bassador to Great Britain. Born 1858.
Ingenohl, Admiral. — Leading German

admiral who servedforty years in the German
Navy. .Commanded. in. the Worth, Waiserin

and the Hertha. <A favourite with
he commanded his yacht» the

Hern. Raised to rank of rear-admiral
n charge of the cruiser squadron 1900.

‘as ‘chief naval commanderin-early part of
war. Removed from his command of High
Sea Fleet-after Battle of Dogger Bank.

Htaly, King of—Sce Victor Emmanuel,
Ivanoff, General, N.I.—Distinguished Russian

general who led the forces which captured

 

   

   

   

the Great War
of the HomeFleets ror10-12. Hoisted his flag
in the Iron Duke on August 4th, ro14.
Promoted Knight Grand Cross of the Royal
Victorian Order after Battle of Jutland 1916,
and to the Order of Merit.

Jerram, Admiral Sir T. H. M., K.C.B.—
Commanded Second Battle Squadron, Battle
of Jutland. Was Commander-in-Chief in
China during the first year or more of the war,
andresponsiblefor the sweeping of the German
flag from Tar Eastern waters, and also for
co-operation of. British naval forces in reduc-
tion of Tsingtau. Born 1859. Joined Navy
1871. Promoted admiral, April, 1917.

Jofire, Marshal.—French Commander-in-

  

Jaroslav, September, 1914, for which. Tsar Chief in war from beginning until December,

conte on him the Order of St. Alexander 1916, when succeeded by General- Nivelle.

Nevsky, with swords. His direction of the Nominated Marshal of France in that month,    

the C Epathions was a marvel
During the great retreat from

he won fresh r and especially
at cr of the Bug he did valuable
service by delaying the enemy and inflicting
heavy ‘losses. Succeeded in command of
Southern Army by General Brussiloff. In
the Revolution of 1917 the veteran commander
tngdi t o lead troops to Petrograd with inten-
tion of supporting the Imperial cause.
_Jacka,Ia Albert, V.C.—Australia’s first

; the cross when lance-corporal,
alion, on Sane of May roth-2oth,
‘Courtney’s Post,” Gallipoli, when,

nded, he attacked seven Turks who
d occupied an Australian trench.

e whole party, five byrifle fire,
and. two with the bayonet Later, promoted
to commissionedrank.

Jackson, Admiral Sir Henry B., K.C.B
K.C.V.0.—lirst Sea Lord m- May

5, to November, 1916. Born 185
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   in the Zulu. War. Appointed May31St, 1916, during the action in H.M.S.

Director of Torpedoes 1882, and Contr She orpedo-boat destroyer, led division ; o

Navy. ~1885; Commanded Third Cruiser

~

of oyers .to attack enemy’ pattle-cruiser M. TAKE JONESCU-
   

    

  

  
  

 

1908. Head of the Royal ~Naval
e for a time. Noted for his great

attainments, he is an expert 11
aphyandtorpedoes. President, Royal

‘ Greenwich, November, 1916.
Jacob, _Lt.-Gen. Sir Cc. W., K.C.B.—C

cond Army Corps on Somme, 1916;
nead in despatches. Born 1863. Entered

Had distinguished career, in
ed Zhob Valley 1890, North-West

: 1901-2. Promoted K.C.B. andlieu-
tenant-general for services in the war.

Herr von.—German Secretary for
ffairs from January, 1913, to Novem-
Played important part in diplomacy
diately preceded the -war: _An-

— November, 1916, that he had been

  

 

 

  

   
Jameson, Sir Leander Starr, Bart., €.B.—

Chairman Central Prisoners of War Committee,
and €hairman Empire Resources. Develop-

ent Committee. Was an administrator of
esia under British South Africa Company.

Led raid on the Transvaal, December 29th;
1895 ; Premier of Cape Colony 1904-7.

Jekoff, General—Appointed to chief com-
mand ot the Bulgarian Field Army, October,
I915:

Jellicoe, Admiral Sir John R., O.M., G.€.B.,
€.€.V.0.—Appointed to supreme command

id Fieet in August, 1914, which post
il November, 1916, when succeeded
Jackson as First Sea Lord, Born

(8: imtered Navy 1 Served asa
iettenant of the Agineovurt during the
Egyptian War. his attention to
ennne branch in ; he- came under
influence of Lord Fisher ‘then captain of the
Gunnery School, uranewh ym he served for

ge part of his later career, Appointed an
stant-Diréctor “Naval Ordnance 1888.

Promoted to commander in 1891, he was
appointed to the Victoria, and shipwrecked
in the collision which destroyed that vessel
in 1893. As a captain'he was Sir Edward Sey-
mour’s Chief of Staff in China 1900, when
wounded and earned the C.B. Served as
Third Sea Lord and Second Sea Lord; Rear-

 

   

 

  

  

  

  

    

     

 

  
  

he. was the first Marshal appointed by the
Third Republic, and the 325th holder of this
title of glory. His services retained in an
advist y capacity. Headed Military Mission
to U Apinil; rgt7. Born 1852, he entered
the ae in the Franco-Prussian War as a
second-lieutenant. Led the forcethat occupied
Timbuctoo; Governor for three years of
capital of Madagascar; fought in Indo-
China. His conduct of the war, 1914-16,
secured his right to a place among the world’s
greatest soldiers.

Jones, Kennedy, M.P.—Director-General of
the Food Economy Department of the
Ministry of Food. Rendered splendid services
in connection with great War Loan publicity
campaign r917. Born 1865. Sharedin found-
ing ‘Daily Mail,” ‘‘ Daily Mirror” ; editor
“Evening News” 1894-1900. Elected M.P.
for Hornsey, December, r9r16.

Jones, Commander Loftus William, R.N., V.¢.
—Oneof V.C. heroes of Battle of Jutland, On

 

  

   

squadron. A shell hit Shark’s bridge, putting
steering-gear out of~ order. Commander
Jones, though wounded in the leg, went aft
to help connect and man the after wheel.
Then went to the midship and only remaining
gun, and personally assisted in keeping it in
action. Later, again severely wounded, con-
tinued to give orders to his gun’s crew. Shark
struck by“torpedo and sank, and Commander
Jones not amongst the few survivors.

Jonescu, M. Take.—Distinguished Rumanian
statesman. Leader of the Liberal-Conservative
coalition, and ardent Irredentist. Entered
Chamberas Liberal in 1885, and soon revealed
himself as a brilliant orator. Finding himself
out of sympathy with his party, became a
Conservative. In 1888 became a Minister.
In 1908 foundeda third; or Liberal-Conserva-
tive, party. Along with M. Vilipescu (q.v.),
the former Conservative War Minister, he
took leading part in promoting sympathywith
Allies in Runtania.

Kaiser, the. German Emperor, William Il.,
King of PrussiaBorn 1859. Succeeded to
the throne 1888 on the death of his father,
Emperor Frederick III. Virst notable act was
the virtual dismissal of Bismarck, an-act which
imitiated his policy of absolute government.
Various bombastie utterances previous to
1914 Shed light on working of his mind.
Spoke of the German nation’ (September,
1907) as “‘ the block of granite upon which the
Lord our God ean build up and complete His
work of civilising the world.” Spoke at
Hamburg (August, 1911) of Germunry’s need
for strengthening her Navy so-that ‘no one
can dispute with us the place in the sun that
is our due.” The Kaiser. was -the chief
instigator of Austria in issuing ultimatum
to Serbia, July, 1914, which led to the war.

Kaledin, General.—Russian general who at
beginning-of war commanded. a division of
cavalry in General Brussiloff's army, For
distinguished Services promoted to command
an army corps, 1915. He won fame as the
victor of Lutsk, June, 1916.

Kamio, Ut.-Gen.—Distinguished general
who commanded Japanese Expeditionary
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Piping Times: Pipes of Peace and Pipes of War
 

   

 

     

 

One of the heroes of the Swift and Broke enjoying
his ‘‘ stand easy ” pipe before the boatswains pipe ‘‘ clear wreck.”? Within limits, the French War Office is generous in giving leave.

 

   

     Polishing up a“ permissionaire ’’ to make him presentable in Paris.

 

 

   Admiral. of Atlantic Fleet in 1907-8; Vice- Force at Tsingtau, of which place he was Gen. KAMIO,
7 Marshal JOFFRE. Admiral Commanding the Second Division appointed Governor-General, November, 1914. Tsingtau. :

Goitinpad Wont page 3O4: Portraits by Elliott & Fry, Russell, Heath, Lafayette Continued on pase 434 Piping the Cameronsinto a Frenchvillage. This regiment, part Brother soldiers. Colonel and private meet while enjoying leave from
: f the oriainal B.E.F..has done fine work throughoutthe ware the field, where mutual admiration had qrown up between them.
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Who’s Who in
Imperiali, Marquis Guglielmo.—Italian Am-

bassador to Great Britain. Born 1858.
Ingenohl, Admiral. — Leading German

admiral who servedforty years in the German
Navy. .Commanded. in. the Worth, Waiserin

and the Hertha. <A favourite with
he commanded his yacht» the

Hern. Raised to rank of rear-admiral
n charge of the cruiser squadron 1900.

‘as ‘chief naval commanderin-early part of
war. Removed from his command of High
Sea Fleet-after Battle of Dogger Bank.

Htaly, King of—Sce Victor Emmanuel,
Ivanoff, General, N.I.—Distinguished Russian

general who led the forces which captured

 

   

   

   

the Great War
of the HomeFleets ror10-12. Hoisted his flag
in the Iron Duke on August 4th, ro14.
Promoted Knight Grand Cross of the Royal
Victorian Order after Battle of Jutland 1916,
and to the Order of Merit.

Jerram, Admiral Sir T. H. M., K.C.B.—
Commanded Second Battle Squadron, Battle
of Jutland. Was Commander-in-Chief in
China during the first year or more of the war,
andresponsiblefor the sweeping of the German
flag from Tar Eastern waters, and also for
co-operation of. British naval forces in reduc-
tion of Tsingtau. Born 1859. Joined Navy
1871. Promoted admiral, April, 1917.

Jofire, Marshal.—French Commander-in-

  

Jaroslav, September, 1914, for which. Tsar Chief in war from beginning until December,

conte on him the Order of St. Alexander 1916, when succeeded by General- Nivelle.

Nevsky, with swords. His direction of the Nominated Marshal of France in that month,    

the C Epathions was a marvel
During the great retreat from

he won fresh r and especially
at cr of the Bug he did valuable
service by delaying the enemy and inflicting
heavy ‘losses. Succeeded in command of
Southern Army by General Brussiloff. In
the Revolution of 1917 the veteran commander
tngdi t o lead troops to Petrograd with inten-
tion of supporting the Imperial cause.
_Jacka,Ia Albert, V.C.—Australia’s first

; the cross when lance-corporal,
alion, on Sane of May roth-2oth,
‘Courtney’s Post,” Gallipoli, when,

nded, he attacked seven Turks who
d occupied an Australian trench.

e whole party, five byrifle fire,
and. two with the bayonet Later, promoted
to commissionedrank.

Jackson, Admiral Sir Henry B., K.C.B
K.C.V.0.—lirst Sea Lord m- May

5, to November, 1916. Born 185
}
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   in the Zulu. War. Appointed May31St, 1916, during the action in H.M.S.

Director of Torpedoes 1882, and Contr She orpedo-boat destroyer, led division ; o

Navy. ~1885; Commanded Third Cruiser

~

of oyers .to attack enemy’ pattle-cruiser M. TAKE JONESCU-
   

    

  

  
  

 

1908. Head of the Royal ~Naval
e for a time. Noted for his great

attainments, he is an expert 11
aphyandtorpedoes. President, Royal

‘ Greenwich, November, 1916.
Jacob, _Lt.-Gen. Sir Cc. W., K.C.B.—C

cond Army Corps on Somme, 1916;
nead in despatches. Born 1863. Entered

Had distinguished career, in
ed Zhob Valley 1890, North-West

: 1901-2. Promoted K.C.B. andlieu-
tenant-general for services in the war.

Herr von.—German Secretary for
ffairs from January, 1913, to Novem-
Played important part in diplomacy
diately preceded the -war: _An-

— November, 1916, that he had been

  

 

 

  

   
Jameson, Sir Leander Starr, Bart., €.B.—

Chairman Central Prisoners of War Committee,
and €hairman Empire Resources. Develop-

ent Committee. Was an administrator of
esia under British South Africa Company.

Led raid on the Transvaal, December 29th;
1895 ; Premier of Cape Colony 1904-7.

Jekoff, General—Appointed to chief com-
mand ot the Bulgarian Field Army, October,
I915:

Jellicoe, Admiral Sir John R., O.M., G.€.B.,
€.€.V.0.—Appointed to supreme command

id Fieet in August, 1914, which post
il November, 1916, when succeeded
Jackson as First Sea Lord, Born

(8: imtered Navy 1 Served asa
iettenant of the Agineovurt during the
Egyptian War. his attention to
ennne branch in ; he- came under
influence of Lord Fisher ‘then captain of the
Gunnery School, uranewh ym he served for

ge part of his later career, Appointed an
stant-Diréctor “Naval Ordnance 1888.

Promoted to commander in 1891, he was
appointed to the Victoria, and shipwrecked
in the collision which destroyed that vessel
in 1893. As a captain'he was Sir Edward Sey-
mour’s Chief of Staff in China 1900, when
wounded and earned the C.B. Served as
Third Sea Lord and Second Sea Lord; Rear-

 

   

 

  

  

  

  

    

     

 

  
  

he. was the first Marshal appointed by the
Third Republic, and the 325th holder of this
title of glory. His services retained in an
advist y capacity. Headed Military Mission
to U Apinil; rgt7. Born 1852, he entered
the ae in the Franco-Prussian War as a
second-lieutenant. Led the forcethat occupied
Timbuctoo; Governor for three years of
capital of Madagascar; fought in Indo-
China. His conduct of the war, 1914-16,
secured his right to a place among the world’s
greatest soldiers.

Jones, Kennedy, M.P.—Director-General of
the Food Economy Department of the
Ministry of Food. Rendered splendid services
in connection with great War Loan publicity
campaign r917. Born 1865. Sharedin found-
ing ‘Daily Mail,” ‘‘ Daily Mirror” ; editor
“Evening News” 1894-1900. Elected M.P.
for Hornsey, December, r9r16.

Jones, Commander Loftus William, R.N., V.¢.
—Oneof V.C. heroes of Battle of Jutland, On

 

  

   

squadron. A shell hit Shark’s bridge, putting
steering-gear out of~ order. Commander
Jones, though wounded in the leg, went aft
to help connect and man the after wheel.
Then went to the midship and only remaining
gun, and personally assisted in keeping it in
action. Later, again severely wounded, con-
tinued to give orders to his gun’s crew. Shark
struck by“torpedo and sank, and Commander
Jones not amongst the few survivors.

Jonescu, M. Take.—Distinguished Rumanian
statesman. Leader of the Liberal-Conservative
coalition, and ardent Irredentist. Entered
Chamberas Liberal in 1885, and soon revealed
himself as a brilliant orator. Finding himself
out of sympathy with his party, became a
Conservative. In 1888 became a Minister.
In 1908 foundeda third; or Liberal-Conserva-
tive, party. Along with M. Vilipescu (q.v.),
the former Conservative War Minister, he
took leading part in promoting sympathywith
Allies in Runtania.

Kaiser, the. German Emperor, William Il.,
King of PrussiaBorn 1859. Succeeded to
the throne 1888 on the death of his father,
Emperor Frederick III. Virst notable act was
the virtual dismissal of Bismarck, an-act which
imitiated his policy of absolute government.
Various bombastie utterances previous to
1914 Shed light on working of his mind.
Spoke of the German nation’ (September,
1907) as “‘ the block of granite upon which the
Lord our God ean build up and complete His
work of civilising the world.” Spoke at
Hamburg (August, 1911) of Germunry’s need
for strengthening her Navy so-that ‘no one
can dispute with us the place in the sun that
is our due.” The Kaiser. was -the chief
instigator of Austria in issuing ultimatum
to Serbia, July, 1914, which led to the war.

Kaledin, General.—Russian general who at
beginning-of war commanded. a division of
cavalry in General Brussiloff's army, For
distinguished Services promoted to command
an army corps, 1915. He won fame as the
victor of Lutsk, June, 1916.

Kamio, Ut.-Gen.—Distinguished general
who commanded Japanese Expeditionary
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The Empire’s Roll of Honour —
TEUT.-COLONEL SINGLETON. BONNER, D.S.O., South Staffordshire

Regiment, attached Royal Fusiliers, died of wounds, was educated at
Harrowand served in the South African War, receiving both medals withefive
clasps. He was three times mentioned in despatches in the present war, and
was awarded the D.S.O. after the Battle of Festubert in 1915. He com-
manded the Ist South Staffordshire Regiment-in March and April that year,
‘and returned to England after being gassed at Loos. Returning to the front
in April of this year, he assumed ccnenandof a battalion of the Royal Fusiliers
whichhe w: ommanding when mortally wounded.

Major William Hoey Kearney Redmond was born if 1861, the younger
brother of John Redmond, M.P., the Irish leader, In 1881 he threw uphis
commission as lieutenant in the Royal Irish Regiment and joined the Land
League Movement, to be imprisoned almost at once as a suspect under the
Coercion Act. He accompanied his brother to Australia to collect funds for
the Nationalist movement, and there met the Misses Dalton, daughters of a
prontinent Irishman, whom the two brothers subsequently married. He
represented Wexford from 1883-85 nd County Fermanagh from 1885-92,
when he won East Clare for the P: lites, and he sat for that constituency
until his death. In 1914 he received a commission as captain in his old regi-
ment, the Royal Irish, and went to France with the division in the winter of

    

   
   

  

 
    

 

1915. Promoted major and mentioned in despatches, he was given a Staff
appointment, but begged to be allowed to go into action with his men at
Messines, on June 7th, and he was leading them when he wasseverely wounded
by a’shell explosion. Picked up by an Ulster Division ambulance and taken
to an Ulster Division Field Hospital, he died without recoverirg consciousness,
and was buried-by the chaplains of the Ulster and Irish Divisions in the garden
of a convent close behindthe fighting-line. The farewell volley was fired over
his grave by a mixed party representing the Irish of all parties in the Army,
undividedin their sorrowat his death andin their loyal devotion to the Empire
for which he had fought with them. ‘

Sec.-Lieutenant Frank C. Carr, Machine-Gun Corps, died of wounds, was
a well-known golfer. On three occasions he reached the fifth round of the
Amateur Golf Championship, and in 1911 he took part in the Coronation
Foursomes at Sandwich. In the Medal Competition preceding the- Irish
Championship at Newcastle, in 1912, he made the record score for the links
of 7)

  

 
Sec.-Lieutenant D. N. O’N. Humphrey-Davy, Hampshire Regiment, who

was killed in action, refused the proffered protection of a bod hield with the
simple, fine explanation, characteristic of the British officer, “I cannot wear
it because my men are notsimilarly protected.”

  

 

    

 

   

Lt.-Col. S. BONNER, D.S.0., Lt.-Com. W. W. HALL-
South Staffordshire Regt. WRIGHT, D.S.0., R.N.

 

Maj. W. B. CROWTHER, Maj. W. H. K. REDMOND, Capt. A. PLAISTOWE,
‘Central Ontario Regt.

 

M.P., Royal Irish Regt. Worcestershire Regt.

 

 

 

 

       

 

   
Lieut. G. M. RENNY, (Capt. C. R. COX,

Royal Sussex, att. R.F.C.
Lieut. L. E. ASHCROFT,

Canadian Infantry,

 

 

 

           
Sec.-Lt. J. E. LUCAS, Lieut. J. K.
Durham Light Infantry. So:eshirn ene
 

Lieut. A. J. HAMAR,
F.C, Sherwood Foresters.

Sec.-Lt. H. G. HALL, Sec.-Lt. H. E. McCUTCHEON,

 

  
 

 

 

     
  

  
Worcester Regt., att. R.F.C.
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Sec.-Lt. F. ©. CARR, _ Sec.-Lt. G. G. GRAY, Sec.-Lt. F. W. Z ,M.G.C. Oxon. And’ Backs “La. c MortdleKee Sec.-Lt. D. N. O’N. HUM- Sec.-Lt. S. G. MULLIGAN,
PHREY-DAVY, Hants Regt. Bedfordshire Regt,

Portraits by Bassano, Swaine, Lafayette, Eliott & Fry, and Speaight,
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localities, on a front of over _nine‘ miles. Formidable counter= a

  storming the enemy’s cefence The dotted line indicates the extent of the British advance.
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1915. Promoted major and mentioned in despatches, he was given a Staff
appointment, but begged to be allowed to go into action with his men at
Messines, on June 7th, and he was leading them when he wasseverely wounded
by a’shell explosion. Picked up by an Ulster Division ambulance and taken
to an Ulster Division Field Hospital, he died without recoverirg consciousness,
and was buried-by the chaplains of the Ulster and Irish Divisions in the garden
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 HAVE mich
pleasure in being

able te announce the
early appearance _of
yet anotherseries of
veryinteresting con-
‘tributions by one of
the most brilliant of
our younger genera-
tion of journalists,
Mr. Harold Ashton,
He is already known
toWArILLUSTRATED
readers as an occa-
sional contributor,
his description of an
experience with the
Dover Patrol being
one of the most

Sninied: pieces of writing that have ap-
peared on our pages; and latterly he has
been muchin the public eye with his very
successful and salutary campaign against
the spiritualist frauds of the West End.
Mr. Ashton is a busy journalist, who has
travelled thousands of miles throughout
the British Isles during the war on behalf
of the “ Daily Mail,” and nobodyis better
qualified than he to provide us with a
picture of the new England that is emerg-
ing from the war.

   
Mr. Harold Ashton

HE NEW ENGLAND”is the title
chosen for the series of articles

he is now busy upon for THE War ILLus-
TRATED, and [I hope that my readers
north of the Border will fot see in the
title any slight to their native country.
I carefully considered whether the title
should not be ‘‘ The NewBritain,” but it

seemed to me that the spirit in which
Mr. Ashton’s articles. are written, apart

from their topography, was so essentially
English, that the narrower title, “ The
New England,” would be the more
appropriate, and I shall hope to give
some_.special attention to Scotland in
another and equally acceptable way.

England a Vast Workshop

M®. HAROLD ASHTON will picture
to us England as a vast workshop;

show us how the war has changed—out-
wardly, at least—manyEnglish character-
istics, and what its devastating effect
upon the ancient amenities of suburbanism
has -been. He will .compare the “old
London and the new, and lament the lost
art of cheerful conversation. _He will -
picture us Sunday at home and the
Nonconformist conscience under hitherto
‘unimagined conditions.
the wonderful war-time florescence of the
“flapper,and the stirring of new ideas
among the women ‘in general, He will
ask us to accompany him on visits into
the country to see the women at work
on the land; to talk with the Yorkshire
vicar_or the Lancashire miner; he will
tell us something of sport, andhow. the
wat has affected it, and manyother inter-
esting things that.go to make a mirror
of these strange times. On the whole, I
think-my readers can rely upon a most
entertaining and instructive series. from
this able contributor. © The first: article,
which is entitled ‘‘ The Battle ofaon,e
will appear in our next issue,

He will notice

HE current. number of THE ‘WAR
ILLUSTRATED happens .to contain

four contributions by a group of the best-
known. journalists of to-day, and as this
has. happened more by accident. than
design, [ think it worthy of a mention in
these notes. I doubt if it would be pos-
sible to find in any weekly periodical to-
day, no matterits size or general contents,

four contributions in one issue by writers
of such distinction as Mr.. Sydney Brooks,
Mr. Max Pemberton, Mr. Hamilton I'yfe,
and Mr. ¥#, A. McKenzie. Mr. Sydney
Brooks is. probably the most eminent
journalist in England whohas specialised
on American affairs, and his work is
familiar to a very wide public on both
sides of the Atlantic. The brilliant little
article on the American Commander-in-
Chief represents Mr. Brooks’ first con-
tribution to THE WAR ILLUSTRATED, but
I hope it will not be thelast.

The Victory of Messines

M*: MAX PEMBERTON,whose name
has become interwoven with the

popularity of THe War ILLuSTRATED by
reason of his long series of ‘‘ Battle
Pictures,” is at hisbest in the brilliant
description of the signal victory of Mes-
sines ; while the most charming of special
correspondents, Mr. Hamilton Fyfe, gives
us, in the second of his extraordinarily
interesting series, “My Corners of Arma-
geddon,”’ a Wonderfully vivid impression
of the early days of the war in Paris—
howfar off those days seem.now! The
great Western Dominion of Canada- is ~
represented by Mr. F. A. McKenzie,
another brilliant correspondent, who de-
scribes, with “his customary care and
felicity, his more recent experiences on
the western front. ‘

HE Guards’ Bands have recently been
giving cheering concerts in~ Paris.

Whyshould theynot give them in England
also? The quéstion is one thatiis put by
Mr. Charles-J. Delacy in a letter to the
“Daily Mail,” and I am sure that many
people throughout the country will
heartily echo, “Why not?” As Mr.
Delacy put it:

Surely there never was a more urgent need
than the present for our workers up North to
hear some goodmusic, and a tour of Guards’
Bands to. such places as° Sheffield, Newcastle-
on-Tyne, and ‘Birkenhead would "do immense
good, The workers want such ‘cheer ‘badly.
Before the war disorganised many works there

“were manyfine bands up North, as those who
have had the pleasure of hearing the brass-
band contests know, and I am perfectly sure
the power -of fine military music wouldstir
-the-workers to fresh efforts in the long round
of ceaseless toil. -

The suggestionis one that surely deserves
a favourable consideration.

G.P.O. and the B.E.F.
ReeSee figures

recently given by the Post
General in introducing the Pos

those
aster-
Office

Estimates,~ figures that are of special
interest where they tell us of the relations
of -the -G-P.0.. ‘to. the. “B.E:F.. Firstly,
as to personnel, Mr. Illingworth explained

were

that 75,000 Post Office.servants had been _

called up for military service, including
those who had voluntarily enlisted, among
whom were 2,000 from Ireland, while
2,000 disabled soldiers and sailors have
been given employment. Of the 75,000
the Roll of Honour had claimed 3,829,
while 755 had wondistinctions, including
three V.C.s, thirteen D.S.O.’s, and over
two hundred Military Medals. A record
on which the G,P.O. may well be warmly
congratulated.

Some Amazing Figures

URNING to the Army post, Mr.
Illingworth said that every week

the Post Office handled 10,000,000 letters
and 900,000 parcels addressed to our
fighting men, and 8,000,000 letters from
them. Besides these stupendous figures, ~
there were those concerning British
prisoners in \Germany and German
prisoners in Britain. To the 42,000
British prisoners in Germany, every week
there went out 85,000 parcels, 787 money
orders, and 89,000 letters; while for the

58,000 German prisoners in this country
there came in 9,260 parcels and 3,815
money orders.

Y the way, recently, during a talk on
what women are doing in war-time,

I heard a lady mention with surprise that
she had seen a woman in the City of
London driving one of the mail vans.
“ There is nothing noyel in that,’ came
the pat comment from one of the mere
men, who happened to-be present, ““ women
have been driving the males ever since the
Garden of Eden.”

Keep Smiling

THERE are those who are inclined to
scoff at the Girl Guides, and I should

like to draw the attention of such to a
letter which lately appeared in the
“Times”? concerning the-air raid on
Folkestone. The writer of: that letter
said that he was conducting a Girl Guides’
religious service at a gy!mnasium not far
from the Leas.

Mytext was “Be prepared ’’—the official
motto.. It was while, as’ myclosing word, I -
was trying to take the terror out of the ex-
hortation, “Prepare to meet thy God,” that
a terrific explosion seeme? to make the
building -rock an. instant. Other shocks
followed. I felt sure we were being bombarded
from the sea. Wewent on with the arranged
programme, singing, as the last hymn, “‘ God
bless our native land, may His protecting
hand <still guard our shore.’ ‘Then ~the
Benediction andthe first verse of the National
Anthem, the Girl Guides standing at salute.’
Meanwhile the headmistress had entered the
‘gymnasium, and when the service was ended :
told us an air raid was in progress ; we must. :
remain where We were. « We did ; and I want;
to say that -as long as life lasts I shall re-~
memberwith admiration and pride the perfect *
self-control. and cheerfulness of those eighty
daughters of England, some of whose homes
were far away. ‘Their behaviour was superb.
A Girl. Guide must smile underall circum-
stances. That is a rule. It was kept abso-
lntely through long moments fraught male :
peril.

The ecent thus simply recordediis one
of which the Girl Guides may justifiably

SAM,
feel proud,

 Ec:-
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OUR CBSERVATION POST

THE WORLD BEHIND THE DARKNESS
OHN OLIVER HOBBES, one of the
most briliant intellects of her time,

tells in one of her essays of a recluse who
had carved on the mantelpiece in his
library the sentence: ‘“I am an old man
now: I’ve had lots of trouble, and most

of it never happened.” [Even more
than his meat, perhaps, is one man’s

philosophy poison to another man. That
sententious maxim-has been a perpetual
stay and comfort to me ever since I
lighted uponit, vet I knowseveral men,
with whom I otherwise have much in
common, whom it infuriates,. and my
habit of quoting it when they have been
talking to me of their anxieties has been
misinterpreted as lack of sympathy, and
come near costing me friendship which
I have valued.

  

 

 

 

ERYlittle reflection, it seems to me,
should satisfy anyone of thé truth

coatained in the apothegm. Half the
terror of pain, like half the enjoyment
of pleasure, lies in anticipation, and it
is net until a man’s day comes that he
finds strength has come with it, and
even more certainly it is not until he has
experienced Joss that he discovers com-
pensation. Yet that strength does come
1 does bring
compensation, is absolutely true.
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repeated, on thet authorty, in this paper.

JWIAT, however, is not the end of the
story. Coming to the office by train

he, on several mornings, noticed at the
station from which he ‘travels “a man
whose personality made itself -felt in
the inexplicable but -definite way that
strong personality invariably does; this
was-a happy personality ;- the man had
a sunny nature that irradiated “his own
face and actively warmed and cheered
the hearts of the two or three friends by
whom ~he was “always accompanied and
with whom he was patently something
much better than popular. The Editor
found himself looking out for this man

 

and wondering who hewas. Then, only~
a day or two ago while walking with a
friend, he saw him again, on horseback

this time, riding rapidly with two of his
usual companions and talking animatedly.
“ Who is-that chap?” the Editer asked,
and his friend said: “‘ That? Oh, that’s
poor So-and-so!’’~ And -the name was
the name of the officer who was not dead-
For the moment the Editor did not recall

the connection in which it had been
brought to his notice before. ““ Why
“poor” ?” he inguired. -““ He seems to
be .pretty well found, and he’s cheerful
enough. in all conscience.” “Oh, don’t
you know ?,” his friend rejoined. ‘‘ He
was wounded and taken prisoner, but
his friends pulled wires’ and. got him
released. He’s stone blind.” Thenthe
Editor remembered the portrait and the
letter, and his admiration of a truly
.brave man grewgreaterstill.

ANOTHER true story. I suppose you
have heard of the lottery organised,

under an unimpeachable committee and
with official sanction, at the famous little
Chenil Gallery in Chelsea to raise funds
to make permanent provision for soldiers
and sailors blinded in the war and now
being cared for at St. Dunstan’s, in
Regent’s Park, the prizes’ being original
paintings generously given by nearly
every artist of repute. Last night I was
talking to the manager of the gallery, to
whom the idea of the project is primarily

 

the Flag
HOUGH “The Star-Spangled Banner” is the

national air ef the United States, there are
other fire poems inspired by the deep American
sentiment for the Stars and Stripes. One of the
most striking is the following, by Will Carleton,
interpreting the langnage of the famous flag, the
story of which is told Ly Mr. Charles E. Roche
on page iii of our cover.

O STARSofour flag, one by one you arose,
"Till the sky on ovr banner was blaziag

with splendour!
Each ray from their depths is a rightto ourfoes,
And a sunburst of joy to the gallant defender.

Not selciee worth cheers the land of your
birth, is

But flings its, clear light to the. ends of the
earth!

Axnd the nation shall never from victory rest,
"Till the world is as free as the Land of the

West!

O stnpes of the fag! you are emblems of woe
That fell on the hearts of the founders we

cherish ; :
*Gainst the frowns of the sterm and the guns of

the foe :
They fought that the land of their love should

not perish.
The stripes that gleam red are the blood that

was shed,
And the white ones between are from shrouds

of ourdead;
And farther and farther this emblem shall wave,
Til a world has forgot that there e’er was a

slave!

O staff of our fag! you are sturdy andstrong,
Like the people whose hands and whose

hearts must uphold you!
You ching to the colours through tempests of

wrong,
Or when ‘mid the zephyrs of peace they

enfold you. :
On many a field you have scorned e’erto yield,
For the hearts of the brave were your sword and

yourshield ;
And you promise for ages to stay in your might,
Tiil the world gathers round you—-firm standard

of right.

due. Among the many people whocall at
the gallery to make inquiries about the
lottery were, a day or. two ago, anofficer
and his wife, the former wearing apatch
over one eye. His wife walked round
the room, looking at the prints upon
the walls, while the officer talked to the
manager, which he did for quite a con-
siderable time. “And who's going to
draw the lottery ?” he asked by and by.
‘“The men themselves,” the manager
replied. -“‘ The blind soldiers and~sailors
at Sto-Dunstants?*= “Oh, said? the
officer, “then perhaps I shall be one
of them.” The manager laughed. “I
hope not, I’m sure,” he said, and glanced -
at the patch. “Give it a little rest,
and no doubt it will be as good as the
other one.” The officer turned a calm
face towards him. “ This eye is quite
blind,” he said, ‘ and—there isn’t one
under the patch.”

a a sensitive nattire the quiet state-
ment came withthe force of a

shock. The officer must have knownit
had .done so, perhaps because his wife
rejoined him then and slipped her hand
inhisarm. At any rate, he smiled as he
patted the hand. “I thought you must
have seen,” he said to the manager. ‘‘ I’m

frightfully proud you didn’t, though I’m
sorry if 1 was abrupt.” And he stopped
a tentative word of sympathy. ‘“‘ There’s
a lot to be said for being unable to see
anything ugly, or anything-you would
rather not see. One remembers all the
beautiful things astonishingly clearly, the
places and the pictures one has liked and
the faces one loves. And theyare always
the same to us. They never fade or grow
old. Come to think of it, we’re excep-
tionally fortunate ; we’ve got the beautiful
memory and the dear thing, too. Come
along, kid!”

‘O me it seems that~total blindness
_must be the most lamentable calamity

that can befall a man. Yet I am con-
‘ vinced that neither of these. two men
who became blind suddenly feels any
great pity for himself. J know of another
man.who became totally blind after two
years of failing sight. He has said often
that those two -years were years of acute
mental distress, caused not by the steadily-
failing power of vision but by imaginative
anticipation of the horror of ‘ife in utter
darkness when his sight should have
gone. He declares that when his sight
did go althis distress went, too, and to-
day he is a cheerful anda happy man.

-OREOVER, this cheerfulness is not a~
pose, bravely assumed to ward off the

compassion that hurts proud souls. It
springs {fom something ‘‘in the hidden
world of ‘sight, that lives behind this
darkness’ that we who enjoythe blessing~
of light have no conception of and, as —
I think, should not™presumeto try to
discover. It is their privilege. And—to
conclude in the manner approved by
the old pulpiteers, with the text with
which I began—it seems to me that these
blind heroes corroborate the old recluse’
of whom John Oliver Hobbes tells: They
have had a great trouble; and most of ~
it hasn’t happened. Even so—what men
they are}.

Cc. M.
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THE COASTWISE VIGIL.—Signalling to a trawler with a searchlight. Despite the ‘“ tip-and-run"’ raids of destroyers and aircraft

from Zeebrugge, thelvigil kept by the men who guard our coasts by sea and land and air has steadily grown more effective. Recent

experience has taught the enemy the need of extreme caution in crossing the English Channel, whether above oron or belowits surface.
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philosophy poison to another man. That
sententious maxim-has been a perpetual
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misinterpreted as lack of sympathy, and
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story. Coming to the office by train

he, on several mornings, noticed at the
station from which he ‘travels “a man
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the inexplicable but -definite way that
strong personality invariably does; this
was-a happy personality ;- the man had
a sunny nature that irradiated “his own
face and actively warmed and cheered
the hearts of the two or three friends by
whom ~he was “always accompanied and
with whom he was patently something
much better than popular. The Editor
found himself looking out for this man

 

and wondering who hewas. Then, only~
a day or two ago while walking with a
friend, he saw him again, on horseback

this time, riding rapidly with two of his
usual companions and talking animatedly.
“ Who is-that chap?” the Editer asked,
and his friend said: “‘ That? Oh, that’s
poor So-and-so!’’~ And -the name was
the name of the officer who was not dead-
For the moment the Editor did not recall

the connection in which it had been
brought to his notice before. ““ Why
“poor” ?” he inguired. -““ He seems to
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enough. in all conscience.” “Oh, don’t
you know ?,” his friend rejoined. ‘‘ He
was wounded and taken prisoner, but
his friends pulled wires’ and. got him
released. He’s stone blind.” Thenthe
Editor remembered the portrait and the
letter, and his admiration of a truly
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Chenil Gallery in Chelsea to raise funds
to make permanent provision for soldiers
and sailors blinded in the war and now
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paintings generously given by nearly
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And you promise for ages to stay in your might,
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SUBURBIA IN THE MELTING -POT

is one vast workshop. It is a
country of giants and magicians,

enomes and fairies—all bending~ under
e same spell of tremendous endeavour.

Unceasingly the work is going on; the
hammer of Thor rings out upon the
sparkling anvil to the shaping of strange
end terrible things ;* day and night you
can hear the smashing blowsofit, forging
monsters of nightmare terror hitherto
undreamt of. -Day and night the giant
forges roar; the earth is being plundered
everlastingly for metal.

: — end to end to-day England

  

‘“Give us  steel—steel!°’ shout the
forges. ‘‘ Make us into guns!” screams

the steel, white-hot in: its new birth.

‘“Beed us with shells!” hiss the guns,
emerging from their oil-bath plunge.
And so -the unending chorus goes on.

Civilisation, stripped of her ceremonial

garb, is nowwraptin oil-smeared overalls;

the grit of labour has bitten into her

cheek: for diadem the shining dust of
steel filings gleams in her hair; where
there were rings on her fingers yesterday,
there are callosities to-day. For the
steel must be got, and the guns made,

and the shells fashioned and filled, and
the ships built in hot haste to carry them
and the men who use them over the way,
where another tumult rages, to which,

in comparison, the noise and~batter and
throb of workaday England -is no -more
than a whisper, So, on with it!

  

Amazing Sacrifices

It is rubbish to say—as I have heardit
said so often recently by the idle grumbler
—that- we are sick and tired of the war.
For thousands of miles up and downthe
country during the past few months I
have travelled to see for myself, to listen
io the talk of the people, to take stock
of their temper, their appetite, thethings
that amuse them,thetrials that aggravate

them, the fears that possess them, and

the hope that bears them ever on the crest
ofthe wave of war.

It is rubbish to say that they are down-
hearted; or desperate, or revolutionary,

cr hungry,-or frightened. That unenvi-
able bird .of ill-omen, genus Grouser, can

be hit upon (and kicked, if you have the
tee for that satisfying business) any-
where. There are sour apples on every
tree. We, in England, are-not free of the
snarler ; but we can get even with him,

and give him, every time. a Rolandfor his

Oliver. There is scum, too; im-our Gar-

gantuan melting-pot. But we can clear
it—we shall do so in time forthe wiping-
up of the general mess of Armageddon.
We are not out to brag; we-are out to

Lattle—-to smash the hosts of Midian, and
upon the altar of that tremendous, irre-

sistible resolution we have laid cheerfully
x thousand things that we all imagined
we could never do without. The sacrifice
is amazing ; the smoke of it has mounted,

triumphant, to the stars. Our social

amenities have changed past all belief.
The last stronghold to fall before the all-
conquering god of the Phoenicians has been
suburban London, where local Society

wont to rule with a rod of iron, and where

the rigours of the game were enforced
with a strictness in comparison with which

  

 

 

  

 

Court etiquette was a mere bagatelle and-
Mayfair and Belgravia transpontine!

By Harold Ashton

Superior people are api to sneer at the
suburbs and to make play of their smug-
Mess, the littleness of their ideas, and the

narrowness of their range of vision—
spiritual, material, and intellectual. They
are accused of limiting the bounds of
their -herizon to Brockwell Park and
Battersea Rise, with an occasional week-
end extension to Brighton. Their ial
life (poor things !), their tea-parties,
their bridge battues at fivepence per
hundred, the way of their furnishing, the

mannerand accent of their talk, the dress
and deportment of their wives, the super-
elegance of their daughters, the swagger
of their sons, have been the target of the
cheap philosophical coconut-shier evcr
since “ Suburbia’ was invented. Fair
game, you may say ? Well ,

 

 

Visit to the Cedars

Let me take your arm to-day, Mr.

Superior Person, and lead you up and
down the highways and byways of
Suburbia. The adventure will be inter-
esting—and elevating. You will find
the flag -ef respectability nailed tight
to the mast; the pride of Surburbia
couchant, if not rampant, and the social

amenities still strictly observed, with the

etiquette of Herne Hill and Honor Oak
unbroken and unbent. You will hear
no complaint ; you will find things just
a little quieter, perhaps; but the women
will meet you with a cheerful smile, all the
sweeter for the shadowof tears behindit.
My lady of. the suburbs, erstwhile

leader of fashion, and eminently well-

to-do, proud to reign over the beatitudes
of the Cedars, will, at your summons,

open the door to you herself. Enthroned”
in her drawing-room yesterday, with the
silver tea-servic® reflecting her elegance,
she is ceok, housemaid, butler, parlour-
maid, and everything else to-day. Her
super-elegant daughters are, likely as not,
shovelling T.N.T. in a wizard cavern
dewn at Woolwich; her good man _is
still something in the City {ata reduced
salary) by day, strict sentinel of a drear
and distant gasworks (with bayonet)
by night, and tvrench-digger, route-
marcher, flag-wagger, and heaven knows
what besides, on Sundays. In the brood-
ing days this husband of hers flaunted
his ample waist-line up and down the
aisle im impressive churchwardenship of
St. Michael’s. At high noon he would
be a commonseventh-day object of the
Brixton Road, serene under the shine of

a silk hat, a beantifully-rolled umbreila

 

~ tucked under his arm, white spats topping
his perfect patent-leathers—a tout ensemble
of opulence! He has swallowed his
aperitif of sermon; he is ready now for
his midday dinner of dishes we only
dream of now, and a long drowse after-

wards. hen a stroll round to tea with
the family at the Gables, or Nasturtium
Villa, or the Nook, e¢ seq.

Man in a2 New Mould

There, in the piping times, you have
Mr. Horatio Jones, citizen and Suburb-
anite, at the top of his form—satisfying,
successful, serene, and slightly stodgy.
Pre-eminenfly- middle-class -and< profes-
sional, ruled by an exacting household,
sightly pompous and more than: slightly

  

plump, he was the inspiring model of
thousands of his class.
Now, in the exacting crucible of war,

Mr. Horatio Jones has been transformed,
poured into an entirely new mould; and
spokeshaved miraculously into citizen-
soldiership. He is as poor as he was in
the old clerkship days, for circumstance
and the Central Powers have dealt hint
a short-arm jab just where the sovereign-
purse used to lie snug and fat; but he
is healthier, browner, and harder than he
had ever dreamt of being. His conver-
sation and his air are splendidly martial,
and he locks the whole worldin the face,
fearless of the slings’and arrows of out-
rageous fortune. Bestof all, he and his
wife are more to one another to-day than
ever they were before. A newtie holds
them closer, more intimate, more beau-

tiful... . Their sons have swaggered
off to fight for the honourand the future
of the Brixton-Road—for the gloryof the
Gables. Uncomplaining and resolute, Mr.
and Mrs. Horatio Jones await the issue.

There is a certain club (of some stand-
ing) at the corner of Pall Mall known as
the Atheneum. It must not be con-
founded with a far stricter establishment
of the same name in ‘the neighbourhood
of Clapham Junction.

The Two Athenzeums

Uponneutral territory, midway between

the two Atheneums, is a commonwealth
plot of emergency potato-land, and here,
the other day, a literary man of some
eminence in Bohemia and a greengrocerof
far greater local fame and fortune in
Battersea exchanged seeds and spades and
polite conversation which resulted in the
greengrocer inviting the author to lunch
next day at the club.
“The Athenzeum—half-past one,” said

the greengrocer_as he hoisted onhis coat.
“Strange,” mused the author, ‘‘ I’ve

never met that chap before !”
Three days later they met.again on the

potato-patch. ‘“ You never turned up
to lunch the other day,” said the green-
grocer. “‘ | waited until two.”

“ So-did I,” replied. the author, “ but
you weren't there! Must have missed
one another somehow.”
“Twas in the bar, having a tid fs
“In the what ?”’ cried the scandalised

author. Then, being an imaginative
man and a professional solver of plots and
puzzles, a light suddenly dawned upon
him. Simultaneously it dawned upon
the celebrity fron: Battersea.

 

“Is it possible that there are fwo
Athenzums in London ?”’ said the green-
grocer. _
“There must be,” replied the author.
“Well, I’m dashed!” remarked the

greengrocer... “‘I never knew that
before ! ”
_ Subsequently a complete understanding
was cemented between the two; they
dined together at the tradesman’s cara- ..
vanserai, and the distinguished man of
letters found at. the Clapham Atheneum
more humanity and good-fellowship and

. common-sense in an hour than he had
discovered in Pall Mall in three years.
Thus the war, via the potato shortage,

- has. accomplished one tremendous ‘thing.
It has united in bonds of brotherhood
Clapham Junction and Pall Malt.
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Shells dropping on Messines, a name writtenin Shells bursting near a British advanced dressing-station, whose sandbags and

gold in British annals by General Plumer. earthed domeare better protection against German attack than the Red Cross.

 

    
British soldiers outside a former German headquarters in one of the recovered towns. (The French flag over the doorway and the
British sentry convert the German sentry-box into an object-lesson in the hollowness of ths German boasts of permanent conquest.
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SUBURBIA IN THE MELTING -POT

is one vast workshop. It is a
country of giants and magicians,

enomes and fairies—all bending~ under
e same spell of tremendous endeavour.

Unceasingly the work is going on; the
hammer of Thor rings out upon the
sparkling anvil to the shaping of strange
end terrible things ;* day and night you
can hear the smashing blowsofit, forging
monsters of nightmare terror hitherto
undreamt of. -Day and night the giant
forges roar; the earth is being plundered
everlastingly for metal.

: — end to end to-day England

  

‘“Give us  steel—steel!°’ shout the
forges. ‘‘ Make us into guns!” screams

the steel, white-hot in: its new birth.

‘“Beed us with shells!” hiss the guns,
emerging from their oil-bath plunge.
And so -the unending chorus goes on.

Civilisation, stripped of her ceremonial

garb, is nowwraptin oil-smeared overalls;

the grit of labour has bitten into her

cheek: for diadem the shining dust of
steel filings gleams in her hair; where
there were rings on her fingers yesterday,
there are callosities to-day. For the
steel must be got, and the guns made,

and the shells fashioned and filled, and
the ships built in hot haste to carry them
and the men who use them over the way,
where another tumult rages, to which,

in comparison, the noise and~batter and
throb of workaday England -is no -more
than a whisper, So, on with it!

  

Amazing Sacrifices

It is rubbish to say—as I have heardit
said so often recently by the idle grumbler
—that- we are sick and tired of the war.
For thousands of miles up and downthe
country during the past few months I
have travelled to see for myself, to listen
io the talk of the people, to take stock
of their temper, their appetite, thethings
that amuse them,thetrials that aggravate

them, the fears that possess them, and

the hope that bears them ever on the crest
ofthe wave of war.

It is rubbish to say that they are down-
hearted; or desperate, or revolutionary,

cr hungry,-or frightened. That unenvi-
able bird .of ill-omen, genus Grouser, can

be hit upon (and kicked, if you have the
tee for that satisfying business) any-
where. There are sour apples on every
tree. We, in England, are-not free of the
snarler ; but we can get even with him,

and give him, every time. a Rolandfor his

Oliver. There is scum, too; im-our Gar-

gantuan melting-pot. But we can clear
it—we shall do so in time forthe wiping-
up of the general mess of Armageddon.
We are not out to brag; we-are out to

Lattle—-to smash the hosts of Midian, and
upon the altar of that tremendous, irre-

sistible resolution we have laid cheerfully
x thousand things that we all imagined
we could never do without. The sacrifice
is amazing ; the smoke of it has mounted,

triumphant, to the stars. Our social

amenities have changed past all belief.
The last stronghold to fall before the all-
conquering god of the Phoenicians has been
suburban London, where local Society

wont to rule with a rod of iron, and where

the rigours of the game were enforced
with a strictness in comparison with which

  

 

 

  

 

Court etiquette was a mere bagatelle and-
Mayfair and Belgravia transpontine!

By Harold Ashton
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Mess, the littleness of their ideas, and the

narrowness of their range of vision—
spiritual, material, and intellectual. They
are accused of limiting the bounds of
their -herizon to Brockwell Park and
Battersea Rise, with an occasional week-
end extension to Brighton. Their ial
life (poor things !), their tea-parties,
their bridge battues at fivepence per
hundred, the way of their furnishing, the

mannerand accent of their talk, the dress
and deportment of their wives, the super-
elegance of their daughters, the swagger
of their sons, have been the target of the
cheap philosophical coconut-shier evcr
since “ Suburbia’ was invented. Fair
game, you may say ? Well ,
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thousands of his class.
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Mr. Horatio Jones has been transformed,
poured into an entirely new mould; and
spokeshaved miraculously into citizen-
soldiership. He is as poor as he was in
the old clerkship days, for circumstance
and the Central Powers have dealt hint
a short-arm jab just where the sovereign-
purse used to lie snug and fat; but he
is healthier, browner, and harder than he
had ever dreamt of being. His conver-
sation and his air are splendidly martial,
and he locks the whole worldin the face,
fearless of the slings’and arrows of out-
rageous fortune. Bestof all, he and his
wife are more to one another to-day than
ever they were before. A newtie holds
them closer, more intimate, more beau-

tiful... . Their sons have swaggered
off to fight for the honourand the future
of the Brixton-Road—for the gloryof the
Gables. Uncomplaining and resolute, Mr.
and Mrs. Horatio Jones await the issue.
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greengrocer inviting the author to lunch
next day at the club.
“The Athenzeum—half-past one,” said

the greengrocer_as he hoisted onhis coat.
“Strange,” mused the author, ‘‘ I’ve

never met that chap before !”
Three days later they met.again on the

potato-patch. ‘“ You never turned up
to lunch the other day,” said the green-
grocer. “‘ | waited until two.”

“ So-did I,” replied. the author, “ but
you weren't there! Must have missed
one another somehow.”
“Twas in the bar, having a tid fs
“In the what ?”’ cried the scandalised

author. Then, being an imaginative
man and a professional solver of plots and
puzzles, a light suddenly dawned upon
him. Simultaneously it dawned upon
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“Is it possible that there are fwo
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“There must be,” replied the author.
“Well, I’m dashed!” remarked the

greengrocer... “‘I never knew that
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_ Subsequently a complete understanding
was cemented between the two; they
dined together at the tradesman’s cara- ..
vanserai, and the distinguished man of
letters found at. the Clapham Atheneum
more humanity and good-fellowship and

. common-sense in an hour than he had
discovered in Pall Mall in three years.
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Shells dropping on Messines, a name writtenin Shells bursting near a British advanced dressing-station, whose sandbags and

gold in British annals by General Plumer. earthed domeare better protection against German attack than the Red Cross.

 

    
British soldiers outside a former German headquarters in one of the recovered towns. (The French flag over the doorway and the
British sentry convert the German sentry-box into an object-lesson in the hollowness of ths German boasts of permanent conquest.
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Guns and Aircraft On Guard Round the Coast Warriors, Warships and Wreckage in Aerial War 3
  

 

 

 

 

 

  
 An officer of the R.N.A.S.in action in a British airship in the act of pulling trigger, and (right) of dropping a bomb over the enemylines.

.
t One of the-smal! air-scouts of the Roya! Naval Air Service on its return froma i ion of an inch may mean a miss by a mile.Interesting camera studies of gravity and grim concentration en a task where miscalcula

trip, and (right) another unit of the same service about to make an ascent.

 

 

   
 

 

      
   

 

 

 

Small unit of the R.N.A.S. patrolling the coast. In the foreground are anti-
aircraft guns. Left: Car of a unit of the same kind about to make an ascent.

 

   
 
   
 

 

      
 

    
 

German seaplane shot down by Russian and Rumanian anti- Germanairmen practising bomb-dropping on a wooden model of
aircraft guns at Sulina, at the mouth of the Danube. a British Dreadnought painted the correct colour.
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Coast “ guards” of new types. Anti-aircraft i ir? ; i ; ; g it i i i i i if > « guns on a cliff, and asmall dirigible Anti-aircraft - On April 30th an aeroplane of unknown nationality dropped bombs on Ziereksée, on the Zeeland coast, causing terrible panic. The
patrolling the coast as a scout of the Royal Naval Air Service. cs et gtine eeeSn dre the Briton ogee, 5 "They are manned by both sailors and soldiers. town was wrecked, as may be gauged from these photographs of the principal street, and (right) of one of the demolished houses.
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America Salutes the Anthems of the Allies: General Pershing’s Enthusiastic Welcomein Paris
French Official Photographs

 

French Official Photographs

  

 
     

 

 
 

On board the transport Invicta, after reaching Boulogne. A Arrival of the Invicta with General Pershing on board at Boulogne,General Pershing onhis arrival at Boulogne pauses in conversa- rd I ; g
British officer being introduced to the American leader. andi(rightsome ot thelAienicantContingentiwiththina:? tien with a British general before getting into his waiting carriage.

 

  

 

    
 

  
 

 

3 - - : |f General Pershing and membersofhis Staff at the salute during the laying of the national anthemsof the Allies as their vessel. reached . i iasti i hi ival in Paris. It was on June 12th that he it Boulogne, General Pershing said: ‘‘ I realise more deeply, naw that we have landed in France,all that our entry into the war means.’ rare SPOREHOOTnanoicleRonaldCRINCeeOlaheeaitBese Payturnout to be, whether large oe small.?!
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WHATWE HEARD ON THE WAY TO AMIENS
By Hamilton Fyfe

The Famous War Correspondent of the ‘‘ Daily Mail'*

 

MY CORNERS OF ARMAGEDDON.—II.
 

 
  

after war broke: out, but it. soon

began to pall. J sent my wife

home witha friend who was motoring to

Boulogne. The railway journey to the

coast was uncertain and tedious. .I tock
up my quarters with a friend who had a

quiet, cool. flat in the Rue de Rivoli,
where in the morning the twittering of
birds was the only sound that came dis-
tinctly to my waking ears.
The weather was hot. We had our

windows all wide open. One evering a
third man who was staying there, a

Rumanian, whose brother I*met two

years later in Rumania as chief of one
of the branches of the Headquarters Stafi,
began to play the piano. Immediately
came voices fromthe courtyard. “ Silence.
Stop that music! Don’t you knowthat
we are at war?”
That was how Paris felt.. The atmo-

sphere was net congenial. it was .too
“nervy.” Good news was received with
extravagant delight. Bad news cast a
gloom. No news was worst. And it was
mostly “no news,” while each side was
preparing for the first big clash of arms.

J was coming back from a walk in the
Bois on the Saturday afternoon when the
newspapers brought out the news of
French successes on the soil of Alsace.

P= was interesting for a few day

  

 

 

Out to Rowen

Everyone was in high spirits: The war
had begun with a French advance.
The first point had been scored by them.
Germantroops had runbefore the bayonet.
Nothing could hold the. brave “little
soldiers” of France back. What a
pitiful aspect the rejoicing of that August
afternoon was soon to wear! How pain-
fully the misgivings aud forebodings of
the Parisians were to be justified !

I got hold of another motor-car, and

began to skirmish about wherever there
seemed to be promise of events. I saw
the British troops arrive in France and
march through the French .country-side
towards Mons. I was at Rouen when
the first trainload of wounded British
soldiers arrived from the Battle of Mons.
It was clear from what they said that
we had not done well; but the official
reports gave no hint of what had really
happened. It was supposed, towards
the end of the week which had begun
with the battle, that the enemywas still
being heid on the frontier.

I had gone to Rouen with Arthur
Moore, of the “ Times,” a brave Irishman,

who had done good work in Albania
during the disturbances, and had come
thence direct to France. We talked over
what the wounded had told us. We saw
that the engagement had in the be-
gimming gone adversely for us. But we
supposed that, after a bad start, the
British had made a stand, and that

French forees had come up im support of
them, The official despatches suggested
nothing in the nature of a reverse.

Next morning we drove to Dieppe and
sent off our despatches by the mail-boat.
Then we discussed what to do next.
Moore was for going to Amiens.. He is
a man who has a “‘ nose”’ for adventure.
He is Irish, and I dare say a believer in
the supernatural. He could not say why
he wanted to go to Amiens. Perhaps he
had a touch of “second sight.” At all
events, I soon beganto think so.

     

Weleft Dieppe before six. we were
driving out of a village where we had
breakfast we came upon an English
motor-van with two soldiers -in~ it
stretching themselves in the sunshine, as
cats do after sleep, and who looked as
they had spent the night there.
‘“Breakdown ?” we inquired.
They said, ‘Yes. Ran into another

van and smashed our radiator.”
All the rest had gone on to Rouen. That

was to be the new British base, so the

soldiers believed.
““New. base? But what about

Amiens ?” we asked, astonished, for only
a few days earlier we had seenall our base
establishments settling down there.

    

From Dieppe to Amieas

“ Amiens? Why, we've all got out of
Amiens. Brought away what we could.
Broke up the rest. Thirty vans we had to
leave. Burnt ’em.”
‘No British left there?”
“Not much. Orders came two days

ago—everyone to clear out. Didn’t take
long, either.”

 

Moore and I looked at one another. .
Here was news! It proved his pre-
monition to be right.

** Amiens ?” asked Eric Loder. He had
put his Rolls-Royce at my service, and
was kind enough, being in search of
adventure, to drive me about,
“As hard as we can.” ;
We were there soon after ten. The

place was in a state of extraordinary
excitement. The streets were filled with
men and women, some talking in gloomy
whispers, some hurrying to escape while
there was yet time. It is a wild, un-
reasoning fear which attacks civilian
populations when the foe is near. No
wonder, when the foe is the Hun!

I sat down in a café crowded with
gossip-mongers, and scribbled a fewlines
to my editor. JI then hurried to the
railway-station to find some passenger
who would carry mynote.

In the station thousands of people
were sitting on their boxes or bundles,
waiting for trains to take them—any-
where. I asked some railwaymen if any
of the rumours flying about were true.

“ Fighting eighteen miles from here,”
one answered dejectedly. “‘ I came from
downthe line two hours ago.”

“People came in who had to leave
their farms. Just threw down what they
had in their hands and ran for the train,”
another added. ‘‘ No doubt about it.”

Queer ‘‘ British Officer "’

I walked about among the passengers
awaiting the Boulogne train. 1 was look-
ing for a likely messenger.

It was ‘a Frenchman, travelling to

England, who agreed to carry my despatch.
He lived in England. He had crossed
over to take his place in the Territorial
Reserve. Only a small number of that
Reserve had been embodied. He was
told he could return to his home. I often
thought of him afterwards. when the
Texritorials were ali called up, and when

everyone was asking, “‘ Where can the
French Army be?” France had not
yet understood that she would need every
man she could sunimon to the Colours.
Going back into the town to find Moore,

I saw a British officer in the crowd and
followed him to see what he knew. He
went into a pastrycook’s shop, I went

  

after him. I talked to him while he ate
pufis and drank sweet syrup, with water—
nasty-looking -pink stuff. This strange
behaviour, together with his perfect
French accent, made me suspicious.. He
also had a Germanically Jewish cast of
feature, with puffy cheeks and heavy-
lidded eyes. J] will call him Goldschmidt,
which was, maybe, once his nanie.

Another thing made me feel doubtful
about him. He continued to tallx with
me as if I were a humanbeing after I had
told him that I was a newspaper man.
The British officer of the old days usually
spoke—at alf events, until he reached the
grade of colonel—of those “‘ dam’d news-
paper fellers”’ with lofty scorn and im-
patience. Colonels, as a rule, behaved

civilly, because they could be helped or
hurt by newspaper criticism; also, per-
haps, because they had come to years of
discretion. If they reached higher rank,
they still remembered that the Press could
be useful to them. Their civility con-
tinued until they reached the highest
rank of all. Then they relapse into the
attitude of suspicion and disdain. ;

 

 
  

 

Expecting the Enemy

This officer, who talked French like a
Frenchman and drank syrup in a pastry-
cook’s shop, was exceptional then, also,
in the way he behaved to journalists. He
was going to see where the Germans were.
So were we,.. He suggested we should ex-
change notes when we came back. a
‘Wetook first the road to Péronne. We

went on foot, but got a lift in a farm-cart,
and soon met French troops retreating.
They were tired and disheartened.
Nothing further to be done in that direc-
tion. We could hear guns very plainly
over to our right from the direction of a
little town called Albert, so back we went,
got the car out, and drove that way.
A stiff artiflery duel was being fought,

and the enemy were gaining ground, the
enemy whom ail France and ali England,
bar the Army chiefs, believed to be still
on the frontier. The Germans were  ap-
proaching. Amiens was in danger.

Again we found ourselves mixed up
with retreating troops. In the. villages
along the road were many wounded. In
one house an officer had just died, and
women were crying round the door. Poor
souls, they were thinking of their own
dear ones in. danger!

Wewere ordered back to Amiens in the
early darkness by an officer who was °
bringing away a battery which had been
in action.. As we re-entered, soldiers were
placing machine-guns in position on’ the
top of the hill where the houses begin.
Trenches had been dug hastily in the
fields on cither side of the road. Turcos
(French Algerian troops) were in them.
Bricks were being knocked out of walls to
make loopholes forrifle fire.
We met our officer acquaintance.
“They may. be here to-night,” Moore

said. 2 see

“ Shouldn’t wonder,” was the reply.
Wesat up most of the night, partly to

write long despatches, telling the bad
news upon which we had stumbled, thanks
to Moore’s second sight; partly because
we were not sure that it might not be
necessary to leave in a hurry. In five
days the Germans had got almost. to
Amiens from the frontier: They ‘were
bound to be in Amiens very soon,
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Taking up supplies of drinking water by ox-transportforthefront- Typical Macedonian shepherd with his dog, which appears to have
regarded somewhat doubttully the approach of the camera.

  

. line troops belonging to the Salonika Expedition.

  

 

Entrance to military cemetery for falten Huns which the Germans
had laid out alongside the civil cemetery at Chauny, now retaken.

Broken German memorial
Fatherland.’? Photographed in the Hun cemetery at Chauny.

‘to comrades who had died for the

 

  
  

 
 

Jolly as a sandboy in Egypt—for he is wearing specially made
sand-shoes*or marching in the desert.

Large golden eagle (with mouse in beak) shot by British soldiers in
Russiawhile practising for bringing down the iron eagle of Prussia.

   
  

 
   

‘Old and new in an ancient land. The quadrupeds look with lofty
disdain on the tractor without any legs.

 

Cooling drink in a thirsty clime. A cavalryman hands his water-
bottle toa couple of wounded’comrades carried by camel ambulances,
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WHATWE HEARD ON THE WAY TO AMIENS
By Hamilton Fyfe

The Famous War Correspondent of the ‘‘ Daily Mail'*

 

MY CORNERS OF ARMAGEDDON.—II.
 

 
  

after war broke: out, but it. soon

began to pall. J sent my wife

home witha friend who was motoring to

Boulogne. The railway journey to the

coast was uncertain and tedious. .I tock
up my quarters with a friend who had a

quiet, cool. flat in the Rue de Rivoli,
where in the morning the twittering of
birds was the only sound that came dis-
tinctly to my waking ears.
The weather was hot. We had our

windows all wide open. One evering a
third man who was staying there, a

Rumanian, whose brother I*met two

years later in Rumania as chief of one
of the branches of the Headquarters Stafi,
began to play the piano. Immediately
came voices fromthe courtyard. “ Silence.
Stop that music! Don’t you knowthat
we are at war?”
That was how Paris felt.. The atmo-

sphere was net congenial. it was .too
“nervy.” Good news was received with
extravagant delight. Bad news cast a
gloom. No news was worst. And it was
mostly “no news,” while each side was
preparing for the first big clash of arms.

J was coming back from a walk in the
Bois on the Saturday afternoon when the
newspapers brought out the news of
French successes on the soil of Alsace.

P= was interesting for a few day

  

 

 

Out to Rowen

Everyone was in high spirits: The war
had begun with a French advance.
The first point had been scored by them.
Germantroops had runbefore the bayonet.
Nothing could hold the. brave “little
soldiers” of France back. What a
pitiful aspect the rejoicing of that August
afternoon was soon to wear! How pain-
fully the misgivings aud forebodings of
the Parisians were to be justified !

I got hold of another motor-car, and

began to skirmish about wherever there
seemed to be promise of events. I saw
the British troops arrive in France and
march through the French .country-side
towards Mons. I was at Rouen when
the first trainload of wounded British
soldiers arrived from the Battle of Mons.
It was clear from what they said that
we had not done well; but the official
reports gave no hint of what had really
happened. It was supposed, towards
the end of the week which had begun
with the battle, that the enemywas still
being heid on the frontier.

I had gone to Rouen with Arthur
Moore, of the “ Times,” a brave Irishman,

who had done good work in Albania
during the disturbances, and had come
thence direct to France. We talked over
what the wounded had told us. We saw
that the engagement had in the be-
gimming gone adversely for us. But we
supposed that, after a bad start, the
British had made a stand, and that

French forees had come up im support of
them, The official despatches suggested
nothing in the nature of a reverse.

Next morning we drove to Dieppe and
sent off our despatches by the mail-boat.
Then we discussed what to do next.
Moore was for going to Amiens.. He is
a man who has a “‘ nose”’ for adventure.
He is Irish, and I dare say a believer in
the supernatural. He could not say why
he wanted to go to Amiens. Perhaps he
had a touch of “second sight.” At all
events, I soon beganto think so.

     

Weleft Dieppe before six. we were
driving out of a village where we had
breakfast we came upon an English
motor-van with two soldiers -in~ it
stretching themselves in the sunshine, as
cats do after sleep, and who looked as
they had spent the night there.
‘“Breakdown ?” we inquired.
They said, ‘Yes. Ran into another

van and smashed our radiator.”
All the rest had gone on to Rouen. That

was to be the new British base, so the

soldiers believed.
““New. base? But what about

Amiens ?” we asked, astonished, for only
a few days earlier we had seenall our base
establishments settling down there.

    

From Dieppe to Amieas

“ Amiens? Why, we've all got out of
Amiens. Brought away what we could.
Broke up the rest. Thirty vans we had to
leave. Burnt ’em.”
‘No British left there?”
“Not much. Orders came two days

ago—everyone to clear out. Didn’t take
long, either.”

 

Moore and I looked at one another. .
Here was news! It proved his pre-
monition to be right.

** Amiens ?” asked Eric Loder. He had
put his Rolls-Royce at my service, and
was kind enough, being in search of
adventure, to drive me about,
“As hard as we can.” ;
We were there soon after ten. The

place was in a state of extraordinary
excitement. The streets were filled with
men and women, some talking in gloomy
whispers, some hurrying to escape while
there was yet time. It is a wild, un-
reasoning fear which attacks civilian
populations when the foe is near. No
wonder, when the foe is the Hun!

I sat down in a café crowded with
gossip-mongers, and scribbled a fewlines
to my editor. JI then hurried to the
railway-station to find some passenger
who would carry mynote.

In the station thousands of people
were sitting on their boxes or bundles,
waiting for trains to take them—any-
where. I asked some railwaymen if any
of the rumours flying about were true.

“ Fighting eighteen miles from here,”
one answered dejectedly. “‘ I came from
downthe line two hours ago.”

“People came in who had to leave
their farms. Just threw down what they
had in their hands and ran for the train,”
another added. ‘‘ No doubt about it.”

Queer ‘‘ British Officer "’

I walked about among the passengers
awaiting the Boulogne train. 1 was look-
ing for a likely messenger.

It was ‘a Frenchman, travelling to

England, who agreed to carry my despatch.
He lived in England. He had crossed
over to take his place in the Territorial
Reserve. Only a small number of that
Reserve had been embodied. He was
told he could return to his home. I often
thought of him afterwards. when the
Texritorials were ali called up, and when

everyone was asking, “‘ Where can the
French Army be?” France had not
yet understood that she would need every
man she could sunimon to the Colours.
Going back into the town to find Moore,

I saw a British officer in the crowd and
followed him to see what he knew. He
went into a pastrycook’s shop, I went

  

after him. I talked to him while he ate
pufis and drank sweet syrup, with water—
nasty-looking -pink stuff. This strange
behaviour, together with his perfect
French accent, made me suspicious.. He
also had a Germanically Jewish cast of
feature, with puffy cheeks and heavy-
lidded eyes. J] will call him Goldschmidt,
which was, maybe, once his nanie.

Another thing made me feel doubtful
about him. He continued to tallx with
me as if I were a humanbeing after I had
told him that I was a newspaper man.
The British officer of the old days usually
spoke—at alf events, until he reached the
grade of colonel—of those “‘ dam’d news-
paper fellers”’ with lofty scorn and im-
patience. Colonels, as a rule, behaved

civilly, because they could be helped or
hurt by newspaper criticism; also, per-
haps, because they had come to years of
discretion. If they reached higher rank,
they still remembered that the Press could
be useful to them. Their civility con-
tinued until they reached the highest
rank of all. Then they relapse into the
attitude of suspicion and disdain. ;

 

 
  

 

Expecting the Enemy

This officer, who talked French like a
Frenchman and drank syrup in a pastry-
cook’s shop, was exceptional then, also,
in the way he behaved to journalists. He
was going to see where the Germans were.
So were we,.. He suggested we should ex-
change notes when we came back. a
‘Wetook first the road to Péronne. We

went on foot, but got a lift in a farm-cart,
and soon met French troops retreating.
They were tired and disheartened.
Nothing further to be done in that direc-
tion. We could hear guns very plainly
over to our right from the direction of a
little town called Albert, so back we went,
got the car out, and drove that way.
A stiff artiflery duel was being fought,

and the enemy were gaining ground, the
enemy whom ail France and ali England,
bar the Army chiefs, believed to be still
on the frontier. The Germans were  ap-
proaching. Amiens was in danger.

Again we found ourselves mixed up
with retreating troops. In the. villages
along the road were many wounded. In
one house an officer had just died, and
women were crying round the door. Poor
souls, they were thinking of their own
dear ones in. danger!

Wewere ordered back to Amiens in the
early darkness by an officer who was °
bringing away a battery which had been
in action.. As we re-entered, soldiers were
placing machine-guns in position on’ the
top of the hill where the houses begin.
Trenches had been dug hastily in the
fields on cither side of the road. Turcos
(French Algerian troops) were in them.
Bricks were being knocked out of walls to
make loopholes forrifle fire.
We met our officer acquaintance.
“They may. be here to-night,” Moore

said. 2 see

“ Shouldn’t wonder,” was the reply.
Wesat up most of the night, partly to

write long despatches, telling the bad
news upon which we had stumbled, thanks
to Moore’s second sight; partly because
we were not sure that it might not be
necessary to leave in a hurry. In five
days the Germans had got almost. to
Amiens from the frontier: They ‘were
bound to be in Amiens very soon,
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Taking up supplies of drinking water by ox-transportforthefront- Typical Macedonian shepherd with his dog, which appears to have
regarded somewhat doubttully the approach of the camera.

  

. line troops belonging to the Salonika Expedition.

  

 

Entrance to military cemetery for falten Huns which the Germans
had laid out alongside the civil cemetery at Chauny, now retaken.

Broken German memorial
Fatherland.’? Photographed in the Hun cemetery at Chauny.

‘to comrades who had died for the

 

  
  

 
 

Jolly as a sandboy in Egypt—for he is wearing specially made
sand-shoes*or marching in the desert.

Large golden eagle (with mouse in beak) shot by British soldiers in
Russiawhile practising for bringing down the iron eagle of Prussia.

   
  

 
   

‘Old and new in an ancient land. The quadrupeds look with lofty
disdain on the tractor without any legs.

 

Cooling drink in a thirsty clime. A cavalryman hands his water-
bottle toa couple of wounded’comrades carried by camel ambulances,
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‘Body-Snatching’ Raidsand Sports in Shorts—
 

  
While enormous shell fire was raging along the battle line on the western front, the British infantry, Mr. Philip Gibbs said, in one of

his graphic despatches, were not doing much fighting except ‘‘ quick raids for body-snatching and machine-gun grabbing.’?

 

 
 

 

 
Most of the British troops in France wearshorts to-day, as thoughgoing to football instead of battle, and the dress gives the men a

fine, easy look as they swing along, with the sweat making runnels*down their faces, sunburnt to the colour of old mahogany.

  

Page 427 The WarIllustrated, 30th June, 1917.
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—Gymkhana Grotesqueries of London’s Pride
   

 

 

At a recent sports day of the London men huge amusement was created by arace between chaplains and doctors on French boneshakers.
The winner was a Church of England chaplain, and the runner-up a Roman Catholic padre, to both of whom the men are devoted.

 

   
 

The great event of the day was a mock Derby with comic characters, including a real jockey, a Red Indian in full war-paint on a buck-

Jumper, and a Widow Twanky in borrowed clothes, who strolled down the course under a white umbrella ‘‘ chipping ’’ the crowd.
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The great event of the day was a mock Derby with comic characters, including a real jockey, a Red Indian in full war-paint on a buck-

Jumper, and a Widow Twanky in borrowed clothes, who strolled down the course under a white umbrella ‘‘ chipping ’’ the crowd.
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MORE FAMOUS CORRESPONDENTS
MEN OF THE GREEN

BRASSARD.—TTI.

Wp ESIDES the war
B correspondents

at the British
front dealt with ina
previous article, the
British  mMewspapers
have Fepresemtatnnes
on each of our other
fronts m Europe,

i Eeypt, and Asia
Whnor, and also with
many ef the allied
armies. ‘km the «ase
of the British fronts

Hopre Otherthan the French

Mr. Perceval Gibbon War correspondence is
in the hands of one

representative whowrites fora large group
of :papers. ‘Mr. Massey, of the “ Daily
1 for instance, is with the

in Egypt im this capacity.
the best-known and best-

journalists in England, a ‘successor,
ct, in the esteem of ‘his many Press

s to his splendid colleague Bob
ied in tharness durimg the

assey may be saad to have

 

   
  

   

  

 

 

  
made his

t -by «sheer -ex-
c mee, and when a
chance came to him he

»wed himself not only
rst-Class fa

  
 

     

    but also . of
merit. was

- who stayed for
urs on a timy storm-

tossed -sfeamer- at the
mouth of the Maas when
the passenger ship Berlin
was wrecked there not
many years ago. ‘The

amer was <r

rescue Survivors, men
and awomen, who were
huddled together in a

cabin on the
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By Basil Clatke
Special Representative at the Front

formerly of the “ Daily Mail.” * Mr.
Ward Price made up for a late start in
journalism by-extraordinarily rapid pro-
gress when he @id ‘begin. He is.one of the
many cases of men whom journalism drew
to itself from other callings. He was
in busimess in Manchester when the
“Sich ito write’ overcame him. He left
his ‘business and went to Cambridge
University to equip himself more fully.
After graduating, he found an opening im
journalism with the “ Daily Mail,” and
from ‘the first did ‘emcellent work,
notably m the Near East and Turkey,
where ke secured mterviews and informa-
tion of ‘the highest diplomatic impor-
tance. He was Paris conespondent of
the “ Mail” when-war broke out, and was
among the first of the :correspondents
in the field. s

Early Days of the War

Posted near to him, at Athens, on
behalf of a large gromp of papers, is his
rmer colleague, Mr. J. M. N. Jeffries,

who leapt mto fame through brilliant
rk mm Flanders during the first mad

German onslaught. Slim-in
delicately med faced and a

  

  

 

  

 

      
  

 

 For some days
were beyond all
no ship could

approach the
it mod

most daring 5 were. 2
account in the “ Daily

ph of the rescue and of the sur
sufterings durmg the many i
on the wreck eclipsed anything els
was written. Tt was splendid work,

Official Correspondents

With the British Army in Mesopotamia
is Mr. Edmund Candler; an old war

campaigner. He acted as war correspon-
dent with Sir Francis Younghusband’s
expedition to Tibet, one of the most
romantic of war ventures. -In the first
battle of that campaign he received a
wery severe wound in the arm which -en-
tatled its loss. But he wonld not give up
and«was present at the -emtry amto Lhasa.
His -book,““The Unveiling of Lhasa,”
records the detaiis.of that expedition, and
shews something of the somance of the
“Eidden Land.” Before gomg to Meso-

tama, as official correspondent swith
the British Army, Mr. Candler wrote some
wivid war'sketches from Flanders. :
Wath the British forces in Salonika,

also -as joint representative of a large
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group of papers, is Mr. ‘G. Ward Price, _

Mr. J.M.ON, Jefiries
London Press Representative at Athens

Mr. G. Ward Price

and with a certain pre-
and «dress, Jeffries

suggested to the casual
of such energy, courage,

ical resource as he proved
be. Jeffries was touring the

im his own motorcar, and-sending

despatches day by day, while
experienced «correspondents
at the bases wondering how
He was in tight corners

innumerable, more than once standime
rightamongst the oncoming Boches as they
swarmed over Belgium. Like most of
the other correspondents, he was “‘ chiv-
sed ’’ from pillar to post by the authori-

ties, who forbade correspondents at that
time, and was eventually arrested and
ent home, as they all were. But he had

ad a splendid innings, one that estab-
ished him in a high place among war

ondents.

“ Black Sunday ”

Of the British correspondents working
with the allied armies m Europe, easily
the best and most distinguished is Mr,
H.. Hamilton Fyfe, whose work in the
war is too familiar to the readers of
Tue War. Inivsrratep to need retelling,
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Mr. Hamilton Fyfe is, perhaps the most
widely travelled of all British newspaper
men. He has been everywhere. To
him and to the “ Times,” which pub-
lished his despatch, is owed the lasting
debt of the British nation for being the
first man to give to the public any idea
of the enormous danger we were in during
the early weeks in the war. Hard things
were said by people, not disinterested,
about the famous “ Times” despatch of
“Black. Sunday,” but that message
was correct. in its tenor and “general
significance.
That despatch was ‘the first thing

to ‘shaike the ‘silly “ cocksureness ”’ of ‘the
British mation and to awaken it to some
sense of ‘the graviltiy of things.

Exposer of De Rougemont

Another interesting personality, who
has done-fine work im the war, ‘both-en the
British dront and on the Russian #ront,
is Mir. Perceval Gibbon, of ‘the “Daily

Chronicle.” He is ene of ‘the most
polished writers working ‘em any mews-
paper. He was formerly-a‘ship’s captain,
and in addition he thas roamed and
adwentured in many lands, doing many
things between editing a paper sand
trading beads to savages on the East
African coast.

Mr. Martin Donohoe, of the same
paper, who is reporting things in Russia
and the Near East, is another man who
has roved and seen many things. He
 

 
 

Mr. Edmund ‘Candler
On the Salonika Front Official:Cerrespondent in- Mesopotamia

was once in the Army and later migrated
to Australia. Beginning at the bottom
im journalism, he ran quickly up many
rungs of the ladder by his:skiliulsexposure
of Louis De Rougemont, whose wonderful
travel stories “took in” mamy shrewd
and learned people, but mot Martin
Donohoe among them. ‘He trackedl De
Rougemont’s -career through all its
vicissitudes, and fimally exposed. his
fables remorselessly. In the course of his
researches into De Rougemont’s  pre-
tenstons Donohoe .came to England,
and began a connection with ‘the “ Daily
‘Chronicle ” which the

“thas. since retaimed.
This is his third or |
fourth war. His great
journalistic “scoop ”’
was the Battle of
Lule Burgas, which -
he ‘telegraphed from
‘Constantsa (at a cost |
of over £100) after
@ xace by motor-
car frofh the war
zone. Incidentally,
the motor-car -was |
smashed up and aban- ~
doned on the way. ‘Mr. Martin 'Donohos
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British Soldiers Serving Ami
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ussian Snows
 

 

 

 

British soldiers hauling a three-pounder gun on a sleigh over the snow-covered ground at Alexandrovsk, in Northern Russia-
Alexandrovsk is a small port in the province of Archangel, which is useful as a naval station, being ice-free all the year round.
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Reindeer sleigh at Alexandrovsk, where the British soldiers soon
accustomed themselves to this picturesque form of transport.

British machine-gun and rifieman in action on Russia’s snowy
front. The men wore close-fitting fur caps to protect theTr ears.

 

    
 

    
 

Three-pounder gun and, British sentry guarding a_cable station
< situatedat the mouth of a river in Northern Russia.

Firing a throe-pounder gun at Alexandrovsk Cove. Thegun-team
consists of British soldiers warmly wrapped upfor their cold post.
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ph of the rescue and of the sur
sufterings durmg the many i
on the wreck eclipsed anything els
was written. Tt was splendid work,

Official Correspondents

With the British Army in Mesopotamia
is Mr. Edmund Candler; an old war

campaigner. He acted as war correspon-
dent with Sir Francis Younghusband’s
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His -book,““The Unveiling of Lhasa,”
records the detaiis.of that expedition, and
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“Eidden Land.” Before gomg to Meso-

tama, as official correspondent swith
the British Army, Mr. Candler wrote some
wivid war'sketches from Flanders. :
Wath the British forces in Salonika,
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group of papers, is Mr. ‘G. Ward Price, _

Mr. J.M.ON, Jefiries
London Press Representative at Athens

Mr. G. Ward Price

and with a certain pre-
and «dress, Jeffries

suggested to the casual
of such energy, courage,

ical resource as he proved
be. Jeffries was touring the

im his own motorcar, and-sending

despatches day by day, while
experienced «correspondents
at the bases wondering how
He was in tight corners

innumerable, more than once standime
rightamongst the oncoming Boches as they
swarmed over Belgium. Like most of
the other correspondents, he was “‘ chiv-
sed ’’ from pillar to post by the authori-

ties, who forbade correspondents at that
time, and was eventually arrested and
ent home, as they all were. But he had

ad a splendid innings, one that estab-
ished him in a high place among war

ondents.

“ Black Sunday ”

Of the British correspondents working
with the allied armies m Europe, easily
the best and most distinguished is Mr,
H.. Hamilton Fyfe, whose work in the
war is too familiar to the readers of
Tue War. Inivsrratep to need retelling,
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Mr. Hamilton Fyfe is, perhaps the most
widely travelled of all British newspaper
men. He has been everywhere. To
him and to the “ Times,” which pub-
lished his despatch, is owed the lasting
debt of the British nation for being the
first man to give to the public any idea
of the enormous danger we were in during
the early weeks in the war. Hard things
were said by people, not disinterested,
about the famous “ Times” despatch of
“Black. Sunday,” but that message
was correct. in its tenor and “general
significance.
That despatch was ‘the first thing

to ‘shaike the ‘silly “ cocksureness ”’ of ‘the
British mation and to awaken it to some
sense of ‘the graviltiy of things.

Exposer of De Rougemont

Another interesting personality, who
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British dront and on the Russian #ront,
is Mir. Perceval Gibbon, of ‘the “Daily

Chronicle.” He is ene of ‘the most
polished writers working ‘em any mews-
paper. He was formerly-a‘ship’s captain,
and in addition he thas roamed and
adwentured in many lands, doing many
things between editing a paper sand
trading beads to savages on the East
African coast.

Mr. Martin Donohoe, of the same
paper, who is reporting things in Russia
and the Near East, is another man who
has roved and seen many things. He
 

 
 

Mr. Edmund ‘Candler
On the Salonika Front Official:Cerrespondent in- Mesopotamia

was once in the Army and later migrated
to Australia. Beginning at the bottom
im journalism, he ran quickly up many
rungs of the ladder by his:skiliulsexposure
of Louis De Rougemont, whose wonderful
travel stories “took in” mamy shrewd
and learned people, but mot Martin
Donohoe among them. ‘He trackedl De
Rougemont’s -career through all its
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fables remorselessly. In the course of his
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‘Chronicle ” which the

“thas. since retaimed.
This is his third or |
fourth war. His great
journalistic “scoop ”’
was the Battle of
Lule Burgas, which -
he ‘telegraphed from
‘Constantsa (at a cost |
of over £100) after
@ xace by motor-
car frofh the war
zone. Incidentally,
the motor-car -was |
smashed up and aban- ~
doned on the way. ‘Mr. Martin 'Donohos
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British Soldiers Serving Ami

 

The War Illustrated, 30th June, 1917.

ussian Snows
 

 

 

 

British soldiers hauling a three-pounder gun on a sleigh over the snow-covered ground at Alexandrovsk, in Northern Russia-
Alexandrovsk is a small port in the province of Archangel, which is useful as a naval station, being ice-free all the year round.
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Reindeer sleigh at Alexandrovsk, where the British soldiers soon
accustomed themselves to this picturesque form of transport.

British machine-gun and rifieman in action on Russia’s snowy
front. The men wore close-fitting fur caps to protect theTr ears.

 

    
 

    
 

Three-pounder gun and, British sentry guarding a_cable station
< situatedat the mouth of a river in Northern Russia.

Firing a throe-pounder gun at Alexandrovsk Cove. Thegun-team
consists of British soldiers warmly wrapped upfor their cold post.
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GERMAN CULTURE AFTER THEWAR00005"°"" | Sisterhood of Service in the Common Cause
GREAT ISSUES By Joseph McCabe
OF THE WAR Auther of “Treitschke and the Great War,”etc,

HE advanceof civilisation has given
i * us myriads of ideas and objects

for which the older languages of
Europe had no name. Most nations have,

in order to express these things without
increasing the babel of tongues, made a
free use of Latin and Greek, but the

Germanpatriot has regarded this practice
with suspicion. He would preserve the
purity of his very Teutonic tongue. He
would express everything in sonorous
words made up out of purely German
elements. He was forced to admit the
Latin word (more or less Germanised)
“« Kultur,’ but scarcely any German

writer ever. used the word “ civilisation.”
As a result, people who are not well
acquainted with German have confused
the two things, and what wecall “ culture’”’
has shared the ignominy of German
“Kultur:

“ Kultur ” is not “ culture.”’ When the
Germanspeaks of a “‘ Kultur-Mensch ” he
does not in the least mean y-man of
culture.” °He means “a civilised man,”
as distinguished from a savage. -It is,
therefore, merely ignorant to slight culture
“ whether it begins with a ‘k’ or a ‘c,’”
and to speak of Germany as claiming to
be “‘ the land of Kultur.” Everycivilised
country has its own Kultur, its own form
or ideal of civilisation. When the German
wishes to speak of “culture ”’ he is careful
to say ‘‘ mental culture.’ He merely
thought his particular Kultur—which
includes ‘his militarism, his political insti-
tutions, his social arrangements—superior
to that of other nations.

a

   

 

Lead in Philosophy

Most Germans are honestly convinced
that their civilisation is better thanall
others, though the idea that this superi-
ority justifies them in imposing it upon
Belgium or Serbia is merely one of those
miserable subterfuges by which educated
Germans try to hide from themselves
the brutality of their nation’s conduct.
It is a far more serious fact, and one of
great importance, that what we call
culture has, in Germany, to a large extent,

been forced into the service of an aggres-
sive and immoral. Kultur, an ambitious

and unscrupulous State.
Germanculture—let us say it frankly—

holds a very high place in that intel-
lectually advanced regiment which is
leading the race to a higher level. The
jong hesitation of Italy tojoin the Alliance
against Germany, the reluctance of
America and other neutrals to censure
her, were very largely due to a recognition
of this fact.

In philosophy, which is generally re-
garded as the highest and most subtle
occupation of the mind, Germany easily
surpasses any other nation of modern
times. IXant, Fichte, Hegel, Schelling;
Schopenhauer, Herbart, Lotze, Hartmann,
Eucken—Franc2 and Britain and America
together cannot rival that constellation.
In psychology andthe science of education
and esthetics Germany has been almost as
great, though of recent decades the
United States has at least drawn level
with her, if not surpassed her. In theology,
as a science, her scholars have influenced
the thought of the world. In what are
called the moral sciences generally, except
political economy, she has Jed. In the
large modern group of the biological

sciences she has produced no discoverer
like Darwin or comprehensive mindlike
Spencer, but she has done distinguished
work. In astronomy and geology she is
not superior to Britain, or, in the former,

equal to the United States. In physics
and chemistry she has at least no giants
taller than those of Britain. In history
and archeology she has done a vaster
amount of original research than any
other nation, yet it is long since she
produced a great historian. In literature
her lamp has grown dimsince the great
days of Goethe and Schiller. In music
she has a great record; in the other arts
her recordis relatively poor.

Period of Degeneration

In other words, Germanyhas a cultural
record of which any great nation may
well be proud, but in the course of the
modern period (since the French Revolu-
tion) it has undergone a -remarkable
change. In the last generation she has,
in spite of the unity and enrichment of
the Empire, produced conspicuouslyless
great men. It-is not accurate to say, as
is often said, that Germany has ceased
to be a nation of artists and thinkers.
The nation at large a century ago read
far less philosophy, and was far less able
to appreciate high art than in recent
times. The fact is that, with the general
education of her people and the founding
of the Empire, a certain direction was
imposed upon her culture. It was pressed
into the service of the new Kultur. It
remained enormously energetic and pro-
ductive, but it did not produce great
things in the old cultural sense.

History was the first branch of culture
to suffer this degeneration. The eminent
early historians, Mommsen and Niebuhr,

devoted themselves to the studyof ancient
Rome, .and they were seduced byit.
Powerful nations, they concluded, must

expand and displace the old, worn-out
nations. It was. for- the good of the
world. In their footsteps came a regiment
of smaller-and more dangerous men.
Germany, they said, was the real successor
of Greece and Rome. She must expand,
and spread the seeds of a higher Kultur
over Europe. Bismarck, uniting the
unscrupulousness of Frederick the Great
with an ox-like Germanstrength, sawthe

value of this kind of culture.

Culture and Kultur Allied

A new“science efpolitics’ was founded,
under cover of which men like Treitschke
eloquently applied the supposed lessons,
of history, Professors everywhere were
brought under the State. The youth of
the middle class was inoculated. Then
came William II., with his romantic secret
ambition to be a modern Alexander or
Cesar, and the work was’ completed.
France and Britain were held up to
contempt as.‘ outworn.”’ The whole
machinery of education, higher and lower,
was used for the purpose of preparing the
nation for a fresh aggression. Sciences
like chemistry and physics were directed,
by technical applications, to build up the
resources of Germany, and to be ready,
when the hourstruck, to supply poisonous
gases and flame-projectors and substitutes
for cotton or coffee,
When weglance back over this develop-

ment we leatn something about the future

see to it that the Germanideal of a State
is shattered. The German people may
tolerate as long as they please—they will
probably not tolerate long—the ideal of
a State that is distinct from, and absolute
master of, the men and women who
composeit. -

Foul Political Science

The notion of a State that is superior
to the precepts of morality, that wilt
expand at the cost of others whenever
it is powerful .enough, that will tear up
treaties when they are no longer to its
interests—this kind of political science
must cease to foul the atmosphere
of Europe. The legal and. political and
historical professors who supported it
will, one supposes, be as jealously watched
by the scholars of the world as. the new
German statesmen will be watched front
the Foreign Offices of Europe. This kind
of German, culture, with all its conceit
and danger, must go, or German culture
must be prepared for a severe ostracism.

It cannot be too strongly emphasised
that this development must not be
expected on internal grounds. The ex-
pectation of a revolution, eitherpolitical
or cultural, is generally found in the
mouths of men whodo not know Germany.
We knowthat some of the German pro-
fessors have been literally compelled to
endorse the outrageous acts of their
country. We knowthat very manyof her
cultural leaders—men so unlike each
other in their general philosophy as
Professors Harnack, Foérster, Eucken, and

Haeckel—hold the same ideal as we, and
are merely deluded as to the facts: But
we have a large literature showing that
the poison of moral casuistry and aggres-
sive ambition has deeplyinfected the higher
culture of Germany, and one may hope
that the scholars of other countries will
no longer regard this with indifference.

  

From Speculation to Applicatioa

Freed from this narrow patriotic en-
tanglement German culture will continue
to be a. formidable rival. An_ extra-
ordinary amount of minute research, both
in science and history, has been donein

Germany. It is futile of English and
French writers, in their just irritation; -to

question this. The immense progress. of
the country in the application of science
(in chemistry, optics, or electricity, for
instance) sufficiently proves it, and any
man who writes on history or speculative
science will generally acknowledge that
he depends largely on German research.
These small treatises are, to a great

extent, written by young men whoare
seeking an academicdegree. The streant
of ‘‘ themes ” and “ papers ”’ will languish
in the new Germany. But, on the other
hand, the stern economic needs of the
nation, and the. hard experience imposed
by our long blockade, will lead to still
greater progress in both branches of
chemistry and every branch of physics.
The future of Germanculture, in a word,

means a further decay of moral and
speculative science, and- a more rapid
advance of applied and physical science.
Only people who do not understand
science will fear that this is an evil ten-
dency. It will of itself make no difference
to the characterof the nation. A professor
of physics may be a Faraday, while a
professor of divinity may be a Court
chaplain.. The two issues are distinct.
We must trust the vigilance of Europe ta
see that the old spirit is scotched.

 

  

   

  
The Queen at the Weofwich Hospital! for Mothers and Babies; and (left)

her Majesty chatting to a girl worker in a London aircraft factory.

  
 

 

 

  Lady Wolfé Murraycollecting for war charities by anambulance,
wrecked by shell fire at Verdun, exhibited in Trafalgar Square.
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Miss Ruth Law talking to General Leonard Wood.
aeroplane appealing for subs *€ Liberty Loan.*’criptions to the

Right: The Duchessof Aosta,

This lady toured t
Centre: Four of the lampli

who has been decorated for war 

   
Countess Sobanska demonstrating the use of her cooking appa-

ratus, which is to be utilised by the Army and Navy authorities.

 
 

  
 

the Niddle Western States, dropping paper bombsfrom her
hters employed by the Kensington Borough
work, and her husband.
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of this fact.
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times. IXant, Fichte, Hegel, Schelling;
Schopenhauer, Herbart, Lotze, Hartmann,
Eucken—Franc2 and Britain and America
together cannot rival that constellation.
In psychology andthe science of education
and esthetics Germany has been almost as
great, though of recent decades the
United States has at least drawn level
with her, if not surpassed her. In theology,
as a science, her scholars have influenced
the thought of the world. In what are
called the moral sciences generally, except
political economy, she has Jed. In the
large modern group of the biological

sciences she has produced no discoverer
like Darwin or comprehensive mindlike
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work. In astronomy and geology she is
not superior to Britain, or, in the former,
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and chemistry she has at least no giants
taller than those of Britain. In history
and archeology she has done a vaster
amount of original research than any
other nation, yet it is long since she
produced a great historian. In literature
her lamp has grown dimsince the great
days of Goethe and Schiller. In music
she has a great record; in the other arts
her recordis relatively poor.

Period of Degeneration

In other words, Germanyhas a cultural
record of which any great nation may
well be proud, but in the course of the
modern period (since the French Revolu-
tion) it has undergone a -remarkable
change. In the last generation she has,
in spite of the unity and enrichment of
the Empire, produced conspicuouslyless
great men. It-is not accurate to say, as
is often said, that Germany has ceased
to be a nation of artists and thinkers.
The nation at large a century ago read
far less philosophy, and was far less able
to appreciate high art than in recent
times. The fact is that, with the general
education of her people and the founding
of the Empire, a certain direction was
imposed upon her culture. It was pressed
into the service of the new Kultur. It
remained enormously energetic and pro-
ductive, but it did not produce great
things in the old cultural sense.

History was the first branch of culture
to suffer this degeneration. The eminent
early historians, Mommsen and Niebuhr,

devoted themselves to the studyof ancient
Rome, .and they were seduced byit.
Powerful nations, they concluded, must

expand and displace the old, worn-out
nations. It was. for- the good of the
world. In their footsteps came a regiment
of smaller-and more dangerous men.
Germany, they said, was the real successor
of Greece and Rome. She must expand,
and spread the seeds of a higher Kultur
over Europe. Bismarck, uniting the
unscrupulousness of Frederick the Great
with an ox-like Germanstrength, sawthe

value of this kind of culture.
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under cover of which men like Treitschke
eloquently applied the supposed lessons,
of history, Professors everywhere were
brought under the State. The youth of
the middle class was inoculated. Then
came William II., with his romantic secret
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a State that is distinct from, and absolute
master of, the men and women who
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cultural leaders—men so unlike each
other in their general philosophy as
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we have a large literature showing that
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sive ambition has deeplyinfected the higher
culture of Germany, and one may hope
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" j Many soldiers leaving Charing Cross for the front spend a few On May 30th the American Legion serving with the Canadians
French artillerymen rushing up ammunition-waggonsto the guns A British naval gun on the way to help the Italians on the Isonzo minutes in prayer in the Church of St. Martin-in-the-Fields. deposited the flags of Canada and the U.S. in St. Paul’s Cathedral.
through a cloud of asphyxiating gas, looking in their maskslike front, where ten British field-batteries and several monitors

3 ghostly horsemenin a nightmare world. have been taking an active part in the fighting.
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: One of the United States destroyers which have arrived in British waters. These vessels are about 1 ,000 tons displacement, and have i
@ speed of thirty knots. They are easily recognisable by their four funnels, tall masts for-wireless, and the cut-away at the bow. {

% . They are notable, too, for their multiple torpedo-tubes. ‘* Well, here’s luck !’*—the customary toast in British dug-outs to men going out on duty which will bring death or glory, or hagly,
} j both, The phrase is charged with the deepemotions that native reticence prevents men of British race from putting into words.
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% . They are notable, too, for their multiple torpedo-tubes. ‘* Well, here’s luck !’*—the customary toast in British dug-outs to men going out on duty which will bring death or glory, or hagly,
} j both, The phrase is charged with the deepemotions that native reticence prevents men of British race from putting into words.
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Who’s Who in
Kanin, Admiral.—Commander-in-Chief of

the Russian Navy in the Baltic since 1916.
Appointed a memberof the Council of Empire,
October, 1916.

Kato, Vice-Admiral—Distinguished
Japanese naval officer who was Commander-
in-Chief of the Tsingtau Expeditionary Force.

Kavanagh, Maj.-Gen. Sir C.-T. M., K.C.B.,
D.S.0.—Born 1864. Entered Army

. Served South Africa 1901 ; commanded
tst Cavalry Brigade 1909-13; brigade com-

 

  

 
  der, India, 1914. His splendidservices in
carly part of war in. France recognised in

   

 

general, K.C.B., January, 1917.
Keary, Maj.-Gen. Sir H. D’Urban, K.C.B.,

D.S.0.—Born 1857 Served Afghan War
3 Buimese Campaign. Subsequently

Commanded
end Infantry

1909-10; Garhwal
Ig10-I4 Divisional commander

second. in command to General
2 1 Mesopotamia, 1916 ; made great

attack at Beit Eissa, April, 1916, in effort to
relieve Kut. K.C.B., December, 1916.

Keir, Lt.-Gen. Sir J. L., K.€.B.—Born1856.
Entered Army 1876. Served South Afni

   

 

    

  

     

 

     

 

Gorringe  
  

 

      

 

Brigade commander, Allahabad Bri
¥907-11. Commanded 6th Division, Ireland,
EOT4:* © xanded Sixth Army Corps, 1915 ;  

  despatches, K.C.B., promotedlieut.-general.
Kemball, Maj.-Gen. Sir G. V., K.C.M.G.,

C.B., D.S.0.—Awarded K.C.M.G., April, 1917,
in recognition of his distinguished service in
the field in Mesopotamia, with effect from
June 3rd, 1916, inclusive. Was awarded
D.S.O. in 1902, and the C.B. in the following
year, while he was holding the appointment

f ector-G ral of the West African
ront Force.-. Twice mentioned. in. de-
patches from Mesopotamia, 1915-16.
Kemp,Hon.Sir A. E.—-SucceededSir Samuel

Hughes as Minister of Militia, Canada,
November, 1916. Acted as Minister of Militia
during the absence of Sir Samuel Hughes in
England; also connected with the Munitions
Purchases A prominent Toronto
man turer, had distinguished
political career, representi East Toronto
since 1900.

Kemp, ColonelOne of rebel leaders
South African rebellion, 1914, joining {
with General Eeyers, Colonel Mari

 

   

  

 

   

 

  

  

z, and
General De Wet. After rout of last-mentioned
byGencral Botha, November24th, 1914, Kemp
hotly pursued, and by Decemberof that year
had given submission.

Keogh, Surg.-Gen. Sir Alfred, G.C.B.—
Director-General Royal Army Medical Corps.

  Born 1857: Formerly Deputy Director-
General Army Medical Service. Served in
South Africa in charge of General Hospital.
Was Director-General A.M.S., 1904-10, and
sirice 1914. Created G.C.B., January, 1917.
At his appointment in 1914 found the R.A.M.C.
distracted by a terrible burden of work, and
within a few.months made a newforceofit.

Kerensky, A. F.—Russian War and Marine
Minister since May, 1917. Formerly Socialist
Minister of Justice. Regarded as one of
Strongest of Russian personal forces, he made
many stirring speeches, visited soldiers at
front, and inculeated on latter the necessity
for “iron discipline.”

Kerr, Rear-Admiral Mark E. F., C.B.,
M.V.0.—Born 1864:° Entered Navy 1877.
Lent to Greek Government as Vice-Admiral
commanding Greek Navy, 1913, which he
reorganised. For his services in war awarded
Grand Officer Order of St. Maurice and St.
Lazarus by King of Italy, March, 1917.

Keyes, Rear-Admiral R. J. B., C.B., C.M.G.,
D.S.0.—Born 1872. Entered Navy 1885.
Served China 1900; naval attaché various
European capitals, 1905-7. Commodore in
charge of submarine service, 1912. Chief of
Staff, Eastern Mediterranean Squadron, rors.
Promoted rear-admiral, April, 1917.

Keyworth, Lanece-Corporal Leonard James,
V.C.—24th (County of London) Battalion the
London Regiment (the Queen’s), T.F. Second

 

 

 

 

Territorial private to win V.C. After a suc--

Lord French’s despatches ; promoted major--

the Great War
ful assault on, the German position at

Givenchyon night of May 25th-26th, 1915, by
the 24th Battalion London Regiment, efforts
were made by that unit to follow up success
by a bomb attack, during progress of which
filty-eight men out of total of seventy-five
became casualties. During this fierce encounter
Lance-Corporal Keyworth stood fully exposed
for two hours on the top of enemy’s parapet,
and threw about 150 bombs amongst the
Germans. ©Killed in action later in that year.
Khudadad Khan, Sepoy, V.C.—First Indian

soldier to be awarded the \ 129th Duke
of Connaught’s Own Baluchis. On October
31st, r9r4, he remained working his gun until
all other men of his detachment killed.

Kiggell, Lt.-Gen. Sir L. E., K.¢.3.—Chief
of Staff to British Armies in Vranee since
December, 1915. Born 1862. Entered the
Army 1882. D.A.A.G., South-Eastern Dis-

ict, 1897-99. Served S. ath Afiica ; Director
of Staff Duties, War Office, 1909-13 ; Com-
mandant, Staff College, 1913-14 ; Director of
Home Defence, War Office, 1914-15.

Kitehener, Field-Marshal Earl.—Secretary
of State for War from August, ror4, until his
death by drowning in H.M.S. Hampshire,
June 5th, 1916. One of Britain’s greatest
soldiers, and creator of New Armies during
the war. Leading dates in his splendid career
may be summarised: Born 1850; entered
Royal Military College, Woolwich, 1868 ;
volunteered for service with French Army
1870; lieutenant, ~R.E., 1871; Palestine
Survey, 1874-78; Cyprus Survey, 1878-82;
commanded Egyptian Cavalry, 1882-84 ; Nile
Expedition, 1884-85 ; Governor-General, Red
Sea Littoral (operations around Suakin),
1886-88 ; commanded biigade in Sudan,
1888-89 ; Adjutant-General, Egyptian, Army,
1888-92 ; Sirdar, 1890; commanded Dongola
Expedition, 1896 ; General Officer Command-
ing, Nile Expedition, 1897; commanded
Khartoum Expedition, 1898 (raised to peerage,
G.C.B.) ; Chief of Staff in South Africa and
Commander-in-Chief after Lord  Robert’s
return, 1899-1902; rank of viscount, O.M.,
G.C.M.G., lieutenant-general, and general;
Commander-in-Chief, India, 1902-9; field-
marshal, 1907; K.P.; 1911; his Majesty’s
Agent and Consul-General, Egypt, 1911-14.

Kluek, General von.—Most conspicuous of
German generals in early stages of war, and
commanded right wing which invaded
Northern France and marched almost to
gates of Paris. Defeated at the Marne,
September, 1914, he retreated to the Aisne.
Nicknamed by British soldiers “Old Von
O'clock.” Fought in war of 1870, when
severely wounded. Was wounded March,
1915, and,later, retired on half-pay.

Koltchak, Vice.Admiral A. V.—Succeeded
Admiral Ebergard in command of Russian
Black Sea Fleet, September, 1916, when it
was claimed for him that he was youngest
admiral in the world. In April, r9r7, he was
appointed Commander-in-Chiefof all the naval
forces in the Baltic. Born 1874; entered
naval service in 1891. Shared in the defence
of Port Arthur.

Konig, Captain PaulCommander of Ger-
man merchant submarine Deutschland, which
made two voyages to America. The first
voyage was begun in June, 1916, and Balti-
more was_reached July oth, 1916. She re-
turned to Bremen on August 25th, 1916.
On the second voyage she reached America,
November, rg16. ;

Koster, Admirai-von.—One of most famous
of German admirals ; formerly Commander-
in-Chief of German High Sea Fleet. President
of the German Navy League. Raised to the
hereditary peerage in 1900, and made Chief
of the Baltic Fleet in 1903; Lord High
Admiral, 1905.

Kuhlmann, Dr. Richard von.—Councillor,
German Embassy, London, 1908-14. Born
1873. Son of Director-General of the Anatolian
Railway Company. Appointed German
Ambassador to Turkey, September, 1916.
His misguided efforts in London-at commenice-
ment of critical negotiations gained for him
considerable notoriety.
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General Cadorna’s

The War Illustrated, 30th June, 1917.

Tribute to British Arms
 

   
 

Ten batteries of British Field Artillery served with the Italians in
the fighting on the Carso during May, and though forming a very
small percentage of the massed artillery force engaged played a
splendid part, eliciting general praise. General Cadorna visited
them during the battle and telegraphed to Sir Pouglas Haig saying:

‘© b pejoice that amidst the thunder of artillery on the Carso the
enemy has heard the powerful voice of the British guns, which was

\a sign to him of the indissoluble fraternity in arms of the allied
nations. Italy rejoices that in this hour she should have this token
of a co-operation, which is an assuranceof victery.’’
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General Cadorna’s

The War Illustrated, 30th June, 1917.

Tribute to British Arms
 

   
 

Ten batteries of British Field Artillery served with the Italians in
the fighting on the Carso during May, and though forming a very
small percentage of the massed artillery force engaged played a
splendid part, eliciting general praise. General Cadorna visited
them during the battle and telegraphed to Sir Pouglas Haig saying:

‘© b pejoice that amidst the thunder of artillery on the Carso the
enemy has heard the powerful voice of the British guns, which was

\a sign to him of the indissoluble fraternity in arms of the allied
nations. Italy rejoices that in this hour she should have this token
of a co-operation, which is an assuranceof victery.’’
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Maj. E. E. D. HENDERSON,V.C.,

N. Staffs Regt. Most gallant leader-
ship to triumph, though wounded.

Died when brought in.

 

 

   
Sec.-Lt. A. 0. POLLARD,V.C., M.C.,
D.C.M., H.A.C. With four men broke
a@ vigorous counter-attack ard re-

gained lost ground.

 

   
Sergt. HARRY CATOR,V.C.,

E. Surrey Regt. Attacked an enemy
machine-gun oe killed tke entire

eam.

 

  

 

   
 

  

 

Noble Deeds Crowned with the Victoria

  

 

   
Maj. G. C. WHEELER,V.C.,

Gurkha Rifles. With handful of
men rushed a trench and dis-

persed the enemy.

Sec.-Li. R. L. HAINE, V.C.,
H.A.C. By utmost gallantry
captured a strong position and

fifty prisoners.

 

 

 

 

 

  
Lt. and Adj. R. E. PHILIPS, V.C.,
Royal Warwick Regt. Brought in his
wounded commanding officer wader

intense fire.

 

 

   
Sergt. THOMAS STEELE,V.C.,

Seaforth Highlanders. By personal
valour and example rallied troops

and recovered a position.

 

 

 

 

Capt. ALBERT BALL, V.C., D.S.0., M.C.,
late Notts and Derby Regt. and R.F.C.
consistent bravery in air combats.

For most conspicuous and
In all he destroyed Yorty-three

German aeroplanes and one balloon. Posthumous award.

 

 
 

 

  

 

    
 

Lee.-Corpl. THOMAS BRYAN,V.C.,
Northumberland Fusiliers. Skill and
valour in disabling an enemy

machine-gun,

Cpl. JOHN CUNNINGHAM,V.C.,
late Leinster Regt. Single-
handed defeated twenty Ger-
mans, dying later of wounds.

Pte. MICHAEL HEAVISIDE,V.C.,
Durham L.I. Carried food and
water to a wounded manclose to

the enemyline.

 
 

Sergt. J. W. ORMSBY, V.C.,
K.0.Y.L.1. Took command of the
company and led it under heavy fire

to new position.

 

  
Pte. W. J. MILNE, V.C., .

late Can, Inf. Simgle-handed care
tured. two machine-guns. Killed
soon afterwards. Posthumous award.
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HOW ‘OLD GLORY’ WAVED ON VIMY RIDGE
Se Some New Facts about One of the Oldest Flags in the World
 

Gos-there: sissa <a
“ country in which

the cult of the
flag has assumed, the
dimensions of devout
andheartfelt worship
that country is. as-
‘suredly -the United
States of America,
The school-children,
even in the Kinder-.

MAES. Bae, garten stage; are
_ taught to regard the nation’s flag as a
sacred-emblem and to do it honour. Itis

displayed on the occasion of festal days,
- ofpohtical parades, while the little ones,:

dressed in the three colours, learn to fornt
an oblong square representative of their

flag. Americans travelling abroad carry it
with them in various forms—ties, rosettes,
button-holes, and handkerchiefs, “and
patriotically wave it whenever an oppor-
tunity occurs.

  
BE Sys

_ ‘The original «Old
be Glory.’?

   

' Veteran Among Flags

Tt has-a history, that “ Old Glory,” of
which our most recent allies have cause
to be proud. To begin with, it is one of
the oldest flags that are now in existence.
Born in’ 1775, it outdates our own flag,
which, as it flies to-day, dates only from
r8or.. The. French Tricolour dates from
1793, while the German flag goes back

-only- te 1867. The Star and’ Crescent
of the Turkish flag date from 1453, but
the present combination is quite modern.
“The name of .“ Old. Glory’ for

our “flag is quite appropriate, for the
flag is old among the standards, and it
trails to earth the ‘ clouds of glory,’ ”’ an
American has written. Artists have
frequently criticised the “gridiron ”
arrangementof the flag, and have objected
to the fact that the juxtaposition of the
three ‘colours is not in harmony with

- heraldic convention. They have con-
-sidered the flag merely as a_ decoration,
without. taking into account its appear-
ance high in the open air, or when borne
at the head of a mass of men, or when

“seen-on the flagstaff of a ship, but this is
precisely what “ the man in. the street,”

  

the ordinary man, takes most into account. «

. Original ‘‘ Stars and Stripes”

- Theflag is to hima thing seen moving in
the breeze, anda thing of beauty at that ;
it arouses,instant enthusiasm and kindles
sentiment. Its decorative elementsrise at

‘once into’ the highest realm of esthetics,
and buried deep in his breast is the
famous order of John A. Dix:
man attempts to haul down the American
flag, shoot him on the spot.”
Some years ago the original Stars and

Stripes, was in. the possession of Mrs.
‘Harriet .P. Stafford: (widow of Mr. Samuel
. Bayard Stafford); at her death it was

to. be presented to the Smithsonian In-
stitution at Washington. It was made at
Philadelphia by Betsy Ross, a Quakeress

of that city, to be delivered into the hands
of Paul Jones, who sailed up anddown

‘thes Schuylkill River to display it. It

‘next flew on the Bonhomme-Richard,
‘after. which it was transferred to the.

“American frigate. Alliance. It was pre-
&sented to Lieut. James Bayard, when the -

- Alliance was sold, and kept in his family

*eyer since-. It.was the first Stars and _

~ Stripes“hoisted over an American vessel,

Sr

“ Thany

and. the first to be salyted by a foreign
Power. This: first salute was’ fired from
the deck of a Dutch  man-of-war on
November 16th, 1776. When the British
evacuated New York in 1783 their flag
was nailed to the flagstaff. One John
Van Arsdale tore it down, and hoisted the
Americanflag, before the British ships had
left the Lower Bay.
The historian’s task it is to record for

posterity the many valiant deeds per-
formedin the Civil War, in the Philippines,

and elsewhere under the American flag ;

but, since the journalist. chronicles
current events, two events pertaining to
the present day are recordedin this article.

At Vimy Ridge
When.theCanadians charged up the long

slope of Vimy Ridge the Stars and Stripes
went before them into the Germans’
fire. The story is told in an unofficial
despatch received at Ottawa on April 11th,

from Canadian -Headquarters in France.
A young Texan, who had enlisted in

Ontario, carried with him a little American
flag. The United States declared war,
and, when he found that his regiment was

chosen to form part of the first’ wave of
men storming Vimy Ridge on April 9th,
he took the flag out and tied it to his
bayonet. The Texasboy carried his flag
to the very front, but in the assault

on Thélus. he fell with a bullet in his
body. He was taken to hospital, but his
fate has not come to light.

Call of the Blood

To Edmund G. €. Genet,-an American
aviator, has fallen the honour of being the

first citizen of the~ United States to die
abroad ‘under his country’s flag. He
indeed fell under it, for at the time of his
being shot down, the Stars-and Stripes
had “been. formally raised over the
American Flying Corps in France. It
must not be overlooked. that-many an
American lad had already given up his

- life ere that,- for hundreds of youths,
who had not waited for the official em-
barking of their Government in the
conflict, had been fighting for some time
previously, and- many had gone to
their rest.’ Edmund Genet was the
lineal descendant of that “ Citizen”’
Genet who, as the representative of the

French Republic in America in 1793,
sought to induce the American people to
espouse the cause of France, in spite of
Washington’s proclamation of neutrality
as between that country and Britain,

andwho, by his indiscreet activity in his ~
own country’s cause, forced the President
to havyé him recalled. When France
complied with
Genet: remained in America, and became

one of its most loyal citizens. He
married the daughter of General George
Clinton, Governor of New York, and so
the boy who has just died in France -
was also his descendant. One cannot
wonder that a son of this double line was |
found ready to die for America and for
France. -It was the call of the blood.
The proverbial schoolboy knows by this

time that the forty-eight stars of the

American flag are emblematic of its

equal number of States, while the stripes
represent the thirteen original colonies ;

what people ‘not American are perhaps

honour was’ being rendered.

Washington's request, .

not awareof is that the U.S. Armyservice
regulations prescribe for the standard or
colours of every U.S. regiment a yellow
fringe two inches and half wide. The
President’s flag has a-fringe of silver
and gold three inches wide. The flag
of the Secretary of War has a border of
white silk three inches wide. ‘The
Assistant Secretary has one of scarlet
silk. It should be explained that “ the
colour’ is the flag carried by infantry;
it is somewhat larger than “ the stand-
ard.” carried by mounted troops.
The story of how “ The Star-Spangled

Banner’ came to be written by a Mary-
lander, Francis Scott Key, during the

bombardment of Fort McHenry by a
British ~squadron under Cockburn, has

often been written. It remains to be added
that the song is Saluted, and Americans

are taught that the honours and salutes
rendered to it are not to be accorded to
any other nationalair. :

The Song of the Flag

It would be cheapening ~America’s
National Anthemto stand up for “‘ Yankee
Doodle.” A story is told which illustrates
American sentiment in regard to its
sacred National Anthem. At a- certain
baseball. match a gonfalon was being
raised, emblematic of the victory won by
one of the teams, and the band played

“The Star-Spangled Banner.’” One man
remained seated. His neighbour snapped
at him. “ Don’t you know enough to
stand up for ‘The Star-Spangled
Banner’?” “Not when it is played
for a baseball pennant,” retorted the

sitter, “‘and if you are such a good
patriot, I am a recruiting sergeant for the
—— Regiment, and you might enlist to
showyour patriotism. Howabout it?”

Less known is “ The Language of the
Flag,” by Will Carleton, which teems with

emotional fervour, It is reproduced on
pageii of the cover of this mumber of THE
War ILLUSTRATED.

Salute ‘‘ Old Glory"

Enoughhas been told to illustrate what
’“ Old Glory’ is to our American friends
and allies, but there remains the story of a
happening of which I was proud to be a
witness’: when in New York some ~years
ago. I had come into that city from
an outlying town, and had at once
noticed that over every building, public
or otherwise, the Stars and Stripes were
flying at half-mast. I asked a police
“officer”? to whom this posthumous

“Fo King
Edward, of course,’”’ replied the police-
man. There was a great deal of emphasis
im that ‘‘ of course.” If I have become
personal, it is in the hope that we British

will show proper. respect to the Stars and
Stripes when it flutters in the breeze here,
and return ten thousandfold the courtesy
shown to the memory of our late beloved
IXing by American citizens. Their and our
flagshave already waved side by side in
this country. Now, they are both waving
together with France’s Tricolour on the
front of battle, soon to flutter proudly in
victory. And should American troops
pass through our land, going or coming
back, Tet us reserve some rousing cheers
for ‘‘ Old Glory.” Our salute will reach
the heart of every American.

- a Charles E. Roche
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Maj. E. E. D. HENDERSON,V.C.,

N. Staffs Regt. Most gallant leader-
ship to triumph, though wounded.

Died when brought in.

 

 

   
Sec.-Lt. A. 0. POLLARD,V.C., M.C.,
D.C.M., H.A.C. With four men broke
a@ vigorous counter-attack ard re-

gained lost ground.

 

   
Sergt. HARRY CATOR,V.C.,

E. Surrey Regt. Attacked an enemy
machine-gun oe killed tke entire

eam.

 

  

 

   
 

  

 

Noble Deeds Crowned with the Victoria

  

 

   
Maj. G. C. WHEELER,V.C.,

Gurkha Rifles. With handful of
men rushed a trench and dis-

persed the enemy.

Sec.-Li. R. L. HAINE, V.C.,
H.A.C. By utmost gallantry
captured a strong position and

fifty prisoners.

 

 

 

 

 

  
Lt. and Adj. R. E. PHILIPS, V.C.,
Royal Warwick Regt. Brought in his
wounded commanding officer wader

intense fire.

 

 

   
Sergt. THOMAS STEELE,V.C.,

Seaforth Highlanders. By personal
valour and example rallied troops

and recovered a position.

 

 

 

 

Capt. ALBERT BALL, V.C., D.S.0., M.C.,
late Notts and Derby Regt. and R.F.C.
consistent bravery in air combats.

For most conspicuous and
In all he destroyed Yorty-three

German aeroplanes and one balloon. Posthumous award.

 

 
 

 

  

 

    
 

Lee.-Corpl. THOMAS BRYAN,V.C.,
Northumberland Fusiliers. Skill and
valour in disabling an enemy

machine-gun,

Cpl. JOHN CUNNINGHAM,V.C.,
late Leinster Regt. Single-
handed defeated twenty Ger-
mans, dying later of wounds.

Pte. MICHAEL HEAVISIDE,V.C.,
Durham L.I. Carried food and
water to a wounded manclose to

the enemyline.

 
 

Sergt. J. W. ORMSBY, V.C.,
K.0.Y.L.1. Took command of the
company and led it under heavy fire

to new position.

 

  
Pte. W. J. MILNE, V.C., .

late Can, Inf. Simgle-handed care
tured. two machine-guns. Killed
soon afterwards. Posthumous award.
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HOW ‘OLD GLORY’ WAVED ON VIMY RIDGE
Se Some New Facts about One of the Oldest Flags in the World
 

Gos-there: sissa <a
“ country in which

the cult of the
flag has assumed, the
dimensions of devout
andheartfelt worship
that country is. as-
‘suredly -the United
States of America,
The school-children,
even in the Kinder-.

MAES. Bae, garten stage; are
_ taught to regard the nation’s flag as a
sacred-emblem and to do it honour. Itis

displayed on the occasion of festal days,
- ofpohtical parades, while the little ones,:

dressed in the three colours, learn to fornt
an oblong square representative of their

flag. Americans travelling abroad carry it
with them in various forms—ties, rosettes,
button-holes, and handkerchiefs, “and
patriotically wave it whenever an oppor-
tunity occurs.

  
BE Sys

_ ‘The original «Old
be Glory.’?

   

' Veteran Among Flags

Tt has-a history, that “ Old Glory,” of
which our most recent allies have cause
to be proud. To begin with, it is one of
the oldest flags that are now in existence.
Born in’ 1775, it outdates our own flag,
which, as it flies to-day, dates only from
r8or.. The. French Tricolour dates from
1793, while the German flag goes back

-only- te 1867. The Star and’ Crescent
of the Turkish flag date from 1453, but
the present combination is quite modern.
“The name of .“ Old. Glory’ for

our “flag is quite appropriate, for the
flag is old among the standards, and it
trails to earth the ‘ clouds of glory,’ ”’ an
American has written. Artists have
frequently criticised the “gridiron ”
arrangementof the flag, and have objected
to the fact that the juxtaposition of the
three ‘colours is not in harmony with

- heraldic convention. They have con-
-sidered the flag merely as a_ decoration,
without. taking into account its appear-
ance high in the open air, or when borne
at the head of a mass of men, or when

“seen-on the flagstaff of a ship, but this is
precisely what “ the man in. the street,”

  

the ordinary man, takes most into account. «

. Original ‘‘ Stars and Stripes”

- Theflag is to hima thing seen moving in
the breeze, anda thing of beauty at that ;
it arouses,instant enthusiasm and kindles
sentiment. Its decorative elementsrise at

‘once into’ the highest realm of esthetics,
and buried deep in his breast is the
famous order of John A. Dix:
man attempts to haul down the American
flag, shoot him on the spot.”
Some years ago the original Stars and

Stripes, was in. the possession of Mrs.
‘Harriet .P. Stafford: (widow of Mr. Samuel
. Bayard Stafford); at her death it was

to. be presented to the Smithsonian In-
stitution at Washington. It was made at
Philadelphia by Betsy Ross, a Quakeress

of that city, to be delivered into the hands
of Paul Jones, who sailed up anddown

‘thes Schuylkill River to display it. It

‘next flew on the Bonhomme-Richard,
‘after. which it was transferred to the.

“American frigate. Alliance. It was pre-
&sented to Lieut. James Bayard, when the -

- Alliance was sold, and kept in his family

*eyer since-. It.was the first Stars and _

~ Stripes“hoisted over an American vessel,

Sr

“ Thany

and. the first to be salyted by a foreign
Power. This: first salute was’ fired from
the deck of a Dutch  man-of-war on
November 16th, 1776. When the British
evacuated New York in 1783 their flag
was nailed to the flagstaff. One John
Van Arsdale tore it down, and hoisted the
Americanflag, before the British ships had
left the Lower Bay.
The historian’s task it is to record for

posterity the many valiant deeds per-
formedin the Civil War, in the Philippines,

and elsewhere under the American flag ;

but, since the journalist. chronicles
current events, two events pertaining to
the present day are recordedin this article.

At Vimy Ridge
When.theCanadians charged up the long

slope of Vimy Ridge the Stars and Stripes
went before them into the Germans’
fire. The story is told in an unofficial
despatch received at Ottawa on April 11th,

from Canadian -Headquarters in France.
A young Texan, who had enlisted in

Ontario, carried with him a little American
flag. The United States declared war,
and, when he found that his regiment was

chosen to form part of the first’ wave of
men storming Vimy Ridge on April 9th,
he took the flag out and tied it to his
bayonet. The Texasboy carried his flag
to the very front, but in the assault

on Thélus. he fell with a bullet in his
body. He was taken to hospital, but his
fate has not come to light.

Call of the Blood

To Edmund G. €. Genet,-an American
aviator, has fallen the honour of being the

first citizen of the~ United States to die
abroad ‘under his country’s flag. He
indeed fell under it, for at the time of his
being shot down, the Stars-and Stripes
had “been. formally raised over the
American Flying Corps in France. It
must not be overlooked. that-many an
American lad had already given up his

- life ere that,- for hundreds of youths,
who had not waited for the official em-
barking of their Government in the
conflict, had been fighting for some time
previously, and- many had gone to
their rest.’ Edmund Genet was the
lineal descendant of that “ Citizen”’
Genet who, as the representative of the

French Republic in America in 1793,
sought to induce the American people to
espouse the cause of France, in spite of
Washington’s proclamation of neutrality
as between that country and Britain,

andwho, by his indiscreet activity in his ~
own country’s cause, forced the President
to havyé him recalled. When France
complied with
Genet: remained in America, and became

one of its most loyal citizens. He
married the daughter of General George
Clinton, Governor of New York, and so
the boy who has just died in France -
was also his descendant. One cannot
wonder that a son of this double line was |
found ready to die for America and for
France. -It was the call of the blood.
The proverbial schoolboy knows by this

time that the forty-eight stars of the

American flag are emblematic of its

equal number of States, while the stripes
represent the thirteen original colonies ;

what people ‘not American are perhaps

honour was’ being rendered.

Washington's request, .

not awareof is that the U.S. Armyservice
regulations prescribe for the standard or
colours of every U.S. regiment a yellow
fringe two inches and half wide. The
President’s flag has a-fringe of silver
and gold three inches wide. The flag
of the Secretary of War has a border of
white silk three inches wide. ‘The
Assistant Secretary has one of scarlet
silk. It should be explained that “ the
colour’ is the flag carried by infantry;
it is somewhat larger than “ the stand-
ard.” carried by mounted troops.
The story of how “ The Star-Spangled

Banner’ came to be written by a Mary-
lander, Francis Scott Key, during the

bombardment of Fort McHenry by a
British ~squadron under Cockburn, has

often been written. It remains to be added
that the song is Saluted, and Americans

are taught that the honours and salutes
rendered to it are not to be accorded to
any other nationalair. :

The Song of the Flag

It would be cheapening ~America’s
National Anthemto stand up for “‘ Yankee
Doodle.” A story is told which illustrates
American sentiment in regard to its
sacred National Anthem. At a- certain
baseball. match a gonfalon was being
raised, emblematic of the victory won by
one of the teams, and the band played

“The Star-Spangled Banner.’” One man
remained seated. His neighbour snapped
at him. “ Don’t you know enough to
stand up for ‘The Star-Spangled
Banner’?” “Not when it is played
for a baseball pennant,” retorted the

sitter, “‘and if you are such a good
patriot, I am a recruiting sergeant for the
—— Regiment, and you might enlist to
showyour patriotism. Howabout it?”

Less known is “ The Language of the
Flag,” by Will Carleton, which teems with

emotional fervour, It is reproduced on
pageii of the cover of this mumber of THE
War ILLUSTRATED.

Salute ‘‘ Old Glory"

Enoughhas been told to illustrate what
’“ Old Glory’ is to our American friends
and allies, but there remains the story of a
happening of which I was proud to be a
witness’: when in New York some ~years
ago. I had come into that city from
an outlying town, and had at once
noticed that over every building, public
or otherwise, the Stars and Stripes were
flying at half-mast. I asked a police
“officer”? to whom this posthumous

“Fo King
Edward, of course,’”’ replied the police-
man. There was a great deal of emphasis
im that ‘‘ of course.” If I have become
personal, it is in the hope that we British

will show proper. respect to the Stars and
Stripes when it flutters in the breeze here,
and return ten thousandfold the courtesy
shown to the memory of our late beloved
IXing by American citizens. Their and our
flagshave already waved side by side in
this country. Now, they are both waving
together with France’s Tricolour on the
front of battle, soon to flutter proudly in
victory. And should American troops
pass through our land, going or coming
back, Tet us reserve some rousing cheers
for ‘‘ Old Glory.” Our salute will reach
the heart of every American.

- a Charles E. Roche
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rE is perhaps worth while pointing out
to the readers of THE War ILLus-

TRATED a fact they might be excused in
itot noticing for themselves: When this

| periodical wasstarted its price was fixed~

at- 2d. for. various reasons, but -chiefly
because at one pennyit was impossible to
produce -in’ a satisfactory: manner _a
publication -worthy sof being preserved
as»a picture-record of the*war.. In the
autumn of 1914,-when ‘our “early issues
appeared, there were veryfew. periodicals,
indeed, in Great Britain published at 2d.,
and none that could claim more than the
merest fraction of the circulation which
Tue War ILLusTRATEDinstantly secured.
It was seen that*the value of its pages,
crammed with the most excellent photo-
graphs and original drawings, for which
large sums of money had to be disbursed
week.by week, was much above the small
price placed upon it by -the. publishers,-
and a 4requent~ appreciation which I
used to receive from readers was that
THE WaRILLUSTRATED W S$ quite a worthy

rival to the big sixpennypictorials.

Value—not Price—Increased

CAN most certainly claim with every
confidence that. Tur War (ILLus-

TRATED has from its first number been
maintained at the very highest standard
of printing it has been possible to secure
for a publication so modestly priced.
Thanks to the wise prevision of its
publishers, we have been able so far—

- despite the fact that, in order to give

readers the fullest benefit of our space,
all advertising pages have been refused—
to.maintain THE. WaR ILLUSTRATED at
its. Original price. Meanwhile, all the
sixpenny weekly pictorials have gone up
to 7d- or 8d., and instead of THE War
ILLUSTRATED being one of a few weeklies

published at 2d. it is now one of many,
most of the popular penny
having increased: ‘to 2d. .The moral of

all this is that if, THE WAR ILLUSTRATED

periodicals -

seize this “enemy property’’,and pub-
lish it. The German Government would,

of course, shtiek’‘ Forgery !’2 ‘but Bis-
marck is still’ the hero of ie fellow-
countrymen, and the influence of his last |

words might bring-themtodisillusionment
and peace.’ The ~Kaiser having ‘placed
himself without the pale, the suggestion
that this‘enemy property should be taken
over by the Government’ and published
‘appears to me an excellent one.

in those historic autumn:-days of 1914”
was worth 2d. andall through 1915, when
its circulation remained the largest ever
secured for any periodical in this country
priced at more- than one penny, it is
relatively to-day value for twicé as much!
Still we are “‘ carrying on,” the publication
at the original price -of 2d. and will make
evce‘effort to do so indefinitely.

Bismarck and the Kaiser

HEN Bismarck died he left instruc-
tions that ‘the concluding° portion

of his memoirs should. not: be published :
|. until after the death of all the- persons

mentioned therein., One: of .the daily

this pointed out that this section of the
great statesman’s autobiography described
his relations with the present»Kaiser, and,
doubtless; treated Wilhelm andhis chosen
friends
candour.. Although Bismarck created
modern Germany;he had-no great-trust
in the modern-German:

the temporarily suppressed manuscript
was, therefore, deposited ‘with the Bank

_ of England. ° It.is there still. It is;surely :
the duty of the British Government to

_ For.safety’s.sake .

papers, in recently drawing- attention to .

with characteristic: “Bismarckian .

Rare Americana

VER two -hundred years ago -Dr.
White Kennétt, Bishop of Peter-

borough, and one of the original members
of the Society for the Propagation of the
Gospel in Foreign Parts, bequeathed: to
the society he had helped to found-his
extensive library, consisting largely -of
books, charts, maps, and documents

relating to America. I now learn that,
under a scheme authorised by the Charity
Commissioners, the society has been
empowered to offer the Kennett collection
for. sale, and that it has been sent to

Sotheby’s, where it will be offered at

the end of July. Ten of the famous and
rare Indian- tracts by John. Eliot, Thomas
Mayhéw, and other early preachers of the
Gospel in the seventeenth century are
included, and there are numerous tracts

and pamphlets connected with New Eng-
land, Maryland, Virginia, and other
colonies which have become valuable to
American collectors. John Langford’s
1655 refutation, of the ‘scandalous attack
on Lord Baltimore—‘‘ Babylon’s Fall in
Maryland ’’—was.in neither the Huth
northe Hoelibraries, and the 1676" News

from New England ”’ was not in the Huth
or Christie-Miller collections. It would be
a pleasant thing if these rare Americana
could. be bought for presentation to
President Wilson.

British Captures.

The following striking figures have been
presented to the House ofCommons:

Western Front.—76,067. prisoners .cap-
tured since the beginning of the war to the
end of May. At ‘least %:000 prisoners to
bé added for June;
since July rst, 1916,~-About. 600 square
miles regained since July 1st, 1916.

Mésopotamia. — Approximately
prisoners taken since July Ist, 1916; 132
guns captured since the beginning of the
war,
recaptured. .

Egypt.—8;7:39 .prisoners captured since
July. st, 1916;
same period. ~

than the success of Britain’s oy
effort.

; -.Gas!

ce

bythe Rawstuffs:.Department. of the
War Office’ in, Berlin.

434 guns captured:

10,900.

exclusive of guns lost at Kut and |

18 guns taken in the |

* scrapiny -knife.
They emphasise. the magnitude no less Sen

Close upon the
announcement there follows the state- =<
ment that a certain: fatuous league at ,
Mayence has bombastically declared that -
Germany must not conclude peace until

3-3-3394

the conquest of Pagland has been
achieved and the wholéof the British
Empire has been annexed by the Kaiser!
With that thoroughness which was sup-
posed to belong to Prussian methods the
““Gas Office of the Rawstuffs Department”
seems to have got very promptly to work,
and to have turned out laughing-gas
instead_of an illuminant, ; ae

“Extravagant Economy

OINTS in -household economy too
often overlooked (writes Doraisani)

are the supply of proper implements and
the proper use-and care of them. I some-
times wonder whether the Stone Age is
as far off as geologists suppose when I
find a whole family content to scrape at
a joint, or grind away at a loaf, with
knives that-would be put. to shame for
bluntness by manyof the flint implements
in our museums. It-is amazing how few
houses possess a goodsteel, and howoften
it is hidden away as if it were a thing to
be ashamed of. To my mind. the thing
to be ashamed of is the bad treatment of
good knives! The person who uses a
knife for the wrong purpose is no work-
man at all, but a criminal of the deepest
dye, and capable of any enormity! Of
such are the people who take a _table-
knife to open a box, prise up a cork with
the points of the scissors, try to dig out
nails with a screw-driver, or turn screws

with the blade of a penknife. On a desert
island such feats-might be admirable ; in
a’ country where the properimplements
are cheap and plentiful they are not even
amusing. It, is as necessary’ to supply
such things as jemmy, corkscrew, pincers,
screw-driver, hammer, gimlet, bradawl, and

tin-opener (to name but a few) in a house
as itis to supply knives and forks for the
dinner-table.

Economical Extravagance

HE lack of proper implements is the
most extravagant piece of economy

possible.» .Get these things at a tool-shop,
and get them’ good. _Keep.them in your
own hands, and give themout as,required
until your household and family. have
learnt thé use of. themall.: :To return to
the subject of knives. I have found them
blunt in the‘dining-room, but I have also
sometimes found an amazing -lack of
sharpness’ in the kitchen ;» and‘here it
seems ‘to me quite. unpardonable. Old
blunt table-knives are not ‘aproper nor
an economical provision:for the kitchen,
It is not necessary to have a great array.
but thése three are almost essential—(rI)a
French cook’s knife; (2) a short, sharp,
pointed © vegetable-knife ; (3) - a-- flat

The first, because: it is
pointed at the tip and wide at the handle,
giving: room for the fingers, and allowing
power to the elbow.” “The second and

third may be considered luxuries, but:
7 has lately been announced that ‘a - they cost very little, and are so useful

Gas Office has just been established -
that they soon repay the outlay, besides
the fact that. they removeall temptation
to make use of the‘best ‘table-knives ; so
that I ‘think 'we may include them as an
“economical éxtr acess
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